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Irresistible brings you lipsticks in fashion's

newest shades . . . blue pink and flash red . .

.

the colors being worn by debutantes. — For a

perfect blend of beauty and smartness buy

both these new shades of flattering Irresistible

lipstick— and be prepared to match your lips

to your every costume I — Blue Pink and Flash

Red add such allure to your lips, that you

really ought to try them. ~ But remember-

to complete your color make-up— there is the

same shade of Irresistible Rouge and Face

Powder to match each shade of lipstick.

You'll adore, too, the fragrance of irresist-

ible perfume. Try it today— on your skin, your

hair, your clothing—you'll never again be with-

out it! All Irresistible preparations are certified

pure. Only 101 each at all 5 and 101 stores.
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LADY ESTHER 5AYS-

x

To keep your Accent on Youth—
Join this Revolt aqainst Heavy, Waxy Creams!

//

Go get the facts and you'll never use a

heavy cream again! Young America knows

a thing or two. In schools and colleges

you'll find a revolt against heavy creams...

and a swing to Lady Esther Face Cream!

Heavy creams demand heavy-handed treat-

ment...tugging at delicate facial muscles. Whether

you are 18, 28 or 38—why chance looking older

than you really are? Get the facts about my 4-Pur-

pose Cream and give up old-fashioned methods.

The speed of life today puts new demands upon

your face cream and calls for a cream of a different

type. For heavy creams can't fit the tempo of

1939 and modern girls know it. They were the

first to pass up heavy, greasy creams.

Lovely skin brings its own reward—every minute of the day. For no

charm is more appealing than a youthful looking skin. So give yourself

"young skin care"— with my 4-Purpose Face Cream— and you will see

that life is gay and romantic. Yes, that life is fun for every girl who
meets each day with confidence in her own beauty.

Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream has its wonderful following be-

cause it is a modern cream. It goes on lightly and easily, thoroughly re-

moves imbedded dirt—leaves your skin feeling gloriously smooth and

fresh. Won't you please follow the test I suggest below, and see if Lady
Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream isn't the one and only cream for you?

Convince yourself . . . make this amazing "Cleansing Tissue Test" NOW!
Are you sure your face cream really

X\_ cleanses your skin? Is it making you

look older than you really are? Find out

with my amazing "Cleansing Tissue Test."

First, cleanse your complexion with your

present cream. Wipe your face with cleans-

ing tissue, and look at it.

Then do the same—a second time—with
Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream. Now,
wipe it off with tissue and look at that!

Thousands of women are amazed... yes,

shocked then and there. . . to discover dirt upon
their second tissue. They see with their own
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eyes that my cream removes pore-clogging

dirt many other creams FAIL TO GET OUT!

For, unlike many heavy, "waxy" creams

—Lady Esther Face Cream does a thorough

cleansing job without harsh pulling or rub-

bing of delicate facial muscles and tissues.

It cleans gently, lubricates the skin, and

(lastly) prepares your skin for powder.

Prove this, at my expense. Mail me the

coupon and I'll send you a 7-day tube of

my Face Cream (with my 10 new powder
shades). Start now to have a more appeal-

ing skin— to keep your Accent on Youth!

( You can paste this on a penny postcard) (49)

Lady Esther,

7134 West 65th St., Chicago, III.

Please send me your generous supply

of Lady Esther Face Cream; also

ten shades of Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.

FREE

( Ifyou lice in Canada, write Lady Estkrr, Toronto,Ont.

)
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WITH THIS AMAZING

. NEwmmr
Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always

hoped for! This revolutionary new improved

WINX Mascara is smoother and finer in tex-

ture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes

seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes

look larger, brighter.. .sparkling "like stars'!"

New WINX does not stiffen lashes—leaves

them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,

smudge-proof and non-smarting.

WINX Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil and Eye

Shadow (in the new packages) are Good
Housekeeping approved. Get them at your

favorite 10# store —
today!

Money-Back
Guarantee!

Amazing new WINX is

guaranteed to be the
finest you've ever used.

If not more than satis-

fied, return your pur-

chase to Ross Co., New
York, and get your
money back.

NOVEMBER, 1939

Now DOUBLE Your Allure

with New WINX Lipstick!

WINX LIPSTICK gives your lips glamour

. . . makes them appear youthful, moist . .

.

the appeal men cannot resist! Comes in 4

exotic, tempting colors. Is non-drying—4 and STAYS ON FOR
HOURS. For a new thrill,

wear the Raspberry WINX
LIPSTICK with the har-

monizing Mauve WINX
Eye Shadow. Fascinating!

Get WINX LIPSTICK, at

1 Otf stores, today!

£S«fmn LIPSTICK
WITH WINX EYE MAKE-UP!
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WHAT DO YOU

WANT TO SAY?

FIRST PRIZE
RADIO DECIDES A CAREER

EVERYONE I've ever spoken to
about radio programs has some
complaint. True, they're not all

masterpieces, yet each radio program
leaves us richer for having heard it.

A weak plot has its advantages in
good voices; a miscast radio performer
fades before some flawless part; the
poorest program contributes a line, a
musical strain, or a pleasant thought
that glows like a living jewel long
after the sign-off.
Six years ago, after listening to

many crime programs, I knew I would
never be satisfied in any other field

of work but that of combating crime.
I became a policeman. Radio helped
me to select my vocation.

Joseph Libretti,
Chicago, 111.

SECOND PRIZE
MORE ORCHIDS

We aren't realizing it, but the radio
is the greatest teacher in the world
today. Our vocabulary increases, we
learn how to pronounce words prop-
erly, and to use them in the right
places. All types of music and the
composers become familiar from
pleasant repetition. History-making
events are brought to our very ears.

Thought-provoking questions and an-
swers entertain us, and at the same
time broaden our education.
Radio is the only means of making

the same advantages available to all,

whether they live in the largest city
or miles from the nearest town.

Alice Buchanan,
Lima Spring, Iowa

THIRD PRIZE
HERE'S SOMETHING DIFFERENT!

Hats off to Ezra Stone and The
Aldrich Family sketch. We got a kick
out of them the past winter on the
Kate Smith show, and now we wait
each Sunday to hear what Henry is

doing. Here is a program that's dif-
ferent—enjoyed by many, so please

(Continued on page 84)

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF OPINION WIN

PRIZES
First Prize $10.00

Second Prize $ 5.00

Five Prizes of $ 1 .00

Address your letter to the Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than Oct. 27th, 1939. All

submissions become the property of

the magazine.

Ed -with another girl

and he used to be mine!

Smart girls keep romance!

They prevent underarm odor with MUM!

ETHEL got a shock when they passed

her. . . Ed glancing at her almost

like a stranger. . .Jane with that proud,

satisfied smile. Ethel knew Jane wasn't as

pretty—wasn't as clever . . .wondered why
Ed picked her!

It isn't always the pretty girls who win!

For even a pretty girl can spoil her

chances, if she's careless about underarm
odor. . . if she trusts her bath alone to

keep her fresh and sweet . . . neglects to

use Mum!
For a bath removes only past perspira-

tion . . .Mum prevents odor to come. That's

why more women use Mum than any

other deodorant—more screen stars, more
nurses—more girls like you.

MUM IS QUICK I Only thirty seconds for

Mum, and underarms are protected for a

whole day or evening.

MUM IS SAFE! The American Institute

of Laundering Seal tells you Mum is

harmless to fabrics. You can apply Mum
even after you're dressed. Mum won't

irritate skin.

MUM IS SURE I Without stopping perspi-

ration, Mum prevents underarm odor.

Freshness is so important—why take
risks? Get Mum at your druggist's today.

Important to You—
Thousands of women use
Mum for sanitary napkins
because they know that it's

safe, gentle. Always use
Mum this way, too. TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

nove:mber, 1939



LYWOOD
WHISPERS

Jack Benny got a gift, too,

at the party Barbara Stan-

wyck gave for Bob Taylor

—

and here he is playing "The

Bee" on it for his hostess.

Kay Kyser and Ginny Simms,

below, take a night off from

their West Coast dance duties

to go to The Troc and dine on

this outlandish-looking dessert.

IT'S
no reflection on the voice or

ability of Nelson Eddy that he isn't

as popular with members of Robert
Armbruster's Chase and Sanborn Hour
band as was the baritone, Donald
Dickson, who is now on the most am-
bitious maiden concert tour ever out-
lined for a singer—forty-four concerts.
Dickson didn't begin rehearsing

with the orchestra until noon. Eddy
is an early riser and likes to start at
ten o'clock on Sunday morning, when
the musicians, like the rest of us, like
to sleep. So in Nelson's case, it just
proves that the early bird gets the
Bronx Cheer!

Like so many other stars of radio,
Jim Ameche, kid brother of Don, fell

in love with the California climate
and landscape after a couple of
months on the air substituting with
Gale Page for the Hollywood Play-
house star, Charles Boyer. "My one
ambition, right now," Jim told me,
"is to live in Hollywood the rest of
my life."

* * *

Walter Winchell is authority for the
statement that Edwin C. Hill's pro-
grams (which replaced Winchell dur-
ing the summer) were not too en-
thusiastically received.

Alec Templeton, the versatile piano
virtuoso, and probably the greatest
discovery in radio in 1939, gives credit
for much of his success to the inspira-
tion he derives from radio programs.
The NBC star awakens each morning
at 9 o'clock as regularly as if he had

By GEORGE FISHER

Listen to George Fisher's broadcasts

every Saturday night over Mutual.

set an alarm clock, and his first wak-
ing act is to turn on the radio beside
his bed. He carries a portable radio
with him everywhere, even to the
barber shop and the restaurant. It's

by listening to radio so intently that
he is able to concoct those brilliant
take-offs on its personalities.

Roger Pryor has quit the orchestra
business. Such was his comment, at
least, after officials of the Screen Guild
Theater announced that he has been
signed as master-of-ceremonies for
the series.

"Jack The Bell Boy" may not be
known to many daytime listeners in

Hollywood, but he certainly has the
town by the "ear" at night. From
midnight 'till dawn, this nameless an-
nouncer juggles records, wisecracks
and plays hot records to amuse the
early-bird jitterbug enthusiasts. And
any morning you can hear the Bell
Boy chatter: and here's Glen Miller's
"Sunrise Serenade" being played for
Bette Davis and George Brent!

The winding roads of Brentwood,
west of Hollywood, are difficult to re-
member after only one trip over them,
as Orson Welles will guarantee. When
the star moved to Hollywood to make
a film for RKO, he rented a home in

(Continued on page 6)
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Look at me now . . . Lily of the 5 & IO
IS IT really me? . . . here in a lovely house,

with a car and servants . . . and the nicest

man in the world for a husband? Sometimes
I wonder . . .

It seems only yesterday that I was one of an
army of clerks—and a very lonely one at that
. . . only yesterday that Anna Johnson gave
me the hint that changed my entire life. Maybe
she told me because I was quitting and she
wanted me to have a good time on my little trip

to Bermuda that I'd skimped and saved for.

"Lil," she said, "in the three years we've
been here, I've only seen you out with a man
occasionally. I know it isn't because you don't
like men . .

."

"They don't like me," I confessed.

"That's what you think . . . but you're
wrong. You've got everything—and any man
would like you if it weren't for . .

."

"If it weren't for what?"

"Gosh, Lil, I hate to say it . . . but I think

I ought to . .
."

And then she told me . . . told me what I

should have been told years before—what
everyone should be told. It was a pretty hu-
miliating hint to receive, but I took it. And
how beautifully it worked!

On the boat on the way down to the Islands,

I was really sought after for the first time in

my life. And then, at a cocktail party in a cute
little inn in Bermuda, I met HIM. The moou,
the water, the scent of the hibiscus did the
rest. Three months later we were married.

I realized that but for Anna's hint, Romanee
might have passed me by.

For this is what Anna told me:

"Lil," she said, "there's nothing that kills

a man's interest in a girl as fast as a case of

halitosis (bad breath).* Everyone has it now
and then. To say the least, you've been, well . . .

careless. You probably never realized your
trouble. Halitosis victims seldom do.

"I'm passing you a little tip, honey— use
Listerine Antiseptic before any date. It's a
wonderful antiseptic and deodorant . . . makes
your breath so much sweeter in no time, honest.

"I'd rather go to a date without my shoes
than without Listerine Antiseptic. Nine times
out of ten it spells the difference between being
a washout or a winner."

And in view of what happened,
Anna was right.

I guess

*Sometimes halitosis is due to systemic condi-
tions, but usually andfortunately it is caused,
say some authorities, by fermentation of tiny

food particles in the mouth. Listerine quickly
halts such food fermentation and then over-

comes the odors it causes. Your breath he-

comes sweeter, purer, less likely tit offend.

Always use Listerine before business and
social engagements. Lambert Pharmacol Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
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Your OPPORTUNITY of 1939

$25,000.00
TRUE STORY MANUSCRIPT CONTEST

Three Special

$1,000 Bonus PrizesIstPriz

2nd Pri

3rd Pri;

4th Prh

5th Pm

3 Bonu

PRIZE SCHEDU
e

LE

$2500.00

1500.00

. 3000.00

. 7500.00

. 7500.00

ze

e—3 at $1000 each,

e— 15 at $500 each,

e—30 at $250 each.

50 Regular Prizes,

s Prizes of $1000 eac

Total

.$22,000.00

h 3,000.00

$25,000.00

CONTEST RULES
All stories must be written in the first person

based on tacts that happened either in the lives
of the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.
Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not send us carbon copies.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more

than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not use

thin tissue paper.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE

OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HAND-
WRITING, THE TITLE AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT
YOUR NAME.

Print your full name and address on mailing
container.
PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THERE-

ON. OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unaccepted stories will be returned as soon as

rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED WITH
SUBMITTAL. If your story Is accompanied by
your signed statement not to return it. It It Is
not acceptable, it will not be necessary to en-
close return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.
Do not send us stories which we have returned.
As soon as possible after receipt of each manu-

script, an acknowledgment or rejection notice will
be mailed. No corrections can be made in manu-
scripts after they reach us. No correspondence
can be entered into concerning manuscripts sub-
mitted or rejected.
Always disguise the names of persons and places

appearing in your stories.
This contest Is open to every one everywhere

in the world, except employees and former em-
ployees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and
members of their families.

If a story is selected by the editors for imme-
diate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be final,
there being no appeal from their decision.
Under no condition submit any story that has

ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscripts to us direct. Due to

the Intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter,

which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.

This contest ends Wednesday, No-
vember 29. 1939.

Address your manuscripts for this
contest to Macfadden Publications,
Inc., Dept. 39C, P. O. Box 629, Grand
Central Station. New York. N. Y.

During the three months beginning Sep-
tember 1 and ending November 29, 1939,

fifty men and women are going to be made
richer to the extent of fifty big cash prizes

ranging from $250 up to $2500 in the great

true story manuscript contest now being

conducted by Macfadden Publications, Inc.

In addition there will be three special

bonus prizes of $1,000 each, one to be
awarded to the best true story received in

each of the three months of the contest

term.
Here is opportunity indeed for you per-

sonally. It would be a great pity not to

take advantage of it. Somewhere in your
memory may be waiting the very story

necessary to capture the big $2500 first prize

which with the $1,000 bonus prize that goes

with it automatically would net you $3500

just for putting into words something that

already exists in your mind. By all means
Start writing it today. Even if your story

should fall slightly short of prize winning quality

we will gladly consider it for purchase at our

regular rate provided we can use it.

In writing your story, tell it simply and
clearly just as it happened. Include .all

background information such as parentage,

surroundings and other facts necessary to

give the reader a full understanding of the
situation. Do not be afraid to speak plainly

and above all do not refrain from writing

your story for fear you lack the necessary
skill. A large percentage of the nearly
$600,000 we have already paid out in prize

awards for true stories went to persons
having no tr-ained literary ability.

No matter whether yours is a story of

tragedy, happiness, failure or success, if it

contains the interest and human quality

we seek it will receive preference over
tales of less merit no matter how skillfully

written they may be.
Judging on this basis, to the best true

story received will be awarded the great
$2500 first prize, to the second best will be
awarded the $1500 second prize, etc.

If you have not already procured a copy
of our free booklet which explains the
simple method of presenting true stories

which has proved to be most effective, be
sure to mail the coupon today. Also do
not fail to follow the rules in every par-
ticular, thus making sure that your story
will receive full consideration for prize or
purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story

send it in. Remember, an early mailing
may be worth a $1,000 bonus prize to you
regardless of any other prize your story
may receive. Also, by mailing early you
help to avoid a last minute landslide, in-
sure your story of an early reading and
enable us to determine the winners at the
earliest possible moment.

•COUPON
RM-U

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 39C
P. O. Box 629, Grand Central Station

New York. N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet en-
titled "Facts You Should Know Before Writing
True Stories."

Name '.

Street

Town State
(Print plainly. Give name of state In full.)

(Continued from page 4)

that area. All he knew was the street
address and the fact that Shirley
Temple lived next door. Welles drove
off to the studio successfully after his
first breakfast in the new place, but
when it came time to return, he
couldn't find the street. And there
was no place nearby to inquire. Only
a roadside business man who offers to
guide strangers who want to see the
homes of the stars. So Welles hired
the man to show him Shirley Temple's
home, and it all worked out perfectly.
What most amazed the actor was the
fact that when he pointed to the house
he had just rented the day before
and asked who lived there, the guide
promptly replied "Orson Welles."

If any prophet has no honor in his
own country, Bob Burns is the ex-
ception that proves the rule. Van
Buren, Arkansas, honored him too
much on his recent visit for a picture
premiere. When the bazooka-tooter
ate his meals in a ground floor dining
room, most of the town plus the visi-
tors took turns at the windows to
watch the great man reach for an-
other piece of chicken. One hot night
Bob divested himself of his pajama
uppers and was about to do the same
with his lowers, when he noticed he
wasn't exactly alone. There was a
whole gallery outside watching him
sleep. That was when Bob found out
he hadn't forgotten how to blush.

Radio has never been able to record,
accurately, the sound of an automobile
motor or exhaust, says Charlie For-
syth, Radio Theater sound expert. The
reason, he explains, is that the micro-
phone does not hear an automobile as
the ear hears it. All records ever
made of auto motors and exhausts
come out of the loudspeaker slightly
distorted.

John Scott Trotter, Bing Crosby's
hard-swinging batonist, at heart pre-
fers the classics. Backed against the
wall in a weak moment at home, Trot-
ter admitted to me that if he had to
spend his life on a desert island with
only ten records, out of the ten he
would choose only one that Crosby
sings on his radio show—"Silent
Night." The other nine would all be
classics. And that from a man who
has taught even Bob Burns how to
swing!

Don Wilson, the jovial big boy who
announces for Jack Benny on Sunday
nights, inadvertently lost two inches
from his waistline during the summer
vacation, and received one reprimand
from boss Benny. Don's excess avoir-
dupois together with his belly laugh
are his chief contributions to the
Benny show and without Don's cor-
pulence, what would Jack have to rib
him about?

A bright young thing caught Anita
Loos outside the stage door after the
writer of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
finished her appearance on "We, the
People" broadcast from New York.
"Miss Loos," said the girl, "If gentle-
men prefer blondes, what does that
make your husband?" Few people
realize the black-haired author is
married and that her husband is John

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Emerson, a noted novelist in his own
right.

Hildegarde is NOT the "first Lady
of Television!" In view of the recent
publicity labeling the radio and night
club singer, Hildegarde, as "The First

Lady of Television," this statement
may be a startling one: but you can
take it from me Hildegarde is just an-
other Television performer. The real
"First Lady of Television" is Betty
Jane Rhodes: a title bestowed upon
her many summers ago when she first

started telecasting over the Thomas
S. Lee Television station in Holly-
wood. A letter received from the
British Broadcasting Corporation,
where Hildegarde claimed she won the
title, follows: "Dear Mr. Fisher: In
reply to your letter of July 13, the
Corporation has never used the title

"The First Lady of Television" in con-
nection either with Hildegarde or
any other artist, neither have they
permitted the use of this title by any
artist during any broadcasting or tele-
vision performance." Signed.

Benny Goodman, prime exploiter of
this thing called swing, "Jammed" the
Los Angeles Philharmonic society
clean out of the red side of the ledger
at the Hollywood Bowl swing concert
the other week. It's an ironic fact
that the classical music diehards who
dismiss swing as a vulgarity had to
depend on the master swingster for
the necessary financial help to per-
petuate the symphony!

Bob Benchley (right) gives Ro-

land Young a few comedy tips

as the latter takes over his

new job on the Good News show.

There's a new quartette you'll soon
be hearing about. It's called "The
Martins" and in my opinion they out-
sing and out-swing any of the combos
now on the networks.

Comedy writers have often been ac-
cused of being up in the air—but
Grouch Club scripters Nat Hiken and
Roland Kibbie are probably the first

to admit to it. Both lads are amateur
plane pilots of some note—and they

go flying when they need inspiration
for new gags. Flying gag writers

—

that's a new gag!
* * *

Banjo eyes bulging and his famous
handlebar mustache flying in the
balmy breezes, Jerry Colona, stage
and screen comedian, arrived in
Hollywood from New York with the
statement "Greetings Gates, the train
was late!" Yeah—he's nuts!

Two of America's most precocious
young actors are anxious to meet each
other because, although they are 3,000
miles apart, they are one and the same
person, or will be, in the minds of
millions of the nation's movie and
radio fans. The two boys are Ezra
Stone, who plays the role of "Henry
Aldrich" on the stage and on the air
in The Aldrich Family, and Jackie
Cooper, who takes the same character
in the forthcoming Paramount pic-
ture "What a Life," which is the same
story in celluloid. There is little

chance of their meeting, however,
until Cooper travels East for the pic-
ture's premiere in the fall.

* * *

Golfers on one of the local courses
who happened to be within earshot of
George Burns and Grade Allen dur-
ing a recent golfing session almost col-
lapsed with laughter at Grade's in-
structions to their caddie who was
trying to find a ball George had taken
twelve strokes to blast out of a sand
trap. Said Grade: "Never mind the
ball, caddie. Come and find Mr.
Burns. He's buried himself in the
sand."

^M^^/- Lovely Skin

Steps Up Charm!//

SAYS THIS ENCHANTING MARYLAND BRIDE

JVly javorite complexion care—that's what I call

Camay's gentle cleansing! And believe me, there's noth-

ing like a lovely complexion for stepping up your charm!

Baltimore, Md. (Signed) CONSTANCE B. PLUMMER
March 3, 1939 (Mrs. R. W. Plummer)

IOOK your loveliest! Like

4 clever Mrs. Plummer, help
guard the precious charm of

a radiantly lovely skin—with

Camay's gentle cleansing!

You will like Camay, for

it has that priceless beauty

cleansing combination—thor-
oughness with mildness. Each

time you use it, Camay leaves

your skin so clean it seems

to glow! Yet Camay is gentle.

We've proved Camay's mild-

ness with tests against sev-

eral other popular toilet

soaps on various types of skin.

Repeatedly, Camay came out

definitely milder. You'll find

Camay marvelous for your

beauty bath, too... to help keep

backand shoulders lovely and
as a refreshing aid to dainti-
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WHAT'S NEW FROM COAST

Fink

Celebrating Andre Kostelanetz' and Tony Martin's new CBS program,
Tune-Up Time, Mondays—Mr. and Mrs. (Alice Faye) Tony Martin,

Mr. and Mrs. Andre Kostelanetz. That's David Laughlin standing up.

UNLESS you're a little richer than
average, you probably don't
possess a television set yet. But

that doesn't seem to bother the broad-
casters, who are going ahead with
their television plans just as if the
whole world were tuning in. By the
time the nights begin to get chilly
with fall frosts, NBC will be joined
in the business of broadcasting pic-
tures by CBS and the DuMont com-
pany, the latter a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures. This will make
it possible for New Yorkers, at least,

to tune in almost any time they
please. Meanwhile, very secretly, a
tiny television "network", linking
New York City and Schenectady, is

being constructed, and may be work-
ing, experimentally, by November. Of
course, all television broadcasting is

experimental still—but NBC certainly
learned a great deal about presenta-
tion and staging in its summer of
regular telecasts. If you saw a tele-
vision show a year ago, and another
one last week, you'd be astounded at
the improvement.

* * *

Unbroadcast Charlie McCarthy-ism
of the month: When Charlie and Ed-
gar Bergen went aboard the liner for
their vacation in Honolulu, Don
Ameche cautioned Charlie to be care-
ful and not fall overboard. "Oh, it

wouldn't matter if I did," Charlie re-
plied airily. "I'm made of wood, and
I'd float. But not Bergen. Boy, does
he sink!"
This was Bergen's first vacation in

nearly three years—141 consecutive
broadcasts, to be exact. And he's the
man who, long ago, after he'd done
his first stint on the Vallee program,
said gloomily to Rudy: "But I'll never
be able to think up a completely new
comedy script by next Thursday!"

* * *

Kenny Baker may be with Jack
Benny again this season after all. Last

spring it was announced that he'd
signed an exclusive contract with the
Texaco Star Theater which would
make it impossible for him to sing
for Benny. But all summer long Jack
has auditioned tenors, without success,
and as time for the opening of his
new series drew near he began to
negotiate with Texaco to share Ken-
ny's services. Only his first program
in October will tell whether or not
he succeeded. The difficulty last spring
was that Jack would let Kenny sing
for Texaco, but wouldn't allow him
to do any of his zany comedy. Now,
perhaps, he's relented.

* #

The gossip-hounds who keep in-
sisting that all is not well between
Tony Martin and Alice Faye, his wife,
must have found a lot to silence them
on the opening night of Tony's new
program, Tune-up Time. Alice came
on to New York from Hollywood es-
pecially to occupy a front-row seat at
the first broadcast, stuck very close to
Tony at the reception which was
given after the show, and remained
in New York for a short vacation.
Then she went back to Hollywood,
leaving Tony in New York, but their
separation will be ended on October
2, when Tune-up Time moves to Hol-
lywood for a five-week stay. Tony, by
the way, surprised everyone at the
broadcast by being nervous and
jumpy when he gave a little speech
to the audience just before air time

—

and then calming down and going
through the show without a slip once
he was on the air.

* * *

Good news and bad news both came
to David Laughlin within twelve
hours after his successful debut on the
Tune-up Time show. David is the
young tenor whom Tony Martin and
Andre Kostelanetz discovered on the
west coast and immediately signed up
for a regular star of their program,

B DAN SENSENEY
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and the opening night of the show
was his first big chance. Half an hour
after he went off the air he got a tele-

gram from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
offering him a singing part in Nelson
Eddy's new picture, "Balalaika." He
accepted, and left the next day by
plane for Hollywood, intending to
commute between there and New
York weekly until his picture work
was finished. Just before he boarded
the plane, though, the bad news came.
His father had died in Colorado
Springs, a few hours after hearing his
son's debut on the air.

* * *

Because the Barbour (One Man's)
Family has been bothered by terror-
ists for the last couple of months,
author Carlton Morse has hired a re-
tired San Francisco detective to look
over all his scripts and see that Paul
Barbour, who is being an amateur de-
tective, doesn't advance any unlikely
deductions. So far, Paul and Morse
haven't erred once—but then Morse
is an avid detective-story fan and an
expert on mysteries.

* * *

It's not entirely zeal for a good pro-
gram that has inspired Tom Howard
to build a special soundproof studio,
equipped with recording apparatus, at
his home in Red Bank, N. J. Of course
he and his CBS Model Minstrels part-
ner, George Shelton, do use the studio
to rehearse in, but so does Tom How-
ard, Jr., aged sixteen who plays the
piano in a local orchestra. Moreover,
the whole orchestra now practices in
the studio in the evenings—and Tom
and his neighbors once more enjoy
the peace and quiet that were theirs
before the orchestra was organized.

* * *

If titles mean anything, Betty
Winkler certainly ought never to get
bored with her two leading air roles.
One of her programs is Girl Alone

—

and the other is One Thousand and
One Wives.

* * *

Jerry Danzig of Mutual's Welcome
Neighbor programs has sunk ten
thousand dollars into a play, "To-

(Continued on page 10)

Mr. and Mrs. Penner taking

In the night clubs before
Joe gets to work this fall.

"An ideal couple" said all their friends when Jim and Vera were newlyweds, a few

years ago. And "an ideal wife" thought Jim . . . But that was before they were married.

A lovely child the next year should have

made their marriage still happier . . .

Plenty of money; in fact they seemed to

have everything to makea marriage successful.

Yet they drifted apart . . . and their friends

wondered why. So did Vera.
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| TO COAST

Celebrating Andre Kostelanetz" and Tony Martin's new CBS program,

Tune-Up Time, Mondays—Mr. and Mrs. (Alice Faye) Tony Martin,

Mr. and Mrs. Andre Kostelanetz. That's David Laughlin standing up.
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UNLESS you're a little richer than
average, you probably don't
possess a television set yet. But

that doesn't seem to bother the broad-
casters, who are going ahead with
their television plans just as if the
whole world were tuning in. By the
time the nights begin to get chilly
with fall frosts, NBC will be joined
in the business of broadcasting pic-
tures by CBS and the DuMont com-
pany, the latter a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures. This will make
it possible for New Yorkers, at least,
to tune in almost any time they
please. Meanwhile, very secretly, a
tiny television "network", linking
New York City and Schenectady, is
being constructed, and may be work-
ing, experimentally, by November. Of
course, all television broadcasting is
experimental still—but NBC certainly
learned a great deal about presenta-
tion and staging in its summer of
regular telecasts. If you saw a tele-
vision show a year ago, and another
one last week, you'd be astounded at
the improvement.

» « »

Unbroadcast Charlie McCarthy-ism
of the month: When Charlie and Ed-
gar Bergen went aboard the liner for
their vacation in Honolulu, Don
Ameche cautioned Charlie to be care-
ful and not fall overboard. "Oh it
wouldn't matter if I did," Charlie 're-
plied airily. "I'm made of wood and

he s^nk!"
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Kenny Baker may be with TaricBenny again this season after all. Last

spring it was announced that he'd

signed an exclusive contract with the

Texaco Star Theater which would
make it impossible for him to sing

for Benny. But all summer long Jack
has auditioned tenors, without success,

and as time for the opening of his

new series drew near he began to

negotiate with Texaco to share Ken-
ny's services. Only his first program
in October will tell whether or not

he succeeded. The difficulty last spring

was that Jack would let Kenny sing

for Texaco, but wouldn't allow him
to do any of his zany comedy. Now,
perhaps, he's relented.

* * *

The gossip-hounds who keep in-

sisting that all is not well between
Tony Martin and Alice Faye, his wife,

must have found a lot to silence them
on the opening night of Tony's new
program, Tune-up Time. Alice came
on to New York from Hollywood es-

pecially to occupy a front-row seat at

the first broadcast, stuck very close to

Tony at the reception which was

given after the show, and remained
in New York for a short vacation.

Then she went back to Hollywood,
leaving Tony in New York, but their

separation will be ended on October

2, when Tune-up Time moves to Hol-

lywood for a five-week stay. Tony, gy
the way, surprised everyone at tne

broadcast by being nervous aria

jumpy when he gave a little speecn

to the audience just before air time--

and then calming down and going

through the show without a slip once

he was on the air.

* * *

Good news and bad news both came

to David Laughlin within twe
^p

hours after his successful debut on we
Tune-up Time show. David is tne

young tenor whom Tony Martin an

Andre Kostelanetz discovered on «'

west coast and immediately signed uh

for a regular star of their program.
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and the opening night of the show
was his first big chance. Half an hour
after he went off the air he got a tele-gram from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
offering him a singing part in Nelson
Eddys new picture, "Balalaika." He
accepted, and left the next day by
plane for Hollywood, intending to
commute between there and New
York weekly until his picture work
was finished. Just before he boarded
the plane, though, the bad news came
His father had died in Colorado
Springs, a few hours after hearing his
son's debut on the air.

« » •

Because the Barbour (One Man's)
Family has been bothered by terror-
ists for the last couple of months
author Carlton Morse has hired a re-
tired San Francisco detective to look
over all his scripts and see that Paul
Barbour, who is being an amateur de-
tective, doesn't advance any unlikely
deductions. So far, Paul and Morse
haven't erred once—but then Morse
is an avid detective-story fan and an
expert on mysteries.

* » •

It's not entirely zeal for a good pro-
gram that has inspired Tom Howard
to build a special soundproof studio,
equipped with recording apparatus, at
his home in Red Bank, N. J. Of course
he and his CBS Model Minstrels part-
ner, George Shelton, do use the studio
to rehearse in, but so does Tom How-
ard, Jr., aged sixteen who plays the
piano in a local orchestra. Moreover,
the whole orchestra now practices in
the studio in the evenings—and Tom
and his neighbors once more enjoy
the peace and quiet that were theirs
before the orchestra was organized.

• * *
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titles mean anything, Betty
Winkler certainly ought never to get
bored with her two leading air roles.
One of her programs is Girl Alone—
and the other is One Thousand and
One Wives.

» » •
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Jerry Danzig of Mutual's Welcome

neighbor programs has sunk ten
thousand dollars into a play, "To-
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wondered why. So did Vera.
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NOW! Use Westmore

Make-up as the Stars Do!

y^m
Bud Westmore, Beauty Expert at 20th
Century-Fox, and Alice Faye, now star-

ring in the 20th Century-Fox Technicolor

picture, "Hollywood Cavalcade."

At last! House of Westmore Cosmetics the

stars actually use, for screen and street wear,

are now available to you! They're color-

filtered ... no "aging gray" tones ... no sharp
shadows from harsh lighting! Complete
line, including foundation cream like no other

you've ever tried, powder to match, rouge,

cream rouge, lipstick, and eye shadow! Used
exclusively in 20th Century-Fox productions.

25? in variety stores everywhere. Big econ-.

omy 500 size at drug stores!

Get Fere Westmore's Make-up
Guide with Measuring Wheel
which enables you to deter-

mine your own face type.

Tells you exactly how to
make up for your type . . . for

more glamour! 250 wher-
ever Westmore Cosmetics
are sold. If the store near
you hasn't it, send 250 and
your name and address to:

The House of Westmore,
Inc., Dept. (C-ll), 730 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

^ESTMORki |
6E38 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood, Calif.

BEATING
THE MEAT BILL

YOU can buy an inex-
pensive cut of steak,
and make it juicy and

tender. How? Read Chap-
ter 4 in "Every Home-
maker's Cook Book," by
Radio Mirror's own food
editor.
192 pages, more than 900
delicious recipes and menus,
easy to prepare, rilling, ap-
petizing. New, tasty dishes
that men like, require little

time and save money.

s-

"You spent so little
on fowl Inst week,
Mary, we must >>c

living on love. But
boy, that love *

tnlnly tastes goodl"
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HEUPfUt
CHAPTER

Appetizers Easy Starch Stand bys* When There Are
to Make Vegetables Two to Cook

Soups— Hearty Salads and For
and Otherwise Salad Dress- For the Execu-

Baking Your ings tive in the
Own Bread Just Desserts Kitchen

Beating the Beverages—Hot Alphabetical
Meat Bill and Cold Index

Fish Sandwich Daily Needs
Stuffings. Sauces Symphonies Cooking Terms

and Gravies Leftovers and Measure-
Other Muscle When It's Your ments

Makers Turn to Entertain

"KVKKY J.OMKMAKKK'S COOK HOOK" Is made for

quick ukc; tatty Index; bright groofl ;inil yellow, washable
rover

; patent1 "lit- lint" bindlnj; keepH book open at the
rt-Khl page. Won't Hy until.

ONLY 25*!
Send (or your copy today.
Wrap stamps or coins safe-
ly Address Dept. CB 16,

Readers Service Burp.iu
Radio Mirror. 20S East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y.

morrow is a Woman." It had its sum-
mer tryouts in Spring Lake, N. J., and
looked like a big hit. If it's a success
on Broadway, Jerry will leave
Mutual and become a full-fledged
theatrical producer.

* * *

Mel Allen, CBS sports announcer,
claims some sort of a fishing record.
He went to the CBS co-operative
camp at Lake Hopatcong last summer,
stayed out in a rowboat from eleven
in the morning until midnight, fishing
without a pause and having his meals
sent out to him—and didn't catch a
single fish!

* * *

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.—A living
example of how to combine a career
with a happy married life is Mary
McCorinell, who is heard over Albu-
querque's KOB in a daily program,
Facts, Foods and Fancies, works in the
station's business office as Continuity
Editor, and in private life is the wife
of Harry Hickox, local theater man-
ager. In between other jobs she acts
in plays put on by the Albuquerque
Little Theater.
Mary was born in Indiana, but came

to New Mexico to go to college be-
cause she'd heard the maxim, "Go
West, young man," and decided that
what was sauce for the gander must
be sauce for the goose too. She liked
New Mexico so much that she stayed
there after graduating from college.
Always interested in dramatic work,
she soon found herself a radio job,
and then went into a stock company
which toured New Mexico and Texas.
Her marriage put a stop to her travel-
ing, but not to her radio activity.
Besides KOB, she has also worked for
KGGM and KGRS.

Not every baby can put himself to
sleep with a lullaby especially sung
for him by Lotte Lehmann, famous
Metropolitan Opera star. That's the
privilege of Barbara Ann and Robin,
Jr., Bob Burns' two youngsters. Bob
used to be stuck with the job of sing-
ing them to sleep now and then, and

since he doesn't shine in that depart-
ment of music and the babies didn't
care for bazooka-music, he bided his

time until Mme. Lehmann was a guest
on the Kraft Music Hall. In two ap-
pearances on the program she sang
two lullabies, at Bob's request, and
the canny Mr. Burns made arrange-
ments to have them recorded as they
came over the air. Now he plays the
records for the small fry and gives
his own vocal cords a rest.

CINCINNATI—He established the
first nightly sports review on the air
for listeners whose business kept them
from hearing the original broadcasts
of the games in the daytime. He was
the first to broadcast play-by-play
accounts of night baseball games. He
has done air descriptions of baseball,
basketball, football, hockey, lacrosse,
boxing, wrestling, badminton, polo,
swimming, squash, racquets, six day
bicycle races, golf and table tennis

—

thus surely becoming one of the most
versatile sports announcers-on the air.

His name is Roger Baker, and he
joined the staff of WSAI early last

spring. During the summer he's been
describing the Cincinnati Reds' games,
aided by Dick Bray.
Roger was born in Poughkeepsie,

New York, in 1902, and moved to
Buffalo with his parents 26 years ago,
living there continuously until he ac-
cepted his present post with WSAI.
Rather than go to college, he cut short
his formal education after his gradu-
ation from high school to take a busi-
ness course and then go into the auto-
mobile business with his father.
He started his radio career as a

sideline to his automobile work, mak-
ing his debut in 1928 as Buffalo's first

sports commentator. Pretty soon he
was so busy in radio that he was
forced to give up his other work.
Married, Roger has two children, a

small son and daughter. In Cincin-
nati he spends so much time at the
studio or at the scenes of various
sports events that he lives near WSAI
and walks to work.

Welcome the

Basil Rathbone
return of Sherlock Holmes—in

as Holmes and Nigel Bruce

20th Century Fox

October with

as Dr. Watson.
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FROM THE GROUND UP

THERE are a couple of happy young
men in Cincinnati, working and

learning at station WLW. They're
two 1939 university graduates, Merton
V. Emmert and Charles Grisham,
who have won scholarships in practi-
cal radio training offered by the sta-
tion. They get six months' training
at WLW in all phases of radio work,
plus expenses of $500 each—but best
of all they get a chance to break into
the highly competitive field of broad-
casting when their courses of training
are over.

WLW's scholarship contest, which
gained the attention of youthful radio
aspirants in seven states, was limited
to 1939 graduates of land grant uni-
versities. Contestants went through a
stiff series of tests to prove their
right to the scholarships. First they
had to submit a plan for comprehen-
sive radio service in their respective
states and write a typical farm pro-
gram. Then they each interviewed
members of ten typical farm families
and wrote reports on their findings,
and finally each of them prepared and
delivered a farm news program, send-
ing a recording to WLW.

Winners Emmert and Grisham are
both short on radio experience and
long on farm knowledge. Before he
entered college young Emmert lived
for six years on a 1000-acre farm.
As a boy he belonged to the 4-H club,
and won several prizes with the pigs

Young Charles Grisham, one
of the winners of WLW's
1939 Scholarship contest.

he raised. In Kansas State Uni-
versity he studied agriculture, bottled
milk at the college dairy farm, and
worked in the Agriculture Economics
Office doing clerical and statistical

work. On summer vacations he did

general farm work and harvesting in
Oklahoma and Texas.

Grisham worked on his father's
farm near Athens, Alabama, and as
a timekeeper with the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority, for three years between
the time he finished high school and
the time he entered Alabama Poly-
technic Institute. Like Emmert, he
concentrated on agricultural subjects
in college.

UNDER the guidance of George C.
Biggar, WLW program supervisor

and acting program director, Emmert
and Grisham are now well into their
six months' training period, which
started soon after they graduated from
college. After spending the first few
weeks in the station's agricultural de-
partment, where they compiled mail
statistics and findings of surveys and,
in addition, wrote and broadcast sev-
eral farm news programs, they moved
into the press relations department to
learn the operations of that phase of
radio work.

At the end of six months both will
have gained practical knowledge in
radio programming, radio writing,
broadcasting, publicity and promotion,
and will be fully equipped to take a
job in any radio station in the land

—

all thanks to WLW's scholarships,
which are such worthy projects that
they should be continued from year to
year.
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THE WOMAN
She was lovely, young,

rich—but utterly un-

principled and ruthless.

Hers is a story of the

secret side of radio,

told by a girl who was

forced to choose be-

tween love and loyalty

I was so startled that for a moment I lost track

of what she was saying. What could she mean?

AFTER the broadcast there was
f\ the usual bustle of people
* * leaving the studio, the boys
in the band putting away their in-

struments, the guest stars shaking
hands with Chris. I stood at one
side, waiting for Chris to finish and
come over to me. Now the time of

the week I loved best was near

—

when Chris and I would go to my
apartment, and I would make sand-
wiches and coffee, and the two of

us would talk for a while about the
broadcast before he took me in his

arms.
Tonight, though, it was not only

the guest stars who were clustered

around Chris. He was talking to a
big, handsome white-haired man
and a girl in a long, clinging red
evening gown. I looked at her curi-

ously. Her face was familiar—

I

knew I should recognize her—but
somehow I didn't. She had that

strange something they call glamor,
but in her it was the cold vitality

of a perfect diamond. And she was
smiling up at Chris as they talked.

No, I wasn't afraid—not then. Not
then, and not even a few minutes
later, when Chris came over and
said, "Darling, I'm sorry. But that
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happens to be our boss and his

daughter, and they want me to go
to Twenty-one with them. I guess
I'd better."

"It might be a good idea," I

agreed, hiding my disappointment
with a smile.

"Come on over—I want you to

meet them."
He led me over. "Mr. Carr," he

said, "this is Binnie Martin—we all

think she's a pretty swell little

singer."

Mr. Carr said kindly, "And I think

you're just about right." But Hester,

his daughter, didn't enthuse. Of
course I knew now where I had
seen her before—in every Sunday
supplement and society section for

the last six months. "Princess of

Cafe Society" was the name the

newspapers had given her. She was
only eighteen, but she looked as if

she had the wisdom of a woman of

thirty. She tossed me an appraising

glance, said "I enjoyed your sing-

ing," in a flat, careless voice, and
immediately turned back to Chris.

"Shall we go on now?" she asked.

No, as I went home alone that

night, I wasn't afraid—but I

wouldn't have been a girl, and in

love, if I hadn't been a little un-
happy.
Loving was such a new experi-

ence for me. In the half-year since

Chris Brackett, on a road tour with
his band, had heard me sing and
had immediately offered me a con-
tract, so many things had happened.
I owed Chris for every bit of the
success that had come to me. He'd
taught me how to face an audience,
how to "put over" a song, even, by
sending me to experts on the sub-
jects, how to make up and dress.

But that wasn't the reason I loved
him. I loved him because—oh, well,

just because he was Chris. I loved
his unruly dark hair and his blue
eyes, with the little wrinkles that
surrounded them when he laughed
—his quick, firm way of walking

—

his ability to work like a madman
for hours on end and never lose his

gentleness or consideration for
others. His loyalty—I loved that,

too, and the way he shared this

sudden new success of his with the
boys in his band, by making them
his partners, not his employees.
Being the singer with Chris

Brackett's band was an eye-opening
experience for a girl who had never

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



THAT STANDS BETWEEN US

dreamed of a professional career,

anyway. Everybody in the band had
something of Chris' own wonderful
spirit. I was the only girl, but none
of the boys ever resented me or

tried to take advantage of me.
They'd all been with Chris for years,

working and struggling to reach the
top, and jealousy was a word none
of them understood.

I suppose, when the relationship

between Chris and me suddenly
changed, most of the men in the
band suspected it—but never by a
word or a gesture was I made to feel

uncomfortable or embarrassed.
It would have been hard for me

to feel ashamed of my love for
Chris. It was real love, on both
sides. We had come together so
naturally, so—so rightly. And it

didn't seem wrong that we weren't
married.

We didn't want to rush into mar-
riage. It was only now, with the
radio contract with Mr. Carr's com-
pany, that Chris was making enough
even to think of marriage; and there
were other reasons against it, too.

For people in show business, mar-
riage is an even greater gamble than
it is to others, and we agreed that
it was wiser to wait a while, until

we knew each other better, and
were sure that we would want to

spend the rest of our lives together.

NOT that there was any doubt in

my mind, even then. I was sure
I loved Chris, then and for always.
But if he wanted to wait, I was
willing. Whatever he wanted to do,

I was blindly, eagerly willing—

I

was so much in love. I was sure
that some day Chris would come to

me, and say, quite simply, "Darling,
let's not wait any longer—let's get
married." I was sure of this be-
cause I knew Chris was sincere and
straight and definitely not a play-
boy.

I didn't count on Hester Carr,
though.

I can't look back and select the
precise moment when I first realized

that something was wrong. All I

know is that sometime during the
month that followed Chris' first

meeting with Hester Carr, I sensed
a change in him. It wasn't that he
had stopped loving me. He loved
me more, if anything, with a sort of

angry, tortured desperation. He was
troubled, often abstracted, worried.
At first I thought it was the pro-
gram—but our popularity rating

NOVEMBER, 1939

was going up all the time and the

sponsors seemed thoroughly satis-

fied.

Then, one night when we were
alone in my apartment, he told me
what was the matter—told me ab-
ruptly, without any preliminaries.

"We're in a spot, Binnie," he said.

"Hester Carr thinks she's in love

with me. And she wants to marry
me."
"Marry you? No!" The words

were wrung from me involuntarily.

He looked at me and smiled
wryly. "My sentiments exactly.

But. . . . Oh, the whole thing's so

silly! You want to laugh at it—but
it's no laughing matter, either. . . .

"I suppose it's partly my fault.

That first night, when I went out

with her and her father, I was flat-

tered and anxious to be pleasant.

After all—the sponsor and his

daughter. You know. That's some-
thing. And it doesn't hurt a bit to

be on good terms with the boss.

"So we really had a pretty good
time—and when she said good-night
she invited me to cocktails at their

apartment next day. I went, and
because I wanted to repay her hos-
pitality, I asked her to go to the

theater with me. And . . . well, one
date led to another until we were
seeing a lot of each other. I didn't

want to—I'd much rather have been

She said softly and tenderly, "But I think I can
get away tomorrow night. I'll meet you then . .

."

w
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with you—but I thought it was good
policy. Good policy!"

He stopped and ran his hand
through his tumbled thatch of hair.

"It would have been better policy

to cut my throat. Because that girl

may be only eighteen, but she goes
after what she wants, and I don't

think she's ever failed to get it even
if she had to step on a few toes on
the way. She's terribly clever, Bin-
nie. I don't know how she did it,

but she managed to let me know
that she was in love with me, and
expected to marry me. Like that!

And almost before I could catch my
breath, she went on from there. She
got the idea across—very delicately

—that I'd better agree if I wanted
to keep the radio show. It seems she
wouldn't mind at all telling her
father that I'd promised to marry

her and then broken my word!"
"Why—what a dirty trick, to

threaten you that way!" I burst out.

"Oh, she didn't say so in that

many words—but there wasn't any
mistaking what she meant. And I

think she'll do it, too," Chris added
grimly.

For a moment, in silence, he
thoughtfully pounded a clenched
fist into the palm of his other hand.
Then he looked up. "Well, there it

is," he said. "I guess the career of

Chris Brackett's band is going to

have a temporary set-back. I've

tried to figure a way out of it, and
I can't."

"You mean you'll. ..." I began.

"Tell her to go jump in the lake?"

he finished for me. "What else can
I do? I'm certainly not going to

give you up—not for a dozen spon-
sors. Tell you what!" His face sud-
denly lit up. "We're getting married
as quick as we can! I'll run down to

City Hall and get a license tomor-
row. And then she can do anything
she likes!"

All the emotions I had so care-

fully kept in check while he was
telling me his story leaped out now
in one overwhelming wave of joy.

He loved me more than the whole
world—more than the band and the
career that meant so much to him!

"Oh, Chris! Darling!" was all I

could say, whispering against his

shoulder, breathless from the grasp
of his arms.

"We may not have a job, but
we'll have each other!" he said.

THERE was something not quite

right in his voice. It was forced,

as if he were trying to make it

sound happier than he felt. I drew
back, looking into his eyes.

"Chris—what's the matter? Don't
you want to marry me?"

"Don't I want to ... ? Now, just

where did you get that idea? Just
try to stop me!" And this time I

was satisfied; the affectionate rail-

lery in his tone was as genuine as

gold. I snuggled against him once
more, sure that my momentary im-
pression had been a mistake.

But hours later, after he had gone,

I was still awake, thinking. Some-
where in the back of my mind was
a reservation that seemed to cor-
respond with the doubt I had de-
tected in Chris' voice. It wasn't that

I thought Chris didn't want to

marry me; it wasn't that I thought
his career was more important to

him than our love; it wasn't that

I was afraid of being out of a job

Out of a job! Now I knew. It was
those wonderful men in the band.
In my mind, they were the ones who
were pointing accusing fingers at

mc! Joe, who had always helped

me with my luggage on the brief
tour we'd taken before coming to

New York—he'd just started buying
a house in the suburbs, and only
the day before he'd told me his wife
was going to have a baby. And dear,
funny little Hank—for the first time
in his life he was making enough
money to send some to his parents.
One by one, they paraded before

me there in the darkness. All of
them steadfast, loyal friends who
had stuck with Chris through thick
and thin for years—all of them
happy over this first bit of good
fortune that had come their way, the
radio contract. They were what
Chris had been thinking of when
I had noticed that strange note in

his voice—he'd been thinking that
now, because of him and me, these
boys would be right back where
they were a year ago, struggling to
get ahead. Because I knew com-
mercial radio contracts didn't grow
on trees—it might be months be-
fore another sponsor would be will-

ing to hire us, knowing that we
were already identified in the
public's mind with a different prod-
uct. And the scandal connected with
being fired from Mr. Carr's program
wouldn't help any, either.

Still lying there, I felt the pillow
grow wet under my cheek. Almost
without knowing it, I had made my
decision. I could never be happy
with Chris, knowing that my happi-
ness was purchased with the money
those musicians should have been
earning.

The next day, early, I called Chris
and told him to come and see me
before he went to City Hall. Then
I nerved myself to do something
which twelve hours before I would
have thought was impossible: Tell
him I would not marry him.
He was smiling when he came in,

but the circles under his eyes told
me that he hadn't slept much that
night. {Continued on page 63)
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Warner Brothers

HAT ARE RUDY VALLEES PLANS!

I

FEEL like a fellow that's been
going to college a good deal

longer than the usual four
years," Rudy Vallee said. "I'm sorry

to say good-bye to the old Alma
Mater, but I'm glad to be getting

out, because it's high time."

And that just about sums up Rudy
Vallee's reasons for leaving the
Thursday night NBC program on
which he pioneered almost ten years
ago—the program that started more
stars on the road to fame than any
other single radio hour. September
28th marks his last broadcast.

It's no secret, nor any reflection on
Rudy's ability either, that his pro-
gram has lost some of its popularity
in the last few years. Other variety
programs began aping the formula
he originated, spending more money
on higher-priced stars. It got harder
and harder to find fresh comedy and
dramatic material.

I don't think it was much of a
surprise to Rudy when he and his

sponsor decided to call it quits. He'd
been on the air for almost ten years,

and he was tired. All in all, he isn't

By DAN WHEELER

unhappy about leaving the air for

a while.

I saw him and talked to him at

one of his last rehearsals, and he
wasn't exactly the old Vallee. He
was more cheerful, more relaxed.

When I asked him what his plans
for the future were, he grinned and
said frankly, "I haven't any. I'd like

to take a rest, at least for a month,
and after that I'll probably be out

in Hollywood. Maybe I'll have a

program from "out there. Maybe I'll

be doing some picture work, for

Republic Pictures. Eventually, I'd

like to study motion pictures and
learn to be a director. And I know
one thing—I'd like to live in Holly-
wood nine months of the year, and
spend the summers in Maine."
To lend point to Rudy's statement

about his future, there is the fact

that he owns a house in Hollywood,
which he bought last spring.

Will he be back on the air at all?

Well, your guess is as good as any-

one's. Right now, the trend in radio

seems to be away from Hollywood,
which is a point against his return.

If he does go out there, and becomes
interested in the making of pictures,

developing the talent for directing

which he undoubtedly feels he pos-
sesses, maybe he won't even be in-

terested in singing on the air any
more. On the other hand, if a spon-
sor offered him a program he liked,

he might accept it.

He's a strange mixture of egotism
and humility, this Vallee, who has
been for more than a decade one of

America's famous men. His pride
won't let him think of himself as

a singer, and no more than a singer.

It urges him on to being an actor,

a producer, a director.

He stands at the crossroads, as the
last strains of his last program for

Royal Gelatine fade away. He can
go on to wider fields of activity

—

or he can stay in radio, as a singer

and master-of-ceremonies. Many a
sponsor would be glad to have him
in that capacity. But would it sat-

isfy Rudy? I don't think it would.

Ten years of broadcasting without a break, and now—? An exclusive

interview that tells why radio's pioneer showman is leaving the air
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A great broadcast and a fine motion picture come to you now as a tender

and beautiful short story. Presenting "Love Affair," starring Charles

Boyer and Irene Dunne—the "pink champagne" romance of a charming couple

Michel left the porthole, stepped quickly into

a passageway, paused before a door and rapped.

THEY were so gay when it began. From the moment
Michel's cablegram fluttered through the porthole,

into Terry's stateroom, until the time they stood

together on the deck, watching the towers of New
York pierce the mist, there was nothing to tell them
of the heartbreak ahead. . . .

Or, if there was, they were too blind, too wilfully

blind, to see it.

It was not precisely news that Michel Marnay was
on board the S. S. Napoli, bound for America, where
he was being awaited by Lois Clarke—along with
wedding bells, a string of polo ponies, plenty of money,
and anything else his life-loving and altogether charm-
ing heart desired. It wasn't news, because long before
he boarded the ship radio commentators in London,
Paris and New York had broadcast the word that Michel
Marnay was—at long last—to marry an heiress.

The Napoli was only an hour or two out when Mar-
nay, standing on the top deck, heard his name being
called by a diminutive page-boy carrying an envelope
on a silver tray. But, as he took the envelope and un-
folded the message it contained, a gust of wind
whipped it out of his fingers, through a porthole.

Amused, he watched a girl pick it up and read it.

She wasn't just a girl. She was extra-special. With
golden brown hair and laughing eyes and a curving
mouth. With a tall, slimly rounded body. With a simple
white evening gown that somehow didn't at all suggest
economy, and gold kid slippers which amounted to

nothing but a couple of fantastic straps over a high in-

step.

"Pardon, Madam," said Michel, "but you're reading
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"July first. At five o'clock,

Michel! On top of the Empire
Stote Building—it's the near-
est thing to heaven we have."



my telegram." His was an exciting

voice, warm and a little slow. Like
the brown Marnay eyes, it was too

beautiful to belong to a man, but all

the more compelling for that. Like
the effortless Marnay stride. And
like the brightness that came into

the Marnay face, almost sad in re-

pose, when he smiled.

He didn't impress the girl. "How
do I know it's yours?" she asked.

"Well," he said," I'm Michel Mar-
nay."

"If you're really that fellow ..."
And she shook her head in mock
disapproval. "Well, to prove it,

tell me how the message reads."

MICHEL was embarrassed, a new
experience for him. "It says . . .

'Remembering a warm, beautiful

night, a thunder storm over Lake
Como—and you!'

"

She handed him the radiogram
and started away.

"Here!" He sounded—and was

—

a little frantic. "Here, wait a min-
ute. I'm in trouble. Can't I—can't

I come into your cabin?"
She looked at him over her shoul-

der. "It's not that I'm prudish. It's

just that my mother told me never
to let a man into my room in months
ending with R."

"Your mother," Michel said,

"must be a very beautiful woman.
And tell me, please, what is your
name?"

"Terry," she told him. "Terry

McKay. And I'm traveling alone.

Was that, perhaps, what was troub-
ling you?"
He nodded. "Oh, very much. Er

—just a moment." He left the port-

hole, stepped quickly into a pas-
sageway, paused before a door and
rapped. Terry opened it. Michel
stepped inside. "Now that we've
been introduced ..." he mur-
mured.

"I was so bored!" he said tragi-

cally. "Until I met you, I hadn't

seen one attractive girl on this

boat. Can you imagine that? It's

terrible! It's not for me! Life

should be bright, beautiful and
bubbly, like pink champagne."

"Yes, of course," Terry said.

"Tell me, how is your fiancee?"

"She has a cold," said Michel.

"Look—in eight days we'll dock in

New York. Is there any reason

why—from now until then—it

shouldn't be pink champagne?"
He followed Terry's eyes to her

dressing table and a picture of a

man.
"Don't tell me he's the fellow!"

he exclaimed.

"He's the fellow," Terry nodded.

"My equivalent of your Lois Clarke.

And he's also my boss. He sent me
on this buying trip. And you can
imagine how attractive he must be
when I can resist so charming a per-

son as you."

Not that those brave words meant
anything—because somehow she

KKO-Radio Photos

She could only sit there

listening, not trusting

herself to speak at all.
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found herself having cocktails with
him (of pink champagne, of course),

having dinner with him, swimming
with him, watching the moon
sprinkle its pale gilt on the water
at night, with him at her side. They
both tried, so gallantly, to keep it

nothing but a feathery-light flirta-

tion, a gay sort of friendship—but
somehow, after their stop at Ma-
deira, it slipped off that plane and
never returned.

The day in Madeira was magic,
from beginning to end. Together
they called on Michel's grand-
mother, who lived there in a lovely

old house on top of the hill. There
the little wrinkled lady, beautiful

with her years, gave them coffee

and played for them on the mellow-
toned piano that stood in the shad-
owy corner of the room. And while
Michel was away, talking to the

gardener, she looked shrewdly at

Terry.

"Michel is very talented," she

said, as if feeling the girl out. "He
painted that portrait, there on the

wall. Unfortunately, he is also very
critical. As a result, he has painted
nothing since."

"What a pity!" There was no
doubting Terry's sincerity.

"Besides," the old lady went on,

"he is too busy—living, as they call

it. Things come too easy for

Michel. And always he is attracted

by the art he is not practising, the

places he hasn't seen, the girl he
hasn't met."
Was this a warning?—Terry

thought.

But she seemed to like Terry, for

when they left, she promised some
day to send Terry a cobwebby lace

shawl that she had admired.
After Madeira, they didn't try

to stay apart. When they were
(Continued on page 70)

LOVE AFFAIR
Fictionised by Adclc Whitcly Fletcher from the

KKO-Radio picture of the some name.

Michel Marnay CHARLES BOYER

Terry McKay IRENE DUNNE

Michel's Grandmother
MARIA OUSPENSKAYA

Kenneth Bradley LEE BOWMAN
Lei* Clarke ASTRID ALLWYN

Screenplay by Pelmar Daves and Donald Ogdcn
Stctvart, from story by Mildred Cram and Leo
McCarcy: produced and directed by Leo

McCarey.
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ARE YOU A

0c
SHE THINKS she is married. Tucked away in

a corner of a bureau drawer is her marriage
license, and her wedding ring hasn't been

off her finger one minute since it was first placed
there. Her acquaintances all address her as
"Mrs." and she no longer feels any sensation of

strangeness when she signs her husband's last

name after her own first one. And so she thinks
she is married, and the world agrees with her.

But actually she is no wife at all. The "Mrs."
before her name is only a courtesy title: she is a
wife in name only.

And the tragedy of it is—she doesn't know it!

Here is a portrait of that wife in name only.

Do you recognize her? She may live in the house
next door to yours. She may be your best friend.

Or she may very well be you, yourself—either

now or in the future.

Look at her closely, and see for your own sake.

She is particularly hard to recognize because she
is so definitely a modern product. She is unlike
anything our mothers knew, because in their

day wives and husbands spent their leisure hours
together as a matter of course. And the quick-
ened tempo of today's life is what has brought
her into being. All of which makes it so much
the more important that you realize her existence.

She has been married for—oh, maybe three,

five, ten years, perhaps even more. The number
of years makes very little difference. If she
thinks about it—though very possibly she doesn't

-she realizes that habit, the children, financial

dependence are the only bonds left between her
and her husband. She doesn't quite know whether
love remains or not, because love has been more
or less smothered under routine. Love, without
her knowing it, has somehow ceased to be a factor

in her marriage.
She is still married, of course. The divorce

court hasn't separated her from her husband.
She thinks this means that her marriage is a
happy one. But, somehow, she has come to accept
the fact that both she and her husband have a
better time when they're apart than they do
when they're together. That—though she realizes

it only dimly—is the really important and tragic

thing that has happened to her marriage!
There is no longer any real companionship

between her and her husband. His interests, both
in work and recreation, are far away from hers.

He has his club, his golf, his masculine friends;

she has her bridge group, her preoccupation with
the children's clothes and training, her house to

take care of. But these interests are not mutual
ones.

Oh, they go out together—to movies, to other

people's houses, for automobile rides. But there

is no companionship in these excursions; they
might as well be making them alone.

Do you think this is an exaggerated portrait?

Look around you, at your friends, and see. Look
into your own marriage, and see. I'm no statis-

tician, and I don't know how many women—and
men—are enduring, (Continued on page 89)



ANDREW H. BROWN might never have
/\ frmnH the courage to tell Madam Queen
» »if the Kingfish hadn't given that never-
to-be-forgotten New Year's Eve party. Of
course, this was one time when courage was
just the same thing as trouble. Because of all

times and places Andy could have chosen to

toss his verbal bombshell, the Kingfish's party
was by far the worst. But naturally, Andy
didn't realize that until afterwards.

Up to the moment when Andy spoke those

fatal words, the Kingfish was going on the im-
pression that his party was as gaudy a success

as a skyrocket in Times Square. The parlor

was a riot of red, green and white paper
streamers, spreading from the brass chandelier

to the stained oak moulding. In the kitchen

Aunt Lillian was piling up home-made cookies

around a chocolate layer cake, while the King-
fish and his wife (known among the better

social circles of Harlem as the Battle Axe)
hovered around a huge lake of pink punch.
Most of the guests arrived two hours early.

The fact that the Kingfish was actually throw-
ing a party was miracle enough. Add to that

the reason for the celebration, and you really

had something! For New Year's Day was to

see Madam Queen, the buxom and bubbling
owner of the fanciest beauty shop on Lenox
Avenue, joined in holy matrimony with An-
drew H. Brown, president of the Fresh Air
Taxicab Company of America, Incorpulated.

Not that any one could remember hearing
Andy himself announce the impending happy
event. Madam Queen had more or less taken
over that job. Generously she had assumed
charge, in fact, of all the arrangements. Guest
lists, flowers for the altar, refreshments for

the onlookers—Madam Queen had left nothing
to be desired, except perhaps the enthusiasm
of the prospective groom.
She had even thoughtfully made the stipu-

lation that in return for allowing Andy's best

friend, Amos Jones, vice-president of the Fresh
Air Taxicab Company, to be best man—in

return for this, the groom's taxi, of 1915 birth

and sporting enough brass to equip Sousa's
band, was not to be parked anywhere near the

church during the ceremony.
Therefore, in honor of this great social event,

the Kingfish's party—achieved over the objec-

tions of the Battle Axe.
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Here they are! Amos V Andy,

Madam Queen, the Kingfish, Ruby

Taylor and all the other ram-

pageously funny characters of

radio's longest-running comedy

show—yours just for the reading

Adapted by spec/a/ permission of Freeman Gosden
and Charles Correll from their Campbell Soup pro-
gram, heard nightly Monday through Friday on CBS.

None of the guests ever forgot that night,

especially since none of them with the exception
of Andy had any idea of the catastrophe that

was to crash into the Kingfish's three-room
mansion just as the clock was ticking off the

last few seconds of the old and battered year.

Both Amos and Andy had hired full-dress

suits from the Elite Rental Service. Madam
Queen blazed through the rooms like a forest

fire in a brilliant scarlet silk evening dress.

Ruby Taylor, Amos' beloved, delighted her
swain by appearing in a snaky bright green
gown that caused more than one pair of eyes

to bulge. The Kingfish was resplendent in a
pair of striped trousers borrowed from a lodge
brother, a cutaway coat he had bought ten years

ago, and a polka-dot tie he had found in Andy's
taxicab after a party at the Savoy. Brother
Crawford crawled smilingly about like a good-
natured beetle in coat and tails several sizes too

large, while his wife, Madam Queen's sister,

beamed in happy anticipation of the nuptial fes-

tivities.

By eleven the party was uproarious, and by
a few minutes to midnight it was terrific. The
chandelier jiggled gayly as the Jasper Browns
in the flat above pounded vainly on the floor for

a respite from the continuous din. One toast

to the. bride and groom began as another one
ended.

But any one with a keen eye might have
noticed that as the hour of twelve approached
Andrew H. Brown became more and more rest-

less. Time and again he tried to catch Amos'
eye, but Amos had Ruby and they were cooing

devotedly on the Kingfish's red plush sofa.

At exactly one minute to midnight Andy but-
toned his coat, jerked at his tie, found an added
ounce of courage somewhere, and approached
Madam Queen with a disarming, honey-sweet
smile.

"Sweetheart," he purred, "come ovehheah in

de corneh, I wanna tell yo' sumpin'."

Madam Queen beamed happily. She was
positively resplendent, and a gay tasselled party

cap sat at a rakish angle on her head. She
smiled happily at Andy as she walked across

the room.
"Jes' twelve mo' hours, honey—an' we's goin'

to be man an' wife."

Andy mustered up a ghostlike smile. He
placed a clammy hand (Continued on page 60)
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ANDREW H. BROWN might never have

£x found the courage to tell Madam Queen
*Vif the Kingfish hadn't given that never-

to-be-forgotten New Year's Eve party. Of

course, this was one time when courage was
just the same thing as trouble. Because of all

times and places Andy could have chosen to

toss his verbal bombshell, the Kingfish's party

was by far the worst. But naturally, Andy
didn't realize that until afterwards.

Up to the moment when Andy spoke those

fatal words, the Kingfish was going on the im-
pression that his party was as gaudy a success

as a skyrocket in Times Square. The parlor

was a riot of red, green and white paper
streamers, spreading from the brass chandelier
to the stained oak moulding. In the kitchen
Aunt Lillian was piling up home-made cookies
around a chocolate layer cake, while the King-
fish and his wife (known among the better
social circles of Harlem as the Battle Axe)
hovered around a huge lake of pink punch.
Most of the guests arrived two hours early.

The fact that the Kingfish was actually throw-
ing a party was miracle enough. Add to that
the reason for the celebration, and you really
had something! For New Year's Day was to
see Madam Queen, the buxom and bubbling
owner of the fanciest beauty shop on Lenox
Avenue, joined in holy matrimony with An-
drew H. Brown, president of the Fresh Air
Taxicab Company of America, Incorpulated.

Not that any one could remember hearing
Andy himself announce the impending happy
event. Madam Queen had more or less taken
over that job. Generously she had assumed
charge in fact, of all the arrangements. Guest
lists, flowers for the altar, refreshments for
the onlookers-Madam Queen had left nothing
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of the prospective groom.
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suits from the Elite Rental Service. Madam
Queen blazed through the rooms like a forest
fire in a brilliant scarlet silk evening dress
Ruby Taylor, Amos' beloved, delighted her
swain by appearing in a snaky bright green
gown that caused more than one pair of eyes
to bulge. The Kingfish was resplendent In a
pair of striped trousers borrowed from a lodge
brother, a cutaway coat he had bought ten years
ago, and a polka-dot tie he had found in Andy's
taxicab after a party at the Savoy. Brother
Crawford crawled smilingly about like a good-
natured beetle in coat and tails several sizes too
large, while his wife, Madam Queen's sister,
beamed in happy anticipation of the nuptial fes-
tivities.

By eleven the party was uproarious, and by
a few minutes to midnight it was terrific. The
chandelier jiggled gayly as the Jasper Browns
in the fiat above pounded vainly on the floor for
a respite from the continuous din. One toast
to the bride and groom began as another one
ended.

But any one with a keen eye might have
noticed that as the hour of twelve approached
Andrew H. Brown became more and more rest-
less. Time and again he tried to catch Amos'
eye, but Amos had Ruby and they were cooing
devotedly on the Kingfish's red plush sofa.

At exactly one minute to midnight Andy but-
toned his coat, jerked at his tie, found an added
ounce of courage somewhere, and approached
Madam Queen with a disarming, honey-sweet
smile.

"Sweetheart," he purred, "come oveh .heah in

de corneh, I wanna tell yo' sumpin'."
Madam Queen beamed happily. She was

positively resplendent, and a gay tasselled party
cap sat at a rakish angle on her head. She
smiled happily at Andy as she walked across

the room.
"Jes' twelve mo' hours, honey—an' we's goin'

to be man an' wife."

Andy mustered up a ghostlike smile. He
placed a clammy hand (Continued on page 60)
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DON T smoke while you're walk-

ing along the street. To him
it looks cheap and affected.

DON T give him your photograph
unless he asks for it. There's

.something too wistful about it.

i lavish him with gifts un-

less you're engaged—-and even

then don't make them expensive.

DON'T laugh or talk noisily either indoors or

out. He hates being made conspicuous. And he

gets worn out with too much aggressive vivacity.

^»
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DO go ahead and powder your nose or use lip-

stick in public, if you need it. The day is

past when that looks vulgar or embarrassing.

M
IS

DON'T tell the taxi driver where to go. He likes

to do that himself. If he doesn't know, tell him

quietly and he'll relay the news to the driver.

DON'T make him take a bus instead of a taxi or

try to make him spend less than he wants to. If

he insists on being extravagant, it's his business.



If you want men to pur-

sue you—and what girl

doesn't?—take these

pictorial lessons in the

modern etiquette of love

I a O YOU behave yourself when
' you're out on a date with your

Dest boy friend? Well, maybe you

think you do—and then on the other

hand, maybe you offend him now
and then without in the least in-

tending to. Take a look at this

picture-lesson in the kind of man-
ners men like, and see. If your

score is perfect, you ought to have

several handsome gentlemen ready

and willing to take you to dinner

and a show (or even the altar). In

these pictures. Helen Ward, singer

with Bob Crosby's orchestra on the

CBS Tuesday-night Camel program,

demonstrates some startling "don'ts"

and some equally startling "do's"

for the model young giri-about-

town to follow. Strict etiquette ex-

perts may not agree, but the chances

are that the average male will

—

with enthusiasm. Helen's two es-

corts are the Camel show's other

stars—orchestra leader Bob Crosby

(in the dark striped suit) and song-

writer Johnny Mercer. The captions,

which tell exactly what a young

man likes and doesn't like girls to

do. are from the book, "Safe Con-

duct." by Margaret Fishback, pub-

lished by Modern Age Books, Inc.

i

X

DO close your eyes when being kissed, even if you don't have the

urge to do so. There's nothing more disconcerting to a man than

to sneak a look through his lashes and see you with your eyes open.

Ŝ\

1 I

i*s.

DO, on the other hand, pay half the check if

you know his budget is slender and he's willing

to let you. But do it very inconspicuously.

DO accept invitations to dinner or tea alone in

his home. If you know him well enough to want to

eat dinner with him, you ought to trust him, too.
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Mayne was charming, wordly-wise—how could Tamara's inno-

cence check the new emotions he brought? Radio Mirror brings a be-

loved writer's moving novel direct from a new broadcast series

Copyright 1934-1935 By Kathleen Norris—Originally Published by Doubleday, Doran & Co.

The story thus far:

AFTER spending five years at St.

Bride's Convent, Tamara Tod-
hunter returned to her family

—

mother, brother and sister—all of

them quite satisfied with the vul-

garity and disorder of their life in

the cheap theatrical section of San
Francisco. Her sister Coral was not

the gay, successful young actress

Tamara had pictured in her
thoughts. She was out of a job,

and so was her brother, Lance, a
worthless young would-be actor. All

three immediately began to look

upon Tamara as their support.

Through Dolores Quinn, a popular
actress and acquaintance of Coral's,

Tarn met Maynard Mallory, a movie
actor. At once she felt Mayne's
magnetic charm, and when he in-

vited her to dinner at the home of

his friends, the Holloways, she en-
tered a world of enchantment she

had never known before. Lying in

her bed after Mayne had brought
her home, Tamara could not sleep.

She lay awake thinking, remem-
bering, smiling in the dark. Never
in her life had she felt the ecstasy

that was flooding her whole being.

Part II

A FTER that life took on a quite

£\ different color, and Tamara
* * loved every moment of it. The
past, the happy simple days in Saint

Bride's were forgotten as if they
had never been.

Mayne Mallory went back to

Hollywood a few days after the

dinner at the Holloways' studio but
he went with a definitely affection-

ate farewell for Tamara that set

her senses humming for days and
from his own busy studio in Holly-

wood he sent her frequent letters.

Tamara bought herself a box of ex-
quisite writing paper at Shreve's

and spent time and thought upon
the right carelessly affectionate tone

in answer.
By this time she knew all the
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members of Dolores Quinn's com-
pany, the ushers and the manager
and the box-office clerks, and a host
of other theatrical personalities as

well. She could enter many dress-

ing rooms now, and had friends

everywhere.
"You're an awful fool not to work

them for a part," Coral said one
day. Coral had abandoned all other
interests now for one; she was de-
voting herself to a stout middle-
aged man known in the family
circle only as "French." French had
money; he was a New York man
who had come with a wife and two
full grown daughters to Santa Bar-
bara for his health. Somehow Coral
had met him, and now she had
settled down seriously to marry
him.
She did not speak of him affec-

tionately or admiringly; she merely
said that she wanted to get him.
That was all. Nothing else mattered.
Coral met him in hotels, dined with
him, lunched with him, drove with
him; she got into his big car and
went down to Del Monte with him
and watched him play golf. Exactly
what the arrangements were on
these trips, exactly who else went
along or what made the whole thing
conventionally possible, Tamara
never knew, and she never heard

her mother question Coral about it.

Coral had grown nervous, rest-

less, irritable under the stress of the

tremendous possibility that might
slip from her grasp. She wore new
and beautiful clothes, a diamond
wrist watch; Tamara told herself

that this mightn't "mean anything."
But the fact was that Coral was
going with a married man and
would have to give up her religion

—not that she ever went to church
—if she married a divorced man.
The affair had progressed pretty

well, and the French divorce had
been announced in the newspapers
before Tamara ever saw Coral's

new friend. Then one afternoon,

having tea at the St. Francis, she
looked across the dimly lighted

room and detected her sister in the

company of a florid, stout, silver-

headed man of perhaps sixty; she
thought the face a pig's face, stupid

and fatuous, and she instantly

loathed the proprietary manner, the

air of gallantry and determined
youthfulness.

Coral's plan and Coral's problem
marked sharply for Tamara the line

between the two worlds she had
known. Mother Laurence would
not merely have been unhappy at

the idea of a young actress spending
all her energies upon the capture of

an elderly worldling already married
and saddled with family responsi-

bilities, she would have felt it

Tamara's duty to admonish and ad-
vise her sister.

Tamara decidedly did not feel it

so. The world about her now was
a grimy, sordid, practical affair; the

shrewd woman was the one who
considered the main chance in

whatever form it presented itself.

Coral was not talented, she was not
successful as a professional woman,
and she could see all about her other

women scrimping and worrying,
drifting about between theatrical

agencies and greasy restaurants, im-
portuning uninterested men for
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Mayne, looking down at her,

asked in a lowered voice,

"Now, how about my kiss?"

> A

Illustrations by Carl Mueller

parts to play in wretched, second-
rate productions. If Coral could
find a rich man who adored her. . . .

Tamara never quite justified this

line of argument to herself, but she
acted upon it, and when in April
Mr. French suddenly bolted for

Alaska on a friend's yacht, she

could be very patient with Coral's

angry evidences of bitter disap-

pointment.
Mayne came up to San Francisco

often. The three-hours' flight meant
nothing to him. Whenever he was
there Tamara was constantly in his

company, and they saw much of

Persis and Joe, Pete, Mabel, Lucile,

Bill and Gedge. And always the
friendship between Mayne and
Tamara strengthened and deepened
and grew more and more of a
miracle of joy.

One night when he took her
home from a downtown party in an
old studio over the California Street

market, Mayne said:

"Will you do something for me
some time, Tarn?"
Was it coming? her girl's heart

asked in a flutter as she looked up at

him in the warm spring starlight.

"Probably," she said aloud.

"Some time—some night perhaps
when I've taken you home from a
party, will you kiss me?"
The earth tipped, and the stars

wheeled, and Tamara stood still,

looking up at him.
"Some day of course I will,

Mayne," she said almost inaudibly.

"If I come upstairs might I have
my kiss now?"

"Oh, I don't know," she said, her
throat thick, her eyes fluttering any
way except to meet his own.
"Has any man ever kissed you,

Tarn?" Mayne asked, stooping a
little to look into the downcast face.

Her small, firm fingers were tightly

holding his own; her lashes were
lowered so that he saw their shadow
on her clear cheek.

"Oh, no—except Lance."
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"Don't want to—yet. Is that it?"

"Not—now," she said, laughing
nervously.

But she knew she would kiss him
some day. And meanwhile the

thought of that kiss was with her
through every waking hour, a pillar

of cloud by day and of fire by night.

FOUR days later, just before leav-
ing for Los Angeles for a rather

longer absence than was usual, he
asked her to keep her word. They
were standing on the high balcony
outside of Persis' windows; they had
been dining with eight or ten

members of the usual group; now it

was late evening, and the crowd
had scattered and Tamara and
Mayne were alone. In half an hour
they would have to go to the train.

Tamara was in wild spirits. The
amazing thing had happened. With-
out her soliciting it, without her
real belief in herself as a future

actress, Markisohn had sent for her
this morning and had offered her
a little part in a play that was com-
ing to San Francisco with most of

the leading members of the New
York production, but with half a

dozen parts to be filled locally.

This would mean that for a few
weeks she really belonged to the

fascinating world in which she had
been an onlooker for almost a year.

Meeting Mayne at Persis Hollo-

way's later, Tamara had said:

"You did it."

"I did not. All I did was to say
to old Mark a few days ago that I

Kathleen Norris is the first famous
writer to have her works adapted to

radio in serial form. "Woman in

Love" will be heard weekdays on
C. B. S. beginning in October. So
that you may read this compelling

story as well as hear it, Radio Mirror

presents herewith the drama in its

original novel form.

often wondered why he didn't give

you a break. I didn't even know the
'Black-eyed Susan' company was
coming."

"Rehearsal Tuesday at ten!"

Tamara had sung rather than said,

and now when dinner was over
and almost everyone had gone she
and Mayne were still discussing it.

"You won't miss me, this time,"

Mayne said.

"I'll always miss you," the girl

answered with a quick look. And it

was then that Mayne, looking down
at her over her shoulder as he stood

half behind and half beside her at

the high balcony rail, asked, in a
lowered voice:

"How about my kiss?"

For answer she turned, her color

fluctuating, and raised to him a

serious face, with expectant and
half-frightened eyes, and instantly

she felt the grip of his big arms
about her slenderness and small-

ness, and the pressure of his lips

on hers.

"Tarn, I've been waiting a long
time for that!" Mayne said in a

whisper, as she drew back, laugh-
ing, breathless, a little dizzy, still

with his arms about her. Even then
she knew that this hour was for-

ever to be remembered: the high
balcony, the glorious sweet spring

night, the sprouting grass on all the

ledges and in the little gardens, and
this nearness of Mayne—his tobacco-
scented tweed coat, the touch of his

smooth-shaven cheek, the faint

scent of shaving soap and fine, firm,

brown flesh.

"I love you, you know that," the
man said very low. Tamara even
now could not speak, but she felt

ecstasy run like a light heady wine
through her soul and her mind, and
every fiber of her body respond
to it.

Still silent, her blue eyes like

stars, she went with him to the

station. Their farewells were said

without words. Afterward Tamara
drifted in a happy dream through
the city, thinking only of Mayne,
remembering moments of delight,

and pushing them aside to give right

of way to other memories.
In the two weeks "Black-eyed

Susan" played, Tamara earned
seventy dollars. Her first taste of

footlights proved thrilling, too. Not
as thrilling as she had at first hoped,
for the city didn't like the play, and
the company lost money on it.

Then came a long dull idle sum-
mer interval, and then September
again with warmer, windless
weather, and Mayne back. Tamara
met him (Continued on page 78)

Then the weary, dragging

voice came again: "Oh,
let me alone, can't you!"
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HAS ARTIE SHAW GONE

That's what they're asking about the young bandleader who is

riding the crest of fame—but read his story before giving your answer

BECAUSE of something that hap-
pened one afternoon outside

the Strand Theater on Broad-
way, I knew that sooner or later I'd

have to write this story about Artie

Shaw. It's one of the toughest as-

signments I've ever been handed,
and I don't like it, but I'm tired of

hearing what people have been say-

ing about Artie. I'm just as tired of

making excuses for him.
That afternoon, about five or six

months ago, I came out of the stage

door entrance of the Strand, where
Artie Shaw was playing on the

stage, and ran into a flock of kids

with autograph books.

I grinned at the kids and said:

NOVEMBER, 1939

By VAN EYERS

"If you're waiting for Artie Shaw
you'd better sit down, because he
won't be out for at least a half

hour."

There was a sudden silence. And
then one of the kids in the bunch
yelled, "Aw, we're not waitin' for

him!"
A little freckled-faced girl piped

up with: "I should say not! He's a
conceited old crab!"

Then all the kids laughed and
made faces, the way kids do.

I knew then that the mutterings
and criticisms I'd heard around the

band business' inner circle, had
crept out to the public. Artie didn't
know it, but what those kids said
was something like a landmark in
his career.

People talk—as they always do
about somebody who's famous. And,
as always, there's a certain amount
of justification in what they say.
There's also a lot of cruelty and
thoughtlessness.

They say that Artie has changed
since success came his way. And
that's perfectly true. They also say
that he has become conceited, self-
centered, snobbish—although ' those
aren't the words they use. They
just say (Continued on page 66)
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Tell us about it—for perhaps it will bring you

HAVE you ever wondered what it would be like to be
the guest star on a big coast-to-coast radio show?

Have you ever imagined how it would feel to stand on
the stage of a big NBC studio, knowing that every
word you spoke was being heard by millions of people?

Of course you have—but it's been just a dream

—

until now! Now it's a dream that can come true.

Radio Mirror and the Hobby Lobby program want
you to write a letter describing your hobby—and the

writer of the most interesting letter about his or her

hobby will be brought to New York, to appear on the

Hobby Lobby program as the guest of Dave Elman and
Radio Mirror. All expenses on this glorious four-day

trip will be paid—it won't cost the winner a single

dime. And on the regular Hobby Lobby program, you
will be presented to the radio audience by Dave Elman,

so that you can tell the whole nation about your hobby.

Photos by Bert Lamson

Most of Tuesday and Wednesday
you spend ax NBC, rehearsing.



. . . And you confer with a script

writer for Wednesday's program.

to New York for a free vacation and the most exciting moment of your life!

All you have to do to become eligible for selection in them may be published in a future issue of the

as Hobby Lobby's guest star and to win the trip to magazine as a feature article.

New York is to write a letter describing your hobby Address all entries to Hobby Lobby Contest, Radio
and attach it to the entry-coupon printed at the right. Mirror, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station, New
It makes no difference what your hobby is—you may York, N. Y., and mail them on or before midnight,
collect stamps, autographs, fish or fancy cooking reci- Friday, November 10, 1939, the closing date of the

pes; you may whittle wood or make dolls out of hair- contest. All entries must be accompanied by the

pins. In your letter, you may use twenty-five or a official entry coupon printed on this page,

thousand words— simply tell us the story. The As we go to press, Hobby Lobby changes time and
best and most interesting hobby, in the opinion of the network—CBS, Sunday at 5 P.M., starting October 8th.

judges, will win the trip to New York.
But—that isn't all! There will be fifteen other ~

r>ccii~iAi cmtdy di ami/
prizes in addition to the trip to New York! To the ui-mwal tmKT blain*

writers of the fifteen letters which the judges decide My name is

are next best, Radio Mirror will pay $5 apiece. It is I live of

understood that all sixteen prize-winning letters then
|n fne cjfy f

become the property of Radio Mirror, and the material

Or window-shop on Fifth Avenue
before starting home on Friday.
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LUCILLE FLETCHER

Genius or illusionist? The secret of this

youth's universal fascination lies in the

incredible story of romance he has lived

YOU can't be in a room with him
two minutes without realizing

that he is one of the most fas-

cinating people you have ever met.
Faces turn naturally to him when

he talks. He's a dynamo in red silk

pajamas, tall, broad-shouldered, big-
boned, with a complexion as fresh
as a baby's, and a brown beard that
gives him an air of strange wisdom.
His eyes are brown and fawn-like,
and when he laughs, as he does
often, they wrinkle at the corners.

He talks rapidly in a deep resonant
voice.

"I had a dream last night—" he
thunders through the room. "I

dreamed I saw the world's sound-
effects. They were written on parch-
ment—and halfway down the page
there were some illuminated words—'One Thunderbolt, 30 secdnds!'

"

He lives in an apartment he de-
signed himself, with ceilings fifty

feet high and a living-room so big
you could have a snowstorm in one
end and a rainstorm in the other. He
sleeps on a bed that belonged to

Louis the Sixteenth with chairs that

belonged to Danton, who had Louis
beheaded. His bedroom is ap-

proached by a red brick alley on
which are pasted enormous posters

advertising ancient performances of

"East Lynn" and "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde." Exotic tropical trees,

twenty feet high, grow in tubs all

over the house. Old-time hitching

posts, iron horses with rings through
their noses, form the balustrade of

his staircase.

"When he has nothing better to do,

he climbs a ladder and works on the

gigantic murals which decorate his

walls. Everything in his house is

built on a gargantuan scale—mas-
sive henna sofas, big enough for a
giant to sprawl upon—great, clump

-

like chairs. Everything, that is, ex-

cept his wife, who is small and frail

as a thrush, and his baby girl, Chris-

topher, who is the only one in the

world who can pull his beard and
get away with it.

Orson Welles is a giant—a giant

in ideas and inspiration. Only a

giant could achieve what he has
done in nine years. For Orson
Welles is less than twenty-five years
old. And yet behind him are the

things most men dream of all their

lives. In a few years he has con-
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Orson Welles is no ordinary man, either in his public appearance or in his private life. Everything in his

home is built on a giant scale. His living room is nearly three stories high, as big as a railroad terminal.

quered the theater, radio, and the
moving pictures—and thrown a
bombshell into each one.
How has he done it? By hard

work—yes. By native talent and
ability—yes. But not entirely. For
Welles is no ordinary toiler. He is

a fantastic person, whose life up to

now has been more weird than any
play or radio program he has ever
produced. There is something un-
canny about him. In twenty-four
years he has packed a lifetime of

adventure beneath his belt. His life

story reads like a romance.

TWELVE years ago, Orson Welles
» stood on the steps of a garish
Chicago hotel, listening to the
scream of an ambulance as it raced
away down the street. In that am-
bulance, lying under a white sheet,

was all he knew of love and life.

His dad. And he was dead.
At twelve he was all alone in the

world.

For six years he had traveled the
globe with the man who lay still

under the white sheet. It had been
a strange life for a little boy. One
month, riches—a luxurious cabin on
a big liner, a tutor to teach him
French, servants, the opera. The
next, poverty—and a dingy little

NOVEMBER, 1939

room on some foreign street, with
nobody but the landlady to take
care of him. But he had not minded
it. Somehow or other, his dad had
always pulled them through.

His father was a speculator, an
inventor—and a man who loved
splendor and good living above all

things. They had seen strange and
beautiful things together. There was
a house in Peking, where they had
lived once, with a tiled roof and
floors as polished as a mirror, where
you could stand at the doorway and
see the yellow hills of China, hump-
backed and old, in the distance, and
the Great Wall, curling like a drag-
on in between.
There was a house in Kingston,

Jamaica, too, prim with green lawns
and sea-shells—a house white as a

branch of coral. They had lived

there once, when Dad had been
flush with money, and the governor
bad driven them in his carriage

along roads bordered with hibiscus

flowers.

They would never see those
houses again.

Two tears trickled slowly down
the boy's face. Images flooded into

his mind—each one, like a sharp
stab of pain. Dad. He saw him
again, as he had been years ago.

just before Mother died—debonair,

handsome, and happy, with his

humorous smile, and his brown eyes

that were so eager for life. Dad had
never been the same since Mother
died.

He had been a very small boy
then—but he could remember those

years so well—those beautiful years

when Mother had been alive. They
too had been exciting—but in a

different way from the ' years of

ceaseless roving. Sometimes they

had lived here in Chicago, in a big

stone house with high windows

—

sometimes at the Sheffield Hotel in

Illinois where his father owned 170

acres of land. He had had a pony of

his own at the Sheffield Hotel, but

he loved Chicago best.

In Chicago it had been warm and
gay, and there were always people

about. Musical people. Mother's

friends.

He had had a little violin then, on
which he took lessons, and Mother
used to tell people he would grow
up to be a concert violinist some
day. He loved music better than

anything in the world. But Father

always laughed at the idea. "You'll

make a sissy out of the boy," he
would say.

Father (Continued on page 53)
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Tommy Dorsey, famous band
leader, is the co-composer of

this breezy new comedy hit.

SHOOT THE SHERBERT TO ME HERBERT
WORDS AND MUSIC BY TOMMY DORSEY AND BEN HOMER

Again we bring you a brand new melody—

a

novelty tune by the "Sentimental Gentleman of

Swing." Play it—sing it—and then dance to it when
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra presents it over the air
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Herbert! Shoot the sher-bert to me, Herbert! Shoot the sher-bert to me, Herbert! Shoot it fast!
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Presenting Tommy Dorsey,

of Dorsey Manor, who plays host

as expertly as he does trombone

OH, TO HAVE a place in the country
where you can get away from it

all! Tommy Dorsey is one radio star

who has actually done something about
this often-expressed wish. In Bernards-
ville, N. J., only a few miles from
Manhattan, there's a 22-acre estate,

complete with a 21-room house, tennis

and badminton courts, swimming pool,

and hundreds of trees—and it's all

Tommy's. On week-ends and between
dance engagements you'll find Tommy
and the boys in the band all out at

Bernardsville, soaking up sun and
health. Tommy bought the estate

four years ago, and has added many
improvements since. Of course there

are long periods, while the band's on
tour, when he can't visit it at all—but
it's always there waiting for him. The
pictures here are of one of the last

house-parties Tommy gave before

going on tour.

Below, skillful floodlight-

ing makes the new swimming
pool beautiful at night.

Above, Johnny
clarinetist in the

band, demonstrates

at a fast game of ping pong

34

Mince,

Dorsey

his skill
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Tommy's daughter, Patsy,

with musical comedy star

Dixie Dunbar (at left.).

Tommy, despite those late
night hours of the dance-
band business, really plays
a very good game of tennis.

Carmen Mastren, the
band's guitarist, dives into

the pool with his clothes on.





m Presenting Tommy Dorsey,

of Dorsey Manor, who plays host

as expertly as he does trombone

^"\H TO HAVE a place in the country

O where you can get away from it

all' Tommy Dorsey is one radio star

who has actually done something about

this often-expressed
wish. In Bernards-

ville N J., only a few miles from

Manhattan, there's a 22-acre estate,

complete with a 21-room house, tennis

and badminton courts, swimming pool

and hundreds of trees—and it s all

Tommy's. On week-ends and between

dance engagements you'll find Tommy

and the boys in the band all out at

Bernardsville, soaking up sun and

health Tommy bought the estate

four years ago, and has added many

improvements since. Of course here

are long periods, while the band s on

tour, when he can't visit it at ail-but

it's always there waiting for him. The

pictures here are of one of the last

house-parties Tommy gave before

going on tour.

Above, the boss

—Tommy himself

—

takes a siesta in

a hammock near the

badminton courts.

low, skillful floodlight-

ing makes the new swimming

beautiful at night.
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Dixie Dunbar' (at left,
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Above, Johnny Mince,

clarinetist in the Dorsey

band, demonstrates his skill

at a fast game of ping pong.
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Stop! You've got too much make-up on. Con-
nie, one of the Hour of Charm's Three Little

Notes, illustrates that powdered look . . .

«*

i

And what's more, you're wearing too much
jewelry. Most men dislike the clank-clank

of the big bangles you girls love to wear.

|^k

:s\

Long, dangling earrings are smart and sophis-

ticated, Fern—but too exotic for the man in

your life. Fern's another of the Three Notes.

A.
Goodness me! Fern's using that very dark red
nail polish which is the cause for many an
argument between a man and his best giri.



~>

iR do you dress to impress other
^ J women? There's a big differ-

i.ce. as you'll soon discover if you
ask a really outspoken man for his

candid opinion on the subject of the

latest styles for women.
Here some of the lovely members

of Phil Spitalny's all-
~

Charm orchestra, hearu un :^uv
every Sunday night, have posed in

the sort of clothes which delights

many a feminine heart but repels

most masculine eyes. Of course, the

Hour of Charm girls would never be

guilty of wearing clothes and make-
up like these in real life.

In general, men don't like women
to be fussy or extreme with their

clothes. Darin
make-ups. they say. are all right for

Hollywood stars, but the little wo-
men ought to wear something a bit

less astonishing. But not too plain,

either. In fact, it's not always easy

to satisfy the men—but take a look

at the pictures and you'll find out.

what most of them don't like.

Rbmgs

I

i^.

Swish, swish, goes Evelyn with that perfume ato-

mizer—but too much scent won't please her escort.

Evelyn is Phil Spitalny's featured violinist.

X:

V.

rrances, the third Little

Note, shows how you'd look
'

i a dress that's too short.

High heels and over-sized

bag — that's two crimes

Singer Maxine commits.

The deadliest sin of

as demonstrated by Evelyn,

is letting your slip show.
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Stop! You've got too much make-up on. Con-

nie, one of the Hour of Charm's Three Little

Notes, illustrates that powdered look . . .

And what's more, you're wearing too much
jewelry. Most men dislike the clank-clank

of the big bangles you girls love to wear.
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The deadliest sin of all,

as demonstrated by Evelyn,

is letting your slip show.



Backstage Wife and her husband

—

especially posed by Vivian Frideil

and Ken Griffin, who interpret the

roles of Mary and Larry on the air.

THIS NOVEL OF BACKSTAGE WIFE

IS IY HOFE HALE. ADAPTED FROM THE

POPULAR RADIO SERIAL CURRENTLY

HEARD OVER NBC-RED AND SPON-

SORED BY DR. LYONS TOOTH POWDER



Even the cleverest of scheming women can make a mistake, Mary discovers

as this dramatic serial of marriage in the theater reaches its thrilling climax

The story thus far:

MARRIAGE to Larry Noble,
Broadway's handsome matinee

idol, at first had meant the most
complete happiness Mary Noble had
ever known. But she soon learned
she must fight for her husband's
love. Impetuous and susceptible,

he all too frequently forsook Mary's
quiet devotion in favor of the glam-
our of other women. And Cath-
erine Monroe, who agreed to finance

Larry's return to the stage after

a disastrous accident, was the

worst adversary Mary ever had to

meet. All through the preparations

for the play's premiere, Catherine
and Larry drew closer together,

until at last Mary was forced to

leave her husband, only remaining
with him as manager of the dra-

matic company, not as his wife.

Meanwhile, a dispute over the rent

of the tiny Greenwich Village thea-

ter brought Ken Paige, its owner,
into Mary's life. Besides being the

executor of a large estate, Ken was
a portrait painter, and his interest in

Mary led him to make a bargain

with her: if she would let him paint

her, and the portrait won a prize,

he would give her the theater rent-

free for a year. Mary consented, but
did not tell Larry. Meanwhile, a bad
fire in the tenements owned by
Paige and his sister, Sandra, had
aroused angry neighborhood feeling

against the Paiges. Gerald O'Brien,

a crusading young lawyer, began a

Ncampaign with Mary to interest the

Paiges in rebuilding the filthy slums.

Then, one afternoon, Catherine

fylonroe walked into Paige's studio

while he was painting Mary. She
lost no time in letting Larry have
the news, adding to his bitterness

against Mary because she herself

hadfi't told him. He stamped an-

grily out of the theater dressing

room just as a wave of illness swept
over Mary, assuring her of what
she had already half-feared was
true—she was going to have a baby.
But she was determined not to tell

Larry. She would not use this

news to buy back his love.

WITH dry fury in her eyes,

Mary stared at the two
items from Wally West's

gossip column. Against their im-
pertinence, their effrontery, she was'
helpless. She could only ignore
them if she wished to keep her
dignity. Yet how could you ignore
something so crude, so brazen?
The first one, from yesterday's

paper, read: "What actor about to

make a bid for his old grip on flut-

tering hearts of matinee matrons
looks to lose the love of his own
wife? Ask him if he knows she's

posing for a certain millionaire so-

ciety painter—and how?"
Well, Mary had told herself, vile

as that was, it might be worse. At
least no names were mentioned.
But then her eyes strayed to the
second item again—the one from
today's paper: "Double come-back
due Broadway's one-time heart-
throb. With his marriage skidding,

who could pass up consolation in

the form of a beauteous high-born
heroine of Washington spy ring cap-
ture? Query: If a gentleman backer
can back his lady star up the aisle

to the altar, why not vice versa?"

Under the garbled, ridiculous

slang in which they were written,

the meaning of the two items was
plain enough. That Catherine Mon-
roe had given them to Wally West
Mary could not doubt. And in them
Catherine was calmly publishing to

the world the death of Larry's love

for his wife—while she suggested
herself as the perfect successor.

It was just the sort of thing

Catherine would do— And then
Mary pulled herself up short. Was
her jealousy running away with
her? Was it possible that Catherine
was innocent, and that her own
friendship with Ken Paige was al-

ready a subject for common gossip?

She didn't know. She was too

confused, too unhappy to be able to

dissect human actions and reactions

with her old clarity.

So many things had happened in

these last few hectic days before

the Broadway opening of Larry's

play. Her own realization that she
was to be the mother of Larry's
child ... a sudden friendship,

dazzling in its sweetness, between
Sandra, Ken Paige's sister, and
Gerald O'Brien, the crusading
young lawyer who was determined
to alleviate the misery of the dis-

possessed tenants of Medley Square
. . . Ken Paige's day-by-day change,
as he painted Mary's portrait, from
the stern business man he had once
been to a warm, vital human being
. . . the almost complete break be-
tween her and Larry, with Larry
living in his apartment and she in

a room near the old theater in

Greenwich Village.

And now ... it was nearly time
for the Broadway opening of the
play. In a few hours now, this

very night, it would all be over.

The play would be on—in the big

uptown theater that had been
Catherine's choice, not hers . . . and
it would be a success or a failure.

Whichever the result, this night

would spell the end of her connec-
tion with Larry Noble. She had
vowed to stay with him, as manager

(Continued on page 74)
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and Ken Griffin, who interpret the

roles of Mary and Larry on the air.
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Even the cleverest of scheming women can make a mistake. Mary diseavers
Is th.s dramafc serial at marriage in the theater reaches its thrilling climax
"'he story thus far

ARRIAGE to Larry Noble,
I Broadway's handsome matinee

idol, at first had meant the most
:omplete happiness Mary Noble had
ver known. But she soon learned
le must fight for her husband's

Impetuous and susceptible,
le all too frequently forsook Mary's
juiet devotion in favor of the glam-
)ur of other women. And Cath-
arine Monroe, who agreed to finance
Larry's return to the stage after

|a disastrous accident, was the
[worst adversary Mary ever had to
meet. All through the preparations
for the play's premiere, Catherine
and Larry drew closer together,
until at last Mary was forced to
leave her husband, only remaining
with him as manager of the dra-
matic company, not as his wife.
Meanwhile, a dispute over the rent
of the tiny Greenwich Village thea-
ter brought Ken Paige, its owner,
into Mary's life. Besides being the
executor of a large estate, Ken was
a portrait painter, and his interest in
Mary led him to make a bargain
with her: if she would let him paint
her, and the portrait won a prize,
he would give her the theater rent-
free for a year. Mary consented, but
did not tell Larry. Meanwhile, a bad
fire in the tenements owned by
Paige and his sister, Sandra, had
aroused angry neighborhood feeling
against the Paiges. Gerald O'Brien,
a crusading young lawyer, began a
campaign with Mary to interest the
Paiges in rebuilding the filthy slums.
vThen, one afternoon, Catherine
Vonroe walked into Paige's studio
while he was painting Mary. She
lost no time in letting Larry have
th&news, adding to his bitterness
against Mary because she herself
hadn't told him. He stamped an-

grily out of the theater dressing
room just as a wave of illness swept
over Mary, assuring her of what
she had already half-feared was
true—she was going to have a baby.
But she was determined not to tell
Larry. She would not use this
news to buy back his love.

WITH dry fury in her eyes,
Mary stared at the two
items from Wally West's

gossip column. Against their im-
pertinence, their effrontery, she was'
helpless. She could only ignore
them if she wished to keep her
dignity. Yet how could you ignore
something so crude, so brazen?
The first one, from yesterday's

paper, read: "What actor about to
make a bid for his old grip on flut-
tering hearts of matinee matrons
looks to lose the love of his own
wife? Ask him if he knows she's
posing for a certain millionaire so-
ciety painter—and how?"

Well, Mary had told herself, vile
as that was, it might be worse. At
least no names were mentioned.
But then her eyes strayed to the
second item again—the one from
today's paper: "Double come-back
due Broadway's one-time heart-
throb. With his marriage skidding,
who could pass up consolation in
the form of a beauteous high-born
heroine of Washington spy ring cap-
ture? Query: If a gentleman backer
can back his lady star up the aisle

to the altar, why not vice versa?"
Under the garbled, ridiculous

slang in which they were written,

the meaning of the two items was
plain enough. That Catherine Mon-
roe had given them to Wally West
Mary could not doubt. And in them
Catherine was calmly publishing to

the world the death of Larry's love

for his wife—while she suggested
herself as the perfect successor.

It was just the sort of thing
Catherine would do— And then
Mary pulled herself up short. Was
her jealousy running away with
her? Was it possible that Catherine
was innocent, and that her own
friendship with Ken Paige was al-
ready a subject for common gossip?
She didn't know. She was too

confused, too unhappy to be able to
dissect human actions and reactions
with her old clarity.

So many things had happened in
these last few hectic days before
the Broadway opening of Larry's
play. Her own realization that she
was to be the mother of Larry's
child ... a sudden friendship,
dazzling in its sweetness, between
Sandra, Ken Paige's sister, and
Gerald O'Brien, the crusading
young lawyer who was determined
to alleviate the misery of the dis-
possessed tenants of Medley Square
. . . Ken Paige's day-by-day change,
as he painted Mary's portrait, from
the stern business man he had once
been to a warm, vital human being
. . . the almost complete break be-
tween her and Larry, with Larry
living in his apartment and she in
a room near the old theater in

Greenwich Village.

And now ... it was nearly time
for the Broadway opening of the
play. In a few hours now, this
very night, it would all be over.
The play would be on—in the big
uptown theater that had been
Catherine's choice, not hers . . . and
it would be a success or a failure.

Whichever the result, this night
would spell the end of her connec-
tion with Larry Noble. She had
vowed to stay with him, as manager

(Continued on page 74)
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m She's Irna Phillips,

who brings you every

day the laughter and

tears of all humanity

By NORTON RUSSELL

QUICKLY, now—who is Irna

Phillips?

Probably you had to stop

and think before you could answer.

Possibly you can't answer at all.

And yet, with the exceptions of Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Dorothy
Thompson, she influences more
members of her sex than any other

woman in America. She has an
added distinction, too, over Mrs.

Roosevelt and Miss Thompson—the

women she influences are unaware
that anyone is influencing them at

all.

You, very likely, owe some of

your beliefs or ideals to Irna Phillips

—even if you aren't familiar with
her name.
She is the author of three of

radio's most popular daily serials:

The Woman in White, The Guiding
Light, and Road of Life. You are her
daily audience— at least two million

of you, probably many more. To
every one of you two million, the

characters Irna has created are real,

living, breathing, moving human
beings. Dr. John Ruthledge and
Rose Kransky of The Guiding Light,

Dr. Jim Brent of Road of Life,

Karen Adams, the Woman in White

—all these, and dozens more, are

the intimate friends of a great slice

of our country.

It's time you met this woman who
brings you so many hours of laugh-

ter, of tears, of heartbreak, and of

joy each week; who knows the

To Irna Phillips, the characters of Woman in White, The

Guiding Light, Road of Life, are as real as her own family.

physical, mental and emotional
characteristics of the many people
she creates as intimately as she
knows those of her own family; and
who, most important of all, is so

wise and human that every one of

her programs contains inspiration

and help for those who will listen.

In radio, a business which seems
to create remarkable people, she is

one of the most remarkable of all.

Irna could have been an actress

as easily as a writer. In fact, though
few people outside the casts of her
plays know it, she is an actress.

When Today's Children, her first

network serial, was on the air, Irna
played two roles in it—Mother
Moran and Kay.
Drop into Irna's office on Ontario

Street in Chicago, any day between
8:30 and 1:00, and you'll see her
doing an informal, but thorough, job
of acting. Pacing rapidly back and
forth across the room, she dictates

the dialogue of a script to her secre-
tary, Gertrude Prys. As she talks,

she changes the inflections of her
voice to suit the different characters.

so that Gertrude knows without be-

ing told who is supposed to be
speaking. Her different voices are

excellent imitations of those you
hear on the air—even the men's
voices aren't bad!
In a way, all this is a sort of short-

hand communication between the

two women, designed to save time
and get a story down on paper with
the minimum of effort. Irna admits
that Gertrude, with her quick per-

ception and intimate knowledge of

her boss's method of working, is

responsible for cutting the work of

writing three daily scripts just about
in half. In other words, down to a

point where it requires only the

energy of a stevedore, the resource-

fulness of an international spy, and
the inventiveness of an Edgar Rice

Burroughs.
For a girl who didn't think she

could write, Irna Phillips is doing

very well for herself. Her salary

just now is $3,000 a week—the

highest of any writer for radio; and,

when you consider that it goes on

for 52 {Continued on "page 68
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YOUNG Mrs. Curtenius Gillette

is known as "Tarda" among

her friends in New York and

Nassau society. She speaks five

languages . . . excels in housekeep-

ing. . .wears clothes with faultless

distinction. A vivid, glowing per-

son, she enjoys life to the full . .

.

says she "loves" the theatre, music,

casual entertaining—and Camels.

"Oh, you'll always find Camels

on hand in our house," she says.

"I've smoked Camels for about

seven years— and I like them best.

They're mild— delicate— and

have such nice fragrance. Then,

too, Camels burn more slowly—
so, you see, each Camel cigarette

lasts longer and gives me that

much more smoking pleasure !

"

By burning 25% slower than the average of the 15 other

of the largest-selling brands tested — slower than any of
them— CAMELS give a smoking plus equal to

EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK
Here are facts about cigarettes

recently confirmed through sci-

entific laboratory tests of sixteen

of the largest-selling brands:

1 Camels were found to con-

tain more tobacco by weight

than the average for the 15 other

of the largest-selling brands.

2 Camels burned slower than

any other brand tested—25%
slower than the average time of

the 15 other of the largest-selling

brands! By burning 25% slower,

on the average, Camels give

smokers the equivalent of 5 extra

smokes per pack!

3 In the same tests, Camels
held their ash far longer than

the average time for all the other

brands.

Try Camels today. Notice that

costlier tobaccos do make a dif-

ference. Better smoking — and
more of it — with Camels! CowrUht, 19:w. R. J. Raynoldl

XobwCfiO Co., Winston-Salem, N. I

CAMELS LONG-BURNING COSTLIER TOBACCOS



FACTORY
Coal and Wood jjq60
Ranges from . *rj

Gas Ranges JCQ60
from .... Jo
Electric Ranges jn 75
from ....

Coal and Wood
Heaters from .

Oil Heaters
from

Furnaces from
$79

60

andWood Rangesfrom 30
*Prlc«a at th« Factory

You're tired of old style stoves-—you de-

mand change- -you seek new beauty, new
elegance, smart streamlined design and

every last -minute accessory and feature.

You're through with yesterday you're

ready for Tomorrow. And so is Kalamazoo

with advanced 1940 models.

Mail Coupon—A thousand thrills await

you in this new FREE colorful Kalamazoo

Catalog of Factory Prices, just off the press.

It's America's stove style show and price

guide. It's all that's newest and best in

Ranges, Heaters and Furnaces.

Over 170 Styles andSizes—Glorious new
k Ranges,trim new Gas Ranges. smart

new Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, modern Coal and Wood Ranges,

handsome new Oil 1 [eaten, Coal and Wood
Heaters, and sensational new Furnaces.

AKaiamazoa
BBSS Direct toYou"

A Bookful of Modern Miracles— Mail

Coupon now. You'll find new excitement in

cooking—new ideas for your home. You'll

find dazzling new surprises in minute mind-

ers, condiment sets, clocks, lights, porce-

lain enameled ovens and new type doorhan-

dles. You'll find new ways to prepare better

foods with the "oven that floats in flame."

Factory Prices— Easiest Terms—You
won't believe your eyes when you see these

Factory Prices. You'll say "It just isn't pos-

sible " But it is. That's because we sell direct

from factory to you. No in-between profits.

You'll marvel at the easy terms, too as

litth as 14c a day. 30 days trial. 24 hour
shipments. Factory Guarantee.

Mail Coupon. Get this beautiful New
Catalog the greatest in our 40 year history.

Save the way 1,400,000 Satisfied Users have

saved -at FACTORY PRICES.

Over 250 Display Stores in 14 States.

Send for address of factory Store

nearest you.

Mail coupon

today for your

NEW. FREE CATALOG
Kalamazoo Stove & Furnace Co., Mfrs.

469 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Dear Sirs: Send FREE FACTORY CATALOG.
Check articles in which you are interested:

D Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges

D Coal and Wood Ranges D Gas Ranges

D Electric Ranges D Coal and Wood Heaters

D Oil Heaters D Oil Ranges Q Furnaces

Name
{Print name jihiinly)

Address

City. ..State..



FACING
THE

Bandleaders lost an ace arranger

when Larry Clinton became a maestro.
By KEN ALDEN Mary Dugan sings with the Clinton

orchestra Monday nights over NBC.

NEW YORK will be a mecca for
dance band lovers this fall

when a whole galaxy of head-
line orchestras will all be playing
within twenty blocks of each other.
Artie Shaw will be at the Hotel Penn-
sylvania, Paul Whiteman should be
at the New Yorker, Sammy Kaye
returns to the Commodore, Eddy
Duchin to the Plaza, Benny Goodman
to the Waldorf-Astoria and either
Horace Heidt or Kay Kyser will oc-
cupy the rostrum in the Biltmore.
Jan Savitt remains at the Lincoln.
Larry Clinton insists he too will be
in New York. All these magic moguls
will broadcast, with MBS getting the
lion's share of their broadcasts.

* * *

Carolyn Horton is Durelle Alexan-
der's successor in the Eddy Duchin
orchestra. Durelle decided to get
married. Paula Kelly dropped out of
Al Donahue's band and the society
maestro is looking for a replacement.

* * *

As predicted here, Guy Lombardo's
kid sister, Rose Marie, joined the band
to become the first girl vocalist ever
to sing with the Royal Canadians.

* * *

The flying bug has bitten Gray Gor-
don's first trumpeter, Les McManis,
so badly that he resigned in order
that he may have more time to study
the mechanics of airplanes.

* * *

Tommy Dorsey shuns New York
this fall for an engagement in Chi-
cago's Palmer House, beginning Octo-
ber 12.

* * *

Benny Goodman's new pianist is

Fletcher Henderson, the great colored
swing arranger. Jess Stacey left the
band to form his own eight-piece unit
under the management of Benny's
older brother Harry.

Glenn Miller, who scored such a
big hit at the Glen Island Casino last
summer, is touring the lucrative one-
night belt.

Bea Wain turned out her first indi-

NOVEMBER, 1939

vidual platter for Victor since leaving
Larry Clinton's band.

Phil Brito quit singing for
Savitt for Al Donahue's stable.

Jan

Patricia Norman, the girl who made
Ole Man Mose young again, gave
birth to a baby boy. Daddy is Jack
Meakin, a studio orchestra leader.

* * *

Martha Tilton is back with Benny
Goodman following a recent illness.

THEY MADE HIM LEAD A BAND

THE career of Larry Clinton has been
one phenomenon after another. He

wrote over 100 songs before any
smart alec along Tin Pan Alley would
think of publishing his works. He

came from a musical family, yet they
insisted that Larry should study en-
gineering. In 1936 he wrote 25 per
cent of all the published arrange-
ments in the country.
The handstand's gain became the

other orchestra leaders' loss because
Larry Clinton is much too busy turn-
ing out arrangements for his own
successful orchestra. The band's
NBC commercial on Monday nights,
one-night stand tours, stage dates,
and recordings don't give Clinton
time to think up ideas for his col-
leagues.
Now firmly established as a band

leader, Larry is still a unique figure.
Unlike other bands who depend on
their high-priced arrangers or infec-
tious personalities for their popular

-

(Continued on page 85)

The Andrew Sisters, Maxine,

Patty and La Verne, and their

arranger whip up a new tune.
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NBC-Blue: Peerless Trio
NBC-Red: Organ Recital

NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Red: Four Showmen

NBC-Red: Animal News

CBS: From the Organ Loft
NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
NBC-Red: Turn back the Clock

NBC-Red: Tom Teriss

CBS: Aubade for Strings
NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Red: Highlights of the Bible

CBS: Wings Over Jordan
NBC-Blue: Russian Melodies
NBC-Red: Children's Hour

CBS News and Rhythm

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen

NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell

CBS: MAJOR BOWES FAMILY
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: News

N BC-Red : Vernon Crane's Story Book

NBC-Blue: RADIO CITY MUSIC
HALL

NBC-Red: Walter Logan Music

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
NBC-Red: On the Job

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Waterloo Junction

NBC-Red: Sunday Symphonette

CBS: Democracy in Action
NBC-Red: Smoke Dreams

NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

CBS: N. Y. Philharmonic (Oct. 15)
NBC-Red: Electronic Orchestra

NBC-Blue: Bookman's Notebook

NBC-Blue: Allen Roth Presents
NBC-Red: Concert Orchestra

NBC-Red: Bob Becker Dog Chats

NBC-Blue: National Vespers
NBC-Red: Ranger's Serenade

NBC-Red: The World is Yours

MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Red: Enna Jettick Melodies
NBC-Blue: Paul Martin's Music

NBC-Blue: Four Star News

CBS: Ben Bernie

NBC-Blue: Met Opera Auditions
NBC-Red: The Spelling Bee

6:00 CBS: Silver Theater
6:00 NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

CBS: Gateway to Hollywood
NBC-Red: Grouch Club

CBS: People's Platform
NBC-Red: Jack Benny

(Its Screen Guild Theater
NBC-Blue: Radio Guild
NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

CBS: Orson Welles
NBC-Blue: NBC Symphony
NBC-Red: DON AMECHE, EDGAR

BERGEN
CBS: Ford Symphony
Nisi -Blue: Walter Winchell
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-Go-

Round

NBC-Blue: The Parker Family

NBC-Blue: Irone Rich
NBC-Red: American Album of

Familiar Music

NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review45

00 MBS: Goodwill Hour
00. CDS Alibi Club
00 NIK -Red: Hour of Charm

9:30 10:30, NBC- HI in : Cheerio

10:00 11
10:00 11

00 CHS Dance Orchestra
00 NBC: Dance Orchestra

SUNDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

From the Album—Jean Dickenson and Gus+ave Haenschen

Tune-In Bulletin for October 1, 8, 15 and 22!

October I: The new season's in full swing now, with Jack Benny returning to NBC-Red
at 7:00 tonight. . . . The Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the air starting on NBC-Blue
at 5:30. ... Bob Becker's Dog Chats on NBC-Red at 3:45. . . . Walter Winchell

changing to a new time—9:00 on NBC-Blue. . . . Irene Rich moving to 9:30 on
NBC-Blue. . . . The Parker Family, which you used to hear on CBS, slipping into the

quarter-hour right after Winchell, 9:15 on NBC-Blue.
October 8: More new programs, and old favorites returning. . . . The American Radio

Warblers on Mutual at I 1 :45 A.M. . . . The Lutheran Hour, also on Mutual, at 4:30. . . .

The Musical Steelmakers back on Mutual at 5:00. . . . The Silver Theater, with

Hollywood stars, back on CBS at 6:00. . . . Milton Berle may be starting his new
program on NBC-Blue at 7:30 tonight, too. . . . and Bill Stern begins a weekly sports

review on NBC-Blue at 9:45 P.M. ... Ben Bernie's back on CBS at 5:30.

October 15: Just one new entry today, but a famous one—the New York Philharmonic
Concerts, directed by John Barbirolli, on CBS at 3:00.

October 22: Don't forget the Screen Guild Theater, on CBS at 7:30 tonight.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: The American
Album of Familiar Music, on NBC's Red
network at 9:30, Eastern Standard Time,

sponsored by Bayer's Aspirin.

No comedians, no dramas, no Holly-

wood stars, just the music that everybody
knows and loves, sung by Frank Munn, Jean
Dickenson, Elizabeth Lennox and the Buck-

ingham Choir, make up this long-running

half-hour program. And back of it are

two of radio's canniest people, Frank and
Anne Hummert. They're heads of the

Blackett-Sample-Hummert advert is ing
agency, which produces a score of your

favorite daytime serials and several eve-

ning musical programs like this one; and
they seem to have an unerring knack for

predicting what the average person likes.

Not a song is sung or a melody played

on The American Album of Familiar Music
that hasn't first been selected and okayed
by Mr. and Mrs. Hummert. Singers Munn,
Dickenson and Lennox, orchestra-director

Gustave Haenschen, piano duo Arden and
Arden, or violinist Bertrand Hirsch—all

sing and play the music that's handed to

them; they never pick it out for themselves.

The Hummerts have only one rule for the

music they select, but that's a good one

—

it must be full of melody.
The American Album is old-fashioned

radio, without ballyhoo or studio audi-
ences. The large orchestra and the singers
gather in one of NBC's medium-sized
studios (in New York) about five o'clock
on Sunday afternoon and rehearse right
up to the nine-thirty broadcast time. They
used to have an audience, but about eight
months ago it was decided that the music
sounded better if it came from a room
that wasn't filled with a lot of people.
When an audience was present Jean Dick-
enson and Elizabeth Lennox both wore eve-
ning clothes; they still wear them, because
nobody has told them to stop.

All the Album stars live outside of New
York—Frank Munn on Long Island and Gus
Haenschen, Jean Dickenson and Elizabeth
Lennox in Connecticut—coming to town
only for their broadcasts. Jean's mother
likes this arrangement; she's a movie fan
and the only chance she gets to catch up
on the new pictures is when she accom-
panies her daughter to town and goes
to the movies during rehearsals.

Listen in on the American Album some
time, if you're not one of its fans already
You'll like it.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

LEON JANNEY—who plays Richard the Great in The
Parker Family, on NBC-Blue tonight at 9:15. Leon's been
an actor since he was two years old. At nine he went
into the movies and became famous as the boy in "Cour-
age" with Belle Bennett. Then he came to New York
for stage work and soon after that went on the air.
Leon's a rabid baseball fan, is engaged but not married,
and hates little guest towels, neckties, and swing music.

INSIDE RADIO-The New Radio Mirror Almanac
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NBC-Red: Musical Varieties

NBC-Red: Do You Remember
NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
CBS: Meet the Dixons

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: The Family Man
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

NBC-Red: Woman in White

NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

CBS. Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out of

Life
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Time for Thought

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge

CBS: This Day is Ours
xNBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan

NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Midstream

NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood

NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

Scattergood Baines

NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie
CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lum and Abner
CBS: Blondie
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: One of the Finest
NBC-Red: Larry Clinton
CBS: Tune-up Time
NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
NBC-Red: Tommy Riggs
CBS: Howard and Shelton
NBC-Blue: True or False
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone

CBS: LUX THEATER
NBC-Red: Doctor I.Q.

NBC-Red: Alec Templeton Time
CBS: Guy Lombardo
NBC-Red: The Contented Hour

MONDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Baby Dumpling doesn't quite trust Blondie and Dogwood

Tune-In Bulletin for October 2, 9, 16 and 23!

October 2: Creeps and shudders tonight when Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes
begins a weekly half-hour show on NBC-Blue at 8:00. . . . Another new one is called One
of the Finest, on NBC-Blue at 7:30, every Monday and Thursday. . . . Dr. Stidger and his

inspirational talks on Getting the Most Out of Life return to NBC-Blue at 11:45 this

morning. . . . The Lone Ranger tonight celebrates its fifth year on the Mutual network.

. . . For fight fans, NBC-Blue broadcasts the Sarcia-Apostoli battle from Madison
Square Garden at 10:00.

October 9: Kate Smith begins her noonday chats, on CBS at 12:00. ... A new serial

starring Betty Garde begins on CBS at 2:45—it's ca.led My Son and I. . . . Two other

new serials are scheduled to get under way—one called Society Girl on CBS at 3:15
and an untitled one sponsored by Colgate's on NBC at 1:15. . . . Joyce Jordan,
Girl Interne, changes time to 3:00, on CBS. . . . Smilin' Ed McConnell begins a
five-times-a-week program on CBS at 4:45. ... It Happened in Hollywood, with

Martha Mears and John Conte, starts this afternoon at a new time—5:30 on CBS.
October 16: Have you lost track of Scattergood Baines? You'll find him and his

adventures on CBS at 5:45 this afternoon.

October 23: It's St. John's Day today, and the mysterious swallows that spend the

summer at San Juan Capistrano Mission in California ought to be leaving for their

winter home—wherever that is. NBC will broadcast, if the swallows keep to schedule.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Blondie, fea-

turing Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake,

heard on CBS at 7:30, Eastern Standard
Time, 6:30 Central Standard Time, 8:30

Rocky Mountain Time and 7:30 Pacific

Standard Time. Sponsored by Camel
Cigarettes.

With their success this summer on the

air, there are now no new worlds for

Blondie and Dagwood to conquer. With
Baby Dumpling, they're a hit in the news-

paper comic strips, in movies, and in radio.

And all because they're so much like every-

body who listens to them. Just a typical

couple, they are the sort who play bridge

with the neighbors, belong to the bowling

club and can't wait for other parents to

stop bragging about their babies because

they want to talk about Dumpling.

Ashmead Scott, noted radio author

whose dramatic sketches are frequently

heard on important network variety shows,

both writes and produces the Blondie

series. He's constantly at work on at least

two scripts and usually more—one for im-

mediate production and frameworks or

first drafts of successive shows.

At every Blondie broadcast you'll find

Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake, as
Blondie and Dagwood, and Hanley Staf-

ford, Rosemary DeCamp, Ed McDonald
and Hans Conried. Hanley Stafford, who
is also Fannie Brice's Daddy Snooks, plays

Dogwood's boss, Mr. Dithers, while the

other three are always present in sup-

porting roles.

Larry Simms, who plays Baby Dumpling,
deserves a paragraph to himself. His
picture career started when he was a

photographer's model and got his por-

trait on the cover of the Saturday Evening
Post. Columbia Pictures, looking for a
Baby Dumpling, saw the cover and hired

him at once. He's four years old, with a

preference for swing music—his mother,

a former swing singer herself, discovered
that lullabies kept him awake, and she

had to swing them to get him to sleep.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

BETTY CAINE—the petite young actress who is now
playing Peggy in The O'Neills, on NBC-Red at 12:15
P.M. Betty has been in radio for several years, in vari-

ous serials, and you also hear her frequently on Arch
Oboler's Plays, Saturday nights. She's from Hastings,
Michigan, and turned to acting after finding that a sten-

ographer's job bored her to death. She's the wife of
that excellent actor, Raymond Edward Johnson.

Complete Programs from September 27 to October 24
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Rehearsals are short and sweet for Goodman and Jane Ace

Tune-In Bulletin for October 3, 10, 17 and 24!

October 3: The Inside Story has its last broadcast tonight—NBC-Blue at 8:00—and it's

too bad it has to leave. . . . Joe Sudly's Orchestra opens tonight at the Belmont Plaza
Hotel, and you can listen on NBC.

October 10: Remember to hear Fulton Oursler's arresting comments on current history

on True Story Time, NBC-Blue at 9:30.

October 17: Blue Baron's orchestra opens tonight at the Edison Hotel in New York for

a full winter season. You'll hear him on NBC six nights a week from now on.

October 24: Feel in the mood for some Hollywood gossip and a review of the new
pictures? Tune in Jimmie Fidler on CBS at 7:15.

can tell themselves they'd never make mis-

takes like that. Yet once, when the pro-

gram offered prizes to listeners for iden-

tifying boners and sending in the correct
versions, all sorts of answers were received.

For instance, Jane would say, "Here's the

whole thing in a shell-hole," and listeners

would correct it to "knot-hole" or "egg-
shell." Ouick—what's the correct word?*
Goodman writes all the scripts himself,

and directs them too. He makes it a rule

to hold only one rehearsal before a broad-
cast, because too many of them take away
spontaneity, he says. Goodman is 39, Jane
is 33. They are never seen in night clubs;

in fact, have a passion for being anony-
mous. Goodman's list of "nevers" of which
he is quite proud, includes: Never have
been stopped for an autograph, never
have had a script returned for changes,
never have changed announcers since their

NBC debut (Ford Bond has been announc-
ing for them since February, 1935), never
have won a radio popularity poll. In fact,

on every anniversary of their first program
the Aces publish an ad in a trade paper
spoofing their lack of high popularity rat-

ing.

The other members of the Aces cast,

like their bosses, are pretty retiring and
anonymous, but your Studio Snooper found
out their names just the same. Marge is

played by Mary Hunter, Betty by Ethel

Blume, Carl by Albert Ryder, and Neil

Williams by Martin Gabel.
Nutshell*

ON THE AIR TONIGHT and every Tues-

day, Wednesday and Thursday night: The
Easy Aces, starring Jane and Goodman
Ace, on NBC's Blue network at 7:00, East-

ern Standard Time, sponsored by Anacin.

There isn't another program on the air

like this one. Last August I it had been
coming to you for nine consecutive years,

and it will continue for at least two more,

according to a contract the Aces signed

with their sponsor this summer. And in all

those nine years the Aces have never met
the gentlemen who send them their weekly

pay-checks. Just never happened to get

together, somehow.
Jane isn't really as dumb as she sounds

on the air. Outside of bridge games, she's

a very smart sort of person. But when the

Aces started their air series they built the

story around an actual bridge game in

which Jane, much to her own despair, was
her husband's partner. "Don't finesse,"

she'd tell Ace. "It makes me nervous."

One of her bridge rules, by her own ad-

mission, was always to lead with the first

card on the right of her hand, because

it was easier that way.

Much more famous than her bridge

mistakes now, are Jane's desperate tussles

with the English language. Here are a few

of her prize remarks: "Time wounds all

heels." "Familiarity breeds attempts." "I

slept like a cop." "I'm no shrieking violet."

"He lives by the sweat of his frau." "It's

the gossip truth." Goodman says the rea-

son listeners like these boners is that they
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

ELAINE STERNE CARRINGTON—author of When a Girl

Marries, on CBS at 12:15 P.M., and Pepper Young's
Family, on NBC-Blue at 11:30 A.M. and NBC-Red at 3:30
P.M.—and author, too, of "Are You a Wife in Name
only?" on page 19 of this month's Radio Mirror. Mrs.
Carrington is one of those rare mortals—a New Yorker
who was actually born in New York. In her teens she
first began selling stories to magazines, and at 19 she
began writing scenarios for movies. In the early days
of radio she began writing the serial. Red Davis, later

Pepper Young's Family. She's married, with two children.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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-BUT
they're both

quick to

grasp this

Exciting

new

} SKIN-VITAMIN

Care*/

In Carter's—Mrs. C. Henry Mellon, Jr., looks at a

magnificent collection of diamond bracelets. Mrs. Mellon

popular in New York and Long Island society.

X

Shopping for the week end—Mrs. James W. Moore, of

Mt. Lebanon, Pa., takes advantage of the Friday food

bargains. Her two young children have healthy appetitesl E
QUESTION TO MRS. MELLON:
Do you find it difficult to protect

your skin against sun and
wind when you're traveling or

outdoors a lot?

ANSWER: "Oh, no—my regular use of

Pond's Vanishing Cream helps take

care of that. I can smooth little rough-

nesses away with just a single appli-

cation!"

QUESTION TO MRS.
MOORE: Can a busy
housewife find time to
give her skin proper
care, Mrs. Moore?

ANSWER: "Yes. Pond's 2 creams make it very easy

—

inexpensive, tool I can get my skin really clean and
fresh with their Cold Cream. Besides that, this famous
Cream now contains Vitamin A, which is certainly

important to know."

QUESTION TO MRS.
MELLON: Does using more
than one cream improve
the general effect of

your make-up?

ANSWER: "Yes. When my skin is cleansed with
Pond's Cold Cream and then smoothed with Pond's
Vanishing Cream—make-up goes on evenly

—

sparkles longer!"

QUESTION TO MRS.
MOORE: Why do you
think it's important

to have Vitamin A
in your face cream?

After the Theatre— In Mrs. Mellon's lovely

New York apartment, friends often gather for

a late supper.

Statements about the "&kin-vitamin '

' are based upon medical literature
and teBte on the skin of animals following accepted laboratory methods.

Copyriirhr. IPSO. Pond 'f E*rr«rf Company

TAKE 2 THRILLING STEPS TO FLATTERY

for the cost of only ONE

ANSWER: "I studied about vitamins in feeding my
children. That's how I learned there's one that's

especially important to the skin—Vitamin A. Skin
lacking it gets rough and dry. And now I can
cream it right into my skin with Pond's Cold Cream!"

Icebox raiding—Climax to an evening of ping-

pong. Mrs. Moore pours coffee, while her hus-

band slices ham.
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NBC-Red: Variety Show

NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Blue: Four Showmen
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Richard Maxwell

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB

CBS: Meet the Dixons

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: The Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red- John's Other Wife

CBS. Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS Stepmother
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out of

Life
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Roy Shield Revue
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Midstream

NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

( I'.s Scattergood Baines
NBO-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE

CBS: New*

CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Illue: Gulden Serenaders

(Oct. 18)

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Easy Acos
NBI Red: Frod Warlng's Gang
(Its Lum and Abner
Mi( Blue: Mr. Koon

CBS BURNS AND ALLEN
MBS The Lone Ranger

(HS Phil Bakor
Mi. Red CHARLES BO YER
(IIS PAUL WHITEMAN
NB< Blue Hobby Lobby
Nil' Red Tommy Dortey

CHS TEXACO STAR THEATER
\IS( Red: FRED ALLEN

10:00 Mil Red KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE

WEDNESDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

A Myrt and Marge broadcast: Myrt, Betty Jane Tyler, and Marge

Tune-In Bulletin for September 27, October 4, 11 and 18!

September 27: Eddy Duchin and his piano and his orchestra are at the Plaza Hotel in

New York, starting tonight, broadcasting on NBC.
October 4: Three big-time programs return to the air tonight—and you can hear all

three of them because their times don't conflict. . . . First, Burns and Allen at 7:30 on

CBS. . . . Next, Charles Boyer in the Woodbury Playhouse, at 8:00 on NBC-Red. . . .

Next, Fred Allen on NBC-Red at 9:00. . . . Baseball fans will have their ears glued

to their radios this afternoon, when Mutual broadcasts the first game of the World's
Baseball Series. Mutual gets this feature exclusively.

October I I : Today's the birthday of America's most influential woman, Mrs. Franklin D.

Roosevelt. She's fifty-five years old, and doesn't mind a bit if you know. . . . Xavier
Cugat's band opens tonight at the Statler Hotel in Detroit, broadcasting on NBC.

October 18: The Gulden Serenaders offer you a new show today, on NBC-Blue at

6:30 P. M.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Myrt and Marge,
on CBS at 10:15 A.M., Eastern Standard
Time, 9:15 A.M. Central Standard Time,

2:15 P.M. Mountain Time and 1:15 P.M.

Pacific Time. Sponsored by Concentrated

Super Suds.

In another month or so Myrtle Vail and
Donna Damerel will be celebrating their

eighth radio birthday.

Myrt, Donna's mother in real life as

well as on the air, was born in Joliet,

Illinois. At fifteen she showed her theatri-

cal spirit by running away to join the

chorus of a musical comedy. Just one
year later she met and married George
Damerel, the original "Prince Danilo" in

the famous operetta, "The Merry Widow."
Together they spent years touring in

vaudeville, and as soon as daughter Donna
was old enough—in other words, fifteen,

she was taken into their act.

A few years before 1929 the Damerels
decided to quit the stage and Mr. Damerel
went into the real-estate business in Chi-

cago. He was getting along fine when
1929 brought with it the collapse of the

real-estate market. 1931 found the family

in a Chicago suburb, with Myrt trying to

figure out a way of getting some money
to pay the bills. Vaudeville was dead, and
she turned to the only other field of en-

tertainment she could think of—radio.

Digging into the romance and excite-

ment of her own backstage life, she wrote
the first ten scripts of Myrt and Marge
in longhand, and drafted Donna for the

Marge role. Then she pawned her ring,

the last piece of jewelry she owned, and
bought a smart new fall outfit with the

money, just to impress her prospective

sponsor. The new outfit worked—anyway,
she got the job of advertising his wares
on the air, and Myrt and Marge made
their radio debut three weeks later.

Myrt writes all her own scripts, usually

working at night. Rehearsals and the two
broadcasts take up most of the rest of

her day. Since 1937, when they were taken
over by their present sponsor, Myrt and
Marge have broadcast out of New York,

and except for Myrt and Marge them-
selves the only original member of the

cast still with them is Ray Hedge, who
plays Clarence Tiffingtuffer. Santos Ortega
was with them for a long time, as Lee
Kirby, but a month or so ago he was re-

placed by Dick Janaver, radio newcomer.
Other current regulars in the cast are Betty

Jane Tyler, as Marge's child by her late

husband, Jack Arnold; Michael Fitz-

maurice, as Jimmie Kent, one of Marge's
friends; Frances Woodbury and Charles
Webster, as Mr. and Mrs. Arnold; and
Allen Devitt, as Mr. Brellerton White.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

VICKI VOLA—who was doing only fairly well as a radio
actress in Hollywood when she suddenly decided to pack
up and try to make a name for herself in New York.
She's succeeded, too, because now she has the title role
in Brenda Curtis, the new serial on CBS this morning at
11:15. Vicki was born in Denver and hopped off to the
West Coast with a radio troupe when she was only six-

teen. Since coming to New York she has had supporting
parts in Grand Central Station, Howie Wing and the
Alibi Club, but Brenda Curtis is her first really im-
portant role. She's brown-haired and brown-eyed.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Women everywhere will be grateful!

Miracle Modess brings you "moisture zoning"

Worry nO HlOre. You needn't be looking in mirrors or asking people EnQUTB 110 ItlOfC If you suffer chafing discomfort on "difficult" days

"Am I all right?" . . . The New Miracle Modess has come to your rescue! here's news. Read the details of the New Miracle Modess below.

Today, at any dealer's you can buy

the new Miracle Modess with "Mois-

ture Zoning!" Here's new comfort!

New peace of mind

!

"Moisture Zoning" acts to zone

moisture—hold it inside the pad. Now,
longer than ever before, Modess edges

stay dry, soft, chafe-free!

And of course, in Modess the filler

is downy-soft fluff— so different from

the filler in "layer -type" napkins.

Modess starts softer, stays softer.

More good news— "Moisture Zon-

ing" brings greater absorbency. And
this, in addition to Modess moisture-

resistant backing, is doubly reassuring.

Today, get this amazingnewModess

—the softer, safer sanitary napkin.

NOVEMBER, 1939

MODESS TRIUMPHS AGAIN!

FIRST WITH

FLUFF FILLER

FIRST WITH MOISTURE-

RESISTANT BACKING

AND NOW

"MOISTURE ZONING"

Modess was first to use a

downy-soft "fluff-type" filler

—entirely different in con-

struction from layer-type

napkins! The result? Greater

comfort—because a Modess
pad not only starts softer— it

also stays softer. There's a

world of difference in the

filler alone 1

Modess was first to use a

moisture-resistant backing as

a precaution against striking

through.

NOTE THE BLUE LINE

Modess has a colored thread

along back of pad to make
sure that you wear it cor-

rectly—with back AWAY
from the body.

Now Modess brings you
"Moisture Zoning," which

keeps the edges of the nap-

kin dry , soft , chafe-free longer

than ever before. Greater

comfort, greater safety! So

get the new Miracle Modess
today at any dealer's. It

comes in the same blue box

at the same low price.
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CBS: Meet the Dixons

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: The Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautifu

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Hiqqins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wile

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red Road of Life

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Blue Southernaires
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: American Life

CBS

CBS

CBS

Our Gal Sunday

The Goldbergs

Life Can be Beautiful

Road of LifeCBS
NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge

NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: This Day is Ours

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red- Valiant Lady

CBS My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of AM Churches

CBS Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Sunbrite Smile Parade
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Blue: Rhythm Auction
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CHS Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red Midstream

NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

CBS Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NB( Red Little Orphan Annie

IBS Newi

CBS Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Blue Lowell Thomas

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC Red: Fred Waring's Gang

NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen

(MS Vox Pop
'.i:i Blue: One of the Finest

CBS Ask it Basket
NBI Red: One Man's Family

' BS Strange as it Seems
N BC Blue: Joe Penner
\li( Red: Those We Love

( BS MAJOR BOWES
NBC Red: GOOD news
NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC HALL

THURSDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Three mikes and many actors are used for Strange as it Seems

Tune-In for September 28, October 5, 12 and 19!

September 28: Two departures and one return: Rudy Vallee gives you his last program
tonight on NBC-Red at 8:00. . . , Joe E. Brown says farewell on CBS at 7:30. . . . And
Bing Crosby, after much too long an absence, returns to his Kraft Music Hall on
NBC-Red at 10:00.

October 5: To take the place of the Vallee Hour, NBC-Red has two programs: One
Man's Family, tonight at 8:00, and followed at 8:30 by that favorite of a year ago,
Those We Love, starring Nan Grey. . . . Vox Pop, that informal interview program,
is on CBS, starting tonight at 7:30. . . . Joe Penner's back too, in a brand new
program, on NBC-Blue at 8:30,

October 12: Today we honor Christopher Columbus, who discovered America. ... so

all the networks will have special Columbus Day programs.
October 19: An entertaining story is that of Mr. Keen, Tracer of Missing Persons, on

NBC-Blue tonight at 7:15.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Strange as it

Seems, on CBS at 8:30, Eastern Standard

Time, 7:30 Central Standard Time, 9:30

Rocky Mountain Time, aid 8:30 Pacific

Time, sponsored by Palmolive Brushless and
Palmolive Shave Cream.
The eerie announcement, "Strange as it

seeeeems!" ushers in one of radio's sur-

prise-package programs, on which you

never know what is coming next. Every-

thing you hear on the program is bizarre,

weird, or unbelievable—yet, says John Hix,

the man who gathers the facts, everything

is true.

Hix himself doesn't appear on the pro-

gram, which comes from the New York

CBS studio that's always used for dramatic
programs with lots of sound effects and
without audiences. He lives in Hollywood,

where he draws his daily newspaper car-

toon of odd facts and also writes for the

movies. You couldn't hire him to go on

the air, because he is tremendously shy

—

doesn't even appear much in public.

There isn't much chance that he'll ever

run out of material for his cartoons and
his radio show. He carries on a constant

correspondence with hundreds of people,

all over the world, and gathers odd facts

from them as well as from his reading. In

eleven years of cartooning, he has used

more than 19,000 separate items—but he

still has about 50,000 additional facts,

never yet used, in his files.

Radio's most dependable actors and
actresses and a battery of sound effects

make up the cast of Strange as it Seems.
The two sound-effects men are as busy as

the actors, and sometimes a lot busier.

One of them specializes in making a sound
like the neighing of horses, but he's always
happiest when one of the sketches has a
horse in it.

That spooky effect you hear at the be-

ginning of the program is accomplished
by burly actor Mark Smith, talking into a
"filter" mike, which gives his voice a far-

away, unearthly quality. Later on in the

show, you hear the same actor talking

over another microphone, but you don't
know it—he sounds completely different.

To counteract the often terrifying note
struck by the material of the program,
there's smooth-voiced Alois Havrilla as
master of ceremonies and announcer.
Alois belongs on a program made up of

oddities, because he's one himself. He
came to this country from Pressov, Austria-

Hungary, when he was three years old,

and by the time he was five still couldn't

speak a word of English. By 1935 his

English was so perfect that he was
awarded the diction medal of the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Letters.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

MICHAEL FITZMAURICE—who makes a specialty of play-
ing doctors. In Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne, heard on
CBS at 3:00 (beginning October 9), he is Dr. David
Morgan, and he used to play Dr. Baxter in Her Honor,
Nancy James. It isn't surprising, because Michael wanted
to be a great surgeon when he finished high school in

Los Angeles—but he gave it up because he wasn't any
good at mathematics or chemistry. Michael's father was
a doctor, and his sister is one too, now practicing in

London. Besides acting, Michael devotes much of his time
to writing, and several of his stories have been published.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Want a rosy, thriving baby? Study Martha!

First Year: a grand start. ..on clapp's strained foods

"Doctors speak so highly of them—that's the

best reason for choosing Clapp's Foods," Martha
Michener's mother says. "But it was nice, too,

that Martha was just crazy about the flavors!

"You can see why Clapp's are so good—the
Clapp people have 18 years' experience. They
were the first to make baby foods, and they're

the only big company that makes nothing else."

"Weighing day was great fun! Martha al-

ways made a splendid gain—one time she put

on 4 pounds 3 ounces in 3 months! She was so

active and sturdy, too, the picture of health.

Plenty of vitamins and minerals in her Clapp's

Strained Foods, all right.

"Her baby book shows that she started to

feed herself the day she was a year old!"

17 VARIETIES
Every food approved by doctors.
Pressure-cooked, smoothly strained
but not too liquid—a real advance
over the bottle. Clapp's— first to
make baby foods—has had 18 years'
experience in this field.

Soups —Vegetable Soup • Beef
Broth • Liver Soup • Unstrained Baby
Soup • Strained Beef with Vegetables

Vegetables—Tomatoes • Aspara-
gus • Spinach • Peas • Beets • Car-
rots • Green Beans • Mixed Greens

Fruits —Apricots • Prunes • Apple
Sauce . Peaches and Pears

Cereal —Baby Cereal

Runabout Years: doing beautifully... on clapp's chopped foods

"Never any of this won't- eat business with

Martha. Lots of babies get fussy as they grow
older—don't take kindly to coarser foods. But
Martha went on to her new Clapp's Chopped
Foods without a bit of trouble.

"They have the nice flavors she was used to

in her Strained Foods, of course, and they're so

evenly cut, just the texture doctors advise for

older babies."

"Martha likes variety—she has 3 toy elephants

of different colors— and she's the same way
about food. Clapp's gives her a wide choice

—

she still gets 12 kinds of Chopped Foods, includ-

ing the substantial Junior Dinners and that

grand new Pineapple Rice Dessert.

"Yes, we're very proud of Martha's health

record. If you want a baby to have the best, I'm

sure it pays to insist on Clapp's!"

12 VARIETIES
More coarsely divided foods for chil-

dren who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and sea-

soned, according to the advice of
child specialists. Made by the pio-

neer company in baby foods, the
only one which specializes exclu-
sively in foods for babies and young
children.

Soup —Vegetable Soup

Junior Dinners —Beef with Vege-
tables • Lamb with Vegetables
Liver with Vegetables

Vegetables —Carrots • Spinach
Beets • Green Beans • Mixed Greens

Fruits—Apple Sauce • Prunes

Dessert—Pineapple Rice Dessert
with Raisins

Free Booklets— Send for valuable
information on the feeding of ba-
bies and young children. Write to

Harold H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount
Read Blvd., Rochester, N. Y.

BABY
STRAINED FOR BABIES... . CHOPPED FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
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CBS: Richard Maxwell
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB

CBS: Meet the Dixons

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: The Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Women in a Changing

World

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Revue Program
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red : Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wire

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Midstream

NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

CBS Scattergood Balnes
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

CBS: News

CBS: Edwin C. Hill

(US H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenades

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
( US Lum and Abner

CBS: Professor Quiz
VI US: The Lone Ranger

(Its Kato Smith
NBC-Red: Cities Sorvicc Concert

NBC-Blue Carson Robison's
Buckaroos

(IIS Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue-: Plantation Party

\ li< Red: Waltz Time

I Bl FIRST NIGHTER
i II i< .1 Horace Heldt

• US Grand Central Station
NBC-Red: Lady Eithor Serenade

FRIDAYS HIGHLIGHTS
-m Q%/E

Lucille Manners sings a solo at the Cities Service piano

Tune-In Bulletin for September 29, October 6, 13 and 20!

September 29: When you listen to Johnny Presents on CBS tonight, it will be at a new
time, half-an-hour later than before—that is, at 9:00. . . . On Mutual, there's a new
program at 10:00, called Let's Go Hollywood. Warner Brothers are helping produce

it, and their stars will be on it. ... A couple of bond changes—Will Osborne goes

into the Chase Hotel, St. Louis, to be heard on CBS, and Leighton Noble goes into the

Statler, Boston, broadcasting on Mutual.

October 6: Kate Smith's Variety program is back on the air tonight, at 8:00 on CBS,
with a rebroadcast to the west, but when Radio Mirror went to press the exact time

of the rebroadcast hadn't been set. . . . Just on the Pacific Coast, Death Valley Days
is heard tonight at 8:30 on NBC-Red. Easterners will hear the program tomorrow night.

October 13: Carson Robison's Buckaroos, those wild western hill-billies, open a new
series tonight on NBC-Blue, from 8:30 until 9:00.

October 20: Colonel Stoopnagle is master of ceremonies on the new Quixie Doodle 0"i*
which starts tonight on NBC at 8:00.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: The Cities

Service Concert, on NBC-Red at 8:00,

Eastern Standard Time, sponsored by the

Cities Service Company.
In all the years since it first went on

the air on February 18, 1927, the Cities

Service Concert has never changed its

time—Friday night at 8:00—its network

or its formula. It has always been a pleas-

ant hour of good music well performed.

It has had two different orchestra leaders,

Rosario Bourdon and the present one, Dr.

Frank Black; two soprano soloists, Jessica

Dragonette and the current Lucille Man-
ners; two baritone soloists, Robert Sim-

mons and now Ross Graham; and three

groups of singers, the Cavaliers, the

,
Revelers, and the present group, the Cities

Service Singers. It has always been dig-

nified, shying away from comedy or too-

modern music—shying away, too, from all

except the most familiar foreign-language

songs or operatic arias. Lately, though,

it's gone in for somewhat lighter numbers.

Dr. Frank Black selects all the music for

the show, and selects it well in advance.

At all times there are at least four and
sometimes five complete programs planned

out. And the commercial announcements
that Ford Bond reads are written a month
in advance too, while their subjects are

all mopped out for a full six months ahead.
No last-minute rushes to change a page
of script on this program.

Rehearsals, on the other hand, don't

take much time. The Romance of Oil

series, which is a ten-minute dramatiza-
tion on each program, is rehearsed for

about on hour on Friday afternoon, and
the musical numbers for about two hours.

Soloists and orchestra members know their

jobs and their music, so they don't require

much brushing-up.

Lucille Manners, the singing star, got
her job after a long time when she sang
on sustaining programs, first on a local

station and later on the network. It began
to look as if she never would get real

recognition, when a Cities Service official

happened to hear one of her programs
and without even knowing her name called
up NBC and said he wanted her for his

program. Like all the singers on the pro-
gram, Lucille still takes music lessons to
keep her performances up to standard.
As befits people who have been work-

ing together so long, everyone on the pro-
gram colls everyone else by his or her
first name and chats informally between
rehearsol numbers. The dignified Dr. Black
is the undisputed boss of the cast—some-
one they oil look up to for help.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

SAM WANAMAKER—who is called "Mr. Nobody from
Nowhere" on The Guiding Light, NBC-Red at 3:45, and
Dr. Miller on The Road of Life, NBC-Red at 11:45 A.M.
and CBS at 1:30 P.M. In real life. Sam is a handsome
six-footer who was born in 1919, attended Drake Uni-
versity, and had a job on the stage of the Goodman
Theater in Chicago before he landed his first radio role
in The Story of Mary Marlin in January, 1939. He is

single, prefers tall, brunette girls, weighs 180 pounds and
has gray eyes and brown hair. His hobby is collecting
the scripts of the radio shows in which he has appeared.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Fate's Bad Boy

(Continued from page 31)

wanted him to become an inventor.
Father was always inventing things

himself. There was always something
new in the wind, some toy, some con-
traption Father was trying out. First

it had been automobiles—sputtering,
crazy-looking buggies that stood
steaming and chugging in front of the
house. Then a collapsible picnic set

that earned him a couple of million
dollars.
Dad had not invented anything new

for six long years. There had been
only travel—restless wandering, hair-
brained schemes, speculation. Three
months ago he had begun to sicken.
And now—it was done—gone with
the fading stream of an ambulance
siren into the Sunday afternoon.
He had literally no one to turn to

—this tall, overgrown child of twelve,
with a man's experience of the world.
There was a fortune waiting for him
—his mother's fortune, heritage of a
wealthy coal-mining family. But he
could not touch it until he was 25.

His father's fortune was quite gone.
There was nothing but the hotel

—

now shabby and run-down. Haunted
by loneliness and a sense of the past,
Orson decided to go there.

It burned down—to the ground—

a

few days before he arrived.

I I IS mother's estate had provided an guardian for him, Dr. Maurice
Bernstein, of Chicago. Dr. Bernstein
took pity on the sensitive, tempera-
mental boy, and sent him to a school
for boys out in Woodstock, Illinois.

He hated it at first. The strict re-
gime, the athletics, the lack of excite-
ment, the childish simplicity of the
other boys. He was not a part of this
new world. He had never kicked a
football or held a baseball bat in his
hand. He was good in English, and
he could spout Shakespeare by the
yard—but a playing field held strange
terror for him.
Oddly enough, though, the athletic

instructor never laughed at his awk-
wardness. He was a quiet-spoken man
named Roger Hill. When Orson made
a mistake, he'd speak kindly to him.
They soon became good friends. Hill
seemed to see in him talents and po-
tentialities no one had ever noticed
before.
"The drama club is doing Julius

Caesar this year, Orson," he said one
day, as they walked back from the
hockey field. "Why don't you try out
for a part?"

"I've never acted in a play in my
life." Orson blushed to the roots of
his hair. "I'm too big and clumsy."

"That's nothing," Hill encouraged
him. "Size never matters to an actor.
Besides—the Romans were big men.
Try for Caesar—or Mark Anthony."
"But they're the leading roles!" Or-

son cried.
"Of course. But it doesn't do any

harm to try, does it?"
So Roger Hill kindly, persuasively,

talked to the lonely boy. And before
the year was out, Orson was the star
of "Julius Caesar," playing Cassius
and Mark Anthony both, in the same
show.

Hill encouraged him to work at
painting too. On those mad travels
with his father all over the world,
Orson had dabbled a little at the art—mostly because his dad had said

(Continued on page 56)
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We were playing "tell-the-truth" at our Wednesday

club meeting. It was Joan's turn and they asked

her whose wash line had the worst case of tattle-

tale gray in town. The next minute, I wished the

floor would open up and swallow me. Joan was

pointing straight at me!

y/^£m^7—
I swore I'd never forgive her— but the very next day

Joan dashed over with a peace offering. She said

she hated to hurt my feelings, but it was time

somebody told me to quit using lazy soaps that

don't take all the dirt out of clothes. She said

her washes looked messier than mine till she

discovered Fels-Naptha Soap—and she gave me

some to try.

uAam^uia^, 27-

Well, the club met at my house a few weeks later—

and am I glad I tried Fels-Naptha! I'll tell the

world there's nothing like its grand combination

of richer golden soap and gentle 7iaptha for getting

clothes honestly clean! My linens and things

looked so gorgeously white, the girls were sim-

ply dazzled! You bet it's Fels-Naptha and me
for life—and no more tattle-tale gray!

COPR. 1939, FELS a Co.

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!

TUNE IN HOBBY LOBBY every Sunday evening. See local paper for time and station.
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HOW TO KEEP
BABY WELL

"Infant Care," pre-
pared by the U. S.

Children's Bureau,
138-page book,
gives a thousand
and one facts on
how to keep your
baby well during

1 the first year. Writ-
|
ten by five of
America's leading

"^ baby specialists. No
mother should be without it.

Radio Mirror has been authorized by the
Children's Bureau in Washington to accept
orders from our readers. We make no
profit and retain no part of the purchase
price. Send ten cents. (Wrap stamps or
coins securely.)

Address: READERS' SERVICE BUREAU
Dept. AC-1

RADIO MIRROR
205 East 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.
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SATURDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

ADAPTATION

Here's today's biggest radio
value — the 1940 TELEVISION-
ADAPTED Midwest at sensation-
ally low factory- to-you price.

Now enjoy exciting foreign
reception. Absolute satisfaction
guaranteed on money-back basis.
Send lc postcard for FREE
1940 Catalog. (User-agents make
easy extra money!)
See Midwest'* Answer to TRADE-INS!

put this 1940
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Comedian Red Skelton and his "straight woman," Mrs. Red

Tune-In Bulletin for September 30, October 7, 14 and 21 !

September 30: Here are the first football games of the season—Notre Dame vs. Purdue,

and Indiana vs. Nebraska. Ted Husing describes the first on CBS, Bill Stern on

NBC-Blue; while NBC-Red broadcasts the second. . . . Just to round up the day's

sports news, Ed Thorgersen, the news reel man, starts a new program on Mutual
tonight—every Saturday at 5:45.

October 7: Hilda Hope, M.D., is another of those serials about lady doctors—it starts

today on NBC-Red at 11:30, and will be heard every Saturday 6t that time from now
on. . . . Easterners hear Death Valley Days, beginning tonight, at 9:30. ... Or
course there are football games today, but they hadn't been scheduled when
Radio Mirror went to press.

October 14: County Seat, that friendly serial by Milton Geiger, is on CBS at 8:00

tonight—the last time at that hour.

October 21: Welcome two old friends back to your living room tonight. . . . Gang
Busters at 8:00, and Wayne King's orchestra at 8:30 . . . both on CBS.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Avalon Time, on
NBC's Red network at 8:30, Eastern Stand-

ard Time, 7:30 Central Time, 9:00 Rocky
Mountain Time and 8:00 Pacific Coast
Time, sponsored by Avalon Cigarettes.

Because he's been in every branch of

show business except opera (and he's just

crazy enough to take a crack at it one
of these days too) Red Skelton entertains

people who watch him in the studio just

as much as he does those who listen to

him in their homes. He's a natural-born

clown, to begin with, and he got his start

as barker with an old-fashioned medicine

show, going on from that to alternate

black-face and Indian roles in traveling

minstrel shows. He graduated from that

to being a clown in the Hagenbeck-
Wallace circus, then to vaudeville, to

burlesque, to musical comedy, to drama,
to the movies and finally to radio.

Red's comedy foil, pretty Edna Stillwell,

is also Mrs. Skelton in private life, and
besides appearing with him on the air

she helps him to whip his comedy routines

into shape every week. Usually each
Avalon Time program has three Skelton

comedy spots. Two of them are written by
Red and Edna, while the third is developed

by a team of gag writers, with Red co-

operating on the final editing job.

Getting Avalon Time ready for the ai

is like putting a car together on an as-

sembly line. Each section of the broad-
cast—the comedy, vocal solos, instru-

mental numbers, and announcements—is

prepared separately, without paying any
attention to any of the other elements.
Saturday-afternoon rehearsal is the first

chance anybody in the show has to get

an over-all look at the program.
The sponsor, of course, is a cigarette

maker, and Red Skelton doesn't smoke.
He does make a concession to the tobacco
industry, though. You'll never find him
without a big fat brown cigar, poked into

one corner of his mobile mouth or twirled

between his fingers like a drum-major's
baton. It's one of Red's constant props,
whether he's eating dinner, shaving him-
self, or putting on his broadcast. It's never
lighted, though.

Avalon Time first went on the air in

Cincinnati, a year ago this October i.

but it moved some time later to its present
stamping-ground in the Chicago NBC
studios. Besides Red and Edna, its cast

includes Tom, Dick and Harry, the song
team; Jeanette Davis, torrid songstress;

Bob Strong's orchestra; baritone Curt
Massey; "Mile. Levy," played by Martin

Hurt; and "Prof." Tommy Mack, comedian.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

VIRGINIA VASS—the next-to-the-oldest girl in the Vass
Family, heard tonight on the National Barn Dance, NBC-
Blue at 9:00. She was born on August 20, 1917, and has
blonde hair and hazel eyes. Her family call her "Jitchy,"
and she plays the ukulele and guitar, and never went to
college because at college age she was already too busy
on the air. The other members of Jitchy's family are
brother Frank and sisters Sally, Louisa and Emily—all of

them heard on the Barn Dance. Another brother, Leland.

is more interested in the technical side of radio, and an-
other sister, Harriet, works as a hostess in a tea room.
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Eastern Standard Time

NBC-Blue: Cloutier's Orch.
NBC-Red: Musical Tete-a-tete

NBC-Blue: Dick Liebert

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue- Harvey and Dell

NBC News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Texas Robertson

CBS: Fiddler's Fancy
NBC-Red: Cloutier's Orch.

CBS News

CBS: Hill Billy Champions

NBC-Red. The Cracker jacks

NBC-Blue: Morin Sisters
NBC-Red: The Wise Man

NBC-Blue. Amanda Snow
NBC-Red: No School Today

NBC-Blue: Barry McKinley

NBC-Blue: The Child Grows Up

CBS: Dorian Quartet
NBC-Blue: Ross Trio
NBC-Red: Concert Orchestra

NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Hilda Hope, M.D.

NBC-Blue: Romanelli Orchestra
NBC-Red: Manhattan Melodies

CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Blue: FARM BUREAU
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

NBC-Red: Calling Stamp Collectors

CBS: What Price America
NBC-Blue: Little Variety Show
NBC-Red: Words and Music

NBC-Blue: Morton Franklin Orch.
NBC-Red: Ray Kinney Orch.

NBC-Blue: Indiana Indigo
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

NBC-Red: Matinee In Rhythm

NBC-Red: Roy Eldridge Orch.

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee

NBC-Red: Laval Orchestra

NBC-Red: Summertime Swing

NBC-Red: Bruce Baker Orch.

CBS: News
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer Kinder-

garten

CBS: Instrumentalists
NBC-Blue: El Chico Revue

CBS: This Week in Washington
NBC-Blue: Renfrew of the Mounted
NBC-Red: Art of Living

CBS. Americans at Work
NBC-Blue: Message of Israel
NBC-Red Dick Tracy

CBS: Melody Club
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question Bee

CBS: Gang Busters
NBC-Red: From Hollywood Today

CBS: Wayne King's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Brent House
NBC-Red: Avalon Time

CBS: YOUR HIT PARADE
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance
NBC-R.d: Vox Pop

NBC-Red: Death Valley Days

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

NBC-Red: Benny Goodman

Hollywood's lovely new starlet VIRGINIA VALE featured in RKO-Radio's

new motion picture "Three Sons""

Freshen up your taste with

NOVEMBER, 1939

L/ook alive and act as if you enjoy

life" is one of the popularity secrets of Hollywood's

attractive young starlet, VIRGINIA VALE.

A fresh, pleasant taste in your mouth does much to make you feel more
alive — and look it. And here's where healthful, refreshing, delicious

Doublemint Gum can help you — the daily chewing freshens up your

mouth, aids your digestion and helps your teeth stay clean, bright and
attractive.

In energetic HOLLYWOOD and all over where people want the best (and

get it), Doublemint Gum, with its cooling, long-lasting mint-leaf flavor, is

a great favorite, as it's sure to be with you and your family. So begin

right now to enjoy it as millions of others do.

Get several packages of wonderful-tasting DOUBLEMINT CHEWING
GUM today. r.^>
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(Continued from page 53)

f/INGrc LIPS

Instead of coating your lips with greasy

artificial paint, Tangee uses the natural tint

of your lips as a base. Orange in the stick,

it actually changes when applied, to the

shade of rose or red most becoming to you

— gives you the warm, soft, alluring lips

Nature meant you to have.

Try Tangee today. See in your own mir-

ror what smooth, tempting loveliness

Tangee— and only Tangee— can give.

Your Own Shade of Rouge—
Tangee Rouge matches the

color of Tangee Lipstick and

actually seems to give your

cheeks a natural blush.

Powder— with an Underglow—

Tangee Powder, too, contains

Tangee's color change prin-

ciple . . . seems to give your

skin a delicate "underglow."

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES ! There is only one TANGEE. Don't

let «e sharp salesperson switch you. Be sure to ask for

Tangee Natural.
Try Tangee 1 hcatrical,

T|

Worlds Most f.rmous lipstick too, for special occa-

^_ _ . -tmm —mm —mm It: creamy
A*M MLM ^^^ ' E^ ^L\ smoothness gives your
14 WlfM ^^9 ^Ch ^C| excitingW m MM] ^Mf ^MW ^W color—yet never looks

ENDS THAT PAIMTED LOOK ".minled."

| 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
The Georite W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave.. New York
City . . Please rush "Miracle Make-Up Set ol

sample Tanqcc Lipstick, Roukc Compact. Creme
Roukc and Face Powder. I enclose 10« (stamps or

coin). (15* In Canada.)
Check Shade of Powder Desired:

B
Peach (1 MRht Rachel Flesh
Rachel J Dark Rachel Tan

Nome-

HITCI' I

-
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painting was "more respectable than
playing the violin." He could draw a
likeness with a few strokes of the
pencil. Hill got his guardian to send
him to Boris Anisfeld, a well-known
painter in Chicago. Anisfeld too saw
an uncanny quality in the boy. For
long summer vacations Orson spent
his days in Anisfeld's studio, learning
brush techniques, daubing away at
canvas. He did well.
He was just sixteen when he grad-

uated from Todd School with a high
school diploma. Roger Hill and Dr.
Bernstein wanted him to go to Har-
vard. But a crew hair-cut and a Phi
Beta Kappa key strung across his vest
didn't appeal to Orson. Spring was in
the air, and the Rose of Sharon trees
were in bloom in the Woodstock gar-
dens. At sixteen he was more than
six feet tall, and his body was as
broad and big as a man's. His spirit

took wings.
After graduation, he took the train

to Chicago, and went to call on Dr.
Bernstein.

"I'd like to go to Scotland for the
summer, and paint," he said.

"Scotland?" The doctor was taken
aback. He didn't particularly approve.
But he remembered that he had been
young once. There were a few dollars

to spare from Mrs. Welles' estate. He
told Orson he could have them for a
summer vacation—and no more.

ORSON thanked him with a whim-
sical gleam in his eyes. In three

days he was on a boat bound for

Liverpool, with an easel and a bat-
tered box of paint brushes under his

arm.
He never reached Liverpool on that

voyage.
To this day he cannot quite re-

member how it happened. Perhaps it

was the sight of the sea again—the
sea he had not seen for more than
four years—and the feel of a ship's

engines throbbing beneath him, when
he lay in his berth at night. Perhaps
it was the stars, so much bigger and
brighter on the ocean than they are
over the land, that made him dizzy
and confused and a little mad. At any
rate, when the ship stopped one twi-
light at Galway, Ireland, he got off

—bag and baggage.
The city Orson found at sunset was

like something out of Southern Spain.
It was a painter's paradise.

By next morning he had fallen in

love with Galway head over heels.

Scotland was forgotten. He would
paint this beautiful city, this country-
side, every Spanish arch and som-
brero, and sober Gaelic face. There
was exactly twenty dollars in his

wallet. He went off to the market-
place and bought himself a donkey
and a donkey-cart.
The donkey's name was Sheeogh.

She had a gray hide, dainty little

hooves, long eyelashes, and the tem-
perament of a prima donna. Orson
bought her a bale of hay and gave
her a good long swig at the municipal
water trough. Then, with a jingle of

her harness bells, they were off—for

a life of adventure.
They traveled north toward Conne-

mara, jogging along the dusty little

roads of Western Ireland. And Orson
painted as they went. Sometimes it

was a lake, set like a blue jewel in

the heart of soft green hills. Some-
times it was the lovely face of an Irish

girl who waved to them from her
potato patch. Or the portrait of some
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Seamis or Patrick who took the pic-

ture in return for a meal or a place
where the painter could lay his head.
He became wild looking and shaggy.

His beard grew and his face turned
brown with the sun. But Ireland
entered deeper and deeper into his

blood. And when the summer was
over, and it grew too cold to sleep
under his donkey cart and wander
the roads, he came back to Galway
and sold Sheeogh—not without heart-
ache, for they had become fast friends
in spite of her temperament. He
booked passage on a barge and sailed
north up the Shannon River.
He was a vagabond, and he loved it.

But in the natural course of events, a
boy with a temperament like Orson
Welles could not be a vagabond for-
ever. By the end of his second spring
in Ireland, he began to feel a new
kind of restlessness—that desire to
fulfill himself in the world.
What did he want to do with his

life? Painting? That had been fun,
but he was not really a great painter.
Music? Once he had loved to play the
violin, but he had not touched the in-
strument for many years. Writing

—

perhaps. He did not really know.
He decided to go away—far off, by

himself—and find out. Perhaps in

some wild and lonely spot it would
come to him. He had heard that the
Aran Islands were the wildest spot in

Europe—gray reefs of stone, where
the ocean licked hungrily in great
fans of angry foam. He set out for
the smallest one.
There was nothing but a few lonely

cottages on the island, and gaunt
cliffs where the sea birds built their
nests. He plodded over broken rocks
and coarse grass, with his easel under
his arm, and knocked on a cottage
door. And once again, he asked for
board and lodging, in return for por-
traits of the family.

All summer long, he painted and
tramped around the island, trying to
make up his mind. College. Perhaps
he should go back to college, and be a
diplomat. Perhaps he should go to
Vienna, and study music. Every week
he toyed with a different notion. When
September and October came, he still

had not made up his mind.

YE'D better be getting back to the
mainland where it's decent and

warm," the men of Aran told him.
"The islands ain't no place for sober
folk, when winter comes."

Still undecided, he took their ad-
vice. And one late October day, when
the sea was less boiling than usual,
he set out for Ireland, in one of their
frail boats.
When he reached the mainland, he

went to Dublin. It was the big city,
and the only one where he might find
temporary work, now that winter was
coming on. For the first time in his
life, he felt a kind of gnawing sense
of terror. For a year and a half he
had lived on the kindness of the
country people. But who in a city
like Dublin would buy his paintings?
Or give him even a crust of bread for
them? He had not heard from his
guardian or written him for more
than a year. He was too proud to
write to him now. In his pocket were
five shillings—a little less than one
dollar and twenty-five cents.
Another boy in such a situation

might have been in the depths of de-
spair. But not Orson. For some reason
or other, he felt strangely light-
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hearted. Hunger, perhaps. Or maybe
that sense of fate, which was very
near him now. At any rate, he did not
try to find a place to sleep, or even a
place to eat. He ambled along, ad-
miring the sights, feeling the pleasant
flick of the snow on his face, remem-
bering Christmases back home.
Suddenly he stopped short before a

gaudy poster, pasted outside a thea-
ter. A name, familiar, beloved, leaped
out at him like an old friend. Shakes-
peare. It was an advertisement of a
repertory company—and it read that
Shakespeare's ''Macbeth" was to be
played that night. Without a mo-
ment's hesitation or thought, Orson
made his decision.
No meal. No place to sleep that

night. He walked into the theater, and
laid down his five shillings. "One
ticket," he said, "for Macbeth."
He did not know that on that simple

decision lay his life's career.

It was not a very big theater, the
Gate. Nor were there many people in
the audience that wintry night. But
the actors knew their business, and
Orson sat enthralled from the begin-
ning to the end. He forgot his hunger,
the cold, the fact that he was alone in
a strange city.

At the end of the play, the man sit-

ting beside him plucked him by the
sleeve.

"Haven't I seen you somewhere
before?"
Orson turned, startled. For a mo-

ment he did not place that face. Then
it came back to him. A young man
he had met on the road. A poet. They
had passed a pleasant day together,
talking about Yeats and Synge and
Lady Gregory. He smiled.

I REMEMBER—two miles out of
I Connemara. We met on the road."

"That's right. What are you doing
in Dublin?"
Orson hesitated. If he told this

young man that he was broke, the
young man would feel compelled to

take him in. He did not want to em-
barrass him. Casually he said:—
"Oh—just spending the winter.

Good play, wasn't it?"

"Awfully." The young man was
friendly. "I come here regularly.
They're a splendid cast. I know the
director. Like to meet him?"

"Yes." It would be warm backstage,
and perhaps there would be food,
something to drink He followed the
young man eagerly down the aisle,

into the orchestra pit and through the
napping curtain up beneath the apron
of the stage. Actors and stage-hands
were running about. He could smell
the creamy odor of the grease-paint,
the musty .odor of old costumes. The
place thrilled him.
They rounded a curtain and entered

a dingy little office, scattered with
posters and costumes. He found him-
self shaking hands with a tall, friendly
man.

"This is a friend of mine—an Ameri-
can, from New York," he heard him-
self being introduced by the poet of
Connemara. But he was not really
listening. Someone was shaking a
thunder screen in the distance. There
was the smell of fire in the air—and
steam—the Hellfire of Macbeth. It

did something to him. His head felt
light and giddy.
"My name is Welles," he said

slowly, as though in a dream. "George
Orson Welles. I'm an actor—with the
Theater Guild in New York."
The sentence, dream-like or not,
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"Why would any mother want

to make a little girl cry!"

Grannie shows Millie

a modern way to raise

her child

1. GRANNIE: Land's sake. Millie, haven't

you gone far enough? A body would think

you had a grudge against the child.

MILLIE: But Grannie, I'm doing it only for

her own good.

2. GRANNIE: My stars! Since when did using

force on a child do any good? I heard the doc-

tor tell your Cousin Sue that using force can

throw a child's whole nervous system out of

order.

i 3. GRANNIE: He said it's wrong to make
children take anything they don't like. A
child should get a pleasant-tastm laxative . .

.

MILLIE: That's easy. I could give her the

one I ncle Joe takes . . .

4. GRANNIE: Hold your horses, dear. A laxa-

tive strong enough for Uncle Joe can be TOO
strong for a tot. The doctor said a child should

get a laxative made only for children. So he

recommended Fletcher's Castoria.

5. GRANNIE: He said Fletcher's Castoria 6. MILLIE: Grannie! Am I dreaming! Or is she

meets every medical requirement for a child's

laxative. It tastes nice. It's mild because it's

made especially and only for children. It acts

natural-like. And it's SAFE . . . How about

getting a bottle now?

really taking this Fletcher's Castoria without

a peep?

GRANNIE: You're not dreaming. Millie. You'll

never have any laxative troubles in this house

again!

GL^ftf&zzfal CASTORIA
The modern — SAFE — laxative made especially for children
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TOM ALMOST LANDED /A/ THE D/SH-PAA!/

1 . "If you don't fix this clogged drain,"

storms Mrs. Tom Burch, "you're going

to be in the dishwashing business!"

3. Down the drain goes Drano! It digs

out all the clogging grease and muck
—gives a clear, free-flowing drain!

2. "Huh? Who, me?" blinks Tom. "Wait!

Wait! I'll go and get some Drano!"

4. "Thar she flows!" boasts Tom. "Now
use a teaspoonful each night—and keep
the drain clean!"

Copr. 1939, The Drackett Co.

P.S. After the dishes—use a teaspoonful ofDrano
— to guard against clogged drains. Never

over 25£ at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano
USE DRANO DAILY

TO KEEP
DRAINS CLEAN

CLEANS CLOGGED DRAINS

HOW TO KEEP BABY WELL—
• The U. S. Government's Children's Bureau has published a complete 138-page book^ "Infant

Care" especially for young mothers, and authorizes this magazine to accept readers' orders.

Written by five of the country's leading child specialists, this book is plainly written well

illustrated, and gives any mother a wealth of authoritative information on baby's health and

baby's growth. This magazine makes no profit whatever on your order, sends your money
direct to Washington. Send 10 cents, wrapping coins or stamps safely, to

Readers' Service Bureau, RADIO & TELEVISION MIRROR
205 East 42nd Street, Dept. F-l, New York. N. Y.

Are your hands DRY and "scratchy?"

Regular use of Italian Halm will help cor-

rect this condition almost at once. This

famous SKIN SOFTENER furnishes mois-

ture and soothing agents which promote

softness, smoothness,[beauty. Italian Balm's

scientific, soothing properties will amaze
Only 10£, 20jft, 35ji, 60f< and #1.00 a

I toilet goods counters.
you. Un
bottle—

i

ItalianBalm
Over 90 Million Bottles Sold

fell like a bombshell into the Gate
director's brain.
"The Theater Guild!" His voice was

suddenly respectful, almost hushed.
"In New York. But Mr. Welles—this
is indeed an honor. A real honor. I

am afraid our poor production
tonight . .

."

He bowed, apologizing, almost
stammering with awe of a man from
the Theater Guild in New York. It

was too late to deny that foolish lie.

Before he knew what he had done,
Orson was promising to consider a
few guest appearances with the com-
pany before his return to America.
The only acting experience he had

ever had were those school-boy roles

at Woodstock, Illinois, in "Julius
Caesar."

It is all a little incredible, no doubt,
to those who do not know Orson
Welles. To those who know him, it is

perfectly understandable that in a day
and a half of study and practice before
the mirror in his Connemara friend's
room, he should learn the part of the
Archduke in Feuchtwanger's "Jew
Suss." It is also understandable that

at seventeen he should play the role

of a middle-aged man, a bearded man,
tall, broad-shouldered, majestic, with
a deep resonant voice. Orson Welles
still looks like a boy in his pictures.

But on the stage he can look like an
old man and on the air he can sound
like a sage of eighty-five. His voice, at

seventeen, was as basso profundo as it

is now. He was bearded, tanned,
weathered from his wanderings.

T.WO nights after his arrival in Dub-
lin, he walked out on the Gate The-

ater stage, dressed in the regalia of

the Archduke. The house was packed
with people. Hundreds had come to

see the American star from the Thea-
ter Guild in New York. When he
walked out before those footlights, he
knew that every eye in the audience
was upon him—watching to see the
qualities which had made him famous.
He was trembling inside. But there

was something about the glare of

those footlights he could not deny

—

something wild and proud and joyful
that shot up within him, as he looked
out for a breath over that dark sea of
silent faces. He knew it for the first

time—the thrill a man feels only once
in his life—the thrill that comes when
a man knows he has found the thing
he has been seeking. He had not
known it until this very moment, but
he knew it now for sure.
Come what may, he was going to be

an actor.
But between the decision to be an

actor, and its accomplishment, there
were to be many adventures, many
black and lonely and thwarted inter-
vals—as well as some times which for
sheer melodrama rivalled anything
ever put on a stage. Follow the com-
pletely incredible story of Orson
Welles in next month's issue of Radio
Mirror.

NEXT MONTH

You'll meet Judy Garland—first,

in a beautiful cover portrait

—

and then in an intimate story

about her—in the December issue
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Meet the Dixons— Bar
bara Weeks and Richard Wid
mark play the happy couple

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?
BARBARA WEEKS, formerly starred

as "Her Honor Nancy James," and
Richard Widmark, young actor

from Chicago, form the attractive duo
which heads the cast of the new day-
time dramatic series, Meet the Dix-
ons, heard over CBS Mondays
through Fridays at 9:15 a.m.
Blonde and talented Miss Weeks

was born in Binghamton, New York,
and studied at the American Academy
of Dramatic Art. She made her radio
debut as a vocalist on a Portland,
Maine, station; later toured with stock
companies and appeared with Leo
Carillo in a Broadway revival of
"Lombardi Limited." Barbara's fa-
vorite pastime is visiting the city's

night courts. She's five feet four, gray-
green eyes and weighs 116 pounds.
Richard Widmark, cast as Wesley

Dixon, a young reporter, was born in
Evanston, Illinois, on December 26,
1914. He graduated from Lake For-
rest College in 1936 after which he did
some work in stock until his arrival
in New York last June. Since then
he's worked on the Aunt Jenny show,
Gang Busters, Americans at Work
and the new Ellery Queen series.

* * *

Miss G. R. Stauffer, Harrisburg, Pa.—Ralph Blane, handsome NBC tenor,
was born in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma,
on July 25, 1914. His middle name is

Urriah, and he's not awfully keen
about it! Ralph graduated from
Northwestern University and has ap-
peared in a number of Broadway mu-
sical comedies. Made his network
debut in a variety show called "Air-
breaks." He's about five feet ten tall,

weighs 150 pounds, has brown hair
and eyes, and to date, doesn't have a
missus.

NOVEMBER, 1939

Miss Marietta Muhs, New Orleans, La.

—You're quite correct, and should
collect that bet from your friend.
Orson Welles was married to Miss
Virginia Nicolson, Chicago society
girl, on Christmas Day, 1934, and they
have a one-year-old daughter, Chris-
topher. Mr. Welles is six feet two.
And if you'd like to know some more
about him begin our feature story,
"Fate's Bad Boy," in this issue.

Mrs. M. R. Gavin, Scranton, Pa.—Be-
low is the cast of Life Can Be Beau-
tiful:

Chichi Alice Reinhart
Stephen John Holbrook
Papa Soloman Ralph Locke
Toby Nelson Carl Eastman
Gypsy Mendosa Paul Stewart
Mrs. Wadsworth Adelaide Klein
Barry Richard Kollmar

FAN CLUB SECTION
Miss Aileen Dowd: To join the

Lombardo League, we suggest that you
write to Miss Christyne Hvaas, 7320
25th Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

If you're an admirer of Lanny Ross
and would like to become a member
of the Lanny Ross Stamp and Friend-
ship Club, write to Mr. Chaw Mank,
Staunton, Illinois.

Miss Beverly Baker, U. S. Veterans'
Hospital, Gulfport, Mississippi, would
like to join a Benny Goodman Fan
Club located in her native state.

The Joan Blaine Fan Club is anxious
to enroll all Joan Blaine fans in their
club. Write to Miss Irene Weiser, 439
Marlborough Ave., Detroit, Michigan.
Write to Miss Helen Meehan, 16

Hawthorne Street, Stamford, Con-
necticut, if you'd like to become a
member of the AI Shayne Fan Club.

"Yelp for help again,"

growled the Life Guard,
"and I'll duck you right ! I'm tired

of rescuing pretty girls." Just then he
glimpsed my pack ofBeeman's. "Listen,

sweetheart, how about rescuing me
for a change? That cool, refreshing

Beeman's flavor does wonders for a

parched mouth."

I gave him the pack on the spot. "That

saves my afternoon. There's nothing

to compare with Beeman's for stream-

lined flavor and tang. A superlative

flavor and a marvelous refresher for

guys like me." That's why all the girls

switched to Beeman's.
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Breach of Promise!

(Continued from page 21)

Dear Diary: What a

difference Midol has made in my life! Not

so long ago I was only a "possibility" on
party lists; now I'm the "girl who never

says no"! What fun— not worrying about

regular pain, never breaking dates,

really having three gloriously active new
days in every month! How I do it is a secret

among us, Diary— you, Midol and me!

IF YOU haven't tried Midol to relieve func-

tional pain of menstruation—to release you for

active living during the several dreaded days

of your month— you may be passing-up com-

fort which more than a million enlightened

women enjoy.

It is common medical knowledge that much
of this pain not only is needless, but can be

relieved. And Midol proves it. For unless there

is some organic disorder calling for the atten-

tion of a physician or surgeon, Midol usually

brings welcome relief. It is made for this spe-

cial purpose— to ease the unnecessary func-

tional pain of the natural menstrual process,

and to lessen discomfort.

Give Midol the chance to redeem your lost

days for carefree living. If your experience is

average, a few Midol tablets should see you

comfortably through even your worst day. All

drugstores have Midol in trim aluminum cases

which tuck easily into purse or pocket.

MIDOL
^e&&t>eA "limctiervieJi^ *Te/ilot/ic Ofon

APPROVED BY

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BUREAU

Midol is a special formula recently de-

veloped for its special purpose. Midol

, .,,,1.1111 no opiates anil no amidopyrine.

Tin: new Midol formula is plainly printed

in lull on the label ofevery packageand is

approvedbyGoodHousekeepingBurean.

GENKItAL VHVC. COMPANY, NKW YORK, N. Y.
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on Madam Queen's arm. And he spoke
in a voice that resembled a bull-
frog's.

"Honey, I don't see how we goin' to

git married tomorrow."
Madam Queen's big brown eyes

suddenly looked like saucers with
chocolate-drops in the middle of them.
She stepped backwards. Her scarlet
dress rustled ominously.
"Whut—whut yo' mean?"
Andy tried to keep the quaver out

of his voice. "Well, sweetheart, I

—

ah—Iah—Mama done tol' me nevah
to git married on a odd yeah."
Madam Queen stepped backwards

again. She opened her mouth. But no
sound came forth. Andy gauged his
distance from the door, and stumbled
desperately on.
"To tell yo' de truth, honey, dat's

all dere is to it. I jest can't git mar-
ried tomorrow. But—but I sure
wishes you a mighty happy New
Year, an' . .

."

They say that Madam Queen's
shriek was heard ten blocks north and
south of the Kingfish's fiat. It was a
shriek that froze the gay group at the
party into so many statues. It was a
shriek that started a lot of things
happening. It brought Madam Queen's
sister to her side, sent Brother Craw-
ford skittering behind an over-
stuffed chair, 'spilled a full glass of
punch out of Amos' hand and over
Ruby's dress, and shot Andy out of
the room, down the stairs and into
the street as if he'd been fired out of
a gun. Even as he ran Madam Queen's
second shriek burst from the front
windows of the flat and pursued Andy
down the street, into the dark hall-
way of his rooming house. He rushed
upstairs to his little room and sat
down limply on the iron bed.
"Oh—oh. Now I done it. Now I

done it."

Andy buried his face in his hands.
His whole body began to tremble at

the thought of Madam Queen's ven-
geance.

IT was one o'clock when Amos
knocked at Andy's door. Andy made

a move to dive under the bed, thought
better of it, and pulled at the various
articles of furniture he had piled
against the entrance until Amos could
squeeze in.

For several minutes Amos stared
silently at his stricken friend. Then
he said:
"Andy, of all de dumb tricks dat I

ever saw anybody in my life do, you
just done it. 'Stead of Happy New
Year you hit Madam Queen wid a
pile driver. What's a matteh wid you,
Andy?"
Andy looked up with glazed eyes.
"I was jes' wrong. Ev'body blowin'

horns, bells ringin', she was laughin'.

I done thought she could take it bet-
ter den—on de stroke o' midnight

—

but I was wrong."
"Wrong!" Amos burst out. "You

couldn't a been no wronger. You run
away, an' den Madam Queen she
screamed an hollered an' den she
fainted. Den she had a catnip fit, an'
jes' fainted right away again. We
put acrobatic spirits of ammonia un-
der her nose—dat didn' he'p, so we get
a doctor. An' den Brother Crawford
an' his wife carried her home."
Andy shuddered and buried his

face in his hands again.

"Whut could I a done, Amos?"
Amos stiffened. "Lissen, Andy,

dere is some things you kin do an'
some things you can't do, and dat's
one of de things you can't, is tell a
gal you goin' to marry her and den
don't marry her."
For two days Andy refused to leave

his room. Amos became a despatch
runner from the outside world. None
of the despatches was reassuring,
either. Madam Queen was sick in bed
with a high fever and "doublin' up o'

de heart beats." Everybody else in
Harlem was furious at Andy, and even
Amos' sympathy was gradually wear-
ing thin. On the third day he pulled
his dejected friend off the bed and
forced him to go downtown to the
Fresh Air Taxi Company's office.

Andy entered cautiously and picked
up his mail. Then, leaning back lei-
surely in his office chair, he tried to
regain some of his lost complacency.
The attempt was a hollow failure.
Every letter he read shattered it all

the more. A Mr. Gaines wanted
$37.50 for a month's rent on the apart-
ment Madame Queen had selected; a
refrigerator company demanded a
payment of $15 for the machine
Madam Queen had purchased on ap-
proval. And there was a telegram
that made Andy groan with dismay.
It was from Sadie Blake, whom Andy
had also been courting, but not so
strenuously as Madam Queen.
"Have just heard the good news,"

it read. "Always knew you loved me.
Am so happy I could cry."
Amos was almost tearful when he

read it. "Yo' sure buys trouble in
carload lots, Andy," he said. "I hopes
to goodness you got sense enough to
keep outa Sadie Blake's way until
dis blows oveh."
But Andy was already goggling at

another letter. Amos looked over his
shoulder.
"From Smith & Smith," he said.

"Who's dey?"
"Dey's lawyers," Andy said gloom-

ily. "Listen to dis. 'Dear Sir: A
matter o' great i—im-portance has
just been placed in ouah hands. Please
git in touch wid us as quickly as pos-
sible or have yo' lawyer do so. See
us no lateh dan January tenth.
Signed, M. Smith o' Smith & Smith.'
. . . Amos," he said fatefully, dat's
about Madam Queen."
"Awa—awa!" was all Amos could

think of to say.

(~^)N a certain sunny morning several^s days later, after Andy had re-
ceived no less than three demands for
his presence from Smith & Smith,
Amos succeeded in hauling his reluc-
tant friend up a flight of rickety stairs
to the office of M. Smith. Andy would
have preferred a den of lions. He
found himself tepidly shaking hands
with a smooth, rotund little man with
a huge carnation in his buttonhole,
who made the mistake of smiling
coldly at Andy. Andy immediately
took heart and smiled back.
"Lawyeh Smith," he said impor-

tantly, "I think I goin' to send Madam
Queen some flowers—Ouch!"
Amos had kicked him briskly in the

left shin.

A slight frown flickered across Mr.
Smith's cherubic countenance. "I
don't think flowers from you would
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help Madam Queen, Mr. Brown. I

suppose you realize that your action
has caused Madam Queen grave ill-

ness and untold agony, and has
wrecked her complete life."

M. Smith paused impressively. Andy
made a move as if to start for the
door, but Amos laid a restraining
hand on his knee. The lawyer raised
a forefinger, cocked it like a revolver,
and aimed it at Andy.
"Brown, the law fortunately pro-

tects that little girl from action such
as men like you take, and as her at-
torney we intend to take such legal
steps that will, in some way, pay her
for the grief, sadness, illness and un-
happiness she is now going through
and will continue to go through for
some time ... I advise you to have
your lawyer git in touch with us im-
mediately. Gentlemen, good day."

It was a trembling Andy and a
thoughtful Amos that walked silently
back to the office. There they found
the Kingfish. He'd forgiven Andy
for ruining his party, and he listened
sympathetically to the tale of their
encounter with Lawyer Smith.

"Boys," he said at last, "somebody
once tol' me o' de bigges' lawyer in
Harlem, a man whut kin git anything
an' never lost a case. Dat's de man
you need."
Amos and Andy both twitched with

hope and pleasure. For the first time,
the ominous spectre of M. Smith lost

some of its grim terror. There was
something magical about those words,
"never lost a case."

"Who is he, Kingfish?" asked Amos.
"Fo' de moment," the Kingfish said

thoughtfully, "I jes' fergit. Name's
on de tip o' my tongue. Jes' you wait
a minute. I'll call de Battle Axe."

HE picked up the telephone. "Dis de
Kingfish, honey. Lissen, dear,

whut's de name o' dat big-time law-
yer Pop Johnson tol' us about, de man
whut neveh lost a case? . . . Whut?
. . . Oh—uh huh, 'membeh now. Dat's
right. Thanks, honey." He hung up
and for a moment seemed lost in
thought.
"Well, whut's his name?" Amos de-

manded impatiently.
"Uh—his name's M. Smith," the

Kingfish said glumly.
But it was the Kingfish himself who

eventually found Andy a lawyer. This
individual, whose name was Snoop,
was a loose-limbed and lanky person
with brass rimmed spectacles and a
huge official looking volume clutched
under one arm. Andy, spelling out
its title, was vastly impressed to find
that it was "S-t-a-n-d-a-r-d D-i-c-
t-i-o-n-a-r-y." Lawyer Snoop's pock-
ets were jammed with pencils and
battered* fountain pens and bits of
memorandum paper—all giving an
impression of vast unfinished projects
in which he was embroiled. Even
Amos seemed awed.
"Gemmen," announced Lawyer

Snoop, "I also runs a detective agency
which will be a great he'p to you in
dis case. Dat's why my name is Snoop.
When anybody thinks of a detective,
they think of snoop, don't dey?"
"Dat is smart," murmured Andy

in admiration.
Lawyer Snoop looked pleased.

"Gemmen, I intends to git to work at
once. I shall repo't here fo' further
discussion in de mornin'. Good day."
Amos and Andy felt better after

Lawyer Snoop's encouraging visit.

But their good spirits were short-
lived. Only an hour later a dapper
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Revive your skins Glamour

while you Sleep

!

Leave on a film of this invigorating

cream overnight, to help keep skin

active; overcome unlovely dryness.

ALL day your skin combats fatigue, ex-

Ix. posure, strain—influences that tend to

make it sluggish and dry.

To help your skin regain its fresh vital-

ity while you sleep, use the fragrant beauty

cream by Woodbury, faithfully.

Woodbury Cold Cream, as thousands of

women have reported, cleanses and re-

freshes tired skin. Its fine oils help over-

come unbecoming dryness. A skin-invigor-

ating Vitamin in this cream promotes the

skin's vitality. And Woodbury's germ-free

purity assures immaculate protection.

Use Woodbury Cold Cream at bedtime.

Let it help you toward the beauty that wins

Prince Charming. $1.00, 50<i, 25*f, 10jf.

WOODBURY
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EX-LAX MOVIES

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,

yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,

comfortable bowel movement that

brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax next

time you need a laxative. It's good

for every member of the family.

10* and 25*

IS—REPLACED FREE. JllK repent
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individual with an imposing looking
envelope in his hand entered the of-
fice. He addressed Andy at once.

"Is you Andrew H. Brown, presi-
dent o' de Fresh Air Taxicab Com-
pany?"

"I is," Andy said in his deepest and
most solemn voice.
"Den dis here summons is fo you,"

the dapper man said, thrust the en-
velope into Andy's hand, and with-
drew in a hurry.
Andy stood turning the paper over,

dumb misery in his eyes.
"Whut is dis here summit, Amos?"

he asked at last.

Amos took the paper and unfolded
it, his eyes widening in stark horror
and amazement as he read it. "It

says," he announced, 'Madam Queen,
plaintiff against Andrew Brown, de-
fendant, from M. Smith, attorney fo'

de plaintiff. Judgment will be taken
against you fo' de sum o' $25,000 wid
interest from January thirty-first, an'
wid de cost o' dis action plus interest
in case you fail to make a reply with-
in de period designated herein.' An'
dat's all, Andy."
After that, there was silence in the

little office for a long time. Andy sat
there, his eyes cast down as if he
expected at any moment his mountain
of troubles to get top-heavy and
crash down to bury him.

I

KNOW," he announced suddenly
but without conviction. "I think I

ask Madam Queen fo' de lettehs I

done writ her."

"You is bright," Amos said. "You
gotta hot chance. Dem lettehs in de
hands o' Lawyer Smith—an' I bet you
dey stay dere."

After some further silence, Andy
reached for the telephone. "Maybe
'tain't too late. I goin' to send Madam
Queen dem flowers."

For several days Amos had been at-

tempting to crush Andy's childlike
faith in the efficacy of flowers to heal
the breach in Madam Queen's life.

Right now, he didn't feel up to the
effort.

"Hello," Andy said. "Dis de vege-
table market? Dis is Andrew H.
Brown, president o' de Fresh Air
Taxicab Company. I wishes you to git

up a boquet o' flowers like you done
when we had dat grand openin' at de
lunchroom—an' send 'em right oveh to

Madam Queen, wid my name on.

Yeah, dat's right. An'—huh? Oh yes,

glad you remind me, send half a dozen
cabbages to de lunchroom. 'Bye."

Andy hung up, leaned back in his

chair, and closed his eyes. "Amos, if

anything else happen to me today, I

goin' to skip de country. I goin' to

run."
"You betteh get on yo' mark, Andy,

'

replied Amos, glancing out of the

window. "We got visitors again. Heah
comes Brother Crawford."
Brother Crawford himself, was the

victim of bad tidings. He dropped
limply into the only other chair in the

office and humbly informed the boys
he had quarreled again with his wife,

Madam Queen's sister. "She struck
me," he said dramatically. "Wid a

broom."
"A broom can't hurt much," Amos

said. "Dat straw jes' sorta bresh yo'

head."
"She turn de broom around,"

Brother Crawford explained with sad

dignity.
Suddenly he remembered a bundle

of newspapers he carried under his

arm. He spread them on the desk.
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"You boys seen de papehs?" he in-

quired blandly.
"Whut papehs?" asked Amos sus-

piciously, as Andy with panic in his

eyes started for the door. "Andy, you
stay heah!"
Andy froze in his tracks. "It's about

Andy—an' Madam Queen," replied
Brother Crawford, picking up a morn-
ing paper and pointing to a three-
column headline. "Madam Queen sues
Andrew H. Brown," he read. "Andrew
Brown said that Madam Queen nick-
named him her Ducky-Wucky an' he
called her his Sweet Dumplin'—

"

Amos interrupted. "Andy," he said
sternly, "you been talkin' to any
reportehs?"

Andy wrenched his eyes from the
floor and tried hard to look at Amos.
"I talk a while to a very nice man dat
called heah yes'day," he admitted. "I

tol' him I didn' want nothin' printed.
An' he say sure, but he jus' wanted to
know my side o' de case as dey wanted
to have de facts right . .

."

"So you tol' him, huh? Andy, you
oughtta have yo' head examined!"
Amos might have said more, but at

that moment the telephone rang and
he answered it. "Hello . . . Yes, Ma'am.
Dis is Amos speakin' . . . Who? . . .

Insulted? . . . Dere must be some mis-
take! . . . Brother Crawford? Oh, no,
we ain't seen him at all . . . Huh?"
He stared at the receiver a moment,

then turned to face the bulging eyes
of Andy and Brother Crawford.
"Dat," he said impressively, "was yo'
wife, Brother Crawford. An' Andy,
yo' fish is sure fryin'. Madam Queen
done had a relapse an' de whole
fambly is so mad dey can't see.

Madam Queen done got a half dozen
cabbages jes' now wid yo' card, Andy.
Boy. I didn't think dere was a single
thing more you could do, but you
done it!"

An awful silence filled the little of-
fice. Then Brother Crawford asked:

"Do my wife know I'm heah,
Amos?"
"She don't know, but she sho' sus-

pects. Somehow, she seemed in a aw-
ful hurry."
Brother Crawford looked out the

window and froze in horror at what
he saw there.

DOYS," he gulped, "I hate to break
L' de news, but—dere's my wife

—

she's comin' heah now!"
Amos grabbed for his hat.
"RUN FO' YO' LIVES!"
Andy left his chair like a cat de-

parting from a hot stove.
"Wait a MINUTE!"
"LEMME GIT OUTTA HEAH!"
"Awa—awa!"
There was a great clatter, and then

silence. For a brief moment the dusty
office of the Fresh Air Taxicab Com-
pany seemed to settle back and gather
its forces together, as if it could look
into the future and foresee even more
troubled times, and wished to be
ready for them.

What terrible revenge will Madam
Queen and Brother Crawford's wife
take for that insulting bunch of cab-
bage? Will Amos be able to save Andy
from this, the worst mixup he's ever
been in? Read the end of this hilari-
ous episode in the careers of Amos 'n'
Andy, in which Madam Queen takes
her heart- balm suit to court, in the
December issue of Radio Mirror.
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The Woman That Stands

Between Us

(Continued from page 14)

"Chris," I said at once, "we mustn't
do this. We've got to wait. If you
marry me, now, it will be a slap in
the face for that girl."

He looked as if he couldn't believe
his ears. "Of course. That's what it's

supposed to be."
"But you mustn't. You and I can't

throw the band out of work."
"Oh, they'll be all right. We'll get

another sponsor—or go on a road
tour." He tried to speak reassuringly,
but I saw his face change.
"You know you won't get another

sponsor—not very soon," I said
quietly.

"I don't care whether we do or not!"
he said, suddenly angry. "I'm not go-
ing to let that girl ruin our lives. The
boys in the band are men—they can
get along. But you're the girl I love,
and I'm going to marry you!"

IT was no use. I had hoped I wouldn't
have to hurt him, but now I saw

that I must. I avoided his eyes.
"That's not the only reason," I said.

"I thought about it a lot, last night,
and I—I realized I didn't want to
marry you. I'm sorry."

Still not looking at him, I heard
him draw a quick, shuddering breath.
"You don't mean that!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, Chris—I do. I—we both de-

cided we didn't want to get married
until we were sure. And I'm not sure,
yet. I think it would be a mistake
now. Maybe—later

—

"

"Don't you love me?"
"Yes, I—I think I do. But—right

now, marriage scares me. I
—

" I was
running out of excuses, and the ones
I made all sounded dreadfully hollow
in my own ears. But he believed me.

"If you only think you love me, I

guess the answer is that you don't,"
Chris said tonelessly. "All right.

Thanks for trying to let me down
easy. It's all off."

He picked up his hat and started for
the door. A sudden fear struck me
that I might have sacrificed him for
nothing. "You're not going to quarrel
with Hester Carr, are you?" I asked.

Bitterly, he answered, "Quarrel
with Hester? Of course not! I'll prob-
ably marry her."
And then he was gone.
I probably deserved the days that

followed. For the first time I realized
why it was ordained that love without
marriage is wrong. Without the hours
of ecstasy we had had together, those
days without Chris might have
seemed less terrible. I don't know.
Perhaps it was the other way around
—perhaps my memories helped me to
bear my loneliness. But I don't think
so; I think they only added to my
agony whenever I was reminded that
Chris was with Hester Carr.
By mutual consent, in a brief tele-

phone conversation, Chris and I de-
cided it would be best for me not to
sing with the band any more. It

wasn't hard for me to get another
job. In the time I'd been on the pro-
gram I'd made a moderate reputation,
and a Broadway agent was soon able
to get me into the floor show of an
ornate night club that had just
opened.

I was glad he placed me so quickly.
I wanted to work. I felt as if I had
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FASHION PREVIEWS
Edited by ICVltn Dt01\£. Stylist for

HICKORY
The Foundation or Loveliness

you can't hide from your shadow even in

the rich folds of your new Fall coat or suit.

It's going to cling closely and be figure-

molding—down to the skirt section, which
will ripple out into animated flares. Your
waist must be drawn in, your hips must be
held within bounds, your tummy can't pro-

trude, and you've got to stick to Smoothness
as though it spelled Smartness. It's pure com-
fort and joy to heed these commands in

Hickory Foundations of Loveliness.

DURANET PANTIE

Styled by HICKORY

"Duranet" Pantie styled by Hickory. Fall

suits and this free-stride pantie are popular

team-mates. Slim hips are yours because of

the woven Lastex sides. Smoothness fore and
aft is assured by the one-piece satin batiste

elastic panel that merges into the most com-
fortable seamless crotch you've ever worn.

Detachable garters. 24-32. $3.50.*

princess chic foundation
Styled by HICKORY

MULTICONTROL GIRDLE

Styled by HICKORY

"Multicontrol" Girdle styled by Hickory.
There's invisible extra hip-control woven in

this self-edged girdle. The satin Lastex front

and back panels provide complete smoothness.

Two tiny stays in front prevent rolling. 6
inch Talon side closure and InvizaGrip
garters. 26-32. So.*

"Princess Chic" Foundation styled by
Hickory. The double-knit-for-double-support

panel in this two-way stretch Lastex all-in-one

prevents your hips from curving too defiantly.

Smoothness reigns supreme from top to self-

edge bottom. Flattering satin Lastex and lace

uplift bra. Sizes 32-38 in lengths for the short,

average, and tall figure. §3.50.*

*prices slightly higher on
pacific coast and in canada

If your corsetiere hasn't the model you desire

—

she'll gladly secure it for you upon request. If not.

please write me. giving your size and dealer's name.
Ruth Stone, 1147 W. Congress Street. Chicago,
Illinois. A. STEIN & COMPANY. Chicago, New
York, Los Angeles, Buenos Aires, Toronto.
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Perfumes
in a Unique Redwood Treasure Chest

FOUR trial bottles of
exquisite $5.00 an oz.
odeurs, regular price
50c per bottle, all four
AND the Chest for. .

.

The Redwood Treasure
Chest is made from the
Giant Redwood trees of
California; 6 in. x .3 in.;

an ideal gift.Write now I

f (Postpaid)

MONEY BACK if

not 100% pleased!

Rieger's Introductory Offer:
To startyou using these extra choice perfumes,
we make this special offer of 4 odeurs:

Moonlight!—Memories!
Persuasion!—Indiscretion!

a

Truly DIFI'uRENT.—Like the essence of flowers!
A drop or two lasts a week; very economical while
ultra -delicate and aristocratic. Don't miss thisoffer I

Send NoMoney
J PAUL RBEGER & COMPANY (Est 1872) \
m 262 Art Center Bidg., San Francisco, Calif.

Send me, postpaid, four 50c bottles of exquisite J
J new Rieger Perfumes in genuine Redwood Treas- m
a ure Chest on your Money Back Guarantee.

If you prefer, enclose SI 00 •

(check, stamps or currency)
Or. send no money; pay the postman

Name

Address

Only one set of these 4 trial bottles with Red-
• wood Treasure Chest to any one customer.

Write now while this offer lasts.

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30

A WEEK

Tho.se magic
her success.

Nancy E *B story
could have been yours I

Left with two little

children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .

unable to leave the
rhildren to work In
shop or office— even
If she could have been
sure of getting a job I

Yet, today Mrs. E

—

In making $30 a week
as a C. S. N. gradu-
al e and plans to es-
tablish a rest home for convalescents 1

letters "C. 8. N." are responsible for

TiiL-y stand for:

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Tills school far ill yearn has been training men and
women, [8 i» 60. at homo and In theti tpari time, for

IIh: iIIkiiIIIciI. « HI -pali! profession or nursing. The
.., . i endorsed by physicians. Complete nurse's

equipment li Included. Lessons clear nnd concise. Kasy
Tull Ion Payment i. Be one of the b indn da "i men and

earning ''!• i" 188 a weoli .1 tralnod practical
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to surround myself with new people,
new ways of living, new sights and
sounds and sensations.
Meanwhile, the gossip columnists

were in full cry after their latest
romance—the one between Chris and
Hester Carr. They were seen here,
there, everywhere together. Guesses
were beginning to be made about
when they'd be married. The pic-
tures of Hester in the papers had all

given way to pictures of Hester with
Chris—and in all of them she had a

proud, defiant air of ownership.
It was inevitable that, late one

night, they should come into the night
club where I worked. They were with
a party, and they entered just as I

was singing, making an impolite
amount of noise. I didn't mind,
though. All I could see was Chris'
face—white, reckless, unsmiling ex-
cept when Hester turned to him and
said something. Then his lips would
twist briefly, meaninglessly, before
they relaxed again into an unhappy
downward curve.

I finished my song and ran off the
stage, into my dressing room. I didn't
want to be near that party at the big
table near the dance floor, and in any
event I had to make a quick change
for my next appearance.

kA Y dressing room was at the end of"' a corridor which also passed the
entrance to the ladies' powder room,
and just as I stepped out to return to

the dance floor, I saw Hester going,
alone, into the powder room.

I don't know why, but I followed
her.
At first, when I entered, I didn't

know where she had gone. The room
seemed empty, except for the maid
at the dressing tables. Then I heard
Hester's voice, filled with a peculiar
sort of urgency, and I realized she
was at one of the telephones which
were set in niches at the far end of
the room.

I walked over to a dressing table,
motioning Clara, the maid, to be
silent, and pretending to be busy with
a powder puff in case Hester saw me.

"Hello, darling," she was saying in

a low voice. "I just had to slip away
and call you. . . . Oh, dreadful. I'm
so horribly bored. I wish I were with
you. . . . But you know how Dad is

when he sets his mind on something
. . . and how he feels about you. . .

."

I was so startled that for a moment
I lost track of her conversation. What
did she mean? What did her father
have to do with Chris? Then I heard
her say, softly and tenderly, "But I

think I can get away tomorrow night.
Dad thinks I'm going to have dinner
with Chris. . . . I'll meet you . . .

yes, at your apartment . . . eight
o'clock. . .

."

I didn't wait to hear any more. I

slipped out of the room, down the
corridor and out behind the band-
shell to the dance floor.

My blood was whirling in my ears;
my feet danced with excitement. That
had been a man on the other end of
the telephone connection—Hester's
low, intimate lone had made that
plain. And, if she was making an
appointment with him, it could mean
only one thing: she wasn't in love
with Chris, and she didn't even think
she was!
Then why did she pretend to be?

Why did she insist that he marry
her?
Suddenly, bits of gossip I had read

joined with Hester's cryptic reference
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to her father's wishes, and everything
was plain.
"You know how Dad is when he

sets his mind on something." That
was it, of course. I remembered read-
ing, now, that Chris was the first one
of his daughter's masculine friends
who had ever pleased old Mr. Carr

—

that he distrusted all the playboys
and cafe society hangers-on she had
always preferred until now, and had
even forbidden her to go out with
most of them. In a flash I divined
what Hester was doing. She intended
to marry Chris, whom she did not
love, merely in order to set herself
free from her father's supervision. As
a married woman, particularly as the
wife of a band leader whose irregular
hours and road tours would keep him
away from home most of the time,
she would be her own mistress, able
to come and go as she pleased, to see
anyone she liked, to indulge in any
wanton, careless affair she wished.
She was wicked—utterly unprin-

cipled and immoral. She was planning
to wreck Chris' life for her own
pleasure.
Now the orchestra was beginning

to play for my song. I went through
it mechanically, my brain buzzing
with plans that I discarded before
they were even half formed.
One thing I must do—see Chris.
As soon as my song was over I

hastily scribbled a note, asking Chris
to come to my dressing room, gave
it to a waiter, and told him to deliver
it, if possible, without being seen.
Back in the dressing room I sat

twisting my fingers together, hardly
daring to hope he would come. And
then there was a sound outside the
half-open door, and he stood there,
looking at me.

I tried not to let my face show the
anguish I felt at seeing him. Seen
closer, he was even more tired and
unhappy looking than I had thought;
and his voice, when he spoke, had lost

all of its old vitality.

"You're singing fine, Binnie," he
said, still standing just inside the
door.

I BRUSHED that aside. "Darling," I
' said, "I just overheard something.
Something important to us." And
then, quickly, I told him what I had
heard Hester say on the telephone,
and the conclusions Ihaddrawnfromit.
Unbelief was in his face at first,

then wonder, and at last anger.
"That's right," he exclaimed when

I mentioned the appointment Hester
had made. "She told me she was go-
ing to some Junior League affair or
other. Maybe—maybe that was a girl
she was talking to."

"This was no girl," I said positively.
"Do you suppose . . .

?" he said,
still unconvinced.
"Of course!" I said. "You know

already she'll do anything to get what
she wants—stoop to any trick. She's
only using you, Chris."
He slapped one clenched fist into

the palm of the other hand. "I'm go-
ing to ask her! I'll

—

"

"No, no!" I cried, grasping his arm
as he turned to leave the room. "You
mustn't. That would be warning her.
I've got a better plan."
"What?"
But I wouldn't tell him. I didn't

dare, because in a way it was a
dangerous plan, and it might not
work. If for any reason I was mis-
taken—or if Hester had seen me
listening while she talked on the tele-
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phone—we would be worse off than
ever. Because what I intended was to
see Henry Carr, Hester's father, him-
self.

"All I want you to do," I told
Chris, "is to be home tomorrow night
at a few minutes after eight—home,
or somewhere I can reach you by
telephone."
Puzzled, he nodded. "I'll be home."

Then his hands were on my arms,
pulling me toward him. "Oh, Binnie,
if it can only be true. . . . Then, may-
be, you'll come back to me?"

I smiled tremulously up into his
face, that face which held all the
world for me. "Of course, Chris. What
else could you think? She's the only
thing that stands between us."
But the next evening, on my way

in a taxicab to Henry Carr's Fifth
Avenue home, I wasn't so brave. All
day long I had been keyed up and
excited, sure that I would win Chris
back. I had even been stubborn
enough to call Carr's office and get
through about three secretaries to
Carr himself, and then convince him
that I must see him at his home that
night.
Now came the reaction. Leaning

back against the smelly leather
cushions of the taxi, I was sure that
I was about to fail—that Hester really
would be at the Junior League affair,

or at home; that something would go
wrong. I almost called to the driver
and told him to turn around, until I

remembered that Chris was lost to me
anyway, and that this desperate
gamble was my only hope of winning
him back.

LIENRY CARR kept me waiting in
I the dimly lighted library for a

few minutes, and when he did come to
meet me he was obviously impatient.

"I have dinner guests," he began,
"so will you—

"

I didn't even give him time to
finish. "Mr. Carr," I asked breath-
lessly, "where did your daughter tell

you she was going tonight?"
"Why," he said, frowning, "she is

out with Mr. Brackett. Why did you
want to know?"
My heart gave a great thud of

triumph. So I'd won!
"Are you sure?" I urged him.
"Quite sure." The frown was deeper

now.
"But she isn't!" £ said. "She isn't

with Chris at all—she lied to you

—

and to Chris. She told him she was
going to some Junior League thing.

'

"Junior League?" His voice was
sharp. "That's nonsense. My daughter
does not belong to the Junior
League."

"I don't ask you to believe me. Call
up Chris—he's at his apartment—and
see if she's with him."
Dubiously he reached for the tele-

phone, dialed a number. For what
seemed an eternity, he sat there, his
face expressionless. Then he spoke.

'Chris? This is Henry Carr. . . .

May I speak to Hester? . . . But didn't
she have a dinner engagement with
you tonight? ... I see. [

—" He
swallowed hard. "Thank you, Chris.
Good bye."
He hung up and swung around up-

on me. "She's not there—but I can't
believe ... If you're trying to trick
me—you and Chris!"
And then he was dialing another

number, furiously this time, his face
set in hard lines.
"Mr. Rockland's apartment, please.

. . . Mr. Rockland, [ want to speak to
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Hester Carr. . . Don't lie to me! If

she's there, I want to speak to her."
His voice took on the terrible au-
thority of a man who is used to com-
manding. "And if she is there, I'll

find out later. You might as well call

her to the telephone."
There was a long pause. His proud

old face had suddenly sagged; it was
full of lines and wrinkles now, and
the flesh seemed soft.

He said: "Hester? Will you please
come home? At once! . . . You will
either come home now, or not at all."

A few seconds later he hung up.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Carr," I said. "I'm

sorry I had to hurt you like this. But
you see, Chris and I love each other.
Hester forced him into agreeing to
marry her by threatening to get you
to fire the band from the program,
and I made Chris give in to her rather

than see his men put out of work."
"Yes, of course," he said abstracted-

ly. "Well ... I can promise you Hester
won't stand in your way any longer."
He heaved himself out of his chair.
"I'd hoped—but of course I see now
it would never have worked. Now, if

you'll excuse me. . .

."

He walked out of the room, his head
bowed.
For a moment I stood looking after

him, pity in my heart. He was a
proud, unhappy man—how it must
hurt him to find his daughter with a
man he despised!

Then, gradually, I began feeling
lighter. A thrill of happiness ran
through me. I rushed out of the room,
down the hall to the ornately leaded
glass door, out and to the sidewalk.

I must hurry, hurry, hurry! In his
apartment, Chris was waiting for me!
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he's "high-hat," which seems to lump
them all together. But whether or
not that's true depends on the way
you look at things.

Artie's on a spot. He's a success in

the wrong profession—and that's the
reason he's unhappy and out of place
today. I want to tell you what kind
of a fellow he is, and then maybe you
can understand him better.

In the first place, I've never known
another orchestra leader as intelligent

as Artie Shaw. He's read a great deal
and he can discuss with imagination
and clarity everything he's read. He
can write, and write well. He loves
fine things, books, painting, good
music. He has a warm, human ap-
proach toward all the creative things
that have touched him in the hard,
bitter life he has lived. Which is say-
ing a great deal, because most peo-
ple, forced to struggle like Artie
struggled for his learning, would have
lost this warm, human feeling.

BUT in spite of this, Artie doesn't
carry any of that feeling into his

dealings with people. He is, to most
people in the business, a driving, re-

lentless man. A man who has one
goal—success—and will push aside

anything that gets in the way of the
goal.
Artie Shaw doesn't like a great

many people. He doesn't like crowds,
he doesn't like noise, he doesn't like

being a band leader. And don't let

anyone ever tell you differently. What
he does like is the fame, and the
money it brings him.
Now, maybe that sounds incon-

gruous. But what Artie should have
been is a success in some branch of

art where the reward is fame and
money but not too much public atten-
tion. Nobody knows this better than
Artie, but unfortunately, he happens
to be best at making music. I say un-
fortunately, because eventually it is

going to bring him nothing but more
heartache and grief. During the four
months he was driving from obscurity
to the top I never knew a more miser-
able, mixed-up, unhappy person than
Artie Shaw.
When people came into the Blue

Room of the Hotel Lincoln, it was part
of Artie's job to be nice to them. It

wasn't so bad at first, but after a

while it got on his nerves. He couldn't

sit down at a table like Benny Good-
man and say nothing, and he isn't the
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sort of man who is good at making
small talk. As a result, he was soon
refusing to greet people at all—or else
he was just plain unfriendly toward
them.
He was similarly tactless towards

newspaper people, too. I remember
the time a certain newspaper girl
came to see Shaw all the way from
Pittsburgh. Artie was sick and over
worked. Instead of explaining this,
which would have been an easy way
out, Artie was bored and restless dur-
ing the interview, and the girl went
away angry. I took him to task about
it at the time.
"You ought to have been nicer to

her," I told him.
"I know it," he said miserably. "I

know it, but I feel so lousy and fed
up, it doesn't seem to matter. I feel
terrible." And after that he wouldn't
say anything more—just sat there,
sulkily, wearily.
So the high-hat talk started.
Matters weren't helped any by the

way Artie often treated his musicians
in public. If they played anything he
didn't like, he'd light into them right
on the stand, yelling and screaming at
them. It was just nerves, of course

—

but the word got out that Artie was
not only high-hat but a slave driver
as well.

I knew, and his friends knew, but
his critics didn't, that Artie never
asked his men to do anything he
wouldn't do himself. He worked them
very hard, drove them, in fact, but
not one of them ever kicked because
they all liked and understood Artie so
well. They still like him and under-
stand him and respect him.

ON the radio program he got along
with Benchley fine, but he didn't

hit it off with those who put the show
together. When they'd try to get him
on the telephone he'd never be there.
His manager, Ben Cole, would have
to attend to all the details. When
they'd want a number cut, Artie
would say crisply, "I can't cut."

For twenty weeks he never bothered
to make a new arrangement of a piece
of music, which is suicide in radio.

He got away with it just on the sheer
brilliance of his own playing and his

repetitions of the numbers which
made him famous—"Back Bay Shuf-
fle," "Non-Stop Flight," "Chant," and
"Comin' On"— all numbers he had
written himself.
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In Hollywood, he got himself a big
car and a chauffeur with a clarinet
embroidered on his lapel for an in-
signia. He rented a tremendous house
with a huge swimming pool. His
musicians followed suit, and rented
themselves similar mansions—so Artie
went them one better. He moved out
of the huge house he had rented and
bought an even bigger one. Then he
bought up lots on either side of the
house so that he wouldn't have to be
bothered by neighbors.
Artie did everything he had prob-

ably wanted to do when he went to
Hollywood the first time. Then, he
was a poor, nineteen-year-old kid
who saw himself surrounded by glit-

ter and glamour that he couldn't
mimic for himself, Now, that dream
was coming true, and Artie made
Hollywood sit up and take notice.

It's hard to sympathize with him,
I'll admit, if you don't know him.
But the fact remains that Artie Shaw,
for all his fame and money, is a
bitterly unhappy guy. He called the
shot on himself a long time before he
went to Hollywood. "I'll never be
happy with show and money and all

that stuff," he had said. "What I

ought to do is make my pile and get
out."
Well, you may wonder, why not?
What Artie was forgetting about

himself when he said that is that
fame itself is almost as necessary to
him as money. Necessary, but unsatis-
fying. It's unsatisfying because Artie
is basically modest and fearful of the
spotlight. It's necessary because there
is something in him, driving him on,
simply to prove to himself that he is

capable of reaching the top.

AND because he's stuck, he does the
** things he does—unhappily, bitter-
ly. Actually, it was Benny Goodman
who summed up what would happen
to Artie, summed it up in that easy-
going way of his.

It was about eight months ago, just
after Shaw was proclaimed King of
Swing. He went to visit Benny in the
latter's dressing room in the Para-
mount Theater. Goodman grinned at
Artie when he came through the door.

"Hello," Benny said. "I hear you're
the new King of Swing."

Artie shook hands with Benny and
shrugged his shoulders.

"Well," Benny smiled, "I guess it's

okay with me. You know, as they say,
'as long as you're healthy.' "

You know how healthy Artie Shaw
was in Hollywood. The pace of the
show, the success, the hullabaloo, was
too much for him. But he pulled
through.

I haven't seen Artie for several
months—not since before he went to
Hollywood. I don't know—perhaps
they're right, and he has gone high-
hat. But it's my private bet that now
he's had his fling at success—the suc-
cess he craved so much—he'll be an
altogether changed guy.
There's another reason I'm hoping

for a change. I don't know—it's only
a rumor coming out of Hollywood,
but they're saying out there that after
Betty Grable gets her divorce from
Jackie Coogan, she and Artie will be
married. If it's true, and if Artie Shaw
is headed for happiness in his private
life, his public life is likely to be a
great deal smoother too. There's no-
body I'd rather see happy than Artie,
because real happiness would give
him the chance to show the world
what a grand guy he really is.
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MADE WITH OLIVE OIL
TO KEEP SKIN SOFT, SMOOTH, YOUNG

weeks a year, well up among the
Hollywood income figures for writers,
too. And all because she went with a
party of friends, one hot day in the
summer of 1929, to visit a Chicago
radio station.

Irna was born and grew up in

Chicago. She was the youngest of

ten children whose father was a
North Side grocer. Hers wasn't a very
happy childhood. Her father died
when she was seven, and for the first

eight years of her own life she was
sickly and under a doctor's care most
of the time. She hated school; it

bored her. And from somewhere or
other she had picked up the im-
pression that nobody liked her.
Naturally, she lived not in the real
world around her, but in a world of

her own, peopled with knights and
ladies and queens and kings and
magicians. The one class that inter-

ested her in school was English, and
she wrote her first stories then.

BUT she never had any real faith in

her ability to write—not even
when she left high school and went to

college. College was even more dif-

ficult for her than high school had
been. She lived at home and com-
muted to Northwestern University,

where she failed completely to enter

into the usual gay, social under-
graduate life. She felt bitterly lonely

and neglected. All around her girls

were joining sororities, going out with
boys, chattering together about the
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Expert on Happiness

(Continued from page 40)

tremendous trivialities of campus
society. Somehow, she was an out-
sider.

A FTER one year at Northwestern she
'* handed her family an ultimatum.
Either she was going away to col-
lege—or she wouldn't go to college at
all. Obscurely, she felt that a change
of scene would help her to throw off

her burden of shyness. The strange
thing is that she was right. Her
family reluctantly permitted her to
go to the University of Illinois at
Champagne, and there she blossomed
out—joined a sorority, studied drama-
tics and speech, gained self-confi-

dence, eventually was elected presi-
dent of her sorority chapter and de-
cided to be a teacher of speech.
A teacher she became, and a teacher

she might be to this day, if she hadn't
visited the radio station and, further,
if she hadn't had an argument with a
boy friend.

It was after two years of teaching
that Irna, spending her summer vaca-
tion in Chicago, made the memorable
trip to the radio studio. She only went
because she liked one of its stars, Pat
Barnes, and thought she might be
lucky enough to meet him. But, get-
ting off the elevator, she was sepa-
rated from her party and shunted into
a room where they were holding au-
ditions. Amused, Irna sat by and
watched until someone thrust a script
into her hand and ordered her to read
it into a microphone. She obeyed

—

and she must have done very well
indeed, because a week later the sta-
tion called up and offered her a job
on the air.

There were no daily serials back in
1929, but the brief dramatic sketches
and poetry-readings that filled in be-
tween musical shows offered employ-
ment for a few well-trained talkers.
Throughout the summer Irna worked
now and then on the air, without
ever thinking of making that work a
career. It was just a way to pass the
time until she could get back to Day-
ton, Ohio, where she was teaching.
But there was a boy in Dayton—

a

boy of whom Irna was perhaps fonder
than she'd admit. That fall, alter her
return from Chicago, they quarreled—and at Christmas * Irna quit her
teaching job and went back to Chicago
and radio.

I

CVEN then, she wasn't a writer. All
*- she did was read things other peo-
ple had written, over the air. Until a
few days before Memorial Day. Then
the manager of the station asked her
to turn out something suitable to the
occasion. They didn't take themselves
very seriously, back in those early
days of radio—if a script was needed,
the handiest person around the studio
was quite likely to be asked to
write it.

Irna, after protesting that she knew
nothing about writing and still less
about writing for the air, gave in and
did the best she could—which was
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so extremely good that the station
manager told her she'd better give up
acting and concentrate on writing.
Between them, they concocted the

idea of a serial: one not like Amos 'n'

Andy, who were on the air even then,
but a more serious and realistic sort
of story—the day-by-day adventures
of an ordinary American family. The
family angle must have been Irna's

—

from her own family of ten brothers
and sisters she had more than enough
ready-made material.

Still shaking her head dubiously
over her ability to write an accept-
able series of scripts, Irna hired her-
self a secretary and began dictating.
She's been dictating ever since, with-
out a break.
Out of that first serial grew Today's

Children, which Irna, collaborating
with Walter Wicker, started on an-
other Chicago station in 1932 and soon
was able to build into such a success
that it went coast-to-coast, with a
sponsor.

TODAY Irna Phillips is a poised,
• quiet-voiced woman of thirty-sev-
en, with large, expressive eyes and a
wide mouth with humorously up-
curved corners. There are still traces
of the shyness that made her girlhood
so unhappy; she doesn't particularly
enjoy meeting new people. But once
you have her for a friend, you'll keep
her. The people who work in her
serials adore her.

She's very much of an idealist. The
inspiration that is contained in every
one of her stories is intensely real.
She herself believes, with Dr. Ruth-
ledge of The Guiding Light, that min-
isters should show their congregations
how to live, not merely tell them.

With Karen Adams and Dr. Brent,
she thinks that it is a doctor's or
nurse's duty to cure the souls of their
patients as well as their bodies. The
Americanism that is preached in The
Guiding Light is Irna Phillips' own
Americanism. If you listen regularly
to her programs you will find in them
almost every day a new guidepost to
your own happiness, and many things
that you will be the better for think-
ing about.
"There are only a few things I

absolutely never do in my stories,"
she says. "One is never to tear down
or hold up to ridicule any institution
that people can find comfort in—the
law, medicine, government, the church.
I never let a character commit per-
jury, because that argues contempt
for the law. I like to take many of
my characters from the poor and
middle classes, because they seem
more real and human to me. These
are about all the rules I have for
writing."
All of her characters are as real

and human to her as they are to the
listeners. Once somebody asked her
who played the role of Carol Martin
in Road of Life. "Carol Woods," she
answered promptly. She was wrong.
The name is Leslie Woods—but Irna
identifies her actors and actresses with
the roles they play to such an extent
that she always calls them by the
characters' first names, not their own.
She likes her actors to look like the
people she has created in her mind
If the actor looks like the part, she is

sure he'll sound like it too.
She lives and works in Chicago,

keeping strictly regular busines;-
hours in her office. She isn't married,
and as far as her friends know has

never even been in love since that
first disastrous experience. Every
now and then she and Gertrude pack
up and go to New York for a delirious
week of theater-going, working in
the morning and then feasting on
matinee and evening performances.
She loves the theater so much she
might move to New York, except that
Gertrude is married to a man whose
business keeps him in Chicago, and
she can't do without Gertrude.

b^HE doesn't have any fixed schedule
of working on the three programs,

if she is especially interested in a cer-
tain plot-sequence on one of them,
she'll work on it exclusively, turning
out two or three weeks' scripts in a
few days before switching to one of the
other shows. Scripts are supposed to

be finished three weeks before they're
broadcast, but she doesn't pay much
attention to this rule. Sponsors and
broadcasting officials know she can be
trusted to have the scripts there on
time, so they don't worry. She never
rewrites a script or even looks at it

after Gertrude has typed it. Some-
times, if Irna is pressed for time,
Gertrude takes down the dictated dia-
logue direct on the typewriter, with-
out bothering to put it into short-
hand first.

She probably writes more words
than any other author now living, and
thrives on it. The average novel runs
to 90,000 words—the number of words
Irna writes in a year would fill

twenty-two such books.
Sometimes she must smile at the

young woman who said to the pro-
gram manager of WGN, nearly ten
years ago: "But I can't write! I don' 1

:

know anything about it!"
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separated their eyes were searching
for each other always. After dinner
in the evening they would stand end-
lessly by the rail, saying little, just
being together. And that was how it

was the last night out, with words
coming but rarely.

"Well," Michel said at last, "I guess
if we have something on our minds
we'd better tell it now. You know,
Terry, I've never— In all my life I've
never worked."

"I guess," and ycu could almost hear
Terry's heart hammering under her
casual words, "we've both been more
or less used to a life of pink cham-
pagne. And it might be a little diffi-

cult to change."
"Just because I haven't worked," he

said, "doesn't mean I couldn't. But it

might take me six months—to know—

"

"What are you trying to say?" she
asked him. "Say it, Michel, please.
Say it so I'll be very sure . .

."

His voice was pitched very low.
"I'm trying to say that it would take
me six months to find out if I'm
worthy to say what is in my heart."
She never had thought to see him

like this, his spirit all vulnerable and
exposed. She tried to bring their
gaiety back again, but there was a
catch in her voice when she said:
"Marriage is a very serious thing for
a girl like me. Do you like children,
Michel?"

"In six months we could meet—" he
told her.
Terry counted on trembling fingers.

"July first. At five o'clock, Michel!
On top of the Empire State Building,
the one hundred and second floor.

It's the very nearest thing to heaven
we have in New York."

"Darling," said Michel. "Dar-
ling . .

."

/""URIOUS how people will go all their
**- their lives believing certain things
are indispensable to their happiness

—

and then realize they don't want those
things at all. Michel wasn't in the
least concerned about giving up the
imported car, the string of ponies, the
velvet-lined position in the Clarke
industrial monarchy—all the things
that would have gone with his mar-
riage to Lois. He was sorry, only, at
the thought that he must hurt Lois—
and immensely relieved when he dis-
covered the equanimity with which
she accepted the breaking of their en-
gagement.
With Terry, it was the same. With-

out a qualm she resigned her position
as buyer for Kenneth Bradley—it put
her too greatly in his debt—and
found, instead, a job on her own,
singing in a supper club.

It was part of their pact that neither
of them would hear from the other
until the six months were up, so she
didn't know that Michel was in a
cheap little studio with a north light,
painting—except when he was on a
scaffold, doing another and very dif-
ferent kind of painting in order to
earn enough money to buy oils and
brushes and food. Painting a big sign
for beer or sausages wasn't exactly
getting ahead in the art world—but
it paid the bills. And meanwhile
Courbet, the art dealer, was sure he
could sell some of Michel's canvases

—

eventually.
So it was March, and April, and

May—and June. And July the first,

at a quarter to five in the afternoon.
"Thirty-fourth and Fifth," Terry

told the taxi driver. "And hurry!"
For six months she had been waiting
for this day and hour, and now she
was late because there had been so
many last-minute things to do. When
a red light halted the cab on the
wrong side of Thirty-fourth Street,
she couldn't wait. She had to jump
out, hurriedly pay the driver, run
across the street.

She couldn't look where she was
going because she was looking up at
the one hundred and second floor,

where the tower rose to point to
heaven. The driver of the oncoming
truck saw her and pressed hard on
his brakes, but there wasn't time for
them to take hold.
The whine of the ambulance siren

came dimly to Michel where he
waited on the one hundred and second
floor of the building. To him, it was
no more than part of the city's

jumbled symphony.

THEN the siren wailed away,, and the
minutes ticked by.
"What time is it?" Michel asked the

elevator operator when, for the tenth
time, a car came up and Terry wasn't
on it.

"Ten past five," said the operator.
"Going down?"
Michel shook his head.
With the dusk rain came down,

slanting and silvery. Still Michel
waited. He turned up his coat collar
and he pulled down his hat. But of
course he shouldn't have been so
sure she'd come ... a life of pink
champagne . . . foolish to expect her
to give it up.
The steeple clocks in the city below

tolled the hours. Eight. Nine. Ten.
Eleven. Midnight.

Midnight. Time for the fairy-tale
to end.
Was this heartbreak—this feeling

of numbness all over? This inability
to think except in pictures—-pictures
of Terry's face at Madeira, on the
deck of the Napoli, across the table
from him in the dining salon.
As the last notes of the clock died

away he moved, feeling old and tired.
The elevator doors clanged open.
"Going down?" asked the operator.

"Yes," said Michel, "I am."
Only a mile away the doctors were

wondering if Terry would ever walk
again.
A month later they were still won-

dering. They rather believed she
would not. And until they could tell
her, definitely, that she would, Terry
refused to let Michel know where she
was. Far better to let him think what
he must be thinking, than to bring a
burden of duty into his life.

Beyond the wall at the end of the
hospital garden, where Terry sat in
her wheel-chair, stood the Lincoln
Heights Orphanage. The wall was
high, but not nearly high enough to
keep the boys and girls on their own
side when they heard Terry's ukulele.
"Wishing, will make it true," she sang—because once Michel had said almost
that very same thing. If you wished
long enough, and strong enough . . .

The children stood in a half-circle
about her and sang with her. And
perhaps it wasn't so very strange that
the supervisor of the orphanage, who
wasn't a bad sort of person even if
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the children did call him "Picklepuss",
should notice the way the youngsters
took to her, and eventually offer

her a job.

IT was late in August when she got
' out of the hospital and went to

work in the orphanage—just about
the time Michel sailed for Madeira.
When he received the cablegram tell-

ing him of his grandmother's death
he planned to stay on the island only
long enough to put the house on the
market for whatever it would fetch
above the mortgage. But when he
reached there his plans changed; he
decided to keep the house and stay on
and paint. It was lonely without his
grandmother. But it wasn't nearly as
lonely as New York, where the Em-
pire State Building was an ever-
present reminder of a girl who had
preferred luxury to love.
His grandmother must have known

her remaining days were few, for he
found a package, neatly wrapped and
addressed to Terry. In it was the cob-
webby lace shawl. The old lady
hadn't forgotten her promise to send
it to Terry—some day.
When Michel at last returned to

New York it was December, late De-
cember with Christmas and snow-
flakes in the air. Old Courbet, the art
dealer, was pleased with the pictures
Michel brought back. He had worried
about Michel more than he had let
bim know. For a time he had thought
Michel might never come back. And
immediately he met him at the pier
he had searched his eyes. They were,
he decided, a little better. At least,
now, they brightened sometimes.

"I can read your state of mind when
you painted these," Courbet said,

looking at the canvases. "You were
very sorry for yourself when you did
this. But here—ah, here you were
angry. Getting over your broken
heart, I expect."
"Broken heart!" Michel scoffed.

"That is not for me!"
"Ah, good," the dealer approved.

Slyly he returned to a subject they
had argued bitterly before Michel's
departure. "Perhaps, now, you would
be willing to sell that picture of the
girl in the shawl you painted last
June?"

"No," Michel shook his head, but
not angrily. "I will not sell it."

"I have a customer who wants that
picture. With all her heart she wants
it. Of course she cannot pay our price.
She is poor and besides she cannot
walk. But, since you say you never
want to see it again . .

."

Michel shrugged. "I will not sell

it, Courbet. But if this girl likes it

—

well, why not give it to her?"
Christmas Eve came, and Lois

Clarke surprised Michel by inviting
him to dinner and the theater, as a
token of her willingness to let by-
gones be bygones. He begged off the
dinner, but promised to join her at the
theater.
He entered the theater after the

performance had started, found his
way to his seat beside Lois. He tried,
all evening, to measure up to her
friendly interest, but he failed miser-
ably.
The final curtain fell. He and Lois

started up the aisle together. And
then he saw Terry.
She was sitting in an aisle seat,

with Kenneth Bradley. She looked
almost as she had looked the first

time he had seen her through the

Napoli porthole.
Their eyes met. "Hello," said Ter-

ry. She sat very still.

Michel bowed and then, quickly, he
turned to Lois. But he had no heart
for the supper club Lois wanted him
to go to after the theater. He said
good night to her at the door to her
car, and wandered down town.
He knew now that he had hoped

all along there might be some other
explanation. But the sight of Terry
with Kenneth Bradley at the theater
told its own story in letters he could
not help but read. She really had
preferred—pink champagne. The lure
of money, of luxury, had been too
much for her. Selfishness had been
all that prevented her from meeting
him that day.
He was unbelievably lonely.

DACK in the theater Terry had con-
P tinued to sit very still, for a long
time, before she asked Kenneth, in a
small voice, to get the usher with the
wheel-chair. In the taxi he protested
belligerently: "Well, if you ask me,
you ought to tell him how things are.
Why don't you tell him, Terry?
You're getting better. Even the doc-
tor thinks so."

"If he should know," Terry said,
"and insist he had strength enough
for both of us, I just can't see my-
self going down the aisle a piggy-back
bride, wagging my veil behind me."
Thus she silenced him. It was

enough that her heart seemed to be
breaking in little pieces all over again.
She would not wear it on her sleeve.
There were two of them lonely that

night, and on the Christmas Day that
followed. For her part, Terry paid
for the strain of the theater. The
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doctor forbade her to go with the
orphans to the benefit performance
where they were to make their first

public appearance, singing the songs
she had taught them; and she had to

send them away alone, after one last

rehearsal beside her bed.

SHE had counted on that perfor-
mance to help her get through the

day. A year ago, she and Michel had
been together, on the ship . . . No,
mustn't think about that, mustn't
think about his eyes at the theater last

night, or the quick way he had bowed
and then turned to the girl beside
him. Mustn't think about anything.
Her landlady helped her to a sofa

in the living room, surrounded her
with fruit, books, writing materials,,

a radio, all within easy reach.
The doorbell rang.
"Come in," she called.

It was Michel. "How are you, Ter-
ry?" he asked. And she knew she
wasn't dreaming.

"I'm fine," she said.

"You're wondering how I got here,

I'll bet," he said. "Well, I was look-
ing in the telephone book for a man
named McBride and I saw the name
Terry McKay. So I said to myself,
'Could that be my old friend?' And
then I said to myself, 'I haven't been
very nice to Miss McKay. After all,

I had an appointment with her one
day, and I didn't keep it.' I've often

wondered, you know, if you were an-
gry with me because I didn't get there.

You must have been, just at first. . .
."

"Not true! Not true!" she wanted
to cry. "You were there. You must
have been!" For if he hadn't—if he
had thrown away their pact, lightly

—ah, then nothing was any use.
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Instead, she heard herself saying,
"I was furious at first. I said to my-
self, 'He can't do this to me.' You
can imagine—standing up there. . .

."

There was a little silence. Then
Terry said, and there was wistfulness
in her voice, "I wasn't too angry,
Michel. You see, I remembered we
had said we'd make it if we could.
And so—well, if one of us didn't
show up there must have been a darn
good reason. . .

."

"What, for instance?" he was quick
to ask. And she knew from his
changed tone that he had been there,
that now he almost hated her for
what she had done to him. She
gripped the edge of the robe over her,

as if by holding tight to it she could
also hold tight to her resolution that
hatred was better than pity.

"I come here to wring your beauti-
ful neck," he blurted at her, "because
you weren't there that day. And what
do I do? I only rejoice. Because you
aren't wearing a wedding ring. Last
night at the theater I thought. . .

."

"Oh no," said Terry, "he—

"

But she couldn't finish. It might
give Michel too much of a clue. She
must keep him thinking she was
shallow, light of promise.
He picked up a package he had

laid on a chair with his hat and coat.
"This isn't really a Christmas
present," he said. "My grandmother
wanted you to have it."

Terry knew intuitively what it was.
And then she opened it and put the
shawl about her shoulders.

"I painted you like that," he told
her. "From memory, last spring. So
I don't imagine it was any good. I

didn't think then I would ever part
with it. . .

." He was talking rapidly,

covering up his emotions with words.
And she could only sit there, listen-

ing, not trusting herself to speak at all.

lest she speak the truth.

BUT then there seemed no reason
for keeping it," he went on. "A

customer of Courbet's wanted it. He
told me about her, and—well, I said
to myself, 'Why not give it to her?'
She was poor, Courbet said, and not
only that, she could not walk. . .

."

He stopped short. His widened eyes
were upon the robe spread over Ter-
ry's knees. He stood up, turned to
look at all the walls of the room.
Then, he ran into her bedroom.
On the wall there he found his

"Lady with the Shawl."
"Terry! Terry! Terry!" He was

on his knees beside her. "Why didn't
you tell me? And if anything had
to happen to either of us, why did it

have to be you?"
"It was nobody's fault but my own,"

she said. "I was looking up at the
one hundred and second floor. You
see, it was the nearest thing to heaven,
because you were there. . .

."

She stopped, fought against the
lump in her throat. "But it's all right.
It's all right now, Michel. If you can
paint I can walk. I'm sure of it."

He took her in his arms, and now
all the loneliness was gone.
"Merry Christmas, darling," he

whispered. "Merry, Merry Christmas."
Terry, her face close against his,

was silent. What was there more to
say? Besides, she was crying.

Charles Boyer returns to the air in
a new series on Wednesday, October
4, to be heard every week at 8:00 on
NBC's Blue network, sponsored by
Woodbury's.
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WE CANADIAN LISTENERS
By

H O R A CE BROW

MELODIC STRINGS . . . there is a
magic name in Canadian radio. Me-
lodic Strings (once known as Sym-
phonic Strings) was one of the first

programs aired by nationalized radio.
It was first broadcast June, 1933, and
has been going strong ever since. The
show, with its twenty-five musicians,
and its dynamic conductor, Alexander
Chuhaldin, has been heard on every
major American network during one
season or another as a CBC inter-
national exchange feature. This sum-
mer it filled the CBC spot left vacant
by Jack Benny's vacation, but it will
be moved to its former location be-
tween Benny and Charlie McCarthy,
7:30-8:00 p.m., EST, with the change
from summer time. Competent musi-
cal critics have labelled Melodic
Strings the finest musical sustaining
feature on the North American con-
tinent, apart from the symphonies.

ALEXANDER CHUHALDIN ... the
success-story of Melodic Strings is

an obbligato played by Alexander
Chuhaldin, great and temperamental
maestro, known affectionately to his
devoted musicians as "Choo-Choo".
The show was his brain-child; he has
nurtured it throughout the years with
specially-arranged, exciting, stimu-
lating music of the masters. You see,

Chuhaldin had the practically novel
idea that the classicists were pretty
radical gents in their own day, and

Alexander Chuhaldin,

Melodic Strings' maestro.

that they wrote music that was worth
listening to because it was enjoyable
music. He also had a funny notion
that good music was being written
today, and that a conductor might
even increase his stature by giving
the listening public something new.
An example of this was his world
premiere of "The Young Apollo"
broadcast on his August 27th pro-
gram. This work was written es-
pecially for Chuhaldin by the bril-
liant young English composer, Ben-
jamin Britten. Critics have hailed it

triumphantly as a work of great im-
portance.
Alex Chuhaldin is a product of all

that was best in Czarist Russia. His
father was a violinist-conductor. At

the age of ten, in a little town on the
Black Sea, Alex wrote music. At
eleven he was writing arrangements
for a seventy-five piece orchestra. At
sixteen he was the proud author of
over a hundred waltzes and as many
more marches. At eighteen he had
been selected for a scholarship at the
Imperial Conservatory at Moscow. At
twenty he was a concert-master.
After serving his military term, he
competed for that Czarist prize of all

musical prizes, a chair in the Imperial
Grand Opera Orchestra. He fainted
when, in the name of His Imperial
Majesty, he was chosen a successful
contestant. At twenty-seven he was
concert-master of the Imperial Grand
Opera. Gassed six times in the World
War, he returned to Revolutionary
Russia a captain.

In 1924 he began a world concert
tour. In Australia his very charming
accompanist became Madame Chu-
haldin. Today Madame Chuhaldin still

fills his musical life, as well as his
domestic scene; she plays the piano
in Melodic Strings, the only woman
member of the organization.

If you have been so unfortunate as
not to have heard Melodic Strings, as
yet, tune to CBC Sunday nights at
7:30 p.m., EST. You'll enjoy a half-
hour of musical sophistication, as
painted for your ears by the wizardry
of Chuhaldin's baton.
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of the dramatic company, until the
opening. Long since, she had ceased
to be his wife—after tonight she
would no longer be his partner.
Alone in the office of the new

Broadway theater, she lay her face
upon her outspread hands for a brief
minute of weary rest. Thank Heaven,
nothing remained to be done. Every-
thing was in readiness for the opening.

IT was Gerald O'Brien, his honest
Irish voice quick with excitement.

He had, it seemed, accomplished the
impossible. Through his interest in
Sandra, and hers in him, he had per-
suaded Ken Paige to turn over all

profits from the block of tenements
in Medley Square to the tenants, to

spend as they pleased.
"Lord knows it isn't much," he

admitted. "One enlightened million-
aire like Paige can't do a great deal.

"I think it's a very great deal you've
done," Mary assured him. "I'm proud
of you—and of Sandra and Ken."

"Well, but I need your help," he
went on to explain. "Ken is all set on
having the tenants work out their own
improvements, decide for themselves
how they want the money spent. He's
made me call a meeting for tonight
in the old theater, where he can talk

to all the tenants himself. But, Mary,
the way those tenants feel about him
right now—still remembering the fire,

and all!—that's just plain suicide.

They'll tear him to bits, because they
don t believe he's on the level, and I
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can't convince them he is. So I was
thinking, would you come down and
sort of introduce him? Everybody in
the neighborhood knows you, and
likes you. Maybe between the two of
us we could get them in a mood to lis-
ten to him."
"Why, of course—" Mary began.

Then she remembered. "Oh, but not
tonight. Tonight's our opening.
Couldn't you put it off until tomor-
row?"
"Not on your life. After I've sent

the news out it will be tonight?
They'd think Paige was yellow sure,
and never would believe him."
Mary thought fast. She had never

missed one of Larry's openings. But
everything was ready. The only thing
she could do after the curtain went
up was to sit in Larry's dressing room,
as she had always done before—just
to be there, because he wanted her
there. But would he want her there
tonight? She knew she couldn't go
through the ordeal of sitting there,
waiting—perhaps in Catherine's com-
pany.

"All right," she said to Gerald "I'll

be there. At eight-thirty."
She looked up from the telephone to

see Catherine standing in the door-
way, chic, smiling. "I didn't mean to
eavesdrop on your date-making,
Mary," she said with silky signifi-
cance. Mary felt the hot blood rise in
her cheeks, bit her lips to keep the
hasty words of explanation back. But
Larry was following Catherine into

the office, and in a voice that; struggled
to retain pride and dignity, Mary said:
"That was Gerald O'Brien. There's

to be a meeting tonight of all the ten-
ants in Medley Square. I've promised
to be there and talk to them. They're
in a bad mood, too violent to listen to
Ken Paige—

"

"And we mustn't let anything hap-
pen to him." Catherine's tone gave
such brazen meaning to her words
that Mary looked quickly at Larry.
And, incredibly, the words affected

Larry as Catherine intended them to.
His eyes accused Mary as he asked,
"So the safety of Paige is more im-
portant than the play?"

"Larry, that's not fair!" Mary cried
out. "You know how much I want the
play to succeed—

"

(~\F course he does," Catherine in-^^ terrupted with her maddening
tone of placation. "He's just being
silly and temperamental." Somehow,
she managed to imply that she under-
stood Larry and Mary did not. "Run
along, Mary. We'll be all right."
Her eyes stayed on Larry's sombre

face. But he did not look up, and
there was nothing to do but leave the
office, leave the theater. Leave, she
thought, a piece of her heart there,
where no one wanted it.

It would have been a hard evening
without the sick faintness which as-
sailed Mary whenever she let her va-
grant thoughts slip back to the thea-
ter uptown where Larry was going
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through his opening night with
Catherine waiting in the wings, wait-
ing in his dressing room to natter him
before and after every entrance and
exit.

Listening to the ominous rising
sound of the tenants crowding into
the little theater, Mary wondered if

this was what the doctor had meant
when he had warned her to "avoid
nerve strain" if she wanted a healthy
child. You couldn't call this a quiet
evening. The tenants out there were
in a mood for expressing their long-
felt bitterness. They might do any-
thing tonight. Yet consciousness of
danger came to her very dimly. She
wanted to laugh when Ken Paige
slipped through the dusty old dis-
carded scenery to her side and put a
hand under her elbow. "You're not
well," he told her, studying her. "You
shouldn't have come."

CHE smiled. He was so sweet, soJ kind. "I'm all right, Ken," she said.
Gerald O'Brien had started for the

stage. There were shouts, increasing
to a roar of voices, then sounds of
thuds, soft objects landing on the
stage. "They're throwing things,"
Mary told Ken, troubled. "If only
they don't hurt him—

"

But they could hear his voice now,
scraps of sentences coming between
the interruptions of the audience,
words about fair play, and giving a
guy a chance to show he's on the
square. When O'Brien finally gave
his personal guarantee that the ten-
ants themselves would have a chance
to vote on the spending of every cent
of profit from the rental they paid for
their flats, the noise had died down to
a low considering buzz of comment.
Then he was reminding them of Mary,

her persistent friendship over the last

year, and he was asking them to greet
her and listen to what she thought.
She walked out on the stage then,

and raised her hand to still the crackle
of applause. "I congratulate you," she
said. "Some of you have had a ter-
rible experience, but it brought con-
ditions to the attention of people who
can do something about it. I want to
tell you that I think you are in luck
that your landlord is Kenneth Paige.
I think Ken Paige is honest," They
were quieter. "I think he'll do what
he tells you he'll do."
She heard then the thrilling sound

of real applause, warm, noisy, friend-
ly. She saw Ken coming steadily to
join her in the center of the stage,
saw him turn, heard him thank her.
No vegetables had landed on the

stage. A few hands began to clap a
little. But the suspense had done
something to her. The footlights
began suddenly to dazzle her, and the
sea of faces became a blur. She felt

deathly faint. She turned and walked
swiftly to the wings, stumbled
through the dimness to Larry's old
dressing room.
Long minutes later, lying on the

couch there, she heard the thunderous
ovation that marked the end of Ken's
speech. She made herself rise and go
to the wings to meet him as he came
from the stage.

"Ken, you did it!" She found room
in her heart for real joy.

"Oh, Ken, I don't know when I've
been so happy!" That was Sandra,
with tears standing in her great gray-
blue eyes. Ken smiled at her as if he
did not notice that her hand was rest-
ing on Gerald O'Brien's arm as if it

belonged there. "Boy, you wowed
'em!" Gerry grinned. "Why don't you

two come along with us and see the
schemes Sandra and I've cooked up
for turning some of the rat holes into
model flats?"
He was so eager, Sandra so lovely

in her excitement, and Ken's eyes so
gentle on her, waiting, that Mary
nodded. She wanted this everting to

be over, but she could not refuse.
It seemed to Mary that they had

walked miles up and down stifling

evil dark stairways before at last

Sandra and Gerald had heard enough
approval of their alterations and
turned to leave the demonstration
furnished flat. Now she would find

out whether the play had been a
success. She stumbled forward,
caught in a wave of sick dizziness,
reached out her hand to find Ken's
strong, supporting arm. For a mo-
ment, exhausted, she rested against
his strength, there in the dark, plast-
er-smelling tenement bedroom.

IT was then that it happened. There
' was a sound on the fire escape out-
side the window, a sudden blinding
flash, a click.

Instinctively, even in that split

second, Mary knew. That click had
been the sound of a camera shutter,
and now, on a sensitized plate of
gelatine, was the evidence Catherine
Monroe had wanted—a picture of her
in Ken Paige's arms. Intuition told
her with terrible certainty that
Catherine had sent that photographer.
Mary had not counted on Ken's

swift action, though. In one leap he
was out on the fire escape. There
were sounds of a scuffle, panting
breath—and then he came back in,

dragging the dazed, struggling pho-
tographer with him.

"Don't scold him," Mary quickly
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interrupted Ken's thunder of angry
questions. "Just ask him who he

works for."
.

It took some persuasion, but at last

the man admitted that Wally West,

the gossip columnist, was his boss.

"Now," Mary said softly, almost

afraid to phrase the crucial question,

"please tell us how he happened to

bring you down here tonight. Where
did he get his lead?"
The photographer's eyes slid side-

wise, away from Mary's. "I don t

know," he mumbled. But Mary's quick

ear caught the untruth in his voice.

"You do know!" she said quickly.

"Who was it? Tell me!"
Ken took his cue from her. It

you're afraid you'll lose your job if

you tell," he said, "you can be sure

you will if you don't. We'll keep you
here until your picture is so stale no

one will look at it."

"All right," the man said surlily.

"He got the tip from a Washington
babe named Monroe. She's been feed-

ing him a lot of stuff lately."

KEN swore, slowly, under his breath.

Then he said. "My suggestion is

that we take him right up to the thea-

ter and drop him into the lady's lap.

All the way uptown in the cab,

Mary's heart was leaping with joyous

relief. Now, at last, Catherine must be

shown to Larry without her veil of

glamour, shown as the tricking, con-

niving creature that she really was.

Times Square's theaters were just

letting out their crowds to jam Broad-
way. By now the fate of the play

was decided. The car inched forward
so slowly Mary felt like screaming.

Was the play a success—or a failure?

In the alley, before they even

reached the stage door, she learned

overwhelmingly that it was a success.

A press of people were waiting to see

Larry come out, to try to get past the

doorman and go in to congratulate the

actors. Some had succeeded and the

corridors inside were full of expen-
sively-dressed, excited people.

But Larry's face, when they pushed
open the door of his dressing room,
reflected none of the joy in the tu-

multuous backstage. He was alone,

and he looked up at Mary and Ken
with a black frown.

"Congratulations, Larry," Mary
said. "You've made your come-back.
I'm glad."
"Thanks," he said shortly. Ken

added his own conventional words,

but Larry did not answer, did not

even turn his head from the mirror.

There was a long silence.

Mary felt a nightmarish inability to

speak against this dead weight of in-

difference. She forced her lips open.

"We've—we've come to tell you some-
thing."

His frown deepened. Mary saw his

hand pause in its steady rubbing of

cold cream over the lean line of his

jaw. "Yes?" he said tentatively.

"A photographer has been follow-

ing Ken and me," she said. "He took
our picture in one of the empty flats

on Medley Square."
"Why not?" Larry asked without

turning. "You two make news, these

days—

"

"But Larry, you don't understand!"
"He's Wally West's photographer.
We've got him here, outside. He's
told us who's been tipping West off,

feeding him items about us. It's Ca-
therine!"
Then Catherine herself was stand-

ing in the door, regal and lovely in

her long white evening dress. "A
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.charming bit of make-believe." Her
voice was cold and arrogant. "Fortu-
nately Larry knows that Wally West
doesn't need me or anyone else to
'feed' him what anyone can see is

true."
"We'll see about that," Ken mur-

mured. He stepped out into the cor-
ridor, and returned in a moment with
not only the photographer but a lean,
cynical-looking man Mary recognized
as Wally West himself.

"If you're quite through with my
photographer," West was saying, "I'd

just as soon have him back."
"Look here, West," Ken said, "you

can clear this up. Is it true that your
source of information on the private
life of Mary and Larry Noble—has
been Catherine Monroe?"

WEST'S eyes twinkled. "A good re-
porter never gives away his news

sources," he said.
"Don't clown, West," Ken said

sternly. "This is serious. I want the
truth or I'll sue your paper for libel."

"Don't talk nonsense," West said
lazily. "There's nothing libelous in"

what I printed, and you know it. But
in this case, I don't mind telling
you—

"

Then Catherine betrayed herself.
She stepped forward. "But you—

"

She broke off, her hand lifted to her
face. Her eyes flicked to Larry, and
for the first time Mary saw fear in
them.
Wally West answered her unfin-

ished sentence. "Sure, I told you I

wouldn't tell. But I don't think much
of your methods. I don't even think
much of you."
A harsh voice broke in from the

white-faced figure at the dressing
table. "What does it matter where

he got his tips?" Larry exclaimed.
"What does it matter—can't you all

see they were true! Mary doesn't
love me! She loves Paige! And now
can't you all leave me alone?"
For a second the stark bitterness

in Larry's face and in his words held
them all in silence. Mary's numbed
mind refused to take in the signifi-

cance of what he had said—then,
slowly, its meaning came to her.

"But Larry," she said dazedly, "it

isn't true. I don't love Ken . . . Didn't
you know? You're . . . the one I

love . . . always. . .
."

Afterwards—when Ken had shep-
herded the crowd from the room,
when Catherine too had gone, proud
and icy cold to hide her chagrin

—

Larry said:
"How could I think you still loved

me—after all I'd done to you? I didn't
have any right to your love. And
you were so interested in Ken
Paige—

"

"Of course I'm fond of Ken," Mary
said. "I always will be. But I don't
love him."
"Women can take an awful lot of

kicking around from men, can't
they?" Larry said humbly.

"Of course they can," she said.
"When they're in love, that is." She
raised her tear-stained, happy face
from his shoulder, met his lips with
her own.
But she still hadn't told him her

secret. It wasn't until the next morn-
ing, when Larry had devoured his
scrambled eggs and they had finished
reading the rave notices from the
critics, that she told him.
Looking at the light in his eyes

then, her last doubt was gone. You
couldn't doubt his love in the face of
that shining joy. "Mary— Oh—" his

voice broke, and tears added to the
shine in his eyes. "Mary, let's give
up the theater and take a little place
in the country."
She laughed, then, wiping away her

own tears unashamed. "If you were
away from the smell of grease paint
a week," she said, "I think you'd com-
mit infanticide."

HE scratched his chin thoughtfully.
"But there are summer theaters.

And we're not going to bring that
baby up in the city. You're going to

get a dose of peaceful pastoral life

if I have to pine away among the
lowing kine." Then he stood up sud-
denly with a shout. "Say! I've got it!

We'll take the play to a country thea-
ter, bag and baggage!"
"Take a hit show off Broadway?"

Mary was incredulous.
"Well, what's the difference?. When

it gets hot we won't do any business
anyway in town. But the summer
theaters do. How about looking for a
place today, Mrs. Noble?"
Mary, looking at the new vigorous

lift to his shoulders, the boyish color
in his cheeks, the enthusiasm she had
not seen on his face since long before
his accident, was suddenly unable to
answer. They had won out. Larry
was himself again.
She nodded her head. "Okay, skip-

per," she said.

The End

Will their child bring new under-
standing and happiness to Larry and
Mary Noble? For further adventures
of this romantic couple of the thea-
ter, tune in Backstage Wife, heard
at 4:00 p. m., E. S. T., every day ex-
cept Saturday and Sunday on NBC's
Red network.
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Woman in Love

(Continued from page 26)

at the airport and went up to his hotel
rooms, his recognized "girl." He
kissed her quite simply when they
met, and they talked together with
the eager rush of two persons whose
thoughts never had been separated,
but at the St. Francis other friends
were all about; there were cocktails
and much eager welcoming; they had
no moment alone. All the women
kissed Mayne, as they got the Holly-
wood gossip and scattered themselves
over his suite, smoking, drinking,
making themselves entirely at home.
And afterward everyone went out to

the Holloways'.
Late in the evening—it was not yet

midnight—Mayne and Tamara walked
home. Mayne was to be in the city

for weeks; a new manager was put-
ting on a show, and Mayne was to
have the lead, and Tamara a little

part. The romantic possibility actu-
ally of playing in the same cast with
him had filled the girl's cup of felicity

to overflowing, and life tasted sweet
to her as they two walked down the
steep hills under the clear autumn
moon, and she felt his big arm under
her elbow again, and heard the voice
she loved.

TONIGHT, if he came upstairs at the
Valhalla—but no, he couldn't do

that, for Lance was in bed with a cold
and would be sound asleep in the very
center of the sitting room. But any-
way, some day and some place and
somehow very soon she and Mayne
would be alone, and then he would
kiss her again. Her whole being hun-
gered for those kisses; her breath
stopped when she thought of them.

"Persis and Joe are lovely people,
aren't they, Mayne?"
"Grand."
"Is their little boy cute?"
"Oh, he's a fine little fellow. He's

with Poling now."
"Poling?"
"His father."
"Oh." A pause. "Isn't Joe his

father?"
"Joe? Lord, no. Joe likes him,

though. Poling lets Persis have him
for visits. Poling's been decent
enough through it all. I believe he
and Joe talked about it."

"Then Persis is divorced?"
"I think it amounts to that."
Tamara sent him a bright flash of a

glance in the warm moonlight.
"It must amount to that," she said,

laughing, "if she's married to Joe."
There was a short silence. Then

Mayne said mildly:
"Persis and Joe aren't married,

Tarn. Did you think they were?"
Tamara stopped short.
"Aren't?" she asked blankly.
"No. Did you think they were?"
"Well, but of course," Tamara said

slowly.
They walked on; Mayne held tightly

to Tamara's arm. When he spoke
there was a faint hint of amusement
in his voice.
"Does it matter so much?"
"Well, no—I suppose it doesn't,"

Tamara answered hesitatingly.
"Persis married Clifford Poling

when she was quite young," Mayne
said. "She's the kind of woman all
men admire, but she stuck to Poling
for seven years; he's a good deal of a
dud. Then she went abroad and met
Joe Holloway—he came barging out

^taisef
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of Arizona or Texas or somewhere

—

he'd been working in Paris. He
painted Persis, and they went around
together. I never saw people so much
in love; it was like a fire, burning
them both up. Persis came back, and
Joe followed; we all knew it. It went
on for about a year, and it was an
awful year for everyone. And about
two years ago they went to Cliff and
told him, and they came up here."

"I'm sorry!" Tamara exclaimed im-
pulsively under her breath. The man
leaned over a little to hear her.
"You're sorry? Why?"
"Oh, I don't know. But I am. I

mean—I like them both, and I'll go
on liking them both, they've been
lovely to me. But I'm sort of sorry!"

"That's just your inhibitions talk-
ing, Tarn," Mayne said, in a serious
voice. "You don't really think any the
the less of them. You just said you
didn't know why you were sorry."

"I didn't mean that," she said
quickly in justification. "I know per-
fectly well why I'm sorry. I like
Persis, and I'm sorry she's that sort
of woman."
Mayne was silent a moment.
"What sort of woman?" he asked

temperately, but there was no sym-
pathy in his tone.
"The sort that—well, that sort."

"You mean that Persis, who is one
of the most exquisite women who
ever lived, who wouldn't hurt a fly,

who adores her kid and has even
made Cliff her lifelong friend, you
mean that in some way women who
haven't got half her courage are more
admirable than she is?"

TAMARA spoke steadily to control
• tears. It shook her to the soul to
differ with him.

"No, not that. But there isn't any
use pretending that there isn't a—

a

code, Mayne, and that decent people
don't follow it."

"My God!" the man said under his
breath, as Tamara paused to gather
her forces. "I guess they caught you
pretty young, my darling little girl,"

he said kindly.
"Don't talk like that, Mayne. You

know there are things decent people
don't do. You wouldn't say that if it

was a question of a man forging—or
cheating at cards—

"

"And Persis loving Joe, and going
to him because she loved him, and
turning both their lives into heaven—a decent woman couldn't have done
that? That was like cheating or
forging?"
"Mayne," Tamara stammered, an-

grily combating a tendency towards
tears, "don't talk as if I were such a
prig! It is a shock to find out that
Persis and Joe—Persis and Joe—" she
stopped, strangled.

"Persis and Joe love each other
with the most beautiful, the cleanest
and finest passion I've ever seen,"
Mayne argued. "She's the kind of
woman who can't see a baby crying
without wanting to comfort it, that
can't see an old beggar on the road
but that she must do something about
him. Listen, sweetheart—I can come
up, huh?" Mayne interrupted himself
to ask at the door of the apartment.
"Lance has got a cold, and he's in

bed."
"I'll come into the kitchen then,

and maybe you'll make me some
coffee. Listen, darling, you don't have
to like the idea of a married woman
going off with a married man—

"

"Oh, is Joe married, too?" Tamara
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asked, very lovely under the drop-
light in the kitchen, with her tawny
hair ruffled and her eyes deeply blue.

"Of course he is. That's why they
can't get married. Not," Mayne had
to add, "that it matters. But I sup-
pose they would if they could."

"It doesn't really matter to me, of

course, Mayne. It's their affair. But
at first it does—it does shock one.

"I'm sorry I seemed to criticize Per-
sis," she said suddenly, a few min-
utes later, as they sipped coffee at the
kitchen table. Mayne smiled.

"You're an endearing mouse," he
said. "Are you glad I'm home again?"

"Glad!"

YOU know," he said, "I didn't want
to fall in love with you."
"Why not, Mayne?" she breathed

rather than asked.
"Oh—every reason."
"What harm does it do to like me?"

Tarn murmured, her blue eyes raised

to his.

"Lots of harm."
"How often have you been in love,

Mayne?"
"Oh, not so often!" Mayne an-

swered mildly, smiling. "You like

me, too, don't you, Tarn?" he asked
in a voice that was almost absent-
minded.
Her eyes met his bravely.
"Too much!" she said.

"Too much, eh? How long have
you known that?"
The little ugly kitchen was heaven.

Life was heaven. Life was floating

and soaring and wheeling about her
in all the trembling color of spring.

"Oh, from the beginning, I guess,

Mayne."
"From the beginning." He looked

down at her for a long minute, think-
ing, she suspected, of something she
could not sense or understand. What
was making him so serious, what was
putting that absent-minded light into

his eyes?
"Mayne, you've never been mar-

ried?"
"Never. Can you imagine my not

telling you about it, if I had been?
No. It isn't so good, in my business."

"Getting married isn't?" Tamara's
eyes were wide.
"Not for men. Not for men who

play certain parts," he explained.
"Girls—women like to think a man
isn't married, if they see him in a
sheik part. As a matter of fact it's

in my contract."
"What is?"
"Not getting married."
"Oh, it isn't, Mayne!" Tamara pro-

tested, laughing.
"It certainly is. Old Helman can

break my contract if I marry."
"For how long?" Tamara's eyes

were still dancing with incredulous
amusement.
"Nearly two years to run. It was

a three-year contract."
"Would he actually break it if you

married?"
"No, I don't think he would. Espe-

cially if I'd happened to make a good
picture. Well," Mayne said in a dif-
ferent tone, rousing himself from the
abstraction into which the conversa-
tion had plunged him so oddly, "I've
got to go. What are you doing to-
morrow?"
"Meeting you."
"Want to come down and have

breakfast with me about noon?
There'll be a few others."

"I'd love it." Tamara accompanied
him to the elevator and gave him an-

other kiss. Then she went quietly
to bed, to lie awake, staring at the
street lights reflected in odd little an-
gles and squares on the walls of the
stupid boxlike bedroom.
So Persis and Joe weren't married?

It was funny. Not that it mattered,
really, and not that it was any of her
business in any case, but it was

—

funny. Persis was really Joe's—It

didn't sound right, and even in her
thoughts she left the sentence un-
finished.

Tarn's part in Mayne's play was
small but important. She was to be
the wife of the youngest son in the
Russian masterpiece, "Five Sons,"
and at the end she had to kill her-
self. Mayne was of course Ivan.
Playing opposite him was Ida Pinter,
a spoiled young actress who had made
a success in Portland and was being
paid almost as much as Mayne. Mayne
disliked her thoroughly, and Ida did
many a small spiteful thing to spoil
his success.

But nothing could stop him; he was
splendid. Even from the first rehearsal
Tarn could see how as an artist and a
man he stood head and shoulders over
the other players; he was at once so
simple and so sure of himself, so con-
siderate of the others' stupidities and
so careful not to delay rehearsals or
keep them waiting.

IN a way she lost Mayne during this
exciting time, but in another and

more important way she gained him.
They no longer had time to waste
together, to idle out to the beach or
wander up to Persis's for lunch. But
they were working together, and Ta-
mara found that an even more satis-
fying communion. They rarely met
before supper time, except on mati-
nee days, and even on Wednesdays
and Saturdays they saw each other
first in the opening act. But they had
supper together every day at six;
an oyster stew or a crab Louis, some-
thing very light, for Mayne said no
one could play well after too hearty
a meal, and after the evening per-
formance they almost always went
to have something to eat just by
themselves.

The play ran five weeks, a real
success for San Francisco, and Mayne
could have been much lionized and
feted if he had wanted to be. But
he said he disliked that sort of thing,
and when she saw him still unspoiled
and simple after his success, Tamara
admired him more than ever. They
were talking like lovers now, of them-
selves, and of how they had found
each other.

Perhaps it was not exactly of mar-
riage that he talked, Tamara, who
weighed every word of his in her
trembling heart, would admit to her-
self honestly. But he always talked
as if they belonged to each other, and
as if he loved her very much and
found her beautiful and fascinating
and lovable.
Often he came to the Todhunters'

apartment after the play, and Tarn
scrambled eggs and opened beer, or
cooked him the steak and potatoes
he liked. It used to annoy her when
Lance lounged out for his share of

the midnight supper, or Coral came in

yawning and silent and jaded and
observed simply, "Food! Oh, good!"
But her own life was so full and hap-
py now that Tamara could feel only
pity for their defeated and empty
ones, and she always made them wel-
come.
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If she and Mayne were alone he
would kiss her. And now and then,
when they were both stupid and
sleepy with the good food, and he was
saying that he must go and Tamara
was murmuring that she must get to

bed, she would go for a moment to

his chair, and settle herself on his
knees, and lay her arms about his
neck and rest her soft cheek against
his shoulder. Then she would feel

Mayne's kisses browsing over her
temples and closing her eyes, and the
shoddy little Valhalla kitchen would
seem to her Paradise.

BUT then came the last night of the
run. Tamara walked home slowly

in a blinding rain. Mayne, with whom
she almost always had supper, had
had an engagement tonight: a Holly-
wood manager was in town, and with
him and one or two other men Mayne
was having an important business
conference at the Palace Hotel. Ta-
mara felt lonely and forlorn. "Five
Sons" had closed; it was going on
tour without her; there was no pros-
pect of another engagement; there
was nothing ahead but life in the
four dark overfurnished rooms in the
Valhalla, the tumbled couches and
scattered sheet music, the clumsy
victrola and radio in everyone's way,
the thick cheap "drapes" at the win-
dows, the chipped china in the odor-
ous littered kitchen.
When she got home she was soaked.

Miserably she undressed and got
shivering into bed. She had hoped
that Mayne would telephone, would
try to see her if only for a moment
to say "Good-night," but there was
no message, and the telephone re-
mained obstinately silent. Coral came
home, equally wet and depressed, and
the sisters repaired in their pajamas
to the kitchen, where they brewed
hot chocolate and gnawed on stale

bread and butter.
"Mrs. Yanger came upstairs and

said Mama had borrowed five dollars
from her last week," Coral said
dreamily.
"When was this?"
"Tonight. I got it from Houston."
"Do you ever pay him back all we

borrow from him, Coral?"
"Oh," said Coral, yawning, and lay-

ing her dyed head on the table, "he
doesn't care! Where does your show
go now?"
"They leave for Seattle by boat

Tuesday night."
"Rotten you aren't going."
"It makes you feel awfully flat. But

they can't afford to take people along
for the small parts. And I'm not very
good anyway," Tamara said. "I can't
act!"
"What's Mayne doing?"
"Well, if they come back to play

Oakland he'll be down here again in
about a month, but Feeney thinks
they won't."
"You like him, don't you, Tarn?"
"Uh-huh."
"Engaged?"
"I don't know," Tarn said, her

cheeks suddenly ablaze.
"He seems crazy enough about

you," Coral said generously. "But
you never can tell."

Coral was silent awhile. Then she
said:

"Lord, what a sweet break you and
I got! Look at this Pauline van der
Venter now—didn't you go to school
with her?—going abroad with her
mother to get her trousseau, and mar-
rying Tom Spikes. Nothing but
money!"
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"I've always thought," Tamara said,

a little thickly, because there were
tears in her throat—"I've always—at
least at school they always said—that
money wasn't so important, that you
could bend your life your own way—

"

"Yes, well—" Coral said dryly, as
she paused, "you can't, and that's all

there is to thatl Money's everything.
Those rich girls down the Peninsula
can get away with murder, Tarn, be-
cause they've got money. Girls like
us have to put up with dubs like
Houston—we're going to be married,
by the way," Coral said casually.
"You're going to marry Houston?"
"Yep. At least I said I would last

week."
"But, Coral, do you love him?"
"No, I don't love him. But I'm

sick of this mess," Coral said bitterly.

There was a silence.

"Girls like Helena and Pauline and
the rest, Coral," Tarn presently asked
somewhat diffidently, "do you sup-
pose they're straight?"
"Not for one moment," Coral an-

swered unhesitatingly.
"And it doesn't matter?"
"Of course it doesn't matter. I tell

you that with money you can get
away with anything, and if you
haven't got it you've got to put up
with what you can get!"
Tarn sat silent a while, thinking.
"Then life isn't fair," she said softly,

after a while. But Coral had gone to

sleep with her head on the table, and
nobody heard the words.

THE next day was Sunday, but Tarn
slept late and omitted church. She

had not been regular in her atten-
dance at St. Boniface's for many
months; this morning she did not
awaken until nearly eleven, and then
it was to find matters so disturbed
in the Todhunter household that no
outside thoughts could find entrance.
Lance had come home intoxicated the
night before and was ill; Mrs. Tod-
hunter had an ulcerated tooth that
was driving her to frenzy, and Coral
had discovered on the first page of
the bulky wet newspaper the an-
nouncement of Mr. Houston Hickey's
sudden marriage to his cousin, Miss
Ada Leroy, in Oakland.

This blow shattered Coral's self-
control, and she spent the greater
part of the day in hysterics. Lance,
dragging himseif to a heavy headachy
consciousness at twelve o'clock, in-
sisted upon dressing and going out
into the driving rain. Mrs. Todhun-
ter scented the entire apartment with
oil of cloves and fastened up her head
in a towel. Tarn, perfectly conscious
that she had had a ten-dollar bill in
her purse the night before, found her-
self reduced to silver only, and sus-
pected her brother of borrowing the
bill without acknowledgment. Some-
how it made her feel a little sick.

The larder was low. There was a
week's salary due Tarn, but she could
not collect it today. She telephoned
to the delicatessen store for bread
and beans and coffee.
The rain fell in straight steel rods

past the dark windows; smoke was
beaten down over the city and
smelled in the wet air. The Sunday
streets were deserted until the movies
began at about one; then motorcars
with their rubber curtains up began
to be parked along the curbs, and the
brightly lighted gas station at the
corner did a brisk business.
Tamara combined luncheon and

breakfast in one cheerless meal. Cof-
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fee—there was no cream, she and
Coral had used up the milk last night.
No matter—coffee and toast and jelly.

Mayne did not telephone. The hours
went by; the lights shone garishly at
one, at two, at three o'clock, and still

there was no Mayne, and no message
from Mayne. Tamara had telephoned
the hotel at eleven to be told that Mr.
Mallory had asked not to be dis-
turbed. Again telephoning— even
though every fiber of her being pro-
tested against the weakness of it!—at

two, she had another message. Mr.
Mallory had gone down to the country
with friends.

MR. MALLORY had gone down to
the country with friends. The

words fell like a blow on Tamara's
heart. He had gone down to Pete's at

Los Altos, of course; they were all

down there, house-bound in the
streaming rain, laughing about a fire,

while good odors of wood smoke and
cigarette smoke mingled with the
smells from Adriana's dinner prepar-
ations in the kitchen. Oh, why should
they leave her out—why should they
be cruel to her—how could life be at

once so dull and so painful?
Suddenly the sound of a loud

droning voice came up the kitchen
airshaft.

A woman's voice was saying, "Let
me alone, can't you? Let me alone!"
and an official Irish voice was break-
ing across the accompaniment of con-
fused agitated voices and cries. "She's
fixed herself this time, all right. Bet-
ter call the ambulance, Joe!" the
voices murmured. Then the great
weary dragging voice came again:
"Oh, let me alone!"
The crying got louder and louder

and developed into screams, and there
was scuffling and dragging. The Cren-
netts' flat. Margalo Crennett had
tried to kill herself! That was it.

Coral and Willette and Tarn had
worked it all out correctly before
Mrs. Wincey came running upstairs

to confirm it. Poor girl, she had not
had a job for two years, and she had
asthma; you couldn't really blame her.

Mrs. Wincey had some stuff that
positively knocked out toothache. She
obligingly went downstairs again to

get it; Willette collapsed upon her
bed after a double dose and fell into

a heavy perspiring slumber.
"I hope Mrs. Wincey hasn't poisoned

Mama, after the Crennett girl thing!"
Coral said nervously, as the early
January dark shut down. She was
dressing now, powdering her tear-
reddened eyes and preparing to go
out to dinner with a boy named Sher-
wood Spring. He was barely twenty,
not through college yet, but his
mother had a handsome home in
Menlo Park, and they both made
much of Coral. At five she was gone,
and Willette was deep asleep. Tam
was alone.
She got out some old packs of cards,

began somberly to play Patience.
"Well, that's the most miraculous

thing I ever saw!" Willette said in
the doorway. The clock was striking
seven. Tamara roused from a half-
dream to a realization that she was
sleepy, dirty, weary. "I don't see why
I shouldn't go over to Kitty's tonight,"
Tarn's mother said. "I phoned her I

couldn't go, but there isn't one speck
of that pain left. I've not spent a
night with Kitty for ever so long!"
Tamara was in the tub when her

mother departed. She lay on in the
healing, restful hot water, reading a
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LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN
Of Tired Kidneys—How To Get

Happy Relief
If backache and leg pains are making you mis-

erable, don't just complain and do nothing about
them. Nature may be warning you that your
kidneys need attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking

excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood.
Most people pass about 3 pints a day or about
3 pounds of waste.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters

don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait. Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
the blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Relieve Pain

in Few Minutes

orMoneySackRheumatism
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the fine formula, used by thousands.
No opiates. Does the work quickly—must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
your money back. Don't suffer. Ask your druggist
today for trustworthy NURITO on this guarantee.

Midget radio fits your pocket or
purse. Weighs only 4 oz. Smaller
than cigarette package! Receives
stations with clear tone. NO CRYS-TALS to adjust^NO UPKEEP—only
one moving part. "AUDIOPHONE"
gives superior performance. EN-
TIRELY NEW PATENTED DESIGN

Has enclosed geared luminous dial for perfect tunin".
MANY OWNERS report amazing reception and distance.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Complete ready o listen with instructions for use in
homes, offices, hotels, boats, in bed, etc. TAKES ONLY A
SECOND TO CONNECT—NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED 1

SEND NO MONEr"' Pay Postman only $2.99 plus post-
. „ „ r V? aee on arrival or send $2.99 (Check,
M.O., Cash). Sent Postpaid. A most unusual value. Order Now'
MIDGET RADIO CO. Dept. L-ll KEARNEY. NEBr!
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YOUR CHOICE of man's or lady's beautiful, new wrist watch>
Latest 1939 model. Guaranteed by $1,000,000 Factory. Given

with every ring ordered during this SALE on our easy monthly

payment plan. Payments $2. first

month; year to pay balance of $2.

(total only $4). Remember, cost of

watch is included in price of ring.

YOU PAY NOTHINC EXTRA FOR
WATCH! Send NO money— wc
TRUST you. Rush postal with your

name and address. Your package

comes by return mail in special gift

box. We even pay postage.
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Topcka, Kansas. m
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Don't mistake eczen
for the stubborn, u
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non - staining DermoiT.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually dlsappea
rind they enjoyed the thrill of a clear ~^^Si»JJJlJ*»^~ ™"™
skin again. Dermoil is used by many
doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give deft-
Tiite benefit In 2 weeks or money Is refunded without ques-
tion. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those who send in
their Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One
Spot Test" yourself. Write today for your test bottle. Print
name plainly. Results may surprise you. Don'tdelay. Sold by
Liqgett and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 6, Northwestern Station, Dept. 104, Detroit, Mich.
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magazine, resting her head against
the tub. The telephone rang.
Like a flash she was out of the water

and had caught a limp damp towel
about her dripping body. The blessed-
ness of it—the exquisite relief and joy
of hearing Mayne's voice!
"Mayne, where are you?"

AT the hotel. Have you missed
me? I tell you it's been three

years since last night!"
"But I thought you were down at

Pete's?"
"Pete's? Is the gang down there?

It's the first I've heard of it."

"No, I don't suppose they are—

I

don't suppose they'd go down in this
deluge. But when I didn't hear from
you I thought you might be there."
"Go down there without you?"
Her delicious childish laugh broke

out. It was good to laugh again.

"But where have you been?"
"Why, Berman was here, Tarn

—

you knew that? I had to talk to him
practically all night; there were three
of them up here, and today he asked
me to go down to his married daugh-
ter's place in San Jose and eat fried
chicken and hot biscuits. I'm just
home.
She was laughing again, joyfully.
"And now what are you doing?"
"What am I doing? Well, that's

what I called up to ask you. Had
your dinner?"

"No-o. I'm just out of a bath."
"I'll be up in twenty minutes, and

we'll go somewhere and have dinner."
"Oh, lovely!" said Tamara. "Oh,

Mayne, what'll I do after Tuesday?
I've nearly died today! I wish Fee-
ney'd take me!"

"It's a rotten shame," he said. "But
never mind, I'll come up and get you
in a quarter of an hour."

"Okay, chief!" the girl sang rather
than said. They laughed, twelve min-
utes later, to discover that in their
eagerness to get together they had
both lessened the time. Buttoned
into her coat, with his arm under her
elbow and her head lowered against
the rain, Tamara laughed again as
she ran from the doorway to the car.

They went to his hotel. Tamara
turned bright inquisitive eyes to his
in the elevator.

"Forget something?"
"No. You're dining with me on this

wet evening, Miss Todhunter."
"Oh, what fun, Mayne!" Tamara

exclaimed, when they reached his
softly lighted warm big rooms, to find
a wood fire burning and two waiters
noiselessly completing arrangements
for dinner before the hearth. She
went into his bedroom to spread her
damp coat on the bed, peep at herself
in his high dresser mirror. "Mayne,
I'm washing my hands with your
towels!" she called.

When Tamara came out she hooped
her fresh clean hands over his face
as he sat on the big blue davenport,
and he caught the scent of sweet soap.
"You like oysters, don't you?"

Mayne asked, as the men began to
serve the dinner. "Come on, Tarn,
I'm starving. It's almost eight o'clock."

"This is fun!" the girl said, shaking
out her napkin. "And I thought this
was being one of the saddest—hor-
riblest—days of my life!"
She related the whole story, even

to the missing ten dollar bill whose
whereabouts she so shrewdly sus-
pected, and the deficiency of groceries
in the kitchen.

After dinner, the table was whisked

YOU WILL BE

MORE BEAUTIFUL

WITH

Piwc&uPcii ROUGE
Suppose you found you were
less beautiful than you could be . . .

and then discovered a way to new loveliness

. . . wouldn't you act—quickly? Of course!

Well, ordinary rouge doesn't give you all

the beauty you could have. It gives that

"painted, artificial look".

Now, let's see about Princess Pat rouge.
You've a good reason to change to Princess Pat
—if it can give you thrilling new beauty. And it

does because it's duo-tone ... an undertone

and an overtone make each shade. Not just

another rouge, but utterly different.

When you apply Princess Pat rouge
it changes on your skin!—matches your in-

dividual type. Mysteriously, amazingly, the

color seems to come from within the skin,

bringing out new hidden beauty. Isn't that

what you want? Your mirror shows you
sparkle and animation—a new confidence in

your beauty makes you irresistible.

But remember this — only Princess Pat
rouge has the duo-tone secret. And now you
can get it in any of the fashionable new shades.

Until you experience the excitement of wearing
this duo-tone rouge, you will never know how
glamorous you really can be.
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Write for new FREE Book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor"
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ington, D. C.
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In12Weeksin Shops of Coyns
—Learn by doing— many earn

while learning. Free employment
service after graduation. Yon don't need ad-

vanced education. SEND FOR BIG NEW FREE BOOK.
and my "PAY TUITION AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.

H. C. Lewis, Pres., COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
SOO South Paulina Street. Dent. 89-64. Chicago, III.

For Husky
Babies!
If your baby isn't
thriving, ask your doc-
tor about Horlick's, the
Original .Malted Milk.
Thousands of physi-
cians and grateful

mothers have attested toi ts successful use as a
diet for infants. Partially pre-digested by malt
enzymes. Contains minerals and natural vita-
mins of the milk and grain. For sample send 3
centstamp to Dept.MWG-11, Horlick's, Racine,
Wis., or Montreal, Can.

UA**l«*»lr'c The OriginalOUI lltft S Mailed Milk

NAILS
A MOMENT'S NOTICE

NEW I Smart, long
tapering nails for

everyone I Coverbroken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desired shade. Defies
detection. Waterproof,

-usily applied; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.

Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.

kill UAH C ARTIFICIALnU-NMILd FINGERNAILS
4042 W. Lake St.. Dept. 16-L. Chicago
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through your lashes, Just unscrew the cap, scrape off

the excess maicara. Combing the mascara on gives per-

fect distribution and separates the bihei. Then a twist

of the cap and bade into your purse. No fuss, no

bother, no soiling. Tear-proof—smudge proof. Black,

brown or blue. Ronni, Inc., 18 W. 20th St, New York.
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noiselessly away; the big davenport
was wheeled about to face the fire.

While the waiters were busy Tarn
wandered to the window, looked
down on the spluttered lights of the
Square under the rain, came back
again in great content.

"Still sluicing rain."

"A nice sort of weather to be in-

doors and snug," Mayne said.

She sat down, a slight, almost child-
ish figure against the tapestry back-
ground of the big chair.
"Did your mother go out with a

toothache?"
"It stopped. A woman in the house

gave her something that stopped it.

She felt better and she went over to
Kitty Ulmer's. They play poker and
drink beer; she'll stay there tonight."
"And where's Coral?"
"Oh, Coral pulled herself together

and went out with her new boy

—

he really is only a boy; I don't think
he's more than twenty. Sherwood
Spring; he's in Stanford, and he has a
nice widowed mother down there who
simply dotes on him. Coral goes
down and they have dinner and usu-
ally she stays overnight. She'll cer-
tainly stay over tonight."
"Lance was having some men in,

you said, for poker?"
"Well, he sent a lot of beer home

yesterday. But just after you tele-
phoned, he did, to say that he might
not be back at all, and for me to put
the lights out."
"So you would have been all alone."
"I wouldn't have minded."
"You don't mind anything, do you,

Tam?"
"Yes, I mind your going away!"

The lights were lowered. Mayne
signaled with his hand, and she went
to sit beside him on the great velvet
davenport; their feet stretched toward
the fire. Mayne had his arm about
her, and Tarn's head rested on his
shoulder.

"I'll tell you where you'll sleep to-
night," Mayne said. "Right on this

couch. I'll not have you going back
to wake up, perhaps, and think of

that girl who killed herself, and get
yourself frightened to death."
Tam laughed unalarmingly.
"Don't say that, Mayne, or I really

will."
"Really will stay here?"
"No-0-0. Really will wake up in

cold terror of that awful voice."
"I'll move some pillows and blan-

kets out here," Mayne said. "You
don't have to undress if you don't
want to."

Tamara laughed scornfully, softly,

said nothing. For a long while they
sat still, with his arm about her, and
her head on his shoulder, and their
eyes upon the dying fire. The big
hotel room was softly lighted and
very quiet; outside the windows rain
battered and splashed, and the wind
whined softly.

"It's so comfortable here with you,
Mayne," Tamara said contentedly.

Will Tamara's innocent love for
dangerously attractive Mayne Mallory
bring her happiness, or will it

bring ? Continue this human
story by Kathleen Norris, America's
most popular author of modern
fiction, in the December issue of Radio
Mirror.

What Do You Want to Say?

(Continued from page 3)

find a spot for them this winter. Good
luck, Ezra Stone and cast!

Alice M. Stout,
Atlantic City, N. J.

FOURTH PRIZE
"MY HUSBAND'S A BARGAIN"

John J. Anthony's "Is Your Hus-
band Really a Bargain?" intrigued me.
I've been married twenty-seven years
and I wonder how many wives of long
standing, answering Mr. Anthony's
questions honestly, would find, as I

did, that we get so wrapped up in
raising our children and in other
problems, that we forget to remember
what bargains we have in our hus-
bands?
Now, I don't mean mine is 100%

perfect, nor that he suffers in silence.
No, indeed, not my husband, but that
man actually scored fourteen points.
And, when I started answering Mr.
Anthony's questions for wives—well,
it's just as he says, the husband's
faults may be just as much the wife's
faults.

Mrs. E. F. Rummelhart,
Denver, Colo.

FIFTH PRIZE
HE'S THE TOPS

Our Sombreros, turbans, and Pan-
amas are off to Fred Waring!
He it was, who gave us Priscilla

and Rosemary Lane and Johnny
(Scat) Davis.
Fred Waring's program is usually

the first to institute anything of nov-
elty, and surprising as it sounds, it

always is successful! His listing the

baseball scores musically is not only
novel, but entertaining as well.

Mrs. J. Newman,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

SIXTH PRIZE
HOW ABOUT IT, EXPERTS?

Can anything be done to help regu-
late the volume of sound being trans-
mitted during one of the variety show
broadcasts?
As it is now, when a dramatic

sequence is on, the actors -and ac-
tresses drop their voices almost to a
whisper, which means we have to
tune our radios way up to catch every
word. Then, suddenly, the orchestra
cuts back in with an ear-splitting
crash that practically lifts the roof off
the house and there is a mad scramble
to tune it down.

Mrs. E. L. Davis,
New York, N. Y.

SEVENTH PRIZE
THANKS FOR CONSIDERING US

Radio is definitely growing up when
programs like Information Please and
Great Plays are able to find an en-
thusiastic public.

Heretofore, producers have thought
that the listening public wanted
merely to be amused. It was not con-
sidered that a thing need not be dull
to be instructive, and that too much
screw-ball comedy was wearing peo-
ple down. Information Please started
things. Great Plays has shown the
powers that be that we want high-
class drama.

Margaret A. Connell,
Des Moines, Iowa
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RELIEF
Quickly Relieves Pain Caused
by Shoe Pressure, Friction

Apply Dr. Scholl's KUROTEXon
corns, callouses, bunions or tender
spots on feet or toes caused by new
or tight shoes and pain is relieved!
Removes the cause—shoe friction
and pressure. Cut this velvety-soft,
cushioning foot plaster to any
desired size or shape and apply it.

Flesh color. At Drug, Shoe, Dept.
and 10<* Stores. For FREE Sample
and FootBooklet,-writeDr. Sertoli's
Inc., Dept. K, Chicago.

WScholls
KUROTEX FOOT

PLASTER

WE PAY CASH
WESTERN RADIO MAGAZINE

American Bank B'dg.. Dept. 2D Portland. Ore

For Or.g.na.
Poems, Stories,
etc. Write for

Particulars

ITCH
STOPPED

ftiat/tYftf
-or Money Back

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, ath-
lete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally-

caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D. D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

HARD OF HEARING?
REMOVE PRESSURE ON

EAR DRUMS
DEAFNESS. BUZZING, RINGING HEAD
NOrSES. PAIN IN EARS, DIZZY SPELLS,

HEADACHES, NAUSEA are often caused by hard, im-
pacted wax plugging up ear canals and pressing on ear

drums. To soften, loosen and remove this wax and thus
get quick relief, put a few drops of OROTONE in your e»rs
at night. It's amazing how much better you feel, how
CLEARLY and DISTINCTLY you hear again when h.:rd

wax is out. OROTONE is safe, painless. WARNING.
Don't neglect hard, impacted wax. It may cause SEVERE
INFECTION and PERMANENT DEAFNESS. SEND
NO MONEY. Pay postman $1 plus few cents postage. If
you send cash with order we pay postage.

Harvin Co.. Dept. F, 56 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

WHAT WOULDN'T YOU GIVE to livo a more
normal life-unaffected by asthmatic attacks? You
can live more happily, more comfortably— in

spite of your affliction—ii you have Dr. R. Schu-
mann's ASTHMADOR handy. Its aromatic fumes
reduce the severity of the attack -promote nor-

mal breathing. Get ASTHMADOR to-

day at your druggist's — powder, cigar-

ette, or pipe mixture form. For a free

sample, write: R. SCHIFFMANN CO.
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept A-7
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Tints Hair
JETBLACK

f

CAKE SHAMPOO ADDS
LOVELY BLACK COLOR
TO HAIR THAT IS

STREAKED-DULL
FADED—GRAYING
BURNT- LIFELESS
This remarkable CAKE discovery,
TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, wag
out dirt, loose dandruff, grease, _

and safely gives hair a real smooth,
BLACK TINT that fairly glows with life

aod lustre. Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color hair
a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works gradual . . .

each shampoo leaves your hair blacker, lovelier, softer, easier
to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full
cake 50o (3 for $1). Tints conies in Jet Black, light, medium
and dark Brown, Titian, and Blonde. State shade wanted.

Just pay postmanTplus postage
on our positive assurance of

satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage
if remittance comes with order.) Don't wait—Write today to

TINTZ CO., Dept 849, 207 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, III.
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SEND NO MONEY

Facing The Music

(Continued from page 43)

ity, the Larry Clinton organization
stands or falls on the ability of Larry
to keep concocting his own inimitable
arrangements and hit tunes.

Until 1936 Larry Clinton was mak-
ing a neat but not gaudy income ar-
ranging for Tommy Dorsey, Casa
Loma and about ten other dance ex-
perts. When he gave Tommy the
opportunity to first record "Dipsy
Doodle" and "Satan Takes a Holiday,"
and the Victor disks sold 200,000 at
seventy-five cents a platter, the re-
cording moguls and music publishers
woke up. The guy who wrote those
two killer-dillers was wasting his time
behind the bandstand.
The 29-year-old Brooklyn-born

bandleader accepted the advice of
the mighty and turned to leading a
band.
The college crowd eagerly awaited

the first Clinton disks. They had
heard of this spirited arranger.
Quicker than you could say "booker,"
Clinton's newly-formed aggregation
was hired for the Lawrenceville Prep
dance in March, 1938, for its first out-
side date. So successful was this
stand that Larry was approached by
Lawrenceville's big brother Prince-
ton. He's played these two schools
eight times since.

CLINTON'S grandfather was an or-
ganist and composer and his mother

an experienced oratorio singer. There-
fore the lad knew his musical scales
before the alphabet. At five he was
writing his own songs and carefully
checking the fine points with his
pleased grandfather.
But Larry's father, a professional

soldier, frowned on a musical career
and urged that his son study engi-
neering. After all, the boy's great-
great-grandfather, David N. Bushnell,
invented an early type of submarine
during the American Revolution. The
craft was unsuccessful in its first at-
tempt to sink a British man o' war
when the operator failed to release
the explosives correctly and killed
himself rather than the enemy.
Larry proudly made a model of his

forefather's sub when he attended
dear old P. S. 179 in Flatbush and it

made a bigger hit with the teacher
than a nice, red apple.
When he was six, his father died,

and all thoughts of pursuing a tech-
nical career vanished. The boy was
able to play any instrument. He got
his professional job at fifteen, playing
a trumpet, piano, and banjo.
Never a great instrumentalist,

Larry failed to become the boy prod-
igy. He got a job selling vacuum
cleaners from door to door. In his
first week at this occupation, Larry
won the company prize for selling
the most vacuum cleaners.
There are three vocalists in the

Clinton aggregation: Terry Allen,
former Red Norvo vocalist, brunette
Mary Dugan, who replaced Bea Wain,
and trombone playing Ford Leary.
Although the Clinton band is a

heavy-powered swing unit, no matter
how energetically the band is blaring
forth, Larry maintains a stoic appear-
ance.

This is best illustrated by the day
when an overheated youngster cor-
nered Larry after a particularly
gruelling set and said, "Say, Larry,

(Continued on page 87)
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Easy to use Viscose Method heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion,varicose veins,

swollen legs and injuries or no cost for TRIAL,
Describe your trouble and get FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE METHOD CO.
140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

Pro * Curler
Makes Professiona

Curls __-cSS==£:

The perfect

preautomatic bob-

pin curler. One Curler

does your whole head. Makes
as many curls as you want,

S0t complete with bob-pins at 5i and 10t
stores and department stores. Get one today.

Hair
Face
Lips

Chin Arms Legs
I had ugly hair . . . was unloved . . . dis-

couraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I

have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual
euccess. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept.lO-C.Chicago.

Wakeufii
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills

to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle.
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all

drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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That's all it takes to

get rid of that fagged-

out feeling, says Dinah

Shore, NBC singing star.

«vtf-
20

Mty

By DR. GRACE GREGORY

THE art of make-up has reached

such perfection that many women
expect it to do everything for

them. But make-up is intended to

beautify, not to conceal. It cannot

hide the lines of weariness and strain

that even young faces show at the end

of over-strenuous days. It takes a

mask, and a good one, for that.

Dinah Shore thinks so. Of all the

lovely young singers whom radio has

collected for our delight, none is more
vividly alive than Dinah. It is a

mystery how one girl can pack so

much of work and fun into a day as

she does, and still retain the dewy
morning freshness that is part of her

charm. Dinah seems to be always on

the go—but she knows the value of

just twenty minutes of real relaxation,

with the right beauty mask.
In 1938 she came to New York, just

graduated from Vanderbilt University

in her native Tennessee. Besides her

lovely voice, her warm brunette

beauty, and her vivid personality she
has the poise that comes from many
public appearances. Having begun to

sing for audiences at ten, Dinah Shore
is a seasoned trouper at an age when
most girls have not even begun.

Al. first she sang for gatherings of

her mother's friends. But after four
years of this she decided to make a

public 'lebut at a night club. She tells

(,f it with reminiscent chuckles. She
had taken her elder sister's favorite
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gown and sneaked out of the house.
But when she sauntered out on the
stage for her first number, there were
mother and daddy waiting at a ring-
side table. She sang one number, and
was hauled home—but not before she
had managed to collect her ten dollars.

College dramatics led to stock com-
panies—than which there is no better

training. Then came small radio sta-

tions, and a hearing on one national
hook-up. NBC heard her, and now we
have our Dinah Shore singing for us
every Thursday night at 6:15 P. M.
E. S. T.

Facial masks used to be very messy,
very expensive, or very troublesome
to prepare— sometimes all three.

Facial masks nowaways cost a couple
of cents or less per mask and come in

attractive packages to be used in your
own home. There are many good
ones. Try, and choose.
"One facial that I like," says Dinah,

"costs about a cent a mask—and what
a pennyworth! Some like 'em morn-
ing, some like 'em night, but I want
my beauty mask when I come home
fagged, before I dress for the evening.

RADIO MIRROR
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A good soap-and-water cleansing, and
then I mix up this home beauty treat-
ment in a minute. I apply it liberally,
all over face and neck. Then I lie

down, relax completely, and think
only of pleasant things for twenty
minutes.
"When the twenty minutes is over, I

wash off the mask, and with it go
weariness and all under-the-skin
grime. My face feels new, firmed,
youthified—ready to take a proper
make-up. What a twenty minutes!
Incidentally, one of the popular facial
treatments is a refined starch which
gives a soothingly perfumed beauty
bath."

For Those Stray Locks

ALL our waves, even the permanent
^\ ones, would be as impermanent as
the waves of the sea without a proper
waveset. For finger waves, or comb
waves, or the resetting of permanents,
a waveset is necessary. It not only
quells unruly hair (and how unruly
some hair can be, especially just after
a shampoo!) but also gives a lustre
and sheen.
Wavesets may be diluted with

water to suit the special needs of
your hair. But whatever your hair
may be like, even if it is positively
snarly with natural curl, a good wave-
set will enable you to get it under
control and arrange it in the most
becoming lines.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



(Continued from page 85)

you played that tune hot and solid.

Everybody was sent. But you don't
seem to get excited or hop around
like the rest of us. How come?"
Larry put his hand on the puzzled

boy's shoulder and replied: "Look,
my boy. I only wrote that song, ar-
ranged it, scored it, and rehearsed it

for hours. Now you want me to do a
dance to it!"

OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet

I Surrender Dear—It Must Be True
(Decca 2535) Bing Crosby. The Bing
gets nostalgia and resurrects two an-

cient but amorous ditties.

In an Eighteenth Century Drawing
Room—Boy Scout in Switzerland
(Brunswick 8404) Raymond Scott Quin-
tette. The latest Scott efforts are well

worth hearing although the Boy Scout
is prepared to give first place to, the
drawing room. A lot of the dance bands
are playing this one to dance tempo.
Dance Time with Hal Kemp (Victor

P6-1) Hal Kemp runs the gamut of

dance music. Everything is here but a
gavotte. A lot of debutantes helped
pick the selections. I think the house-
wives could have done a better job.

What is a Kemp album without his re-

cording of "Gotta Date with an Angel."
Out of This World—Must Have Been

Two Other People (Vocalion 4944)
Larry Sothern. A new voice, a new
band produce a slow-tempoed bit of ro-
mantics. Leader Larry sings so much
you don't get a chance to hear the or-

chestra.
Old Fashioned Tune Is always New

—

There's Only One in Love (Bluebird
10326) Freddy Martin. No need to tell

you that this is as smooth as silk. Dig
up all the nice things you've heard about
Freddy. They fit.

Quando Eu Penso Na Bahlia—Dance
Rhumba (Decca 23097) Carmen Mir-
anda. The sensation of South America
now appearing in New York in the re-

vue Streets of Paris" offers some
Brazilian oomph.
Counter Point Ala Mode—Shabby Old

Cabby (Victor 26298) Sammy Kaye. A
different kind of a Kaye recording
coupled with a popular waltz.

Some Like It Swing
Comes Love—I Can't Afford to

Dream (Bluebird 10324) Artie Shaw.
Solid sending on a superior Shaw wax-
work. Excellent trumpet work comes
forth with "Comes Love."

Jungle Madness—You Taught Me
Love Again (Brunswick 8400) Gene
Krupa. A Chappy Willet arrangement
sizzles across the phonograph backed
up by Irene Daye's delicious warbling
on the reverse side.

Guess I'll Go Back Home; Slip Horn
Jive (Bluebird 10317) Glen Miller. Clean
cut rug cutting. Trombone fans pay
close attention to the Slip Horn Jive
effects. The other tune is destined for
success.

In a Mizz—Cotton Club Stomp
(Brunswick 8405) Duke Ellington. A
Harlem harlequinade that doesn't get
out of hand. Ivy Anderson gets into a
mizz vocally.

Little White Lies—One Side of Me
(Decca 2556) Ella Fitzgerald and
Chick Webb's orchestra. The late la-

mented chocolate-colored drummer
would be glad to know that one of his
last recordings was one of his best.

Sheik of Araby—Paleface (Decca
2539) Woody Herman. Hotter than a
St. Louis summer. Don't say we didn't
warn you.
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Penny Singleton
' (Columbia ^(f Pictures Star)

says *A man finds

soft Hands
so appealing"

*Penny Singleton and Arthur

Lake starring in Columbia

Pictures' "BLONDIE BRINGS UP

baby" (with Larry Sims and

Daisy, the dog). Her hands

are beguiling! Let Jergens

Lotion help you!

"WinterDryness"maymakeyour

Hands Hard and Unromantic.

Read how to guard against this!

SOFT "HOLLYWOOD HANDS" help YOU

to romance! So—don't let cold, wind

and constant use of water dry out, roughen

and chap your hand skin.

Your skin's moisture glands give out

less natural skin-softening

moisture in cold weather. But

Jergens Lotion supplements

the depleted natural mois-

ture, helps keep your hand

skin like velvet.

Way to Hand Beauty: Even

*&
NEW—FOR GLAMOROUS COM-
PLEXION—Jergens all-purpose
Face Cream. Vitamin blend works
wonders against unbecoming dry
skin. 50c, 25fi,10)iatbeautycounters.

one application does wonders for rough,

chapped hands! Regular use of Jergens

Lotion helps prevent miserable roughness

and chapping. In Jergens are 2 fine ingre-

dients used by many doctors to help harsh

skin to lovely softness. Fragrant ! No sticki-

ness! Thousands of popular girls thank

Jergens for their adorable hands. Get

Jergens Lotion today. 500, 250, 100

—

$1.00. At beauty counters.

CUPID'S RECIPE FOR

LOVABLE HANDS-

^fi'v/ Keep hand skin well

"> ~j\\¥ supplied with beauti-

fying moisture. Use
Jergens Lotion after

every handwashing.

WEE!. PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
See for yourself—entirely free—how Jergens Lotion

furnishes beautifying moisture for your hand skin. Mail

this coupon today to:

The Andrew Jergens Co., 655 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio
(In Canada: Pertly Ont.)

Name

Streets

City-

Si



WHAT SHALL WE HAVE FOR

1m$)j'
V

IS By MRS.

MARGARET SIMPSON

* ^>°*

YOU are familiar with Arlene Fran-

cis as the girl who plays Betty on
NBC's Betty and Bob serial, and

as the gal who knows all the answers

on NBC's fascinating program, What's

My Name? Arlene also has a pat an-

swer for another question, the ever-

important question, "What shall we
have for dessert?" Arlene's response to

this query is invariably the same:

"Oh, let's have cake."
"I always vote for cake for des-

sert," she told me between rehearsals

at NBC studios the other day. "Its

the perfect ending for a perfect meal
and if the meal isn't so perfect—well,

what's the difference if you can finish

with cake? My favorite cake? I

don't think I have one, but the mere
idea of spice cake with chocolate

frosting, or white cake with a spice

layer—I love them with fruit or milk."

They'll be yours, too, once you've

tried the recipes below. Incidentally,

Arlene considers quick spice cake

the perfect accompaniment for ice

cream, and ribbon cake is ideal to

serve with after-dinner coffee.

Quick Spice Cake

2 cups sifted cake flour

2 tsps. double-acting baking pow-
der

V4 tsp. salt Vz tsp. cinnamon
Vz tsp. nutmeg Vi tsp. cloves

% cup sugar
5 tbls. butter or margarine

]/4 cup New Orleans type molasses

2 eggs, well beaten Vz cup milk
Sift flour once, measure, add baking

powder, salt, spices and sugar and
sift together three times. Cream
shortening, add molasses and cream
together thoroughly. Combine eggs

and milk, add to flour mixture and
stir until all flour is dampened, then

beat vigorously for one minute. Bake
in layers or thin loaf in a moderate
oven. Top with chocolate frosting.

Ribbon Cake

3 cups sifted cake flour

3 tsps. double-acting baking pow-
der

% cup butter or margarine
1V2 cups sugar
3 egg yolks, well beaten
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1 cup milk
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten
% tsps. cinnamon Va tsp. cloves

Vi tsp. mace Vi tsp. nutmeg
1% tbls. molasses, New Orleans type

% cup finely cut raisins

% cup finely cut figs

Sift flour once, measure, add baking
powder and sift together three times.

Cream shortening, add sugar and
cream together until light and fluffy.

Add egg yolks and beat well. Add
flour alternately with milk, a small
quantity at a time, beating after each
addition until smooth. Fold in stiffly

beaten egg whites. Pour two-thirds
of the mixture into two 9-inch greased
layer pans. To remaining mixture
add spices, molasses and fruit and
turn into a 9-inch greased layer pan.

RADIO MIRROR * • * •

Arlene Francis, left, considers this

Quick Spice Cake with chocolate icing

a swell accompaniment for ice cream.

Bake in moderate oven. Spread white
icing, almond flavored, between layers
and on top and sides of cake.

The Importance of Shortening

NO single ingredient in cooking is

more important than shortening
—and none is treated more casually
by the average housewife. Whether
you prefer butter or lard, one of the
vegetable shortenings or margarine,
you are careful, of course, to select

one which is high in food value and
in purity—and with the many fine

brands on the market today this is

a fairly simple matter. There are a
few general shortening rules you
would do well to follow unless the
recipe specifies otherwise. First, al-

ways measure your shortening accu-
rately and use the exact quantity
your recipe calls for; too much or too
little can he equally disastrous. You
will notice that the cake recipes above
say to cream the shortening, then add
the sugar or molasses and cream to-
gether thoroughly—a good rule for
any cake. In baking pies, have your
shortening ice cold—some experts in-

sist that the mixing bowl, flour, liquid
and even the knife be chilled as well
—then cut it into the flour with a

knife or pastry blender.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Are You a Wife in

Name Only?

(Continued from page 19)

without knowing it, this kind of a
lonely marriage. I do know that if it's

only one couple in twenty—and I'm
sure it's more—that's too many.
But I also know, in my own circle of

acquaintances, at least three wives in

name only. There is Mary Y
,

whose husband spends every Sunday
playing golf from seven in the morn-
ing until six at night. He works hard
all week, and Mary agrees with him
that he's entitled to relax in the way
he enjoys best on Sunday. But—he
prefers to relax with a game in which
Mary has no part. There is Sylvia
D , whose husband has a standing
date every Friday night to play poker
with some old friends. He plays for
small stakes—he's not a gambler, and
the play itself does neither him nor
Sylvia any harm—but the sessions
last until three or four in the morn-
ing, and on Saturday night he doesn't
want to take her out to the theater or
anywhere else, because he's tired. And
there is Ruth M , whose husband
has plunged into the affairs of his
fraternal organization so much in
the last few years that his lodge
brothers see a great deal more of him
than Ruth does.

K^ARY, Sylvia and Ruth react to the
'"' situation in three different ways.
Mary refers to herself as a "golf
widow," very gallantly and humor-
ously. Sylvia is apt to show up at
some friend's house on Friday
or Saturday night, rather white-
faced and tight-lipped, looking for
something to do. Ruth makes no
secret of her continual grievance
against "that ridiculous lodge that
takes up so much of Harry's time."
It doesn't seem to occur to her that
Harry is much more interested in his
lodge than he is in her.

All three of these women have lost
their husbands' love. I didn't really
realize this until recently—although I

think that the knowledge must have
been vaguely there, in the back of my
mind, from the very first time I saw
what was happening. They have lost
whatever it was that made them
adored by the men they married.
Well, there is the wife who is not a

wife. She isn't, I think you'll agree,
getting the real richness and happi-
ness out of marriage. At the beginning
of her life with her husband, she was
given something very precious—his
adoration of her—but now it has
slipped out of her grasp.
How about it? Is it her fault?
I think it is. I don't believe it is

hard to keep a man's love. Any wo-
man can do it, given a real love to be-
gin with. Any woman can, but so few
women do. I think it's because, al-
though women know by training and
instinct how to catch a man's love,
they forget that marriage isn't an end
in itself. Marriage isn't an end, but a
beginning—a fact that the feminine
mind often fails to grasp.
And let no woman say that staying

in love is just as much her husband's
job as it is hers. That isn't true. It's

the woman's business to keep the
home together and filled with hap-
piness. It always has been her busi-
ness, and it always will be, no matter
how independent or brilliant she be-
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Neatest Trick of the Month!

CHOCOLATE NUT COOKIES-BY "MAGIC

3 squares unsweetened chocolate

1% cups (1 can) Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk

% cup chopped walnut meats

Melt chocolate in top of double boiler. Add Eagle

Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk and stir until well

blended. Add chopped walnut meats. Drop mixture

by spoonfuls on buttered baking sheet. Bake in mod-
erate oven (350° F.) about 15 minutes. Remove from

pan at once. Place on wire cake cooler to become crisp. Makes 36.

• A real "Magic" recipe—so quick, easy, sure to succeed! And everybody adores these

luscious cookies! But remember—Evaporated Milk won't—can't—succeed in this recipe.

You must use Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk. Just remember the name Eagle

Brand.

BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE PREMIUMS! SEE LEAFLET ON CAN.

mrri "MAfJ/* DE^iDCC" 68 reciPes J ust as astonishing
rKEE! IVlAUlV. KEVJrEJ as the one above! Pies! Cook-
ies! Candies! Ice Creams! Sauces! Salad Dressings! Puddings!
All made by sheer magic! Address The Borden Company, Dept.
MWG-119, 350 Madison Ave., New York.

Name

Street.

City_ _State_
(Print name and address plainly—paste on penny postcard)

MAKE $2.00 — WRITE ABOUT THE ADS
Look through the advertisements in this issue of Radio Mirror Mrgazine, pick out the one you like or dislike. Then
write us a letter telling why. Yon do not need to praise the ad, but your letter must be frank, must contain original
suggestions or criticisms. Or, if you prefer, write us about the product itself: whether you like it or dislike it. and why.
Your letter need not be of more than fifty words. Fancy composition is not important. The Macfadden Women's Group
will pav $2.00 for all letters accepted. Address letters to:

Advertising Clinic, Dept. AC-2. MACFADDEN WOMEN'S GROUP, 122 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

TaMe atHmt*

First Lesson NOW FREE!

FIRST LESSON
GIVEN YOU

BIG FREE book in colore tells new easy way. You don't need experience.

We show you how to decorate beautiful Art Novelties right in your own
home by simple "3-step" method. No tedious study. Everything furnished
including supply of Novelties for you to decorate and Homecrafters Outfit.

Big profit per piece for decorating. Many sit at home, and make up to ?25
to $50 in a week— full time or spare time.

Just mail coupon and get first les-

son absolutely free. Start right in

decorating Gifts. Bridge Prizes, Toys. etc. More like fun than work and
you earn as you learn. Hundreds making big money this fascinating way.

NO CANVASSING ,^» n; ^
sending for Free Lesson. So sure are
we of your satisfaction, we give an
absolute warranty that protects you
fully. Costs nothing to find out. Open-
ings for new workers now in every lo-

cality. Mail coupon immediately for
Free Book and Free Lesson. Get started
making money at once.
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FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES
Dept. 34-S. Adrian. Mich.

Please send big Free Book and
FREE LESSON. This does not
obligate me in any way.

| Name.

j
Address.



New Under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses—does
not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration

1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stain-

less vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering, for

being harmless to fabrics

15 MILLION jars of

have been. sold. Try a jar

ARRI
39^ a jar

AT AIL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET

(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent

ARNS Cut Rat?P«icosl

^iZFREE CLUB PIN CATALOG
300 SMART DESIGNS.
Knit your group closer together with

Kins or rings. Bastian has been the

:ading maker for 45 years. Write
today Tor our Free, new 1940 catalog.

BASTIAN BROS. CO. P»nt. 60 Rotbesfr, H. Y.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x lO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for fall length
or bast form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,

enlargements of _any

nteed.
photo
47
3 for $1.00

SEND NO MONEY J°Bt?ZiWu>

eek yoa will receive
it guaranteed fade-

nd -19cless. Pay postman 47c plun postage—or nend 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
Inch enlargement aent C. O. D. 78cplas poBt-
ure or nendiJOc and we pay postage. Take advantage of this I

•tier now. Send your photos today. Specify size wantad.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

113 S. Jefferson St. Dcpt. 1S49-P Chicago, Illinois

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED

UNLESS-
You correct faulty living habits—unless liver

bile flows freely every day into your intestines to

help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and

vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take

Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only

assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but

ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty

foods land tone up intestinal muscular action.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

harmless. Used successfully for years by Dr.

F. M. Edwards in treating patients for consti-

tution and sluggish liver bile. Test their good-

ness TONIGHT! 15t, 30t and 60<.
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comes in affairs outside the home.
And one reason women fail at their

most important job is that they stop
deceiving their husbands, in small but
vitally important ways as soon as the
honeymoon is over.

There's nothing wrong with de-
ceiving your husband!
Before marriage, a woman does her

best to fool the man she loves into
thinking that she is witty, unselfish,
even-tempered, perpetually neat, in-
variably kind and thoughtful to others,
and a paragon of all the virtues. No-
body thinks any the less of her for
doing this. We don't even think of it

as deception; we simply call it "Mak-
ing a good impression."
Men, on the other hand, don't often

attempt to deceive girls, even during
the courtship period. Playing a part
doesn't come easily to a man—he's

more apt to let a girl see him as he
really is, and take him or leave him.
If he's quick-tempered or stingy or
untidy, his wife usually knows it be-
fore she marries him. He hasn't the
instinct for deception that a girl has
—and uses so successfully.

BUT once she is married, all too of-
ten, our girl brings her benevolent

deceit to an abrupt stop. Instead of
trying to hide her faults—which may
not be so tremendous after all—she
brings them right out into the open.
She becomes like Mary Y , whose
husband golfs all day. Mary dis-
covered, immediately after her mar-
riage, that she had opinions on every-
thing that were exactly the opposite
of her husband's. And Mary's opin-
ions, of course, are always the right

ones—she thinks. If Charlie likes
Joan Crawford, Mary points out at

once that Joan's features are all

wrong and she hasn't a scrap of act-
ing ability. If Charlie expresses a
criticism of a book he has read, Mary
reads it too, and proclaims that it is

the masterpiece of the age. Oh, not
always, of course, because Mary
doesn't deliberately look for flaws in

Charlie's views and opinions—but
often enough so that it's no wonder
Charlie prefers the golf links.

I deceive my own husband, and
have done so for twenty years.

When we were first married, George
and I decided that our life together
should be a partnership. We carried
this partnership idea right down to

financial problems, in fact. When we
bought our first car, he paid for half

of it and I paid for half. When Patri-
cia and then Bobby came along, we
each paid half of the hospital and
doctor bills.

But, because I was making money, I

had to find some way of making
George feel that my work was second-
ary to my life with him—that he was
more important to me than the stories

I wrote. So, early in our mariage, I

began asking him to read every story
—and, later, every radio script—that
I wrote, and to discuss them with me
and offer his suggestions.

George, who is a corporation law-
yer, countered by asking me to read
his legal briefs and talk over his cases
with him.
Now, George knew nothing what-

ever about writing, and I knew even
less about law. Each of us was well
aware of that fact. Just the same, we
both went right on solemnly asking
each other's opinion, for no other
i< ason than to create an atmosphere
of mutual interest and help, a feeling
<>l companionship. A couple of com-

plete hypocrites, that's what we were
—but happy hypocrites.
As a matter of fact, the deception

by this time has ceased to be one.
Before long we discovered that the
other really had something impor-
tant to contribute in every discussion.
"I'm glad you thought of that

point," George would say to me after
we'd talked over one of his cases. "I

wouldn't have thought of it myself."
Of course, he was partly flattering
me, but more and more often I'd learn
that he actually had taken my sug-
gestion. And in my work, I found
that George could put his finger on
weaknesses in characterization or
plot that I hadn't noticed, and help
me to correct them. Thus, instead of
being barriers between us, our
widely different professions became a
means of drawing us closer together
—and all because I began by pretend-
ing that I valued his opinion of some-
thing I'd written.
Another way I pretend in my re-

lations with my husband is this: I

make believe that he is not only my
husband, but a guest in my home.
When you are entertaining some-

one in your home, you naturally do
your best to put on your most be-
coming manners and clothes, serve
the most appetizing dishes possible,
and hide any faults you may have.
The more important the guest the
harder you try. Well, I reasoned, who
could be more important than my
own husband? Whom could I be more
anxious to impress?

I wanted to make him so happy and
comfortable, see that he had such a
pleasant time, that he wouldn't want
to leave. That is what every wife
wants for her husband, of course; in

my case I tried to achieve it simply
through a harmless pretense that he
was also my guest.

It's a problem that every wife must
solve in her own way—this job of
keeping her husband's love. And she
must start solving it early in her
marriage, before it's too late. Sur-
prisingly, it doesn't call for very
heroic efforts, as a rule; simply for
understanding, constant watchfulness
against herself, and—nearly always

—

some small deception.
I have seen, in just the last year, a

wife save her marriage from becom-
ing a dull and lonely thing. Alice E

—

married a man who loved to read, and
as the months slipped by she dis-
covered that more and more he was
taking a book, after dinner, and sit-

ting absorbed in it until bedtime. He
was growing, too, more reserved,
farther away from her in all their
contacts. She was desperate—and
then she thought of a simple solution.
She asked him to read aloud to her.
She doesn't enjoy being read aloud

to—or rather, she didn't at first. But
anything was better than the feeling
that she and her husband were drift-
ing farther and farther apart; and
now that several months have passed,
she finds that being read to is quite
a bit of fun. But more important
than the stories they read is the com-
panionship they have built out of
such a little thing—the feeling of an
experience shared, of emotions rising
and falling together as they follow the
printed page. Alice tells me that she,
who used to want to scream of bore-
dom in the evenings, now looks for-
ward to them.

It was deception, and nothing else,
that took her out of the "wife in name
only" class.
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Slave to a buzzer... that's me!
Yet I wouldn't trade the rush and excitement of my
job for anything. But you see, I just haven't time to

worry about myself, so my napkin must provide perfect

peace -of -mind. That's why I use nothing but Kotex
Sanitary Napkins, made with layer after layer of soft,

filmy tissue. One after another these layers absorb
and distribute moisture throughout the pad; check
striking through in one spot.

1

1

Looks Count Plenty...
in this job of mine. A girl must look

poised and efficient and that means I

must feel my best— can't afford to be
uncomfortable no matter what! But
with 3 sizes of Kotex Sanitary Napkins
it's now a simple matter for every
woman to meet her individual needs
in comfort from day to day.

tSettez gk? 4&e*-
KOTEX* SANITARY NAPKINS
(»7Vade Mark Reg. U. S. Pal. Office) 1&e#e& fez fau 3 TYPES AT

THE SAME LOW PRICE

And don't forget QUEST, the Kotex Deodorant Powder, positively eliminates all body and napkin odors.



Charles Belvin, veteran in-

dependent tobacco buyer, says: "The

Government's new methods have led

to finer tobaccos, and Luckies always

buy the 'Cream.' I've smoked them

for 10 years."

Have you tried a Lucky lately?

Luckies are better than ever because

new methods developed by the United

States Government have helped
farmers grow finer, lighter tobacco

in the past several years. As inde-

pendent tobacco experts like Charles

Belvin point out, Luckies have always
bought the Cream of the Crop. Aged
from 2 to 4 years, these finer tobaccos
are in Luckies today. Try them for a

week. Then you'll know why sworn
records show that among indepen-
dent tobacco experts—buyers, auction-
eers and warehousemen—Luckies have
twice as many exclusive smokers as

have all other cigarettes combined!

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST. . . IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1

Easy on Your Throat

-

BecauselTS TOASTED"

Copynjhi 1939 The American Tobwoo Como»nv . / \



HILLTOP HOUSE
In Exciting Story Form

WHAT MICKEY ROONEY MEANS TO JUDY GARLAND
COMPLETE WORDS AND MUSIC Of A NEW TUNE BY LARRY CLINTON

WHERE WAS I WRONG?
The True Story of a Famous Star
Who Gambled Two Lives on Divorce
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SAMSON^
LOOK HOW
STURDY THIS
TABLE IS...

NO WOBBLE. >
/VO SHIMMY!

fUX£
ITS A SAMSON. ..AND
REAL BARGAIN AT

$2.98... YOU'D
,
BETTER HURRY!

CARD TABLES

D. 745. Ivory
amsonhyde,
rescocd bor-
er in bas re-

ef Look* like

'and tooled
Lather.

fcat-*-' Si
""""are??* "^
yP»r table i

iasn
'

lu,uf
io«.WCo^or1ob'e..

Strikingly
•—"«""

SAMSON
FOLDING CHAIRS

IOOK them over again— America's most beautiful card

j tables! Never before such rich, luxurious tops

—

never before such outstanding value! They're Samson
De Luxe— strong, sturdy, washable, stain-proof! Get

several for card playing, for the porch, kitchen, lawn,

children's play room. Ideal for serving tea. Marvelous

gifts. Insist on SAMSON DE LUXE at your dealer's.

Slightly Hiflh« f

ol Diiio"'

Point i

S„ong "«>u«h Green to match sa

,o hold °y,r Table». -

SHWAYDER BROS., INC. DEPT. W-242

MAIL

ORDERS

FILLED
DETROIT, MICHIGAN • DENVER, COLOJ

If your dealer isn't supplied, send $2.98
for postage and packing, specifying mot
ber, and we'll ship table and fireside sere

or 2 coaster ash trays anywhere in U. S. A
ordering chairs specify color.)

ondCho
—

300 poundt.



Her evening frock said "Stop and Look"

but her lovely smile added "Stay"

Your smile is precious, priceless— it's YOU! Help guard it with Ipana and Massage

Romantic gown of change-

able taffeta with deep square

neckline and new puff bustle.

Don't ignore the warning of "Pink Tooth Brush"—Ipana and

massage makes for firmer gums, brighter smiles!

ANY MAN with an eye for beauty will al-

J\. ways admire the girl in a glamorous

gown. But how soon he turns away if her

smile is dull and dreary!

For a girl can be dressed in the latest

fashion and still win pity instead of praise

—if she ignores the warning of "pink tooth

brush"— if she lets her smile grow dingy.

Don't let this happen to you! Don't risk

your looks—the winning appeal of a lovely

smile—by neglecting the proper care of your

teeth and gums. "Pink tooth brush" is a dan-

ger signal. Heed it promptly!

If your tooth brush "shows pink," see your

dentist. It may mean nothing serious. The
chances are he'll tell you that modern, soft-

cooked foods are depriving your gums of

vigorous chewing— denying them enough
healthful exercise. He'll probably suggest

"more work for lazy gums" and, as so many
dentists do, he'll often add, "the helpful stim-

ulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

For Ipana is designed not only to keep

teeth clean and sparkling but, with massage,

to help the gums as well. Massage a litde

extra Ipana into your gums each time you
brush your teeth. Circulation is aroused

within the lazy tissues—gums tend to be-

come firmer, healthier, more resistant.

Don't wait for "pink tooth brush" to flash

its warning. Get a tube of economical Ipana
at your druggist's today. Let Ipana and mas-
sage help you to brighter teeth, sounder
gums—a smile that wins admiration!

IPANA TOOTH PASTE

IPANAMOUS PATOfF *

IDOIH mSTE

uses always nmc
-
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WITH THIS AMAZING

NEW/fer
Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always

hoped for! This revolutionary new improved

W1NX Mascara is smoother and finer in tex-

ture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes

seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes

look larger, brighter... sparkling "like stars!"

New WINX does not stiffen lashes—leaves

them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,

smudge-proof and non-smarting.

WINX Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil and Eye

Shadow (in the new Pink packages) are

Good Housekeeping approved. Get them

at your favorite 10^

store—today!

Money-Back
Guarantee!

Amazing new WINX is

guaranteed to be the
finest you've ever used.

If not more than satis-

fied, return your pur-

chase to Ross Co., New
York, and get your
money back.

"«"«»„„

Now DOUBLE Your Allure

with New WINX Lipstick!

WINX LIPSTICK gives your lips glamour

. . . makes them appear youthful, moist . .

.

the appeal men cannot resist! Comes in 4

exotic, tempting colors. Is non-drying—

and STAYS ON FOR
HOURS. For a new thrill,

wear the Raspberry WINX
LIPSTICK with the har-

monizing Mauve WINX
Eye Shadow. Fascinating!

L»Get WINX LIPSTICK, at

1 0<? stores, today!

DECEMBER, 1939

.SSnOftfer LIPSTICK

WITH WINX EYE MAKEUP!
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WHAT DO YOU

WANT TO SAY?

FIRST PRIZE
ATTENTION, FUTURE MOTHERS!

IN
my position of medical office-

nurse, I notice a growing number
of queries and fears voiced to me

by future mothers. It is only natural
for humanity to fear the unknown,
and fear is easily instilled in the mind
that does not yet know how safe
childbirth can be with today's medical
science. Such fear. I believe, can be
instilled by the constant repeating of
fiction stories in radio serials, con-
cerning women who die in childbirth.

I have heard as many as two such
portrayals in one day on different
programs. The ratio of such perils is
very small compared with the
triumphs, and to women contemplat-
ing childbirth, such roles' might im-
press them erroneously.—Mrs. Roy W.
Taylor, Portland, Oregon.

SECOND PRIZE
LET'S MAKE IT A GAME!

As an English teacher in a rural
school, I've found the radio a mar-
velous help in teaching English. Since
the rural child's vocabulary is often
woefully limited, I had my students
get two words each day from some
radio program. At the close of school
each student had added over three
hundred new, usable words to his
vocabulary.
Radio is playing an increasingly

important part in education.—Jess F.
Blair, Brownfield, Texas.

THIRD PRIZE
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER

"Arch Oboler's Plays!—On the
wings of the night we bring you a
story, whispered in the night." Thus
opens a dramatic program that to my
mind is incomparable with any other.
A program that always contains that
very necessary element of surprise.
The actors do their jobs superbly

well, particularly Raymond Johnson.My only criticism is that the music
on several programs has been too
loud.—Sidney Lanier, Jacksonville,
Fla. (Continued on page 76)

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF OPINION WIN

PRIZES
First Prize $ 1 0.00

Second Prize $ 5.00

Five Prizes of $ 1 .00

Address your letter to the Editor,
RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than Nov. 27th, 1939. All
submissions become the property of
the magazine.

No job for Mary,
not while she's Marked

EVERYONE knows Mary is a whiz for

work. She!s quick, she's clever, she's

attractive-looking, too. Why, then, can't

she get a job—why can't she keep one?

If Mary only knew! It seems a small
thing. . .yet many a capable, charming
girl loses out in business, yes—and in ro-

mance—because others haven't the heart

to tell her she needs Mum. Why take the
needless risk of underarm odor? Mum so
surely guards your charm!

Wise girls know a bath alone isn't

enough for underarms. A bath removes
past perspiration — but Mum prevents
odor to come. More business girls—more

women everywhere—use Mum than any
other deodorant. It quickly, safely makes
odor impossible through a long day.

SAVE TIME! Busy girls find Mum takes

only 30 seconds.

SAVE CLOTHES! The American Institute

of Laundering Seal tells you Mum is

harmless to fabrics—so safe you can use
Mum after dressing, Even after underarm
shaving Mum won't irritate skin.

SAVE POPULARITY! Without stopping
perspiration,Mum makes underarm odor
impossible all day long! Get Mum today
at any druggist's. In business ... in love
. . . guard your charm!

MUM IS FIRST CHOICE IN HOLLYWOOD

Important to You—
Thousands of women use
Mum for sanitary napkins
hecause they know that it's

safe, gentle. Always use
Mum this ivay, too.

DECEMBER, 1939

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION



SHIRLEY TEMPLE will be the
most popular radio star of 1941.

That's the year when Shirley will

quit motion pictures, according to a

statement made to me by her mother.

I expect that the moppet's parents

will not turn down any radio offers

after Shirley quits films: for a radio

program, once a week, will not inter-

fere with her schooling or natural

growth. So, mark it down in your
calendar: 1941, Radio Stars: Shirley

Temple!
* * •

Jimmy Cagney's sis, Jeanne Cagney,
may become radio's newest dramatic
star! Paramount signed Jeanne some
months age. and on the strength of

her performances, she is being touted

as the best dramatic find of the year.

Radio agencies are already bidding

for her services to headline a well

known dramatic show!
* » »

CUPID NOTES: Hanley Stafford,

the "Daddy" of the Fanny Brice-Baby
Snooks skits, is altar bound this

month with Vyola Vonn, chanteuse!
* • «

Walter Huston may be one of the

world's finest dramatic actors, but he

can't hold a candle to Robert Young

By GEORGE FISHER
Listen to George Fisher's broad-

casts every Saturday night over Mutual.

when it comes to emseeing the Good
News show.

* * *

While returning on the Queen Mary,
right after the war scare, Bob Hope
and the other passengers gathered in
the ship's salon to hear the King's
War Speech: after which everyone
sang "God Save The King." Hope lis-

tened to the song for a moment and
then muttered "and the Queen Mary!"

Don Ameche, Charlie McCarthy's
radio sparring partner, will do things
up in a big way in his next picture,
"Swanee." He knocks out Al Jolson
and wrecks a saloon!

One of Hollywood's most popular
programs is the Make Believe Ball-
room conducted by Al Jarvis on the
Warner radio station, KFWB. Jarvis
has been spinning records in Holly-
wood for more than five years: and

has a noontime following that is hard
to beat. Last month when he
switched from KMTR to KFWB, over
fifty movie and radio stars appeared
with Jarvis on his program to compli-
ment him on the change!

* * *

Buddy Rogers is convalescing from
his recent attack of pneumonia.

* * *

Truman Bradley, who last year was
famous for his announcing duties on
The Sunday Evening Hour, has re-
signed from his MGM movie-making
contract. Brad's last appearance on the
screen was in "Northwest Passage."
He's returned to radio to handle the
mike for Burns and Allen!

* * *

Cary Grant and Phyllis Brooks told
friends at the Danny Danker cocktail
party, they'd be married on Christmas
Day.

* * *

Dorothea Kent, the Universal star-
let, held Charlie Barnett's hand be-
tween dances at the Palomar, during
his engagement there.

* * *

Mary Martin's bald-headed beau,
(Continued on page 69)
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AT THE FIRST SYMPTOM OF A

AT THE first sign of a cold or its frequent

jt\ symptom, a sore throat, start gargling

with full strength Listerine Antiseptic.

This prompt and pleasant precaution may
spare you further trouble—and hasten relief.

Attacks "Secondary Invaders"

As Listerine Antiseptic enters the mouth, it

kills countless surface bacteria.Then it reaches

way back in the throat to kill millions more
of the threatening "secondary invaders" on
the membrane. These are the germs, many
authorities claim, which complicate the origi-

nal cold . . . give rise to painful and distress-

ing symptoms . . . and may lead to more
troublesome developments.

Reductions Ranging to 96.7%

You have only to look at the chart test data

below to see how amazingly Listerine re-

duced germs on the mouth and throat surfaces.

Even 15 minutes after the Listerine Anti-

septic gargle, tests actually showed bacterial

reductions ranging to 96.7%.

Tests Showed Fewer Colds and
Milder Colds

Now you can understand why so many
thousands of people say that Listerine Anti-

septic is a wonderful precaution against colds.

With such germ killing results in mind,

you can realize too, why clinical work on

colds during eight years of research showed
these impressive results.

Those who gargled Listerine twice a day had
fewer colds and milder colds than those who did

not. Moreover, when Listerine users did catch

cold, infections were less severe and of shorter

duration than with those who did not gargle.

Again, Listerine users had fewer sore throats.

Surely Listerine Antiseptic is worth using

twice a day during the winter and early spring

months when colds threaten every one. So
we say: at the first symptom of trouble, Lis-

terine—quick!—and often.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

DECEMBER, 1939
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"That's my method.

I tilt my head well back so

that the LISTERINE gargle

reaches way back on

throat surfaces."

Correct, Madam. It is important to

kill as many as possible of the in-

fectious germs that accompany cold

conditions. They are the types, many
authorities say, which are largely re-

sponsible for soreness, inflammation,

and other symptoms of a cold.

"So often my throat

feels better in a very

little while. And I am also

sure that I have taken sen-

sible action against a cold."

An excellent precaution, Madam. Lis-

terine Antiseptic kills millions of those

troublesome "secondary invaders."

Often its action gives Nature needed
help in controlling bacteria on mouth
and throat surfaces in the early stages

of a cold.

IS
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NOTE HOW L.STER.NE GAKGLE BEDUCEO^RMS

The two drawings at right illustrate

e

edu tions up co 96.7% ««*£*•
and even one hour after, germs were

still reduced as much as 80 v.
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Your OPPORTUNITY of 1939

$25,000.00
TRUE STORY MANUSCRIPT CONTEST

Three Special

$1,000 Bonus Prizes

During the three months beginning Sep-
tember 1 and ending November 29, 1939,

fifty men and women are going to be made
richer to the extent of fifty big cash prizes

ranging from $250 up to $2500 in the great
true story manuscript contest now being
conducted by Macfadden Publications, Inc.

In addition there will be three special

bonus prizes of $1,000 each, one to be
awarded to the best true story received in

each of the three months of the contest
term.
Here is opportunity indeed for you per-

sonally. It would be a great pity not to

take advantage of it. Somewhere in your
memory may be waiting the very story
necessary to capture the big $2500 first prize

which with the $1,000 bonus prize that goes
with it automatically would net you $3500

just for putting into words something that
already exists in your mind. By all means
start writing it today. Even if your story

should fall slightly short of prize winning quality
we will gladly consider it for purchase at our
regular rate provided we can use It.

In writing your story, tell it simply and
clearly just as it happened. Include all

background information such as parentage,
surroundings and other facts necessary to
give the reader a full understanding of the
situation. Do not be afraid to speak plainly
and above all do not refrain from writing
your story for fear you lack the necessary
skill. A large percentage of the nearly
S600.000 we have already paid out in prize
awards for true stories went to persons
having no trained literary ability.

No matter whether yours is a story of
tragedy, happiness, failure or success, if it

contains the interest and human quality
we seek it will receive preference over
tales of less merit no matter how skillfully
written they may be.
Judging on this basis, to the best true

story received will be awarded the great
$2500 first prize, to the second best will be
awarded the $1500 second prize, etc.

If you have not already procured a copy
of our free booklet which explains the
simple method of presenting true stories
which has proved to be most effective, be
sure to mail the coupon today. Also do
not fail to follow the rules in every par-
ticular, thus making sure that your story
will receive full consideration for prize or
purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story

send it in. Remember, an early mailing
may be worth a $1,000 bonus prize to you
regardless of any other prize your story
may receive. Also, by mailing early you
help to avoid a last minute landslide, in-
sure your story of an early reading and

blc US to determine the winners at the
earliest possible moment.

•COUPON
RM-12

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 39C
P. O. Boi 629, Grand Central Station

New York. N. Y.

Pleue send me mv free ropv of vour booklet en-
"FacU You Should Know Before Writing

True Stories."

Name

Street

Town Slate

(Print plainly. Give name of state In full >

6

PRIZE SCHEDU
1st Prize ,

LE

$2500.00

1500.00

. 3000.00

. 7500.00

. 7500.00

3rd Prize—3 at $1000 each.

4th Prize— 15 at $500 each.

5th Prize—30 at $250 each.

50 Regular Prizes.

3 Bonus Prizes of $1000 eac

Total

.$22,000.00

i 3,000.00

$25,000.00

CONTEST RULES
All stories must be written in the first person

based on facts that happened either in the lives
of the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.
Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not send us carbon copies.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more

than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not use

thin tissue paper.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE

OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HAND-
WRITING, THE TITLE AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT
YOUR NAME.

Print your full name and address on mailing
container.
PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THERE-

ON. OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unaccepted stories will be returned as soon as

rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED WITH
SUBMITTAL. If your story is accompanied by
your signed statement not to return it, if it Is

not acceptable, it will not be necessary to en-
close return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.
Do not send us stories which we have returned.
As soon as possible after receipt of each manu-

script, an acknowledgment or rejection notice will
be mailed. No corrections can be made in manu-
scripts after they reach us. No correspondence
can be entered into concerning manuscripts sub-
mitted or rejected.
Always disguise the names of persons and places

appearing in your stories.
This contest is open to every one everywhere

in the world, except employees and former em-
ployees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and
members of their families.

If a story is selected by the editors for imme-
diate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be final,
there being no appeal from their decision.
Under no condition submit any story that has

ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscripts to us direct. Due to

the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter,

which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.

This contest ends Wednesday, No-
vember 29. 1939.

Address your manuscripts for this
contest to Macfadden Publications,
Inc.. Dept. 39C, P. O. Box 629, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.

FACING

GLENN MILLER is now definitely

slated for a radio commercial as
predicted in these pillars not

lo g ago. The Miller band, touted as

ft "hottest" team right now, is ex-
periencing the sort of triumphs Art
Shaw bathed in last year.

* * *

When CBS took over Brunswick-
Vocalion records, experts knew some
changes would be made. First they
grabbed Benny Goodman away from
Victor. Now they have issued a new
disk to sell for fifty cents, featuring
the king of swing, Duchin, Kyser,
Ellington, James, Krupa, Heidt, Noble,
Malneck, Raymond Scott, Teagarden,
and Teddy Wilson. Now Victor re-
plies with equally good news. They
have signed brilliant, blind Alec
Templeton.

* * *

Newest band to receive public
favor belongs to young saxophonist
Bob Chester. Tommy Dorsey is rer

ported to be interested in the band.
Chester is independently wealthy, be-
ing a relative of a big automobile
mogul.

* * *

The switch of girl vocalists con-
tinues. Barbara Bush is Charlie Bar-
net's newest warbler and Gray Gor-
don has just hired Vicci Dova.

* * *

"Skeets" Herfurt, who left Tommy
Dorsey's band for a Hollywood movie
contract was the only musician to
play in all three Dorsey bands: the
Dorsey Brothers' orchestra, Jimmy's
outfit, and Tommy's. Hughie Prince,
a comedy vocalist replaces "Skeets"
but will not play any instrument. .

* * *

Skinnay Ennis stays west with a
new contract to play in the swank
Victor Hugo Cafe in Hollywood.

* * *

Red Norvo's band is still function-
ing. Only vocalists Terry Allen and
wife Mildred Bailey are absent. Terry
Allen is now with Larry Clinton.

* * *

Bud Freeman's solid jive outfit, now
stationed in Nick's in New York's
Greenwich Village is getting a steady
college trade, and has hit the busi-
ness of the big hotel supper rooms.
Bud is assisted by such swing vet-
erans as drummer Dave Tough, clar-
inetists Pee Wee Russell, and guitar-

HADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



THE MUSIC KEN
B yALDEN

Since Bea Wain joined Lucky
Strike's Hit Parade Saturday
nights, she's seeing more of

her husband, Andre Baruch.

The bounce rhythms you hear

on Wednesday's Town Hall To-

night, come from the tricky

harmony of the Merry Macs

—

Ted McMichael, Helen Carroll,

and brothers Joe and Judd.

ist Eddie Condon. Only worry of the
fans is that the boys don't get tem-
peramental and break up a winning
combination.

* * *

Andre Baruch is finally seeing a lot

of his wife Bea Wain. When Bea was
with Larry Clinton they seemed to be
oceans apart.

* * «

Don't be surprised if Canada's top
orchestra leader, Percy Faith, comes
to New York this winter for an at-
tractive radio offer.

CLOSE FAMILY HARMONY
THE Merry Macs were incorporated
under the laws of the State of New

York in February, 1939, but their suc-
cessful partnership dates many years
before.
Eighteen years ago when Ted (he's

treasurer) was eight, the family were
working in close harmony over the
dinner dishes, improvising amazing
rhythms on such strange opuses as
"Marseillaise," and "Britannia Rules
the Waves."
Long before this highly successful

quartet ever heard of Fred Allen,
Judd (he's president) was giving his
all on the football field of dear old
West High School in Minneapolis, and
thinking about the victory dance
where he and his faithful brothers
would entertain.

And the word "sponsor" meaning
Sal Hepatica-Ipana never was in
young brother Joe's dictionary (he's
secretary)

.

Not one of the illustrious McMi-
chael boys could read a musical note.

(Continued on page 66)

t/l A4T it's a Real Treat

for My Skin!

"

SAYS THIS LOVELY OHIO BRIDE

Camay's lather seems different to me . . . for while
it's thorough, I find it's easier on my skin than the other

soaps I've tried. Each beauty cleansing is a treat— and
leaves my skin so gloriously fresh!

Middletown. Ohio {Signed) HELEN ANDERSON
August 1, 1939 (Mrs. Townsend G. Anderson)

BEAUTY— ROMANCE! When
a girl has both—doesn't it

seem wise to follow her beauty
advice? Charming Mrs. Ander-
son says, "Camay helped me
keep my skin lovely—Camay
can help you!"

Camay has that priceless
beauty cleansing combination
of thoroughness with mildness.

It gets skin completely clean...

is gentle, too. Time and again,

we've tested Camay against
several other famous beauty
soaps on many different types

of skin. Repeatedly Camay

proved definitely milder! Try

Camay for your beauty bath,

too! It helps keep back and
shoulders lovely—is a fragrant

aid to daintiness. And Camay's
price is amazingly low. Get
three cakes of this fine soap
today—use it regularly!

Trade Murk Rm.
U.S. l'at.Off.
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Radio star of the future?
Shirley Temple gets chummy
with the clown at the circus.

9

By DAN SENSENEY

Joan Winters, who plays Sylvia
Bertron in the serial, Road of Life, is

out gunning for a certain seller of
exotic and rare perfumes. It seems
that Joan collects rare perfumes as a
hobby, but one day shortly after she
had purchased a particularly heady
variety from a traveling scent agent,
she happened to talk to her colored
maid Elsie, who was all dressed up
and ready to take her day off. Elsie,

Joan thought, smelled vaguely fa-
miliar. "What is that scent you are
wearing?" she asked; and Elsie re-
plied, "It's called Steppin' High, and
I bought it in the Five and Dime."
Later, after Elsie had gone, Joan went
into her room and compared her Step-
pin' High perfume with the luscious
and extremely expensive liquid she
herself had bought . . . and that is

why Joan is now anxious to take ven-
geance on a perfume salesman.

* * *

It took many years, but David Ross,
the CBS announcer, has at last re-
vealed why he is a radio announcer
and not an actor. His career as an
actor was nipped in the bud, by garlic,

when David was a young man. On
the evening of his debut as a leading
man, in a play with the then-famous
Eve Davenport, David's friends gave
him a dinner at an Italian restaurant.
This was nice of his friends, but what
wasn't so nice was their trick of hav-
ing all the food heavily flavored with
garlic. The dinner ended, and David
went to the theater. All went well
until his big love scene with Miss
Davenport. David, telling of it in his
Announcer's-Diction-Award English,
says: "I can truthfully say that I

stopped the show. For as I murmured
fervent words of love into her ear,
first ' Miss Davenport blanched, then
she winced, then she fainted. They
then rang down the curtain, and my
career as an actor was at an end."

MYRT and Marge were the proud
mother and sister at the open-
ing of George Damerel's band

at the Troc restaurant in New York.
Young George is Myrt's son, Marge's
brother. You used to hear him on the
Myrt and Marge air show until he
went into business on his own as a
bandleader. » „ „

Jot this down in your list of good
things that might come true: They're
talking about co-starring Jack Benny
and Fred Allen in a Paramount pic-
ture next spring, after the end of
Jack's and Fred's radio seasons. Also,
Jack threatens to take a six-month
or a whole year vacation from radio,

beginning in the spring of 1940.

And another maybe: "Abie's Irish

Rose," that famous long-run stage
play, may show up as a daily radio
serial this winter, if negotiations be-
tween its author and a sponsor are
successful.

» »

Guy Lombardo seems to have start-
ed something that can lead to the end
of noisy and ear-shattering automo-
bile honu. Playing with his band at

the New York Fair, Guy was struck
by the horns on all the Fair's motor
vehicles, which play a few bars of
"The Sidewalks of New York." Why
not, Guy thought, put musical horns
on all cars, and let the music be the
song most closely associated with
whatever state the car was licensed
in? He sent letters to the governors
of all 48 states, and got 25 enthusiastic
replies. Not only that, but two auto-
mobile manufacturers were delighted
with the idea too.

Hurrying to the stage door of the
Paramount Theater for one of his
stage shows there, Larry Clinton was
stopped by a girl who wanted his
autograph. Larry obliged, delighting
the autograph-hunter so much that
she threw her arms around his neck
and kissed him on both cheeks. A few
minutes later, on the stage, Larry
couldn't imagine why the audience
was laughing—and he never did find
out until after the performance, when
one of the Frazee Sisters pulled out
a handkerchief and wiped two red lip
imprints off his cheeks.

Ezra Stone, Henry Aldrich of the
Aldrich Family, wishes that the bi-
cycle-race episodes of the popular
NBC serial hadn't ended—for ever
since Henry has stopped having any
use for his tandem bicycle, Ezra has
been besieged with letters from
youngsters asking him for the bike.

* * *

Informal and jovial as the Ask-It-
Basket broadcasts on CBS are, the
real hilarity always starts after the
program goes off the air. Jim Mc-
Williams, the question-putter, sings
and plays the piano and tells stories,
page-boys do specialty numbers and
even the members of the audience
contribute to the entertainment. One
night Jim was singing "You Must
Have Been a Beautiful Baby," when
an elderly woman in the audience
spoke up: "You were a beautiful
baby, Jim," she said calmly. Turned
out that she was an old friend of the
McWilliams family, who'd known Jim
as an infant.

* * *

They're still saying that Tony Mar-
tin and Alice Faye are going to be
visited by the stork—but intimates

{Continued on page 10)
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SHE THOUGHT: motherWoman
fp

SHE SHOULD HAVE BLAMED HER _ ^ __m _mJ|P"
*

S/ie wos a Perfect Housekeeper. Cer- . .. a Wonderful Cook. She never neglected ... an Ideal Mother. Her youngster was
tainly nobody could say she neglected her to have her meais tempting, dainty—and she always clean, sweet, immaculately, cared for.

home. She kept that always fragrantly clean. always served them piping hot. No one could say he was unkemDt.

Lard*

fygtene

Yet he became Indifferent. Yes, it seemed She thought: "Another Woman". .. the first *She neglected her person. The ONE
as if the only neglect was on his side. She and natural thought of every "neglected" wife. NEGLECT no husband can ever forgive. She

sought vainly for the reason. But in this instance she was wrong. should have used "Lysol" for feminine hygiene.

Let "Lysol" Help YOU to

Avoid this One Neglect

IF
YOU yourself are in doubt on the

important subject of intimate

feminine hygiene—ask your doctor

about "Lysol".

For half a century "Lysol" has

earned the confidence of many doc-

tors, nurses, clinics, and wives, as a

clean, wholesome preparation for

feminine hygiene use. Some of the

reasons are . . .

I—Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in the proper

dilution, is gentle and efficient, contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
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2— Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a powerful

germicide, active under practical conditions,

effective in the presence of organic matter

(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).

3—Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread

because of low surface tension, and thus vir-

tually search out germs.

4—Economy. . ."Lysol" is concentrated, costs

only about one cent an application in the

1889— 50th ANNIVERSARY— 1939

proper dilution for feminine hygiene.

5—Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"

disappears after use.

6— Stability . . ."Lysol" keeps its full strength

no matter how long it is kept, how often it

is uncorked.

What Every Woman Should Know
SEND COUPON FOK "LYSOL" BOOKLET

I.ehn & i-ink Products (!orp.

I),t i R.M.-912, Bloomfield, N. J. t > \

S*>n«t tin- lr»'<i booklet "Lysol \>. Germs*1

ninth tells the mam uses ol "LysoP*.

\amr

Street

Cilt Stale

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE
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circus, a bottle of

pop, and his wife, blonde

Ann Sothern, are enough to

keep Roger Pryor contented.

And Dorothy Lamour turns

on her famous whole-hearted

augh as one of the clowns

performs for her benefit.

(Continued from page 8)
insist it isn't so. . . . Hanley Stafford,
Baby Snooks' Daddy, is in the movies
now. You'll see him in Ronald Col-
man's Paramount picture, "The Light
that Failed." . . . Judith Arlen, CBS
sustaining singer,*has discovered from
her doctor that her throat contains the
same type of "nodes" as those in Bing
Crosby's—giving her voice the same
distinctive quality, in a feminine way.
She isn't planning on having them
removed. . . . Bill Adams, who plays
Matt Wilbur in the CBS serial, Your

uly and Mine, isn't an autograph
hound, but he has two signatures he
wouldn't take a lot of money for. He

ived them when he directed John
Barrymore in "Hamlet," several years
ago, and both are on a picture of
Barrymore dressed in Hamlet's cos-
tume. One signature, of course, is that

liarrymore—the other of John
Singer Sargent, the famous painter.

• • »

Nothing's quite the same in New
York this season. The Fred Aliens
nave moved into an apartment. In
order to appreciate the bombshell

10

qualities of that piece of news, you
should remember that for the last
eight years Fred and Portland, like
the old vaudevillians they are, have
lived in modest suites of rooms in a
Times Square theatrical-district hotel.
But this summer Portland, in a burst
of domesticity, exerted all her per-
suasive powers and got Fred to agree
to moving into an unfurnished apart-
ment, where she could make a real
home for him. Fred hates change,
but he let her have her way. He was
pretty gloomy, though, during the
weeks that Portland went happily
around the department stores, buying
rugs and drapes and chairs and tables.
"It's all wrong," he said. "An actor
oughtn't to own anything. He's not
built right for owning things. They've
got the right idea out in Hollywood,
where their motto is, 'Never buy any-
thing you can't take back to New
York with you on The Chief.'

"

* * * »

Arch Obler dropped into the NBC
press room a couple of days before he
left for Hollywood, where he's con-
tinuing his Saturday-night drama

series. Someone spoke to him, and
Arch moved his lips in reply, but no
sound came forth. Arch held out his

hand and made motions until a pencil

was handed to him. "My throat," he
wrote. "Can't speak." But Arch al-

ways produces his play scripts by
talking into a dictaphone, so one of

the boys asked him, "How do you get

your work done?" Arch walked mis-

erably over to a typewriter, labori-

ously punched a few keys, ripped the

paper out, and exhibited the message
he'd written: "With these darned
things."

* * *

YOUNGEST ANNOUNCER?

RICHMOND, Va.—Here's another
entrant in Radio Mirror's attempt to

find the youngest radio announcer in

the business. He's Booth Uzzle, of

Richmond's WRNL, and he's younger
than Jack Hitchcock of Lincoln,

Nebraska, Robert Franklin of San
Jose, or Bernard C. Barth of Rapid
City, South Dakota. Born on July

8, 1921, he's just turned eighteen,

which seems to make him the young-
est yet—or are there more claimants

to the title?

Booth was born in Petersburg, Vir-

ginia, just south of Richmond, and
was educated in the Petersburg
schools, graduating from high school

there with high scholastic honors. He
entered radio in the summer of 1937,

as an announcer, and became a reg-

ular member of the staff of WRNL in

December, 1937, when he was only
sixteen. Right now, in addition to

handling a full forty-hour week
schedule at the station, he is attend-
ing the University of Richmond.

Pressing Booth closely for the title

is Jimmy Conway, of Milwaukee's
WISN, but Jimmy loses out because
he was born a few months before
Booth—on February 21, 1921. He has
one extra distinction, though—he's

been heard coast-to-coast, announcing
Paul Whiteman's commercial CBS
show when Paul was in Milwaukee
and in Superior, Wisconsin.
How about it—are there any an-

nouncers who are even younger?
* * *

If you have a husband or a son
who spends all his leisure time fish-
ing or hunting, don't try to break
him of the habit—he may be a big
radio star some day. That's the way
Bob Edge, CBS's outdoor expert, got
where he is today. Bob graduated
from college and went to work as a
stock broker. But he always loved
to hunt and fish, and when the de-
pression came along and he lost his
job he simply hunted and fished all

the time instead of just week-ends.
He fished so long that all his money
ran out, and he didn't know how to
make any more untill somebody sug-
gested that he might get on a local
New York radio station, talking about
his hobby. He did, with a program
that at first simply told listeners the
best spots near Manhattan to hook
the big ones. Later, Mutual network
officials heard him, and hired him

—

and then CBS offered him an even
better spot on its network.
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STAR IN THE MAKING

HE'LL be a coast-to-coast star
within another two or three
years. That's the prediction Josef

Cherniavsky, musical director of Cin-
cinnati's station WLW, makes of
twenty-year-old Paul Arnold.
Young Arnold has been with WLW

only since the middle of September,
but already station officials are con-
vinced they have a sensational bari-
tone singer. In fact, they put him
under contract immediately after his
audition, without hesitation.
Paul was born Paul Ruegnitz, son

of Dr. Louis H. Ruegnitz, a Denver
physician and surgeon, and the former
Grace Kilburn Meigs, who was a
Chicago concert singer before her
marriage. He received his principal
singing instruction from Rudolph
Reszo Szekely, of Los Angeles, a
former member of the Budapest
Royal Opera Company.
He earned the money for his tutor-

ing with Szekely by winning the
Colorado High School singing contest,
which carried as a prize a twelve-
week engagement at the Denver
Theater. This was in 1937, and im-
mediately after the close of his en-
gagement he bought a car and headed
for Los Angeles to study. In Cali-
fornia, he finished his high school
course at the Hollywood Professional
School.
School always was something of a

problem to Paul, though. He had his
difficulties in Denver. As a freshman
in the East Denver High School, he
was asked to take a permanent va-

WLW's sensational baritone

—

Paul Arnold, whose ambition

is to be an operatic success.

cation because of his continual ditch-
ing of classes, so his parents sent him
to St. John's Military Academy in
Wisconsin, where he won a berth on
the football team. The next year he
was at the New Mexico Military In-
stitute, and here he distinguished him-
self in wrestling. For his junior year,
East Denver High School lowered the
bars and let him in again.
Everything went along fine until

Paul was given the lead in an oper-
etta. In one scene he was supposed
to appear with a guitar and serenade
his sweetheart. Instead, he walked on

the stage carrying an old broom, and
made a farce of the scene. The school
fired him again. But he appeared
in a church production of "The
Mikado," and made a hit, and also

won the swimming and tennis cham-
pionships of the Denver Y.M.C.A., so
they let him in again and he won the
singing contest which made it possible
for him to study in Los Angeles.
While studying under Szekely, Paul

gave several concerts, and among
those who heard him and predicted
a brilliant future for him was the
famous Metropolitan Opera baritone,
John Charles Thomas. He received
an offer from KLZ, Denver, while he
was still in Los Angeles, and accepted
it, becoming staff singer there for a
year. Last August, when his contract
at KLZ expired, he came to Cincin-
nati. In addition to his work at WLW,
he's still continuing his vocal studies.
Paul doesn't smoke or drink, but not

because he is afraid of hurting his
voice. He just doesn't like the taste
of liquor or cigarettes. He likes wo-
men, but is a little soured at the
moment over his first deep love affair.

She ran off and married a naval
officer. His chief pastime is collect-
ing phonograph records of baritones.
He has a definite program for his

life worked out. First, a success in
radio. Secondly, success on the con-
cert stage. And last, fame in grand
opera.

"I just want to be a good singer,
and an equally good actor," the young
man says with the utmost sincerity.
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Birthday kiss to Judy from Mickey, surrounded by Jackie Cooper, Bonita Granville and their own "crowd"

In the midst of 16-year-old flirtations and flutters,

Mickey occupies a spot all his own in Judy's heart

—

you'll understand why, in this story of today's youth

IT
was the first show of the day

for Judy Garland and Mickey
Rooney, but long before they

came on the stage every seat in New
York's huge Capitol Theater was
filled. A long line of waiting peo-
ple, four or five standing abreast,

curved around the corner of the
theater and far down Fiftieth

Street. A mob stood outside the
stage door, too, waiting for a chance
to see the two teen-age celebrities.

Mickey and Judy didn't pay much
attention to all this. It happened
every day, at every show, and didn't

require comment. But there was
one thing today that did interest

Judy. As she and Mickey danced
off the stage, into the wings, to wait
there a moment before returning for

a bow, she rumpled Mickey's al-

ready-mussed taffy-colored hair.

"Well!" she said like a small

mother. "You finally got a hair-

cut!"

And Mickey flashed that typical

Andy Hardy grin at her. He'd
known she'd be the first to notice

that haircut. She'd already pointed

out, on several occasions, the neces-

sity for it.

They understand each other, Judy
Garland and Mickey Rooney. Or,

perhaps, it's more exact to say that

Judy understands Mickey a lot

better than that adolescent com-
bination of genius and holy terror

understands himself.

Not for Judy to join the jittery

group of Capitol Theater and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer officials who
breathed a sigh of relief every time
Mickey dashed through the stage
door smack on the split-second that
the band struck up the overture for

the Rooney-Garland personal ap-

pearance act. Mickey was always

just on the point of being late, at

every one of the five or six shows
a day he and Judy did together dur-

ing his two-week stay at the

Capitol. Always just on the point

—but never quite.

The theater people worried them-
selves sick, but Judy, his co-star,

was serene through it all. Once
again, she understood Mickey. She
knew that he might love to have
fun, he might be a little wild—but
he was a trouper. Nothing short of

complete catastrophe could make
him late for their show together.

Perhaps it's because Judy is a

trouper herself, perhaps only be-
cause she is wise and sympathetic
beyond her brief sixteen years; but
whatever the reason, there's some-
thing between her and Mickey
Rooney (Continued on page 58)
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Tone in Judy Tues.
nights NBC-Red on
the Bob Hope show.
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Teamed with Mickey in

"Babes in Arms," Judy
demonstrates anew the
charm that's made her
the air-lanes' newest
important personality.
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In the midst of 16-year-old flirtations and flutters,

Mickey occupies a spot all his own in Judy's heart

—

you'll understand why, in this story of today's youth

IT
was the first show of the day

for Judy Garland and Mickey
Rooney, but long before they

came on the stage every seat in New
York's huge Capitol Theater was
filled. A long line of waiting peo-
ple, four or five standing abreast,

curved around the corner of the
theater and far down Fiftieth

Street. A mob stood outside the
stage door, too, waiting for a chance
to see the two teen-age celebrities.

Mickey and Judy didn't pay much
attention to all this. It happened
every day, at every show, and didn't
require comment. But there was
one thing today that did interest
Judy. As she and Mickey danced
off the stage, into the wings, to wait
there a moment before returning for
a bow, she rumpled Mickey's al-
ready-mussed taffy-colored hair.

"Well!" she said like a small

mother. "You finally got a hair-

cut!"

And Mickey flashed that typical

Andy Hardy grin at her. He'd
known she'd be the first to notice

that haircut. She'd already pointed

out, on several occasions, the neces-

sity for it.

They understand each other, Judy
Garland and Mickey Rooney. Or,

perhaps, it's more exact to say that
Judy understands Mickey a lot

better than that adolescent com-
bination of genius and holy terror

understands himself.

Not for Judy to join the jittery
group of Capitol Theater and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer officials who
breathed a sigh of relief every time
Mickey dashed through the stage
door smack on the split-second that
the band struck up the overture for
the Rooney-Garland personal ap-

pearance act. Mickey was always

just on the point of being late, at

every one of the five or six shows

a day he and Judy did together dur-

ing his two-week stay at the

Capitol. Always just on the point

—but never quite.

The theater people worried them-

selves sick, but Judy, his co-star,

was serene through it all. Once

again, she understood Mickey. She

knew that he might love to have

fun, he might be a little wild—but

he was a trouper. Nothing short of

complete catastrophe could make

him late for their show together.

Perhaps it's because Judy is a

trouper herself, perhaps only be-

cause she is wise and sympathetic

beyond her brief sixteen years; but

whatever the reason, there's some-

thing between her and Mickey

Rooney (Continued on page 58)
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Teamed with Mickey in

"Babes in Arms," Judy
demonstrates anew the

charm that's made her

the air-lanes' newest
important personality.
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Could she have fore-

seen the heartbreak love

brought her? The story

of a girl's poignant

search for happiness as

told in her own words

By VIRGINIA CLARK
Star of "The Romance of Helen Trent"

HAVE you ever stood on top of

a world that was gloriously-

all right suddenly to find that

world crumbling away from under
you, leaving you suspended in mid-
air? Have you ever felt that every-
thing had been made to your per-
sonal order one minute, while the

next you looked hopelessly on while
the world—your world—came to a
sudden and brutal end?

I have, and it is only now, years
later, that I can see how that trag-

edy might have been the very foun-
dation upon which I could have
built a happier way of life. But
when it happened I could only see

what I was losing, could only see

how drear in comparison my new
existence was. I realize now that

it was my inner feeling of revolt

against this which turned me to-

wards the only avenue of escape I

could find.

An avenue of escape I should
have had the wisdom to avoid. Yet
at the time I welcomed it! My
heartbreak certainly was of my own
fashioning.

There was nothing in all those
glorious carefree days at college, to

foreshadow what was to come. I

think, when the history of the late

twenties is written, its keynote will

be blind happiness and false pros-

perity, a gilded life that seems now
so unreal.

I must have been the most hilari-

ously happy of the whole Freshman
class that year at the University of

Alabama. I had gone there from my
home in Little Rock, where noth-
ing ever happened, to quench my
thirst for living. On the campus

14

Lovely Virginia Clark is heroine of "The Romance of Helen Trent" Serial

heard weekdays on CBS, sponsored by Edna Wallace Hopper Cosmetics.
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WHERE WAS I

WRONG?
in those days we did crazy things.

All sorts of new hops and dances,
new kinds of parties, anything
rather than study.

An artificial period, I know. But
even now there are times when I

think I might like to recapture some
of the full gay spirit of those days.
Mine was a world of dates and
dances and sorority parties, a world
of college men and roadsters, a
world so full of things to do, there

was no time to consider the matter

of life after graduation.

It took a depression to snap the

world out of its dream. And it took

a personal depression of my own to

bring me down to earth.

I was holding a letter from
mother, reading over and over again

the few simple lines, trying to com-
prehend their full meaning:

". . . of course, it's quite a blow.

Father is a splendid salesman and
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'm happy to know you,

iss Clark," he said . .

.

force of his person-

ify was like an elec-

shock. I'm afraid we
both forgot poor Alice.

[

will undoubtedly make a new con-
nection, but all his experience has
been in selling that one line. It will

be hard, at his age, to start all over
again. And of course you know
that our savings have been practi-

cally wiped out. . . ." .

It was the sort of thing that hap-
pens to other people, never to you
or me. It seemed impossible. And
yet, there it was in black and white
and I watched, through the tiny
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blotches of tears made upon the let-

ter, my own happy little world fall

to pieces before me. There was only
one thing for me to do—quit school

and find a job.

Even now, as I look back, I know
that this was the most terrible blow
I have ever been dealt. Even when
I stood alone with my two-year-old
son facing a strange, unfriendly city

years later, I never felt as badly as

I did then. Everything of which my

life seemed composed had been
scattered to the four winds. It

wasn't just leaving school. It was
the family. Now it would be broken
up, for mother had written that she
was going to Chicago to look for

work, while dad was going to stay,

for a while, with my brother Ed,
who had an automobile agency in

Little Rock, while he sought a new
connection and wound up the family
affairs. The home in which I had
lived my life and which seemed a
very part of me was being sold, and
now we were all to face a bitter,

disillusioned world without even the

comfort of a familiar roof overhead.
I was going straight from the uni-

versity to join my mother in

Chicago.

I

THINK my mother is the bravest
person I have ever known. She

had spent her life as a mother rear-

ing her family and making a home.
Now, in the face of this crisis, she
turned her back upon these things

and bravely faced a world she had
never known—the world of busi-

ness. I'll always remember how
we would start out in the morning,
hopeful but with the sinking feeling

that there were so many people
seeking jobs, and so few jobs that it

would be a miracle if we found one.

And in the evenings when we
would meet back at the apartment,
I would be so discouraged I could

cry. And with a few simple words,
by some little reassuring act, mother
would dispel all my discouragement
and we would set out again the next
morning bright and hopeful. It is

little wonder that she soon found a

place, as an apartment manager.
It wasn't a big job, but it was a

job. We had our own little apart-

ment and good hot meals mother
cooked. But as far as I was con-
cerned, there just didn't seem to be
any jobs. Everywhere I went, the

answer was always the same, "Sor-
ry." Mother finally found a solu-

tion.

"Virginia, what would you rather

do than anything else?" she asked
me one night. "I think it's time you
learned to do one thing well, and
we'll manage to send you to school

for awhile."

There was only one thing that I

really wanted to do. I hated to

think of spending my days typing

and filing. I wanted to become an
actress! There was no family tra-

dition in the theater upon which to

base such an ambition, and it

seemed somehow absurd and hope-
less. Since I was a tiny girl in

school in Little Rock I had taken an
active part in school plays and en-
tertainments. The summer before,

in Little (Continued on page 56)
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SIT on the stone bench in the

garden, all steeped in the hot

peace of a summer afternoon.

The sun strikes warmth into the

cold stone, but not into the cold of

my heart, the cold of my soul.

In a little while they will be here,

pounding on the locked garden
door, pounding with their rifle

butts against the wood. If I do not

go and open the door they will break
it in, and my fate will be the same.

I could run! There is still time!

To France— Switzerland—Holland
—England—America! In America I

would be safe. I have money to

buy passage on a boat—all my sav-

ings. Why stay behind, waiting for

them to come?
But I know I must stay. The chil-

dren, the children I have taught for

forty years—I must stay for them.
I have one more lesson to teach

them, the most important lesson of

all.

So for the little while that I have
left I can only sit here, in the warm
sun, and think back over the years,

to see what my life has been. My
life, that so soon will be finished.

Forty years ago—why, then I was
only twenty, and so eager to start in

the school. I remember Herr Pro-
fessor Kraener, and how frightened

I was of him; for I didn't know then
that his pomposity was only a mask
for his kind and generous heart.

"You are very young, Fraulein

Heinrich," he said to me. "You must
realize that to teach in our school is

a great responsibility. And, if I do
say so, a very great honor!"

I had to take a deep breath to

keep my voice from trembling when
I replied, "Oh, yes. I know, Profes-

sor! I'll work very hard!"

"Ah! There they are. I hear them coming, tramping down the street.

A little stiffly, he said, "All of us
work hard here, Fraulein."

And because I was afraid I had
offended him, I stammered, "Oh,
yes, yes! But I'll work as hard
as the rest, harder, Herr Professor!

Believe me, if I could be a teacher
here, it would be my life! My life!"

My life?

Yes. My life.

The first day, when I was so
frightened. When I looked out at the
rows of children's faces, suspicious,

watchful, waiting—waiting to see if

I were going to use the switch on
them, if I could be tricked, if I was
kind. All I could say was: "Chil-
dren—I—I hope you will like me

—

because I am sure I will like you—

"

But then I had to stop, because there
was nothing more to say.

And I did like them, all the years
of them. I more than liked them

—

I loved them. Coming to me' with
their questions, with their round,
puzzled eyes, with their bruised

Fictionization of "Ivory Tower," presented on the Arch Oboler's Plays program
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They are knocking on the door now. I will let them in. I am not afraid.

knees and cut hands; coming to me
with their quarrels and their little

gifts of fruits and flowers—oh, yes,

I loved them too much.
Arnold said I loved them too

much, when he begged me to mar-
ry him and leave them. There in

his arms, I thought there was noth-
ing I loved as much as him—but
then I heard the children calling,

and I knew they needed me. Arnold
laughed at me when I tried to tell

him—laughed scornfully and a little

angrily.

"Nonsense, Elsa! There will be
other teachers. Anyway, to them a
teacher is a—a mouth talking dull-

ness and a hand with a heavy
ruler!"

"Oh, no!" I cried out as if he had
struck me. "I help them, Arnold.
I do!"

"I need your help, Elsa! Come
away with me! Say you will, Elsa.

say you will!"

Well, I would not say it, and Ar-

She taught them what she

was ordered to but there

came a time when the

soul within her rebelled!

One day the children had

to be told the truth!—

Presenting a thrilling

radio drama of courage

nold went away, and I did not see

him for many years, not until—but

no. I must think of that soon, but

not now. Not just yet.

How quickly the forty years have

gone! Quietly, imperceptibly, like

children growing—each one the

same, and yet somehow different.

And the children coming to me, and

staying a while, and then going

away again; each of them taking

away a little part of me and so be-

coming mine, mine. First it was
young Fraulein Heinrich they called

me, and before I knew it, they had

changed to "Old Fraulein Heinrich."

I didn't care. I had so much. Years

full of children, years full of con-

tent.

The war came.
What had I to do with war? I

heard what the Emperor said: "The
sword is being forced into our

hands. On me, your Emperor, the

spirit of God has descended! I am
his sword, his weapon, his Vice-

Regent. Woe to the disobedient,

and death to cowards and unbe-
lievers!"

I heard them telling us to sacri-

fice, to pray for victory, to say this,

to think that, to wear this, to eat

that. And to all I was told I said

"Yes, yes, yes!" Of course I said

"Yes" to what they told me. They
were so much wiser than I. What
did I know but my children and this

little garden?
The children came to me and

asked, "But what are we fighting

for, Fraulein Heinrich?" And I

would hesitate and stammer what I

had been told for me to say:

"Why—to give to the world—yes,

to give our nation's culture to the

world." (Continued on page 74)
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butts against the wood. If I do not

go and open the door they will break
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I could run! There is still time!

To France— Switzerland—Holland

—England—America! In America I

would be safe. I have money to

buy passage on a boat—all my sav-

ings. Why stay behind, waiting for

them to come?
But I know I must stay. The chil-

dren, the children I have taught for

forty years—I must stay for them.

I have one more lesson to teach

them, the most important lesson of

all.

So for the little while that I have

left I can only sit here, in the warm
sun, and think back over the years,

to see what my life has been. My
life, that so soon will be finished.

Forty years ago—why, then I was
only twenty, and so eager to start in

the school. I remember Herr Pro-

fessor Kraener, and how frightened

I was of him; for I didn't know then

that his pomposity was only a mask
for his kind and generous heart.

"You are very young, Fraulein

Heinrich," he said to me. "You must
realize that to teach in our school is

a great responsibility. And, if I do
say so, a very great honor!"

I had to take a deep breath to

keep my voice from trembling when
I replied, "Oh, yes. I know, Profes-

sor! I'll work very hard!"
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"Ah! There they are. I hear Them coming, tramping down the street.

A little stiffly, he said, "All of us

work hard here, Fraulein."

And because I was afraid I had
offended him, I stammered, "Oh,

yes, yes! But I'll work as hard

as the rest, harder, Herr Professor!

Believe me, if I could be a teacher

here, it would be my life! My life!"

My life?

Yes. My life.

The first day, when I was so

frightened. When I looked out at the

rows of children's faces, suspicious,

watchful, waiting—waiting to see if

I were going to use the switch on

them, if I could be tricked, if I was

kind. All I could say was: "Chil-

dren—I—I hope you will like me-^

because I am sure I will like you—
But then I had to stop, because there

was nothing more to say.

And I did like them, all the years

of them. I more than liked them---

I loved them. Coming to me witn

their questions, with their rouna,

puzzled eyes, with their bruise
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knees and cut hands; coming to me
with their quarrels and their little
gifts of fruits and flowers—oh, yes,
t loved them too much.
Arnold said I loved them too

much, when he begged me to mar-
ry him and leave them. There in
nis arms, I thought there was noth-
ing I loved as much as him—but
then I heard the children calling,
and I knew they needed me. Arnold
laughed at me when I tried to tellmm—laughed scornfully and a little

angrily.

"Nonsense, Elsa! There will be
other teachers. Anyway, to them a
teacher is a—a mouth talking dull-

ness and a hand with a heavy
ruler!"

"Oh, no!" I cried out as if he had
struck me. "I help them, Arnold.
I do!"

"I need your help, Elsa! Come
away with me! Say you will, Elsa,

say you will!"

Well, I would not say it, and Ar-

She taught them what she

was ordered to but there

came a time when the

soul within her rebelled!

One day the children had

to be told the truth!—

t
Presenting a thrilling
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nold went away, and I did not see
him for many years, not until—but
no. I must think of that soon, but
not now. Not just yet.

How quickly the forty years have
gone! Quietly, imperceptibly, like
children growing—each one the
same, and yet somehow different.
And the children coming to me, and
staying a while, and then going
away again; each of them taking
away a little part of me and so be-
coming mine, mine. First it was
young Fraulein Heinrich they called
me, and before I knew it, they had
changed to "Old Fraulein Heinrich."
I didn't care. I had so much. Years
full of children, years full of con-
tent.

The war came.
What had I to do with war? I

heard what the Emperor said: "The
sword is being forced into our
hands. On me, your Emperor, the
spirit of God has descended! I am
his sword, his weapon, his Vice-
Regent. Woe to the disobedient,

and death to cowards and unbe-
lievers!"

I heard them telling us to sacri-

fice, to pray for victory, to say this,

to think that, to wear this, to eat

that. And to all I was told I said

"Yes, yes, yes!" Of course I said

"Yes" to what they told me. They
were so much wiser than I. What
did I know but my children and this

little garden?
The children came to me and

asked, "But what are we fighting

for, Fraulein Heinrich?" And I

would hesitate and stammer what I

had been told for me to say:

"Why—to give to the world—yes,

to give our nation's culture to the

world." (Continued on page 74)
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Beginning the story of beloved Miss

Bess, who didn't know her own heart

but knew that nothing must rob her

of the child she loved—not even his

father—nor the torments of scandal!

THEY said in Glendale that Miss Bess of Hilltop

House would never marry. Sometimes they said it

maliciously, when Dr. Robbie Clark was present;

and then they would chuckle silently, watching his

cheeks flush and his heavy straight eyebrows contract

into a frown. Because everyone in Glendale knew Dr.

Robbie loved Miss Bess—and no one in Glendale knew
whether or not she loved him.

Miss Bess' ability to keep her own counsel, on this

as on other matters, was one of the things about her
that irritated Glendale. It wasn't right for a woman
as fair and lovely as Bess Johnson to be so completely
satisfied with no home of her own, no children of her

own except the half a hundred orphans who lived at

Hilltop. It made her mysterious—and while Glendale
loved mysteries, mysterious people only annoyed it.

But one April morning the chain of events started

that was to end by dispelling the mystery that sur-

rounded her.

Affairs at Hilltop, just then, were deceptively peace-
ful. Financial difficulties which had threatened to

force abandonment of the orphanage had finally been
cleared up. Jean and Jerry, the Adair twins, Tim, and
all the other children were in good health. Tulip was
singing in her kitchen. Even Miss Gidley, the assis-

tant matron, could find little to complain about. And
Bess, when Paul Hutchinson first dropped in to see her,

had seemed cheerful and relieved over the condition

of Hilltop finances.

Paul was president of the Glendale Bank and a
member of the Hilltop Board of Directors; but more
than that, he was Bess' good friend and constant ally

in the tempestuous job of keeping Hilltop House going.

Where Frank Klabber, chairman of the Board, was
forever opposing Bess and her "new-fangled notions,"

Paul was always supporting them.
Today he said, just before the end of his short visit,

"By the way, Bess, the president of the Midwestern
Airlines is in Glendale. He wants to look over the

Hilltop grounds—thinks he might buy them. The
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bank won't sell, of course—I'll see to that—but it

might be a good idea to let him see the place, just

as a matter of courtesy."
"Of course," Bess said, never faltering in her task

of mending assorted orphans' stockings. "Tell him to

come up any time."

"Incidentally, he claims to be a friend of yours. Says
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you knew him several years ago, before you came to

Glendale. His name's Cortland—Stephen Cortland."
It was then, Paul realized later, that Bess pricked

her finger, and raised it, with a tiny cry, to her lips.

And afterwards, even in the midst of her protests that
it was nothing, and didn't hurt a bit, he saw that she
had to force her words from between pale, stiff lips.

DECEMBER, 1939

It was not Paul Hutchinson's habit to ask questions.

But as he left, his face was concerned. Was it only

coincidence that Bess' needle had created a diversion

just after the mention of Cortland's name? Had he
really seen dread in her face then?

If he could have seen Bess after his departure, he
would have had the answer to his questions. For a

moment she sat there, in the sunny room that was a

combined living-room, workshop and office—sat there,

defenseless against the terror in her heart. Then one
hand went to her forehead, absently brushed against

the pale wing of her hair, fell back then to her lap.

And with the gesture some of her courage seemed to

return. Not much, perhaps, but enough to carry her
through the hours of suspense that would come before

the inevitable moment when she must meet Stephen
Cortland, endure the pitiless questions he was sure to

have for her.

The sound of a scuffle, and then a short, stifled cry,

brought her to her feet. Her room was at the end of

the hall, next door to the girls' dormitory, and it was
from there that the sound had come.
She found Jean Adair and Stella Rodnick alone in

the room. Jean, wide-eyed with shock, was holding
her hand to her cheek, while dark-skinned Stella, her
breast heaving with twelve-year-old anger, was
clutching a delicate white blouse in both hands.

"What's the trouble here?" Bess asked sharply.

"Stella, why are you holding Jean's blouse?"

"Jean told me I could wear it," the girl said sullenly.

"And then when I started to put it on, she wouldn't
let me."

"That isn't true, Miss Bess," Jean exclaimed. "I

never told her she could wear it, at all. I wanted to

wear it myself, and when I asked her to give it back,

she—she slapped me!"
Bess sighed. Once again, she wondered if she had

been wrong in insisting that Stella Rodnick be taken
into Hilltop. After all, she wasn't really an orphan:
her mother was alive, though bedridden. And she was
all wrong—so wrong that perhaps she could never be
set right. It was a hard world that Stella had known,
the short twelve years of her life—a world in which
kindness and the rights of others had had no part. Al-
ways, Stella had had to fight for what she needed, fight

and lie; until fighting and lying had grown to be habits.

"I'll have to punish you for this, Stella," she said

wearily. "You know better than to try to take other
people's property. Please come to my office the first

thing after dinner tonight."

The child's sulky lips scarcely moved as she said.

"Aren't you going to punish Jean too°"
"Certainly not," Bess said crisply.

Stella mumbled something; it sounded like, "I'll get

even with both of you for this."
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"That was my son. I know it—he
has the look of me when I was his

age. You're lying to me, Bess!"
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as a matter of courtesy."

"Of course," Bess said, never faltering in her task

of mending assorted orphans' stockings. "Tell him to
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"Stella," Bess pleaded, "why
won't you let us help you? I don't

like to punish you. I want to love

you, just as I love all the children

here. But you won't let me. Don't

you like it at Hilltop House?"
"Sure—I like it all right," Stella

admitted grudgingly.

"Then you must—you must try

harder to be a part of Hilltop,

Stella." Bess paused. "Don't you
see?"

Silence.

She turned away. It was quite

hopeless, just now, to talk to Stella,

who had retreated into one of those

bitter silences she knew so well how
to assume. For days, perhaps, she

would remain there, unapproach-
able, nursing her secret anger, peer-

ing out at the world in hostility, as

Stella (Estelle Levy), spying

on the head of Hilltop, finds

the means for a cruel revenge.
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if through the chinks of a fortress.

And anyway, Stella didn't matter.

She was such a small problem, be-
side the greater one of Steve Cort-

land and Tim.
If only Cortland would come dur-

ing the day, while Tim was at

school! Or at night, after Tim had
gone to bed. For whatever hap-
pened, he must not see the boy. She
knew his suspicious, intuitive na-
ture; and she knew how poor a liar

she was herself. Once he saw Tim,
he would know . . . what he must
never know.

All that day she waited for him
to come. But then it was late after-

noon, and Robbie was there on his

daily visit. As always, his presence
rilled the room with blithe gaiety;

as always, she felt the better for

seeing him, and wished that she
could return the love he gave her in

such overflowing measure. But you
did not tell love to do thus and so,

to go here, go there; and Bess knew
that Robbie would never mean as

much to her as the uplifted faces

of the Hilltop children, not as much
as their dirty hands and scratched
knees, not as much as the din they
made as they raced through the
bare-floored halls.

"Here!" Robbie said, the moment
he saw her. "You're not taking good

care of my* best girl. You look as

if you were catching a cold."

She couldn't tell him that a few
moments before her nerves had be-
trayed her into a fit of crying. "I'm
perfectly well," she said. "Just a

little tired."

"You never take things easy!" he
declaimed. "Miss Bess Johnson, the

human whirlwind! Look here—

"

With a quick movement of his lean

surgeon's hand he had seized her
wrist; with his other arm he en-
circled her shoulders. "Now stand
still—I'm taking your pulse."

She laughed up at him. It was so

good to be at ease with someone;
so good to forget, for a moment, that

Steve Cortland was in town. "You
can't. If you keep your arm around
me you can't get at your watch."
He grinned back. "Sure, it's just

a gag to put my arm around you.

Still love me, honey?"
"No. I think you're a brute."

"Women," he said, nodding sagely,

"love brutes."

Abruptly, she shuddered—for in

his jest, he had spoken the truth.

There was a brute in Cortland—and
once she had loved Cortland.

It was then that Tulip knocked on
the door and announced that

Stephen Cortland was calling.

"Oh, no! No!" Bess cried invol-

untarily. Her quick mind had seen

what must happen. It was late

afternoon; the children were even
now on their way home from school

;

Tim would rush into her office the

minute he reached the house, as he
always did. . . .

"Tulip," she said quickly, "while
Mr. Cortland is here, I don't want
to be disturbed. Don't let Tim come
in here, Tulip!" She saw Robbie's
puzzled, jealous frown, and has-

tened to reassure him: "It's a man
who wants to buy Hilltop. Of
course the bank won't sell, but I

used to know him, and I don't want
to be bothered while he's here."

It was an incoherent enough ex-
planation, and Robbie, far from
being reassured, said, "Used to know
him? . . . Who is he, Bess?"

"Just—just a man I used to

know." And with that he had to

go away satisfied.

A moment later Stephen Cortland
stood in the doorway.
He hadn't changed much, she saw.

Success had left him with that same
intense, disturbed expression about
the eyes, the same tight downward
quirk at the corners of his mouth.
His hair had turned a little gray, but
his figure {Continued on page 53)
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A tenor who sings as If he really loved to, and a comedian who has a way all his own of making you
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Virginia was a revelation to

him. Never had Orson met
anyone who looked at him

with such a light in her eyes.

Their backstage courtship
was simple—so different from

the flamboyant adventures
of this actor's strange past.

The story thus far:

HIS destiny of fame and success

was very far away from twelve

-

year-old Orson Welles on the hot
summer morning in Chicago when
they buried his father. He was all

alone in the world. The first dozen
years of his life, when he had
traveled all over the world with his

inventor-father, were a closed book
now, and ahead of him was only the

Todd School for boys at Woodstock,
where his guardian, Dr. Bernstein,

had entered him. Orson didn't think

he'd like the dull life at school; he
wasn't good at games, and he cer-

tainly wasn't used to staying in one
place. But thanks to Roger Hill, one
of the teachers, who saw in the boy
some of the talent that has since

made him famous, Orson had a fine

time at Woodstock. He was encour-
aged by Hill to take part in dramat-
ics, and the smell of grease-paint
and the applause of audiences told

him once and for all that he wanted

to be an actor. Graduation time came,
and Sixteen-year-old Orson per-
suaded Dr. Bernstein to give him
enough money to go to Scotland and
paint. Instead—a typical Welles
change of mind—he went to Ireland,

where for a year he roved the coun-
try, exchanging his portraits of the

peasants for food and lodging. At
last, at a loose end, he went to Dub-
lin, where chance led him to the

Gate Theater. An acquaintance in-

troduced him backstage, and casu-
ally, almost without thinking of it,

he told the Gate Theater manager
that he was a star with the Theater
Guild, in New York. The manager
believed him, and at once begged
him to play some guest engagements
in Dublin. Orson, who was com-
pletely broke, jumped at the oppor-
tunity, and within another two
weeks was a Dublin success, playing
some of the most difficult parts in

theatrical literature.

Part Two

THE Irish passengers knew him,
and some of the English ladies

who had seen him at the Abbey
Theater. Day by day, as he walked
the decks, he could see them eyeing
him, whispering about him to the
other passengers. He could feel

their acclaim, their admiration sur-
rounding him, like a bright, golden
cloud.

"Orson Welles . . . Yes, that's he
. . . over there. The tall young man
with the shock of black hair. Orson
Welles. The brilliant young actor

from America, who made such a
success at the Gate."

It was nice—feeling the fame fol-

low him over the ocean. Nice to

feel, even in this small way, that
admiration pursuing him, as the ship
came closer and closer to America.
It made up, somehow, for the bitter

disappointment that had overtaken
him just two weeks ago.

He could still remember every
detail of that painful and sudden
surprise.

They had been giving him a mid-

night supper party after his per-

formance at the Gate. A gay party

in a Dublin tavern just around the

corner from the theater. Some of

the Abbey Players had been there,

and two or three Irish poets, and the

prettiest girls in the company. A
party to celebrate Orson's departure

for England—where he was to star

in a new London play.

"A toast!" somebody had cried.

"A toast to Orson Welles. May he be

a great success in England!"

They had all stood up, holding

champagne glasses toward him. The
prettiest girl in the room had smiled

across the table into his eyes. They
had all begun to sing "For he's a

jolly good fellow." Only Orson had
seen the door behind them open
quickly, and the manager of the

company come in—not smiling at

all, and very white.

Without a word, in the midst of

the party, he had come up to Orson
and handed him a letter.

It was a letter from the English

government. A form letter from the
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Perhaps the heartbreak,

the loneliness and fear

had only been to test

him for this love—and

yet, she had said no. . . .

Continue the fascinating

story of Orson Welles

Home Secretary. And it announced
that one, Orson Welles, Esquire, an
American, would no longer be per-
mitted to act anywhere within His
Majesty's kingdom. It wasn't Or-
son's fault. In England a foreign
artist is allowed just so much time
to pursue his calling. Orson's time
was up.

That letter had been the begin-
ning of the end.

He had not started for home at

once. It had all seemed so incredi-
ble. For days he had hung around
the dressing-rooms backstage at the
Gate, wistfully watching the other
actors, as they daubed on grease
paint, or applied beards slowly to

their chins. He had talked to man-
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agers, producers, government offi-

cials, in an effort to get the ruling

revoked. It had been no use. So
now, he was on his way home—for

the first time in three years—to try

his luck on Broadway.
In spite of his disappointment he

had every hope—this tall lad of 19

—that he would succeed.

Why shouldn't he? He had al-

ready conquered Dublin. The Irish

critics had raved about his "Jew
Suss," his "King" in "Hamlet," his

"Svengali" in Du Maurier's "Tril-

by." The Abbey Players—Ireland's

leading company—had taken him
up. In his battered suitcase in the

stateroom he had a big book bulging
with press notices, fan mail from

little Irish girls, shiny photographs
of himself that had appeared in all

the English papers. And even now
—as he strolled the decks, hands
thrust deep into the pockets of his

rough tweed suit—the whispers rose

up here and there around him

—

fame pursuing him across the ocean,

to his goal.

His ship docked in New York on
a steamy morning in June. He
paused long enough only to find a

hotel room, where he could house
his belongings. Then he was off

for Broadway.
Broadway is languid and dusty

in June. A hot wind blows along the

pavements, ruffling the papers on
the newsstands, littering the
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hot, brightly glaring streets with
trash. There is no glamour about
Broadway in summer time. The
shows are folding one by one, the

theaters are closing down. Only a
few plays persist in air-cooled

houses.

But Orson Welles—Chicago born
—just back from three years in Ire-

land—had little sense of this Broad-
way. He strolled along, his press

book naively under one arm, revel-

ing in the crowds. His Irish friends

had told him the address of one of

the biggest theatrical offices in New
York. He found it, just over a the-

ater, went up in the elevator, en-
tered a big square office, lined with
brown leather sofas and deep chairs.

A BLONDE girl was yawning
and reading a newspaper. He

walked over to her in his best

Shakespearean manner.
"Pardon me, miss," he began.

"My name is Orson Welles."

The blonde girl did not pause in

her truly colossal yawn.
"Okay," she said. "What's it

about?"
"I wish to see the producer," Or-

son stated it with dignity, "about a
part in a play."

"He's in conference just now,"
she said. "Leave your name."

"I'll wait," said Orson stiffly, and
sat down on one of the leather

chairs.

An hour went by. The producer
did not appear. The blonde girl

yawned. From somewhere, behind
the opaque, tightly shut door
marked "Manager" he could hear
voices talking and arguing. But no
one came. It was almost three
o'clock before the door finally

opened, and a dark man, dressed in

a checked suit, hurried out, glancing
at his watch. He paused for a mo-
ment at the reception desk.

"I'm going out to lunch now, Miss
Gold. Then I'm catching that plane
for Hollywood at six. Anybody
come in to see me?"
The girl glanced toward Orson.
"Only that gennulman over there.

He says his name is Orson Welles,

he has to see you about a part in a
play."

The dark man turned, and for a
moment his gaze rested casually

upon Orson's big, tweed-clad figure.

Then he glanced at his watch again.

"Sorry," he said. "Nothing for

you boys today. But leave your
name, I'll be back from Hollywood
in a couple of months."
And he was gone.
His pride stung to the quick,

Orson stood there for a long mo-
ment, then turned on his heel and
let!

All afternoon, he tramped up and
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down, past movie theaters, soft

drink stands, costumers, cheap
haberdasheries, in and out the side

streets, from theater to theater. He
knocked on stage doors, where
casual loafers snickered at him. He
threaded his way up grimy alleys,

he climbed long stairs to dingy of-

fices. At each place, it was the same
—the same flat, empty stare, when
he announced his name, the same
shrug, the same "Okay—leave your
name—but we're not casting till

August."
He went into a restaurant and sat

down, his head in his hands. He
ordered a cup of coffee, but when it

came, he did not drink it, only
stirred it round and round, staring

into space. Finally, a young man at

the next table who had been watch-
ing him, came over and sat down
opposite.

NEXT MONTH—The

truly revealing story of

the strange role radio is

playing in the private life

of Hollywood's greatest

actress.

WATCH FOR Bette Davis

in a beautiful real life

color portrait on the

cover and for the month's

most surprising story!

"What's the matter, kid—feel

sick?" he asked. Orson nodded his

head.

"Wanna drink?"
"No thanks. You're—very kind,

but I'd just as soon be alone."

"Okay." The young man got up
to go away. But in that moment
such a wave of loneliness and de-
spair came over Orson that he
reached out his hand, and motioned
the stranger to stay. And without
knowing why he did it, knowing
only that there was no one else in
New York he knew, he burst out
into a full recital of his troubles.

When he had finished the young
man said:—

"I think I've got the solution."

He was, it seemed, a writer—for
the pulp magazines. And he needed
a collaborator. Could Orson write?
From his conversation and his ad-

ventures, he thought he could. Why
shouldn't he try?

"But I—don't want to write pulp
fiction," Orson hesitated. "I want
to be an actor."

"You've just told me Broadway
never heard of you."
"Yes—but . .

."

"But nothing. You made a freak

hit in some lousy Irish stock com-
pany— does that mean you're

Broadway calibre? Not on your
life. Laugh it off as experience.

Have the sense to sink your teeth

into something new."
It was in August before Orson

finally gave in. By August most of

the new plays were cast—and still

nobody on Broadway cared about
him or wanted him. By August his

money was almost gone. One
stifling day he moved at last from
the hotel room off Broadway, into

a cheap little place over a Chinese
laundry—a room with yellow stains

on the ceiling and cracks along the

walls. He bought a second-hand
typewriter, and set it down on a

table beside the tumble-down brass

bed. And he started in to write pulp
fiction.

Orson did not have an immediate
success as a writer of pulp fiction.

In fact, he almost starved in that

first month or so, before he learned
the trade. He wrote steadily, story

after story based on the fantastic

people and places of his wandering
boyhood. But those early efforts

were too artistic for the market he
had chosen. Again and again- they
were returned. Then finally out of

sheer desperation, he caught the

knack. And one morning, creeping

downstairs in his shabby suit, he
found a long thin envelope in the

mailbox. A check for fifty dollars.

FROM that point on he hit the

story market every time. Weird
stories were his best bet. He became
an expert on horrible crimes, mon-
sters who killed their victims with
such fantastic devices as a deadly
ray hidden in a single pane of glass,

or a bullet fashioned from an icicle

—which would melt inside the body
once it had done its work. He wrote
about Chinese fiends—with apolo-

gies to his friend, the laundryman,
downstairs—and gentleman burg-
lars from Baltimore, who murdered
in violet kid gloves.

The checks kept coming. He tried

his hand at other things—essays,

sketches, a romantic radio serial. It

was the radio serial which almost
brought him back into the theater

again—gave him the idea to write

his first play.

He got an idea for the play after

reading a book about John Brown.
But in order (Continued on page 77)
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THIS IS MY SONG
Here it is—free to Radio Mirror readers—the first copy

of Larry Clinton's newest ballad—a hit by the composer

of "The Dipsy Doodle/ 1 "My Reverie" and "Our Love"

Words and Music by
LARRY CLINTON

Moderate Tempo
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Based on the traditional

"Londonderry Air"
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In addition to making that trum-

pet talk, Larry Clinton can play

every instrument in the band. He
sleeps less than five hours a day
and eats only one meal (at 4 P.M.)

.

Alan Kent, below, not only an-

nounces but writes the script and
commercials. And what's more, he

can sing, too. Alan's introduced

listeners to many a dance-band.
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• He's radio's newest sensation

—

maestro, arranger and composer

of popular songs—meet Larry

Clinton and his clever gang!
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BECAUSE few listeners ever get

to New York, Chicago or Holly-

wood where the radio studios are, to

see their favorites broadcast, Radio
Mirror becomes the eyes of the

mike and presents here radio's new
sensation—Larry Clinton and his

gang, pictured just as you would
see them were you in the NBC
studio Monday nights at 7:30 E.S.T.

In one short year, Larry Clinton

has climbed to musical heights of

fame—not only because of the way
his band delivers, but also because
of his startling swing arrangements.

Besides the musical half of the

program, headed by Scat singer,

Ford Leary, sweet warblers Mary
Dugan and Terry Allen and the

Frazee Sisters, are those entertain-

ing news items by Richard Brooks,
and the unusual commercials. Sen-
sation is the word.

Until Larry Clinton auditioned
and hired Mary Dugan, above, she

was unknown. Now, the blue-eyed,

black-haired little Irish singer is

the season's exciting swing news.

Richard Brooks, right, gives you

rapid-fire comments on the news

of the day. Richard got his train-

ing at a local New York station.

Whew! Just look at that boy work!



The Frazee Sisters, right, ema-
nate from vaudeville and night-
club life. Right now they're sing-
ing at New York's Glass Hat. The
Andrews Sisters better beware!

Terry Allen, below, is the heart-
throb of the band. Terry devotes
most of his time and talent to
the soft and low love ballads. He
graduated from Red Norvo's band.
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Ford Leary, below, tips the scales
at around 250; vocalizes in a rusty
baritone voice; specializes in

spirituals; plays the trombone and
is the father of four young Learys.
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When a man leads a

lady practically to the

altar, and then jilts her,

he's in hot water up to

his neck! Which is just

where Andy foundhimself

Adapted by special permission of Free-

man Gosden and Charles Correl/, from

their Campbell Soup program, heard

nightly, Monday through Friday, on CBS.

INEXORABLY February 24th ap-

proached. Nothing Andrew H.

Brown of Harlem could do

slowed down the march of time.

Sleeping every day until noon only

increased the pain and worry. It

was no use, no matter if the world

came to an end—and it looked as

if it was going to, at least for An-
drew Brown—the morning of Feb-

ruary 24th would still dawn, cold

and menacing.
Madam Queen had said that on

February 24th she was going to sue

Andrew Brown, defendant, for

breach of promise. There was in all

of Harlem no one who doubted that

she would. There was no one, for

that matter, who thought she had a

chance of losing.

If it hadn't been for that New
Year's party of the Kingfish, Andy
might still have been walking the

streets a free man, his shoulders

back, able to face the world. If the

party hadn't been quite so gay he
minht never have told Madam
Queen that they couldn't get mar-
ried after all.

Andy wondered why fate had
dealt him so many stunning blows.

Just a year ago he had paid his first

visit to Madam Queen's Beauty
Parlor and obtained his first

"manana-cure." He remembered

Illustration by

Wm. Mead Prince

the first letter he had written
Madam Queen—and he had written
67 of them and now her lawyer had
them all! He winced as he recalled

a few of their torrid passages. And
just the other day, to top off all his

other blunders, his grocer had con-
fused his order and sent his card
with half a dozen cabbages to

Madam Queen—and delivered the
flowers ordered for Madam Queen
to the lunch room.

First the party, then Andy's
hoarse words to Madam Queen,
"Honey, we-uh-we can't git mar-
ried after all." Then the terrible

silence the next few days, while
wild rumors of Madam Queen's re-

venge came to Andy's ears. And,
at last, the final, crushing blow

—

the legal papers notifying Andrew
Brown that, on the twenty-fourth
day of February, Madam Queen was

Now for the first time you can read Amos V
30

going to prove in court that he had
committed a breach of promise
which had so broken her heart

nothing less than $25,000 would
mend it.

The future looked black indeed.

Not even Amos could find a silver

lining.

There was also the problem of

Lawyer Snoop, assigned to defend
Andy. After three days of personal

and expensive investigation Lawyer
Snoop had reported three momen-
tous discoveries to Amos and Andy,
viz:

( 1 ) Madam Queen's Beauty Shop
was closed.

(2) Madam Queen herself didn't

feel so well.

(3) Andy's defense at the trial

would probably cost a lot of money.
Inasmuch as Amos and Andy had

been aware of these facts even

Andy's most hilarious adventures in si
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longer than Lawyer Snoop had they
decided to dispense with the latter's

services. As Andy's new lawyer
Amos finally retained a business-
like gentleman named Collins.

Lawyer Collins wasted no time.

On a fine sunny morning with Amos
and Andy sunk in gloom in the tiny

Harlem office of the Fresh Air Taxi-
cab Company of America, Incor-
pulated, he marched in with a

bulging brief case and a businesslike

air.

"Mornin' Amos. Mornin' An—

"

Lawyer Collins peered at Andy in

surprise, and addressed Amos.
"Why-a—Andy's asleep!"

"Dat's impossible," exclaimed
Amos," we gotta law 'gainst dat
here. He ain't sleepin'. He's just

sub-conscious."

Amos slapped the table and Andy
looked up, blinking at the light.

"Why-a—hello, Lawyeh Collins.

What time is it? I been in a sort

of a trance dere a little while,

thinkin' things oveh. I sorta lose

track o' everything when I do
that."

Lawyer Collins went to the mat
at once.

"Gemmen, if you have a few mo-
ments, we is goin' to have a little

rehearsal, right here. De trial starts

a week from today an' I understan'
Lawyeh Smith is going to produce
all the letters that Andrew H.
Brown wrote to Madam Queen."

Collins paused impressively.
"There is 67 of 'em."

"Oh—oh. She saved 'em all?"

"Every last one of them— but,

Mr. Brown, if you answers all ques-
tions intelligently on de witness
stand I can save you plenty of

trouble. Dat is de purpose of this

Madam Queen seemed to sense victory

in the air for she was dressed in the

best of her finery, sporting a sea-

green clinging gown with red poppies.

rehearsal."

Collins struck an impressive pose
and addressed Andy.
"Andrew H. Brown, you is now

on de witness stand—and I will now
cross-examine you like Lawyeh
Smith will do at de trial. Fr'in-

stance, I take this letteh."

Here Lawyer Collins picked up a

letter from the desk and waved it at

Andy.
"I ask you here and now did you

or did you not write this letteh?"

"Huh?"
'"Lemme put it this way," said

Lawyer Collins, patiently, "Did you
write this letteh?"

"Nosah, nosah," Andy was em-
phatic.

Amos looked worried and inter-

rupted

—

"Dat's de wrong answer, Andy.
'Course you (Continued on page 64)
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When a man leads a

lady practically to the

altar, and then jilts her.

he's in hot water up to

his neck! Which is just

where Andy foundhimself

NEXORABLY February 24th ap-

proached. Nothing Andrew H.

. Brown of Harlem could do

slowed down the march of time.

Sleeping every day until noon only

increased the pain and worry. It

was no use, no matter if the world

came to an end-and it looked as

if it was going to, at least for An-

drew Brown—the morning of Feb-

ruary 24th would still dawn, cold

and menacing.

Madam Queen had said that on

February 24th she was going to sue

Andrew Brown, defendant, for

breach of promise. There was in all

of Harlem no one who doubted that

she would. There was no one, for

that matter, who thought she had a

chance of losing.

If it hadn't been for that New

Year's party of the Kingfish, Andy

might still have been walking the

streets a free man, his shoulders

back, able to face the world. If the

party hadn't been quite so gay he

might never have told Madam
Queen that they couldn't get mar-

ried after all.

Andy wondered why fate had

dealt him so many stunning blows.

Just a year ago he had paid his first

visit to Madam Queen's Beauty

Parlor and obtained his first

manana-cure." He remembered

Illustration by

Wm. Mead Prince

the first letter he had written

Madam Queen—and he had written

67 of them and now her lawyer had

them all! He winced as he recalled

a few of their torrid passages. And

just the other day, to top off all his

other blunders, his grocer had con-

fused his order and sent his card

with half a dozen cabbages to

Madam Queen—and delivered the

flowers ordered for Madam Queen

to the lunch room.

First the party, then Andy's

hoarse words to Madam Queen,

"Honey, we-uh-we can't git mar-
ried after all." Then the terrible

silence the next few days, while

wild rumors of Madam Queen's re-

venge came to Andy's ears. And,

at last, the final, crushing blow

—

the legal papers notifying Andrew
Brown that, on the twenty-fourth

day of February, Madam Queen was

Madam Queen seemed to sense victory

in the air for she was dressed in the

best of her finery, sporting a sea-

green clinging gown with red poppies.

going to prove in court that he had

committed a breach of promise

which had so broken her heai

nothing less than $25,000 woult'

mend it.

The future looked black indeed.

Not even Amos could find a silver

lining.

There was also the problem oi

Lawyer Snoop, assigned to defend

Andy. After three days of personal

and expensive investigation Lawyer

Snoop had reported three momen-

tous discoveries to Amos and Andy,

viz:

(1) Madam Queen's Beauty Shop

was closed. ,.

(2) Madam Queen herself didnt

feel so well. . ,

(3) Andy's defense at the trial

would probably cost a lot of m0"e£;
Inasmuch as Amos and Andy n*o

been aware of these facts ev*n
•manana-cure." He remembered day of February, Madam Queen was been aware of these facts e «

Now for the first time you can read Amos V Andy's most hilarious adventures in s»
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longer than Lawyer Snoop had they
decided to dispense with the latter's

services. As Andy's new lawyer
Amos finally retained a business-
like gentleman named Collins.
Lawyer Collins wasted no time.

On a fine sunny morning with Amos
and Andy sunk in gloom in the tiny
Harlem office of the Fresh Air Taxi-
cab Company of America, Incor-
Pulated, he marched in with a
bulging brief case and a businesslike
air.

"Mornin' Amos. Mornin' An—

"

Lawyer Collins peered at Andy in
surprise, and addressed Amos.
"Why-a—Andy's asleep!"
"Dat's impossible," exclaimed;

Amos," we gotta law 'gainst dat
here. He ain't sleepin'. He's just
sub-conscious."

Amos slapped the table and Andy
iooked up, blinking at the light.

"Why-a—hello, Lawyeh Collins.

What time is it? I been in a sort

of a trance dere a little while,

thinkin' things oveh. I sorta lose

track o' everything when I do
that."

Lawyer Collins went to the mat
at once.

"Gemmen, if you have a few mo-
ments, we is goin' to have a little

rehearsal, right here. De trial starts

a week from today an' I understan'

Lawyeh Smith is going to produce
all the letters that Andrew H.

Brown wrote to Madam Queen."

Collins paused impressively.
"There is 67 of 'em."

"Oh—oh. She saved 'em all?"

"Every last one of them— but,

Mr. Brown, if you answers all ques-

tions intelligently on de witness

stand I can save you plenty of

trouble. Dat is de purpose of this

rehearsal."

Collins struck an impressive pose
and addressed Andy.
"Andrew H. Brown, you is now

on de witness stand—and I will now
cross-examine you like Lawyeh
Smith will do at de trial. Fr'in-

stance, I take this letteh."

Here Lawyer Collins picked up a

letter from the desk and waved it at

Andy.
"I ask you here and now did you

or did you not write this letteh?"

"Huh?"
'"Lemme put it this way," said

Lawyer Collins, patiently, "Did you
write this letteh?"

"Nosah, nosah," Andy was em-
phatic.

Amos looked worried and inter-

rupted

—

"Dat's de wrong answer, Andy.

'Course you (Continued on page 64)
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Continuing a compelling novel of lost innocence:

From five years in St. Bride's

Convent, Tamara Todhunter came
to San Francisco and a family to

which she was almost a stranger.

Her mother, sister and brother,

hangers-on to the fringe of the city's

theatrical life, were shiftless and
poverty-ridden, and at first Tamara
felt lost and forlorn. Gradually,
though, she made friends—Dolores
Quinn, a popular actress, and Mayne
Mallory, a Hollywood film star who
spent much of his free time in San
Francisco. Mayne — handsome,
charming, wise in the ways of the

world—soon became her ideal, and
she found herself half-agreeing
with his cynical views on life and
morals, so different from the ideals

she had been taught in the convent.
It was through Mayne's help that

she got her first part on the stage,

and this led to a larger part in a
play which starred Mayne himself.

The successful run of the play lasted

five weeks—weeks of dazzling hap-
piness to Tamara—then it closed

and Tarn learned she was not to be
taken on the brief tour which was
to follow. Mayne, too, seemed to

have forgotten her that rainy Sun-
day after the play closed. But then,

after a miserable day, he called her
and invited her to have dinner with
him in his hotel suite. There, sure of

his love for her and hers for him,
Tamara felt again the happiness of

the past few weeks, and the maxims
that Mother Laurence had taught
her in the convent seemed more
and more ridiculous.

SHE came into the house quietly;

at nine o'clock in the morning
all of the members of the

family might be, and some of them
certainly would be, asleep. Tiptoe-
ing noiselessly, she put her bags
down in the foyer and opened the
kitchen door without a creak. Coral
and her mother, in spotted old

kimonos, were sitting there, break-
fasting; they welcomed her smil-

ingly.

"Well, what are you doing back
so soon?" Coral asked.

"We folded in Stockton yesterday.
We were losing money all the way
along."

"I hope you got paid, darling,"

the mother said.

"Half salary this last week,"
Tamara said. "We have Feeney's
notes for what he owes us, and that's

all."

"Oh, for heaven's sake," Mrs.
Todhunter said mildly, disappointed
but resigned. She put the cream
bottle nearer her daughter. Tamara
sipped her coffee wearily. To her it

seemed that she never had left this

slovenly kitchen, and yet everything
was changed, too; strangely differ-

ent. "Tired?" the mother asked.
"Well, there's a sort of reaction

about getting home—

"

"Where's Mayne?" the older
sister remembered to ask suddenly.
"Back in Hollywood now, I

imagine. He left us in Sacramento.
Berman telegraphed for him and
Feeney let him go. Kent Carroway
played his part two nights," Tarn said,

"Life is so unfair to women,"
Tarn said sadly. "Because you
did something without think-

ing, you find yourself—

"

Copyright 1934, 1935 by Kathleen Norris Originally published by Doubleday, Doran & Co.



Can a girl "get away

with it?" Tamara had

nothing left, now, but

prayer—and she told

herself she would

never love again. But

—

by Carl Mueller

"because there weren't twenty
people in the house anyway."

"Anything else in sight, Tarn?"
"I beg pardon, Mama?"
"Feeney talking any other show?"
"Not for me," Tarn said quietly,

looking into her cup.

"What's Mayne doing?"
"He didn't know, exactly. He may

go to New York."
"Why don't you get him to work

you into pictures, Tarn?" Coral
asked, scraping half melted butter

on a crust, dipping it in her cooling

coffee. "He certainly worked Feeney
to take you on this tour. Cotter said

he did."

"He says it's terribly crowded
down there," Tarn answered listless-

ly. "He says there are thousands of

girls hanging around all the

studios."

"There's a letter for you," Coral

remembered to say. Color rushed
into Tarn's face and light into her
eyes.

"From Mayne?" she asked.

"No; I think it's from one of the

nuns at Saint Bride's."

"Oh," Tamara said dully. She
took it; saw the pale blue ink of

the "A.M.D.G." at the head, under
the engraved little familiar photo-
graph of the new dormitory and the

gym. Mother Laurence. Mother
Laurence saying that she would be
down at the Menlo Park convent
for a week and would love to see

Tamara and any other of the dear
"old girls." Tamara crushed the

cleanly written brief message in her
hand.
She went out in midafternoon,
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Continuing a compelling novel of lost innocence:

From five years in St. Brides

Convent, Tamara Todhunter came

to San Francisco and a family to

which she was almost a stranger.

Her mother, sister and brother,

hangers-on to the fringe of the city's

theatrical life, were shiftless and

poverty-ridden, and at first Tamara

felt lost and forlorn. Gradually,

though, she made friends—Dolores

Quinn, a popular actress, and Mayne

Mallory, a Hollywood film star who

spent much of his free time in San

Francisco. Mayne — handsome,

charming, wise in the ways of the

world—soon became her ideal, and

she found herself half-agreeing

with his cynical views on life and

morals, so different from the ideals

she had been taught in the convent.

It was through Mayne's help that

she got her first part on the stage,

and this led to a larger part in a

play which starred Mayne himself.

The successful run of the play lasted

five weeks—weeks of dazzling hap-

piness to Tamara—then it closed

and Tarn learned she was not to be

taken on the brief tour which was
to follow. Mayne, too, seemed to

have forgotten her that rainy Sun-

day after the play closed. But then,

after a miserable day, he called her

and invited her to have dinner with

him in his hotel suite. There, sure of

his love for her and hers for him,

Tamara felt again the happiness of

the past few weeks, and the maxims
that Mother Laurence had taught
her in the convent seemed more
and more ridiculous.

SHE came into the house quietly;

at nine o'clock in the morning

all of the members of the

family might be, and some of them

certainly would be, asleep. Tiptoe-

ing noiselessly, she put her bags

down in the foyer and opened the

kitchen door without a creak. Coral

and her mother, in spotted old

kimonos, were sitting there, break-

fasting; they welcomed her smil-

ey- J • v. i

"Well, what are you doing back

so soon?" Coral asked.

"We folded in Stockton yesterday.

We were losing money all the way

along."

"I hope you got paid, darling,"

the mother said.

"Half salary this last week,"

Tamara said. "We have Feeney's

notes for what he owes us, and that's

all."

"Oh, for heaven's sake," Mrs.

Todhunter said mildly, disappointed

but resigned. She put the cream

bottle nearer her daughter. Tamara
sipped her coffee wearily. To her it

seemed that she never had left this

slovenly kitchen, and yet everything

was changed, too; strangely differ-

ent. "Tired?" the mother asked.

"Well, there's a sort of reaction

about getting home—

"

"Where's Mayne?" the older

sister remembered to ask suddenly.

"Back in Hollywood now, I

imagine. He left us in Sacramento.
Berman telegraphed for him and
Feeney let him go. Kent Carroway
played his part two nights," Tam said,

"Life is so unfair fo women,

Tam said sadly. "Because you

did something without think-

ing, you find yourself—

.
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Can a girl "get away

with it?" Tamara had

nothing left, now, but

prayer—and she told

herself she would

never love again. But—

"because there weren't twenty
people in the house anyway."

"Anything else in sight, Tam?"
"I beg pardon, Mama?"
"Feeney talking any other show?"
"Not for me," Tam said quietly,

looking into her cup.

"What's Mayne doing?"
"He didn't know, exactly. He may

go to New York."
"Why don't you get him to work

you into pictures, Tam?" Coral
asked, scraping half melted butter
on a crust, dipping it in her cooling

coffee. "He certainly worked Feeney
to take you on this tour. Cotter said

he did."

"He says it's terribly crowded
down there," Tam answered listless-

ly. "He says there are thousands of

girls hanging around all the

studios."

"There's a letter for you," Coral

remembered to say. Color rushed

into Tarn's face and light into her

eyes.

"From Mayne?" she asked.

"No; I think it's from one of the

nuns at Saint Bride's."

"Oh," Tamara said dully. She

took it; saw the pale blue ink of

the "A.M.D.G." at the head, under

the engraved little familiar photo-

graph of the new dormitory and the

gym. Mother Laurence. Mother

Laurence saying that she would be

down at the Menlo Park convent

for a week and would love to see

Tamara and any other of the dear

"old girls." Tamara crushed the

cleanly written brief message in her

hand.
She went out in midafternoon,
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walked gray streets under a gray
unfriendly sky. She went to Felton's

office, Markisohn's, Jergen's. Girls

were drifting to and fro among the

drugstores and agencies and beauty
parlors; someone called Ottie King,

"the Broadway cut-up," was pack-
ing the Golden Gate; there was a
line at the box office. Some people

were successful, apparently.

But at the agencies everyone said

that the season was dead. Just dead.

A girl Tarn knew only by her first

name of Lita told her that she was
just back from Hollywood; nothing
doing down there, half the studios

closed.

"Mayne Mallory's down there

again," Tarn said, to say his name.
"Yes, so I hear. Berman had some-

thing for him, they said." Lita evi-

dently knew no more; she went her
way, and Tam walked on.

She took the way she and Mayne
had so often taken, up the steep

hill of Taylor Street, where dried
grass was flattened among the

cobbles and which no motor engine
would climb. She stood on the top

of the rise under the somber lifeless

sky, went on in irresolute starts

and stoppings to Telegraph Hill and
the Holloways'. Persis was there,

but somehow today Persis seemed
lifeless and apathetic, too. Persis

had some plan, some engagement in

which Tam had no share; she was
cordial enough, but her suggestion

of dinner was undated; Tam must
come up to dinner some time, any
time.

TAM walked home in the dusk; in

late February there was a hint of

spring in the yellowed end of the

day; there was grass in the hilliest

streets, tiny, shy new green grass-

blades pushing up through last

year's discolored growth of weeds.
Back of Chinatown was the flat face

of the old Spanish church. Tam
went in and knelt with her mind
vague and empty, her heart cold.

Nothing to say—nothing about
which she could pray now. It was
too late for prayer.

That day and the next and the

next and the next went by; they
were all alike. The thoughts she
thought in them were all alike. The
nights that followed them were
fi]led with the same wakefulness,

the same light restless sleep and
fevered dreams.
"Nobody ever will know, it wasn't

important, girls are being just as

big fools as you are all the time.

But you fool!" she said in her soul,

over and over again. "You fool!

You were so happy a month ago

—

two months ago. Everything was
fun—thinking of him and how he
loved you—thinking that you'd
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Kathleen Norris is the first

nationally famous writer to have
her works brought to radio lis-

teners as a daily serial program.
"Woman in Love" can be heard

Monday through Friday over the

CBS network, at 5:00 P.M., E.S.T.,

sponsored by General Mills. So
that you may read this stirring

drama of love, as well as hear it,

Radio Mirror presents the story

in its original novel form.

Angry shame hammered at Tam day
and night. A short time ago she
was so happy. Now it was all pain.

meet, and talk, and that he'd buy
you flowers.

"You threw it all away. You
threw it all away. What had you to

gain? To be soft and give in, to say
to yourself, 'Oh, what does it matter,
nobody'll know, nobody'll care!' like
every other fool!

"Well, you've found out that you
know, and you care, and you're go-
ing to know and care for the rest
of your life!"

Angry shame hammered at her
day and night. Interest had gone
out of everything. Her old spring-
ing joy of life, the courage that
could rise even above the dreary
background of the Valhalla, were
both destroyed.
The sickening circle of memories

began and ended and overlapped it-

self and began again. It began with
the happy days so short a time ago
when she had dwelt upon evidences
of Mayne's affection, lived upon his
words, in just the obsessed and
tranced mood she knew now. But

that had been all joy, like a welling
fountain of soft delight within her.

And now it was all pain. A man held
the whip hand until a girl yielded;

after that she never quite owned her
straight young body, her voice and
her eyes, her mind and soul again.

And men knew that girls would
yield, knew that they wanted to,

wanted to be kind and soft and be-
loved—men only had to wait; they
had nothing to lose!

Writhing with the smoldering in-

sistent presence of it, Tam would lie

awake in the night, hour after hour.
She hated men, all men; hated the
inexorable law of life that decreed
that there should be no going back.
And the smarting, insufferable

crown of it all was to realize that

Mayne had escaped free into the
southern sunshine, was working
hard, eating hard, sleeping deep,
and that other girls were smiling at

Mayne, fluttering when he smiled
back.

SHE wrote him once. In the two
weeks after theyparted she heard

from him twice, but in neither letter

did he say one word of what she
was sick with hunger to hear. Tam
hated herself because her heart
would leap when she saw his

familiar handwriting and the Holly-
wood postmark, but she knew be-
fore she opened the letters exactly
the sort of thing he would say. He
did not surprise her with his men-
tion of health and weather, his safe

general endearments, his charge to

her to be a good kid, and not to for-

get that just as soon as an opening
showed up he was going to wire her
to come down to Culver City.

All this she expected. She had
known about this since that heavy
sultry Sunday in Sacramento when
he had had Berman's wire sum-
moning him back to the movie
studio, and had left the cast of "Five
Sons." Instantly the change that by
glimpses and moods had already
frightened her in his manner had
become confirmed; he had become
Maynard Mallory of Hollywood
again, confident, laughing, unreach-
able. Or at least she had not been
able to reach him.
"Time," he had said to her on that

last day, seeing her rueful and sad—"time does everything, my dear.

After a little while all these things
will fall into their right proportions,

and you'll find yourself thinking
kindly of me again."

And it had been on that note that
they had parted, the man serene and
affectionate and admonitory, in his

big soft coat, with his handsome
luggage piled in his compartment,
his friends shouting congratulatory
good-byes, (Continued on page 70)
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How modern broadcasting accom-

/
plashes the impossible and brings to you
a thrilling story that couldn't be told

By LOUIS UNDERWOOD

>

•*!. /1
^ALLING Jordan in London!

NBC calling Jordan in Lon-
!

don! Come in, Max. Come
in. Max!"

Silence. And then

—

"Jordan from London. Hello,
America. Hello, America! To-
night I just talked with—

"

And over at CBS— '

"We now take you to William L.

Shirer in Berlin! Come in, Shirer."

"Hello, America, this is Shirer

in Berlin
—

"

And Mutual—
"Stand by! Stand by! We are

now taking you to Patrick Mait-
land in Warsaw."
"Maitland speaking. Hello,

America. Tonight the Polish gov-
ernment said—

"

Over the land lines a thousand
miles, through countries torn by

war, over an ocean to a listener

in Idaho, Maine, Nebraska, New
York, through every state in the
Union, to the South American
countries by shortwave, to Can-
ada and to all the islands off the
coast of the North American con-
tinent come these voices from a

Europe at. war.

This is radio today.

Newer (Continued on page 60 )



FIRST 111 THE ERRS OF HIS
In the midst of screaming news bulletins comes the calm voice mil-

lions now wait to tune in—Raymond Gram Swing, a prophet with honor

OUT of the chaos created by
the news of impending war

—

the screaming headlines—the

terrifying radio news bulletins

—

came one voice so calm, so thor-

oughly sure, so sharply analytical

that it won one of the greatest lis-

tening audiences in the history of

radio. The voice was that of Mu-
tual's Raymond Gram Swing.
That Swing deserves the popu-

larity he has gained and held is be-
yond question. Where other com-
mentators and analysts stumbled
and groped, or went off the deep
end with wild statements and pre-

dictions, Raymond Gram Swing
stuck to a straight line of thinking

that hit to the root of each situation

as it came along. And every trend

he indicated in his talks came up
almost as if it had been plotted on

a chart beforehand.

The question now in the minds of

his millions of listeners is, "Where
has this man 'been? Why haven't

we heard him on the air before?"

The answer is an easy one. Ray-
mond Gram Swing has been on the

many times before the present

war crisis. But it took just such a

crisis to bring out the man. It took

the Munich Crisis to bring H. V.

Kaltenborn into the limelight. The
present war crisis was made to

order for the particular genius of

Raymond Gram Swing.

High in an office in the Mutual
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AND IT HAPPENED!
(Few commentators have ever

proved suck ability to forecast
coming events as has Swing. Here
are startling excerpts from seme
of his radio broadcasts which he
made last spring and summer and
which clearly foretold many of

the subsequent events that shocked
the world. The excerpts are re-

printed here by permission of W.
W. Norton, publishers of "How
War Came," a new book of Swing's
broadcasts. 1

March 14, 1939—One must con-
clude that the Soviet government Is

not going to war with Germany. . . .

March 16, 1939—My own guess
is that Poland's turn comes soon,
and it will suffer the same fate as
Czechoslovakia . . .

March 28. 1939—If Poland fights

Germany, let us say, Italy might
quite well announce its benevolent
neutrality.

June 16, 1939—I have been re-

liably informed that Hitler In the
past months has been holding a
series of conferences with army
officers . . . ending in the promise
that in six months he will be mas-
ter of Europe . . .

June 10, 1939—One very gloomy
suspicion that is felt In London,
Paris and Warsaw—Hitler and
some of his advisers are eager to
have a war with Poland. He may
think that even if It comes to war
he can beat Poland in short order,
and then turn to the British and
French and offer peace. He can
ask, why go on fighting? . . .

Broadcasting Building, he sits at a

desk in front of a small portable

typewriter. The desk is littered

with copy paper. On the floor,

stacked in neat piles, are news-
papers from all over the world.

Near the desk is a short wave set.

Swing has been here since 4:30

n the afternoon, preparing for his

nightly talk. He begins by reading
newspapers. Bulletins from press

radio are brought up all day long.

Around six-thirty, except in times

of crisis, he has read all that will

be necessary in the writing of his

talk. At 8:30, the talk is written,

some 2050 words, and then he care-

fully edits it, reading aloud as he
goes along, putting in an explana-
tory word here, another there.

This man Swing has nothing of

the professorial in his speech or in

his appearance. He's a tall, broad
shouldered man, with a loping walk.

His clothes hang baggily from his

lean frame. His shaggy brown hair

is graying a bit. Behind his horn-
rimmed spectacles his eyes are a

living blue. His face is long and
lean.

Before you have been with him
very long his quick sense of humor
comes to the fore, and almost in-

stantly you get the feeling of an
intelligence that is alive and search-
ing. He's not in the habit of "talking

down" to anyone. He says what's on
his mind, quickly and to the point.

I

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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By JACK SHER

"To me this war is the high point
in the pattern of my life," Swing
says. "This job represents the har-
vest of my years in Europe. In
twenty years as a newspaperman
abroad I've held every job there is

to hold, and I've been through every
major crisis in. Europe, storing up
as I went along this information
and this observation which I use
in my radio talks today."

"All I do on the radio," he went
on, "is couple what I've seen and
learned in Europe with what is hap-
pening right now. One other thing.

An analyst, or a good newspaper-
man for that matter, is of value not
only for what he has seen and
learned but for how he has judged
these things. A radio listener wants
this judgment and if it makes con-
tinuous sense then the analyst has
done the job. I've been making this

judgment for myself for twenty
years. Now it must stand on its

own feet before millions of lis-

teners."

JUST how well it has nobody needs
to be told. Every single analyst

and commentator, at one time or

another has said there would be no
war. Swing has never said that.

He has implied all along that the
conditions in Europe could lead to

nothing but war. He brought out
the fact that England and France
had never outlined their peace

DECEMBER, 1939
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terms, when every other analyst

failed to mention it. He foreshad-
owed the fall of Poland, outlined

Russian policy. In every single case

he was way ahead of all other

analysts, and always on the right

line.

In such a series of events no one
can predict exactly what will hap-
pen, but in trend Swing has always
been correct.

"To give an authentic picture of

what is happening," says Swing, "I

have always worked with a prin-
ciple I discovered a long time ago.

This principle is that the truth is

always complex. That is, in order
to reach an opinion I have to ap-
proach the question from the angle
of every one of the powers in-

volved."

But the value of Swing as an

Though he is neither especially young
nor especially handsome, Raymond
Gram Swing has won in a few short

weeks one of the largest listening audi-

ences in radio. Behind his horn-rimmed

glasses are eyes of living blue, with a

glint of humor in them. His wife (left)

swapped her name Gram for Swing on

condition that her husband take hers.

Swing's sponsored by White Owl Cigars.

analyst, which he failed to mention,
is the fact that he can take the

complexities of truth, as they come
out of Europe today, and put them
into the language of the ordinary
man on the street.

Until these last few months Ray-
mond Gram Swing has been a

prophet without honor in his own
country. In England, for the past

six years, he has been a radio per-

sonality of the first magnitude. In

1934 he began broadcasting over
BBC in England and late in 1937,

just before he left for America, he
had 20 percent of the total listening

population tuning him in. In

America he continued his broad-
casting, as the subject he had been
talking about all these years was
America.

(Continued on page 81)
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FIRST 111 THE ERRS OF HIS
In the midst of screaming news bulletins comes the calm voice mil-

lions now wait to tune in—Raymond Gram Swing, a prophet with honor

OUT of the chaos created by
the news of impending war

—

the screaming headlines—the

terrifying radio news bulletins

—

came one voice so calm, so thor-

oughly sure, so sharply analytical

that it won one of the greatest lis-

tening audiences in the history of

radio. The voice was that of Mu-
tual's Raymond Gram Swing.
That Swing deserves the popu-

larity he has gained and held is be-

yond question. Where other com-
mentators and analysts stumbled
and groped, or went off the deep
end with wild statements and pre-
dictions, Raymond Gram Swing
stuck to a straight line of thinking

that hit to the root of each situation

as it came along. And every trend
he indicated in his talks came up
almost as if it had been plotted on
a chart beforehand.

The question now in the minds of

his millions of listeners is, "Where
has this man'been? Why haven't
we heard him on the air before?"
The answer is an easy one. Ray-

mond Gram Swing has been on the
air many times before the present
war crisis. But it took just such a
crisis to bring out the man. It took
the Munich Crisis to bring H. V.
Kaltenborn into the limelight. The
present war crisis was made to
order for the particular genius of
Raymond Gram Swing.
High in an office in the Mutual
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AND IT HAPPENED!
IFew commentators have ever

proved such ability to forecast

com/119 events as has Swing. Hon
are startling excerpts from some
of hit radio broadcasts which he

made last spring and summer and
which clearly foretold many of

the subsequent events that shocked
the world. The excerpts are re-

printed here by permission of W.
W. Norton, publishers of "How
War Cam*," a new book of Swing's
broadcast.)
March 14, 1939—On* must con-

clude that the Soviet government Is

not going fo war with Germany. . . .

March It, 1939—My own gaess
it that Poland's tarn comas soon,
and it will suffor the soma fata as
Czechoslovakia . , .

March 28, 1939—If Poland tights

Germany, lot as say, Italy might
quite wall announce its benevolent
naatrality.

Jaaa 14, 1939—1 have baaa re-

liably Informed that Hitler la the
past months has bean holding a
series of conferences with army
officers . . . ending In the promise
that in six months he will ba mas-
ter of Europe . . ,

Jane 10, 1939—One very gloomy
suspicion that Is felt in London,
Paris and Warsaw—Hitler and
some of his advisors are eager to
hove a war with Poland. Ha may
think that even if It comes to war
ha can beat Poland in short order,
and then turn to the British and
French and offer peace. Ha can
ask, why go on fighting? . . .

Broadcasting Building, he sits at a

desk in front of a small portable

typewriter. The desk is littered

with copy paper. On the floor,

stacked in neat piles, are news-
papers from all over the world.

Near the desk is a short wave set;

Swing has been here since 4:30

n the afternoon, preparing for his

nightly talk. He begins by reading

newspapers. Bulletins from press

radio are brought up all day lc ng.

Around six-thirty, except in tines

of crisis, he has read all that will

be necessary in the writing oi his

talk. At 8:30, the talk is wriiten,

some 2050 words, and then he fare-

fully edits it, reading aloud as he

goes along, putting in an explana-

tory word here, another there.

This man Swing has nothing of

the professorial in his speech or in

his appearance. He's a tall, broad

shouldered man, with a loping walk.

His clothes hang baggily from his

lean frame. His shaggy brown hair

is graying a bit. Behind his horn-

rimmed spectacles his eyes are a

living blue. His face is long and

lean.

Before you have been with him

very long his quick sense of humor

comes to the fore, and almost in-

stantly you get the feeling of an

intelligence that is alive and search-

ing. He's not in the habit of "talking

down" to anyone. He says what's on

his mind, quickly and to the pom1 '
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By JACK SHER

"To me this war is the high point
in the pattern of my life," Swing
says. "This job represents the har-
vest of my years in Europe. In
twenty years as a newspaperman
abroad I've held every job there is
to hold, and I've been through every
major crisis in Europe, storing up
as I went along this information
and thus observation which I use
in my radio talks today."

"All I do on the radio," he went
on, "

IS couple what I've seen and
learned in Europe with what is hap-
pening right now. One other thing.
An analyst, or a good newspaper-
man for that matter, is of value not
only for what he hag geen gnd
learned but for how he has judged
these things. A radio listener wants
»>is judgment and if it makes con-
tinuous sense then the analyst has
aone the job. I've been making this
Judgment for myself for twenty
years. Now it must stand on its
°wn feet before millions of lis-
teners."

J
UST how well it has nobody needs
to be told. Every single analyst

^commentator, at one time or

war o
haS Said there would be no

Swing has never said that.

cnL f
S lmPlie<* all along that the

onditmns in Europe could lead to

the f

ng Ut War
- He bought out

hari
that Engiand and Francehad never outlined their peace
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terms, when every other analyst
failed to mention it. He foreshad-
owed the fall of Poland, outlined
Russian policy. In every single case
he was way ahead of all other
analysts, and always on the right
line.

In such a series of events no one
can predict exactly what will hap-
pen, but in trend Swing has always
been correct.

"To give an authentic picture of

what is happening," says Swing, "I

have always worked with a prin-

ciple I discovered a long time ago.

This principle is that the truth is

always complex. That is, in order

to reach an opinion I have to ap-
proach the question from the angle

of every one of the powers in-

volved."

But the value of Swing as an

Though he is neither especially young
nor especially handsome, Raymond
Gram Swing has won in a few short
weeks one of the largest listening audi-
ences in radio. Behind his horn-rimmed
glasses are eyes of living blue, with a
glint of humor in them. His wife (left)
swapped her name Gram for Swing on
condition that her husband take hers.
Swing's sponsored by White Owl Cigars.

analyst, which he failed to mention,
is the fact that he can take the
complexities of truth, as they come
out of Europe today, and put them
into the language of the ordinary
man on the street.

Until these last few months Ray-
mond Gram Swing has been a
prophet without honor in his own
country. In England, for the past
six years, he has been a radio per-
sonality of the first magnitude. In
1934 he began broadcasting over
BBC in England and late in 1937,
just before he left for America, he
had 20 percent of the total listening
population tuning him in. In
America he continued his broad-
casting, as the subject he had been
talking about all these years was
America.

(Continued on page 81)
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FULTON LEWIS JR.—Tumbling
out of bed at all hours of the night,
Fulton Lewis Jr. rushed to attend
White House conferences and then to
the MBS microphone to bring you
news and analytical talks on the re-
action to war in Washington. Lewis
had gained quite a reputation for
commentating before the crisis and
did a calm, competent job all during
the war crisis.

Lewis is 34 years old, was born in
the District of Columbia, raised in
Virginia. He's worked on a number
of Washington newspapers, written a
syndicated column called "The Wash-
ington Sideshow". In October 1937 he
went on the air for MBS, on a nightly
schedule. He's on the air every night
with news from Washington, and he
really cracks down.

PAUL ARCHINARD—Since Wil-
liam Bird, who worked as a news
commentator from Paris, was sent to

Danzig, practically all the work of
keeping America informed about the
situation in Paris has fallen on the
shoulders of Paul Archinard, NBC's
regular Paris representative.

In Paris, Archinard performs much
the same functions as Frederick Bate
does in London. It has been his duty
to arrange for broadcasts by foreign
diplomats and commentators as well
as to read and comment on the latest

happenings as they come to him by
wire, telephone or cable.
He is a newspaperman of long ex-

perience and has a splendid speaking
voice.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER—With
the European war creating almost
daily emergencies in International
policies, a competent and knowing re-
port of the news from Washington be-
comes increasingly important. This
responsible duty has been assigned to
Albert Warner by CBS. He left his
post as the Chief of the Washington
Bureau of the New York Herald
Tribune last April to join CBS.
His most remarkable news beat

was his telling of the Nazi-Soviet
agreement eight days before it was
officially announced.
Albert Warner was born in Brook-

lyn; graduated from Amherst; worked
for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle as a
reporter; then joined the New York
Times, covering the Albany Legisla-
ture for six years.

MAX JORDAN—To NBC's Euro-
pean Representative, Max Jordan, go
the honors for scooping Hitler's "16
Points" ultimatum to Poland.
Jordan was born in Italy in 1895

and grew up all over Europe. By the
time he was high school age he spoke
Italian, French, and German and was
familiar with most of the major cities

on the continent. For a time after
completing his education at the Uni-
versities of Frankfort; Jena and Ber-
lin, he harbored the idea of going in
for religious philosophy. But in 1920
he decided he wasn't cut out for a
professor and took a job with a news-
paper syndicate in Berlin. Two years
later, he joined the Hearst foreign
service. (Continued on page 62)

EDWARD R. MURROW—is the
Chief European Representative of the
CBS Special Events Department. On
his shoulders rest the responsibility
of integrating all the news broadcasts
that come to you from the key cities

of Europe. It is his job to see that
facilities are available for broadcasts,
that communications are kept open
between key stations and that his men
are in the right places at the right
time. In addition to this, he has to be
on the spot in London for his own
broadcasts.
In his 34 years he has traveled far

and wide from Queensboro, North
Carolina, where he was born. At the
three Universities he attended, he ma-
jored in subjects that now make him
particularly suitable to his job—Po-

(Continued on page 62)

HELMAR ROBERT BAUKHAGE—
When the situation in Europe became
acute, Baukhage left his post as NBC
news commentator in Washington,
flew to New York and took a Clipper
plane to Europe. It is his voice you
heard from Berlin.
Baukhage, who was born in 1889 in

La Salle, Illinois, has a long career as
a newspaperman behind him. He went
to Germany to study after graduation
from the University of Chicago. He
worked for the Associated Press in
Paris, later in Washington, where his
knowledge of foreign languages was
a big help. In 1932 he covered news
on the White House. After that came
the appointment as the NBC com-
mentator on affairs in Washington.

Presenting, in vivid sketches, radio's neWest stars, those heroes
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JOHN STEELE—Heading a small
but highly competent staff of MBS
foreign broadcasters, John Steele has
been on the air almost constantly
from London. Last summer, Steele
came to America for the first time in
five years, to tell American newsmen
the facts of radio censorship in Eu-
rope. Steele is a tall, impressive man,
weighing about two hundred and
forty pounds. Gruff, but pleasing in
manner, Steele predicted war at the
time of his visit. Then returned to
make preparations to bring news of
it to America. Steele is in his sixties,
one of the oldest men in foreign radio
service. He has probably the best con-
tacts with governmental officials in
all of Europe. Whenever .government
officials wish to hold an American

(Continued on page 62)

ELMER DAVIS—When the crisis

came to a head in Europe CBS was in

a spot. Their ace analyst, H. V. Kalt-
enborn, was in Europe. Frantically
they hunted about for someone to
take his place on the air. And they
got Elmer Davis. Davis pitched in,

making trans-Atlantic phone calls,

checking cable reports, listening to
shortwave broadcasts and studying
all other news, culling material for
his sharp analyses. In a short time
he was threatening to give Raymond
Gram Swing a run for his money.
Davis was born in Aurora, Indiana,

in 1890. He is married and has two
children, a son and daughter.

It was the winning of a Rhodes
(Continued on page 62)

JOHN GUNTHER—the famous war
correspondent who wrote the best
seller "Inside Europe," was hired by
NBC as a "roving correspondent"
while the Polish crisis was still only
a vague possibility in the minds of a
few diplomats. He made his first

broadcast from Paris, but when the
war broke out he was assigned to
London.
Gunther is considered one of the

finest authorities on affairs in Europe
and America. He began his journalis-
tic career in 1922 on the Chicago Daily
News. Since then he has been a cor-
respondent in practically every coun-
try on the European continent and
in the Near East. He has covered wars
and revolutions in Syria, Palestine,
Austria and Spain and has inter-
viewed most of the great personages.

MAJOR R. ERNEST DUPUY—The
other Army man you've heard on the
air recently with George Fielding Eliot
is Major R. Ernest Dupuy, who is at
present on duty at West Point as Pub-
lic Relations Officer.
Major Dupuy is a soldier, author

and a former newspaperman. During
the last World War he was the mili-
tary expert on the New York Herald
until the United States entered the
War. He has traveled extensively in
Europe and the Far and Near East.
In 1931, while on leave, he covered
the outbreak of the first Spanish Rev-
olution for the NANA. He is the co-
author of "If War Comes" with George
Fielding Eliot and has contributed nu-
merous articles to national magazines.
He has also written fiction for popular
magazines.

SIGRID SCHULTZ—On September
2nd, around 8:30 p.m., America was
quite startled to hear a woman's voice
describing the excitment of a Ger-
many at war. Miss Schultz' descrip-
tions were vivid and thrilling and
from that time on MBS kept her on
the air from Berlin as their sole com-
mentator. She has the distinction of
being the only woman broadcasting
from war torn Europe.

Sigrid Schultz, in her middle thir-
ties, is the daughter of a famous mid-
western painter. She has been in Ber-
lin since the Armistice, working as
chief of the Berlin Bureau of the
Chicago Tribune Press Service. She
is a student of international law and
an authority on arms and armament.

WILLIAM L. SHIRER—who does
most of the broadcasts from Berlin,
has been on the air more often than
any other CBS European reporter. His
analyses are clear and direct. He has
been a newspaperman and over a
long period of years he has become
thoroughly familiar with European
affairs and politics. And, he has a
sense of humor. You probably heard
his humorous comments on the state
of mind of the German people when
the music from a Berlin cafe kept
breaking in on one of his programs
from the German capital.

When he is at home, which is not
often, he lives in Geneva, Switzer-
land. He likes to call Switzerland

(Continued on page 62)

For highlights on eight other war correspondents, See pages 62-63

who in a world of destruction have become vitally important to your daily lives
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FULTON LEWIS JR-Tumbling

out of bed at all hours of the night

Fulton Lewis Jr. rushed to attend

White House conferences and then to

the MBS microphone to bring you

news and analytical talks on the re-

action to war in Washington. Lewis

had gained quite a reputation for

commentating before the crisis
;

and

did a calm, competent job all during

the war crisis. .

Lewis is 34 years old, was born in

the District of Columbia, raised in

Virginia. He's worked on a number

of Washington newspapers, written a

syndicated column called "The Wash-
ington Sideshow". In October 1937 he

went on the air for MBS, on a nightly

schedule. He's on the air every night

with news from Washington, and he

really cracks down.

PAUL ARCHINARD—Since Wil-

liam Bird, who worked as a news
commentator from Paris, was sent to

Danzig, practically all the work of

keeping America informed about the

situation in Paris has fallen on the

shoulders of Paul Archinard, NBC's
regular Paris representative.

In Paris, Archinard performs much
the same functions as Frederick Bate
does in London. It has been his duty
to arrange for broadcasts by foreign

diplomats and commentators as well
as to read and comment on the latest

happenings as they come to him by
wire, telephone or cable.
He is a newspaperman of long ex-

perience and has a splendid speaking
voice.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER—With
thfEuropearTwar creating almost

datlv emergencies in International

poUcies?T competent and knowing re-

port of the news from Washington be-

comes increasingly important. This

responsible duty has been assigned, to

Albert Warner by CBS. He left his

post as The Chief of the Washington

Bureau of the New. York Herald

Tribune last April to join CBb.

His most remarkable news beat

was his telling of the Nazi-Soviet

agreement eight days before it was

officially announced.
. ,

Albert Warner was born in Brook-

lyn- graduated from Amherst; worked

for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle as a

reporter; then joined the New York

Times, covering the Albany Legisla-

ture for six years.

MAX JORDAN—To NBC's Euro-
pean Representative, Max Jordan, go

the honors for scooping Hitler's "16

Points" ultimatum to Poland.
Jordan was born in Italy in 1895

and grew up all over Europe. By the

time he was high school age he spoke
Italian, French, and German and was
familiar with most of the major cities

on the continent. For a time after

completing his education at the Uni-
versities of Frankfort, Jena and Ber-
lin, he harbored the idea of going in

for religious philosophy. But in 1920

he decided he wasn't cut out for a
professor and took a job with a news-
paper syndicate in Berlin. Two years
later, he joined the Hearst foreign
service. (Continued on page 62)

EDWARD R. MURROW—is the

Chief European Representative of the

CBS Special Events Department. On

his shoulders rest the responsibility

of integrating all the news broadcasts

ihat come to you from the key cities

of Europe. It is his job to see that

facilities are available for broadcasts

that communications are kept open

between key stations and that nis men
are in the right places at the right

time. In addition to this, he has to be

on the spot in London for his own
broadcasts. , , , .

In his 34 years he has traveled far

and wide from Queensboro, North

Carolina, where he was born. At the

three Universities he attended, he ma-
jored in subjects that now make him

particularly suitable to his job—Fo-
(Continued on page 62)

HILMAR ROBERT BAUKHAGE -

When the situation in Europe becai ie

acute, Baukhage left his post as N> ^
news commentator in Washing! a,

flew to New York and took a Clipper

plane to Europe. It is his voice you
heard from Berlin.
Baukhage, who was born in 1888 in

La Salle, Illinois, has a long career as

a newspaperman behind him. He v, >nt

to Germany to study after graduation

from the University of Chicago. He
worked for the Associated Press in

Paris, later in Washington, where his

knowledge of foreign languages '<vas

a big help. In 1932 he covered news
on the White House. After that came
the appointment as the NBC com-
mentator on affairs in Washington.

JOHN STEELE—Heading a small
but highly competent staff of MBS
foreign broadcasters, John Steele has
been on the air almost constantly
from London. Last summer, Steele
came to America for the first time in
five years, to tell American newsmen
the facts of radio censorship in Eu-
rope. Steele is a tall, impressive man
weighing about two hundred and
forty pounds. Gruff, but pleasing in
manner, Steele predicted war at the
time of his visit. Then returned to
make preparations to bring news of
it to America. Steele is in his sixties,
one of the oldest men in foreign radio
service. He has probably the best con-
tacts with governmental officials in
all of Europe. Whenever ^government
officials wish to hold an American

(Continued on page 62)

ELMER DAVIS—When the crisis
came to a head in Europe CBS was in
a spot. Their ace analyst, H. V. Kalt-
enborn, was in Europe. Frantically
they hunted about for someone to
ta™ his place on the air. And they
got Elmer Davis. Davis pitched in,
making trans-Atlantic phone calls,

v?
elklng cable reports, listening to™°"wave broadcasts and studying

ail other news, culling material for
nis sharp analyses. In a short time
ne was threatening to give Raymond
warn Swing a run for his money.
•n ffi was D°m in Aurora, Indiana,

PhifJi

•
He is married and has two

cnuoxen, a son and daughter.n was the winning of a Rhodes
(Continued on page 62)

nJ?W GUNTHER-the famous warcorrespondent who wrote the^ bestseller "Inside Europe," was hired by
whn» t

a
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vmS. correspondent"

while the Polish crisis was still onlya vague possibility in the minds of afew diplomats. He made his first
broadcast from Paris, but when the

Lond
°Ut he W3S assiened t0

Gunther is considered one of the
nnest authorities on affairs in Europe
and America. He began his journalis-
tic career m 1922 on the Chicago Daily
News. Since then he has been a cor-
respondent in practically every coun-
try on the European continent and
in the Near East. He has covered wars
and revolutions in Syria, Palestine
Austria and Spain and has inter-
viewed most of the great personages.

MAJOR R. ERNEST DUPUY—The
other Army man you've heard on the
air recently with George Fielding Eliot
is Major R Ernest Dupuy, who is at
present on duty at West Point as Pub-
lic Relations Officer.
Major Dupuy is a soldier, author

ana a former newspaperman. During
the last World War he was the mili-
tary expert on the New York Herald
until the United States entered the
War. He has traveled extensively in
furope and the Far and Near East,
in 1931, while on leave, he covered
the outbreak of the first Spanish Rev-
olution for the NANA. He is the co-
author of "If War Comes" with George
Fielding Eliot and has contributed nu-
merous articles to national magazines
He has also written fiction for popular
magazines.

SIGRID SCHULTZ—On September
2nd, around 8:30 p.m., America was
quite startled to hear a woman's voice
describing the excitment of a Ger-
many at war. Miss Schultz' descrip-
tions were vivid and thrilling and
from that time on MBS kept her on
the air from Berlin as their sole com-
mentator. She has the distinction of
being the only woman broadcasting
from war torn Europe.

Sigrid Schultz, in her middle thir-
ties, is the daughter of a famous mid-
western painter. She has been in Ber-
lin since the Armistice, working as

chief of the Berlin Bureau of the
Chicago Tribune Press Service. She
is a student of international law and
an authority on arms and armament.

WILLIAM L. SHIRER—who does
most of the broadcasts from Berlin,
has been on the air more often than
any other CBS European reporter. His
analyses are clear and direct. He has
been a newspaperman and over a
long period of years he has become
thoroughly familiar with European
affairs and politics. And, he has a
sense of humor. You probably heard
his humorous comments on the state
of mind of the German people when
the music from a Berlin cafe kept
breaking in on one of his programs
from the German capital.

When he is at home, which is not
often, he lives in Geneva, Switzer-
land. He likes to call Switzerland

(Continued on page 62)

For highlights on eight other war correspondents. See pages 62-63

Presenting, in vivid sketches, radio's newest stars, those heroes' of the o' r *ho in aI world of destruction have become vitally important to your daily lii



But upstairs in her barren

room, she found strange com-

fort in writing, page after page.

THE TRUE STORY OF

WHO is Mary Marlin?
You who listen so anx-

iously each day on the air

know her as the central figure in

your favorite radio drama, whose
laughter and tears and courage
somehow bring a finer meaning into

each day.

But you see, I know another
"Mary Marlin".

She's equally as courageous and
just as proud. With her sensitive

heart she's faced the world and its

problems just as bravely, perhaps a

little more so. For you see, my
Mary Marlin really lives. Her name
is Jane Crusinberry, and she is the

woman who writes all the dramatic
events that happen to Mary. Who
gives Mary the words to express

hei self.

Perhaps as you read this dramatic,

real life story of a girl who had
spunk enough to stand against the

B LYNN BURR
whole world for what she thought
was right; who, in the course of a
few brief years, was forced to run
the gauntlet of almost every human
emotion, you will know the spark
which makes The Story of Mary
Marlin so vivid and real. You will

know that this program is basically

a story from life, written by a per-
son who has tasted all its bitterness

and all its sweetness. Perhaps too,

you will sense some of the things in

store for your Mary Marlin of the air.

This story of "The real Mary
Marlin" starts when she was fifteen,

and her family moved to the exclu-
sive Gold Coast of Chicago. For it

was then that Jane fully awoke to

the realization that her life was her
own, and that it was high time she
did, something about it. Although
she was young, she knew she had a

voice, and she was determined to do
something about that too. So off she
tramped one day down to Chicago's

loop, with her curls, her short skirts,

and a naive but determined faith in

herself. All alone, and without her
parents knowing anything about it,

she walked bravely into the expen-
sive offices of Mr. William Bard, one
of Chicago's finest voice instructors.

Boldly she approached the girl at

the reception desk.

"Good morning," she said, "my
name is Jane Crusinberry and I

want to sing for Mr. Bard."

That was the way she did things.

She wanted to sing for Mr. Bard,

and the fact that perhaps he might
be busy, that he might not even be
interested, these things never even
entered her little head. She was go-

ing to become a great singer, and
knowing her first step was to study,

she picked out the best, and

An overwhelming loneliness was the inspiration for this beloved serial.
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with such determination, she got

what she wanted. Mr. Bard not only

listened to her sing, but when she

had finished, offered to give her les-

sons without cost.

With her fine voice she progressed
rapidly, and her teacher, wishing to

give her every opportunity, invited

his friend Carrie Jacobs Bond to

hear her sing.

Little Jane sang her best that day.

She knew of Carrie Jacobs Bond,
not only of her influence in the sing-

ing world, but also of her life and
character. She knew all the years of

sadness, trials, and defeats which
Carrie Jacobs Bond had faced in the

early years of her life, and ever an
admirer of courage in others, Jane's

childish heart yearned for her ap-
proval and friendship.

PERHAPS the elderly Mrs. Bond
sensed this liking, realized this

wide eyed little girl with the beau-
tiful voice idolized her from the first

moment she met her. For few people
ever received the interest which
Mrs. Bond showered on little fif-

teen-year-old Jane Crusinberry.
Within the short course of one

year, Jane became the most prom-
ising singer in the conservatory. At
sixteen Jane was tasting the sweet-
ness of success, the glamour of

fame, and the promise of even
greater heights to be attained. She
must go to Europe and study. She
was to sail in the spring.

But the spring came to Jane's
heart in the middle of winter. It

came in the presence of a tall Gala-
had, with a reporter's pencil in one
hand, and a wedding ring in the
other. It was Cupid, and Jane real-

teed the timeworn lesson: that be-
fore she was a singer, she was a wo-
man, a woman in love.

She knew, too, what marriage
would mean; the end of everything,
career, Europe, fame, but most of

all, the friendship of the one woman
closest to her heart, Carrie Jacobs
Bond. Mrs. Bond, sad to see her tal-

ented little friend throwing away
her future, pleaded with her.

"Jane," she said, "you must give
up this idea of marriage. You are

too young. The whole world is at

your feet, yours for the taking. You
can't throw it over now."
Her eyes filled with tears as she

placed her hand on Mrs. Bond's arm.
"Can't you understand?" she

pleaded.

"I understand," Mrs. Bond said,

"that you must choose between him
and me, between this young man
who offers you little, and all your
friends who have done so much for

you, and who will do even more."
Jane only looked fixedly out the

window through misty eyes, and in

her silence she gave her answer.
Carrie Jacobs Bond, proud, disap-

pointed, rose from her chair and
walked slowly to the door. Jane had
made her choice.

But those first years were happy
ones. It was a new life for them
both, filled with laughter and love
and good times. Even those early

misunderstandings were forgotten
when the baby came. A warm, rosy
faced little girl that would some-
how make everything worth its

price.

But in time, the newness of this,

too, wore off. They both came to the
realization they had settled down to

the humdrum business of living. For
Jane it meant sending her daughter
off to school, housework, worrying
about what to have for dinner, an
occasional bridge party, each day so

much like the one before. To him it

meant the office, hard work all day,
and home each evening, remember-
ing all the good times he used to

have with the "gang," to worry
about bills, and to realize that all

this was at the price of his freedom.
This indeed was the real test of

love, and when these two young
people met it, their love failed the
test. Theirs had lost its glamour
when it lost its newness, and when
they realized this, it meant unhap-
piness for them both. It meant
suspicions, separations, another ef-

fort to make a go of it, another fail-

ure.

Jane Crusinberry, the author of
"The Story of Mary Marlin."

So one day Jane found herself

standing on the courthouse steps, a
divorce in one hand, her little

daughter held firmly in the other,

and a strange emptiness in her
heart. She looked back over the
years to gayer times, to applause,

bright lights and success. She
knew what she must do. She must
take up where she had left off, be-
gin again, seven years later. Only
this time, she must do it without the

guidance of Carrie Jacobs Bond.
She needed money, but her father

smiled away her fears. Certainly he
could send her to Europe! And first

class too. Why stocks were sky high,

every one was making money. And
a few weeks later, little realizing

the economic precipice on which the
world and her father were trem-
bling, Jane sailed for France, alone,

in a strange country, to begin anew.
The years that followed were

filled with hard work, disappoint-
ments, and loneliness.

One rainy afternoon in Milan,
after a grueling day at the conserva-
tory Jane trudged wearily toward
the barren little skylight room which
was home. The rain was coming
down in torrents, the gutters were
gurgling little rivulets, and the day,
dark and dismal, was akin to Jane's
soul. If there were only some one
to talk to, to whom she could un-
burden the emptiness in her heart,

some one to understand what she
wanted in life, and had never found.
A driving urge to express herself

pounded within her, an overwhelm-
ing urge to . . .

Suddenly she stopped. There in a
gayly lighted window, full of books
and stationery, was the answer! A
battered old typewriter! She would
write it all down! Impatiently she
hurried through the door.

A FEW minutes later, clutching
her heavy package under one

arm Jane hurried out the door, almost
ran through the rain-drenched
streets to her room. And a few min-
utes later, seated by the window,
the rain beating a ceaseless tattoo
on the skylight, she began to write.

Outside, lights flicked on. and
music-loving Italians scurried
through the rain and darkness to

the theater, or their favorite opera.
But upstairs in a barren room, a

battered old typewriter clicked
tunefully on. On through the night,

through the eerie gray of dawn, the
burdened soul of Jane Crusinberry
found solace in the rattle of an an-
cient machine, found a strange com-
fort in writing, writing, page after

page. (Continued on page 68)

Only the dramatic life of its author can explain why Mary Marlin is so real
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NDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

John J. Anthony listens to a girl's story on the Good Will Hour.

Tune-ir, Bulletin for October 29, November 5, 12 and 19!

October 29: Following its new policy of presenting only American singers, the Ford
Hour, on CBS at 9:00 tonight, has Helen Traubel, soprano, as guest star. . . . The
Lutheran Hour starts on Mutual at 1:30 this afternoon, with a rebroadcast reaching

the West Coast at 1:30:

November 5: Violinist Jascha Heifetz (foreign-born but an American citizen now)
is guest star on the Foid Hour tonight. . . . Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, pianist, is guest

star with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, CBS at 3:00. . . . Henry King's

orchestra opens at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis, tonight—you'll hear its music on NBC.
November 12: The New York Philharmonic has a novelty for you at 3:00—Sigurd Rascher,

famous saxophonist, as a guest star. . . . John Charles Thomas sings on the Ford
program, CBS at 9:00, with Eugene Ormandy conducting the orchestra.

November 19: Lawrence Tibbett is tonight's guest star on the Ford program.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: The Original

Good Will Hour, with John J. Anthony
presiding, on the Mutual network at 10:00,

Eastern Standard Time, sponsored by Iron-

ized Yeast.

If you live near New York, and if you

have a domestic problem, perhaps you

could go on the Good Will Hour. But

don't think of going on this particular pro-

gram as fun. John J. Anthony wants you
only if you are sincere and only if he thinks

he can help you.

Thousands of people who are unhappy
in their personal lives have found sympathy
and helpful advice on this program. Many
thousands more have found the same help,

simply by listening in and hearing Anthony
advise someone else on a problem that is

approximately the same as their own.
People can get Anthony's help on the

air simply by writing to him and explaining

the situation that makes them unhappy

—

telling him of a faithless husband or a
wayward daughter. If he thinks the prob-
lem contained in a letter is sufficiently uni-

versal to interest listeners, he will invite

the writer to be at station WMCA in New
York, where the broadcast originates, at

about 9:30. No other studio audience is

permitted—just the people who are goinq
to be on the program.

Guests are always seated while Anthony

interviews them, in order to add to the

atmosphere of informality and help put

people at their ease. Anthony has his

guest's letter in front of him, and if the

guest wanders from the point of his story,

he gets him back on the track by referring

to the letter.

If your idea of Good Will Court clients

is that they are all poor and badly dressed,

you are all wrong. Most of them are neat

and self-respecting, even though many of

their problems are at least indirectly con-

nected with money.
Because there is always the chance that'

several guests will get stage fright and
not show up at the broadcast, Anthony in-

variably invites more people than he can
use on the program. The left-overs are in-

terviewed and advised after the broad-
cast, and it is usually two in the morning

before Anthony can leave the WMCA
studios, where he not only broadcasts but

maintains an office.

Anthony is proudest of the fact that

his Good Will Hour has led to legislation

affecting marital relations in many states,

as well as to the introduction of courses in

marital understanding in many universities.

It's his contention that not enough atten-

tion is paid by most people to the subject

of marriage, either before or after the

wedding.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

ROGER PRYOR—permanent master of ceremonies on the
Gulf-Screen Guild program. CBS at 7:30 tonight. Be-

cause he's the son of bandleader Arthur Pryor, Roger had
to study music as a boy, when he only wanted to be an
actor. As a result, he's now both actor and musician.

He's six feet tall, goes around a golf course in the low
80s, and is married to blonde screen star Ann Sothern.

INSIDE RADIO-The New Radio Mirror Almanac
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NBC-Red: Musical Varieties

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver

NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS. Manhattan Mother
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Red: Woman in White

NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out of

Life
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Time for Thought

CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: The Goldbergs
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge
CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Society Girl
XBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Againt the Storm
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood

NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: Hedda Hopper (Nov. 6)

CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: Blondie
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: One of the Finest
NBC-Red: Larry Clinton

CBS: Tune-up Time
NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
NBC-Red: Tommy Riggs

CBS: Howard and Shelton
NBC-Blue: True or False
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone

CBS: LUX THEATER
NBC-Red: Doctor I.Q.

NBC-Red: Alec Templeton Time
CBS: Guy Lombardo
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: The Contented Hour

MONDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

This is how Tommy Riggs looks when he's talking like Betty Lou.

Tune-In Bulletin for October 30, November 6, 13 and 20!

October 30: Jack McLean and his orchestra open at the Chase Hotel in St. Louis,

broadcasting late at night over NBC.
November 6: Here's a new program for you, starting tonight—Hedda Hopper's

Hollywood, on CBS from 6:15 to 6:30, broadcast from now on every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. It's movie-land gossip, of course, with now and then a guest

star for Hedda to interview.

November 13: If you haven't already started, better listen at 5:00 this afternoon to

"Woman in Love," the first of the serials by Kathleen Norris on CBS. It's a broadcast
version of the same story Radio Mirror is running serially, and stars Arline Blackburn.

November 20: For mystery lovers, the perfect listening at 7:15 tonight is the serial,

I Love a Mystery, on NBC-Red. It's written by Carlton Morse, author of One Man's
Family, who's quite an amateur detective himself.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: The Ouaker
Variety Show, with Tommy Riggs and Betty

Lou, Freddie Rich's orchestra, David Ross,

a guest star, and assorted stooges—on

NBC-Red from 8:00 to 8:30 E.S.T.

Science has no explanation of the

strange talent that enables Tommy Riggs
to create the voice of the little girl whom
he calls Betty Lou. If it were just a voice,

the problem would be one for the throat

specialists to solve. But in addition to

Tommy's two voices, he almost has a split

personality—which is something for the

psychologists to get their teeth into. As
Betty Lou has gone on broadcasting, week
after week, Tommy has found her endow-
ing herself with definite traits and charac-
teristics. As he produces the voice, he finds

himself fitting an entire life to it, and now
he knows exactly what Betty Lou would do
or say in any given situation, just as if she

were a flesh-and-blood girl.

Besides Tommy, voice and sound en-
gineers are interested in the unusual tonal
personality that lives under the name of

Betty Lou. The photographic department
of the National Broadcasting Company
has just made a series of elaborate tests

on some special (and very complicated)
photo-voice recording machines. These
tests have produced charts which show the
Riggs voice in its natural state, plus the

Betty Lou voice, plus the two voices to-

gether. Voice specialists are studying the

charts now, but they haven't said just what
they expect to find. . . .

Along with Tommy and Betty Lou, every

Monday night you hear an assortment of

radio's most versatile and accomplished
comedy stooges. Their names aren't an-

nounced on the air, but just the same
they're the backbone of many a comedy
program, and the ua l< er Party is a field-

day for them—such people as Minerva
Pious, Teddy Bergman, Charles Kamerer,
and Agnes Moorehead.

The Ouo^er Party has no permanent girl

singer. Each week a different one is pre-

sented, chosen from different cities around
the country and brought to New York by
airplane to be featured on the program.

There are two ua '(er Party programs
given every Monday—one for the mem-
bers of the cast, and one for you. At noon
of Monday the whole program, as written

and rehearsed, is given, just as if it were
being broadcast. Instead, it's recorded,

and then the record is played back so the

cast can hear it. After the play-back, the

program is completely revised—comedy
spots rewritten or even cut out entirely,

introductions changed, musical numbers
revised—and then more rehearsals are

held until the broadcast at 8:00.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

FRAN CARDEN—the third actress to play Sue Evans
Miller in the CBS serial, Big Sister. Fran's predecessors
were Haila Stoddard, who left the cast to marry, and
Dorothy McGuire, who won Broadway fame in "Our
Town"—so Fran hopes the part will be lucky for her too.

She's just out of college, which she attended for only a
year. She wears her black hair in a shoulder-length bob.

Complete Programs from October 25 to November 23
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CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB

CBS: School ot the Air

NBC-Red: Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Our Spiritual Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Fed. Women's Clubs

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of all Churches

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:45 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
3:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

4:00 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

4:30 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

4:45 CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
4:45 NBC-Red: Midstream

5:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone

5:15 CBS: Billy and Betty
5:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm

5:30 CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
5:30 NBC-Blue. Affairs of Anthony
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baincs
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:00 CBS: News
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 CBS: Jimmlc Fidler
7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keon
7:15 NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery

7:30 <I!S HELEN MENKEN
8:00 CBS: EDWARD G. ROBINSON
8:00 MBS La Rosa Concert
8:00 NBC-Red: Johnny Presents

8:30 < US Walter O'Koolo
8:30 NBC-Blue: INFORMATION PLEASE
8:30 NBC-Red: Horace Heldt

9:00 CBS Wc, The People
9:00 NIK Bin. Artie Shaw, Bob Bcnchloy
9:00 NBC-Red: Battle ol the Sc»cs

9:30 CBS: Bob Crosby
9:30 \ I'.i -Red Fibber McGoe and Molly

10:00 l US: Hal Kemp
10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
10:00 NB< -Red; Bob Hope
10:30 NBC-Bluei If Had the Chance
10:30 NIK -Red: Uncle Walter's Doqhouso

TUESDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Before a broadcast: Fidler and Charles Vanda, CBS program head.

Tune-In Bulletin for October 31, November 7, 14 and 21!

October 31: The day's new program is La Rosa Concerts, featuring stars of the
Metropolitan Opera Company, on Mutual at 8:00. . . . Phil Levant and his orchestra

open at the Hotel Schroeder in Milwaukee, and midwestern listeners can hear his

music on CBS.
November 7: Horace Heidt's Pot o' Gold program, on NBC-Red tonight at 8:30, is

going great guns in popularity. Better listen in and have yourself a good time.

And maybe you'll win the program's $1000 prize.

November 14: That amiable comedian, Walter O'Keefe, stars on his own program
tonight on CBS at 8:30, with Mary Martin singing.

November 21: There's a whole hour of good drama on CBS tonight, starting at 7:30
with Helen Menken in Second Husband, and continuing from 8:00 to 8:30 with Edward
G. Robinson's Big Town.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Jimmie Fidler,

sponsored by Drene, over CBS from 7:15 to

7:30, Eastern Standard Time.

It's 7:10 P.M. on a Tuesday night. Jimmie
Fidler is to go on the air in five minutes.

The telephone in the CBS control booth
rings. Fidler's rewrite man, stationed there

for every broadcast, grabs the receiver.

"Wait a minute," he shouts to the re-

porter on the other end of the line. And
then to Fidler: "Hey, Jim, here's a hot

story—Lombard and Gable just left for

Arizona."

"Gimmie a hundred words on it. I'll kill

a couple of squibs," Fidler says. At 7:15

announcer Carlton KaDell starts the pro-

gram rolling, while the re-write man and
Fidler are still revising the copy. A minute
and a half later, Fidler comes on the air.

It's the same idea as replating the first

page for an "extra" in a newspaper shop.

Fidler operates his staff of approximately
twenty legmen, rewrite men and editors as

if he were a newspaper managing editor.

Every day his "beat" men cover certain

studios and pick up the Hollywood news
items about pictures and stars which he
broadcasts to millions of CBS listeners

each week. It's rumored that, in addition
to his regular staff, Fidler has spies inside

each studio who give him hot yarns just

as they're starting. The number of ex-

clusive stories he spins over the air may
possibly be taken to support this rumor.

However, we don't pretend to know. He
also maintains correspondents in Chicago
and New York, to keep the eye on stars

who have "travelitis."

Fidler writes all his own radio scripts,

because he has found he reads his own
copy much more smoothly than that writ-

ten by anyone else. The day before the

broadcast he usually dashes off his edi-

torials and reviews, and Tuesday mornings
he writes the news portions. Then comes
the check and double-check. Every single

item on the program is scrutinized care-
fully. Of course, it's comparatively easy
to check the accuracy of the news col-

lected by Fidler's own men, but the trouble
starts when researchers try to track down
tips telephoned in from unidentified

sources. Unless these "orphan" items can
be substantiated, Fidler throws them out

—

no matter how "hot" they sound or how
anxious he may be to broadcast the stories

they tell.

Jimmie Fidler is deadly serious about
his weekly program. He realizes that he
takes on a big responsibility when he re-

views pictures that cost a fortune or re-

ports incidents in the private lives of

people who are idols to their legion of

fans. On the other hand, he knows that

his listeners expect him to be honest when
he reviews a picture, and to tell the truth

about the stars. He's bound to get into

trouble some times. Who doesn't?
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

ONA MUNSON—who plays Lorelei Kilbourne, the society
editor, in Edward G. Robinson's Big Town series on CBS
tonight at 8:00. Ona is a former musical comedy star
who went from singing on the stage to dramatic roles
in pictures. You'll soon see her playing the coveted role
of Belle Watling in "Gone With the Wind." She's a Port-
land, Oregon, girl who came to New York when she was
14, and became one of Gus Edwards' child entertainers.
She used to be married to Eddie Buzzell, but they were
divorced in 1931. Doesn't smoke, loves to chew gum, and
prefers tailored suits to any other kind of clothes.
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At Her Piano—Mrs. Pierpont Morgan Hamilton

is greatly admired in New York social

and musical circles for her charm and talent.

QUESTION TO
MRS. HAMILTON!
With so many demands
on your time, Mrs.
Hamilton, how can you
keep your skin looking
so beautifully cared for?

ANSWER:
"My skin care is amaz-
ingly quick and simple.
But I do use two creams.
Pond's Cold Cream for

cleansing and softening
my skin—Pond's Van-
ishing Cream to smooth
roughnesses."

QUESTION TO
MRS. HAMILTON:
You're known as quite a
tennis fan, Mrs. Hamilton.
Doesn't all that exposure
to sun and wind roughen
your skin?

ANSWER:
"It might if I weren't
careful to protect my skin
with Pond's Vanishing
Cream. Just one applica-
tion of that smooths little

roughnesses right away!"

QUESTION TO
MRS. HAMILTON:
How do you keep your
make-up so nattering
throughout a long evening?

ANSWER:
"By preparing my skin for

make-up with 2 Creams.
When I first cleanse
my skin with Pond's
Cold Cream and then
smooth it with Pond's
Vanishing Cream, make-
up goes on evenly and is

really there to stay!"

Begins Art Career— Katherryn Hernan first

started working as a fashion artist and designer

in home-town Dallas, Texas, department store.

QUESTION TO MISS HERNAN:

Katherryn, is there any
close tie-up between
fashion and complexion?

ANSWER:

"Oh, very close! I soon
realized that a good skin
peps up even an inexpen-
sive outfit. That's why
I'm so careful always to

use both Pond's Creams."

QUESTION TO MISS HERNAN:

You mean Pond's Cold
Cream and Pond's
Vanishing Cream? Does
each do a separate job
for your skin?

ANSWER:
"That's just the point.
It seems to me that
cleanliness is the first

requirement for a good
skin—and I've found that
Pond's Cold Cream is a
grand cleanser. What's
more, I love the way
it softens my skin!"

QUESTION TO MISS HERNAN:

Now then, what does
Vanishing Cream do for

your skin?

ANSWER:
"Well—when I'm out-
doors a lot, it protects
my skin from exposure.
And I always use
Pond's Vanishing Cream
before make-up. It's a

marvelous powder base."

Copyi igbt, 1939,
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CBS: Manhattan Mother
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9:15 CBS: School of the Air
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9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

10:00 CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
10:00 NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
10:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married

10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
10:15 NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30 CBS: Hilltop House
10:30 NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
10:30 NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45 CBS: Stepmother
10:45 NBC-Red: Woman in White

11:00 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
11:00 NBC-Red: David Harum
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CBS: Our Gal Sunday
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NBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Roy Shield Revue
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

WEDNESDAYS HIGHLIGHTS
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NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Midstream

CBS: By Kathleen Norrit
NBC-Red: Girl ATone
CBS: Billy and Betty
Mil -Red: Against the Storm
CKS: It Happened in Hollywood
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Edwin C. Hill

Hedda Hopper
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8:00
8:00 NBI -Red: Herbert Marshall

8:30 < BS PAUL WHITEWAN
8:30 NBC-Blue: Quick Silver Quiz
8:30Mi' -Red: Avalon Time
9:00' lis TEXACO STAR THEATER
9:00 Mi' Red FRED ALLEN

10:00 ' lis Dr. Christian (Nov. 1)

10:00 MBS Raymond Gram Swing
10:00' Mil Red: KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE

( liS: BURNS AND ALLEN
MiiS: The Lono Ranger
I B Al Pearce

Whiteman in th control room ith Phil Cohan and an agency director.

Tune-In Bulletin for October 25, November 1, 3, 15 and 22!

October 25: A pair of band openings: Emil Coleman opens at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York, broadcasting on NBC, and Bob Chester starts at the Nicollet

Hotel in Minneapolis, to be heard on CBS. They say that Chester's the coming star,

so better give him an audition in your living room.
November I: Jean Hersholt as Dr. Christian returns to the air tonight—on CBS at

10:00. ... On NBC-Blue, also at 10:00, fight fans can hear Bill Stern describe a
prizefight from Madison Square Garden.

November 8: Al Pearce and his gang are on the air again—tonight at 8:00 on CBS.
November 15: Bernie Cummins and his band open at the Netherland Plaza Hotel in

Cincinnati, playing over NBC.
November 22: Those half-hour plays in the second portion of the Texaco Star Theater

are getting better and better—and they nicely balance the music and fun of the

first part. So why not tune in CBS at 9:00 tonight and get the whole show?

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Paul White-
man's orchestra, sponsored by Chesterfield

Cigarettes, on CBS from 8:30 to 9:00,

Eastern Standard Time, with a rebroad-

cast that reaches the West Coast at 8:30

Pacific Time.
Tops for over fifteen years, Paul White-

man is still the Big Man of Jazz, and for

a very good reason. He works harder
than almost anyone in the business to

make his music perfect. It's one of Paul's

rules that each of his musicians must be
a star in his own field. And he pays star

salaries. When one of his instrumentalists

leaves, Paul auditions men for days. Some-
times he listens to two or three hundred
to find exactly the kind of player he wants.

Arrangers are picked just as carefully,

and Paul is willing to pay more than $1000
a week for special arrangements alone,

His staff includes such well-known musician?

as Fred Van Epps, Irving Szathmary, Mor-
ton Gould and Wilbur Beittel—each man

. a specialist in a different kind of jazz.

For each half-hour of music on the air,

Paul rehearses his men for from ten to

twelve hours. Programs are planned by
him and producer Phil Cohan two weeks
ahead of time, then continually revised

as more musical ideas pour from the

Whiteman brain.

Every Wednesday night between broad-
cast and re-broadcast time at I 1 :30, Paul,

Cohan, and Mrs. Whiteman (ex-movie star

Margaret Livingstone) put their heads to-

gether over a restaurant table to map out
the broadcast two weeks away. Numbers
are set, types of arrangements discussed,

and suggestions prepared for vocalists

Joan Edwards, Clark Dennis and the

Modernaires.
Phil Cohan writes the script on Tuesday,

the day before a broadcast. At dinner that

night, he and Paul rewrite it. Then Phil

goes home for last-minute revisions, and
at about eleven o'clock telephones Paul

to read him the final draft. Late-at-night

telephone calls between Paul and Cohan
are a habit. Paul will get Phil out of bed
at four in the morning, without a pang of

conscience, if he wants to talk.

A Whiteman rehearsal is a colorful af-

fair to attend, for Paul's slang is creative

and racy. When someone plays a wrong
note, Paul puts his hand to his ear and
says, "I hear a stranger in the deck." If

he thinks the violins aren't getting enough
feeling into the music he tells them to

"quit sawing off the round steak and givg

me some ear atmosphere.''

Paul has given nicknames to all the boys

in the band
—

"Bags" for assistant con-

ductor Roy Bargy, "Risotto" for saxophon-

ist Al Gallodoro, "Snow White" for guitar-

ist Artie Ryerson. Paul himself is "Pops"

to all the musicians, because of the fabu-

lous amount of soda-pop he consumes at

every rehearsal.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE—who plays Elizabeth Perry in the
NBC-Red Serial, Johns Other Wife, on the air at 10:15
this morning. As her name indicates, she's as Irish as
the Blarney Stone, but she's never been in Ireland in her
life. Born in Los Angeles, she was educated there and in

New York, and got her stage start on Broadway. She's
married, and has been in the movies—her most famous
part being that of Nana in "The Life of Emile Zola."
Right now she has gust recovered from serious burns
which almost proved fatal. They were inflicted when a
carelessly tossed match in a restaurant set fire to her dress.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIBBOB
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This is the Nail Polish

that swept the country in 6 months

'FINGER-NAIL*' CAP

You simply must try it!

Join the millions of women— yes, millions?—who are

switching to a longer lasting, high-gioss nail polish—Dura-
Gloss! Yes Dura-Gloss is taking the country by storm,

because it's an entirely new nail polish. You get richer

color, a polish with more "body," that wears longer, resists

chipping longer, keeps its brilliance longer! You owe it to

the beauty of your hands to try Dura-GIoss-today!

LORR LABORATORIES, PATERSON, N. J.

DURA-GLOSS
mMe

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR by the patented

"Finger-nail" bottle caps, which show you — —^
20 style-approved shades exactly as they will I p
look on your own nails. At cosmetic counters. _1_ \3
Shoun above: HUNTER RED. Fashion's new shade foj Fall
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NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC- Red- The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CHS
NBC

Smilin' Ed McConnell
Red: Midstream

(IIS: By Kathleen Norris
\ IK Red Girl Alone

5:15(1'.- Billy and Betty
5:15

5:30
5:30
5:30

5:45
5:45
5:45

6:00

6:05

6:45

7:00
7:00
7:00

7:15
7:15

7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00

8:30
8:30
8:30

9:00

9:00

9:30

10:00
0:00

\ IK Red Against the Storm

CBS: It Happonod in Hollywood
NBC-Blue Affairs of Anthony

: I d Jack Armstrong
( Its Scattergood Baincft
NBC-Bli
\i!( Red
i it

( lis

N B<

CBS
NIK
NIK

NIK -HlnMK .Rei

( lis Vox Pop
MK -lllii. Ono of the Finest

Tom Mix
Little Orphan Annie

Newt
Edwin C. Hill

Blue Lowoll Thomas
Amos 'n' Andy
Blue: Easy Aces
-Kill. Fred Warlng't Gang

Mr. Keen
I Love a Mystory

| l:

NBC
Ask It Batkot
Kid Ono Man's Family

7:30 9:30 10:30
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( Its Strange at It Soomi
MK -Blue Joe Pennor
MK .Red Thoie Wo Love

( lis MAJOR BOWES
'. IK Red GOOD NEWS
MK B AMERICA'S TOWN

MEETINC
MB Raymond Gram Swing

Bl Red KRAFT MUSIC HALL
i Its Americans at Work

Good News' stars—Roland Young, Fannie Brice and Walter Huston.

Tune-In Bulletin for October 26, November 2, 9, 16 and 23!

October 26: The United States Forest Ranger is the subject of tonight's Americans

at Work broadcast, on CBS at 10:30. His life will be dramatized, and a real forest

ranger will be at the microphone to talk.

November 2: Gene Krupa and his hot band open at the College Inn of the Hotel

Sherman in Chicago tonight. You'll hear their music over CBS. . . . All too timely is

tonight's Americans at Work program, CBS at 10:30. It deals with the war
correspondent's profession.

November 9: That exciting debate program, America's Town Meeting of the Air, is back

on NBC-Blue at 9:30 these Thursday nights. Listen in, and you'll want to argue too.

November 16: Glenn Miller's band opens tonight at the Meadowbrook Inn, to broadcast'

over NBC every night except Sunday.
November 23: This is Thanksgiving Day or it isn't Thanksgiving Day, depending on

which state you live in. It will be a holiday in most states, however, and on the

networks. CBS, NBC, and MBS will all carry special Thanksgiving programs, and
probably a speech by President Roosevelt.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Good News of

1940, on NBC-Red tonight from 9:00 to

10:00, Eastern Standard Time, sponsored

by Maxwell House Coffee.

Nobody worries much about clothes in

Hollywood, and little groups of visitors

touring NBC's Hollywood Radio City, and
getting a peek into the studio where Good
News is rehearsing, probably go home with

impressions something like this:

Walter Huston, meticulously dressed in

blue, looks like a bank president. Connie
Boswell, light and airy in a creamy gown,
has just arrived from a lawn party.

Meredith Willson, minus his coat, with

loosened tie and shirt-collar, looks like a
harassed broker trying to keep up with

his ticker-tape, instead of a distinguished

musician and orchestra conductor. Fannie
Brice's red, white and blue sports outfit

would be in place in a swank beach club.

And Roland Young, in tweeds, with a gay
scarf, could easily be a country squire.

Because Hollywood is all showmanship,
Good News is presented as a regular
theatrical production, on a stage with a
curtain, and with special lighting effects.

These lighting effects have to be rehearsed
too. For instance, when Walter Huston
and his guest star go through their act
together, all the lights are dimmed except
a bright spot where they're standing. Bit

players step out of the gloom, speak their

parts into the mike, then disappear.

By five-thirty of a Thursday afternoon, a

transformation has taken place in the

studio. Everybody is back on the stage

of Studio D dressed for the broadcast. The
banker has left his office—and now, in

white tie and tails, he looks as if he could

easily fit into the foyer of the opera. The
little lady of the lawn party is now in a

stunning evening gown. The broker has

lost his harassed expression. The country

gentleman is still at ease, even in a

boiled shirt.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer motion pic-

ture studio is no longer connected with the

Good News program, although there ace

rumors it may be back in there pitching

before so very many more weeks roll past.

Even without it, Good News is one of the

biggest programs to come out of Holly-

wood. Getting it on the air takes a full

week's work on the part of scores of

people, it requires so much planning.

Donald Cope, the agency producer, and
writers Sam Moore and Phil Rapp work
together to select scripts and write and
cast dramatic spots. Meredith Willson and
three arrangers take care of selecting and
producing the musical score. Fannie Brice

and her own writer do the Baby Snooks
episodes.

(£1

SAY HELLO TO . . .

DAVID GOTHARD—new character in The O'Neills, on
NBC-Red at 12:15 and NBC-Blue at 5:15 this afternoon.
David plays Bruce Kingsley, who was known simply as
The Stranger when he first entered the story of The
O'Neills. He's no stranger to NBC audiences, though,
for since 1934 he's been playing leading roles in many
a serial originating in Chicago. Last summer he came
to New York and immediately began to repeat his
Chicago success. He's had two offers of screen tests but
turned them both down—though he says if a third one
should come along he'd be too superstitious to refuse it.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



KZKSi MIRACLE MODESS BRINGS YOU "MOISTURE ZONING"!

Now—dismiss this old worry! Today— stop trying to see

yourself in every mirror— stop asking people,

"Am I all right ?". . . Today, the new Miracle

Modess gives you a new sense of security!

Now—forget this old discomfort! No longer need chafing

discomfort on "difficult" days spoil your walk-

ing, your dancing . . . Today, learn about the

new Miracle Modess (see below).

Now—at any dealer's in the land, you can buy a sanitary

napkin made on an entirely new principle . . .

The new Miracle Modess with "Moisture Zoning."

This "Moisture Zoning" helps wonderfully in

two ways.

First, it acts to zone moisture, keep it inside

the pad. The sides of the napkin stay dry, soft,

chafe-free longer than ever before . . . And this

—
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in addition to the fluff-type filler that has always

made Modess outstanding for comfort—means

that Modess starts softer, stays softer!

Second, "Moisture Zoning" brings greater ab-

sorbency. This, along with Modess' famous

moisture-resistant backing, means greater peace

of mind. Modess is doubly reassuring.

Today, buy theNapkin ofTomorrow—Modess

.

In the same blue box, at the same low price.

MODESS TRIUMPHS
AGAIN!

FIRST WITH FLUFF-TYPE FILLER

3

Modess was first to use a

downy-soft, fluff-type filler

—entirely different in con-

struction from "layer-type"

napkins ! The result ? Greater

comfort—because a Modess
pad not only starts softer

—

it also stays softer.

FIRST WITH

MOISTURE -RESISTANT BACKING

Modess was first to put a

"Stop-back" of moisture-re-

sistant material on every

pad, as a precaution against

striking through.

NOTE THE BLUE LINE:

Modess has a col-

ored thread along

back of pad to make
sure that you wear

it correctly—with back a ifay

from the body.

AND NOW "MOISTURE ZONING"!

Now Modess brings you
"Moisture Zoning," which

keeps the edges of the napkin

dry, soft, chafe-free longer

than ever before. Greater

comfort, greater safety! Get

the new Miracle Modess to-

day. In the same blue box at

the same low price.
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Eastern Standard Time

NBC-Red: Variety Show

8:15 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
8:15 NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

9:00 CBS: Manhattan Mother
9:00 NBC: News

11:30 10:15
10:15
10:15

10:30
10:30
10:30

9:00
9:00

9:15
9:15

9:30
9:30
9:30

9:45

10:00

10:15
10:15

10:30
10:30

11:00
11:00

2:15
11:15

11:45
11:45

12:00
12:00
12:00

12:15
12:15

12:45
12:45

1:00
1:00

1:15

1:30

2:00
2:00

11:00
11:00

11:15
11:15

11:30
11:30
11:30

11:45

12:00

9:05

9:15

9:30

9:45
9:45

FRIDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUE

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

10:00 CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
10:00 NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
10:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married

10:15
10:15
10:15

10:30
10:30
10:30

10:45
10:45

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Red: Woman in White

11:00 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
11:00 NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15 CBS: Brenda Curtis
11:15 NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
11:15 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

11:30 CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
11:30 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:45 NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
11:45 NBC-Red: Road of Life

12:00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
12:00 NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills

12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
12:30 NBC-Red: Dr. Daniel A. Poling

12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
1:00 CBS: The Goldbergs

12:15 1:15 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
12:15 1:15 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
12:30 1:30 CBS Road of Life
12:30 1:30 NBC-Blue: Peables Takes Charge
12:45 1:45 CBS: This Day is Ours
12:45 1:45 NBC-Red: Words and Music
1:00 2:00 CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
1:00 2:00 NBC-Blue: Revue Program
1:00 2:00 NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
1:15 2:15 CBS: Dr. Susan
1:15 2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
1:30 2:30 CBS: Your Family and Mine
1:30 2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
1:45 2:45 CBS: My Son and I

1:45 2:45 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

2:00; 3:00 (US Girl Interne
2:00] 3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce

NUC-Ki-d Mary Marlin2:00

2:30
2:30

2:45
5:15

3:15

3:30

8:00
8:00

8:15
8:15

6:00
7:30

9:30

8:00

8:30
6:00

6:00

6:30
6:30

2:15
2:15

2:45
2:45

3:00
3:00

3:15

3:30

3:45
3:45

4:00
4:00

6:00

4:30
4:30

4:45
5:45

5:30
5:30

6:00
6:00

6:15
6:15

6:30
7:30

7:00
7:00

8:00
8:00

8:30
8:30

9:00

3:00

3:15
3:15

3:45
3:45

4:00
4:00

4:15

4:30

4:45
4:45

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red. Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Midstream

5:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone

5:15 CBS: Billy and Betty
5:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
5:30
5:30
5:30

5:45
5:45
5:45

6:00

6:05

6:15

6:30
6:30

7:00
7:00

7:15
7:15

7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00

9:00
9:00

CHS: It Happened In Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

CBS: Scattergood Baines
-. Bl Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

CBS News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: Hedda Hopper
i BS H

Bl Bl

V. Kaltcnborn
le: Gulden Scrcnadcrs

NB< -Blue: Lowell Thomas
CMS Amot 'n' Andy

Bl Red Fred Waring't Gang
( BS Lum and Abnor
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery

CBS Professor Quii
MBS: The Lone Ranger

ens
MK

Kate Smith
Red Citioi Sorvice Concert

'.!'.< Blue Carton Roblson's
Buckaroos

I lis Johnny Protonts
. I'.' Blui Plantation Party

NB< Red Walt* Time
9:30 ' BS
9:30 NB(

FIRST NIGHTER
Red: George Jotsol

/:00 9:00 10:00 ' Its Grand Central Station
7:00 9:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
7:00l 9:00 10:00 NBC-Red Lady Esther Serenade
7:30 9:30 10:30 ' IIS Young Man With a Band
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9 Producer Al Rinker—first star Horace Heidt—announcer Dan Seymour

Tune-!ii Bulletin for October 27, November 3, 10 and 17!

October 27: Matty Malneclt and his band are featured tonight on the new program,

Young Man With a Band, on CBS at 10:30. . . . Sammy Kaye's orchestra opens for

another season at the Commodore Hotel in New York, playing over both CBS and
Mutual . . . Buddy Rogers' band comes into the Ansley Hotel in Atlanta, playing

over NBC.
November 3: Kay Kyser is the star of this week's Young Man With a Band program,

on CBS at 10:30. . . . From Sioux Falls, South Dakota, comes a novelty—a corn-husking

bee, to be described over NBC this afternoon.

November 10: Tonight's Young Man With a Band star is Duke Ellington—CBS at

10:30 . . . Bill Bardo and his band end an engagement at the Edgewater Beach Hotel
in Chicago, playing over CBS.

November 17: Bill Stern broadcasts a prizefight from Madison Square Garden tonight

—

NBC-Blue at 10:00.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Young Man
With a Band, on CBS at 10:30, Eastern

Standard Time, sponsored by the Columbia
Recording Corporation and starring

famous dance band leaders.

Young Man With a Band is put on the

air to honor those young American band
leaders who are "at least as popular as

movie stars or congressmen, and who have
followings as large and enthusiastic as

those of Mickey Mouse." A different young
man with a band is presented each week,

and dramatic episodes re-create his life

story while the band plays music as he
played it at different times in the past.

Also, by means of a lucky number, some-
body in the studio audience gets the
chance to make a record of his or her

own voice, singing with the band of the
week.

The whole idea grew out of the desire

of the Columbia Recording Corporation,
o CBS affiliate, to present its most popular
recording bands on the air. Al Rinker,

producer of the show, and Annemarie
Ewing, who writes the script, selected the
title and developed the idea of telling

the leaders' life stories in dramatic
episodes.

Conferences with the band leader him-
self always supply the material for Miss
Ewing to build her script around. For in-

stance, Harry James told her about his

childhood experiences playing with a circus

band, and even sent home to his father in

Texas for some of the music he played

then. One of the biggest jobs in rehearsal

is to get the musicians to imitate various

styles in music—circus, minstrel, brass

band, and all the different styles of dance
music up through the nineteen-twenties

and 'thirties.

The whole program is a delight for any-

body who is interested in dance music. Be-

sides getting the musical background of

your favorites, you'll hear John Hammond,
well-known authority on dance music and
Associate Recording Director for the rec-

ord company. Every week he devotes a

few minutes of the program to telling

what's new in the popular-music world.

Hammond has one of the largest collec-

tions of records in the country, and it was

he who recently discovered Charlie Chris-

tian, the sensational new guitar player in

Benny Goodman's band.
Most fun for the studio audience at

Young Man with a Band, of course, is

watching the "lucky" amateur sing a song

with the band. The amateur is chosen by

drawing from a hatfull of seat stubs, but

of course he doesn't have to sing with the

band unless he wants to. He—or she—is

given a choice from about six standard

popular songs to sing, and when the

broadcast is over is presented with a rec-

ord of his performance. Only one record

is made, so it's a real collector's item.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

JOHNNIE JOHNSTON—NBC's handsome singer-guitarist,

heard on Club Matinee this afternoon at 4:00, and on
other NBC programs out of Chicago. Johnnie could sing

17 popular songs when he was only two and a half years
old in St. Louis, and was on the stage with his sister

in a child act by the time he was five. He never went
to college, but began radio work instead. He also sang
in night clubs, but quit because it was ruining his voice
and his health. In 1933 he went to Hollywood, but for-
got the beauties of the climate when the 1933 earthquake
struck, and returned to Chicago. He was married in 1936.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



x
Forsake all Heavy, Waxy Creams for 1 month

and keep your Accent on Youth !

firOM

Go ask youth—and a whole chorus will

tell you to stop using heavy, "waxy" creams.

In a blind test, young women under 25

voted overwhelmingly— over 2 to 1— for

Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream!

Why let heavy creams defeat your loveliness?

Why chance looking older than you really are? Give

up those heavy, "waxy" creams that demand
pulling of delicate facial muscles—and turn, with

youth, to my more modern cream!

Modern life with its fast tempo is a challenge

to your face cream. Indeed it calls for a completely

different kind of cream from the heavy types pop-

ular ten years ago. Modern girls realize this, and
have adopted my 4-Purpose Face Cream.

A softly glamorous complexion points the way to tender glances

... to compliments and romance! Why deny yourself life's gayest mo-
ments? Why not look truly appealing? Give your skin "young skin care"

—with my 4-Purpose Face Cream—and see each day bring fun . . . more
happiness. You can be so alluring when you're sure of charm!

Just one month will show you that Lady Esther Face Cream is a

modern cream that keeps your Accent on Youth. It goes on lightly and
easily, thoroughly removes imbedded dirt—leaves your skin feeling glo-

riously smooth and fresh. Won't you make the test I suggest below and
see if Lady Esther Face Cream isn't the one and only cream for you?

See the difference . . . make this amazing "Cleansing Tissue Test" NOW!
TODAY, there is a very easy way to dis-

cover whether you are using the RIGHT
face cream. \bu simply compare your pres-

ent cream with Lady Esther Face Cream.

First, cleanse your complexion with your
present cream. Remove it with cleansing

tissue, then look at it. Then do the same with
Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream. Now,
wipe it off with fresh tissue and look at that.

Thousands of women have been amazed
. . . yes, shocked then and there ... to see dirt

on their second tissue. For Lady Esther
Cream removes pore -clogging dirt that
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many other creams FAIL TO GET OUT.

Renounce all heavy creams for just a

month. \bu'U find Lady Esther Cream, un-

like many old-fashioned creams, cleanses

thoroughly without harsh pulling of deli-

cate facial muscles and tissues. It cleans

gently, lubricates the skin, and (lastly)

prepares your skin for powder.

Prove this, at my expense. Mail me the

coupon and I'll send you a 7-day tube of

my Face Cream (with my 10 new powder
shades). Start now to have a fresh, youth-

ful-looking skin!

( You can paste this on a penny postcard) (50)

Lady Esther,

7134 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.

Please send me your generous supply

of Lady Esther Face Cream; also

ten shades of Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.

FREE

( Ifyou live in Canada t
write Lady Esther, Toronto,Ont.

)
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6:00
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7:00
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8:45
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Eastern Standard Time

NBC-Blue: Cloutier's Orch.
NBC-Red. Musical Tete-a-tete

NBC-Blue: Dick Liebert

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell

NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Texas Robertson

CBS: Fiddler's Fancy
NBC-Red: Cloutier's Orch.

NBC-Red : The Crackerjacks

NBC-Blue: Morin Sisters
NBC-Red: The Wise Man

NBC-Blue: Amanda Snow
NBC-Red: No School Today

NBC-Blue: Barry McKinley
NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club

NBC-Blue: The Child Grows Up

11:00 CBS: Dorian Quartet
11:00 NBC-Blue: Charioteers
11:00 NBC-Red: Concert Orchestra

NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell

11:30 NBC-Blue: Our Barn
11:30 NBC-Red: Hilda Hope, M.D.

CBS: Country Journal
NBC-Blue: Cloutier Orchestra

12:30 CBS: Let's Pretend
12:30 NBC-Blue: FARM BUREAU
12:30 NBC-Red: Call to Youth

NBC-Red: Calling Stamp Collectors

1:30 CBS: What Price America
1:30 NBC-Blue: Little Variety Show
1:30 NBC-Red: Matinee in Rhythm

2-00 NBC-Blue: Bert Farber Orch.
2:00 NBC-Red: Ray Kinney Orch.

2-30 NBC-Blue: Indiana Indigo
2:30 NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

00 NBC-Red: Orchestra

30 NBC-Red: Roy Eldridge Orch.

00 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee

4:30 NBC-Red: Laval Orchestra

5:45 NBC-Red: Orchestra

6:00 CBS: News
6:00 NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer Kinder-

garten

05 CBS: Le Brun Sisters
6:05 NBC-Blue: El Chico Revue

6:30 CBS: European News Roundup
6:30 VBC-Hlue: Renfrew of the Mounted
6:30 NBC-Red: Religion in the News

7:00 CBS: People's Platform
7:00 NHC-lilnc- Message of Israel
7:00 NBC-Red: Orchestra

7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00

8:30
8:30

9:00
9:00
9:00

9:30

9:45

10:00

CBS: Michael Lorlng
NISI -Blue Undo Jim • Question Beo

C Its Ganq Bustors
NBC-Red: Stop Me If You've Heard

This One

(US Wayne King's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Youth Vi. Ago

< l!S YOUR HIT PARADt
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance
NBC-Red: From Hollywood Today

NBC-Red: Death Valley Days

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

NBC-Rodl Bennv Goodman

SATURDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

10:00 NBC Blue- ARTURO TOSCANINI

10:30 NBC-Red Arch Oboler's Plays

Bill Stern (center) flanked by his two spotters at a football game.

Tune-In Bulletin for October 28, November 4, 11 and 18!

October 28: It's hard to get all the football broadcasts in advance, but here are three

you can be sure of hearing today: Cornell vs. Ohio State, Mutual at 1:45; North-
western vs. Illinois, Mutual at 4:15; and Holy Cross vs. Colgate, CBS at 2:00 (Eastern

network only). . . . There's a new program starting tonight on NBC-Blue at 8:30.

Called Youth vs. Age, it's a quiz program and stars Cal Tinney.

November 4: Highlighting the football broadcast schedule is the Army-Notre Dame
game, on both CBS end NBC this afternoon. Holy Cross plays Providence, and CBS
stations in the East wili broadcast the game. At 1:45, MBS brings you the Michigan
vs. Illinois game.

November II: It's Armistice Day, but somehow this year the holiday doesn't seem to

have much significance. . . . The annual Red Cross roll call is on CBS from 10:30 until

I 1:30 tonight. Norman Davis is master of ceremonies, and several Hollywood stars are
taking part. . . . Football broadcasts: Holy Cross vs. Temple, on the Eastern CBS
network; Wisconsin vs. Illinois, on MBS at 1:45.

November 18: The day's football: Northwestern vs. Notre Dame on Mutual at 1:15. . . .

Holy Cross vs. Carnegie Tech on CBS Eastern stations.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Football broadcasts

—on any network, and at almost any time

from 1:30 Eastern Standard Time until 5:00

Pacific Standard Time. For the fall season

of America's greatest intercollegiate sport

is in full swing right now and radio is doing
its best to put all the highlights on the air.

CBS' star, of course, is Ted Husing—in

1939 as he has been since 1927. Ted has

only one assistant when he broadcasts a

game—Jimmy Dolan. In all his career he
has had only two assistants: first Les

Quailey and now Dolan. They always go
to the scene of a game three days in

advance of the broadcast. Ted's proud-
est possession is his light box, a mysterious

electrical contraption which enables Dolan,

on the sidelines, to signal Ted the names of

the players on the field. It takes Ted and
Jimmy about three hours to adjust.

Over at NBC, Bill Stern is announcing
a game. Bill uses two "spotters," or as-

sistants, one from each team. Much of

the time he doesn't really need them, be-

cause he too arrives at the scene of a
game three days before it takes place
and carefully memorizes the names and
peculiarities of the players.

Bill has been broadcasting football since

he was fourteen years old—though at that

time he wasn't talking into any microphone.

He used to climb up over the fence at the

University of Rochester, sit on the side-

lines and talk the game to himself all

afternoon. To this day he doesn't know
why he did this, but it was wonderful prac-

tice. Growing up, he first tried radio in

Rochester, but his home town would have
none of him, and he wandered from station

to station all over the country, until one
day in 1933 Graham McNamee needed an
assistant in a hurry. Bill happened to be
around and McNamee grabbed him. He
hadn't been on the air two minutes when
NBC wired and offered him a steady Job.

Mutual will be broadcasting a couple

of games this afternoon—one in the mid-
west and one in the far west. Possibly a
still different game will be heard by its

eastern listeners. All the midwestern games
find Ou ' n Ryan and Bob Elson at the MBS
microphone. O u ' n .

station manager of

WGN, has been broadcasting football for

fifteen years, and has never missed a sea-

son; while Elson is just as much at home in

football as in baseball. Out on the Pacific

Coast, Mutual calls on Frank Bull and
Homer Welborn for all its football assign-

ments, including the traditional East-West
Shriners game on New Year's Day from
San Francisco. In the east, various an-
nouncers handle the assignments.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

SELENA ROYLE—who plays the title role in Hilda Hope.
M.D., on NBC-Red at 11:30 this morning. She's one of
America's finest actresses, and has been a Broadway star
for twenty years. Born in New York, she is the daughter
of famous playwright-actor Edwin Milton Royle. During
the depression she originated "Actors' Dinners" to which
the public was invited, and whose profits went to caring
for out-of-work members of the theatrical profession.
Lately she's been devoting all her time to the radio, and
has the leading role in "Woman of Courage," a daily
serial on CBS, as well as in Saturday's Hilda Hope, M.D.
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Hilltop House

(Continued from page 20)

was still straight and firmly muscled.
He looked what he was—a man who
had made a religion of getting what
he wanted, a man of successful affairs.

"Well, Bess," he said.

She tried to be natural, she held out
her hand and made suitable remarks
—it was nice to see him again, he
looked well, she was glad he was
being successful. And all the while
she was thinking, "What do you
want? What are you going to do to

me—and to Tim?"
"Paul said you wanted to look at

Hilltop House," she said.

He gestured absently with one
hand. "No— not now. I understand
it's not for sale after all—so why
should I waste time looking at some-
thing I can't buy?" A characteristic
remark, she thought.
"Then why? ..."
"To see you, of course." He laid his

hand on hers, in a way that was
almost timid—if she hadn't known
that Steve was never timid. "You're
still lovely, Bess. No wonder, of
course—it hasn't been so terribly long
since ..."

"Since you and I were in love?"
she finished for him.

"Since I played the fool and let you
get away from me," he amended.
"Bess— I suppose this must seem
terribly abrupt to you, but I haven't
much time—couldn't we start in
again, where we left off? I've never
forgotten you."

THAT damnable charm of his, which
could be so potent when he chose to

exert it—even though you knew it

was false. The thought helped her to
say lightly, coldly. "Good of you to
remember me, Steve. As a matter of
fact, I haven't forgotten you, either

—

though perhaps I've remembered you
for a different reason."

His eyes nickered in comprehen-
sion. "Yes. You mean the boy. And
Marjorie. But all that's past."

"Is it?" she asked. She had con-
trol of the situation now; play her
cards right and he would leave Glen-
dale tonight and never come back.
She held her knees tightly together to
stop their trembling. "Steve—I never
thought I'd have to tell you this. I

never thought you'd force me to it.

But here it is. I'm happy here. It

took me a long time to get over—to
get over what you did to me. But I

got over it, finally. So much that I

never think of you, or Marjorie, or

—

or the baby, any more. So will you
please go away, and let me have my
happiness?"
She might have succeeded, then.

His face, as he hesitated, was sombre.
He opened his lips to speak

—

The door burst open, and Tim
rushed in—a golden-haired cannon-
ball of humanity, shrieking, "Tulip
wouldn't let me in to see you. Miss
Bess! Tell her to let me alone!"
He threw his arms around her

waist, clung there while Tulip, close
upon his heels, tried to pry him loose.
Over the miniature battle, she saw
Steve's face. He was looking intently
at the boy, his head thrust forward,
his whole body poised as if for a
spring. His eyes flashed up to meet
hers, and under the sudden wonder
and accusation in them she looked
around the room wildly, as if seeking
an escape from an impossible prison.
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"Just listen to 'em !.. .'Afraid of a little pan of water, eh?' says Duck-Luck...

'Who's afraid?' says Hen-Pen. 'I just don't like water, the horrid kut-kut-kadacket

stuff!'. . .'You chicken-hearted coward!' says he . . .'You wet smack!' says she . . .

!"

"Oh, stop your nonsense, Hen-Pen—it's swell once you're in! Just hold your nose and

shut your eyes . . . don't you know we'll get sprinkled with lovely, downy Johnson's

Baby Powder when we get out? In you go now—kersplash!"

"Look, gang, here comes the Johnson's . . . hold everything! Prickly heat and chafes

won't get much chance at us! And oh-h, boy—when that soft white shower comes

down the small of your back, you'll get a thrill right down to your pinfeathers!"

"Didn't I tell you? Everybody likes

Johnson's Baby Powder. The talc in it's

specially fine, and it helps keep babies

comfortable as can be. It doesn't cost

much, either!"

JOHNSON'S
BABY POWDER
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J,
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Ever get nervous or upset? Then,

try a package of Beech-Nut Gum.

It's always refreshing and restful.

It comes from Flavor-Town (Cana-

joharie, N. Y.)—famous for quality

and flavor. Six delicious varieties.
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The familiar furniture gave her no
help; the half-open door to the hall
was no avenue to freedom. She saw
Stella pause in the hall, curiously look
in, then go on.

Haltingly she tried to comfort Tim,
to disengage him from her skirts; and
at last, reluctantly, he allowed him-
self to be led away by Tulip. She
turned to face Steve.

WHEN she paused in the hall to
look into Bess' room, Stella knew

at once that something was happen-
ing. She saw the look of fear in Bess'
face, the intensity of the man's body,
and her quick intelligence, her eager
curiosity, told her to listen. She
waited until Tulip and Tim had come
out and gone downstairs, then crept
back to the door, bent to the keyhole.
"No!" she heard Bess say sharpiy.

"He's not! Tim is only one of our
orphans here—the littlest and most
helpless of them. That's the reason he
insists on coming in to see me as soon
as he gets home—perhaps I've babied
him too much."
"He has your hair and your eyes,

Bess." The man's voice, stern, trem-
bling on the edge of violence. "I'm
surprised they haven't noticed it

already, around here."
"Nonsense!"
"You lied to me when you said he

died soon after he was born!" His
words were pursuing her, forcing her
into admission, but she insisted:

"No! I told you the truth. He did
die—he only lived a few hours."

"That was my son—the boy that
just ran in here. I know it—he has
the look of me when I was his age.
And you're shaking all over. You're
lying to me, Bess!"
The girl outside strained to hear

Bess' answer, but all she heard was
silence, until the man's voice began
again:

"All right then—don't admit it.

Anyway, I'm sure. I always suspected
you of lying to me about his death

—

that's one reason I came to see. you.
And now that I know, I'm going to
take him away from here—and you
too."
She heard Bess now: "You'll never

take Tim. I'll never let you. And I'll

never go with you myself."
"We'll see

—
" Stella heard the man

begin to say—and then footsteps were
coming up the stairs to the hall. She
straightened suddenly, and went into
the dormitory, just as Jean and two
other orphans came into view. What
she did not hear was the rest of the
conversation in Bess' room.

"Haven't you any conception of
what I'd do to keep Tim away from
you?" Bess cried. "First you broke
my heart, or tried to, even if I was
strong enough to keep you from doing
it. Then you married my sister, Mar-
jorie, and broke hers. It wasn't having
a baby that killed her, Steve. She
died because she didn't want to live
any more! And just before she died,
she made me promise that no matter
what happened, I'd never let you
have Tim. That's why I came here to
Glendale, pretending that Tim was
an orphan and pulling strings to get
him taken in here without seeming to
even know who he was—simply so I
would leave no trace that would make
you suspect he was still alive."
"And very noble of you," he re-

marked. "Exactly what I'd expect
you to do. But let's not be melo-
dramatic about it. After all, I am the
boy's father . . . and I intend to have
my son."
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It was on that note he left. She
didn't see him go; she didn't dare look
at him lest she break down com-
pletely.
After a while, though, she began to

feel a little better. The worst, she
told herself, had happened at last.

For years she had successfully pre-
tended that Tim was no more than
one of the orphans under her care.
Now Steve had learned that he was
really her nephew, and he would—at
least he might—publish her deception
to the people of Glendale. There
would be a scandal—Frank Klabber
and Thelma Gidley, her assistant,
would seize on the news to accuse
her of supporting one of her relations
on Hilltop House money. But she
could weather that; or if she could
not, perhaps it did not matter so
much. Nothing mattered, if she could
only keep Tim away from his father.
She could count on Paul Hutchinson's
help, and on Robbie's

—

Yes, she could count on Robbie.
Warmth crept into her heart as she
thought of him. Devotion such as
Robbie gave her was so precious, so
sweet; something that must be given
to few women.

Stella was thinking of Dr. Robbie
just then, too. She was thinking that
now, in the hour or so that remained
of the afternoon before dinner-time,
would be a good time to drop in at
Dr. Robbie's office and talk to him
about her mother, who was in the
hospital under his care.

Dr. Robbie didn't like her, and she
knew why. It was Miss Bess' fault.
Dr. Robbie liked everyone at Hilltop
House except her, and he didn't like
her because Miss Bess had poisoned
his mind against her. Going down the
hall, Stella gave an exultant little
hop—she'd tell Dr. Robbie, now, what
sort of a person his adored Miss Bess
was, and in his gratitude, he'd see
that she, Stella, was worth a dozen
Miss Besses.

I N her absorption, she didn't see Miss
' Gidley until she almost bumped
into her. Tall, spare, dressed in black,
the assistant matron of Hilltop House
laid a detaining hand on the girl's

shoulder.
"Stella! Where are you going?"
Stella gulped, gathering her scat-

tered thoughts. "I was looking for
you, Miss Gidley. I wanted to ask
you if I could go down to Dr. Clark's
office and ask him about my mother.
I'm so worried about her, Miss Gidley
..." She looked up appealingly. Miss
Gidley was easy, for all she acted so
stern. Stella knew that Miss Gidley
was always criticizing Miss Bess for
being too lenient with the children,
but she herself was the lenient one, if

you knew how to get around her.
And Stella, without the shadow of a
doubt, knew.
Another thought crossed her mind,

just then. Miss Gidley would prob-
ably like to know about what she had
heard. Miss Gidley liked to know
things, particularly about Miss Bess.
Perhaps, later, she'd tell her.

"Very well, Stella," Miss Gidley
was saying now. "Go ahead. But be
sure to be back for dinner."

"Yes, Miss Gidley," Stella said duti-
fully.

Dr. Robbie's office was only a few
blocks from Hilltop, and Stella was
there in five minutes. It was after
office hours, but Dr. Robbie often
worked late in the laboratory, and he
knew this was the only time of day
she could come to see him.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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She went through the deserted wait-
ing and consulting rooms, knocked
on the laboratory door. Dr. Robbie's
voice answered: "Come in."

"Oh—hello, Stella," he said, not too
cordially, when he looked up and saw
her standing there.

"Hello, Dr. Robbie," she said. "Are
you busy? I just wanted to ask you
about my mother. Do you think she
is feeling better?"

"I think so," he said, still busy with
a microscope. "Why—did she seem
worse when you saw her today?"

"Oh, I—I didn't see her today," she
said lamely, aware for the first time
that this was a damaging admission.
"You didn't? Why not?" he asked,

looking up at her briefly. "You should
see her every day—that will do her
more good than anything else."

"I—I—" she stammered, trying to
think of a convincing excuse. And
then came what seemed like inspira-
tion. "I don't think Miss Bess likes
me to go see Mama too much."

"Miss Bess?" His hands fell to the
sides of the microscope and he stared
at her. "That's ridiculous, Stella.
Why should Miss Bess care how often
you see your mother?"

"Well, she's . . . funny, Dr. Robbie."
She hesitated, seeming to select her
words like someone who was trying
to be scrupulously fair. "She doesn't
like me to have a mother, it sort of
seems like. I mean—-she'd rather I'd
be like all the other children at Hill-
top—a real orphan."

IE forced an irritated laugh. "I
' never heard such nonsense, Stella!

It's all something you've made up."
"No, it isn't, Dr. Robbie," she in-

sisted gravely. "It looks that way to
you, because you're outside, and you
don't know some of the things that
go on at Hilltop."
"What sort of things?"
"Oh—well, I'd rather not say," she

said, apparently reluctant.
Hurriedly she added: "But I can

tell you this, Dr. Robbie. Miss Bess
isn't as nice a person as you think!"
"What!" The sudden flush, ebbing

away into pallor, the brilliant, burn-
ing eyes that were the result of her
statement were more than she had
bargained for; she moved backward
a step, as if he had threatened her,
and with only the thought of justify-
ing herself, blurted out:

"No, Dr. Robbie, she isn't! If you
knew what I found out today—

"

"I don't want to know it!"
But once more she paid no atten-

tion to his protest. "Tim isn't an
orphan at all! He's Miss Bess' little
boy—hers and that man's that came
to see her today!"

Dr. Robbie's hand shot out; there
was the sharp sound of impact.
Stella's head rocked to one side and
tears came to her eyes. Her cheek,
where he had slapped it, burned like
fire, but they were not tears of pain;
they were tears of anger.
She shrieked, her voice breaking a

little: "All right, then—if you don't
believe me, go ask her yourself!"

"I will," said Dr. Robbie, white-
faced and shaking, and already ter-
ribly ashamed of himself for striking
a child.

Will Stella's lies turn Dr. Robbie
against Bess? And will she be able
to pit her wits successfully against
those of Stephen Cortland in her
battle to keep Tim? Read the exciting
final chapter of this dramatic story in
the January issue of Radio Mirror.
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Get my FREE "Magic Fingertips"

AND DISCOVER YOUR

Lucky Nail Polish Shade!

NAIL POLISH
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Amazing new way to try all

12 shades of Lady Esther

7-Day Cream Nail Polish

without buying a single bottle!

ONCE in a while a new idea comes

along that's so striking, so brilliant

it almost amounts to a stroke of genius!

And Lady Esther's New Magic Finger-

tips is an idea like that!

For these Magic Fingertips, almost in-

credibly like the human nail, are made
of celluloid and coated with a different

shade of Lady Esther 7-Day Nail Polish

—the actual -polish itself!

How to Find Your Lucky Shade

You slip them on over your own fingernail

— one at a time . . . holding the slender

side tabs. Quickly you find the shade

that's loveliest on your hands? -smartest

with your costume colors. And my 12

Magic Fingertips are yours free! Just
send me the coupon below.

Once you have found your lucky colors

in Lady Esther's 7-Day Polish, your nail

polish problems are ended! For here is a

cream nail polish of amazing superiority

. . . a new kind of cream nail polish that

actually triumphs over chipping, peeling

and cracking for 7 long days. And all you
need apply is one sparkling coat!

End All Polish Worries Now!
Why puzzle over color charts or polish in

the bottles? Why guess about choos-

ing the right shade of polish . . . that

;% may look all wrong on your nails?

Send for Lady Esther's 12 free

Magic Fingertips now. Be among the

first to discover this brilliant new
way to find your luckiest, loveliest

nail polish color!

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, (50)

7134 West 65th St., Chicago, III.
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Where Was I Wrong?

(Continued from page 15)

"Fun to fly high?

Humph!" grumped
the Pilot. "Not when I'm

feelin' low." So I held out my
package of Beeman's. "Make a dis-

covery. Try that for a flavor that's

tops in fresh deliciousness."

"Beeman's— say! That's no discov-

ery. It's been the favorite with my
clan for years. Just the right blend

of smooth, mellow taste and cool

tang. It's always fresh and so long

lasting— never lets you down. Lady,

the next flight's on the house but be

sure you bring Beeman's."
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Rock, I had gained some invaluable
training when Francis Craig's orches-
tra, composed of boys working their
way through Vanderbilt, played at a
resort nearby. But that's the only
reason I had to hope for success in
the theater. Such small reason!

I was almost ashamed to tell my
mother, but I did. In addition to be-
ing very brave and resourceful, my
mother is very wise. She didn't laugh
at me. As a matter of fact, she en-
couraged me, although I wonder, even
now, if she ever seriously thought I

had a chance.
Mrs. Barnum, who runs a school of

drama and expression in Chicago,
was even more encouraging when I

stopped in to talk with her a few
days later. She even arranged to let

me work o at my tuition by doing odd
jobs in the office of the school.
How different was this schooling

from the happy-go-lucky, jazz-age
education I had started out to get for
myself at the university. Here there
was a deadly seriousness, a purpose-
fulness that had been entirely lacking.

Already, I thought, at the age of
seventeen, I was beginning to build
upon the ruins of that other life, a
sounder, a wiser way of living.

SO I planned. Was it my fault that
another event was soon to occur

that would wipe out all this begin-
ning, would revolutionize my life,

start my heart to pounding with a
love I couldn't seem to deny?

I was walking down Michigan
Boulevard one afternoon with one of
my best friends, Alice Carter, who
seemed to know everyone and go
everywhere; who every week had a
new boy friend, each one more hand-
some and gifted.

She was telling me about her "new-
est." "He's so handsome, Virginia,
that he makes goose-pimples run up
and down your spine. His eyes are a
deep brown—Say, I'll tell you what.
Let's go up to his office and you can
see for yourself."

. I didn't really want to go, but Alice
insisted.
And then I knew what Alice meant

when she said that she felt goose-
pimples run up and down her spine.
He did that to you when he turned
his smile on and the lights glistened
in deep brown eyes that were mag-
nificently alive. Then he was speak-
ing in a low voice.

"I'm happy to know you, Miss
Clark," he said. And then he was
asking me all about myself. At the
moment I didn't think about it, but
it was as if Alice wasn't there at all

—

just we two. He made you feel in-
timately at home with him and the
force of his personality jumped, like
an electric spark, across the gap that
separated us. I'm afraid we both quite
forgot poor Alice. It wasn't until
later that evening, that I thought
about her. That was when I answered
the phone to feel again the spell of
the man.

"This is Ray," he said. "I hope you
still remember me because I haven't
been able to think of anything else
but you since this afternoon." It was
then that I thought about Alice. I

wondered if he had given her any
reason to feel that he might care
about her. Of course, with Alice it

was a different fellow each week, but

if he'd given her any reason . . . and
then was calling me up! He was talk-
ing again. "I wondered if you
wouldn't care to go for a drive and
maybe dance a little?"

It had been so long since I had had
a date, danced—and yet—was instinct
warning me, even then? How won-
derful it would be to laugh again, to
forget reciting lines, to banish the
thought of jobs and mother working.
Why then should I hesitate?

I didn't for very long.
"I'd love to, only I have so much

work—

"

"You can always work, but you
can't always have a good time." He
was turning on all his persuasion.
"And anyway, we won't stay late."
But we did stay late. We went from

one club to another, and Ray knew all
of the headwaiters by name so they
gave him the best tables, treated us
like royalty.

I knew how Cinderella felt, now

—

I, who had lived out my girlhood in
the unsophisticated small town. I was
learning, to the blaring brass and
soft strings of night club orchestras,
how the other, gorgeously gowned
half lived.
But the clock didn't strike twelve.
When I came home from school the

next night, a large box of flowers
awaited me. There was a note . . .

"Love, Ray." That was all. And then
the phone rang.

"Really, Ray, I think I'd better stay
home tonight."
"But you promised me. . .

."

Again I gave in and each time the
giving in became a little easier. He
was calling me at school now, two or
three times a day, and suddenly
school wasn't important. Ray was all
that mattered. I had been swept com-
pletely off my feet. Again I was liv-
ing on top of a world that went swim-
mingly along on its merry course.
There was only one drawback. My
mother and his parents. One night,
as I came in from dancing, Mother
was waiting for me.

VIRGINIA, there have not been
many times when I've told you

not to do something. But this time,
I'm going to ask you to listen to me
carefully and do what I ask. I want
you to forget Raymond. For your own
good and his too."
For a moment my heart stopped.

In all the seventeen years I had been
growing up, I had never disobeyed
my mother. I had never had to.
Never had she forced me to do any-
thing I didn't really want to do. I
knew, somehow, that this was going
to be different. Even if it meant
standing against Mother, I couldn't
obey this order. But I could try to
make her understand.

"Mother, we're in love! He's al-
ready asked me to marry him. You
wouldn't ask me to give up the man
I love?"

"No, I wouldn't ask you to do that,
but I don't think you love Raymond
and I don't think he loves you." And
then she used the argument so many
parents have used . . . the argument
I think hardens so many children's
hearts.
"You're both so young. I want you

to wait awhile until you're older, until
you find out if it's really love. If it

is, you'll both wait."
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Such reasonable words and so ut-
terly useless when you're young and
hungry for fun. I didn't know it then,
but the same thing was going on at

Ray's home. He had been married
before—he'd told me all about it

—

and it hadn't worked out. And while
his parents were very fond of me,
they didn't want him to marry again
until he was older and showed more
interest in the responsibilities of mar-
riage.

But all that the parental warnings
and pleadings did was to drive us into
each other's arms. Without a word to
anyone, a few weeks later, we slipped
away to Michigan and were married.
Though our honeymoon was terri-

bly brief, it was glorious. We mo-
tored through Canada, stopping off at
quaint way-side inns and tourist
camps in the towering forests.

But we returned soon enough
to face our parents. I remember
dreading my first meeting with
Mother. I might have known how
she'd be. Not one word of reproach.
Just an eagerness to help us find an
apartment, to see that we were set-
tled. Ray's parents were the same
way—so very understanding and try-
ing hard to be helpful.

It was as if they knew our mar-
riage was doomed from the start. I

must have always known how uncer-
tain it was. Ray was only really
happy when he was what he called
"having fun." Home to him was a
place to sleep when there was no
other place to go after a long bright
round of parties.

WE never saved money. Often Ray
and I would go out to the race-

track in the afternoon and lose more
than he usually earned in a month.
Oh, it was exciting enough . . . stand-
ing there at the track, yelling for our
horse to come in first. But always,
afterwards, were those terrible un-
voiced fears I tried to fight down.
And then the baby came and I

began to pay the price of letting love
blind me to reality. Because all the
joy, the wonderful thrill of having
my first child was dulled by the reali-
zation that he had been born into a
home that now seemed doomed to
failure.

One night my worst fears were
realized when the monotony of eve-
nings spent quietly at home went
beyond Ray's endurance. With a
muttered "good night" he slipped on
his coat and was gone. He didn't stay
late. It wasn't that. It was the fact
that he'd made the break finally, and
there was no turning back.
He knew it too, though we never

discussed it. But in my heart was the
black despair of knowing that I had
to make my choice. I had to choose
for myself and—for my son. Should I

resign myself and bring our son up
in an atmosphere of unrest, of un-
happiness and perhaps later, of bit-
terness? Or should I, through the di-
vorce courts, seek my freedom? And
finding freedom, what then? I could
not go back and become a drain upon
my mother. The only training I had
was my dramatic teaching.
Which was the less desperate way?
I made my choice, finally. I think

I was right, though there were times
when I was anything but sure.

And the choice led—where? Read
the second and final instalment of
Virginia Clark's own dramatic search
for happiness in the January issue of
Radio Mirror.
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You ought to hate yourself

for spanking that child
!

"

Peggy shows Bill

the modern way

to bring up their child

1. BILL: You keep out of this, Peggy . . . I've 2. BILL: Don't you worry—he'll take that stuff

got to make this boy listen to reason! if I have to hold his nose to do it.

PEGGY: You're certainly going about it in a PEGGY: That's going from bad to worse. Don't

funny way. you know that using force on a child can shock

his entire nervous system?

3. BILL: Who said so?

PEGGY: The doctor! Where do you think I've

been all morning! I told him about our strug-

gles in getting Junior to take a laxative. The
doctor absolutely "put his foot down" on force.

4. PEGGY: Then I asked him about giving

Junior some of the laxative you take, and

again he said NO. He said an adult's laxative

can be too strong for a tot. So he recommended

a modern laxative made especially for children.

5. BILL: Is there such a thing? 6. BILL: He certainly takes it easy enough.

PEGGY: Certainly! Fletcher's Castoria. There PEGGY: I'll say he does! Even the taste of

isn't a harmful ingredient in it. It's mild, yet Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for chil-

surprisingly thorough. It won't form a habit dren. They love it. I don't see how any home
or cause any griping cramps. And it's safe! can get along without it!

(^z^fVM^IZ CASTORIA
The modern — SAFE— laxative made especially for children
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* PHIL SPITALNY and his

All-Girl Singing Orchestra

* "WOMAN OF THE WEEK'
Today's outstanding personalities

* JOHN ANDERSON Brilliant

New York dramatic critic, Master of

Ceremonies for "Hour of Charm"

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT AT 10 P. M.

Eastern Standard Time— NBC Red Network

(consult your local newspaper to get correct

broadcast time for your station)

TRY BETTER LIGHT

It takes only 20 seconds

and 20 cents to start "light

conditioning."

Just put a 150-watt G-E

MA/-DA lamp in your I. E.S.

floor lamp and

begin to enjoy

better light.

TONIGHT

// y
GENERAL
ELECTRIC •

MAZDA

fly/

G£ MAZDA LAMPS
GENERALA ELECTRIC

G-E also makes a line of lamps for .... 1 fl r>

In 1% 15,30 ami f>o-watt sizes. marked n F
'"
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What Mickey Rooney Means to Judy Garland

(Continued from page 12)

that nothing can break. Something a
lot stronger than the "crushes" on
other boys which come and go in

Judy's life with clocklike regularity,
something stronger than the differ-

ences in their temperaments and
backgrounds.

It isn't love, yet, because Judy
doesn't consciously know what love
really means, and if you suggested
that's what she felt for Mickey, Judy
would only become indignant. But
she wouldn't even try to deny that
there is a bond between them.

It's good, seeing these two together,
enjoying every moment of their
existence. For life has been wonder-
ful lately where these two are con-
cerned. Their astonishing success in
Hollywood and now—for Judy—

a

new radio program each week. You
have perhaps already heard her this

fall on the Bob Hope broadcasts Tues-
day evenings, listened to the fresh,

joyous voice bringing you the latest

popular songs. She has, in just a few
appearances, already become radio's
newest important personality.
As her friend, Mickey is one of the

four most permanently important
people in Judy's life. The other three
are her mother and her two older
sisters.

MOT that Judy hasn't any other
' ^ friends, because she has. Dozens

—

scores—hundreds of them. Practi-
cally everyone she meets is "friend"
to her, because she has a healthy six-
teen-year-old enthusiasm for people.
Along with this enthusiasm goes an
equally healthy ability to adore some-
one today and be only mildly inter-
ested in the same person tomorrow.

If you've ever had a kid sister, you
know the routine. On Tuesday, say,

Judy's thoughts and conversations
will be packed to bursting with a cer-
tain—oh, call him George, the name
doesn't matter. Along about Friday
her mother will get a chance to meet
George, who proves to be a pleasant,
undistinguished youngster with no
apparent quality in his make-up to

inspire such whole-souled devotion
as Judy lays at his feet. He remains
the love of her life until somewhere
near the middle of the following week,
and then, mysteriously, her mother
finds the name of George cropping
up less and less often in her daugh-
ter's remarks. And within another
seven days, George has become just
one of "the bunch", and Ralph or Lief
or Chris is the most wonderful person
who ever lived.
But Mickey remains in his special

place of honor in Judy's heart.
You see, Judy has never had a

brother. Since her father died, just
one month after she first signed a con-
tract with M-G-M, the inner circle
of her life has been filled with women,
her mother and sisters. Nor has
Mickey any real sister, and so it came
about that these two youngsters really
needed each other. Impulsive and
generous, but at the same time clear-
sighted and fiercely honest, Judy is

an ideal balance to Mickey's pre-
cocious and rather undisciplined
character. In his turn, his matter-of-
fact boyishness and realism helps
Judy over many a rough spot.
They both have Mrs. Garland,

Judy's mother, to thank for their
friendship, although almost certainly

neither of them realizes it.

Ethel Garland is something pretty
special in the way of mothers. She
knows well enough the dangers of
the fame and adulation which are
heaped upon her youngest daughter,
but she also has the wisdom to realize
that Judy, not she, is the only one who
can combat these dangers. So, instead
of laying down laws, "thou shalts" and
"thou shalt nots," for Judy to follow,
she lets her do exactly as she pleases,
meanwhile concentrating on bringing
her up in such a way that she'll al-
ways please to do the right thing,
rather than the wrong one.
For instance, here's a sample of

Mrs. Garland's tactics. A few months
ago Judy looked around her and
noticed that most other girls her age
smoked cigarettes. Well, most of the
girls in her crowd did, anyway. A bit
resentfully, she pointed this fact out
to her mother, and inquired why she
couldn't do likewise.

"Well, I don't know why you
shouldn't, if you want to," Mrs. Gar-
land said calmly. "I certainly don't
see anything wrong in smoking. Your
two sisters smoke, and I would if I

enjoyed it. Of course, it won't be
very good for your voice, but on the
other hand, I don't suppose it would
ruin it either. So, if you'd like to, go
ahead."
Judy thought that over for a day,

looking at the question from every
angle with those big brown eyes of
hers. At the end of which time she
imparted her decision to wait a while.
"Until I'm eighteen, anyway. I don't
really enjoy smoking—I've tried a
few cigarettes and they're really not
much fun."
Her decisions are usually just

about that sensible. In all her life,

Judy has never been forbidden to do
anything, or ordered to do something
else, nor has her own impulsiveness
ever led her into an act which she
later regretted.

GIVEN a mother like Mrs. Garland,
then, there were not the obstacles

to a friendship with Mickey Rooney
which might have arisen otherwise.
It's no secret that Mickey went
through a stage, about a year ago,
when his nuisance-value assayed al-

most one hundred percent. He was
high-spirited, he was young; and he
was a little intoxicated with success

—

all of which made him do and say
things that he is probably ashamed
of now. Other mothers, less trustful
of their daughters' good sense than
Mrs. Garland was of Judy's, might
have forbidden a too-close friendship
with him. Luckily, Mrs. Garland did
nothing of the sort.

The result of her wisdom is that
there is now a perfect relationship
between Judy and Mickey. It's

wholly unsentimental, the way teen
people are, very matter-of-fact, and
cute as the dickens. Flattery and
tender feelings play very small parts
in it. Mickey quite frequently criti-

cizes Judy with a terse candor which,
coming from anyone else, would send
her into tears. Like any sister, Judy
often feels her hands itching to slap
Mickey's mocking grin.
And yet, when they stand together

before a microphone or camera, sing-
ing a duet, Mickey's arm will be pro-
tectively around Judy's waist, unseen
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by the audience—while Judy, if any-
one criticizes Mickey in her presence,
will say defiantly, "I like Mickey. You
just don't understand him!"
They see each other a good deal, of

course, but not too much. Their in-

terests are sharply different in too
many cases. Judy loves music, and
so does Mickey—but whereas Judy
loves any kind of music, from Beetho-
ven to the latest swing, and has a
huge collection of expensive records
stacked in her bedroom to prove it,

Mickey is a Grade-A jitterbug in good
standing. Mickey is happiest when he
is on the move, and in New York
really enjoyed arriving at the theater
barely in time to make his entrance.
Judy is quieter, and would have suf-
fered agonies of worry if she hadn't
been in the theater in plenty of time.
Mickey loves his success, loves hav-

ing money. Judy doesn't even know
how much money she makes, although
she's been told many a time. She just
doesn't think it's worth remembering.
Money means nothing to her, and fre-
quently she wanders around Holly-
wood in her car without a cent in
her purse—unless Mrs. Garland cor-
ners her before her departure and
forces a five-dollar bill upon her.
There's only one thing Judy wants
cash for, and that's phonograph
records. Her clothes are mostly
bought by her mother, although now
she is reaching the age where she
takes a gradually increasing interest
in them.

THE two of them have their own
' "crowd", which includes Bonita
Granville and Jackie Cooper, Dick
Paxton and Pat Stewart, and half-a-
dozen other youngsters whose names
would mean nothing to you because
they are not professionals.
Both Mickey and Judy love to be

interviewed, because they both like
to meet new people, but while Mickey
has a fine, jolly time with reporters,
Judy worries because her life is so
unglamorous. She thinks that she
should tell them something really ex-
citing—that she drinks a pint of
champagne for breakfast, or made a
Russian count commit suicide because
she wouldn't marry him. Not that
she wants to drink champagne for
breakfast, or at any other time, or
have anything at all to do with a
Russian count, but she feels she owes
it to the reporters to supply them with
better copy than just a normal girl
leading a normal life. After all, she
reasons, they've gone out of their way
to see her; she has to do her part too.
Judy liked New York, but she was a

little homesick. Her mother was with
her, but her two sisters were on the
other edge of the continent, and she
missed them. Mickey did his mascu-
line best to make up. Every night,
after the last show at the Capitol,
Mickey went back into the hotel with
Judy, sat around in her suite with her
and Mrs. Garland, and anyone else
who dropped in. Sandwiches and talk
occupied the time until Judy was
ready to go to bed.
Knowing Mickey—knowing that his

first act on reaching New York was
to call up an expert on the subject
and ask where the best swing music
was to be heard—you know also how
he must have been itching to be on
his way. For eleven o'clock at night
is just when the rug-cutters are get-
ting hot at the Onyx Club and Nick's.
It might be one o'clock, some nights

—

even two before Mickey could get
there, but—oh well, Judy is worth it!!
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TO THE NEW FASHIONS
New dress colors, hat designs, hair do's—all conspire

to draw more attention to your eyes. So it's no won=
der Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are an important

part of the Fashion picture. Sweeping glamour for

your lashes . . . expressive eyebrows . . . soft, shim=

mering eyelids, and look— there's the stunning effect

you want! It's so easy with Maybelline Alascara,

Eyebrow Pencil and Eye Shadow. These safe, world=

famous Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids arc—and
always will be—your assurance of beauty that's

smart and in good taste. Attractive purse si^cs at

all loc stores. Insist on the genuine

—

Al&ybzlline.

Maybelline Solid-form
Mascara in handsome
gold-colored vanity, 75c.

Maybelline Cream-form
Mascara (applied without

waterl in trim zippercase.

Maybelline Eve Shadow
in distinctive pastel box.

Maybelline Smooth-
marking Eyebrow Pencil,

finely pointed.

Uft£/

\.
EYE BEAUTY AIDS

THE EYES OF FASHION

For alluring mystery under

your most devastating hat,

make your eyelashes look

long, dark, thick— with
Alaybelline Alascara.
For blondes or titian type,

Brown or Blue. For bru=

nettcs. Black or Blue.

Eyebrows should be tap=

cred to trim perfection with

Ataybelline smooth-
marking Eyebrow Pencil

—

Brown or Black. If you're

youthful and daring, use

Blue for eyelid liner!

Accent the depth and
color of your eyes with

Aiaybcllinc Eye Shadow.

Choose from six ex =

quisite shades— Blue,

Oray, Bluc=sray, Brown,

Green, Violet. A shade

in harmony with your cos -

tunic is smartly flattering.

Maybelline Eye Make=
up is "Fashion = risht" for

daytime or evening. It's

never obvious and your

eyes look tar lovelier!
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/MP. HUNT G-ETS A LWSSO/V /

1. "Welcome home, honey!" beams Mr.

Hunt. "Everything's fine—except the

kitchen drain got clogged, and I haven't

washed the dishes for a week!"
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3. In the drain goes Drano—out goes the

clogging muck! Drano gets down deep

and digs out all the grease, grounds

and stoppage.

2. "A clogged drain—with Drano in the

house?" explodes Mrs. Hunt. "Hand
me that can of Drano in the cupboard
—and watch!"

4. "See, darling?" smiles Mrs. Hunt.

"Drano cleans drains—and a tea-

spoonful each night helps keep them
clean, free-flowing!"

P. S. After the dishes — use a teaspoonful of

Drano to guard against clogged drains. Never

over 25 i at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano
USE DRANO DAILY

TO KEEP
DRAINS CLEAN

CLEANS CLOGGED DRAINS

Copr. 1939, The DrackettCo.

It'8 really amazing to see how you
can put new spark, new temptation, into

everyday meals, without spend ins a rent
more for food! Actually, these tempting
meal often cost less, and husbands hurry
home because these menus are the kind
men rave about. Nothing fancy, no frills,

just smart cooking Ideas.

ONLY 25c w
^„r„s

sf

s

a
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or

These menus, and over 900 easy, eco-

nomical recipes, are in the new "EVEKY
HOMEMAKEK'S COOK BOOK," writ-

ten especially for readers of this maga-
zine. Blight colorful washable cover, 102

pages, patent "lie-flat" binding stays

open at (lie right place. 17 helpful chap-
ters; quick easy index.

Address Dcpt. CB- 19, Readers Service
Bureau, Radio Mirror Magazine. 205
East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

WHY HUSBANDS HURRY HOME!

Why Does a Chicken Cross the Road?
$100.00 in CASH for

Best Answers
We are willing to pay one hundred dol-

lars cash money for the best answers to
the above question. "Why Does a
Chicken Cross the Road?" has been a
battling question for years. To the per-
son who Klves us the best answer weQ«^' 01 «. will pay $50.00, and to the author of the

->V> ^wff^ v"N ) y T^t second best reason, $25.00. The next
Jj^ ^^^- /iw >~'2v. ^ " vn w "! receive $5.00 each.

'fXjT'
-~'* .oi»i*'u.^> It Is a lot of fun. No matter how

crazy or sane your answer may be. you
have an equal chance if It Is Rood. The
decisions of the Judges will be final.
Kqual prizes will be paid to tied con-
testants.

SPECIAL PROMPTNESS AWARDS!
in tic- event 1I10 contestant wins first prize and his or her answer Is in

promptly, an additional award of $25.00 In cash will be Klven. Contest closes
!..• 15. 1989.

Send your idea ill onoe to l»<-i»l. Mil:

Miss Dot Fowler, 2206 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Radio and the War
{Continued -from page 35)

before in the history of the world has
one medium played such a powerful
role in shaping the destiny of every
single man, woman and child on the
face of the earth.

Radio—cracking sharp with hate
and terror.
Moulding opinions.
A voice— an eye-witness — telling

you what he has seen.
Another voice and a plea for peace.
The calm, clear voice of an expert

analyst trying to get you straight on
the thousands of questions you've
been asking.
And all during the height of the

war sleepless men, high in the build-
ings that house radio, stay at their
posts to bring you these voices from
everywhere.
Radio—the twentieth century's Paul

Revere bringing you the story they
said could never be told.
And our job? Our job is to tell you

what has been going on behind the
scenes in radio during this conflict.

Our job is to tell you about the men
and women who keep you hunched
to your radio sets waiting for news
from the war corners of the earth.
What a special events department

faces in a crisis such as this is very
much like a small revolution. The
first problem is to make immediate
contact with all the networks' corre-
spondents in Europe. They might be
almost any place on the continent,
but word goes out by radio that they
must get to certain key spots imme-
diately.

DURING the first few days of ac-
tivity, there isn't much time to get

things running smoothly. Special
events men rarely leave the studio.

At NBC they slept on filing cabinets,
on desks, on anything available. At
CBS temporary cots were brought in,

and the same was true at Mutual.
Food, in the form of sandwiches and
hot coffee is spread out on a long
table and the workers grab as they go
by. It wasn't at all strange to see an
announcer put down a sandwich to

read a news bulletin.

The cost of bringing you these spe-
cial broadcasts from Europe was a
great burden to the networks. Every
time a commentator came on from
Europe it cost the network from $10
to $18 and often as high as $25 a min-
ute. Transatlantic telephone calls

were a staggering expense. Every
time a sponsor was cut off the air, the
network had to pay for the time used.
Added costs were piled on because
many of the broadcasts you heard
were then relayed to other foreign
countries through the courtesy of the
networks. It was not at all strange
for a commentator to come out of «
studio and tune in "on himself," the
broadcast being a transcription to a
foreign country. Raymond Gram
Swing was often on the air to London
(on a record) at the same time he
was talking to you here in America.
From the outset the networks knew

that there would be trouble with the
newspapers for the reason that people
would get news over the air before
it could possibly get into print. The
networks were instructed to limit
their broadcasts to bulletins only.
They got around this by putting on
three-way broadcasts from different
points on the European continent, and
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giving the news by way of "conversa-
tion." You probably heard NBC's
Max Jordan carrying on a conversa-
tion with Paul Archinard in Paris and
then John Gunther in London. Or
CBS's Shirer in Berlin talking with
Murrow in London and Grandin in

Paris. Or Mutual's John Steele in

conversation with Maitland in War-
saw and a girl named Sigrid Schultz
in Berlin.

Earlier in the year, at a news con-
ference, Steele and Swing told us that

sooner or later censorship would crack
down on three-way hook-ups and
they were right. After the first few
of them were pulled off, the govern-
ments of Europe required that all

broadcasts to America must be read
from a written—and censored—script.

But until then, radio had a field day.

ONLY one radio newsman was
rushed to Europe to cover the

war. H. R. Baukhage, an NBC Wash-
ington man, was flown to London on
the Dixie Clipper. Kaltenborn, in

London, was brought back to America
to "analyze" from over here. He was
plenty glad to get home.
The great danger these men in

Europe face is the menace of air-

raiders. Yet none of them, according
to all three network officials, seem to

be bothered by this. Most of them
have seen newspaper service in other
wars and are used to danger. John
Steele, of MBS, for example, moved
from the comparative safety of a
London suburb into the heart of Lon-
don in order to be available for broad-
casting at all times.
The responsibility of broadcasting

the war falls largely on the shoulders
of three men in America. Paul White,
head of CBS special events, Abe
Schechter of NBC and Johnny John-
stone at MBS. It is their job to see
that things run smoothly in the stu-
dios at home, as well as the added
burden of taking care of their men
abroad. If so much as one important
dispatch slips by them, they are lost.

For example, Hugh Gibson, about
to sign off in London one night, said:
"The Athenia has just been sunk.
That's news, isn't it?" Then he went
off the air. But Schechter grabbed a
phone, called London and got Gibson
before he could get out of the studio.
Ten minutes later he had the complete
story, which might have slipped by.

Here, in New York, the announcers
and engineers bore the brunt of the
heavy twenty-four-hour schedule. Bob
Trout at CBS was on the air almost
constantly for two days without sleep,
reading bulletin after bulletin. Elmer
Davis, rushed to the studio while Kal-
tenborn was in Europe, sat by his side
"interpreting" everything Trout read.
At NBC Gene Hamilton stayed in the
studio for days, doing the same duty
as Trout. And Mutual's Frank Sin-
giser ate and slept not twenty sec-
onds from the mike.
The greatest asset in broadcasting

the war news right now is the fact
that the studios are prepared. Munich
caught them sleeping, and because of
this they learned plenty. While every-
thing seems to be in a turmoil, this
can't be avoided. Actually, the men
at work, the announcers, the commen-
tators, the translators, the engineers
and the executives do their jobs
speedily and well, using superb judg-
ment in a time of great strain.
So far, not one major mistake has

been created by any network.
Working under such nerve-racking

conditions the special events lads are
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quick to fall on anything which pro-
vides any kind of relaxation. Humor-
ous happenings help a lot. Once, while
NBC was on the air all night, an irri-

tated old man called and said: "You
keep saying over the air 'Keep tuned
to this station for further develop-
ments.' Now I'm tired and I want
to go to sleep. Can't you give me the

rest of the news now?" This sent

the special events department into up-
roarious laughter.
Names of towns always got a lot of

laughs. One town in Poland is spelled
Lwow, and pronounced "woof". Well,
"woof" is what an announcer says
when he is testing a mike for sound.
No announcer could read the name of
the town with a straight face. Some
of the names of towns were terrible
tongue twisters. Veteran announcer
Bob Trout stumbled over one, then
came out and said, "Frankly folks, I

can't pronounce this one." Then he
spelled it.

The men abroad, from the way they
sounded over shortwave, were in ex-
cellent spirits most of the time, too.
Shirer, crack man of CBS's foreign
broadcasters interrupted a serious
telephone conversation to ask, "Is it

all right with you fellows if I grow
a beard, I've hardly had time to
shave." At the time Kaltenborn and
Bob Trout were having their hair cut
in the studios.

THE greatest difficulty these coura-
geous men abroad must face is the

dangers of moving from country to
country quickly as the war scenes
change. Transportation is hard to find
and almost always they are forced to
travel through countries under fire.

Sometimes, however, the men in New
York get a scare, because these men
suddenly drop out of sight. John Gun-
ther was scheduled for an NBC broad-
cast from London not long ago and
didn't show up for several days. Sud-
denly, on a Sunday night, he was in
touch with NBC once more.
Right now, NBC, CBS and MBS are

operating on more regular "war
schedules." They are able to tell a
little more in advance just what will
be on the air. However, nobody
knows what censorship may be im-
posed on radio in war zones. At times,
Berlin has shut down completely.
Warsaw was a very difficult station to
get, except by a land line route to
Budapest, which might shut down at
any time. Contrary to popular fallacy,
field radio operations require consid-
erable equipment, besides wire facili-
ties. And so the hazard of operating
in war zones becomes more danger-
ous and difficult.

Radio realizes, however, that it is in
for a "long pull" this time, and as
each day goes by the men who bring
you your war news are working to
better the conditions of European
broadcasting. When they went on the
air they were handicapped because
there was no precedent on which they
could base the facilities available or
the cost of broadcasting a major war.
But right now there is no one who

can deny that radio has done an un-
believably magnificent job. The men
in Europe and the men in the studios
in New York have brought news to
us even before the people in Europe
knew what was happening.
Maybe not now, but some day, we

will be able to more fully realize and
pay tribute to the men in special
events who are making every effort
to keep the American public the best
informed people on earth.

THE SUN
SHINES BRIGHT

two abi&s Htiftfh>
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GREYHOUND

Come on down and bathe in the sun! You belong
on a surf-board skimming along the GulfCoast
—or under a beach umbrella on Florida's sands
— up in a western saddle, riding Southwest
desert trails — or getting a taste of movie
flamour in Southern California. And you can

e there—Greyhound's low fares simply shrink

up the miles between yourhome and America's

exciting winter playgrounds

!

Just about 3^ the cost of driving a car— that's

all you pay to enjoy the warmth and luxury,*

the doubled sightseeing opportunities of a

trip South by Super-Coach. Turn sun-worship-

per this winter the Greyhound way!

PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND INFORMATION OFFICES
New York City, 245 W. 50th St.

Cleveland, O., E. 9th & Superior
Philadelphia, Pa., Broad St. Sta.

Chicago, 111. . . 12th & Wabash
Washington, D. C
. . 1403 New York Ave., N.W.
Detroit, Mich. .Washington Blvd.

at Grand River
Minneapolis, Minn

509 Sixth Avenue, N.
Boston, Mass. . 60 Park Square
St. Louis. Mo
. . Broadway& Delmar Boulevard
Cincinnati, Ohio. 630 Walnut St.

San Francisco, Cal
Pine & Battery Streets

Ft.Worth.Tex. , 905CommerceSt.
Charleston, W. Va

155 Summers Street

Richmond, Va.. 412 E. Broad St.

Memphis. Tenn.. 527 N. Main St.

New Orleans, La
. . . 400 North Rampart Street

Lexington, Ky.. 801 N.Limestone
Windsor,Ont. ,403 Onellette Ave.

London, England
A.B.Reynoldson.49LeadenhallSt.

Mail this for Winter Vacation Booklet
Send this coupon to nearest information office, listed

above, for colorful booklet full of pictures and information

about FLORIDA and GULF COAST Q, SOUTHWEST D,
CALIFORNIA D. Please check one desired.

Name.

Address ,
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The Touch of

Your Hand

Is it soft, smooth,

thrilling ?

&"»j6a„n

Ba/m

1 Italian Balm protects skin
against chapping, redness, rough-
ness, caused by hard water, house-
work and cold, dry weather.

2 Contains costlier ingredients
than any popular, nationally-ad-
vertised hand lotion — yet saves
you money — because one drop
is ample for both hands.

3 Less than 5% alcohol. Cannot
dry your skin. Accepted for ad-
vertising, in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Priced at lot, 20*. 35*. 60< and SI.00
a bottle - at toilet goods counters.

Over 90 Million Bottles Sold
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They Cover the War Front

(Continued from page 39)

EDWARD R. MURROW (Cont'd)
litical Science, Languages, Speech,
and International Relations. He has
spent a good part of his life in Europe.
Even, ordinarily, he flies every-

where. He finds it easier to cross bor-
ders. And in times of crisis the speed
of air travel is an important factor.

He has covered a number of major
events himself. The Vienna Anschluss
caught him on his way to Latvia to

arrange some folk music broadcasts.
He had to get to Berlin and the only
possible way to go was by plane. And
the only plane available was a big,

23-passenger ship. He chartered that
and flew to Berlin alone in it. From
Berlin he flew to Vienna just in time
to see the German troops entering the
city.

* * *

JOHN STEELE (Cont'd)
news session they call on Steele to
bring his fellow citizens to the ap-
pointed place.

Steele was born in Belfast, Ireland,
in 1870. He came to this country in
1885 and became a naturalized citizen
in 1893. He worked for the New York
Herald and the New York World as
a reporter, then became night editor
of the New York Commercial and then
a commercial editor on the New York
Times. From 1919 to 1935 he worked
for the London branch of the Chicago
Tribune, after which time he joined
the Mutual network as big boss.

Steele's home is in Coulsdon, Sur-
rey, but during this war crisis he is

staying at a London hotel. He's mar-
ried, has two children, and is now a
grandfather.

* * *

MAX JORDAN (Cont'd)
Then he spent three years traveling

about the world with note books and
a camera. His next job was working
for the Hearst papers in Washington.
In 1931 he won the appointment as
European Representative for NBC.
Since that time, he has been covering
Europe, hopping from country to
country, arranging for broadcasts of
anything and everything that might
be of interest to American listeners.
Most of his career as a writer, pho-

tographer, lecturer and broadcaster
has been highlighted by scoops. The
most recent one, of course, was the
"16 Points" beat. But he- scooped such
exclusive stories as the first big oil
deal between the United States and
Russia, and the dramatic events con-
nected with the attempted Bergdoll
kidnapping.

* * *

ELMER DAVIS (Cont'd)
scholarship to Queen's College, Ox-
ford, in 1912, that started him on his
life-long interest in politics and for-
eign affairs. From 1914 to 1924 he was
a reporter for the New York Times.
His interest in politics led him to
cover every major national political
convention in the last twenty years.
To the general public, he is best

known for his novels and the short
stories which have appeared in most
of the leading fiction magazines of
the country. His most popular novels
are "Friends of Mr. Sweeney" and
"I'll Show You the Town."
Davis acquitted himself so well in

the recent crisis that CBS has decided
to keep him on their staff, although
H. V. Kaltenborn is back in this
country.

WILLIAM L. SHIRER (Cont'd)
"Europe's Listening Post" He has a
radio in his office on which he can
get any European station.
Shirer was born in Chicago, 35 years

ago. While still going to Coe College,
he worked as a reporter on the Cedar
Rapids Gazette. After graduation, he
shipped to Europe on a cattle boat
and got a job on the Chicago Tribune
in Paris. He worked for the Tribune
until 1932, his work taking him to

London, Paris, Rome, Vienna, Geneva,
Berlin and Madrid.
He first broke into radio during the

Hindenburg disaster. He had been
working all night for Universal News
Service and CBS called him to talk
about the German reaction to the dis-

aster. He had no time to sleep, wrote
his copy in five hours and went on the
air, too tired to be nervous. He was
hired by CBS immediately after that.

Shirer is married to a former Vien-
nese newspaperwoman and has a
small daughter.

* * *

THOMAS B. GRANDIN—The dra-
matic descriptions of the present sit-

uation in Paris that come over the air

to you are made by Thomas B.
Grandin. He is the newest important
member of the CBS Foreign staff,

having been hired after the Czech
Crisis in 1938. He was brought to the
attention of CBS by the vivid and
complete picture he gave of the mo-
bilization of Paris, when asked to
speak at a moment's notice.
Grandin is American born, but has

spent most of his time since he got
his degree from Yale University
abroad.

* * *

GEORGE FIELDING ELIOT—That
George Fielding Eliot's analyses of
the present war from the military
viewpoint are keen and far sighted
is not surprising considering his back-
ground. He has been connected with
military service almost all of his adult
life. He retired from active service
in the American Military Intelligence
Reserve only five years ago. He makes
frequent contributions to national
magazines and has written two books,
"The Ramparts We Watch" and
"Bombs Bursting in Air."

Eliot was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1894.
He is now in London and you will

be hearing a good deal of his bluff,
hearty, easy and informative speech
over the air from now on.

* # *

H. V. KALTENBORN—The Czech
Crisis, last year, was the first major
International crisis radio was called
on to cover. Radio was not as well
prepared then as it is now to handle
a news situation of this magnitude.
Out of the general confusion caused in
radio by the need to find new, efficient
and rapid means to collect and broad-
cast the latest developments in the
crisis and their meanings, H. V. Kal-
tenborn leaped into fame as the ace
commentator and analyst of news in
America.
Kaltenborn was born in Milwaukee,

61 years ago. He fought in the Span-
ish-American War, he was a news-
paperman in Wisconsin, New York
and Europe. He seems to have had a
knack of being where crises arose
when they arose. He has interviewed
most of the important figures in world
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affairs—Hitler, Mussolini, Gen. Chi-
ang-Kai-shek. And he was the first

man to ever broadcast a war directly

from the battlefield—in Spain in 1936.

He has returned from Europe and
is taking up his duties for CBS here.

* * *

FREDERICK BATE—One of the
most active members of NBC's foreign
staff during the recent developments
in Europe has been Frederick Bate,

European IslBC representative whose
headquarters are in London.
Although he was born in Chicago,

Bate has lived in Europe since 1912,

when he went abroad to study. In
1919 he became associated with the
Reparations Commission, serving in

Vienna as general secretary of the
Austrian Section until 1921. He then
went to Paris, joining the United
States "unofficial delegation" to the
Commission until it was dissolved in

1930. He was appointed European
Representative in London for NBC in

1932.
* * *

HOWARD CLANEY and HUGH
GIBSON—Two others you have been
hearing from London are Howard
Claney and Hugh Gibson.
Howard Claney is a former NBC

announcer who went to London and
Paris to live a short time ago. When
the crisis broke he was called on to

read news bulletins and comment on
them for NBC. Claney was born in
Pennsylvania. He is forty-one years
old. For many years he was an actor
on the American stage. He went into
radio as an actor in 1927 and later
shifted to announcing.
Hugh Gibson has for many years

been active in diplomatic circles.

Among the numerous posts he has
held have been those of Ambassador
to Belgium, Minister to Switzerland
and Poland. His wide knowledge of
Europe and foreign diplomacy was
what led NBC officials to arrange for
a series of talks by him from various
capitals on the continent.

* * *

JOHN P. KENNEDY—You are all

familiar with the curt, incisive voice
of John P. Kennedy. He has been on
the air in one capacity or another
since 1924.
Kennedy was born in Quebec and

educated in England, Canada, and the
United States. He started out in life

as a writer, first doing newspaper
work and then going over into the
magazine field. During the World War
he directed Knights of Columbus ac-
tivities, working with Herbert Hoover.
He has a number of decorations from
foreign countries to show for his war
work.
After the war he became managing

editor of Colliers. The next step was
associate editor. Then he went into
radio.

* * *

WAVERLY LEWIS ROOT—His is
the voice you heard in conversation
from Paris, talking to John Steele in
London. Root has been handling the
brunt of the broadcasts over MBS
from Paris to America. He is just
thirty-six years old, one of the young-
est men on the air from Europe. Root
joined the Paris staff of the Chicago
Tribune in 1927. Did an excellent job
on the arrival of Lindbergh. He stayed
with the Chicago Tribune for eight
years, then went to the United Press.
After three years at this post he
joined Time magazine in 1938. Since
January, 1939, he has been working
for Mutual.
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(Continued from page 31)
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wrote those lettehs to Madam Queen."
"Oh

—

dose lettehs. Yes suh."
"Just let's start all ovah," said Law-

yer Collins, a Bit testily. "Did you
write dis letteh to Madam Queen?"

"Nosah!"
Amos was exasperated.
"But you did write Madam Queen,

Andy. You cain't lie in court."
"Suah I did," complained Andy,

"but I didn't writ dat letteh Lawyeh
Collins got there—dat's a bill from de
Star Garage. I jus' seed him pick it

up from ouah desk."
Amos glared at his old friend.
"We is jus' practicin'. Where is yo'

brains?"
Andy grew indignant.
"What fo' you talk about a letteh

I writ Madam Queen an' den you
show me a letteh we gits here an'
try to make me lie an' say I writ
den? Huh?"
Amos closed his eyes and looked as

if someone had plunged a knitting
needle into his stomach.
"Some times I jus' don't feel like

goin' on no moh'. Collins, you jus'
gotta do the best you knows how.
Your client is non campus metal."
The departure of Lawyer Collins

to prepare his brief left Amos and
Andy free to proceed to discuss in
all its aspects the impending trial.

FEBRUARY 24th dawned at last—

a

' day clear and cold—the day of the
momentous suit of Madam Queen
versus Andrew H. Brown.
Meanwhile, by 9:30 A. M., the

chambers and corridors of the build-
ing housing the Supreme Court of the
State of New York contained a swirl-
ing, chattering, excited crowd of
lawyers, court officials and frenzied
spectators determined to get seats in
the courtroom to hear Madam Queen's
suit. Right in the front rank, fighting
their way in, was the Kingfish with
Brother Crawford and his wife, the
Battle Axe, and dozens of friends of
Madam Queen and Andy. Most of the
spectators, and they were mostly
women, sympathized with Madam
Queen. A few friends of Amos and
Andy were gathered outside the
courtroom door, awaiting Andy's
arrival.
But when the judge swept into the

courtroom—Amos and Andy were
nowhere to be seen. In fact, the
courtroom soon seethed with rumors
of Andy's flight from town, of Andy
having had a stroke and being taken
to his bed. When he did arrive, half
an hour late, it was found he had
lingered in a drug store laying up an
extra supply of headache tablets. In-
deed, Andy got off to a bad start. He
was publicly reprimanded by the
judge and turned away only to meet
the baleful glare of Madam Queen.
And right on top of that, as soon as
the usual preliminaries were disposed
of, Madam Queen's lawyer, M. Smith,
arose and made an impassioned
speech to the court outlining the in-
exorable way in which he intended
to present his case. Lawyer Smith's
voice almost broke as he turned dra-
matically to the judge and exclaimed:
"We intend to show, Your Honor,

that all the loving, lifelong plans this
little girl had made were shattered
when on that historical night of New
Year's Eve the defendant, Andrew H.
Brown, had the audacity to tell this
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little girl those fatal words of rejec-
tion just twelve hours before the
marriage was to take place.

"This defendant, Andrew H. Brown,
had led her practically to the altar.
He had forced her to depend entirely
upon him, which she did. Suddenly
he forced this little girl to give up all

friends, all future hopes of happiness,
for then—then—" Lawyer Smith
dabbed at his cheek with a salmon-
colored handkerchief—"he broke this
little girl's heart."
The judge looked a little surprised

and inquired mildly

—

"Are you referring to the plaintiff,
Madam Queen, as this little girl?"

"I am, Your Honor."
His Honor allowed a roaming eye

to rove briefly over the portly figure
of Madam Queen. He turned bland-
ly to Lawyer Smith.
"The plaintiff, Madam Queen, ap-

pears to have reached her majority.
Please refrain from referring to her
as 'this little girl.'

"

Lawyer Smith proceeded a little

more cautiously and summarized the
familiar events leading up to the
trial. He described in glowing terms
the happy romance of Andy and
Madam Queen and when he had fin-

ished he suddenly called Madam
Queen to the witness stand. Madam
Queen, with a slight toss of her head,
swept across the room and seated her-
self majestically in the witness chair.
She gazed about the room and smiled
slightly. But just as Lawyer Smith
turned to address his first question
to her those in the room were shocked
to see Madam Queen put her hand to
her throat, close her eyes, half rise
from her chair and then fall to the
floor in a dead faint.

Amos looked astonished. Andy was
frightened and the spectators were in
pandemonium. Madam Queen was
rushed into the judge's chambers but
all efforts to revive her failed and
court was adjourned until the follow-
ing day. Amos said little, but he
seemed very thoughtful.

WONDER whut made Madam
Queen faint befo' she eveh said

a word?" he observed to Lawyer
Collins. But the latter shrugged.
When Court opened the following

day Amos underwent a brief exami-
nation at the hands of Lawyer Smith
in which he detailed his friendship
and business dealings with Andy over
a series of years.
Amos stepped down and Andy was

then called to the stand. Andy's knees
had turned to water. Every safe and
simple reply Lawyer Collins had re-
hearsed with him faded from his
frightened memory.
Lawyer Smith consulted his notes.
"Did you ever give Madam Queen

a piano?"
"Yessuh! Fust time I heerd her play

she played 'Come, Come I Love Yo'
Only' and broke half de keys."
"Was Madam Queen fond of mu-

sic?"
"Yes an' No!"
"What do you mean, Mr. Brown?"
"Well, Madam Queen had herself a

cornet playeh when I fust met her.
He was crazy 'bout her. But she told
me dat cornet drove her crazy."
Lawyer Smith suddenly pulled a

big packet of letters from his brief
case and waved them at Andy, who
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turned an unusual shade of chocolate
green. Lawyer Smith extracted a
single lavender colored letter from
the pack and began to read

—

"My dear darling sweetheart and
sweet dumpling. Today is the day
that we was supposed to get married
on, but fate—well, you know—it

breaks my heart to know that we
can't get married today but I want
you to know that I love you with all

my heart and on January the 1st,

when I get all the money that I IS
gonna get, we will get married on
THAT day and be love birds."
Lawyer Smith glared at Andy.
"Do you remember writing that?"
Andy writhed in the witness chair.

"If I writ all dat stuff, Misteh, my
pencil slipped."
"Answer yes or no, Misteh Brown."
"Yes an' no—mostly yes," said Andy

feebly.
"Then you not only told her that

verbally—but you have put it in black
and white!"
"Who?"
"You!"
"Oh."
"Oh? What do you mean oh."
"Just plain oh. I just say OH."
Lawyer Smith's lips were a thin

straight line.

"Please answer my first question

—

did you not?"
"Well, if I is, I guess I is."

Lawyer Smith mopped his brow and
began to read another letter.

"Sweetheart, I will never be happy
until I is married to my sweet dump-
ling, and I want you to promise that
you will wait until January the first

and become Mrs. Andrew H. Brown,
Eskimo."

A ROAR of bewildered laughter
burst from the spectators as the

judge pounded for order. Lawyer
Smith waved the letter again.
"What do you mean, suh, by Mrs.

Andrew H. Brown, Eskimo?"
A light dawned in Andy's eyes.
"Oh, dat's es-ki—es-quire. Dat's it.

Somebody extra special. Esquire."
"But you have here, Mrs. Andrew

H. Brown, Eskimo."
The judge was banging his gavel

against another wave of laughter.
Lawyer Collins almost groaned au-

dibly. Amos covered his face with
his hands. Lawyer Smith turned away
from Andy with a bored look.

"That is all."

Andy stepped down from the stand,
trembling like a leaf. Amos turned to
Lawyer Collins

—

"Don't look so good for Andy, does
it? Yo' know, I'm still tryin' to figger
out why Madam Queen fainted yes-
terday. She don't faint so awful easy."
Meanwhile, the second day of the

trial rolled on. Andy grew more and
more dejected as evidence of his du-
plicity with Madam Queen mounted
higher and higher to the delight of
the spectators.
Accordingly, when the final day of

the trial opened the following morn-
ing, Andy was in a blue funk. He was
terrified when he saw that even Law-
yer Collins looked worried while
Lawyer Smith beamed confidently
about the court room. And Madam
Queen seemed to sense victory in the
air for she was dressed in the best of
her finery, sporting a sea green cling-
ing gown covered with a design of
huge red poppies. Everyone in the
courtroom felt that this would be no
ordinary day and events soon con-
firmed this feeling.
For suddenly, just as Madam Queen
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rose to cross the room and take the
stand, there came an ear piercing
shriek from the fifth row. And the
woman who shrieked suddenly faint-
ed, even as Madam Queen had done
two days before, and fell to the floor.

The courtroom was in an uproar as
a bailiff fought his way through the
crowd with a wet towel and strove
to revive the prostrate figure.
Amos, with Madam Queen's faint-

ing fit the previous day fresh in his
mind, looked over at Madam Queen.
She seemed very nervous, twisting
her handkerchief and looking wildly
from one side of the room to the
other. Amos got up and without a
word to Andy edged through the mill-
ing crowd just in time to enter the
anteroom as a bailiff closed the door.
Andy, his eyes fixed on the judge, did
not at first notice his absence.

THE wheels of justice began to turn
' again. Andy became more and more
dejected as Lawyer Collins and Law-
yer Smith alternately examined va-
rious witnesses. But astonishment
showed on his face when he heard
Lawyer Collins ask the Kingfish if he
ever heard that Madam Queen had
been married three times and he sat
up on the edge of his chair when the
Kingfish replied

—

"Yessah, I believe I IS heerd dat."
Andy turned to Amos—but Amos

was gone! Testimony droned on. The
day seemed interminable to Andy. At
two o'clock Amos suddenly appeared,
slid into the chair next to Andy and
began to whisper excitedly with Law-
yer Collins whose eyes popped like
two fried eggs. Without a word to
Andy, they both whisked out of the
room and as the door to a waiting
room opened Andy caught a glimpse
of them talking with a policeman and
the man who had followed the woman
who fainted. Half an hour later Andy
gulped when Lawyer Collins bustled
in, sat down by his side and nudged
him in the ribs.

"Don't you give up yet, Andy."
But Andy could not shake off his

pessimism.
"Looks like dey got me, Lawyeh

Collins. I'll be poundin' rock for the
rest o' my days."
The crowd, too, had long since

sensed victory for Madam Queen, who
was primping and smiling in antici-
pation of her expected triumph. But
just as Lawyer Smith finished
questioning Brother Crawford about
Andy's flight from the Kingfish's
party, Lawyer Collins requested per-
mission of the Court to put Amos on
the stand again. Lawyer Smith's eyes
narrowed as the judge consented.
Amos, with an expression of great
gravity, took his seat on the stand and
stared hard at Madam Queen.
Then, prompted by Lawyer Collins,

Amos touched off the fuse of his
bombshell. First, he reminded the

judge of Madam Queen's sudden faint-
ing spell just after she took the stand
on the first day of the trial.

"I jes' couldn't git it in my head
why Madam Queen fainted so easy so
I done make inquiries," he explained
to the judge. Then he called His
Honor's attention to the lady who had
fainted that morning.
"Two faintin's in two days is too

much," explained Amos. "Dere's a
reason for ev-thing, Judge, if you
knows where to look for it—an' I

looked." Amos suddenly stood up and
pointed a finger at Madam Queen.
"Madam Queen fainted," he almost

shouted, '"cause she done seen her
husban' in de court room that fust
day. And that lady fainted this morn-
ing 'cause Madam Queen's husban'
was her husban' first an' Madam
Queen done take him away—an' still

got him. An' when she seen Madam
Queen up dere about to win dis here
case it was just too much—and she
faints—an' her husban' an' Madam
Queen ain't never been divorced. Yo'
Honor, dat is Madam Queen's second
husband oveh there with that police-
man. An' if whut I foun' out from de
lady who fainted this mornin' ain't

de truth—den why is Madam Queen
fainted again? Look at her. She's cold."
The courtroom was in an uproar.

Shouts of men and shrill cries of
women rose over the steady pound of
the judge's gavel. Madam Queen's
family seemed flabbergasted. Once
again Madam Queen was carried into
the judge's chambers where it took
an hour to revive her.
Lawyer Collins was jubilant as he

pounded the astounded Andy on the
back.
"Boy—pahdon me, Mister Brown

—

yo' wins. An'—an'—dis is de faint-
inest trial I was ever, ever in."

Andy's eyes were popping.
"Yo' mean tell me Madam Queen

had herself a husban' aroun' all de
time we was courtin'?"

"No, no," explained Lawyer Collins.

"We done find out her husban' skip
and go to sea several years ago an'
finally Madam Queen jus' think he
gone for good. Den someone tol' her
he had died two years ago and she
don't never check up on it. But he
come back from de Bahamas two
weeks ago. He work there. So when
she sees him right here in de court
room—she just fall plunk on de floor.

And when that missin' husban's fust
wife come face to face wid Madam
Queen—she kicked up, too. Lucky yo'
didn't marry Madam Queen, Andy,
yo'-all would-a been in a sitty-ation."
Andy laughed—actually laughed for

the first time in seven weeks and
turned to face a delirious crowd
of spectators that suddenly surged
around him and Amos.

"Boy," he said, "I always knowed
Madam Queen was startin' somepin'
she wasn't goin' to be able to finish."

Facing the Music

(Continued from page 7)

These fall nights in NBC's Town
Hall Tonight every Wednesday you
hear the Merry Macs and their aptly
termed "bounce rhythm." But The
Merry Macs are still without any real
musical training.

Yet this amazing quartet of song-
sters (the added starter is Helen
Carroll, vice-president) has rolled up
an enviable record. They start their
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second year with Fred Allen on Oc-
tober 4. They played four consecutive
weeks at the New York Paramount,
sandwiched between the nation's top
dance bands—and became the first

singing outfit in the theater's history
to be signed again immediately to
return at will. Their Decca records
are best-sellers, and many a phono-
graph has been worn to a frazzle
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grinding out their "Blowing Bubbles"
and "Hawaiian War Chant" disks.
And when the Hit Parade needed a
hypo this summer, their smart man-
ager, Harry Norwood (he's assistant
secretary) was contacted. They've
been on that show ever since.
One thing about the Merry Mc-

Michaels. They'll rehearse at the drop
of a baton. When two or more are
seen together, that's enough of a
quorum to start an impromptu prac-
tise session.

"Rehearsing isn't exactly the word,"
put in young Joe, "we just keep sing-
ing or humming. Before we know it

we've got another arrangement. It

happened that way with "My Bonnie
Lies Over the Ocean."
On the Allen show, the Macs are

backed up by a neat little musical
organization. You couldn't ask for
better accompanists than Chauncey
Morehouse on the vibraharp, Carl
Kress on the guitar (he's married to
Helen), pianist Dick Costello, and
Dick von Hallig on bass.
The McMichaels' mother was a pro-

fessional pianist but none of the
brood, including brother Jack, who
used to sing with the others until Joe
grew up and replaced him, expected
to make a career of music. They
knew the kids on the block liked their
unorthodox style. And they always
did an encore at the church socials.
So Judd went to work installing
chairs in theaters for his uncle, and
Ted sold haberdashery. Jack forgot
music altogether and got a nice job
with the Western Auto Supply Co. He
still works there.
But when Joe got old enough, the

boys realized they had found the per-
fect third voice. Eddie Dunstedter of

WCCO, Minneapolis, heard them, and
offered work. But cautiously the boys
called themselves "The Mystery Trio"
and wore black masks throughout the
radio series—although television was
a long way off.

At the conclusion of the broadcast
series, Judd took one look at the fan
mail and doffed his mask.

"Boys," he said quite officially, "we
are no longer The Mystery Trio. We
are now The Merry Macs."
In 1931 Joe Haymes passed through

the flour belt, listened to their act and
hired them.
The Merry Macs stayed with

Haymes about a year, touring the
south and east, and went on their own
when they reached Chicago. Here
they thought up the idea of adding a
girl vocalist. This was a successful
move although it took them about six
years to get the right one.
Green-eyed, brown-haired, 21 -year-

old Helen Carroll is the fourth. Helen
started singing in Indiana University
where too many vocal engagements
with small orchestras, combined with
scholastic work, caused her to have a
nervous breakdown. The breakdown
resulted in a break. She came to New
York to rest at Uncle Ed East's place.
But Ed East heard that The Merry
Macs were looking for Vocalist Num-
ber Four. He rushed his niece over
to NBC.

AT that time the country as a whole
** decided that if it was going to hear
any more amateur programs—let
Major Bowes run them all. Taking a
hint, the Fred Allen producers chucked
their tyros and looked around for
something professional. The Merry
Macs filled the gap.

Off the air the three boys and girl

go their separate ways. Joe lives with
his proud parents in Jackson Heights.
Ted lives with his wife a few blocks
away. Helen and Carl have their own
quarters and Judd and his wife reside
in Elmhurst, L. I.

Friday nights is about the only set
time on their schedule for a definite
rehearsal. Then they gather at the
Jackson Heights branch, whoop it up
as soon as they've finished ma's apple
pie. There's a fifth member at these
fireside jam sessions—Judd's two-
year-old daughter, Nedda. The Merry
Macs deny they're grooming her now
to be vocalist Number Five when
Helen retires.

OFF THE RECORD
Some Like 1+ Sweet

(No picture in recent years has been
blessed with a score like "The Wizard
of Oz." The band boys have had a
field day recording all these contagious
Yip Harburg-Harold Arlen tunes. All
the numbers by various bands and sing-
ers are available on Decca, Brunswick,
Victor, Vocalion, and Bluebird rec-
ords.)

Song of the Metronome; Drifting
Down River of Dreams (Decca 2659)
Everett Hoagland. A new sweet band
that should manage to please everyone.
Man With the Mandolin; I'll Remem-

ber (Vocalion 4980) Barry Wood. Neat
warbling on one of those tunes in the
Umbrella Man, Penny Serenade motif.

Friends Medley; Oriental Medley
(Victor 26340) Sammy Kaye. The dusty
manuscripts get dusted on a disk as a
half dozen tunes are ably revived.
Go Fly a Kite; A Man and His Dream

(Brunswick 8439) Kay Kyser. A pair
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FOR YOU! Hollywood Glamour

with Westmore Make-up!

Perc Westmore, Make-up Artist at Warner Bros.,

and Priscilla Lane, now starring in the Warner

Bros, picture, "The Roaring Twenties."

The Westmores, make-up directors and beauty

experts of 4 great Hollywood film companies,

now offer you the very cosmetics they use to

make up Hollywood stars— Westmore Color-fil-

tered Cosmetics, flattering in all lights ... no
aging gray tones! 25C in variety stores. Big
economy 50tf size in drug stores.

Get Perc Westmore's Make-up Guide with Mea-
suring Wheel which enables you to determine

your own face type. Tells you exactly how to

make up for your type . . .

for more glamour! 25 tf

wherever Westmore Cos-

metics are sold. If the

store near you hasn't it,

send 25^ and your name
and address to: The House
of Westmore, Inc., Dept.

C-12, 730 Fifth Avenue,

New York City.
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from Bing Crosby's "The Star Maker"
go through the Kyser process. And the
process is perfect.

Let's Trade a Diamond; Thrill of a
New Romance (Bluebird 10363) Freddy
Martin. Let's trade some of these
ragged bands in for some more like

Freddy Martin.

Some Like It Swing

It's Me Again; Southern Exposure
(Victor 26331) Bob Zurke. Bob Crosby's
erstwhile madwag of the keyboards,
branches out with his own band and
its more Dixieland than Crosby.
Hoy! Hoy!; Just For a Thrill (Blue-

bird 10375) Bob Chester. First wax
made by this new swing band now on
a tour of Hitz hotels in Texas, Ohio,
Minnesota, and Illinois. Bears watching.
You and Your Love; Moonlight Sere-

nade (Brunswick 8448) Gene Krupa.
Excellent moderate swing enhanced by
Irene Day's chirping.

I Want the Waiter; That's All Broth-
er (Decca 2628) Ella Fitzgerald. You'll
all want dusky Ella and the waiter in a
tune that promises to cop the looney
lyrics prize of 1939.
Stay Up Stan; Cherokee (Bluebird

10373) Charlie Barnet. Boom! A swing
tribute to WNEW's record-breaker Stan
Shaw sincerely sung by Judy Ellington.

The True Story of Mary Marlin

(Continued from page 41)

Finally Jane rose slowly from her
chair. It was finished! Her eyes
wandered across the street to a rustic
sign. "Milan Dress Shop." She
turned again to her typewriter. Mi-
lan? . . . Marlin? . . . Slowly she
wrote. . . . "The Story of Mary
Marlin."
For a moment she held the com-

pleted manuscript in her hand, and
then dropped it in the opened trunk at

her side. With this gesture a strange
weariness came over her. She stretched
out across the bed and slept. . . .

But once more taking up her work,
she continued to find comfort in writ-
ing. She wrote poetry, prose, random
thoughts, stories, and as each was
completed she would put it away in
her trunk, to be resurrected . . . she
didn't know. But with this new found
means of easing her loneliness she
forged ahead with her singing. Once
again eyes lighted up with pleasure
as she sang. Once again she neared
her goal. She was to make her debut
at Monte Carlo in the fall.

IT came suddenly, that telegram, sud-
' denly and without explanation.
She must "come home at once!" Four
words to shatter six long years of
hard work. Just that simple was
Jane's chance for success snatched
from her, the word, "finis," written
to her hopes and dreams. Catching
the first boat, Jane returned to find
her father had filed bankruptcy pa-
pers. He was penniless, broken in
health and spirit, his fortune gone.
Jane suddenly realized the burden

to be on her shoulders. She joined the
swelling army of job seekers, who, in
that year of 1932, were willing to do
anything for a chance to live. Finally
she found work, work with her hands
that sent her home each evening so
tired she could only fall into a deep
sleep.
Yet she continued to hope, to plan

for something better. Vainly she
tried to get established in music, but
the depression had closed that field
for unknowns too. It seemed hope-
less until one day, riding to work on
the bus she suddenly remembered.
"The Story of Mary Marlin!" She
would rewrite it into a radio script.
The fact that she knew nothing of

writing for radio, that the odds were
a thousand to one against her, these
things never daunted her.
Her only instructor was her ear.

By the hour she'd sit and listen to
radio programs, solving the mystery
of sound effects and other broadcast-
ing technicalities by simple logic.
Her office hours were from six at
night, when she returned home from
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working all day, until twelve or one
o'clock in the morning; not one night,
but every night. Weeks, months of
writing and rewriting, of disappoint-
ments and rejections, and finally, that
day, never to bti forgotten.
Her daughter, now a senior in high

school, was studying at the dining
room table as Jane lifted the phone
and called the radio department of
Lord and Thomas Agency.

"This is Jane Crusinberry," she
said. "I submitted a script, the
'Story of Mary Marlin' . .

."

"Oh, yes, we've just finished read-
ing it."

"Was . . .?" Jane held her breath.
"Was it any good?"

"Well," the voice on the other end
of the wire chuckled, "if you want to
know how good, it is, we're putting it

on the network as soon as we get a
cast rehearsed. Drop in tomorrow and
we'll draw up a contract."
Slowly Jane hung up the receiver,

and a funny lump came to her throat.
It was over, all the years of search-
ing, emptiness, hardships and heart-
aches. Tomorrow was a new day, a
new meaning. All that she had lived,
her laughter and tears, success and
failure, would go into "The Story of
Mary Marlin," to bring joy and pleas-
ure and courage to others. That was
what she'd been searching for, and
had never found: a chance to give,
give something to the world. And at
that moment her daughter, looking
up from her work, came over and
took her hand.
"Why, mother," she said softly,

"you're crying."
There's really just a little more to

this story. I mean, it belongs, sort
of making everything perfect all

around. It happened just a few
weeks ago when a page boy at the
National Broadcasting studios looked
up from his desk to see a very old
lady standing before him.
"Can I help you?" he asked.
"Yes," she answered, "I want to

meet the author of the 'Story of Mary
Marlin.' "

"Well, she's pretty busy. Do you
know her?"
The old lady smiled. "No," she

said, "but I've come all the way from
California to meet her. You see,

that's my favorite radio program, and
I want to tell her how much it has
meant to me, how much it's inspired
me, the happiness it has brought."
The page boy lifted the receiver of

the office phone.
"I'll see if she's in. Your name,

please?"
The elderly lady answered slowly,

"My name is Carrie Jacobs Bond."
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Hollywood Radio Whispers

Robert Oliver, takes her stepping one
night in a custom built Rolls-Royce,
and the next night in a station wagon!

* * *

After the marriage of his girl friend,
Shirley Ross, to a rival, Ken Dolan,
the radio agent, Ken Murray was
playing a role in a Universal picture.
One day on the set he failed to regis-
ter an expression of surprise correctly
and Director Joe Santly told him: "It

might help if you would look like you
did when you heard about Ken Dolan
and Shirley Ross!"

* * *

PREACHER MATERIAL: Jerry
Danzig, of Mutual's "Welcome Neigh-
bor" program, and Kay Elliott, non-
pro, are looking up a preacher: in
fact I expect them to elope at any
moment! * * *

Hollywood is whispering that Fran-
chot Tone will head his own radio-
show from Hollywood later this year.

* * *

Nelson Eddy, the Chase and San-
born warbler, was doing an im-
promptu spring dance with a red
shawl, when I walked in on rehearsal
the other Sunday.
The Bill Goodwins—he's Bob Hope's

announcer—are expecting a visit from
Babyland! * * *

The reported romance of Betty
Grable and Artie Shaw will probably
not last the month out: Artie's fickle
and Betty has never been known to
know her own mind!

(Continued from page 4)

Herbert Marshall has been signed
to replace Charles Boyer on the Play-
house programs. Boyer is supposed to
be in the front lines for his country:
France! * * *

MORE PREACHER MATERIAL:
Radio agent Nat Wolf and Edna Best,
estranged wife of Herbert Marshall.
Miss Best has declared she will file

suit for divorce this month!

Leith Stevens, that grand band
leader of CBS's "Swing Club" has
moved bag and baggage to Holly-
wood: and is directing music on Eddie
Robinson's "Big Town" series. Leith
is a composer-arranger of no mean
ability and has tried for three years
to make Hollywood: it was left to
CBS producer, Charles Vanda to
finally bring him out!

* * *

Thanks to MBS, for the most com-
plete coverage on the war news; Bar-
bara Stanwyck for making a gratis
appearance on a children's program.
Johnny Davis, for having the courage
to make a comeback with your grand
swing band, after Hollywood passed
you up. H. V. Kaltenborn, for your
"uncensored" and clear-cut war news
analysis over CBS. Elliot Roosevelt,
for having the ability and courage to
stand on your own two feet, and for
becoming a topnotch commentator!
Maxine Gray, for song styles stream-
lined to television! Regrets to: Irene
Rich, for so many dull dramatic shows.
Edgar Bergen for refusing to sign

autographs after rehearsals. Jack
Benny for allowing Kenny Baker to

leave your program. John Conte for
such silly publicity stories.

* * *

GOOD NEWS OF 1940 started off in
Hollywood for the fall series in fair

style. Fanny Brice and Hanley Staf-
ford however were the best bets.

Meredith Willson's strait-laced music
is too stiff. Warren Hull's spieling
sounds like an actor's idea of an an-
nouncer giving a commercial. P. S.
Hull is supposed to be an actor!

:fc Jj: sfc

All Hollywood is solidly behind
Roger Pryor. The hard-luck actor and
band leader who is trying his hand at
emseeing the Screen Guild Show, may
be happy to know that every film star
is pulling for him to become one of
the radiolane's top "talkie" men.

* * *

Cary Grant is going on the Guild
Show weeks before he was scheduled
to, simply because Cary wants to be
sure of adding his talent to the Guild
Show. With the present war situa-
tion, Cary may be called to the front
at any moment.

* * *

SUCCESS STORY: Strolling
through his garden late one recent
evening, Dick Powell noticed the
family butler, who makes a hobby of
inventing all manner of strange
formulas and contrivances, furtively
dodging among the trees carrying a
strange looking bundle in his arms.

#•' You'll need N. R. G. (energy) at Xmas
time— to carry you through the fatigue

of shopping, the excitement and gayety

of the holidays. Delicious Baby Ruth,

always favorite candy bars at Xmas,

give you plenty of enjoyment and food-

energy— 'cause they are rich in Dextrose

—the sugar your body uses directly for

energy. Fill the youngsters' stockings

with Baby Ruth bars—hang them on your

Xmas tree— slice and serve them often.

Baby Ruth is good candy and good food

.

CURTISS CANDY COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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while learning. Free employment
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" education, send for big new free book.
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. COYNE ELECTRICALSCHOOL
Street. Dept. 99-64, Chicago, III.
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DEPARTMENT STORES

MAKES IRONING EASY

Get hot starch in thirty seconds this
streamlined way. No cooking. Just cream
in cold water—then add hot. Makes iron-

ing easy. Makes washing easy. Protects
fabrics. Flushes out instantly in water.
Make your clothes fresh, pert and like

new with this wonderful invention.

TRY THIS FREE
» THE HUBINGER CO., No. 815, Keokuk, Iowa

Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,

"That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
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Dick, slightly mystified, watched hop-
ing to find out what the to-do was all

about. A few minutes later, he saw
the butler throw his mysterious pack-
age into the "incinerator," and hos-
tilely set it afire. Enough was enough,
so Dick stepped out and confronted the
man. "What's this all about?" Dick
sternly inquired. "I'm just burning
some of my clothes," replied the
shamefaced butler, "I experimented
with a new chemical formula tonight
—but I must have used the wrong
ingredients!"

For the first time in her musical
career, Sybil Chism, pretty wife-
organist of NBC praiser Hal Block,
hit a sour note. The engineer failed
to regulate the air-conditioning sys-
tem properly for Studio 3, and it was
so cold that Sybil could not make her
fingers move. Now, no matter how
sunny the day, Sybil is sure to be
bundled up in furs as she goes into
the radio studios!

* * *

Stars play an important part in the
life of Dick Joy, the new announcer
for the Silver Theater. After spending
all day long rehearsing with the
screen stars appearing on his radio-
show Dick goes home to his laboratory
for a grueling night with the heaven-
ly stars. His hobby is astronomy!

How little Frances Langford turned
the tables very neatly upon her hus-
band, Jon Hall, who is extremely
proud of his angling ability, was re-
vealed upon their return to Hollywood
a few days ago. All during their east-
ward trip, Jon kept boasting of how
he would teach Frances the secrets of
"hooking the big ones," while the
dainty singer said nothing. Then, when
they finally arrived in Florida, the
long awaited day was at hand. "I'll

show you how to do it," said Jon.
"You watch me." "Never mind," said
Frances, "I'll get along. Just give me
a pole." And she forthwith caught a
38 pound barracuda, the largest fish

landed on the entire trip.
* * *

Tom McAvity, handsome director of
radio for the Bob Hope program, spent
his vacation in Canada just so he
could play in the Canadian National
Open Golf Tournament. Tom played
in great style, carding 70, 71, 71, 70
for the four rounds. But on the final

day of play, McAvity's opponent
fussed around and held up the after-
noon's playing until so late that the
Tournament had been declared
officially over when they turned in

their final scores. If McAvity had
finished twenty minutes sooner he
would have placed third in the
Tournament. A record for any
amateur!

Woman in Love

(Continued from page 34)

the girl silent, preserving in her hu-
miliation and helplessness what dig-
nity she could.
Perhaps time would help. Tarn

clung to that one hope as the weeks
went by, and the letters that were
worse than no letters came so spar-
ingly from the south. Perhaps in time
she might awaken some morning to
a less bitter consciousness of shame;
perhaps in time she might go to sleep
some night not wishing that she
might never wake.
She haunted the agencies; work as

well as money was needed now. Only
in work could she save herself, and
unless financial matters improved the
Todhunter family was threatened
with ruin.

It was more than three months
after the closing of "Five Sons" that
she took a trolley car out to the Cliff

House one morning and sat in the
shade on the great rocks, listening to
the barking of seals and the crying of
gulls, and watching the blue soft June
sunshine glitter on the surface of the
ocean. The broad, eternally breath-
ing ocean, that could not feel and
suffer and be afraid and be ashamed.
Tarn knew now. She could deny it

no longer. She knew. There was no
philosophy, no courage, no hope in
dealing with this. There was no es-
cape.
"So it's that, too, is it?" she said

half aloud, after long, long thought.
"It's everything, is it? I'm not going
to be let off very much, it seems.
Where—where do I go from here?"
The seals barked in the hot sun-

shine, and the gulls screamed; the
ocean's wide opal levels breathed on.
Surf made half-circles on the long
strand and slid away again in a glit-
ter of bubbles, and there was no
reply.

"Tell me about it," the nun said,
after a while.

Tamara stood with her back to the
room; she fumbled in a shabby flat

purse and found a crumpled hand-
kerchief and dried her eyes. A fresh
sob caught at her voice as she began
to speak.

"It's just that," she said thickly.
Mother Laurence sat in the cool

clean peace that had enveloped her
since her novitiate twenty-eight years
ago. Her life had known no storms.
Responsibility she knew, fatigue and
difficulty she knew, but her soul had
already gained supernal calm-.

"But, Tarn, that doesn't sound like

you," she said, puzzled.
"It isn't like me!" Tarn muttered.
"But surely, my dear, dear, child,

just because a handsome man pays a
girl of your type a little attention

—

I'm trying to understand, I'm trying
to think it out. But I was always so

sure of you; we called you one of our
leaders! Where was your mind, where
was your self-control, where was
your code?"
"My code!" Tamara said with a

brief laugh.
"I know how bad it was," she

faltered. "But other women—women
I know—get away with it! Some of

them seem to be able to do anything
they like and nobody cares!"
"How do you mean 'get away with

it'?" asked the nun.
"Well, they do."
"There is no such thing as 'Getting

away' with what is wrong," Mother
Laurence said dispassionately. "Your
own feelings are your judge, Tamara.
By getting away with it do you mean
reducing yourself to the state when
you neither know right from wrong
nor care what you do?"
"Why should one thing be right and

another wrong; if it hurts no one but
yourself?" Tarn demanded, trying to
remember some of the arguments the
group at Persis's table had sometimes
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used so easily, arguments not making
acts right or wrong so much as de-
nying the existence of either right
or wrong entirely.

"I don't know," said Mother Lau-
rence. "But of course I know when
one or two or three apparently
harmless acts bring us a harvest of
bitter regret and shame, then it seems
to me only common sense to decide
that there is something unwise in
those acts. You left me a happy,
brilliant, good child, Tamara, two
years ago. What have you done to
yourself, if there is no wrong in it?

Why are you so unhappy?"

DECAUSE life is so unfair to wo-
»-' men," Tarn said soberly. "Because
for something you did without think-
ing—without meaning any harm—you
—you find yourself—miserable—

"

She began to cry again as she
spoke; her soaked handkerchief was
wholly inadequate now; her finger-
tips were wet, and tears fell on her
blouse.

"I am so sorry, Tamara," Mother
Laurence said. "It has been a shock
—a severe shock to me. Your mother
—no, she would not be able to help us
now. And your sister—your brother
—you wrote me that they are not
the sort that— It is all too bad, Tam-
ara, if I had not happened to meet
you today, would you have come to
see me?"

"I don't think so," Tamara said.
"To whom would you have gone?"
"I don't know."
"We must think this out," said the

nun pondering.
"I meant," Tamara faltered, her lips

trembling again—"I meant my life to
be so different! I tried; I did try."

"I think I have an idea," Mother
Laurence said, after a pause. She
sighed and raised her reflective look
to Tamara's face. She saw the girl's

thinness and pallor, her already alter-
ing figure, the shabbiness of her dress,
the white young face marked with
tears. "I think I know what we can
do," she added. "Tamara, when all

this is over, and you are free again,
will you promise to come and see me
every few weeks?"
"How can it ever be over?" the girl

demanded dully. "One can't go back
of this kind of thing."
"We never know. We can always

be sorry and start again," the older
woman said simply.
"Oh, sorry!" the girl said. And she

slipped to her knees and buried her
wet face and tumbled hair against the
nun's knee. Mother Laurence laid a
thin gentle hand upon her head.

THE Hutton place was more than a
' mile from Belmont Station; Tarn
walked it. She carried the smaller
suitcase; the heavy one she had left
at the checking counter; after all, she
knew nothing of her destination.
The summer afternoon was very

lovely and very still. The road led
west toward the hills; an old dirt road
under shaggy eucalyptus trees whose
sickles carpeted the ground, and
whose aromatic breath stole through
the warm sweetness of the afternoon
like balm. Brush fires were burning
the orchards somewhere near; long
scarfs of pale blue smoke wound
themselves over the quiet gardens and
the fields. Tamara had not been in
the country for a long time; she drew
in deep breaths of it gratefully.
A gate marked "Oak Dell" hung

straggling in a long line of picket
fencing. Great bursts of pampas
grasses, rambling roses unpruned and
overgrown and throwing savage long
arms into the air, dry lilac trees and
tangled, indistinguishable masses of
low garden growth rose to meet the
drooping long whips of the discolored
willows and the berried pepper
trees.

The house was a large frame build-
ing with peeling chipped wide steps
leading up to a fan-lighted door that
was flanked by two bay windows. It

had an eastern wing running off to a
clump of redwood trees; beyond a
kitchen dooryard, where fruit bushes
were swaying loaded branches against
the fences of all sorts of angled pens
and sheds and paddocks, were the
fine massive outlines of old stables
and hay barns, chicken runs, fowl
houses, carriage houses.

Mrs. Hutton was a squarely built
gray-headed woman in the middle
fifties. Her heavy figure was covered
with a checked cotton dress over
which she had pinned a strip of sack-
ing; she wore an old brown hat and
a green eyeshade. She had been gar-
dening.

TURN off the hose, Lee Wing!" she
' called, as Tam came up to her.
They talked briefly, the older woman's
narrowed eyes fixed keenly upon her
guest the while. "You're Emily Rog-
ers' friend?" Mary Hutton asked.
"Mother Laurence?"
"I knew her as Emily Rogers—went

to school with her. I'm glad to see
you. She didn't tell me your name.
Barbara Baker—suppose we call you
Barbara Baker? From the Philippines,
eh?" Mrs. Hutton said, brisk and
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businesslike. "And you'd better call

me Aunt Mary. I think we'll suppose
that you've married my nephew; I

haven't any, but that's neither here
nor there. You won't see many people,
and those you do see won't be curious.
What j'you tell your mother?"

"That I was going to Hollywood,
and perhaps to New York. That I'd

write her."
"That's all right, then. One more

thing. I'll say it now, and then we
won't have to say it again. I'd put
my hand in the fire for Emily Rogers.
She did something for me once—well,
that doesn't matter now. She tele-
phoned me and asked me to look out
for you, for a while; it isn't exactly
in my line, but I was glad to say yes.
You'll be bored to death here, but
you'll be safe. Nobody'll see you, and
I'll be glad of your company. Lee
Wing here is taking the truck in later,

and he'll get your bag, and I think
Hong fixed you a room. That's about
all we've got to say, I guess."
Mrs. Hutton returned to her gar-

dening, the hose began to splash once
more, and Tarn turned and went
slowly to the open door of the house.

Escorted by a small Chinese boy in
white coolie clothes, Tam went up-
stairs and found herself located in a
wide airy bedroom, shabby but in-
finitely welcoming and comfortable.

STEADILY, with something of the
expression that had been on her

face when she had first come home two
years ago, the girl unpacked. It was
a serious expression, a little bewil-
dered—patient with the patience of
betrayed youth. Tam took possession
of the bureau, hung her hat and coat
in the closet. The house was very
still with a beautiful, restful stillness.

The jangling of an old-fashioned
dinner bell aroused her a few hours
later, from a light waking sleep; she
brushed her hair quickly and went
downstairs. It was just six o'clock;
there was still daylight in the garden,
the tops of the oaks were varnished
with gold, and bees were tearing by
like bullets above the motionless
flowers.
She and her hostess were alone at

the meal; everything was put on the
table at once by the little Chinese
boy; there was no further service.
Cold ham and a bowl of salad, muffins
and honey, baked sweet potatoes in
their plain brown-paper jackets, part
of a rather stale chocolate cake.

It was all so artificial, her being
here in this strange woman's house,
her awkward and reluctant accep-
tance of hospitality perhaps as reluc-
tantly and certainly as awkwardly
offered. Her face burned, and when
Mrs. Hutton spoke to her she found
it difficult to answer.
The night had turned chilly and

the big house seemed bleak and for-
lorn in the silent summer night. Fog
had come down in a blanket over the
hills. The Chinese boys had disap-
peared. There seemed to be no one
left in the world but Tarn's own
weary and intensely depressed self
and her squarely built, blunt, gray-
headed hostess.

"I go to bed early," Mrs. Hutton
said, after dinner. "I'm tired after
gardening all day. You'll find all sorts
of books in the library; help your-
self."

"I'd like to tell you," Tam began
suddenly, "how grateful I am to you
for—I know of course that you're do-
ing it for Mother Laurence—" She
stopped; it sounded so flat.

Mrs. Hutton looked at her thought-
fully as she stopped in confusion.

"There isn't much I wouldn't do for
Emily Rogers," she said in her blunt
and unsympathetic way.
"You know that I haven't any

money at all?" Tam went on, clearing
her throat.
"You may have some day," the

other woman said briefly, after con-
sideration. "You can pay me back if

you like."

Tears came to Tamara's eyes, and
her lips trembled.

"I will!" she said.

"Your twenty-first year isn't all

your life," Mrs. Hutton observed, as
if thinking aloud. But Tamara heard
the first note of encouragement, of
interest in her voice, and her chilled
and despairing heart was warmed.
"You wish you could go back!" she

said in a trembling burst.
"Yes," the other woman said dis-

passionately. "You wish to go back.
No one can ever go back, and the
dead don't come back. They never
come back! My husband—my son."
She stood staring into space for a

moment. Tamara did not speak. Then
Mrs. Hutton said:

"Well—good night."
"Good night."
This was July. December was five

long months away; five endless
months of days filled with today's
strange sense of solitariness and
shame and helplessness. Tamara
thought of the girl who had so light-
heartedly thrown away honor and
girlhood in a mood of careless con-
fidence and high spirits only a few
months ago, and for a long while she
lay awake in the unfamiliar room, the
unfamiliar bed, staring into space
thinking—thinking. Thinking what a
strange world it was, when joy and
love and daring could end in the long
pull of humiliation, tears, ill health,
loneliness, dependence.

"Twenty-one! Almost twenty-one,"
Tam said half aloud, in the deathlike
silence of the great spare room in the
Hutton house, hidden in the Belmont
hills. "I wonder if by the time I am
fifty-two I can sleep again, breathe
again!"

MARY HUTTON had had a husband
and a son and a daughter, Tam

learned as the summer gave way to
autumn; the little girl had died as a
child, and some ten years ago she
had lost the husband and had married
a second time. It was something con-
nected with this second marriage, and
with the boy, that had broken the
woman's heart and ended her life as

a normal being.
"You've made a bad start," she said

to Tam. "I did a lot worse than you
did. We were poor. Sometimes I used
to think that my little Mary might
have lived if I hadn't been afraid of

telephoning the doctor for nothing. I

don't know. My husband died when
my son was only twelve. Bunny

—

that's what we always called the boy,
although his real name was George
Alan—was so proud of being left to

take care of his mother; I think we
might have managed it some way.
But I'd never worked, I'd never
earned money, and when Clifford

Hutton came along and asked me to

marry him I could only see the
money. I don't know that I ever
asked myself if I loved him, or if he
ever did. He hated my son. Poor
little boy—his dream of having his

mother all to himself was over! We
put him in school, and it wasn't a
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good school; the head was a discipli-
narian; he didn't understand the child,
and Bunny was spirited—he ran
away. He came back, but he and his
stepfather never got along together.
Bunny would be in school for a while,
in camp, home again and in trouble,
gone again. I lost him. He was wild,
I know that, but he mightn't have
been wild if his mother hadn't failed
him. It got so that Clifford wouldn't
do any more for him and I had no
money. They sent for me to Arizona;
it was too late; Clifford and I had
gone into Canada on a camping trip

—

he loved those trips because they
were made so easy for him, but I

hated them—and when I got back the
telegram was ten days old. I didn't
even have my last look from my boy,
I didn't have a chance to go down on
my knees and say, 'Bunny, will you
forgive me!' He died all alone, per-
haps he was asking for me. . .

."

THE story came by fits and starts,
' some little sequence one day, and
perhaps the next not for many days.
Tarn listened, never pressed her
hostess, expressed no sympathy ex-
cept the sympathy was in her eyes.

"Clifford Hutton only lived five
months after that," Mary Hutton
concluded it. "I came out here to get
away, and I guess for a little while I

was queer. I know I used to walk
nights, talking to myself; the village
thought I was a witch. But that was
six years ago. After a while I began
to garden; I didn't have John, or little

Mary, or Bunny, but the flowers didn't
know it!"

On Christmas Day, with a fire roar-
ing in the dining room and the early
breakfast smoking on the table, Ta-

mara went upstairs again, fumbled
with a bedroom fire, gave up the task
to little Hong. It was a bitterly cold
day, without wind or sun. The low
gray sky pressed closely down over
the world; not a branch moved, not
a bird hopped about in the stripped
garden. Sounds came a long way to-
day; Tamara could hear Christmas
horns and church bells in the village
as the endless morning dragged by;
could clearly hear every motor car
that came swiftly up the curves and
twists of the low hills below the Hut-
ton place. That would be the doctor
—or this next would be. . . .

Mary Hutton came in to see her at
about three o'clock to ask her smil-
ingly if she and her daughter would
like some turkey.
"Not this Christmas!" Tamara

whispered. "Next Christmas! But
they gave me some soup and it was
delicious! Thank Lee Wing."
And much later still, before the

evening lamps were lighted, when she
and Mary were alone in the soft fire-

light, she said:
"It can't be—it just fundamentally

can't be that God would make any-
thing so lovely as this from what was
all wrong and sinful and twisted.
There must be some way to work it

out to Tightness and goodness."
"There's always a way to do that,"

the older woman said.

"Yes, but how? How to begin so
that it will be all right for her?"
"The way to begin living right,

Tarn, is only to begin. Everything
straightens itself out if we can do
that. I talk for you," Mary Hutton
said in a lower voice, her eyes fixed
on space, "but I can't remember it for
myself. You're young, you can start

again. But I'm old. I've nothing left

but an old garden, and who cares
whether or not my garden grows to

be one of the loveliest in the world?"
"Mary and I do," Tarn said quickly,

under her breath, stretching out a
hand to cover the rough hand on the
sheet. "Some day we'll show you."

VOU'VE paid me back everything I

' ever did for you," the older wo-
man said presently. She turned aside
to glance toward the big wash basket
on the floor beside the bed. "Is it

Mary?" she asked. "Is it for me?"
"Mary. And for whom else?"
Mrs. Hutton said nothing further.

She sat looking down at the muffled
occupant of the basket for a long
time. Wood snapped sleepily in the
round iron stove; the bedroom was
warm in the cold twilight of winter
afternoon. Outside twigs cracked in
frost, and dry branches clicked to-
gether; at dusk a whinning little wind
rose and moved restlessly about the
house. Tarn lay with her head on
her curved arm, her eyes upon the
small, discontented saffron counte-
nance of her child. One small mottled
fist lay outside the blanket; now and
then the little face wrinkled in a look
of elderly despair.
Tarn drank her milk. Presently, not

thinking, not looking backward or
ahead, she fell asleep.

But when tomorrow comes, how
will Tarn rebuild her shattered life?
With the added responsibility of her
fatherless child, will she be able to

find happiness and security? Don't
miss the coming chapters of Kathleen
Norris' remarkable novel in the Janu-
ary issue of Radio Mirror.
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The Last Lesson

(Continued from page 17)

Sometimes they were still puzzled,
for they were hungry, so I would tell

them, "The war has lasted longer
than—than our Emperor thought. But
soon it will be over and there will be
peace for all—a peace that will last

forever because men have had enough
of horror. A new world is coming,
children—a better world."
When peace came, a trumpet

shrilled the news through the village,
and we were so happy, for I had
talked to the children of peace and it

had come!
One morning Herr Professor Krae-

ner said proudly, "Soon, Fraulein
Heinrich, you will be teaching the
children of our republic! We are to
be a great republic—a democratic
republic. But then, you would not
know of that. I must explain it to
you."

"But I do know, Herr Professor!" I

exclaimed. "I have read—I know.
The first constitutional government
was the Union of Utrecht in the six-
teenth century. And then the Bill of
Rights of the English—I will tell the
children of that—and the Declaration
of the Rights of Man of the French
—and the wonderful American de-
mocracy—

"

I stopped, breathless with excite-
ment, and Professor Kraener smiled

"But the things he says—

"

"And I say the things he says do
not matter! Once order is established,
good sense will return. Let the others
march with him—he'll bring them to
order!"
And they did march with him—yes
—the way they're marching now to
me.
For a time, while the Leader shout-

ed and stamped through the halls of
the government, 1 was able to go on
with my teaching, undisturbed. While
new idiocies were screamed over the
radio and in the newspapers, I told
ray children of the true things; "We
must believe in democracy. We must
believe in liberty. We must hate war."
But one afternoon, Professor Krae-

ner called me to his office. He was
sitting at his desk, and he was sob-
bing. I had never seen this big, kind,
imposing man cry, and it frightened
me more than anything that had ever
happened to me in all my life.

As he raised his head we heard a
bugle blowing, far off in the hills

around the village.
"When the end of the world came,"

he whispered, "they said the trumpet
would blow. So!"

"But that is only the boys march-
ing—playing— ," I said.

"No Fraulein." He shook his beard-
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indulgently when he saw how beau-
tiful these things were to me and how
I longed to talk of them to my chil-
dren. He smiled, but they were as
beautiful to him, too.

So, for a while I taught my children
these good things—that kings are not
divine, that men are created equal,
that each man is strong within him-
self. I said to myself that these were
eternal, these truths, and that they
would last—forever.
They did not last. Instead, a con-

fused cry grew in the streets where
men called for a "leader." Always
there was that clamor for a "leader",
for "discipline". Could I tell them
what I knew to be true—that each
man must stand strong alone: that
liberty is greater than discipline? No.
I could not tell that to these older
people in the streets—only to my
children.
The clamor grew louder, this crazed

clamor for discipline and leadership,
and more and more people began say-
ing, "Democracy is weakness," until
there was fighting in the streets at
night, and out of the chaos there grew
a Leader.
He brought order out of the confu-

sion, but with it, he brought madness.
"What does it matter, Fraulein

Heinrich?" Professor Kraener said to
me. "What does it matter what this
little upside-down politician shouts as
long as he brings order?"

ed head from side to side. "The end
of the world—" Abruptly he shook
off his fit of abstraction. "Fraulein
Heinrich," he said, "you have been
here for many years. You are my
friend. And since you are my friend,
I—I cannot speak. I can only say

—

the children are your responsibility
now

—

your duty. You mustn't—you
mustn't fail me."

"But. Herr Professor—" I stam-
mered.
He gestured in dismissal. "Go on as

you have been—tell them the truth in
your own way. But leave me now,
Fraulein—leave me—

"

The next morning Professor Krae-
ner was gone. Mysteriously, horribly
missing. When I went out into the
town and asked the Burgomeister, he
was frightened, and all he would say
was that "they had taken him away."
They? Who?
But no one would answer me.
At last the Burgomeister told me

to go to a man named Ruger—Arnold
Ruger. "Maybe he will tell you," he
said. "I—I dare not."
Arnold Ruger! Of course I would

go to Arnold. Once more I remem-
bered what had happened so many
years before—Arnold pleading with
me to go away with him, telling me
he needed me. Now I needed him.
He could not fail me!
They showed me into the office he

had set up in the Town Hall. Guards
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OFF Face
Lips

Chin Arms Legs
nappy I had ugly hair . . . was unloved dis-

couraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I

have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.

My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 10-D. Chicago.

<!?HS ... :

"

Nervous.Weak,

Ankles Swollen!
Much nervousness is caused by an excess of

acids and poisons due to non-organic and non-
systemic Kidney and Bladder disorders which
may also cause Getting Up Nights, Burning Pas-
sages, Swollen Joints, Backache, Circles Under
Eyes, Excess Acidity, Leg Pains and Dizziness.
In many such cases the diuretic action of the
Doctor's prescription Cystex helps the Kidneys
clean out Excess Acids. This plus the palliative
work of Cystex may easily make you feel like
a new person in just a few days. Try Cystex
under the guarantee of money back unless com-
pletely satisfied. Cystex costs only 3c a dose at
druggists and the guarantee protects you.

"UNCORK "YOUR CORN
rws &rsr tvay

NOW IT'S easy to remove painful corns.

Put a scientific Blue-Jay pad neatly
over the corn. Felt pad (C) relieves pain by
removing pressure. Special formula (D)
gently loosens corn so it can be lifted out.

Get Blue-Jay Corn Plasters—only 25(' for 6.

BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
DECEMBER, 1939

Hair

in brown uniforms stood at both sides
of every door. And when they
finally took me into Arnold's office I

saw a man with a thin, lined, angry
face and eyes in which the cold fire

of madness burned.
"Arnold!" I whispered, wanting not

to know that this was the man who
had loved me.
He spoke sharply. "What is it,

Fraulein? State your business."
"My business?" I said. "Only to

speak to an old friend. . .
."

"Friend?" he asked with a frown.
"I do not know—Elsa!"

"Yes. Elsa."
"You are still at the school?" he

asked flatly.

"Of course."
His momentary surprise was con-

quered now, and in the first tone he
had used to me, he said, "Speak
quickly, Elsa. I am a man of many
concerns."
This was not Arnold. I saw that.

It was useless to pretend that I knew
him. "I only wanted to ask where
Professor Kraener has gone."
There was a pause, and then he said

coldly. "There is no answer!"
"But—"
"I tell you this. For the time be-

ing you are in charge of the school.
You will receive your instructions
from the local leader, who in turn
will receive them from the Ministry
of Education and Enlightenment."

I S that all?'

harsh
I asked, frozen by his

tone, by the glitter of his
eyes.
He looked quickly around the room,

stepped nearer to me. Softly he said,

"Elsa, listen to me! There have been
many changes. We are awakened,
and you must awaken. Do what you
are told—obey—and you will keep
the school and the children. A long
time ago you said they were all you
wanted—and to keep them now you
must obey! Always obey! Without
question! Do what you are told—do
not speak, and you can live your life

out here. Disobey, and you will lose
the school and the children and—even
more. Believe me, Elsa. . .

."

I crept home through the darkening
streets—home to this very house, this
very garden. I pushed the garden
door open and fell back, stifling a
scream in my throat. Men in uniform
were coming toward me from the
house, where a large black box had
been laid. A coffin.

"What is that?" I asked the soldiers
wildly. "Who?"

"His name was Kraener," one of
them said.
"What happened? How did he die?"
There was no answer. He looked

at me with small eyes. Then he said,
"Bury him! Obey!"
Obey! Obey! Obey! I understood.

Keep my children, my house, my life—obey. Yes.
I taught, then, what I was told to

teach. "We alone are blood rulers
of the world. Worship our Leader as
the true voice of God. Liberty is not
for us! Men must have a leader and
our leader is for the world."
What did it matter? These were

only words. All I wanted was to live.
Everything the Leader was saying
was right

—

as long as I lived. And
so I lived, until

—

Until one day the Leader himself
came to visit my school.

It was a great honor for the school,
for the children, for me. Everybody
in the town said so. The children
would recite and sing for the Leader,

DAY AND NIGHT

I WAS
WRACKED
WITH PAIN!

THE AFFLICTION OF
THOUSANDS!

Simple Piles may sound like a light thing, but they
are an awful agony.
They make your every move a torment. They even

hurt or itch while you are sitting or lying down. The
torture drags you down and makes you look old
and worn.
Both men and women suffer from simple Piles. But,

during pregnancy and after childbirth, women espe-
cially are subject to this trouble.

TO RELIEVE THE PAIN AND ITCHING
What you want to do to relieve the pain and itching
of simple Piles is use Pazo Ointment.
Pazo Ointment really alleviates the torment of

simple Piles. Its very touch is relief. It quickly eases
the pain; quickly relieves the itching.
Many call Pazo a blessing and say it isone thing that

gives them relief from the distress of simple Piles.

AH! WHAT COMFORT!
Pazo does a good job for several reasons.

First, it soothes simple Piles. This relieves the pain,
soreness and itching. Second, it lubricates the affected
parts. This tends to keep the parts from drying and
cracking and also makes passage easier. Third, it

tends to shrink or reduce the swelling which occurs
in the case of simple Piles.
Yes, you get grateful effects in the use of Pazo

!

Pazo comes in collapsible tubes, with a small per-
forated Pile Pipe attached. This tiny Pile Pipe, easily
inserted in the rectum, makes application neat, easy
and thorough. (Pazo also comes in suppository form
for those who prefer suppositories.)

TRY IT FREE

!

Give Pazo a trial and see the relief it affords in many
cases of simple Piles. Get Pazo at any drug store or
write for a free trial tube. A liberal trial tube will be
sent you postpaid and free upon request.
Just mail the coupon or postcard today. 121

GROVE LABORATORIES. INC.
Dept. 121-MF, St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen: Please send me free PAZO.

Name

Address

City State

FREE!

This offer is good only in U. S.
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STANCHING

WITH EXACT-MEASURE CUBE!

Each cube, an exact amount of finest

gloss starch. Cubes dissolve quickly,
smoothly. Starch spreads through
clothes evenly. No lumps. Saves
V3 ironing time, women say. Gives
clothes soft sheen, dirt-resisting fin-

ish. A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co.,
Decatur, Illinois.

Costs No More Than Old -type Starch

STALIY
GLOSS
STARCH

CUBES

"C&iMPin4 30L
Artistic pins,,

and clubs. Alt

islorcla;

*v° FREE

Write

liveprices. Finest quality, f ATA I f\f*
d pliled. silver, etc. Over 300 designs. V.AIALUU
DepL J, METAL ARTS CO.. Inc.. Rochester. N. V.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x IO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, li

capeu. pet animals, c

or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo _
guaranteed. 3 TOT $1.00
SEND NO MONEY^EKSSJt
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pay poatman 47c plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
Inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plua post-
age or send 80c and we pay postage. Take adv
offer now. Sond your photos today. Specify "

47

113 S.

tage of this am n/. in ff
ted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
Jefferson St. Dept. 1549-w Chicago, Illinois

Bafppy
& day$

re don't promise dishwashing will become your
husband's greatest joy, BUT — when he gets irri-

table and pepless due to constipation, justgivehim
FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious chewing gum way
to relief, and see how much jollier he'll be around
the house! FEEN-A-MINT tastes good-and you
get all its famous benefits simply by chewing. No
wonder folks say: "It seems just like magic! "Get
a 10^ package today and try it for your family.

TASTES LIKE

YOUR FAVORITE
CHEWING GUM!FEEN-A-MINT

Perfumes
1) I HI -li nlil;
2) I'.iilli'inli I I-

5) I I <-r n i-Ni-

4) I'. is Mini

Only $1 Postpaid
(Regular $2 valuo)

Redwood Treasure Chest:
Contain* 4— 50c bottles of these alluring Perfumes.
A Unique Chest 6 inches z 3 inches made from
Giant Redwood Trees of California A splendid gift.

Send No Money! ^jfto'SS
lor) send $1 check, stamps or currency. Money back.
PAUL RIEGER. 274 Art Center Bldg., San Francisco
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and he would smile upon them and
give them his blessing.
The great day came. The hall of

our school was packed, with children
and their parents, and with uniformed
men who carried pistols on their hips.
The children, white and clean, and
breathless with excitement, stood in
rows on the stage—I with them. Near
us he sat—the Leader—a little man.

"Hail to our Leader! Our Savior,
hail!" the children sang, and he
smiled.
Then one of my little girls—tiny

Thalia—so small, so frightened, sang
the song she had learned:

"Unfurl our bloody banners,
These cowards will run as we rise,

And when our day of vengeance
comes

We'll lead our flag through their
morning's blood.

Yes, following the flag of our leader
unto our death."

For the first time—-yes, for the first

time, there in that crowded hall, I

heard the words. From those tiny lips

they came, and I understood them
when before they had meant nothing
to me. "Bloody banners . . . our day
of vengeance . . . unto our death."
Little Siegried—nine or ten—now he
was coming forward to the Leader's
smile. A head like the sun—baby lips
to sing:

A hundred and ten bullets in my
hand,

Loaded rifles row on row,
In my fist a hand grenade

—

Come on then, bloody foe!

A hundred times and more I had
heard it—the children's marching
song—and yet, sitting there, it was as
if I heard it for the first time. What
were they saying, these children of
mine. Blood — guns — bullets — gre-
nades! And then suddenly the hall
was gone, and all I saw were fields,

running blood red, green mists of gas
—and through them marching chil-

dren

—

my children, hatred on their
lips, in their hearts, marching for him
to their deaths!
No! I jumped to my feet.

"Children!" I screamed. "Children!
Listen to me! I have taught you lies!

there is no glory in war. War is

terror and pain! They'll give you gas
tearing at your lungs and bullets in
your eyes! Children, listen! There
is no God but the true God and all
men have His blood in them and their
blood is your blood, so they are your
brothers. This man sitting here is a
man like all men and he'll die—but
this truth will live: liberty is the
nobility of men and nations are great
when each man has the liberty to
reach for the greatness within him-
self! Children this is the truth! The
truth!"
That is what I told them, there in

the hall. They all heard—the chil-
dren, and their fathers and mothers,
and the soldiers, and the little man,
sitting there. When I had finished
there was silence, and I turned and
went out. My eyes were so filled

with tears, mourning for the days I

had lost by being afraid, that I could
hardly see my way, so I stumbled
out of the school and down the long
road to my garden.
That is why I sit here now, in the

sun, waiting. I must wait for them
to come for me. If I run away, the
children will doubt. If I stay they
will remember.
Ah! There they are. I hear them

coming, tramping down the street
toward the garden, metal clinking,
leather creaking. Strange, I am not
afraid any longer. Were you like this,

unafraid, when they came for you,
Herr Professor Kraener? ... I am
sure you were . . . We found truth,
didn't we, old friend? The sun is

warm—life is good—but there comes
a time when one must speak.
They are knocking on the door now.

There is no need for them to break it

down. I will let them in. I am not
afraid.

What Do You Want to Say?

{Continued from page 3)

FOURTH PRIZE
OUR FIRST LADY

Orchids to you Radio Mirror, for
the wonderful "mike picture" of our
First Lady revealed in your Septem-
ber issue.

Standing as she does, Ace-High in
American opinion, Jerry Mason's facts
about Mrs. Roosevelt's simplicity,
graciousness, punctuality, ability for
self-control and quick-thinking in
emergencies, set us a fine example.—Mrs. Edna L. Maddocks, Ruston, La.

FIFTH PRIZE
STOP PICKING ON "POOR DON"

I wish people would stop picking on
Don Ameche. Imagine people not lik-
ing his gay singing! First the people
didn't like it because Mr. Ameche
smiled—so—he's smiling less now
than he did. Now they don't like his
singing. I believe it's Mr. Ameche's
nature to be happy, and when a per-
son is happy he smiles, laughs and
sings. Please don't try to change
him.—Alice Kozlowska, Buffalo, N. Y.

SIXTH PRIZE
JUST COMMENTS

Comments on Radio programs: Kay
Kyser, merry clown of the airwaves,
serves up an appetizing dish every

Wednesday night.
When Bing Crosby resumes broad-

casting, here's hoping that he will
sing more and talk less. He can
croon for my money any day or night,
but there's no necessity for all that
excess verbiage on his program.
Dorothy Lamour's mistake is that

she instills into her voice a tear-
stained quality it does not naturally
possess.—Mr. Hoyt McAfee, Los
Angeles, Calif.

SEVENTH PRIZE
RADIO MAKES GOOD!

On these pages I've read of many
fine things the radio has done for peo-
ple: quarrels patched up, divorce
averted, nervousness cured, etc.

My radio pays me money! I'm a
CONTEST BUG. There's always
a pad and pencil handy on my
radio table and when I hear some an-
nouncer say, "Win $1,000 first prize
or an autographed baseball second
prize, just by telling us 'Why you like
Dilly Dally Dumplings' "—I dash down
the address, dash to my typewriter,
dash off an entry, and in a few weeks
comes my check for the $1,000 ... or
the autograph baseball . . . maybe!
Incidentally my radio is a Contest
prize.—Mrs. Mabel Williamson, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint tell-tale

streaks of gray to a natural-appearing shade—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 27 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)— Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless.No skin test needed,active coloring agent is pure-
ly vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting— does
not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 50c at
drug or toilet counters always on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. GetBROWNATONE today.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beau-

tifully enlarge one snapshot negative (film)

to 8x10 inches—FREE—if you enclose this

ad with 10c for handling and return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors

sent immediately. Your negative returned
with your free enlargement. Send it today.

Geppert Studios, Dept,646,Des Moines, Iowa

Given
I AnirC'&riDQ CJ SEND NAME AND ADDRESSLAUIL9 CClallfLO Latest Shape High Grade
7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet and
beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash com-
mission. EITHER this Watch or other high grade premiums
YOURS for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE big colored pic-
tures with well known WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE used
for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c a
box (with picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. SPE-
CIAL—or choose one of 20 fine premiums for returning only
$3. 44th year. Be First. Write today for 12 boxes of
White Cloverine Salve. Wilson Chem, Co., Inc., Dept.
65-42, Tyrone, Pa.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays in

the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills

to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet
amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's
Little Liver Pills by name. 10<f and 25^ at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.

Earn
$

25 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of age—have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.50
to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN1
Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned 8474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 40th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1812, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages

Name_

City

_Age_

Fate's Bad Boy

(Continued from page 24)

to write it, he knew he would have
to get away from New York. He was
tired—and somehow, he couldn't seem
to write about John Brown in that
room over the Chinese laundry. An
Indian actor, a Chippewa boy he'd
met at the station where they were
broadcasting his radio serial, offered
him the chance to get a vacation and
write his play at the same time. He
invited him to come and visit his peo-
ple on a Chippewa reservation in Lac
Flambeau, Wisconsin.
They took a cross-country bus out

across the prairies to Madison, Wis-
consin, then traveled until they
reached a lake, a flaming bowl of

color in the light of the setting sun.

Here they were met in a canoe by the
old Chippewa father, chief of the
tribe.

"We shall call you Young Bear,"
said the old chief gravely. And so, as

Young Bear, Orson lived for three
months, a part of the primitive simple
life still led by these people in the
wilderness. He slept in a wigwam of

birch-bark, on a bed of pine-boughs.
He swam, laughing, in the lake, with
the pretty young squaws, or walked
with them, on moccasined feet,

through the woods, in search of wild
flowers, herbs, birds only the Indians
have ever seen. At night he sat

around the campfire, listening to the
rhythmic beating of the drums, or to

the stories of the days when the bea-
ver and the bison, the eagle and the
Indian were the lords of America.

HE was as carefree and as young as

he had been in Ireland three years
before. But happier. For every day
the manuscript of his new play grew
thicker on the rickety table in his
wigwam. The dream grew closer.

Broadway. He would surely conquer
it now.
But Destiny had not yet come to

terms with Orson Welles. When he
went back to Broadway, the same old
game began again. Casual interest.

Raised eyebrows. Shrugs. No—said
the girls at the reception desks. He
isn't in. But you can leave your play,
if you like. One producer after an-
other picked it up, toyed with it, laid
it down. Finally one man, more ex-
perimental than the rest, bought it.

But months went by. It was not pro-
duced.
Back again to the Chinese laundry

—and the monsters and the fiends and
the bullets made of ice. Until another
idea for the theater came into his
mind. An idea for a modern edition
of Shakespeare that would set Broad-
way by its ears. He would go away
again to some quiet spot and work.
He decided to go to Africa.
To most people, the idea of trotting

off to Africa to write an edition of
Shakespeare is too fantastic for belief.
But to Orson Welles, it was perfectly
natural. He had been to Africa be-
fore—with his father in the old travel
days. He knew an African chieftain—the Glaouii—or Eagle—of Telouet.
Years ago, as a little boy, the Glaouii
had given him a standing invitation
to visit him in his Moroccan palace.
Why should he not go now? It would
be at least an adventure.
He went by tramp steamer to the

West Coast of Africa, disembarked at
a place called Casa Blanca, then pen-
etrated to the very heart of the Riff
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TEXACO
STAR

THEATRE

GREAT SHOWS
IN ONE

A GREAT

VARIETY SHOW
30 Minutes . .

.

from Hollywood!
with

Kenny BAKER • Frances LANGF0RD

David BROEKMAN'S Orchestra

Jimmy WALLINGT0N and

Ken MURRAY, Master-of-Ceremonies

A GREAT

DRAMATIC SHOW
30 Minutes . .

.

from New York!
Each week

HIT PLAYS . . .

written by the world's foremost

playwrights! FAMOUS STARS
... playing brilliant roles!

CBS
NETWORK
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TEXACO DEALERS

MIDWESTFACTO#y~TO-YOU

.

20™ANNIVERSARYSPECIAL*

put this 1940

I4TUBE
CHASSIS IN YOUR
PRESENT CABINET

Here's today's biggest radio
value — the 1940 TELE-
VISION ADAPTED Midwest
—at sensationally low fac-
tory-to-you price. Exciting
foreign reception. Abso-
lute satisfaction guaranteed
on money-back basis. Send
lc postcard for FREE 1940
catalog.
(User-agents make easy extra
money!)

30
DAYS
TRIAL
•

EASY

See Midwest's Answer to TRADE-INS!

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. 51-E Cincinnati, Ohio

PASTE COUPON OH l c POSTCAKP- OR WHITE TODAY!

MIDWEST RADIO
- CORPORATION
I Cincinnati, Ohio Name
I Dept. Sl-E

(complete detnila

_ of vour liberal 30-
| da<- Trial Offer

and raotory-to-

L-l-2 ,

Town State-
User-Accnts Make Easy Extra Mono:
Check here [ ' for details.
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HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys— and may be relieved when treated in
the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

mVRNS Cut *cit*&5ces!KNITTING WORSTEDS!
Saxony, Shetland, Velveens, etc. AT CUT-RATE
PRICES! FREE. Sample Cards, Instructions. Just
out. Style Flash, 30 New Models Free. Est. 22 yrs.
F8K YARN CO., 85 Essex St., Dept. A- 13, New York, N. Y.

V O I C E
100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with singing lessons—but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct siUnt exercises . ,

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book-sent free. Learn WHY yon
can now have the voice yon want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless Bigned Dy parent,
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 7919

64 E. Lake St., Chicago

Relieve Pain

in Few MinutesNEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheu-
matism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the fine formula, used by thousands.
No opiates. Does the work quickly—must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
your money back. Don't suffer. Ask your druggist
today for trustworthy NURITO on this guarantee.

WHAT WOULDN'T YOU GIVE to live a more
normal life-unaffected by asthmatic attacks? You
can live more happily, more comfortably-
epiteof youraflliclion-if you have Dr. R. Schiff-
mann's ASTHMADOR handy. Its aromatic furr

reduce the soverity of the attack - promote nor-
mal breathing. Get ASTHMADOR to-

day at your druggist'B — powder, cigar-
ette, or pipe mixture form. For a free
sample, write: R. SCHIFFMANN CO.
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. A-7

V&S^ •»«*

Here's Amazing
Relief For Acid
Indigestion.

YES—TUMS bring amazing
quick relief from indiges

tion, heartburn, boui stomach, gas caused
by excess add, For TUMS work on the

trui basil principle Act unbelievably fast

to neutralize exce acid i onditions. Acid
pain an relieved almost at once. TUMS
art guaranteed to kihuuii ;/« soda. Are not
laxative ( ontain no hai mful drugs. Over
2 billion TUMS already used proving

theii amazing i» m lil ( .<
I

') UMS today. Only KM to

JL'Jl 12 TUMS at all druggi I
.

You never know when or where

territory through Tangier and Fez.
The Glaouii's city was in the moun-
tains, spread out on the top of a pla-
teau. It was mud-walled, feudal, a
city without a consul, a post-office, or

a white man. Once inside, Orson was
treated with great respect. The
Glaouii remembered him at once

—

gave him a special guest palace, pro-
vided him with an army of servants
and an Arabian stallion of his own.
For weeks he lived in a dream

world. Or rather, two dream worlds.
Outside, there was this fantastic

Moroccan city—crowded, hot, tense
with occasional Riff skirmishes. A
Mohammedan city where, as a Chris-
tian, he must eat his meals alone, and
wear a special gray wool fez to mark
him from the red-fezzed Mohamme-
dans. A dream city of soft velvet
nights and veiled women. Inside him
there was another dream world—the

world of Shakespeare which he must
somehow revivify for modern men.

It did not take him long to finish the

editions in that strangely cloistered

atmosphere. In less than two months
he was on his way back to Broadway,
ready to assail the fortress for the
last time.
Once again—failure.

"Shakespeare ain't box-office," the
Broadway boys told him. "It ain't

commercial." He sold his edited clas-

sics finally to a publisher of school
text-books, but not one legitimate
producer would touch them with a
ten-foot pole. He felt sick, discour-
raged, ready to give up for good.

DERHAPS he had been wrong about
* the whole thing. Perhaps—back
there in Chicago—Dr. Bernstein, his
guardian, had had the right idea.
Harvard and a Phi Beta Kappa key.
A job after graduation selling bonds.
Perhaps that was what he should have
done in the first place.
He got on the train and went back

to Chicago for the first time in four
years. Dr. Bernstein, Roger Hill

—

they were all delighted to see him.
The prodigal had come home at last.

They exclaimed over his size, his tan,
his deep voice, his fantastic stories.
They were proud of him, and a little

afraid. And now? someone said

—

Harvard? Orson shrugged his shoul-
ders.
"Maybe I'm too old to be a Fresh-

man," he joked. But there was some-
thing dead and wistful in his eyes

—

something, in spite of his youth, that
was lost and bewildered. Had it

meant nothing after all?
Darkness before dawn. That was

what it was. For Destiny, ever trick-
ing, ever dogging the footsteps of
Orson Welles, was about to meet him
face to face.
He went one afternoon to a cocktail

party with his old teacher and friend,
Roger Hill. He hadn't wanted, par-
ticularly, to go. Just a lot of people
jammed into smoky rooms. People he
had never met. He did not even want
to talk to any of them. But a quiet
man, sitting in a chair nearby, struck
up a conversation, asked him his
name.

"I'm Orson Welles," Orson said it

casually. "I write for the pulps."
"Not the Orson Welles!" The quiet

man sat up in his chair. "But you're
not the Orson Welles from Ireland
everybody is talking about?"
The quiet man was Thornton

Wilder, the famous novelist and play-
wright. And it seemed that he had
known about Orson's work in Dublin
for a long time—from an Irish poet
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and writer friends of his. He shook
his head when Orson poured out his
bitter experiences with Broadway.
"But of course they didn't know

about you," he said. "You have to
know somebody who will introduce
you, on Broadway. Somebody of im-
portance. Here—I'll give you a letter
to my friend, Alexander Woollcott.
He knows everybody. He'll introduce
you around. And by the way—I un-
derstand Katharine Cornell is looking
for a man to play Marchbanks in her
production of Shaw's Candida. Why
don't you try for it?"
A miracle.
Orson didn't wait for that party to

end. Armed with Wilder's note, he
left for New York that very night. He
was in the Cornell-McClintock office

next afternoon—reading Marchbanks'
lines in his basso profundo voice,
while Katharine Cornell and her hus-
band, Guthrie McClintock, sat listen-
ing with the expression people have
when they know they are making a
"find."
He was back in the theater at last

—

this time for good.
For nine months of heady excite-

ment and happiness, he traveled with
the Cornell troupe, as Katharine Cor-
nell's leading man. He played star-
ring roles in "Candida," "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street" and "Romeo and
Juliet." Once again the smell of
grease-paint, the hot glare of foot-
lights was a part of him. Actors and
actresses were his friends. Once
again he could go to bed at night with
Shakespeare's immortal lines on the
back of his tongue. He could walk
down Broadway, and defy it to crush
him now.
But there was still another note in

his happiness than this. For the first

time in his life Orson Welles had
fallen in love.
They met just a month after Orson

had left the Cornell troupe to start a
little summer theater of his own, out
in Woodstock, Illinois. It was the
summer when Orson turned 21. She
was 19—a little Chicago society girl,

named Virginia Nicholson, who
wanted to become an actress. She
was a student at Orson's new Wood-
stock theater.

SMALL, ash-blonde and frail—Vir-
ginia wasn't the type you'd notice

right away. She had a soft voice, a
shy way of slipping in and out of the
way, when Orson appeared. Orson in
fact hadn't noticed her at all until she
was cast for the role of Trilby, against
his Svengali.
They were playing the part where

Svengali hypnotizes Trilby and puts
her completely under his spell. The
scene takes place in a garret room in
Paris. Virginia in pale blonde bangs
was sitting on a chair. Opposite was
Orson, as Svengali, in a pointed beard
and long flowing hair.
He moved toward her across the

stage, speaking the words that en-
chant Trilby forever. They were
familiar words to him. He had played
many Svengalis to many Trilbys be-
fore. But somehow, as he came closer
to the slight figure, a strange feeling
swept over him. This girl opposite
him was the loveliest thing he had
ever seen—pure, angelic, with a kind
of unearthly rapture on her face. In
tha< moment Virginia Nicholson was
Trilby.
The curtain fell on the scene. He

did not go back to his dressing-room.
He did not move. He was staring at
her, looking into her eyes.
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From that hour on, life—the day by
day living of it—was completely
changed for Orson Welles.
Theirs was a simple, unassuming

courtship—quite different from the
flamboyant adventures of Orson's
strange past. A boy and girl summer
romance against a background of

trees and sunshine and the carefree

life of a theater. Days spent hammer-
ing scenery, designing costumes, talk-

ing about Art and Philosophy, with
capital letters, on a grassy lawn.
Nights of busy activity backstage.
And after the play—two chocolate
sodas at the corner drug-store—

a

drive in a ramshackle jaloppy down
some dusty country road.

Virginia was a revelation to him.
He had met many girls before. But
never any quite like her. Never any-
body who looked at him with such a
light in her eyes. Never anybody who
believed so much in what he wanted
to do—who took him as he came

—

who never laughed or criticized or
was hurt by any of the things he
said. You didn't have to explain
things to Virginia.

HE wanted to be with her all the
time—laughing, kidding around

about plays and acting and beards and
sodas and all the things young people
in a summer theater kid about. Even
his precious theater—the theater he
had started in the hopes of interesting
Broadway in his producing ideas—
assumed second place in his mind. He
began to live only for those moments
when they would be rehearsing to-
gether—she in slacks and sweater,
with her hair tied back with a blue
ribbon—those moments when she
would smile at him, or exult with
him over some wonderful new idea.
And yet—he was as shy about tell-

ing her his feelings as a high school
boy—afraid to speak.
Then one night—just two weeks

before he was to close up the theater
and go back to Broadway—it all came
suddenly, swiftly to a head.
They had just finished the ballroom

scene in "Romeo and Juliet"—the
scene where Romeo discovers that he
loves Juliet. The gay music of the
dance was ringing in their ears, when
they ran offstage to change for the
next scene. It was busy and cluttered
up backstage. Stagehands were mov-
ing the scenery about. Glaring elec-
tric lights poured down upon them.
But—running toward her dressing-
room—Virginia stumbled over her
long velvet dress and half fell. Orson
caught her. In a moment, she was in
his arms.
• They clung together—heedless sud-
denly of the people, the dusty
scenery, the spotlights pouring down.
And Orson blurted it out—his love,
everything that had been on his mind
so long. He asked her then to marry
him. Virginia did not say a word. It

was a long time before he realized
she was crying. Then she turned her
head away and said:
"Oh—Orson. I want to but I

—

can't."
Even in his love-story, Orson

Welles was fated to be different.
Next month, read the amazing story
of the barrier that separated him and.
Virginia, and of how he went about
surmounting it—and then follow him
through the spectacular years which
led to Broadway success. Learn the
inside story of the radio program
which terrified a nation, and go with
Orson to Hollywood, where he star-
tled and puzzled filmland.
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There's nothing more refreshing than a warm, fragrant bath
before dressing for dinner, says beautiful Marion Hutton.

BEAUTY is skin deep. And what
contacts your skin the most times,
and the most skin? Water, of

course. Bathtubs full of water, once
or twice a day. Wash basins full of
water, oftener than that. You, who
are so careful about your soaps and
your other beauty aids, what are you
doing about making your bath water
soft and soothing?
Marion Hutton, one of your favorite

radio singers, has a word for you. I

interviewed her in a beauty parlor,
while she was getting a wave, and be-
lieve it or not, even then she was
beautiful! The drier fitted over her
like one of those mediaeval peaked
hats.
Marion comes from Detroit, a

graduate of Cass Institute of Tech-
nology. She was taking a pre-medical
course, majoring in chemistry under
Mrs. Lindbergh (the mother of the
Colonel). But a voice like hers could
not pass unnoticed. She came to New
York, and Glenn Miller, who was then
just forming his orchestra, heard her
sing. She has been featured with him
ever since.
Although she has great natural

beauty, Marion Hutton believes in
doing everything she can to main-
tain it. Beauty baths? Certainly.
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She loves the soothing effect of her
favorite bath preparations and the
smooth satin finish they impart to the
skin. Just a sprinkle of quickly dis-
solving fragrant powder, and her bath
is ready. She likes the garden odeurs.
Whichever you choose, the impor-

tant thing is to make your bath sooth-
ing and relaxing. The cold shower
and cold plunge are fine as a skip
tonic, but they must be supplemented
by a long luxurious soak in warm
water if the full benefit for health and
beauty is to be secured.

From November 3rd to 11th. your
nearby variety store is featuring
nationally advertised brands, prod-
ucts you recognize as familiar
friends, products which assure you
satisfaction and reliability. Visit
your variety store November 3rd to
11th, and take advantage of the
many values they are offering.

Mil MIRROR * * * *

By
Dr. GRACE GREGORY

A good bathing routine is a cold
shower in the morning and a warm,
fragrant tub when you come home to

dress for the evening. There is no
such thing as too many baths. But
as most water is hard and irritating,

a good bath powder is often a neces-
sity as well as a luxury. There is one,
a prepared starch, which does not ac-
tually affect the water chemically but
gives a delightfully soothing effect by
powdering the skin with a fine fra-
grant film.

Miss Hutton is particularly success-
ful in the matter of eye make-up. You
never think she uses eye shadow or
mascara because she uses them so
skillfully. When they are noticeable,
they are wrong. Correctly used, they
are a real enhancement to beauty.
Everyone is the better for a little

eye shadow in the evening, and most
of us can use it to advantage during
the day also. The safest shades are
the blue-gray, gray, and mauve. But
some of the others are worth trying,
particularly if your coloring is of an
unusual type. Just a suggestion of
shadow at the bottom of the lid is

enough by day. At night, you may
carry it higher. Be sure to powder
over it so that it' blends inconspicu-
ously with the rest of your make-up.
Mascara for the eye lashes is an

absolute necessity to most blondes,
and a help to everyone. But put it on
with a steady hand, in. a strong light,

with the aid of a magnifying mirror.
If you smear it or get on too much,
remove it with a cleansing cream and
start over again. Do your eyes well,
or not at all. No mascara on the
lower lashes, unless they are too
blonde.
Many women use mascara for the

eyebrows instead of a pencil. It is a
little more trouble, but well worth it.

The make-up of the eyebrows, lids
and lashes—is one of the most im-
portant of the beauty aids.
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First in The Ears of His

Countrymen

(Continued from page 37)

Swing has done more to give the
English people a correct conception of

present-day Americans than any other

man alive. He's talked about every-
thing, from our jitterbug dancing to

our economic set-up. He is proudest
of the fact that in all the broadcasts
he's done to Great Britain not one
of his scripts has ever been censored

—

the BBC authorities here have so

much faith in him that they have not
even asked to see the scripts!

In his two and a half years at Mu-
tual the same thing has been true. Not
one of his scripts has ever been al-

tered. In line with radio's strict cen-
sorship, this is quite astounding.
Although he has spent twenty years

abroad as a foreign correspondent,
Swing is as American as the Statue of

Liberty. He was born in Cortland,
New York, fifty-two years ago, the
son of a Congregational Minister. As
a kid he was shy, a studious type, with
a head full of adventure and curiosity

which he kept hidden.

WHEN he was very young, Swing's
family moved to Oberlin, Ohio.

Raymond went to Oberlin Academy
and the Oberlin Conservatory of Mu-
sic. Fresh from college, he went into

the newspaper game, working on small
papers all over the state of Ohio. He
was a reporter, copy-reader, night
editor, and finally at the age of 24
became the youngest managing edi-
tor in the country, holding down this

position on the Indianapolis Star.
When Swing had gone as far in the

newspaper game in America as he
could go, he went to Berlin as a cor-
respondent for the Chicago Daily
News. Even then, he was calling the
turn of events. He was way ahead
of all the other correspondents in
predicting the first World War. He
sent in a story on Germany's increased
budget for munitions, the significance
of which the editors failed to catch.
They printed it on the back page un-
der the title, "A Day at the Reich-
stadt."

His most spectacular scoop occurred
when he learned about the huge,
large-bore gun which was shelling
Liege. Knowing that he couldn't wire
it out of the country, Swing told his
scoop, word for word, to a college stu-
dent going to London. Once in Lon-
don, the college boy dictated it to a
stenographer in the office of the Chi-
cago Daily News.
Swing saw Europe smashed by war.

He hates war.
He was one of the few newspaper-

men to see the Allied Fleet attempt
to force the Dardenelles.
He saw newspaper action on all

fronts, talked with the biggest men
in Europe.
But always he kept a clear head,

seldom taking sides, always weighing,
judging, thinking for himself.
Swing came back to America when

this country entered the war. He
served as an examiner for the War
Labor Board. But then he was off
again to Europe on a secret mission
to France for Colonel House, the de-
tails of which cannot, even now, be
revealed.

After the War, Swing went back
(Continued on page 83)
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Fred Waring, energetic maestro of Chesterfield's Pleasure Time, keeps fit by
eating dried fruits. For dessert, he's specially fond of this Dried Fruit Betty.

ALL that health and energy you
stored up during vacation is

carrying you through the au-
tumn with renewed zest for your job.

There's a reason for that, of course

—

and it lies in the fact that by the end
of vacation you were rested and chock
full of sunshine and vitamins. But
now that you're back on the job, don't

let your vacation vigor lapse. Main-
tain it by eating plenty of fruits, for

fruits are one of the most important
vitamin sources. You may find that
fresh fruits are not so plentiful now,
or so varied, but that needn't inter-
fere with your vitamin regime. Now
dried fruits reach you with all their

rich fruit flavor and their health
building qualities intact.

Orchestra Leader Fred Waring of
Chesterfield's Pleasure Time, heard
Monday through Friday at 7 P.M.,
NBC-Red, is a dried fruit enthusiast,
with two desserts that he liked es-
pecially as a child, Dried Fruit Betty
and Apricot Upside Down Cake, still

on his preferred list. Incidentally, in

making these desserts, Fred's wife
follows the same recipes that his

mother always use I

Dried Fruit Betty
2 cups soft bread crumbs or ci

stale bread
1 pound mixed dried fruit

Vz cup seeded raisins
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By MRS.
MARGARET SIMPSON

Vz cup New Orleans type molasses
1
2 cup water Vi tsp. nutmeg

2 tbls. melted butter or margarine
1% tbls. lemon juice

grated rind of Vz lemon
Soak dried fruit over night, then

drain thoroughly. Place half the
crumbs in a buttered baking dish.
Cover with half the 'fruit. Combine
water, molasses, butter, lemon juice
and rind and nutmeg, and pour half
the mixture onto the fruit layer.
Cover. Arrange a second layer of
crumbs, then a layer of the remain-
ing fruit and add the rest of liquid
mixture. Bake, covered, at 350 degrees
F. for one hour. Serve with cream
or a hot fruit sauce.

Apricot Upside Down Cake
Vz cup sugar, white or brown

3 tbls. water Vz tsp. cinnamon
'

i cup butter or margarine
2 cups cooked dried apricots, sweet-

ened to taste
Combine sugar, water, cinnamon

and butter in heavy skillet and place

muni Milium
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in oven until butter melts. Arrange
apricots, cut side down, in syrup in
skillet. Pour batter (recipe below)
over fruit and bake forty -five minutes.
Invert on platter and serve, fruit side
up, with lemon sauce or cream.

Batter
1 cup sugar Vz tsp. salt

Vz cup shorten- 2V2 tsps. baking
ing powder

2 eggs, beaten Vz cup milk
1% cups flour 1 tsp. vanilla
Cream together sugar and shorten-

ing, add beaten eggs and cream all to-
gether. Sift together dry ingredients
and add alternately with milk, to
creamed mixture. Beat in vanilla and
pour batter evenly over apricots.

Shorten Your Shortening Budget
One of the most pressing questions

for every housewife is how to prepare
well balanced, appetizing meals and
still keep within the food budget.
Margarine is the perfect solution for
this difficulty. An important source of
Vitamin A, its wholesome richness is

unexcelled for shortening, pan or deep
fat frying and seasoning, and it gives
excellent results used in place of but-
ter in recipes calling for butter. It is

also the perfect basis for white sauce,
using the basic white sauce recipe of
one tablespoon each of flour and mar-
garine to one cup of milk and salt and
pepper to taste.
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(Continued from page 81)

to Berlin for the New York Sun. Then
he returned to America to take a job
on the Wall Street Journal in the
Foreign Department. "Because," as
he explains, "you cannot understand
Europe unless you understand her
economic structure."

In 1935 he came back to America
to write a book about something no-
body seemed to think was terribly
important— fascism. It was called
"Forerunners of American Fascism,"
and it called the turn again, before
the Dies Committee even knew what
the Fascist movement in America was
all about. Swing wrote for The Na-
tion, was one of its editors, but was
fired, as he says with a smile, "Be-
cause I wasn't radical enough."

Since then, he has been traveling
back and forth between America and
Europe, writing for newspapers and
magazines and broadcasting.
During this last crisis, Swing has

been working from 18 to 20 hours a
day, the heaviest part of his duties
coming at night. He wrote one of his
best talks during this time in less
than an hour.
"Something inside me just kept

pounding the typewriter," he smiles.
"Of late, the pace hasn't been so ter-
rific, but the hours are almost as long.
I'm turning into a night person."
Swing is married and has three

children. His wife was once a very
important leader in the Women's Suf-
frage movement. When she married
Swing, she agreed to take his last
name if he would take her maiden
name, Gram, as his.

THE Swings have a home in Trum-
' bull, Connecticut, but Raymond
Gram Swing hasn't seen much of it
lately. He's been staying at his apart-
ment in New York, just a few minutes
on the lope from the MBS studios. If
you walk that distance with Swing,
you are sure to become involved in
a swap of opinions on some political
question and you may be just as sure
that your opinions will come in a
poor second.
When Swing isn't at work, he's usu-

ally playing the piano in what is called
"the Swings' version of classical mu-
sic." His son plays the cello and his
daughter the violin. Swing's daugh-
ter thinks his greatest accomplishment
is a sonata for violin, written espe-
cially for her. He wants to start work
on another one.
Next to the job he is now doing,

Raymond Gram Swing would rather
be analyzing America for Americans.
He thinks there is a great need for
just that. And after talking to Swing,
so do we.
"As to our own entanglements in

this war," Mr. Swing states, "we are
in a very ticklish position, but we
must realize that we are ultimately in
the same position as every other
democracy in the world. Sooner or
later, in some way or other, we will
have to find some way of permanent-
ly blocking facist aggression against
the democracies. If we don't, our fate
will be the same as the other democ-
racies in this world."
But right now, when most men his

age are content to sit back and talk
about the way things were, Raymond
Gram Swing is just reaching the peak
of his life, bringing the light of his
observations in the past into sharp
focus on the crisis of today. He's
really needed. And that's the finest
tribute he can be paid.
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DELIGHTED TO GET ft BISSELL SWEEPER
TAG-GED "'MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM MARY "

THRILLED THAT BISSELLS EXCLUSIVE

HI-LO BRUSH CONTROL CLEANS ANV
RUCr SO THOROUGHLY AND EASILY

GETS GRAND IDEA|— A BISSELL WOULD

BE THE PERFECT GIFT FOR MOTHER,

AONT MILLIE, AMD HER. NEW SISTER-IN-LAW

MARVELS AS IT SCOOTS UNDER LOW
FURNITURE AND STAY-ON BUMPERS
PREVENT SCRATCH (NG-

SEES THAT SHE CAN USE BISSELL FOR

DAILY CLEAN-UPS, SAVING- VACUUM
FOR GENERAL CLEANING. HtOD...

A beautiful new Bissell is a grand
gift! $3.95 to $7.50 at your dealer's.

BISSELL
Year after year—the world's largest selling sweeper

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

How to keepBaby well
THE U. S. Government's Children's Bureau has pub-

lished a complete 138-page book "Infant Care" espe-
cially for young mothers, and authorizes this magazine

to accept readers' orders. Written by five of the coun-
try's leading child specialists, this book is plainly written,
well illustrated, and gives any mother a wealth of
authoritative information on baby's health and baby's ^\
growth. This magazine makes no
profit whatever on your order, sends Rparli=>rc' Qorvirp Rnroon
your money direct to Washington.

readers Ser\ ICe £111 eail,

Send 10 cents, wrapping coins or RADIO 1M R R O R
stamps safely, to „• , _ T T .

2.05 E. 4znd St.. Depr. IF-i, New \ork, N. Y

FREE
ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beau-
tifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches FREE—if you enclose this ad
with 10c for return mailing. Informa-
tion, on hand tinting in natural colors
with a FREE frame, sent immediately. Your
original returned with your free enlargement.
Look over your pictures now and send your
favorite snapshot or negative todav as this free
offer is limited. DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 288,
118 N. 15th St., Omaha, Neb.

For Husky
Babies!
Thousands of physicians
and grateful mothers
have written us of babies
who found nothing else

so acceptable, digestible,

and strengthening as
Horlick's, the Original Malted Milk. Ask your
doctor about Horlick's. Partially pre-digested by
malt enzymes. Contains minerals and natural

vitamins of the milk and grain. For sample
send 3 cent stamp to Dept. MW'G- 12, Horlick's,

Racine, Wis., or Montreal, Can.

The Original
Malted Milk
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Wrist Watch

With every match-
ed Bridal Pair
ordered now and
paid for on our
Easy Credit Plan.

ONE YEAR
TOPAYfor_
RINGS ^O

MATCHED
BRIDAL
PAIR &««
Gold Plate Wed-
ding Ri ng set
with bri 1 Hants.
also s imulated
diamond solitaire
engagement ring.

SEND NO
MONEY

with Order

Choice of smart, new, jeweled Ladies' Wrist Watch or
men's Curved, accurate, guaranteed 7 jeweled Wrist
Watch FREE of extra cost with every Matched Bridal
Pair (Wedding and Engagement Rings) ordered and paid
for on our new one-year payment plan. Make only 2
easy payments of $3 each, total only $6. Send no
money with order, just name and ring size. We trust
you. No red tape. Wear lO days on approval. Your
package comes by return mail.

f SEND
THIS
FREE
Wrist

I Watch
I Coupon
. TODAY

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO..
Dept. 220. Jefferson, Iowa
Your offer accepted.

Send Lady's D.

Name
Address

City

INVENTORS
Write for new FREE Book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor''
and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for prelimi-
nary information. Clarence A. O'Brien and Hyman Berman,
Registered Patent Attorneys, 1-W Adams Building, Wash-
ington. D. C.

3=
T-R-E-T-C-

Your Way to a Beautiful Figure
Easy exercises on Doorway Gym Bar—works
wonders with figure—molds new lovely lines.

THIS DOORWAY GYM BAR only
(An Ideal Gift) Can be quickly put
up in any doorway 22" to 36". No
nails, screws, or tools required.

$3.45 for Bar, Enamel Finish
$4.45 for Bar, Chrome Finish

ON 10-DAY MONEY-BACK TRIAL
Exercise Book FREE with each bar-f^novi

OLYMPIAN INDUSTRIES '*"""•
SS E. Washington St. Dept. M-l Chicago

$3

H

45

m

(We Pay
Postage)

Send

Brand NEW!

$-1 A.95 a""
Only I 9 -P

10-Day Trial—Easy Terms
Guaranteed Brand New latestRBM-
lNGTONCADETrnc.dolonly$19.95
during this sensational eale. Alao
Royal, Corona and famoua Feather-
weight Portables at real money-
saving prices. Also standard full size office
models rebuilt and fuMy guaranteed at '-, saving.
SEND FOR BIG FREE CATALOG IN COLORS.

Monroe St.
3pt.P- 1203, Chicago

DfcWV-mOIST

LU$TROU$c
î

Tempt Romance'.

MEN are attracted to lips

that have a moist,
warm, inviting look. With
new, amazing Devvy-
Siieen Lipstick lips remain looking dewy-
moist, lustrous . . . alive! Nothing like it! Nine
flattering shades. $1 at drug and department

stores. 10c size at ten-cent stores.

COUGHS!
Get After That Cough Today

with PERTUSSIN
When you catch cold and your throat feels dry
or clogged, the secretions from countless tiny
glands in your throat and windpipe often turn
into sticky, irritating phlegm. Then you cough.

Pertussin stimulates these glands to pour
out their natural moisture so that the phlegm
is loosened and easily raised. Quickly your
throat is soothed, your cough relieved!

Your cough may be a warning signal! Why
neglect it? Do as millions have done! Use
Pertussin, a safe and pleasant herbal syrup for

children and grownups. Many physicians have
prescribed Pertussin for over 30 years. It's safe

and acts quickly. At all drug counters. For gen-
erous FREK trial bottle, write to Pertussin,

Ppt.S-16,440 Washington St., New York City.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

Whenever there's a special news event being broadcast

over the CBS network you usually hear Bob Trout's voice.

BOB TROUT, crack public events
,
announcer of the Columbia Broad-
casting System, has gone a long

way since the day he first faced a
microphone, required to read from a
newspaper for five minutes. Radio
history tells us that the audition
proved quite successful—despite a bad
case of nervous fright. And today,
some eight years later, radioman
Trout is reading more newspapers and
more news bulletins than ever before.
Bob was born on a farm in Wake

County, North Carolina, October 15,

1908, and made his debut as an an-
nouncer over Station WJSV in Wash-
ington, D. C. He's been with Colum-
bia since WJSV joined that network
in 1932, and during that time has pre-
sented the President of the United
States on almost every occasion when
the latter has been on the air.

During the past hectic weeks Bob
has been on the air almost daily, act-
ing as New York co-ordinator of news
roundups from the various foreign
capitals, and broadcasting all avail-
able war news material. In addition,
Bob announces the weekly Professor
Quiz show and has had a feature spot
with Hal Kemp on Time to Shine.
Bob has long since lost his Southern

accent, but never his taste for South-
ern cooking, and has often been
known to invite his friends home for
some fried chicken and corn bread
a la Trout!
He weighs 140 lbs, is 6' 1" tall, and

has dark brown hair and eyes. He
dislikes noise and dirt, and some day
wants to own a farm in the country
. . . and a radio station in the city!

Miss Sue Yates, Little Rock, Arkansas
—The theme song used on the Mary
Marlin program is "Claire de Lune"
by Claude Debussy.

Miss Marie White, Houston, Texas

—

Following is the cast of "Stella
Dallas":
Stella Dallas '. Anne Elstner
Laurel Vivian Smolen
Dick Grosvenor. . . . Macdonald Carey
Steven Dallas Arthur Hughes
Madeline Carter Nancy Sheridan

Jerry William Quinn
Ed Munn Arthur Vinton
Charles Martin Tom Tully
Helen Dallas Julie Benell

Miss Pauline Frey, Maspeth, New York
—Bob Allen, the handsome vocalist
with the Hal Kemp orchestra, was
born in Allendale, Ohio, twenty-five
years ago. He made his radio debut
at the age of seventeen over a Cin-
cinnati station. After working for Ben
Bernie for a while, he joined the
Kemp organization in November, 1933
and has been with them ever since.

He's 5' 11" tall, weighs 155 lbs., is

unmarried and we can't understand
why the movies haven't discovered
him. He's that good-looking!

FAN CLUB SECTION

All admirers of Enoch Light's or-
chestra, and particularly those living
in the southern states can receive
full information on starting a Light
Brigade in their locality by writing
to Albert Manning, 300 Gibbs Street,
Mansfield, Louisiana.

A new Kenny Baker Fan Club has
been formed in Toronto, Canada. All
Canadians wishing to join, are invited
to write to Miss Muriel Berry, 196 St.

Germain Avenue, Toronto, Canada.

Mrs. Anne Anderson of 595 North
14th Street, DeKalb, Illinois, Presi-
dent of the newly formed Tex
Atchison Loyalty Club is anxious to

increase its membership. If you are
an admirer of Tex—why not send a
line to Mrs. Anderson?

There is a very active Frances Lang-
ford Fan Club headed by Miss Roberta
Aitken of 1438 E. 34th Street, Brook-
lyn, New York. She would like to
double its present size and suggests
that all Langford admirers write to

her. And Mr. Ed Lally of 123 Gore
Street, Perth, Ontario, Canada is sup-
porting the other member of the
family by putting on a vigorous mem-
bership drive for Jon Hall.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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KALAMAZOO
NEW STYLE • NEW BEAUTY - NEW FEATURES • NEW VALUES

You're tired of old style stoves—you de-

mand change— you seek new beauty, new
elegance, smart streamlined design and
every last -minute accessory and feature.

You're through with yesterday — you're

ready for tomorrow. And so is Kalamazoo

with advanced 1940 models.

Mail Coupon—A thousand thrills await you
in this new FREE colorful Kalamazoo Cata-

log of Factory Prices, just off the press. It's

America's stove style show and price guide.

It's all that's newest and best in Ranges,

Heaters and Furnaces.

Over 150 Styles and Sizes— Glorious new
Electric Ranges, trim new Gas Ranges, smart

new Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, modern Coal and Wood Ranges,

handsome new Oil Heaters, Coal and Wood
Heaters, and sensational new Furnaces,

all at rock bottom FACTORY PRICES

-

all on easiest terms.

AKaiam&zoQ
wsasr Direct toYou"

1/044A, new. FREE
Catalog H needy

A Bookful of Modern Miracles—Mail Coupon
now. You'll find new excitement in cook-

ing—new ideas for your home. You'll find

dazzling new surprises in minute minders,

condiment sets, clocks, lights, porcelain

enameled ovens and new type door handles.

You'll find newways to prepare better foods

with the "oven that floats in flame."

Factory Prices— Easiest Terms—You won't
believe your eyes when you see these Factory

Prices. You'll say "It just isn't possible."

But it is. That's because we sell direct from

factory to you. No in-between profits. You'll

marvel at the easy terms, too— as little as

14c a day. 30 days trial. 24 hour shipments.

Factory Guarantee.

Mail Coupon. Get this beautiful New
Catalog— the greatest in our40 year history.

Save the way 1,400,000 Satisfied Users have
saved—at FACTORY PRICES.

Over 250 Display Stores in 14 States.

Send for address of Factory Store

nearest you.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
I Kalamazoo Stove & Furnace Company

469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Dear Sirs: Send FREE FACTORY CATALOG.
Check articles in which you are interested:

D Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges

D Coal and Wood Ranges D Gas Ranges

D Electric Ranges D Coal and Wood Heaters

D Oil Heaters G Oil Ranges D Furnaces

Name..
(.Print name plainly)

I

Address.

I

I City State..
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In Story
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The Intimate Diary of a Young Widow's
Search for New Love and Happiness
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Few men orwomen can make
headway in business if al-

ways embarrassed or self-

conscious because of psor-

iasis lesions. Such blemishes
are a bar to employment
or advancement. Nor can
women wear the sheer gar-

ments which add so much
to charm. Instead, they tend
to dress for concealment.

SPORTS AND RECREATION
No one wants to appear in sports costume or in a swimming
pool if external psoriasis crusts and scales attract unfavor-
able attention.

Slroil Laboratories, Inc., Detroit, Mich., Dept. Ml.

Slroll Laboratories of Canada, Ltd., Box 488 Dept. M
Windsor, Ontario

Please send me your booklet on Psoriasis

NAME

It seems cruel— psoriasis sufferers— to remind you of the hardships which

you undergo and the heartache and mental anguish you constantly

endure because of your unsightly psoriasis lesions. Nor is it strange if

you become self-conscious and shrink from even the most casual glance.

Perhaps even now external psoriasis lesions are depriving you of busi-

ness and social contacts. If you are handicapped in this way, then try—

SIROIL
Internationally Famous. Enthusiastically Endorsed by
Psoriasis Sufferers in the United States, Canada,
Mexico— in Europe, South America and South Africa.

Siroil tends to remove those crusts and scales of psoriasis which are

external in character and are located on the outer layer of the skin.

Should such lesions recur, light applications of Siroil will help to keep
them under control. This is an accomplishment above price to

psoriasis sufferers. And thousands of men and women in all walks
of life have written to the Siroil Laboratories expressing their

thankfulness.

SIROIL OFFERED ON A STRICT SATISFACTION-OR-MONEY REFUNDED BASIS

If, after two weeks, Siroil fails to benefit your external psoriasis lesions

to your satisfaction, merely return bottle with the remaining contents

and the purchase price will be refunded. Siroil is applied externally,

does not stain clothing or bed linen, and does not interfere with your
daily routine. Avoid imitations. Try Siroil.

If Your Druggist Cannot Supply You Write Direct to

SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC., DEPT. MI, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

SIROIL LABORATORIES OF CANADA, LTD., DEPT. M, BOX 488, WINDSOR, ONT.

ADDRESS

CITY STATE—- SIROIL AT ALL drug stores



He first admired her Tartan Plaids but

he lost his heart to her lovely smile!

Your smile is priceless— it's YOU! Don't neglect "Pink Tooth Brush".

Ipana and massage makes for firmer gums, brighter teeth!

HOW QUICKLY a bold, bright plaid can

capture the eye of a man. But it takes

a smile, a bright and sparkling smile, to

hold his rapt attention.

For without a radiant smile, a girl wins

not admiration, but indifference. Pathetic

the one who spends hour after hour select-

ing the style that best becomes her—but ig-

nores "pink tooth brush."

Don't let such tragic neglect threaten your

smile. Remember "pink tooth brush" is a

warning that gums are being neglected—

a

warning you should heed.

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

The very first time your tooth brush "shows
pink"—see your dentist! It may not be serious

—but get his advice. He may say that yours

is another case of "lazy gums"—gums robbed

of vigorous chewing by modern, soft foods

—gums that need the "helpful stimulation

of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana is designed not only to clean

the teeth but, with massage, to aid gums.

Every time you brush your teeth put a little

extra Ipana Tooth Paste on your brush or

fingertip and massage it into your gums.

You feel a pleasant, exhilarating "tang"—

exclusive with Ipana and massage. It means
circulation in the gums is awakening—gums
are being helped to health and to strength.

Get a tube of Ipana at your druggist's

today. Let Ipana and massage show you how
bright and lovely your smile can be!

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
JANUARY, 1940
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FIRST PRIZE

Not So Silly

TWAS nothin' that could please the
ole man,

From mornin' till evenin', he was
"Groucho" in person,

Till one day across an ad I ran,
"Don't be blue, listen to the world

rehearsin' ",
Without hesitation, I had one installed,

And by "It" it seems we were all

enthralled,
So a "Radio" will and did for sure,
Make a new man of dad, what a cure!
Of "Glooms" now for sure, we are rid,

So thanks to radio for what it did.
P.S. That's silly, isn't it? But it's the
honest to goodness truth. I also want
to say since we have the radio, I was
and am a steady Radio Mirror custo-
mer.—Miss Josephine Grabowski, De-
troit, Mich.

SECOND PRIZE

Wouldn't It Be Wonderful?

The spirit of Christmas moves the
hearts of all people and many of them
often wish they could make the
Christmas of others as happy as their
own.
Here is something that these people

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!

YOUR LETTERS OF OPINION WIN

PRIZES
First Prize $10.00

Second Prize $ 5.00

Five Prizes of $ 1 .00

Address your letter to the Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than December 26, 1939. All

submissions become the property of

the magazine.

can do: Most every town and city of
the United States has various hos-
pitals and homes for the aged and
poor. Many of these hospitals and
homes have few if any radio sets for
the hundreds of people who might

well enjoy them. If you feel that you
can afford to make a present of a
radio, I am sure that it will bring
happiness to those people who might
not otherwise have the opportunity to

listen to music and other features
that we in the outside world take so
much for granted.—Joseph Crough-
well, New York, N. Y.

THIRD PRIZE

Will Wonders Cease?

Radio has done a great deal to re-
shape my mode of living. At 7 a.m. I

start for the front door at the sound
of the morning paper hitting the
stoop, but I'm interrupted by the news
broadcast bringing me the headlines
first.

At 8:30 a.m. my shopping list for
the day is completed, but before noon
I've rehashed the entire list because
various programs have broken through
my sales resistance and changed the
pattern of my menus. The kitchen
clock is covered with dust, but I never
notice it because the radio keeps me
abreast of the time.
Now, if some sponsor can arrange a

program that'll get my dishes washed,
my floors mopped, and Junior's home-

(Continued on page 69)

look; arent THEy the\ V
1 REPPEST, ROUGHEST HANDS )

VOU EVER SAW.' Y^
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Radio Mirror announces the

winners of its television contest

FINALLY weary, eye-strained editors have laid

aside the last of your letters. They have an
announcement to make: twelve of you who

read Radio Mirror have won in the television con-
test which so many entered early this fall. To six

go beautiful Philco television sets with which to

fill the days and evenings with new magic. To
the others, those equally magic portable radio sets

that play wherever you are.

Perhaps you would like to know how most of

you voted. Well, for instance, with scarcely a
dissenting voice, you have all raised a hand in

favor of male television announcers. Now that

must come as a rude surprise to those program
producers in Radio City and elsewhere, for just

about every television program I've ever seen has
had a feminine announcer in one capacity or an-
other. Which seemed natural to me. You prefer

the male—apparently willing to sacrifice the pul-
chritude of feminine announcers.
Then, you were unanimous in saying that you

wanted your television programs in the evening.
Proving, I would guess, that listening to the radio
during the day doesn't interfere with running a
satisfactory household, but that having to sit down
to watch the television screen would seriously
interrupt the routine of housekeeping.
And—while not quite so unanimous, most of you

decided that you would continue to go to the
movies just as much as you do now. That is im-
portant. Because so far, Hollywood has shown
such great fear of losing you as a customer, should
television become a part of your daily lives, that
it has almost flatly refused to cooperate in any way
with this new entertainment field.

Another surprising (at least to me) outcome of
your voting was the preference of so many for
news events as a television program. I somehow
had thought of this as a masculine field of pleasure.
Yet hundreds of women checked this type. As
many, however, said that lessons in how to do
things—cooking, sewing, etiquette, dancing, make-
up—would be welcome. The one thing you all

pretty well agreed on was how much you'd enjoy
seeing your favorite dramatic program televised.
The thrill of seeing the First Nighter broadcasts, or
the Lux Radio Theater, obviously captured your
imagination.

Last on the questionnaire came the thought-
provoking query: "The radio or movie star I
would most like to see in a television program is:

"

And here everyone of you had her own idea of

what star would bring the most television pleasure.

Though I noticed a few names cropping up more
often than the rest: Don Ameche, Bing Crosby,
Kate Smith, Bette Davis, Deanna Durbin were a
few.

NOW to the really important part of this mes-
sage of congratulations—the names of those

who won Radio Mirror's television contest. The
six who won beautiful Philco Television sets:

Frances Rountree, Hole Center, Texas

Marian W. Lamb, Portland, Oregon
Gilson Willets, San Francisco, Calif.

Rev. Julian S. Fayme, New York, N. Y.

Mrs. Robert McLean, Burlingame, Calif.

Lillian Russell, Quincy, Mass.
Those whose entries were picked out as the six

next most interesting to the judges, and who will

be sent portable radios are:

Mrs. Harry Steinhart, Maplewood, N. J.

Mrs. J. R. Williamson, Memphis, Tenn.

Loraine Jarvey, Lakewood, Ohio
Mary Schubert, Tacoma, Wash.
H. B. Jordan, Cheyenne, Wyoming
Mabel Mears Culiinan, Arlington, Vermont

Thank you for making this contest such a grand
success. And to you who didn't win, my deep ap-
preciation for your interest.

Before we meet again next month, may I rec-

ommend to you two half hours of very pleasant

listening for the winter hours—for music immedi-
ately after dinner, Tune-up Time, with Tony
Martin who is doing a grand job, Andre Kostel-

anetz and Kay Thompson, Monday evenings on
CBS; and for novelty a little later in the evening,

Alec Templeton, who makes me laugh out loud
with his musical mimicry, Monday nights on NBC-
Red.
A last word—you may be interested to know

that Kate Smith has joined our staff of editors. In
future issues, look for her name on our cooking
pages where she will bring you her favorite and
most successful recipes. I hope that's good news
for you who have been wanting to brighten up
the dinner table with new dishes.

Be sure and look for us with our new issue on
sale December 27. We'll be wearing an exquisite

Madeleine Carroll portrait on the cover.

—FRED R. SAMMIS



THIS prompt and frequent use of full strength

Listerine Antiseptic may keep a cold from
getting serious, or head it off entirely ... at

the same time relieving throat irritation when
due to a cold.

This is the experience of countless people

and it is backed up by some of the sanest, most
impressive research work ever attempted in

connection with cold prevention and relief.

Eight Years of Research

Actual tests conducted on all types of people

in several industrial plants over 8 years reveal-

ed this astonishing truth: That those who gar-

gled Listerine Antiseptic twice daily had fewer

colds and milder colds than non-users, and
fewer sore throats.

Kills "Secondary Invaders"

This impressive record is explained, we be-

lieve, by Listerine Antiseptic's germ-killing

action ... its ability to kill threatening "sec-

ondary invaders"—germs that breed in the

mouth and throat and are largely responsible,

many authorities say, for the bothersome as-

pects of a cold.

Reductions Ranging to 96.7%

When you gargle with Listerine Antiseptic,

that cool amber liquid reaches way back on
throat surfaces and kills millions of the

"secondary invaders"—not all of them, mind
you, but so many that anymajor invasion of the
delicate membrane is often halted and infection

thereby checked.

Even 15 minutes after Listerine gargle,

tests have shown bacterial reductions on
mouth and throat surfaces ranging to 96.7%.

Up to 80% an hour afterward.

In view of this evidence, don't you think

it's a sensible precaution against colds to gar-

gle with Listerine Antiseptic systematically

twice a day and oftener when you feel a cold

getting started? Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

St. Louts, Missouri.

NOTE HOW LISTERINE REDUCED GERMS!
The two drawings at left illustrate height of range in

germ reductions on mouth and throat surfaces in test

cases before and after gargling Listerine Antiseptic.

Fifteen minutes after gargling, germ reductions up to

96.7% were noted; and even one hour after, germs
were still reduced as much as 80%.
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r By KEN ALDEN

GLENN MILLER replaces Paul
Whiteman on the CBS ciggie

show December 27. The trom-
bone-playing, bespectacled protege of

Tommy Dorsey is now in first place

in the hearts of jitterbugs, surpassing

even the great Arthur Shaw.
* * *

Carmen Lombardo told me that

Guy will not use their kid sister

Rose Marie in the Roosevelt Hotel

grill or on their commercials, but

might try her out on special per-

formances.
* * •

Benny Goodman is back at the

Waldorf-Astoria and doing a grand

job. He is really looking forward to

his concert engagement in Town Hall

on January 10.
* * *

Chalk down Johnny Green as Tin

Pan Alley's latest proud papa. It was
a baby girl and the mother is ex-

film actress Betty Furness.

* * *

Additions to your favorite bands:

Sammy Kaye has added Dale Cornell,

recently of Ray Kinney's band, to his

brass section. Jimmy Fitzpatrick took

over third trumpet chair in Hal
Kemp's band.r

* * *

Clear-voiced Stuart Allen, for years

Richard Himber's crack vocalist has

stepped out to handle his own band.

Big blow to Jimmy Dorsey's band
was resignation of drummer Ray Mc-
Kinley, who, with Wilbur Schwich-
tenberg, is forming a new dance band.

THE MUSIC FACTORY

OUT in Hollywood where special

musical bridges are an integral

part of big coast to coast dramatic

shows like Star Theater, Lux, Silver

Theater, and Woodbury Playhouse,

concocting these scores is a big job.

So orchestra leaders like Dave Broek-
man and Meredith Willson have
converted their offices into music
fcictorics.

To turn out the vast amount of

music needed on a sixty-minute pro-

gram, Star Theater director Dave
Broekman has a staff of eight. Here's

how they work:
After the dramatic script is written,

Broekman composes the original

music. For Kenny Baker and Frances
Langford's songs, as well as orches-

tral specialties, the bushy-haired con-
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ductor selects standard numbers from
his large library or from the vast

army of song pluggers.
Then comes a check-up with the

dramatic producer and soloists. Keys
are established. The styles and ar-

rangements okayed. Broekman re-

turns to his factory and outlines the

entire show to his staff of arrangers,

copyists, and librarians. When the

staff has the entire week's music in

mind, arrangements are sketched by
arrangers Ray Harrington, Sid Cut-
ner, Charles Henderson, and Sid Fine.

The arrangers first work separately.

The finishing touches are done in col-

laboration under Captain Broekman.
Copyists write out the arrange-

ments for the twenty-nine individual

pieces. All work is done by hand.
The final step is preparation for the

weekly broadcast. All the tunes are

put in numerical order for each
musician. This is done by copyist

Charlie Eggert on a giant music rack.

The music factory's sole expendi-
ture is the library, valued by Broek-
man at $30,000. It's carefully cata-

logued by custodian Ben Berenblatt,

who can supply any piece of music
at a minute's notice.

THE ALL STARS

EVER since Herculean Horace Heidt
first organized a dance band fifteen

years ago, he has defied all the tradi-

tions carefully observed by the ma-
jority of maestros.

His first outfit in California had the
conventional small dance band com-
bination of five men. In addition he
employed the services of an amazing
canine. Lobo, the dog, stole the act.

When the band played New York's
Palace theater, kingpin of them all,

in 1929, Lobo was still occupying the

star dressing room, but never had
blase New Yorkers seen so many
talented members in one dance band.

Still Horace Heidt wasn't satisfied.

More revolutionary ideas came into

his head and his heart told him they
would work. Absent from New York
for a good many years, he arrived in

the swank Bowman Room of the
Hotel Biltmore, with a new bag of

tricks
They just didn't play conventional

dance music, these bold Brigadiers.

First it was the toy band, then Alvino
Rey's electric guitar. The band clicked

(Continued on page 62)
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He's Here....On the Screen-.,. Radio's Rage!

THE OLD PROFESSOR
And His College of Musical Knowledge

In a Roaring Full-Length Feature

Comedy-Romance!
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REUNION after

By ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

The true story of the dramatic

broadcast which may yet spell

new happiness together for Bette

Davis and the man she still loves

Harmon Nelson, above, and Bette Davis,

right, with Pamela, the young girl whose
radio career brought about another meet-
ing of Ham and Bette after their divorce.

IT
isn't because the Bette Davis-

Harmon Nelson story is unusual
that it is so sad. It is because

it is commonplace, something that
happens to so many bewildered men
and women. Every day dozens of

couples go to the divorce courts,

not because that is what they want
to do but because they can't endure
the incessant irritation which some
outside influence has introduced
into their lives. And often, after

these couples separate, they realize

their arguments had no valid basis

and they wish something might
happen to bring them together
again. They are satisfied that if

they could meet, before too much
time and too many experiences
came between them, they would
have a chance to reclaim their mar-
ried liv

In most cases, however, nothing

ever does bring separated couples
to any meeting. Bette and Ham
were lucky.

Sometimes Fate is disguised as a
slip of a girl with freckles spattered
on her nose, expectancy lighting

her eyes, and nervousness turning
her hands into little lumps of ice

... a slip of a girl like Pamela
Caveness the night she made her
debut on the Raymond Paige broad-
cast on CBS.
That was a great night for Pam.

And everyone in the broadcasting

studios—the audience, the orchestra

and the technical staff—knew it. So
when her voice lifted with the first

phrase of her song, there were
many, aware of the drama of the

moment, who had a catch in their

throats.

But very few in the studio were
mindful of a far greater drama that

took place that evening. Because
the dark young man and the crisply

golden girl with whom this drama
was concerned, stood quietly on the

sidelines and gave no sign that be-
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ing together there was important
to their hearts and maybe to their

very lives . . . even if their divorce

decree was being ground through
the courts at that very moment.

It had been five months since

Bette Davis and Ham Nelson had
finally decided that love was not
enough to hold them together; five

months since Bette had taken their

pattern of marriage and destroyed
it by a simple announcement to the

papers. And now she was standing
beside Ham again.

Yes, Bette and Ham were lucky.

The slip of a freckle-faced girl,

Pamela Caveness, had brought these

two together once more, and if

happiness is to be theirs again, they
must always breathe a silent prayer
of thankfulness to the radio broad-
cast on which Pamela made her
debut.

BETTE couldn't have foreseen the
dramatic role that radio was to

play in her private life the day that
Ham brought Pamela to her. For
that was over a year ago and Bette
still clung to the illusion that love,

deep enough and true enough, could
hold a husband and wife together
and weave a design of happiness
for them.

"This is Pamela," Ham Said, "a
little girl who can have a brilliant

future if we just give her the help
she needs now."
As though Bette and Ham didn't

need all the help anyone could give
them for themselves! Futures for
small girls can wait a little, but
marriages which are beginning to

tremble need immediate attention.

Yet there was something in Pam's
eyes, perhaps, or a memory of her
own dreams of success, that held
Bette. And the fact that Ham was
trying so desperately to succeed as
an agent—that unusual and some-
times extremely profitable Holly-
wood career of finding new talent.

In the end, Bette took Pam into

their home, although any third per-
son must add to the strain. So
began a new and wonderful life for
Pamela Caveness, whose home was
in the middle west and whose par-
ents had never imagined they had
a daughter with such promise that
Bette Davis would take the child
under her wing.
Pam couldn't have suspected that

she had (Continued on page 71)
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Bette's making new work-
ing arrangements for fewer
pictures a year—to give
her more time to be a wife?



Hotatooet
Here is a way, as simple and

beautiful as the Christmas

story itself, for you to make

the coming holidays the most

memorable of your whole life

WHEN my daughter Betty was
a small child she used to

notice the heavy mail which
arrived each day in my mail box
and wondered why it was that she

didn't get many letters. So one day
she called me into a private con-
ference and said to me:
"Now Dad, I want to know some-

thing. You get a pile of mail every
morning and I only get a letter once
a month or so. How do you get so

many?"
I said to Betty: "Well, dear, it's

this way. I get a lot of letters be-
cause I write a lot of letters and if

you expect to receive mail you will

have to write it."

"Oh, I see," she said, reflectively;

"so you have to work for it?"

"Yes, Betty. In fact, you have to

work for anything in this life that

is worth getting."

So it is with this business of how
to get the most out of Christmas.
You have to work for it. The best
way I know of getting the most out
of Christmas is to give the most to

Christmas.

The happiest Christmas I can re-

member in all my days is a certain

Christmas in Moundsville, West
Virginia, back in the depression

—

we called it a panic then—of 1892.

My mother came from a wealthy
Kansas family. My father had gone
to Winfield, Kansas, from Mounds-
ville and found a job in a grocery
store. One of the families which
dealt in that store was named Rob-
inson. They had a beautiful young

10

daughter named Etta. She came for

the family groceries and met my
father, fell in love with him and
married him. By doing so she
stepped out of a home of luxury
into a home of poverty. Added to

that poverty there were soon five

children. I was the oldest of those

five children.

On this Christmas of 1892, my
father was out of work and we were
very poor. Mother came to me be-
cause I was the oldest of the five

children and said to me: "Willie,

Father has not had any work for

several months and I'm afraid that

we won't have much of a Christmas
this year unless we have a home-
made one. I'm talking to you be-
cause you are the oldest of the
children and I'll have to depend on
you to help Mother make a Christ-

mas for the rest of the family."

I remember agreeing with my
mother outwardly, with seven-
year-old solemnity, but I also re-

member that it was quite a shock
to me that I was to have to create

that Christmas and not to be on the
receiving end of the line. To my
mother I gave a cheerful assent;

but alone I wept over that prospect.
And so we started in to get things

ready for that memorable Christ-
mas. Mother and I together strung
pop-corn strings to decorate the
tree. We made simple little toys;

we made candy. We went out into

the woods and cut a tree. It was
all a lot of fun and the smaller
children did not know anything

Illustration

By B. Rieqer
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out o£Christmas
By

Dr. Wm. L. STIDGER
Well known writer and philosopher, and star
of Getting The Most Out of Life, heard on
NBC-Blue, sponsored by Fleischmann's Yeast.

Even today, when we children gather
together for a family reunion, we always
speak of this day as "Mother's Christmas."

JANUARY, 1940

about our plans for Christmas.
Then one day in the morning mail

there came a big, official-looking

letter from Winfield, my mother's
old home. The stationery came
from a National Bank. I came home
from school that noon and found
Mother laughing and crying all at

the same time. Then she took me
aside and she showed me a check
for fifty dollars which had that

morning come from her brother,

Uncle Will Robinson, the banker in

Winfield. She read me a part of

that letter. "Dear Etta: I happen
to know that you have not had a
new dress or a new hat in five years.

I am sending this fifty dollars so

that you may buy a new dress, a
new hat and anything else that you
want. I want this fifty dollars to

be spent on yourself and not the
children. They will be happy
enough at Christmas time."

One Sunday morning thirty years
later I was telling that story in a

St. Louis church. At the end of the

story I said, more for dramatic ef-

fect than anything else: "And does
anybody in this audience think that

my mother spent that fifty dollars

on herself?"

I had asked that rhetorical ques-
tion a dozen times in telling that

story, never expecting and never
receiving any answer to it; but that

morning it was different. Suddenly
a five-year-old boy who was sitting

with his mother in that church
popped up and in his shrill treble

voice said, "No sir!"

His reply was as much of a sur-

prise to that audience and to him-
self as it was to me. I stopped dead
still in my sermon; the audience
laughed and applauded; and the
boy snuggled up to his own mother
and wept. He had been so moved
by my story that on a sudden im-
pulse he had answered my rhetor-
ical question. Then when he real-

ized what he had done, and heard
that audience laugh, he was so em-
barrassed that he wept.

So did the rest of us and it is safe

to say that that Sunday morning
audience has never forgotten that

scene and that boy's "No sir!"

For that boy knew mothers. He
knew with a child's intuition that

my mother did not spend a cent of

that fifty dollars on herself; that
she never even thought of buving
that new (Continued on page 61)
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a month or so. How do you get so

many?"
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this way. I get a lot of letters be-

cause I write a lot of letters and if

you expect to receive mail you will

have to write it."

"Oh, I see," she said, reflectively;

"so you have to work for it?"

"Yes, Betty. In fact, you have to

work for anything in this life that

is worth getting."

So it is with this business of how
to yet the most out of Christmas.
You have to work for it. The best
way I know of getting the most out
of Christmas is to give the most to
Christmas.

The happiest Christmas I can re-
member in all my days is a certain
Christmas in Moundsville, West
Virginia, back in the depression—
we called it a panic then—of 1892.
My mother came from a wealthy
Kansas family. My father had gone
to Winfield, Kansas, from Mounds-

and found a job in a grocery
store. One of the families which
dealt in that store was named Rob-
inson. They had a beautiful young
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daughter named Etta. She came for

the family groceries and met my
father, fell in love with him and

married him. By doing so she

stepped out of a home of luxury

into a home of poverty. Added to

that poverty there were soon five

children. I was the oldest of those

five children.

On this Christmas of 1892, my
father was out of work and we were
very poor. Mother came to me be-

cause I was the oldest of the five

children and said to me: "Willie,

Father has not had any work for

several months and I'm afraid that

we won't have much of a Christmas
this year unless we have a home-
made one. I'm talking to you be-
cause you are the oldest of the
children and I'll have to depend on
you to help Mother make a Christ-
mas for the rest of the family."

I remember agreeing with my
mother outwardly, with seven-
year-old solemnity, but I also re-
member that it was quite a shock
to me that I was to have to create
that Christmas and not to be on the
receiving end of the line. To my
mother I gave a cheerful assent;
but alone I wept over that prospect
And so we started in to get things

ready for that memorable Christ-
mas. Mother and I together strung
pop-corn strings to decorate the
tree. We made simple little toys;
we made candy. We went out into
the woods and cut a tree. It was
all a lot of fun and the smaller
children did not know anything
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Even today, when we children gather

together for a family reunion, we always

speak of this day as ' Mother's Christmas."

about our plans for Christmas.
Then one day in the morning mail

there came a big, official-looking
letter from Winfield, my mother's
old home. The stationery came
from a National Bank. I came home
from school that noon and found
Mother laughing and crying all at
the same time. Then she took me
aside and she showed me a check
for fifty dollars which had that
morning come from her brother,
Uncle Will Robinson, the banker in
Winfield. She read me a part of
that letter. "Dear Etta: I happen
to know that you have not had a
new dress or a new hat in five years.
I am sending this fifty dollars so
that you may buy a new dress, a
new hat and anything else that you
want. I want this fifty dollars to
be spent on yourself and not the
children. They will be happy
enough at Christmas time."
One Sunday morning thirty years

later I was telling that story in a
St. Louis church. At the end of the
story I said, more for dramatic ef-

fect than anything else: "And does
anybody in this audience think that
my mother spent that fifty dollars

on herself?"

I had asked that rhetorical ques-
tion a dozen times in telling that

story, never expecting and never
receiving any answer to it; but that

morning it was different. Suddenly
a five-year-old boy who was sitting

with his mother in that church
popped up and in his shrill treble

voice said, "No sir!"

His reply was as much of a sur-

prise to that audience and to him-
self as it was to me. I stopped dead
still in my sermon; the audience

laughed and applauded; and the

boy snuggled up to his own mother
and wept. He had been so moved
by my story that on a sudden im-

pulse he had answered my rhetor-

ical question. Then when he real-

ized what he had done, and heard

that audience laugh, he was so em-
barrassed that he wept.

So did the rest of us and it is safe

to say that that Sunday morning

audience has never forgotten that

scene and that boy's "No sir!"

For that boy knew mothers. He
knew with a child's intuition that

my mother did not spend a cent of

that fifty dollars on herself; that

she never even thought of buving
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Second Husband Is brought to you In story form through

the permission of Bayer Aspirin, sponsors oi the radio

serial heard every Tuesday evening over the CBS network.

Illustrated by Alex Redmond

Thursday, March 10th . . .

DEAR DIARY: I'm frightened. I tell myself
people like Dick and Fran and I don't go to

the poor-house. But I'm not too sure . . .

I've worried about money before. But it used to

be when I woke up at three o'clock in the morning
that I would lose all my courage. Now, underneath,
I'm frightened all the time.

It does no good to tell myself "Tomorrow is an-
other day!" That's just what worries me. Tomor-
row is another day. And bread and milk at least

must be bought and Dick and Fran will ask for

pennies. And there'll be scarcely enough for this

in my bag. There won't be anything over for the
rent.

Right now I owe two months rent for the store

and our living quarters. No one seems to buy
dresses any more. The girls in Thompsonville seem
to have given up trying to look pretty for their

sweethearts. And the wives here never have made
it a point to be attractive when their husbands
came home.
Today I could scarcely face Ben Porter. I knew

he hated to ask me for money. Ben's as kind as he
is gruff and just about the best friend the children

and I have. But this building doesn't belong to him.
He's only the agent for Grant Cummings. And
men as rich as Cummings are supposed to want
their pound of flesh always!

Friday, March 11th . . .

Maybe it's because Grant Cummings is in town
that I'm more worried than I ever was before.

He might very well go over the accounts with Ben
and insist I pay up or get out. When he's right

here on the spot he seems more of a menace than
when he's in New York.
He doesn't look like a menace at all. I've been

telling myself that ever since he came into the shop
this morning looking for Ben. His eyes have little

sun wrinkles around them. They're the kind of

eyes I'd like Dick to have when he grows up, the
kind of eyes men get when they live out of doors
and play golf and swim and sail a boat. And his

voice is strong but gentle too. It was his voice,

strangely enough, that reminded me how lonely

I am.
I should scratch that last sentence out. It smacks

of self-pity and if there's one thing I loathe that

is it. Besides I have no right to be lonely. I have
Dick and Fran.

March 14th . . .

Grant Cummings has asked me to marry him!
One thousand exclamation points should follow

that announcement. He tells me, over and over,
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Beginning in intimate diary form,

the vivid story of a young mother

who thought it was no crime to love

andmarry again—based on the pop-

ular radio serial of the same name

Everything I say makes them re-

sent Grant more—for they worship

the memory of their real father!

that he fell in love with me in the same moment
he came into my shop. And I believe him! Be-
cause in the same minute he was falling in love

with me I was falling in love with him. That must
be why I felt so insupportably lonely after he had
gone.

Today Grant drove the children and me out to his

ranch. After dinner Dick and Fran went to the cor-

ral. And Grant and I sat in his living-room by the

big fire. Beyond the windows the Montana moun-
tains shifted from rose to lavender and then they
grew soft in the twilight. I've watched them
change like this for years but tonight they were
more beautiful than ever before. Tonight the whole
world was more beautiful than ever before. . . .

Grant Cummings has asked me to marry him!
I have to keep saying it and writing it or I

wouldn't believe it. He's asked me to marry him
and he's waiting, impatiently, for my answer. He

knows what it will be and I know what it will be,

but I did feel, as a matter of form, I should talk

to the children first. All of which Grant under-
stood. For their lives will be changed too. And
we've played at being the Three Musketeers, all

for one and one for all, for so long that I wouldn't
hurt their feelings by failing to consult them about
anything as important as this.

I can imagine how excited they will be about
moving to New York and having summers here
on Grant's ranch. I wanted to tell them all about
it tonight but they were so exhausted I decided to

wait until morning. We'll have a celebration

breakfast, with pancakes.
Grant is so sweet, so dear. I didn't know men

like him lived outside of story-books. And I

never believed there really was such a thing as

love at first sight. I've been a very stupid woman,
it seems. . . .
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mit them to stand in the way of

my happiness, and Grant's, and
their own. For Grant made it clear

.

that he wanted them to have every-
thing he would give his own chil-

dren.

They were sweet. And when
Fran caught sight of tears in my
eyes she was almost frantic in her
assurance that everything would
be all right if I married Grant Cum-
mings. She even swayed Dick.

But a minute ago I went in to

see them in their beds. They were
asleep with tears on their lashes.

They reassured me, the blessed
angels, and then cried themselves
to sleep.

There's nothing I can do. Noth-
ing! If I married Grant I'd always
be tearing my heart in two, trying

to give it to him and the children . . .

Wednesday . . .

I've told Grant I must stay here, -

without him. It took courage. He
looked as if everything inside him
that was young and warm and

Helen Menken plays Brenda Cum-
mings in the drama, Second Husband,
heard every Tuesday night on CBS.

Tuesday, the 15th .. .

Dick and Fran don't want me to

marry Grant! They don't want to

move to New York! They would
rather live here over the store than
live on his "old ranch."
At first I couldn't understand their

reaction. Then, slowly, I realized

they were jealous of him. They're
afraid he will take me away.

"If you married him I wouldn't
be head of our family any more,"
Dick said.

And Fran added, more quietly,

"Somehow it just wouldn't be right

for Mr. Cummings to be your hus-
band but not our really and truly

father."

I tried to talk to them, but every-
thing I said made them resent Grant
more, made them feel more in-

tensely about him taking their fa-

ther's place. They don't remember
their father, for it's now six years

—

it doesn't seem possible—since he
was burned to death in that auto-
mobile accident. But they worship
the memory of him which I've given
them.
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I have to laugh—a little bitterly

—when I think how hard I've tried

to make Richard Williams seem a
man of whom they could be proud
. . . how I've talked only of his

charm and never of his weakness
which made him drink and kept us
poor and finally caused his death.

I'm trapped by my own words '.
. .

How can I tell Grant?

Later . . . Tuesday . . .

I had another talk with Dick and
Fran. It didn't seem right to per-



hopeful had died. And I felt the

way I felt years ago when Fran
was a tiny baby and so close to

dying that all the doctor could do
was shake his head and pat me on
the shoulder. That's the only other

time I ever remember feeling

smothered, as if unhappiness was
suffocating me. . . .

Thursday . . .

Grant leaves tonight. He says he
never will return to Montana. That
means I'll never see him again.

Which would be worse ... To see

him again and then watch him go
away ... Or never to see his crinkly

blue eyes or hear his beautiful

voice . . .

Dear, merciful God , . . Help a

mother to be as brave as she

should be!

Saturday, March 19th . . .

GRANT and I are going to be
married!

It's a mad world and a beautiful

world! We're on the train, bound
for New York! The children are

with us! Grant's room is just a car

or two away and in a few minutes
we're going into the diner! But I

had to steal a few minutes while
Fran and Dick are looking out the

window at cowboys to make this

entry.

Thursday night Ben Porter came
over and told me Grant Cummings
was practically penniless, that he
had lost his fortune, been wiped
out. And that he was returning
to New York on the 11:05. This
was more than I could bear. I

jumped into Ben's Ford and tore to

the station.

Instead of boarding the Special

which had been nagged for him,
Grant took me in his arms. The
conductor of the Special was fu-
rious. He threatened to have Grant
arrested for flagging the train need-
lessly. It was wonderful, just like

the movies.
Dick and Fran know Grant has

lost his money and they're anxious
to do what they can to make him
happy too. Dick made one proviso
—Grant isn't to be their father, but
a friend.

There may be problems ahead.
I suppose a woman with children

who marries a second time must ex-
pect jealousy and other emotional
difficulties. But I'm so strong in

my new happiness that I know I

can manage.
How stupid it is to give up hope

—whatever happens! Life can spin

around in one minute!

Wednesday, March 24th . . .

I'm Mrs. Grant Cummings!
And I'm rich, rich beyond the

wildest dreams!
Grant didn't lose any money at

all. That was Ben Porter's scheme
to win me over to Grant's side. He
told Grant I'd never risk the chil-

dren's happiness because of any-
thing Grant could do for me, but
that I might very well risk it if I

thought I could do something for

him. ...
I should be cross with Grant and

Ben—who arrived yesterday and
who is going to stay on in some ca-
pacity. But I forgive them and
bless them.
The children are in ecstasy over

the ponies they ride in the park, their

suite of rooms with unbelievable
toys and a piano and radio. And
I'm so much in love with my hus-
band that a red-headed woman I

haven't seen in years smiles back
at me from my mirror.

Grant is the darling of the world.
He anticipates every little fear I

have about running this house

—

which is more like a palace than
anything else. And he showers me
with gifts—AND LOVE!

Saturday, March 27th . . .

I must find friends for Dick and
Fran. They're homesick for Mon-
tana and the boys and girls they
have known all their lives. Poor

darlings, I've been so busy I've

neglected them. Grant can't bear
to have me away from his side

when he is home. We're naturally

out a great deal in the evening.

And I must learn to manage this

house even though Mimi Hale, a
cousin of Grant's, seems eager to

keep on with the responsibility.

She is here every day.

I can't get over the kindness
people have shown me. There's

Mimi willing to run my home for

me. And Kenneth Stevens, an old

friend of Grant's, has been so nice

that he's given me courage about
meeting Grant's other friends.

After all, I'm on the spot, so to speak
... A little Montana dressmaker
in the very midst of New York's
social whirl . . .

April 12th . . .

I wonder if Ben Porter is right

about Mimi Hale . . . He hasn't liked

her from the first. In his out-

spoken way he's told me, point-

blank, that she's a fox, and sly, and
that if I treasure my happiness and
Grant's love I must watch her. It

seems she hoped to marry Grant.
And Ben says she hasn't given up
that hope . . .

Friday, April 16th .. .

I PROMISED the children Grant
I and I would have dinner with
them in their suite tonight. I ordered
roast-beef because that's Dick's fa-

vorite food since he read it was
Gary Cooper's. Gary Cooper is his

idol of idols. And I ordered ice

cream in flower moulds for Fran.
Fran is feminine enough to like

"fixings."

But Mimi reminded Grant that

we must keep a dinner engagement.
I suppose I could have explained

things to the children and gone
with Grant. But I've left them alone

so much lately and they're so home-
sick and I'm so afraid they will feel

estranged from me and be hurt . . .

Mimi (Continued on page 65)
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mit them to stand in the way pf
my happiness, and Grant's, and
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thing I said made them resent Grant
more, made them feel more in-

tensely about him taking their fa-
ther's place. They don't remember
their father, for it's now six years
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it doesn't seem possible—since he
was burned to death in that auto-
mobile accident. But they worship
the memory of him which I've given
them.
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By NORTON RUSSELL

THIS is really a very wicked
story, because its only lesson is

that the way of the transgressor

is as easy as the dickens, and leads

not only to a nice job every week
on one of radio's top programs, but
to romance as well. It points out

the advantages of deception and of

disobeying your parents. It will

probably do a great deal of harm in

respectable homes, where the young
folks behave themselves and tell

the truth and agree that Father
(and even Mother sometimes)
knows best.

The hero and heroine of this

shocking story are Ezra Stone and
Ann Lincoln, who play Henry and
his sister Mary on that funniest of

family serials, The Aldrich Family,
heard Tuesday nights on NBC. I

wouldn't want to bet a week's pay
that they won't be Mr. and Mrs.
Stone by the time you're opening
up Aunt Hattie's Christmas present,

because right now they're in love.

They've been in love ever since

that day, a little more than a year
ago, when an actor friend of Ezra's

brought Ann up to him and said,

"Ezra, I'd like to have you meet my
niece."

Which was starting off on a low
moral plane, because Ann wasn't
the actor's niece at all. She was
nothing but a nineteen-year-old girl

from a small town in Maine, who
had come to New York because
she wanted to be a great actress.
At the moment, she hadn't come
any nearer to Broadway than the
bargain-basement of a big depart-
ment store.
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Only twenty, and Ezra Stone is a radio and stage star,

a producer's right-hand man and a dramatic teacher.

Ezra, on the other hand, at the

age of twenty, was already a radio

star, a famous dramatic producer's

right-hand man, and a teacher at

the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts. He was important, a Some-
body. Ann hoped he'd like her and
help her to get a job, but she cer-

tainly never thought he'd upset her
by deciding to fall in love. Or by
being so nice that she'd fall in love
with him too.

She'd sort of forgotten that even
if Ezra was a big shot, he was, after

all, only twenty, and just as suscep-
tible as any other twenty-year-old
to brown eyes and dusky hair and
a special kind of innocence that

doesn't, as a rule, grow along
Broadway.
She didn't know that her own

gallant determination to be an ac-
tress would strike an answering
chord in Ezra's own heart. He knew

just how she felt. He, too, had
wanted to be an actor when it

seemed as if the whole world was
against him.
Now is the time for what the

movies call a flashback, because
you've got to understand what sort

of a kid this Ezra Stone is. It

doesn't mean anything to say he's

the current boy wonder of Broad-
way, astonishing everyone by his

ability as actor, director, business-

man and all-around showman. You
have to go back to the stage-struck

youngster in Philadelphia who was
darned if he'd go to college.

Ezra's story must be the one to

end all stories about boys who
bucked parental opposition to go on
the stage. As a child, he was the

despair of his father, who had once
been a chemistry professor. He
hated school and wanted only to act

on the stage and in radio, and he

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



First he changed Ann's name to Lincoln—and perhaps
he'll soon be changing it again—to Mrs. Ezra Stone.

ended up by flunking his father's

own subject—chemistry---in his last

year of high school.

And so, then asked Ezra reason-
ably, why not forget college and
send him to the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts in New York so
he could learn to be an actor? For
he'd already had enough experience
in local theatrical projects to know
how much he didn't know about
acting; and the fame of the Ameri-
can Academy, which has turned out
such distinguished alumni as Spen-
cer Tracy and Jane Cowl, had
mightily impressed him.

IT
didn't impress his father. But

Ezra was only fifteen—really a
year too young for Yale—so after

various arguments he won his point.

He was sent to New York and the
Academy on the understanding that
he'd take only the junior course and

JANUARY, 1940

would then be tractable and enter

college.

After the six-month junior course,

however, the Academy took a hand
in Ezra's future and invited him to

remain for the senior course—an
honor reserved for only fifty or so

of the three hundred ambitious
youngsters who each year enter the

Academy. Frantically Ezra begged
to stay, and once more his father

consented.

Even senior courses at the Acad-
emy can't go on forever, and in an-
other six months the gates of Yale
were opening wide to swallow one
Ezra Stone. He was all packed,
ready to leave Philadelphia for New
Haven—when a telegram came from
one of his former Academy teachers,

now directing a Broadway revue,

offering him a job. Well, his father

reluctantly conceded, after Ezra had
used up some oratory, all right.

The revue was a quick flop—so

quick that by hurrying Ezra could

still have entered college before
registration closed. But before his

father could get wind of the show's
failure, he had scurried around
Broadway and found a part in an-
other production.

It flopped too.

Let's skip the gory details, but
for a year Ezra was just one jump
ahead of college. The worst of it

was that every time he managed
to get a tiny part in a play, the

show would go to Philadelphia on
a try-out tour. Sometimes it would
even close there, leaving him
stranded right in the clutches of his

college-minded family. That made
it tough, but always, just in the nick
of time, he would manage to find

another job until at last he made
the connection with George Abbott,

one of New York's most successful

producers, which led to stardom as

Henry Aldrich in the play, "What
a Life." And "What a Life," of

course, led just as naturally to The
Aldrich Family on the air.

He was playing Henry on the

stage and in radio (on Kate Smith's

program) when Ann Lincoln met
him. Ann just wasn't getting any-
where. The only stage experience

she'd ever had was in high school

dramatics, and when she told this

to managers and theatrical agents

they had trouble concealing their

pitying smiles. She finally found
herself a job in a department store,

but here it was November and the

theatrical season was in full swing
and she (Continued on page 72)
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Mytyl and Tyltyl find

a thrush which they in-

tend to keep for a pet.

Home again, Mytyl finds

that her own thrush has

turned into a blue bird,

and she gives it happily

to her little neighbor.

Mytyl crossly refuses

to give the bird to the

sick girl next door.

At home, their father
has received word he

must go off to the war.

Gwtetmas Present
It's the very first radio acting of her life

—

you'll hear her on December 24—in a story that's

one of the sweetest and most inspiring ever told

AT last Shirley Temple is going to

i act on the air—and, appropri-

ately, Christmas Eve and the Screen
Actors Guild program mark her
debut. You'll hear her on CBS at

7:30 P.M., E.S.T., in a radio version

of her new 20th Century-Fox pic-

ture, "The Blue Bird."

Here Radio Mirror presents a

picture preview of the broadcast
with scenes (reading clockwise from
the one above) from the movie, in

which Shirley plays Mytyl, with
Johnny Russell as Tyltyl, Spring
Byington and Russell Hicks as her

father and mother, Sybil Jason as

the little girl next door, and Gale
Sondergaard and Eddie Collins as

the Cat and Dog. For the first time,

Shirley plays a mean little girl,

dissatisfied with her life. One
Christmas Eve Fairy Berylune ap-
pears and says if the children can
find the blue bird they'll always be
happy. After many adventures, they
return home dispirited at their fail-

ure, to find that their own dingy
thrush has turned into a beautiful

blue bird—proving that happiness
is right at home all the time.

*
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Even in the Land of

Luxury they fail to

find the blue bird.



That night, Fairy Bery-

lune sends the children

to seek the blue bird.

The wicked Cat first

takes them into a dark
and gloomy grave-yard.

There they find their
dead grandparents who
live again through love.
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Home again, Mytyl finds

that her own thrush has

turned into a blue bird,

and she gives it happily

to her little neighbor.

It's the very first radio acting of her life

—

y0U
-|| hear her on December 24—in a story that's

one of the sweetest and most inspiring ever told

AT last Shirley Temple is going to

\ act on the air—and, appropri-

ately, Christmas Eve and the Screen

Actors Guild program mark her

debut. You'll hear her on CBS at

7:30 P.M., E.S.T., in a radio version

of her new 20th Century-Fox pic-

ture, "The Blue Bird."

Here Radio Mibror presents a

picture preview of the broadcast

with scenes (reading clockwise from

the one above) from the movie, in

which Shirley plays Mytyl, with
Johnny Russell as Tyltyl, Spring

Byington and Russell Hicks as her

father and mother, Sybil Jason as

the little girl next door, and Gale

Sondergaard arid Eddie Collins as

the Cat and Dog. For the first time,

Shirley plays a mean little girl,

dissatisfied with her life. One

Christmas Eve Fairy Berylune ap-

pears and says if the children can

find the blue bird they'll always be

happy. After many adventures, they

return home dispirited at their fail-

ure, to find that their own dingy

thrush has turned into a beautiful

blue bird—proving that happiness

is right at home all the time.

That night, Fairy Bery-
lune sends the children
to seek the blue bird

The wicked Cat first

takes them into a dark
and gloomy grave-yard.

*fc **
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Even in the Land of
Luxury they fail to

find the blue bird.



THIS is the season when all across

the nation, eager ladies are

thinking of necklines and
waistlines, of the frills which winter
will bring, while their husbands are

thinking of the bills which winter
will bring too.

Here in New York, nearer to

Europe than most of the country,

there are strange stories being told,

news from the old world that old

styles are coming back, news of

bustles and laces and corsets stiff

with whalebone.
To the ladies—who may yet wear

such things; to the men—who will

suffer just as much—this is news
of grave import.

A loud and hearty boo is the answer of Elizabeth

Now to tell us the truth about
this year's fashions, comes Bob
Trout to interview Elizabeth Hawes
on his CBS Time to Shine program,
sponsored by Griffin Allwite. Miss
Hawes is famous in New York for

her dress designs, famous through-
out the nation for her book called

"Fashion is Spinach."

"Miss Hawes," says Bob, "what
do you think of the new fashions?"

"How would it be if I started out

by saying that all this talk of bustles

and corsets coming back is just

plain bunk? Because, although
fashions come in cycles, and about
every fourteen years the same old

things reappear, still, over the years,

Elizabeth Hawes' recipe for being well

dressed: forget extreme style dictates

and buy clothes that are right for you.

And she proves her point in this cop-

pery satin evening dress Bea Wain wears.

There's nothing fantastic about
these two Hawes outfits. Left, Bea
Wain in a plaid tweed suit; right,

Helen Ward, Bob Crosby's singer,

wears a soft wool suit and turban

with an amusing novelty handbag.



Hawes, famed stylist, to today's trick fashions

the entire trend is toward sensible

comfort. Anything that interrupts

that trend is artificial, false, no good.

Take the hats!"

"I wish I could, Miss Hawes—

I

wish I could throw them all away,
or do something with them."
"Nobody has to do anything with

them. Trick hats are on their way
out, thank goodness. And, also, it

won't be long before you've seen
the last of those shoes with no backs
and no toes." x

"Miss Hawes, you're wonderful. I

knew you were the women's style

authority, but I didn't know you
were the husband's friend."

"Of course I am! I say the family

clothes budget should be split fifty-

fifty between husband and wife."

"Yes, but in the average family,

would a wife be well dressed on a
fifty-fifty budget?"

"Mr. Trout, any modern woman
can be well dressed at any price as

long as she can afford one set of

clothes. Recently, I made an ex-
periment about the cost of women's
clothes. I carefully checked the
prices of three different women's
outfits. The first belonged to an
opera singer whose clothes on that

particular day cost more than $200.

The second girl I checked was a
photographer's model, and she'd /
paid $125 {Continued on page 64)

Nor has the budget anything to do
with being well dressed, says Miss Hawes.
Below, Helen Ward in a black camel's

wool coat whose lynx cuffs serve as a
muff, and in a jumper dress and sweater.

"Lucifer in Starlight" is the ro-

mantic name of Bea's bouffant

black tulle evening gown. But

no matter what it's called, Miss

Hawes points out, it will be just

as stylish next year as it is now.
Photos by John Schuts, CBS
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There's nothing fantastic about
these two Hawes outfits. Left, Bea
Wain in a plaid tweed suit; right,

Helen Ward, Bob Crosby's singer,

wears a soft wool suit and turban

with an amusing novelty handbag.
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wish I could throw them all away,
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"Nobody has to do anything with

them. Trick hats are on their way
out, thank goodness. And, also, it

won't be long before you've seen
the last of those shoes with no backs
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periment about the cost of women's
clothes. I carefully checked the
prices of three different women's
outfits. The first belonged to an
opera singer whose clothes on that
particular day cost more than $200.
The second girl I checked was a
photographer's model, and she'd
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with being well dressed, says Miss Hawes.
Below, Helen Ward in a black camel's
wool coat whose lynx cuffs serve as a
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mantic name of Bea's bouffant

black tulle evening gown. But

no matter what it's called, Miss

Hawes points out, it will be just

as stylish next year as it is now.
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u "Be sure your sins will find you out"—but must the past rise

up once more to bar Tamara from finding a new happiness in life?

Continuing a compelling novel of lost innocence:

FIVE years in a convent school

were poor defense for Tamara
Todhunter when she met Mayne
Mallory, handsome, . unprincipled
film actor. To her dazzled eyes, he
symbolized everything she hated in

her own life. Instead of the shoddy,
catch-as-catch-can existence in her
mother's apartment, Mayne offered

—or seemed to offer—glamour and
romance and beauty. Only after-

wards did she realize what an easy
conquest she had been for him. A
few strings to pull—and he had
secured a job for her in the San
Francisco theatrical company where
he was playing a guest-starring en-
gagement. A few more strings

—

and she went with the company on
its brief tour of the state. But then
Mayne went back to Hollywood and
his picture work, leaving Tamara
with her old life—the same old life,

only so much worse now because of

the shame that she must carry with
her. In a few months she realized

that she was to have a child. No
help could be expected from her
mother or sister or brother, all in-

tent on their own affairs, and Tarn
was in the lowest depths of hope-
lessness when she met the Mother
Superior of her old convent, in San
Francisco for a brief visit. Mother
Laurence helped her by sending her
to an old friend, Mary Hutton, who
lived on a farm south of San
Francisco. Mrs. Hutton took Tarn
into her home, spreading the story
that she was her own nephew's wife,

and in the days that followed the
girl regained some of the pride and
self-respect she thought had been
lost. When the baby came—a girl

—

she named it Mary, after Mrs.
Hutton.

IN
THE end, it was the stage to

which Tarn returned, leaving
little Mary behind, with Mary

Hutton.
It was luck, and luck alone, which

led her back to the theater. She had

not been back in San Francisco two
weeks when she was given a part

with the Peter Willey Company, and
after that she played parts under
Willey's management for six or

seven years. It was not especially

exciting; the plays Willey put on
were all old and seasoned, but the

company itself was like some fine

old windjammer steadily sailing the
agitated seas of the theater; its stout

manager said himself that he never
played anything but winners, and
Tamara thought herself extremely
lucky to get on board.

Month after month, year after

year, she went steadily about her
business. Men followed her about;

some of them fine, some not; it made
little difference. She was only

Kathleen Norris is the first

nationally famous writer to have
her works brought to radio lis-

teners as a daily serial program.
"Woman in Love" can be heard
Monday through Friday over the
CBS network, at 5:00 P.M., E.S.T.,

sponsored by General Mills. So
that you may read this stirring

drama of love, as well as hear it,

Radio Mirror presents the story
in its original novel form.

vaguely aware of their existence.

She and her mother had a small
apartment in Pine Street. Lance
was serving a term in jail for mis-
appropriation of funds. Coral, after

having threatened him with breach
of promise proceedings, had married
her friend Arnold French and had
gone off with him to Europe.
Willette was the same as ever. She
sometimes cried over Lance, but not
often. Tamara was gentle with her;

she herself was too busy, too grate-
ful for work and happiness, to be
anything but generous.
Happiness—yes, it had come back.

She was happy again; the taste of

life was good. And every Saturday
night after the play, she went down
to Belmont to be with Mary. When
anyone in the theater asked her
where she spent her Sundays she
answered truthfully, "At a sort of

rest cure." To her mother she said

that she liked Mrs. Hutton, and Mrs.
Hutton's little granddaughter was a

darling.

Between the theater, the apart-
ment, and the old house down
among the low Belmont hills, Tarn's

entire interest lay and her entire

time was spent. She never accepted
an invitation or wanted anything
more. Her work and her books and
the secret garden to which she
escaped for every moment of leisure

were all her world. For seven
years. . . .

"Tarn, why won't you marry me?"
asked George Davis.

"I have to see a man twice before

I will marry him, George," Tam
said, busy with make-up.
"You've seen me four times," he

said.

"And I've known you five days."

"I like your air of flustered

feminine evasiveness, Tam. It seems
to indicate that you are beginning
to care—that way."
Tam studied her reflection in the

mirror thoughtfully, pushed a

smooth wave of hair into place. She

Copyright 1934-1935 By Kathleen Norris—Originally Published by Doubleday. Doran & Co.



glanced at a clock. "I guess the
curtain's late tonight," she said.

"Why won't you marry me?" he
asked again, stubbornly sticking to

first principles.

"You might be a good husband
for some woman," Tarn conceded
with a speculative glance.

"Only for you. I'll go straight to

the dogs if you don't at least say
you like me," the man said.

"The dogs have probably been
missing you," Tarn suggested.

JANUARY, 1940

"You're right," George said, with
a little laugh not quite pleased. "But
how you know it I don't know."
Tamara, facing him again, an-

swered seriously, "If you really

don't know—that seems to me the

worst of all."

In the littered hot dressing room
the lights were very bright. They
piteously revealed the man who
faced her. He was still young, per-
haps in his early thirties, he might
have been handsome if his face had

Illustration by Carl Mueller

not been marked so deep with dissi-

pation. It was an intelligent, even
aristocratic face, with a once-white
skin and black eyes, a wide mouth,
and deep eye sockets under waves
of thick black hair. He was a lawyer
—the politician type of lawyer

—

witty, clever, eloquent. Pete Willey
had told her that George Davis
could have been anything he liked,

if it were not for alcohol and
roulette tables and dicing and races

and all the other things that usually

23



dragged a man of his type to

destruction, and Tarn could read a

confirmation of it in his disorderly

dress and blotched complexion, his

hoarse voice and careless manners.
And yet there was something lik-

able about him, fine in him, even
now. At the Willeys' anniversary

dinner, where she had met him five

days ago, she and George Davis had
had one of the most refreshing con-

versations she had ever had with
any man. Before, that is, he had
drunk too much.
He took a hurt, lofty tone now.

"Listen—don't talk about me as if

I were a lost soul. A little drinking

and a few bets on the ponies aren't

such a crime. When you say that

the dogs have probably been miss-

ing me, I suppose you're trying to

indicate that I've already gone to

the dogs. Where'd you get' that

idea? I work darned hard, when I

do work. There's nothing the

matter with me!"
"If you don't really think there

is," Tamara repeated seriously,

"then that seems to me the worst
of all."

"I'm in very bad shape, is that

it?"

"Well, I don't know," Tamara
said, busy with a comb. "I think

you're unhappy; that's always bad.

You told me yesterday you were
ambitious; you want to get on; to

run for the Senate. You're cer-

tainly going about it-^-" she hesi-

tated— "in a funny way!"
"Does it occur to you that that

sounds at all smug?" he asked.

"Yes, it does," Tamara confessed,

unperturbed. "But you invited it.

You asked me—I don't know how
serious you were—but you asked
me to marry you. I'm not going to

marry anyone, as it happens. But
if I were—

"

"It wouldn't be a man like me,"
he supplied. Tamara turned about
to face him over the back of the

dressing-table chair.

"That's the worst of it!" she said.

"It would. It might. You say I'm
smug. God knows I haven't got

much to be smug about! I'm a

second-rate actress in a completely
unimportant city, theatrically speak-
ing. I'll never be anything else, and
I don't want to be. I've no pride.

I've no ambition. You have! You
can talk with anyone; you can do
anything. You could build yourself

a life I couldn't touch—a home with
gardens and—and distinguished
people coming there, and a library

—

everything. I couldn't. You're a
college man and an aristocrat, and
I'm nothing! I was born of cheap
theatrical people and I'll never be
anything else. You make me tired!"

Fired almost to tears by her own
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HOBBIES
IN THE WHITE HOUSE

^immM
By Eleanor Roosevelt

FIRST I'd like to tell you some-

thing about the President's

hobbies. He has one main hobby
—that is collecting anything

which has to do with the Ameri-

can Navy. He's collected prints

and models of ships and letters

and books and I think that he

must have almost one of the best

collections in the country that

deals with our own Navy. He
even has caricatures.

But of course, everybody knows
that he collects stamps. That
collection began with his Grand-
mother Delano, who gave her col-

lection to my husband's mother
and she gave it to her small boy.

Then I suppose you might call

fishing a hobby because he likes

it very well. And, of course, he
has one other hobby. He likes

birds. We always tease him be-

cause he can't recognize his

friends across the street—he's

very short-sighted—but he can
tell me any bird at any distance

anywhere.

Now, as to the rest of the
family, I think, perhaps, my
daughter's hobbies might be
called her job and her children.

James collects historical books.

Elliott likes ranching and cattle-

raising. Franklin, Junior—well,

he's going to be a lawyer so per-

haps his hobby is a good one. He
likes to argue. He'll argue about
anything on any side of the sub-

ject. And Johnnie, he likes to ride

and then, I think perhaps he's my
most conscientious child about
doing his job and doing it well.

As for myself, well, I don't think

I have many hobbies. When you
live in a house with someone who
has a good many, you can't af-

ford to have many yourself. The
house gets cluttered up. And so
we'll say that mine is writing and
meeting people.
(Broadcast on tho Hobby Lobby
program, sponsored by Fels Nap-
tha Soap, now hoard on CBS
Sunday afternoonJ

eloquence and its childish conclu-

sion, she turned back to the mirror,

and there was a long silence in the
room. George, who once or twice
made a movement to interrupt her,

was lost in amazement now, and
only sat staring.

"You're the most remarkable
woman I've ever met," he said

presently.

"Thanks," Tamara said coldly.

"There's my call!" And was gone.

It was some twenty minutes later

that, coming back through the con-
fusion of wings and sets, she was
stopped by a stagehand holding out

a man's old-fashioned gold watch
on a fob.

"Miss Todhunter, did you drop
this?"

Tarn took it, turned it about.

"No, where'd you find it?"

"Here on the floor."

"Have you opened the back?"
Tarn said. "Sometimes there's a

monogram."
The man with a dirty split finger-

nail pried open the back of the

watch; there was a picture there.

Tarn held it to the light. Under
her make-up the color drained from
her face.

"I know whose it is," she said.

"Yes, I'll take it. It belongs to—

I

know—I'll take it. Thanks, Joe."

She snapped it shut, walked to-

ward her dressing room. There was
a trunk standing in the passage be-
hind the wings, and for a dizzy

moment Tamara sat down on it

—

breathing hard.

"I don't believe it!" she said aloud.

When she reached her dressing

room, George Davis was still there,

sitting just as she had left him,

staring moodily into space.

"I know damn well I'm not the

sort of man you like," he said, look-

ing up.

"Have you been brooding on
that?" Tamara smiled at him. He
got to his feet, he and she were close

together, and she looked up into his

eyes with an odd look in her own.
"I like you," he said. "I guess

everyone does. But I know I'd never
have a chance with you!"

Tarn's eyes did not stir from his.

"Then why don't you make your-

self into the kind of man I like?"

she breathed.

"What are you getting at?"

George's hands were like a vise on
her shoulders.

"Oh, wait!" She freed herself

with an abrupt jerk, displayed the

watch that was still in her hand.

"Isn't that yours?"
"Yep." He took it indifferently,

disappointed by her change of mood.
"My mother gave me that—I must
have laid it somewhere and for-

gotten to (Continued on page 58)
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RADIO MIRROR'S PREVIEW OF A HIT!

WORDS AND MUSIC
BY SAMMY KAYE...

Copyright 1939, by Sammy Kaye, New York



ONCE IN A DREAM
WORDS AND MUSIC BY SAMMY KAYE

Still another in Radio Mirror's parade of hit tunes!

It's a new romantic ballad written for you by "Swing and

Sway" Sammy Kaye—tune in and hear him play it on the air

Copyright 1939, by Sammy Kaye, New York
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THE ROMANTIC STORY OF ORSON WELLES' IMPETUOUS LOVE

THEY stood there, backstage at

the theater, locked in each
other's arms. Virginia in her long

velvet Juliet gown; Orson Welles in

Romeo's doublet and hose. It had all

been so sudden, this realization that

they loved each other. For up until

that moment, when she had tripped

and almost fallen, Virginia had been
no more than a playmate to Orson
—someone it was fun to be with.

Now, suddenly, he was blurting out

thoughts he'd hardly known were
in his mind. Asking her to marry
him.

Virginia did not say a word. It

was a long time before he realized

she was crying. Then she turned her

head away and said:

"Oh—Orson. I want to—but I

can't."

For a long moment he stood look-

ing at her. Then his hands dropped
to his sides. His voice came harshly.

"But Virginia—why not?"
Her cheeks flamed. "It's just that

—I promised my family I wouldn't
fall in love with you. Mother

—

asked me last night—and I—

I

promised I wouldn't."

"But why, Virginia—why?"
"Because—" her voice was a fran-

tic whisper now. In a few moments
the curtain would rise upon another
scene. "Oh, Orson, it's because they
don't want me to marry an actor.

They—they want me to make my
debut, and be—rich—and . . . oh,

I can't explain."

Her voice broke into a little sob,

and without another word she
turned from him, and ran into the
shadows.
He stood there looking after her,

too dazed, for a moment, to move.
Then hurt gave way to anger

—

and anger to a fierce determination.
So that was it. They did not want
their little Virginia to marry an
actor. They wanted her to marry
society instead. Well—he would
show them.
He loved Virginia more than any-

thing in the world. He knew it now.
An hour ago, she had been a dream,
a lovely girl he enjoyed being with.
Now she was a woman, who might
be taken from him. She was his
destiny, and he must fight for her.
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By LUCILLE FLETCHER

All the other things he had fought
for—success in the theater, adven-
ture, the chance and the ability to

express himself—all these things

were suddenly unimportant. His

vivid and checkered career, up to

this moment, now seemed shoddy
and fruitless. For what had he gone
charging off to Ireland, to Africa, to

the ends of the earth, when he
should have been at home, working
to create the self that Virginia would
be proud to marry?

Tall, and a little overgrown in his

Romeo's costume, he stood there

backstage, feeling resolution harden
in his mind. From somewhere the

whisper came: "Curtain going up
in five minutes!" He walked quickly

to his dressing-room, changed his

clothes, hurried back to the wings.

He went through the play, out-

wardly absorbed.

That night, he drove Virginia out

in the old jalopy to a place where

A lovely family portrait

—

The Orson Welles' pose with

their newly-born baby girl.

they could be alone. And he told

of his decision.

"Virginia—if you love me, you'll

have to break with them all. You'll

have to marry me now, and come
with me to New York. We'll start

life over again—by ourselves."

Virginia's young face was very
white and still in the moonlight. She
trembled against him.

"Oh, Orson," she said. "I'm
afraid."

"Why?" he asked. "Are you afraid

of me?"
"No. But I'm afraid they'll be

angry with me. I love them, and
I wouldn't want to hurt them. And
Mother says she's only doing it for

my own good. She—she said she
didn't want me to be poor or un-
happy—ever. . .

."

"So she thinks you'll be poor and
unhappy with me?"

"No, Orson, no!" Afraid to hurt
him, Virginia denied what she knew
was the truth.

"And what about you? Do you
believe in me, Virginia?"

"Yes, Orson, you know I do. With
all my heart."

"Then that's all that matters.

Come. We can be married and leave

for New York tomorrow!"
But poor little 19-year-old Vir-

ginia was too frightened by the idea.

The suddenness of it, she said. The
shock. He pleaded with her, argued
with her, but still she held firm.

"No," she insisted. "I'll go, but not
so soon. Wait—wait till this fall

—

a little while—until I make my
debut. Then I'll come."

"You'll never come if you don't

come now!" Orson insisted gloomily.

But he promised to bide his time.

They made plans. He would go to

New York and find a wonderful job
in the theater. A glamorous, glitter-

ing successful role that would im-
press her family beyond a doubt.

She would stay in Chicago and
make her debut. Then at the psy-
chological time, he would fly back
from New York, the knight in shin-

ing armor, and whisk her away for

good.

But somehow things didn't work
out that way, when he reached New
York. Somehow, when he got back

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



to Broadway, the idea of a glittering

glamorous role seemed a bit off the

track. He was full of his little

theater in Woodstock. And one
night, just a few days after he'd

arrived, a man he'd met backstage
with the Cornell troupe, asked him
if he'd like to do something experi-

mental and new on Broadway.
The man was John Houseman,

who had gained fame for his sen-

sational production of Gertrude

JANUARY, 1940

Orson Welles has everything

now, but his daughter Christopher

Marlowe is his greatest delight.

Stein's opera "Four Saints in Three
Acts." He'd seen the manuscript of

a play called "Panic," he said, by
the poet, Archibald MacLeish. An
altogether different kind of play.

Poetic. Real. True to the times. A
play of shadows and angry crowds
and brutal faces. A play that should

be produced—even if it were only

for a night. Houseman had enough
money for a three-night run. Would
Orson come in with him as co-

producer? Orson didn't hesitate. He
shook hands with Houseman, talked

excitedly with him until dawn

—

and it was a deal.

What did glamour and glitter mat-
ter compared to this new alive thing

that one could shape with one's

hands and voice and brain? He
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sat down and wrote Virginia a

letter.

"I'm sorry, Virginia—but you
simply must try to understand. I've

found the chance I've been waiting

for. I'm afraid I won't get back to

Chicago now. It seems to me that

your place is with me in New York.

I want you to share this wonderful
thing. I've got a job for you, Vir-

ginia—a job as assistant stage-

manager in 'Panic'. Will you come?"

SHE arrived on Christmas Day

—

just a few days before "Panic"

opened. A blonde wisp of a girl

with expensive luggage, shivering

in spite of her fur coat and her

saucy little fur hat. She was fright-

ened as she stood there in Grand
Central station.

They were married at once. There

wasn't any honeymoon. No time for

that with "Panic" opening. In true

bridegroom- spirit Orson hired a

furnished suite in the best hotel in

town—and they moved in there.

He didn't have more than one hun-
dred dollars in his pocket.

There was the thrill of those three

nights when "Panic" surpassed his

wildest dreams—the thrill of seeing

the MacLeish manuscript translated

into terms of living theater—and
the incredible joy of having Vir-

ginia always there.

Two weeks later, still in a daze,

he and Virginia were sitting in their

palatial suite, when a knock came
at the door. Orson went to answer
it. A suave man with striped

trousers and pomaded hair entered.

In his hand he held the hotel bill,

a week overdue. And Orson had no
money with which to pay it.

Until that moment, Virginia

hadn't known they were so near

to poverty. When the suave hotel

man had retreated, taking with him
Orson's promise to depart that very
night and leave his baggage behind,

she looked at her husband, white-
faced. He went to her, put his arms
around her, tried to comfort her.

But she was shaking with fear.

With a sickening realization he
remembered the night of "Romeo
and Juliet." And Virginia's words.
Poor and unhappy. Her family had
said that. And a failure. He remem-
bered his own angry defiance. And
now—at the very beginning of their

married life—he had fulfilled every
one of their predictions.

They slept that night on a day
bed in a friend's Greenwich Village

apartment. And next morning

—

art or no art—Orson set out to find

himself a job.

There weren't any, of course, on
Broadway. The season was well
along, and nobody was producing
any new plays. Not even his good
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friend Katharine Cornell. But he
had to find something. Day after

day went by, and every night he
went home to Virginia, empty-
handed—home to the over-crowded
apartment of his friends. Virginia

couldn't stand it any longer.

"I'll look for a job too," she said,

and together they trudged up and
down Broadway, the tall shaggy
boy, and the pretty frail girl in her
expensive clothes. Pretty soon there

were no expensive clothes. Virginia

pawned her muff, her fur scarf, and
then her pretty dresses, one by one,

for food and carfare and new soles

for their shoes.

It was the most painful winter of

Orson's life. And yet in a way the

happiest. For after that first shock
of terror when she discovered that

all their money was gone, Virginia

It's practical!
It's authoritative]

It will help you to

find fame and riches!

Read How to Sing For

Money, by Deanna

Durbin's vocal coach

—coming next month

did not fail him.
Finally Orson got a job.

It wasn't much of a job. His old

friend, the Chippewa radio actor,

told him about it. Just yelling

"Walla-walla" over and over again

as an extra in a radio mob. But it

paid $10 for the rehearsal and
broadcast.

The next day on the strength of

that ten dollars, they moved into a
room on the ground floor of an old

brownstone house on 14th Street.

But it had a chipped marble fire-

place, high ceilings, an air of old-

world elegance. And to add to their

happiness, Orson got another part
on the air.

"You wait and see," he promised,
as they went shopping for a red-
checked tablecloth, a dish-pan and
a set of dishes. "We're going to save
money. No more insecurity."

But after the first few days of

thrift, the money seemed to burn a
hole in his pocket again. When he
got his first real role on the air, he
earned $50 in one gulp—and spent
it all on a spaniel puppy for Vir-

ginia. She still didn't have a good
dress to her name.
But somehow they muddled on.

Somehow they got along, helping,

teaching each other. And finally,

they were able to move to a little

better place—a Greenwich Village
studio apartment, where they had
their own furniture.

How happy they were in that
little flat. Orson was on the air

regularly now—reading poetry, act-
ing in radio shows, and there was
money coming in. They bought an
old car, and went off to the country
on week-ends. They entertained
their friends. They dreamed of hav-
ing a baby.
And then, one night, the vision

popped up again. The temptation
OrsOn had been trying to forget.

John Houseman dropped in to see
him, and told him there was a
chance to do another experimental
play—for the W. P. A. Federal
Theater Project.

Houseman had a Negro group in

Harlem—actors, all of them—on the
W. P. A. With Negroes one could do
something wonderfully exotic—
something that would stir the blood.
He painted exciting pictures—
dreams like the ones he had once
conjured up about "Panic." Orson
sat there, his head down. He would
not look at Virginia. But he was
thinking, remembering the dread
that had once come into her eyes.

Finally he said:

"I'm sorry, John. It—it sounds
grand, but I can't make it."

There was a long pause. Then,
quite unexpectedly a shy voice
came out of the shadows. Virginia's
voice.

ORSON, if you're turning down
John's offier for me, I'll go

away forever. Please, Orson, I want
you to take this job. It's a chance of

a lifetime. You must, Orson, you
must!"
The two men turned to look at

her, in amazement. She came for-

ward, rising out of her chair, a thin,

childish figure, her face strangely
alight.

"Please, Orson, don't you remem-
ber? The things you told me about
doing Shakespeare? Well—here's

your chance—to do Shakespeare.
Only in a different way. Orson

—

please. Why don't you do Shakes-
peare with an all-Negro cast? It's

never been done before. Why don't

you do 'Macbeth,' Orson—and—and
lay the scene in Haiti? And

—

and—"
She stopped, too carried away to

go on. But, sitting there in that
Greenwich Village living-room, Or-
son and John Houseman knew

—

somehow— (Continued on page 52)
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Paramount
* He smokes bigger ci-

gars than Jack Benny

and owns a sportier

car—read the not-so-

private life of Sunday's

big laughter-provoker

"^Sm^
IF

A black cloud threatens the
private and professional prestige

of radio's number one playboy,

Jack Benny—his name is Eddie An-
derson, alias Rochester J. Syracuse,

alias Rochester Van Jones, alias just

Rochester.

He's small and he's dark and he's

not a bit handsome. He's bug-eyed
and getting shiny like a tan shoe at

the temples. But he's got more
steam than a calliope, more bounce
than a golf ball.

Already Eddie Anderson has be-
come such a lodestone for laughs on
the Benny Jello show that if Jack
were the jealous type he'd be pea
green with envy by now. On the

screen too, Eddie has buttled so

bumptiously against the funny bones
of the nation that he's being hailed

as the greatest colored comic since

Bert Williams. Theater owners hang

JANUARY, 1940

By KIRTLEY BASKETTE

his name right up along side that

of his boss Jack in the bright lights.

Critics call him a sure fire picture

thief. He has more jobs in Holly-
wood than he can handle. He's the

only member of the whole Benny
troupe who made the picture of pic-

tures, "Gone With the Wind."

But if Rochester is just beginning
to rival Jack Benny in a show busi-

ness way, on the personal side he
left him panting in the shade long
ago.

It's the private life of Rochester
Van Jones that's handing Jack
Benny an inferiority complex. And
no wonder. Rochester is stepping
out—high, wide, and handsome. Just
exactly who's the butler and who's
the bon vivant—Jack or Rochester
—is strictly a matter of opinion. But
here are the lurid facts:

Rochester smokes bigger cigars

than Jack. He drives a sportier car

and airs a much more splendiferous
wardrobe. He pilots a plane, he so-

journs at swank desert dude
ranches. He canters his own saddle
horse on the bon ton bridle paths;

he races thoroughbreds under his

silks at (Continued on page 49)
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When all else had failed, could marriage fill her life? That

was the question Miss Bess asked—and answered—while Dr. Rob-

bie waited and the fate of Hilltop House hung in the balance

The Story Thus Far:

BESS JOHNSON thought she had
put the past behind her when

she came to be matron at Hilltop

House and care for its orphans

—

but on the day Steve Cortland came
to see her she realized she was
wrong. Cortland once had loved

her, then he had married her sister

Marjorie instead. There had been
a child, at whose birth Marjorie
died, begging Bess never to let

Cortland have his son. This child,

Tim, Bess had brought with her to

Hilltop, pretending that he was an
orphan like all the other children.

Now Cortland, catching sight of

Tim, recognized him and accused
Bess of having lied to him when she

told him his son was dead. Bess
admitted the lie, but refused to let

him have Tim. An unseen listener

to their conversation was Stella

Rodnick, a sulky, unhappy orphan
who hated Bess because she be-
lieved Bess had punished her un-
justly. Stella heard just enough to

believe that Tim was Bess' own son
—and her first act was to carry the
gossip to Dr. Robbie Clark, the
young Hilltop physician, who was
in love with Bess. Dr. Robbie, stung
by the slander, lost control of him-
self and slapped Stella. Sobbing,
she cried, "All right, if you don't

believe me, ask Miss Bess!"

Part Two

BUT Dr. Robbie did not, after all,

ask Miss Bess if she was Tim's
mother. On the drive back to

Hilltop House, with Stella sitting

white and scared beside him, nurs-
ing her bruised cheek where he had

struck her, his first impetuous re-

solve weakened. He couldn't, he
simply couldn't walk in to Bess
Johnson, face those clean blue eyes

and say, "Is this thing true that

Stella told me? Is Tim your son,

yours and this Steve Cortland's?"

He couldn't dignify such gossip

by taking it seriously enough to ask
about it. Because of course it wasn't

true. It was simply malicious, child-

ish babble. Over and over he told

himself this, trying to still the small,

persistent clamor deep down in his

mind—trying to forget Bess' agi-

tation that afternoon when the

mysterious Cortland had been an-
nounced. He'd swear she was afraid

at that moment. And—his thoughts
groped among jumbled memories

—

hadn't there always been something
a little different, a little more per-

sonal and tender, in Bess' attitude

toward Tim, alone among all the

other orphans?
In the end, he simply let Stella

hop out of the car at the Hilltop

entrance, and drove off again, spin-

ning his wheels furiously in the

gravel.

Yellow light shone out of Hilltop

House's front door as Stella went
up the steps. From inside came the

cheerful hubbub of just-before-

dinner. Stella walked more slowly;

now that Dr. Robbie was gone and
she was no longer frightened, tears

of self-pity began to fill her eyes.

Everybody was against her! Every-
body hated her—Miss Bess and Dr.

Robbie and all the other children!

Miss Gidley, too, fussed at her as

she entered the hall. "Stella!

You're late. Dinner will be ready
in a few . .

."

And then she caught sight of the

girl's reddened eyes and quivering

lips. "Gracious, child! What's hap-
pened?"
An audience of curious orphans

fell silent as Stella sobbed, "Dr.

Robbie! He—he hit me!"
Thelma Gidley's eyes widened,

then narrowed in sudden satisfac-

tion. "Dr. Clark struck you? But
why?"

Stella looked around at the circle

of interested faces, then once more
up at Miss Gidley.

"I guess I better not say why,"
she decided. "You'd be mad, too,

maybe."
"I certainly shall if I don't find

out the whole truth about this mat-
ter," was Miss Gidley's prim an-
swer. "If Dr. Clark struck you, I

want to know why."
"It was only because I told him

something—something I found out.

And it was true, too!" Stella cried,

once more overcome by the injus-

tices visited upon her. "I told

him—" She stopped, stood on tip-

toe and beckoned Miss Gidley's ear

to her lips. "I heard Miss Bess tell

the man that came to see her today
that Tim was her little boy," she
whispered.

"Tim!" Miss Gidley gasped. "Oh,
no! That can't be true

—
" And

then the same doubts that were in

Dr. Robbie's mind visited hers. But
with this difference: where he
hated them, tried to reject them,
she welcomed them.
"Come into my office, Stella," she

said softly. "I want to talk to you."
But as they turned, Bess Johnson

came quickly down the stairs from
the second floor.
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The Story Thus Far:

BESS JOHNSON thought she had
put the past behind her when

she came to be matron at Hilltop
House and care for its orphans

—

but on the day Steve Cortland came
to see her she realized she was
wrong. Cortland once had loved
her, then he had married her sister

Marjorie instead. There had been
a child, at whose birth Marjorie
died, begging Bess never to let

Cortland have his son. This child,

Tim, Bess had brought with her to
Hilltop, pretending that he was an
orphan like all the other children.
Now Cortland, catching sight of
Tim, recognized him and accused
Bess of having lied to him when she
told him his son was dead. Bess
admitted the lie, but refused to let
him have Tim. An unseen listener
to their conversation was Stella
Rodnick, a sulky, unhappy orphan
who hated Bess because she be-
lieved Bess had punished her un-
justly. Stella heard just enough to
believe that Tim was Bess' own son
—and her first act was to carry the
gossip to Dr. Robbie Clark, the
young Hilltop physician, who was
m love with Bess. Dr. Robbie, stung
by the slander, lost control of him-
self and slapped Stella. Sobbing,
she cried, "All right, if you don't
believe me, ask Miss Bess!"

Part Two

BUT Dr. Robbie did not, after all,
ask Miss Bess if she was Tim's
mother. On the drive back to

Hilltop House, with Stella sitting
wnite and scared beside him, nurs-mS her bruised cheek where he had

struck her, his first impetuous re-
solve weakened. He couldn't, he
simply couldn't walk in to Bess
Johnson, face those clean blue eyes
and say, "Is this thing true that
Stella told me? Is Tim your son,
yours and this Steve Cortland's?"
He couldn't dignify such gossip

by taking it seriously enough to ask
about it. Because of course it wasn't
true. It was simply malicious, child-
ish babble. Over and over he told
himself this, trying to still the small,
persistent clamor deep down in his
mind—trying to forget Bess' agi-
tation that afternoon when the
mysterious Cortland had been an-
nounced. He'd swear she was afraid
at that moment. And—his thoughts
groped among jumbled memories

—

hadn't there always been something
a little different, a little more per-
sonal and tender, in Bess' attitude

toward Tim, alone among all the
other orphans?

In the end, he simply let Stella

hop out of the car at the Hilltop

entrance, and drove off again, spin-

ning his wheels furiously in the
gravel.

Yellow light shone out of Hilltop

House's front door as Stella went
up the steps. From inside came the

cheerful hubbub of just-before-

dinner. Stella walked more slowly;

now that Dr. Robbie was gone and
she was no longer frightened, tears

of self-pity began to fill her eyes.

Everybody was against her! Every-
body hated her—Miss Bess and Dr.

Robbie and all the other children!

Miss Gidley, too, fussed at her as

she entered the hall. "Stella!

You're late. Dinner will be ready

in a few . .
."

And then she caught sight of the
girl's reddened eyes and quivering
lips. "Gracious, child! What's hap-
pened?"
An audience of curious orphans

fell silent as Stella sobbed, "Dr.
Robbie! He—he hit me!"
Thelma Gidley's eyes widened,

then narrowed in sudden satisfac-
tion. "Dr. Clark struck you? But
why?"

Stella looked around at the circle
of interested faces, then once more
up at Miss Gidley.

"I guess I better not say why,"
she decided. "You'd be mad, too,

maybe."
"I certainly shall if I don't find

out the whole truth about this mat-
ter," was Miss Gidley's prim an-
swer. "If Dr. Clark struck you, I

want to know why."
"It was only because I told him

something—something I found out.

And it was true, too!" Stella cried,

once more overcome by the injus-

tices visited upon her. "I told

him—" She stopped, stood on tip-

toe and beckoned Miss Gidley's ear
to her lips. "I heard Miss Bess tell

the man that came to see her today
that Tim was her little boy," she

whispered.
"Tim!" Miss Gidley gasped. "Oh,

no! That can't be true—" And
then the same doubts that were in

Dr. Robbie's mind visited hers. But
with this difference: where he
hated them, tried to reject them,

she welcomed them.
"Come into my office, Stella," she

said softly. "I want to talk to you."

But as they turned, Bess Johnson

came quickly down the stairs from

the second floor.
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"Miss Gidley," she called, "would
you mind calling Dr. Clark? Tim's

complaining of a headache, and I

think he's running a high fever."

For an instant there was silence

in the hall. Thelma Gidley let her

eyes linger on Bess' drawn, worried

face before she nodded. "Very well,

Miss Johnson. I'll call him at once,"

she said, and there seemed to be a

note of triumph in her voice.

Dinner with Bess and Miss Gidley

sitting silently at opposite ends of

the long table, was over before Dr.

Robbie arrived. Preoccupied with

her worry over Tim, Bess did not at

first notice anything strange about

his manner—did not notice how his

eyes refused to meet hers directly,

but searched her face covertly when
she was not looking.

THEY went directly to Tim's tiny

cubicle in the little boys' dormi-

.

tory, and Robbie made a quick ex-

amination. Bess, standing by and
watching his quick, sure hands,

thought distractedly how wonderful

it must be to hold in oneself the

power to heal, how doubly wonder-
ful to heal the tiny and the helpless.

He straightened up.

"I'm not sure," he said slowly. "I

won't be, until tomorrow. But I

think—" He broke off. "How long

has he been ill?"

"Why—not long. That is, he
didn't seem very well this morning,
and I was afraid he might be catch-

ing a little cold. And then this

afternoon . he—that is, something
upset him." She flushed, thinking of

the child's hysterical invasion of her

office while Steve was there.

"Urn," Robbie said abstractedly.

"Well—it just might be serious.

We'll wait until morning. Then, if

he isn't better. I'd like to move him
to the hospital."

Bess' face shocked him, so white
did it become. "The hospital! But

—

what is it?"

He hated himself for ' suspecting

her—but would she have been so

concerned over a mere orphan?

"Might be mastoid," he said

shortly, unnecessarily and inten-

tionally cruel. "Can't tell now."

He was about to leave, but then

the misery in her face, her weary

figure, brought him back to her.

"Don't worry, Bess," he said awk-
wardly. "It may not be that at all. I'll

look in first thing in the morning."

Driving back down the hill, he

cursed himself. Why, if he could not

dismiss from his mind what Stella

had told him, didn't he have enough

courage to ask Bess about it straight

out? She would despise him if she

knew his secret thoughts, despise

him the more for keeping them
secret.

There was little sleep for him
that night, and even less for Bess.

Lying awake in the darkness, she

found her thoughts going in a

never-ending, maddening circle.

Steve Cortland—her promise to

Marjorie—Tim—Tim's illness

—Steve Cortland again. . . .

And suddenly the remembrance
of Robbie's strange manner, dor-

mant in her thoughts since he had
left, sprang into full life. He had
been so remote—not at all the dear

friend she knew. Fruitlessly she

tried to think of some way in which
she might have offended him. And
so a new problem, a new worry,

took its place in the circling parade

of thoughts.

Several times she tiptoed down
the hall into Tim's room, and at

dawn she was there again, staring

down at his hot face, ringed with

damp hair.

He was not better. He was worse,

and at nine o'clock Dr. Robbie came
and moved him to the hospital.

The necessity for hiding her anx-
iety almost drove her frantic. In

Thelma Gidley's eyes she had
caught already a look of suspicion

—so definite a suspicion that it was
useless to tell herself she was only

being nervy.

SHE plunged desperately into the

morning's work—only to find

herself sitting at her desk, letters

and lists spread out in front of her,

neglected while she stared into

space.

She had planned, after lunch to

go to the hospital, find Robbie and
learn all he knew of Tim's condi-

tion. But before she could leave the

house, she had a visitor—Steve
Cortland.

He came directly into her office

without waiting to be announced.
"I want to talk to you about my

son," he said without the briefest

of preliminaries. "Are you going to

let me have him? Quietly?"
"No," she said, leaning back in

her chair, gripping the edge of her

desk with her hands.
"Then I shall start a suit to get

custody of him. I'll win it, too, you
know. You haven't a shadow of

right to him."
"Steve," she begged, "you don't

want Tim. You know you don't. You
only want to hurt me. Please, Steve,

don't use that helpless child as an
instrument for your own bitter-

ness!"

His face didn't change. He might
not have heard her.

"There will be a scandal if I have
to sue. You'll probably lose your
precious job here."

She took a deep, shuddering
breath. "You can't sue now. Tim is

ill—very ill. They took him to the

hospital this morning."
"111!" Anger darkened his eyes,

pulled at the muscles of his face.

She'd forgotten his sudden, fierce

rages. "And you sent him to the

hospital? Without consulting me?
What hospital? Who's the doctor?"

His anger helped her to be calm.

"He's at the Glendale Hospital, and
the doctor is our own doctor here.

A very capable one."

"What's the matter with him?"
"Mastoid, we think," she said.

E stood up. "I'm going to see

him. I want to see that doctor,H
too."

"Don't you think you are being

just a bit ridiculous—all this con-
cern now, when you weren't even
interested enough to come to the

hospital when he was born?"
He didn't answer, but she saw

hatred flare in the look he gave her,

and for a moment after he'd gone
she could only sit there, trembling;

seeing Tim taken away from her,

Hilltop House and her work crum-
bling before her eyes.

Then she got up and started

downtown, to the hospital.

Steve was there before her, pac-
ing the polished floor of the corridor

outside Tim's room. He met her
furiously.

"Who is this Dr. Clark you have
on the case?" he demanded. "He re-

fuses to let me into Tim's room."
"He's quite right," she said coldly.

"Tim is ill, he doesn't know you,

you would probably be very bad
for him."
"The insolent young fool! See here,

Bess, I'm calling in another doctor

on this case, from Chicago. ..."

"I'll have to ask you to be
quieter," cut in Robbie's voice from
behind them. He was standing out-

side Tim's door, which he had just

closed, looking at them both with

icy bitterness. Then ignoring Cort-

land, he said to Bess: "It is mastoid.

I would like to operate at once."

You'll (Continued on page 54)
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—̂ for the first movie

by that madcap master

of melodic mysticism,

that mogul of music

and mirth, Kay Kyser!
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You'll see "That's Right, You're Wrong"
about Christmas-time. Above, Kay with
Adolphe Menjou; below, with May Robson.
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Clark and Ginger togeth-

er—can't you hear that

^typical Rogers chuckle^
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Intense concentration in the

Gary Cooper manner takes the

form of gnawing on the tongue.

\
THE camera couldn't be candider! Here's

something new in the way of pictures

—

actual performance photographs of Holly-
wood's biggest stars, taken from the front

row of the audience at Earl Carroll's Theater
Restaurant during broadcasts of the CBS
Sunday-night Gulf-Screen Guild show. They
told Radio Mirror's Hyman Fink that he
couldn't take any pictures because his flash-

light bulbs would distract the performers

—

so he went ahead and took pictures without
the flashes, and got shots which for infor-

mality and charm surpass any we've ever
seen before. They're black-and-white proof,

too, that Hollywood stars, taken off their

guard and hard at work, can make just as

endearingly funny faces as anyone else.

JANUARY, 1940
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THE camera couldn't be candider! Here's
I something new in the way of pictures

—

actual performance photographs of Holly-
wood's biggest stars, taken from the front
row of the audience at Earl Carroll's Theater
Restaurant during broadcasts of the CBS
Sunday-night Gulf-Screen Guild show. They
told Radio Mirror's Hyman Fink that he
couldn't take any pictures because his flash-
!ight bulbs would distract the performers

—

so he went ahead and took pictures without
the flashes, and got shots which for infor-
mality and charm surpass any we've ever
seen before. They're black-and-white proof,
too, that Hollywood stars, taken off their
guard and hard at work, can make just as
endearingly funny faces as anyone else.
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Must she pay for divorce with a lifetime of

loneliness? One of radio's best-loved ac-

tresses brings you her own drama-filled story

By VIRGINIA CLARK

AND this decree will become final

£\ six months from this day. . .
."

' » It seemed strange, now, to

walk out of the courtroom free.

Strange, and—terrifying. For I was
free to live my own life and to guide

my son in the directions in which
I thought he should travel—but also

I was free to walk the streets in the

endless search for a job, for bread
and for shelter not alone for myself
but for the tiny boy I had brought
into the world.

It seemed to me that my life had
come to a full stop, and that when
it began again I should be a dif-

ferent person. Not the girl who had
gaily taken parts in college plays

and dreamed of being a "real" ac-

tress. Not the girl, either, who had
studied at Mrs. Barnum's dramatic
school, working to pay her tuition.

I looked back upon these two selves

as upon strangers. But most of all,

I felt the difference between the
Virginia Clark of this moment and
the Virginia Clark who had married
Ray, who had seen her marriage
fail, had gone through the experi-
ence of having a child, had taken
the agonizing decision of divorce.

I still loved Ray. It was as if I

had cut a part of me away, coldly,

deliberately—as if I had rejected a

part of the essential me. Something
new would have to grow, slowly,

quietly, to take the place of what
I had cut away.

It would have been good for me
if I could have gone directly from
that courtroom to begin broadcast-
ing the story that was later to bring
me so much—The Romance of Helen
Trent. How much unhappiness it

would have saved me! Not because
of the money, although that of

course would have helped—but for
the lessons it would have taught me.

38

The Romance of Helen Trent, you
see, is very much my own story,

from the moment my divorce was
granted. By some trick of fate, I

was to find myself, months later,

reading lines as Helen Trent which
might have been my own innermost
thoughts; enacting the fictional role

of a woman who believed that di-

vorce had put an end to her life,

just as I had enacted that role in

real life. As Helen Trent, I saw
mistakes that I myself had made;
as Helen Trent I found a happiness
that I almost missed in real life. . .

.

But all that came later.

We moved into a small kitchenette

apartment, my child and I, across

the hall from my mother. I made
the kitchen into a bedroom for the
boy, because until we could make
other arrangements we were to take
our meals with Mother. I spent my
days traveling from one office and
employment agency to another,
seeking work. Again I knew the
discouragement of coming home in

the dark evenings after long hours
of job-hunting—but now I could
always take fresh courage from the
smile of a little boy who knew that
his mother wouldn't let him down.
Days passed into weeks, weeks

into months, and it was always the
same. I could do nothing, and I

could think of nothing but the prob-
lem of money. I had had no train-
ing for any particular job. There
was little or nothing in the theatri-
cal world, and for the few openings
that did occur, fifty trained girls

stood ready to step in. As time
passed my doubts increased and I

began to know a deep despair, a
worry and a concern for the future
that drove me almost frantic.

One night, at dinner, the tele-

phone rang. It was Ellen Richards,

'

Illustration by
Walter Clark Dower

one of my old friends, asking me
to come to her home for a party that

very night. I didn't want to go; I

had reached the point where I

dreaded meeting people, letting

them see the lines of anxiety I was
sure were beginning to show in my
face. But Ellen begged me to come,
and my mother seconded her. I

shudder inwardly today, thinking

how near I came to missing the most

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



important thing in my whole life.

How different this party seemed
to me than the ones I remembered
with Ray. Jack Richards, Ellen's

husband, was an advertising man,
and I think he must have sensed, or
perhaps read in my strange re-

straint, my concern for the future.

Toward the end of the evening,
he took me aside. "How are you
getting along?" he wanted to know.

JANUARY. 1940

A tall, not handsome man called

Bud drove me home. How nice,

how warm his voice was . . . "May I

call you up when I'm in town?"

I was too tired to pretend. "Not
very well," I admitted. "I've tried

everything, but there just doesn't

seem to be any opening. And the

only training I've had has been in

dramatic work."
Suddenly he snapped his fingers.

"Say, you can sing. I'll tell you
what—I'll get you an audition at

NBC. I'll do it tomorrow!" He was
so happy over the idea that his en-

She's lived the life of Helen
Trent—Virginia Clark, star of
the daily CBS serial, sponsored
by Edna Wallace Hopper.

thusiasm infected me. I'd never
thought of radio; I hadn't even
thought of myself, really, as a
singer. But the moment after Jack
made his suggestion I was again up
in the clouds, dreaming of the suc-
cess that awaited me. He made it

all seem so easy, so simple!

A business man they called Bud
drove me home. He had been so re-

tiring, and I had been so preoccu-
pied with my own problems, that

we had hardly noticed each other

during the evening.

When Bud stopped the car in

front of my apartment house, and
helped me out, he said—and I re-

member how nice, how warm, his

voice was—"I'm out of town quite

a bit, on business, but may I call

you up when I am here once in a

while?"
"Of course," I said. I didn't even

think about him until the next day
—when suddenly I remembered how
indifferent he had been, except for

that last-minute request. With what
I suppose was typically feminine

lack of logic, I forgot that I cer-

tainly hadn't paid much attention

to him, and felt irritated because

he hadn't seemed more bowled over

by me. And then, after that mo-
mentary flash of pique, I forgot him
again.

I had enough to think about, that

day and the next. I still shiver a

little when I think of the mental
torture of those two days—and
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.Must she p.y tor divorce with. Htetime of

loneliness? One of rodi.'s best-loved oc

tresses brings you her own dromo-filled story

By VIRGINIA CLARK

AND this decree will become final

A six months from this day. . .

."

#\ It seemed strange, now, to

walk out of the courtroom free.

Strange, and—terrifying. For I was

free to live my own life and to guide

my son in the directions in which

I thought he should travel—but also

I was free to walk the streets in the

endless search for a job, for bread

and for shelter not alone for myself

but for the tiny boy I had brought

into the world.

It seemed to me that my life had

come to a full stop, and that when

it began again I should be a dif-

ferent person. Not the girl who had

gaily taken parts in college plays

and dreamed of being a "real" ac-

tress. Not the girl, either, who had

studied at Mrs. Barnum's dramatic

school, working to pay her tuition.

I looked back upon these two selves

as upon strangers. But most of all,

I felt the difference between the

Virginia Clark of this moment and

the Virginia Clark who had married

Ray, who had seen her marriage

fail, had gone through the experi-

ence of having a child, had taken

the agonizing decision of divorce.

I still loved Ray. It was as if I

had cut a part of me away, coldly,

deliberately—as if I had rejected a

part of the essential me. Something
new would have to grow, slowly,

quietly, to take the place of what
I had cut away.

1

It would have been good for me
if I could have gone directly from
that courtroom to begin broadcast-
ing the story that was later to bring
me so much—The Romance of Helen
Trent. How much unhappiness it

would have saved me! Not because
of the money, although that of
course would have helped—but for
the lessons it would have taught me.
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The Romance of Helen Trent you

see is very much my own story,

from the moment my divorce was

granted. By some trick of fate I

was to find myself, months later

reading lines as Helen Trent which

might have been my own innermost

thoughts; enacting the fictional role

of a woman who believed that di-

vorce had put an end to her life,

just as I had enacted that role in

real life. As Helen Trent, I saw

mistakes that I myself had made;

as Helen Trent I found a happiness

that I almost missed in real life

But all that came later.

We moved into a small kitchenette

apartment, my child and I, across

the hall from my mother. I made

the kitchen into a bedroom for the

boy, because until we could make

other arrangements we were to take

our meals with Mother. I spent my
days traveling from one office and

employment agency to another,

seeking work. Again I knew the

discouragement of coming home in

the dark evenings after long hours

of job-hunting—but now I could

always take fresh courage from the

smile of a little boy who knew that

his mother wouldn't let him down.
Days passed into weeks, weeks

into months, and it was always the

same. I could do nothing, and I

could think of nothing but the prob-
lem of money. I had had no train-

ing for any particular job. There
was little or nothing in the theatri-
cal world, and for the few openings
that did occur, fifty trained girls

stood ready to step in. As time
passed my doubts increased and I

began to know a deep despair, a
worry and a concern for the future
that drove me almost frantic.

One night, at dinner, the tele-
phone rang. It was Ellen Richards,
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A tall, not handsome man called

Bud drove me home. How nice,

how warm his voice was . . . "May I

call you up when I'm in town?"

I was too tired to pretend. "Not
very well," I admitted. "I've tried

everything, but there just doesn't

seem to be any opening. And the

only training I've had has been in

dramatic work."
Suddenly he snapped his fingers.

"Say, you can sing. I'll tell you

what—I'll get you an audition at

NBC. I'll do it tomorrow!" He was
so happy over the idea that his en-

She s lived the life of Helen
Trent—Virginia Clark, star of
the daily CBS serial, sponsored
by Edna Wallace Hopper.

thusiasm infected me. I'd never
thought of radio; I hadn't even
thought of myself, really, as a
singer. But the moment after Jack
made his suggestion I was again up
in the clouds, dreaming of the suc-
cess that awaited me. He made it

all seem so easy, so simple!
A business man they called Bud

drove me home. He had been so re-
tiring, and I had been so preoccu-
pied with my own problems, that
we had hardly noticed each other
during the evening.
When Bud stopped the car in

front of my apartment house, and
helped me out, he said—and I re-
member how nice, how warm, his
voice was—"I'm out of town quite
a bit, on business, but may I call

you up when I am here once in a
while?"

"Of course," I said. I didn't even
think about him until the next day
—when suddenly I remembered how
indifferent he had been, except for

that last-minute request. With what
I suppose was typically feminine
lack of logic, I forgot that I cer-

tainly hadn't paid much attention

to him, and felt irritated because

he hadn't seemed more bowled over

by me. And then, after that mo-
mentary flash of pique, I forgot him
again.

I had enough to think about, that

day and the next. I still shiver a

little when I think of the mental

torture of those two days—and
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nights. I couldn't think of anything

but the audition, and how much it

could mean. I thought of it so much
I became panicky, and when the

moment finally came when I stepped

up to the microphone my heart was
thudding and my breath coming in

gasps. Of course I was terrible. I

knew that long before the song was
ended. I went home and cried myself

to sleep because I had missed the

biggest opportunity I had yet had.

BUT that audition had its effect,

nevertheless. It showed me that

there was such a thing as radio,

which up to then I'd forgotten en-

tirely. Almost overnight I became
a ghost who haunted the offices of

radio program directors and pro-

ducers. I'm sure they all must have
had to suppress a deep desire to

hide under their desks whenever
they saw me coming.

Six months. Six months of try-

ing to get on the air before the

lucky chance finally came. At WJJD,
a singer had disappointed them at

the last minute, and Cornelia Os-
good—now a very fine radio actress

but then the WJJD program direc-

tor—let me fill in. There wasn't

time to get frightened, and my per-

formance went off naturally and
spontaneously. Almost before I

knew it, I was signing a thirteen-

week contract with the studio, at

fifteen dollars a week. It seemed a

fortune!

It was soon after this that Bud
called me up, for the first time since

we'd met at the Richards'.

"Would you care to have dinner

with me this evening?"
How different he was from Ray!

His voice was quiet and business-

like, and there was no humor or fun
in it—none, that is, that I could

catch then. Here was no wild at-

tempt to sweep me off my feet; just

a calm invitation to sit down at a
table and have some food. I could
take it or leave it. I took it.

"Been out of town on a selling

trip," he said. "How've things been
with you?"
He hadn't even heard of my "suc-

cess"—that's what I called it in my
thoughts. Somehow, he gave me
the impression that he had no time
for such things as radio, and I felt

a little hurt that he hadn't been
listening to my program. After
dinner we went to a show and then
for a drive. We talked about people
and the depression and the weather,
and he left me standing outside my
apartment with a casual "See you
again soon."

He was really very irritating.

And very nice.

I was now throwing myself
wholeheartedly into radio work.
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Nothing else really mattered, you
see. At last I had found *a profes-

sion, a means by which I could sup-

port myself and son. Unconsciously,

I had made a personal philosophy

for myself, and it brought me a sort

of happiness. In those days I be-

lieved it was real happiness. Boiled

down to its essentials, this philos-

ophy consisted of just one word:
Work.

It didn't really matter that fre-

quently I wasn't paid for my radio

work. I had my fifteen-dollar-a-

week job, but I took any other job

that came along, pay or no pay. It

was all experience; it all helped me
along toward my goal of making
good in radio.

I suppose I was rather coldly cal-

culating about it all—but as I saw
it, my late marriage had taught me

Coming next month!

Another hit tune by a

foremost danceband

leadert—an exclusive

Radio Mirror feature

one good lesson, never to let my
heart run away with my head.

Time raced by. A new contract,

at WCFL this time, at twenty-five
dollars a week. Bit parts in this pro-
gram and that. A job as mistress of

ceremonies on a weekly variety

program. Another as kitchen re-

porter for a food store. And sud-
denly—the realization that I had
won. I was established in radio.

One day I rented a larger apart-

ment and persuaded Mother to give

up her work and then after almost
ten years, I knew the joy of having
our family together again. And
while it was grand for me it was
even more important for my young-
ster. He was beginning to reach the
age where he needed more attention

than I could give him and his

grandparents made it possible for

me to keep up with my work with
the knowledge that he was in good
hands while I was busy.

Life, I thought with satisfaction,

was good.

It was good, too, to be seeing Bud
on infrequent occasions.

We were friends. Our relation-

ship seemed to me to be as com-
fortable and safe as an old shoe. He
was a confirmed bachelor, I said to

myself. And, of course, he must un-
derstand how completely I was
through with romance. I didn't even
hear the note of disappointment

that crept into his voice when he
called and I had to refuse to go out

with him on account of my work.

I was either stupid or wilfully

blind. I don't know which.

One day I was invited to audition

for the role of Helen Trent at WGN.
Blair Walliser, the producer of the

serial, had auditioned actresses for

the title role until he was blue in

the face. Perhaps it was no more
than exhaustion that made him
break down and take me when my
turn came, at the end of the long

list—but I hope it was something
more than that. I hope it was be-

cause I was Helen Trent, and for

that reason gave my reading a sin-

cerity no one else had been able to

give.

Blair explained the part to me.
Helen Trent is a young divorcee,

broken by an unhappy marriage,

beginning to face a cold world on
her own. She is faced with the

problem of building a new life for

herself on the ruins of the old. As
soon as Blair gave me that brief

outline of her, I felt within myself
that here was a part I could not only

play, but really live.

Whatever I have put into Helen
Trent, Helen Trent has given back
to me, many times over. She—and
the people who have made her come
alive on the air—have helped me to

find a real happiness that I could

never have had otherwise. There
is, for example, Agatha Anthony,
Helen's motherly adviser and friend.

In real life, Agatha is a grand
actress, Marie Nelson. And just as

she helped Helen Trent rebuild her

life in the script, she has helped me
in my own life. It was not long after

I began playing Helen that Marie
told me her story, the story of her

love for her husband, who before

his prolonged illness had been her

leading man on the stage.

THERE is nothing that takes the

place of love in a man's or a

woman's life, Virginia," she said.

"You may think that all that has
been killed in you, but you're

wrong. Some day the right man will

come along and you'll learn just

how right I am and how wrong you
are."

But I said to myself—my life has
had love, and love played me false.

No, although Marie's words were
true for some people, they were
not true (Continued on page 52)
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By GEORGE FISHER
Listen to George Fisher's broadcasts

every Saturday night over Mutual.

BETTE DAVIS, two-time Academy
Award winner and Hollywood's
finest actress, is mulling a radio

script of "Queen Elizabeth." Thirteen
weeks series was written by Kay Van
Riper, author of the "Judge Hardy"
series, when she was in radio five

years ago. Miss Van Riper not only
wrote the series but enacted the title

role herself, before joining MGM as

a writer. With the release of Bette
Davis' "Elisabeth and Essex", Miss
Van Riper dug up her old scripts and
made them available to cinemastar
Davis. So don't be surprised to hear
that LaDavis has joined the radio

ranks!
* * *

Most radio fans breathed a sigh of

relief when they learned that idol

Charles Boyer was not in active fight-

ing on the Western Front, but actually
was making French Propaganda films.

Word from Paris assures us that Boyer
will never re-enter the trenches as a
buck private!

TELEVISION IS HERE!
The other night I witnessed the first

public showing of radio and television

combined on the Pacific Coast. The
exhibition inaugurated the opening of

the Pacific Coast Auto Show in Holly-
wood, and was released simultaneous-
ly over Thomas Lee Television Sta-
tion (the only one on the coast)
W6XAO, and radio station KHJ. The
telecast was picked up five and one
half miles away from the KHJ studios.

His Honor, Mayor Fletcher Bowron of
Los Angeles, who opened the Auto
Show via Television, thus became the
first American Mayor to become a
part of the Pacific Coast's first public
television demonstration. The telecast
ran for two hours and included such
talent as Morton Downey, Betty Jane
Rhodes (the First Lady of Television)

,

Maxine Gray, The Trojan Football
Team, Thomas Lee, Willet Brown,
Louis Allen Weiss, The King Sisters,

and many, many more. The demon-
stration was pronounced an amazing
success, since every speaker and actor
was clearly visible to the thousands
who watched the proceedings at the
Auto Show.

* * *

MORE TELEVISION: Your report-
er will be the first Hollywood Com-
mentator to make regular telecasts. I

have already started a once-weekly
series over W6XAO; broadcast is re-
ceived by over 500 television sets in
the Los Angeles area.

Roger Pryor, emcee of the Screen
Guild show, is returning to pictures,
under the Bryan Foy banner. By the
way, rumors still persist that all is

not well between Pryor and his ac-
tress-wife, Ann Sothern!

JANUARY. 1940

A bit of cheek-tweak-

ing goes on between
the CBS Star Theater's

Ken Murray and Irene.

Al Pearce is proud
because Sandra, his

Great Dane, has won
over 25 blue ribbons.

"Blame It On My Youth" is the title

of the story Judy Garland is writing.
She hopes to have MGM produce it

as a starring vehicle for herself.

Mary Livingstone, Jack Benny's
wife-comedienne, deserves the credit
for discovering Dennis Day, new tenor
sensation. She happened to hear him
on the air one evening during her
stay in New York last July, took the

trouble to inquire about him and ob-
tained a record of Day's voice. This
she took personally to Jack, who was
then in Chicago. After hearing the
record, Jack returned to New York
to audition Dennis. Jack's new tenor
discovery now has the top vocal spot
in radio, after having sung profes-
sionally only twice when he was
asked to audition for Benny. Inci-
dentally, Day is one of the youngest

(Continued on page 64)
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CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
NBC-Red: Turn Back the Clock

NBC-Red: Tom Teriss

CBS: Wings OverJordan
NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit

CBS: March of Games
NBC-Blue: Morning Musical
NBC-Red: Children's Hour

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen

NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell

CBS: MAJOR BOWES FAMILY
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Red: Vernon Crane's Story Book

NBC-Blue: RADIO CITY MUSIC
HALL

NBC-Red: Walter Logan Music

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
NBC-Red: On the Job

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Music for Moderns

NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Moods
NBC-Red: From Hollywood Today

NBC-Blue: Great Plays
NBC-Red: Smoke Dreams

NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

CBS: N. Y. Philharmonic
NBC-Red: I Want a Divorce

NBC-Blue: Bookman's Notebook

NBC-Blue: H. Leopold Spitalny
NBC-Red: News from Europe

NBC-Red: Bob Becker Dog Chats

NBC-Blue: National Vespers
NBC-Red: Jimmy Dorsey Orch.

NBC-Blue: Roy Shield's Orchestra
NBC-Red: The World is Yours

CBS: Hobby Lobby
MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters

NBC-Blue: Four Star News

CBS: Ben Bernie
NBC-Blue: Met Opera Auditions
NBC-Red: The Spelling Bee

CBS: Silver Theater
MBS: Listen America
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

CBS: Gateway to Hollywood
NBC-Red: Grouch Club

CBS: European News Roundup
NBC-Red: Jack Benny

CBS: Screen Guild Theater
NBC-Blue: Mr. District Attorney
NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

CBS: Orson Welles
NBC-Blue: Festival of Music
NBC-Red: RUDY VALLEE, EDGAR

BERGEN

CBS: Ford Symphony
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell
NBC Red: Manhattan Merry-Go-

Round

NBC-Blue: The Parker Family

NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Red: American Album of

Familiar Music

NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review

10:00 10:
8:00 10:1

45

00 10:00 MliS: Goodwill Hour
00 10:00 ( MS Ellery Queen
00 10:00 \ m !'• 'I Hour of Charm

10:30 NBC-BliK-: Cheerio
10:30 NIK -Red: Primrose Quartet

11:00 (l!S Paul Sullivan
11:00 .i:' Dance Orchestra

SUNDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Robert S. Allen and Drew Pearson go over their script.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 26, December 3, 10, 17 and 24!

November 26: Marion Anderson, famous American contralto, is the guest star on the

CBS Ford Hour at 9:00—and something you shouldn't miss. . . . The New York Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, CBS at 3:00, is playing works by Berlioz, Elgar, Weinberger and
Beethoven—a quartet of immortals.

December 3: Tonight at 8:00 is your last chance to hear Rudy Vallee as master of

ceremonies on the Chase and Sanborn Hour, NBC-Red. . . . The composers repre-

sented on this afternoon's New York Philharmonic concert, CBS at 3:00, are Weber,
Respighi, Wagner and Tschaikowsky. . . . Grace Moore is the guest star on the

Ford Sunday Evening Hour.
December 10: Birthday greetings to two of today's stars—Dorothy Lamour of the Chase

and Sanborn Hour (to which Don Ameche should be returning tonight) and Jean
Dickenson of the American Album of Familiar Music, NBC-Red at 9:30. . . . John
Charles Thomas is the guest on the Ford Hour.

December 17: Gladys Swarthout sings on the Ford Hour, CBS at 9:00.

December 24: It's Christmas Eve, and the air will be full of holiday good spirits. . . .

Most eagerly awaited program is Shirley Temple's debut on the Screen Actors Guild
program, CBS at 7:30. . . . Marion Anderson sings again on the Ford program.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Listen, America,
featuring Drew Pearson and Robert S.

Allen in Washington's Merry-Go-Round,
Gracie Barrie and Erno Rapee's orches-

tra—on the Mutual network at 6:00, E.S.T.

The reason the paragraph above doesn't

tell you who sponsors Listen, America, is

that the show has a different pay-roller

everywhere it's heard. In some towns it

even doesn't have a sponsor at all.

Having several different sponsors makes
Listen, America, a radio engineer's night-

mare. Everything has to be timed to the

split second. A day or so before the

show goes on the air a cue-sheet has to be
sent to all the stations carrying the show,

so they'll know when to cut the program
out and insert their own commercial an-

nouncements. Some stations that carry

the program don't have a sponsor for it,

so they don't cut into the show, and for

their sake Erno Rapee and the orchestra

have to play a musical "bridge" to fill in

the time while the other stations are read-

ing their commercials. And all the com-
mercials must fit into the same reading

time, so the program can get under way

again, all across the country. Compli-
cated? It's too feeble a word.

Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen, who
twice during the program bring you news
and predictions from Washington, are two
of the United States' smartest reporters.

Their reports are gossipy and racy.

Gracie Barrie, the little musical comedy
and revue star who is getting her first big

network break in Listen, America, was
scared to death her first few broadcasts
because she'd never worked with such a

highbrow bandleader as Erno Rapee. She
was afraid he'd go Toscanini on her and
scold her for holding a note half-a-second

too long—but now that she's got to know
him better she's not so nervous.

Listen, America, doesn't have a studio

audience. It is broadcast from a small

studio in New York because Mutual's big

playhouse atop the New Amsterdam The-
ater is occupied during the half-hour just

preceding and the one just following

Listen, America. Besides, Pearson and Al-

len talk from Washington, and wouldn't be
visible to the studio audience even if there

were one.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

DENIS DAY—the tenor who's been on Jack Benny's pro-
gram (NBC-Red at 7:00) only a few weeks but has al-

ready made his song and comedy dialogue something to

look forward to. Denis was born in New York in 1916
and went to Manhattan College. After graduation he
studied music, although he really intended to be a lawyer
until his air success. This is his first sponsored show.

INSIDE RADIO-The New Radio Mirror Almanac
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9:45
9:45
9:45

10:00
10:00
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10:15
10:15

10:30
10:30
10:30

10:45

10:45

11:00
11:00

11:15
11:15

11:30
11:30
11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15
12:15

12:30
12:30

12:45
12:45

1:00
1:00

1:15

1:15

1:30
1:30

1:45
1:45

2:00
2:00
2:00

2:15
2:15

2:30

2:45
2:45

3:00
3:00

3:15

3:30

3:45
3:45

4:00
4:00

6:00
4:15

4:30

4:30

4:45
5:45

5:15

5:30

6:00
6:00

6:15
6:15

6:30
7:30
6:30
9:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

7:30
7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00

9:00 10
9:00 10
9:00 10

NBC-Red: News

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

45
45

00
00
00

15
15
15

30
30
30

45
45
45

00 CBS: Lanny Ross
00 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
00 NBC-Red: David Harum
15 CBS: Brenda Curtis
15 NBC-Red: Road of Life

30 CBS: Big Sister
30 NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
30 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
45 NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out of

Life
45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
00 NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills

30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
30 NBC-Red: Time for Thought
45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
00 CBS: The Goldbergs
15 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
15 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
30 CBS: This Day is Ours
30 NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
45 CBS: Road of Life
45 NBC-Red: Words and Music
00 CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
00 NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
15 CBS: Dr. Susan
15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
30 CBS: Your Family and Mine
30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
45 CBS: My Son and I

45 NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
00 CBS: Girl Interne
00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
15 CBS: Society Girl
15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
45 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
00 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
45 CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
15 CBS: Billy and Betty
15 NBC-Red: Midstream
30 CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
30 NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
45 NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie
00 CBS: News
05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

15 CBS: Hedda Hopper
30 CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
00 CBS: Amos 'it' Andy
00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
15 CBS: Lum and Abner
15 NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
30 CBS: Blondie
30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
30 NBC-Blue: One of the Finest
30,NBC-Red: Larry Clinton
00 CBS: Tune-up Time
00 NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
00 NBC-Red: Tommy Riggs

30 CBS: Howard and Shelton
30 NBC-Blue: True or False
30 NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone

OO'CBS: LUX THEATER
00 NBC-Red: Doctor I. Q.

30 NBC-Red: Alec Templeton Time
00 CBS: Guy Lombardo
00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
00 NBC-Red: The Contented Hour

MONDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Alec Templeton at the piano, with his manager beside him.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 27, December 4, 11, 18 and 25!

November 27: Jimmy Lunceford and his swell band open at the Southland Cafe, Boston,

tonight, and from now on you'll be hearing a lot of them over NBC-Red and Blue.

December 4: Good listening for adults as well as kids is the CBS School of the Air

program—and to help you pick what you v/ant to hear on it, your Almanac will list

the subjects each day. . . . Today's is Tomorrow's Fuel, in the Frontiers of Democracy
series. . . . Time is 9:15 E.S.T., 2:30 C.S.T. and P.S.T.

December II: Today's School of the Air subject: Mastering the Machine.
December 18: The Chase Twins, on NBC-Blue at 1:30 this afternoon, is your old favorite,

Peables Takes Charge, under another name.
December 25: If you can spare time from opening all those packages, radio has many

fine Christmas programs for you—and it doesn't make any difference what network
you pick, they'll all be worth hearing.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Alec Templeton
Time, on NBC-Red at 9:30, E.S.T., spon-

sored by Alka-Seltzer.

Alec Templeton, the" British-born pianist

who after five years in America is just

beginning to be fully appreciated by
American listeners, is the hub around
which this sparkling half-hour of music

revolves. It has a twelve-voice mixed

choir directed by William Miller and a

seventeen-piece orchestra conducted by

Daniel Saidenberg, and each program has

a guest star. Other shows have choirs and
orchestras and guest stars, but no other

show has Templeton—reason enough for

lending your ears at 9:30 tonight.

Although the fact is never paraded in

his publicity, it's no secret that Alec Tem-
pleton is blind, and has been so from

birth. Despite this handicap, which he

insists is no handicap at all, he's a unique

sort of musician. He's probably the only

legitimate classical pianist who can play

jazz and swing and other popular music

with such ability and enjoyment that jit-

terbugs wouldn't think of calling him a

"longhair."

Alec prepares all the special musical

arrangements for the broadcast, working

with Eugene Ostergren, music counselor,

who sits by with paper and pencil, jotting

down the music as Alec works it out on the

piano. Alec's own "musical impressions,"

the extremely funny tricks he plays with

his piano, are responsible for most of his

popularity. He works them out all by
himself, usually practicing and polishing

them for two or three weeks before they're

ready for the air.

Stanley North, Alec's manager, is con-
stantly with him. They travel together
on Alec's frequent concert tours, usually

going by automobile.
On the air, Alec recites all his lines

from memory, of course, and this means
that they must all be written in short

sentences and in a manner easy for him
to memorize. North always sits beside

him at the piano during a broadcast,

keeping his eye on Edward Simmons, the

director of the program and conveying
Simmons' directions to Alec by a system
of signals they've worked out. North puts

his hand on Alec's back, and if Simmons
wants Alec to hurry because time is get-

ting short, he moves his hand in a circu-

lar motion; if Simmons wants Alec to slow

down, he moves it horizontally.

Alec came to the United States five

years ago with Jack Hylton's orchestra.

He'd already attained success in Eng-
land, but he liked this country so much
he stayed, and has taken out citizenship

papers.

SAY HELLO TO
CHARLOTTE MANSON—who plays Bryn Clark Barrington.
the Number One Glamour Girl, in the CBS serial. Society
Girl, at 3:15 this afternoon. Like her radio character,
Charlotte is a New Yorker. Her childhood ambition was
to be an actress, but her parents disapproved and wanted
her to teach dramatics instead. Just before she grad-
uated from college, though, she went into radio.

Complete Programs from November 24 to December 26
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Eastern Standard Time

NBC-Red: Variety Program

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters;ol Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Our Spiritual Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Road of Life

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of all Churches
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie
CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Jlmmle Fldler
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: HELEN MENKEN
CBS: EDWARD G. ROBINSON
MBS: La Rosa Concert
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. The Aldrlch Family
NBC-Red: Johnny Presents
CHS: Walter O'Kecfe
NBC-Blur: INFORMATION PLEASE
NBC-Red: Horace Heidt
CBS: We, The People
NBC-Red: Battle of the Sexes

CBS: Bob Crosby
NBC-Blue: Meet Mr. Weeks
NBC-Red: Fibber McGee and Molly
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
M'.i .Red: Bob Hop,-

NBC-Blue: Fun With the Famous
lie 1 -,,l Unci Walter's Do.jhousc

i
"'." [.' r __
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We, the People on the air: a guest, Heatter, Warnow, Von Zell.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 28, December 5, 12, 19, 26!

the CBS School of theNovember 28: Lumberjack songs are being featured today on
Air program. . . .

December 5: Last Tuesday's lumberjack songs are followed up today with songs
teamsters on the School of the Air.

December 12: Horace Heidt and his Musical Knights open tonight at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles. You'll hear them over CBS. . . . Courting songs are featured
on the School of the Air—listen and you'll find them very funny.

December 19: Your old friends of The Guiding Light, the Kransky Family, are the prin-

cipal characters of Irna Phillips' newest serial, The Right to Happiness, on NBC-Blue
at 10:15 this morning.

December 26: For that after-Christmas let-down, your Almanac prescribes the Easy Aces
on NBC-Blue at 7:00, Johnny Presents on NBC-Red at 8:00, and Fibber McGee and
Molly on NBC-Red at 9:30. They ought to help you cheer up.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: We, the People,

sponsored- by Sanka Coffee, heard on CBS
at 9:00 E.S.T., with a rebroadcast reach-

ing the Pacific Coast at 9:30, P.S.T.

The stagehand at Columbia's Playhouse

No. I, where We, the People originates,

say he knows this is the craziest show on

the air because he has had to build so

many special pieces of equipment for it.

For instance, he recently made a huge
chair for Robert Wadlow, the eight-feet-

nine-inch tall boy from Alton, Illinois.

Other chores have been to build a cage
for a gorilla (it had to be strong enough
so the gorilla couldn't get out, too) and
a complicated wire and glass enclosure

for a colony of bees.

The fact is, nobody ever knows what
strange persons will show up on a We, the

People broadcast, because the whole idea

of the show is to present a cross-section of

American life. Anybody with an inter-

esting story is apt to find a welcome. On
one program, guests were Mrs. Franklin D.

Roosevelt, a former prizefighter named
"Battling Nelson," and a Southern share-

cropper who could neither read nor write.

The three of them got along fine and had
a nice chat after the show.

About two dozen behind-the-scenes

workers are necessary to get We, the

People on the air. There's a research

staff which reads the thousands of letters

written by folks who think their lives are
interesting enough to be broadcast. This

staff also searches newspapers and maga-
zines for likely prospects, and sends about
fifty suggested names to the program
producers every day. Out of these,

seven or eight are selected for one week's

show.

Part of the production staff is assigned

to meeting We, the People's guests when
they arrive in New York the Sunday morn-
ing before the broadcast, and taking care

of them while they're in town. This isn't

as easy as you might think. One woman
could never be left alone, even for a
minute, because she had a genius for

getting lost in the city streets. Another
fellow got grumpier and grumpier as

Tuesday night and broadcast-time ap-
proached. Nobody knew what was the

matter with him until one of the staff got

him to confess that he wasn't satisfied with

the food he'd been getting in New York.

They took him out Tuesday night, before

the program, and gave him a steak dinner

that would have fed six truck drivers, and
after that he was happy. Everyone who
appears on We, the People of course has

his expenses for Sunday, Monday and Tues-

day, plus railroad fare, paid by the pro-

gram.

44

SAY HELLO TO . . .

WILLIAM N. ROBSON—who directs and produces the
Big Town program on CBS at 8:00 tonight. You don't

hear Bill's voice on the air but he's responsible for much
of the enjoyment you get out of the program. Born in

Pittsburgh in 1906, Bill has been a newspaper man,
musician and movie writer. He entered radio as a writer
in 1933, and in three weeks was producing his own pro-
gram. Before that, he'd toured Europe three times at

the head of his own orchestra. He's well over six feet

tall, and he likes symphonic music and chess more than
athletics, though he does enjoy sailing and swimming.
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NBC-Red: Variety Show

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Blue: Four Showmen
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House

CBS. Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Lanny Ross
K5S=r5lue: PePPer Voung's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum

BC-Blue:~Mary Marlin
BC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out o"

Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Homespun

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Roy Shield Revue
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenaders
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lum and Abner
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: BURNS AND ALLEN
MBS: The Lone Ranger
CBS: Al Pearce
NBC-Red: Herbert Marshall
CBS: PAUL WHITEMAN
NBC-Blue: Quick Silver Quiz
NBC-Red: Avalon Time
CBS: TEXACO STAR THEATER
NBC-Red: FRED ALLEN
CBS: Dr. Christian
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE

WEDNESDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

The Woman !n Love cast stops rehearsal for a cup of tea.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 29, December 6, 13 and 20!

November 29: Woody Herman and his band open tonight at The Famous Door, New
York swing night spot. Listen to them on NBC. . . . Canada Joins the Map is the

subject for today's School of the Air story, on CBS at 9:15.

December 6: Here's your last chance to hear Glenn Miller's orchestra playing from the

Meadowbrook Country Club in New Jersey. . . . The School of the Air presents

Down the Mississippi to the Sea.

December 13: William Hiram Foulkes talks today at 12:30 over NBC-Red, starring in

his program called Homespun. . . . The School of the Air story is about the discovery
and purchase of Alaska.

December 20: Your Almanac's tip for a present to give that youngster you particularly

like: a small radio set for his or her own room. . . . There's a prizefight being broad-
cast tonight from Madison Square Garden over NBC-Blue at 10:00. Bill Stern will

do the announcing.

ON THE AIR TODAY: By Kathleen Norris,

on CBS at 5:00 P.M., E.S.T., sponsored by

Wheaties. The serial you're hearing now is

Woman in Love, adapted for radio from

one of Mrs. Norris' best-selling novels, and

when it's finished the program will go right

on with another story.

The idea of putting radio versions of

the works of famous authors on the air

originated in the fertile brain of Phillips

Lord, who used to be Seth Parker but

abandoned that for the job of thinking up

and producing programs. He persuaded

Kathleen Norris to let him adapt her novels

first, and since they've been on the air

has signed up Edna Ferber, Fannie Hurst,

and the literary executors of the late

S S. Van Dine. The authors of the original

books don't do any actual work on the

radio scripts; their books are adapted in

the Lord office.

You who have been following the serial,

Woman in Love, in Radio Mirror will find

added pleasure in listening to the air

show. Arline Blackburn plays Tamara, and

the rest of the cast is: House Jameson as

Mayne, Lawson Zerbe as Lance, Effie

Palmer as Mother Lawrence, Mildred Baker

as Dolores CPuinn, Eleanor Audley as Coral,

Mary Cecil as Ivy Lippinger, Carl Frank as

Joe Halloway, Betty Garde as Mrs. Wiley

and Frank Lovejoy as Frank Feeney. You'll

notice, probably, that although the story

has been changed very little in its transi-

tion to radio, a few of the characters have
been made more important.

The picture above shows one reason
radio actors like to work in By Kathleen
Norris. It just happens that most of the

members of the cast have very busy days
in radio, and Brice Disque, the director,

thought it would refresh them and make
them give better performances if tea were
served in the middle of rehearsal. So
every afternoon at 4:00 (they rehearse
from 3:00 until air-time at 5:00) a restau-

rant sends up a big tray of tea and
cookies, and the entire cast knocks off work
for ten or fifteen minutes, while Phillips

Lord pays the bill. Shown in the picture

above are (seated) Lawson Zerbe, Arline

Blackburn, Mildred Baker and Frank Love-
joy; (standing) announcer Dwight Weist,
the sound-effects man, and Elsie Thompson,
the organist.

The soliloquy comes into its own in Wo-
man in Love as it's presented on the air.

Every now and then one of the characters

steps up to the microphone and whispers

his or her thoughts, so the listening audi-

ence will know just how that character feels

about a certain situation. Another inno-

vation is having the characters repeat, at

the start of each instalment, a few lines

from the preceding day's script, in order

to set the scene.

JANUARY, 1940

SAY HELLO TO . . .

ANN SHEPHERD—who has replaced Elspeth Eric as Joyce
Jordan, Girl Interne, in the CBS serial of the same name,
heard at 3:00 this afternoon. Ann isn't new to the pro-
gram, since she's played other roles in it before now.
She was born in Chicago, and began her dramatic career
there when she was sixteen. Later she went to Holly-

wood, was featured in several pictures, and then came
East to enter radio and continue her stage work. She
stepped into the Joyce Jordan role when Elspeth Eric

left the cast to be in the stage play, "Margin for Error."

Ann's dark-haired, dark-eyed, tiny, and enjoys cooking.

45
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Eastern Standard Time

8:00 NBC-Red: Variety Show

8:15 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
8:15 NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

9:00 CBS: Manhattan Mother
9:00 NBC: News

9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
9:05 NBC-Red: Happy Jack

9:15 CBS: School of the Air

9:30 NBC-Red: The Family Man

9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

10:00 CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
10:00 NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
10:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married

10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
10:15 NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

10:30 CBS: Hilltop House
10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
10:30 NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

10:45 CBS: Stepmother
10:45 NBC-Blue: Midstream
10:45 NBC-Red: Woman in White

11:00 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
11:00 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
11:00 NBC-Red: David Harum

11:15 CBS: Brenda Curtis
11:15 NBC-Red: Road of Life

11:30 CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
11:30 NBC-Red: Against the Storm

11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:45 NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: American Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: Road of Life

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
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6:00

NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:

Stella Dallas

Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

CBS: News
6:00 NBC-Red: The Guest Book

6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
7:00 CBS: Amos *n' Andy
7:00 l'.< I'.lu. Easy Aces
7:00j NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
7:15 NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery

7:30 CBS: Vox Pop
7:30 NBC-Blue: One of the Finest

8:00 CBS: Ask it Basket
8:00 NBC-Red: One Man's Family

8:30 CBS: Strange as it Seems
8:30 NBC-Hlue: Joe Penner
8:30 NBC-Red: Those We Love

9:00'(BS: MAJOR BOWES
9:00 NBC-Blue: Rochester Philharmonic

NBC-Ked: GOOD NEWS9:00

9:30 NBC-Blue:"AMERICA'S TOWN
MEETING

10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
10:00 NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC HALL
10:30 CBS: Americans at Work

One of the Town Meeting's audience rises to ask a question.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 30, December 7, 14 and 21!

November 30: In some states this is still Thanksgiving Day, so the networks are playing

no favorites—they are broadcasting Thanksgiving programs. . . . Mutual, for instance,

has some special holiday music by Henry Weber on the Concert Revue program at

10:30 P. M., E. S. T. . . . Mutual's Inside of Sports program at 7:45 tells the story

of Lucky Baldwin, founder of the Santa Anita race track. . . . The School of the Air

this morning tells a story: Look See with Uncle Bill, by Will James.
December 7: With a whoop and a holler, Bob Burns returns tonight to the Bing Crosby's

Kraft Music Hall, NBC-Red at 10:00—and no doubt he has some new tall stories to

tell. . . . Larry Clinton's band opens at the Meadowbrook Country Club, broad-
casting over NBC.

December 14: The secrets of a private detective are to be revealed on Americans at

Work tonight. . . . And the School of the Air story is a Christmas one—The Poor
Count's Christmas, by Frank L. Stockton.

December 21: For some good music, tune in the Rochester orchestra, NBC-Blue at 9.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: America's Town
Meeting of the Air, on NBC-Blue at 9:30.

Here is a program that would shock the

citizens of almost any other country in

the world but the United States. They
wouldn't believe it possible to put on an
hour of discussion on vital questions in

which nobody was censored or was afraid

to speak his mind. They wouldn't under-

stand how a working journalist could be
allowed to argue in public with a cabinet

minister of the American government

—

Madame Secretary of Labor Frances Per-

kins; or how an average citizen could ap-

pear on the same platform to oppose the

President's wife.

There are things about America's Town
Meeting that even experienced radio men
in this country don't understand. Up to

its first broadcast, in May, 1935, radio

program men insisted that an hour's dis-

cussion of political problems was too dry

and high-brow for the listening audience.

They added that even if a few men might
listen to it, no woman ever would, be-

cause women didn't understand or enjoy

politics. So the first Town Meeting broad-
cast went on the air—and by the follow-

ing Monday 3,000 fan letters had come
in, most of them from women. Women
are still in the majority of those who
write in.

You only hear half of the Town Meet-
ing program, because it really begins at

8:30, a whole hour before it goes on the
air. Led by Dr. Arthur E. Bestor, Presi-

dent of Chautauqua and chairman of the
Town Hall Board of Trustees, the discus-

sion of the evening's question gets under
way. For this first hour, there aren't any
scheduled speakers—people just stand up
in the audience and tell what they think.

At 9:30 the broadcast starts, and
George V. Denny takes over the job of

being moderator from Dr. Bestor. The
scheduled speakers are given a certain

amount of time to make their points; then

a sign on the manuscript-stand in front of

them flashes, and they know it's time to
stop and let the opposing speaker have his

say. This more or less formal debate goes
on until 10:00, and then once more the

people in the audience are invited to ask

the speakers questions. Now comes the
really hot part of the evening, with the
speakers having to think up answers to

embarrassing questions shot at them from
all parts of the auditorium.

Only twice has any one in the audience
lost his temper in the heat of argument.
Each time some one called the speaker a
liar, and had to be asked to leave. Both
times the offending member of the audi-

ence felt sorry afterwards and apologized.

46

SAY HELLO TO . . .

PATTY CONLEY—the winner of a contest sponsored by
the Chicago Boys Clubs, and at present the lad who plays
the role of Spottie in Scattergood Baines, this afternoon
at 5:45, E. S. T., on CBS. Every boys' club in Chicago
entered someone in the contest, which required boys to
write, act in, and produce a radio script—and even build
their own sound equipment. Patty was the winner, the
committee of judges decided. He's thirteen years old,

one of a family of thirteen children from Chicago's South
Side, and has never until now had any formal dramatic
training. Even without it, he usually steals the show.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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NBC-Red: Variety Show

3:15 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
:15 NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

9:00 CBS: Manhattan Mother
9:00 NBC: News

9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
9:05 NBC-Red: Happy Jack

9:15 CBS: School of the Air

9:30 NBC-Red: The Family Man
9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

00 CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
00 NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married

15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
15 NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
15 NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

30 CBS: Hilltop House
:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
30 NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

45 CBS: Stepmother
45 NBC-Blue: Midstream
45 NBC-Red: Woman in White
:00 CBS: Lanny Ross
:00 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
00 NBC-Red: David Harum
15 CBS: Brenda Curtis
15 NBC-Red: Road of Life

30 CBS: Big Sister
30 NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
30 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
45 NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Dr. Daniel A. Poling

CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Red: Fed. Women's Clubs

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Revue Program
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Dr. Susan
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

9:00
9:00 10:
9:00:10:

9:30 10:

CBS: Smi
NBC-Red:

Ed McConnell
Young Widder Brown
in

CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenaders

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery

CBS: Professor Quiz
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Josef Marais

CBS: Kate Smith
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert

NBC-Blue: Carson Robison's
Buckaroos

CBS: Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue: Plantation Party

NBC-Red: Waltz Time
CBS: FIRST NIGHTER
NBC-Red: George Jessel

CBS: Grand Central Station
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Lady Esther Serenade
CBS: Young Man With a Band

FRIDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Guy and Carmen run over tunes for the Hit of Tomorrow.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 24, December 1, 8, 15 and 22!

November 24: Duke Ellington is the star tonight of CBS' Young Man with a Band pro-

gram at 10:30. . . . Bob Chester and his band open at the Hotel Nicollet in Min-
neapolis, broadcasting over NBC. . . . While Joe Sanders' band goes into the
Blackhawk Hotel in Chicago, to be heard on CBS.

December I: Lou Ambers and Henry Armstrong fight tonight for the welterweight
championship of the world, and as usual Bill Stern will be right there to tell you all

about it over NBC-Blue at 10:00.

December 8: They've got another quiz show for kids now—called Name It and It's Yours,
with Ed East as master of ceremonies, on NBC-Blue at 8:00.

December 15: For prize-fight fans—a fight from Madison Square Garden tonight on
NBC-Blue, with Bill Stern telling you about it.

December 22: For a pleasant half-hour, how about Carson Robison and his Buckaroos,
on NBC-Blue at 8:30?

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Guy Lombardo
and His Royal Canadians, on NBC-Red at

10:00, E.S.T., sponsored by the Lady Esther

Company.
Bands may come and bands may go,

but the popularity of the Lombardos goes
on forever. Here they are, in one of the

few network programs built completely

around a danceband and dance music,

without news commentators, glamorous

guest stars, or comedians. Just music,

Lombardo variety. You hear them also

on CBS, Monday nights.

The Lombardo band consists of thirteen

musicians, plus Guy. Included in the thir-

teen are the Lombardo trio and brothers

Carmen and Lebert, who sing choruses.

The biggest feature of the Lady Esther

Serenade is the "Hit of Tomorrow"—a new
song which Guy predicts will be a big suc-

cess. The "Hit of Tomorrow" was started

on one of Guy's unsponsored broadcasts a

few years ago, and grew into such an
important listener attraction that he trans-

ferred it to his commercial shows. It's

one of the few accurate forecasts of a

song's populo.'ity on the networks. No
less than sixty-five per cent of the nation's

hit songs have been introduced and played
for the first time by the Lombardo band.
Music publishers often bring their manu-
scripts to Guy and Carmen before making
up their minds whether or not to publish

them. On days when the band rehearses
for the Serenade, Guy and Carmen spend
two hours looking over possibilities for

the following week's show, and generally
sift through about a hundred tunes before
selecting one.

Carmen, of course, is a songwriter him-
self, but he never takes advantage of his

position as co-selector of the "Hit of To-

morrow" to push his own tunes. He
submits his song under a pen-name, and
lets it stand entirely on its own merits

when the time comes for Guy to inspect it.

A Lombardo rehearsal is a study in

contrasts. Up until two o'clock, when it

actually begins, the studio is full of radio
editors, music publishers, song-pluggers,
and booking agents, making a cheerful

hubbub. After two, they are all gone and
the room is serenely quiet, except for the
soft Lombardo music. The music itself

never needs much rehearsal—all the mu-
sicians are too experienced and expert

—

but Guy always insists on a "balance test"

to make sure every man is exactly the right

distance from the microphone to make
the music blend harmoniously. Each in-

strumentalist plays the scale, while Guy
sits in the control room and watches the
electric indicators to find out if the
music registers correctly. He's been
known to switch a man's position as many
as fifteen times.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

BETTY GARDE—who plays Connie in My Son and I, on
CBS at 2:35 this afternoon, and Belle on Lorenzo Jones,
NBC-Red at 4:30 this afternoon. She's one of radio's best
actresses, and won laurels on the stage recently as well.

Born in Philadelphia in 1906, she got her first professional
stage job just after graduating from high school. She'd
intended to go to college, but liked the stage so much
she gave up the notion. She played on Broadway and
on tour, and was in several movies when the talkies were
young. For several years she was Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch in that serial. She's red-haired, blue-eyed.
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CBS: Country Journal
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NBC-Red: Call to Youth
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NBC-Blue: Three Quarter Time
NBC-Red: Matinee in Rhythm
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CBS: News
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer Kinder-

garten
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NBC-Blue: Les Brown Orch.
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NBC-Blue: Renfrew of the Mounted
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

CBS: People's Platform
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.
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:< I. ARTUBO TOSCANINI

NBC-Rod: Arch Oboler's Plays

Milton Berle (center) with gag-busters Hershfield and Flippen.

Tune-In Bulletin for November 25. December 2. 9, 16 and 23!

November 25: The Melody and Madness program shows up tonight at a new time

—

8:00 to 8:30 on NBC-Red, with a repeat broadcast reaching the Pacific Coast at

9:00. But whether Bob Benchley will still be its star wasn't known when your Almanac
went to press. . . . Bill Stern describes the Harvard-Yale football game over NBC
this afternoon. It's being played at Cambridge.

December 2: All the networks are scrambling to be on the spot to tell you about the

Army-Navy football game in Philadelphia today. It's scheduled on NBC, CBS and
Mutual. . . . Music-lovers will tune in NBC-Blue at 2:00 this afternoon to hear the

first broadcast from the Metropolitan Opera House. . . . And they'll tune in the

same stations at 10:00 tonight for Arturo Toscanini's last broadcast until after the

first of the year. It's to be a gala occasion, held in Carnegie Hall instead of the NBC
studio, and Toscanini will play Beethoven's Choral Fantasy and his famous Choral
Symphony, the Ninth.

December 9: There's a new conductor for the NBC Symphony Orchestra tonight at

10:00—Desire de Fauw, a Belgian conductor who is making his American debut tonight.

December 16: Arch Oboler's plays are coming from Hollywood now—NBC-Red at 10:30
—and their quality is just as fine as it ever was.

December 23: It's fine to be able to hear Wayne King on the air again—tune him in

tonight at 8:30 over CBS.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Stop-Me-lf-

You've-Heard-This-One, on NBC-Red at

8:30, E.S.T., sponsored by Ouaker Oats.

Have you any favorite jokes? If you
have, mail them in to this program, and
if they're used on the air you'll get paid

good money. Better yet, if they're used

and none of the three gag-buster experts

on the show can think of the right tag-lines

to them, you'll get paid even more.

Stop-Me-lf-You've-etc. is a variation on
Information Please, only instead of ques-

tions, jokes are used. Comedian Milton

Berle tells the first part of a joke to a

board composed of Harry Hershfield, Jay
C. Flippen and a guest star. They're sup-

posed to think of the correct tag-line. If

they don't, the person who submitted the

joke wins.

Cal Tinney (say hello to him below) is

the lad who thought up the idea for Stop
Me. Not only isn't he on the program, but

he's running his own program at the very

same time Saturday nights on NBC-Blue

—

so maybe Cal doesn't really care what
people listen to at 8:30 tonight, as long

as they don't tune in CBS. He gets a roy-

alty from the Stop Me show for the idea.

Not much rehearsal would be needed
for this show, if it weren't for the fact
that every week a guest band, called the
Band of Honor, supplies the music. Since
it's a comedy program, and comedy means
careful timing of cues, Milton Berle and
announcer Dan Seymour have to rehearse
with the new band every Saturday.

Milton Berle is busier at a rehearsal
than any other radio star. He personally
supervises every little detail, tells the or-

chestra leaders how he wants the music
played, runs into the control room to listen

to it, dashes back to the microphone for

his lines—as full of activity as a cat on
a hot stove. He wears his hat all the
time, and addresses everyone on the pro-

gram, male or female, as "baby."
Because Stop Me goes on the air at

8:30 and lasts until 9:00, a Broadway play
has to delay its Saturday-night perform-
ance. "See My Lawyer," in which Berle is

starred, doesn't raise its curtain until five

minutes after nine on Saturday nights.

Even at that, he has to do some tall sprint-

ing to get to the theater on time. Nat-
urally, he wears his make-up at the broad-
cast in Studio 8-G of NBC's Radio City.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

CAL TINNEY—master of ceremonies on Youth vs. Age,
on NBC-Blue at 8:30 tonight. His full name is Calvin Law-
rence Tinney, and he got it because a woman who lived
on a neighboring ranch in Pontoctoc County, Oklahoma,
where he was born, offered his mother a set of diapers for
the privilege of naming the new infant. Cal went to the
local schools and then enrolled in the University of Okla-
homa—but left when authorities discovered he had never
finished school. He started newspaper work when
he was eleven, as a printer's devil, then advanced until

he had a syndicated column and moved on into radio.
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Santa Anita and Hollywood Park (a
luxury Jack Benny gave up long
ago.) For a while Rochester even had
his own night club in the sophisti-
cated center of Los Angeles' Harlem,
Central Avenue. He whips about in
silken high hat and tails, far more so-
cially arrive in his circle than Jack
ever was in his. He has his own gen-
tleman's gentleman to keep him in
"the glass of fashion and the mold of
form." He sports more official

badges, civic citations and honors than
Jack ever bagged. He plays a snappy
game of golf. His wedding this year
was one of the gala social events of
the Central Avenue cafe society
season.
Even Jack Benny scratches his

thinning gray thatch in wonder as he
surveys the smoke in Rochester's
wake and mutters his favorite line,

"What's that guy got that I haven't
got?" Last Christmas Jack pre-
sented Rochester with a lucky rabbit's
foot on a gold chain. Now he wishes
he had it back. "Rochester doesn't
need it," grins Jack. "I do!"

THE transformation of Eddie Ander-
son, in and out colored vaudeville

hoofer and straight man, into the pro-
fessionally and personally glorious
Rochester Van Jones is mixed up
mainly with two frolics of Hollywood
fate. One involved a train trip of
Jack Benny's gang back to Hollywood
from New York; the other certain de-
lusions of Oscar, the Paramount
studio bootblack. It happened like
this:

Some two and a half years ago,
Jack and his ace writers, Bill Morrow
and Ed Beloin, who plot all the funny
business each week on the Benny
show, huddled their harried heads
with no more ideas for the show next
week in Hollywood than rabbits. They
were riding west, somewhere near
Chicago. The roadbed was bumpy.
"How can you think on a train any-
way?" grumbled Jack. "It's a head-
ache."
"Headaches can be funny," • said

Bill. "Let's work out a train routine."
"What'll we use for a straightman?"

asked Jack. "The conductor?"
"A porter's funnier," offered Bill.

"Boys," cried Jack, "we've got it.

Wire Hollywood and get a colored
porter for the show. Now let's get a
script together."
Maybe you remember the "Albu-

querque" program of Jack Benny's a
couple of years ago. The gang were
supposed to be rattling Westward on
the Santa Fe Chief. The gags were
screaming; it was one of Jack's fun-
niest shows. A negro porter gave
him the business all through it. The
porter was Eddie Anderson.
He almost wasn't. Because the col-

ored boy who shined Jack's shoes on
the Paramount lot, Oscar the boot-
black, was Jack's choice in his Holly-
wood wire. But Oscar, picture wise,
had an agent. The agent demanded
$300 for Oscar. Now, Jack's not quite
as stingy as he makes out on his pro-
gram, but that was too steep. Oscar
kept on shining shoes and Eddie An-
derson was plenty glad to take the
break. The show was on Easter Sun-
day, 1937. When it was over Roches-
ter Van Jones hadn't exactly risen,
but he was certainly on the ascent.
He wasn't "Rochester" on that
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Rochester Van Jones Rides High

(Continued from page 31)

show,—just an unnamed porter. But
Eddie Anderson got laughs. And like
all people who get laughs the first

time in radio, he came back. Once as
an elevator boy; once as "Pierre," the
western waiter in Jack's "Buck
Benny" series. Then Jack decided to
build a house in Beverly Hills. If

you know the Benny show, you know
right away that every halfway im-
portant act in Jack Benny's personal
life is gagged to the limit for the air.

The house was too good for Bill Mor-
row and Ed Beloin to pass up. "What
would certainly make you look funny
as a householder," mused Bill, "is a
butler."

"I resent that," huffed Jack. "Who'll
we get?"

Well, to tidy up a story, Eddie An-
derson got himself that job too.

Rochester, the eye-rolling eight-ball,
not only clicked from the start—he
rattled right out loud.
Eddie has shivered through a lot of

lean and cold years for this his day
in the sun. He peddled firewood on
the side streets of San Francisco as a
pickaninny. He hoofed for pennies
later on as a kid and worked his way
through grammar school, until he
finally busted in and out of corny
negro revues that folded as regularly
as Chamberlain's umbrella. He was
sick and hungry and footsore a mil-
lion times before he hit Hollywood.
Even his first few picture parts,

such as Lowell Sherman's valet in
"What Price Hollywood" and Noah
in "The Green Pastures," before he
hooked up with Jack Benny, hadn't
lifted Eddie out of the red. It was
strictly from hunger with Eddie An-
derson until he met up with Roches-
ter Van Jones. Then suddenly it was
plush. Eddie sort of figured he had a
spree coming.

CO the first thing Rochester Van
** Jones did was open a night club.
Eddie Anderson thought he knew the
night club business inside and out.
When he first hit Hollywood he had
snagged a semi-steady meal ticket for
a year or so in Frank Sebastian's
Cotton Club, heaven for Hollywood's
colored entertainers. Eddie joined the
Sons of Syncopation and did riffs and
scats and jives and things before they
ever caught on to become famous.
Peckin' started at the Cotton Club,
and if you believe Eddie Anderson,
truckin' did too.

Anyway, when he caught on with
Jack, Eddie put a little cash with a
lot of credit and became mine genial
host of Central Avenue in a big way.
He bought himself a high, shiny silk
hat, white tie and tails. He put them
on and hustled over to the broadcast.
The Benny gang almost swooned
when they saw Rochester buttling so
magnificently in soup and fish. But
when the show was over, they all

took a run down for a quick look. It

was a good thing they did. The club
didn't last long. Eddie Anderson had
a hot high-brown spot, but his hos-
pitality obscured his business judg-
ment. His darktown friends put their
drinks on the cuff—-Eddie's cuff.

Pretty soon the cash register tinkled
with a hollow sound. The club folded
and Eddie was broke. But he still

had (1) his job with Jack Benny and
(2) his high hat and tails. He kept
the job—but he changed the en-

semble.
Every turn in Eddie's private proj-

ects, social or sporting, has involved
a little private fashion premiere at
the Jello broadcast. When Eddie
shows up with a new outfit, the Benny
gang know some new blossom of
Eddie's personality is bursting the
bud. Eddie believes clothes make the
man. He hired himself a colored
valet the day his option was taken
up, to lay out his sunburst creations,
checks, zig-zags and stripes which
comprise the wardrobe of the sartori-
ally perfect Central Avenue boule-
vardier. When it comes to the well-
turned-out man, Eddie refuses to miss
a trick, and he is really stepping high.

MOR does anything substantial loom
1 ~ in the offing to slow him down.
Not even marriage. A few months ago
Eddie decided that a man of his posi-
tion, having reached the mature age
of thirty-five, should take unto him-
self a wife. His choice was Mamie
Wiggins, a comely, dusky worker in
the County Clerk's office. Their wed-
ding was a big event. The Benny
show troupe were on hand, of course.
"Madame Queen"—that's what Ed-

die calls his new wife, has no inten-
tion of cramping Eddie's splendiferous
style as a public figure. In fact, right
after their wedding, she accompanied
Eddie as he achieved the greatest tri-
umphs of his career—in Waukegan,
Illinois, where Jack Benny took him
for the world premiere of "Man
About Town".

In Waukegan, "Mr. and Mrs. Ro-
chester" stayed at the best hotel,
were feted at the country club, and
mobbed for autographs as enthusiasti-
cally as any movie star could wish.
State and town potentates called on
Eddie and bestowed honors. In no
time at all Eddie had a flock of offi-

cial badges—city collector, deputy
sheriff, special investigator, mayor's
assistant and four or five more. He
pinned them all on his suspenders and
strutted into Jack Benny's hotel
room. Jack exploded.

"Say," he yelped, "whose home
town is this anyway? Mine or
Rochester's?"
Right now Eddie Anderson is try-

ing to work a little black magic and
cut down his outgo to squeeze under
his income—the while maintaining
his scorching pace as Rochester Van
Jones, man about Hollywood. The
reason is that Eddie and the missus
crave to be solid citizens and build
themselves a big house. They want
one like the place Phil Harris has
out in the Valley.

Eddie's chances of getting that big
house, too, aren't a bit bad. Because,
while he still keeps up his private
spend-for-prosperity campaign, his
checks are ballooning every week.
He just finished a fat part as Uncle
Peter in "Gone With the Wind", and
Bill Morrow was writing more Roches-
ter than ever into Jack Benny's next
picture, "Buck Benny Rides Again."
The other day Jack looked over the

advance script. After a few pages,
he rolled his cigar thoughtfully and
said, "I've got a suggestion."
"What is it?" asked Bill Morrow.
"Let's change the title." said Jack.

"Let's make it 'Rochester Rides
again'. Who's this guy Benny, any-
way?"
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WHAT'S NEW FROM COAST
YOU don't hear so much about it on

the air any more, but the battle of

wits between Jack Benny and Fred
Allen is still going strong. Fred's
latest contribution to it was his re-
mark that he hadn't laughed at Jack
since the time Benny got stuck in a
street grating. "Naturally," Fred
drawled, "the grating thought Benny
was a heel."

Wynn Murray, the new singing star

on the Allen program, is only eight-
een but even at that she's more of a
radio veteran than her boss. She
started her air career in 1931, one
year before Allen did. Her parents
were so pleased when she succeeded
in getting on the NBC Children's
Hour at the age of eleven that they
immediately enrolled her in the
Scranton Conservatory of Music.
They wanted her to be an opera
singer—and certainly never expected
her to provide musical relief for a
reformed juggler!

While we're on the subject of that
whimsical jester of Town Hall, here's
a further bulletin on the efforts of

By DAN SENSENEY
Portland, his wife, to move him into
a real home instead of living in a
hotel room. Fred's so used to existing
in a trunk he can't get very pleased
or excited over his first apartment,
but Portland had the time of her life

shopping for furniture. She dragged
Fred along on one expedition on the
plea that she wanted him to test an
armchair for comfort. He sat down in

the chair, Portland wandered away to

look at some bookcases, and when
she returned a few minutes later he
was fast asleep. She bought the
chair, but Fred still grumbled. "Why
can't we move in here?" he wanted to

know. "More variety around this

store than we'll ever get at home."

With Arturo Toscanini back in
America, conducting his Saturday-
night broadcasts over NBC again,
stories and legends about the little

gray maestro are cropping up again.
One of the best (though I wouldn't
vouch for its truth) is that one after-
noon at rehearsal Toscanini got so
angry at one of his musicians that he

Irene Dunne looked like a million at her broad-

cast with David Niven for Cecil DeMille—but she

had to borrow 35 cents to pay for parking her car.

threw his $500 platinum watch on
the ground and smashed it to pieces.
The next day an NBC executive sent
him a box of dollar Ingersolls with a
note: "These are for rehearsal time."
Half a dozen guards are always

posted outside NBC's big studio 8-H
on the afternoons Toscanini re-
hearses, because nothing irritates him
as much as the intrusion of an out-
sider. But, despite precautions, he did
have a visitor one day. Just before
the rehearsal started, one of NBC's
engineers was in the studio repairing
a Hammond electric organ. He had
to crawl into the loudspeaker cabinet,
a big box with about enough space
inside it for one man, and while he
was still in there the rehearsal com-
menced. The engineer was afraid to
come out, because cleverer tricks
than getting into a loudspeaker have
been used by folks anxious to hear a
Toscanini rehearsal, so he closed the
panel door and stayed there. More
than an hour later he emerged, drip-
ping with perspiration and almost suf-
focated—but safe from the maestro's
wrath.

Ben Grauer has one of radio's hard-
est jobs announcing the NBC Pot o'

Gold show, which stars Horace Heidt
and his band. This is the program,
you know, which gives away $1000
every week to some lucky telephone
subscriber, and it's Ben's duty to call
the winners long distance and tell

them of their good fortune. A pleas-
ant task? Yes, but Ben never can
understand what the fellow on the
other end of the line is saying, what
with his understandable excitement
at winning so much money, and the
band playing in the background. . . .

Incidentally, if you've wondered why
they don't fix it so you can hear all

of the telephone conversations instead
of only Ben's half, it's against the law,
which forbids telephone wire-tapping.

Do you know where there's one of
those huge clocks jewelers often put
outside their stores to advertise them-
selves? It can be with or without a
lamp post, but it must tell time or
you can't dispose of it to Raymond
Scott, the swing musician and com-
poser. Raymond wants one badly,
and even went so far as to run an ad
in the New York Times asking for it.

He wants to set it up in his office at

CBS because he and the members of

his quintet are always sitting around
there and talking and having so much
fun they forget the time and are late

to appointments—which is very bad
for business. He hopes a big clock

—

one so big they couldn't forget it for

a minute, and with a brassy clang to

strike the hours—would remedy the
situation.

* * *

Hobbies can be overdone. Even
Dave Elman, the Hobby Lobby man
himself, admits it. In his office stands
a big bookcase, made by a hobbyist,
which was the cause of sending its

maker to a hospital. It's constructed
of millions of tiny pieces of wood,
glued together in an intricate mosaic
design, and by the time he'd finished
it the man's lungs were so full of
sawdust he had to go to a hospital.

He's all right now, but he's changed
his hobby. It's photography now.
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TO COAST
Vicki Vola, who plays the title

role in the CBS serial, Brenda Curtis,
wishes someone would tell her what
happens to you when you put a piece
of wedding cake under your pillow
at night. Her sister, who was just
married in Denver, sent her a slice
of her wedding cake, and Vicki ate
half of it (it was a very large piece),
putting the other half under her pil-
low. She knew you were supposed to
do that, even though she didn't know
what was supposed to happen if you
did. She asked me, but I wasn't sure
of my ground either, so I wouldn't
say.

Annette Hastings, songstress with
the Norman Cloutier orchestra and
one of NBC's staff soloists, is also the
NBC war baby. Ever since the Euro-
pean crisis began, the network has
been making last-minute decisions
either to stay on the air all night or
to open up before dawn in the morn-
ing. More often than not, when this
happened, it was Annette's telephone
that rang, and Annette who had to
climb out of bed and trudge through
dark streets to sing between news
bulletins or European broadcasts.

If Richard Himber gets that new
commercial show for a cereal manu-
facturer, it will be a miracle. In the
past, Dick has been sponsored by
cigarettes (he doesn't smoke), by
automobiles (he can't drive), and by
beer (never touches it) . But he does
eat those crunchy cracklers, and
that's the reason he's afraid he'll
never get the show.

Note for young singers in search of
a job: One day Meredith Willson,
musical director of NBC's Good News
of 1940 program, found a wrinkled
slip of paper in his pocket, on it a
scribbled name and telephone num-
ber. He didn't know the name or how
the paper got there. But he didn't
have anything to do just then, so he
said to producer Don Cope: "Let's
call him up and audition him." They
did, and the result is Good News'
singing star, Frank Travis.

* * *

Jack Berch's morning program on
NBC is a snare and a delusion to his
Doberman Pinscher dog, who has the
fancy name of Count Franz von
Hohenlohe. Jack always opens his

show by whistling, at which Count
Franz comes tearing wildly into the
Berch sitting room, where the radio
is blaring away. Once he ran straight
into the radio itself, looking for Jack,
and bumped his head. The same
whistle has caused trouble in the
home of a Berch fan who has four
cocker spaniels. Every time they hear
it, they start running around and
barking hysterically, thinking it's the
maid whistling to them to come and
take their morning walk.

* . # *

Dinah Shore and Nan Wynn were
working up a good healthy hate for
each other, until they met. Both are
young radio singers, and both kept
hearing from friends how much they
sounded like each other on the air.

Finally they met and decided to put
the rumors to a test by singing a duet
into the microphone. Believe it or not,
the duet sounded like one girl sing-

Because of Martha Dulin, Wom-
en's World, on WBT, is one of

Carolina's most popular shows.
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Cowgirl singer Helen Diller's

the sweetheart of WLW—and has

two programs every Saturday.

ing a solo, so similar are their voices.
Now they're good friends, but they
carefully avoid listening to each
other's broadcasts for fear they'll un-
consciously imitate each other more
than they do naturally.

CHARLOTTE, N. C—Look behind
WBT's popular Women's World pro-
gram and you'll find one of Charlotte's
most charming and delightful young
ladies—Miss Martha Dulin. Every
morning except Sunday, at nine
o'clock, Martha goes on the air to
tell WBT listeners about the incidents,
the personalities, the places, and the
situations that make news for women.
For the past three years she has
breathed inspiration and infectious
enthusiasm into the mike as her sta-
tion's feminine commentator.
Martha has made Women's World

one of the most talked-of programs
in Carolina, for her histrionic flail-

enables her to dramatize her scripts
and vivify her reports. In addition,
she appears in various dramatic pro-
grams, presides as WBT hostess, and
once served as the station's director
of publicity.
She was born in the Texas Pan-

handle, at Lubbock, the second of a
family of seven children. Twenty-
one years ago the family moved to
Charlotte, and Martha went to school
there, graduating from Queens-
Chicora college and later going to
New York to study dramatics.

She's kept up her dramatic work,
too, by appearing in Charlotte Little
Theater plays, and so well do the

(Continued on page 63)
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WHAT'S NEW FROM COAST fO COAST
YOU don't hear so much about t on

the air any more, but the battle of

wits between Jack Benny and r rea

Allen is still going strong. Fred s

latest contribution to it was his re-

mark that he hadn't laughed at JacK

since the time Benny got stuck ma
street grating. "Naturally, *red

drawled, "the grating thought Benny

was a heel."

Wynn Murray, the new singing star

on the Allen program, is only eight-

een but even at that she's more oi a

radio veteran than her boss, bhe

started her air career in 1931, one

year before Allen did. Her parents

were so pleased when she succeeded

in getting on the NBC Children s

Hour at the age of eleven that they

immediately enrolled her in the

Scranton Conservatory of Music.

They wanted her to be an opera

singer—and certainly never expected

her to provide musical relief for a

reformed juggler!

While we're on the subject of that

whimsical jester of Town Hall, here s

a further bulletin on the efforts of

By DAN SENSENEY

Portland, his wife to moveto into

a real home instead of livj

^
hotel room. .

Fred s sc
i

u
leased

in a trunk he can t_get ve y p^

plea thai sue *„_ uP cat down in

threw his $500 platinum watch
the ground and smashed it to n;

0n

The next day an NBC executive s
'

him a box of dollar Ingersolls witu
'

note: "These are for rehearsal ti,; 3
Half a dozen guards are Ze '

posted outside NBC's big studio «

I

s

on the afternoons Toscanini
hearses, because nothing irritates W
as much as the intrusion of an nf?

1

sider. But, despite precautions, he L

fast asleep. She bought the

# # *

With Arturo Toscanini back in

America, conducting his Saturday-

night broadcasts ove
£ ^

B
the fi?Ue

stones ana leg „„_•„- liri o«oin pi.uk wiuiijuu-ijuauui] ana

One' oT
a
t

e

he
r

°be

a

st

e
(tnTgh "l« ?oc!ted-but safe from the „ lac; „,,-

vouch for its truth) is that one after-

noon at rehearsal Toscanini got so

angry at one of his musicians that he

have a visitor one day. Just' befn
the rehearsal started, one of NBr
engineers was in the studio repairin
a Hammond electric organ. He h a
to crawl into the loudspeaker cabinet
a big box with about enough sparo
inside it for one man, and while he
was still in there the rehearsal com
menced. The engineer was afraid to
come out, because cleverer tricks
than getting into a loudspeaker have
been used by folks anxious to hear a
Toscanini rehearsal, so he closed the
panel door and stayed there. More
than an hour later he emerged, drip-
ping with perspiration and almost suf-

wrath.

Irene Dunne looked like a million at her broad-

cast with David Niven for Cecil DeMille—but she

had to borrow 35 cents to pay for parking her car.

Ben Grauer has one of radio's hard-
est jobs announcing the NBC Pot o'

Gold show, which stars Horace Heidt
and his band. This is the program,
you know, which gives away $1000
every week to some lucky telephone
subscriber, and it's Ben's duty to call

the winners long distance and tell

them of their good fortune. A pleas-

ant task? Yes, but Ben never can
understand what the fellow on the

other end of the line is saying, what
with his understandable excitement
at winning so much money, and the

band playing in the background. . . .

Incidentally, if you've wondered why
they don't fix it so you can hear all

of the telephone conversations instead

of only Ben's half, it's against the law,

which forbids telephone wire-tapping,

Do you know where there's one of

those huge clocks jewelers often put

outside their stores to advertise them-

selves? It can be with or without a

lamp post, but it must tell time or

you can't dispose of it to Raymond

Scott, the swing musician and com-

poser. Raymond wants one badly,

and even went so far as to run an ad

in the New York Times asking for it.

He wants to set it up in his office at

CBS because he and the members of

his quintet are always sitting around

there and talking and having so mucn

fun they forget the time and are late

to appointments—which is very Daa

for business. He hopes a big clocK--

one so big they couldn't forget lttor

a minute, and with a brassy clang™

strike the hours—would remedy i"c

situation.

Hobbies can be overdone. Even

Dave Elman, the Hobby Lobby man

himself, admits it. In his office staw

a big bookcase, made by a noDDyi.

which was the cause of sending

maker to a hospital. It's construe*

of millions of tiny pieces oi «
ic

glued together in an int"c?
te

fiX.d
design, and by the time he d nn»

of

it the man's lungs were so '"'
ita i.

sawdust he had to go to a n°^ged

He's all right now, but he s chaw

his hobby. It's photography

HADIO AND TELEVISION
«*»

Vicki Vola, who plays the title

role in the CBS serial, Brenda Curtis,
wishes someone would tell her what
happens to you when you put a piece
of wedding cake under your pillow
at night. Her sister, who was just
married in Denver, sent her a slice

of her wedding cake, and Vicki ate
half of it (it was a very large piece),
putting the other half under her pil-

low. She knew you were supposed to

do that, even though she didn't know
what was supposed to happen if you
did. She asked me, but I wasn't sure
of my ground either, so I wouldn't
W-

* * *

Annette Hastings, songstress with
the Norman Cloutier orchestra and
one of NBC's staff soloists, is also the
NBC war baby. Ever since the Euro-
pean crisis began, the network has
been making last-minute decisions
either to stay on the air all night or
to open up before dawn in the morn-
ing. More often than not, when this
happened, it was Annette's telephone
that rang, and Annette who had to
climb out of bed and trudge through
dark streets to sing between news
bulletins or European broadcasts.

* * *

If Richard Himber gets that new
commercial show for a cereal manu-
facturer, it will be a miracle. In the
past, Dick has been sponsored by
cigarettes (he doesn't smoke), by
automobiles (he can't drive), and by
beer (never touches it). But he does
eat those crunchy cracklers, and
that's the reason he's afraid he'll
never get the show.

Note for young singers in search of
a job: One day Meredith Willson,
musical director of NBC's Good News
of 1940 program, found a wrinkled
slip of paper in his pocket, on it a
scribbled name and telephone num-
ber. He didn't know the name or how
the paper got there. But he didn't
have anything to do just then, so he
said to producer Don Cope: "Let's
call him up and audition him." They
did, and the result is Good News'
singing star, Frank Travis.

* * *

Jack Berch's morning program on
NBC is a snare and a delusion to his

Doberman Pinscher dog, who has the
fancy name of Count Franz von
Hohenlohe. Jack always opens his

show by whistling, at which Count
Franz comes tearing wildly into the

Berch sitting room, where the radio

is blaring away. Once he ran straight

into the radio itself, looking for Jack,

and bumped his head. The same
whistle has caused trouble in the

home of a Berch fan who has four

cocker spaniels. Every time they hear

it, they start running around and
barking hysterically, thinking it's the

maid whistling to them to come and
take their morning walk.

* * *

Dinah Shore and Nan Wynn were
working up a good healthy hate for

each other, until they met. Both are

young radio singers, and both kept

hearing from friends how much they

sounded like each other on the air.

Finally they met and decided to put

the rumors to a test by singing a duet

into the microphone. Believe it or not,

the duet sounded like one girl sing-

Because of Martha Dulin, Wom-
en's World, on WBT, is one of

Carolina's most popular shows.

January. 1!j40

Cowgirl singer Helen Diller's
the sweetheart of WLW—and has
two programs every Saturday.

ing a solo, so similar are their voices.
Now they're good friends, but they
carefully avoid listening to each
other's broadcasts for fear they'll un-
consciously imitate each other more
than they do naturally.

* * *

CHARLOTTE, N. C—Look behind
WBT's popular Women's World pro-
gram and you'll find one of Charlotte's
most charming and delightful young
ladies—Miss Martha Dulin. Every
morning except Sunday, at nine
o'clock, Martha goes on the air to
tell WBT listeners about the incidents,
the personalities, the places, and the
situations that make news for women.
For the past three years she has
breathed inspiration and infectious
enthusiasm into the mike as her sta-
tion's feminine commentator.
Martha has made Women's World

one of the most talked-of programs
in Carolina, for her histrionic flair

enables her to dramatize her scripts

and vivify her reports. In addition,
she appears in various dramatic pro-
grams, presides as WBT hostess, and
once served as the station's director
of publicity.
She was born in the Texas Pan-

handle, at Lubbock, the second of a

family of seven children. Twenty-
one years ago the family moved to

Charlotte, and Martha went to school
there, graduating from Queens-
Chicora college and later going to

New York to study dramatics.
She's kept up her dramatic work,

too, by appearing in Charlotte Little

Theater plays, and so well do the

(Continued on page 63)
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Where Was I Wrong?

for me. She read my thoughts, and
added, "I know how you feel. Things
like that hurt 'way down inside. But
time—and love—make you see things
differently."
And Blair Walliser said much the

same sort of thing to me in an en-
tirely different way. I wanted Helen
Trent to be good. It was my first big
dramatic part, and it was on the air

coast to coast, on CBS. So, after each
broadcast, I'd go into the control room
where Blair sat and ask, "Did I do
that all right, Mr. Walliser? Wouldn't
it have been better if I'd read that
scene thus and so?"
He stood it for a while, but at last

he said:
"Miss Clark, there's probably noth-

ing quite so dead as a performance
that's finished. Post Mortems do little

good, so let's forget about today's
show and think of tomorrow's."

WHAT he meant, of course, was that
he'd do anything to make a com-

ing performance perfect, but it was a
waste of time to keep bringing up
what was past and done. For me,
his words had a double meaning,
though I didn't see that meaning very
clearly at the time.
Modern, busy, successful as I was,

I was nevertheless living in the past.
I was letting old bitternesses and old
fears rob me of the happiness that
lay all the time within my grasp. If I

had been able to interpret Blair's
words correctly, they would have said
to me, "Think of the tomorrows. Let
the dead yesterdays bury themselves."
But I was working terribly hard

and had little time for introspection.
I still saw Bud, but often I was forced
to refuse his invitations in favor of
work. And one night, when I told
him that I was busy, he didn't under-
stand.
"You mean you don't want to go

out with me?"
"Of course not, Bud. You know I'd

love to, but I'm swamped with work.
Don't you see, Bud?"

that the naming idea had come. The
idea that was to set them on the road
to fame.
Today, Orson Welles at 24 can look

back upon that evening in the spring
of 1936, and know it was the evening
that changed his life. For since that
night Orson Welles has been consist-
ently—indeed, almost violently—on
the highroad to success.
Few people—perhaps only those

devotees of the W. P. A. theater in
its heyday—may remember Orson's
production of "Macbeth." Those who
saw it will never forget its color and
passion.
Orson might have rested a long

time on the laurels he received for
"Macbeth." But even while the re-
views were chanting his praises, he
was dreaming of other plays. And
after "Macbeth" came the extravagant
"Horse Eats Hat," a wild farce of the
1880's. And the somber "Dr. Faustus"
by the Elizabethan playright, Chris-
topher Marlowe. And Marc Blitz-
stein's amazing "The Cradle Will
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But he didn't see. It was the third
time within a month that he'd called
me in vain. And if that was the way
I wanted it, all right. He hung up.
After that, he didn't call any more.
At last, I came to my senses. Not

hearing that grand, familiar voice on
the telephone, not resting in the quiet
companionship of his presence—the
lack of these good things taught me
how much Bud meant to me. I knew
now what Marie Nelson had meant
when she said that when the right
man came along I'd understand how
wrong I'd been.

I missed the smile that was always
in his bluish-green eyes. I missed him
so much that I used to cry myself to

sleep nights thinking of him.
But still there was enough of the

old Virginia Clark left in me to pre-
vent my calling him up. I would not
beckon him back. I would not let

him know how much I needed him.
That summer, Helen Trent went off

the air and I gave up all of my other
work. I wanted to get away from
familiar scenes and people. They all

reminded me of Bud. And so I went
to Europe—to France, Italy, Switzer-
land, Holland, Germany, England. It

was no good. He followed me wher-
ever I went, or the thought of him
did. A full month before I had
planned to return, I was on the ship,

headed for home. I would call him,
I would confess how wrong I had
been, I would even steel myself to
bear the embarrassment if in the year
since we had last seen each other, he
had found another girl, became en-
gaged or—or married.
As if the gods had listened to my

heart, they saved me. On the first

night I was home, before anyone
knew I was there, the telephone rang,
and it was Bud. Bud, talking almost
as if he had spoken to me only the
day before.

"Hello, Virginia. How are you? . . .

It's good to hear your voice again.
I've missed you." That was a large
admission for Bud to make.

Fate's Bad Boy

(Continued from page 30)

Rock." And—finally—Orson's own
theater, which he named the Mercury.
He had it at last! The Theater of

his dreams. A shabby old theater on
a crowded street off Sixth Avenue.
But his very own. A theater where he
could do what he liked.
The Mercury's first production was

of course—Shakespeare. "Julius
Caesar" this time. The old play of
his boyhood days. Only this time
with a modern Fascist interpretation.

"Julius Caesar" was an immediate
hit. Broadway raved. Indeed—from
"Macbeth" on, it seemed that every
play Orson touched turned to gold.
Dekker's "Shoemaker's Holiday."
Shaw's "Heartbreak House." He lived
in a fever of work and happiness.
He and Virginia rented a house in

a place called Sneeden's Landing. An
old fashioned frame house overlook-
ing the quiet Hudson river. They
bought a car—an ancient limousine
with a speaking-tube and an easy-
going Negro chauffeur.

Just a week before the opening of

"It's good to hear you too, Bud. I'm
awfully glad to be back."
"Have you been away?"
He hadn't even known.
Suppose I hadn't decided to return

a month earlier than I'd planned.
Suppose he'd called that night, and
found that I was away, in Europe,
without so much as a word to him?

I think, if that had happened, I'd

have learned my lesson too late.

There was a difference in both of
us when he came to get me and take
me out that evening. A new tender-
ness. A quiet, delicious happiness,
just from being together. I have no
idea what we did. Maybe we went
to a show, maybe we danced, maybe
we drove—I don't remember. The
glow of being with him was so strong,
so dazzling, that smaller impressions
couldn't find their way through it.

But still there was no word of
marriage.
Before leaving for Europe, I had

taken a screen test for a motion pic-
ture company, but nothing had hap-
pened and I'd forgotten about it. A
few days after my return, I got a
special delivery letter asking me to
come to Hollywood for a picture.
They'd enclosed a contract.
A year before I'd have been wild

with ecstasy. Now the prospect left

me strangely cold.

I TELEPHONED Bud, and told him
' about it.

"Well, of course you can't take it,"

he said emphatically. "I won't have
my wife working so far away."
So I bundled the contract back into

another envelope and returned it, un-
signed. I remember I was humming
happily, tunelessly, as I sealed it and
trotted out to the nearest mail box.

I still do Helen Trent, ever since
Bud and I have been married, but
neither of us think of my playing
Helen as being work. I live the part.
I only wish for her, the happiness I

have found.
The End.

"Heartbreak House" a little more than
a year ago, Virginia and Orson's baby
was born. Long before its arrival, they
had named it Christopher—after Or-
son's favorite playright, Christopher
Marlowe. It was a blonde adorable
little girl—but they named it Chris-
topher just the same.
Orson was 23 years old then

—

Virginia 21. Two kids really. Two
kids who'd carved out a life for them-
selves against disappointment, hard-
ship, poverty—all alone. They had
everything now, Virginia would say
of a morning, as they sat with Chris-
topher in the front garden, watching
the spring sunlight dapple the river.
A home of their own. The baby.
Fame. Virginia's family had taken
them both back proudly, long since.
There was more to come.
Radio. Moving pictures.
He conquered radio first. For years

Orson had hung around the studios
in various capacities. Script-writing.
Mob scenes. Bit parts and juicier
roles. Even a stint as "The Shadow."

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



But none had given him the kind of
chance he wanted—the chance CBS
gave him finally in July, 1938, when
the Mercury Theater on the Air
started a weekly full hour series of
fine plays over the Columbia network
—with Orson in complete charge.

It did not take a "Man from Mars"
episode to put Orson in the front
rank of radio stars. Long before that
hectic night in October when America
got the wholesale jitters over his

"War of the Worlds" broadcast, he
had won an enormous following for
the originality and beauty of those
weekly radio plays.

"War of the Worlds" was not the
high point, but the freak in Orson's
life. It was the last bad card dealt
out to him by destiny. The excited
publicity, the angry editorials, fell

upon him from all sides—and if he
had been a lesser man, they might
have ruined his career forever. But
Orson Welles is not a lesser man. He
is an artist, and he was big enough to

pull himself out of the mess—and
stick to his guns.
Look at Orson Welles now—a young

man of 24 with a radio show under
one arm, and a moving picture under
the other. "Heart of Darkness," the
new film which he is writing, pro-
ducing and acting in, is now in

preparation in Hollywood. Just now
Orson is in Hollywood most of the
week. But every Friday night he
steps into a plane and flies to New
York, arriving on Saturday morning
for the first Campbell Playhouse re-
hearsal. And after Campbell's re-
broadcast to the West on Sunday at

midnight, he takes another plane
back to Hollywood and his film.

UNTIL last August, Orson had never
been to Hollywood. He didn't know

a thing about the moving picture bus-
iness when he went out there. But
ever since his arrival, he's been learn-
ing fast. He works 10 hours a day,
at home mostly, in a rented house that
once belonged to Mary Pickford

—

dictating constantly to two secretaries

—taking time out only to play with
Christopher.
Orson finished the script for "Heart

of Darkness" in less than two months.
He dictated it, floating on a rubber
mattress in the swimming pool which
is his pride and joy—gazing up at the
cloudless Hollywood sky for inspira-
tion. Before writing the finished
scenario, he had filled seven volumes
full of background material—whole
novels about each character in the
play, essays on the use of music, the
kind of cloud-effects to be used, the
sound-effects, the photography.
At night, during his first few months

in Hollywood, he spent every avail-
able hour sitting in the dark projec-
tion rooms of RKO, watching old pic-
tures—learning about technique from
directors, actors, cameramen. In two
short months he soaked up Holly-
wood's knowledge like a sponge.

This is Orson Welles at 24. At 24
most young men are scarcely out of
college, scarcely out of the stage of
worry and vague hopes. At 24 Orson
like the proverbial cat has lived eight
lives—and dedicated his ninth life to
art. For in the world of art, there is

no such thing as destiny or gambling
—only the dreaming of great dreams
and their fulfillmeat—only the vision,
and the energy to carry it through.

Listen to Orson Welles on the Campbell
Playhouse Sunday nights at 8, E. S. T„
over CBS.

JANUARY, 1940

"But mother... nobody's

insulting you!
John W shows his

mother the new way to

raise a baby.

i

I. SON: Take it easy, mother ... I only said 2. SON: Mother, please!

Sally had a right to raise the baby her own way. MOTHER : All right, I won't say another word.

MOTHER: Oh well, if my own son thinks I'm If you two won't listen to me with all my ex-

wrong

—

perience, well—

3. SON: But mother, we've been over all that

a million times. The doctor told Sally and me
how to raise the baby. And we're going to

listen to him.

MOTHER: What did he say that I don't know ?

4. SON : He said that babies today should get

special care. Their vegetables should be
specially prepared . . . their milk formulas spe-

cially worked out, even their laxative should be

made specially for them !

MOTHER: Special laxative? Just name me one!

5. SON: Certainly! It's called Fletcher's
castoria. And it's designed only for children.

It's mild ... as a child's laxative should be.

Yet it works thoroughly. And it's safe. You'll

never find a harsh drug in Fletcher's Castoria.

6. MOTHER: Wel-1-1 ... it does sound sensible.

But how does he like the taste?

SON : He loves it ! I never knew a baby could

take a medicine and think it fun at the same
time!

CLaSHEx^ CASTORIA
The modern — SAFE— laxative made especially for children
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NOTE BRENDA JOYCE S
lovely hands. With RICHARD
GREENE in20th Century-Fox
hit, "Little Old NewYork"

Hilltop House

(Continued from page 34)

BRENDA JOYCE
(Lovely Hollywood Star)

says.

"Only

SOtTHAWS
are worthy of

LOVE

You're foolish if you let work, or
use of water, or cold, chap and roughen

your hands. Exposure robs your hand
skin of its natural moisture. But Jergens
Lotion supplies new beautifying moisture
to help keep your hands adorable. In
Jergens, you apply 2 fine ingredients many
doctors use to help soften harsh, rough
skin. Easy; never sticky. For hands a

man dreams of, use Jergens Lotion. 50tf,

25tf, 10tf— $1.00, at beauty counters. Get
Jergens today, sure.

TREE! purse-size bottle
•Sec— ot our expense—how Jergens Lotion helps
you have adorable, soft hands. Mail thii coupon
today to:

TheAndrewJergens Co., 351 1 Alfred St., Cincinnati,
Ohio. (In Canada: Perth, Ont.)

Namr^_

Street

City

(PLEASE J'KINt)

do nothing of the sort! If an opera-
tion is necessary—and I doubt it

—

it can be performed by a specialist."

Silently Robbie waited, still paying
no attention to Cortland.

"Robbie—" she faltered, "you're
sure?"
"Of course I'm sure," he said harsh-

ly. "Do you think I'd want to oper-
ate if I weren't?"

"This boy is my son," Cortland
snapped. "You can't operate without
my permission."

Robbie's eyes looked their question
at Bess.

"Yes," she said. "Tim's his son."
She saw Robbie's hands clench, but
the gesture conveyed no meaning to

her. Automatically she added: "Tim's
mother was my sister."

Suddenly Robbie threw back his

head and began to laugh. It was
laughter of sheer relief—joyous, free.

"Why, then," he said to their amaze-
ment, "then you're his aunt!"

OF course," Bess replied. Laugh-
ter? Why did he laugh? . . . And

then, dimly, she sensed rather than
knew what Robbie must have thought,
and a stinging flush crept into her
cheeks—the more painful because she
knew she could never speak of this
to him. It was one of the things that
must be forever hidden between them.

Robbie took her arm. "Would you
like to see Tim a minute? . . . I'm
sorry, Mr. Cortland," he added almost
cordially, "but he's a pretty sick boy,
and as you're practically a stranger
to him, I think it would be better if

you didn't come in."

"If you operate on that boy before
I get another opinion," Cortland said
in a low voice, "I'll have you ar-
rested." He turned abruptly and
walked away.

Inside the room, standing over the
little bed where Tim lay, Bess held
fast to Robbie's arm with one hand
while with the other she smoothed
the tumbled hair away from Tim's
forehead. The little face, drawn with
pain, smiled up at her.

"Miss Bess—I was hoping you'd
come. Miss Bess, they won't make
me stay here very long, will they? I

don't like it, and my head aches so."
"No, Timmy—you won't have to

stay long. And you'll feel better soon
if you'll only try to sleep."

"Yes, but you stay here. . . ."

"I'll stay."
His eyes closed; in a moment his

deep breathing showed that he slept.
Bess looked up at Robbie. "Oh Rob-
bie, suppose something should go
wrong. Are you so sure an operation
is really needed?" She saw that she
had hurt him, and hurried on. "No, I
didn't mean that—I believe you know
what's best—but I'm afraid of Steve.
If you operated and weren't success-
ful, he'd ruin you. I know Steve."

"I'm not afraid of him."
"But—couldn't you wait just a day—until he sent for the doctor he

wants? So the other doctor can con-
firm your opinion?"
Robbie considered that. "Why,

yes," he said at last. "I suppose we
could wait that long."
But when the next day came, bring-

ing with it the doctor Cortland had
summoned from Chicago, they were
no nearer a decision.
After seeing Tim, he advised delay.

Robbie, in a white-hot fury, brought
the news to Bess at Hilltop. "It's ut-
ter nonsense to wait!" he raged, pac-
ing up and down in her office. "I

shouldn't have waited even this long
—and now that fool of a society-
doctor, anxious for fatter fees I sup-
pose, mumbles about being careful! I

tell you, Bess—" he stopped short and
faced her—"I won't be responsible for
Tim's life if there is any more delay."
Around her Bess felt the force of

conflicting desires, hatreds, jealousies.
For a moment she thought—Ah, but
Robbie is unstable, impulsive, reck-
less. But, she added, he is brilliant,
too. He has more to lose than I.

"I want you to operate," she said in
a tense voice. "Today. Now."
With the words, she freed him of

all his agitation, all his nervousness.
It was a calm, strong Robbie who
took both her hands in his, pressed
them to his lips. "Thanks, Bess," he
murmured. "Thanks for believing in
me. It's more than I

—

"

But he left that sentence unfinished.
That afternoon, as she sat in the

hospital waiting room, not reading,
trying not even to think, someone
thrust a folded paper into her hand.
For a moment she scarcely realized it

was there, for there was space for
only one thing in her life just then:
the consciousness that Tim was in the
operating room, under Robbie's hands.
But at last she looked down at it, un-
folded it, read it.

AT first she couldn't understand the
*» ponderous legal phrases. Only
slowly she comprehended that Steve
Cortland had started suit for the cus-
tody of Tim, and that the hearing was
set for two days away. Two days . . .

why, by that time there might not be
any Tim.
The next forty-eight hours were

the most agonizing of Bess Johnson's
life. During them, Tim's life balanced
on a slender knife-blade—for Robbie
had been right; there had been too
much delay, and Tim had become so
weak that the operation struck close
to the very pulse of his life.

While she waited, there were other
things to which she should have given
her thoughts. They crowded the
background of her existence, these
disasters that once would have seemed
so terrible. The news of Cortland's
suit had brought Thelma Gidley and
Frank Klabber and their friends down
about her like carrion-crows. It was
little enough she knew of what they
were saying, filtered as the reports
were through Paul Hutchinson's sym-
pathetic censoring. He did tell her,
though, that there was a movement
on foot to prosecute her for allowing
Hilltop to support her nephew, and
that Klabber was whispering that her
sister had never existed—that Tim
was her own son.
"Of course, I don't believe it," he

added hastily, "and naturally neither
does anyone that really knows you."
She managed to smile her gratitude.

"Somehow," she said, "I can't care so
very much whether or not anyone be-
lieves it—not until Tim . .

."

"No, of course not," he nodded.
"But—Well, I hate to worry you with
these things, but you must know, to
be prepared."
She turned to him in sudden panic.

"Paul—isn't there any way we can
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postpone that hearing? I can't face it

—lawyers wrangling over Tim while
he's so ill."

He shook his head. "I'm afraid not.

It's our bad luck that after this court
session Judge DeWitt won't be back
for another two weeks. It gives Cort-
land s lawyer a chance to argue
against a postponement. Of course,
your lawyer can ask for one. But he
won't get it."

Nor did he. Bess, sitting near the
railing on the day of the hearing, lis-

tened while the judge curtly over-
ruled her attorney's motion for what
he called a "continuance." And then
Cortland's lawyer was on his feet,

talking . . . talking. . . .

She couldn't listen, couldn't fix her
mind on what he was saying. In all

but body, she was in the hospital,

waiting in the anteroom where she
had spent so many tortured hours in

the last three days. Waiting for news
from Tim's room, for a sight of Rob-
bie's anxious, thin face. For today,
Robbie had said, might tell the story
of whether Tim was to live or . . .

SHE even tried to think of the one
pleasant thing that had happened

—a letter from her younger sister,

Linda, which had arrived that very
morning. Linda was tired, she wrote,
needed a rest, and wondered if she
could come to Glendale and visit Bess
for a while. Of course Bess had wired
a quick assent, but the prospect of

seeing Linda, which at any other time
would have filled her with anticipa-

tion, now seemed strangely unim-
portant.

Steve Cortland was on the stand
now, talking, answering questions,

making the good impression that only
he knew how to create. Slowly, from
his words, there emerged a distorted
picture of herself—that of a hysteri-

cal, neurotic woman, hiding the fact

of his son's existence from him, steal-

ing away with the child to out-of-the-
way Glendale. Bess clenched her
hands, inwardly praying for strength
to answer his lies as calmly as he
spoke them.
Then Cortland had finished, and at-

torneys were whispering to each other
while the close-packed courtroom
sighed like one vast person. There
was a stir at a side door into the room,
and Bess saw Jerry Adair, one of the
orphans whom she had left at the hos-
pital with instructions to come for her
if necessary. He caught her eye,

beckoned to her with a folded slip of

paper he held in his hand.
Forgetting everything but Tim's

need of her, she rose and started to-
ward him, just as someone called her
name. Her attorney seized her arm.
"Miss Johnson! They're calling you.

It's time for you to take the stand."
"I can't," she whispered desperate-

ly. "I'm needed at the hospital—
can't you see? They want me!"
"But you can't run away now.

They'll award him the boy by de-
fault."
They were holding her, trying to

stop her. An excited buzz rose in
the courtroom, only partially quelled
by the sharp rap of the judge's gavel;
and the judge himself spoke.

"Will the defendant please take the
stand so this hearing can proceed?"
With one final effort, Bess shook off

the restraining hands, turned to the
judge. Perhaps, if she could only
make him understand.
"Your Honor—please—don't you see

I can't stay? Tim needs me—how can
I sit here and talk—argue about who's
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to have him?" She caught sight of

Cortland, of his contemptuous eyes,

and the last shred of self-control fell

from her. "It's, criminal!" she cried.

"If he loves the' child so much, would
he be sitting here calmly while Tim
—while Tim may be dying?"

This time they were all too shocked
to stop her as she ran from the room.
She met Robbie outside the door of

Tim's room. "Thank God you could
get here," he whispered. "I think he's

going to be all right."
Then she was in the room, kneeling

by the bed, murmuring soft, tender
words to the little boy whose father,

because she wouldn't let him love her,

had done everything he could to show
his hatred.
But it was the last time she was al-

lowed to go into Tim's room, for her
outburst in court had brought the
custody suit to a quick conclusion with
a judgment in favor of Steve Cort-
land—and Steve, in his triumph, left

strict orders at the hospital that Bess
was not to be admitted to see his son.

ONCE she knew the worst—that
Tim was no longer hers—the pain

of it seemed less sharp. She had lost

the most beloved of her children, but
there were the others.
Linda came to Hilltop, too, and her

presence was good and comforting.
A week passed, and then Robbie

came into her office late one after-

noon. Bess greeted him with a smile.

"Come in, Robbie. I haven't seen
much of you the last few days."

"I know," he answered, sitting down
and twisting his hands together in a
characteristic gesture. "I've— I've

been thinking about—things."
"What sort of things, Robbie?"
"I've been thinking about us," he

said directly. "You and me. Dar-
ling
—

" he was beside her now, kneel-
ing—"won't you marry me? Hasn't
all this shown you how wrong you are
to give your whole life up to Hilltop?
And I love you. I know," he added
humbly, "I know you don't love me,
so very much-—•"

"But I do, Robbie," she interrupted
gently. "I do love you. Only—" She
paused, hating to hurt him and yet
knowing she must. "Only I don't love
you so much that I can blind myself
to the knowledge of how wrong we'd
be for each other. We wouldn't be
happy together, Robbie dear. You'd
want me to give up Hilltop, and of
course I wouldn't want to."

"You may have to give up Hilltop
anyway, though," he reminded her.

"Yes, perhaps," she admitted. "But
that hasn't happened yet, and may-
be it won't. It's something I won't an-
ticipate, anyway. As long as I can,
I must stay here. It's my job and

—

oh, Robbie, I do love it!"

He stood up. "You love it—more
than you love me."
How much better to hurt him and

let him go away, not understanding
the conflict in her heart, than to try
to explain something she herself felt

only as an intuition!
"That may be it, Robbie," she said.

In the silence that followed there
was a knock on the door, and Linda
came in.

"Oh," Bess said. "Linda, this is Dr.
Clark. I don't think you've met."
Linda was so vital, so fresh and

feminine, that as he spoke to her Rob-
bie's face brightened up in spite of
himself. Bess, watching, seeing the
instant understanding between them,
smiled to herself. No, Robbie's hurt
would not last long.
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But her own hurt—yes, that would
last longer, if Klabber and Thelma
Gidley were successful in ousting her
from Hilltop House. She had lost Tim,
she had thrown away Robbie, and
now perhaps the only thing left that
she loved was about to be taken from
her. Without Hilltop, without the
knowledge that she was building the
future in every one of the children
under her care, she had nothing but
loneliness and futility.

"Here!" she said softly into the si-

lence of the office. "Self-pity is dead-
ly. You've got to fight, Bess Johnson—and even if you lose, the fight will
be good."
The door opened and Steve Cort-

land came in.

For a moment she could only stare
at him. She had never thought to
see him again.
"What are you doing here?" she

asked when she gained her voice.
"I came to say good bye." He

moved forward into the room, and
now she could see his face. He was
looking at her almost beseechingly.
"Good bye? But Tim can't be well

enough to leave Glendale yet?" she
asked in alarm.
He shook his head: "That's the

point. I'm not taking Tim. Won't
you take him back here?"
"Take him back. . .

." Old habit
made her wary. She couldn't trust
him. "What do you mean?"

"I can't keep him," he said simply.
"You've won, Bess—won over me and
the courts too. I've tried, in the last
week, to make the boy forget you.
But he won't. He keeps asking for
you. I open the door to his room,
and as I come in I see his face light
up, because he thinks it's you at last—and then, when he sees who it is he
turns away and won't even talk to me."

MOW she believed him. Steve Cort-
' ^ land would never humble himself
this way unless he had to.

"Oh, thanks!" she said, between
laughter and tears. "Take him back!
Of course I'll take him back!" Then
she stopped, remembering. "Oh, but
—it's too late. They wouldn't let me,
now they know he's my nephew. They
may not even let me stay myself."

"I think they will," he said. "I just
talked to your friend Hutchinson. He
said if I'd pay Hilltop House for Tim's
support since you brought him here,
and a regular amount every month
from now on, he could fix things up
with the Board of Directors. It would
knock the props out, he said, from the
movement to get you dismissed."

This time tears won the battle for
possession of Bess. She cried, softly

and persistently, from relief and hap-
piness. For a time, he stayed there,
trying to comfort her. Then he tip-
toed out.

It was later that she looked about
her, drying her eyes, laughing a little

at herself for giving way. It was al-

most dark, and all through Hilltop
House there was the bustle of children
—sudden shrieks of laughter, the scuf-
fle of feet, even someone crying. . . .

All the beloved bedlam of Hilltop
House, without which life would have
been so empty.

Bess Johnson has solved one of her
problems—but her adventures and
those of the other Hilltop House peo-
ple are continuing on CBS every day
except Saturday and Sunday. And
next month, in a special easy-to-read
synopsis, Radio Mirror brings the
story of Hilltop House up to date.
Watch for it!
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THE QUIZZ CLUB . . . with 85%
of the Saturday evening Canadian
radio audience, this 8:00-8:30 EST
program, sponsored by Nova-Kelp,
originates "live" from CFRB, Toronto,
and is disked to twenty-two stations
from coast-to-coast in the Dominion.
Emcee and "Club Host" is genial Roy
Ward Dickson. Directors are Fred
Saxon-Brent and Frank Grant. Norm
Child is Secretary-Treasurer, the
gent who pays out the prizes on be-
half of Nova-Kelp.

Quizz shows are the international
rage in radio. Wiseacres thought
they'd die off from their peak of last

year, but instead they seem to be go-
ing on from where they left off. And
in the van of good audience participa-
tion programs is The Quizz Club.
Informality is the keynote of the

Quizz Club. Questions are based on
a single topic each week, going over
such subjects as sports, music, the
animal world, history, English gram-
mar, geography, etc. Club members,
i.e., persons selected by lot from the
studio audience, are quizzed; in turn,
they draw questions and fire them at

the Directors. Prizes, of course. The
winners on six consecutive programs
compete in the finals on the seventh
show in a stiff general knowledge test

for a big cash prize.

The program now has its own week-
ly paper, "The Quizz Club News",
mailed to thousands of listeners.

Nova-Kelp plans to invade the U. S.

with this Made-in-Canada product,
and I'll venture a prediction that
when that time arrives some major
questioners-and-answerers are going
to sit up and take more than a little

notice.
ROY WARD DICKSON . . . Roy

was born in London, England, in 1910
. . . educated there at St. Paul's school
. . . then finished his schooling in
Canada at the University of Manitoba
. . . proud daddy of a boy of ten and
a girl of eight . . . while at varsity,
worked as hired man on farm . . .

specialized in agriculture and chemis-
try . . . chemist for large packing con-
cern . . . high school teacher at 19 . . .

promotion manager for Vancouver,
B. C, newspaper . . . joined staff of
Toronto Daily Star . . . from there to
advertising layout in big department
store . . . into radio, and here
comes the original question-and-an-
swer man . . . hobbies are chess and
economics.
FRANK GRANT . . . another Lon-

doner-born, some thirty-odd years
agone . . . accomplished pianist and
composer . . . was in vodvil when it

flourished in the sticks of the States
. . . has been in radio 14 years . . .

made a notable success of the original
"Uncle Bob and Happy Harry" pro-
gram, 1931-32 . . . joined staff of
CFRB in 1934 . . . married to Celia
Huston, well known pianist . . . they
pair up also as piano duo in broad-
cast, "Twin Keyboards" . . . likes the

outdoors more than indoors, so gets
out of studio to hunt and fish when-
ever possible.
NORM CHILD . . . born Accrington,

Lanes., Eng., 1911 . . . reaches six-
foot-six, even with a hole in his sock
. . . intended to be a chartered ac-
countant, but was chartered by radio
and Roy Ward Dickson instead . . .

is Roy's business manager . . . can
add up a column of figures as high as
himself, quicker than you can write
them! . . . the only "single act" on
the Quizz Club, but some day a little

lady will be looking up to him, and
how!
FRED SAXON-BRENT . . . rounds

out the quartet of expatriated English-
men . . . born in 1887 . . . printer, he
went into the Canadian publishing
business . . . has written a number
of books, published newspapers in On-
tario ... is the Jeff to Norm Child's
Mutt, coming up to Norm's belt with
his five feet, one and three-eighths
inches . . . very important that "three-
eighths" . . . collects stamps and weeds
in his garden . . .

. . . And the two glamorous young
ladies who shepherd you through the
intricacies of The Quizz Club, if you
happen to be one of the two hundred
persons who flock to CFRB every Sat-
urday night to participate in the 8:00
to 8:30 broadcast, are the Misses
Dorothy Clements and Sylvia Berrin.
They're worth a visit to the show
alone.
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Woman In Love

(Continued from page 24)

pick it up. . . . Tarn, listen a minute,
you—you and I are going to be
friends, aren't we? You—I'm not just

like all the others, am I?"
"No," she answered slowly, think-

ing. "You're not like the others. . . .

You—you're half fooling. I'm not
fooling. I never thought I'd say this

to any man again, and I haven't—for

eight years. But you could make me
like you, if you tried!"
An odd expression came into the

man's eyes. He lifted her small hand
to his lips. "Maybe I will, Tarn,"
he said, as he left.

THE weeks began to slip by and it

was summer, but Tam stayed on in

the city, working, and George was al-

ways with her. Then the Willey com-
pany went to Portland and Seattle

and Salt Lake City in repertory, but
still he had a surprising way of turn-
ing up in her dressing room now and
then; he "happened to be in the neigh-
borhood," or he "was coming to

Tacoma anyway." She came to de-
pend upon him; sometimes he held
the book while she recited her lines,

learning a new part, and always while
they were having supper together he
told her of his cases. He was work-
ing with a fine law firm now, a firm
with a splendid reputation, Martell,
Hunter & Martell. One day he asked
her what she would think of his run-
ning for district attorney. Oscar Mul-
lins had the job now, but his term
would soon be over, and he was more
or less in disrepute.
Tam considered it. She had known

him for seven months, eight months.
Quite simply, quite naturally he had
come to be the most important person
in her life.

"I think it would be splendid if you
became district attorney," she said.

"Would you have a chance?"
"Reilly says so, and if anyone

knows, it ought to be Reilly. The
political situation is peculiar right
now. He thinks I could get the party
nomination hands down."

"Well—" Tam smiled. "You'd like
it?"

"I'd like anything that brings you
a little nearer. Do you realize that
on January twentieth it'll be a whole
year? You said a year, you know."
He came across to the big chair in

which her slim figure had almost lost

itself. They were in his rooms at the
Sir Francis Drake; Tam had been
having tea with him. George knelt
down before her and locked his arms
about her waist, and Tam laid both
hands on his collar.

"Will you marry me, Tam?" he said.
"I was sliding downhill fast when I

met you. You're the one who pulled
me back up. It was because of you
that I stopped drinking and gambling.
I belong to you, Tam. Surely, you
wouldn't have done all you've done
for me to throw me down now?"

"Just—just being good friends isn't
enough, George?"
"Not half enough! We want to find

a little apartment somewhere on a
hill, Tam, with a view, and have
lamps and teacups and all the rest
of it."

"But, George, suppose that after
we're married things go badly again?
Suppose you began to wish you were
back—back in that old time, before
you knew me? Then I'd have no hold

over you, would I?"
"I don't think you need worry, Tam.

I'm awake now, and it's more than
I've been in ten years. I'm myself.
Do you know what I mean when I

say that I'm myself?"
"Yes, I know what you mean," she

said, as he paused. "I did something
once that wasn't myself—something
rotten—and how frightful it felt until
I came back to being myself again!"

"I don't believe," he said, "that you
know what it is to do anything rotten.
It simply isn't in you."
"You're extremely generous,

George. This," Tam said reflectively—"this may be as good a time to tell

you as any other. Sooner or later
of course I'll have to tell you."
"You don't have to tell me any-

thing, you simp."
Tam pushed him aside and went

over to stand and look out of the win-
dow. "Thank you, dear, for your be-
lief in me; it's very sweet," she said
after a pause. "But . .

."

And then she told him the whole
sad, sordid story, leaving nothing out
—of Mayne Mallory and the Tele-
graph Hill crowd, of those first daz-
zling days in the theater with Mayne,
of her home, of the evening before
the fire in Mayne's hotel room and the
tour that followed, of the rainy Sun-
day in Sacramento when she said
good bye to the man she had loved,
or thought she loved. And, finally,

of Aunt Mary and "Little Mary," who
was not Aunt Mary's niece at all, but
her own daughter.
He heard her to the end without

interruption. But when she had fin-

ished

—

"You darling!" he said, his arms
about her, and her head down on his

shoulder. "You little, sweet, ashamed
darling! You didn't have to tell me
this!"

OH, but I did," Tam said after an in-

terval, quite simply drying her
eyes. "Because now you can see why
I can't marry you, or anyone, and how
I happen to know that a life can be
picked up out of ruins and made full

and square again."
"Do you ever see him, Tam?"
"Never. He has never even known

that there was a child."
"You never wrote him!"
"Oh, yes, but only at first—only

when I first knew there would be a
baby. He didn't answer, and I didn't
think he would."

"I'd like to meet him," George said
levelly.
"Would you like to know his name,

George?"
"I would not. Forget him!"
She smiled at him, but there were

tears behind the smile.
"I'm horribly sorry," she said.

"Tam," George said, "if anything
could make me love you more than I

do—but nothing could—

"

"Then," she said, not daring to be-
lieve, "then what I told you doesn't
make any difference?"

"It only brings you nearer, Tam.
It only makes me love you more.
There's no one else in the world ex-
cept you. What happened eight years
ago, or two years ago, doesn't matter.
What does matter is that you found
me in the gutter and put out your
beautiful strong hand and saved me.
And what I'm going to do for you is
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make you the happiest woman in all

the world. We belong to each other,

Tarn! I need you always, to scold me
and make coffee for me and tell me
what a rotter I am and how good
I am! We know all about each other!

I've seen you tired and blue and mad
and hungry and dirty, and you've
loaned me money and borrowed from
me—

"

He was kneeling beside her chair

again; her soft hand was against his

eyes, and she felt his lashes wet.
"Hush, darling," she whispered.
"And you will, Tarn?"
"Oh, if you want me—yes—of

course!"

WOULD you be surprised some
day if I found a man I liked

and wanted to get married?" Tarn
asked. The older Mary, who was
hulling strawberries, looked up
quickly.
"When a girl asks that," Mary said,

"the young man is usually picked out
and waiting."
Tarn laughed again. "I'm afraid so,"

she admitted.
They were in the old grape arbor;

midsummer day lay still and fragrant
over California. There was no mo-
tion in the high canopies of the green
trees; a fountain splashed and was
still and splashed again.
"You're sorry?" Tarn asked. The

other woman looked up as if for a
quick denial, shrugged faintly, re-
turned to her work.
"A little Tarn," she said reluctantly.
"It seems like fate," Tam observed,

thoughtfully. "There seems to be a
time when a certain man comes out
of the crowd—meaning nothing to

you one week, meaning everything
the next. He's such a man. I thought
for a while that he was the one who
cared. I know now that I am."

"It'll change things," the other
woman said after a moment. "It'll

mean Mary and I see much less of

you. And ..." Mary Hutton's hon-
est square sunburned face flushed a
little; she looked significantly at her
companion, spoke in a lowered voice,

"what about that, Tam?" she asked.
"You'll tell him?"

"I told him everything, months ago.
I told him just as soon as I knew how
important he was going to be to me,"
Tam answered quickly.
"You were right."

"And he only said," Tam added, in

a dreaming voice, "that it made me
dearer to him."
Young Mary charged across the

lawn like a cantering colt, all legs

and arms and blowing wild hair. She
stopped to kiss Tam; she smelled of

tarweed and dried grass and pine
gum, Tam thought, and somehow of
gingham and sunburned smooth
young brown flesh, too. A moment
only, and then she was gone again.
Tam watched her out of sight.

"A little girl and a devoted old
Gran are something, Tam," Mrs. Hut-
ton said wistfully. "Don't—don't be
in too much of a hurry, my dear.
She—we both love you so!"
"George was an only child," Tam

said slowly. "His father would have
been a very distinguished lawyer, but
he died young, and George's mother
brought him up. He adored her, but
she married again, and he felt him-
self out in the cold; in fact his step-
father told him he didn't want him in
the house. His mother didn't know
that, and he never told her, but she
knew things weren't happy for him.
He was in trouble all the time at
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school—in fact, he's a sort of genius;
you feel it as soon as you know him,
and geniuses aren't ever very lucky
in childhood, are they? Anyway, he
wasn't. So things went on until he
was seventeen, and then he ran away
and took care of himself."
"Poor lad!" Mrs. Hutton said, lis-

tening absently.
"And finally," Tam went on, "he

landed himself in jail."

There was a pause; the blunt brown
hand, holding an unstemmed straw-
berry, was still. The warm late after-
noon smelled of strawberries.
"And then what? He got out of

jail?" Mary Hutton asked presently.
"He got out, but there was a queer

circumstance about it. This is what
I've been leading up to, this is what
I wanted to tell you," Tam said. "His
name was the same as that of another
George, a colored man, as it happened,
who had died in jail a week before.
There had been an epidemic of some
sort, the clerk in the registry office

had died, there was a new warden.
I imagine there had been a good deal
of confusion in the records. Anyway,
they wired his mother that he was
dead."
"Tam, don't tell me any more of

this," Mary Hutton said, pushing
away the bowl of berries, rising to
her feet. "I cannot—it makes me feel
a little faint. It reminds me—I can't
talk of it—but it reminds me—I think
I will go in and lie down."
"You see, a week went by after

the wrong telegram had gone before
he knew," Tam said quickly, "and
there had been no word from his
mother. He thought—he thought she
had forgotten him. So he let the mis-
take go. He never let her know he
was not dead."
The older woman was breathing

hard; she had her back turned to
Tam, her two sturdy hands, gripped
there for support, held tightly to the
back of one of the chairs.
"No—no—no: you mustn't let me

think what I am thinking!" she said
in a choked voice.
"The boy's name was George

Davis," Tam said. Mary Hutton stood
immovable; she made no sound. Tam
did not dare speak again. After a
long silence the older woman said:

"This boy—you know him?"

HE'S my George, Aunt Mary. Your
son."

Mrs. Hutton came blindly to the
table, sat down, resting her elbow
upon it, her face, with its closed eyes,
covered by her hand. "My God!" she
whispered.

"Perhaps I should have told you
sooner," Tam said with concern. I've
known it almost from the beginning.
But I didn't tell him until last Christ-
mas."
"And he—

"

"Oh, he burst out blubbering like
the great big baby he is," Tam said,
tears in her own smiling eyes.
"But how did you know him?"
"By his watch—your picture pasted

inside the back cover of an old gold
watch, and the initials 'G. D.' And
'From his Mother, M. D.' It all flashed
on me when a stagehand found his
watch and showed it to me, and I

looked down and saw a snapshot of
you that I'd seen before, with George,
when he was about twelve."
Mary Hutton whispered. "To see

my boy again—my little boy, who
didn't want me to marry—who was
so puzzled and so hurt that I'd put
another man in his father's place!
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Tarn," she said, her face turned away,
"those terrible years—eighteen of

them!—couldn't be just a bad dream!
Where is he?"

"Well, I think," Tarn said, glancing
toward the tree-shaded drive and the
green mellow sweetness of the garden—"I think that's he walking across

the lawn with Mary there. I told

her to look out for him at half-past
four o'clock, and I told him not to

come until I stood up—as I did just

two minutes ago."
Tears blinded her eyes as the other

woman turned to look in the direction

of the drive. She saw the man drop
Mary's guiding little hand and begin
to run, she saw mother and son meet,
and she saw the gray head go down
on his shoulder and heard the one
thick cry: "Bunny! My little boy!"
Then she beckoned to the interested

Mary, and they went through the
green side gate together. "We'll fix

some figs and raspberries for supper,"
Tamara said. "Gran told me once he
loved raspberries."
"Does Gran like him?" Mary de-

manded.
"She loves him very dearly. He's

her little boy that was lost."

"But why are you crying, Aunt
Tarn?"
"Because I'm so happy, darling. Be-

cause life is so wonderful," Tarn said.

THE weeks flew on in an unreal and
dreamlike beauty that made Tam

feel that she was floating—flying,

rather than going about familiar,

well-worn duties. They were to be
married, she and George, as soon as

the sensational Elliot case, which he
was defending, was finished. But be-
fore that day could come, so many
things happened that Tam lived in a

constant whirl of excitement. First,

her mother was married—for the
third time, and to a stout elderly man
in the theatrical advertisement busi-
ness. And then, according to a

schedule, George's political party
nominated him to run for the district

attorneyship, leaving only Hatty El-
liot's trial to run its course before
they could be married.
George defended Hatty Elliot, ac-

cused of the murder of her child,

against the prosecution of Oscar Mul-
lins, the incumbent district attorney,
who would also be his opponent in

the election. Defended her, and won
at last a brilliant acquittal which,
everyone said, assured him a second
victory over Mullins at the polls.

The day after the jury had returned
its verdict of "Not guilty," Tam and
George were married—at nine o'clock
in the morning in the small tree-
shaded church that stood at a turn in

the road near Mary Hutton's farm.
Only Mary Hutton and little Mary
were there when Tam and George
took their vows.

Fifteen minutes later George and
Tamara kissed the others good bye
and climbed into the waiting car.

With a final wave they went down the
shady road and turned into the high-
way. The miles began to slide by;
the closely packed environs of San
Francisco were gone; they struck out
westward across the long bridge that
spanned the upper bay.
There was a stop at the Lake Hotel

to freshen and change and to enjoy
with ravenous appetites the im-
promptu meal of eggs and corn and
fresh hot rolls. Then Tam appeared
once again in the camping regalia of
jeans and sweater, red kerchief and
brimmed hat, tin cup and bowie knife,
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and the late afternoon rocking-chair
sitters on the hotel veranda saw the
tall, lean cowboy lead up the horses,
and Tam and George mount them,
and the little cavalcade set off for the
timberline country.
The "outfit" was composed of the

laconic cowboy, Roy, and his nephew,
young Roy, four horses and four pack
mules. In Roy's kyacks, strapped se-
curely with greasy, heavy belts to the
mules, was the entire camp equip-
ment.
Late in the afternoon, they stopped

on a strip of forest meadow, a branch
of the mighty Kings River plunging
down over the rocks beside it. Im-
mediately the horses and mules
strayed away into the meadow. The
bags were opened and Tam had her
towels and her jersey dress over her
arm, and was picking her way along
the creek bank, past the pools and the
rapids to that special basin Roy de-
scribed as "where the last woman I

had along liked to wash herself."
Coming back to camp, damp of head

and scented from head to foot with
the sweetness of it all, Tam found
George ready for dinner and comfort-
able in old clothes, waiting on a great
log that formed a seat by the fire. The
two Roys shared their supper with
them. Tamara was so tired, so sleepy,
so deliciously ready for the night that
she could hardly keep her seat at the
smooth-topped stump that served
them for a table. But quite suddenly,
after supper, she felt almost rested
again, and she and George went with
Roy to the river bank and tried for
trout before they returned for a
drowsy half-hour of campfire talk,

and the goodnights that said it was
nine o'clock in the mountains.

IN the night she awakened to hear
• the horses' big teeth tearing at the
grass, and the river running and rip-
pling, and little wood animals con-
tributing cheeps and crackles and
grunts to the utter peace and beauty
of the mountain night. "Twenty days
of it—twenty days in heaven!" Tam
thought, and fell to sleep.
But twenty days were not so very

many, and almost at once, it seemed,
they were emerging once more into
the commonplace daily world. Again
the hot little valley towns moved by
the speeding car, and again in the
late afternoon they reached cooler
weather, this time foggy weather, for
the mists were pouring in in great
waves. George's mother and Mary
came out of the house as the motor
stopped, and there was a babel of
welcome, questions and embraces.
"Oh," said Tam, trailing upstairs, with
Mary hopping after her, "I'm not
sure but that this is the best of all!

Oh, I need a bath!"
"Some letters came for you, Tam,"

the old Mary called from the lower
hall. "They're up on your bureau.
But supper'll be ready soon."

"I'll hurry," she called, and it was
not until she had bathed and changed
that she picked up the mail.
The top letter was only an adver-

tisement. The handwriting on the
second envelope made her throat
thicken and her spine turn cold. She
knew that hand!—Mayne Mallory's!

What is the news in the ominous
letter that greeted Tam on her return
from her honeymoon? Is Mayne
about to return and once more throw
his shadow over her life? Read the
exciting coming chapters of Kathleen
Norris' dramatic novel in the Feb-
ruary issue of Radio Mirror.
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How to Get the Most Out of Christmas

dress and that new hat. Mothers
never do; for mothers have learned,
also intuitively, that the best way to
have a happy Christmas is to see to
it that others are happy.

DUT the point of the matter is that
^ that particular Christmas has al-
ways, in our family circle, been looked
back upon as the happiest Christmas
any of us, now grown up children, re-
member. Mother, as long as she lived,
spoke of it as "My happy day." When
we children, all of whom now have
families of our own, gather together
for a family reunion, we always speak
of this day as "Mother's Christmas"

—

the Christmas when she spent her
fifty dollars on us.
For Mother had learned what we

all learn, sooner or later, that we get
the most out of Christmas when we
put the most into Christmas. I think
that we all learned something that
year which has made all Christmases
since that one happier.
And, curiously enough, my second

ilustration for this thought came
from a blue, homesick, lonely theat-
rical troop.
The first story came out of the

"panic" of 1892; the second one comes
out of a Christmas which might have
been a lonely and harassed one for
the boys and girls who were the
actors and chorus of one of Fred
Stone's musical comedy companies.
Fred was playing Kansas City on

Christmas Day. The day before
Christmas he said to me: "Bill, these

(Continued from page 11)

boys and girls are all far away from
home this year. I want you to arrange
a Christmas party for us between the
Matinee and the evening performance
and I'll pay the bill."

So I arranged for a Christmas din-
ner between the matinee and the eve-
ning performance. There were eighty
in the company. Most of them came
with their make-ups on, for there
wasn't time to change between shows.
I had the room beautifully decorated
with a Christmas tree, holly, mistle-
toe. Then I sent word to every per-
son in the company that I would ex-
pect each of them to stop at the "Five
and Ten" and get small presents for
anyone they wished. We sat down to
the dinner at six o'clock; ate turkey
and dressing; and celery and plum
pudding; made merry as we ate and
then had a simple little program.
Members of the company did stunts;
we sang "Silent Night, Holy Night"
and all the Christmas hymns. It was
a bit incongruous to hear "Once Upon
a Midnight Clear" pouring forth from
chorus girls with their make-up still

on. I remember seeing the tears run-
ning down over the cheeks of one girl

who had on a white make-up; and I

swear that she looked like a Madonna
herself as she sang. Several of the
girls in that company had babies of
their own back in New York City and,
before the evening was over, snowed
me pictures of their babies. It was a
strange evening. But what had looked
as if it might be the loneliest and
most miserable Christmas any of them

could spend, turned out to be one of
the happiest they had ever spent.

After that chorus of boys and girls

had sung the old Christmas hymns
and carols I read the simple story of
the first Christmas as it is found in
the Book of Matthew. When I had
finished there was a hush over that
crowd and then Fred said: "What do
you say we repeat the Lord's Prayer,
Bill?" And we did. And I for one
will testify that I never heard that
Prayer said with more sincerity and
with more reverence than it was that
night in the Kansas City Athletic
Club by Fred Stone's chorus.

AND as the years have passed by I
'* never meet any of the leads in
that show, any of the chorus, or Fred
himself, that they do not say to me:
"That was the most beautiful Christ-
mas I ever remember in all of my
life."

And years afterwards in New York
City Fred and I got to talking about
that particular Christmas and Fred
said to me: "Bill, somehow that
Christmas stands out above most of
the Christmases I have ever spent
and I wonder why? I have often won-
dered if it was not that we sang those
old hymns and carols and you read
that simple story of Christmas from
The Book?"

"No, Fred," I said, "you got the
most out of that Christmas because you
put a kind thought and your money
into it. We get the most out of Christ-
mas when we put the most into it."

ftfintetfi
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Facing the Music

(Continued from page 6)

solidly and played the hotel four con-
secutive years. They return to the

Biltmore next March.
After losing one commercial that

he'd held for four years, the 38-year-
old Californian didn't just grab
another routine show. Not imagina-
tive Horace. The new one, as you
listeners who jump now every time
the phone bell rings, is the Pot
O'Gold on NBC. Through an intricate

system of dial-spins, some lucky lis-

tener with a telephone wins $1,000

every week. It's radio bank night and
instead of two "B" pictures, you get

Horace Heidt.
Horace continued to bounce up with

more novelties this year. He hired

a blind whistler and wooed away
from swing alley one of the greatest

trumpet players in the business,

Bobby Hackett. He hired pianist

Frankie Carle who wrote "Sunrise
Serenade" and two talented female
violinists who had confined their work
to the concert stages.

Now he's ready to unveil his latest

plan: The All Stars. A band of in-

dividual celebrities, each one a star

in his or her. own right.

"I'm convinced that I can groom
Bobby Hackett, Frankie Carle, my
two romantic singers Henry Russell

and Larry Cotton into big name at-

tractions," Heidt said seriously.

Heidt's payroll is heavy. He's got

17 musicians, 2 arrangers, 2 office

workers, 9 singers and entertainers.

Right now the Musical Knights are

on tour, winding up December 12 in

Los Angeles' Cocoanut Grove.

| IKE a jig-saw puzzle, the band is

*- broken down into many individual

acts. Some of them are:

Larry Cotton: The tenor soloist

started out to be a lawyer at Okla-
homa U., but when he discovered that

he had really paid off his tuition by
singing, he dropped the idea of fol-

lowing a legal profession and joined

Jimmy Grier's band. Larry has been
with Heidt almost three years and
leads the band when Horace isn't

around.
Frankie Carle: The wiry, olive-

skinned pianist from Providence be-
gan his career when he was six years
old. He banged around the country
with that champion band tourist, Mai
Hallett, and never excited anybody.
He penned a few songs but publishers
snubbed him. Then he wrote "Sun-
rise Serenade" and netted $20,000.

Heidt is plugging his latest tune
called "Shadows."
Fred Lowery: The blind whistler

used to chirp for Vincent Lopez, but
the Heidt organization is much better
suited for his unusual talent. Fred
lost the sight of both eyes two years
after his birth. It was while a child
in Texas that he learned to imitate
all varieties of birds and discovered
he could whistle two notes at a time.
Bobby Hackett: One of the truly

great trumpet players in the country
and a logical successor to Bix Beider-
becke. He also hails from Providence.
For sixteen months he toiled in Nick's
in the Village with his own band.
But piloting such varied tempera-
ments as those possessed by Pee Wee
Russell and Eddie Condon and his
own, was too much for 23-year-old
Bobby. He threw in the sponge and
joined the Heidt troupe.

The Le Ahn Sisters: Maree, 16,

Virginia, 18, Jeanne, 19, Miriam, 21,

come from Bellevue, Ohio. Their
father was a minister. They were
trained to sing as a unit from child-
hood by their ambitious mother. They
replaced the Heidt-Lites who in turn,
replaced the King Sisters.

Mary and Virginia Drane: Two girl

violinists who somehow managed to
escape Phil Spitalny's clutches. Often
you will find them giving a concert
engagement during the day, playing
some Mozart Concertos, then rushing
back to the Heidt bandstand for a
little "Jumpin' Jive." Mrs. Roosevelt
had them at the White House for a
recital in 1938 and found them
"charming young artists," according
to a "My Day" item.
None of the eight girls in the band

is married.
Heidt used to label his band "The

Brigadiers" but his last sponsor owns
the name and now Heidt cannot use
it. That didn't stymie Horace. He
bounced right back with a better
title
—"Musical Knights."

If he has added any more startling

innovations since this piece was filed

don't blame your reporter. You just

can't keep pace with a guy like Heidt.

OFF THE RECORD

Some Like It Sweet

And the Angels Sing; Star Dust
(Victor 26353) Alec Templeton. A
grand takeoff of the Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts by a fine artist, plus
a smooth piano solo of Hoagy Car-
michael's immortal tune.

Melancholy Lullaby; Last Night
(Bluebird 10423) Glen Miller. Miller
continues to prove that his fine band
can play them sweet or swing.
Are You Havin' Any Fun? ; Good

Night My Beautiful (Victor 26335)
Tommy Dorsey. Two tunes from the
"Scandals" that threaten to attain Hit
Parade heights.

Stranger Things Have Happened;
Tomorrow Night (Vocalion 5090) Henry
Russell. Russell is given a blessing by
boss Horace Heidt on his own records
and reveals a promising baritone in

the Bing Crosby tradition.

Good Morning; Honest John (Blue-
bird 10424) Abe Lyman. A splendid
coupling, one from "Babes in Arms,"
the other from Disney's "Pinocchio."
Rose Blaine shines on the sunrise vocal.

Some Like It Swing

Utt Da Zay; Crescendo in Drums
(Vocalion 5062) Cab Calloway. Heroic
he-di-ho's with a Hebrew strain make
this the swing platter of the month.

Shoot the Sherbert to Me Herbert;
You Tell Me Your Dream (Bluebird
10396) Bob Chester. Up-and-coming
Chester plays Radio Mirror's own hit

tune.
Paper Picker; It's a Hundred to One

(Decca 2738) Jan Savitt. A surprise
waxing that should be discovered by
the jitterbugs any day now.
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise;

Blue Orchids (Decca 2734) Bob Crosby.
Delirious Dixieland and sharp piano
playing by Joe Sullivan.

Between the Devil; Found a New
Baby (Victor 26355) Bob Zurke comes
through again with a neat package of
swing as it's played in New Orleans. A
sharp relief from the rest of the pack.
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What's New From Coast to Coast

(Continued from page 51)

people there know her ability that a
play starring her is always given to

sold-out houses. Only on week-ends
does she take time out for relaxation.
A favorite way of spending Sunday is

to tramp over the Carolina country-
side to a mountain stream where she
casts for bass with a talent that would
make any professional fisherman en-
vious. Or she invites people to her
own home for informal Sunday

-

afternoon parties where she earns
her reputation as a charming hostess
and an interested listener.

Martha's such a skilled psycholo-
gist that the Ford Motor Company
recently engaged her to tour the
Carolinas, delivering talks to officials

and salesmen on the psychology of
the woman buyer—a job which she
blithely took on, and performed de-
spite the press of her other duties.

* * *

BRISTOL, Tenn.—There's a pleas-
ant contrast between modernity and
the past when Roy Nelson goes on
the air over Bristol's WOPI, for he
uses that very up-to-date invention,
the radio, to bring back memories of
old times in the southern mountains.
The Reader and His Poems is the

name of Roy Nelson's program, which
is heard every Sunday afternoon at
1:30. It's a pleasant, informal quarter-
hour, with Nelson reading poems or
philosophizing against the musical
background of an organ played by
Martin Neff.
Being a radio star is only one of

Roy's activities. He is also a lawyer
and the Governor of the Tennessee-
Kentucky district of Kiwanis Inter-
national. It's been due to his efforts,

too, that many radio sets have been
given away to mountaineers who
couldn't afford to buy them them-
selves.
Roy was born on a farm in

Buchanan County, Virginia, thirty-
five years ago, near the home of John
Fox, Jr., who wrote of that district in
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" and
other novels. Perhaps it was the Fox
influence that made him want to be
an author. Even after he became a
lawyer he kept up his literary work
as a sideline, writing a weekly column
for the Elizabethton News and a Sun-
day column for the Elizabethton Star.
These columns attracted the attention
of W. A. Wilson of WOPI, who invited
him to conduct a program on the air.

That was five years ago, and The
Reader and His Poems has since been
sponsored by various different firms.
Many of Roy's human interest

stories are so touching that people
write in to get copies of them, and he
may soon publish a book of them
called "Rural Mountain Sunsets."

The most Broadway-minded radio
program on the air is Walter
O'Keefe's Tuesday Night Party on
CBS. Boss O'Keefe is the only impor-
tant member of the cast who isn't

working in a stage play or musical
comedy. Singer Mary Martin is in
one called "Nice Goin'," stooge
Keenan Wynn is in the cast of
"Madam Will You Walk," Bobbie
Dolan is leading the orchestra in the
new musical, "Very Warm for May,"
and the Martins Quartet are in
Simone Simon's first American stage
show, which may be called "Three
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Blind Mice," "The Gibson Girls," or
something else entirely.

* * *

Several years ago, at the height of
the depression, a couple of fellows
named Manny Lee and Fred Dannay
gave up their jobs. They were good
jobs, too, and all their friends thought
Manny and Fred were crazy, particu-
larly as they didn't make any effort to
get new ones. A little later, their
friends began to think the two men
must be gangsters, or something, be-
cause they always had plenty of
money and nobody knew where it

came from. But now the secret's out.
Manny Lee and Fred Dannay to-
gether are Ellery Queen, the mystery-
story writer whose books are all best-
sellers, and whose adventures are
now heard Sunday nights on CBS.

WLW'S COWGIRL SWEETHEART

AFTER only a little more than a
year of appearing on a weekly

variety show, Helen Diller has be-
come so popular with Cincinnati
listeners that she's been elevated to a
program of her own.

Helen's twenty-two years old—she
was born in 1917, in Winnipeg, Mani-
toba. Two years later her family
moved to Brandon.
Although there was a time in her

high school days when she thought
she wanted to be a school teacher,
Helen as a child showed the talent
that has now led her to radio stardom
in WLW's Boone County Jamboree
Saturday nights. She sang and recited
pieces at every school and church
entertainment given in Brandon.
Toward the end of her high school

course, she happened to hear a cow-
boy yodeller, and was immediately
entranced. She persuaded her father
to buy her a guitar and started out
to teach herself to yodel. A year
later, as she was completing her first

year in college, a new radio station,
CKY, was established in Brandon,
and Helen's proud father urged her to
sing on the air. Reluctantly, because
she was scared to death, she con-
sented—and found that radio was so
exciting she wanted to give up school
and take it up as a profession.
After she'd dropped her college

work, her father helped her to get an
audition on a Winnipeg broadcasting
station, which was so successful that
it led to several air appearances and
a trip to Montreal to make some
records with a cowboy orchestra.
Then Helen gambled on a trip to

New York and an audition for Major
Bowes' amateur hour. The gamble
was a lucky one—she not only ap-
peared on the program, but was such
a hit that the next day she boarded
a plane for Milwaukee to join one of
the Bowes traveling vaudeville units.

After a nine-week tour she re-
turned to Canada, and got a radio job
in Winnipeg. The pay was only six
dollars a week, and five of that went
for room and board, but she got along
somehow and wouldn't accept any
help from her parents. She'd probably
still be traveling if an offer hadn't
come from WLW fourteen months ago.
Cincinnati folks hear her singing

her western songs on her own pro-
gram Saturday mornings, and on the
cowboy variety show, Boone County
Jamboree, Saturday nights.

COUGHS!
Piso's PLUS-ACTION* Explodes

Theory That Cough Medicine

Only Soothes Your Throat!

The very first spoonful of Piso's brings
soothing comfort to your irritated throat
membranes. But you also get an impor-
tant plus-action in this modern formula
Piso's.

•Piso's actually stimulates your sys-
tem to produce more protective
secretions in your throat and upper
bronchial passages.

These normal fluids thin out and
liquefy thick, clogging phlegm . . .

it's more easily flushed away and
expelled . . your cough is "loosened" !

Depend on Piso's (Pie-so's) . . not for its local
"throat soothing" action alone . . but for its

more important inside-working systemic ef-

fect. Piso's is good for adults and children.
At all druggists in 35c-60c bottles.
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300 SMART DESIGNS/
Knit your group closer together with
pins or rings. Bast'ian has been the

leading maker for 45 years. Write
today for our Free, new 1940 catalog.

BASTUH BROS. CO. D»pt. 62 Rochtstir, N. Y,

TRAIN FOR
^ELECTRICITY

LEARN BY DOING
12 WEEKS
TRAINING

IN BIG CHICAGO COYNE SHOPS
_i.ll practical work on real electrical ma-
chinery and equipment. No advanced
education or experience needed. Lifetime
employment help after graduation.
Write for details of how many earn

while learning, and my Plans to help
you set training. H. C. Lewis, Pres.,
Coyne Electrical School, Dept. 10-S4
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago.
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Your Way to a Beautiful Figure
Easy exercises on Doorway Gym Bar—works
wonders with figure—molds new lovely lines.

THIS DOORWAY GYM BAR only
(An Ideal Gift) Can be quickly put
up In any doorway 22" to 36". NO
nails, screws, or tools required. **

$3.45 for Bar, Enamel Finish (We Pay
$4.45 for Bar, Chrome Finish Postage)

ON 10-DAY MONEY-BACK TRIAL c„ nH
Exercise Book FREE with each bar Ynr»Avi

i
' *""" •

Chicago
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$945

CATARRH SINUS
HEADACHE

Due to Nasal Congestion

CHART FREE!
The Two-Methods in each package of Hall's Nasal
Catarrh Treatment relieve phlegm-filled throat,

stuffed-up nose, catarrhal bad breath, hawking and
Sinus headaches caused by Nasal Congestion.
RELIEF OR YOUR MONEY BACK. At all

Druggists. Send Post-card for Free Catarrh &
Diet Chart. OUR 67th YEAR IN BUSINESS.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept. 111. TOLEDO, OHIO
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MAKE THE ONE

SPOT
TEST.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non - staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, oftenaftei
years of surTorinvc. report
ihe scales have gone, the
red patches gradually dlsappea
and ihcy enjoyed the iiu-tu of a c
skin again, Dermoil is used by
doctors and is backed by a posit
nite benefit in 2 weeks or mones
tion. Generous trial bottle seni
then- DriiKUiM> n:tme and nddi
Spot Test" yourself. Write tod
name plainly. Results may sun
Liggett and Walgreen Drug St
Box S47. Northwestern Statio

(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE!

Km
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered

or what you have tried.
Beau. iful book on Pso-
riasis ;md Dermoil with
amazing true photo-
graphic proof of re-
sults also FREE.

SEND FOR
GENEROUS
Atrial size

FREE ,

tive agreement to give defl-

v is refunded without ques-
FREE to Chose who send In

»SS. Make our famous "One
ay for your lest bottle. Print

;e vou. Don't deUy. Sold by
S.LAKE LABORATORIES,
Dept. 304. Detroit, Mich.
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STEPO^

Qht Purse /fe^-^ Kit
GUmour in a single lovely container . . . your favorite

rouse, cream, powder, eye shadow, etc., instantly avail-

able from one source. Each in its own compartment . . .

each compartment a unit of same container. Smart, fas-

cinating, and handy. Quickly filled with tiny decorative

spade. Nothing else like it for parties, dinners, dances,

and sports where looking one's best is imperative . . . and
carrying space at a premium. Comes in exquisite shades

of green, black, white, brown, red, yellow — just

indicate your preference.

FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
Purse Make-Up Kit and ingenious filling spade, both
for 25c. DeLuxe model 50c Be the first to have this

clever kit . . . order now . . use coupon. Money
back if dissatisfied.

Agents -Send lor Special Sales Plan. Big Profits.

- Send Purse Kit to --•
Regular Model D DeLuxe Color

J

Name J

Address a

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO.
Plastics Division Hartford, Conn.

I N V N T O R 8
Write for new FREE Book and Record of Invention
form. No charge for preliminary information. Clar-

ence A. O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, Dept.
OA10, Adams Building, Washington, D. C.

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!
Believe it or not, you can actually have everyday meals

that cost less money, give youngsters more nourishment,
and make the menfolks rave about your cooking! If you're
fed up with the way money pours out for ordinary meals,
send 25 cents today for this amazing new "EVERY
HOMEMAKER'S COOKBOOK," by RADIO MIRROR'S
own food editor Mrs. Margaret Simpson. Mail coins or
stamps safely. Address

Readers' Service Bureau, Radio Mirror

Dept. CB-8. 205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Xma2t*u}! //UuJumq! rtenuxtuic:

PHOTDRIIIG
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE
reproduced J

exquisite onyx-like ring with I

new magnified photo Belling I

Waterproof! Send (or Sam
jny pholo I'lioto Rinf[9 sell oi

SEND NO MONEY. Enclose
•trip of paper for rinj; *i/c fay Postman 48c plus a few cents postage. Photo r

with ring. Send 4ttc and we pay pof.lagt. Order now! (Canadian orders must seni

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.Opt.M -H, 606 Vine St. Cincinnati, O.

VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed

We buiJd, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with *\npina lemsona—bat by fundamentally
boand and scientifically correct silent exerciaes . ,

and absolutely guarantee to improve any flinging
or speaking voice at leaat 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY yon
can now have tbe voice yon want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by n*r*at*

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 7911
64 E. Lak* St.. Chicago

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED

UNLESS-
You correct faulty living habits—unless liver

bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty

foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for consti-

pation and sluggish liver bile. Test their good-
ness TONIGHT! 15^, 30jf and 60^.
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It's the Bunk!

(Continued jrom page 21)

for her clothes. The third was a
salesgirl in a large department store.

She was by far the best dressed of the
three, and her outfit cost $22.50."

"You're more than the husband's
best friend, Miss Hawes, you're the
silver lining in the dark cloud of next
month's bills. But tell us, can the
woman who doesn't live in New York
dress as well and as cheaply?"

Certainly. Anywhere in the United
States, a dress for $3.75 might be
better than one for $375. Perhaps
one reason that the salesgirl was
the best dressed woman of the three
was that she couldn't afford to
throw her money away for ridiculous,
haywire fashions. Moreover, if a
woman really shopped wisely last

year, her clothes would be just as
stylish, this year—and next year, too."

"What do you mean by shopping
wisely?"

"Here's my prescription for being
well dressed on any size budget, any
time, any place: Decide who you are.

Find out what you're really doing

—

then forget all about your physical
dimensions. Just buy what will best
express the part you want to play.
Don't worry about the so-called 'latest
thing' and don't listen to any advice
from your best friend!"
"No discussion of the ladies' clothes

would be complete without some men-
tion of skirts: long or short?"
"The length of a skirt is something

that is determined by the shape of a
lady's leg. The main thing is not to
wear a skirt—ever—-that ends just
below the knee. Either just above
the knee—and that's no joke—or else
half-way down the calf. A skirt
that comes just below the knee ut-
terly ruins the line of the leg. The
way for a woman to determine her
best skirt length is simply to get a
mirror and look at the back view.
And if more women would look at
their backs, most of them would be
delighted with the flared skirts they'll
be wearing for the next few years."

Hollywood Radio Whispers

(Continued jrom page 41)

singers ever to hold so important a
radio job. Just a year out of college,

Dennis celebrated his twenty-second
birthday on May 21st.

* * *

Lum and Abner were sitting in their
office rehearsing their script under
trying conditions because someone in
the next office was banging on the
piano. Not wanting to hurt the "pian-
ist's" feelings, they sent the following
note: "We can hear your playing real
good!"

Edgar Bergen last week became one
of the few persons to witness a broad-
cast of the One Man's Family serial.

Without Charlie McCarthy, Bergen
visited the studio, met Carlton Morse
and the cast, and stayed through the
broadcast. Bergen remarked: "I'd
trade places with Paul or Jack or
Cliff any day!"

* * *

Mary "Bubbles" Kelly, newest reg-
ular member of the Burns and Allen
radio cast, is probably radio's first and
only stand-in. Having known Gracie
for nearly fifteen years, (she intro-
duced George and Gracie, stood up
for Gracie at their marriage) she can
imitate Gracie to a "T." She knows
every movement, voice inflection,

characterization, and stands by to take
over if anything should at any time
happen to Gracie.

* * *

What is probably a new high in fan
devotion has been set by two young
admirers of Frances Langford. For
more than four years, two high school
girls have never failed to send Frances
two white gardenias whenever she
appears on the air. It took Frances a
year to learn their identity but she
finally managed to thank them per-
sonally for their remembrances. Now
they are frequent house guests at the
home of Frances and her husband,
Jon Hall.

* * *

CONFIDENTIALLY, Helen Wood,

of "Those We Love" program, is try-
ing to decide whether it will be a
church wedding or an elopement with
her Doctor-friend!

Reports that Don Ameche took his
eight weeks vacation off the Charlie
McCarthy show are greatly exagger-
ated. Don is actually suffering from a
mild case of stomach ulcers, and hopes
the layoff will help him recover. Last
year he spent his whole vacation on
his back getting over an emergency
appendectomy after being stricken in
Europe!

* * *

Cecil de Mille is about to become
a grandfather! His daughter, Kather-
ine de Mille Quinn, is expecting a
visit from babyland at Christmas!
Papa Tony Quinn is a Paramount
actor.

* * - *

Look for Dorothy Lamour and
Robert Preston to elope at any mo-
ment!

* * *

Kay Kyser's film debut in "That's
Right—You're Wrong!" is said to be
terrific!

In his pre-broadcast audience
warmup speech, Jack Benny intro-
duced Eddie Anderson (Rochester) as
the "guy who stole my last picture."

* * *

Jimmie Fidler's wife, Bobby, con-
sidered Hollywood's best dressed wo-
man, owns Hollywood's smartest
dress shop, The Gladys Parker Shoppe!

* * *

Dick Powell, in New York for per-
sonal appearances, may stay there to
to do a Broadway dramatic play. He
will not appear in a musical comedy!

* * *

AFTER DARK: Jack Benny and
Mary Livingstone hosting Bob Taylor
and Barbara Stanwyck at the Brown
Derby. In a booth across from them
sat Frank Fay, alone. (He is Bar-
bara's ex-husband!)
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Second Husband

(Continued from page 15)

agreed with everything I had to say-

along these lines when I was trying
to make Grant understand. And she
offered to go with Grant in my place.

I've just watched them leave in

the big car . . . watched them from
my window while I hid behind the
curtain like a jealous wife. And
that's exactly what I am! For when
I saw Grant help Mimi into the car

I felt deserted, pushed aside. And
now I'm torturing myself with mental
pictures of the two of them arriving

at the party ... of people raising

their eyebrows and asking each other
if the fact that Mimi is with Grant
means there is a rift in the Cummings
household already!

Saturday, April 17th . . .

SOMETIMES the harder you try to

have things right the more compli-
cated and dangerous they become . . .

Last night when the children and
I were having our little dinner party
Kenneth Stevens dropped in. The
children like Kenneth and he seemed
pleased to accept their invitation to

remain.
I didn't want him or the children

to suspect that I was put out about
Mimi and Grant so I tried to be very
gay indeed. After dinner—when all

I could think about was Grant and
Mimi together—I turned on the radio

and suggested we have a dance. Most
of the time I danced with Dick and
Kenneth danced with Fran. It was
out of courtesy I danced with Ken-
neth once or twice. And it was while
I was dancing with him that Mimi
and Grant returned, surprisingly

early.
Grant's face went dark. And trying

to help things I said something about
the fun it had been to have Kenneth
there, that he was one of the chil-

dren's favorite people.
If Grant's face hadn't alarmed me

so I would have known better.

"I never knew you liked children,

Kenneth," Grant said in icy tones.

"I never did—before;" Kenneth
was just as disagreeable as Grant.
Then Mimi chimed in: "You see,

Grant darling, I told you Brenda
wouldn't be so lonely. Beauties with
red hair never are, you know!"

Ben's suspicions may have poisoned
my mind but it seemed to me Mimi
was gloating.

Wednesday, April 21st . . .

Grant and I have had a long, heart-
to-heart talk. We've promised to be-
lieve in each other. This won't be
easy for Grant. I know that. He's
intensely jealous by nature.
When he saw Kenneth Stevens

dancing with me last Friday night
he was ready to knock him down. I

saw his fists clench.
And I know there are times when

he resents the claim the children have
on me, when he feels I give them
more time than they require.

He denies that he ever has been
jealous of Dick or Fran but when I

reminded him that a house divided
against itself couldn't stand he looked
so serious and frightened that I knew
my thrust had gone home.

Tuesday, May 12th . . .

Grant has given me the most beau-
tiful diamond bracelet. I'm almost
afraid of it, it's worth so much, it's

so very grand. He planned to give
me an old sapphire brooch that be-
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longed to his mother instead—and I

would have preferred this—but Mimi
assured him the bracelet would be
better for me, that I'd hardly care for
the brooch since I hadn't known his
mother.
I'm getting a little tired and more

than a little suspicious of Mimi's in-
terest in my affairs . . .

Dear, sweet Grant—how I love
him! He can't do enough for me.
And he never wearies of telling me
how happy I make him and of how
completely he loves me. Reverently,
I thank God for that; I would be lost
without him.

Wednesday, June 1st . . .

It looks as if the time had come for
Dick and Fran and me to go back to
Montana

—

where we belong! People
who pass this great house probably
envy those who live in it and think
we must be marvelouly happy be-
cause we're so rich. Little they
know . . .

Grant loves me and I worship him.
But we're making each other desper-
ate and miserable. And things promise
to get worse, not better. Grant just
can't keep his promise not to be
jealous. Jealousy is like a disease
with him.
Tuesday I took the children on a

picnic. And as we were opening our
lunch basket Kenneth Stevens joined
us. He had called the house and Mimi
had told him where he could find us.
(I shouldn't blame her for doing this,

I suppose, but I do. I don't believe it

was anything she did innocently. She
knew it would upset Grant and make
trouble between us if Kenneth and I

spent an afternoon together!)
Grant questioned me about my day

at dinner and I knew from his manner
that he had been informed about the
picnic and about Kenneth. When I

explained that Kenneth had caught
up with us, Grant flew into a rage.
He insists Kenneth is in love with

me, that Kenneth admitted this to
someone who told him about it. Un-
less I'm very much mistaken the
"Someone" is Mimi Hale.

Friday, June 3rd . . .

I KNEW Grant's quarrel with me
' about Kenneth Stevens was only
the beginning of more and more and
more unhappiness . . . for all of us!

Yesterday he lunched with Kenneth,
my name came into the conversation,
he accused Kenneth of being in love
with me—told him Mimi had admitted
he had confessed this to her—and
Kenneth said "Well, you know it now,
so what!"
Now he and Kenneth are no longer

friends.
Wednesday, June 15th . . .

Kenneth Stevens is out to ruin
Grant in business!

Friday, June 17th . . .

I don't know what I would do with-
out Ben Porter. He takes Dick and
Fran to the park, to the movies, for
bus rides.

Now, more than ever, I must be
with Grant. He's frantic with worry.
If Dick and Fran were his children it

would be different. Then I wouldn't
be so fearful they would get on his
nerves. As it is I send them away
whenever they come knocking on our
door. They're healthy little rascals
and they can make a fearful racket.
I don't want Grant to snap at them.

Buy Your Underwood I

No. 5 direct from I

and save over $60.00
on the mire, original
price—on easy terme too—only 10c a day. Greatest
rebuilt typewriter bargain evt.
offered! Think of it! Thie genuine
full-sized Underwood hae all stand-
ard improvements — keyboard, back

SSI ™' 2 c
.
ol 9rs; .tabulator, etc. Made to Bel] at $102-50—yourB for only

5^8.90 cash (while they last), or buy on easy terms ($42.90 term price).
Mail coupon NOW for 10 day trial!

CAST
TtRM

10t<&

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, 111.. Dept. 103
Send Underwood No. 5 (F.O.B. Chicago) at once for 10-days' trial.
If I am not perfectly satisfied I can return it express collect. If I keep
It I will pay $3.00 a month until I have paid $42.90 Cterm price) in full.

For quick shipment give references and occupation
Name Ale
Address

Town state

ENLARGEMENTS
De Luxe 5 x 7" Natural Tone Enlarge-
ments 2 for 59c; 5 for only 95c. Just
send negatives, snapshots, proofs or
photos, any size. SEND NO MONEY
but pay Postman on delivery. Originals returned,
ine offer good on your first order onlv; encloee t

B-46, Unique Art Service, 501 W. 14S St., N

Gorgeous Birthstone Ring;
Bracelet orPendant to match I

in solid sterling silver, Your
Size and Month, your choice

FOR selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at |

25c each. Order 4 salve and new catalog. Send No Money,
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 46. WOOOSBORO, MARYLAND.

MEEK
j**&foa4fc£

Cash profits distributing unusual kind of hosiery.
Replacement guaranteed as long as 8 months!
(depending on number of pairs). Full or spare
time. Everybody buys hosiery. Doris Jensen
earned Sll in a few hours. O'Nita Wilson sold
$192.52 worth the FIRST WEEK! Mr. Mills sold
over $400.00 worth in just one week! Liberal
cash commissions and cash bonus besides; also,
new Ford Car Riven as extra bonus. Rush Post
for this bier offer for advancement; also free
outfit details. Send hose size sure.
Wilknii Hosiery Company, Midway AA-B, Greenfield, Ohio

W..

-fey*

Hep/

• don't claim you'll feel livelier than a jitter-
bug, BUT— whenever constipation gets you logy,
headachy, grouchy, just see how the pep and sun-
shine snap back into life when you use FEEN-A-
MINT, the delicious chewing gum way to relief.
You get all its famous benefits simply by chewing.
No wonder folks say: "It seems just like magic I

"

Millions, young and old, like FEEN-A-MINT. Try
it yourself! Your druggist has a 10f5 size.

TASTES LIKE

YOUR FAVORITE
CHEWING GUM!FEEN-A-MINT

Be a RADIO Technician
Learn at Home—Make Good Money
Get facts about job opportunities in Radio and those com-
ing in Television. Read how I train you at borne for R;uho
and Television. Hundreds I trained have good Radio j 'hs

or their own Radio businesses. Many make $30. $10. $50
a week. Many students make $5 to $10 a week extra tix-

ing Radios in spare time while learning. Mail coupon.
Get H4-page book "Rich Rewards in Radio." It's FREE.* '.

J. E. SMITH. President. Dept. OAT. •

J National Radio Institute. Washington, D. C.

Send me your 61-page book FREE. (Please wrltt •

plainly.)"
'

. AGE :

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE.
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MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,

once tbey discover that the real cause of their trouble

may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doans Jrms.

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney

tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Fills.

STOPPED
QUICKLY

,ema,
rashes

%Dd other e»*
35c bottle, at druggists,

proves it or money back̂
ggpr

HOW TO KEEP BABY WELL
• The L. S. Government's Children's Bureau has published

a complete 138-page book "Infant Care" especially for

young mothers, and authorizes this magazine to accept

readers' orders. Written by fire of the country's leading

child specialists, this book is plainly written, well illus-

trated, and gives any mother a wealth of authoritative in-

formation or. baby's health and baby's growth. This

magazine makes no profit whatever on your order, sends your

money direct to Washington. Send 10 cents, wrapping

coin.- oi stamps safely, to

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,

RADIO MIRROR
205 East 42nd Street, Dept. F-l. New York, N. Y.

CIVIL SERVICE
HANDBOOK by Wlliam Allan Brooks

% Invaluable to men and women ex-

pecting to take civil service examina-

tions—147 pages, substantially bound.

Write today for full information or

send $1.00 for the book, returnable

within five days for refund if not sat-

isfactory. Also mailed C.O.D. if you
prefer, you to pay the few cents

charges. Address ACE FEATURE
SYNDICATE, INC., Dept. RM-1, 205

East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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or later.
II come by

Dept. 863. Joflcrson.

It wouldn't mean a thing if he did,

he's so overwrought, but they might
not understand.

Wednesday, June 22nd . . .

Dick has run away.
All I can do is pray he's still safe

and that he will be found. Grant has
the police and private detectives
working on the case. And he is sure
everything will be all right. After all,

Dick isn't his son. And when things
aren't too important to you you can
afford to be optimistic . . .

Hours seem eternities. Days and
nights are torture. Grant sleeps in

snatches and when I hear his regular
breathing I resent it. I mustn't be
unreasonable. I tell myself that over
and over and over.
Fran has tried to comfort me, poor

dear, but every word she has uttered
has increased my torture. It is my
fault Dick has run away. I married
Grant Cummings and brought Dick
and Fran here where Mimi Hale could
get at them with her reptile's tongue.
Some people are truly evil. She is.

Ben Porter was so right . . .

"I told Dick he was foolish," Fran
explained to me. "I told him we
weren't in the way here at all. How
could we be when we're in our rooms
almost all the time? Why we've hardly
seen you and Mr. Cummings lately . . .

"I told Dick you were only busy
with Mr. Cummings the way you
used to be busy in the shop. But Dick
said Miss Hale knew more about it

than I did. And Miss Hale is always
telling us when mothers get married a
second time children—like Dick and
me, you know—never get a new
father but that they lose their mother.
Because their mother has to belong to
her new husband, that it's the law."
Dear God, take care of my poor

little fellow. He's so frightened and
lonely. He thinks he's lost his
mother. . . .

Saturday, June 25th . . .

DICK is home! Thank God for that!
I can only hope the scare he had

when he found himself alone in the
city will teach him a lesson. They
found him in Grand Central Terminal.
He was trying to get back to Mon-
tana.

I've had a long talk with Dick and
Fran. I've explained to them that
we're the Three Musketeers as we
always were and that if anyone tells

them anything that worries them or
anything they can't understand they
must come to me about it.

This isn't the time to expose Mimi.
Grant has enough on his mind. Ken-
neth Stevens and his interests are
still fighting him tooth and nail. He
may lose a great deal of money. He
even could be ruined.

Friday, July 1st . . .

When Grant hears about the hard-
ships we knew in Montana he has a
habit of stooping to kiss my hair and
of whispering "Red Badge of Cour-
age!" But these days when I look in
the mirror I feel my hair should be
white . . . for cowardice and from
worry . . .

Things are going badly for Grant.
Unless there's a change in the market
trend soon he'll be wiped out. And
it will be my fault! If I'd stayed in
Montana, Grant still would have Ken-
neth for his friend. And the horror
of the past two weeks—with the worst
yet to come, I'm afraid—never would
have been.
When it's all over and Grant has

time to count the cost he can't fail to
resent me. I think Mimi senses this.

For she has trouble in hiding her ela-
tion when bad news comes over the
wire. For if Grant should lose his
money and turn against me she would
have things her way once more . . .

and she has money enough for both
of them.

Tuesday, July 5th . . .

I'm going to see Kenneth Stevens.
If he loves me as they say he does
surely he won't take my life away
from me. And if Grant should resent
me as a result of all that has hap-
pened there'll be nothing left. I'll be
such a bitter, lonely woman that I

won't even be fit company for my
children.

Wednesday . . .

I WENT to Kenneth Stevens. And it

I was the hardest thing I've ever had
to do. He tried to take advantage of
me being there. He told me that he
loved me enough to use any means to
get me. But when he saw how entirely
I belong to Grant, he changed. He
gave me his hand and promised he
would do what he could to stop this

horrible financial slaughter — that's

exactly what it is, too. But he's in-

volved with other men and he may
not be able to pull out. I don't un-
derstand Wall Street affairs. I can
only hope and pray.

Sunday, July 17 . . .

This is such a day as I've dreamed
of living in this house. Kenneth
Stevens and Grant are friends again.
The fight is off and Grant's money is

safe.

Grant and Dick and Fran and I

went to church this morning. We sat

in the Cummings pew with a silver

plaque on its side and thanked God
for our blessings.
Grant has been sweet with the

children, too. I expected a scene this

afternoon. Dick broke a rare porcelain
figure and came to our suite to tell us
about it. I had to scold him, much as
I dislike doing this in front of Grant
for I know Dick has great pride.

"Dick," I said, "how many times
have I told you that you must not
touch things that don't belong to
you . .

."

"Hey there," Grant interrupted me,
"that porcelain belongs to Dick just

as much as it belongs to you or me.
This is his home and these are his
things . .

." Then he put his arm
about Dick's shoulders and they went
off together to mend the figure as
well as they can.
Fran was as delighted over all this

as I was. She threw herself into my
arms and sighed "Oh Mommy, I'm so
terribly happy." And her pretty blue
eyes were like stars.

Monday, August 1st . . .

It's weeks since I've written. Prob-
ably because things, on the surface at

least, are going so beautifully. It's

when I'm in difficulties that I take
refuge in these pages.
Grant and the children are getting

along beautifully. It's been, a dozen
days since I've had to worry about
dividing myself satisfactorily. Sud-
denly I seem to have time for all

those I love. My heart isn't sore from
stretching in two directions.
Only one thing worries me—Mimi

Hale! Ben was here this morning.
He dislikes her so much that he isn't

quite sane about her. I reminded him
how pleasant and cooperative Mimi
has been lately. But he only shook
his head. "Look out, that's all I say!"
he told me. "She's out to get you.
She'd have been out to get anyone
who married Grant. And you're beau-
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tiful and that makes her jealous too."

Friday, August 5th . . .

We're going to the Montana ranch
for a month's holiday.

Last night, cook's night out, Grant
took Dick and Fran and me out to

dinner and showed us the railroad
tickets—yards and yards of them. It

was his beautiful surprise. Ben's going
too, of course. It wouldn't be Thomp-
sonville without him. I'll see my
beautiful mountains again.

Wednesday, August 10th
We're traveling as if we were roy-

alty. Our accommodations take up
almost an entire car, with Ben oc-
cupying the drawing-room on the end.
He complains, bitterly, about the
luxury but it's evident enough that
he's proud of Grant and his social

position and his wealth. I think Ben's
pride would suffer much more than
Grant's if all this should be taken
away from us.

I like the luxury of my room. I

adore my little morocco case with
my private bed linen. I love the beau-
tiful flowers Grant keeps around me. I

enjoy all the things that money buys.
But above all this—far above it

—

there's the joy I know because Grant
and my children seem to be growing
fond of each other. He seems very
proud when he introduces them to his

friends. And they call him General
Grant. That, of course, implies a
great compliment.
No wonder I go around with a little

prayer of thanksgiving in my heart.
Thursday, August 11th . .

Grant and I are aboard a privately
chartered plane flying back to New
York. The children and Ben remained
on the train. What awaits us in New
York only God knows . . .

Little did I think when I made the
entry before this that my joy was
going to be so short-lived. Oh, we do
well to treasure our moments of hap-
piness—to enjoy any security we have
while we have it!

I've been cold and numb now for
hours, ever since Grant came into my
drawing-room with that telegram in

his hand. It was from Kenneth. It

seems a lawyer named Slemp insists

my first husband, Richard Williams,
is alive.

If Richard Williams is alive I'm a
bigamist. They can arrest me. Grant
and I won't be man and wife any
more. And they can take my children
from me.

Grant, dear that he is, keeps trying
to reassure me. He says the whole
thing is probably nothing more than
a blackmail scheme . . . that some
unscrupulous lawyer probably hopes
we will turn over a large sum of
money rather than face a scandal.

Poor, dear Grant . . . Since he mar-
ried me

—

and because he married me
—he's had enough worry to drive him
mad.

Later . . .

Maybe I should tell Grant that
Richard Williams could be alive . . .

that the man they found in that
wrecked automobile, the man who
was buried as Richard Williams, was
so badly burned that the only means
of identification was a ring.

Has Brenda Cummings' first hus-
band really come back from the grave,
to destroy all the happiness she be-
lieved she has found? And what of
the children who slowly have been
learning to like their foster father?
Follow Brenda's dramatic story on
CBS Tuesday evenings and next
month in the pages of Radio Mirror—again in intimate diary form.
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Thit U Eileen French, average
American girl, who is being put
through the Hollywood glamour
mill lor the benefit of girls and

women everywhere.

Let Hollywood's

Glamour Mill

GIVE YOU ADDED
GLAMOUR!

Ladies, meet Eileen French. She is in
Hollywood going through the glamour mill.
She is not a motion picture star—not even a
starlet. She is just an average girl who, by
arrangement with Movie Mirror, is being
worked on by Hollywood's greatest glamour
artists to see what can be done for the
appearance, carriage and presence of aver-
age girls everywhere.
You see her here just as she presented her-

self in Hollywood straight from her home in
Chicago. That was a number of weeks ago.
Already amazing results have been attained.
From all appearance still more amazing re-
sults will be obtained.
In Movie Mirror for January she tells in

detail all that has happened so far. Her
article titled "I'm Hollywood's Galatea" is
richly illustrated with photographs showing
exactly how the glamour artists work. Each
month she will tell you exactly what has
happened since the last instalment. Each
instalment will be completely illustrated
so that you can follow her progress step
by step.

If you wish to increase your glamour by
all means do not miss this feature which bids
fair to be the most practical, resultful beauty
course ever published. It begins in the Janu-
ary issue of Movie Mirror, now on sale. Get
your copy today.

January Issue—Rich in Hollywood Lore
I'm Hollywood's Galatea • The Thrilling Story
Behind Annabella's Daring Flight For Her Child
• Broken Pilgrimage—The Moving Story of
Madeleine Carroll's French Orphans • How To
Keep a Boy Friend • Four Wives • I'm Dating
At Eight by Ann Sheridan • Down Santa Claus
Lane • Hollywood Analyzes Love • Preston
Packs a Punch • Dangerously Yours • The Man
Scarlett Will Marry • Camera Loot • Swing-
stars • Gallery • The Colossus of Lilliput.

FASCINATING MAP OF HOLLYWOOD
How would you like an illustrated map of

Hollywood showing where the stars live,
work, play and hold their parties? Movie
Mirror has a limited supply of maps of
Hollywood drawn by the famous artist: Rus-
sell Patterson, 14" x 22", beautifully printed
in two colors. While they last readers of
Movie Mirror can secure them for only 10c
each (coin or stamps). Address all requests
to Movie Mirror Hollywood Map, Dept 140,
P.O. Box 556, Grand Central Station, New
York, N. Y.

movie
IV* R. R

Buy Your Copy of January Movie Mirror Today!

hfteu)Ctaft^Wcmen
EARN MONEY AT HOME

BIG FREE Book in colors tells new easy way. You don't need experience,
We show you how to decorate beautiful Art Novelties right in yout own
home by simple "3-step" method. No tedious study. Everything furnished,

including supply of Novelties for you to decorate and Homecrafter- Outfit.

Bis: profit per piece for decorating. Sit at home, and make up to $25 to

$50 in a week—full time or spare time.

r*:*** <.!-<-<.. unUI CRCCI Just mail coupon and get firs! lesstT
PlrSI LeSSOn Hurt rncc. absolutely free. Start right In d

ing Gifts. Bridge Frizes. Toys. etc. More like fun than work and you
earn as you learn. Many have made excellent earnings this fascinating way.

NO CANVASSING nothing in ^fireside ^ndustrTTs
sending for Free Lesson. You don't |

D^" ^nd^'ree'^oK and
risk a penny for training because our i KRKE LESSON , Th is does not
WARRANTY of Complete Satisfac- I obligate me in any way.
tlon protects you from loss. Costs I

nothing to find out. Openings for I Name
!
new workers now in every locality.
Mall coupon for Free Book and Free | Address
Lesson. Get started making money at

ce, I
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YOU CAN
By

Dr. GRACE GREGORY

MORE and more people give per-
fumes as Christmas presents. A
gift of perfume is always a safe

bet to please any woman, whether
you choose her favorite, or yours, or
a new one that intrigues you. Con-
sequently January usually finds us
with a renewed assortment of scent
containers. It is a good time to give
some thought to their proper use.

Lucille Manners, whose warm so-
prano voice comes to you for Cities
Service Friday nights at eight, NBC
Network, is a connoisseur of per-
fumes as well as of music. Miss Man-
ners has a soprano voice of unusual
range, with a certain richness in the
lower notes which has misled some of
her fans into supposing her a con-
tralto. She made her debut at the
age of seven, so that by the time radio
discovered her she was an ex-
perienced artist. She takes the choice
of her songs very seriously, often re-
writing the lyrics when they are not
up to her exacting standard. Her
chief interests are (in the order
given) music, the new home she has
bought in Manhasset, and the per-
fumes with which she so cleverly en-
hances her unusual charm.
"How many perfumes do you us-

ually keep on hand?" I asked. "About
fifteen at a time," she replied. "More
than that," said her mother. Miss
Manners varies her perfumes accord-
ing to the season. "Heavier odeurs
for winter," she says, "Woodsy and
floral scents for Spring and early
Summer, and spicy ones for late Sum-
mer and Autumn."
Whether you vary your perfume

according to the season as she does,
or according to the time of day, or
the occasion, or just according to your
mood or whim, the main thing is to

keep varying. It is a simple psycho-
logical fact that we cease to be aware
of any odor that continues too long.
The woman who sticks to one or two
favorite perfumes soon ceases to smell
them. So do her friends. She might
as well have no perfume at all. More-
over, the woman who has ceased to

be aware of her own perfume is like-

ly to put on too much. This brings us
to the second point.
When I recently suggested a va-

riety of perfumes to one of my
friends, her eyebrows went up quizzi-
cally. "I certainly would like to own
lots of different perfumes at the same
time," she said, "but they are so ex-
pensive I cannot afford to have more
than one or two on my dressing
table."
This woman was under the impres-

sion that perfume must be expensive
to be alluring. Actually, there are
several very inexpensive perfumes on
the market which can be bought for
no more than the cost of a lipstick.

These are put out by reputable man-
ufacturers who produce quality per-
fume, attractively priced, because
they are sold in such tremendous
quantities.
A woman's fragrance should be ap-
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parent only within "kissing distance."
Subtlety is the keynote in using per-
fume. Men say they do not like to
get a whiff as a woman comes towards
them. They want it to linger as she
passes.
For the best results, perfume should

be applied directly on the skin. Be-
hind the ears, on the wrists, on the
backs of the hands, or on the part
of the hair are the preferred posi-
tions. But not all at once, please. If

perfume is used on the skin, the body
warmth diffuses it gradually. If you
find that it disappears too soon, better
carry a small flagon in your handbag
and renew it, rather than trying to
get it on too strongly at first.

Perfume on the garments should be
applied with an atomizer. Better still,

use a toilet water, the milder version
of perfume, for this purpose. Perfume
on the dress or coat is likely to be
too strong at first. A spray of toilet
water on the underwear is better. Or
a drop of perfume on a bit of cotton
tucked in your hatband. Or a drop
on a tiny handkerchief concealed in
the breast of your gown.
Perfumes come from many sources.

There are simple floral or herbal

Hill) MIRROR * • * •

Lucille Manners, of

Friday's Cities Serv-

ice Concerts, knows
how much a delicate

scent can add to
feminine loveliness.

scents. There are heavier odeurs
which have as their base such sub-
stances as musk, civet and ambergris.
Let the skilled chemists of perfume
concern themselves with such mat-
ters. It is for us to educate our neg-
lected sense of smell until we can
select our fragrance with artistry.

A Tip On Daintiness

THERE is another side to the story
of subtle fragrance. It must be

founded on personal daintiness. In
these months of warm rooms and
closed windows the morning beauty
bath is not enough. Choose your
favorite deodorant, and use it as
directed. Not every day. Most of
them last several days. There are
liquids, creams, powders, and pads.
They are inexpensive, safe, and es-
pecially necessary in these days of
closed windows and hot rooms.

RADIO AND TELEVISION 3YURROR



What Do You Want to Say?

(Continued from page 3)

work done, it won't make a particle

of difference to me if Grandpa Crab-
tree continues to contend that "this

radio is just another fool fad!"—Mrs.
R. H. Fletcher, Carrollton, Ga.

FOURTH PRIZE
Can Radio Keep Us Out of War?

I wish to commend our American
radio for the fairness it has shown
both sides in news reports of the
present European conflict.

Reports of bombings and such have
been given in a cool, calm, objective
manner with no attempt to draw con-
clusions or place the finger of blame,
only giving reports from the various
sources as received. Of course, there
have been several commentators who
let their prejudice and emotions run
away, but on the whole, the war news
has been delivered to us in a highly
satisfactory manner.

If our radio can continue in this

vein, we Americans will be better
prepared to throw off propaganda.
America must stay out of this war!

That is one of radio's prime re-
sponsibilities.—Thelma Louise Smith,
Memphis, Tenn.

FIFTH PRIZE
A Challenge to the "Lady in Maine"

A lady in Maine remarks that . . .

"It is no wonder children of today
start out in life with a snarl and end
up that way" . . . because of "screech-
ing and squabbling radio broadcasts."

That's all hooey! Children and
adults snarled before we ever had
radio broadcasts. It isn't because of

what they hear on the radio. They
are just the snarling kind.
My child has listened to this type of

broadcast for years and she's still as
sweet as they come.—Mrs. Clyde C.
Carlson, Spokane, Wash.

SIXTH PRIZE
Think it over, Rudy

I understand that Rudy Vallee is

thinking of disbanding his orchestra
and starting a career as an actor.
I'm not writing to criticise Rudy,

but maybe he would be making a
serious mistake in making such a
move. Personally, I think Rudy is a
swell band leader and master of cere-
monies. Rudy still "packs them in"
with the Connecticut Yankees—but
would Rudy Vallee, the actor?
Think well before stepping into ob-

livion, Rudy.—W. J. Donovan, Lewis-
ton, Maine.

SEVENTH PRIZE
Her Wish Was Granted

About May 25 I submitted the fol-
lowing suggestion:

"I am confident that a new Sherlock
Holmes series, featuring Basil Rath-
bone in the title role, would be wel-
comed by many radio listeners.
"My family and friends used to

enjoy that program very much and
missed it greatly when it stopped.

"If this program could be put on in
the evening I am sure it would prove
as popular as it did when it was con-
ducted by Mr. Hector, and would be
looked forward to eagerly."

I notice that this program has al-
ready been started, so although I did
not receive credit, my suggestion was
followed.—Florence Elliott, Chicago.

JANUARY, 1940

Beginning Next Month

ANOTHER GREAT
TRUE STORY
CONTEST

$25,000.00
in

Prizes

Here are the important facts. A new true

story contest will begin on Tuesday, January

2nd, next. It will run for four months
through January, February, March and April,

closing on Tuesday April 30, 1940.

There will be ten master prizes of $1000
each—30 other prizes of $500 each, forty in

all, totaling $25,000.

Think what 10 master prizes of

$1,000 means! To win one of them

your story does not have to be the

best, nor the fifth best, nor the ninth

best. It can even be the tenth best

and still you will receive just as much
for it as though it were the very best

true story submitted.

And then think what thirty prizes

of $500 each means! If your story

falls anywhere between eleventh and

fortieth best you will get $500 for it

regardless of its position in the line-

up. We doubt if we have ever made
a more attractive offer.

And then again, do not forget that

in addition to prize winning stories

we buy many other true stories each

year at our regular rate (approxi-

mately 2c per word) which means that

even if your story falls slightly below

the prize winning grade we may pur-

chase it from you at a good figure

provided we can use it.

We are giving you this advance in-

formation so that you can begin imme-
diately to. prepare your story. If you
have never taken part in True Story
contests by all means send for a free

copy of "Facts You Should Know
About True Story Magazine," which
will describe to you the method of

presenting true stories which has
proved to be most effective. A coupon
is provided for your convenience.

Watch the February issue of this and
allied Macfadden magazines (on sale

during January) for complete contest

rules, prize schedule and other im-

portant information.

Do not miss this splendid opportu-
nity to add materially to your income.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

P. O. BOX 629. GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.

COUPON

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 40C

P. O. Box 629, Grand Central Station

New York, N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet entitled "Facts You Should Know
About True Story Magazine."

Name

Street

Town State
(PRINT PLAINLY. GIVE NAME OF STATE IN FULL.)
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CHRISTMAS with the O'Neills!
Could anything be more fun than
to spend the most important day

of the year with this delightful radio
family? An unforgettable treat,
surely—but, since it is out of the
question, we are doing the next best
thing and bringing you Kate McComb
who plays Mrs. O'Neill in this ab-
sorbing NBC serial. For an ideal
Christmas, in Mrs. McComb's opinion,
most of the cooking and preparation
must be completed the day before,
leaving the hostess free and rested
to entertain her guests on the great
day. Her recipes and routines will
make your own Christmas easier and
gayer, so we are passing them on to
you.
The most important task of the day

before Christmas, suggests Mrs. Mc-
Comb, is getting the turkey ready.
Clean, stuff and truss the bird and
cook the giblets for the gravy. When
the turkey is tucked into the refrig-
erator ready to go into the oven on
Christmas morning, wash the celery
and salad ingredients, place them in
the refrigerator along with a can of
cranberry jelly, bottles of olives,
pickles or other relishes that are to
be served cold, and make the French
dressing or mayonnaise for the salad.
As the next step, Mrs. McComb

suggests preparing sweet potatoes
with marshmallows and baked white
onions, both to be served in the cas-
serole in which they are cooked.

Sweet Potatoes With
Marshmallows

Boil sweet potatoes with the jackets
on. When tender, and still hot, re-
move the jackets and run potatoes
through a ricer. For each medium-
size sweet potato add two chopped
marshmallows, a teaspoon of butter
and a few drops of lime juice. Add
salt and pepper to taste and turn in-
to a buttered casserole.
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Baked White Onions
Cook small white onions in boiling

salted water until they begin to get
tender. Drain, turn into buttered cas-
serole, dot generously with butter,
dust lightly with nutmeg.
Both onions and sweet potatoes are

placed, covered, in the refrigerator
over night. They should go into the
oven on Christmas day about three-
quarters of an hour, before the turkey
is done, but be sure to take them out
of the refrigerator well in advance,
otherwise the sudden change in tem-
perature from refrigerator to oven

Kate McComb is the wise and
kind mother of The O'Neills.
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The festive plum pud-

ding can be made long

before you serve it.

may cause the casserole to crack.
Now you are ready to make the

dessert, the festive plum pudding
shown above. It is served with
almond flavored hard sauce and the
ingredients are:

1 package lemon or cherry gelatine
Dash of salt V2 tsp. cinnamon

% tsp. cloves 1 pint hot water
3A cup finely cut raisins
% cup finely cut cooked prunes
V4 cup finely cut citron
% cup finely cut nut meats
3A cup nut-like cereal

Combine gelatine, salt and spices.
Add hot water and stir until gelatine
dissolves. Chill. When slightly thick-
ened fold in combined fruits, nuts and
nut-like cereal. Turn into mold
which has been rinsed with cold
water. Chill until firm, and let stand
in refrigerator until ready to serve.
Unmold.

Almond Flavored Hard Sauce
% cup butter

1 cup sugar
Pinch salt

% tsp. almond flavoring
Cream together the butter and

sugar, work in the salt, then add the
almond flavoring.

WITH all these preparations out of
the way, Christmas day will be a

happy, carefree one. The salad will
be simple as well as colorful if you
follow Mrs. McComb's suggestion of
tomatoes and alligator pears, cut into
small cubes and served with French
dressing or mayonnaise. The green
vegetable, if you wish to serve one,
must of course be left until Christmas
day. Mrs. McComb prefers green peas
since they are quickly and easily pre-
pared and cooked.
And may your Christmas be a

merry one!

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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Reunion After Divorce

(Continued from page 9)

entered a home electric with tension,
fraught with the danger of two people
in love, blindly seeking an escape
from the worry that was destroying
their love.

Until the last moment, Bette would
not admit that her marriage was
crashing. "Ham and I are still in
love," she insisted whenever she
spoke on the subject at all. But Bette
knew, and her friends knew, that
there was despair in her heart.

MEVER in her life had Bette been
1 ^ working so hard. The period of
her harvest had finally begun. At last

she was reaping the pleasant fame
that was following so many years of
learning, desperate years of appren-
ticeship, struggling for a foothold.
She was a whirling dervish of an

actress, working such long hours and
under such tension that at times it

might be said she had no life of her
own—that she was fit for nothing by
the time she reached home but ex-
hausted sleep. And Ham was human
and masculine.
What man ever can easily accept a

wife who is more important than he?
Or can stand seeing that wife come
home a shadow that needs sleep, sleep,
sleep so that when she faces the
cameras in the morning she can come
to life again?
There are those who live like this

and stay married. Divorce isn't in-
evitable. But it helps so much when
the woman is past her first wild rush
to the top and when the husband is

secure in successful work of his own.
No two people ever fought harder

than Bette and Ham. For two heart-
breaking years they did everything in
their power to resolve their differ-
ences. When at last they had no
choice, they were even more bitterly
unhappy than before.
Bette had reached one conclusion.

She told Ham, and she told her
friends, "Only one thing could save
our marriage. My giving up my

career. I thought about it. Seriously!
And I decided it was no use. For if I

should quit now before I finish all

the things I set out to do, it is alto-
gether too likely I would turn resent-
ful, even bitter."
So two lovers, who had been

pledged to each other since childhood,
turned from each other and sought
separate lives of their own—too
proud, too discouraged to try and
meet again, to consider the possi-
bility of beginning together again.
Which would have been the end of

most marriage stories. And might
very well have been the end of this
except for that day so long ago when
Pamela Caveness had met Bette.
For Pamela was not the same timid

child that had shyly said hello to
Bette. She had learned many impor-
tant things quickly, by absorption, the
way little girls will, in those short
months she had stayed with Bette.

Self confidence had been what Pam
needed most of all. Bette had sought
in every way to endow her with it.

She had been quick with praise. She
had even found a role for Pam in one
of her plays on the Silver Theater
radio program so that the girl would
have some experience with the micro-
phone.
And then, just as Bette's own life

seemed to crash beyond repair, word
came that Pam was wanted in New
York—Raymond Paige had signed
her, she was to make her real debut,
was to sing with a wonderful orches-
tra. Pam's life was just beginning.

"You'll be there with me, won't
you?" Pam pleaded. And without
thinking, knowing only that this was
a moment for Pam that could never
be repeated, Bette had said, "Of
course, Pam. I'll be there!"

It was later, when the night of
Pam's debut was drawing near, that
Bette realized what she had promised.
Not that leaving Hollywood, taking
the long journey across the country,
was much. But when she got there,
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she would find Ham! For Pamela was
still his protegee!

Bette could have turned back. But
a promise to a child is so much more
difficult to break, perhaps because
children don't understand as well, or
perhaps because they understand so
much better. So she came to New
York.

All too soon the night of the debut
came and Bette was standing beside
Ham in the wings of the radio studio,
sharing again a common excitement
and hope and belief in someone. And
there was Pam, before the micro-
phone, waiting, young and smiling,
unconscious of the drama about her.

At that moment it isn't at all likely
that it was Pam and Pam only of
whom Bette was thinking. Then, I

suspect, Bette's heart welled up with-
in her, and Harman Nelson's heart
welled up within him—and the lone-
liness they had felt all the months
they were parted was gone.

Yet there had to come the time
for departure once more. The broad-
cast finished and Bette could turn to

Ham and they could honestly rejoice

in a job well done. Pam's debut had
brought thunderous applause from
the audience. I don't pretend to know
what Bette said to Ham or how they

phrased their second farewells. But
I do know what Bette told me on the
telephone when I talked to her soon
afterwards. She had gone to New
England for her first rest in a year.

"Are you and Ham reconciling?" I

asked. "That's the rumor."
"People naturally think that," Bette

said. "But it's not true. Nothing has
changed. And if we couldn't get on
before we wouldn't get on now. Even
though I still think Ham's a pretty
swell guy. . .

."

"I have your word you're not
reconciling?" I persisted.

"You have my word," she said.

And then she added, "Not this year!"
Not this year. . . . Bette might have

used that phrase idly. She might have
used it sentimentally, loathe to speak
so finally of the rift between her and
Ham. Or she might have used it

literally.

At the time I didn't attach as much
importance to Bette's "Not this year!"
as I have lately. For since I talked
to Bette many things which stood be-
tween her and Ham have changed!

There's Pam's radio success. It may
be the golden key that will open the
doors of Hollywood success for Har-
mon Nelson—for now Pam promises
to be important enough to elevate

Ham to the rank of topnotch agent

—

to such importance of his own that
he could take Bette's fame and star-
dom in his stride.

That's one aspect of the situation
that has changed. There's another,
too—a change of Bette's own making.
She is making new working ar-

rangements with her studio. Never
again—she swears it—will she make
five pictures in one year.

Is it only because she is tired and
worn out that she has made this re-
solve? Partially, of course-—but there
may well be a deeper reason. If Bette
made only two pictures a year, she
would be so much more a wife. She
could supervise her home in the way
her New England heart longs to
supervise it—even to such details as
to how the bedroom chintz should be
hung and the cut of the Sunday roast.
She could then be a patient, loving
wife to someone—and unless all ro-
mantic signs fail, she would rather
be this to Ham than to anyone else.

It may be that Bette Davis- and
Harmon Nelson will find their way
back together again . . . because they
met that night to hear Pam's song.
It may be that the professional suc-
cess Pam knew then can only be
counted a small part of her triumph.
Time will tell. . . .

had a hunch the store would lay her
off as soon as the Christmas rush was
over; and then where would she be?
(The hunch, incidentally, later proved
to be well-founded.)
She'd made a few "connections,"

but none of them seemed likely to do
her any good except an acquaintance
with an actor who knew Ezra Stone.

Because of the disreputable part he
plays in this story, we'd better call

him Mr. Sanders, which is definitely

not his name.

I'D like to meet Ezra Stone," she
I told Mr. Sanders.

"I don't know, ' Mr. Sanders de-
murred. "He's pretty busy. But per-
haps— I know the restaurant where
he goes after the night's performance.
I'll take you along there and intro-

duce you as my niece."

Ezra liked Alec Sanders' little niece.

There was something about her . . .

her shyness, the way she smiled, the

warm sincerity in her voice.

They talked, and danced a little,

and Ezra told her to come and see

him backstage. He was, as Mr.
Sanders had said, pretty busy, so he
and Ann didn't meet very often in the

next month or so, but he didn't for-

get her, and shortly after the first of

the year, when the department store

had laid her off, he was able to tip

her off that a walk-on part was soon
to be open in "What a Life." Ann
got the job. She signed up for it,

using the name by which Ezra still

knew her—Ann Sanders.
Ann's mother came down from

Maine to visit her daughter for a

week or so, and of course she had to

meet Ezra. Ann, blushing furiously,

warned her that when Ezra called her
"Mrs. Sanders" she must answer
calmly, as if she'd been used to carry-
ing that name for years and years.
"It's—it's only a stage name," Ann
said, "but Ezra doesn't know that and
—it'd be too hard to explain now."
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But when her mother had gone back
to Maine again, Ann did explain,
haltingly. Maybe he'd be mad. Ac-
cuse her of deceiving him—pretending
to be an actor's niece when she wasn't
at all. It was a bad moment, but she
went through with it.

"I'm not Alec Sanders' niece," she
confessed, "and my name isn't San-
ders. It's Muensch—Ann Muensch."
Ezra jumped. "It's what?" he cried.
"Muensch—M-u-e-n-s-c-h," she

spelled it out.
"Oh, but that's terrible," he said.

"That's an awful name for an actress.
Can you imagine that in lights?"
"But don't you care about the

way I pretended to be somebody I

wasn't?"
"Of course not," said Ezra. "If you

hadn't I might not have paid enough
attention to you to know how much
I liked you. And besides, I pretend
to be somebody I'm not every night
and twice on matinee days. How can
you be an actor if you don't?"
So that was all right—all except

the complete unsuitability of Ann
Muensch for a stage name.
That night, strolling along Forty-

fifth Street after the performance,
Ezra and Ann tried to think of a
good name for her, now that she was
no longer Miss Sanders and couldn't
be Miss Muensch. They tried several
names and rejected them all. Then
they went past the Plymouth Theater,
where that season's biggest hit was
playing. Ezra glanced up at the signs
over the marquee.

"I've got it!" he cried. "We'll give
you the best box-office name on
Broadway. See?"
Ann looked where he was pointing

—at a sign advertising "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois."

Maybe the name was good luck.
Anyway, Ann kept her walk-on part
in "What a Life" on the stage, and
last spring when they were audition-
ing young actresses for the role of

Mary in the summer Aldrich Family
series, she walked right into the part.
Ezra, who had nothing whatever to
do with the casting, didn't think she'd
get it—she'd only been on the air, in
small parts, once or twice and knew
practically nothing about how to con-
duct herself in front of a microphone
—but he sent her up to the agency
to audition just the same. She won
the role in competition with about
thirty others, too.
They'd like to get married, Ann

and Ezra. There's only one thing
that stops them—they're both pretty
young and they know it. Two people
their age who were still in college
wouldn't be so conscious of their
youth. But when you're working in
a mature world like that of the theater
and radio, busy every minute of the
day an'd night with real work, you
feel different about things. You know
that you have tried marriage and
failed at it. You suspect, then, that
the wisest thing is to wait a while.

IN the meanwhile—oh, there are a
' lot of things that make life well
worth the living. Working together is

one of them—very much one of them.
After rehearsal of the Aldrich Family
at NBC they can always run out to
dinner together, and meet again after
the broadcast. Ann can find out how
Ezra is getting along at the American
Academy, where, a distinguished
graduate, he is teaching a course in
acting; and Ezra can get from Ann
the latest news of what they're say-
ing in Times Square. It's a special
language they talk together—partly
lover's language, partly theatrical
slang, all of it thoroughly compre-
hensible to each other.
They're happy. Deplorably happy,

when you consider that their cont jnt-
ment is built upon a boy's determina-
tion to disobey his father and be an
actor, and a girl's prevarication in the
matter of a name.
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MORE MEN AND WOMEN WANTED AT ONCE !

Distributing Delicious Food Products and
Other Necessities—Direct to the Home u ~$

Above are shown just a few of the many
Blicious appetizing foods—puddings, pie
llings, cake icings, gelatine desserts—that
in be made in a jiffy with the ready pre-
»red products in this nationally famous fine.
This big line of Pure Food Products and
rer 100 other Home Necessities, is manu-
ictured in our own Pure Food Kitchens and
ftboratories, under the supervision of skilled
lefs, chemists and dietitians. Every single
roduct is of uniform high quality and car-
es with it our absolute guarantee of satis-
ictlon or money back.
Below is shown our huge modern daylight
lant. Each year millions of packages leave
Us big plant to be delivered, "factory
•esh." direct to waiting customers through-
it the United States.

Here's your big chance! Now you can have a fasci-
nating, simple-to-run, home-owned business with a
wonderful opportunity to make good money at once
and all year round. Or, if you just want some extra
money, you can turn a few hours of your time each
week into cash to help you buy clothes, or pay off
your home, educate your children or enjoy luxuries
you've always longed to have.

Just send me your name and I'll mail to you—without
obligation—complete details of this amazingly successful,
interesting and highly profitable Plan—and tell you all

about my Free Outfit offer. The astounding, nationwide
success of this Plan is due to the powerful and instant
appeal of good, things to eat! There's scarcely a man,
woman or child who doesn't love deliciously tempting pies,

biscuits, puddings and other food delights. Wouldn't you
like to turn this universal appeal into cash for yourself?
Wouldn't you like exclusive rights to all the profits waiting
to be made in your locality on an extensive, nationally-
famous line of ready-mixed preparations that make mar-
velously appetizing dishes in a jiffy?

In addition, your line of food products will include high
quality coffee, teas, spices, flavoring extracts, etc. Then,
to swell your profits still more, you will have over 100 other
home necessities always in demand.

A big part of every dollar you' take in goes into your
pocket as clear cash profit. Attractive and unusual Pre-
mium Offers. Cut-Price Sales, One Cent Sales, all make
your business a most fascinating and profitable all-year
'round occupation.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED—FREE!
Now, without your paying me one single penny, you can

have everything you need to prove to yourself the thrill and
Froflt of running a simple, dignified business of your own.

will give complete, valuable business equipment—FREE—to one reliable man or woman in each open locality. This
Free Money-Making Outfit contains a large assortment of
regular full-size packages of the most popular, fastest
selling products in the line; a simple sure-fire Plan that
anyone can follow: samples to give away; a big beautiful
catalog of the entire line; and everything else needed to
start making money at once.

E. J. MILLS
PRESIDENT

1503 Monmouth Ave.,

Cincinnati, O.

I"

I

I
I
I
I

I

I
| Name .

I

Address

MAIL COUPON for FREE OFFEI
Mr. E. J. Mills

1S03 Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send me at once full particulars about you
Free Outfit Offer and how you will help me make bi|

cash profits as a Local Distributor for your nationall;
famous products.



Mrs. Kiliaen M. Van Rensselaer

entertains . . . serves Camels,

'Camels are so very mild—

and their pleasure

lasts longer!"

Lady Marguerite Strickland of London (seated, left above)

photographed with Mrs. Kiliaen M. Van Rensselaer of New York

MRS. Kiliaen M. Van Rensselaer is a charming member of an ancient

colonial family which descends from the first Dutch Patroon to settle

in America. After dinner, Mrs. Van Rensselaer and Lady Marguerite ex-

change views about people, travels, preferences in smoking.
" Camels must be quite a favorite over here," says Lady Marguerite. " It

seems to me that every time someone offers me a cigarette, it's a Camel."
" Oh, yes, we'd much rather smoke Camels !

" replies Mrs.Van Rensselaer.

"Camels are definitely my favorite— as you can see! They have such

grand fragrance, and they're so mild—

"

"So I noticed!" agrees Lady Marguerite. "Really delightful to smoke

—and to smoke steadily too !

"

"Camels never tire the taste," continues Mrs. Van Rensselaer. "And a

Camel burns more slowly. So it lasts longer—and the pleasure does too!

"

Camels Cfrt^-/ZZ5*t£<?t&/i^ (^&7*

2 Camels burned slower than any
other brand tested—25% slower

than the average time of the 15 other

of the largest -selling brands! By
burning 25% slower, on the average,

Camels give smokers the equivalent

of 5 extra smokes per pack!

3 In the same tests, Camels held

their ash far longer than the av-

erage time for all the other brands.

Smoke a Camel yourself. Camels can

add more pleasure to the fun of smok-
ing. Better smoking—and more of it!

Camel's costlier tobaccos do make a

difference.

MORE PLEASURE PER PUFF-
MORE PUFFS PER PACK!

Penny for penny
your best cigarette buy

Copyright, 19S9, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.. Winston-Salem. N.O.
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TRIMAL
(PRONOUNCED TRIM-ALL)

The Original All-in-One Aid

To A Quick Manicure
MADE BY TRIMAL LABORATORIES, INC.

1229 S. LABREA AVE., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

GET TRIMAL

AT ANY DRUG,

DEPARTMENT OR

10-CENT STORE



Her "Teddy Bear" Coat caught his Eye-
but her Lovely Smile captured his Heart!

• New "two-faced" coat-

beige Teddy Bear cloth on
one side, bright Scotch

plaid on the other.

Your smile is your prize possession— it's yours alone!

Help guard it with Ipana and Massage.

THE RIGHT KIND of sports coat will do

things for a girl — but where are her

charms if her smile is tragic, if her coat says

"Stop" but her smile says "Go!"

For even the allure of a smart swagger

coat is shattered if her teeth are dull and her

gums are dingy. How pitiful the girl who
spends time and thought on her clothes, and

ignores the warning of "pink tooth brush."

Avoid this tragic error yourself! For your

smile is you—lose it and one of your most

appealing charms is gone.

Never Neglect "Pink Tooth Brush"

If your tooth brush "shows pink"— see your

dentist. It may not mean anything serious.

Often his opinion will be that your gums are

lazy—that too many soft, creamy foods have

denied them the vigorous exercise they need.

He may suggest, as so many dentists do,

"more work for your gums— the helpful

stimulation of Ipana with massage."

For Ipana, with massage, is designed to

aid gums as well as clean teeth. Massage a

little Ipana onto your gums every time you

brush your teeth. The pleasant, exclusive

tang of Ipana and massage tells you circu-

lation is quickening in the gums, arousing

stimulation, helping to make gums stronger,

firmer, more resistant to trouble.

Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth
Paste at your druggist's today. Use Ipana

with massage to help make your smile as

attractive and lovely as it can be.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE l/SEO ALWAYS PERK

FEBRUARY, 1940



WITH THIS AMAZING

NEW/fer
Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always

hoped for! This revolutionary new improved

WINX Mascara is smoother and finer in tex-

ture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes

seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes

look larger, brighter—sparkling "like stars!"

New WINX does not stiffen lashes—leaves

them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,

smudge-proof and non-smarting.

WINX Mascara (Cake or Cream), Eyebrow
Pencil and Eye Shadow in the new Pink
packages are Good Housekeeping approved.

Get them at your favor-

ite 10<? store—today!

New WINX
Mascara,
flexible
cake, will
not break.

Now DOUBLE Your Allure

with New WINX Lipstick!

Your lips look youthful, moist... the

appeal men can't resist! 4 tempting col-

ors. Non-drying. STAYS ON
FOR HOURS. Raspberry shade

is fascinating with Mauve
winx Eye Shadow. Try it! At

1 Otf stores, today!
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WHAT DO YOU

WANT TO SAY?

FIRST PRIZE

IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY

GOOD dinner . . . I'll see what's on
the air. Crooning? No. Game?
Too many ball-game programs

lately. Here's a voice . . . familiar.
Could it be Roosevelt? No, haven't
heard of a "fireside talk" for tonight.
Besides, it isn't quite the timbre, the
calibre. It's pitched a little higher, for
one thing. But has the same speech
rhythms; the same cadences of tone.
Talks like Roosevelt . . . perhaps de-

velopments abroad have brought the
President to the microphone with an
unexpected announcement . . . Here's
the commercial. Must stay tuned in.

Here he comes again. Ah! What?
"Their blood will drip . .

." Never the
President! No ghastly suggestions
ever creep into his speeches.
This chap must be a double for

Roosevelt. Who can he be?
Here comes the wind-up. All right,

spill it. Who? Turn up the volume!
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT! O-O-O-Oh!
So that's Elliott! Well, it runs in the
family . . . —Thora Thorsmark, Win-
netha, 111.

SECOND PRIZE

JUST VOICES?

Do you dread the time when the
announcer steps in the middle of a
program, to extol the merits of the
fine product he sells. Not me.

Especially not, when gentlemen like
Andre Baruch with his clear, crisp
voice or the booming voice of Harry
Von Zell do the interrupting.

I also admire the deep, rich mel-
low voice of David Ross, and the
jolly, convincing voice of Don Wilson.
The highly educated voice, the

flawless diction, combine to make
Milton Cross also one of the finest

announcers the airways offer.

Let's give these gentlemen a hand
for showing us how beautiful the
English language can sound when
properly delivered by their highly
trained voices.—John Horhota, Buf-
falo, N. Y.

(Continued on page 83)

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF OPINION WIN

-PRIZES
First Prize $10.00

Second Prize $ 5.00

Five Prizes of $ 1 .00

Address your letter to the Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than January 25, 1940. All

submissions become the property of

the magazine.
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Let me send you 12 SHADES of

MY NEW DAY NAIL POLISH

FREE!"^
Choose your most flattering—
your lucky nail polish shade

—

without buying a single bottle

of nail polish!

Wouldn't you like to be able to take

the 12 newest, smartest nail polish

shades and try each one of them on your

nails at your own dressing table? "Ybu can

do just that . . . and do it with amazing

speed. For, in a jiffy, merely by holding

one of Lady Esther's Magic Fingertips

over your nails you can see exactly how
each shade of polish— the actual polish

itself— looks on your hands.

What are these "Magic Fingertips"?

They are life-like reproductions of the

human nail . . . made of celluloid. Each

wears a true tone of Lady Esther 7-Day

Cream Nail Polish. \bu see instantly

which shade flatters your hands... accents

your costume colors.

Choose your lucky shade, then ask for

it in Lady Esther 7-Day Cream Nail

Polish at your favorite store. See how
this marvelous new polish gives your nails

gleaming, exciting loveliness for 7 long

days. And just one satiny coat is all

you need!

FREE! Send For Your
12 Magic Fingertips!

Clip the coupon now for your

12 free Magic Fingertips. Let

your own eyes reveal the one

nail polish shade that gives

your hands enchanting grace

and beauty . . . that looks

smartest, loveliest with your

costume colors.

NAIL POLISH

(You can parte this on a frnr.y

Lady Esther, 7134 W. 65th St., Chicago. III.

CDCC Please send me by return mail
ImCE your Magic Fingertips showing all

12 different shades of Lady Kstlier 7-Day
Cream Nail Polish.

Ifyou live in Canada, uritt Lady Esther, Toronto, On.
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Dennis Day (right), Jell-

O's new tenor, confers with

his music coach, Charles
Henderson, the author of

"How to Sing for Money."

HOW many times have you been listening re-

laxed after a day's work, to some pleasant

music on your radio, only to have your ears

assaulted by a voice which grated on your nerves,

singing badly the melody of a simple tune that you
felt you could hum better yourself?

That has always seemed to me to be one of

radio's most irritating and perplexing faults. Why
should any orchestra have difficulty finding a
singer who won't aggravate the listener? Yet, let's

be honest. I can't tune in my radio for more than
half an hour before some singer's nasal qualities

or inability to stay on key has brought my listen-

ing pleasure to an abrupt end. Because dance
bands prefer girl vocalists to add a dash of good
looks the singer is usually feminine.

Why should it be so difficult to find singers who
possess a pleasant voice? One bandleader a few
weeks ago told me that he had been searching two
months for a girl whose only qualifications were
basic good looks and a singing voice that came
quietly and decently over the air. In those two
months he had auditioned perhaps a hundred girls,

given two or three a week's tryout with the band
and was still without a permanent singer. He
was leaving the week after he talked to me for a

long tour around the country. He was hoping
somewhat pessimistically that perhaps somewhere,
somehow by then he would find the voice he
wanted.
Yet certainly there are thousands of young

people who hope some day to sing for a living,

young people who have pleasing voices right now
and only need professional polishing to make good
on the air. Given the proper training, the greater

percentage of them could become singers that you

and I would enjoy tuning in, could easily bridge
the gap between a promising amateur and a suc-

cessful professional.

There has never been such a bridge that I know
of, to cross that gap. Which is why I am so inter-

ested in the new book recently published by
George Palmer Putnam. It is called "How To Sing
for Money" and was written by Charles Hender-
son and Charles Palmer.

Charles Henderson is a music coach, probably
the most successful one in radio. He is now in

Hollywood and works with stars like Deanna
Durbin, Frances Langford, and Dennis Day, the

new singer on Jack Benny's program. It is his

job to see that these stars make the most of their

talents, that their voices are pleasing to us when
we tune them in. He doesn't give two whoops for

art in singing. Either the voice pleases us, the

listeners, or it's no good for radio. All that he
has learned in years of being associated with
singers in vaudeville, night clubs, musical come-
dies and radio ' he has put down in this new
book.

"How to Sing for Money" is written in behalf of

those thousands of young people whose rose-edged
dreams can be turned into wonderful reality. With
the right instruction and training, they can start

out on the high road to success.

That is why I am publishing in Radio Mirror
a series of articles taken directly from this book.

You will find the first chapter on page 24 of this

issue. If the publication of this series brings just

one new voice to the air that will add to your
listening pleasure, I will count it a success. And
perhaps that voice is yours?

—FRED R. SAMMIS
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Then why have

I never married ?"

bhe was one of those stunning, Aquarius

types . . . tall, regal, red-haired . . . about

thirty; of obvious means, and, ivith a hand

that showed personality, health, brilliance of

mind, daring and romance. Fortune's child

if ever I saw one.

Yet here she was confessing unashamedly

thai she'd had little luck with men and almost

tearfully demanding to know why. Should I

tell her . . . dare I tell her . . . that the answer

lay not in her hand—but in something else*

that most people do not even mention, let

alone discuss.

FEBRUARY, 1940

One ofthe most damning faults in a woman
is halitosis (bad bteath)*. Yet evety woman
may offend this way some time or other

—without realizing it. That's the insidious

thing about halitosis.

How foolish to take unnecessary risks of

offending others when Listerine Antiseptic

is such a delightful precaution against this

humiliating condition. You simply rinse

your mouth with it night and morning, and

between times before engagements at

which you wish, to appear at your best.

Some cases of halitosis are caused by

systemic conditions. But usually—and
fortunately—say some authorities, most
bad breath is due to fermentation ot

tiny food particles on teeth and gums.

Makes Breath Sweeter

Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such

fermentation, then quickly overcomes
the odors it causes. The breath becomes
sweeter, purer, more agreeable, and less

likely to offend others.

In the mattet of charm, your breath

may often be more important than your

clothes, your hair, your skin, your figure.

Take precautions to keep it on the

agreeable side with the antiseptic and

deodorant which is as effective as it

is delightful.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE for HALITOSIS
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—to tell of Tampax!

NO WONDER Tampax is trav-

eling fast and Tampax users

growing. In addition to the new
converts to Tampax, many part-

time users have now become whole-
time users, in view of the new Super
Tampax size, 50% more absorbent than Regu-
lar Tampax.

Perfected by a physician, Tampax is worn
internally for monthly sanitary protection. The
wearer is not conscious of it, but can keep up her
regular activities without fear of any chafing,
wrinkling or showing of a "line." No odor
can form; no disposal problems.
Tampax is made of pure surgical cotton,

hygienically sealed in individual containers,

so neat and ingenious your hands never touch
the Tampax at all! Comfortable, efficient,

compact to carry in your purse.

Three sizes: Regular, Super and Junior. At
drug stores and notion counters: Introductory

size 20tf ; but large econ-
omy package saves up
to 25%.

Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association.

TAMPAX INCORPORATED MWG-20
New Brunswick. N. J.

Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
unpsx, I enclose lOtf (stamps or silver) to cover cost

jl mailing. Size is checked below:

( ) RH.C.'IAK

Name

( ) SUPER < ) JUNIOR

Addreti

City -State.

WHAT'S NEW FROM

Two of his discoveries meet—Rudy Vol lee in-

troducing Alice Faye to his new prodigy, Sylvia.

THE reports that Connie Boswell is

able to walk were a little prema-
ture, but the truth is good news

enough. After being confined to her
wheel-chair since childhood, Connie
can now swim and ride horseback,
and is so delighted about this that
she doesn't really mind not yet being
able to stand and walk by herself. As
she remarks, she's making a good
living for herself and the people she
loves, and that's more than many a
person who has the use of his legs
can say.

* * *

One of radio's most happily mar-
ried couples, the Del Sharbutts, will
have another baby in about four
months. Mrs. Sharbutt is the former
Meri Bell, who used to be in radio
herself until she began being a wife
and mother, and Dell announces for
the Ask-It-Basket, Guy Lombardo,
and Hobby Lobby programs. They
already have one child, an eleven-
month-old daughter.

* * *

This is the saga of a hat, the most
expensive one ever bought by Frank-
lin P. Adams of the NBC Information
Please program. He paid thirty dol-
lars for it—at least five times as
much as he'd ever paid before—and
brought it with him to the program.
While he was on the air, he laid it

down alongside a few dozen other
hats, and when he went to retrieve it,

found it missing. The only hat left

was a battered brown felt, pretty old
and a size and a half too small be-
sides. The furious Mr. Adams made
the best of a bad bargain, picking up
the old hat and wearing it. A few
days later he met an acquaintance of
his on the street—a man also con-
nected with the Information Please
show—who at sight of Adams began
to scream, "Thief! Robber!" and
ended up by snatching the shabby
old head-piece from F. P. A.'s head
and clutching it lovingly to his
bosom. Of course it belonged to him,
and he was convinced that Adams

had stolen it, darling of his heart
that it was. There was a tense mo-
ment before everything was ex-
plained, but now the two men are
good friends again, each happy to be
owning and wearing his own hat.

* * *

When Edgar Bergen made Charlie
McCarthy's voice come out of Morti-
mer Snerd's mouth on a recent Chase
and Sanborn broadcast, he got the
biggest laugh of the evening. But if

you think the fluff was planned, you
should have seen his face.

* * *

If it hadn't been for the good
sportsmanship and energy of Robert
Benchley and Fred Allen, the Screen
Actors Guild program would have
found itself in serious trouble a few
Sundays ago. They were two of the
guest stars on one of the broadcasts
which emanated from New York;
Tallulah Bankhead was the other.

Miss Bankhead, though, didn't ap-
pear on the program, and here's the
reason why. Several days before the
broadcast the script was submitted to

her. She rejected it and asked for a

new one, saying she didn't like the
material. The new one was written,
and though she still wasn't quite
satisfied she consented to appear on
the show. But Sunday afternoon's re-
hearsal came, and the temperamental
Tallulah didn't show up at all. At the
last minute, Benchley and Allen had
to sit down and whip up a comedy
script to go into the time that was to

have been occupied by Tallulah.
What made it all the more difficult

was that it was almost time for the
sponsor to renew the program's con-
tract, and a bad broadcast might haye
resulted in no renewal—and hence in

no more money for the Screen Actors
Guild charity fund. . . . Winchell has
a word for Miss Bankhead's lack of

consideration.
* * *

Colonel H. Norman Schwarzkopf of

Gang Busters is extending his sym-
pathies to the latest of his four name-

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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sakes, Norman Kent Schwarzkopf of
Bison, Kansas. The new baby, he
says, can look forward to losing about
ten per cent of his mail due to a mis-
spelling of his name, having that
name mispronounced by forty per
cent of the people he meets, and
spending fully 234,000 minutes of his
lifetime spelling out S-c-h-w-a-r-z-
k-o-p-f over the telephone.

* * *

Babs, of the Smoothies vocal trio,
wants to get married, but she's post-
poning her wedding and staying with
the trio until Charlie and Little Ryan
find somebody to take her place

—

not an easy task. When the wedding
happens, Delmar Sandburg, Cincin-
nati radio executive, will be the lucky
man.

* * *

The champion gate-crasher of the
Toscanini concerts on NBC was none
other than Lou Gehrig, the former
baseball star. He never had tickets,
but he managed to get into every one
of the maestro's eight concerts in the
first series, and will probably repeat
when Toscanini returns in March.
Here's how he did it—the manager of
NBC's Guest Relations department is

an old Gehrig fan and always
sneaked him into the studio if there
was an extra seat to be found. And

Doing the Hollywood night spots in a big way these days, are

Mary Livingstone, Bob Preston, Dorothy Lamour and Jack Benny.

since the studio's a big place, there
was always at least one unoccupied
seat in the auditorium.

* * *

Somebody in Radio City thought up
a cute idea and managed to get it put
into operation. Most elevators flash

white lights when they're going up
and red ones going down, but nowa-
days the Radio City elevators use
blue lights for up-bound cars. Get
the idea?—NBC's Blue and Red net-
works!

(Turn to next page)

0&&t,— try my
Beauty Soap, Camay!

SAYS THIS CHARMING NEW YORK BRIDE

It's a treat to use Camay for my beauty bath as

well as for my complexion. Us thorough, gentle cleansing

makes it a grand beauty aid for back and shoulders.

New York, N. Y. (Signed) MARIAN BROWN
May 15, 1939 (Mrs. Boyd Paterno Brown)

It

NOWADAYS, it isn 'tenough

to have a lovely com-

plexion! Back and shoulders

must look attractive, too!

"Why not help them to stay

lovely by bathing with your

beauty soap?" asks Mrs.
Brown. "I always use Camay!

"

Camay gives you a price-

less beauty cleansing combi-

nation— thoroughness with
-mildness.We have proved that

mildness with repeated tests

against a number of other fa-

mous beauty soaps. Time after

time, Camay has come out

definitely milder. You'll find

Camay helps keep skin lovely!

So try Camay. Notice how
refreshed you feel after your

Camay bath— so dainty and
fragrant you know others will

find you attractive! Get three

cakes today. It's priced so low.

c«°r
^v* v\ ^

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN



POTEST
l\ Thynmold

F?^ for 10 days

\jM 1 ... at our

1 expense]

tsippear

SLIMMER
. , . at once!

WOULD you like to SLENDERIZE your
SILHOUETTE . . . and wear dresses

sizes smaller? That is just what the Thynmold
Perforated Rubber Girdle will do for you! But you
won't believe it possible unless you actually try it

yourself. That is why we will send you a beautiful
THYNMOLD Girdle and Brassiere to test for 10
days at our expense. If you cannot wear a dress
smaller than you normally wear, it costs you nothing.

BULGES smoothed Out INSTANTLY!
Make the simple silhouette test! Stand before a

mirror in your ordinary foundation. Notice the
bumps of fat . . . the thickness of waist . . . the width

of hips. Now slip into your
THYNMOLD and see the amaz-
ing difference! Your new outline
is not only smaller, but all bulges
have been smoothed out instantly!

Test THYNMOLD for 10 days
at our expense!

Make the silhouette test
the minute you receive your
THYNMOLD. Then wear it 10
days and make the mirror test
again. You will be amazed. If
you are not delighted ... if
THYNMOLD does not correct
your figure faults and do
everything you expect, it will
cost you nothing.

Made of the Famous
PERFOLASTIC RUBBER
THYNMOLD is the modern

solution to the bulging waistline
and broad hips. Its pure Para
rubber is perforated to help
body moisture evaporate... its soft
inner .lining is fused into the
rubber for long wear and the
special lace-back feature allows
ample adjustment for change in
size. The overlapping Brassiere
gives a support and freedom of
action impossible in a one-piece
foundation.
Send for free illustrated folder

QaicW

co*»*
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DIRECT PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Dept. 182, 358 Filth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Send me illustrated iolder describing Thynmold
Rubber Girdle and Brassiere, sample of perforated
material and full details of your 10-day Trial Offer.

Name
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WHAT'S NEW FROM

Herbert Flaig (seated right) brings Clyde McCoy
and a bevy of chorus girls to the WLW microphone.

Lili Valenti, who plays Rose on the
CBS serial, Joyce Jordan, Girl In-
terne, has also played minor parts in
the same story from time to time, and
in them has "died" three times—all

on the same program. The last time
she "died" she walked out of the
studio after the broadcast, slipped,
and sprained her ankle. Lili says she's
not superstitious, but she doesn't
want to be in another death-bed
scene, for fear something worse might
happen.

* * *

That Alan Reed, announcer on Col-
onel Stoopnagle's Quixie Doodle
show over MBS, is none other than
your old comedy friend, Teddy Berg-
man. Teddy decided to change his
name as a matter of business. The
old one limited him to comedy jobs
on the air, but the new one, with its

added dignity, gives him a chance to
be an announcer and an actor as
well. Already he's playing the role
of Rocky Marshall on the NBC serial,

One of the Finest, besides announcing
the Stoopnagle program. Inciden-
tally, he and Stoop claim to be the
heaviest . announcer-comedian team
on the air. Together they weigh 439
pounds, of which Alan—or Teddy, if

you like him better by his old name
—accounts for 237.

* * *

THE poet who wrote that "Man may
work from sun to sun" didn't have a

radio special events broadcaster in
mind. Herb Flaig, special events man
of Cincinnati's two Crosley stations,
WLW and WSAI, knows that his
work, like woman's, is never done.
This is particularly true on stations
like WLW and WSAI. because they
pay special attention to putting news-
worthy happenings on the air.

Herb, who is a dark-haired youth
with handsome, regular features,
pursues and sometimes is pursued by
celebrities of all sorts—chorus girls,

movie and opera stars, aviators, poli-
ticians. Sometimes it's easy enough

to get them on the air, but on the
other hand he frequently has to work
days arranging a single fifteen-min-
ute interview with some person who
is shy of a microphone and the listen-
ing public.

Herb's two stations have all sorts
of equipment for going into the high-
ways and byways for news and en-
tertainment. Besides maintaining
transmission lines to railroad stations,
airports, and all the leading hotels
and night clubs, they have three mo-
bile units and two pack transmitters.
Two of the mobile units are housed in
large automobiles and the third in a
midget car, while the pack transmit-
ters weigh thirty pounds each and
can be strapped to an announcer's
shoulders while he threads his way
through crowds at football games,
parades or other large gatherings.
The worst thing that ever happened

to a reporter carrying a pack trans-
mitter, Herb says, occurred during
the judging of a livestock show at
the Ohio State Fair in Columbus.
"Our announcer, John Conrad, was
carrying the pack, when one of the
bulls decided he didn't care for radio
or radio announcers. He broke loose
from his owner and took after John.
They raced around the ring for two
whole minutes before John could
hand the mike to an assistant and
leap over the railing to safety."

Almost as nerve-shattering was the
occasion when, after days of prepara-
tion, a coast-to-coast broadcast of an
Easter pageant from Marion, Indiana,
was lost to the nation simply because
a technician in the telephone com-
pany's control room left a repeater
open. Or the time when a sudden
storm came up just before a remote-
control broadcast and tore down the
lines it would have traveled on.

All these alarms and excursions
have given Herb Flaig a hardened
calm that nothing much can shake.
He has to have it, to go through some
of the catastrophes he's seen, among

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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them the horrors of a mine explosion
and the great flood of 1937.

He's been with WLW and WSAI
two years, during the last of which
he's been married. In spite of the
demands of his work, you can some-
times find him at home, where his
favorite form of relaxation is to don
an apron and cook a batch of spa-
ghetti, with meat balls to match.

* * *

SOPHISTICATED LADY
Five feet, five inches of scintillating

personality—a voice with soft, mel-
low depths and a soothing quality

—

red hair (though she insists it's au-
burn) — a creamy complexion. In
short, an eye-full. That's Olga Ver-
non, the Sophisticated Lady of Song
who appears with Bob Sylvester and
his orchestra on a hand-picked net-
work of Southern stations.
You can hear her every Tuesday

night at 10:00, E.S.T., over WJSV,
Washington; WRAV, Richmond; WBT,
Charlotte; WGST, Atlanta; and
WAPI, Birmingham, in a program
sponsored by the Lance Company and
originating in the WBT studios in
Charlotte.
Olga studied voice at the American

Conservatory of Music in Chicago,
and got her professional start singing
with Charlie Agnew's orchestra. Then

Attractive-looking Olga Ver-

non sings with Bob Sylvester's

orchestra over station WBT.

came a number of appearances on
various Chicago radio programs, in
which she built up a reputation which
reached the ears of Jan Garber. Jan
lost no time in signing her up as his
radio songstress.
Now Olga's present boss, Bob Syl-

vester, enters the story- He'd heard
her singing with Agnew, and liked

her voice, but he never met her until
one day they were introduced by a
music publisher. At that time Bob
was Hal Kemp's arranger, and it was
through his influence that Hal heard
her and hired her away from Jan
Garber.
Five years ago, Bob became am-

bitious for a band of his own, and
when he left Kemp and organized his
own group Olga went with him. The
ups and downs of the band business
left them stranded, at last; the band
broke up and Olga went on the mu-
sical comedy stage on Broadway
while Bob returned to arranging. He
didn't give up his dream of having a
band of his own, though, and even-
tually tried it again—this time profit-
ing by the mistakes he'd made before.
Once more Olga gave up her job

—

which then was singing on a network
sustaining program in New York—to
go with him.
The Cavalier Beach Club at Vir-

ginia Beach was the new band's first

stop, and since then it has climbed
steadily.

Olga has a soft, deep alto voice that
blends aptly with the original and
distinctive style of the Sylvester ar-
rangements. It's a combination that
should prove a best bet on anybody's
dial. (Continued on page 51)
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WHAT THE
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TAUGHT ME

ALL my life I've been beautiful.

/\ I've grown used to hearing
* » conversation falter when I

entered a room full of people, and
then begin again on a changed note;

to having men's eyes follow me on
the street. I've known and accepted
admiration since I was a child, until

I came to think of it as my right.

And when I married Roger I knew
that he and all his friends consid-

ered him a lucky man. If I must

tell the truth, I thought him lucky
too.

And yet, a few days ago, I woke
abruptly to the knowledge that I

had lost him.
I was listening to him on the air

when the realization came. Roger
is a radio actor, and although I'm
usually too busy, I occasionally

listen to his programs. This particu-

lar one was a daily serial, and since

I was home alone and didn't have

The love-note was there, in his

voice—now! My first reaction

was one of fear; then came anger.
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anything else to do, I tuned it in.

Roger and the leading lady were
playing a love scene.

"Oh, darling," the girl's voice

said, "I've missed you every minute
of every hour ... I'd wake up in

the mornings, and even before I

opened my eyes I'd think, 'Maybe
this is the day he'll come back to

me.' "

"All those precious moments
when we might have been together

—all of them wasted," my husband
whispered. "Dearest, dearest . . .

It hasn't been living, without you."
I smiled. It always amused me

to listen to one of Roger's love

scenes on the air. He didn't really

do them at all well—at least, I

didn't think so, although everyone
else did. But then, I had had the

opportunity of listening to him in

real life love scenes—the autumn
afternoon he asked me to marry
him, the moonlit nights in Bermuda
on our honeymoon, the day I told

him that the baby was coming.

Then, his voice had had a vibrancy
that he could never counterfeit

—

something intangible and beautiful

whose only name must be sincerity.

It came from his heart, not his

brain. Roger was a good actor, but
he wasn't good enough to put this

glorious quality into his voice in a

play-acting part. That went beyond
good acting

—

Unconsciously, as I listened, I

stopped smiling.

"Your sweet lips," he was saying

now, "the way you smile, with your
head tilted back a little and your
mouth turned up at the corners

—

and the way your hair frames your
face—such a funny little face . . .

I think I must love that funny little

face more than anything in the

world."

It was really beautiful—that deep,

masculine voice, with its undertone
of romance, awakening in me emo-
tions and passions I'd forgotten I

ever knew. For a split second an
unbearable thrill of delight ran
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Why did his voice, as

it came over the air,

carry that thrilling

note of passion she

remembered from long-

ago honeymoon nights?

through me, a sensation of pure ex-
altation. It was entirely instinctive;

the next moment, as I realized what
it meant, I was weak and shaking.
The love-note was there, in

Roger's voice—now! He was play-
ing a love scene in a radio studio,

with a girl I'd never even met

—

but he was not pretending! This
was the real thing. I, who knew
every intonation of his voice, could
not escape the shattering knowledge
that Roger was in love with another
woman.

I stood up and with shaking
hands turned off the radio. I thought
I would scream if I heard once more
that long-forgotten timbre in my
husband's voice.

My first reaction was one of fear.

Then came a deep, burning anger.

What I had thought was an ideal

marriage wasn't ideal at all. It was
no more than a shell, pleasing to

the eye but hollow inside. When
Roger came home at night and
kissed me, his thoughts were with
another woman. I felt insulted, hu-
miliated.

Because I knew I wasn't mis-
taken. For ten years, ever since our
marriage, I had listened to Roger
on the air. I had heard him play
innumerable love scenes— and
never once had I caught the unmis-
takable ring of passion that had
been there today. It was as certain

a betrayal of his feelings as a love-
letter in his handwriting.
Who was the girl? Desperately

I tried to think back to what Roger
had told me about the program. A
month or two earlier they had
brought in a new actress to take
the leading lady's part. That much
I remembered. Her name was
Judith something—Judith—Judith
Moore. A newcomer, a girl they'd

brought on from Chicago especially

for this role.

Some cheap, obviously pretty lit-

tle thing, of course, I thought. Her
voice had been sensuous and slight-

ly husky over the air. And poor
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Roger was probably proud of his

conquest.

I remembered things that had
happened in the last few months,
things I hadn't paid any attention

to at the time. Perhaps it was partly

my fault, I admitted. I'd thought
our marriage had settled down to

a quiet, friendly affair, with sex and
love relegated to their proper place.

But Roger, after all, was a man, like

other men, and probably I'd been
foolish to forget that.

Well! I was back to my senses

at last. I had beauty, too, the same
beauty that had made Roger fall

madly in love with me in the first

place. Neither marriage nor the

arrival of Bruce, our little boy, had
blurred that beauty. With it I could
hold Roger, win him back to me

—

and I would—I must! Even if I

If I had seen Roger and Judith

Moore, repeating with their eyes

what their lips had just said . . .

had to play the strumpet to do so!

It's easy now to see how wrong
I was, how false my reactions. Per-
haps, if I could have been present
in the studio that afternoon, and
could have seen Roger and Judith
Moore after the broadcast, their

scripts forgotten, silently repeating
with their eyes everything they had
just said with their lips . . . perhaps,
then, I would have understood a

little better. But I don't know.
Probably not. I was so vain, so

used to thinking of my own loveli-

ness as the most precious thing in

the world, and therefore the most
powerful, that I don't think there

was room in my mind for anything
else.

It was the last straw when, a few
minutes later, the telephone rang

(Continued on page 77)
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OUR GAL

Presenting for the first

time in thrilling story

form, radio's engross-

ing drama of Our Gal

Sunday, an orphan girl

who thought she had

found love and riches

and instead became a

bride without a groom

This is a fictionization of the CBS serial, Our Gal Sunday,

I

DON'T like his looks," said

Jackey firmly. "Sunday, you
keep away from that galoot."

"But—" Sunday began, and then
stopped—because Arthur Brinth-
rope had warned her not to tell

Jackey or Lively that he was going
back to his home in England, and
wanted her to go with him.
A tiny frown of worry appeared

between her violet eyes. Of course,

she was only eighteen, and Jackey
and Lively were so much older, and
they were always right—had been,
ever since she could remember

—

but they couldn't be expected to un-
derstand how she felt about Arthur.

12

"What's the matter with Bill Jen-
kins?" her elderly guardian grum-
bled now, chewing bitterly at the
ragged fringe of his sandy mustache.
"Fine a young feller as any you'd
find in the state o' Colorado."
"Oh—Bill!" Sunday sighed.

"Bill's all right, but—but—

"

"But you've known him all your
life, and he lives right here in Silver

Creek," Jackey finished for her.

"Yep—grass is always greener in

the other feller's back yard. Well
now, I tell you, Sunday—

"

"But Jackey darling, you don't

even know Arthur!" Sunday expos-
tulated.

"Don't need to know him. I know
his kind, all right. And I don't want
him fussin' around you. Told him
so, too, yesterday when I caught
him comin' up the trail." And with
this parting shot, Jackey marched
out of the cabin.

So that, Sunday thought, was the

reason Arthur had waited for her

down in the pine grove by the river,

instead of coming up to the cabin

—

and the reason, too, why he had
asked her to meet him there at sun-

set today. She was conscious of a

brief pang of regret—a shadow on
her mind, nothing more—that he
hadn't defied Jackey and come to
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heard Monday through Friday, sponsored by American Home Products.

the cabin anyway. But of course it

was only because he wanted to

spare her any unpleasantness.
Did she really want to marry him

and go to England to live? It was
so hard to decide! England would
be lovely, of course—the great

Brinthrope manor Arthur had told

her about, and the gay times they
had there, and Arthur himself al-

ways at her side, handsome, pol-

ished, devoted. But it would mean
leaving Jackey and Lively—and
worse than leaving them: running
away from them. It would be just

like leaving your father and mother,
because, hard-bitten old miners that

they were, they'd been father and
mother to her since long before she

could remember.
The sun was out of sight already,

behind the tall pines that sur-

rounded the cabin. In a few min-
utes it would be touching the peak
of Old Baldy, and Arthur would be
at the river, waiting for her answer
—an answer she didn't have. If only

she didn't have to tell him right

away! If only she could talk it over,

sensibly, with Jackey and Lively,

without running into their stubborn
conviction that Arthur was a "no-
good, smooth-talkin' galoot!"

Still undecided, she went down

through the sweet-smelling woods
to the grove by the river; and, as

she had known he would be, Arthur
was there waiting for her. At sight

of him she felt a tingle of excite-

ment. He was always so clean, so

well-barbered—not at all like the

Silver Creek men, who shaved only

for special occasions. Not Bill, of

course—but Bill would be as bad as

the others, given another five years

in Silver Creek.

Arthur Brinthrope heard her light

step and jumped down from the

rock where he had been perched.

"Sunday darling," he said ten-

derly, "I was afraid you weren't
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"Don't need to know him. I know
his kind, all right. And I don't want
him fussin' around you. Told him
so, too, yesterday when I caught

him comin' up the trail." And with

this parting shot, Jackey marched
out of the cabin.
So that, Sunday thought, was the

reason Arthur had waited for her

down in the pine grove by the river,

instead of coming up to the cabin

—

and the reason, too, why he had

asked her to meet him there at sun-

set today. She was conscious of a

brief pang of regret—a shadow on

her mind, nothing more—that he

hadn't defied Jackey and come to
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the cabin anyway. But of course it

was only because he wanted to

spare her any unpleasantness.
Did she really want to marry him

and go to England to live? It was
so hard to decide! England would
be lovely, of course—the great

Brinthrope manor Arthur had told

her about, and the gay times they
had there, and Arthur himself al-

ways at her side, handsome, pol-
ished, devoted. But it would mean
leaving Jackey and Lively—and
worse than leaving them: running
away from them. It would be just
like leaving your father and mother,
because, hard-bitten old miners that
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they were, they'd been father and

mother to her since long before she

could remember.

The sun was out of sight already,

behind the tall pines that sur-

rounded the cabin. In a few min-

utes it would be touching the peak

of Old Baldy, and Arthur would be

at the river, waiting for her answer

—an answer she didn't have. If only

she didn't have to tell him right

away! If only she could talk it over,

sensibly, with Jackey and Lively,

without running into their stubborn

conviction that Arthur was a "no-

«ood, smooth-talkin' galoot!"
°

Still undecided, she went down

through the sweet-smelling woods

to the grove by the river; and, as

she had known he would be, Arthur

was there waiting for her. At sight

of him she felt a tingle of excite-

ment. He was always so clean, so

well-barbered—not at all like the

Silver Creek men, who shaved only

for special occasions. Not Bill, of

course—but Bill would be as bad as

the others, given another five years

in Silver Creek.

Arthur Brinthrope heard her light

step and jumped down from the

rock where he had been perched.

"Sunday darling," he said ten-

derly, "I was afraid you weren't
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coming! I'm so happy you came."
It was good, but somehow a little

frightening, to feel the hard young
muscles of his arms around her, and
the firm touch of his lips on hers.

"You've got my answer for me,
Sunday? You're going to come with
me to England?"

"I—I—" Gently she freed herself

and sat down on the rock, hands
braced at her sides, her long hair,

the color of the gold-tinted clouds

in the west, falling down straight

behind her. "I don't know, Arthur.
Couldn't we be married here, first,

and then go?"

"No, that wouldn't work out," he
assured her quickly. "Darling, I

don't think you quite understand.
We can't be married, you know. . .

."

"We can't be—married? But
what—" She stared at him uncom-
prehendingly.

"No—you see, I come from a very
old family—I may be the Earl of

Brinthrope some day—and I

couldn't—well, it wouldn't be right

for me to marry you, Sunday. But
I love you, darling, and we could
have such wonderful times to-

gether!"

Eagerly, he tried to take her once
more in his arms.

"No, no!" she cried. "Don't, Ar-
thur! Please! I couldn't—

"

"Brinthrope!"

It was Jackey's voice. He stood

just behind them. And Sunday
screamed when she saw what he
held in his hands. The scream
mingled with the sharp whine of a
bullet, and Arthur fell to the
ground.

"Come back to the house, Sun-
day," Jackey said in a tense voice.

"Jackey!" she whispered. "You've
killed him!"

Jackey's expression did not
change. The shaggy brows were
still drawn down over the old eagle

eyes; deep lines were still carved
between nose and mouth. "Figured
to," he said. "No man can say what
he said to any gal of mine and get

away with a whole skin. Come on
back to the house."

She began to edge around the
rock, keeping as far as possible from
the still figure on the ground,
whimpering with fright.

"Oh, Jackey—what are you going
to do now?"

"Ain't quite figured that out. You
leave him be, now. I'll come down
after dark and get rid of the body,
somehow."

"They'll find out though, Jackey
—somebody will find out!"

"Maybe I'll give myself up, gal,"

Jackey told her. "We got to figure

all that out later."

14

Sunday said affectionately, "Bill,

I wish I loved you the way you want
me to. Maybe I do and don't know it."

But events moved so swiftly that

there was no time for Jackey to do
what he called "figurin'."

That night, when he returned to

the pine grove, Arthur Brinthrope's
body had disappeared, and in the
morning, when he inspected the

spot more closely, he found wolf-
tracks. . . .

"Maybe he's not dead!" Sunday
cried at first, grasping at the straw
of hope offered by his disappear-
ance.

"Not much chance," Jackey an-
swered gloomily. "Be pretty hard
for a feller with a bullet in him to

get very far away—even if there

wasn't them wolf tracks around.

And there ain't nobody down in

Silver Creek seen him since yester-

day."

Lively hadn't been told of the

shooting, and he pottered uneasily

about the cabin, fretting at the se-

cret he knew Sunday and Jackey
were sharing. But Jackey, for the
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Bill said: "It isn't that I'm jeal-

ous, but if you'd only let

first time in their long friendship,

couldn't confide in Lively. This was
a secret that spelled danger for

everyone who knew it.

"Just promise me," Sunday begged
Jackey, "that you won't—won't
do anything until we know for sure

whether Arthur is dead or alive."

For Jackey now wanted to go
to the Silver Creek sheriff and make
a clean breast of the whole affair.

Reluctantly, he promised Sunday at

last that he'd wait at least until

the body had been found.

And that was the situation when
Lord Henry Brinthrope, Arthur's

brother, arrived unexpectedly in

Silver Creek—to find that Arthur,

with whom he had intended to dis-

cuss the local Brinthrope mine hold-

ings, had disappeared without leav-

ing a trace behind.

It was only a day after his arrival

that his inquiries led him up the

trail to Sunday's cabin.

She watched his long-legged fig-

ure climbing the steep trail with a
sense of panic. And yet there was
no use in running away. Her only
hope was to meet him, answer his

questions directly and apparently
with honesty, and do her best to
keep him from interrogating Jackey.
Bill Jenkins had already told her
Lord Henry was in town. She'd
known this moment was inevitable.

Drawing a deep breath, she went
to answer his knock.

He wasn't at all like Arthur, she
saw when she opened the door. He
was taller and a year or so older,

and there was a strong line to his

chin that Arthur hadn't had. Most
striking difference of all, though,
was in his eyes. They were direct,

honest, friendly, and they told her
at once what Jackey had meant
when he said he didn't like the look
of Arthur. Jackey would like the
look of Arthur's brother.

"I'm Henry Brinthrope," he said.

"And you must be—well, you must
be Sunday. I'm sorry, but down in

the village I can't remember that
anyone ever mentioned your last

name."

"It's Smithson," she said blush-
ing. "But everyone calls me Sun-
day."

"No wonder—it suits you per-
fectly." He had an English accent
too, like Arthur's. "It's probably
impertinent—but how did you get
it?"

"I was an orphan, and I was left

on Jackey's and Lively's doorstep on
a Sunday. So—they just called me
that."

"Logical enough," he smiled.

"They said in the village that you
know my brother, and I thought
perhaps he might have told you
where he was going."

"No," she said quickly. "No

—

he didn't. Did he know you were
coming?"

He shook his head. "I wanted to

surprise him." No need to tell this

lovely child just why he had wanted
to surprise Arthur: that funds were
strangely missing from the Brin-
thrope Mines, and it was more than
likely Arthur could, if sufficiently

frightened, explain their disappear-

ance. "Well," he said lightly, "it

doesn't really matter. Arthur's al-

ways making up his mind to leave

a place overnight. He'll turn up, I

suppose."

But when he had gone back down
to Silver Creek, he wired a firm of

private detectives in Denver, asking

them to send one of their best men
to see him.

It was a Saturday afternoon, and
Bill Jenkins was paying his weekly
call on Sunday. (Confd on page 66)
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the body had been found.

And that was the situation when

Lord Henry Brinthrope, Arthur's

brother, arrived unexpectedly in

Silver Creek—to find that Arthur,

with whom he had intended to dis-

cuss the local Brinthrope mine hold-

ings, had disappeared without leav-

ing a trace behind.

It was only a day after his arrival

that his inquiries led him up the

trail to Sunday's cabin.

She watched his long-legged fig-

ure climbing the steep trail with a
sense of panic. And yet there was
no use in running away. Her only
hope was to meet him, answer his
questions directly and apparently
with honesty, and do her best to
keep him from interrogating Jackey.
Bill Jenkins had already told her
Lord Henry was in town. She'd
known this moment was inevitable.
Drawing a deep breath, she went

to answer his knock.
He wasn't at all like Arthur, she

saw when she opened the door. He
was taller and a year or so older,
and there was a strong line to his
chin that Arthur hadn't had. Most
striking difference of all, though,
was in his eyes. They were direct,

honest, friendly, and they told her
at once what Jackey had meant
when he said he didn't like the look
of Arthur. Jackey would like the
look of Arthur's brother.

"I'm Henry Brinthrope," he said.

"And you must be—well, you must
be Sunday. I'm sorry, but down in

the village I can't remember that
anyone ever mentioned your last

name."

"It's Smithson," she said blush-
ing. "But everyone calls me Sun-
day."

"No wonder—it suits you per-

fectly." He had an English accent

too, like Arthur's. "It's probably

impertinent—but how did you get

it?"

"I was an orphan, and I was left

on Jackey's and Lively's doorstep on

a Sunday. So—they just called me
that."

"Logical enough," he smiled.

"They said in the village that you
know my brother, and I thought

perhaps he might have told you

where he was going."

"No," she said quickly. "No

—

he didn't. Did he know you were

coming?"

He shook his head. "I wanted to

surprise him." No need to tell this

lovely child just why he had wanted

to surprise Arthur: that funds were

strangely missing from the Brin-

thrope Mines, and it was more than

likely Arthur could, if sufficiently

frightened, explain their disappear-

ance. "Well," he said lightly, "it

doesn't really matter. Arthur's al-

ways making up his mind to leave

a place overnight. He'll turn up, I

suppose."

But when he had gone back down

to Silver Creek, he wired a firm of

private detectives in Denver, asking

them to send one of their best men

to see him.

It was a Saturday afternoon, and

Bill Jenkins was paying his weekly

call on Sunday. (Cont'd on page 66)
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With idealism, but with realism too, the First Lady of

America paints an inspiring word-picture of the fu-

ture's most important person—the woman you hope to be

I T'S hard to say what the role of

a woman in the world of tomorrow
will be, but we can at least say

what we hope her role can be.

Today, because we live in a very
serious world, a very terrible world
to many of us, we have to think
very seriously of the position of

women. I think I will try to draw
for you a portrait of what I hope
the woman of tomorrow may be
because of the seriousness of her
responsibility. I think the woman
of tomorrow, in this democracy at

least, must be a responsible citizen:

one who takes a keen interest in

her own environment, in all the

people of her community and of her
country, who studies conditions as

they really are and tries, so far as

she is able, to formulate plans

which will better whatever she finds

not good in her community.
I hope that this woman of tomor-

row can have a gay side, too. The
world is so serious that we must
keep a certain gaiety and a sense
of humor always, no matter how
sad our surroundings may be. But
I hope that she is going to feel pri-

marily one great responsibility. For
if we do not find a way to preserve
peace, then I think we might as

well make up our minds that civi-

lization is slowly going to disappear.

We've talked a great deal about
what we should do to bring peace
into the world. We've hoped that

individuals would change, that they
would will peace. We have hoped
that there might come to the world

the spirit of Christ. We have hoped
that everywhere there would be
enough people in every nation who
long for peace so that we could
solve our difficulties without resort-

ing to force. We know, however,
that in a world where there are

people who are predominantly bent
on using power and force, the rest

of the world, no matter what their

ideals may be, probably will have
to use force too for a time.

If that is so, very well. Then
we must be very careful, we who
want peace. We must watch our-
selves and never allow that force

which we must have to take com-
plete possession of us.

So far our people have had so

much that they never felt the com-
pelling desire to go out and take
something from somebody else. That
is something that we have to re-

member and watch in a world
where force is still supreme. As
women, we must go about our whole
problem without any bitterness,

with the feeling that human beings
everywhere are deserving of respect

and are to be pitied when life is

hard, with the realization that we
can only hope to be of use if we
can keep a kindly spirit to deal
fairly and realistically with situa-

tions as they arise.

My portrait of the woman of to-

morrow would not be complete un-
less I added that I am setting up
for her an extremely difficult role.

It will be almost impossible for

people who are actually at war to

think and plan a just peace. So
my woman of tomorrow (in this

country, I hope, and in many other
countries) will school herself to re-

member that men perhaps would
find it even more difficult than she
does to think of conservation, to

think of preserving the values in

the world and in everyday exis-

tence. It does require unselfishness!

It does require vision! It does re-

quire that we shall think of all

people as our brothers.

PERHAPS the responsibility is

greatest on us because of all the

nations today we have suffered

least. We are strong. We have a

chance still to think and grow and
to be at peace. I hope that in this

world of tomorrow all the women
of this country and of South Amer-
ica and of other countries as well,

will be able to join together to make
peace their great crusade! I can
think of nothing eLe which will

save civilization.

I realize that if we are going to

do this we must be practical. We
must realize that people have to

live. You cannot drag them down
and expect them not to try to get

the things which make life worth
living.

We've done that over and over
again. We've taken away from
people the things that really made
it worthwhile to stay at peace. And
then we expected that they would
adjust themselves to that. Instead,

they would suffer and fight. I think

The Woman of Tomorrow if a talk delivered by Mn. Rootevelt over CBS for the Women'* National Radio Committee
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It's up to you to help

the nction and its peo-

ple make a better future.

1

»•!'

H. Armstrong Robi-its

we women in America have got to

be more realistic in the future. I

think we have got to realize that
here at home We begin our job. We
must begin by proving that we can
solve our domestic problems in a
democracy. So that when peace
does come, we can at least show that

free people can govern themselves
and can face their problems and
meet them and solve them, no mat-
ter how difficult they are and no
matter what changes they require
in our usually accepted form of life.

Changes are hard, but changes

FEBRUARY, 1940

have to come. Perhaps we are fac-

ing a more co-operative woman-
hood! But no matter what we are
facing, we have got to make it our
first duty to acknowledge what is

before us—when we do not know
the answer to say so—to say that

we will make it our business to try

until we find the answer!
That is the only way we can pre-

serve our freedom. That is the only
way that we can be worthy of be-
ing at peace. And this will take
great sacrifice, for you cannot de-
stroy without eventually having to

build up again. We don't seem to

have learned a great deal from
the destruction which we've been
through before. But it will come
to us in time. For what you de-
stroy, you have to build again.

And if we are fortunate enough
to be at peace, it will be our job
to give; to give of ourselves, give
of what we have. And I believe

that it's the woman of tomorrow
who has the responsibility of mak-
ing herself the kind of person who
can help her nation and her people
to make a better future.



Radio's loveliest guest star

had to learn to be beautiful.

Once she caused scarcely a
ripple in Hollywood, but now

—

Paramount Photos

SHE is feminine perfection, as

exquisite and symmetrical as a

bit of Sevres porcelain, as vi-

brant as the plucked string of a
violin. Her allure is that of irre-

sistible beauty—a beauty which
strangely combines the freedom and
naturalness of a wind-swept Eng-
lish moor with the sophistication

and smartness of Monte Carlo.

Loveliness like Madeleine Car-
roll's is such a precious thing, you

18

think when you see her, that there's

no wonder it is also rare—a gift of

the gods bestowed only on the
favored few.
Yet Madeleine Carroll had to

learn to be beautiful! There was a
time, short years ago, when she
appeared in films and made not a

ripple on the surface of the public's

attention. If you saw a few of those
early motion pictures of hers you
must remember (if you remember

her at all) that her beauty was
nothing to bowl you over.

How she changed—what she did

and continues to do for her beauty
—is an exciting story, exciting be-
cause it is a revelation of what you
or any woman may do to benefit

herself.

So often it is just the opposite

—

the world's incontestably beautiful

women refuse to share their secrets.

But the same charm and generosity
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By MITZI CUMMINGS

With the freedom of natural-

ness and the sophistication of

smartness, Madeleine Carroll has

the allure of irresistible beauty.

The secret of how she gained such

perfection now can be yours too!

which, caught by the microphone,
make Madeleine radio's favorite

Hollywood guest star, make her a
really gracious person as well

—

willing to talk frankly about sub-
jects that must vitally interest

every woman.
There was no hedging, then,

when Madeleine and I sat down in

a booth at the Beverly Brown
Derby and began to talk about that

most fascinating of all feminine
topics—how, in a word, to be
beautiful.

"Do you want to know what men
consider beauty?" she asked seri-

ously. "Three things—three musts.
Simplicity. Naturalness. Femi-
ninity."

I asked her to explain.

"First, the basis of all beauty is

good health. Add another com-
mandment to the original ten: 'Be

good to thyself.' Take care of your
body. Give it rest. Give it circula-

tion. And never let up on either.

The results? Vitality. Poise. Tol-
erance. Good nature. The impor-
tance of these cannot be under-
estimated. For the more visible

assets: good health gives lustre to

your hair, a glow to your skin,

makes your nails and teeth strong,

and your eyes sparkle. No man
alive can resist these points of

natural beauty, whether the woman
has lovely features or not.

"Naturalness, however, goes be-
yond these things. No affectations.

No obvious ego. Forget yourself.

If you have good health, you are
able to relax in the presence of men,

FEBRUARY, 1940

Madeleine's rules for beauty
will please you with their

common sense and surprise you
with their delightful results.

particularly if you keep in mind
that they prefer a relaxed woman.
And if you wear a pleasant expres-
sion, they consider you charming!
"Keep yourself simple in dress.

That's another must. Above all,

don't fuss! If a curl is out of place,

or your collar doesn't sit right, pay
no attention. First of all, don't

present yourself unless you are per-
fectly groomed and immaculately
clean. A man notices only the gen-
eral effect, not details, so why call

attention to a stray curl?"

"Do you think women dress to

please men?"
"Meaning me?"
"Meaning you."

She smiled. "I dress to please

other women. In so doing, it also

turns out that I dress to please men."
A bit subtle, but I got the point.

"How about a few fundamental
rules to go by?"

"Well . . . black dresses for sim-
plicity and smartness. Large, but
simple, hats for femininity. No ex-

cess jewelry. Wear pieces that, if

they aren't real, don't pretend to

be. Wear simple, well-made shoes

that keep their shape. And men,
don't forget, abhor too-red finger-

nails and plucked, exaggerated

eyebrows."
By this time, of course, I'd taken

a good eyeful of Madeleine herself.

Her dress was black, with touches

of radiant blue (her favorite color,

with the exception of black). Her
hat, crownless, and showing
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gleaming gold hair, also filled the

prescription. Her quiet hands were
tipped with rose-pink nails, and her
eyebrows were long, sweeping ones,

unplucked, medium heavy.
I wanted to know something

about what she thought of per-

fumes, and she thought enough to

make an interesting little commen-
tary to hand over to you.

"They are more effective on the

skin than on your clothing. Touch
your scent lightly where the heart

pulse is nearest the surface, like the

temples, behind the ears, the inside

of your wrists, and in the palm of

your right hand."

SHE knows what to do, but she

doesn't often do it! Out of her

array of perfume bottles, squat ones,

slender ones, modern ones, quaint

ones, she uses only a soupcon of fra-

grance, something light, something
floral, something feminine. But she

has mixed herself something special,

something she wears on important
occasions, which she won't tell

about. It is a combination of several

perfumes, and is so completely hers

that the fragrance in the air says

"Madeleine Carroll has been here."

For her bath (she likes showers
but rarely) she occasionally goes

lushly luxurious. A milk bath, not

from a cow but from a formula, or

crystals, or scented oils. Afterwards,

a sparkling cologne to tingle and to

scent. Yet lots of times, none of

these at all! And lots of times she

turns out the bathroom lights and
sinks into a restful doze right in the

tub. Her hair is tied up, cold cream
is probably on her face. If it is, she

finishes up with some splashes of icy

water, either after she removes the

cream, or when it's still on.

Sun and circulation, these are

Madeleine's preaehments. For the

former—to acquire a golden glow
on your skin, take her advice and
use plenty of oil. Lave in it, and
when you're through with the sun,

take a nice, warm bath with pure
castile soap, and a hardy rub with
a heavy towel.

Her teeth are perfectly beautiful.

She brushes them frequently, when
she isn't using paste or powder,
with a mixture of salt and bicar-

bonate of soda which gives you
more cleanliness, more lustre, and
eliminates acid. She keeps the mix-
ture always ready on her bathroom
shelf, and once in a while uses milk
of magnesia instead, which serves

the same purpose. The dentist

cleans her teeth twice yearly, but
no more, because she thinks so

strenuous a cleaning, if done more
often, would harm the enamel. She
has her teeth examined, however,
every other month.
She drinks coffee, which she

loves, but she takes it without
cream. She also eats practically

anything she wants, with judgment,
of course, because proper food is

necessary to good health. Every so

often she goes on a diet. One of the

main items of this diet is avoidance
of liquids. Liquids, you know, are

fine to put on weight, so don't feel

virtuous when you take a glass of

orange juice, or a cup of coffee be-

tween meals. You're defeating your
own purpose.

If you want to keep your figger

the Madeleine Carroll way, include

a lot of tomatoes and grapefruit, or

grapefruit juice with every meal.

Do it for four days a week; then eat

what you will the following three

days. Then go back to it for an-
other four days, and you're through.

You can have spinach, two lamb
chops and saltine crackers in lieu of

bread. And the last day, which is

the fourth, you can substitute

broiled chicken or broiled fish for

the lamb chops. The wisest way is

to eat your biggest meal at noon, so

that if you go to bed early there

isn't a lot of food lying in your
stomach during the night. This, in-

cidentally, applies to anyone, any
time. It's conducive to good diges-

tion. And make your breakfasts,

when you are on this diet, light

ones. A sliced orange, or half a
grapefruit along with plain coffee.

And don't forget—no liquids be-
tween meals.

As for make-up—she wears prac-
tically none, during the day. Only
lipstick. And for the three hours or

so that we sat in the Derby, she

didn't even use that. It was a little

mystifying how, without retouch-

ing, her mouth remained scarlet,

smooth and satiny. She explained

that she put her lipstick on, in the
beginning, with a maximum of care.

Edges were meticulously gone over
for outline. When her lips were
completely rouged, she waited a
moment for her mouth to "set," then
blotted the surplus on a tissue. Then
she went over it again. This kept
her lips perfect until eating dis-

turbed them.
With nothing but her lipstick to

remove at bedtime, and a face that

has been washed several times dur-
ing the day, she doesn't need to in-

dulge in any complicated routine of

make-up removal. Soap and water
and a little cold cream do the trick.

At night, her make-up includes
face powder and a little mascara.
This very slight gilding of the lily

is a far cry from the days when she
first arrived in Hollywood. Then
she believed that she must emulate
someone great if she wanted to be
a success. She picked out her
"someone great" in the person of

her screen heroine, Marlene Diet-
rich. She did her face like a snowy
mask, tricked up her eyes to look
enigmatic, kept the eager, vital, in-

terested lights out of her face—and
became expressionless.

BUT as time marched on, Made-
leine was neither too happy nor

too successful in Hollywood. She re-

turned to England and to herself.

She made "The 39 Steps" with Rob-
ert Donat, and "I Was a Spy," and
was splendid in both. Then she was
recalled to Hollywood. She made
her re-entry a wiser and more
beautiful girl. No longer was she

a copyist. Off came the Dietrich

mask and out came her own radi-

ance, her own natural personality.

Boom! She was a- success!

"Don't you do anything besides

diet occasionally for that beautiful

figure of yours?" I asked.

"Oh, yes," she replied. "Ballet.

Three times a week. Not because I

want to reduce, nor because I want
to be a dancer, but for the exercise,

and above all, because it gives me
a good carriage."

And now it was time to end our
beauty talk. But there was one more
question, and I asked it:

"Look, I said, "how about the

girls who weren't born beautiful?

What can they do?"
"They," she said, "can try as I

try. And they can remember the

advice my mother always drummed
into me when I was a little girl.

'Madeleine Carrol,' she'd say . . .

'Be beautiful if you can

—

Be witty if you must

—

But be amiable if it kills you!'

"And that's why," she added with
a smile, "I have such a good dis-

position!"

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



WHY ARTIE SHAW WALKED OUT ON

I

WONDER how he felt when he
picked up a newspaper that

November afternoon and saw the
front page headline: "ARTIE
SHAW PAYS OFF HIS BAND
AND GOES TO MEXICO FOR HIS
HEALTH". That was just before
he pulled out in his car. The re-

porters said he was heading for

Mexico. But maybe he wasn't.

How could they say that when he
wasn't sure himself? He was news.
Big news. He was the kind of man
for whom newspaper ink was
made.
The thing was incredible—noth-

ing like it had ever happened be-
fore. He was well on his way to

earning a million dollars with that

black clarinet of his yet he said to

the devil with it. He had charm
and personality and good looks.

There were women and love waiting
for him. There was one in partic-

ular. Blonde, lovely Betty Grable.
She was waiting in Boston but

FEBRUARY, 1940

He had fame, riches, a

romance with beautiful

Betty Grable— and yet

he gave all this up,

for an amazing reason

By JUDY ASHLEY

Artie turned his back on love.

He threw it all away. He didn't

want any part of it. I wonder if he
smiled that peculiar one-corner
smile of his when he read that he
was going away for his health. They
all printed that story. But they
didn't know Artie Shaw. They
didn't know why Artie had kicked
everything away. It wasn't because
he was physically sick. If he was
sick at all, it was an emotional ill-

ness. Not something a doctor could

put his finger on and say this is a
result of that sickness you had in

Hollywood.

I know why Artie quit. If you
can forget all the misleading facts

which have been printed, try to re-

member a few characteristics of one
of the most talented musicians ever
to catch America's fancy. Remem-
bering them, you, too, will be able

to make sense out of a situation

which has rocked the entertainment
world.

To begin with, Shaw is sincere.

That's a simple word but it can
mean paragraphs. In Artie's case

it does because it implies a complete
lack of hyprocrisy and half-mean-
ings. He has few good friends, for

instance, only because he refuses to

associate with people and things he
doesn't like wholeheartedly. There's

a second important key to Shaw's
character: he is honest. Honest in

every single thing he does—in his

work, in his thinking, in his love.

Most importantly, he is honest with
himself. There, in a sentence, lies

the clue (Continued on page 54)
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#The Day Before Yesterday

Another new tune for Radio Mirror readers—this time

composed by the "King of the Clarinet." Artie Shaw—
written just before he left music-land— perhaps forever!

Words by
REES MASON

Music by
ARTIE SHAW
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By CHARLES HENDERSON (with Charles Palmer)

s,

Oeanna Durbin Says:
"After the hours of personal instruction I've had from Charles

reading this. Everything he ever taught me is In it and so much
see how any popular singer can do without it."

Henderson f foved
more that I don't

"HOW business! A kaleidoscopic

world with streets of gold, peopled
with inhabitants of unreal beauty
and charm, bathed in a mist of

glamour. To the outsider, that is.

To the insider, it's another way to

make a living—a world of contra-
dictions, of drab hours and breath-
taking moments, of hokum and hon-
est art, of generous friendships and
knives in the back, of heartbreaking
failure and skyrocket success, of

monotonous mediocrity and flashing

inspiration. The most exhausting
and well-rewarded work in the
universe, and—the hardest gate to

crash.

But it can be crashed, and it's

worth crashing. Even if it weren't,

I wouldn't waste good typewriter-
ribbon trying to argue you out of it.

You want to sing for your supper

—

and a good deal more than your
supper—and it's my hope and in-

tention here to show you how.
For this article, and those which

will follow it, are messages of hope.

Thousands of you sing a little, for

your own pleasure or for that of

your friends. You'd like to turn

that modest little talent of yours
into something that would work for

you and make your living—but you
don't know how to go about it, and
so, until now, you've done nothing.

I'd like to show you the right road
—tell you how to get a start, how
to audition, how to find the songs

and the styles that will fit most
naturally into your own personality,

how to meet and conquer all the

problems—some of them big, some

Decide what type of song your

vocal equipment and personal-

ity enable you to handle best.

By all means stay away from

the old-fashioned teacher who
tries to build up your volume.

little—that stand in your way.
And even if you're pretty good,

as a singer, I think you'll find some
things here that will be useful to you.

You see, most singers don't know
their business. They know that a

song goes over or flops, but they

don't know why. More, they don't

realize that singing for money is a

selling job, and a two-level one at

that.

The singers aren't entirely to
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At last! In an absolutely unique series of articles that cut straight through all the

old taboos, Hollywood's most successful vocal coach tells how you too can become a star

blame for this. How can they

learn? Only by digging the knowl-
edge out of the solid rock for them-
selves, or by taking a chance on an
expensive vocal coach. And how
can they learn what goes on inside

the minds of talent buyers? Only
by the bitter experience of losing

out on jobs they wanted desperate-

ly to get or hold.

I'm going to try to do something
constructive about it: to shortcut

this bitter period for the beginning

singer. If you want to be a singer

and don't know how to start, I'm

going to try to show you. If you are

determined to be a singer, and had
started before you opened the pages

of this magazine, I'm going to try to

help you avoid mistakes and diffi-

culties that still lie ahead in your
unguided path.

Before we begin, let me point out

something that has, perhaps, Tiever

Gone is the old exaggeration

of gesture, the bellowing that

was necessary a few years ago.

occurred to you. It's just this: the

technique of singing for money has
turned completely upside down in

the very recent past. There is now,
and always will be, a demand for

glorious voices in opera and on the

concert stage, yet 99 per cent of the

singing which the average Amer-
ican hears and enjoys comes to him
through the agency of a micro-
phone, in one or another of the

streamlined forms of modern enter-

tainment which are here to stay.

The accent today is on intimacy,

and gone is the old exaggeration of

gesture, the vocal mugging and
bellowing which was not only ac-

cepted, but necessary under the

conditions of a few years ago. It's

modern science rather than lung

power that carries today's enter-

tainer over the distances to the

cheap seats.

Unfortunately, a great many
singing instructors and almost all
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writers on the subject have ignored
these changes. So did the buggy
builders.

As the professional singer, you
will be in the business of furnishing

entertainment. Baldly, to get

money from your customers, the

listening public, you must give them
what they want. Here I'll give you
as artistic a training as the public

taste will permit, but when the

Do you sing without obvious

strain? People don't like to

watch you puffing and panting.

artistic and the commercial consid-

erations come in conflict, the com-
mercial will get the call.

Now then, here are the tools you
need before you go any farther. A
pleasing voice; a natural sense of

tone and rhythm; something in the

way of looks or personality ; an
emotional awareness (by which I

mean simply a zest for life, which
translates into an ability to feel

what you sing) ; and a genuine lik-

ing for popular music.

Have you these tools? Let's ask
a few questions about

YOUR VOICE

AND when you ask yourself these

i questions, be honest in answer-
ing them.

Is your voice pleasing to most
listeners? In other words, do people
like to hear you sing? Somebody
must have heard you—not neces-

sarily radio audiences—your friends,

your family, your fellow-members
of the Junior League or the Em-
ployee's Mutual Benefit Association.

And remember, I said "Do they like

your voice"; not, do they admire it,

or marvel at its technical excel-
lence, but do they like to listen to

it? There is a very real difference.

Do you produce tones without
obvious strain? The public dislikes

to tighten up its tummy muscles
and strain with you as you puff and
pant and belabor your way through

When you're getting a start,

don't disdain beauty contests.
After all, what can you lose?

a number. You don't need a big

voice nowadays: the "parlor" voice

of light but even volume through-
out its effective range, free from
objectionable breathiness, is actu-

ally better suited to the microphone.
You should have a comfortable
range of an octave plus two or three

whole notes (Their register doesn't

matter, because you can choose the

key in which you will sing.) Even
less range will do in a pinch: Ruth
Etting got along with just an octave.

Is your voice free from the

quaver of a faulty vibrato? The
vibrato is primarily a pulsing varia-

tion in pitch; an emotional quality

of natural beauty in some voices,

but a cultivated one of doubtful at-

tractiveness in others. Is yours a

waver over which you have confi-

dent control, or a quaver which
gives the effect of uncertainty?

Do you sing in tune and in

rhythm? Do you stay on pitch

without too much difficulty, and is

your attack sure and true? If you
sing along with phonograph records,

do you stay in tempo with them
easily, or do you find the orchestra

constantly getting out of line?

If the answers to these questions

are honestly favorable we are ready
to go ahead, at least on songs of

average voice requirements. But if

you feel that your voice, our raw
material, is not yet up to these stand-

ards there is another question

which you will ask. That is: Should
you engage a voice teacher?

Now, the only purpose of voice

training as far as it affects getting

started in the popular field is to see

that your tone is true, that you
breathe naturally and sing without
visible strain, that you have the

ability to keep time, and that your
voice has a pleasing quality.

However, some instruction on
voice culture ( Continued on page 70)
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Ly EAR DIARY: So many times

lately I've thought I didn't have
the courage to write down the

things that have happened to me

—

and yet, when I have confided in

you it has always brought me a

measure of strength to go on. You
are my only intimate, my only con-

fessor.

What is a young widow to do? I

always thought she had the right to

love again, to give her children a

new father. When I met Grant
Cummings, he was everything I'd

ever hoped to find in a man. It

seemed right, then, that we should

marry. It had been nearly three

years since that terrible day when
I lost my first husband, Richard
Williams. He had been driving, it

was a wet night, the car skidded

and Richard lost control. He died

without regaining consciousness.

Three years as a widow in the lit-

tle Montana town, struggling des-

perately to earn a living for myself
and Dick and Fran—such sweet,

adorable children—and then . . .

the day I met Grant Cummings. He
was from New York, wealthy, so-

cially prominent, charming. When
he asked me to marry him, I

couldn't refuse. I loved him, and
he could give my babies so much
more than I could.

It wasn't that easy, though; and
that is why I say perhaps a widow
has no right to love again. We went
back to New York to live, and soon
I began to see that Dick and Fran
resented Grant, while he in his turn

was jealous of my affection for

them. Mimi Hale, Grant's cousin,

was another problem. She had
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A vivid new chapter in the exciting life of

Brenda Cummings, a beautiful young widow
who thought she had the right to love again

grown used to running his home
and even his life, and now she was
bitterly disappointed at his unex-
pected marriage.
Mimi took advantage of times

when I felt I must be with the chil-

dren, to undermine Grant's love for

me. Jealousy was like a disease with
Grant, and it wasn't long before
Mimi had him believing I was un-
faithful to him with Kenneth
Stevens, his best friend. I managed
to convince him he was mistaken,
but the shock of knowing how little

he trusted me left a scar that hasn't

healed yet—may never heal.

Only a few days ago we were all

on our way to Montana, for a long
vacation—Grant, Dick, Fran and I.

But we had hardly unpacked our
bags when a wire came from a New
York lawyer named Slemp, telling

us that Richard, my first husband,
was alive!

Grant and I took the first plane

back East, leaving the children to

follow by train, intending to con-
front Slemp and demand to see the
man who said he was my first hus-
band. It didn't occur to me, when I

boarded that plane, that I was
taking the first step toward losing

Grant.

Yes, I've lost him, and the brief

happiness, too, that I thought would
always be mine. Mimi has won.
Fran, Dick and I are living in an
unspeakable New York boarding
house. Night and day the heat is

stifling and filled with thick smells.

Tonight we tried to sit on the fire-

escape. But we had to come in and
close the window. A man and wife
who live across the court were say-
ing things to each other which
stripped them of all decency, all

pride. They loved each other once,

I suppose. Well, I've saved Grant
and myself from an ending like

that. . . .

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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Portrait of Brenda dimming*

By Alec Redmond, 1939

CONTINUING. IN THE INTIMATE DIARY OF BRENDA CUMMINGS. THE DRAMATIC STORY OF SECOND HUSBAND.

STARRING HELEN MENKEN, AND SPONSORED BY BAYER ASPIRIN—HEARD TUESDAY EVENINGS ON CBS
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Loneliness, at least, is clean.

It's hard to believe that the

events of the last five days, since

we went aboard the plane in Mon-
tana, have really happened. They've
come so fast, with such kaleido-

scopic frenzy.

The air, as we neared New York,
was bumpy, but I had no idea we
were in any danger until, suddenly,

the plane gave a sickening lurch

and plunged to the ground. Un-
believably, I was not injured, but

Grant was white and still in the

wreckage. He was still unconscious

when they got him to the hospital,

and the doctor, though he tried, was
unable to give me much hope.

I battled back frenzy to think

what I must do. Even with my mind
full of Grant, I knew I must not

forget the reason we had come to

New York, and as I waited for some
change to come in Grant's condition

they brought me a telegram at the

hospital. It was signed "Richard"

—

and it instructed me to meet him
that night at eight o'clock in the

Olympic Hotel.

I'm not very clear about what
happened after that. Of course I

was tired and overwrought, but I

do remember telephoning the hos-

pital and learning that Grant would
not regain consciousness before

morning. And I remember that

Mimi gave me a bromide at dinner,

"to calm my nerves." I suspect it

did more than that.

I got to the Olympic at eight. The
desk clerk told me to go to Room
310 and wait, that Mr. Williams
would be back shortly. He had, the

clerk said, already registered for

both of us.

I went to Room 310. And the next
thing I knew Edwards, our butler,

and a hotel detective were standing

over me and it was four o'clock in

the morning! That was when I sus-

pected that Mimi had given me
something stronger than a bromide.
But the horrible thing was that

the doctor had been wrong. Grant
recovered consciousness while I was
sleeping in the hotel. And when he
opened his eyes it was Mimi who
sat beside him.

He soon found out, the next day,

how Edwards had found me at the

hotel—and about the damning way
the register was signed: Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Williams.

I tried to explain how things

really were. But suddenly, over-
powered by Mimi's viciousness and
Grant's willingness to believe her, I

couldn't go on. Words just wouldn't
come.
A man either trusts his wife, or

he doesn't. Grant doesn't trust me.
And that is why I am living here,

in this boarding house, away from
him. But I'm miserable.

August 29th . . .

I have a job! I'm to design dresses.

Model them too sometimes. Pierre,

the owner of the shop, even has
given me a contract. And he's pay-
ing me thirty dollars a week.
Now I can rent a little house in

the country. And eventually, if

Richard really is alive, I'll hire a
lawyer to get me a divorce. Then
perhaps life will be good enough at

least. Without Grant I don't expect
to be happy.

September 1st . . .

What was Mimi doing in Slemp's

"I went after you. Van Doom
was on the floor, a Icnife be-

side him. It was horrible . .
."

office today? I'd better watch out!

She was surprised to see me. But
I must say it didn't take her long to

pull herself together and explain
she naturally was interested in

Grant's marital status.

I told Slemp—with more courage
and conviction than I felt—that I

didn't believe his "Richard Wil-
liams"—if indeed there really was
such a person—was my husband.

"I'll call upon you tomorrow at

this same time," I said. "And if

Richard isn't here I'm going to sue
you for blackmail!"

I think Slemp was frightened.

September 2nd . . .

I'VE had a show-down with Slemp
and I've won!
I have a paper, signed by him,

which testifies no one named Rich-
ard Williams exists—to the best of

his knowledge and belief! And he
has a paper, signed by me, acquit-

ting him of any responsibility in this

matter. He wouldn't name the per-
son who involved him but I know
it was Mimi.
When Richard wasn't in the office

I demanded a detailed description

of him at least. Slemp put me off

until he had made a telephone call.

Then he described "Richard Wil-
liams" as a man resembling Gary
Cooper. Richard didn't look any-
thing like Gary Cooper but little

Dick always thinks of him that way.
And when I reached home I learned
from the children that Mimi had
met them at their play-school,

taken them for ice-cream, and ques-
tioned them about their father!

That's all I need to know!
Ben Porter was right about Mimi

from the start. She's madly in love

with Grant and she'll go to any
lengths to get him. Well, I'm cer-

tainly out of her way now.

Saturday, September 3rd . . .

Women are strange. When I first

left Grant I resented the messages
he sent me. I prayed he would leave

me alone so I might go my own way
and make a life for my children.

But since his messages have ceased
I've been miserable. A woman's
independence seems to diminish as

her loneliness increases . . .

Monday, September 5th . . .

We're home again. I've had
Grant's (Continued on page 61)



Fink photo

What a party they made for Kate Smith when she went to Hollywood to preview 20th Century-Fox's

"Drums Along The Mohawk"! Left to right, Joan Crawford, Merle Oberon, Kate and Claudette Colbert.

HOLLYWOOD "inside" has it

that the Burns Mantle por-

tions of the Star Theater
program will be dropped. The full

hour, with Ken Murray, Kenny
Baker, Frances Langford and Dave
Broekman, will then originate en-
tirely in Hollywood.

* * *

The Bob Hopes are telling friends

they want five kids: but want none
of their own. They'll adopt four

more, one each year.
* * *

Ken Murray is telling those jokes

to Nancy Kelly in private. But in-

sists it's no joke that she's to be-

come the leading lady in his new
home!

* * *

M-G-M is dickering with Ray
Noble for a musical.

* # #

Charlie McCarthy, in his new
picture, "McCarthy Detective," has

a wig made of real red hair.

* * *

PREACHER MATERIAL: Jack
Carson and Kay St. Germaine—as

soon as the divorce between himself

and his wife becomes final.
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By GEORGE FISHER
Listen to George Fisher's broadcasts

every Saturday night over Mutual.

One reason that Edgar Bergen is

pushing Mortimer on the air is said

to be to popularize his comic strip!

* * *

Ed Sullivan declares in his col-

umn that "the best comedy on the

air recently was Winchell's message
to Atlantic ships to look out for two
men who fell overboard."

# # *

Hollywood is all ears when Drew
Pearson and Bob Allen spout their

"very exclusive" Washington gossip

on "Listen America," over Mutual.
This network is certainly hitting the

big time.
# * *

PREACHER MATERIAL: Skin-
nay Ennis, the band leader, and his

singer Carmine Calhoun have final-

ly set the date: Christmas.
* * #

Gertrude Niesen spent two
months in Hollywood without sing-

ing at one nightclub and without
signing a film contract.

Your reporter was host to An-
drew Jergens (Winchell's boss) for

his yearly visit to Hollywood.
"Andy" met most of the film stars

and spent the remainder of his time
in Hollywood's "After Dark" spots,

with glowing praise for Earl Car-
roll's show palace.

* * *

Jim (Fibber McGee) Jordan and
Mrs. Jordan (Molly) spent a few
anxious hours after learning of the

sinking of the British ship Sirdhana
off Singapore. Jim's sister, Jose-
phine Jordan Hugo, was a passen-
ger, with her husband, Charles
Hugo, business manager of the
Nirola dance troupe, also aboard the

vessel. Jordan cabled the U. S. Con-
sul at Singapore for word of her
fate to relieve anxiety, but before
a reply could come, NBC learned
Mrs. Hugo was among the survivors,

and relayed the happy word to Jim.
* * *

The "I Want A Divorce" program
is trying to help couples stay mar-
ried by dramatizing some domestic
situation that might easily lead up
to the divorce courts for lack of a

common (Continued on page 73)
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R. AND MRS. JAMES JORDAN (really our
good friends Fibber McGee and Molly) firmly be-
lieve in love at first sight.

They'll tell you this miracle has touched them
twice. The first time when, as shy youngsters of

17 and 16, they met one eventful night at choir

practice in their home town of Peoria, Illinois, and
immediately fell in love. There followed a story-

book romance and, after they had grown up a bit,

they were married.
Years of trouping, of living here and there, had

been warmed by the dream that some day they'd

have a beautiful home of their own. Again and
again, they talked about (Continued on page 53)

Jim and Marian outside their playhouse which is

just over the bridge from the big house. It's

complete with a game room, fireplace and kitchen.

Right, Fibber's greatest ioy is his own workshop.
PltotOl exclusively taken for Radio Mirror by NliC

In front of their home, show-

ng the long front balcony onto

which the bedrooms open, over-

looking the beautiful gardens.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



If he's not in his workshop, then you'll find

Fibber in his den, a real man's room with huge
comfy chairs. Below, the swanky living room,
with a huge fire-place and baby grand piano.

Outdoor living in the true California manner

—

romping with the family dogs before leaving for

their Tuesday night broadcast at NBC's Holly-

wood studio—only nine miles from the McGee home.

Molly's bedroom is in the

softest shades of peach and
green. Right, Jim Junior
poses af the swimming pool.

FEBRUAHY, 1940
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By KATHLEEN NORMS

The Story Thus Far:

FIVE years in a convent school

were poor defense for Tamara
Todhunter when she met Mayne
Mallory, handsome, unprincipled
film actor. To her dazzled eyes, he
symbolized everything she loved
and wanted. Instead of the shoddy
existence in her mother's apartment,
Mayne offered her glamour, ro-

mance, beauty. Only afterwards,

when he left San Francisco and re-

turned to Hollywood, leaving her to

bear his child in secrecy, did she
realize what an easy conquest she
had been.

The Mother Superior of her school
helped her by finding her refuge
with Mary Hutton, an old friend
who lived on a ranch south of San
Francisco. Mrs. Hutton took Tarn
into her home, and in the days that

followed the girl regained some of

the pride and self-respect she
thought had been lost. When the
baby came—a girl—she named it

Mary, after Mrs. Hutton, and then
returned to San Francisco to pick
up her life once more. During her
association with Mayne she had
done a little stage work, and now it

was to the stage that she returned.
For seven years she worked, devot-
ing all her energies to making a
living, until she was a moderately
successful star. Every week end
she would run down to visit little

Mary, who was accepted in the com-
munity as Mrs. Hutton's niece.

Then she met George Davis, a
handsome but dissolute young law-
yer. Through her influence, he
stopped drinking, and eventually she
realized she was in love with him.
By an accident, she also discovered
that George was the long-lost son of
Mrs. Hutton, and one afternoon she
brought mother and son together
again. Before she agreed to marry
George, however, she told him the
truth about little Mary's father.
George refused to allow this to

make any difference in their love,

and they were married. But on re-
turning from their honeymoon, Tarn
found a sinister letter waiting for
her—addressed in Mayne Mallory's
sprawling handwriting.

32

AT supper, George's mother men-
Za tioned the Maynard Mallory
* case.

"Didn't you two see anything of

it? But of course you didn't! It

only happened about a week ago.

He's a Hollywood actor, isn't he,

Tarn?"
"Yes . . . used to be," George sup-

plied. "I haven't seen his name for

years. He married an actress

named Florice Fanette, I think."

"Well, that's it, you see. He mur-
dered her."

"No-o-o?" George said, widening
his eyes-. "Confess?"

"Confess nothing! But they say
they know he did it."

"They were divorced," Tarn's dry
throat said.

<iYes," Mrs. Hutton answered.
"But it seems they were remarried
again about a year ago. They came
up to San Francisco last week and
gave some parties, and they say
there was a quarrel. The next day
he says he woke up about nine and

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



"Either you do like I want
you to," Mayne said, "or

tomorrow morning the pa-

pers'll have the whole story."

Listen to Woman in Love, by Kathleen Norris, Monday through
Friday on CBS at 5 p. m., E.S.T., sponsored by Wheaties.

instantly roused the whole place.
She was lying in the bathroom,
dead, with her head beaten in."
"He did it, eh?" George asked.

"What duck soup for Mullins!"
"Mallory was indicted day before

yesterday," the elder Mary said.

"They didn't find a gun or stick

or anything in the bathroom?"
"He had a walking stick with a

metal head, but it wasn't bloody."
"Any blood on him? There was

probably plenty of it."

"The floor was a pool, and the
walls were spattered. But the
blood on him might have been be-
cause he knelt down and caught
her up in his arms and tried to re-
vive her."

"Looks bad," George mused.
"It'll be short shrift for him."

"I suppose so. But he has money
to fight. She was rich, and she left

everything to Mallory."
Tarn was very quiet. She ate

nothing. It was late in the evening,
and Mary and her Gran had gone
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upstairs to bed before she began
quietly:

"George, we're in trouble."

"Who's in trouble, infant? This,"

George said, luxuriating in firelight,

with his wife half on his knee and
half on the arm of his chair, "this

doesn't seem to me like trouble."

Silently she put a crumpled sheet

of cheap hotel letter paper into his

hand. He leaned back and jerked
on a light to read it.

"My dear old Tarn," he read, "I

am in pretty bad shape for some-
thing I never did. I want to see

your husband, and I want to see

him mighty soon. Someone has got
to see me through this like he did
the Elliot case. Get in touch with
me. . .

."

The formless, blustering writing
ended with the signature "Mayne."

"What's he to you?" George asked,
staring at her, completely at a loss.

"That's just it. That's what I

didn't tell you when we first talked.

That's what you said you didn't

Once more Tarn's life

is entangled in the sordid

web of Mayne's, as this

dramatic novel reaches

new emotional heights

ever want to know. He's Mary's
father."

After a long time George said:

"Well, what of it? I suppose he
wants me to defend him. I'll tell

him I can't. And that'll be that."

'But then if that made him mad,"
Tamara said apprehensively, "what
could he do?"

"Exactly nothing, Tarn. The day
has gone by when the—what was
it?—the lightest breath of scandal

against a woman's name was enough
to damn her in decent society."

"He thinks you don't know," Tarn
surmised shrewdly.

"I suppose that's it. I suppose he
saw your whole life in his power.
Well, he's in pretty deep water
now."

"It's only on Mary's account that

I'm afraid," Tarn said suddenly.

"Does he know about Mary?"
"I wrote him once. I wrote him

that I must see him, that 'something

had happened.' "

"And what did he say when you
saw him?"

"I never did. He didn't write.

I've never seen him, since. . .
."

"Ha!" George said. "So you
don't know whether he knows or

not?"
"No. But he may have my old

letter—would he have kept it,

George?"
"Probably. He wouldn't have

written you as he did if he hadn't

some evidence of some sort."

"Well, you see, if he has heard of

Mary— He might tell her!"

"I don't see how," George pointed

out reasonably. "He can't really

know of her existence. If he sus-

pects it, he must think that you gave
the baby away for adoption. You
had six or seven years playing in

stock, with no talk of a baby, no
story of adopting a baby. All we
have to do is sit tight until they
hang him."
"You think they will?"

"Well, it looks that way."
But she wondered if he was a

little more concerned than he chose

to let her suspect when he went
away early the next morning, and
she knew that matters had taken
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By KATHLEEN

Either you do like I want
you to," Mayne said, "or
tomorrow morning the pa-
pers'll have the whole story."

The Story Thus Far:

FIVE years in a convent school

were poor defense for Tamara
Todhunter when she met Mayne
Mallory, handsome, unprincipled
film actor. To her dazzled eyes, he
symbolized everything she loved
and wanted. Instead of the shoddy
existence in her mother's apartment,
Mayne offered her glamour, ro-

mance, beauty. Only afterwards,
when he left San Francisco and re-

turned to Hollywood, leaving her to

bear his child in secrecy, did she
realize what an easy conquest she
had been.

The Mother Superior of her school
helped her by finding her refuge
with Mary Hutton, an old friend
who lived on a ranch south of San
Francisco. Mrs. Hutton took Tarn
into her home, and in the days that
followed the girl regained some of
the pride and self-respect she
thought had been lost. When the
baby came—a girl—she named it

Mary, after Mrs. Hutton, and then
returned to San Francisco to pick
up her life once more. During her
association with Mayne she had
done a little stage work, and now it

was to the stage that she returned.
For seven years she worked, devot-
ing all her energies to making a
living, until she was a moderately
successful star. Every week end
she would run down to visit little

Mary, who was accepted in the com-
munity as Mrs. Hutton's niece.
Then she met George Davis, a

handsome but dissolute young law- i

yer. Through her influence, he
stopped drinking, and eventually she
realized she was in love with him.
By an accident, she also discovered
that George was the long-lost son of
Mrs. Hutton, and one afternoon she
brought mother and son together
again. Before she agreed to marry
George, however, she told him the
truth about little Mary's father.
George refused to allow this to
make any difference in their love,
and they were married. But on re-
turning from their honeymoon, Tarn
found a sinister letter waiting for
her—addressed in Mayne Mallory's
sprawling handwriting.
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. . . used to be," George sup-

'I haven't seen his name for

He married an actress

named Florice Fanette, I think."

"Well, that's it, you see. He mur-

dered her."

"No-o-o?" George said, widening

his eyes. "Confess?"
"Confess nothing! But they say

they know he did it."

"They were divorced," Tarn's dry

throat said. ,

"Yes," Mrs. Hutton answered.

"But it aeems they were remarried

again about a year ago. They came

up to San Francisco last week ana

gave some parties, and they say

there was a quarrel. The next day

he says he woke up about nine an

Listen to Woman in Love, by Kathleen Norris, Monday through

Friday on CBS at 5 p. m., E.S.T., sponsored by Wheaties.
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instantly roused the whole place.
She was lying in "the i>athroom,
dead, with her head beaten in."

"He did it, eh?" George asked.
"What duck soup for Mullins!"
"Mallory was indicted day before

yesterday," the elder Mary said.

"They didn't find a gun or stick
w anything in the bathroom?"
"He had a walking stick with a

metal head, but it wasn't bloody."
"Any blood on him? There was

Probably plenty of it."

'The floor was a pool, and the
walls were spattered. But the
Wood on him might have been be-
cause he knelt down and caught
her up in his arms and tried to re-
VJve her."

,

"Looks bad," George mused.
«'U be short shrift for him."
"I suppose so. But he hag money

w fight. She was rich, and she left

everything to Mallory."
Tarn was very quiet. She ate

nothing. It was late in the evening,
and Mary and her Gran had gone
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upstairs to bed before she began

quietly:

"George, we're in trouble."

"Who's in trouble, infant? This,"

George said, luxuriating in firelight,

with his wife half on his knee and

half on the arm of his chair, "this

doesn't seem to me like trouble."

Silently she put a crumpled sheet

of cheap hotel letter paper into his

hand. He leaned back and jerked

on a light to read it.

"My dear old Tarn," he read, "I

am in pretty bad shape for some-

thing I never did. I want to see

your husband, and I want to see

him mighty soon. Someone has got

to see me through this like he did

the Elliot case. Get in touch with

le. . .
."

The formless, blustering writing

ended with the signature "Mayne."

"What's he to you?" George asked,

staring at her, completely at a loss

"That's just it. That's what I

didn't tell you when we first talked.

That's what you said you didn't

Once more Tarn's life

is entangled in the sordid

web of Mayne's, as this

dramatic novel reaches

new -emotional heights

ever want to know. He's Mary's
father."

After a long time George said:

"Well, what of it? I suppose he
wants me to defend him. I'll tell

him I can't. And that'll be that."

'But then if that made him mad,"
Tamara said apprehensively, "what
could he do?"

"Exactly nothing, Tarn. The day
has gone by when the—what was
it?—the lightest breath of scandal
against a woman's name was enough
to damn her in decent society."

"He thinks you don't know," Tarn
surmised shrewdly.

"I suppose that's it. I suppose he
saw your whole life in his power.
Well, he's in pretty deep water
now."

"It's only on Mary's account that

I'm afraid," Tarn said suddenly.

"Does he know about Mary?"
"I wrote him once. I wrote him

that I must see him, that 'something

had happened.'
"

"And what did he say when you
saw him?"

"I never did. He didn't write.

I've never seen him, since. . .
."

"Ha!" George said. "So you
don't know whether he knows or

not?"

"No. But he may have my old

letter—would he have kept it,

George?"
"Probably. He wouldn't have

written you as he did if he hadn't

some evidence of some sort."

"Well, you see, if he has heard of

Mary— He might tell her!"

"I don't see how," George pointed

out reasonably. "He can't really

know of her existence. If he sus-

pects it, he must think that you gave

the baby away for adoption. You
had six or seven years playing in

stock, with no talk of a baby, no

story of adopting a baby. All we
have to do is sit tight until they

hang him."
"You think they will?"

"Well, it looks that way."

But she wondered if he was a

little more concerned than he chose

to let her suspect when he went

away early the next morning, and

she knew that matters had taken
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some sort of unexpected turn, when
he telephoned her about four o'clock

to come into town and have dinner
and stay the night. He had to see

"a man" and was not coming home.
He looked tired when she met

him in the room he'd taken at the

Fairmont Hotel; but he brightened
at the sight of her. After a moment
he said:

"I've seen Mallory."

TAM'S healthy mountain brown
faded a trifle. "You've seen

Mayne?"
"Yep. He's here in the city jail.

I talked with him for about an
hour."

"Why did you see him?" Tarn
asked, in a light, frightened voice.

"Well—it looks as if I'll have to

defend him," he confessed. Then,
rapidly, he explained the tangled
skein of circumstances which was
dragging him into the Mallory case.

His own candidacy for the district

attorneyship, and the necessity for

defeating Oscar Mullins, the incum-
bent who would naturally prosecute
Mayne. Pressure from old Martell,

the head of George's own law firm,

and from Warren Hunter, one of the
partners. Both felt that the case

would be invaluable publicity for

George, particularly if he could get

any other kind of verdict beyond a
flat "Guilty." And in the meantime,
George said finally, Mallory had
written the firm, asking that George
handle the case.

"I didn't see," he finished, "what
else I could do but say I would take
it. In fact, the firm had practically

committed me to the job before I

knew anything about it."

Tarn's eyes were far away. "Oh, it

is strange!" she said, under her
breath.

"Yes—it is strange."

"Can you make any sort of case
for him, George?"

"I don't know. I don't think so.

I think they'll hang him. Poor fel-

low, he was trembling and sweating
as he talked about it."

Throughout dinner, which they
took in their room, Tamara was
silent and afraid; but afterwards
she sighed, relaxed a little. "Oh,
well," she said, "it's started—and
once things get started we can go
on. It was having it sprung on me
so suddenly that you'd have to de-
fend him that frightened me."
"You mustn't be frightened.

There's nothing to be frightened
about."

"George!" Red-cheeked, round-
eyed, she was facing him squarely,
her hands clamped on the arms of
the chair. "Do you mind horribly?
I mean—its being Mayne."

"I don't think of him as having
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anything to do with us at all,"

George said. "Women do that sort

of thinking. The past doesn't mean
so much to men. A man may wish
he hadn't been such a young skunk
to his mother—something like that,"

he added musingly. "But as a gen-
eral thing the future's the big bet!"

"A girl keeps wishing she could

go back!" Tamara said, on the same
reminiscent note. She drew a great

breath. "But we go on from here!"

she said. "Only I can't have my
Mary hurt."

"Marriage is a damn' marvelous
thing," George said reflectively.

"Well, I'll go to it tomorrow and see

what I can dig up. But I don't be-
lieve I can do much for him!"
On the last day of Mayne Mal-

lory's trial, Tamara and the charm-
ing middle-aged wife of Warren
Hunter were smuggled into incon-
spicuous chairs in the court room.

Next month! Read the

Secrets of the Lux Radio

Theater— the unrehearsed

and unexpected dramas

that happen behind the cur-

tain, to the embarrassment

of Hollywood's biggest stars

Tamara's eyes were on the pris-

oner as he was led in. She felt the
blood leave her face, and the cold

sweat on her hands. Mayne Mal-
lory again. He looked an old man

—

fat, soft, fearfully sobered.

The usual rustling of papers and
moving of figures was going on in-

side the rail; the usual whispered
consultations. But for an hour every
seat in the courtroom had been oc-
cupied. Nobody moved there. Ta-
mara studied the jury; six men, six

women. They were serious-looking
folk; one man looked stern and
cruel, one woman motherly and soft

and irresolute in type.

"Warren looks terribly blue. I'm
afraid it's all up with us," Margaret
Hunter whispered.

"George looks tired too," Tarn

said. There was an odd weight at her
heart. The best thing that could
happen would be to have a quick
verdict of "guilty" returned, and a

retrial refused. But then what of

Mayne? How would he fight?

"Mayne Mallory reveals old affair

with attorney's wife in claiming
Davis did not exert full powers of

defense!" Would that be a headline
some night?

"No, no," she said in her heart.

"Newspapers don't do that sort of

thing!"

Now Oscar Mullins was on his

feet and saying everything that of

course one knew he must say. Her
heart began to beat hard and stead-
ily with a sort of sickening fright;

she looked now and then at Mayne'

s

silhouette.

"This man has placed voluntarily
outside the category of those of us
who are still old-fashioned enough
to appreciate our women, who feel

only reverence and gratitude for

the sacred gift of a woman's love and
companionship . . . Florice Fanette
was young and lovely ... in the
radiant flower of her extraordinary
beauty . . . other men desired her,

longed for her . . . her heart was
true to the man she first had loved
. . . not as successful as she . . . not
rich . . .

"Ladies and gentlemen of the
jury, if this monster leaves this

court room a free man, then justice

is indeed dead in San Francisco, and
no one of our women may lay her-
self down to sleep tonight beside her
little children in safety. ..."

"Bosh," Tamara said fiercely in

her heart as she listened. "Bosh,
bosh, bosh!" But was the jury
thinking it was bosh?
When Mullins had finished, there

was a pause, then George stood up
and began to talk quietly, and the

blood came back to her heart. The
room was completely still. No one
moved; there was neither murmur
nor rustle as the words went on,

clear and natural. George skimmed
the general history of the crime and
the trial smoothly; there was but
one point he wanted to make. He
felt it was what might be called a
small point, but if it happened to be
one that his learned colleague Mr.
Mullins could not, with all his elo-

quence, explain, then it was as

valuable to his client as the most
perfect alibi.

The jury had seen the bathroom
walls that had been the silent wit-
nesses of either a brutal murder or

a strange, dramatic accident. He
was prepared to reconstruct those
walls from photographs right now
before their eyes; show that they
had been spattered lightly, evenly,

with a (Continued on page 57)
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THE MUSIC

By KEN ALDEK

THE Dorsey competition con-
tinues. Tommy and Jimmy are

both currently in Chicago, Jim-
my at the Sherman, Tommy at the
Palmer House. But on January 4,

Orrin Tucker replaces T. D.
* * *

Latest maestro-to-be: Tony Pas-
tor, Artie Shaw's popular tenor sax
player and novelty singer.

* * *

Arnold Johnson, who formerly had
Benny Goodman, Russ Morgan, Bob
Chester, and Freddie Martin work-
ing for him, is trying a comeback.
He will feature an eight-piece sax
section.

* * ' »

With all the big name bands on
MBS, CBS, and NBC, radio row
wonders where Elliott Roosevelt
will snare orchestras for his- pro-
posed new web.

* * *

Dave Tough, as authentic a jive

drummer as you could find in swing
alley, is really very ill.

* * *

Al Donohue, who junked a sweet
band for a swing one, opens in New
Jersey's Meadowbrook in January
with a MBS wire. He succeeds
Larry Clinton . . . Jan Savitt
grabbed Gabe Gelines, hot tenor sax
man, from Glenn Miller. . . .

BANDOM'S BAD BOY
Too much money almost changed

the career of Bob Chester and de-
prived radio of its newest dance
band threat to the currently estab-
lished swing kings.

The stepson of Albert Fisher, re-
tired head of world-renowned
Fisher Bodies, Inc., Bob could have
left the portals of Dayton Univer-
sity, armed with an impressive

-

looking brief case, that contained
among other things, one possession
many of us always strive for, but
never attain—security. Instead the
determined lad tossed all this away
for a shiny saxophone, and a job in

Russ Mor- (Continued on page 74)
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Glen Gray, Judy Garland and
Jimmie Fidler go in for a
bit of jive at the Palace Ho-
tel in San Francisco, where
Glen's band was playing when
Judy and Jimmie stopped in.

J

Too much money almost

changed the career of Bob
Chester and deprived radio

of a new dance band threat

to the current swing kings.
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Vaudeville—-The medicine

man returns for a laugh.

A WEEK
FROM the newest styles for your hair to a

fencing exhibition, the television cameras
every day range over dozens of new subjects,

truly making "the greatest show on earth."

Pictured on these pages is proof that the tele-

caster is thinking of other ways than the more
obvious spot news broadcasts to bring you new
hours of pleasure. Here are some typically

interesting performances that are daily being
televised by NBC in New York.

Schedules are expanding rapidly—television

now has a working week of 11% hours!

The Duncan Sisters—in

their Topsy and Eva roles

famous for so many years.

Hair Stylist—Emile
demonstrates the latest

in fashions for the hair. >~

V J

Novelty—The Kidoodlers, radio's
popular entertainers, play queer in-

struments for you to see and hear.

Fashions—a popular fea-

ture for women is the show-
ing of the latest clothes.
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The personal life story of a gallant lover, whose pursuit of an ideal

has brought both heartbreak and happiness to the women he has loved

s.'OME of you who read this story
may say that Herbert Marshall just
doesn't know what he wants from
love, or marriage. And, of course,
you're entitled to your own opinion,
but I think you wouldn't be look-
ing very deeply into his character
and emotions if you dismissed him
as lightly as that.

The trouble with Bart Marshall
is not that he does not know what
he wants in love. Not at all. He
does know. He wants the ideal,

and the vision of that ideal is al-

ways with him, giving him warmth,
coloring his fine, masculine voice,

putting an eternal aura of romance
about him. It has made him what
he is—a very great lover, on the
air, the screen, the stage, and in pri-
vate life; it has given heartache and
ecstasy to him and to the women
he has loved.

His trouble is simply this: that
he does not know that none of us
can maintain such ideal loves even
if we find them. They are too per-
fect. They are too wonderful. They
are all climax. No woman can pos-
sibly live up to them, hour by hour,
in the stress of everyday existence.
That is why the other loves replace
pure romance, mature loves found-
ed on tolerance and friendship and
association and knowledge. But that
is something Bart has never been
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able to understand, and so he has
never given any one of his loves the

chance to reach the beneficent peace
of maturity.

And because he has never given
love a chance to grow up, he is part
of a foursome that Hollywood sees

as a most modern rectangle. You

—

depending on your point of view

—

will find it either very sad, or very
cynical, or very civilized. Or, per-
haps, a little of all three.

No matter how you see it, you
will most certainly get an insight

into the soul of a charming man,
who is still in love with love.

Perhaps you were listening on the
evening of last October 23, when
Herbert Marshall, supported by
Edna Best, played "There's Always
Juliet" on the Hollywood Playhouse
program. "There's Always Juliet"

is an ardent love story and Mr. Mar-
shall and Miss Best, the latter mak-
ing her air debut, were most de-
lightful in it.

There were many reasons for

that. For one thing, it is a beauti-
fully written play. For another,
Edna and Bart had already played
the show, both on the London and
the New York stage. They knew
exactly where the laughs were in

the lines, and where the tenderness.

Such knowledge helps a perform
ance greatly.

But there were, also, two impor-
tant reasons why they might have
been awful. The first was the heart

of Mr. Marshall. The second was
the heart and memory of Miss Best.

For when they had originally played

"There's Always Juliet" they had
been one of the most famous of

ideally married couples. Their love

story was the kind that you liked

to know existed in real life—the

kind that you'd like to have happen
to you. They had exquisite twin
children. They were magnificently

successful, and beautifully in love.

B
1

<4
menas. i

UT on the recent night of

"There's Always Juliet" on the

air, while still man and wife, the

Marshalls were no longer in love

with each other. Bart was in love

with Lee Russell, a quiet, beautiful

girl. Edna was engaged to Nat
Wolff, who is the personal agent for

both his fiancee and her husband.
Mix into this the fact that Nat

Wolff was quietly sitting in the stu-

dio audience, watching them at the

microphone; and the further fact

that Miss Russell, though not pres-

ent at the broadcast—because she

never does come to them, holding

that Bart's work is personal to him
and that she shouldn't interfere

—

also one of Edna Best's good
Add that up. See, as Hol-
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Edna Best, Herbert Mar-
shall's lovely wife, and
Lee Russell, the girl

he plans to marry after

his divorce from Edna.

His trouble is

simply that he has
never permitted any of

his loves to reach maturity.

lywood often does, the four of them
frequently dining together, in peace
and amity. And you have that mod-
ern rectangle I spoke of.

Edna Best is Bart's second wife.

His first was Mollie Maitland, whom
he married before the war. It's

hard, now, to find out much about
Mollie. His closest English pals in

Hollywood say little about her ex-
cept, "She was a very good woman,
Mollie."

They might, of course, have
stayed married if it hadn't been
for the war. Bart left her to fight

for his country, and though he
wasn't killed he came so near to it

that his career and his whole life

were almost ruined. That war made
a cripple of him. He, a man in a
profession where physical beauty is

all-important, seemed doomed to

hobble out the rest of his life in

obscurity.

It is to his eternal credit that he
refused to accept that sentence. He,
who was then and still is in prac-
tically continual pain, came back to

the theater, learned to walk with
incredible smoothness, overcame his

handicap so that audiences never
for one moment pitied him, but ac-

cepted him as the personification of

all that (Continued on page 83)
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By KATE SMITH
RADIO MIRROR'S

NEW FOOD COUNSELLOR

HELLO, everybody: This is Kate
Smith speaking to you from
the cooking pages of Radio

Mirror where each month I'm going

to visit with you and talk about the

most important item in the house-
wife's notebook—food.

From time to time we'll discuss

other matters, too. If I hear about
a new gadget or a different way of

doing some household task that will

make your kitchen workshop func-

tion more efficiently, I'll pass the

news on to you. But for the most
part, we'll concentrate on planning
nourishing, appetizing meals which
are economical and simple to pre-
pare.

Since so many of my friends seem
to feel that baking is the most diffi-

cult of kitchen arts, we are going to

consider first of all cake and cooky
making. Many people believe that

baking requires a special knack.
That is quite true. But—and this is

the important thing—you can ac-

quire that knack.
The first step in acquiring it is to

use only the best ingredients. Be
sure that such important items as

flour, shortening, baking powder
and flavoring are the best the
market affords.

Before you start to bake, read
your recipe over carefully and be
sure that everything you require is

at hand. Next—and I can't stress

this too much—follow your recipe

to the letter. Measure accurately,

combine the ingredients as di-

rected and see to it that your oven
registers the exact temperature
specified.

This month I've a very special

recipe to give you—a recipe that

you can use to make at least three
entirely different and equally de-
licious cakes. What a blessing to be
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Tune in Kate Smith's noon-day talks Monday through Friday at

twelve, EJS.T. and on Friday nights at eight, both over CBS.

able to master just one recipe and
still get a variety of cakes! Your
family will cheer the results. I've

tried the recipe myself and I know.

Basic Cake Recipe

cups sifted cake flour

tsps. double-acting baking pow-
der

Vz tsp. salt

cup shortening 1 cup sugar
egg yolks, well beaten

3 cup milk
1 tsp. vanilla extract

3 egg whites, stiffly beaten

%
3

Sift flour once, measure, add bak-
ing powder and salt, and sift to-

gether three times. Cream shorten-

ing thoroughly, add sugar and
cream together until light and
fluffy. Add beaten egg yolks and
beat well. Add flour, alternately

with -milk, a small quantity at a

time, and beat after each addition

until smooth. Add vanilla extract.

Fold in egg whites. Bake in three

greased 9-inch layer pans at 375

degrees F., until done (25 to 30

minutes).
The first time you use this recipe,

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



An exclusive new feature to solve your kitchen problems

and to make more zestful the meals you serve—written

by a star as famous for her cooking as for her singing

put the layers together with all-

around chocolate frosting. (See

illustration upper right).

Ail-Around Chocolate Frosting

4 tbls. butter

3 cups sifted confectioners' sugar

% tsp. vanilla extract

V4 tsp. salt

3 squares unsweetened chocolate,

melted
4 tbls. hot milk
Cream butter, add half of sugar

gradually, creaming after each ad-
dition. Add vanilla, salt and melted
chocolate. Add remaining sugar,

alternately with milk, until mix-
ture reaches right consistency for

spreading (you may find that you
won't need quite all the milk) beat-

ing smooth after each addition.

NEXT time, make a coconut cov-

ered layer cake, using coconut

seven-minute frosting. (See illus-

tration right).

Coconut Seven-Minute Frosting

2 egg whites, unbeaten

1V2 cups sugar 5 tbls. water
1% tsps. light corn syrup

1 tsp. vanilla extract

1 can moist sweetened coconut
Combine egg whites, sugar, water

and corn syrup in top of double
boiler, beating with rotary beater

until thoroughly blended. Place

over boiling water, beat constantly

and cook for seven minutes, or un-
til frosting will stand in peaks.

Remove from boiling water, add
vanilla and beat until thick enough
to spread. Spread between layers

and on top and sides of cake,

sprinkling with coconut while frost-

ing is still soft.

Next, you might want to try the

chocolate loaf cake (illustrated).

Use the same basic recipe, plus four
squares of unsweetened chocolate.

The chocolate is to be melted and
added after the vanilla and just be-
fore the egg whites are folded in.

Bake this in a greased 15 by 10-

inch tin at 375 degrees F. for 25 to

30 minutes. As soon as it is done,
turn it onto a rack and cut away
the crisp edges. When it has cooled,

cut it into half lengthwise, then into

half crosswise. Spread three of the
quarters with % cup whipped
cream which has been sweetened
and flavored with vanilla to taste.

FEBRUARY, 1940

Fit the sections together like a layer

cake, placing a plain layer on top,

then cover top and sides with all-

around chocolate frosting.

For a richer cake, add one cup of

chopped nut meats to the basic

recipe just before folding in the

egg whites. Use either all-around
chocolate frosting or seven-minute
frosting between layers and on the

top and sides, sprinkling with nut
meats while the frosting is still soft.

Now let's turn our attention to

cookies. Here again we have a basic

recipe. It will give you the best

plain sugar cookies you've ever
eaten—and many people believe

that the simple, unadorned sugar
cooky is the perfection of the baking
art—or it can be given last minute
variations which will assure you a

cooky jar full of pleasant surprises.

Basic Cooky Recipe

3 cups flour xk tsp. salt

1 tsp. double-acting baking
powder

1V4 cups sugar
1 cup shortening 3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla extract

Sift flour, measure, then sift to-

gether with baking powder, sugar
and salt. Break up shortening with
a fork, then work it into the flour

mixture. Add eggs, one at a time,

beating after each one. Add vanilla

extract. Roll thin on floured board
and bake on greased cooky tin at

375 degrees F. for eight minutes.

Just before the cookies go into the

oven, decorate the tops so that in-

stead of one kind you will have an
infinite variety. Sprinkle some with

A luscious chocolate layer cake

made from the basic cake recipe.

shaved chocolate. Dot others with
cinnamon drops. Press raisins, cur-

rants, chopped candied fruits or nut
meats into the tops of some, and
dust the remainder with fruit

lozenges—the kind you'll find at

five cents the package at any candy
counter—which have been ground
up in your meat chopper. With
these as a starter, I know you will

work out other combinations and
variations of flavor yourself.

And so—happy baking day. I'll

be seeing you here next month.

Here's a trick I consider in-
valuable for removing onion
aroma from the hands. As soon
as you've finished peeling onions,
run for your favorite deodorant.
Use it liberally on your hands
and allow it to remain for at

least five minutes. Then wash it

off and, presto! all onion odor
has disappeared.

The same basic recipe cake, with

a coconut party dress this time.

Bottom, an attractive chocolate
oaf cake, from the same recipe.
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9:00
9:00

9:30
9:30

2:00
2:00
2:00

2:30

2:30

3:00
3:00
3:00

3:30
3:30

4:00
4:00

4:30
4:30
4:30

5:00
5:00
5:00

5:15
5:15

CBS: News
NBC-Blue: Peerless Trio
NBC-Ked: Organ Recital

CBS: Morning Moods
NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Red: Four Showmen

NBC-Red: Animal News

CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
NBC-Red: Turn Back the Clock

NBC-Red: Tom Teriss

CBS: Wings Over Jordan
NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Morning Musicale
NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit

CBS: March of Games
NBC-Blue: Four Belles
NBC-Red: Children's Hour

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen

NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell

CBS: MAJOR BOWES FAMILY
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Red: Music and Youth

BC-Blue: RADIO CITY MUSIC
HALL

N BC-Red : Vernon Crane's Story Book

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
NBC-Red: On the Job

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Music for Moderns

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone

CBS: Grand Hotel
NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Moods
NBC-Red: From Hollywood Today

CBS: Democracy in Action
NBC-Blue: Great Plays
NBC-Red: Smoke Dreams

CBS: So You Think You Know
Music

N BC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

CBS: N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
NBC-Blue: Norman Cloutier's Orch.
NBC-Red: I Want a Divorce

NBC-Blue: H. Leopold Spitalny
NBC-Red: News from Europe

NBC-Blue: National Vespers
NBC-Red: Glenn Miller Orch.

CBS: Pursuit of Happiness
NBC-Blue: Richard Himber Orch.
NBC-Red: The World is Yours

CBS: Hobby Lobby
MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters

NBC-Blue: News
NBC-Red: Bob Becker Dog Chats

SUNDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

10:00 10:30
8:00 10:00

5:30 CBS. Uen Bernie
5:30 MBS: The Shadow
5:30 NBC-Blue: Met Opera Auditions
5:30 NBC-Red: The Spelling Bee

6:00 CBS: SILVER THEATER
6:00 MBS: Listen America
6:00 NBC-Blue: New Friends of Music
6:00 NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

6:30 CBS: Gateway to Hollywood
6:30 NBC-Red: Grouch Club

7:00 CBS: European News Roundup
7:00 NBC-Blue: Dinah Shore
7:00 NBC-Red: JACK BENNY

CBS: SCREEN GUILD THEATER
7:30 NBC-Blue: Mr. District Attorney
7:30 NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

00 CBS: ORSON WELLES
8:00 NBC-Blue: Festival of Musir
«:00 NBC-Red: CHARLIE MCCARTHY
8:30 NBC-Red: ONE MAN'S FAMILY

(Jan. 7)

9:00 CBS: rORD SYMPHONY
9:00 NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell
9:00 NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-Go-

Round

NBC-Blue: The Parker Family

9:30 NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
9:30 NBC-Red: American Album of

Familiar Music

NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review

9-00 10:00 MBS: Goodwill Hour
9-00 10:00 CBS: Ellery Queen
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: Hour of Charm

10 10:30 NBC-Blue: Cheerio
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: NBC String Quartet

11:00 CBS: Paul Sullivan
11:00 NBC: Dance Orchestra

Benny's Dennis Day . . . and Dennis' talkative "Mother."

Tune-In Bulletin for December 31, January 7, 14 and 21!

December 31: Here it is the last day of 1939, and nobody's sorry to see it go. The
networks are doing their bit to send it on its way, with all-night dance programs
chasing 1939 across the continent and clear out to Honolulu. . . . From 2:00 to

3:00 this afternoon, E.S.T., NBC-Blue broadcasts Headlines of 1939, a review of

the year's news events. . . . The Rose Bowl Pageant in Pasadena is to be described

on Mutual tonight. . . . Grace Moore is the guest star on the Ford Hour.
January 7: One of your old favorites returns today when Grand Hotel begins on CBS

at 1:35 this afternoon. . . . And the Chase and Sanborn show, NBC-Red at 8:00, is cut

to a half-hour beginning tonight—with One Man's Family in the other thirty minutes.

January 14: Today's your last chance to hear Paul Wing's Spelling Bee program over

NBC-Red at 5:30. . . . Ted Malone makes a pilgrimage to Oliver Wendell Holmes'
home in Boston at 1:15 over NBC-Blue. . . . Gladys Swarthout is the guest star on
the Ford Hour.

January 21: Helen Traubel, soprano, is the Ford Hour's guest tonight. . . . Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow's home is visited by Ted Malone at 1:15.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: A new singer

and a new comedienne—in fact, you
might agree with lots of folks and call

them the new singer and the new come-
dienne of the current radio season. They're

Dennis Day and his "mother," heard on

Jack Benny's Jell-O show on NBC at 7:00,

E.S.T. and 8:30, P.S.T.

"Mother," Mrs. Lucretia Day, of course

isn't really Dennis' mother at all. In real

life she's Verna Felton, a veteran radio

actress who has appeared frequently on
the Benny show in the last three years.

In fact, at one time or another, she has
played mother to everyone in the gang.
Besides her radio experience, she has a
long and honorable stage career behind
her too, for she made her theatrical debut
in 1901, when she was nine.

Verna is married to Lee Millar, a former
stage director who is now a radio actor
too, and they have one son, fifteen years
old. Young Millar followed in his mother's
footsteps by appearing on the stage when
he was nine, but since then he's decided
that he likes music better than acting, and
now is studying piano.

The Millars live on a ranch in San
Fernando Valley, where, in spite of her

heavy radio schedule, Verna manages to

do most of the cooking for her family,

and a good deal of the sewing besides.

She and her husband always criticize each
other's radio performances, and wouldn't

think of going on the air without first

rehearsing at home and getting sugges-
tions from the other. "Mother" is Verna's

favorite role at all time.

Her "son," Dennis Day, after three

months of amazing success on the Benny
show, is the same self-assured but unas-

suming kid he was when he first stepped
up to its mike. He's entirely given up his

early notion of being a lawyer, and is so

definitely committed to a singing career
the! he refuses to drink or smoke because
such things are bad for the voice.

He lives with his real mother in a small

North Hollywood house surrounded by
flower beds. This garden, next to his

second-hand coupe, is Dennis' greatest joy,

since he was born and brought up in New
York City, where he never had a chance
to cultivate anything more extensive than

a window-box. He's no night-clubber, and
his idea of a really good time is driv-

ing his car all over Southern California.

He hasn't any "steady girl."

*3F| ***

"*&*?'

SAY HELLO TO . . .

BILL JOHNSTONE—who plays "The Shadow" on the mys-
tery thriller of that name this afternoon at 5:30 on MBS.
Bill was born in Scotland in 1908 and came to America
as a boy, where he was first a reporter, then switched
to acting. He owns a farm in Connecticut and spends
his summers on it, living in a New York apartment in

winter. His eyes are hazel, his hair prematurely gray.

INSIDE RADIO-The New Radio Mirror Almanac
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8:00
8:00

8:05
8:05

2:30 2:30

8:30

8:45
8:45

1:00 9:00
9:00
9:00

1:15 9:15
9:15
9:15

1:30 9:30
9:30
9:30

1:45 9:45
9:45
9:45

8:00 10:00
10:00
10:00

11:30
8:15

ions
10:15
10:15

11:00 10:30
10:30
10:30

11:15 10:45

1

10:45

9:00
9:00

11:00
11:00

9:15
9:15

11:15
11:15

9:30
9:30
9:30

11:30
11:30
11:30

9:45 11:45

10:00 12:00

10:15
10:15

12:15
12:15

10:30 12:30

10:45
12:45
12:45

11:00
11:00

1:00
1:00

11:15 1:15

11:30
1:30
1:30

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

12:00
12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00

12:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15
2:15

12:30 2:30

12:45
12:45

2:45
2:45

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

1:15 3:15

1:30 3:30

1:45
3:45
3:45

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00

2:15
6:00
4:15

2:30 4:30

2:30 4:30

2:45
5:15

4:45
5:45

3:00 5:00

3:15 5:15

5:30

8:00
8:00

6:00
6:00

8:15
8:15

6:15
6:15

7:30
7:30
4:30
7:30

6:30
7:30
6:30
9:30

9:00
9:00
5:00

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:30
5:30
8:30

7:30
7:30
7:30

6:00
6:00

8:00
8:00

6:30
7:00

8:30
9:00

CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
NBC-Red: Uene and Glenn

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC: News
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack
CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Martin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: LANNY ROSS
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out of

Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Time for Thought
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: The Goldbergs
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: This Day is Ours
CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

2:15

2:30
2:30

2:45
2:45

3:00
3:00
3:00

3:15
3:15
3:15

3:30

3:45
3:45

4:00
4:00

4:15

4:30

4:45
4:45

5:00
5:00

5:15
5:15

5:30

5:30
5:30

5:45
5:45
5:45

6:00

6:05

6:15

6:30

6:45

7:00
7:00

7:15
7:15

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

8:00

NBC
CBS:
NBC
CBS:
NBC
CBS:
NBC-
NBC-
CBS:
NBC
NBC-
NBC
NBC-
NBC
NBC-
NBC-
NBC-
NBC
CBS:
NBC
CBS:
NBC
CBS:
NBC-
CBS:
NBC
NBC
CBS:
NBC-
NBC
CBS:
CBS:
CBS:
CBS:
NBC-
CBS:
NBC
CBS:
NBC-
CBS:
MBS
NBC
NBC-
CBS:

8:00NBC
8:00 NBC
8:30

-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
Your Family and Mine
Red: Valiant Lady
My Son and I

Red: Hymns of All Churches
Girl Interne
Blue: Orphans of Divorce
Red: Mary Marlin

Society Girl
Blue
Red:
Red:
Blue

7:00
7:00

9:00
9:00

8:30
8:30

9:00
9:00

9:30
10:00 CBS
10:00 MBS
10:00 NBC

CBS:
NBC
NBC
CBS:
NBC
NBC

The Chase Twins
Ma Perkins

Pepper Young's Family
Ted Malone

Red: Vic and Sade

Blue: Club Matinee
Red: Backstage Wife

Red: Stella Dallas

Red: Lorenzo Jones
Smilin' Ed McConnell
Red: Young Widder Brown
BY KATHLEEN NORRIS
Red: Girl Alone
Billy and Betty
Red: Midstream
It Happened in Hollywood
Blue: Affairs of Anthony
Red: Jack Armstrong
Scattergood Baines
Blue: Tom Mix
Red: Little Orphan Annie
News
Edwin C. Hill

Hedda Hopper
H. V. KALTENBORN
Blue: Lowell Thomas
Amos 'n' Andy
Red: FRED WARING'S GANG
Lum and Abner
Red: I Love a Mystery
BLONDIE
The Lone Ranger
Blue: One of the Finest
Red: Larry Clinton
TUNE-UP TIME
Blue: Sherlock Holmes
Red: Tommy Riggs

Howard and Shelton
Blue: True or False
Red: Voice of Firestone
LUX THEATER
Red: Doctor I. Q.

Red: ALEC TEMPLETON
Guy Lombardo
Raymond Gram Swing

-Red: The Contented Hour

MONDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Michael and his Kitty—Clayton Collyer and Arline Blackburn.

Tune-In Bulletin for January 1, 8, 15 and 22!

January I: And a Happy New Year to you! That's your Studio Snooper's wish, as

well as the wish of CBS, NBC and Mutual. . . . Don't be sad if you don't live where

you can see the Rose Bowl football game—you can hear it on the air, over Mutual
or NBC. . . . Listen to the newest network—the Transcontinental—which goes on the

air today. Elliott Roosevelt is its president, and it includes stations all the way across

the continent.

January 8: Have you listened yet to Young Dr. Malone? It's been on NBC-Blue at

11:15 in the morning for several weeks now, and it's a realistic, human serial.

January 15: Don't forget that Monday is the night for two of the season's best musical

half-hours—Tune-Up Time on CBS at 8:00 and Alec Templeton on NBC-Red at 9:30.

January 22: It's your last chance to hear Woody Herman tonight, playing from the

Famous Door.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Pretty Kitty Kelly,

sponsored by Wonder Bread, heard on

CBS at 10:00 A.M., E.S.T., 9:00, C.S.T.,

8:00, M.S.T., and 1:00 P.M., P.S.T. And
if you live on the West Coast you are al-

ways a day ahead of your fellow listeners

to the east, because the morning broad-

cast is always a repetition of the same
episode that was put on the air the after-

noon of the preceding day.

Arline Blackburn, star of Pretty Kitty

Kelly, also plays Tamara in By Kathleen

Norris, on CBS at 5:00 this afternoon, and
Eileen Turner in The O'Neills, on NBC at

12:15—So you can see she's a pretty busy

girl. That's probably the reason that

though she collects dogs for a hobby, none
of them is alive. Like the title character

of Pretty Kitty Kelly, Arline has red-blonde

hair, green eyes and a fair complexion.
Her leading man, Clayton Collyer, who

plays Michael Conway, has been on the

air since his undergraduate days, when he
was always billed as "Bud" Collyer. He's
thirty-one years old, and is the brother
of June Collyer, film star. True to the

family tradition, he always wanted to act,

but was persuaded to study law instead

—

and though he graduated from law school
he gave up legal practice for the stage
and radio as soon as he could. Three
years ago he met Heloise Green on a

blind date, and now she's Mrs. Collyer.

Pretty Kitty Kelly has a large cast, but
of course everybody in the story doesn't

appear on every single program—if they
did, the small CBS studio where they
broadcast would be filled to overflowing.
The "regulars," though—the people who
are on the air from time to time, are
Helen Choat as Bunny Wilson, Artells Dick-

son as Slim, Howard Smith as Inspector
Grady, Charme Allen as Mrs. Murger,
Dennis Hoey as Mr. Welby and Ethel In-

tropidi (pronounce it Ahn-tro-pee-di) as
Mrs. Welby. Matt Crowley is the narrator
who sets the scenes when they change,
between stretches of dialogue, and An-
drew Stanton is the man who does the
commercial announcements.

Because everyone on the cast is work-
ing on other programs, rehearsals for

Pretty Kitty Kelly are businesslike affairs,

with everyone doing his or her best to

get the most done in the least possible
time. They're all good friends, though

—

they've worked together so long. Arline
and Helen Choat, who plays Bunny, are
just as fond of each other off-stage as they
are on.

Artells Dickson (Slim) is a specialist in

Western types, and Howard Smith (In-

spector Grady) can play a policeman and
a gangster with equal ease.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

FRANK NELSON—whose voice carries the opening mes-
sage of the Lux Radio Theater tonight on CBS at 9:00.
He's also a regular member of the cast in supporting
roles, and you heard him opposite Bette Davis in that
memorable drama, "Alter Ego." He's married to a radio
actress, Mary Lansing, is an enthusiastic candid camera-
man and possesses a big collection of shots of picture stars.

27 to January 25
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8:00
8:00

8:15
8:15
8:15

8:30

CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: Variety Program

CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

8:00
8:00

9:00
9:00

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC: News

8:05
8:05

9:05
9:05

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

2:30 2:30 9:15 CBS: School of the Air

8:30 9:30 NBC-Red: Family Man

8:45
8:45

9:45
9:45

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

1:00 9:00
9:00
9:00

10:00
10:00
10:00

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man 1 Married

1:15 9:15
9:15
9:15

10:15
10:15
10:15

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

1:30 9:30
9:30
9:30

10:30
10:30
10:30

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

1:45 9:45
9:45
9:45

10:45
10:45
10:45

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

10:45 10:00
10:00
10:00

11:00
11:00
11:00

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum

11:30
8:15

10:15
10:15
10:15

11:15
11:15
11:15

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

11:00 10:30
10:30
10:30

11:30
11:30
11:30

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Traveling Chef
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

11:15 10:45

10:45

11:45
11:45

11:45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

9:00
9:00

11:00
11:00

12:00
12:00

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carterslof Elm Street

9:15
9:15

11:15
11:15

12:15
12:15

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

9:30
9:30
9:30

11:30
11:30
11:30

12:30
12:30
12:30

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Our Spiritual Life

9:45

10:00

11:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday

12:00 1:00 CBS: The Goldbergs

10:15
10:15

12:15
12:15

1:15
1:15

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

10:30
10:30

12:30
12:30

1:30
1:30

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Words and Music

12:45 1:45 CBS: Road of Life

11:00
1:00
1:00

2:00
2:00

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

11:15 1:15 2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

11:30
1:30
1:30

2:30
2:30

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

2:45
2:45

CBS: My Son and 1

NBC-Red: Hymns of all Churches
12:00
12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00

3:00
3:00
3:00

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15
2:15

3:15
3:15
3:15

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

12:30 2:30 3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
12:45
12:45

2:45
2:45

3:45
3:45

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

4:00
4:00

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

1:15 3:15 4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

1:30 3:30 4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

1:45
3:45
3:45

4:45
4:45

CBS: Smilln' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00

5:00
5:00

CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

2:15
6:00
4:15

5:15
5:15

CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream

2:30
2:30

4:30
4:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

2:45
5:15

4:45
5:45

5:45
5:45
5:45

CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

3:00 5:00 6:00 CBS: News
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

5:30 6:30 CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

8:00
4:00
8:00

6:00
6:00
6:00

7:00
7:00
7:00

CBS: AMOS 'N' ANDY
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang

8:15
4:15
8:15

6:15
6:15
6:15

7:15
7:15
7:15

CBS: Jlmmie Fldler
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: • Love a Mystery

4:30 6:30 7:30 CBS: HELEN MENKEN
8:30
5:00
8:30
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

CBS: EDWARD G. ROBINSON
M IIS La Rosa Concert
NBC-Blue: The Aldrich Family
NBC-Red: Johnny Prosents

9:00
5:30

7:30
7:30

8:30
8:30

NBC-Blue: INFORMATION PLEASE
NBC-Red: Horace Hoidt

9:30
9:30

8:00
8:00

9:00
9:00

CBS: We, The People
NBC-Red: Battle of the Sexes

6:30
6:30

8:30
8:30

9:30
9:30

NBC-Blue: Meet Mr. Woeks
NIK Red: McGEE AND MOLLY

7:00
7:00

9:00
9:00

10:00
10:00

MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: BOB HOPE

7:30
7:30

9:30
9:30

10:30
10:30

NBC-Blue: Brent House
NBC-Kcd: Uncle Walter's Doghouse

TUESDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Kingsley Colton and Betty Garde co-star in My Son and I.

Tune-In Bulletin for January 2, 9, 16 and 23!

January 2: The Travelling Chef Richard Kent, will give you some kitchen pointers on

his new program, NBC-Blue at 11:30 this morning.

January 9: That weekly serial, Brent House, is on tonight now, at 10:30 on NBC-Blue . . .

with Kathleen Fitz in the role of Portia Brent.

January 16: Better stay close to home tonight, so you can answer the telephone if

Horace Heidt's Pot 0' Gold program draws your name. If you're there to answer

when the phone rings, you'll get a thousand dollars—if you aren't you'll only get

a hundred. . . . But of course if your name isn't drawn you won't get anything.

January 23: Information Please is well into its second year of sponsorship tonight—and
just as witty as ever. Have you seen one of those movie shorts they've made out of

this clever program?

ON THE AIR TODAY: My Son and I,

starring Betty Garde and Kingsley Colton,

on CBS at 2:45, E.S.T., and sponsored by

Calumet Baking Powder and Swans Down
Flour.

This is just what it sounds like—the

story of a mother and her son, and the

love between them. Its appearance as a

radio serial grew out of two one-act plays

which author Frank Provo wrote especially

for Betty Garde and Kingsley Colton to

act in on the Kate Smith program. That

was last year, and Betty and Kingsley

gave such good accounts of themselves

that it was decided to put the characters

and their adventures into a long-run

serial.

As Connie Vance, the stage mother who
struggles to provide for her ten-year-old

son, Betty Garde has a part that's exactly

suited to her. Betty won laurels for her

stage work last year in "The Primrose

Path," but she might never have been an
actress if her father hadn't been a news-
paper editor. In Philadelphia, where she
grew up and appeared in amateur plays,

the dramatic critic on her father's paper
always wrote about her performances in

very complimentary terms. Her father was
skeptical—he thought the reviewers were
just being nice because they were his co-
workers—so to prove that she really could
act, Betty left Philadelphia as soon as she
was old enough and came to New York
to get a stage job. It was a long pull,

but she finally got the job and proved that

the reviewers were right, after all.

Kingsley Colton, who plays Buddy, is

twelve years old, and studio workers like

him because, they say, "he isn't the kind

of kid that gets in your hair." He's as

well-poised and self-assured as an adult,

whether he's at the mike, diving off an
eight-foot board or putting on the third

green at golf. He got into radio a little

more than two years ago, when an en-

thusiastic uncle brought him to Nila Mack,
CBS children's program director. Before
that he'd been a sucessful model for com-
mercial photographers. He's been in a
few movie shorts, but his principal inter-

ests are radio and school.

Also in the cast of My Son and I are
Gladys Thornton, playing Aunt Addie,
Agnes Young as Aunt Minta, and John
Picard as Bruce Barrett. Looking at Agnes
Young, you'd never guess that she could

be the elderly spinster you hear on the

air. As a matter of fact, she's unusual
in that she plays young roles on the stage
and character parts—old ladies, immi-
grant women, embittered villainesses and
the like—on the air. Gladys Thornton, the

Aunt Addie, has been in radio for ten

years, starting with a daily serial over
WOR in which she played all the charac-
ters as well as writing it herself. She has
the distinction of being one of the few
women who have ever appeared on the
Amos 'n' Andy broadcasts—and under her

own name, too—though it was only on one
night's program.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

LEE C. MILLAR—the austere judge of Big Town, on CBS
at 8 tonight. He's the husband, in private life, of Verna
Felton, whom you can read about on page 42. Besides be-
ing one of Hollywood's busiest radio character actors,
he has a wide range of animal impersonations, and is

proud because once he won out over twenty-five dogs in

an audition for the movie version of "The Voice of Bugle
Ann." His is also the voice of Pluto, the dog in Walt
Disney's Mickey Mouse cartoons—but his face hasn't ap-
peared on a movie screen since 1914, when he was Dorothy
Dalton's leading man in one called "Across the Pacific."
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Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr., popu-
lar in Delaware society, sponsors

Wilmington's spectacular charity

ball—the Society Follies.

Miss Beffe Miller helped found
the Kansas City chapter of Rail-

way Business Women. The club's

winter dance is a gala function.

„

'Z^M^^a^M^^-i^nsQs Cily Secretary

A Southerner, titian-haired Mrs. du
Pont is very hospitable, and her historic

old home on the Delaware is the scene

of many gay social affairs.

fi?//oiv f/?esame famous
Sfo'nCare

Mrs. du Pont arrives by private plane at

the airport near her New Castle home,
looking fresh and unwearied after a
quick shopping trip to New York.

QUESTION TO MRS. DU PONT:

Southern women are famous
for their complexions,
Mrs. du Pont. Do you have
any particular method of
skin care?

ANSWER:
"Yes. I don't believe in

taking chances with my
complexion—I always use
Pond's 2 Creams. Pond's
Cold Cream is perfect for

cleansing my skin—keeping
it soft and supple at the
same time. And for powder
base and protection against
weather, Pond's Vanishing
Cream is ideal!"

QUESTION TO MRS. DU PONTi

Do you feel that using
2 creams helps keep your
make-up fresh looking longer?

ANSWER:
"I'm sure it does! That's
why, before powder, I always
cleanse and soften my skin

with Pond's Cold Cream and
smooth it with Pond's
Vanishing Cream. This gives

my skin a finish that takes
make-up so well it. looks
fresh for literally hours 1"

QUESTION TO MISS MILLER:

When a girl works all day,
Bette, is it hard for her to

find time to take good care
of her skin?

ANSWERi

"Not if she follows my
system. It's quick, thorough
—and economical! I just use

the 2 Pond's Creams. First

Pond's Cold Cream to get

my skin really clean—give it

the clear, 'glowy' look that I

like. And then I never fail to

smooth on Pond's Vanishing
Cream for powder foundation
— it seems to make make-up
so much more attractive!"

QUESTION TO MISS MILLER:

When you're outdoors for

hours at a time, don't you
worry about sun and wind
roughening your skin?

ANSWER:

"No—why should I? Pond's
Vanishing Cream smooths
away little skin roughnesses
in only one application.
I usually spread on a light

film of Vanishing Cream
before I go outdoors, too.

Just for protection."

SEND FOR TRIAL

BEAUTY KIT
Pond's, Dept. 8 RM CV-B, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tubes of Pond's Cold Cream, Vanish-

ing Cream and Liquefying Cream (quicker-melling
cleansing cream) and five different
shades of Pond's Face Powder. I

enclose 101 to cover postage and
packing.

ponds

V jStale_

Off to work. After graduation from

high school, Bette got a secretarial job

in the Gulf, Mobile and Northern Rail-

road freight office.

City
Copyright, 1939, Pond's Extract Company

Bette and her companion
local enthusiasm for bicj din

lar is this sport in Kansas
traffic regulation-; became

share the

g. So popu-

Citv that

necessary!

' /
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CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: Variety Show

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
NBC-Blue: Four Showmen
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can Be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS:Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out of

Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Homespun
CBS: OUR GAL SUNDAY
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS
CBS: Life Can Be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day Is Ours
NBC-Red: Words and Music

CBS: Road of Life

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Music for Young Listeners
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

45 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

00 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45 CBS: SMILIN' ED McCONNELL
45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown

5:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone

5:15 CBS: Billy and Betty
5:15 NBC-Red: Midstream

5:30 CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
5:30 NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
6:00 CBS: News
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

6:15 CBS: Hedda Hopper

6:30 CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
6:30 NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenaders

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

WEDNESDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

:00
00 N B(

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
Blue- EASY ACES

7

7

7

7:15
7:15
7:15

7:30
7:301 MBS: The Lone Ranger

8:00 (its Al Pearco
8:00 NBC-Blue: Johnny Presents

NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lum an' Abnor
Mil Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery

CBS: BURNS AND ALLEN

'.in Kiel Hollywood Playhouse

CBS: Glenn Miller
NBC-Blue: Quick Silver Quiz
NBC-Red: Avalon Time
CBS: TEXACO STAR THEATER
Nisi -111, I.- Radio Guild
'. I'.i K..I. FRED ALLEN
i lis Dr. Christian
MI1S Raymond Gram Swing

7:00 9:00 10:00 NDC-Reii: KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE

Effle Palmer and Richard Gordon of Orphans of Divorce.

Tune-In Bulletin for December 27, January 3, 10, 17 and 24!

December 27: Tonight at 8:30 on CBS is your last chance to hear Paul Whiteman on
the Chesterfield program. His place will be taken next week by Glenn Miller and
his orchestra. . . . Doesn't seem possible, but Pop Whiteman just passed the twentieth

anniversary of his start as an orchestra leader.

January 3: It's a big night for Glenn Miller and his band—they get their first commercial
program, the Chesterfield show at 8:30 on CBS (the Andrews Sisters are on it too),

and they open at the Meadowbrook Inn, playing over NBC.
January 10: The winter horse racing season opens today at Hialeah Park in Florida.

It's the Inaugural Handicap, and you'll hear it over CBS.
January 17: Have you heard the new Johnny Presents show on NBC-Blue at 8:00

tonight? It stars Johnny Green and his orchestra, and Beverly, a very sweet singer.

January 24: Is Charles Boyer back on the Hollywood Playhouse—NBC-Red at 8:00 tonight?

ON THE AIR TODAY: Orphans of Di-

vorce, on NBC-Blue at 3:00 P.M., E.S.T.,

sponsored by the R. L. Watkins Company.
It's time this continued drama were

brought to your attention, because it

hasn't had much ballyhoo and maybe
you've missed it—which would be too bad,

because the acting performance of Effie

Palmer as Nora Kelly Worthington is some-
thing that shouldn't be missed.

Effie Palmer has been working in radio

for seventeen full years, and knows every-

thing there is about acting in front of a

microphone—but this is her first starring

role. She didn't have it originally, either,

because when Orphans of Divorce first

went on the air as a once-weekly night-

time serial, Margaret Anglin had the part.

But when it changed into a daily show
Effie took over and did a grand job.

Effie was born on a little farm near
Albany, New York, but later moved to

Boston, where she studied acting. After
her graduation she came to New York for

a stage career that was soon interrupted

by radio. Since then she's been on the air

almost every day, except for brief vaca-
tions, and has played every kind of part.

She's married and lives in Brooklyn. Be-

sides Orphans of Divorce, her most im-
portant radio role just now is that of Mrs.
Eeps in Just Plain Bill.

Playing opposite Effie in the role of
Cyril Worthington is another radio
veteran, Richard Gordon, who gained

fame as Sherlock Holmes when the ad-
ventures of that master-detective first hit

the air. Before that, though, he'd played
in scores of New York dramatic successes

with such actresses as Ethel Barrymore,
Gertrude Lawrence, and Judith Anderson.
He's married to the woman who wrote one
of the plays he acted in, and they have
a grown son.

On Orphans of Divorce you hear one
of radio's most unique actresses—Made-
line Pierce, who makes a very good living

by crying, howling, gurgling and cooing.

She's a baby specialist, although she also

is able to do other parts with skill. Made-
line got her unusual talent by imitating

her four younger brothers and sisters, but

she certainly never thought it would be
anything but a parlor trick. She came to

New York to study dress designing, gave
that up to get married and have a baby
of her own, and three years ago was per-

suaded by her friends to get a radio audi-

tion. Only a week after the audition—at

which she squealed, chuckled and bawled
in a way the audition committee had nevei

heard before—she was called to work on
an Al Jolson program. On Orphans of

Divorce, of course, she plays Baby Sandy.

The other members of the cast are

Claire Wilson, Pat Peardon and Warren
Bryan as Juliet, Joan and Dick Worthing-
ton; Geraldine Kay and James Krieger as

Barbara and Alex Pratt, and Vivia Ogden
as Annie.

SAY HELLO TO . .

MARVIN MUELLER—whom you hear as Dr. Lee Markham
in The Woman in White, NBC-Red at 10:45. Marvin is also
a poet, a fact that's proved by the listing of his name in

the "Biographical Dictionary of Contemporary Poets."
He began his radio work in St. Louis eight years ago, and
now lives in Chicago. Marvin's married, is five feet
eleven inches tall, weighs 195 pounds and has dark brown
hair and eyes. He also plays the role of Howard Andrews
in Midstream, but since that's on the Blue network at the
same time Woman in White is on the Red, he can only be
in one show when the action of the other doesn't need him.
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V
You can't expect to win

if you wear an Old Shade of Powder!
//

Is the powder shade that flattered

you once . . . spoiling your charm

today? Find the one shade of my
powder that's lucky for you now 1

.

HOW MANY MONTHS have passed since

you checked up on your face powder?

Can you be sure that right now you're not

wearing a shade of face powder that is

robbing you of your charm, perhaps

ruining your chance for popularity?

The shade you wore as little as four

months ago can be all wrong for your skin

as it is today. For your skin tones change

with the seasons—and the one right shade

will flatter you, but the wrong shade can

make you look older—years older.

That's why I make my powder in ten

lovely and lucky shades. This year my
new Rachels are particularly flattering.

It's really important to find your lucky, most

flattering jace powder shade!

And in every one of my 10 shades you

will see not the dead grey of a coarse, dull

powder. . . but only the opalescent film

that lets your own true beauty come

shining through.

Find your lucky shade. Send for all

ten of my shades which I am glad to send

you free. Perhaps my new Champagne
Rachel will be your lucky one—perhaps

Brunette—or Natural. Compare all ten—

don't skip even one. For the shade you

never thought you could wear may be

the one right shade for you.

Make the "Bite Test'. When you re-

ceive my ten shades, make the "Bite

Test," too. Put a pinch of the face powder

you are now using between your teeth

and grind your teeth slowly upon it. If

there's the slightest particle of grit in the

powder, this test will reveal it.

Next, make exactly the same test with

Lady Esther Face Powder. And you will

find not the tiniest trace of grit. Now you'll

understand why Lady Esther Face Pow-
der never gives you that flaky, "pow-

dered" look and why it clings so perfectly

for four full hours.

So write today for my glorious new
powder shades. Find the one that trans-

forms you into a lovelier, luckier you!

Men's eyes will tell you

when you've found your

Lucky shade of Lady
Esther Face Powder!

(You can paste this on a

penny postcard)
Lady Esther,
7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, III. (52)

rnrn Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID
I I ' I— L your 10 new shades of face powder,

also a tube of your Four Purpose Face Cream.

Name_

Address.

City. .State.

(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont^
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CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Rosa Lee
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: American Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: Road of Life

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Ideas That Came True
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

9:00

9:30

NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

3:45 NBC-Blue: TED MALONE
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

4:00 NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

4:30 NBC-Red; Lorenzo Jones

4:45 CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
5:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone

5:15 CBS: Billy and Betty
5:15 NBC-Red: Midstream

5:30 CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
5:30 NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie

6:00 CBS: News
6:00 NBC-Red: The Guest Book

6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

G:30 CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Warlng's Gang
7:15 NBC. Blue: Mr. Keen
7:15 NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery

7:30 < IIS Vox Pop
7:30 NBC-Blue: One of the Finest

8:00 CBS: Ask it Basket
8:00 NBC-Blue: The Green Hornet
8:00iNli< '-Ki-cl. One Man's Family

8:3o'('BS: Strange as It Seems
8:30 NIK -Blue: Joe Penner
8:30 'NIK Red: Those We Love

9:00 (IIS MAJOR BOWES
9:00 NIX -Blue: Rochester Philharmonic
9:00 NIK K.-il: GOOD NEWS
9:30 IK lilnr- AMERICA'S TOWN

MEETING
00' BS COLUMBIA WORKSHOP
00 Mils Raymond Gram Swing
00 Mil -Red: KRAFT MUSIC HALL
31 ( BS: Americans at Work

THURSDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

Kate McComb and Jimmy Tansey—Mother O'Neill and Danny.

Tune-In Bulletin for December 28, January 4, 11, 18 and 25!

December 28: The Marines have landed and have the situation well in hand—which
is another way of saying that the CBS Americans at Work program, at 10:30 tonight,

dramatizes the work of the U. S. Marines.

January 4: The Green Hornet, mystery thriller, is on NBC-Blue now, with an installment

tonight and another one Saturday night. If you like excitement, don't miss it.

January I I: Tonight's your last chance to hear Henry Busse's orchestra playing over CBS.
He closes tonight at the Netherland Plaza in Cincinnati.

January 18: One of those unpredictable Columbia Workshop Plays is on CBS tonight

at 10:00. Unpredictable because it might be wonderful and it might be terrible

—

why don't you listen in and see?

January 25: Those We Love, on NBC-Red at 8:30, is gathering more listeners every

week for its good acting, good writing, and generally human qualities. Your Studio

Snooper thinks you'll like it.

ON THE AIR TODAY: The O'Neills, spon-

sored by Procter and Gamble Co., heard

today and every day except Saturday and
Sunday at 12:15 P.M., E.S.T., over NBC-
Red.
Tune in The O'Neills, and it's like drop-

ping into any American family circle

—

because The O'Neills is the story of an
American family and its friends. It's been
on the air for almost six years, and is still

one of the most popular of daily serials.

The author of The O'Neills is big, jolly

Jane West. She also plays the part of

Mrs. Trudy Bailey on her program, and
has done so ever since it first went on the

air. She didn't have an easy time selling

her idea for a family serial, because in

those days it was considered too large a

slice of real life, and too lacking in glamor-
ous romance, to put on the air. Jane
argued, however, that everybody likes to

know everybody else's business, and that

this curiosity couldn't help but make
housewives tune in a story about an
ordinary family. She gets her material

for The O'Neills from actual happenings
in real life—in fact, when Peggy O'Neill

Kayden had a baby, she had twins—and
Miss West herself is the mother of twins.

The twins are played on the air by
Janice Gilbert, who also is heard as Janice
Collins. Janice is another of radio's few
baby-specialists, although that's a small

part of her versatility. She isn't sixteen

yet, but she plays various young-girl roles,

from babies to debutantes, and is also

an accomplished dialect artist. She looks

more of a grown-up young lady than she

really is, with her brown curly hair, gray-

blue eyes and fair complexion.
Mother O'Neill is Kate McComb, a

stately, white-haired veteran of the stage

and radio. Nothing thrills Kate more than
having parents write to her that their own
children have become more considerate

and affectionate after they've listened to

her kindly philosophy on the air. Young
Danny O'Neill is played by Jimmy Tansey,

who is as Irish-American as his air charac-

ter, and who has been on the stage since

he was eight. Traveling around the coun-

try with his mother in a stock company, he

managed to attend twenty-three schools in

fifteen states before he completed his

education.

The other regular members of the long

cast are Claire Niessen as Peggy O'Neill

Kayden; Chester Stratton as Monte Kay-
den; Jimmy Donnelly as Eddie Collins;

Jack Rubin as Morris Levy; Helen Claire

as Sally Scott; Linda Carlon as Mrs. Scott;

David Gothard as Bruce King; Selena

Royle as Joan; Arline Blackburn as Eileen

Turner, and Roy Fant as Grandpa Hub-
bell. And the theme song, in case you
hadn't already recognized it, is the Lon-

donderry Air (Danny Boy), played by
organist William Meeder.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

CHARLES CARROLL—Or Dr. Tubby Scott in Valiant Lady,
on NBC-Red at 2:30 this afternoon. Charles probably
would be a musician today, except that despite five years
of studying the saxophone he never learned how to play
popular music—and there isn't much of a living in the
saxophone if you limit yourself to the classical kind of
music. Charles is six feet tall, and is too superstitious
to whistle in a dressing room. He's acted on the stage,
and back in 1930 and 1932 he made a couple of trips
from Seattle to the Panama Canal on freight vessels,
just to see how much he liked traveling on the ocean.
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Why be self-conscious '.With Kotex your secret

is safe! Pressed ends (patented by Kotex) never

make embarrassing, tell-tale outlines . . . the way
napkins with thick, stubby ends so often do

!

And — for complete peace of mind — remember
this. Between the soft folds of Kotex there's a

moisture-resistant panel! A special safeguard . . .

newly developed by the Kotex Laboratories!

Kotex* comes in 3 sizes, too! Super— Regular

—Junior. Kotex is the only disposable sanitary

napkin that offers you a choice of 3 different sizes!

(So you may vary the size pad according to each

day's needs!)

All 3 sizes have soft, folded centers. . . flat, tapered

ends . . . and moisture-resistant, "safety panels". All

3 sizes sell for the same low price!

FEEL
ITS NEW SOFTNESS

PROVE
ITS NEW SAFETY

COMPARE
ITS NEW, FLATTER ENDS
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Eastern Standard Time

:00 CBS: Today In Europe
:00 NBC-Red: Variety Show

NBC-Blue; The Wife Saver
NBC-Red Do You Remember
CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC: Nev.s

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: The Family Man
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red Road of Lite

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storr.i

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Getting the Most Out

of Life
NBC-Red: THE GUIDING LIGHT
CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Dr. Daniel A. Poling

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: This Day is Ours

CBS: Road of Life
NBC-Red: Fed. Women's Clubs

CBS: Doc Barclay's Daughters
NBC-Blue: Music Appreciation
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones

CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Blue: Name It and Take It
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie
CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. HIM
CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Guidon Serenaders
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CHS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Josef Marals
NBC-Red: Fred Waring'. Gang
CBS: Lum an' Abner
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZ
MBS: Tho Lono Ranger
NBC-Blue: Yesterday's Children
( BS KATE SMITH
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert
NBC-Blue. Carson Roblson's

Buckaroos
CBS: Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue: Plantation Party

NBC-Red Waltz Time
< BS FIRST NIGHTER
Mil -Red: Goorge Jessel

' BS Grand Central Station
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red Lady Esther Soronade
CBS Young Man With a Band
NBC-Kid Behind the Hoadllnes

FRIDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

Stella Dallas and Laurel—Anne Elstner and Vivian Smolen.

Tune-En Bulletin for December 29, January 5, 12 and 19!

December 29: It's getting near to 1940, and Colonel Stoopnagle solemnly observes the

fact by broadcasting his New Year resolutions tonight on Mutual's Quixie Doodle
show, 8 o'clock. . . . And Mutual celebrates its third anniversary of being a coast-

to-coast network with some special gala programs . . . Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra opens

at the College Inn of the Hotel Sherman in Chicago tonight—you can listen over CSS.
January 5: There's a championship prizefight coming to you tonight over NBC-Blue
from Madison Square Garden in New York—between Melio Bettina and Fred

Apostoli for the light heavyweight championship. Bill Stern does the announcing.
January 12: Xavier Cugat's orchestra goes into the Colony Club, veddy-veddy swank
Chicago night spot. It will broadcast over NBC.

January 19: Benay Venuta's back on Mutual these Friday nights—listen to her at 9:30.I
ON THE AIR TODAY: Stella Dallas, on

NBC-Red at 4:15 this afternoon, E.S.T.,

sponsored by the Charles H. Phillips

Chemical Company.
Remember the heart-tugging movie that

Barbara Stanwyck starred in a few years

back—or the previous one with Belle Ben-

nett as Stella? Well, here are the further

adventures of Stella and Laurel and
Steven.

Anne Elstner plays Stella, bringing to

the part all the experience and ability

gained in a radio career that goes back
to 1923, when she appeared in a radio

version of her stage success, "Sun-Up."
Old-time radio listeners will remember her

as "Cracker" in the long-run series, Moon-
shine and Honeysuckle. She's a Southern
girl—born at Lake Charles, Louisiana

—

and came to New York to go on the stage.

Anne has brown hair, likes to ride, hunt
and swim, and hopes to travel when she
retires from radio work. She's married,
and likes to putter around the house, cook
and sew.

In the role of Steven Dallas you hear
Arthur Hughes. Talk to him away from the
microphone and you'll find that his voice
is the same in real life as it is over the
air—deep and resonant, and warm with
human understanding. He can change it,

though, to play villains—and does, every
now and then, for a part on some other
program. Like Anne, he likes to travel,

but his idea is to see America first—and
always has been, even before the war.

He's fond of plain American cooking,

doesn't go in for night clubs, and spends
many evenings in the theater.

As Laurel, their daughter, Vivian Smolen
has her first important radio job. She's a
petite New York girl, unmarried and so

far not even interested in marriage—in

spite of the fact that her love-interest in

the serial, Dick Grosvenor, is played by
Macdonald Carey, one of radio's hand-
somest leading men. Carey is a compara-
tive newcomer to radio, but he's gone a
long way in a short time.

Stella Dallas has two theme songs for

your enjoyment—the haunting "Old Re-
frain," and "Memories," which is one more
than most day-time serials use. The other

folks in the cast are Jane Huston as Mrs.

Grosvenor, Julie Benell as Helen Dallas,

Richard Keith as Arthur Mason, and Ar-
nold Moss as Ahmed.

Like all the NBC serials which originate

in New York, Stella Dallas is broadcast
from one of the tiny studios in Radio City.

Sound-proofed and windowless, these small

studios honeycomb the third and fourth

floors of the big RCA Building, and if you
tried to find your way around without a
guide you'd probably get lost. The big

third-floor foyer, though, is a friendly

place, where all the actors and actresses

congregate before and after rehearsals.

Gossip flies thick and fast there, because,
with its roominess and comfortable chairs,

the foyer is the nearest thing to a club

New York radio actors have.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

ETHEL OWEN—another of the Valiant Lady cast, who
plays Abby Trowbridge. You also hear her regularly in

character parts on Mr. District Attorney, Sunday evenings
on NBC-Blue. Ethel only recently came to New York from
Chicago, where she was doing all right on various pro-
grams. She just packed up and left, thinking she'd like to
see how things were in New York. Now she's doing just as
well there as in Chicago. Tall and blonde, Ethel is one of
radio's best-dressed women. At rehearsals, when she's
not actually at the mike, she sits in one corner of the stu-
dio, chatting and crocheting, which she says relaxes her.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



What's New From Coast to

Coast?

(Continued from page 9)

Don't ever let yourself be im-
pressed by the glib way Sunda Love,
star of the CBS Stepmother serial,

can speak French. It sounds wonder-
ful, but the truth is Sunda has a re-

markable pair of ears—so remarkable
that she has learned to speak French
just by hearing it. But she'd be as

lost as anybody else in Paris, because
she understands the language almost
not at all.

Selena Royle had to wait six

months before she received congratu-
lations from her husband on her fine

work as the star of the CBS serial,

Woman of Courage. The reason was
that Woman of Courage isn't broad-
cast over any of CBS stations near
New York, and Earl Larimore, Sele-
na's husband, never heard her until

he went on tour in the South in a
stage play. Then he sent her a tele-

gram telling her how good she was.

It will be a long time before South
Carolina's station WCSC broadcasts
another "salute to Orson Welles." On
the first anniversary of the Orson
Welles "Man from Mars" program
which terrified thousands of people
all over the country, WCSC put on a

fictional radio play in honor of Or-
son, dramatizing a fantastic story
which included a death ray that went
berserk and began sucking up and
destroying all the atmosphere of the
earth. Seven times during the broad-
cast the story was halted and an an-
nouncer carefully explained that it

was all in fun—there was no death
ray, and the earth's atmosphere was
still intact. But by the end of the
hour several hundred people had run
out of their homes in their night
clothes, terrified, and the station's

switchboard was swamped with calls

from frightened listeners. Locally, it

turned out to be almost as big a panic
as the Welles affair had been nation-
ally.

So you thought swing musicians
were the only ones who ever in-
dulged themselves in jam sessions?
Not at all—the dignified instrumen-
talists of the New York Philharmonic
Society can, and do, jive right along
with the rest of them. After a par-
ticularly hard rehearsal, these mu-
sical great like to swing out in a
half-hour jam session, trading in-
truments, picking up a chance mu-
sical phrase and embroidering on it

as their fancies dictate, and having a
fine time generally. Close your eyes
so you can't see Carnegie Hall's au-
stere lines, and you'd swear you were
in the Onyx Club.

Did you know that Elaine Sterne
Carrington, author of radio's Pepper
Young's Family and When a Girl
Marries, recently published a book of
short stories too? Its title is "All
Things Considered," and it contains
ten short stories, Mrs. Carrington's
favorites among her own work over
a period of several years. The pub-
lisher is Julian Messner, Inc.

FEBRUARY, 1940

SEEIN' DOUBLE

'/ LICK

TATTLE-TALE

&RAY''

Millions of women know that tattle-

tale gray hasn't a chance— when the

golden Fels-Naptha bar tackles the

wash.They know it's the liveliest, busi-

est dirt-chaser that ever swished in a
tub. But did you know this . . . ?

*ME TOO'

You can now get Fels-Naptha in chip

form, too ! Huskier chips that workwon-
ders just like the grand golden bar!

Chips specially made to whisk all the

dirt out of clothes— to banish tattle-

tale gray ! Now at last . .

.

*/'M RICHER

GOLDEN SOAP

AND NAPTHA*

ME TOO*

You can get Fels-Naptha's extra
help any and every way you wash

!

For in the chips as well as in the bar,

you get richer, golden soap combined
with that wonderful dirt-loosener, nap-
thai Use the bar for bar-soap jobs. See
how quickly it hustles out dirt—without

hard rubbing! See how gorgeously white

and sweet it gets your clothes. And . . .

Wherever you've been using box-soap,

put the new Fels-Naptha Soap Chips to

work. They speed washing machines be-

cause they're HUSKIER— not puffed-

up with air like flimsy, sneezy powders.

And they give oodles of rich suds be-

cause they now hold a marvelous new
suds - builder. So try Golden Chips or

GoldenBar—and banish tattle-tale gray.

COPR. 1940, FELS a CO.

WHEREVER YOU USE

BAR'SOAP-USE
FELS-NAPTHA SOAP

WHEREVER YOU USE
BOX'SOAP-USE

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP CHIPS
o

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA — BAR OR CHIPS
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8:00 CBS. Today In Europe
8:00 NBC-Blue. Cloutier's Orch.
8:00 NBC-Red Musical Tete-a-tete

CBS: Odd Side of the News

8:30|NBC-Blue: Dick Liebert
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8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
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NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell

NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Texas Robertson

CBS: Old Vienna
NBC-Red Cloutier's Orch.

NBC-Red: The Crackerjacks

CBS: Bull Session
NBC-Blue: Ross Trio
NBC-Red The Wise Man

NBC-Blue: Rakov Orchestra
NBC-Red: No School Today

CBS: Hill Billy Champions
NBC-Blue: Charioteers
NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club

NBC-Blue: The Child Grows Up

CBS: Young People's Concert
NBC-Blue: Cloutier Orch.
NBC-Red: Ross Trio

NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell

NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Hilda Hope. M.D.

NBC-Blue: Education Forum
NBC-Red: Eastman School of Music

CBS: Country Journal

CBS. Let's Pretend
NBC-Blue FARM BUREAU
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

NBC-Red: Calling Stamp Collectors

NBC-Blue: Three Quarter Time
NBC-Red: Matinee in Rhythm

NBC-Blue: METROPOLITAN
OPERA

NBC-Red: Ray Kinney Orch.

NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

NBC-Red: Orchestra

NBC-Red: Sonny James Orch.

NBC-Red: Laval Orchestra

NBC-Red: Del Courtney Orchestra

CBS: News
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer Kinder-

garten

CBS: Albert Warner
NBC-Blue: Let Brown Orch.

CBS: What's Art to Me
NBC-Blue: Renfrew of the Mounted
NBC-Red. Religion in the News

CBS: People's Platform
NBC-Blue: Message of Israel
NBC-Red: What's My Name

CBS: Sky Blazers
NBC-Hlue: Uncle Jim's Question Bee
NBC-Red: Art for Your Sake

CHS. Gang Busters
IBI i:in. Tin Green Hornet
NIK Red: Glenn Miller Orchestra

CBS: Wayne King's Orch.
NHC-Blue: Youth vs. Age

. I
:
<

- 1 •
•

1 Stop Me If You've Heard
This On*

< BS YOUR HIT PARADE
i:' k.i.i. National Barn Dance

NBC-Red: ARCH OBOLER'S PLAYS

'. IK Red: Daatn Vallev Days

CBS. Saturday Night Serenade

NBC-Red Bob Crosby
NBC-Blue: NBC symphony

( MS Cay Nineties Review

NBC-Red: Dance Music

SATURDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Joe Howard and Beatrice Kay in a Gay Nineties number.

Tune-In Bulletin for December 30, January 6, 13 and 20!

December 30: This isn't really New Year's Eve, but you can start celebrating—and
your Studio Snooper bets you will—if you like. . . . From I 1:30 A.M. to noon, CBS puts

on a program from the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, Bob Trout announcing.

This is the first time in the history of the Exchange a microphone has been allowed

there. . . . Desire de Fauw, Belgian conductor, directs the NBC Symphony orchestra

for the last time tonight, NBC-Blue at 10:00. . . . CBS presents Twelve Crowded
Months, reviewing the news highlights of the last year, from 10:15 to 11:15 tonight.

January 6: Bernardino Molinari, famous Italian conductor, starts a month's series of

concerts with the NBC Symphony tonight—NBC-Blue at 10:00 . . . Bob Crosby and
his orchestra take over the Camel Caravans—tonight at 10:00, NBC-Red.

January 13: One of the quiz shows that has proved its popularity over a long period

of months has moved to NBC-Red. It is called What's My Name—tonight at 7.00.

January 20: There's a rip-roaring aviation-adventure program on CBS at 7:30 tonight,

called Sky Blazers, and starring Colonel Roscoe Turner.

ON THE AIR TONGHT: The Gay
Nineties Revue, on CBS from 10:15 to

10:45, starring Joe Howard and Beatrice

Kay.

Here's a rambunctious show that kids

the living daylights out of the Good Old
Days and gives everybody listening in a

lot of fun in the process. Everybody in the

CBS playhouse where it originates has a

lot of fun too, because all the singers and
actors appear on the stage wearing Gay
Nineties costumes.

As its master of ceremonies you hear

Joe E. Howard, who is 73 years old this

January. Quite a character, Joe is. He's

been in the entertainment business sixty

years, has made and lost $1,500,000 in

that time, has written more than five

hundred songs, some of them interna-

tional hits, once claimed the bantom-
weight boxing championship of the world,

has been married seven times and now is

the proud father of a nine-year-old son,

and is still going very strong.

You've sung or whistled many of his

songs—one you must remember is "I Won-
der Who's Kissing Her Now?" which sold

three million copies. Another big success
was "Somewhere in France is the Lily," for

which he received $50,000 for the record-
ing rights alone. The songs Joe sings on
the Gay Nineties Revue are all those he
has written himself, and he's nowhere near

the end of the iist, though he's been with

the show ever since a few weeks after it

first went on the air last July.

The Revue's "soubrette" or comedienne
is Beatrice Kay, of the high and squeaky
voice. Beatrice was a successful stage and
night club singer before she came to radio.

The other members of the company,
with Ray Bloch's orchestra, are the Elm

City Four—Philip Reep, first tenor, Claude
Reese, second tenor, Hubie Hendry, bari-

tone, and Darrel Woodyard, bass—the

Floradora Girls, who are Elizabeth New-
berger, Marjorie Bullard and Ann Seaton;

Billie Green, who appears with Beatrice

in comedy skits, soprano Genevieve Rowe,
and Broadway Harry, who is played by

Frank Lovejoy.

It's not as much of a job as you might
think to dig up old costumes for every

broadcast. Different costumes are used

each week, but Beatrice has a large col-

lection of them, left to her by her mother,

a famous modiste, and two great-aunts

who were noted costumers back in the

nineties. She even has a pair of red

cotton stockings with lace inserts in the

insteps, which belonged to her grand-
mother but were never worn because
Grandma's family considered them too
naughty. Other old-time clothes, for
Beatrice and the rest of the cast, come
from professional costumers.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

BERNARDINO MOLINARI—The present conductor of the
NBC Symphony Orchestra, heard tonight on the Blue net-
work at 10:00. While not as famous as his countryman
Toscanini, Molinari is one of Italy's best-known conduc-
tors, internationally as well as in his own country. He's
tall and rather stern-looking, but the musicians who work
with him say he isn't as forbidding as he looks. In music,
he likes modern composers almost as well as the classic-
al ones, and you'll probably hear him leading the NBC
men in at least one or two new compositions. He's sched-
uled to continue directing the orchestra through February 3.
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Love at First Sight

(Continued from page 30)

it, joyously planning each detail.

Then, one sunny day last May, Fibber
took his Molly for a drive. Going
through the famous Pass into San
Fernando Valley, just over the hills

from Hollywood, he turned down a

shady lane and drove slowly past a
white house, set in a garden.
"McGee, look!" suddenly exclaimed

Molly. "There's our dream house
come to life. Let's drive in and pre-
tend it is ours."
So, McGee, almost bursting with

excitement, turned in at the wide
gate and drove through the tree-lined

driveway straight up to the front

door. Then he told her he had dis-

covered this spot the day before, that

it was for sale, and that he had
brought her out to see it!

Again, it was love at first sight for

both of them and a few days before
their twenty-first wedding anniver-
sary, they were moving in.

There were tears in Fibber's eyes
that day, tears of happiness that
Molly pretended not to see. It wasn't
just that they had their own dream
house at last. It was so much more.
For finally, after almost a year's ill-

ness, Molly was well again—and
would stay well as long as she could
live here in the valley, in the warm,
health-giving sunshine. Fibber and
Molly, together again on the air,

sharing a home they'd only been able
to share in their dreams until now!

OUTDOOR living—the truly Cali-
fornia custom, is carried out in

this white Monterey-type house,
which gives the feeling of rooms and
gardens merging together. Every room
on the first floor opens onto the wide
terrace, gay with lounging chairs and
swings, that extends the entire length
of the house in the back. Beyond the
terrace is the swimming pool.

Upstairs, the bedrooms open onto
the front balcony, and Molly's room
is in the softest shades of peach and
green, the colors being repeated in
the dressing room and bath. There's
a fireplace for cool evenings and deep
comfortable chairs.
In the garden is a live oak, the

largest in the valley, which has its

own tradition. Long ago, so it is said,

Indians traveled many miles to lean
against the tree's broad trunk, believ-
ing they would absorb some of its

mighty strength. McGee has built a
barbecue pit, with all the picnic fix-

ings, under the spreading branches.
McGee's greatest joy is his work-

shop. It is fully equipped with ma-
chines and gadgets, which Molly says
he's been collecting for years, and
here he indulges in 'his pet hobby of
carpentry.

Just over a little bridge is the play-
house, very complete with a game
room across the front, a corner fire-

place, and a miniature kitchen.
"We have nearly three acres," says

McGee enthusiastically, "and that's
all the responsibility I want. We're
getting a terrific kick watching our
fruit and nut trees, berries and grapes
grow like magic. We're within nine
miles of the NBC studios in Holly-
wood, where we broadcast. There's
a contentment, a peace that is very
satisfying, and as our son and daugh-
ter love it too, it looks as if we have
finally found a place to stay put the
rest of our lives."

Nancy Kelly and
JoelMcCrea in the

20th Century-Fox
hit "He Married

His Wife". Her
hands are delight-

ful! Cultivate ro-

mantic softness in

your hands with
Jergens Lotion.

"LOVE is your friend

when your HANDS
are endearingly soft"

says

Your Hands need not get wretchedly

rough and chapped. How other girls

help prevent this . . .

You'll hardly know your hands after just

a few applications of Jergens Lotion

—

they're so much lovelier! More desirably

soft to touch. Jergens supplies beautifving

moisture most girls' hand
skin needs, especially in win-

ter. Gives your skin the bene-

fit of 2 fine ingredients many
doctors use to help harsh

skin to satin-smoothness.

Regular use helps prevent sad

FOR SOFT, ADORABLE HANDS
New—for satin-smooth complexion—
Jergens all-purpose Face Cream.
Vitamin blend helps against dull dry
skin. Try it! 50*. 25f, 10*.

(20th Century-

Fox Star)

roughness and chapping. No stickiness!

Easy to apply after every handwashing.

No wonder more women use Jergens than

any other lotion. Have romantic, smooth
'•Hollywood" hands. Start now to use this

famous Jergens Lotion. 50<t, 25tf, lOtf

—

SI.00, at beauty counters everywhere.

Get Jergens Lotion today, sure.

CUPID'S HINT

Rough, red hands

are so disillusioning!

Jergens Lotion fur-

nishes beautv-giving

softening moisture

for your skin.

FREE/- • • PURSE- SIZE BOTTLE

See—at our expense—how Jergens Lotion helps von
have adorable, soft hands. Mail this coupon totLir to:

The Andrew Jergens Co., 3512 Alfred St., Cincinnati. Ohio
(In Canada: Perth, Ont.)

A'<]

Street-

City.
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1. "Stop that noise!" pleads Mrs. Cates.

"I've got trouble enough . . . with a

sinkful of dishes—and the drain clogged

tight!"

3. Billy's Mother appears with Drano—puts

Drano down the drain. It digs out all

the clogging grease and muck—clears

the drain completely!

2. "My Ma knows how to fix clogged

drains!" states Fire-Chief Billy, the boy
from next door. "She uses some stuff in

a can. I'll get her!"

4. "That's the easy, modern way to clear

a clogged drain!" smiles the neighbor.

"And a teaspoonful of Drano every

night helps keep drains clean!"

P. S. After the dishes use a teaspoonful of

Drano to guard against clogged drains. Never
over 25i at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano CLEANS CLOGGED DRAINS

USE DRANO DAILY
TO KEEP

DRAINS CLEAN

Copr. 1940. The Drackett Co.

WHY HUSBANDS HURRY HOME!
It's really amazing to see how you

can put new spark, new temptation, into
everyday meals, without spending a cent
more for food! Actually, these tempting
meals often cost less, and husbands hurry
home because these menus are the kind
men rave about. Nothing fancy, no frills,

just smart cooking ideas.

ONLY 25c Wrap stamps or
coins safely.

These menus, and over 900 easy, eco-
nomical recipes, are in the new "EVERY
HOMEMAKER'S COOK BOOK." writ-
ten especially for readers of this maga-
zine. Bright colorful washable cover, 192
pages, patent "lie-flat" binding stays
open at the right place. 17 helpful chap-
ters ; quick easy index.

Address Dept. CB-19, Readers' Service
Bureau, Radio and Television Mirror,
205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

STOP CHAPPING

\Y<\Wxv

with regular use of . .

.

ITALIAN BALM
1. Safeguards skin beauty against chapping, dry-
ness from in-door heat, hard water, housework.

£.. Contains costliest ingredients used in any of
the most popular advertised brands of lotion.

3. Less than 5% alcohol. Cannot dry the skin.
Leaves no stickiness.

4. Accepted for advertising in the Journal of the
American Medical Association. Priced— 10c, 20c,
35c, 60c, $1.00 a bottle.

OVER BO MILLION BOTTLES SOLD

Why Artie Shaw Walked

Out on Love and Music

(Continued from page 21)
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to why he quit; he could not go on
and continue to be honest with him-
self. That self-honesty has torn Artie
apart. Ever since I've known him

—

and that was before an unknowing
public made him an idol—-he has been
one of the unhappiest of men. I don't
think he has ever been really happy.
Too many varying forces have plucked
at him and destroyed that delicate
balance of soul satisfaction which is

so important to every human. So
many times he has tried to find hap-
piness. Each time he thought he had
it in his hands and each time it es-
caped him.
His agonizing search brought him

too quickly from boyhood to maturity.
He ran away from home when he was
15. He starved and he sweated but
the rainbow didn't come any nearer.
When he was 20, he was a successful
free-lance musician. He should have
been happy but there was a gnawing
inside that wouldn't let him alone.
He tried to ease his unrest by edu-
cating himself. Then he thought he'd
found love in a gracious interlude that
brought peace and joy and a gentle
quiet. But it was a marriage doomed
from the first. Three short months
it lasted and then it was smashed.
Another dream, another search ended.

THREE years later, he turned his
back on the music business for the

first time. He wasn't important then
and only his co-workers ever no-
ticed that he was gone. He was hunt-
ing again for that elusive wraith of
happiness. It had slipped farther and
farther away from him. He was hon-
est with himself then, too, and found
that music was no longer a joy to

him—but a business. With that dis-

covery the wraith vanished. He re-
turned to a farm and tried to write.
He married again. The ache was
dulled, the daggers inside of him
turned on themselves. For a year he
had happiness and then it fled. He
had to admit to himself that music,
not words, was his gift. Love and
happiness left together and now there
was only his clarinet.
He fought to beat life. On the sur-

face he did. He built a dream band
and it failed but he shook his head
and put another orchestra together
and won. There isn't a music lover
in America who doesn't know how
great that victory was. But it was
a material victory. Only for a while
did it satisfy the wild longing within
Artie. He thought he would be able
to do the things he had dreamed
about. He longed to play a new kind
of swing music, music that kept time
to the rhythmic heart-beat of Amer-
ica. Box-office calculators and idol-
worshippers wouldn't permit him.
They demanded not genius but a
mob psychologist.

If you were observant, you caught
the first hint of Artie's final decision
when reports of his activities on
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's movie lots
began trickling in from the Coast. As-
tonished columnists reported that
Shaw refused to repeat the lines of
dialogue assigned to him in his first

starring picture, "Dancing Co-Ed".
His excuse was "they sound silly."

They couldn't understand that. But
if you know Artie, you know that
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now, definitely, he would refuse to
compromise with himself, with his
own sincerity and honesty.
They attacked him again when

word got around that he had bought
a house in Beverly Hills. The boys
who congregate along Broadway and
Hollywood Boulevard thought Artie
was showing off. They didn't know
that that house was a symbol of hap-
piness to him.

Just a week before he left New
York, he told me about his house:

"It is perched 'way up on top of a
bluff. You can sit there on the front
porch and look straight out to the
ocean. Look another way—the moun-
tain is your background and the view
stretches for 60 miles. It's quiet and
it's peaceful—and it's beautiful. I'm
going to give up all this soon and
that's where I'm going to live."

IT was in Hollywood, too, that Artie
met Betty Grable. The gossips

hopped on that quickly. Here was
another story made to order for the
city room and they worried it like
a cat worries and tosses a mouse.
Betty and Artie parted when he had
to head east, but New York was to
be their meeting place.
Before he and his band returned

to Manhattan, they spent weeks on
the road—playing at dance-halls,
theaters, hotels. Artie was tired, aw-
fully tired, when he reached Broad-
way and the Strand Theater. He had
noticed jitter-bug exhibitionism, he
had heard the comments about him-
self, the remarks about Betty and
him, and his pride—in himself, in his
work, in his band—suffered. When
a newspaperman came to interview
him, he told him exactly what he
thought.
The results of that interview hurt.

It was said that Shaw hated jitter-

bugs, that he was biting the hands
whose applause made him what he
was. And Artie had meant nothing
of the kind—his remarks were aimed
only at a relatively small group of
exhibitionists whose poor taste and
manners had given swing a bad name.
Then Shaw cancelled his radio con-
tract and the wise-acres reported that
his sponsor had fired him because
he had offended his followers.

I was at the Pennsylvania the night
he opened. Betty was there, too. It

was the first time I had ever seen her
and I discovered then what must have
drawn Artie to her. He began to talk
of marriage again. But Betty's di-
vorce from Jackie Coogan was almost
a year in the future. They were to-
gether only when he could take a few
hours away from work or she could
spare time from rehearsals. That
wasn't the sort of thing he wanted.
And music could no longer quiet the
longing within him. He began to be
dissatisfied with his orchestra. He

couldn't transmit to his men the ideas,
the inspirations he felt. Music, once
again, had come to be nothing but
a business. I noticed that, I thought,
when I spent an afternoon with Artie
and the band at a recording session.
Something was gone. The fire, the
spirit Artie and his clarinet had given
to sometimes prosaic tunes to make
them great and unique.
That was when he told me about

his California home. He told me how
he planned to spend his years there,
give up the band business and make
whatever money he had to have play-
ing his kind of music as a soloist on
radio or records. He would devote
the rest of his time to composing and
trying to write again. He was ready
to seek happiness once more.

THAT is why his story is incredible.
In 22 of the 29 years that Artie has

lived, he has lifted himself from pov-
erty, from a background with no ad-
vantages, to wealth and glory and
security. But he tossed it away be-
cause he refused to compromise with
life. He left when thousands were
calling his the country's greatest
swing band and he himself was al-
ready known as music's foremost
clarinetist. A completely normal per-
son in that position may have with-
stood the constant pressure of agents
with contracts to sign, of autograph
hounds, of people on your track day
and night with recording dates, thea-
ter engagements and dollars—thou-
sands of them—to be made. Another
may have taken more quietly the bold
theft of 'his private life—never a look,
a word or an embrace that wasn't
noted and recorded.
But Artie couldn't. He refused to

accept the true with the false; the
gold with the dross. He saw no rea-
son why his privacy should be in-
vaded. Why his music, instead of re-
maining on the high level of art he
had set for it, should be commercial-
ized.

He has gone. But, though many
disagree with me, I think he'll be
back. Once again he'll try. This time,
too, there will be no compromise.
From now until his return, I believe
he will work on another new musical
idea. If the public likes it, he will
be ready to give it to them. If not?
He has the answer ready.
Does Betty fit into that picture?

I don't think so. A few days before
he left, a gossip columnist rumored
that Betty already had a new heart
interest. That may have hastened
Artie's decision. But it had to come.
He was nearing the end of his soul-
rending, almost breathless search. He
had to be free. His self-honesty de-
manded that he say good-bye to all

he had drained the blood of his young
years to build.

I hope he gets there this time.

DEVIL' s ORGY
Perhaps you saw the newsreel . . . "Buildings fell on all sides of me . . . My
only though!- was to get to my wife and children . . . Bullets were whizzing

everywhere . . . For three days 1 wandered like a madman . . . Finally in

the smouldering ruins of what had been our home ... 1 found them!"
Read this poignant story AMID SHANGHAI'S BOMBS 1 PRAYED by

Wang Gin Chun in the January issue of the non-sectarian magazine

YOUR FAITH
At Your Newsdealer's

A MACFADDEN PUBLICATION

S \A IT M< >DERNS PREFER

IT

BOB PINS
Show off your figure with
a flattering corselet dress. .

Show off your hair whh/^zSl-
secure chignon,
fluffy bangs.

Softly draped berets

make smart headlines. .

.

'won't slip' Bob Pins keep
coiffures smooth.

Military neatness marks
her princess dress . . .

and her up-in-front,

down-in-back hair do
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The action of Ex-Lax is thorough, yet

gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,

comfortable bowel movement that

brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax
next time you need a laxative. It's

good for every member of the family.

10< and 25<

From a one-time spot to a regular feature on the Kate
Smith Hour—meet funnymen Abbott and Costello.

yOU'LL always see them together—

a

short, fattish one with a large cigar,

and a tall, slender one with a pen-
chant for green suits. They're' Abbott
and Costello, comedians on the Kate
Smith Hour, heard every Friday night
at 8:00 o'clock over the Columbia
Broadcasting System. They breeze in-

to the studio with a "hi'ya neighbor"
to everyone, go on the air for five

or six minutes, never using a script

because they prefer to memorize their

lines, and then they dash back to the
musical show, "The Streets of Paris",
in which the boys play the comedy
leads. This, not seeming to keep them
quite busy enough, the Messrs. Abbott
and Costello are playing an engage-
ment at the Versailles, one of New
York's fashionable supper clubs.

This three-ring stardom climaxes a
hectic career in burlesque and vaude-
ville, but Bud Abbott (the straight
man) and Lou Costello (the fall guy)
attribute it largely to Ted Collins, who
gave them their first big-time chance
on the Kate Smith show. Ted spotted
them in a New York vaudeville house
and booked them for a one-time spot,

which led to another—and finally,

they were signed as a regular feature.
Bud Abbott was born in a circus

tent at Coney Island and comes from
a family long identified with show
business. Lou Costello won a scholar-
ship at a prep school for being a crack
baseball player; wearied of that and
hitch-hiked to Hollywood, where he
appeared in about sixty silent pic-
tures, playing every conceivable type
of part. When talkies arrived, Lou re-
turned to New York and went into
vaudeville. When the straight-man in
his act fell sick, Abbott volunteered to
step in . . . and so the team of Abbott
and Costello was formed.
Both Lou and Bud married stage

girls whom they met in Washington
just ten years ago—the first year they
started working as a permanent team
. . . and from all the indications, their
zany kind of humor, which seems so
made for each other, will keep them
together a long time to come.

5fl

Mrs. R. I. Richards, Antigo, Wisconsin

—

Ken Griffin, who plays the leading
role in Road of Life and Backstage
Wife is a strapping six-footer, who
was born in Enid, Oklahoma, thirty
years ago. He arrived in Chicago six
years ago, a helper on a motor truck
with a single dollar in his pocket, and
without any previous dramatic ex-
perience, he secured a $15.00 a week
job as an actor at the Century of
Progress Exposition. Later, he took a
radio audition which brought him to
the air. Ken's one extravagance is his
motor boat "Revenge". Some day,
when Ken retires from the radio,
he'll be found building bigger and
better boats.

Miss Shirley Dawson, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada—The cast of the radio drama
Big Sister is as follows:
Ruth Evans Brewster Alice Frost
David Brewster. Alexander Kirkland
Dr. John Wayne Martin Gabel
Sue Evans Miller Haila Stoddard
Jerry Miller Ned Weaver
Ned Evans Junior O'Day
Harriet Durant Elizabeth Love
Wellington Durant. Charles Webster
Asa Griffin Teddy Bergman

FAN CLUB SECTION
Miss Dorothy O'Brien of 343 Lake-

view Park, Rochester, New York, is

president of a newly formed Alice

Reinhart Fan Club and is most anxious
to enlist a lot of new members. Miss
Reinhart plays the role of Chichi Con-
rad in Life Can Be Beautiful.
Cute little Donna Dae of Fred

Waring's Pennsylvanians now has a
fan club in her honor. If you'd like to

join it and receive a personally auto-
graphed picture of Donna, write to

Miss Alice Robertson, 47 No. Bleeker
Street, Mount Vernon, New York.

If you would like to join the Jeanette

MacDonald International Fan Club,
you can do it by writing to Miss Marie
Waddy, 567 Smith Street, Buffalo, New
York. Incidentally, the club reports
that there's a fine prize for the mem-
ber who brings in the greatest num-
ber of new members.
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Woman in Love

(Continued jrom page 34)

spray of fine blood drops. Across the
farther door, across the walls on both
sides this evidence had flown in a fine

spray. Where had the murderer been
standing when that first wild shower
of drops had flashed evenly from
Florice Fanette's head to those
walls?
"He must have been standing some-

where, ladies and gentlemen. If a
man killed her, some of that blood
struck him. And where he stood the
wall must be clean. Where is that
clear space at all? That, simply, is

my point. And I say that until it can
be settled we may run the danger of
condemning an innocent man.
"We don't deny this man and his

wife quarreled. We don't deny that
he had accused his wife of having
too much to drink, and that she cried
in anger at his reproach. That is

admitted. We do assert that after
the quarrel the friends who were
spending the night in the room next
to the Mallorys, Mr. and Mrs. Bur-
nett, old friends from Hollywood, left

the Mallorys. That before they went
to their own room, and adjoining
room, Florice said to Helen Bur-
nett, When you two have finished
with the bathroom let me know. I

feel woozy. I'll take a hot bath.'
"Then you heard Helen Burnett

testify that while she was brush-
ing her teeth she heard heavy breath-
ing from the adjoining room and
called in to her husband, 'Could
Mayne be asleep already? It sounds
as if someone was sawing wood in
there!'
"Helen Burnett finishes her ablu-

tions and calls in to Florice, 'All
clear, Florry!' and she goes out of
the bathroom and hears Florice fuss-
ing around in there. Florice turns
the key in the lock and calls through
the door, 'Nighty-night, Gus and
Helen! Lord, I do feel queer!'
"Not long afterward—Helen Bur-

nett says perhaps fifteen minutes and
perhaps half an hour afterward—she
hears a bump and a splash and then
hears Florice chuckling. Or, she says,
it might have been someone laughing
in the hall. We know now it was
the breathing of a dying woman, but
she didn't know that. . .

."

THE voice went on, on. George was
1 not weary. Tamara, her whole soul
and being and consciousness concen-
trated through the eyes that watched
him so fixedly, knew that he believed
what he was saying. And when the
judge's turn came to speak, she
thought that he believed it, too.
The jury, duly instructed, filed

away, and again the court emptied
and Tarn and George went home to
the new little apartment, to look at
the papers and rest and await re-
sults. The summer afternoon was
cold and windy, with grit blowing
in the gray unfriendly streets.
They went out for dinner, glancing

at every newspaper headline they
passed; no more news of the Mal-
lory case. At nine George went out
to see his client. "No news until to-
morrow," he said when he returned.
Tamara was conscious of wishing
herself in the middle of next year.
After two days of suspense, the

jury was unable to agree, and was
dismissed.
Martell telephoned George the
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Pond's New Rosy Powders

are Tops for Glamour"

Hard and shiny

With fust a pale powder, under harsh

lights even May Byrne Simpson's

fragile young face would harden . .

.

she'd be forever powdering an un-

romantically "shiny nose."

'"

f"

Soft, Romantic
Under the brightest lights,

with Pond's Rosy "Glare-

Proof" Powder, May's skin

keeps a glamorous rose-

petally look. And she

doesn't have to bother

her pretty head so often

about "shiny nose."

New Rose Shades reflect only the softer rays

. . . are "Glare -Proof". . . Shine- resistant

GLAMOUR find of the season for debutante

"charmers" is Pond's Rosy Powder. With

one of these shine-resistant Rose shades, even

under harsh night-club lights, smart debs are

still dazzling the stag line after hours of dancing.

Pond's "Glare-Proof" Rose shades keep bright

lights from hardening faces—keep pert noses

from shining longer—because they re-

flect only the softer, pinker rays.

Be glamour-wise! Choose the Pond's

Rose shade that gives your skin that

irresistible, rose-petally look. And com-

bat that arch-enemy of Cupid
—

"shiny

nose"! In 104, 204 and 554 sizes.

Or send for free samples of Pond's 3

glamorous Rose shades— Rose Dawn, Rose

Cream and Rose Brunelle. Write for them

today. Pond's, Dept. 8RM-PB. Clinton, Conn.

Copyright. 1939. Pond's Extract Company
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,_J "Colgate's specialpen-

etrating foam gets into

hidden crevices be-

tween your teeth . . .

helps your toothbrush
clean out decaying
food particles and stop

the stagnant saliva odors that cause
much bad breath. And Colgate's

safe polishing agent makes teeth

naturally bright and sparkling! Al-

ways use Colgate Dental Cream—
regularly and frequently. No other
dentifrice is exactly like it."

news late at night, and Tamara could
see how pleased he was. Another
triumph! He and she slept late, and
in mid-morning left the dingy city

and the flowing fog behind them, and
went down to Belmont.
During the strangely quiet two

weeljs which intervened before
Mayne Mallory's second trial, Tarn
and George and Mrs. Hutton between
them reached a difficult decision

—

to send little Mary, with Mrs. Hutton,
to Europe. On the surface, the only
reason for going was to put Mary
in a good art school, where she could
develop the talent for painting she
was already showing. Underneath,
and only hinted at, there was another
reason—to take Mary and Mrs. Hut-
ton away from the scene of Mallory's
trial, for safety's sake in case Mullins
or Mallory himself might dig up some
connection between them and Tam.

THEY left, going by way of the
Panama Canal, a few days before

the trial began, leaving Tam in that
mood of exhaustion and flatness and
heartaches that only partings give.
The campaign for many municipal

offices, including that of district at-
torney, ran its course parallel to that

of the second Mallory trial. George
made speeches, raced about the city

in a big car, was cheered at large
meetings. Mayne shuffled in and
out of the familiar shabby court room,
sat dully staring at the floor, or raised
heavy eyes to study the animated,
confidenl face of his old enemy, Mul-
lins. Mayne had dismissed George
with dramatic dignity, to George's
and Tarn's enormous relief, and his

lawyer this time was the famous old
criminal defense star, Willoughby.
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Mullins had found fresh evidence.
He produced witnesses to the fact that
Mayne when he had been drinking
was a man given to violent displays
of passion; he had once kicked a
polo pony almost to death; he had
injured a bellboy once by knocking
him down.

"They've got him this time,"
George said.
Quite suddenly, without the threat-

ened recount and despite the dire pre-
dictions of Mullins, George was elect-
ed district attorney.

"Well, that's over," George said on
election night, as they walked home
after spending the evening at old
Judge Moore's house, where they had
heard the returns.
"The only thing now is the ver-

dict," Tam said. "When that's settled
one way or the other—then I'll feel
that I can start making a home for
you!"
"You started a long time ago,"

George told her. "But about the
verdict. If it goes against him he'll
not bother us long. But if they find
him innocent, or the judge gives him
life, then we may have Mayne to deal
with again."
Three days later George returned

home at midmorning.
"Guilty?" she whispered when she

saw him.
"They were out all night," he said.

"They came back at ten-twenty this
morning. Guilty, and no plea for
clemency or anything else. Judge
Oppcnheim will sentence him Mon-
day. They say he's to die in the week
of December 10th."
Tam sat silent, stricken. She had

expected it, but it was none the less
terrible, none the less a thunderbolt

when it came.
"They take him to San Quentin to-

morrow. Tam, he wants to see you
before he goes."
The last color drained from her

face. Her lips moved without mak-
ing a sound.

"I know," George said. "But he has
asked for you. Willoughby came to
the office and told me an hour ago.
He doesn't know anything. He just
said that Mallory had always admired
my wife and had an old friendship
with her, and he would like very
much to see her."
"George, I could not! I—I would

faint, I think. I could not." But
before George could speak, Tamara's
mood had changed, and she added
in a whisper of infinite distress, "He
is a dying man. Perhaps he never
meant to be what he is, perhaps it

isn't all his fault. If it made him feel
happier . .

."

There was a long silence.
"Tam, it seems the turn of the

screw," George said. "I know how
you dread it. But it'd be tonight, only
for a few minutes."

HER face was ashen and her blue
eyes looked black.

"Of course," she said quickly. "Of
course I'll go!"
Tam kept close to George as they

crossed a wide marble-flagged en-
trance hall with a domed roof, entered
large doors and walked down strange
hallways scented with carbolic acid,

past guards and warders, to a large
room where there were four or five

newspapermen, as many cameramen,
several officers—and Mayne. Mayne
saw them at once and got up from
his chair.
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They sat down at the end of the
table, and Mayne took a chair that
made their group somewhat apart
from the others in the room.

"It surely is a long time since you
and I have talked together, Tamara,"
Mayne said. And remembering what
he had been, she found something
heartbreaking in this hint of the old
gallantry and ease.
"Oh, a long time!" Tamara agreed,

her face colorless. Mayne looked
heavily at George.

"I am surely in a mean jam, Mr.
Davis," he said. "If you and I hadn't
split, I'd be a free man tonight."

OH, I don't think you can say that.
We might have put up a better

show, but you never can be sure with
a jury," George said. "It's too bad.
You'll appeal, of course."
"He said so," Mayne answered in-

differently. "But I think our best
bet is the governor."

"He's a pretty hard man," George
said doubtfully.

"Rose? Sure," Mayne conceded.
"And that's why we want Tamara to
get at him."
The old stupid, easy arrogance, the

detestable plural, the significance of
the glances he occasionally sent to-
ward her, as one who had a secret
understanding with him, all chilled
Tamara's heart with a deadly chill.

She tried to manage a sickly smile
in answer to him.

"I don't know the governor," she
said.

"That doesn't make any difference,"
Mayne assured her. "You get in
touch with him, see? You tell him
why you want him to let me off, see?"

"Yes, I think the next move could

very well be an appeal to the gov-
ernor," George said briefly. He
looked at Tamara, whose expression
of reluctance and sickness betrayed
the misery she was in, and he put
a hand over hers. "That will be quite
simple, Tam," he said, "and not more
than anyone would do for an old
friend."

"If you want to put it that way!"
Mayne said significantly.
"You know I will do all I can for

you, Mayne," Tamara said for her-
self in a rather faint voice, but
quickly. "George did do all he
could—

"

"But he ran for the office of district
attorney right in the middle of my
trial!" Mayne said angrily. "I saw
he was giving just about half his at-
tention to my case, and I switched to
Willoughby."
"You told me to get out," George

reminded him mildly.
"Well, they told me Willoughby

could swing it," Mayne muttered.
"I thought he might myself," George

said.

Mayne regarded him gloomily in
the silence that followed. Then he
seemed to make up his mind to take
the plunge. "Maybe you don't know
just exactly what good friends Tam
and I used to be," he said, with his
old trick of narrowing his eyes on a
faint superior smile. "This is an im-
portant thing to me, Davis, and I'm
not going to mince words with you.
Your wife wrote me a letter a few
years ago; I've got it—we don't need
any of that 'old friend' talk. What
she's got to tell the governor is that
she and I were sweethearts a long
time go. She got her husband to
defend me because she still remem-

bers—that's the line! No woman
ever gets away from her first love;
everyone knows that. What do I

care what he thinks as long as he
signs a pardon?"
Tamara was very white. She spoke

simply.
"You don't think for one moment

that George doesn't know all you
know of me, and more?" she said.
"I'm not quite such a fool as that."
Mayne looked from one to the

other, suspiciously.
"Well, maybe he does," he said.

"And maybe he'd like to look at that."
From his pocket he took a folded

sheet of pale blue paper. This was
not a long letter; it was but a dozen
lines. She knew them all. George
glanced at it, leaned toward his wife:
"Here, you'll want that back again,"
he said.

"You aren't going to get away with
it just the same," Mayne said sharply.
"I'm in a tight corner, and you've
got to get me out! I've never told
anyone a word of this; I've never
mentioned Tamara Todhunter to any-
one. But you threw me down—and I

could make it hot for you, Davis!"

yOU talk it over with Willoughby,"
said George, still speaking quietly,

"and if you both think it the wisest
thing Tam will certainly write to the
governor, or see him—

"

"Write him, nothing," Mayne said.

"You've got to play this up big. Her
old love returns—she will fight for
his life—"

"I think I would rather have you
do anything you can do, Mayne, than
that I should do that," Tamara said
with sudden spirit.

"How d'you mean, you'd rather have
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me do anything I could? You aren't

going to have much reputation left,

anyway, when I get through!"
"Don't talk like a fool, Mallory;

you're only wasting breath," George
said, rising. "I've told you Tamara
and I'll do what we can for you;
you'll be much more sensible to keep
your personal affairs under your hat.

By spreading stories about her, you'll

only hurt yourself. San Francisco
loves her; they don't care what she
did or didn't do eight years ago."
Mayne said hotly, "Maybe not, but

just the same a story that she once
loved me and is willing to sacrifice

anything—everything—to save me,
would go over just as big as ever!
And that's what I want her to do."

"Nonsense!" George said sharply.
"I think you're crazy." He folded
the blue paper and put it into his

breast pocket. "I think I'll keep this

for a while, to be returned to you if

the right occasion arises. Come on,

Tamara!" White lines were showing
at his jaw.

MOT so fast," Mayne said, rising
'^ too. "You can't get away with it!

You'll write a nice letter to the gov-
ernor and be sorry when they hang
me! Well, I won't have it. Either
you do like I want you to, or to-
morrow morning the papers'll have
the whole story."
"Maybe I will and maybe I won't."

They were all three standing now, and
the watchful guard moved a little

nearer. "Anyway," said Mayne, "I'll

be photographed kissing my daughter
good-bye."
There was a silence. Tamara sat

down again.
"That makes a difference, doesn't

it?" Mayne said. "Yes, I know about
my little girl. Nobody ever knew I

knew, but eight years ago I was sick
in a hospital with a cut foot. The
nurse I had talked to me—she's dead
now. She didn't tell me any names,
only that she'd had theatrical people
before; she'd taken care of a little

actress that was having a baby a few
months before! Somehow I tied it all

up. I'd bring in Tarn's name and
watch her; I'd lay traps, and she fell

into them all. She talked about Bel-
mont; she'd been there until a few
weeks before my case.

"One day after I got well I went
to Belmont. The rest was easy; the
man at the gas station identified Tarn,
and I went up the road to the Hutton
place. The old lady was there,
digging plants, and the kid with
her."
Tamara and George, seated again,

regarded him in silence. Tarn's face
was drained of color.

"If you feel that way about it," she
said presently, in a dead voice, "then
there's nothing more to say. Mary
is in Europe, you couldn't see her.
But I suppose you could hurt her

—

scar her. I'll go to the governor. I'll

talk him over—I'll get something, re-
prieve or retrial or pardon—some-
thing." She stood up, lovelier, George
thought, than he had ever seen her
before—her eyes dark, her mouth
scarlet in her pale face.

"Well, remember time counts,"
Mayne said ungraciously. He tapped
George's arm. "Perhaps you'll hand
me back that letter," he said.

"I think I'll hold it," George an-
swered. "You'll get it back, but I'm
going to keep it now."

"Oh, no you're not!" Mayne said.
"Mayne, Tamara began quickly,

"can't you be generous? You weren't
generous to me; but I've forgotten
all that—"
"How do you mean I wasn't gen-

erous?" A dull, ugly red crept up
under Mayne's unhealthy looking skin.
"I suppose you're hinting now that
all that—eight years ago—was my
fault! Throwing that up to me! You
weren't to blame at all, oh, no! Women
never are—it's always the man—but
you can bet your life the women know
what they want—

"

Words, quiet, swift, incredible
poured from him. Tamara stood look-
ing at him, panting a little, the fingers
of one hand lightly touching her
cheek.
"Oh, no, no, no! I was never like

that!" she said in a whisper.
"You can shut up, Mallory!" George

said, not raising his voice. But the
hand moved, and the clenched
knuckles connected with Mayne's jaw.
George had one arm about Tamara
as the big figure went down heavily
like a log, Mayne's head striking
something with a horrible meaty
sound as he fell. "Come on, Tarn,
let's get out of this!" George said,
rushing her through the group that
instantly collected about them. 'You
know where I am," he said impa-
tiently to an officer who tried to bar
their way. "You know where to find
me!"

JAM was frightened: Mayne's great
' limp body looked so boneless and
helpless as men raised it from the
floor.

"What happened?" the sergeant de-
manded at the door.

"Nothing. The man is a damn
fool!" George said harshly. "Let us
pass, will you? I want to get my
wife out of this!" The officer stood
back; Tarn and George went out to-
gether.
Mayne Mallory never recovered

consciousness. Two days later he
died.

Has George's one moment of fury
wrecked his and Tarn's whole future?
Read the enthralling final chapter of
"Woman in Love" in the March issue
of Radio Mirror, on sale at your favor-
ite newsstand January 26.
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Second Husband

arms around me. I've seen love and
faith in his eyes!

"Dear, darling Brenda," he has said
over and over and over, "never doubt
I love you. It's my fear of losing you
that keeps me jealous. Love me
enough to understand!"
Bless Ben Porter for hurrying to

me with the news that Grant had
telephoned me at Pierre's a dozen
times—been told I would be given
his message—that I was too busy to

come to the 'phone. And not one
message did I get.

Now, of course, I'll stop working for
Pierre. I'm needed—at home.

September 21st.

I was very gay today. I went with
Mimi to a grand cocktail party. She
wants to be friends, apparently, and
for Grant's sake I'm glad to hoist the
white flag, too.

I haven't told Grant about Mimi.
I didn't want to hurt him or worry
him. Besides if he refused to believe
some of the more incredible things
she's done I couldn't blame him. For
Mimi has never done anything but
generous and loving things to him.
But to get back to the cocktail

party ... I wore my new forest green
suit. Peter Van Doom, a portrait
artist I met at Southampton, was
there. And he implored me to sit

for my portrait.
"Women with Titian hair often

wear green," he said. "And it's fitting

they should. But they wear jade
usually. You would know enough to
wear that darker shade."

(Continued from page 28)

September 22nd.
Peter is painting my portrait. I had

my first sitting today.
Last night at dinner Mimi and

Grant and I were talking of Grant's
birthday which is only a few weeks
off. And I decided to give him my
portrait. So later, while he and Mimi
were having coffee, I stole into the
library, telephoned Peter, and ar-
ranged for sittings.

It's going to be just a little difficult

sitting for Peter. He isn't all busi-
ness. But soon he'll discover it's

really a portrait I want—not love-
making and not flattery. Then we'll
get on splendidly.

Later.
Peter just telephoned that Grant

had come to his studio in a rage!
At first Peter denied I had been

there. He knew, he said, that I

wanted my portrait to be a surprise.
But Grant found my bag stuffed in
the side of a chair.
Now my surprise is ruined. Grant

will understand when I explain

—

I

hope. And tomorrow I'll pick up the
sketches Peter has made and tell him
I can't go on with it.

What most concerns me is how
Grant knew I was at Peter's studio.
I didn't use the family car. I took a
taxi. Could Mimi have eavesdropped
on my telephone call?

If only Grant wouldn't walk into
the traps Mimi sets, counting on his
jealousy. If only Grant wouldn't be
jealous. He'll bring disaster to all of
us if he doesn't learn to discipline his

emotions. I'm sure of it. . . .

September 23rd.
Peter Van Doom has been mur-

dered!
It was four o'clock when I left

Peter's studio. And he was alive.

Grant reached Peter's* studio at

four-thirty. And he was dead.
"Let me tell you about it from the

beginning," Grant said tensely. "I

called home here this afternoon to

make my peace with you. I wanted
to apologize for not coming home last

night—after I'd found your bag in
Van Doom's studio and he'd lied to

me about you being there. You know
all about that, of course. He tele-

phoned you, naturally.
"Well, when I called here Joseph

told me he had driven you to Van
Doom's studio and you had told him
not to wait. I went after you. And
found Van Doom on the floor, a knife
beside him. It was pretty hor-
rible. . .

."

September 24th.
They've arrested Grant. They

traced me through the notations in
Peter's appointment book. And the
elevator boy they brought to iden-
tify me accused Grant.

"There's the gentleman I told you
about," he announced excitedly.
"There's the gentleman who was so
white and shaky when he left poor
Mr. Van Doom's studio and I took
him down in my car. . .

."

Grant's fingerprints tally with the
fingerprints on the knife. I knew they
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would. Dazed, he picked up the knife
and looked at it. He told me so last
night.

September 25th.
Everyone believes Grant guilty

—

even Hellman, the famous criminal
lawyer we've engaged for our defense.

It's horrible to see Grant in a cell
. . . Horrible, horrible . . .

Money isn't always an asset. Right
now Grant's money is a handicap.
The public and press are taking the
attitude that too many rich men com-
mit murder, thinking they can buy
their way free, and that it's time a
stop was put to it.

September 25th—Later.
I've just come from Peter Van

Doom's studio. The day before yes-
terday when I was there—it seems an
eternity ago—there was a half-fin-
ished portrait of a woman on the
easel. It's gone! And in Peter's ap-
pointment book the initials "J. L." are
noted again and again.

"J. L." is the woman of the unfin-
ished portrait. I'm sure of it. And
somehow she's involved in his mur-
der. Otherwise why would she have
taken her portrait away?

I'll recognize "J. L." if I see her.
But will I ever see her?
My only hope is that she may not

be able to resist coming to the trial.

September 2()th.
I've just put the children to bed. I

try to keep our tragedy away from
them. But they hear the servants
talk. And sometimes, for all my care,
they see newspapers.
"God bless General Grant and let

him come home safe . .
." Fran said.

Dick was more definite. "Don't let
them put him in the electric chair,"
he prayed. "Please God!"

I cried out at that. And I was
grateful when their warm little arms
were thrown around me.

November . . . 15th, I think.
I'm in court all day. There's been

no time for entries.
Grant pretends he has hopes of ac-

quittal. And I pretend I'm delighted
with the impression we're making
on the jury. But we both know our
days together are few indeed unless a
miracle happens.

"J. L." could prove to be that
miracle. Every day I watch for her.

November 18th.
"You could save Grant," Mimi told

me tonight as we drove uptown. "Tes-
tify Van Doom was your lover and
the jury will consider Grant has every
right to defend the honor of his
home."

I looked horrified. "There must be
another way ..." I said.

"Don't be so pure," Mimi taunted
me. "After all, it's because of you
that Grant is in this mess . .

."

That was more than I could take.
"It's because of you Grant is on

trial for his life—not because of me "

I told her. "You listened to me talk-
ing on the telephone and you played
upon Grant's jealousy and sent him
to Peter's studio."
She was pale. But she ignored my

accusations and continued talking.
"The unwritten law is Grant's only

chance," she said. "Hellman, inci-
dentally, asked me to broach the sub-
ject to you."

I didn't say so to Mimi but if that
is the only way, I'll do it.
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November 19th.
I've found "J. L." of the unfinished

portrait! Her name is Judith Litch-
field. I saw her in court and followed
her home. But she dares me to put
her on the stand.

"I'll tell them Peter Van Doom was
painting my portrait," she defied me.
"I'll tell them I was in the studio
when he was murdered. And I'll tell

them I saw your husband kill him!"
Hellman begs us not to bring her

into court. Nevertheless I've had her
called. Grant feels, with me, that she
may break under cross-examination.

November 20th.
Judith Litchfield went on the stand

today. And she testified as she said
she would.

"I saw the defendant stab him," she
concluded. And there was no ques-
tion about her effect on the jury.

"I doubt," Hellman told me coldly,
"that even you can save your husband
now."
And Mimi looked at me with hate

naked in her eyes.
I wore a simple black dress as

Hellman had instructed me to do.
I took the stand. And I testified in

the way Hellman had coached me.
"I was lonely in New York," I

began. "Mr. Van Doom was kind to
me. At first I didn't know he ex-
pected favors in return for his friend-
ship. . .

."

Every word I uttered gave me pain.
I had to keep telling myself they were
only words and that if words could
save Grant I should give them gladly.
"But when Mr. Van Doom did ask

favors," I went on slowly, "I . .
."

Grant sprang to his feet. "Stop," he
cried. "Stop, Brenda, stop!"
The judge rapped for order. The

District Attorney asked for a mistrial,
insisting it all was a plot to influence
the jury.
Then, down the center aisle, came

a man no longer young, a man with
a face the color of ashes. Every eye
in the court-room was upon him. The
attendants let him pass. And the air
was fraught with tension, the way it

is before a storm. And when that
man came up to the judge's bench
the storm broke.

"I killed Peter Van Doom!" He
screamed it. "I'm the husband of
Judith Litchfield who has just testi-

fied. Men like Van Doom should be
killed—like rats. But I can't let an
innocent man die for my crime."
Then, before anyone had fully

grasped his words—there was the
sharp report of a pistol and he fell

—

gladly I thought—to the floor while
Judith Litchfield screamed.

November 21st.

Grant is home! Grant is free!
We're going to drive into the coun-

try and rest for a while at an old inn
Grant knows about. We're taking the
children with us.

In many ways I feel I should go off

with Grant alone. On the other hand
the children have come through a
frightful time too. I don't want them
to feel even a little slighted now.
A woman with children who takes

a second husband needs a sensitive
antenna. For she must anticipate
even those trivialities of conduct that
might cause her husband or her chil-
dren to feel insecure in her affections.
But one thing has happened to

make me hope that the future will be
easier. Mimi has left New York. I

think she felt a little ashamed, when
she saw how far I was really willing
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to go to save Grant . . . and when she
saw how stanchly Grant supported
me. I feel no bitterness toward Mimi.

January 12th.

How quickly life can change! For
more than a month I have felt safe,

happy. And now . . .

Tonight, as a treat for the children,
Grant and I had our dinner in the
nursery suite. Fran, learning to as-
sume housewifely duties, had ordered
our dinner.
These days I include Grant in the

little treats I plan for Dick and Fran.
I used to arrange such treats when
he would be busy and I would be
free. But I think this the better way.
Our evening started off beautifully.

Then Nana Norton arrived. She's an
actress. Once she and Grant were
practically engaged. In a way she's
attractive. But I wonder about her.
She complained she had no show

on Broadway because no one will put
up money for a musical production
right now.
"The Broadway money men must

be insane, Nana," Grant protested.
"Personally I'd consider a production
in which you starred a fine invest-
ment."
Nana turned his polite remark into

an out and out offer.

Tomorrow Grant is lunching with
Nana and her manager, Higgins.

I mistrust Nana. I said so. And
Grant resented what he called my
"feminine snap judgment."

January 15th.
Ben Porter investigated Nana for

me. A few years ago she caused a
divorce in the Jonathan Cook family.
And right now she is threatening a
fine young man who is half infatuated
with her with blackmail.

February 25th.
I know now how right I was in mis-

trusting Nana. Grant decided to back
her new show. I didn't say anything.
I only prayed he wouldn't get hurt

—

and hoped I wouldn't.
But she is a great star, and her

show was a great success when it was
put on a week ago. Grant thinks she
is wonderful, and refuses to believe
anything against her.
Last week-end a party of us went

skiing up in New England. It was
Nana's idea.

The last day we were there Grant
and Nana got lost. She started down
the wrong side of the mountain and,
of course, he went after her. When
darkness came they took shelter in
a summer cabin.

"Fortunately," Grant told me later,

"there was food in it!"

I didn't tell him that one of the
local men who searched forthem with
me had told me the cabin in which
we found them belonged to Benny
Higgins, Nana's manager.

I did say I doubted that Nana really
had sprained her ankle—that I

thought that had been her ruse so he
would carry her.
And never before has Grant been

so angry with me. He left for the
office without kissing me good-bye.
But I think he was as angry as he
was because he knew I told the truth.
That means it won't be long now

before Grant and I will be good
friends again . . . without unspoken
differences between us.

The 25th—Later.
What an optimist I was when I

made the entry above.
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SEARCH THE WORLD OVER
Search the world over and nowhere will you find the flavor of
mountain freshness—the zip and tang of the clean, sweet
mountain air as you will in Clark's Teaberry Gum. It has a
distinctive taste all its own—a flavor fresh from the mountains.

Buy a package—get that taste! It's wonderful!

CLARK'S § EABERRYl GUM

SHE TOOK OFF

80 POUNDS
Not long ago this girl weighed 196 pounds. She was
embarrassed, ashamed and miserable. Then she made up
her mind to reduce. Look at her now—116 pounds of slim,

trim loveliness. In Physical Culture for February she tells

exactly how she took off 80 pounds of excess weight, im-
proved her health infinitely and realized her secret am-
bition to become a photographic model. If you are over-

weight remember that what she did you can do. Be sure

to read her story, apply to yourself the information she

imparts and streamline your figure.

BEWARE THE COMMON COLD
The common cold is one of the most universal of ail;

merits and probably causes more misery and loss of time
than any other disease. In Physical Culture for February
Rasmus Alsaker. M.D. gives a program tor health that will

prevent colds and outlines instructions for quick relief of

symptoms that everyone should know. In your own best

interests get a copy of Physical Culture today and read his

extremely valuable advice.

YOUR PERSONAL HEALTH PROBLEM!
Everybody has a health problem of one kind or another.
Readers of Physical Culture are invited to write in regard-
ing them. Each month a number of health questions are
answered. In the February issue neuritis, boils, abdominal
noises, backache and asthma are diseased. Maybe your
problem is among them. If not write the "Questions
from Health Seekers" department regarding it and watch
for the answer in an early issue.

ALSO IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE
War Rations—Destroyer cf X'nborn Children • Congress
Should Investigate the A.M. A. • Physical Culture Girls
on Tropic Shores • The Body Beautiful • "I'm Going to
Walk Again!" by Connie Boswell • Hockey— Fastest
G:ime of All • Sleep. Lady. Sleep. Keeping Fit With
Helen Macfadden • Protect Your Baby's Delicate Skin •
Stretch Out for Health • Pacific Adventure • Win Grow
Old by George W. Calver. M.D. • Wilderness Wife •
A Chapter from My Physical Culture Life • Exercise Your
Caves Away. Physical Culture Nutrition Department.
Read Physical Culture every month. It is a good habit

that pays dividends in health.

Vhysteal Culture
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tells you how to take an
ACTIVE-lather facial-

COSMETIC SKIN— little blemishes and

enlarged pores— spoils good looks. Don't risk it!

Make sure you remove stale cosmetics, dust and

dirt thoroughly. Use all the cosmetics you
like, but let Hollywood's ACTIVE-lather facials

give your skin the protection of perfect cleans-

ing. Buy three cakes of Lux Toilet Soap today.

Use it during the day—ALWAYS at bedtime. It's a

care your skin needs to stay soft and lovely.

Grant and I are through, finally

and completely. When he reached
home this evening he had not re-

gained his good temper. But that

isn't what I can't forgive him. It's

the fact that he turned on the
children!
Dick and Fran were cutting out

pictures of Grant and Nana and me.
The newspapers featured a story

about Grant, wealthy theatrical pro-
ducer, and Nana, star of his musical
production, being lost overnight in

the snowy mountains of New England.
"Does the whole house have to be

upset," Grant stormed, "just because
you children take it into your heads
to cut a lot of stupid pictures out of

the paper?"
They gathered up their papers and

scissors and scurried away like

frightened little animals. But at the
door Dick found his courage.
"You never did like us anyway," he

told Grant. "Not really, not the way
our own father would like us if he
was there."

"You're an ungrateful little boy,"
Grant said.

And Fran, sobbing in the hall, kept
calling "Dick . . . Dick, come on. . . .

Don't say anything . . . Dick, please."
I thought, sitting there, listening to

those I love quarreling, that my heart
would break.

February 26th.

The children and I are living in a

hotel. Once again I'm faced with the
fact that I must earn a living. After
last night it would be impossible for
Grant and the children and me to live

together. And once again I'm con-
fronted by my photograph in the
newspaper.
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I don't blame Grant for making our
separation public. It was Nana un-
doubtedly who set the press on our
trail. For the more definitely she can
estrange Grant and me the better it

will suit her. It's Grant's money she
wants. And the way she would be
most certain of getting it—and keep-
ing it—would be by marrying him.
Ben Porter brings me contrite mes-

sages from Grant. He asks that the
children and I return or that I let

him take care of us financially, at

least. But in all instances my answer
must be "no."

March 7th.
I'm in the theater. Fantastic and

unbelievable, that's what life is!

Several days ago Christopher Har-
wood, the famous producer, called on
me. He saw my picture in the paper
and considered me the ideal type for
the leading feminine role in "The Girl
from Arizona", which he's about to
produce.
He asked if I would read for him

and his associates—so they might
determine whether it would be pos-
sible to coach me for the part. I read
for them and—as I thought and as
they feared—I wasn't up to anything
like a leading role. Finally, however,
they signed me to play a maid.
Raymond Rogers, the leading man,

'

is charming. He goes over my lines
with me and shows me how to get
the most out of them. He takes me
to luncheon. And several times when
newspaper reporters have besieged
me for statements about my personal
affairs he's been invaluable in help-
ing me avoid their more embarrass-
ing questions.
Today Grant was waiting at the

stage door when Raymond Rogers
and I started out for luncheon. So
the three of us went along together.
Raymond had to rush back to the

theater because Helen Hope, who is

playing the feminine lead, was being
difficult about many things. So Grant
and I did have a little time alone.
And I was glad. It was the first time
I'd seen him since I moved away from
his home.
"Brenda darling," he said, "I want

you to know that Nana Norton isn't

important to me. She never was per-
sonally. And now I've had enough of
her professionally, too. As soon as
this play closes I'm saying good-bye
to her. For good."
He looked at me tenderly and

meaningly. "She's cost me dearly,"
he added.

I believed him. I've never thought
Nana was important to Grant person-
ally or emotionally. But now I won-
der. . . .

This afternoon Benny Higgins
stopped in to watch our rehearsal. He
was, he explained, leaving for Holly-
wood within a few hours

—

to get
things under way for a picture in
which Grant is backing Nana.
And the evening papers corrob-

orated his story.
I'm hurt and confused. Never be-

fore has Grant told me an untruth.

Has Grant committed some new
folly that will ruin the understanding
he and Brenda are so frantically
searching for? Can i young widow
really be happy in & new marriage?
Be sure to read the concluding in-
stalment of "Second Husband," in the
March issue of Radio Mirror.
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WE CANADIAN LISTENERS
By

GRACE BROWN

THE KITCHENER-WATERLOO
Y. M. C. A. CHORUS . . . tuned to

CFRB, Toronto, or CKCR, Kitchener,
any Sunday night at ten o'clock, you'll
hear a half-hour, of negro spirituals,

popular songs, ballads, marches and
hymns by forty fresh young voices.
Those kids really have something.

I'd heard them myself on several occa-
sions, and marveled at their musical
proficiency and the sweet and earnest
quality of their singing. But when I

heard the story behind the Kitchener-
Waterloo Y. M. C. A. Chorus I mar-
veled even more. This 'teen-age group
of 36 young gentlemen, and six very
charming young ladies, cannot read a
note of music. It sounded like a gag,
but Don McLaren, their talented con-
ductor, explained the why and where-
for. The chorus is never allowed to

see a note or a word. In other words,
the conductor is the boss; the chorus
is the instrument upon which he plays.
He thinks, acts, and all but sings for

forty young persons (who can't read
a note of music among them, remem-
ber) , and the chorus never sings a
number in public or on the air until
it has been thoroughly learnt.

Now, that in itself is remarkable,
but when I tell you that this is a
sponsored program that isn't commer-
cial, you will begin to feel some of
my own bewilderment when I ex-
plored this unusual and, to say the
least, refreshing setup.

J. M. Schneider is head of J. M.
Schneider, Limited, and J. M. Schnei-
der, Limited, is the biggest thing in
the little town of Kitchener, Ontario.
Schneider bacon and other products
are justly famous; Mr. Schneider is

very proud of them. So, when he
sponsors the Kitchener-Waterloo
Y. M. C. A. Chorus he insists that there
be no sales talks on his program! It

all came about because of Mr. Schnei-
der's philanthropic interest in the
work of the Y. M. C. A., an interest
that has extended over the years.

IT all gave me a bit of a heart-warm

-

' ing glow. After all, radio is a busi-
ness, very often a hard-boiled busi-
ness, and to find a genuine case of
"one for all and all for one," without
thought of a material reward, leads
to pleasant reflections that "human
nature isn't so bad when you get
down to bedrock."
Don McLaren, who was born at

Maniwaki, Quebec, was employed by
the Y. M. C. A. during the World War
to direct entertainment and educa-
tional work amongst the garrison at

Quebec City. He is a graduate of Mc-
Gill University. In 1926, he was in
charge of the boys' work at Quebec
City Y. M. C. A., following which he
took charge of the Kitchener "Y,"
where he has been for the last ten
years.

All membership of the chorus is on

a purely voluntary basis, with a wait-
ing list, in case someone should have
to drop out. The boys and girls work
in and around Kitchener in factories
and stores and with insurance com-
panies.
The program has also been a mat-

ter for civic pride. On every broad-
cast some prominent resident of Kitch-
ener gives a little talk on the history
of Kitchener, its development, etc.

THESE are the members of the cho-
* rus: first tenors, Fred Handy, Bill
Stumpf, Claude Chislitt, Jim Brown,
Frank Cottingham; second tenors,
Lloyd Current, Rex Carson, Max Zink,
Stan Bock, Cam Williams, Ken Brand,
Geo. Ruhlman, John Sheard, Jeff
Hancock; first basses, Stewart Snyder,
Harry Hihn, Vincent Dietrich, Jack
Slumkoski, Ken Henrich, Harold Sei-
fried, Art Seabrook; second basses, Ed.
McAvoy, Walter Bentley, Ted Cud-
more, Albert Gammon, Frank Dan-
cey, Harold Current, Bob Brown, Ted
Wright; girls, Edna Franks, Gert
Franks, Evelyn Weis, Rita Weis, Phyl-
lis Current; accompanist, Dorothy
Schweitzer.
Try the Kitchener-Waterloo Y. M.

C. A. Chorus on Sundays at 10 p.m.
over CFRB, Toronto, and CKCR,
Kitchener, for a half-hour of charm
and vitality. At the very least, I can
guarantee no commercials on this
sponsored program.

HWWNERVOUSTENS/ON

GETS youDOWN
JUSTUSETHISGUM
FROMFIAWR-TOWN

It is always refreshing and restful. Your

choice of Peppermint, Spearmint, Oralgum

and 3 flavors of Beechies (candy coated)

—

Peppermint, Spearmint and Pepsin. Below

is the famous "flavor" town of Canajo-

harie, N.Y.— known for Beech-Nut quality

and flavor.
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MAMMOTH 1940 CONTEST NOW RUNNING

WE WILL PAY

$25,000.00
FOR FORTY TRUE STORIES

in

wizes

Year after year Macfadden Publications,
Inc., extends to men and women everywhere
a wonderful opportunity to add handsome
sums to their incomes by setting down in
words true stories that have happened in
their own lives or the lives of friends or
acquaintances.
Already we have paid out well over $600,000

in prizes alone for true stories and in addition
we have purchased many hundreds of other
true stories at our liberal word rates. Of this
vast sum, a large, a very large percentage has
gone to men and women who never before
had written for publication.

The chances are that you have lived or ob-
served a story that we would publish gladly
if you would write it and send it in. Do not
feci that because you have never written that
you cannot write. If these other men and
women had felt that way they would be
poorer by perhaps a half million dollars.
Simply say to yourself—"Others have done it

—I can do it—I will do it."

In writing your story tell it simply and
clearly just as it happened. Include all back-
ground information, such as parentage, sur-
roundings, and other facts necessary to give
the reader a full understanding of the situa-
tion. Do not be afraid to speak plainly.

No matter whether yours is a story of trag-
edy, happiness, failure or success, if it con-
tains the interest and human quality we seek
it will receive preference over tales of less
merit regardless of how skilfully written they
may be.

Judging on this basis to each of the best ten
true stories received will be awarded the
munificent sum of $1,000 and to each of the
next best thirty true stories will be awarded
the handsome sum of $500. And don't forget
that even if your story falls slightly below
prize winning quality we will gladly consider
it for purchase provided we can use it.

If you have not already procured a copy of
our free booklet which explains the simple
method of presenting true stories, which has
proved to be most effective, be sure to mail
the coupon today. Also do not fail to follow
the rules in every particular, thus making
sure that your story will receive full consid-
eration for prize or purchase.

As soon as you have finished your story
send it in. By cooperating with us in that
way you help to avoid a last minute land-
slide, insure your story of an early reading
and enable us to determine the winners at
the earliest possible moment. Contest closes
Tuesday, April 30, 1940.

CONTEST RULES
All stories must be written In the first person

based on facts that happened either in the lives
oi the writers of these stories, or to people of their
ai-ipi.'ilntance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
i in rushed by writers upon request.

Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.

Do not send us printed material or poetry.

Do not send us carbon copies.

Do not write In pencil.

I)., n')i submit stories of less than 2500 or more
than 50,000 words.

Do not send us unfinished stories.

Stories must be written In English.

Write on one side of paper only. Do not use
thin tissue paper.

Send material flat. Do not roll.

DO NOT WRITE ANYTHIW; ON PAGE ONE
OK YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AM) ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HAND-
WRITING. THE TlThK AND THE NllMHKR OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT

R NAME.
Print your full name and address on mulling

nor.
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Prize Schedule
10 Prizes of $1,000 each $10,000

30 Prizes of $ 500 each 15,000

40 Prizes

—

Total $25,000

Contest Rules—Continued

PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THERE-
ON, OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.

Unacceptable stories will be returned as soon as
rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED
WITH SUBMITTAL. If your story is accompanied
by your signed statement not to return it, if it is

not acceptable, it will not be necessary to en-
close return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.

Do not send us stories which we have returned.

You may submit more than one manuscript,
but not more than one prize will be awarded to
any individual in this contest.

As soon as possible after receipt of each manu-
script, an acknowledgment or rejection notice will
be mailed. No corrections can be made in manu-
scripts after they reach us. No correspondence
can be entered into concerning manuscripts sub-
mitted or rejected.

Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.

This contest is open to every one everywhere
in the world, except employees and former em-
ployees of Macfadden Publications, Inc.. and mem-
bers of their families.

If a story is selected by the editors for imme-
diate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be final,
there being no appeal from their decision.

Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscripts to us direct. Due to

the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter,

which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.

This contest ends Tuesday, April
30. 1940.

Address your manuscripts for this
contest to Macfadden Publications,
Inc., Dept. 40C, P. O. Box 629, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.

COUPON
RM-2

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 40C
P. O. Box 629, Grand Central Station

New York. N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet en-
titled "Facts You Should Know Before Writine
True Stories." 5

Name

Street

Town State
(Print plainly. Give name of state in full.)

Our Gal Sunday's Romance

(Continued from page 15)

When they were children, Bill and
Sunday had roamed the hills together,
fishing in the tumbling mountain
streams, sharing thoughts and expe-
riences and confidences. But lately
something had happened. They could
not talk to each other any more ex-
cept in stiff, difficult sentences, and
each seemed afflicted with an intoler-
able shyness in the presence of the
other.

"It isn't that I'm jealous, Sunday,"
Bill said, keeping his eyes on the
floor. "I guess you—know how I feel
about you. I don't need to tell you.
If you'd have me I'd be the happiest
man in the world. But if you should
find somebody else you like better

—

and if you'd only tell me—why then
I'd know where I stood, and I could
wish you all the luck in the world—

"

CUNDAY said affectionately, "Dear
*J Bill. I wish—oh, I wish I loved you
the way you want me to. Maybe I

do, and don't know it yet."
"Then you're not in love with this

Brinthrope fellow?" Bill asked.
"Oh, no!" she said too emphatically.

"Why, I hardly know him!"
"Yeah?" Bill's voice was doubtful.

"Well, he's been spending a good deal
of time up here, and the other night
I saw you out riding in his big car."

"He was just being nice to me,"
Sunday insisted stoutly. "And as soon
as he gets his business affairs straight-
ened up here, he'll go away and I'll

probably never see him again."
Why should that prediction, made

so defiantly, make her turn a little

cold with the fear that it might be
true? She didn't love him! She
mustn't! How could there ever be
any happiness for the two of them,
with the shadow of Arthur Brinthrope
—dead or alive—between them?
And besides—she heard again

Arthur's own words, equally true of
Henry: "I come from a very old fam-
ily—it wouldn't be right for me to
marry you, Sunday."
The door opened, and she looked

up to see Jackey come into the room.
From his face she knew at once that
something was wrong.
"Excuse me, Bill," Jackey said, "but

could I talk to Sunday a minute?"
"Sure," Bill assented, getting up. "I

was just leaving. G'bye, Sunday. Re-
member what I—I mean, g'bye."

"Listen, gal," Jackey blurted as
soon as they were alone. "We're in
trouble. Plenty trouble. I just talked
to a feller named Poole—a detective
young Brinthrope's hired to track
down his brother. And he's on to
somethin'."
"How could he be? What did you

tell him?"
"Didn't tell him nothin'. But he's

a smart feller, and he knows Arthur
didn't just melt into thin air. He's
been talkin' to Lively, too. Found

IMPORTANT!
The winners of Radio Mirror's

Hobby Lobby contest will be

announced in trie March issue

ON SALE JANUARY 26
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that out when he asked me where I

was the afternoon before Brinthrope
disappeared. He meant the afternoon
I shot

—

"

"Yes, yes!" Sunday exclaimed with
a shudder. "I know."

"Well, I told him I was out in the
hills prospectin' with Lively. Then he
looks at me sort of funny, and says,
'Well now, that's strange, considerin'
Lively told me an hour ago he was
out prospectin' alone that afternoon!' "

"Oh, Jackey! If we'd only warned
Lively! Now the detective knows you
lied to him, and he'll be suspicious."
Jackey turned to the door. "This

finishes it," he said. "Knew all along
I ought to give myself up. Can't have
a detective snoopin' around here, get-
tin' everybody in trouble. I'm goin'
down and see the sheriff right now."

"No, Jackey, no!" Sunday cried. "I
can't stand it if they take you to jail.

It was all my fault anyway! I'll fix
things up somehow, so nobody'll ever
know. Lord Henry's coming up this
afternoon and I'll speak to him—

"

"Y'ain't goin' to tell him you knew
what happened to Arthur all along?"
Jackey asked suspiciously.
"No—I won't do that. Only, won't

you go away and let me see him
alone? And don't do anything until
after he's gone!"
"Well, all right," Jackey agreed.
It was sunset, the hour of her meet-

ing with Arthur, when Henry Brin-
thrope came to the cabin.

"Hello," he said cheerfully. "What's
the matter, Sunday? You look wor-
ried."
"Lord Henry," she said seriously,

"will you do me a favor?"
He looked down at the youthful

gravity of her face, and said in
amusement, "Of course, Sunday. What
is it?"

"Will you tell your detective to go
back to Denver and forget about find-
ing your brother?"

IN the silence that followed she saw
1 the look of amusement fade from
his face, and as if to forestall the
question he was bound to ask she
began to talk rapidly.

"It isn't as if anything could have
happened to him, Lord Henry. He
must have just gone away somewhere—you'll hear from him again, I'm
sure." (And for all she knew, she
told herself fiercely, it was true. He
must still be alive!) "And it doesn't
do any good to have a detective
prowling around Silver Creek—it

makes people here think you suspect
them of doing something to your
brother, and—and they don't like it

—

"

"Just a minute, Sunday!" he broke
in. "You know this is a very serious
thing you're asking me to do. Aren't
you going to give me any reason
for it?"
Her eyes faltered. "I—can't."
"But you must," he said gently.

"Sunday, darling, you can't do this
to me. Don't you know how fond I've
become of you—just in the few days
we've known each other? And I
hoped you were fond of me, too

—

fond enough to trust me."
"Oh, I am!" she said. "But—can't

you trust me, too?"
"Yes," he said surprisingly. "I can.

I'll call the detective off, if you say
so, Sunday. But I wish you'd tell me
why. Not because I don't trust you,
but just because I want us—you and
me—to be good friends. I . . . love
you, Sunday."
She turned away from him, burying
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her face in her hands. "Oh, no, no,"
she sobbed. "You mustn't say that.
We—we can't—

"

"But why not, Sunday?" he per-
sisted.

"Because—because I'm going to be
married pretty soon—to Bill Jenkins!"
Sunday said wildly.

I IVELY complained that everybody
*— was acting pretty glum, when you
considered it was Sunday's wedding
day. He pointed out that Sunday was
pale and jumpy, Jackey's face was so
long it scraped on the ground, and
even Bill didn't seem to know how
lucky he was.
There might have been a good rea-

son for Sunday's pallor—she'd fallen
off her horse a few days before the
wedding, and scratched her arm so
badly that it had to be bandaged. But
when Lively asked her if it wasn't
hurting her more than she let on,
she said it wasn't, in a tone that sent
him away grumbling to himself even
more.
All the same, Lively's concern was

justified. The whole arm was numb,
with a sort of dull, burning numbness,
and Sunday knew that its condition
was reason enough for postponing the
wedding. But she didn't dare post-
pone it. Another day, she might not
be able to stand quietly while the
minister made her and Bill man and
wife. Another day, the vision of
Henry Brinthrope's face might send
her flying into his arms.

All morning on her wedding day,
she held fast to one thought—that in
marriage to Bill there lay safety

—

trying to fill her mind with it so com-
pletely that there would be room for
nothing else. And she succeeded,
until the moment when she entered
the little church in Silver Creek, and
saw Bill waiting for her at the altar.

She tried to smile at him, then,
though her lips felt stiff. Then her
eyes slipped past Bill, and found
Henry, standing alone in one of the
pews, looking at her so intently that
she knew he wasn't aware of anyone
else in the room. She took another
step forward, but her legs wouldn't
work very well, and her arm felt as
if it were burning up, and suddenly
she didn't know anything else at all.

A week later Sunday was still in
her room at the little Silver Creek
hospital, recovering from the attack
of blood-poisoning, due to her injured
arm, which had interrupted the wed-
ding. It had been good to have this
respite, she knew now—good both for
herself and Bill. She'd been able to
think things out, quietly and alone,
and in the process she'd realized that
it wouldn't be fair for her to marry
Bill, no matter how much he wanted
her.
When she was better, she'd tell

Bill she couldn't marry him, and if

Henry hadn't left Silver Creek by
then, she'd get Jackey and Lively to
let her go away to college, so she
could start life all over again. But
meanwhile, it was pleasant to lie here
in this bright, sunny room, with its

flowers and books, and be fussed over,
and see Jackey and Lively and Bill
and Henry every day.
She looked up eagerly as she heard

the voice of the nurse out in the hall.
"Just a minute, please. I'll see if

she's awake."
The nurse entered and said, "There

is a woman to see you. She says her
name is Miss Morehead."

"Miss Morehead?" Sunday puzzled.
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CRYING WONT HELP YOU

THOUSANOS GAIN 10 TO
25 LBS., NEW STRENGTH
THIS SCIENTIFIC WAY

YOU may think your case Is hopeless—
that you're just naturally skinny, run-

down—often tired and nervous. But as a
result of recent scientific discoveries thou-
sands of men and women who never could
seem to gain before have put on 10 to
25 pounds of naturally attractive flesh.
They've gained normal health, normal
nerves, new pep, and all the new friends
and good times these bring—by simply
taking these scientifically prepared Iron-
ized Yeast tablets for a few short weeks.

Why this builds up so quick
You see, it's now been scientifically proved that
thousands of people are thin, wornout and cranky

—

hardly able to eat, sleep or work—simply because
they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron from
their daily food. Without these substances you may
lack appetite and not get the most body-building
good out of what you eat.
Now you get these exact missing substances in these

easy-to-take little Ironized Teast tablets. So by simply
using their aid, great numbers of formerly rundownmen and women have easily put on just the pounds
tney needed—gained new pep and greater attractive-
ness—won new friends and new joy in life.

Make this money-back test
Get Ironized Teast tablets from your druggist today.

5„;"tn the flrst Package you don't eat better andFEEL better, with much more strength and pep—if
you're not convinced that Ironized Teast will give
you the normally attractive pounds, new energy and
life you long for, the price of this first package
promptly refunded by the Ironized Teast Co. At-
lanta, Ga.

Only be sure you get the genuine Ironized Teast.
Don t take one of the many cheap inferior substitutes
which do not give the same results. Look for "IT"
stamped on tablet. That assures the genuine.

Special offer!
To start thousands building up their health right
away, we make this special offer. Purchase a pack-
age of Ironized Teast tablets at once, cut out the
seal on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of
this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating book
on health, "Facts About
Tour Body." Remember,
results with the first pack-
age—or money refunded.
At all druggists. Ironized
Teast Co., Inc., Dept. 222,
Atlanta, Ga.
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'I don't know any Miss Morehead—

"

But Miss Morehead herself had al-
ready followed the nurse into the
room. Sunday saw a large, flashily-
dressed woman, with curly blonde
hair under a big hat, and a face that
was at once guarded and bitter.

"I'm Violet Morehead," the visitor
announced. "I'd like to see you alone,
if you don't mind." She seated herself
and drew out a cigarette case while
the nurse, disapprovingly, left the
room; then she blew a cloud of smoke
at Sunday and came to the point.

I CAME here," she said, "to find out
1 if it's worth anything to you to have
me keep quiet about who killed
Arthur Brinthrope."
"Who—killed—" Sunday's lips could

barely form the words. "But I don't
know what you're talking about."

"Quit the kidding," Violet More-
head advised her bruskly. "I know
your old man—your guardian, or
whatever you call him—shot Arthur.
And I know you'd hate to see the old
boy get into trouble over it. I'm will-
ing to keep quiet—for ten thousand
dollars."
"Ten thousand dollars! Why I

haven't got it. And besides—

"

"Besides nothing. You can get it
or I'll go straight to Henry Brinthrope
and tell him what really happened to
that brother he's been trying to find.
He might think the information was
worth the ten thousand."
"But where could I get that much

money?" Sunday cried in despair.
Violet Morehead's hard eyes nar-

rowed. "If you're smart," she re-
marked, "you can get it from Henry."
She stood up, dropped her cigarette
on the linoleum-covered floor and
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ground it out beneath a pointed toe.
Well, there it is. I'll be back at the
same time day after tomorrow, and
youd better have the money."
When she had gone, Sunday lay

with helpless tears running down her
cheeks. She'd done the best she could
—she'd put away all thoughts of lov-
ing Henry, she'd persuaded him to
dismiss the detective—and now, in
spite of everything, the truth was to
be told at last! Of course she couldn't
get the money. Jackey and Lively
didn't have it, and she wouldn't ask
Henry. Not even to save Jackey.
She had two days' grace before the

Morehead woman was due to call
again, and she used them in trying
to find a way out of the dilemma she
was in, trying to find some way other
than the one her heart told her she
must eventually take. Because there
was no other way, this time. At last
she must tell Lord Henry the whole
story and appeal to him for whatever
help he could give her.
She told him on the morning of

the day Miss Morehead had said she'd
return—told him everything, her in-
fatuation for Arthur, Jackey's warn-
ing, Arthur's proposal and its tragic
consequences. He listened with a
grave face, holding tightly to her
hand, and when she had finished he
said:

"Sunday! You poor, darling baby-
carrying this secret all by yourself!Why didn't you tell me sooner?"

"I couldn't! He was your brother,
Henry! I was afraid you'd hate us—
Jackey and me—and that you'd have
Jackey arrested!"
There was a new tenderness in his

smile. 'Of course you'd think that—
because I never told you my own

opinion of Arthur. I daresay it's just
as low as Jackey's. Arthur's the black
sheep of the family, dear, and while
I don't say I'd approve of having him
shot, his absence isn't a loss to anyone
that I know of. I'm glad to know
he s still alive, though."
Sunday's eyes widened. "But, Henry

—Miss Morehead said Jackey had
killed him!"

"Nonsense," Henry said briskly. "I
don't suppose she bothered to tell you
how she knew that? I can't fill in all
the details, of course, but I'd be will-
ing to bet that Arthur picked himself
up, sneaked away to Denver or San
Francisco, met this Morehead woman
and cooked up a scheme to get some
money out of me through you. More-
head isn't a Silver Creek woman, is
she?"

"No," Sunday said. "I know every-
one in Silver Creek and I've never
seen her before."

THEN that just about proves that
Arthur's alive and living some-

where else. If she wasn't in Silver
Creek when Jackey shot Arthur, how
would she know that it had ever hap-
pened—unless Arthur has seen her
since, and told her?"
"Of course!" Sunday breathed. "I

should have thought of that—only I
was so scared—and confused—

"

He leaned over her. "You've had
more than your share of trouble
darling. ..."
Then, quite simply and naturally,

he kissed her, and her unbandaged
arm was around his neck, holding him
close, so close it seemed that she
would never let him go again.
Some time after, he said, "Now

you'll marry me, won't you, Sunday?"
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"Yes! Oh, yes, if—if you want me
to."

"I'd like the wedding to be in Eng-
land, I think—wouldn't you? How
would Jackey and Lively like a trip

to England? Could we transplant
them for a while?"

"They'd love it, Henry."
"Then you lie here and plan your,

trousseau," Henry said. "And I'll go
outside," he added grimly, "and see
your Miss Morehead before she comes
in here. I think I can send her on her
way in a very short time."
Again it was Sunday's wedding

day, but this time Lively had no
need to complain about the general
disposition. Even the sky was bright
and shining.
Sunday, giving herself a last survey

in her bridal gown, whirled and threw
her arms around Mrs. Sedgewick,
Lord Henry's aunt.
"Have you ever been so happy you

felt as if you might burst? Just fly

apart into a million pieces?" she de-
manded. "That's how I feel now. I

hope—" she sobered a little
—

"I hope
I don't get so excited I forget what
I'm supposed to say during the cere-
mony."

"I'm sure you won't," Mrs. Sedge-
wick assured her, with a little hug.
"You know," confided Sunday,

"there was just one thing I worried
about. Bill. You know, the boy I al-
most married back in Silver Creek.
I know we wouldn't have been happy
together, and it was best for me to
break the engagement—but I was
afraid he might still be in love with
me. And this morning I got a cable,
announcing his marriage to someone
else! It made everything perfect!"
Everything remained perfect,

throughout the ceremony and the
wedding breakfast which followed it.

Sitting at the head of the table, Sun-
day squeezed Henry's hand, and felt

him squeeze hers back, in their silent
language of adoration.
Lady Brinthrope! They were call-

ing her that! A footman was at her
elbow, whispering the name into her
ear at that very moment.
"Lady Brinthrope—there is a young

CAST
On the air, the cast of Our

Gal Sunday is as follows:

SUNDAY Dorothy Lowell

LORD HENRY Karl Swenson

BILL Carlton Young

JACKEY Jay Jostyn

LIVELY Joseph Latham

person in the library who insists upon
seeing you at once. I told her you
were occupied, but she seemed very
agitated, and said she'd only keep you
for a moment."
"Why—" She looked down the

table. Breakfast was over, and every-
one seemed busy and happy enough.
Henry, at her right, was talking to
his aunt. "All right," she said.

In the shadowy library a young
woman faced her.

"I am Diane Bradford, Lady Brin-
thrope," she said in a voice that
showed she was near hysteria. Her

face was a dead-white mask above
her black dress. "I tried to get here
sooner, before your wedding."

"Before my wedding!" The words
struck terror to Sunday's heart.
"What do you mean?"
The woman stepped aside. In the

leather chair behind her, Sunday saw
a basket—a tiny basket of straw,
lined with satin. Small pink hands
waved wildly in the air; bright blue
eyes regarded her with owlish
interest.

"I couldn't let you marry him with-
out knowing," Diane Bradford said in

a voice that steadily grew louder and
more hysterical. "This is Henry
Brinthrope's child!"
Sunday heard herself say, stupidly,

"You must be insane! Lord Henry is

my husband."
The woman snapped open her bag,

fished in it a moment and then pro-
duced a slip of paper which she held
out in a shaking hand. "He admits
it! Read this—the letter he wrote
back when I begged him to marry
me!"

Silently, Sunday obeyed. It was a
sheet of the Brinthrope Manor note-
paper. On it, in Henry's handwrit-
ing, were a few lines:

"I shall not try to evade my respon-
sibility. I shall provide for the child.

Nothing more. Henry Brinthrope."

How will Sunday receive the dread-
ful accusation Diane has made against
Lord Henry? Has she found happi-
ness only to lose it again? Read the
next chapters of this exciting novel,
based on the CBS air serial, in next
month's Radio Mirror. And remem-
ber to tune in every Monday through
Friday at 12:45 E.S.T.
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IT'S EASY WHEN YOU USE THIS FACE POWDER
YOU CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!

It's the modern trend in makeup

—

the appealing natural charm of gay

young "collegiennes"!

And Hudnut brings it to you in

Marvelous Face Powder, the powder

you choose by the color of your eyes!

Eye color, you see, is definitely

related to the color of your skin, your

hair. It is the simplest guide to cos-

metic shades that match and glorify

the beauty of your own skin tones

. . . give you that modern natural

look that men prefer!

Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder an

at drug and department stores

So, whether your eyes are blue,

brown, gray or hazel, you'll find the

shade that does the most for vou in

Richard Hudnut Marvelous Face

Powder, the pure, fine-textured pow-
der keyed to the color ofyour eyes!

See how smoothly it goes on . . . how
it agrees with even the most sensi-

tive skin! And how it lasts—ends

powder-puff dabbing for hours and

hours! For complete color harmony,

use harmonizing Richard Hudnut
Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick, too.

d harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick

only Sic each. 6.5c in Canada.
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RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City
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COUGHS
Piso's PLUS-ACTION Explodes

Theory That Cough Medicine

Only Soothes Your Throat!

DUE
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Here's help that

Soothes Throat

and then . .

.

Wakes Up Na-

ture's "Protector

Secretions"

Starts Fluids

Flowing on

Irritated

Membranes

Liquefies,

Loosens

clogging Phlegm

The immediate soothing ac-

tion of Piso's, as it clings to
your dry, irritated throat
membranes, is only the first

step in relieving your cough
due to a cold. For you also get
an important PLUS-ACTION
in this modern formula Piso's.

That's because Piso's works
internally—actually stimu-
lates your system to produce
more protective secretions

—

in throat and upper bronchial
passages where phlegm has
collected from irritation.
Gradually these normal fluids

thin out and liquefy the thick,

clogging phlegm—it's more
easily flushed away— your
cough is "loosened"!

DependonPiso's(Pie-so's)

—

notfor its local "throat-sooth-
ing" action alone—but for its

more importantinside-working
systemic effect. Piso's is good
for adults and children. All
drug stores in 35c, 60c bottles.
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VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organa —
not with exnaina letsona-^at by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises , .

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have tbe voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 7912
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

"Wonderful!"
Women Exclaim When You

Show Them How My
i UST drop
J any

,Jj^\ P'uK it in on any
/^^* 110- volt light

socket

—

and you have hot water in one
minute. Heats a quart to boiling in

90 second's.

own at
and make

i I profit on evei-y one you deliver
to Hi- n.i, and neighbors. Rush your
name for free offer. Get our big money
plan and actual sample lor demonstra-
tions.

NU-WAY. Oepl. 322, Walnut Bldq.. Dos Moines, li

MAGIC
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KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
I- 1 ush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may bo over-worked. These tiny
fillers and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
Ring backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. l'Yequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
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How to Sing for Money

{Continued from page 25)

from a competent teacher can be of
great help to you. By competent I

mean a teacher who understands the
requirements of singing popular
music, who sees what you want to

do, and who sympathizes with your
purpose.
By all means, stay away from the

old-fashioned teacher who is steeped
in the Italian tradition, who focuses
on building up your volume, distorts

your vowels, rubs his hands with
satisfaction as you scream operatic
arias, and swoons with ecstasy when
your vibrato rattles the windows five

blocks away. Stay away also from
the charlatan, the musical racketeer,
for he will ruin your voice along with
your pocketbook. Recognize him by
his over-emphasis on commercialism,
by his glib sales talk, his too-attrac-
tive advertisements, and his impos-
sible guarantees of what he can do
for your voice and career.

So, choose your teacher carefully;
don't hesitate to discard him if he
turns out to be the wrong man, but
once you have confidence in him,
trust him and stay with him in pref-
erence to chasing will-o'-the-wisps,
for a consistent following of one
method is essential. But don't be
strung along. Don't commit yourself
for more than a few lessons at the
start: anywhere from six weeks to
six months should give you the basis
you need to come up to our simple
standards. On the other hand, don't
go to the other extreme and try to
cram everything into too short a
time.

YOUR SONGS

THE next important thing for you
1 to do is to determine to what one
Singertype you belong; that is, what
type of song your vocal equipment
and personality enable you to handle
best. Of course, we're taking it for
granted that you want to sing "pop-
ular" songs; but you may not know
that there are no less than six dif-
ferent kinds of popular song, and
that most singers can successfully
deliver no more than three of these.

Just what is a popular song? The
classical singer who dismisses every-
thing not essentially operatic with the
dated snort, "Jazz," is guilty of loose
thinking, and unless he has already
found his place in the sun, he's fore-
going an opportunity to capitalize on
his voice and training. Equally far
from the truth, however, is the con-
viction of the rabid swing fan that
popular music begins with Shoot the
Likker to Me, John Boy, and ends
with Hold Tight.
"Popular songs" are those commer-

cially published in the style of the
hits of the day, written with the
intention of being played and ex-
ploited by the dance bands of the
country and capable of being sung in
tempo while dancing is going on.

In other words, songs with "foot-
appeal," which boys and girls can
sing to each other as they dance.
Popular songs, in turn, can be

broken down into six subdivisions.
Operetta songs, at the top of the

heap, are akin to "standard" and
near-classical numbers, mostly of the
light opera or operetta variety, such
as I'll See You Again, L'Amour, Tou-
jours L'Amour, Deep in My Heart.

One step down are the Torch Songs,
songs of strong passion, unrequited
love and the like, which are suited to
a heavily emotional treatment: such
as Body and Soul, Night and Day,
Stormy Weather, and Moanin' Low.
Both song types demand a good voice.
But the Ballad is the average pop-

ular song, the type most in demand
and most often performed. Being the
easiest to sing, it's the hardest to sing
distinctively. The Ballad group in-
cludes songs of light romance (I'm in
the Mood for Love), sentimental re-
gret (The One I Love Belongs to
Somebody Else), philosophy (Save
Your Sorrow Till Tomorrow), eulogy
(You're a Sweetheart, and the Mother
songs), nostalgia (the homesick idea),
and so on almost without end.
Waltzes and tangos are usually deliv-
ered in the manner of this group.
Most ballads ask very little more of
a voice than that it be pleasing, but
the need for singing them with dis-
tinction calls for delivery-technique.

DHYTHM songs, generally bright and* jingly, are meant to be sung in
strict dance tempo. Examples are
Goody Goody and I Must See Annie
To:::ght. Many musical comedy tunes
are of this class, such as You're the
Top and F. D. R. Jones; also the rhum-
ba songs, and those describing certain
dances, such as The Lambeth Walk.
Swing ("Hot") songs are "of the

mode" of the day to the point of slav-
ishness but the mode changes rapidly.
What once was ragtime, blues, jazz
and stomp is now swing, and will be
something else soon. Flat Foot Floo-
gee, A-Tisket A-Tasket and that un-
mourned epic The Music Goes Round
and Round are examples.
Swing (or any "hot" treatment) is

characterized by the use of the writ-
ten melody primarily as a point of
departure for spontaneous melodic
and rhythmic variations, and while
swing songs are often done by singers
of excellent singing ability, they are
even more effective in the hysterical
manner, which requires only voice
enough to shout, husk, whine, rasp, or
what have you. Therefore, the re-
quirement of voice quality is very
low, but a highly specialized delivery-
technique, plus natural flair, is vital.

Comedy songs are seldom published
nowadays; they're usually written to
order for a specific comedian, and
designated in the trade as "special
material." Still, an occasional com-
edy song reaches the public, such as
the old Yes, We Have No Bananas
and Joe Penner's I'm From the City.

In this type the humor of the lyric

or the delivery is everything. The
song is more often "spoken" than
sung, and the voice requirement is

zero. However, the very peak of per-
sonalized delivery-technique must be
used and the song done by one who
is naturally funny.
Of course, our song classification is

flexible. Tea for Two, for instance,

can be rendered as a ballad, a rhythm
number, or a swing song, and a singer
like Connie Boswell can do it all

three ways. But, while you are learn-
ing, leave this versatility to Connie.
Bing Crosby can do a professional

job on all six Songtypes. He's an
exception. The average girl singer

will do well to master Torch, Ballad
and Rhythm. The average male
singer stops with Rhythm and Bal-
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Amazing Quick Relief

For Acid Indigestion

YES—TUMS bring amazing quick

relief from indigestion, heartburn,

sour stomach, gas caused by excess

acid. For TUMS work on the true

basic principle. Act unbelievably fast

to neutralize excess acid conditions.

Acid pains are relieved almost at once.

TUMS are guaranteed to contain no

soda. Are not laxative. Contain no
harmful drugs. Over 2 billion TUMS
already used—proving their amazing

benefit. Get TUMS today. Only 10*

for 12 TUMS at all druggists.

You never know when or where
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_ FOR selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at |

25ceach. Order 4 salve and new catalog. SendNoMoney.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 46, WOQDSBQRO, MARYLAND.
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Costly Redecorating!
AMAZING INVENTION. Banishes old-

«gaacjq.cwi •*** style housecleaning mess and mass. No
y rags—no sticky "dough"^no red, swollen hands.

f No more dangerous stepladders. Literally erases dirt
;like magic from walls, ceilings, window shades, upholstered
furniture, etc. Ends drudgery! SAVES REDECORATING!
Approved by Good Housekeeping. Low priced. House-
wives wild about it. AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

A BEAUTIFUL NOSE
,

— a new personality
No man, no woman or
child need go through
Hfewiththefacialhand-
Icap of a badly-shaped
nose. Read and SEE
how Plastic Surgery
easily, quickly reshapes
nose, beautifies profile.
Learn how science now
corrects scrawny neck,
scars, moles, birth-
marks, receding chins,
excessive wrinkles, etc.

FREE BOOKLET
Send Immediately for FREE 24-page BOOK-
LET, based on recent book by a famous
practising Plastic Surgeon. Contains many
actual "before-and-after" photographs.
Write: THE MACAULAY CO., Dept. 139,
386 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C.

CASH FOR
READERS' LETTERS

Look through all the advertisements in this issue of

Radio and Television Mirror. Pick out the one you
like or dislike most. Then write us a letter telling why.
You need not praise the ad, hut your letter must he
frank, contain original suggestions or criticisms. Or. if

you prefer, write us ahout the product itself; whether
you like it or dislike it and why. For instance, how do
you use the product, hecause of its great economy or

measure of convenience, or some outstanding fact.

Fancy composition is not important. 50 words is plenty
for your letter. Macfadden Women's Group' will pay
$2.00 for each letter accepted. Address letter to:

Advertising Clinic, Dept. AC-1

Macfadden Women's Group,
122 E. 42nd Street.

New York City
* Macfadden "Women's Group consists of five maga-
zines: TRUE ROMANCES. TRUE EXPERIENCES.
TRUE LOVE & ROMANCE, MOVIE MIRROR and
RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR. These five pub-
lications are sold to advertisers as a single advertising
unit.
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lads. Most swing singers, unless of
the coon-shoutin' variety, can learn
to sing Rhythm songs and Ballads.
Which Songtype or Songtypes are

the ones you should sing? Well, that
is something you must determine by
trial, error, and plenty of thinking
and self-analysis. You must learn
what one Singertype you naturally
belong to; that is, what type of song
your vocal equipment and person-
ality enables you to handle best.
Then concentrate on it for a while,
until you feel perfectly at home. Only
then should you begin to work into
the Singertypes just above and be-
low it.

GETTING YOUR START

It seems to be a custom of the day
for actors to write magazine articles
warning the beginner to stay away
from show business. I don't agree. If

it's so unattractive, why are these
pro-tem authors in it themselves? I

have only two cautions. Don't try to
break into show business for its

glamour (because there isn't much
of any from the inside looking out)
and don't enter it expecting a free
ride to fame and fortune. It is, how-
ever, a very interesting way of mak-
ing a living. If it has its drawbacks,
so has any other business. The only
completely satisfactory occupation is

that of retired capitalist, and that's
an even harder field to break into.
Well, about getting a start—bridg-

ing that broad gulf between amateur
and professional status, the jump
from doing it for fun to doing it for
money.

It's a pet belief of mine that a lot

of able singers fail to break into the
professional field because they shoot
too high for their start. You can't
walk out of the house and crack a
radio commercial, swank nitery, name
band, musical comedy—or even pic-
tures, no matter what you may gather
from those criminally misleading
Cinderella stories. Two reasons. First,

no matter how good your friends con-
sider you, you're terribly raw mate-
rial until you've had commercial sea-
soning. Second, the competition is too
tough these days. There are scores
of able professionals after each one
of these plums, and to beat them out,

you must be better than any one of
them. It just doesn't stand to reason
that you are—yet. After all, it's a
long life, so why not spot Fate a year
or two and acquire a professional
polish in some lesser job, which you
are much more likely to get?

The Small Radio Station:

There are hundreds of small radio
stations in the big cities as well as
the small ones. Most of them fill in

their non-commercial time with pho-
nograph records, and a live talent
program might interest them, espe-
cially if you have a local following to

point to. You'll probably get no
money for it, Frances Langford didn't
—but you'll be well paid in experi-
ence, plus the fact that you're build-
ing up a professional record, and
going on the air where someone who
needs a singer like you may hear you.
As to how to go about it, I recom-

mend Kenny Baker's way, which was
to take his music in one hand, his
nerve in the other, and march down
to the station, telling the man what
he wanted to do, why he should like
the idea, and asking for an audition.

MOTHER!
IT'S "CRIMINAL"

TO SUFFER

IN SILENCE!

RELIEF IS YOUR RIGHT
AND YOUR DUTY!

If any trouble is needful of attention, it is simple
Piles!
Simple Piles cannot only plague and torture you,

but they can tax your health. Yes, they can drain

strength and vitality and make you feel and look

like an old woman. .

Both men and women suffer from simple Piles.

But, women, during pregnancy and after childbirth,

are particularly subject to this trouble.

TO RELIEVE THE PAIN AND ITCHING

What you want to do to relieve the pain and itching

of simple Piles is use Pazo Ointment.
Pazo Ointment really alleviates the torment of

simple Piles. Its very touch is relief. It quickly eases

the pain; quickly relieves the itching.

Many call Pazo a blessing and say it isone thing that

gives them relief from the distress of simple Piles.

SEVERAL EFFECTS IN ONE!
Pazo does a good job for several reasons.

First, it soothes simple Piles. This relieves the pain,

soreness and itching. Second, it lubricates the affected

parts. This tends to keep the parts from drying and
cracking and also makes passage easier. Third, it

tends to shrink or reduce the swelling which occurs

in the case of simple Piles.

Yes, you get grateful effects in the use of Pazo

!

Pazo comes in collapsible tubes, with a small per-

forated Pile Pipe attached . This tiny Pile Pipe, easily

inserted in the rectum, makes application neat, easy

and thorough. (Pazo also comes in suppository form
for those who prefer suppositories.)

TRY IT FREE!

Give Pazo a trial and see the relief it affords in

many cases of simple Piles. Get Pazo at any drug

store or write for a free trial tube. A liberal trial tube

will be sent you postpaid and free upon request.

Just mail the coupon or postcard today.

GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.

Dept. 120-MF, St. Louis, Mo.
FREE!

Gentlemen: Please send me free PAZO.

Address

-

City-
This offer is good only in U. i>.
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[se Mercolized Wax Cream to help you obtain

a fresher, smoother, lovelier complexion. It

flakes off the duller, darker, older superficial skin in

tiny, invisible particles. You will be thrilled with the

wonderful improvement in your appearance. Try
Mercolized Wax Cream today.

Use Phelacline Depilatory
REMOVES superfluous facial hair quickly and

. easily. Skin appears more attractive.

Try Saxolite Astringent
SAXOLITE Astringent refreshes the skin. De-

lightfully pleasant to use. Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel and pat briskly on
the skin several times a day.

Sold at all Cosmetic Counters

jgp FREE CATALOG -PINS and RINGS
Claes pins, club pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices from 30c up.
Write today for our attractive, free catalog.

1

Dept. J, METAL ARTS CO., Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted with

new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
one snapshot print or negative, photo or pic-

ture to 8x10 inches—FREE—if you enclose
this ad with 10c for handling and return
mailing. Information on hand tinting in

natural colors sent immediately. Your orig-
inal returned with your free enlargement.
Send it today.

Geppert Studios, Dept. 746, Des Moines, Iowa

A REAL MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITY wwtf REAL SILK
YOUCMEARN^$38"WW

—uitious men and women can now earn sub-
stantial income with RealSllk, the world's most
famous nationally advertised hosiery Tou can
represent this great quality line, all or part
time, make big earnings in addition to monthly
bonuses, with chance for advancement. The elab-

orate presentation equipment of Hosiery
,Jind other apparel is sent you abso-

"'I'l.v Free. It's your chance
.of a lifetime to represent
^^.^RealSilk products.

NO INVESTMENT
NO EXPERIENCE
Write for complete
details of this wonderful
opportunity. Send no money.
Real Silk Hosiery Mills, Dept. B-10, Indianapolis, Ind.

GIVE YOUR LAZY
LIVER THIS

GENTLE "NUDGE"
Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice
To Feel "Tip-Top" In Morning!

If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into

your intestines—constipation with its head-
aches and that "half-alive" feeling often result

So step up that liver bile and see how much
better you should feel! Just try Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets used so successfully for years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients with con-
stipation and sluggish liver bile.

Olive Tablets being purely vegetable, are won-
derful! They not only stimulate bile flow to
help digest fatty foods but also help elimina-

tion. Get a box TODAY. 15^, 30^ and 60^
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If you get a turn-down, try the next
station on your list, and make enough
of a nuisance of yourself in a nice
way until somebody gives you the
break you're after.
At each audition, say, and mean

it, "I want you to tell me frankly and
honestly just what you think of my
singing." One or two adverse opin-
ions may be wrong, but if they all

stumble about in search of a tactful
way to say you're awful, you prob-
ably • are. Even if they say you're
"fair" that isn't enough, because to
get anywhere in this business you've
got to be more or less outstanding.

The Small Night Club:

You may find an opening in a small
night club, or more likely in one of
the roadhouses that dot the highways
around even the smallest cities. An
introduction to the manager will help
you here, but if that can't be ar-
ranged, just drop in (possibly as a
guest) , and ask for an audition, hav-
ing your music out in the car so that
you can try out on the stand imme-
diately if things work out that way.
If you can point out delicately that
your presence will bring new busi-
ness, it won't do you any harm.

The Local Dance Band:

Try the small-city dance band, or
the non-name band in the metro-
politan centers; you'll probably work
free if the unions allow, but the ex-
perience will be worth your time.
Meet the leader at a dance or in his
off time and put up your story, ask-
ing him to let you sing for him at
a rehearsal.
And keep an eye out for talent

hunts, beauty contests, amateur hours,
opportunity nights, and the like. The
occasional crooked one is usually
spotted by an entry fee, a tuition
charge, or some more cleverly de-
signed device to get your money.
Many, however, are on the level and
can really lead to something. Ginger
Rogers got started by way of a
Charleston contest.
Of course, if you should happen to

be a channel swimmer, or a child
bride, or a tennis champion, or the
gal who just shot her husband, you
need no help from me. The boys will
come to you, carrying their check-
books before them.

Well, suppose we take a deep
breath and draw a conclusion or two?
What do you need to get a start?

First, and all important, you need
to know your trade well enough to
be at least adequate in the engage-
ment you're after. It's obvious? It
should be, but if you could see the
people who waste their carfare to
come to auditions for work which is

hopelessly beyond them, you'd agree
that it isn't. I've mentioned this be-
fore, I'll mention it again, and I'll

probably end up with it, because it's

the most vital piece of advice I can
give you. Know your trade.

Next, you need crust—or someone
with crust to get in there and pitch
for you. This is a highly competitive
business, a necessarily callous one,
and one in which the brushoff has
been developed to a fine art.
Right along with crust goes persis-

tence, the will to keep trying and
trying in the face of discouragement.
Luck does enter, though not to the

extent you might think. For one
thing, a lucky break will do you no

good if you haven't what it takes to
hold down the job it brings you. For
another, the lightning of luck can't
strike you if you're hiding in a sub-
way; by which I mean that you can
do a lot toward helping the breaks to
happen. Every apparent break has
something more substantial behind it.

True, Vallee was lucky that the radio
came along just as he was getting his
real start, but he had the foresight
to see the power of this new medium
while others were still calling it a
toy, and the courage to hitch his
wagon to an untried star. The only
topflight singer who got her start by
pure, unreasoning luck, so far as I

know, is Martha Raye. She was born
into show business and began to sing
commercially at the age of two.
As you may have noticed, I've been

discussing this whole subject more
or less from the angle of the dweller
in the town or small city. The same
sort of thing applies all the way along
the line, because even New York (as
far as starting in a small way is con-
cerned), is really just a collection of
neighborhoods, with the same small
radio stations, the same small night
spots, and the same local dance bands.
If anything, it's a bit easier to get a
start in the small place than in New
York (certainly easier than in Los
Angeles, which the over-supply of
talent makes a special case). New
York, Chicago, and the other metro-
politan centers have more openings
for singers, I admit, but the small
city has less competition.

I hope, by the way, this answers
that perennial question of the kids
from Keokuk, "Shouldn't I leave
home?" Stay where you are. If any-
thing, the New Yorker might have a
better chance of getting his foot on
the ladder if he bought a one-way
ticket to your little home town. I'm
not just trying to soothe your heart-
burnings; I mean it sincerely, and I

know from experience what I'm talk-
ing about. Make your start where
you're known.

BUT make yourself known. Don't
keep your singing a secret. Get

around. Grasp every opportunity to
sing in public, and create the oppor-
tunities if you have to. Learn from
these appearances all you can about
pleasing audiences; drain your sur-
roundings dry of all the information
on your trade they can give you; and
create a local following in the process,
until everybody in town says, "Jane
Jordan?—she's the girl who sings!"
To conclude. Once you get your

start, your first job, remember it's

only a start and nothing more. Now
is the time to really go to work; to
nail down your technique, polish off

your rough edges, develop the begin-
nings of your style, and generally
achieve the professional touch. I'll

tell you, and a few years from now
you'll agree with me, that you're a
lot greener than you think. But six
months, a year, or two years of ex-
hausting but priceless experience in

the fire of commercial practice, and
you'll either be back earning an hon-
est living, or ready for the next step.

Next month, let this famous vocal
coach tell you the six spotlights of
popular singing—the six things yo"
must know to be a success—how to

prepare a song and bring it to life

so everyone listening bursts into
spontaneous applause. You can't af-
ford to miss succeeding chapters of
this, the first practical, authoritative
book on singing popular music.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



EXTRA
MONEY

Yes, you can make extra
money right at home, and

have real fun doing it. We
shew you how. we furnish every-

thing necessary on an easy basis.

COSTS NOTHING igoit'o"
plan, all details are givenyou free. Write

today for idea book full of colored pic-

tures telling all about our methods which
have made money for so many people. Learn

ea>y it is to make up to §10 to $25 in a
week in the most delightful home work you can

imagine. Write Now—It's FREE!
FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES, Dept. 34-B, Adrian, Mich.

Relieve
ItchFast
orMone/Bacli^Scratching

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, ath-
lete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

"Woolworm
McLeilan

Jries tough overnight.
Flexible, non-skid, water-
proof. Won't come off

—

guaranteed ! 25c (25

iGsfttl
rePairs >- At all 10c kj

l^TrT^J & hardware stores. ^»
Kresge, Newberry, Murphy, McCrory, Neisner,

Sears and Ward, are now featuring S9-L0".

GIVEN
ABOUT

SIZE OF DIME
NOTHING TO BUY! GIRLS! LADIES! Send name
and address. Lovely little Watch or Cash Commission.
Send no money. Either Watch. Cash or other valuable
premiums GIVEN—SIMPLY GITE AWAT FREE Big
Colored Pictures with our well known White CLOYER-
LVE Brand SALVE, used for chaps, cuts, mild burns, etc.

easily sold to friends at 25c a box (with favorite picture
FREE) and remitting per catalog. Act Xow! 45th year.
Write today for order of Salve and Pictures sent postage
paid. Wilson Chetn. Co.. Inc.. Dept. 65-19. Tyrone. Pa.

^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\w\\\w\uw
ss SPECIAL BASY WCRtf FOR.

STrVSSWOMEN
Write today for FREE Samples and

t exciting new plan for housewives,
\ married women and home women

l
to earn up to $22.00 in a week and
obtain big wardrobe of newest

k Spring and Summer Styles ABSO-
LUTELY FREE of a penny cost! No

experience—no money needed.No hoase-to-house
I canvassing. Easy to earn plenty of money, in fall or spare
time, demonstrating and taking orders from friends and

\ neighbors, for exquisite, last-minnte Spring and Summer
I Styles famous Harford Frocks—amazingly low-priced.

GORGEOUS STYLE LINE SENT FREE
SEND NO MONEY! Just write me about yourself. 1 send

,
ABSOLUTELY FREE, big, beautiful Presentation of

^--jeoos new styles and arrange for you to tret SAMPLE
"DRESSES, your selection and your size. FREE of extra
cost. Write today, giving age and dress size. C. E. Israel,
Pres., Dept. B-75, Harford Frocks, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FREE
actorylririces

... 1C months
Up to 1 1 to pay.

"A Kalamazoo,
s?5a Direct toYou'
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New designs, new fea-
tures. Nearly 170 Styles
and Sizes. Coal-Wood
Ranges, Combination Gas-
Coal-Wood Ranges, Gas
Stoves, Electric Stoves,
Coal- Wood Heaters, Oil
Heaters, Furnaces. Send
today for FREE CATALOG.

30 days FREE TRIAL
— 24 hour shipments.
KalamazooStove& Furnace Co.

469 Rochester Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Hollywood Radio Whispers

{Continued from page 29)

sense solution. What makes this an
item, is that members of the cast be-
lieve in doing as they tell the listeners
to do. Of the show's cast four are
happily married to each other, and
have been for years. They are Gale
Gordon and Virginia Gordon and the
Lee Millars.

It looks like wedding bells for
Maxine Gray, grand singer of songs,
and Tommy Lee, radio magnate.

* * *

Orson Welles paid S150.00 just to

arrange a late showing of a movie,
which he couldn't get to until after
midnight.

* * *

This Could Happen Only nsr Holly-
wood: Horace Willard, porter in the
CBS building, was dusting off a cig-
arette machine in the corridor last

week, when Glenhall Taylor, pro-
ducer of the Silver Theater paused
for a pack. "I wish you'd give me a
chance, Mr. Taylor." So, Sunday, No-
vember 5, found Horace Willard play-
ing two roles, one comedy and one
straight dramatic, in "The Road Goes
Further." which starred John Gar-
field. The next day he was back at
his porter's job.

* * *

Loretta Young leads the parade to
date of film stars to appear as radio
guests this year.

Ann Todd, seven-year-old actress
who plays the role of "Amy" in
"Those We Love," is a second cousin
to Mrs. Abraham Lincoln.

* * *

Hollywood Mail Box: A note from
Walter Winchell: "I think Ed. C.
Hill's programs are fine!" And so do
we, Walter.

Anent the Sherlock Holmes
Stories: These are the poorest radio
adaptations conceivable . . . just syn-
thetic stories barely based on the
Sherlock Holmes tales.

* * *

Something To Look Forward To:
When Marlene Dietrich appears in a
radio playlet with her own grown-up
daughter playing opposite her!

Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, screen
and radio valet to Jack Benny, ought
to incorporate himself. He owns five

race horses, one prize fighter, one-
quarter interest in a bootblack stand,
two-thirds interest in a butcher shop,
and one-half of a sea-going yacht!

* * *

Frances Langford and Jon Hall are
thinking of adopting a baby.

* *

Preacher Material: Mrs. Ethel
Gumm. Judy Garland's ma, has set
the wedding date of her marriage to
William Gilmore.

* * *

Nightspottlng: Madeleine Carroll
and her newest heartbeat, Richard
Halliday, dining tete-a-tete at Cafe
la Maze. The Jimmie Fidlers, Bob
Hopes and yours truly tossing off

some spaghetti at Villa Nova.
* * *

When your reporter announced that
Deanna Durbin and Vaughn Paul
would tie the knot, there were howls
galore, but I still insist it's an "on-
the-level" romance.

HOW TO SING,
FOR MONEY £

Secrets that Make SingersPopular
Revealed by Vocal Coach of Stars

Your voice may be far better than that of
many who sing for radio and movies, yet

they make big money. Why? Because they know
what to sing and how to sing it to win fans and
get contracts! They know how to get auditions;
what the "mike" will do to and for the voice;
they know the practical side of the singing busi-
ness! Now this immensely valuable knowledge is
yours. Charles Henderson, famed Hollywood vocal
coach, tells you everything it takes to make a
successful singer, all in a fascinating, fast-mov-
ing, easy-to-read book of 379 pages. It's the first
book to tell you how to make a hit in putting
over popular songs; first book that gives you the
real "inside" on singing for radio, movies, dance
orchestras, night clubs and recordings

—

first book
that tells you clearly and completely what to do
to turn a singing voice into big time money. Helps
you whether you have a voice teacher or not.

Endorsed by Stars & Critics
BtS-G CROSBY: -Grand reading written bv man who really
knows." KENNY BAKER: "Logical, complete ... bound to
bring success." RUDY" VALLEE: "Worth its weight in gold."
DEEMS TAYLOR: "Immensely illuminating." SIGML"ND
SPAETH: "Packs an incredible amount of information."
FRANCES LANGFORD, GRACLE ALLEN, many others praise
this book you need.

Amazing Reviews
TIME Magazine: "Canny appraisal of the ins and outs of
song-singing." NEW Y'ORKER: "It works, and so will you
if you're a singer who can put the Henderson lore into
practice." ETUDE: "Hardly anything of practical nature it
has not touched. We recommend it highly."

SEND NO MONEY NOW
Think of the hundreds of dollars
you'd pay for a year's coaching
under Charlie Henderson, vocal
supervisor of such screen hits as
"That Certain Age," "Second
Fiddle," "Star Maker" and air
hits like the Texaco and Ches-
terfield programs. Here, packed
between the covers of this in-
valuable book, is the very

knowledge and all the tricks he
would teach you. Examine this book

FREE and see for yourself how it re-
veals the secrets of successful singing.
Don't wonder how others turn their
voices into cash, find out.

Send coupon NOW.

GEORGE PALMER PUTNAM. INC.
521 Equitable Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Send me for 5 days' FREE examination "HOW* TO
SLNG FOR MONEY"." At end of 5 days I will send you
S3.95 (plus few cents postage) or return book to you
and owe nothing.

Name-

Address-.......... ..... .--. ....

(If you send S3.95 with this order WE pay post*
age. Money refunded if you're not delighted.)

Midget radio fits your pocket or
purse. Weighs only 4 ozs. Smaller
than cigarette package! Receives
stations with clear tone. NO CRYS«
TALS to adjust—NO UPKEEP—only
one moving part. "AUDIOPHONE"
gives superior performance. EN-
TIRELY NEW PATENTED DESIGN.

Has enclosed geared luminous dial for perfect tuning.
MANY OWNERS report amazing reception and distance.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Complete readv to listen with instructions and Tinyphone
for use in homes, offices, hotels, boats, in bed. etc. TAKES
ONLY SECOND TO CONNECT—NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!
rcun Mrt MONEY"' Pav Postman only S2.99 plus post-5END NV MOBCI. asi on arrival or send S2.99 (Check.

COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK

Gives a natural, youthful

appearance. Easy to use in the clean"

privacy of your home ; not greasy ; will not

rub off nor interfere with curling. For 50

years millions have used it with complete

satisfaction. $1.35 for sale everywhere.

I

FREE SAMPLE
I BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. D"n - *«*-«
79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mat*.

Name -

Street

I City State

| GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR

FARIVS F0R GRflV Hfl|R



THOUSANDS ENJOY

THRILL OF PLAYING
Who Didn't Know a Note of Music

Over fOO. 00 people have studied

music at home this easy way. See

hoiv quickly you can learn at home
—without a private teacher, with-

out needless study and practice.

This wonderful method starts you

learning to play real tunes by note

in first few lessons. If interested,

mail coupon at once for illustrated

booklet and Print and Picture

Sample—FREE. Instruments sup-

plied when needed, cash or credit.— FREE PRINT AND PICTURE SAMPLE—
U. S. School of Music. 3062 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y.C.

Please send me Free Print and Picture Sample. 1

would like to play instrument cheeked below. (Do

you have instrument ? )

Piano Accordion
Violin Saxophone
Guitar Mandolin

Clarinet
Trumpet
Trombone

Banjo
Ukulele
Other Instrument

Street

City..

% BUYS A CLASS or CLUB PIN!

f f'ljL-J,nely .ilv

alora, dub i

x school lellers and year. Also sterling silver

'$f?V& an<1 E»'d P
lal« P'">- R'"6* sterling silver.

SjJ/S. Also in lO-Kl. gold. Write today for free 1940
catalog. Showing over 300 smart designs.

BASTIAN BROS. CO. Dept.63, Rochester, N.Y.

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Impartet
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave

stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hai r Color Exoert. Dept. 27. LOWELL, MASS.

NOW!

NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE

T\TEW! Smart, long
tapering nails for

everyone ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desired shade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.

Easily applied; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.

Set of Ten, 20c. All Sc and 10c stores.

fed I fej A II C ARTIFICIAL

462 N. Parksidc, Dept. 1GB Chicago

NOBODY LOVES A

COUGHER
Here's Quick. Safe Relief

Is coughing robbing you of life's comfort? Do
friends shun you— fail to invite you to social

gatherings? Are you glared at in public places

because of your frequent coughing, so annoying

to Qjl hers?

If your cough is due to a cold, try Pertussin.

You will be delighted with its quick, throat-

soothing effect. Pertussin helps the moisture

glands in your throat to function naturally

after a cold has retarded normal secretions.

Many physicians have prescribed Pertussin,

a safe and pleasant herbal syrup, for over 30

years. At all drug counters. For generous FRKE
trial bottle, write to Pertussin, Dept, S-18,

440 Washington St., New York City.
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Pat O'Malley is scoring a solid hit

on the Alec Templeton shows. His
Hollywood friends are pulling for him
to be the next radio comic sensation!

Hollywood hasn't had high praise
for CBS' new "Pursuit of Happiness"
programs. Too stilted!

The "Drums Along the Mohawk"
broadcast over Kate Smith's program
was much better than the picture!

* * *

Mayor La Guardia is trying to get
Hollywood to move to New York for
pictures. La Guardia can't even hold
the radio shows in New York. Every
day they move more and more to
Hollywood for origination!

* * *

When Joe Donahue, "Blondie" pro-

ducer, and Mary Eastman tied the
knot, it was a surprise even to them.
Couple were sitting in a Hollywood
nightspot, imbibing and eating heart-
ily, when the bandleader noticed them
and played a romantic ditty in their
honor. Joe and Mary took it serious-
ly, called for a telephone, hired
aviator Paul Mantz to fly them at
once to Yuma. They haven't regretted
it . . . yet.

* * *

Don Ameche departs from the Ed-
gar Bergen show for good January 7,

when it cuts its time to thirty minutes.

Whenever Clark Gable goes on the
air he always asks for Paula Winslow
to play opposite him. He even insists

on her part being built up and that
she gets billing.

Facing the Music

(Continued from page 35)

gan's band, playing in Detroit.

When he made this decision in 1927
he knew he could expect little help
from home. His folks had counted on
Bob carrying on the tradition. Music
was all right as a hobby. But if he
insisted upon it as a profession, he
would have to tackle it alone.

It took Bob twelve years to finally

attain recognition—years crowded
with obstacles and mistakes.
Perhaps if Bob hadn't hung around

the neighboring late hot spots his life

might have been a lot different.

There he discovered such visiting

musical greats as the late Bix Beider-
becke, Louis Armstrong, the Dorsey
brothers and Gene Krupa.

THEN one night Ray Ludwig and Don
Murray suggested that they fin-

ish the evening with a jam session
right in the goggle-eyed collegian's

dormitory. Bix, Gene Krupa, and the
Dorseys agreed. The surreptitious
musicale awakened the whole school
and the dazed Chester had to alibi

masterfully to an irate dean.
And when Bob introduced Tommy

Dorsey to Mildred Kraft, in the Grey-
stone Ballroom a few nights later, he
gained two friends for life. The De-
troit girl soon became Mrs. Tommy
Dorsey. Grateful for this favor, the
bespectacled trombonist imparted to

Chester a wealth of musical knowl-
edge that Bob never learned at the
University.
After working with Morgan in a

Detroit theater, Bob hopped from one
band to another—Paul Specht, Arnold
Johnson, Ben Bernie, Irving Aaron-
son, Ben Pollack—until in 1935 he
decided to organize his own.
Astute managers found it easy to

get the handsome society scion en-
gagements. The band played Detroit,
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Kansas City
and Dayton. The life was easy—too
easy. Bob became smugly satisfied.

He lost the perspective sharpened in
early life by the teachings of the
musicians he met back at school.

This was the way Tommy Dorsey
found him early in 1939. His friend
soon found out what was wrong.

"Say, this band doesn't sound like
the one I thought you would lead,"
said Dorsey frankly.

"What's wrong with it, Tommy?
We work. We break records around
here," countered Chester.

"Okay, Bob, if that's the way you

want it," argued Tommy. "But you'll
never reach the top. Chuck this band
and start fresh in New York."
Dorsey soon won him over and Bob

disbanded his aggregation and headed
for the big time.
New York attracted him. The

women were beautiful—too beautiful.
The night clubs were numerous—too
numerous. By the time Chester had
exhausted his nocturnal tours, he had
built up a reputation for gay living.
Furthermore, other young musicians,
eager to start bands of their own, had
beaten him to the punch.
Tommy Dorsey kept after him and

finally directed Bob to the door of
Arthur Michaud, a veteran band
manager. Michaud had from time to
time handled the professional des-
tinies of the Dorseys, Benny Good-
man, Red Nichols, and Buddy Rogers.
He listened carefully to Chester's am-
bitious, though belated plans. Then
he lit a cigarette and spoke:

"Bob, the field is crowded with new
bands. I don't need any more. Be-
sides I have to get the feel of a band
before I handle it."

"Come to a rehearsal," Chester sug-
gested.

"I don't need to do that. Tommy
has told me plenty and he is seldom
wrong. He thinks that once you get
started you'll really click. But let's

be perfectly frank—" Michaud twisted
his swivel chair around, and contin-
ued, "I have no confidence in you."
Chester just tightened his lips and

went out the door.
The manager's reluctance to team

up with him nettled Bob. It also
woke him up. New York was not as
easy to conquer as native Detroit. He
kept rehearsing the new band al-
though no engagements were in sight.
Instead of raiding other bands, Bob

tried a new experiment. He dug up
promising newcomers. One of these
is pianist Buddy Brennan • who soon
revealed a savage boogie-woogie
style. He picked up 18-year-old Alec
Fila, a trumpet player in a Passaic,
N. J., night club. Men like Garner
Clark, another horn footer, bass
player Ray Leatherwood, and saxo-
phonist Manny Gershman, had not
seen active service in New York.
The news that Bob Chester's new

band really had "something" flickered
across the grapevine that clutters Tin
Pan Alley. Chester became conspic-
uous by his absence from late-evening
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fTmers psoriasis

SPOT
TEST.

(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

D€RmOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered

or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on Pso-
riasis and Dermoil with
amazing true photo-
graphic proof of re-
sults also FREE.

SEND FOR
.GENEROUS
Atrial size

FREE -

Don't mistake eczen
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non - staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear -—
skin again. Dermoil is used by many
doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give defi-

nite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded without ques-
tion. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those who send in
their Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One
Spot Test" yourself. Write today for your test bottle. Print
name plainly. Results may surprise you. Don't delay. Sold by
Liggett and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 404, Detroit, Mich.

FREEteWomtut!
Frank and interesting Booklet answers
the question uppermost in minds of
married women. Explains use of Boro-
Pheno-Form—easier, daintier method
of feminine hygiene. No water or acces-
sories needed. Convenient, soothing,
odorless. Proven by 47 years use.

Write today for Free sample of Boro-
Pheno-Form and booklet "The Answer."

FREE
SAMPLE
Dr.PierreChem.Co.,Dept,l2-B,l62N.FranklinSt.,Chicago

T^irtei^-aiKjJwft.

"city. Wl

$5 or $105 for

Pictures of

Your Kiddies
If there are children in your

family the True Story Kiddie Kar-
nival offers you a grand opportu-
nity to cash in handsomely on one
or more pictures of them.

Each month True Story Maga-
zine will publish a page full of
kiddie pictures submitted by its

readers and for each picture pub-
lished it will pay either $5 or $105.

The True Story Kiddie Karnival
begins in the January issue, out
now. Get your copy today, read
the simple instructions for sending
in pictures and then mail photos
or snapshots of your kiddies with
all speed so that they may come
early to the attention of the editors.

True Story

haunts. He moved to an inexpensive
Broadway hotel. On week-ends he
trekked to Tommy Dorsey's Jersey
estate. Here he and Tommy took the
band apart and put it together again.
The grapevine reports finally

reached Michaud. This time the man-
ager responded. By July he was
handling Chester. Things began to
happen. A guest appearance at the
Hotel New Yorker resulted in a swing
of the entire Hitz hotel circuit (which
has just concluded). Leonard Joy,
Victor record executive, signed him to
make a dozen waxings for Bluebird.
One of these turned out to be Radio
Mirror's own "Shoot the Sherbert to
Me Herbert."

In October he secretly wed Edna
Torrence, a blonde ballroom dancer.
Once again he defied convention

and upset the plans his parents had
made for him. Only this time Bob
is certain he won't find too great op-
position. It's one booking he's got set
for life.

OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet

Baby, What Else Can I Do?; So
Many Times (Victor 26386) Tommy
Dorsey. Clean-cut sweetness as Dorsey
introduces his new female warbler,
Anita Boyer.

Bless You; Speaking of Heaven
(Bluebird 10455) Glenn Miller. Miller
proves his deserved success is no fly-

by-night. Each record produces orig-
inal qualities.

Scatterbrain; At Least You Could
Say Hello (Decca 2767) Guy Lombardo.
A waxed pancake sprayed with Lom-
bardo syrup. Frankie Masters, an up-
and-coming bandleader, penned "Scat-
terbrain" which has become a hit.

I Didn't Know What Time It Was;
Give It Back to the Indians (Columbia
35236) Mary Jane Walsh. Intelligent
caroling of two Rodgers and Hart clas-

sics from "Too Many Girls" by one of
the cast. Mary Jane should attract
some sponsor who wants a sophisticated
sons'sti'Gss.

Who Told You I Cared; Just Got
a Letter (Victor 26391) Sammy Kaye.
Conventional capers cut by the swing
and sway star. Sammy himself is fea-

tured on the correspondence.

Some Like It Swing
Chico's Love Song; Jumpin' Jive

(Decca 2756) Andrews Sisters. Excit-

ing harmony, running the gamut of

Broadway jargon, including a bit of

Yiddish, double-talk, and dipsy-doodles.

A must for everyone.
I Surrender Dear; Lady Be Good

(Bluebird) Artie Shaw. Excellent re-

vival of two old favorites.

Twee-Twee-Tweet; For the Last
Time (Vocalion 5126) Cab Calloway.
The hi-de-ho harbinger of hot-stuff con-

tinues to represent Harlem on the plat-

ters and we can't think of anyone who
could do it better.

What Used To Was; Lilacs in the

Rain (Decca 2763) Bob Crosby. One
of those half-and-half platters, with
Dixieland doings on one side and mel-
low moods on the other.

I'll Remember; Tap Dance (Bluebird

10433) Cliff Nazarro. This record is

not swing or sweet but a classic exhi-

bition of double-talk by Jack Benny's
mixed-up monologist, Cliff Nazarro.
Willow Weep For Me; My Buddy

(Columbia 35242) Harry James. A
haunting trumpet played by one of the

James boys (not Jesse) easily saves
this one from the average rating.

Bud Westmore, Beauty Ex-

pert at 20th Century-Fox,

applies Westmore joundation

cream jor Brenda Joyce.

BRENDA JOYCE "5MBT
gets a WESTMORE make-up!

This wonderful foundation cream is the "star" of

the Westmore cosmetics line. Used by Hollywood
stars for both screen and street wear, because it is

one essential part of perfect make-up. It's lasting,

water-proof, covers up tired shadows. Gives you a

lovely, lively look in day or evening light. In four

youthful glowing tones, with powder to match. At
drug, department, and variety stores. 25 tf, 50tf sizes.

GET PERC WESTMORE'S
MAKE-UP GUIDE Has measuring
wheel to show you your face type.

Tells how to make up each type

for greatest glamour. If not on
sale near you send 25tf to House
of Westmore, Inc., Dept. (C-2),

730 Fifth Ave., New York City.

HOLLYWOOD

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x lO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for fall length
or bast form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,

ulargements of any47
guaranteed. 3 for $1.00
SEND NO MONEYJ;B,Xtt
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pay postm

and
pluB post'

___s. Pay postm]
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20
Inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78i

nd 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of thia
oner now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1550-B Chicago,

cmmiSIT-TWB

v^0
STR0NGEFK.M0RE ABSORBENT

SITR0UX BEAUTY
CREAMS

COLD CREAM for proper cleansing.

FOUNDATION CREAM for smooth,
long lasting make-up.

BUY SITROUX CREAMS WHERE YOU BUY SITROUI TISSUES
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Wifh Every Ring
Ordered Now and
Paid for in One Year
Swart, new, guaranteed Modern Wrist Watch
—choice of Ladies' or Men's Model—given
as get-acquainted gift free of any extra
charge with every ring ordered now and
paid for on our new. one-year payment
plan—Send no money with order, just
name and address. We ship immediately and
you make just 2 easy payments of $2 each,
total only $4.00. Ring is Yellow Gold Plate
set with flashing simulated Diamond with
brilliants—a real beauty. We trust you.
Accept on 10 days approval. You pay nothing
extra for Watch. SEND NAME AND AD-
DKESS TODAY. Your package will come
at once by return mail.

TO PAY
FOR

RING

SEND
THIS
FREE

I WRIST
|
WATCH

I COUPON
TODAY

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. 322, Jefferson, Iowa.

Your Offer accepted. Send Lady's
Man's .
Name

Address

City State.

FBinininBCOnifOrtrefa^ed^oJfed'whe^you^se
Stirizol. It brings cool, soothing and refreshing feminine
comfort and helps relieve irritations and- unpleasant:

burning. At Drug & Department ST*I tl -m**S
Stores. Made at Ossining, N. Y. __2»XLPl.ZOt—

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating new occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman.Wo:
full or spare time. Easy to understand meth-
od brings out natural, life-like colors. Many eai

while learning. No canvassing.
Free Book tells how to make good
money doing this delightful home C
work for studios, stores, individ-
uals and friends. Send today for
your copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL m
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1382, Chicago,U.S.A.

Easy
to

Learn

Am6/iUt4f. ~Kew. HGrfXUJLGJl

PICTURE RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE
reproduced, permanently on
exquisite gem-like ring. Mar-
velous new secret process! A
priceless keepsakel Guaran-
teed! Sample ring from any
photo you send only . . 48c
SENDNOMONEY-Everyone
wants PICTURE RING. Show
make moneyl Just send photo ...

trimmed so ends meet around finger for
man only 48c, plus few cents postage

Pay post-
.,_. Photo returned

ey back if not delierhted. Order NOWI
PICTURE RING CO., Dept. L-69, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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don't claim you'll be the most popular girl
in town, BUT—if constipation's dulled the sparkle
of your charm, see how much gayer life becomes
when you try FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious chew-
ing gum way to relief. FEEN-A-MINT's a real
joy to take. You get all of its famous benefits
simply by chewing. No "wonder folks say: "Why, it

seems just like magic !

" Praised by millions. Get
a package today.

TASTES LIKE

YOUR FAVORITE
CHEWING GUM!FEEN-A-MINT

• Now, lit homo, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
' 1

1 i of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest, black lirownatono and a small brush
don It—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men. too)—Brownutone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent la

purely vegetable, Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

doi i not ws iii out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion Impart! desired color. (Simply retouch as new gray

i I, Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
1 drug or tollel Counters on a money-back guarantee.

I :<-t ain your youthful charm. GetUKOWNATONK toduy.
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FOR you who have read Radio
Mirror's Actionized version of

Hilltop House, here are the further

events leading up to the action now-

being broadcasted over CBS.
After the court battle over the

possession of little Tim, which
ended with the boy's father, Steve
Cortland, voluntarily giving Tim to

Bess Johnson, Steve and Bess en-

tered upon a new and friendly re-

lationship. Steve had seen how
selfish he had been, and now was
willing to be Bess' friend, without
thought of trying to renew their old

love. Dr. Robbie Clark, meanwhile,
showed signs of falling in love with
Bess' sister, Linda, who was in

Glendale on a short vacation.

Bess, feeling in need of a rest, ac-

cepted Steve's invitation to fly with
him in his own plane to Canada. On
the way they were forced down by
bad weather, and were rescued in

the North Woods by John Barry, an
anthropologist and an old friend of

Steve's. Bess, meeting Barry for the

first time, found a strong bond of

sympathy growing between them.
In Glendale, the friendship be-

tween John and Bess ripened into

real love, and for the first time Bess
found a man with whom she was
willing to share her life, which had
hitherto been given over entirely to

Hilltop House and its orphans.
When John asked her to marry him,
she accepted. Gwen Barry, John's
sister-in-law, learned of his where-
abouts, however, and soon appeared
in Glendale to make trouble be-
tween him and Bess by spreading
the story that John was the father

of her eight-year-old son, Roy.
John then revealed to Bess the

whole tragic story of Gwen's back-
ground. She had been the wife of

his brother, Roy, who died several

years before John came to Glendale.
All through her marriage with Roy,
she had had designs on John, and
had systematically tried to poison
Roy's mind against his brother. In
fact, Roy died believing that little

Roy was in reality John's son.

Nevertheless, he had made John

UP TO DATE
the executor of his fortune, the

Barry Trust Fund which was being
held for little Roy's inheritance

when he grew up. Now it was
Gwen's purpose to gain control of

the Fund, by any means she could.

Meanwhile, the romance between
Linda and Dr. Robbie reached a
point where they- decided to be
married, but their plans were in-

terrupted when Robbie received an
offer to do special work in South
America, and the wedding was post-

poned until he could return.

Gwen's actions in Glendale cul-

minated in a suit against John, in

which she claimed that he was not a
fit person to administer the Trust
Fund, and produced a letter signed
by a Dr. Klinger as proof that he
was in reality the father of little

Roy. Through all the scandal, Bess
kept her trust in John, and even
persuaded Steve Cortland to look
for Dr. Klinger, hoping that he
would testify against Gwen.
At the climax of the trial in Glen-

dale, Steve was successful in his

search, and returned with Klinger,

who testified that Gwen's letter,

supposedly signed by him, was a

forgery. This completely smashed
Gwen's case against John, and she
left town, exhibiting her real lack

of interest in little Roy by telling

John that since he seemed so con-
cerned over Roy he could have him.

BESS and John then went ahead
with their plans for being mar-

ried on Christmas Day, but once
again they met disappointment.

Steve came to John with an order

from the government in Washing-
ton, sending them both to the Island

of Santo Rico, near South America,
to investigate an important airplane

project there. John, while hating to

let anything interfere with his mar-
riage to Bess, felt that his duty to

the government was so great that

he couldn't refuse to go—so once
more the wedding was postponed.

Now pick up the thrilling events

of Hilltop House on CBS, daily ex-
cept Saturday and Sunday.
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How to Keep

Baby

Well J^M

THE U. S. Government's Children's
Bureau has published a complete

138-page book "Infant Care" espe-
cially for young mothers, and author-
izes this magazine to accept readers'
orders. Written by five of the country's
leading child specialists, this book is

plainly written, well illustrated, and
gives any mother a wealth of authori-
tative information on baby's health and
baby's growth. This magazine makes
no profit whatever on your order, sends
your money direct to Washington.

Send 10 cents, wrapping
coins or stamps safely, to

Readers' Service Bureau

RADIO MIRROR
205 E. 42nd St., Dept. IF-2, New York, N. Y.

JUNIOR GUITAR
Get this aS*a Sfca^s^l^fonyrouF
handsome instrn- **w>j-r-

ment NOW. Here's C|

How. Just send your name
and address (SEND NO MONEY)WE TRUST YOU with 24 packs ._
Garden Seeds to sell at 10c a packet.
When sold send $2.40 collected and
WE WILL SEND this mahogany fin- ,

ish guitar and Five Minute Instruction -
Book absolutely FREE. Write for seedB
NOW. A post card will do. Address:
LANCASTER COUNTY SEED COMPA...
Station 209 Paradise* Pennsylvania

-,

Pains in Back
Nervous, Rheumatic
Wrong foods and drinks, worry, overwork and

colds often put a strain on the Kidneys and non-
systemic and non-organic Kidney and Bladder
troubles may be the true cause of Excess Acidity,
Getting Up Nights, Burning Passages, Leg Pains,
Nervousness, Dizziness, Swollen Ankles, Rheu-
matic Pains, and Puffy Eyelids. In many such
cases the diuretic action of the Doctor's prescrip-
tion Cystex helps the Kidneys clean out Excess
Acids. This plus the palliative work of Cystex
may easily make you feel like a new person in
just a few days. Try Cystex under the guarantee
of money back unless completely satisfied. Cystex
costs only 3c a dose at druggists and the guarantee
protects you.

FACTORY-TO-YOU
SAVES YOU ¥£ 50%

•ASY TERMS
I4TUBE

FOREIGN
RECEPTION

• models from 5 to 1 7 Tubes, I

land up to 5 Wave Bands. I

• Write for FREE 1940 catalog,!

showing complete line. (User-agents)
make extra money!) See MIDWEST'S Answer to TRADE-INS)

MIDWEST RAD IP CORPORATION
Dept. K3£^H Cincinnati. Ohio

What the "Other Woman"

Taught Me
(Continued from page 11)

and Roger told me he wouldn't be
able to come home for dinner, be-
cause He had a recording to make.
We liv^d in the suburbs, and it was
an hour's train ride to New York, so
his excuse was perfectly logical. But
to me, 'just then, quite unbelievable.
Some of that disbelief must have

been in my voice when I answered,
"Oh, Roger, another recording? Well,
what time will you be home?"
"Why—not late," he said. "Why?

You'll be all right, won't you?"
"Of course, dear," I managed to

say. "Get home as soon as you can."
Bruce and I had dinner together

—

an unusual treat for him, which he
welcomed with five-year-old cries of

glee, because he usually had it with
his nurse in his own room. I never
believed in letting children dominate
their parents' lives, but since I was
alone anyway there was no reason I

shouldn't have Bruce with me. I'm
afraid I wasn't very good company
for him, though. I couldn't put my
mind on the task of talking to him,
and before dinner was over he was
watching me with wide, puzzled baby
eyes. A little conscience-stricken, I

took him into the living room after-
wards and told him a long story be-
fore I put him to bed.

THEN I went to my own room. I

put on my sheerest nightgown, and
over it a negligee of pale blue that
set off my eyes of a deeper color and
my dull-gold hair. I touched my
wrists and behind my ears with per-
fume, and carefully made up my face
—not too much, just enough to
heighten my natural color. After that
I went downstairs, where a cheerful
fire was blazing in the living room,
and curled up with a book.
Nine o'clock—ten o'clock—eleven

—

almost midnight. At last I heard
Roger's key in the lock, his step in
the hall; and then he was coming
toward me.

It flashed through my mind that I

hadn't really looked at Roger for a
long time. I'd forgotten how tall he
was, and how handsome. He had thick
dark hair, and heavy black brows
over blue eyes, which gave him a
rather stern expression except when
he smiled, and then all the severity
vanished and he seemed a delighted,
rather mischievous boy. But I re-
membered, just then, that I hadn't
seen that smile for some time.
He leaned over and kissed me. Per-

functorily. But I held him there a
moment longer than he would have
stayed of his own will, and it seemed
to me that he pulled away from me.

"Hello, darling," I said. "I'm glad
you're home—I missed you." I knew
it was a stupid remark—he'd been
late getting home before, and I'd

never said I missed him—but I

couldn't think of anything else to

say. I felt a strange shyness with
him. Because I had stumbled upon
his secret, he no longer was my hus-
band, whom I knew so well, but an
inscrutable human being.
"Whew!" he said wearily, taking

off his coat. "It's been some day. Let's
go to bed, Jean. I'm tired."
"Poor baby," I said sympathetically.

"But wait a minute. Sit down and

* WIN A ,

FREE TRIP

u HOLLYWOOD!
GO TO YOUR

5c & 10c STORE FOR DETAILS

3 FREE TRIPS! 51 OTHER PRIZES!
GIVEN BY

UfH£.

FEATURING
JOAN BLONDELL
FRANCISKA GAAL
The perfume that

charms. Let Per-
fume ofThe Stars
lovely and alluring
fragrances bring
out the sparkle of
your personality . .

make you a lovelier

person to be with.
Try them!

ICK
IFYOUR IOC STORECANNOT
SUPPLY YOU, MAIL COUPON vmvmmmmxm
WARREN-SMITH CO., DEFIANCE, OHIO "Cf t. io-i

Please send me . . . bottles of Perfume of The
Stars mounted on Entry Cards. Check choice:

Joan Blondell Franciska Gaal. I enclose 10c

for each.

Name. ..

Address.

19 EACH
ENLARGEMENTS
De Luxe 5" x 7" Natural Tone Enlarge-
ments—2 for 59c; 5 for only 95c. Just _n _ _1U_
mail us any size negatives or photos. rUK NVt

FREE Priee liat Free: eendlSEND NO MONEY
**fc& name, address. I but pay on delivery

Orieinal" rrt urncl. Eiulu-e thi- nd. Canada aleo.
C-7 Unique Art Service. 501 W. 145 St., N. Y. C.

%m BAD SKIFU
COMPLEXION;

Hides Blemishes Instantly,

Soothes, Smooths, Cleanses
Beneath Your Make-Up
A Perfect Powder Base
Helps restore complexion loveliness, allur-
ing: smoothness, to skins marred by surface
pimples, blackheads, large pores, oiliness.
Works beneath your make-up. Thousands
of women and men thrilled with results!
If not at your dealer, mail coupon below.

Kay Co., 745 Fifth Ave., Dept. H, New York
Enclosed; Q 10c Trial Size; QJ1; QC.O.D.J1.At Att
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let me fix you a drink, and you can
sit back and relax."
He gave me a brief, insincere smile.

"All right. It will be good."
A moment later, with a highball

glass in his hand and his pipe lighted,

he leaned back comfortably in the
davenport. Beside him, I rested my
head against his shoulder, and after

a moment he set his glass down and
put his arm around me.
"Remember Bermuda, Roger?" I

asked softly. "I got to thinking about
it tonight—about the wonderful time
we had there. I'd like to go back
some time, wouldn't you?"
"Umm," he said, in a sound that

might have been one of agreement.
I pressed closer to him, rubbing my

cheek against the rough material of

his coat, then tilting my head back
so my lips lay against his jaw, moved
upward to his mouth. He turned
and kissed me; but the kiss was cool,

impersonal.
"Glad to see the old man at home?"

he asked, and at the unexpected ten-
derness in his voice I said eagerly,
"Oh, so glad! Oh, Roger, Roger dar-
ling. . .

." And now I had thrown
restraint away. For the first time in

my life I was making love to my hus-
band. For the first time, I was the
pursuer, not he.

HE didn't move a muscle. Physi-
cally, he was still there in my

arms. But spiritually, I could feel

him drawing away from me in embar-
rassment. For a tiny bit of time we
sat there, our wills in a silent struggle.
Then he shifted his position.

Silently, I moved away from him.
I could feel my cheeks burning, and
I turned away a little so he couldn't
see my eyes.
For a few minutes, we stayed there,

talking, while he finished his drink.
Then we went upstairs, outwardly
friendly and casual. But he knew,
and I knew, that I had offered him my
love and been refused.
We undressed quietly and went to

bed. I lay awake a long time, and
somehow I knew that he was awake
too—but though his bed was only a
few inches from mine, it might have
been miles away. Too many miles
for me to bridge with my voice.
The next day I reached a decision.

I could not fight in the dark this way.
I must see Judith Moore!
Even now, I don't quite know all

the motives that led me to that re-
solve. Mostly, I think it was instinct—the jungle instinct to meet one's
enemy in open battle. But I have to
admit that curiosity entered into it,

too. I had to find out what kind of a
girl had enslaved my husband.

I drove into town in the afternoon,
leaving word that I was going shop-
ping and would probably not be back
for dinner. And as I drove I re-
hearsed what I would say to Judith
Moore. I would be calm, but she
couldn't help seeing that I meant
what I said:

"I just came to tell you to stay
away from my husband. I don't know
what you expect to accomplish—

I

suppose you and he think you're in
love. But I'll never give him a di-
vorce, if that's what you're thinking
of. And if you aren't interested in
marrying him—" I'd make her feel
my scorn here—"if you're willing to
enter into some other kind of rela-
tionship with him, I simply wanted to
tell you that I know all about it. And
it has to stop, or I'll sue you for
alienation of affections."

That was my real trump card. I

knew how quickly a sponsor—any
sponsor at all—would react to a
scandal of that sort. He'd fire her at
once. And Miss Judith Moore must
know that too.
Would I carry out a threat like

that? I didn't know. That was a
question that could be answered later.
The main thing now was to make the
threat.

It would have been easy enough
to meet Judith Moore at the studio,
but there I would also have seen
Roger, so I called a friend of mine
at the advertising agency which pro-
duced the radio program, and learned
her address and telephone number.
About five o'clock I telephoned her
there. Of course, perhaps she wouldn't
be home, or Roger might even be
with her, but those were chances I

would have to take.
But she was at home, and alone.

She hesitated, when I told her my
name, and added, "I'd like to come
up and see you for a moment, if it's

convenient." Then she said, in her
warm, slightly husky voice:
"Of course! Won't you come up

now?"
It was hardly the answer I had ex-

pected, and on the way to her apart-
ment house near the East River I

decided she might be more clever
than I had thought. Her coolness
angered me so much that instead of
being a little nervous, as I had
thought I might be, I was almost
looking forward to the meeting.
She opened the door herself. It was

dark in the foyer of her apartment,
and my first impression was only of
a small, energetic figure who swung
the door wide and beckoned me in
with a generous gesture of her hand.
Then we were in the living room

—

and I stopped, staring.
"Are—are you Judith Moore?" I

stammered.

DECAUSE she was plain! There was
3 none of the beauty I had expected
to see in the pert, sharp-featured face
before me. She'd been reading, and
in one hand she held a pair of horn-
rimmed spectacles; with them on she
would have looked exactly like an
earnest young school teacher. She
wore almost no make-up, her brown
hair was combed simply back into a
short, neat bob, and her tailored suit,

though it was a model of smartness,
was also eminently practical.
Her eyes were twinkling with a

secret amusement now as she an-
swered my question with a simple,
"Of course. And you're Roger's wife,
aren't you?"
How coolly she introduced his name

into the conversation—and his first

name, at that! But my anger was
mixed with confusion now. To cover
it, I took refuge in my prepared
speech:

"Miss Moore, I've come here to tell

you that I know about you and Roger.
I—"
She interrupted me quickly: "He

told you?"
I didn't want to explain things to

this woman, but something made me
say, "No. I guessed. I heard you
and him on the air yesterday."

Surprisingly, she nodded. "Oh, yes.
Of course, then, you couldn't help
knowing. But I didn't think he could
have told you—because, you see,

we've never spoken of—of being in

love ourselves."
"Do you expect me to believe that?"
"I don't care in the least whether
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you believe it or not. I'm simply tell-

ing you: not one word or action of
love has ever passed between Roger
and me. Not that I would be ashamed
if any had," she ended shortly.
"But you admit that he's in love

with you—or thinks he is?" I pur-
sued.
"Yes—I know he is. And to cut the

cross-examination short, I'm in love
with him."

"Then," I said, "I only want to tell

you this: I won't get a divorce, ever.
But, if necessary, I'm perfectly will-
ing to sue you for alienation of affec-
tions."

She looked at me hard for a few
seconds. "Do you know," she said
slowly, "I really believe you would.
... Sit down, and let's talk this over.
Would you like a drink?"

"No, thank you."
We sat down, facing each other, in

two chairs which stood by the big
window, overlooking the river. I

thought, now, that I had frightened
her, but her next calm words killed
that impression.
"You must be quite a fool," she

said. "You know that a scandal would
ruin Roger's career just as much as it

would mine. And then what would
become of your nice house, your ser-
vants, your car?"
"Do you think that's all my mar-

riage means to me?" I said angrily.

"Yes," she replied. "Yes, I do. . .
."

I couldn't understand why, but sud-
denly our positions had been reversed.

Now she was attacking me, and I was
on the defensive.

LOOK here, Miss Moore," I said,

"Roger and I have been happy for

ten years. I've been a good wife to

him. I've made him a good home, I've

kept myself looking well, so he could
be proud of me. We have a boy we
both love. You can't blame me if I

resent you—if I am angry when you
walk in and upset all I've carefully

built up."
"Are you sure Roger was happy

until I came along?" Her voice was
very quiet.
"Of course I'm sure!"
"He wasn't. If he had been, he

wouldn't have looked twice at me,
because Roger loves beauty and I'm—
well, I'm plain, to say the least. He
must have fallen in love with you,
in the first place, for your beauty.
But—

"Oh, you beautiful women make
me sick!" she said suddenly, with an
angry little motion of her head. "Just
looking at you—perfectly dressed,
perfectly done up—I can practically
give you a history of your married
life. You're vain. You're proud. And
you think your beauty is something
a man has to pay for. Somehow or
other, you've got the idea that just

for the privilege of possessing you a
man ought to be glad to pay all your
bills. And then you expect him to be
faithful besides! It's too much to ex-
pect for something that isn't even to

your credit to begin with!"
After this outburst she fumbled in

a box on the table beside her, drew
out a cigarette, and lit it, keeping her
eyes away from mine.

I knew, deep down in my heart,
that she had spoken the truth. For
the first time in my life, someone had
looked into my character and told me
what she saw there.

"I'm sorry," she said a little sulkily.

"I didn't mean to fly off the handle.
Only—I do love Roger. I want him

(Continued on page 81)
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Photoplay Presents Its Great New Feature

* TheMOVIE
Book oftheMonth

Nearly everybody enjoys seeing on the
screen stories they have read and liked.

Nearly everybody likes to read stories

they have seen upon the screen and en-

joyed. The editors of Photoplay recognize
this fact and have done something about
it that should please you immensely. Be-
ginning with the February issue on sale

January 10th, each issue of Photoplay
will contain a complete full length classi-

cal or popular novel from which a current
motion picture was taken—many thou-
sands of words of thrill, suspense, drama,
added to a magazine already filled with
grippingly interesting Hollywood lore.

Scene from Warner Bros. Current Picture "we ARE not alone"

COMPLETE in February Photoplay
The first of Photoplay's Movie Books of

the Month is James Hilton's powerful
novel "We Are Not Alone," recently pro-

duced and released by Warner Bros.,

starring Paul Muni and Jane Bryan. You
may have seen it already or you may be
planning to see it at the first opportunity.

In either event it will be a decided pleas-

ure to read the gripping novel from
which the picture was created.

Buy your copy of the February Photoplay
today. Read James Hilton's great novel,
study the Hollywood styles that make Photo-
play the recognized style authority of Amer-
ica, read its penetrating, informative articles,

its thrilling and heart-warming stories, revel

in its wealth of exclusive Hollywood photo-
graphs, its striking color effects and you will

understand why millions of appreciative
readers look upon Photoplay as the aristo-

crat of motion picture magazines. Recognize
it by its gorgeous cover — Clark Gable as
Rhett Butler in Selznick's great production
"Gone with the Wind."

Highlights of the February Issue

"WeAre Not Alone," complete novel byJames
Hilton -& Myrna Loy and Bill Powell Tell on
Each Other & "How the Movies Can Help
Keep Us Out of War" by Eleanor Roosevelt
•& Hollywood Fashions starring Madeleine
Carroll •& "Rhett Butler, Vivien Leigh and
Me" by Clark Gable -fr Roundup of Neg-
lected People including Ilona Massey, Lee
Bowman, Helen Gilbert, Thomas Mitchell,
and others and many other special features,
stories and departments.

On Sale Wednesday, January lO
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(Continued from page 79)

to be happy. If I thought I could get
away with it, I'd take him away from
you, but Roger's fine, and honest and
clean. He wouldn't be happy, know-
ing that he'd thrown you and the
little boy over. You've kicked him
around for ten years now, and he
doesn't really know it yet. He blames
himself for falling in love with me,
not the person he ought to blame

—

you. I'd never be able to persuade
him that it was your fault, either, be-
cause these are things only a woman
understands. He wouldn't even know
why you came here today. He'd think
it was because you loved him—not
just because you didn't want to lose
something that belonged to you."

"That's not true!" I cried. "No mat-
ter what else you say about me—at
least that isn't true! I do love Roger!
I wouldn't want to live without him!"
There was a long silence, while I

heard my own words ringing in my
ears and knew I had spoken the truth.
I did love Roger. At this moment I

loved him more than ever before.
She crushed out her cigarette.

"Then," she said flatly, "I'm through,
I guess. You needn't be afraid of me."
"You make me feel very humble,"

I said.

"That's what I mean," she said
quickly. "You had everything a wife
should have—beauty, brains, charm

—

except humility. That's all you lacked,
and if you have it now, why—why—

"

she laughed in a choked sort of way—"you're practically perfect."

I GOT up to go, and held out my
' hand. "I can't thank you for what
you've done," I said.

"You shouldn't. It's Roger who
should do the thanking."

"I won't forget anything you've
said, either."
"You'd better not," she said with

another laugh—this time a more
natural one. "Because I'll still be
around, and I guess I'll still be loving
Roeer. Only I promise you—he won't
know it."

My mind whirled as I drove home.
I could see so many things clearly

now, illuminated by the spotlight of

Judith Moore's honest mind. Little

things I had done to Roger, and big

things too. Times I had made him feel

how lucky he was to possess such
loveliness. The selfish way I insisted

upon keeping little Bruce in the back-
ground. My refusal to have another
child. So many ways I had failed.

I felt deadly tired, almost ill as I

turned the car into the driveway of

our home. A light shone from the
living room window, and the smell
of burning logs drifted down from
the chimney. I stopped the car and
ran up the steps, through the front
door, paused on the threshold of the
room where Roger and Bruce sat be-
fore the fire.

Suddenly everything seemed real
again, and Roger and my baby the
most real of all—real, and greatly
loved. A sob rose in my throat and
I couldn't speak. I could only run to
Roger and throw my arms around
him, clinging tightly while I cried as
if my heart would break.

It was the first time he had ever
seen me in such a storm of weeping,
and he must have been terribly puz-
zled. But perhaps Judith had called
him—for somehow he understood, and
stroked my hair with his gentle hand,
and kissed me, and whispered tender-
ly against my cheek.
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ery way before decidingl See its fine all over rust-proof , lifetime chromium-
plated finish. Send today for full particulars and 30-DAY TRIAL OFFER.
AKRON LAMP & MFG. CO., 374 Iron Bids., Akron, Ohio

AGENTS
Up To $15 A Day!

Write at once for details and
I how you may GET YOURS FREE by
helping to introduce our Diamond Iron.
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AMERICAN women are admittedly
the best groomed in the world.
Also the busiest. In fact it seems

that the women whose days are most
crowded with activity are the very
ones who make a fine art of looking
their best.

The secret is, of course, that women
who must plan every instant of their

time develop simple, intelligent rou-
tines of beauty culture and stick

to them. The difference between
the time it takes to be merely decent
and the time it takes to achieve maxi-
mum attractiveness is only a few
minutes.
Rachel Carlay thinks so, and no one

could be busier than this sparkling
radio star. Yet when I saw her at

the end of a hectic day she was at her
loveliest—and that is very lovely in-

deed. Miss Carlay is a real American
in feeling, although she was born in

Belgium and educated in Paris where
she made her debut at the Opera.
She sang also at the Folies Bergeres,
and at the Opera Royal de la Monnaie
in Brussels. Earl Carroll brought her
to this country, and she has sung with
Rudy Vallee. She is a versatile and
accomplished musician. If she were
not, she could never have achieved
the most impossible task of adapt-
ing her powerful and brilliant oper-
atic soprano to radio, toning it down
to soft and colorful mezzo which so
delights her fans on the Manhattan
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Merry Go Round broadcasts Sunday
nights over NBC. She sang a song for
me both ways—as she would sing it

for radio, and as she would sing it

for opera. I could hardly believe it

was the same singer.
The secret that Rachel Carlay and

other busy but well-groomed women
have discovered is that it takes no
longer to do a thing right than it

takes to do it wrong.
Consider the care of the teeth, for

instance. We brush them two or three
times a day. The wrong way does
more harm than good. Industrious
scrubbing, and brushing into the gum,
tend to push the gum back and ac-
tually to wear away the enamel. Old
and moist toothbrushes carry infec-
tion. Harsh dentifrices are harmful.
The right way is simple. Have two

toothbrushes, and always use the dry
one. Change your toothbrushes every
month or so. Choose a good denti-
frice. There are plenty of excellent
ones—powder, paste, and the new
liquid ones which leave your mouth
feeling so refreshed.
Brush in the direction your teeth

grow. Place the bristles on the gum,
and sweep down on the upper gum
and teeth, up on the lower. Use a

RADIO MIRROR * • * *

brushing-out motion. Scrub only the
cutting surface of the teeth.
Remember that the object is not

merely to clean the outside surface of
the teeth, but to massage the gums
and clean between the teeth. Do not
forget to brush the inside of the teeth,
also. We clean our teeth carefully for
three reasons: for health, for the ap-
pearance of the teeth, and to keep
the breath sweet.
Proper dental routines take no ad-

ditional time. Proper make-up rou-
tines actually save time, because the
make-up stays on. There are some
women who are always fussing with
rouge and lipstick. The knowing ones
make up for the day and apply noth-
ing but a little powder until the time
for evening make-up. Here's how
they do it.

First cleanse the face and neck with
cleansing cream followed by soap and
water. Next your powder base. Now
take a little lipstick and soften it be-
tween thumb and forefinger. Use it

as a cream rouge, blending carefully
with the powder base. Now apply
liquid lipstick to the lips—it has
marvelous staying qualities. Over the
liquid lipstick apply your usual lip-
stick. Now, it's practically indestruc-
tible.

Powder, apply your usual rouge,
and powder again, very lightly. Now
you are set for the day. Repeat the
process for your evening make-up.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



What Do You Want To Say?

(Continued from page 3)

THIRD PRIZE

THE BITTER SIDE OF RADIO

Every one sings radio's praises, and
well they can. However, like every-
thing else there is always the bitter
side. To me, radio is almost a curse,
with my son of school age fairly glued
to it every moment.
In my childhood, mothers did not

have radios to contend with in raising
their children, but perhaps the world-
liness which I must admit my son
acquires through radio, and the self

control which he eventually will have
to exercise in order to tear himself
away from it, for the more important
business of school work, will make
him a finer man.

I maintain if tuning constantly will
make of him a successful radio an-
nouncer, I will give in to his wishes
and let him continue his merry way.
—Mrs. Faun Fogel, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOURTH PRIZE

THOSE DAYTIME SERIALS AGAIN!

I sincerely believe that I am an
average American woman. I listen to
the radio while I cook, iron, sew, etc.,

for relaxation and entertainment. And
in the ensuing atmosphere of savage
gorillas, gangsters, kidnappings, mur-
ders and attempted mob violence,
with hysterical women and intolerant,
mentally under-developed men as the
chief characters, I scorch my clothes,
or iron wrinkles into instead of out
of them; my thread tangles into knots
and breaks; my food cooks dry; and
by the time my husband comes home
from work I am as silly and scream-
ing a nitwit as ever graced a daily
radio drama.
Program directors, have a heart and

protect your own sex from a domestic
repeat in the home! If we must have
radio dramas in the daytime why
can't they be as frankly silly as Toby
and Susie, or as humorously real as
Vic and Sade?—Mrs. C. A. Hanson,
Oakland, Neb.

FIFTH PRIZE

WHEN IS A GROUCH NOT A GROUCH?
When you have to get up early in

the morning, you have a right to be
grouchy. Haven't you? I don't know
why not. And what could be more ag-
gravating to that grouch than to hear
someone on the radio being a little

ray of sunshine?
But this Larry Elliott has a dif-

ferent effect. He grouches because
he has to get up so early. He
grouches because he has to sleep in
the studio and then he turns around
and grouches because he couldn't
sleep there. One day he grouches be-
cause he had to make his own coffee;

the next day he grouches because
there wasn't any coffee to make.
The result is that, in spite of your-

self, you can't help be glad you're not
such a wretched mortal as one Larry
Elliott, and so you start your day's
work with your face shining like the
mid-day sun.—Alta M. Toepp, Sloats-
burg, N. Y.

SIXTH PRIZE

WHAT A MAN!

John J. Anthony—what a man!
I think it is perfectly uncanny how

he can grasp a person's whole life by
a few questions and promptings, and
lead him or her on to a safer,
healthier, happier life—on the spur of

the moment—and usually in such a
manner that he leads the person to
make his or her own decision—in such
a way that they really think they
decided for themselves—when it was
really all his doing!—Miss Thora
Eigenmann, San Diego, Calif.

SEVENTH PRIZE

DELIGHTFUL TO HEAR

Tuning in on Alec Templeton Time
is assurance one will hear music, not
as heard last night and the night be-
fore, but melodic impressions which
are different, clever, unique.
His flair for mimicry and subtle

travesty are a source of delight—re-
freshing, captivating. For artistry as
amazing as his perception is keen, a
medal of merit to ALEC TEMPLE-
TON.—Mary E. Lauber, Phila., Pa.

Herbert Marshall's Love Tangle

(Continued from page 39)

was delightful and exciting.
During this come-back in the thea-

ter, he met Edna Best. She had that
extreme springtime freshness that
sometimes comes to English girls, all

clear, well-scrubbed skin, and shining
brown hair and sturdy health and
naturalness. Bart fell instantly in
love with her. His debonair, ardent
wooing easily captured her unworldly
heart.
He might have tried to hide his love

for Edna from Mollie. That would
have been the natural, somewhat
cowardly, and completely uncharac-
teristic thing to do. Instead, he went
to Mollie, made a clean breast of
things, and asked for his freedom. He
and Edna were married on November
26, 1928.

Talkies came into Hollywood and
the stock market crashed a year after
that, but the triumphant Herbert

FEBRUARY, 1940

Marshalls were in enormous demand
and, commuting back and forth be-
tween New York and London, they
hardly noticed that. They were so
in love. They played their love scenes
every night and two matinees a week
for the world, and played them at
home every morning. Then the twins
came. Babies really ruin speeches.
Babies are literal. They have to be
washed, fed, and put to sleep reg-
ularly. Telling them they're darlings
just doesn't mean a thing to them.
With Edna busy in the role of the
delighted young mother, Bart went
alone into pictures.
Bart was an immediate success in

Hollywood. He liked the place and
the people and the profession, and he
urged Edna to get into movies too.
Edna, in London, agreed more be-
cause she wanted to be with Bart
than because she had any particular I

DON'T IET YOUR LIPS SAY

Have Soft, Smooth, Tempting Tangee Lips.

Only in Tangee Lipstick will you find the

"magic" Tangee Color Change Principle

and the exclusive Tangee smoothness!
Orange in the stick, Tangee changes on

your lips ... to the very shade of rose or

red most flattering to you. Tangee isn't

"paint"... doesn't coat your lips with heavy,

greasy color...won't smear or blur... helps

prevent chapping. Try Tangee today and

see how much prettier and more attractive

you look!

Try Tangee Rouge
to Match. For fas-
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looking color in

your cheeks there's

nothin g likeTan gee

Rouge, Compact
or Creme.
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Color Principle, to
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NGW under-arm

Cream Deodorant

safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses— does not

irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used

right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.

4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the

Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being

harmless to fabric.

More than 25 MILLION

jars of Arrid have been

sold... Try a jar today.

picture ambitions. She came to
America and got a part opposite Jack
Gilbert, but just after she signed the
contract Bart was called back to
Broadway and she couldn't stand
being further separated from him. She
committed the unpardonable sin of
troupers—walked off the picture and
followed him East.
Hollywood laughed indulgently,

really loving such a romantic situa-
tion. But it didn't allow sentiment
to interfere with business, and it did
not again cast her in a picture until
Bill Powell was making his final one
at Warner Brothers. They brought
Edna Best back from London to play
in that one.

THEY should have let her stay in
England.
For the whispers were just begin-

ning about Bart's romance with
Gloria Swanson and Edna's white,
defeated face revealed that she had
heard them.

Something had happened to the
Marshall marriage. That something,
of course, was that it had grown past
the stage of romance, into the stage
where Bart could not or would not
follow it.

In Gloria Swanson he met his
counterpart. Gloria has been mar-
ried and divorced some four times,
has borne two children and adopted
a third. She is wise and witty, femi-
nine and charming. Like Bart, she
too retains to an astonishing degree
the illusion of perennial youth.

Gloria, but this didn't mean that he
and Edna picked up their life to-
gether where they'd left off. Bart
stayed in Hollywood, Edna returned
to London where she worked on the
stage and in pictures. They were
good friends—but they weren't man
and wife.

That, then, was the situation when
Bart met and fell in love with Lee
Russell. For more than a year now
Lee has had full possession of Bart's
volatile heart.
Edna came to Hollywood most re-

cently to play opposite Leslie How-
ard in "Intermezzo," but appearing
in a picture was probably the least
important thing that happened to her
on that visit. She also met Nat Wolff,
who is neither handsome nor dash-
ing, but who is dependable and vis-
ibly much in love with her. She
made the decision, too, to divorce Bart
and marry Wolff, while Lee Russell
becomes the third Mrs. Marshall.
That, at least, is what will happen
unless all present plans fail.

Nat and Edna, I believe, will live
happily ever after. For Nat seems
to love as the rest of us love, with
that candor of wanting just to be near
a person, to comfort and protect, to
give and to worship. That is the kind
of love Edna wants and needs now

—

the quiet satisfaction of his depend-
ability.

Undoubtedly Bart, as their good
friend, will approve of all that. He
probably will never imitate it. Be-
cause he's still the romantic, the pur-

AT ALL STORES

(Also in K
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In Gloria Swanson, Bart met his counterpart. She is

wise, witty, feminine and charming. Like Bart, she too
retains to an astonishing degree the illusion of peren-
nial youth. Here they are in one of the pictures

taken while their romance seemed on the point of cul-

minating in marriage—but Bart fell out of love again.

Once more, Bart went to his wife
and told her frankly that he was in
love with someone else, only this time
the wife was Edna. He probably
didn't recall that he'd played this
same role before, and possibly Edna
wasn't aware that she was playing
Mollie's. But she waited, and while
she waited she saw Bart fall out of
love again. He fell out of love with
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suer of the ideal, and will be, I have
no doubt, until the day he dies. Don't
condemn him, please. Let him be
the dreamer that he must be—if only
to show by contrast to his romantic
search how comforting it is to be
average.
And give him this enormous credit:

he has loved his ladies so greatly,
so well, that he has left them friends.
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HOLLYWOOD
Wear and show the

latest Fashion Frocks

as worn in Hollywood
by many of the most
prominent screen stars.

in addition get all

YOUR OWN DRESSES FREE

!

lis New Kind of Work for Married Women
RE'S a wonderful offer that every ambitious woman should

read—then act upon. If you can spare a few hours daily or weekly

im your regular duties, this offer gives you the opportunity to add many
liars to your family's earnings. Or, if you can devote all your time, you
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a you. Just mail coupon below and complete particulars will be sent

u by return mail, absolutely free.

) Experience • Ho Investment
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)us styles. Wear the stunning dresses

nished you Free. Your friends and
ghbors—in fact, all women—will be
ighted to see these gorgeous dresses,
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u not only show them the newest and
ist stunning dresses, but allow them
buy direct from the factory and save

:m money besides.

Approved Authentic Styles

ie Fashion Frock advance styles for

ring and Summer 1940 are the smart-

and most beautiful in all our 32 years

dress manufacturing history. They are

: last-minute approved styles as shown
Paris, Hollywood, Riviera and other
tied fashion centers, from where our
lists rush the newest style trends to

to be made into Fashion Frocks.

Worn by Movie Stars

iny prominent screen actresses wear
ihion Frocks. Some of the first of the

w 1940 Spring Styles are shown here
worn by Binnie Barnes, Patricia Ellis

d June Martel. This acceptance puts

: stamp of approval on the styles,

)rics and colors of Fashion Frocks.

shion frocks in National Demand

shion Frocks are extensively adver-

ed. They are known to women every-

iere who are eager to see the new
ring dresses. The demand is growing
fast we need more women to help us

se care of it, so this glorious oppor-
jiity is open to you. Just mail coupon

f Free particulars. Or write a letter

—

Postal will do. There's no obligation.

ASHION FROCKS, Inc.
•pt. B-200 Cincinnati, Ohio
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A. B. Mize of North Carolina

grew some of the finest tobacco he
ever raised-thanks to U.S. Govern-

ment methods.

1

Ma

TOBACCO EXPERT

!

"U. S. Gov't methods have made crops better

than ever... and Luckies always buy the choicer

grades/
7
says James Walker, 19 years an in-

dependent tobqcco buyer.

Here's a 30-second interview with this veteran

tobacco expert . . ,

Q. "What are these methods of Uncle Sam's?"

Mr. Walker: "They're scientific ways of improv-

ing soil and plant food . . . that have helped

farmers grow finer tobacco in recent years."

Q. "And that's what has made tobacco better?"

Mr. W: "The best in 300 years . . . even though

crops do vary with the weather."

Q. "You say that Luckies buy the 'Cream of the

Crop"?"

Mr. W: "They sure do. The best proof is that

they're the 2-to-l choice of experts not

connected with any tobacco company

—

warehousemen, auctioneers and buyers.

For my part, I've smoked them 10 years."

Try Luckies for a week. Yoifll find that

the "Toasting" process makes them easy

on your throat— because it takes out

certain harsh throat irritants that are

found in all tobacco.

You'll also find out why. . .WITH MEN WHO
KNOW TOBACCO BEST— IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1

2L J

Have you
tried a

LUCKY
tely?

rLUCKY
STRIKE.
V WAS!.
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YOU WILL BE MORE B E AU T I FU L W I T H

PRINCESS PAT ROUGE
Its Color is Real— Not Artificial

Suppose you suddenly discovered a way to brilliant

new loveliness . . . wouldn't you want it? Of course!

Well, ordinary rouge certainly can't give you all the beauty

you could have if it leaves you with a painted, artificial look!

But Princess Pat Rouge is not ordinary rouge— it's

duo-tone ... an undertone and an overtone make each shade.

When you apply Princess Pat Rouge, a color-miracle takes place. Mysteriously, the true

color of youth comes into your skin, so gloriously real no one will guess it is rouge. The effect is

that the color comes from within your skin, like a blush, only much more thrilling. Hidden

loveliness suddenly blooms. Somehow, you radiate fresh new charm . . . your new complexion

beauty compels the admiration of those whom you have always wanted to love you. You
actually see this amazing improvement take place

—

instantly.

But remember this

—

only Princess Pat Rouge has the duo-tone secret. See it perform its

color-miracle on you. Until you do, you will never know how lovely you really are.

PRINCESS PAT

ZJu-^nade
Giant Size DOUBLE LIPSTICK

250.

Here, in one
double giant lipstick, are

the two lipstick shades that

fashion says you must wear
now. One is a brilliant
Bombshell Red—the other
a Blue-Blood Red. Armed
with a Princess Pat
Tu-Shade Lipstick there's

no costume, mood or situ-

ation that your lips can't

meet— with cheers! Two
lipsticks in one. And

think, it's only 25^!



wemeni:inNow! A Great New Improvement in

Beauty Soaps-ONLY CAMAY HAS IT!

Let Camay help you to a Lovelier Skin and a

More Radiant Complexion . . . Look for these Three Beauty

Cleansing Advantages in the New Camay!

We tested Camay against 6 other best-selling toilet soaps and
PROVED its three amazing advantages. Now Camay actually

brings most women a definite promise that its gentle, thorough

cleansing will help them to a lovelier, more appealing skin.

THOUSANDS of beautiful women—
brides, debutantes, wives and

mothers—have thanked Camay for aid-

ing them to a lovelier skin!

And now Camay is actually improved!

You'll know it's different the moment
you open a cake. There's a new, delight-

ful, longer-lasting fragrance about it

that you'll love.

The Promise of a Lovelier Skin!

Today, Camay's three great, beauty
cleansing advantages—more abundant
lather in a short time—greater mildness

— new, exciting fragrance— all work in

harmony to help give you new charm
and allure.

Yes—now Camay actually brings

most women a definite promise that its

gentle, thorough cleansing will help

them to have a lovelier skin and a more
radiant complexion.

Try Improved Camay, now!

Start enjoying the advantages of new
Camay right away. Not until you try it

on your own skin (a 3-cake trial will

do) can you realize what a wonderful

aid to beauty this new Camay is!

Go to your dealer. Look for Camay
in the same yellow and green wrapper.

It's cellophane covered for freshness.

Get 3 cakes of Camay. Then give

Camay every test you can think of.

Note its wonderful, new, longer-lasting

fragrance. Feel how your skin responds

to its gentle, beauty cleansing care!

THE BEAUTY NEWS OF 1940 IS

THE NEW CAMAY!
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A wonderful, new fragrance that

2 out of 3 women prefer!

You'll agree with th» hundreds

of women whom we asked to

compare Camay's new fragrrtin-e

with that of 6 other famous

toilet soaps. Approximately i

out of 3 women voted for

Camay's delightful fragrance!

It lasts in the cake just as long

as there is a bit of soap leftl
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WITH THIS AMAZING

Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always

hoped for! This revolutionary new improved.

W1NX Mascara is smoother and finer in tex-

ture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes

seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes

look larger, brighter—sparkling "like stars!"

New winx does not stiffen lashes—leaves

them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,

smudge-proof and non-smarting.

WINX Mascara (Cake or Cream), Eyebrow
Pencil and Eye Shadow in the new Pink
packages are Good Housekeeping approved.

Get them at your favor-

ite 1 04 state—today!

For ANew Thrill-
Try the new WINX Lipstick

—in 4 fascinating colors that harmonize
with winx Mascara and Eyebrow Pencil!

HOW TO KEEP BABY WELL
• The U. 8. Govcrnmont'a Children's Bureau has published
a complete 138-patfe book "Infant Care" especially for
vounit mothers, and authorizes this magazine to accept
reader*' onler.i. Written by five of the country's leading
Child Hpcciallsts, this book Is plainly written, well lllus-
tratnl. and gives any mother a wealth of authoritative In-
formation on baby's health and baby's growth. This
magazine makes no profit whatovcr on your order, sends your
money direct to Washington. Bend It) cents, wrapping
coins or stamps safely, to

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
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WHAT DO YOU

WANT TO SAY?

FIRST PRIZE

A YOUNG BRIDE'S ADVICE!

IT
seems funny to say, but it helped

to save my home. As a sixteen-
year-old bride, housework seemed

to me a drudgery. After making a
grand mess out of trying to make a
happy home, I was about to call it

quits.

We bought a radio, and now my
work is fun, for I do it to music be-
tween taking down recipes, menus,
and household hints that cut my work
in half. All these, including interior
decorating and style hints, make it

all interesting now.—Mrs. Coldwell
Daniel, New Orleans, La.

SECOND PRIZE

HATS OFF TOTHE NEWS COMMENTATORS!

Hats off to the splendid news com-
mentators on the radio.

Alert, dynamic, they bring every
event within the range of actuality.
They also mix a little sense of humor
with the news, which is relished by
us all when the world is in such
chaos.

Certainly, news would be dull if

we were forced to read it, all printed.
Three cheers to our most compe-

tent radio news men!—Beatrice S.
Kemp, N. Adams, Mass.

THIRD PRIZE

"THANKS A MILLION, DON"

I'd like to pay a tribute to Don
Ameche, the former master of cere-
monies and star of the Chase and
Sanborn hour, who had to leave the
show on account of his health.

I'd like to tell him how grand we,
the American public, think he is. His
acting with the various guest stars

' was always sympathetic.
But, best of all, were his laughs,

always so natural and so spontaneous
that made you laugh, even if you
didn't feel like it.

(Continued on page 5)

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF OPINION WIN

P R I Z E S

First Prize $10.00

Second Prize $ 5.00

Five Prizes of $ 1 .00

Address your letter to the Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd

Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than February 26, 1940. All

submissions become the property of

the magazine.

No Job for Nancy
but a big Job for Mum

Why risk underarm odor—when Mum every day
so surely guards your charm?

SHE TRIES SO HARD— goes everywhere

—but somehow for Nancy it's a brief

"no opening now!" For business is busi-

ness. And it never helps to have a girl

around who neglects to use Mum!

Constant personal daintiness is a busi-

ness asset ... as much in demand as cheer-

fulness, ability, and speed. Why does any

girl risk it? Why don't all girls play safe

with Mum—every single day?

For it's a gamble to depend on a bath

alone to keep you fresh and sweet. A bath

merely removes perspiration that is past

.

.

. but Mum prevents odor— keeps you

fresh and sweet for the hours to come.

More business girls prefer Mum to any

other deodorant. Mum is—

QUICK! A daily pat under this arm, un-

der that, and through the longest work-

ing day you know you're fresh!

HARMLESS! Apply Mum after dressing

. . . fabrics are safe. Mum has the Ameri-

can Institute of Laundering Seal as being

harmless to any dress. Safe for skin, too.

LASTING! Hours after your bath has

faded, Mum still keeps underarms sweet.

And Mum does not stop perspiration.

Get Mum at your druggist's today. Be
wise in business ... be sure of charm!

Make a habit of Mum every day.

WHY MUM IS FIRST CHOICE WITH BUSINESS GIRLS

lEEPMUM IN

MY DESK, TOO. I

USE IT ANY TIME

BECAUSE IT'S

SAFE FOR SKIN

AND CLOTHING

TO HERSELF:

AND NOTHING BEATS MOM
FOR LASTING CHARM. JUST

A DAB KEEPS ME
FRESH ALL EVENING!

Important to Vou—
Thousands of women use

Mum for sanitary napkins

because they know that it's

safe, gentle. Always use

Mum this way, too. TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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AND MINE
The Editor offers a toast to the

winners of the Hobby Lobby Con-

test and then speaks his mind about

a few irritating broadcast manners

BY burning all our Christmas candles at both
ends instead of saving them for the tree,

Dave Elman, his staff and ourselves reached
the last of your letters about hobbies just before
a blessed Christmas Eve shut down on any activi-

ties except welcoming the holiday. The judges,

oblivious to their unfinished shopping lists, went
into consultation and finally, as the island of Man-
hattan darkened and then twinkled into a fairy-

land of mazda lights—the winners!

Soon, if not already, all of you whose hobbies
were judged the most interesting will be receiv-
ing your prize checks and one of you, Annie
Walker Burns, of Baltimore, Md., will be on the
way to New York (unless unforeseen circum-
stances should arise), to stand in front of a
microphone and tell a listening world about the
hobby that won the Radio Mirror contest. Tune
in Sunday, January 28th, to the CBS network, the

day that the winner is expected in Manhattan for

what I suspect will be the most thrilling time of

her life.

My sincere thanks to all of you who joined us
in this contest. Before many issues go by, I'll

publish as many of those letters that didn't win
the big prize as there is room for.

Now, if it's permissible to change the subject

from your hobbies to mine—which is talking about
radio—let's let our hair down.

Listening lately, I've noticed some things on the
air that I feel you and I both could do comfort-
ably without. Probably there are other flaws

you've noticed that I missed.

For instance:

The way Cecil B. DeMille insists on pronouncing
the word as though it were spelled dram-are in-

stead of simply drama. . . .

And The Good News announcer saying Illinois

as though it were Illi-noise. . . .

Not to mention the offensive burst of whistling

from the audience at the end of many broadcasts

—

those sharp, ear-piercing whistles I noticed espe-
cially at the conclusion of a We, the People pro-
gram. Can't carefully constructed gags be stuffed

into such noise makers' mouths?

The way Lou Holtz, who amuses me very much
the first two or three minutes with his excellent

and absurd dialects, bores me very much the next
seven or eight minutes. If only Mr. Holtz would
keep his story telling down to a reasonable time
limit!

And have you noticed how childish is the dia-

logue of the gangsters who were plotting against

Kay Fairchild, Stepmother, the last time I tuned
in this program that otherwise is exciting and
dramatic and which I can recommend, the prattle

of supposedly murderous thugs notwithstand-
ing. . .

In conclusion, beautiful Helen Menken's one
flaw in her dramatic acting on the Second Hus-
band program—her continuous state of hysteria,

whether she is happy or heartbroken. Brenda
Cummings, the heroine she plays, certainly had
her calm moments when life flowed on a more
quiet level.

—FRED R. SAMMIS

HOBBY-LOBBY CONTEST WINNERS

I—Annie Walker Burns, Baltimore, Md.
2—Mrs. Riley E. Heckert, Harrisburg, Penna.

3—Rosamond Laron, Freeborn, Minnesota.

4—Elsie McDonald, Vernonia, Oregon.

5—Russell McGirr, Sarnia, Ontario.

6—Mrs. Mabel G. Petty, Paynton, Sask., Canada.
7—Warren Hull, Lansing, Michigan.

8—Mrs. Grace V. Marlow, Spokane, Washington.

9—Lola Anderson, Topeka, Kansas.

10—Mrs. Grace Winings, Reading, Penna.

1 1—Eleanor Lemke, Ansonia, Conn.

12—William Cezinski, Mt. Carmel, Penna.

13—Mr. Joseph F. Figart, Altoona, Penna.

14—Mrs. John D. Ruppel, Kohler, Wis.

IS—Joseph J. Lane, Philadelphia, Penna.

16—C. A. Burrows, Harmarville, Penna.



(Continued from, page 3)

So thanks for the grand evenings
you've given us, Don Ameche.
Thanks, a million.—Claude Desautels,
Montreal, Canada.

FOURTH PRIZE

ROMANCE VIA RADIO

I like the letter "Radio Decides
Career," in October Radio Mirror. In
my case, it is "Radio for Romance."
A certain radio singer used to please
me very much with his songs. So
much, that my friends teased me
about him. I didn't care because I

enjoyed his songs. I had the last

laugh anyway. Because one day when
I was in his city visiting, I met him
at a radio station. Now we are en-
gaged and I surely thank radio for
introducing me to my romance.—Miss
E. McDonald, Vernonia, Oregon.

FIFTH PRIZE

TOO MANY DOCTORS?

Why do sponsors allow so many
programs to weave their daily serials

around physicians?
In the stories they are usually por-

trayed either as a saint or sinner:
never as a man with the right to live
his own life.

I respect physicians for their un-
tiring efforts to aid suffering human-
ity and they deserve a better break
than being created from a writer's
fancy to use in dozens of daily serials
which we hear on the air.

In other words, the "doctor stories"
are being over done.—Jessie Ervin,
Connersville, Ind.

SIXTH PRIZE

THE INCONSIDERATE HOSTESS

A certain lady played her radio
almost incessantly. When guests en-
tered her home they were momen-
tarily deafened by the powerful
sounds which filled the room. Yet,
the hostess was never known to dis-
connect the radio or to lower its

tone. Consequently, her callers found
it necessary to raise their voices to
the shouting point, in order to make
themselves heard. Stock market re-
ports, patent medicine advertisements,
etc., all combined with numerous
forms of static, served to torment the
guests.
The hostess felt sadly neglected

when her friends no longer called at
her home. Apparently, she never sus-
pected that she was solely to blame
for her unhappy predicament.

—

Winnie Meeks, Rusk, Texas.

SEVENTH PRIZE

WHO WANTS POLITICS?

Why not keep politics out of the
day-time scripts?
Mary Marlin has been overrun with

senators and political talk ever since
I can remember. Quite boring if you
ask me. And now, here comes Ma
Perkins, getting into the political

"mud." Her future son-in-law is

running for something or other.
Here's hoping none of the others

"follow suit."— Mrs. Edward J.

Andresen, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
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"Get 12 SHADES-FREJ-of

my 7-DAY Cream Nail Polish'

IIL POLI

Each shade is on a Magic Finger-

tip" which you can try on right over

your own nail ! Find your lucky shade !

NO LONGER need you wonder about

which shade of nail polish you should

wear— which shade is loveliest on your

hands! For now you can try on all the new-

est shades—right at home—before buying a

single bottle of polish!

ft's all done with my Magic Fingertips!

I'll gladly send you free a set of my 12

Magic Fingertips. Each is shaped like the

human nail—made of celluloid—and coated

with a different shade of Lady Esther 7-Day

Cream Nail Polish. You simply hold each

Magic Fingertip over your nail— and in-

stantly you see which shade gives your

hands enchanting loveliness—goes smartest

with your costume colors.

Choose your lucky shade, then ask for it

in Lady Esther 7-Day Cream Nail Polish

at your favorite store. You'll be thrilled

with this rich, cream polish that gives your

nails flattering beauty for 7 long days!

Send for your 12 Magic Fingertips!

Let your own eyes reveal the one nail pol-

ish shade that gives your hands enchanting

grace and beauty! Clip the coupon now.

.12 shades FREE!*
( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, 7134 \V. 65th St.. Chicago, III.

Please send me by return mail your Magic

Fingertips showing all 12 different shades of

Lady Esther 7-Day Cream Nail Polish.

IJynulive inCanada, mnU Lr.d\ Esther, Ton ito.Ont.



MAMMOTH 1940 CONTEST NOW RUNNING

WE WILL PAY

$25, .00
tn

prizes

FOR FORTY TRUE STORIES

Year after year Macfadden Publications,
Inc., extends to men and women everywhere
a wonderful opportunity to add handsome
sums to their incomes by setting down in
words true stories that have happened in
their own lives or the lives of friends or
acquaintances.

Already we have paid out well over $600,000
in prizes alone for true stories and in addition
we have purchased many hundreds of other
true stories at our liberal word rates. Of this
vast sum, a large, a very large percentage has
gone to men and women who never before
had written for publication.

The chances are that you have lived or ob-
served a story that we would publish gladly
if you would write it and send it in. Do not
feel that because you have never written that
you cannot write. If these other men and
women had felt that way they would be
poorer by perhaps a half million dollars.
Simply say to yourself—"Others have done it

—I can do it—I will do it."

In writing your story tell it simply and
clearly just as it happened. Include all back-
ground information, such as parentage, sur-
roundings, and other facts necessary to give
the reader a full understanding of the situa-
tion. Do not be afraid to speak plainly.

No matter whether yours is a story of trag-
edy, happiness, failure or success, if it con-
tains the interest and human quality we seek
it will receive preference over tales of less
merit regardless of how skilfully written they
may be.

Judging on this basis to each of the best ten
true stories received will be awarded the
munificent sum of $1,000 and to each of the
next best thirty true stories will be awarded
the handsome sum of $500. And don't forget
that even if your story falls slightly below
prize winning quality we will gladly consider
it for purchase provided we can use it.

If you have not already procured a copy of
our free booklet which explains the simple
method of presenting true stories, which has
proved to be most effective, be sure to mail
the coupon today. Also do not fail to follow
the rules in every particular, thus making
sure that your story will receive full consid-
eration for prize or purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story

send it in. By cooperating with us in that
way you help to avoid a last minute land-
slide, insure your story of an early reading
and enable us to determine the winners at
the earliest possible moment. Contest closes
Tuesday. April 30, 1940.

CONTEST RULES
All stories must be written in the first person

based on facts that happened either in the lives of
the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.

Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.

Do not send us printed material or poetry.

Do not send us carbon copies.

Do not write in pencil.

Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more
than 50,000 words.

Do not send us unfinished stories.

Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not use

thin tissue paper.

Send material flat. Do not roll.

DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE
OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULLNAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HAND-
WRITING. THE TITUK AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR

.' ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT

R NAME.
Print your full name and address on mailing

container.

Prize Schedule
10 Prizes of $1,000 each $10,000

30 Prizes of $ 500 each 15.000

40 Prizes Total $25,000

Contest Rules—Continued

PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THERE-
ON. OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unacceptable stories will be returned as soon as

rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED
WITH SUBMITTAL. If your story is accompanied
by your signed statement not to return it, it it is

not acceptable, it wilt not be necessary to en-
close return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.

Do not send us stories which we have returned.

You may submit more than one manuscript,
but not more than one prize will be awarded to
any individual in this contest.

As soon as possible after receipt of each manu-
script, an acknowledgment or rejection notic,e will
be mailed. No corrections can be made in manu-
scripts after they reach us. No correspondence
can be entered into concerning manuscripts sub-
mitted or rejected.

Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.

This contest is open to every one everywhere in
the world, except employees and former em-
ployees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and
members of their families.

If a story is selected by the editors for imme-
diate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be
final, there being no appeal from their decision.

Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscripts to us direct. Due to

the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter,

which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.

This contest ends Tuesday, April
30. 1940.
Address your manuscripts for this

contest to Macfadden Publications,
Inc., Dept. 40C, P. O. Box 629, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.

COUPON.

-

R.M. 340
Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 40C
P. O. Box 629 Grand Central Station

New York, N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet en-
titled "Facts You Should Know Before Writing
True Stories."

Name :

Street

Town State....

(Print plainly. Give name of state in full.)

THE economy wave that resulted in
cutting the Edgar Bergen show to
half an hour is still rolling along,

so don't be surprised if at least one
more program falls under it. For a
while it looked almost certain that
Good News would become a thirty-
minute show, and it may yet—except
that they do say around Radio City
that a shortened version was audi-
tioned for the sponsors, who didn't
like it very well when they heard it.

So there's no telling at all.
* * *

Your old professor, Kay Kyser, will
be heading for Hollywood again in
March to make a sequel to his very
successful movie, "That's Right

—

You're Wrong." As Kay says, there's
nothing like his romantic appeal to
bring the nickels in at the box-office.

* * *

Look for Claire Trevor to come
back on the air one of these weeks,
starring in a dramatic program of her
own. . . . And there's also a good
chance that Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-
velt will begin broadcasting again,
starring in a series of sponsored pro-
grams. Several sponsors would like
to have her, and the First Lady is
said to be willing.

* * *

Wandering into an NBC studio dur-
ing rehearsal for the Saturday-night
Camel Caravan show, I ran across
Mildred Bailey, humming weird mel-
odies to herself and looking over a
letter she'd just received. The two
activities didn't seem to go together,
so I asked her what was happening.
The letter was from a committee of
Coeur d'Alene Indians, settled in
Tekoa, Washington, who wanted Mil-
dred to compose a tribal song for
them. But why did they choose her
for the job? Mildred explained—she
is one-eighth Indian herself, and was
actually born on the Tekoa reserva-
tion.

* * *.

Remember when I told you, a
month or so ago, about Portland Hof-
fa's persuading Fred Allen to move
into an apartment? Fred didn't like
the idea at all—he was used to living
in hotel rooms and didn't want to

Gene Autrey is now the star

of his own CBS Sunday show.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



NEW FROM COAST TO COAST

DAN
By

SENSENEY
change—but he consented. Well, now
the Aliens have their own apartment,
and Portland wishes she'd let well
enough alone. Fred likes it so much
she can't get him out nights, even to

a movie. Fred simply parks himself
in the most comfortable chair and
recites "Home, Sweet Home" at her,
stanza by stanza.

* * *

If you happened to see a policeman
driving a bread delivery truck around
your town, think nothing of it. It was
just a publicity stunt cooked up by
the sponsors of the NBC serial, One
of the Finest. The hero of the pro-
gram is a policeman, and the sponsor
sells bread; so in the cities of New
York, Detroit, Chicago and Toledo
the sponsor's truck-drivers were
dressed up in policemen's uniforms,
purely as a gag. The Toledo police
didn't get any laughs out of it,

though. They arrested the truck-
drivers on a charge of impersonating
officers of the law,, and wouldn't let

them go until they promised to re-
place their brass buttons with black
ones, in order to look a little less like
the Toledo cops.

* * *

Radio was only one of the indus-

Charlie and Mortimer still keep
Bergen hopping and you laughing.

tries that mourned the sudden death
of Heywood Broun from pneumonia.
Broun, besides his activities as col-
umnist, critic, sports expert, news-
paper publisher and occasional novel-
ist and short-story writer, was a
regular member of the Author, Au-
thor cast, Monday nights on Mutual.
His death came only a few hours be-
fore the Author, Author broadcast,
which was cancelled out of respect
to his memory. A few months earlier,
Broun had remarked to a friend that
his radio work on this program was

one of the few things in his life he
could take whole-hearted pleasure in—he did it just for fun, without
thinking of the money involved.

* * »

Life's most embarrassing moment
came the other afternoon to Karl
Swenson, who plays the title role in
NBC's serial, Lorenzo Jones. (He's
also Lord Henry Brinthrope in Our
Gal Sunday on CBS, but that doesn't
have anything to do with this story.)
Hastily summoned to the telephone
from the midst of a rehearsal, Karl
heard a crisp feminine voice on the
other end of the wire informing him
that he'd just become the father of a
bouncing baby boy. Karl knew some-
thing was wrong. He's married, but
he'd said goodbye only that morning
to his wife, and nothing had been
mentioned about the arrival of a
baby. So for five minutes he vehe-
mently denied the charge, while the
hospital nurse as vehemently assured
him it was true. Meanwhile, an in-
terested group of listeners gathered
around the telephone, which was on
the reception desk of NBC's eighth-
floor studio. Finally, Karl saw the
light. "Are you sure you want Karl
Swenson?" he asked. "Oh, no," the
nurse replied. "Mr. Al Swenson is the
father of the baby." Karl dropped the
telephone and ran to another studio,
where Al Swenson was rehearsing as

MAKE This Convincing Test! Apply snow-white, preaseless,

Medicated Noxzema on one hand before retiring. So sooth-
ing! Feel the smarting and soreness disappear. In the morning
compare your two hands. See how much smoother, whiter, less

irritated your Noxzema treated hand looks.

SPECIAL: For a limited time you can get a generous 2 5/ trial jar of
Noxzema for only 19/. Get a jar today!

Famous Medicated Cream Marvelous for

Chapped Hands—Grand for Complexions, too

• Nurses first discovered how wonderful
Noxzema was for red, rough Chapped
Hands. And Nurses were the first to find

what an effective Beauty Aid Noxzema is for

Poor Complexions. Today over 15,000,000

j ars are used yearly by women all over the

world!

See for Yourself

Ifyour skin is coarseorrough—ifexternally

caused blemishes mar its natural beauty

—

.if you long for a clearer, softer skin—try

this dainty, Medicated Beauty
Cream. Let Noxzema work
Night and Day for your com-
plexion. It helps reduce en-

larged pores with .its mild
astringents . . . softens and soothes rough
irritated skin . . .aids quicker healing of so
many unattractive blemishes. Use Noxzema
as a dainty Night Cream and as a day-long
protective Powder Base. See if it can't help

improve your complexion. Get a special

19/ trial jar today!
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A*ft" SLIMMER instantly!
If you want the thrill of the year, make this

simple silhouette test! Stand before a mirror in
your ordinary foundation. Notice all the irregulari-
ties caused by bumps of fat , . . notice the thickness
of your waist . . . the width of your hips. Now slip
into a THYNMOLD Girdle and Brassiere and see
the amazing: difference. The outline of your new
figure is not only smaller, but all the ugly, fat bulges
have been smoothed out instantly!

Test THYNMOLD for 10 days at our expense!
Make the silhouette test the minute you receive

your THYNMOLD. Then wear it 10 days and make
the mirror test again. You will be amazed and
delighted. If you are not completely satisfied . . ,

if THYNMOLD does not correct your figure faults
and do everythingyou expect, it will cost you nothing.

Mail Coupon for Free Folder Today!

SI
THYNMOLD is the modern solution to the

ulging waistline and broad hips. Its pure Para
rubber is perforated to help perspiration evaporate
... its soft inner lining is fused into the rubber
for long wear and the special lace-back feature
allows ample adjustment for change in size. The
overlapping Brassiere gives a support and freedom
of action impossible in a one-piece foundation.

Mail coupon for illustrated /older and
complete details of our 10-day trial offer!

DIRECT PRODUCTS CO.. INC.
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WHAT'S NEW FROM COAST TO COAST (Continued)

Great Uncle Allen Chase, III, in an-
other serial, The Chase Twins. It was
all right: Al was expecting his wife
to have a baby. He'd left word for

the hospital to call him as soon as it

arrived, but he'd forgotten to give
his first name.

Such energy! Not satisfied with do-
ing right well on the air, many radio
stars also operate profitable sidelines
which help them pick up an extra
dollar or two. Of course, Bing Cros-
by's sideline, operating the Del Mar
racetrack, is a familiar one. But Bob
Barron, the villain in the Jack Arm-
strong serial, in his spare time prac-
tices drugless therapy. Bess Johnson,
star of Hilltop House, is also the dra-
matic coach for the Girl Scouts of
America. Angeline Orr, villainess of
the Trouble with Marriage serial, puts
her beauty to work for her and poses
for billboard advertisements. Charles
Grant, eleven-year-old juvenile in

Scattergood Baines, follows the ex-
ample set by most youngsters his age
and sells magazines on his own bi-
cycle route. Irene Winston, actress in
the Johnny Presents sketches, designs
very beautiful jewelry. And Ezra
Stone, the Henry Aldrich of The
Aldrich Family, is a stage director as
well as an actor.

It looks as if you'll just have to
listen to the Court of Missing Heirs
on CBS every Tuesday night. It might
cost you money if you didn't—unless
you're quite sure you never had a
wealthy ancestor. This program,
which broadcasts all the information
about unclaimed estates in hopes of
digging up the rightful heirs, has just
started its coast-to-coast career, but
it was on a limited mid-western net-
work for 39 weeks, and during that
time it distributed two and a half
million dollars of unclaimed money
to unsuspecting heirs.

They're the Novelty Aces—Alan Rinehart, Harold Maus, Clarence
Dooley, Leonore Burch and Hazel Turner, heard over station WLW.

CINCINNATI—they call themselves
^» the Novelty Aces, and they violate
the rules of poker as it is played in
the most polite circles of society by
numbering five instead of four. Lis-
teners to Cincinnati's WLW seem to
think five Aces are quite all right,
though, and even more than all right.

This quintet is composed of three
young men, Alan Rinehart, Harold
Maus and Clarence Dooley, and two
girls, Lenore Burch and Hazel Tur-
ner. Rinehart and Maus have been in
radio since 1925, when they joined up
as a vocal and instrumental duo.
Hazel joined them in 1927; Clarence
was adopted in 1932, and in 1934
Lenore came along to complete the
quintet. Besides being singers, they
are all accomplished instrumentalists
—Clarence plays the violin, Lenore a
piano-accordion, Alan the bass fiddle,
Hazel the tenor guitar, and Harold
the six-string guitar.

In the two years they've been at
WLW the Aces have been on several
sponsored shows, and now they have
their own daily program," Time to
Shine, besides starring on the Boone
County Jamboree.
Before they came to Cincinnati, the

Aces were in Chicago—and because,
like many a radio performer, they
had neglected to save their money,
a call to Cincinnati to audition for

WLW found them broke. They had
to borrow the money for their rail-

way fares.

Alan Rinehart didn't like that, and
it started him thinking. As soon as
WLW hired them, he made each
member of the quintet agree to give
him $2.50 a week to put in a savings
account. A year later the amount was
increased to $5, and six months after
that to $7, where it stands now. Their
savings fund totals more than $2,500
today, but they still have a long way
to go because they've set $25,000 as
their goal. By agreement, it takes the
signatures of four Aces to withdraw
any of the money—so far, they
haven't made any withdrawals.

All five qualify as radio veterans,
but Lenore Burch probably has had
the most unusual experience in radio
of the group. She worked alone for a
while at KFAB in Omaha, where it

was part of her duties to sing a hymn
at 6: 15 every morning. One day she
sang "God Will Take Care of You."
She didn't know it until the next day,
when she got a letter, but that hymn
saved a man's life.

He wrote, "Within the last year I

have lost my wife and my business,
and have become permanently crip-
pled. I contemplated suicide and was
up all night trying to reach a final

decision. I happened to turn on my
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radio at 6:15 this morning and heard
you sing, 'God Will Take Care of
You.' It was like a message straight
from heaven, and I believe you were
singing that message for me alone.
God bless you. You saved my life."

* * *

CHARLOTTE, N. C—The Golden
Gate Jubilee Singers, four colored
lads who could have had a big career
in New York radio, are a star attrac-
tion of Charlotte's station WBT.
The four have been singing together

ever since they were students in the
Booker T. Washington High School
in Norfolk, Va. Their names are
Henry Owens, Arlandis Wilson, Willie
Johnso4 and William Langford, and
they're such inseparable pals that if

you find one you find the whole
quartet. They broadcast regularly
over WBT six times a week.
The Golden Gate boys spent a year

in New York, singing on a network
show, and were heard four times on
the Magic Key program over NBC

—

all but the first time by the vigorous
request of listeners—but they feel
more at home down South and volun-
tarily gave up the career they could
have had in New York.
They never have an argument.

Willie Johnson is the business man-
ager, and he never makes a decision
without a unanimous vote. They all

like the same things, laugh at the
same jokes, sing the same songs.
They even eat together. Willie

Johnson's wife is a fine cook, and
every night, whether they are in town
or on tour, all four sit down to a

The Golden Gate Jubilee Sing-

ers are a star attraction of sta-

tion WBT in Charlotte, N. C.

dinner she has prepared, chipping in
on the expense. Harry Owens is mar-
ried too, but Wilson and Langford
say they're "still livin' ". Wilson and
Langford live together.

Willie Johnson is their spokesman,
because of his fine command of the
English language. He reads Shakes-
peare every night at bedtime, and
can readily quote Hamlet and King
Lear.
They aren't superstitious, only if

a black cat crosses the road in front

of them, it's bad luck if he runs from
left to right. If he runs from right to
left, that's good luck.

* * *

ATLANTA—You know the story of
the gifted understudy who gets her
big chance when the star falls ill at
the last minute? Well, this isn't it.

Mrs. George Moore, whom listeners
to WAGA, Atlanta, know as Martha
Hale, wasn't even an understudy. She
was just an ambitious girl sitting on
the sidelines who liked radio so well
nothing could keep her out of it.

Every morning at nine, Martha
Hale tells Atlanta housewives about
the latest menus, gives them house-
keeping suggestions, comments on
fashions, and otherwise makes her-
self a member of every home she
enters via the loud speaker.
Before joining WAGA, Martha was

a buyer in a department store,
a restaurant cashier, and had, on one
occasion, worked for an electric con-
cern. She was born in Sandersville,
Georgia, and since girlhood has been
interested in cooking—so much so
that in school she took all available
domestic science courses just for the
fun of it.

A year of broadcasting requires
Martha to supply listeners with
10,095 menus, she says, but she's con-
fident she can produce them. She
loves microphone work, and says
broadcasting is' no effort at all—the
tough job is writing the scripts. She
never takes a holiday, and Sunday is

better than other days. Then she can
work on a script without interruption.
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Most stories about Bob Hope tell about his wit—but here

is a different view of him: the gentle, lovable chap with

whom Dolores fell in love at first sight. Right, to add

to their happiness, the Hopes adopted little Baby Linda.

PAULINE SWANSON

HE CAME into the smart little

Broadway supper club where
she was singing on the night

of December 21, 1933. They're both
very specific about the date.

Someone muttered a few words
of introduction, just as she was
about to go on. He watched her as

she moved into the spotlight, tall,

graceful, poised. He liked her soft,

naturally curly light brown hair,

her straightforward blue eyes. He
liked her slender hands, her simple
black velvet gown. He marvelled
that this girl could be so confidently

right in this smoky little New York
night club, and yet so different from
the other girls who were singing in

other little clubs up Fifty-seventh
Street, and down Fifty-ninth.

He thought Dolores Reade was

10

the loveliest girl he had ever seen.

She didn't quite catch his name.
George Murphy, who was playing
in "Roberta", had introduced him,
so she thought he might be some
minor personality in the show. He
might be a chorus boy. But she

' liked his laugh, and his funny face.

Before that night was over the
magic thing had happened. She
didn't know that he was the star of

the biggest hit on Broadway, "Ro-
berta". She didn't know his name.
He didn't know if she were engaged
or married or free. But they both
knew that they were in love, dif-

ferently than they had ever been in

love before, somehow for the last

time.

On February 19th they eloped,

and were married by a sleepy jus-

tice of the peace in a living room
stuffed with horsehair furniture and
family photographs, in Erie, Pa.

December 21 to February 19—less

than two months—are dates which
frame one of those unbelievable,

breath-taking love stories that

every girl hopes one day will unfold

for her. It is a modern love story,

as modern as skyscrapers and taxi-

cabs pack-jammed in a New York
street on New Year's eve, and yet

as old as the story of the beautiful

Princess and Prince Charming who
came by on a white horse to carry

her away.
Bob Hope has come a long way

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



THE UNCONVENTIONAL L STORY OF BOB HOPE

Dolores Reade could have
been famous as a singer

—

instead she chose to be
just the wife of Bob Hope.

since that winter of 1933. If he
was a star then he is an institution

now. On Tuesday nights twenty
million people laugh at the nonsen-
sical banter which is the Hope radio

trademark. The ski-jump nose and
the beforehand chin which capti-

vated Dolores six years ago now are

MARCH, 1940

familiar to movie goers from Soma-
liland to the Virgin Islands.

The girl who was Dolores Reade,
and whose own professional future

had looked as bright in 1933 as did

that of the handsome young star of

"Roberta", is now content to be Bob
Hope's attractive wife, except when
her husband makes personal ap-
pearances. Dolores then is part of

the act, using her maiden name.
Until Bob walked into the Vogue

club in New York that December
night six years ago, Dolores Reade
wanted nothing so much as success,

and the money and fame that go
with it. She had already captured
hard boiled New York. She was in

sight of the top of the heap and
the rewards she wanted. That night

changed everything. Suddenly she

knew that nothing she had been
striving for was important, thai

nothing meant so much as to be
with the man she loved, and never
to leave him. to be his wife, and to

leave the (Continued on page 82)
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SHE should never have told Jack she would marry
him.
Down in her heart, she knew she was being

foolish and wrong. But she thought that time would
be on her side. She thought that the days would
pass, and the image of Rene would drift farther and
farther back in her memory, until it was only a pin-

point of pain, instead of this all-enveloping agony.

Other women had fallen in love with men who didn't

love them—who married someone else—and those

other women had still managed to go on living. Why
shouldn't she?

But somehow, the minister's words, "Wilt thou
have this man to be thy wedded husband, to live

together after God's ordinance in the holy state of

matrimony?" and all the rest of it—somehow, even
as she repeated them after him, they sent a chill

down her body, as if she were hearing not words,
but the sound of a steel door closing . . .

There was no honeymoon. Jack was terribly busy
at the office, and couldn't get away just then, and she
had said she'd rather not wait—knowing miserably,

as she watched his face light up, that he completely
misinterpreted her words. The truth was, she didn't

dare to wait. She needed something now, right

away, to help her forget Rene.
After the ceremony, after all the chatter and

laughter, they ran to his car, and he drove up Mar-
ket Street, clear up to where it curves around Twin
Peaks and beyond, into a part of San Francisco where
the houses sit perched on the sides of steep hills.

Eucalyptus trees tower whispering over these houses,

with wisps of fog caught all day in their trailing

branches.

Jack twisted and turned the car on the winding
streets, and finally stopped it before a house like a
white, shining box, all square angles and stucco, with
a huge window overlooking the valley that spread
between there and the sea.

"Here it is," he said shyly. "Our house. Like it?"

"It's beautiful!" she said. "Up here on top of—of

everything—

"

The sun was shining, yet here on the western
slopes the fog swirled about the houses, and the com-
bination of sunlight and mist gave them all a bright,

unearthly beauty. She jumped out of the car, and
because she felt self-conscious in her white satin

gown and veil, started up the walk to the door.
"Wait!" Jack called. "Don't go in yet, Connie."
"Why not?" she asked in surprise, and a look,

WANT A DIVORCE!" IS FROM THE RADIO PROGRAM OF
HE SAME NAME. ADAPTED FROM A STORY BY HUGH WILEY
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A rare and tender story that will

reach your secret heart—the radio

drama of a woman who betrayed her

love for a delusion of happiness

sheepish yet pleased, appeared on his square, tanned
face, so that he looked like a freshly scrubbed small
boy on his way to a party.

"Well—you know, the groom is supposed to carry
the bride across the threshold—

"

"Jack! The neighbors! Oh—well—all right."

They were laughing when he swept her lightly up
into his arms and carried her through the arched
doorway, straight into a pine-panelled room where
comfortable chairs and graceful tables dug their feet

into a deep-piled rose carpet.

"And you bought all this furniture yourself?" she
marveled. "Jack, how did you do it?"

"Just asked myself what I'd want if I were a beau-
tiful little wife—and right away I knew exactly

what to buy."
He put her down, and she walked around the room,

touching, exclaiming. It was perfect. Too perfect.

It was the home she had dreamed of sharing with
Rene. But Rene was far away, and it was Jack who
led her through the kitchen, displaying its treasures

of spotless refrigerator and streamlined sink; into

the bedroom with its slipper chair and dressing table

on one side, its masculine chest of drawers on the

other, and between them, side by side, its twin beds.

"You like it, don't you?" Jack asked anxiously, and
she forced herself to laugh and say:

"Of course. I love it. It's just that you did all this

by yourself, as a surprise, that—that rather bowls
me over."

He stopped walking around the room and came
over to where she stood, taking both her hands in his.

"I want you to be happy, Connie," he said in a voice

that trembled a little. "I—well, I don't suppose I'll

ever get over the wonder of the moment when you
said you'd marry me. I thought all the time that

you were in love with Rene, and—

"

Her hands, imprisoned in his, contracted sharply,

and a vise around her heart forced from her an in-

voluntary gasp.

He heard her, and he nodded.
"Yes. That's what I meant. But don't be unhappy

about it, Connie. I know that right now you don't

love me as much as—as much as you loved him." It

was hard for him to say this. He swallowed, and be-
gan again. "I just want you to know that no matter
how you feel about me now, you've made me hap-
pier than I ever expected to be—just by marrying
me. And maybe, after a while—

"

Without warning, she (Continued on page 62)

LISTEN TO THESE STORIES. SPONSORED BY FOOD AND
BEVERAGE BROADCASTERS. SUNDAY AFTERNOON ON NBC
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By radio's fascinating

new heroine, Hilda Hope,

woman doctor, the story

of an operation she could

not perform—but must,

for the man she loved

ALONG time ago a wise man
said that women belong in the

•healing arts, that their wis-

dom and tenderness have fitted

them for the task of helping those

in pain.

Perhaps that is why I became a

woman doctor when I could have
had love—Bob's love, and been a

gloriously happy woman. Instead,

I chose a career few women ever

enter. It hasn't been easy. You
have to be so cold and impersonal

if you are to be a good doctor.

And I am a good doctor. Usually
I don't think about how an opera-
tion is going to turn out. I don't

dare to. The responsibility is too

great to face. I know, of course,

that a human life depends on the

skill of my hands. I know it, but
I've learned not to let myself think
about it.

If I sound heartless, remember
that emotion makes one's hands
tremble and grow unsure; it clouds
one's mind and changes skill into

fumbling uncertainty. That is why
doctors don't operate on members
of their own families.

It is why I should never have
operated on Beatrice Warner.
Yet—I was forced into it. If I

had not consented to operate, she
would have died. I should have
been as surely her murderess as if

I had plunged a dagger into her
heart.

Even today, when it is all over
and finished, terror strikes me when
I remember Beatrice's whispered
words in that darkened hospital

room. All over again, I feel the

helplessness I felt then. And I

14

'I've never stopped loving

you," he said. "Hilda, we
were meant for each other, we
should have "married long ago."
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HILDA HOPE, M.D., IS HEARD EVERY SATURDAY MORNING

OVER THE NBC-RED NETWORK. SPONSORED BY WHEATENA
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know, once more, that I made the

only possible decision, perilous

though it was.
But I'd better begin at the begin-

ning, and the real beginning was
ten years ago.

It was then that Bob Warner and
I broke our engagement. Oh, we
were in love, but we were also very
young and very intense. We took
ourselves and our futures more se-

riously, I guess, than we should
have. Bob wanted me to give up
my medical studies when I married
him. "I want a real wife," he
begged, "not a career woman. I

want to be the most important
thing in your life. Maybe it's old-

fashioned of me—but, Hilda, I know
we could never be happy together

if you had to divide yourself be-
tween me and a job. I'm sorry

—

but that's the way I feel."

It was an ultimatum, and I ac-

cepted it as such. I made my choice.

Ever since I was a little girl, I had
wanted to be a doctor. Medicine
and surgery were the breath of life

to me, and I knew that love couldn't

take their place entirely. Some
people, and I am one of them, are

made like that. I let Bob go, and a

year later I heard that he was mar-
ried to someone else. I wrote him,
wishing him all the happiness in

the world, and I meant it.

REGRETS? Yes, I've had them.
Sometimes at night, coming

home late from the office, letting

myself into a dark and lonely apart-

ment. . . . Or at Christmas time, or

Thanksgiving, I've watched other

women with their husbands and
children. And I've wondered

—

But I'm not a person who indulges

herself in might-have-beens. I like

to think I am willing to abide by
my decisions, whatever they may
be. So the regrets, when they came,
were quickly banished—at least,

until I met Bob again.

It seems strange to think that if

Bob's profession had not been ar-

chitecture, that second meeting
might never have come about. In

ten years our paths had not crossed,

and then we met over the plans for

the new Children's Clinic. And,
having met, it seemed foolish to let

the past stand in the way of friend-

ship. We lunched together, and I

15
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By radio's fascinating

new heroine, Hilda Hope,

woman doctor, the story

of an operation she could

not perform—but must,

for the man she loved

ALONG time ago a wise man
said that women belong in the
•healing arts, that their wis-

dom and tenderness have fitted

them for the task of helping those
in pain.

Perhaps that is why I became a
woman doctor when I could have
had love—Bob's love, and been a
gloriously happy woman. Instead,
I chose a career few women ever
enter. It hasn't been easy. You
have to be so cold and impersonal
if you are to be a good doctor.
And I am a good doctor. Usually

I don't think about how an opera-
tion is going to turn out. I don't
dare to. The responsibility is too
great to face. I know, of course,
that a human life depends on the
skill of my hands. I know it, but
I've learned not to let myself think
about it.

If I sound heartless, remember
that emotion makes one's hands
tremble and grow unsure; it clouds
one's mind and changes skill into
fumbling uncertainty. That is why
doctors don't operate on members
of their own families.

It is why I should never have
operated on Beatrice Warner.
Yet—I was forced into it. If I

had not consented to operate, she
would have died. I should have
been as surely her murderess as if
I had plunged a dagger into her
heart.

Even today, when it is all over
and finished, terror strikes me when
I remember Beatrice's whispered
words in that darkened hospital
room. All over again, I feel the
helplessness I felt then. And I
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Specially posed by Selena
Royle, who plays the star-

ring role of Hilda Hope on
this popular radio drama.

I ve never stopped loving
you,' he said. "Hilda, we
were meant for each other, we
should have married long ago."

H'LDA HOPE. M.D.. IS HEARD EVERY SATURDAY MORNING
°VW THE NBC-RED NETWORK, SPONSORED BY WHEATENA
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know, once more, that I made the
only possible decision, perilous
though it was.
But I'd better begin at the begin-

ning, and the real beginning was
ten years ago.

It was then that Bob Warner and
I broke our engagement. Oh, we
were in love, but we were also very
young and very intense. We took
ourselves and our futures more se-
riously, I guess, than we should
have. Bob wanted me to give up
my medical studies when I married
him. "I want a real wife," he
begged, "not a career woman. I

want to be the most important
thing in your life. Maybe it's old-
fashioned of me—but, Hilda, I know
we could never be happy together
if you had to divide yourself be-
tween me and a job. I'm sorry

—

but that's the way I feel."

It was an ultimatum, and I ac-

cepted it as such. I made my choice.

Ever since I was a little girl, I had
wanted to be a doctor. Medicine
and surgery were the breath of life

to me, and I knew that love couldn't

take their place entirely. Some
people, and I am one of them, are

made like that. I let Bob go, and a

year later I heard that he was mar-
ried to someone else. I wrote him,

wishing him all the happiness in

the world, and I meant it.

REGRETS? Yes, I've had them.

Sometimes at night, coming

home late from the office, letting

myself into a dark and lonely apart-

ment. ... Or at Christmas time, or

Thanksgiving, I've watched other

women with their husbands and

children. And I've wondered

—

But I'm not a person who indulges

herself in might-have-beens. I like

to think I am willing to abide by

my decisions, whatever they may
be. So the regrets, when they came,

were quickly banished—at least,

until I met Bob again.

It seems strange to think that if

Bob's profession had not been ar-

chitecture, that second meeting

might never have come about. In

ten years our paths had not crossed,

and then we met over the plans for

the new Children's Clinic. And,

having met, it seemed foolish to let

the past stand in the way of friend-

ship. We lunched together, and I
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met Beatrice, his wife, and there

were frequent conferences over the

blueprints.

I thought he was happy. Beatrice

was the kind of wife he had wanted
me to be—very feminine, wrapped
up in her home, clever at meeting

his friends. A little too self-suffi-

cient, perhaps, but most women are

that nowadays. She was pretty,

too, with a tiny, brunette kind of

delicacy—she only came up to

Bob's shoulder.

THEN, one afternoon, Bob came to

my office and completely upset

my neat, efficient plan of existence.

Without any preliminaries what-
ever, he announced:

"Hilda, I can't stand it any longer.

Beatrice and I are going to get a

divorce."

It was so unexpected, I could only

stare at him.
"Don't ask me why," he said.

"You ought to know, if anyone

does."

"But I don't," I told him. I knew,
but I couldn't believe.

"Because I still love you. I've

never stopped loving you." He
wasn't like a man making love. His

dark, sharp-featured face was tor-

tured, and his hands, as he leaned

over my desk toward me, were
clenched. "Hilda," he said, "we
were meant for each other. We
should have married in the first

place."

"Please," I said. I hadn't real-

ized how fiercely the past could rise

up and strike at my heart. "Please

—that's all over and done with."

"But it isn't! We made a tragic

mistake—I made it, by insisting that

you give up your career. I was
wrong—I know that now. We've
wasted ten years of our lives

paying for that mistake. We
needn't go on paying until we die!

I told Beatrice so, less than an
hour ago."

"Bob! You told Beatrice you
wanted a divorce so you could

marry me? How could you!"

"When a patient of yours needs

an operation, don't you perform it

as quickly as you can?" he coun-
tered. "That's what I had to do
with this situation. I couldn't waste
time."

"But it was so cruel—and so

futile," I said. "I can't marry you,

Bob, even if you do leave Beatrice."

"You're just saying that because
you think it will force me to stay

with her."

"I'm saying it because I mean it,"

I said as firmly as I could. It wasn't

easy, just then, to be firm, because
suddenly a whole host of memories
had come flooding back. Bob and I,

walking arm in arm up Fifth Ave-
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nue on a Saturday night, window-
shopping, picking out a chair here,

a table there, for our own home.
His hand, warm and strong, cover-

ing mine as we sat in the darkness

of a movie house. The touch of his

lips against mine. So many things

—so many sweet, dear, intimate

things that I had made myself for-

get. And now when I could forget

them no longer, here they all were,

once more within my grasp—if I

could be ruthless enough to reach

out and take them. No, it wasn't

easy to be firm.

My desk telephone rang, and still

keeping my eyes on Bob's, I picked

it up.

"Mrs. Warner is here to see you,

Dr. Hope," the voice of Miss Gil-

more, my office nurse, said.

"Just a minute." I held my hand
over the mouthpiece. "Beatrice is

outside, Bob."
"I know. She said she would

come to see you. Let her come in."

I thought a moment. "All right.

But she came to see me. I think

you'd better go. Use that side door,

so you won't see her."

"I'll go. But," he promised,

"nothing's going to change my
plans. I'm going to leave Beatrice

—and then I'm coming back for

you."
The Beatrice Warner who came

into my office was not. the self-

possessed young woman I had
known before. Her eyes were red-

rimmed, and she hadn't bothered
with her usual make-up. She
looked lost, miserable, confused.

Standing in the doorway, she

asked, "Has Bob been here yet?"

"Yes."

"He didn't lose much time, did

he?" she remarked bitterly.

"I'm so terribly sorry—" I began,

but she interrupted me.
"It isn't your fault. This was

bound to happen some time."

"I told Bob," I said, "that no mat-
ter what happened—between you
and him—he and I could never have
anything to do with each other."

Her face lit up eagerly. "And
what did he say?" Then, as I

didn't answer, the brief light died

out. "That he would leave me any-
way—wasn't that it?"

It was easier, with this pitiful

woman before me, to hold to my
resolution that Bob and I could

never come together again. "I still

think," I said, "that you two can
make a go of things."

Beatrice sank into the chair on
the other side of my desk. "No,"

she said hopelessly. "Bob means
what he says. I've always known
he didn't really love me—and I was
afraid this would happen, when he
met you again. . . . Maybe I could

have won his love, if I'd been dif-

ferent—but I could never tell him
how much he meant to me. I'm

not—I'm not demonstrative. I've

never been able to find words to

tell him how much I love him. And
now it's too late."

Pity tore at my heart. "I wish
there were something I could do!" I

murmured.
"There isn't anything. There

never was. You can't help what's

happened any more than I could.

That's the reason I came to see you
—I wanted to tell you there's no

bitterness in my heart against you.

And if Bob wants to leave me, I—

I

won't stand in his way!"
She got up to go. "That's all I

wanted to tell you."

"Wait!" I said desperately, rising

too. "I'll see Bob again—I'll tell

him—

"

"I'll tell him," she said, "myself."

And she went quickly out of the

room.
It was lucky, I think, that as soon

as she had gone Miss Gilmore re-

minded me that I was late for my
daily visit to the hospital. In the

rush of {Continued on page 79)
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Horace's friends gave him a party at the Cocoanut Grove when the wed-
ding was finally revealed. Left to right, Gale Page, Bob Hope, Horace
and the bride, Basil Rathbone, and Horace's mother, Mrs. J. W. Heidt.

r ^
HORACE HEIDT S

Never was a bridegroom so unwilling to talk, but

our reporter- sleuth brings you the story anyway

WHEN, on the afternoon of

December 12, Horace Heidt
walked, blushing, into the

"Pot o' Gold" rehearsal room at the
NBC studios in Hollywood with an
attractive brunette (also blushing)
on his arm, and made what he had
obviously planned would be a casu-
al announcement, he actually set

off a good-sized tempest in a teapot.

"Boys, meet the new Mrs. Heidt,"
was what he said. And then, settling

the lady in a convenient chair on
the sidelines, he took off his coat

and proceeded to the business of

rehearsing for the next "Pot O'

Gold" program.
That is, he attempted to proceed,

but he didn't quite make it. In the
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first place, to his orchestra boys, the

boss getting married was an Event,

a Big Event—especially when they
hadn't known a thing about it, nor
even suspected that a romance was
brewing. They dropped their in-

struments and crowded around,

pumping Horace's hand and (some
of the more daring ones) kissing

the bride and asking questions.

Where? How? When?
"In Reno," said Horace. "De-

cember fourth."

That was all, then. Even when
the Los Angeles reporters arrived

on the scene to cover the story, they
didn't get much more information

By JUDY ASHLEY

than that. The bride was formerly
Mrs. Adeline Slaughter, and she
was from New York.

"That's all there is to it, boys," he
insisted. "And now, for the love of

mike, let me alone. Why all the
hullabaloo? Can't a guy get mar-
ried in peace?" Yes, he was getting

a little hot under the collar by this

time and his bride more than a lit-

tle embarrassed.
Both were still uncommunicative

that night when the Musical
Knights opened at the Cocoanut
Grove and some of the NBC officials

gave a party for the newlyweds.
The Bob Hopes were there, the

Basil Rathbones, Gale Page and
Horace's (Continued on page 43)
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Nothing can stop Mary Martin now—but first the year's most exciting

new star had to learn a bitter lesson in love from her weekend marriage

A S far back as she can remember, Mary Martin
Z\ wanted to sing.
' She was born in Weatherford, a quiet, friendly,

human little town in Texas, where the sky has a dusty
blue quality about it that- makes you want to burst

into poetry.

Her father was a lawyer, with a flair for making
friends, so great, as a point of fact, that white folks

called him "Judge" Martin and colored folks called

him Mistuh Judge.
Long before she was a gangling member of the

Weatherford ward school, people around town took

Mary's mother came all the way from Texas

to okay her daughter's famous strip tease

act in the Broadway show, "Leave It To Me."

it for gospel fact: Mary Martin was headed for some
fancy singing career.

Only Billie, her mammoth nurse, knew what else

lay in store. "Nothin' without pain," she would say,

as though she could foresee the tears and the heart-
break and the passionate love that lay ahead for Judge
Martin's daughter.

In school Mary was the center of not only all vocal

activity but all dramatic activity as well. There were
those ungallant classmates who muttered, "Drat that

Martin girl. She's in practically everything. And
the best parts, too!" Sundays she'd sing in the choir,

this budding diva. And loved it. She used to imagine
she was singing in a grand cathedral.

And in summer there were picnics and open-air

dancing—and Ben. Ben Hagman was a tallish lad

with a cheerful sort of way about him. He and Mary
—well, they "went" together. They couldn't foresee

where those bright summer days and long, dusky
Texas evenings would lead them, into what happiness
and what sorrow.

When Mary graduated from Weatherford High
School Judge Martin and Mrs. Martin put their heads
together. All good Southern girls go off to finishing

school, when their Pas can afford it. From this con-
ference came the decision to ship Mary to ritzy Ward-
Belmont, smack-dab in Tennessee, as they say in

Texas.
Well, sir, to Ward-Belmont she went. There were

tears in the Martin household. Even the stoical Judge
fussed with his handkerchief when the train pulled

out. Ben was there on the platform too, grinning and
saying for a farewell, "Be good, honey. Be good."

Mary took to Ward-Belmont right away, and Ward-
Belmont took to Mary. The Penta Tau club pledged
her—there are no sororities at Ward-Belmont—and
never regretted it. She made them a box-office smash
at the Sunday open houses, by singing so memorably
that the rush captains of the rival lodges kicked them-
selves for not snagging her first.

Thanksgiving holidays rolled around, and there was
a general exodus of the girls. They were all going
home—most of them, at any rate. But not Mary. She
lived too far away. Two days would be consumed
merely in travel. Besides, she was lagging in her
studies. There was a term paper to get up.

She was sitting at her desk, wrestling grimly with
her chore, when the telephone rang.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Paramount

By HENDON HOLMES

She answered it, a trifle out of sorts. The paper
was coming along beautifully, and she didn't much
want to be interrupted. But when she heard the pleas-

ant voice on the other end of the wire she let out a

yippee.

"Ben!" she shrieked. "Where are you? Not in Texas,
I hope."

"Here in Nashville," she heard over Mr. Bell's re-

markable invention. "When can I see you?"
"You can't come too soon."

SHE was standing in front of the dormitory when
Ben drove up—and they were zooming down the

road at a mad clip before she thought to ask him what
on earth had brought him to town, especially with him
a law student at Texas Christian University down at

Fort Worth and needing all the studying he could get.

He pulled over to the side of the road to tell her.

"Mary, I want you to marry me," he said. "I know
you're young—we both are. But we'll make a go of

it. We will, Mary."
She crowded an eternity into a single minute—and

made her decision. (Continued on page 65)
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If he's the sort of fellow who drops in without warning,

likely as not catching you with your face all cold-

creamed, he needs a lecture about the uses of the tele-

phone. And he's guilty of bad manners (right)" if he

doesn't get out of his car and open the door for you.

Before you step out tonight, check

up on your escort with these modern

rules of behavior. If he's guilty

of many of these errors, beware!

Probably he's not the man for you

He only makes a spectacle of himself and you too when
he tries fancy dance steps—unless you're both expert.

And (right), couldn't you just scream with boredom
when he starts reminiscing about old times with his

friends, leaving you entirely out of the conversation?

Photoi by Sydney Dcsjirrs. f
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Beware of the man who tries to impress you by being

clever with the waiter. It's really not very good man-
ners. When you're out walking together (left) he ought
to match his stride to yours, instead of taking such

long steps that you have to run to keep up with him.

HERE'S the answer to the maiden's prayer, right

on these two pages. If your husband, fiance, best

boy friend or escort is guilty of any of the crimes
against good manners depicted by Del Courtney in

these photographs, you may not want to tell him about
it in so many words. But you might, just leave the

magazine lying around, open to this page, so he'll

be sure to see it. The chances are very good that he'll

get the idea

The pictures were specially posed for Radio Mirror
by Dinah Shore, NBC's popular singer, as the long-
suffering young lady, and Del Courtney, famous or-

chestra leader also on NBC, as her offending escort.

It's a sign of selfishness when he dates you up for a

Saturday night, then leaves at eleven o'clock because

he has an early golf date—and you with the rest of the

evening on your hands. And (left) the thoughtful es-

cort doesn't drive recklessly with a girl in his car.

Clothes worn by Pinch Shore, courtesy of Lord & Taylor
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Beware of the man who tries to impress you by being

clever with the waiter. It's really not very good man-

ners. When you're out walking together (left) he ought

to match his stride to yours, instead of taking such

long steps that you have to run to keep up with him.

Before you step out tonight, check

up on your escort with these modern

rules of behavior. If he's guilty

of many of these errors, beware!

Probably he's not the man for you

HERE'S the answer to the maiden's prayer, right

on these two pages. If your husband, fiance, best

boy friend or escort is guilty of any of the crimes

against good manners depicted by Del Courtney in

these photographs, you may not want to tell him about

it in so many words. But you might- just leave the

magazine lying around, open to this page, so he'll

be sure to see it. The chances are very good that he'll

get the idea
The pictures were specially posed for Radio Mirror

by Dinah Shore, NBC's popular singer, as the long-

suffering young lady, and Del Courtney, famous or-

chestra leader also on NBC, as her offending escort.
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o Comes The Rain

»
From Del Courtney, danceland's best bet for sweet

music supremacy in 1940, comes a tender ballad that

you'll be humming as soon as you've played it once

Words and Music by
DEL COURTNEY

and DELYCE DEERING
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By CHARLES HENDERSON (with Charles Palmer)

Kenny Baker says:
"This is the only logical and complete treatise on popular singing I have ever

seen. The information and helpful ideas are bound to bring success."

HERE I am again!—the daring

man who says you can make
a career of singing—if you

want to.

Last month, if you were paying
the attention you should, you and I

started out on the road of learning

how to sing popular music by look-

ing over the various types of songs

and deciding which type you sing

best, so that you wouldn't waste

The all-time high point

of Schmaltz— Al Jolson's

rendition of "Sonny Boy."
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time singing swing when you're
really at your best with a ballad.

And remember? I told you that

ninety per cent of today's popular
singing is done in front of a micro-
phone, and drew the obvious con-
clusion from that fact—namely, it's

no longer necessary for a singer to

have a voice that fills Madison
Square Garden.
Then we took a quick look at the

various methods of getting a start

—

local radio stations, small night
clubs and dance bands, auditions
and so on. We analyzed your voice
and—I hope—decided that it pos-
sessed the basic qualifications for

getting you into the professional-
singer class. We seem, in fact, to

have covered a lot of ground last

month; but take a deep breath and
settle back in your armchair, be-
cause we're about to cover a lot

more.
This month we're going to find

out how to handle a song—how to

sing the words, how to breathe, how
to please your listeners, how to

make them laugh or cry. To begin

with, I want to talk about the six

"spotlights" of popular singing, the

six things you must do to be
successful.

DOES Bing Crosby march stiffly

to the microphone, clear his

throat, shoot his cuffs, and then bel-

low at you impersonally that his

"heart is taking lessons"? Never
in a million years. You get the feel-

If your breath capacity

is small it's a good idea

to do a daily half-dozen.

Copyright 1939, by Charles Henderson and Charles Palmer RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Your voice can carry you to fame if you will read and study this amaz-
ingly practical and authoritative series by the stars' own vocal coach

To become a swing singer

you'll need, among other

equipment, a phonograph.

ing that Bing just happened to feel

like singing at the moment, and
that he's letting you in on some-
thing that's very important to him,
something he wants to tell you
about now that you and he are

alone together. Which brings us to

the first of our six "spotlights," or

essential points, of popular singing.

It is—

Seem Natural in Voice and Manner
Today your audience figuratively

sits in your radio mike, or in the

lens of the movie camera, and in

effect is often no more than ten feet

away from you. The result is a new
and amazing accent on intimacy,

which penalizes heavily the slight-

est tinge of affectation. In other

words, you sing to a million

strangers today in the manner you
would use in singing to one friend.

And with this accent on intimacy,

you must seem natural, or you're

lost.

Keep Your Diction Clear and
Attractive

That's spotlight number two.
Sing with your mouth open, sing in

American, and sing in as near to a

conversational style as the melody
and lyric will permit. Audiences
today want to hear the words of the

song. Remember, it's your ability

to add words to a tune which lifts

your voice above the other musical
instruments.

Create and Sustain One Mood
You must arouse a pleasant emo-

tion in your audience. "Pleasant"
does not mean laughter alone: some
people enjoy crying a bit. And the

normal heart likes to savor just one
emotion at a time. So—sing your
song with the object of arousing

one pleasant emotion in your audi-

ence, and if you succeed you have
mastered spotlight three.
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Perform With Authority
In a word, sing with confidence.

To do so you must know your trade
and the nuances of your song thor-
oughly—so thoroughly that you do
not have to think about mechanical
details as you sing. It is authority
which distinguishes the professional

from the amateur.
Singing with authority does not

necessarily mean singing loudly. A
quiet competence in the manner of

Rudy Vallee or Dorothy Lamour is

usually fully as effective.

Sing With Sincerity and Vitality

When you sing a song, you are an
actor; you are portraying the char-
acter to whom the song "happens,"
and you must do nothing, say noth-
ing, and feel nothing that the char-
acter would not do, say, or feel if

he or she were a real person living

through the song's story. Feel what
you sing as you sing it, convince
yourself that the lyric is true, and
don't sing down to it. Sincerity is

the keynote.

There is really only one test of a

rendition, and that is, "Did the

audience like it?" And the reason

why some singers can ignore or

twist the rules successfully is

summed up in one word: Vitality.

It also does not involve singing

loudly. Vitality—life—comes from
the fusion of all the elements of

performance into a stirring tren-

chant, living whole.

Always Use Showmanship

That's the sixth and last spotlight.

And what does showmanship mean?
First, Style; to set you apart from
the herd, make you into you, and
answer the talent scout's catchword
of "Nice voice, but what of it?"

Second, selecting songs which suit

your personality, carry conviction

when you render them, and which

your listeners will enjoy hearing.

Third, your deportment which re-

fers to the management of your
body and face, and also to your
dress. The essence of acceptable de-
portment is that it be agreeable,

attractive, and distinctive to your
audience, and that it have a subtle

flair. Here again, an ingratiating

apparent naturalness, a stylized

simplicity, is the watchword.
Now, have you memorized the

six spotlights? Naturalness, diction,

creation of one mood, authority,

sincerity, showmanship.
You've memorized them—and

now you want to know what to do
with them.

Remember the time your

voice cracked just as you

reached for a high note?

In phrasing a song, mark
the places on the music

where you plan to breathe.

Well, suppose we imagine that

someone has just handed you a new
song, with instructions to get "up"
on it for an audition. Let's go
through all the steps you would
take in getting a new song into

shape for a professional rendition,

and in the process we'll also find out

exactly how to make sure of those

six spotlights.

First, Learn the melody perfectly

Modern orchestration supplies no
melody line during a vocal, since no
instrument can match the current

conversational phrasing. The or-

chestra may actually be contra-

puntal (contrasting in note and
rhythm) to the vocal. The result is

that you have no melodic accom-
paniment to lean on: you're out

there on your own, and if you for-

get the melody, or don't know it

well enough to maintain it against

the orchestra's obbligato, you're go-

ing to be in very deep water indeed

—probably with the sponsor hold-

ing your head under until the bub-

bles stop coming up.

I've learned to shudder when
someone says, "I'm a very quick

study." (Continued on page 76)
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Now, in thrilling serial form, read the complete story of

a favorite radio drama—the story of how Sunday, an orphan,
met and became the bride of rich Lord Henry Brinthrope.

The story:

I T was only half an hour after her
marriage to Lord Henry Brinthrope

that Sunday was called to the library
of Brinthrope Manor, where she found
a young woman and a baby—a baby
who, the young woman said, was
Henry's son. For proof, she gave Sun-
day a note in Henry's handwriting,
promising to support the child.

In that moment, all of Sunday's
happiness fell in ruins. It seemed to
her then that she should have known
all along she was living a fairy-tale
which would inevitably collapse. Af-
ter all, her first meeting with the
Brinthrope family had been disillu-
sioning too.

Sunday was an orphan who had
been brought up in a rough mountain
cabin in Silver Creek, Colorado, by
two old miners, Jackey and Lively.
Near Silver Creek were the Brin-
thrope mining properties, and Arthur
Brinthrope, visiting them on business,
had fallen in love with Sunday. He
almost persuaded her to return to En-
gland with him, but he revealed that
he had no intention of marrying her.
Jackey, overhearing him, shot him
and, as he believed, killed him. But
Arthur's body disappeared and Sun-
day and Jackey were left in doubt
whether he had been carried away by
wolves or had recovered and run
away himself. A few days later Ar-
thur's older brother, Lord Henry,
came to Silver Creek in search of him.
Sunday and Lord Henry fell in love,

but Sunday fought bitterly against
her affection for him because she was
convinced that she had been re-
sponsible for the death of his brother.
She even consented to marry her
childhood sweetheart, Bill Jenkins,
but was prevented from doing so by
an accident to her arm. Then a wo-
man, Violet Morehead, appeared in
Silver Creek, threatening to tell Lord
Henry that Jackey had shot Arthur,
and in desperation Sunday made a
clean breast of things to Henry. He
saw at once that Arthur must be alive,
or Violet Morehead would not know
of the shooting, and he made short
work of her attempts at blackmail,
afterwards explaining that Arthur
was the black sheep of the Brinthrope
family. "He'd been embezzling from
the mines," Henry said, "and that was
why I wanted to find him. But now
that I know he's alive, I'm satisfied.
As long as I have you . .

."

Sunday had thought then, that all
barriers to her marriage to Henry
were gone, and with Jackey and
Lively she had come to his home in
England. Yet here, only a few
minutes after the wedding, was a wo-
man who claimed that she was the
mother of Henry's child . . .
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THE sheet of notepaper fluttered

down from Sunday's numbed
fingers. Her eyes followed it,

listlessly. It fell against the hem of

her long satin wedding gown and,

shuddering, she stepped away.
"I can't believe it," she whispered.

"It—it just can't be true!"

The white-faced woman opposite

her stopped and picked up the let-

ter. "Oh, it's true," she said, bitter-

ness threaded through her voice.

"Perhaps I shouldn't have told you,

Lady Brinthrope, but—I didn't

know I'd be too late. I came as soon
as I could. I hurried—

"

"How old is this baby?" Sunday
interrupted.

"Almost a year. Henry was in

New York when it was born. I

wrote him—again and again, but he
never answered. Then, a few days
ago, I heard he was back in En-
gland, so I wrote him again—and
got this letter. I didn't know he was
going to be married until I saw the

notice in the Times."
No, Sunday said to herself, no

one had known that the marriage
would be so soon—until a few days
ago. She remembered her happiness
at Henry's sudden, unexplained
eagerness to have the wedding at

once. With his arms around her, his

urgent lips against her cheek, she
had thought it was simply his love

for her that made it impossible for

him to wait until next month, as

they had planned. Now she won-
dered—hating the thought yet
knowing it must be true—if he had
decided to hurry the wedding on the

same day he received Diane Brad-
ford's letter.

"Lady Brinthrope—" the woman
muttered; then she swayed, put her
hand against her heart. Even in her
misery Sunday was conscious that

she looked deathly ill.

"What's the matter? Can I get

you anything?" she asked quickly.

Diane Bradford shook her head.
"No ... I walked here from the vil-

lage. I'll be all right. For a

while . .
."

Quick steps in the hall broke into

her words. The paneled door opened,
and Henry came into the room.

"Sunday—what's keeping you,

darling?" he began—and stopped.

Sunday saw his face go white.

"Diane!" he gasped. "What are you
doing here?"

"I brought—our son," she said

pitifully.

At that moment, Sunday saw
guilt in her husband's face. It must
be true, then. The stricken expres-
sion of his eyes was proof enough.
But she must know, beyond the
faintest little trace of doubt. She
took the letter from Diane's lax

fingers and held it out to Henry.
"Did you write this?" she de-

manded. Jackey and Lively were
in the doorway too, now, and other

people behind them, peering in

curiously, but it didn't matter. Only
one thing mattered.

"Yes," Henry admitted in a low
voice. "Yes, Sunday, I did. I should
have told you about it

—

"

"Oh!" she recoiled in horror from
his outstretched arms. "And you
married me—knowing that this poor
girl
—

"

Stumbling over the long folds of

her dress, she ran to the door.

"Jackey—Lively—take me away! I

can't stay another minute in this

house!" Strong arms were around
her, rough, work-worn hands hold-
ing her close.

"Sure, Sunday gal, sure," Jackey
murmured. "We'll take you right

away."
Then Henry was there again, be-

side her, arguing, pleading; but she
turned her head away and buried it

in Jackey's shoulder. " 'Tain't no
use, now, Lord Henry," Lively said.

"She's all upset, like, and we'd bet-
ter just take her down to the inn.

Mebbe, after a while, you can see

her, if she wants you to . .
."

The tears came in the car, on the
way to the inn—tears until she had
sobbed herself into exhaustion, into

a state of semi-consciousness where
only one fact existed. Henry had
betrayed her—and not only her, but
that other girl, and his son too.

In the room to which Jackey and
Lively took her and put her to bed
as tenderly as two mothers caring
for a child, she sobbed, "Promise
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Sunday and Lord Henry—posed by
Dorothy Lowell and Karl Swenson
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Follow the further romantic adventures of Our Gal Sunday and Henry—tune in this exciting

program Monday through Friday on CBS, sponsored by Kolynos Toothpaste and Anacin

me I won't have to see him again! I

couldn't stand it! Please—prom-
ise me!"

"Not 'less you want to, Sunday
darlin'," Jackey assured her stoutly.

"Me'n Lively'll go right up there to

the Manor and get all your things.

And later on, we'll decide what we
better do."

IT
was dusk when she wakened

from an uneasy slumber. The
wedding dress which she still wore
was crumpled, and she felt hot, fe-

verish. She rose, washed her face,

and changed to a fresh dress from
the suitcases Jackey and Lively had
brought while she slept. Then she
went to the door and looked out.

Jackey jumped up from the tall

settee at one end of the dark hall,

where he had been waiting.

"Feelin' better, gal?" he asked
tenderly.

"Much better," she said. "I want
to go back to America, Jackey.
Right away. Have we money
enough?"

"I reckon so," he answered.
"Lively and me got a little nest-egg
we was savin' to give you for a
weddin' present. But don't you
think you ought to see Lord Henry?
He's been callin' up all afternoon,
wantin' to know when you'd be
ready to see him."
"No—I don't ever want to see

him," she insisted. "Please don't

make me, Jackey."
"Well, mebbe you'd like to talk to

that girl—Miss Bradford. She's here
in the inn—that room down the hall.

She came here special to see you
again."

"Oh—of course I'll see her. Poor
thing—she's the one who has really

suffered the most in all this," Sun-
day said.

A feeble "Come in" answered her
knock on Diane Bradford's door,

and she found Diane bending over
an armchair on which she had laid

the baby. The woman straightened
up as she came in, and Sunday
thought she had never seen such
weariness in any movement.
"Oh—Lady Brinthrope—" she

began.
"Don't call me that," Sunday told

her. "My name is Sunday—I don't
ever want to be called Lady Brin-
thrope again."

"Then you've left him? Oh, my
dear, I'm so sorry—I come into your
life, and all I bring is trouble and
heartbreak."

"It wasn't your fault." Sunday's
gaze seemed to go out, far past the
confines of this dingy little room.
"It isn't so bad this way—a quick,

sharp pain, as if something had
been cut out of you. But if I had
lived with him, watched him . . .

learned, bit by bit, that he could lie

to me—I couldn't have stood that,"

she said simply.

"I know—I believed in him,
too—" She broke off into a violent

fit of coughing which racked her
frail body like a tornado, bending
her nearly double with its violence.

Staring down at the waters, she al-

most wished that she could step out
of life forever, quietly and softly.

Frantically, Sunday tried to help
her, but she waved her away, and
at last, when the attack had sub-
sided, she gasped, "It's nothing. It

comes this way—and goes away
again. The doctor says it—won't
be long."

"You mean you—?" Sunday was
unable to finish, because Diane
Bradford's own face, her wasted,
pitiful body, gave her answer
enough.
Diane nodded. "A month—maybe

a little more. They don't know. But
what will happen to Lonnie when
I'm gone?"

"But Henry—his father said he'd
take care of him," Sunday pointed
out.

The scarlet mouth set itself in a
thin line of determination. "I'd

rather see him in an institution

—

or dead—than under Henry's in-
fluence!"

Sunday leaned over the chair.

Bright unwinking eyes in a round
face met hers; two chubby hands
waved impotently in the air. "Oh,
he's a darling," she said, feeling a
strange, unfamiliar tug at her heart.

Henry's child ... a little bit of his

blood and flesh . . .

Timidly, Diane said, "That's why
I wanted to see you. Won't you
take him? I'll sign papers—any-
thing you say. You're good, and
kind. And I do so want to know
that he's all right before—before
I—"
Sunday started to speak, to pro-

test. Then she saw the entreaty in
Diane's face. Its stark tragedy
caught her and held her until she
could do nothing against it. "Yes,"
she whispered. "I'll take him. I'll

take him back to America with
me."
The ship churned its way through

the sullen sea, vibrating with the
urgency of its return to America.
Sometimes Sunday would wake up
at night in the tiny cubbyhole which
had been all Jackey and Lively
could afford for her, and feeling the
never-ceasing hum, would want to

cry out. Every clink of the water-
glass against its metal ring, every
turn of the ship's propeller, every
wave crushed beneath the steadily

advancing bow was taking her far-

ther from the man she loved, would
always love. Yet in the morning,
bringing Lonnie up on deck and
hearing the familiar chatter of

American voices, feeling the com-
fort of Jackey's and Lively's sym-
pathy, she knew that love was not
enough. You had to have confi-

dence, and (Continued on page 58)
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DON'T say I didn't warn you.

Some columns ago I itemed
that Gene Autry was being

paged for his own radio show: Well,

Gene is now the star of CBS's new
Sunday afternoon program for

Wrigley's chewing gum. And here's

another prediction: Gene Autry, the
nation's "number one cowboy" of

the screen, will replace the combi-
nation of Edgar Bergen and Charlie

McCarthy and become number one
man of the radio, too.

play their charity golf match at

Lakeside Golf Club the other week.
As golf went, the match was terri-

ble. But there were other things,

for instance, Paulette Goddard. She
wore . a sports outfit that other wo-
men dream about and every time
she swung her club one thousand
males, who were following the

match, sighed.
* * *

Curiously, Ellery Queen's Sunday
hour mystery program is closely

followed in Hollywood. I've heard
many filmstars bow out of cocktail

parties and dinner engagements
just to listen to Queen. It would
indicate that the movies are inter-

ested in the young detective—and
I think it would make an excellent

film series, at that.

C/
/ c°ntr

e
°+s A-

tion Box—answers to your ques-
tions about Hollywood Radio Stars.

Send your questions to George
Fisher, c/o Radio Mirror, Box 2087,

Hollywood, California. Only your
initials will be used to identify you
in the column. Send in your ques-
tions now.

* * *

Eddie Arnold, who has his finger

in every political pie, has just been
voted president of AFRA—the radio

actor's union.

I watched Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Ruby Keeler and Paulette Goddard

Starting with my next column I

am beginning a Confidential Ques-
Betty Jane Rhodes, the First Lady

(Continued on page 55)
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Illustration by

Alec Redmond

"Now that Grant has a child of his own he is more tolerant,

more sensitive to young thoughts, young fears, young ways."

DEAR DIARY:
I am rated the First Lady of

Broadway . . .

I live in a pent-house—a magni-
ficent pent-house—high above Fifth

Avenue . . .

My co-star, Raymond Rogers, be-
loved by thousands of women, is in

love with me . . .

I have only to wear a particular
color or mention that I favor a cer-
tain perfume and the New York
shops cannot fill the demand for

it . . .

And if there is a more lonely and
unhappy woman in New York City
than I, I pity her with all my heart.

My husband is away—I don't
know where. My two children are
in a summer camp. Raymond
Rogers would like to keep me com-
pany, but though he is gentle and
considerate, all I want when the
evening performance is over is to

go home and confide my heartache
to these pages.

It seems to me now that I should
have known my marriage to Grant

30

Cummings would never work out.

But I fell in love with him the first

moment he walked into my little

store, back in Montana. And it

wasn't only the loneliness of three

years of widowhood, either—there

was something fine and good about
him that I sensed at once. I couldn't

refuse when he asked me to marry
him. Though I told myself I owed
it to my two children, Fran and
Dick, to give them a new father and
all the advantages Grant's riches

could provide, the real reason I said

"Yes" was simply that I loved him
too much to say "No."
What I didn't foresee was the

subtle resentment that was bound
to exist between Grant and my two
children. Grant felt, deep down in

his heart, that my real love was only

Read Second Husband here—then con-
tinue the adventures of Brenda and
Grant Cummings by tuning in the radio
drama of the same name, starring Helen
Menken, sponsored by Bayer Aspirin,

and heard Tuesday evenings over CSS.

for them; and in their turn, they
felt that Grant was taking me away
from them. Their two points of

view, it seemed, couldn't be recon-

ciled, and in New York Mimi Hale,

Grant's cousin, took advantage of

the friction to maintain her hold
over my husband. When that failed,

she trumped up a story that my first

husband, Richard Williams, had not

been killed after all in an automo-
bile accident, but was still alive! It

was only by standing up to her and
demanding to see the supposed
"Richard," face to face, that I was
able to prove that the whole story

was a lie.

But somewhere in Grant were
germs of jealousy that couldn't be
killed. They, and they alone,

brought about a situation which
sent him into a court of law, ac-

cused of murder. For a surprise, I

had begun sitting for my portrait

to Peter Van Doom. Mimi told

Grant, and he paid a call on Peter
—to find the artist dead, murdered.
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Concluding the intimate diary of Brenda Cummings,

who found in re-marriage anguish and ecstasy, pov-

erty and riches—and the fulfillment of a great love

They accused Grant of the crime,

and he would have been convicted
if at the last moment the real mur-
derer—the husband of a woman
with whom Peter had been having
a love-affair—had not confessed.

I like to remember the brief

period of happiness that was ours
after Grant's acquittal. Mimi Hale
had gone away, convinced at last

that Grant and I must be left to

work out our own salvation. But
Nana Norton, a musical-comedy
star whom I mistrusted on sight,

persuaded Grant to back her in a
new show—and Nana Norton is re-

sponsible for our estrangement and
unhappiness right now. She's en-
tirely unprincipled, but fascinating,

and she set out to win Grant away
from me. I could have fought for

him, but when relations between us
became so strained that Grant
turned against Dick and Fran, I

couldn't stand any more. I moved
out of his home, taking the children

with me.
It's just luck that I was able to

shoot up to my present financial

success. It doesn't even bring me
any satisfaction, beyond the knowl-
edge that Dick and Fran are pro-
vided for. I happened to get a
small part in a new play—the star

was so difficult they had to let her
go—and Christopher Harwood, the

producer, who had been very sweet
and friendly from the first, let me
read the leading role. It must have
been some hidden awareness that I

simply had to make good, that

helped me to impress Mr. Harwood,
the director, and the author at the

audition; and made me a success

beyond anyone's wildest hopes on
the opening night. Goodness knows,
I never thought of myself as an
actress!

So I'm rich, and famous . . . but
that fact seems remarkably unim-
portant beside Grant's silence. I

saw him once, after I left his home,
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and then he told me that he was
through with Nana Norton—but the
very same day I learned that he was
backing her in a moving picture

appearance. He'd never lied to me
before.

Then came silence, and I heard
he was out of town. Has he really

gone to Hollywood, to make advance
arrangements for Nana Norton's

picture career?

June 3rd . . .

TODAY I met Nana Norton on the

street. Even when I'm an old

lady I'll shrivel up inside at the way
she gloated when we were parting

and, looking back over her shoulder,

she called, "Oh, by the way, Grant's

back. He telephoned me first thing

this morning, just after he got in."

But he hadn't called me, at all.

June 5th . . .

Today was Ben Porter's birthday.

Dear old Ben! He may be Grant's

agent for his western properties, but

somehow he remains loyal to me as

well. I had Miss Reed, my secre-

tary, buy a big pigskin wallet—the

biggest one the store had—for him.

It wasn't the birthday present Ben
wanted, however. And he said so.

"Honey," he told me, "maybe I

oughtn't be saying so, but the only

present I want is to see you and Mr.

Cummin's together again." •

I began to weep. I wept these days

if anyone looked at me. I feel as if

there was nothing inside me but a

network of quivering nerves.

June 6th . . .

I'll try to make sense. But my
head and heart are so filled with
songs of thanksgiving that I don't

know whether little practical words
will come from them . . .

Grant and I are together again.

He loves me! And it was Ben Por-

ter and Nana Norton who sent him
back to me!
When Ben left me yesterday he

went to Grant's office. Grant had
just sent Nana and her manager
packing, told them he was through
with them. They had come to his

office on some business matter. But
Nana, who had had too many cock-

tails for luncheon, began to talk.

And she talked too much. She gave
Grant clues concerning several cruel

things she had done to me—in an

effort to estrange me from Grant
finally and completely.

On top of this it needed only

Ben's white lie to send Grant to me,
post-haste.

"Mr. Cummin's," Ben told Grant,

"if my wife was as sick as Brenda
is down there at the theater, gosh
hang it, I'd want to be looking after

her."

Quite deliberately he made Grant
think I was really, physically ill. All

the way to the theater he pictured

me as being carried off in an ambu-
lance. When he saw me in my dress-

ing room his relief at finding me
well was so great that it broke down
all the barriers of pride and mis-

understanding between us.

Now I am home again. In Grant's

home, where I belong, surrounded
once more by his love.
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August . . .

The children came home from
camp today. Dick is brown as a
nut. He looks so handsome. Fran
is inches taller—and she has a new
poise.

August 30th . . .

Today Grant came upon me in

Raymond Rogers' dressing room.

Raymond was making love to me.
And my arm was around his shoul-

der.

It happened like this. . . .

Raymond is leaving the play. He's

going home to England. "I can't go

on," he told me, "loving you as I

do. I'll crack up if I try."

It was then I put my arm about

him. Out of friendship!

"We'll discuss it tomorrow,"
Grant told me, as we drove home.
"You probably have some explana-

tion for what I saw. But I can't lis-

ten to it now—with any reason."

August 31st . . .

I

NEVER knew that Grant had a

brother—yet today Bill Cum-
mings appeared in our home. He
walked into the house and intro-

duced himself, with an impudent
grin, as "Ba ba Black Sheep."

Bill has just been released from
prison, and that is why his exist-

ence had been kept such a secret.

Yet I refuse to think he is bad. He
was convicted ten years ago of em-
bezzling thirty thousand dollars

from the bank where he worked. I

can't believe it. He's not a criminal.

Grant wanted to give him some
money and send him away today.

I wouldn't allow it. Instead, I did

what Grant should have done. I

took him down to the theater and
introduced him to Mr. Harwood

—

with the result that Bill now has a
job in the box-office as Mr. Har-
wood's personal representative.

September 4th . . .

I'm uneasy. Tonight as I was
leaving for the theater Edwards ad-
mitted a man who had viciousness

stamped all over him. He wanted to

see Bill. They were cell-mates. Jake
Hunter is his name and he left word
for Bill to telephone him at the Ho-
tel Deacon.
Grant sent him off without much

ceremony. Perhaps that was right

to do. But I wish he had done it

—

differently. Men like Jake Hunter
are vindictive and dangerous.

September 21st . . .

Bill is going to be arrested.

There's been a shortage at the thea-
ter. Carmichael, the older man in

the box-office, reported the matter
to Mr. Harwood and to the bonding
company. That's what makes it dif-

ficult to save Bill. Bonding com-

panies take a high hand. And nat-
urally they unearthed Bill's prison

record in no time at all. Mr. Har-
wood admits Carmichael was offi-

cious in reporting the matter to the

bonding company. Beyond this he
won't go. But I do go beyond it!

There's usually a reason for offi-

ciousness like Carmichael's. And I'm
going to find out what it was in this

instance. Bill swears he didn't touch
a cent. I believe him!

- September 22nd . . .

I posted a five thousand dollar

bond guaranteeing that Bill

wouldn't run away and the bonding
company has given us ten days'

grace. If we can't prove Bill's in-

nocence or someone else's guilt in

that time Bill will be arrested. And
I've hired a detective, Fletcher, to

investigate. Naturally, I've told

Grant nothing. It would do no good.

He would be as quick as the others

to say, "Once a thief, always a

thief."

A beautiful cover por-

trait of a beautiful girl

—and a story about her

romantic marriage to a

millionaire sportsman . .

.

watch for NAN GREY on

the cover of the April

RADIO MIRROR
September 24th . . .

Today I gave Fletcher orders. His
investigations have been very half-

hearted so far. "I want you to trace

all the telephone calls Carmichael
has made through the theater

switchboard," I told him. "And I

want you to check on a man named
Jake Hunter who lives at the Dea-
con Hotel."

September 27th . . .

Carmichael and Jake Hunter
know each other! For weeks they've
been telephoning back and forth.

I know that, but it's about all I

do know. We've questioned Car-
michael about his connection with
Hunter. And we've gotten nowhere.

"I didn't meet Hunter in prison,"

he said, with emphasis. "I knew him
when he was in Wall Street. He
used to handle accounts for me."

I am certain it is Carmichael and
Hunter who are guilty. But I have
no proof, no proof at all. And un-
less I can get proof in five days Bill

is going to be arrested!

October 2nd, Midnight . . .

At eleven o'clock this morning
Bill's days of grace expired.

At nine o'clock Fletcher came to

the bonding company office to admit
failure. A few minutes later Car-
michael arrived. He brought a
package of bogus tickets wrapped
up in a piece of blue paper that had
been torn from a larger sheet of

paper. He had, he said, found the
package in Bill's locker.

The bonding company executive
and Fletcher threw up their hands
with a gesture that said, louder
than words, "That settles it!"

"The bond I've posted," I told

them, "gives us two more hours. I

want those two hours."

"Gee, Brenda," Bill said, "give

up!"
Slowly, almost in a daze, I

reached for that blue piece of paper.

Obviously it wasn't the paper the
man who had printed the tickets

had used to wrap them. Where had
it come from? If I could find out
about that. . . .

I got Ben Porter to telephone
Jake Hunter and trick him into

leaving his room. Then, with a pass-

key I borrowed from Fletcher, I

went to the Deacon Hotel and ad-

mitted myself to Hunter's room.

If I could find the piece of paper
that blue paper in my bag had been
torn from . . . and if I could find

it in Jake Hunter's room . . .

It seemed logical to believe Car-
michael had just come into posses-

sion of those tickets. And if Hunter
had given them to him the night

before, and his room hadn't yet been
cleaned, the rest of the blue sheet

from which the wrapping had been
torn might be still there.

Hunter's room was a shambles.

Carefully I emptied his waste-bas-

ket. And at the bottom of it found
—blue paper! Blue paper with a

torn edge that exactly fitted the

edge of the sheet I took from my
bag!

Just as I matched the two pieces

together a key turned in the door.

My heart flew to my throat. I knew
before I turned what I would see.

Jake Hunter stood in the doorway.
Slowly he locked the door and

put the key in his pocket; then he

sprang at me. I moved against the

wall. I was sick with fear. Some-
thing pressed against my back. It

was a glassed-in fire alarm. Quickly

I turned and smashed it.

Jake Hunter pinned my arms be-

hind me. (Continued on page 84)
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By KEN ALDEN

Swing conquered the classics when
Jan Savin turned to jazz. Above,
Jan with his five-man saxophone

section. Shirley Lane (below),

just out of school, sings with

Gray Gordon's Tic Toe Rhythm band.

THOUGH it is reckless to predict
anything about Artie Shaw, swing

seers expect him back in the spot-

light with a new band by February.

Bob Crosby replaces Paul White-
man at the Hotel New Yorker and
Gray Gordon expects his tic-toe

music to get the coveted Rainbow
Room assignment.

* * #

It was Johnny Green's band that

Doris Duke Cromwell selected to

play for her very swank party.

* # *

The girl vocalists are on the

merry-go-round again: Mary Ann
McCall, formerly with Woody Her-
man, is with Charlie Barnet, replac-

ing Judy Ellington. . . . Helen For-
rest, formerly with Artie Shaw,
joined Benny Goodman and Kay
Foster who used to warble for

Benny, signed up with Georgie
Auld's band (formerly Artie

Shaw's.) . . . Dot Claire left Bob
Crosby to join young Bobby Byrne's

excellent outfit.
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The Hal Kemps expect a new-
comer from heaven.

* * *

When bands play theater dates

they usually hire a make-up expert
named Happy Goday. His trick is to

apply a tan foundation, very mild
lipstick, and a delicate powder over
the whole face, and see to it that it

stays bright through five shows. The
strong stage lights demand good
make-up.

* * *

Johnny Williams, leader of his

own swing ensemble on the Kate
Smith hour, comes forth with a

blast directed at his fellow drum-
mers. "The drum is a foundation in-

strument and should be kept in its

place and not made the object of

annoyance and disturbance as has

become the modern habit," squawks
Johnny.

* * *

Louise Tobin, former Benny
Goodman vocalist, and wife of

trumpeter-leader Harry James, has
just recovered from an illness that

almost took her life.

(Confirmed on page 68)
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By KATE SMITH
Radio Mirror's new Food Counsellor #
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THE PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE $50.00 IN CASH

SECOND PRIZE 25.00 IN CASH

THIRD PRIZE 15.00 IN CASH

55 PRIZES OF $2.00 EACH IN CASH

50 Additional Prizes of General Foods

Beautiful Special Gift Packages

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

COOKING CORNER RECIPE CONTEST
Radio Mirror Magazine, P. O. Box 556

Grand Central Station, N. Y„ N. Y.

Please enter the attached original recipe in your contest
under the conditions governing the competition as detailed
in RADIO MIRROR.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
Single

( ) Married
( ) Number in Family

( )

Tune in Kate Smith's noon-day talks, Mon-
day through Friday at 12:00 E.S.T. and her
Friday night show at 8:00, both over CBS.

'VE got exciting news this month. Radio Mirror
and I are going to have a contest that every woman
in America can enter.

It's really much more than just a contest. It's a
chance to exchange your own pet menus and recipes

with thousands of other women all over the country.

It's your chance to learn about dishes that will make
your menus more delightful. Think of it! For the first

time that I know of, women from Maine to California

are being given an opportunity to "swap" favorite

recipes as if they were back-yard neighbors. And not

only that—in addition, you stand a chance of winning
a valuable prize.

Here's what I hope you'll do. Send me the recipe

or recipes you like best which you yourself have
worked out (naturally, not a recipe that you found in

a cook book or with a package of food, though it could

very well be one that your mother and grandmother
handed down to you). Then you'll be eligible to win
one of the m'any cash prizes or one of a hundred
beautiful packages of my sponsor's foods.

Then, after this contest is over, I'll select several

recipes every month and you'll find them on these

pages. I'm looking forward to getting all these recipes

myself, to tell the truth. I'm anxious to find out how
they cook in all the different sections of this great

country of ours—and I'm sure you'll be anxious too.

It doesn't make any difference what kind of recipe

you select to enter in the contest, because Radio
Mirror and I want all kinds—recipes for baking, for

soups, for desserts, for meat courses, for appetizers,

for sauces—anything, as long as it's one you yourself
have had particular success with. Enter as many
recipes as you please, so long as each one is accom-
panied by the official entry coupon printed at the
left.

And now, because I'm so excited about this contest,

I want to start the ball rolling with two of my own
pet recipes. I'm only sorry I can't send them in to

the contest, because I have a hunch they'd win some
prizes—but of course, being one of the judges, I can't.

Cheese Souffle

4 tbls. butter or marga-
rine

4 tbls. flour

% cup canned evapo-
rated milk

% cup water

1 tsp. salt

dash of cayenne
6 eggs (beaten sepa-

rately)

Vz lb. creamed Old Eng-
lish type cheese
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large onion, minced
fine

qt. potatoes, cubed
small
qts. water
qt. clams (chopped)
with liquor

%

For every woman in the

land—the easiest contest

you ever entered! Your

favorite recipe can win

for you one of many cash

and food prizes. Write it

down and send it in—now!

Kate starts the contest ball rolling with her

own favorite recipe for a fluffy cheese souffle.

Melt the butter, rub in the flour with the salt and
cayenne. Combine canned evaporated milk and water
and stir into the flour, using a low heat. When the

sauce has thickened and is smooth, stir in the cheese.

As soon as the cheese has melted, add the beaten yolks
of the six eggs. Let mixture cool, then fold in the
stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour into a buttered casse-

role, 2-quart size, and bake in a slow oven (300
degrees F.) for \V\ hours. Serve immediately.

Nantucket Clam Chowder

h lb. salt pork sliced

thin and diced

3 tbls. flour

salt and pepper to

taste

1 pt. milk

Cook onion and potatoes in 4 qts. water for about

five minutes. Add chopped clams and cook for five

minutes more. Fry salt pork, being careful not to burn
it, drain off the grease and add pork, together with
liquor from the clams. When the potatoes are done,

thicken liquid with the flour, and add salt and pepper
to taste. Add milk just before serving, being careful

not to let chowder boil after milk has been added.
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THE RULES

1. Recipes must be typewritten or plainly written on one

side of sheet only.

2. Entries will be judged on the basis of originality, econ-

omy, nutritional value and appeal to the eye as well as the

palate.

3. For the best entry judged on this basis RADIO MIRROR
will award a cash first prize of $50.00. The next best

recipe will receive $25.00 and the third will be awarded
$15.00. In the order of their excellence the fifty-five

entries next best will be awarded prizes of $2.00 each.

The next 50 best recipes will be awarded special gift pack-

ages of General Foods products. In the event of ties

duplicate awards will be paid.

4. The judges will be Kate Smith, conductor of the Cook-
ing Corner, and the editors of RADIO MIRROR, and by
entering you agree to accept their decisions as final.

5. Each entry must be accompanied by an official entry

coupon clipped from RADIO MIRROR Magazine. All

winning recipes will become the property of RADIO
MIRROR for publication and use wherever desired.

6. Address entries to Cooking Corner Recipe Contest,

RADIO MIRROR, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station,

New York, N. Y.

7. To be considered, all entries must be postmarked on or

before midnight, April 15, 1940, which is the closing date
of this contest.
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The most wonderful happiness at last comes to Tamara on Christmas Eve-

bringing to a close this enthralling drama by America's favorite novelist

FIVE years in a convent school

were poor defense for Tamara
Todhunter when she met Mayne
Mallory, handsome, unprincipled

film actor. To her dazzled eyes, he
symbolized everything she loved

and wanted—and only afterwards,

when he left San Francisco and re-

turned to Hollywood, leaving her to

bear his child in secrecy, did she

realize what an easy conquest she

had been.

Tamara managed to keep her
child a secret from her family, a

shabby group of unsuccessful theat-

rical people. The little girl was born
at the ranch home of Mary Hutton,
an old friend of Tamara's Mother
Superior in the convent school, and
when Tarn returned to San Fran-
cisco Mrs. Hutton accepted little

Mary as her own niece.

In the eight years that passed
after little Mary was born, Tarn
found a measure of success as an
actress in San Francisco. She
thought she would never fall in love

again—until she met George Davis,

a handsome but dissolute young
lawyer. Through her influence, he
stopped drinking and began in

earnest to build the career he de-
served, and gradually; beautifully,

he and Tarn fell in love. By an ac-

cident, she also discovered that he
was the son of Mary Hutton, whom
Mary had believed was dead, and
she brought mother and son to-

gether again. Before she agreed to

marry George, Tarn told him the
truth about little Mary's parentage,
but he refused to let this make any
difference in their love.

At last, as she and George were
married and went on a glorious

mountain honeymoon, Tarn thought
she had found real happiness. But
on the very day they returned,

Mayne's shadow fell once more
across her life. Mayne was accused
of murdering his wife, a wealthy
woman he had married after his

association with Tamara, and
George was chosen to defend him.
On the first trial, George succeeded
in getting the jury to disagree, but
on the second, in which Mayne was
< If fended by another lawyer, he

was pronounced guilty. And then
he sent for Tarn, revealed that he
knew of little Mary's existence, and
tried to blackmail her into begging
the Governor into pardoning him.

When she refused, he grew so abu-
sive that George knocked him down.
George and Tam rushed from the

prison waiting-room while Mayne
was still unconscious. Two days
later they learned that he had never
recovered consciousness; that the

interview with George and Tam,
plus George's blow, had been too

much for an already weakened
heart.

GEORGE took Tam to dinner at

the city's finest hotel a few
nights later; they had soft

music and mellowed lights about
them when he told her the news:

"I think they're going to make a
sort of example of me, Tam."
Her alarmed eyes came up from

her plate. "How do you mean?"
she demanded, paling.

"Oh," he said carelessly, "I think
I'll have to go across the bay for a
while."

"They're—they're not—" She
choked on the words and was still.

"I think so."

"Jail?" she whispered. "Prison?"
"Oh, for a while. Nothing much."
"Oh, no!" Tam whispered. She

looked about her like a creature in

a trap. "Oh, why did you bring me
here!" she breathed. "We could
have gone some place—some little

place—we could have had supper at

home—

"

"I wanted you to be somewhere
where people could see you," George
said mildly. "We'll have plenty of

time to talk—we can talk all night.

But I had to tell you this, and I

thought it might be a good way.
They weren't apt to let me off, Tam
—you can see that."

She was hardly listening; her
hands were clenched on her breast,

and her eyes narrowed on space.

"No, no, no," she said, "I'll not let

you! I'll tell everyone. You shan't
do this for me!"

"I'm not doing it for you, Tam."
"Did you tell old Mr. Martell or
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Mr. Hunter or Billy the truth?"

"Of course not!"

"They think that you simply lost

your temper because Mayne was so

insolent about your having thrown
him down?"

"Of course they do."

"Then I'll tell them!" Tam said,

her jaw set firmly. "I've wanted to

talk all along. Now I will. Mary

—

all of us will have to take the con-
sequences. But when they know
why you hit him—because of me

—

maybe they'll let you go!"

"We'll talk about it later," George
said evasively. "Listen, Tam—the

evening paper said that Kohl had
made you an offer?"

"The movie man." Tarn's eyes
were suddenly heavy and her tone
dulled. "Yes. I suppose he wants
to cash in on the publicity."

"Well, why not? Why not take
it, I mean?"
An affronted look came into her

pale face. "Take it?" she asked,

surprised.

"Well, for a while. It'd mean a
lot of money, Tam."

"I don't want to," she said rest-

lessly. "I hate the movies. We have
to settle this other thing first

—

George!" she broke off suddenly.
"You think you are going to be over
there a long time. Tell me, do you
know? Does anyone know?"
"Nobody knows. And no matter

what's done tomorrow, • there'll be
delays and appeals and all the rest

of it. Old Martell has got his teeth

into this, and he won't let go,"

George said. "But, long or short,

I'd like to feel that you were work-
ing and interested."

Later he said to her: "It isn't for

you, Tam. It's for my mother and
Mary. Mary's such a grand little

girl, with her hair flopping round
and her dirty white shoes. It'd be
a ghastly thing to get her home from
France, get my mother here, mark
'em both for their whole lives with
this kind of story! I don't say this

way out is cheap, but it's the cheap-
est there is. You don't know what
will happen, what kind of a break
we'll get."

"I know that if I let you—go to

Doubleday, Doran & Co.
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Life came back into her

veins. Somehow, in the

cold and dark she was

across the kitchen floor,

and then the sky showed
in the opened doorway.

*

Listen to Woman in Love by Kathleen
Norris, Monday through Friday, on CBS,
5 P. M,, E.S.T., sponsored by Wheaties.

Illustration by Carl Mueller

prison—you'll be ruined forever.

Where could we go that this story

wouldn't follow us?"
"Where could we go? Nowhere.

We'd stay right here. And in a few
years it'd be, 'He hit a man once,

and the man went out cold.' That'd
be all there was to that!"

Later that night she went to sleep

with her head on his shoulder and
his arm about her. But George lay

awake, with her. sweetness and
sleepiness and smallness close to

him, all night long.

She had mercifully not realized it,

but he knew. He knew that it was
their last night together.

In the morning she was radiant

and courageous. It was impossible

to despair on such a singing Christ-

mas Eve, with a bay ruffled and blue
under a light wind and great gal-

leons of cloud ballooning their way
above the solemn silhouette of

Tamalpais.
But at breakfast, seated opposite

George in the sunshine-flooded

breakfast room, the brightness sud-
denly went out of her face. Her
glance had chanced to fall upon the

morning paper, folded and thrown
carelessly upon a chair, and she

had seen the headlines: "Davis to be
Sentenced Today." She made her-
self face him, she made herself be
calm, but her soul was sick within

her.

"Tarn, do you want to do me a

real Christmas favor?" George
asked.

Instead of answering, she burst

out, "It's too horrible to be true! If

I—if I went to the governor—

"

"That's just what I want to talk

to you about, dear," George said in

a businesslike tone. "The governor
couldn't do anything with a pardon
now because it would stir up too

much mud. After six months or a

year—

"

"Six months or a year!"

"Well, maybe in much less than

that, things will have simmered
down and everything will be
quieter. Then you and the boys at

the office can get busy and do some-
thing."

{Continued on page 7")
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Shhh! If you'll promise not to

tell, we'll reveal some of the

strange things that happen unex-

pectedly when a favorite Holly-

wood broadcast goes on the air!

By MARIAN RHEA

**%

£
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A tearful maid almost rumed Sin-

ger Rogers' performance—until a

piano cover came to the rescue!

THIS is a story of secrets that

have been well kept all these

years, a story of accidents,

fright, forgetfulness, a story of Fate
at her worst.

The secrets belong to the Lux
Radio Theater and the glittering

stars who bring you their dramas
every Monday night—secrets that

have made Cecil B. DeMille's hair

turn even grayer and that have fleft

the huge cast which puts these hour
broadcasts on the air limp with
nervous exhaustion.

It is the story of the human side

of your favorite dramatic program
and the human side of the stars, of

Clark Gable who kissed the script

girl, of Bob Montgomery who for-

got his pants, of Connie Bennett
whose dog wouldn't stay home.
These secrets would have stayed

locked away for all eternity, prob-
ably, if certain strange markings
on the sides of used broadcast
scripts hadn't been translated by the
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One Monday night, while you were unaware of it, a white kitten played

an exciting part during the performance of "Cimarron." Above, Direc-

tor De Mille, Edith Wilkerson, Virginia Bruce and Clark Gable.

girl in charge of these mimeo-
graphed sheets of apparently harm-
less paper.

The script for "I Found Stella

Parrish," officially noted only that
Connie Bennett was the star that
evening. But off in one corner was
the single word "dog". Doesn't
make much sense, does it? It didn't
at the time it all happened, either.

The dog belonged to Connie. A
magnificent cocker spaniel whose
life is pretty hollow unless he is

within sight and smell of his glam-
orous mistress. Perhaps it was na-
tural, then, that she take him with
her to rehearsals for "Stella Par-

rish," but it wasn't quite so natural

that he appear at the actual per-

formance! He was properly shut up
when Connie left home. But dogs are

notably ingenious. Therefore, short-

ly before the close of the second act

of the broadcast, apprehension sud-
denly swept the Bennett counte-

nance and following her glance, the

others assembled saw why.
Standing there in the wings, nose

extended toward Connie, body im-
mobile, tail rigid, was Chips. Con-
nie gasped and went on with her
lines. Director DeMille frowned;
the producer made gestures of dis-

pleasure in his plate glass cage.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Autograph hunters know Claud-
ctte Colbert for a good sport

—

but even you would never guess
that she would broadcast, in

a crisis, with her ex-husband!

X >i V

Meanwhile, Chips having duti-
fully and characteristically saluted
Connie as he had been taught to do,

ambled over to her and sat up
amiably, his fore paws dangling in

front of him, honest brown eyes be-
seeching reward. And then it was
that Connie nearly had a fit. You
who listened to her that night,

didn't know it, but all the while she
was acting in that very dramatic
story, she was frantically pushing
at the bewildered Chips, trying to

get him away from her, but at the
same time motioning others bent on
eliminating him, to stand back. The
general effect was gymnastic to say
the least. And when the "curtain"
finally went down Connie was a

wreck.

WHEN he sits up, he barks,"

she gasped, "especially if he's

interfered with before he gets his

dog biscuit." However, perhaps
bewildered by the unfamiliar be-
havior of his mistress, or perhaps
silenced solely by the grace of the

god of radio, he hadn't barked on
this occasion. He had just sat there.

But it was a near thing.

I asked the script mistress, pretty

Norma Lindbloom, if the pets of

Lux artists were in the habit of

visiting their owners at inconve-

nient moments, and she said no,

they weren't. "We've only had one
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That look of surprise on

Robert Montgomery's face

was nothing like the look

he expressed the night he

rushed out to answer the

phone—minus his trousers.

Janet Gaynor has a stand-

ing invitation to be on the

Lux show—but seldom ac-

cepts it for a very personal

reason: the mike frightens her

so much she almost faints!

Fink Photos

other such visitor in the history of

the program," she insisted. That
was a white kitten which some ad-
miring fan had given Virginia Bruce
at the stage door, the day Virginia

and Clark Gable co-starred in the

radio version of "Cimarron." A very
self-possessed little creature, this,

who managed to get out of the bas-

ket she came in smack in the middle
of the show and meander, purring,

around the stage, rubbing against

Clark's and Director DeMillo's

trouser legs (leaving patches of

white hairs) and coyly evading all

efforts to catch her.

Finally she snuggled down be-
tween the footlights and went
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to sleep. Yes, there is a notation

about this on the "Cimarron" script.

"Kitten," it says.

It was on this same day that some
of Norma's co-workers got Clark

to do a little good-natured ribbing

at the expense of Norma and an-
other "script girl," Helen Bushee.
Norma admits she and Helen had
been pretty thrilled at the prospect

of meeting the handsome Mr. Gable
face to face, and also that they
hadn't exactly kept their thrilled

anticipation to themselves. Came
the Big Moment of introduction. In-

stead of bowing, impersonally,

Clark strode across the room and
threw an arm around each of them.
"Hiya, Norma! Hiya, Helen!" he
breezed. "I've been looking forward
to this!"

WHEREUPON, everyone
laughed, and Misses Norma

and Helen blushed to the roots of

their hair. Norma didn't make any
hieroglyphics on the script about
this, but she had other things down
there about Clark.

Seems he has a most disconcerting

way, in radio performances, of for-

getting to wait for necessary sound
effects. He will rush through a

door before it is opened, for in-

stance, or say, "Come in," before a

scheduled knock—things like that.

So they always mark these bits of

stage business on his script with
large, bright red lines and this has
helped, too, although in "It Hap-
pened One Night," he managed to

answer a telephone before it rang.

If you listened in on that broad-
cast, did you notice it? Probably
not. But Charlie Forsyth, the Lux
program's sound man did. He nearly
had a fit. And now, whenever Clark
is on the program, Charlie watches
him like a hawk. They even kid

him about hurrying up his timing

to make sure Clark won't "rob" him
of the chance to do his stuff.

Paula Winslow's colored maid
(Paula often appears in supporting

roles on the Lux program) has also

been known to add to the gray
hairs of Lux producers. Her name
is Pearl. She has been with Paula
for years, and thinks her wonder-
ful.

During broadcasts, she sits in the

wings, and lives, heart and soul,

the roles Paula plays. If it is a
funny role, she is convulsed with
laughter. If it is a sad role, she
weeps copious tears. It was during
Paula's recent appearance in "She
Married Her Boss" with Ginger
Rogers and George Brent, that this

enthusiasm got out of bounds so to

speak. Pearl, listening to her mis-
tress' performance, became lachry-

mose with its pathos. Whereupon
Director Sanford Barnett, fearing
her reaction would become audible
in the microphone, acted with dis-

patch. He threw a piano cover over
Pearl, tears and all.

Of course, all of the trials and
tribulations which can beset the
producers of and actors in a radio
show don't crop up during the

broadcast. One of the biggest mis-
haps in Lux annals (and you ought
to see Norma's hieroglyphics on this

script, what with the last-minute
corrections and all) occurred when
it was learned the Friday night be-
fore the Monday show, after re-
hearsals had been going on all week,
that the radio rights for "Vive
Villa," the intended production,
were not available. That meant ap-
proximately two days and a half
were left to select, write and re-
hearse a new show! The first prob-
lem was to get hold of a star who
could work under pressure. "Wal-
ter Huston!" someone suggested. It

seems that Walter is one of the best
in the business when it comes to

this kind of emergency.
So they asked Walter would he

help out and he said sure.

"What play would you like to

do?" was the next question.
" 'The Barker'. I've done it in

New York and I'm up on the lines,"

he told them.
"And whom would you like to

play with you?"
"Claudette Colbert. She was in

the New York show."
They called Claudette and she

was willing to help also. "How
about the other man in the cast?"
was the next question.

"Norman could do it," this was
Claudette's suggestion.

The Norman she referred to was
her ex-husband, Norman Foster.

He, too, had been in the New York
show. (Continued on page 53)

No wonder Connie Bennett nearly had a fit when Chips followed her from
home right into the Lux radio broadcast of "I Found Stella Parrish."
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More pleasure, more smoking ... all in

one grand, mild cigarette... Cam el!"

n recent laboratory tests. Camels

burned lh% slouerthan the average

of the 1 5 other of the largest-selling

brands tested— slower than any of

them. That means, on the average,

a smoking plus equal to

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

Above, Mrs. Malcolm E. McAlpin

wearing the colorful braided wool

jacket. A great lover of winter

sports—and distinctly an expert-

Mrs. McAlpin is a familiar figure

in Sun Valley. And in her own New
Jersey country home, "Benalpin,"

she leads an active life year'round.

Ice-skating, bob -sledding, swim-

ming—she enjoys them all.

"After hours of fun outdoors,"

she says, "I love to sit back com-

fortably—smoking Camels. I get

more pleasure out of Camel's cool,

delicate taste. And with Camels, I

never tire of smoking. They're

slower -burning, you know — so

much milder. As for any effect

upon mv throat, there simply isn't

any—with Camels!
"

A few of the many distinguished ivomen who prefer the

cigarette of slow-burning costlier tobaccos — Camel

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia . MRS. ALEXANDER BLACK, Cos Angeles

MRS. GAII. BORDEN, Chicago . MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, Jr.. Philadelphia

MRS. J. GARDNER C00LIDGF. 2nd. Boston . MRS. ANTHONY J. OKEXEL3ia>, Philadelphia

MRS. CURTENIUS GILLETTE, Jr.. NewYork

MRS. CHISWEI.L DABNEY I.ANGHORNE. Virginia

MRS. NICHOLAS GRIFFITH PENNIMAN III, Baltimore . MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, Jr., Chicago

MRS. KILIAEN M. VAN RENSSELAER. \,„ York

MORE

MILDNESS. COOLNESS, AND

FLAVOR \\ Nil

SLOWER -BURNING C UVfELS

Copyright, \**0. R. J. Reym K



WAS THIS THE MAN SHE HAD MARRIED?

Only a few short months

ago— the excitement,

the wonder, the surging

happiness of walking be-

side him down the aisle . .

.

his bride! Weeks of glori-

ous honeymooning ... all

music and laughter, dancing and gaiety.

Then, at last, home to the shining new

apartment they had planned and furnished

together.

And now, so soon, this puzzling change.

The precious words, the tiny acts of

thoughtfulness, were becoming less and

less frequent. Somehow, even the way he

looked at her seemed different lately.

Tonight ... or rather in the small, lonely

hours of this morning . . .

he was coming home after

an evening without her.

It was not the first time.

There had been other such

nights recently, vaguely

explained away as "nec-

essary for business."

Could he really be growing indifferent

. . . this man she loved so much? What had

she done? What could she do to hold him?

Why Risk Unhappiness?

Probably nothing can wreck romance so

quickly as halitosis (bad breath). And the

insidious thing about this offensive con-

dition is that you yourself seldom know

when you have it ... or realize that

you are offending. Why run that risk?

Sometimes halitosis may be due to sys-

temic conditions, but usually and fortu-

nately it is caused, say some authorities,

by the fermentation of tiny food particles

in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic quickly

halts this food fermentation . . . then over-

comes the odors it causes . . . leaves your

breath sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.

Get in the habit of gargling Listerine

Antiseptic before social or business en-

gagements. Its pleasant, tangy taste makes

it delightful to use. And it may pay

you rich dividends in friendships and

popularity.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Use LISTERINE Morning and Night for Halitosis (Bad Breath)



No,. Lanny Ross isn't being pinched—he's only feeding his husky

escorts at the Philadelphia Food Show. Jean Paul King, left, is the

announcer on Lanny's CBS program for Franco-American Spaghetti.

Horace Heidt's Secret Marriage

(Continued from page 17)

mother, Mrs. J. W. Heidt, of Alameda,
California, who had come south to

meet her new- daughter-in-law. The
bride wore cloth of silver and a white
orchid in her hair, and looked very
beautiful. The photographers gath-
ered around and when Horace joined

her between numbers, they finally

persuaded the two of them to pose for

pictures. But pressed again for all the

romantic details, Horace began to look
stubborn again. He had nothing to

say! He made that clear. The two of

them had fallen in love. They had
gotten married. Here they were—and
now forget it.

That was about what he said to me
when I way-laid him in the Grove
rehearsal room the next day.
"Why all the excitement? People

get married every day," he protested.

"Not a big orchestra leader," I

pointed out.
"Heck, I'm not a 'big orchestra lead-

er' .. . for the luvva mike, gimme a

little peace, can't you?"
But what reporter can do that

—

that is, until she gets what she's after

. . . especially with the boss wiring
every half an hour reminding her
she can't be very good if she can't

get a simple marriage story. So I lost

a lot of sleep for a couple of nights,

but I finally thought of wiring a

newspaper pal in Reno for the low
down.

"FOR PETE'S SAKE GET ME
DETAILS OF HEIDT MAR-
RIAGE. HE THINKS HE'S MONA
LISA."

And it was the answer to that wire
that really set off the tempest in the
teapot. Because my newspaper pal
wired back that Horace Heidt and
Adeline Slaughter had never gotten
married in Reno!
Whoops! What was this! Scandal

—

or what? I called Horace, but by that
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time he was recognizing my voice and
wasn't having any conversation with
me. I called his manager. He was out
but I left a message for him, too. I

called the bride and Mrs. Heidt,
senior. They were out, too, at least
to me. I called NBC and set the
whole studio on its ear.
Not married? Their biggest orches-

tra leader mixed up in some kind of
monkey-shines? Ohmy! Ohmy!
Whereupon, having started some-

thing

—

I hoped—I went home and
read a book. I had been reading about
forty-five minutes when the phone
rang. A harassed voice came over the
wire.
"This is Horace Heidt. You win."
"I'll be over in fifteen minutes," I

said.
"All right, I'll be here."
I was and he was. "I wanted to keep

the whole thing a secret," he com-
plained when I arrived. "I think a
guy's private affairs are his own."

"Not a famous guy's" I contradicted
him once more.

"Apparently," he agreed, resign-
edly.
Then he sat down and I sat down,

and he told me the story. No, it

wasn't a very detailed story. There
were a lot more things I should have
liked to know. What he said when he
proposed and what she said, and
things like that. But I suppose I

should be glad I got anything, since
that Heidt guy is such a stubborn
Dutchman (Holland), with a jaw that
sets itself something like the Rock of
Gibraltar when he makes up his

mind.
Anyway. . . . He met Mrs. Slaughter

in New York at a cocktail party sev-
eral months ago and while he is seri-

ous and hard working and not much
of a ladies' man, he insists, he liked
her right away. Well, having met her,
I can see how that's possible. Dark-

haired, dark-eyed, curved in the right
places, poised and vivacious, she has
many of the qualifications which
should make her a successful wife of
a successful orchestra leader. She is

friendly and witty. She is intelligent
and tactful. Incidentally, she is non-
professional, which Horace said suits
him exactly.
"One career in the family is

enough," he remarked.
The new Mrs. Heidt was formerly

married to a New York business man,
and has two children. The couple
were divorced in Reno last June.

No, they weren't engaged very long,
Horace said, but when, a few months
ago he made arrangements to tour
the country with his band, playing a
series of theater engagements, they
decided that around Christmas time,
they would meet somewhere and be
married. Not a soul knew it, not even
Horace's manager nor members of his
band. En route to Hollywood, Horace
simply stopped off in Nevada, osten-
sibly on business. Mrs. Slaughter met
him there, and they did the trick.

AND right here is where the mys-
** tery came in. They had planned
to keep the whole thing a secret for a
while—at least until after Horace's
Cocoanut Grove engagement— and
then a certain columnist got hold of
it and announced it. So hoping, still,

to pare the news down to a minimum
of publicity, Horace admitted the
marriage but said it happened in

Reno when, actually, it happened
in Carson City! And since Reno is in
Washoe county and Carson City
in Ormsby county, there was/ natu-
rally, no record of the Heidt-Slaugh-
ter nuptials in Reno.
Judge Gill of the Ormsby county

superior court performed the cere-
mony, with County Clerk Marietta
Legate and a court attache looking
on. The bride wore a dark traveling
suit and orchids. They were both kind
of jittery, Horace admitted, as who
isn't, getting married? He didn't lose
the ring, though, a very elegant affair
of platinum and diamonds. After the
ceremony, they flew to Los Angeles
and during Horace's Cocoanut Grove
engagement, honeymooned at Los
Angeles' ritzy Ambassador Hotel. At
present, they haven't any plans for a
permanent home, since Horace travels
around a good deal, but they think
that eventually, they would like to
live in Southern California.
Horace also has been previously

married—to Florence Woolsey of
Alameda, and they have a little

daughter, Patsy, ten years old. This
marriage took place in 1925. a couple
of years after Horace was at school
at the University of California. They
were divorced in Reno in June of
last year, but he still sees a lot of
his little daughter and is extraordi-
narily fond of her.
And that is the story and the back-

ground of Horace Heidt's secret mar-
riage.
"As I said, a marriage is a private

affair, and we didn't want a lot of
hurrahing over it," he repeated. "We
fell in love, wanted to be together
always and fixed it so we could.
What's so unusual about that? A good
many people

—
" grinning, "do the

same thing, I feel sure."
"But not famous." I said, "you see,

you might as well have broken down
and told everything in the first place.
Because marriage," I said, "like mur-
der, always will 'out.'

"

And isn't that the truth!
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SUNDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

Screen Guild's M. C. Pryor attends the circus with Mrs. Pryor.

Tune-in Bulletin for January 28, February 4, 11, 18 and 23!

January 28: Marlene Dietrich makes one of her rare radio appearances tonight on the

CBS Silver Theater at 6:00. . . . Richard Crooks is the guest star on the Ford Symphony
Hour, CBS at 9:00.

February 4: Grace -Moore is the Ford Hour's guest star. . . . and at 10:00, John J.

Anthony's Goodwill Hour celebrates its third year on the air. Listen to it on MBS.
February II: Beautiful Gladys Swarthout sings on the Ford Hour, CBS at 9:00, with

Reginald Stewart conducting the orchestra.

February 18: And tonight the Ford Hour's guest is John Charles Thomas. . . . Don't

forget that One Man's Family is on Sundays now, at 8:30, NBC-Red.
February 25: Mr. District Attorney, NBC-Blue at 7:30 tonight, was slated to end its

career a few weeks ago, but listeners kicked up such a fuss that sponsor decided
to keep it on.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: The Screen Guild

Theater, on CBS at 7:30, E.S.T., sponsored

by the Gulf Oil Company.
The only sponsored program on the air

which gives all its profits to charity, the

Screen Guild Theater is also the origina-

tor of this season's brightest new idea.

Many Hollywood programs have glamor-

ous guest stars, but none of them, until

the Guild show began it, have had as en-

tertaining a gag as the "forfeits" which

close each broadcast.

In the last few minutes of a Guild

broadcast, Roger Pryor, the permanent
master of ceremonies, asks each guest star

to answer a question. Usually the ques-

tions are about Hollywood people—like

"What actor appeared in three gangster
pictures during the last year?"—so the

stars really ought to be able to answer
them correctly. If they can't, they have
to pay some sort of a forfeit, again in-

dicated by Roger Pryor. Loretta Young
had to blow up a toy balloon until it burst.

Gertrude Lawrence had to play a tune on
a comb covered with tissue paper. (She
had so much fun with it that she was still

playing after the show had gone off the

air.)

The idea came up because every Holly-

wood program on which there are guest
stars tries to insert a few minutes of in-

formal, humorous chatter at the end. Usu-

ally the rehearsed chatter turns out to be
about as informal as a visit to the White
House, but the producers of the Guild

show proved their genius by hitting on the

forfeit notion. It's never rehearsed, and is

one of the high points of this otherwise

carefully-rehearsed program.
Roger Pryor, the master of ceremonies,

is the only screen personality who receives

a salary from the Guild program. It's right

that he should, because he works on it

every week. Roger is married to Ann
Sothern, screen star. They first met in the

early I930's, when they were cast op-

posite each other in a Broadway play,

"Up Pops the Devil." Then they didn't see

each other again for quite a while, until

Roger went to Hollywood in 1934 and was
again cast opposite Ann, this time in a
picture called "The Girl Friend." He
profited by earlier mistakes, and didn't let

her get away. They were married on Sep-
tember 29, 1936.

Soon after his marriage Roger quit pic-

tures for a musical career—thereby re-

verting to type, because his father was
Arthur Pryor, famous bandleader. For

several seasons he led a successful dance-
band and toured the country, until the

Screen Guild program engagement came
along and he decided to settle down in

Hollywood and devote all his time to

radio.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

DONALD DICKSON—Chase and Sanborn's baritone tonight

at 8:00 on NBC-Red. Donald is 28 years old, and modestly
hopes that in another 20 years he will be a good singer.

Already, he's made a fine start by winning the Metropol-
itan Opera Auditions and singing on the Metropolitan
stage, besides getting his Chase and Sanborn contract. He
comes from Clairton, Pa., and is 5 feet 11 inches tall.
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CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
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MONDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

They're the Voice of Firestone—Margaret Speaks and Richard Crooks.

Tune-in Bulletin for January 29, February 5, 12, 19 and 26!

January 29: Joe Venuti, the wacky violinist and jitterbugs' delight, opens tonight with

his orchestra at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tennessee, broadcasting over CBS.
February 5: Listen to Alma KitcheH's Streamlined Journal, on NBC-Red at 1:30 this

afternoon, for an up-to-date women's program.
February 12: It's Abraham Lincoln's Birthday, and all the networks have special programs

in honor of it. . . . CBS is broadcasting the celebration from Springfield, Illinois.

February 19: Harry James and his orchestra open tonight at the Southland in Boston,

and you can listen to their music late at night over NBC.
February 26: All you Li'l Abner fans, did you know that NBC-Red is now broadcasting

a radio version of his adventures? It's on at 6:45 tonight.

Voice of washingON THE AIR TONIGHT: Th
Firestone, on NBC-Red at 8:30 tonight,

E.S.T., with a rebroadcast reaching the

Pacific coast at 8:30, P.S.T.—sponsored

by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Voice of Firestone has two stars

—

Margaret Speaks and Richard Crooks, but

this month you'll hear more from Crooks

than you will from Miss Speaks. She's

away on a concert tour and will broadcast

only on January 29 and February 26.

In between, Crooks will hold the fort.

Dick Crooks is a real American tenor,

who was born in Trenton, N. J., and married

the girl who had been his childhood sweet-

heart. Mildred Crooks says about her hus-

band: "Dick has never said a mean thing

or done a mean thing in all his life"

—

which is high praise from a wife. They
have two children, Patsy and Dicky.

Crooks loves sports like hunting and fish-

ing and camping, but he doesn't practice

them exactly the same as other men. He
likes to fish, but when he hunts he never

takes a gun along. An excellent marks-

man, he has never shot anything but clay

pigeons! He plays par golf and drives his

own car. Once a year he and the whole
family go to the Canadian woods on a

camping trip—an expedition with which
nothing is allowed to interfere. In camp,
Dick and his son fetch water and chop
wood, while the two "girls"—Mrs. Crooks
and Patsy, look after the cooking and dish-

Once, in the woods, Dick and
Mrs. Crooks surprised four big grizzly bears

who were raiding the camp. Afraid to run,

they stood still while the bears reared up
and looked menacing. Then Dick began to

sing, and the bears turned and ambled
away. He still doesn't know whether the

incident was a compliment to his singing

voice or not.

You hear him Saturday afternoons on

the NBC Metropolitan Opera broadcasts.

At the Met Crooks has a distinction that

only the great Caruso has ever had before
him. He's so popular with the stage-hands
that before his first appearance each sea-

son they "decorate" his dressing room
with props and scenery from the stage.

Margaret Speaks, Crooks' co-star, is an-

other nature-lover, although she concen-
trates on her Westchester home instead of

going camping or fishing. Whenever any-

one asks her what she wants for a birth-

day or Christmas gift, she always answers,

"A tree," for planting trees is almost a

passion with her. She plants one on the

slightest excuse to celebrate an event of

any kind, and her country home is fast

becoming a regular tree nursery, with at

least thirty varieties represented. Besides

getting more trees, she has only one am-
bition. She hates speed of all kinds, and
wishes for the day when she'll be able to

ride exclusively in her own horse-drawn

buggy.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

MELVILLE RUICK—better known as "Mel," who is the
genial announcer on the Lux Radio Theater tonight at 9:00
on CBS. Mel augments his Lux duties with roles on other
Hollywood dramatic programs. He came to radio first as
the announcer for his own dance band, and has worked in

pictures as a gangster and an orchestra leader. He served
as an aviator in the World War, and gardening's his hobby.

Complete Programs from January 26 to February 27
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NBC-Blue: INFORMATION PLEASE
NBC-Red: Horace Hoid.

CBS: We, Tho Poople
NBC-Blue: Cavalcade of America
NBC Red: Battlo of tho Sexes

NBC-Blue: Meet Mr. Weoks
NBC-Red: McGEE AND MOLLY
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
Mil :Red: BOB HOPE
CBS; Americans at Work

7:30 9:30 10:30 NBC-BlUCI Bront Houso
7:30 9:30 10:30 NB( Red Uncle Wn'tor*
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Horace Heidt finds Pot O'Gold's winning telephone book.

Tune-in Bulletin for January 30, February 6, 13. 20 and 27!

January 30: It's President Roosevelt's birthday, and all over the country people will

be dancing at Birthday Balls for the Benefit of the Warm Springs Foundation.
Better join them. ... On Americans at Work, CBS at 10:15 tonight (notice that this

show is being broadcast now on Tuesdays instead of Thursdays), you can learn all

about the Census Taker's job.

February 6: Guy Lombardo's band moves into the Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles tonight—listen to them over CBS.

February 13: Don't forget the inspiring Cavalcade of America program on NBC-Blue
tonight at 9:00.

February 20: How does a job counsellor go about helping you to get a job? If you
want to know, listen to Americans at Work tonight.

February 27: For fifteen minutes of smart dance music, tune in Glenn Miller's orchestra
on CBS at 10:00 tonight. He's on at the same time tomorrow and Thursday.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Pot O' Gold, on
NBC-Red at 8:30, E.S.T., sponsored by
Turns—your chance to win a lot of money
if you're very, very lucky.

Here's a radio program that's loaded
with dynamite—the most controversial

show of the 1939-1940 season. Theater
managers are sore about it because, they

say, it keeps people at home Tuesday
nights. The United States government is

rumored to be looking at it questioningly,

wondering whether or not to call it a lot-

tery—for lotteries, you know, are against
the law. Some network advertisers are

being skittish over it with the dubious com-
plaint that it lowers the dignity of radio.

But most important—millions of listeners

tune it in every Tuesday night. Whether
they'll still be tuning it in when you read
this issue of Radio Mirror is something
your Studio Snooper won't predict. All the

accumulated criticism could squeeze popu-
lar Pot O' Gold off the air at any moment.

In case you haven't been in on all the
excitement, Pot O' Gold is the show, star-

ring Horace Heidt and his orchestra, that
gives away $1000 every week to some lucky

telephone subscriber. All you have to do
to win the $1000 is have a telephone in

your home, your name in the telephone
book, and be at home to answer the phone
when it rings. // it rings.

The NBC studio where Pot O'Gold

originates contains a big wheel called the

Giant Selector, and bound volumes of

Bell Telephone Company and connecting
systems' phone books representing every

section of the country. The books are bound
into large volumes containing 500 pages
each. Some volumes contain the books of

thirty or forty small communities, while

others contain only two or three larger

cities. Each volume is numbered. The
first spin of the selector chooses a volume
number, the next spin a page number,
and the third a line on that page. If the

subscriber listed on that line is at home
when the telephone rings, he gets $1000.
If he isn't home, he only gets $100, the

extra $900 being carried over and added
to the $1000 on the next week's program.

Larry Cotton, Horace Heidt's tenor, has

the job of building up the suspense as the

selector clicks along. With a portable mi-

crophone, he picks up the clicking sounds,

and interpolates a running fire of chatter.

But to Maestro Heidt goes the pleasant

task of putting in the telephone call which
will tell someone of his good fortune.

The most deserving person to win the

pot, so far, was Mrs. Ben Kluding of Nor-
walk, Ohio, who has four children and a

husband who was injured several years

ago and hasn't been able to work since.

Mrs. Kluding didn't hear the program on

which she won—her radio was broken.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

LOU MERRILL—two hundred and fifty pounds of menace.

If there's a villain on tonight's Big Town program, CBS at

8:00, it's probably Lou. His deep, powerful voice makes

him an ideal "heavy" for such shows as the Lux Theater,

Woodbury Playhouse and other air dramas in Hollywood.

He has bellowed defiance into microphones for ten years,

and was first heard coast-to-coast with Mary Pickford.

Lou began his career as a choir boy in Montreal, Canada.

In real life, he's leading man to Celeste Rush, radio act-

ress, and is very mild-tempered. He has a varied list of

hobbies—they are photography, poker, and good music.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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Miss Margaret Biddle,

attractive young
daughter of Mrs.

Henry C. Biddle of

Philadelphia, enjoys

one of society's smart

indoor polo matches.

The younger social set

loves skiing. To Margaret, a

"spill" is just part of the fun,

and she has a good laugh at

her companion's expense.

QUESTION TO MISS BIDDLE:

Miss Biddle, does a girl looking for-

ward to her thrilling debut year take
any special care of her complexion?

BOTH

CHEER THE

SKIN CARE

ANSWER: "Oh. a good, regular

beauty routine is terribly important 1

I use both Pond's Creams every
day of my life—Pond's Cold Cream
to cleanse and soften my skin night

and morning, and freshen it during
the day. It's all wrong to put new
make-up on top of old, so I always
give my skin a good Pond's cleansing

before fresh make-up."

QUESTION: Doesn't an afternoon of

skiing make your skin rough and
difficult to powder?

ANSWER: "No, it really doesn't.

You see, I spread a film of Pond's
Vanishing Cream over my skin before

going outside—for protection. When
I come in, I use Vanishing Cream
again. It smooths little roughnesses

right away—gives my skin a soft

finish that takes powder divinely I"

Why should Phyllis worry about

General Chemistry and English

themes when Brenchbrook Pond
is frozen over and she got new
hockeys for Christmas?

QUESTION TO MISS BOARMAN:

What does a good complexion mean
to a high-school girl, Miss Boarman?

ANSWER: "It means plenty! No
inferiority complex—and loads more
fun! And it's so easy to help keep
your skin in good condition! Pond's

2 Creams seem to be all I need

—

Pond's Cold Cream to make my
skin clean and fresh looking,

and Pond's Vanishing Cream to

smooth it for powder."

QUESTION: Miss Boarman, your

make-up looks as fresh as if you
were just starting out for a dance,

instead of just going home!
How do you do it?

ANSWER: "I have a system! Before

even touching a powder puff,

I cleanse and soften my skin with

Pond's Cold Cream. After that,

I smooth on Pond's Vanishing

Cream for make-up foundation.

Then comes powder. It goes on

like velvet and clings for ages!"

With the last strains of "Home
Sweet Home" at the DeMolay
"formal," Phyllis and her date

hurry to be "first conic, first

served" at Pal's Cabin.

*W

Miss Phyllis Boarman
is a much-dated senior

at East Orange High

School in N. J. School

basketball games are

social as well as

athletic get-togctbersl
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WEDNESDAYS HIGHLIGHTS
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12:45 1:45 CBS: Road of Life

3:00 1:00 2:00 CBS: Lanny Ross
11:00 1:00 2:00 NBC-Blue: Musicfor Young Listeners
11:00 1:00 2:00 NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

2:15 NBC-Blue: Quilting Bee
2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

2:30 CBS: Your Family and Mine
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

2:45 CBS: My Son and I

2:45 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
3:00 CBS: Girl Interne
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 CBS: Society Girl
3:15 NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

3:30 NBC-BTue: Affairs of Anthony
3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
3:45 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

4:30 CBS: Manhattan Mother
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45 CBS: SMILIN' ED McCONNELL
4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
5:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
5:15 CBS: Billy and Betty
5:15 NBC-Red: Midstream
5:30 CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
5:30 NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
6:00 CBS: News
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

6:15 CBS: Hedda Hopper
6:30 CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
6:30 NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenaders
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45 NBC-Red: Lil Abner
7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy »

7:00 NBC-Blue: EASY ACES
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 CBS: Lum and Abner
7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
7:15 NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
7:30 CBS BURNS AND ALLEN
7:30 MBS The Lone Rangor
8:00 CBS Al Pearco
8:00 NBC-Blue: Johnny Presents
8:00 NBC-Red: Hollywood Playhouse
8:30 CBS Dr. Christian
8:30 NBC-Blue: Quick Silver Quiz
8:30 NBC-Red: Avalon Time
9:00 CBS TEXACO STAR THEATER
9:00 NBC Kin,. Radio Guild
9:00 NBC-Red: FRED ALLEN
0:00 CBS Glonn Miller
.0:00 MBS Raymond Gram Swing
.0:00 NBC R.d KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE

Dr. Christian's secretary, Judy . . . and Dr. Christian himself.

Tune-in Bulletin for January 31, February 7, 14 and 21!

January 31: Peggy Wood presides over a novel program, the Quilting Bee, on NBC-
Blue at 2:15 this afternoon—and if you're a woman, you're bound to hear something
that interests you.

February 7: Fred Allen's back interviewing Persons You Never Expected to Meet. If

all goes as planned, tonight at 9:00 on NBC-Red he'll talk to a Western Union Singing

Telegram Girl.

February 14: Today is Valentine's Day, and somebody will be hurt if you forget it.

Anyway, the networks won't let you forget—they've all scheduled special programs. . . .

For racing fans, Mutual is broadcasting the Seminole Stakes from Hialeah Park.

February 21: For a Wednesday-night dose of drama, tune in the Texaco Star Theater

on CBS at 9:00.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Dr. Christian,

starring Jean Hersholt, on CBS from 8:30

to 8:55, E.S.T., with a rebroadcast reach-

ing the Pacific Coast at 8:30, P.S.T.

Sponsored by Vaseline Preparations.

When Jean Hersholt made that first

movie with the Dionne Quintuplets back

in 1935, he didn't know he was starting out

on a career of doctoring that would last

for years and years. "The Country Doctor"

was its name, and it led to another movie
in which Jean played the same character

—and that in turn led to his "Dr. Christian"

radio character—and now the radio show,

while still bowling merrily along over the

air, has led to a similar series of movies.

Sometimes Jean thinks wistfully back to

the days when he was Hollywood's most de-

pendable villain. He knows that now he
couldn't possibly play a villainous part—in

fact, after the first Quint picture he tried

one, and the fans wrote in angrily telling

him to stop it—they like him too well as

the kindly doctor. Not that Jean is a
villainous person himself, but he would like

a little variety in his roles now and then.

Jean is now the Dean of Hollywood. He
came there in 1913 from his native Den-
mark, and has been working in the movies
ever since. No other star has been in pic-

tures, continuously, that long. Lionel Barry-

more made movies before Jean did, but
then he returned to the stage and was
absent from Hollywood until talking pic-

tures came in.

Besides acting Dr. Christian on the air

and in movies, Jean's biggest job is his

presidency of the Motion Picture Relief

Fund, the films' own charity. Profits of

Sunday afternoon's Gulf-Screen Actors
Guild radio show all go to the Fund, and
it's part of Jean's duties to help keep the

show running along on an even keel. For

instance, though he won't admit it, he's

responsible for Shirley Temple's Christmas
Eve broadcast—it took him six months of

talking to all the people interested in

Shirley's future to get her booked for the

program. Right now, he's hoping to per-

suade Garbo to broadcast. She turned

him down once but Jean never takes no for

an answer when it's a question of his be-

loved Relief Fund.

Besides being president of the Fund,

he's on the board of directors of the Screen
Actors Guild and the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists, and is usually called

on for extra jobs, such as helping to line

up talent for a broadcast to benefit the

Finnish Relief Fund. He's such a warm-
hearted, generous soul that he never re-

fuses to work for a good cause.

Rosemary DeCamp, who plays Dr.

Christian's secretary, Judy, is an Arizona
girl who has become one of radio's best

actresses. Like Jean, she looks forward
every year to Jean's "vacation," which
is a trip to New York. Jean's contract

specifies that at least four broadcasts of

his program must come from New York

so that he and Mrs. Hersholt can have
their Manhattan holiday.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

WYNN MURRAY—whose singing on Fred Allen's program
at 9:00 tonight on NBC-Red gives the mighty Mr. Allen
something he can't poke fun at. Wynn is a chubby little

lady, eighteen years old—so chubby that until she made
her big success in the musical comedy, "Babes in Arms,"
she always supposed opera was the only place for her and
her glorious voice. She comes from Scranton, Pa., where
she sang in church and on the local radio station until a
talent scout heard her and brought her to New York to
audition for the "Babes in Arms" producer. It didn't take
him any time at all to realize he had a future star.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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Is GRIT in your face powder

robbinq you of your loveliness ?"

Unpopularity doesn't just happen! And no

one thing takes away from your charm as much
as a face powder that won't cling smoothly—
that gives you a "powdery look" because it con-

tains grit! Why not find out about your powder?

Right in your own teeth you have a testing

laboratory! Grind your teeth slowly over a

pinch of your present powder (be sure they

are even) and your teeth will detect for you

the slightest possible trace of grit! But . .

.

What an amazing difference in Lady Esther

Face Powder! This superfine powder is free

from all suspicion of coarseness or grit! When
you smooth it on your face, your skin takes on

a luminous, satiny look ... a new loveliness!

When you make your entrance at a party,

how wonderful to make it confidently! You can

—if you use Lady Esther Face Powder! For no

longer need you be a slave to your powder puff.

Put on Lady Esther Face Powder at 8 o'clock . .

.

And at midnight— after the gayest evening . . . your skin will still look exquisitely lovely!

So today, send for samples of all ten shades of my face powder, at my expense. See for your-

self that this superfine powder contains not a single trace of grit . . . goes on smoothly. And you

can find your lucky shade, too . . . the one shade of Lady Esther Face Powder that will flatter

you most . . . that will make you look years younger than you really are!

Try the famous Lady Esther "Bite-Test'

Test your Face Powderl Place a pinch

of your powder between your teeth.

Make sure your teeth are even, then

grind them slowly upon the powder.

Don't be shocked if your teeth find grit!

Now, brush away every trace of this

powder and the grit it might contain,

and repeat the test with Lady Esther

Face Powder. \bur teeth will quickly tell

you that my face powder contains no

trace of coarseness or grit! "Vbu'll find it

never gives you a harsh, flaky, "pow-

MABCH. 1940

dery" look . . . but makes your skin look

satin-smooth . . . flatters your beauty.

Find your Lucky Shade, too! For the

wrong shade of face powder can make
you look older. So send today for all ten

thrilling new shades ofLady Esther Face

Powder, at my expense. Try them all . .

.

don't skip even one. For the powder

shade you never thought you could wear

may be the one right shade for your skin

—luckiest for you!

• 10 shades FREE!*
( You can fast/ this on a fenny postcard)

Lady Esther, (531

7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your

10 new shades of face powder, also a tube

of your Four Purpose Face Cream.

Ifyou live in Canada, writ! Lady Esther, Torontc, O-.t.
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NBC-Blue: The Wile Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Rosa Lee
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: American Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over

NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: Road of Life
CRS- Lannv Ross
NBC-Blue: Ideas That Came True
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm'j Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: TED MALONE
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

30 CBS: Manhattan Mother
30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
45 CMS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
15 CBS: Billy and Betty
15 NBC-Red: Midstream
30 CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
30 NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
00 CBS: News
00 NBC-Red: The Guest Book
05 < US: Edwin C. Hill

30 CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
00 ( BS: Amos 'n' Andy
00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
IS NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
15 NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
30 CBS: Vox Pop
30 NBC-Blue: Ono of the Finost

:00 ( Its Ask it Basket
:00 NBC-Blue: Musical Americana
uo NBC-Red: George Jossol

:30 CBS: Strange at it Seems
:30 NBC-Blue: Joe Pennor
:30 NBC-Red: Thoso Wo Love
00 CHS: MAJOR BOWES
00 NB( Blue: Rochester Philharmonic
00 NBC Red: GOOD NEWS

00 10
00 10
00 10

NB( I'll" AMERICA'S TOWN
MEETING

00 ' I'.S Glonn Miller
00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
00 NBC Red: KRAFT MUSIC HALL

THURSDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

The Society Girl cast goes to work on a broadcast.

Tune-in Bulletin for February 1, 8, 15 and 22!

February I: If you live in the Eastern time zone, you can listen to Woman of Courage,
a good serial, this morning—in the north at 9:00 and in the south at 10:15.

February 8: Jimmy Dorsey closes tonight at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago, so it's

your last chance to hear him from 'there on NBC. "

February 15: For a half hour of unusual 'music—listen to Musical Americana, directed

by Raymond Paige on NBC-Blue at 8:00.

February 22: We're celebrating the birthday of the Father of His Country today

—

George Washington—with appropriate programs from CBS, MBS, and NBC. . . .

Mutual begins a new series of afternoon programs that sounds interesting—it's called

Recent American Short Stories, and it's heard at 2:45, E.S.T.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Society Girl, on
CBS at 3:15 P.M., E.S.T., sponsored by
Linit and Kre-Mel.

Most radio serials deal with ordinary

folks—the kind who sometimes don't have
enough money but never have too much.
Society Girl is different. Practically every-

one in the story is rich, and glamour is

rampart. It's a dramatized "at-home" of

Cafe Society, that strange and very

modern blend of Park Avenue's wealth,

Broadway's brains and Hollywood's beauty.
Bryn Clark Barrington, the heroine, is the

1940 Glamour Girl No. I, "fourth richest

girl in the world." But if you think even
rich glamour girls don't have their trials

and tribulations, listen in to Society Girl.

The producers of Society Girl planned
at first to cast a real member of New
York's blue-blooded 400 in the role of
Bryn Barrington. Audition calls were
noised around at Junior League meetings
and within a week Roger White, the di-

rector, was being beseiged by would-be
talent in the form of mink-coated heiresses.
The casting directors almost went crazy,
but they couldn't find a suitable Bryn in

the lot. Finally they found her, in Char-
lotte Manson, an eighteen-year-old stage
actress who never attended a Junior
League meeting in her life.

In the picture above you see the cast
of Society Girl at a regular broadcast.
Left to right, they are Irving Kaufman,
who plays Ben Parsons, the typical Ameri-
can grocer who reads the commercial an-

nouncements, Ted Steele, who plays the

theme song and musical bridges on the

Novachord, Beatrice Miller as Mrs. Con-
stance Grant, Alexander Kirkland as

Russell Barrington, Jackie Coogan as a

playboy Broadway producer, Charlotte

Manson, and Bernard Zaneville as a Broad-

way musician. Being in the cast of Society

Girl is always interesting because from
time to time celebrities are written into

the script for a few weeks. Elaine Barrie

Barrymore was a villainous Countess for

three weeks, and Jackie Coogan did fine

as the Broadway producer.

The program almost has "Ted-itis," be-

cause when someone calls "Ted!" answers

come from Ted Cott, the producer, Ted
Miller, the engineer, and Ted Steele, the

musical director. Steele not only plays the

theme song, "Sunrise Serenade," but

composes the musical bridges himself. If

you're one of the curious listeners who have
written in to ask how many pieces there

are in the Society Girl orchestra, here's

the answer—just one, a Novachord, one of

those modern electric instruments that

sounds like a whole band.
Not shown in the picture is Ed Jerome,

who plays Bryn's father, Dwight Barrington.

Her "mother" was in Europe when the

program first went on the air, and until the

present navigation hazards of war are

over will stay there, so the part won't be

cast until she returns. Another character

not in the picture is Jim Backus, who plays

Dexter Hayes, the millionaire aviator.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

HANLEY STAFFORD—the nation's most long-suffering and
harassed father. He plays Daddy to Fannie Brice's Baby
Snooks on tonight's airing of the Good News program, at

9:00 on NBC-Red. Hanley Stafford isn't his real name

—

he was born in Hanley, Staffordshire, England, and
adapted the name of his birthplace for his own use. A mem-
ber of the Canadian army in the World War, he was
wounded at Ypres, and organized a dramatic group during

his convalescence. He's been associated with some branch
of the theater ever since. He's a "daddy" away from the

mike, too—his 17-year-old son wants to be an actor too.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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f "Shall we give it to Daddy? . . . Look— look,

Daddy loves it! He'll take it all, if you don't

eat it up quick!". .

.

Silly, eh? That's what a baby thinks, too.

You don't need tricks if he likes the taste! He's

bound to like Clapp's and thrive on them.

You'd like them ever so much better yourself!

i

Cut the comedy and try Clapp's . .

.

BABIES TAKE TO CLAPP'S!

There's no mystery about it really. Clapp's

are garden-fresh when canned. That's one

thing. They're ever so lightly salted according

to doctors' directions—that's two. And years of

plant-breeding and soil selection have made
them rich in the minerals and vitamins that

go along with appetizing flavor . . . Open up

several different kinds of Strained Spinach, for

instance, and taste them. You'll be astonished

at the extra freshness and goodness of Clapp's!

Here's another point you might not notice

—

but babies do. Clapp's have just the right tex-

ture to give a baby's tongue real exercise with-

out getting it into trouble. Babies appreciate

that. So do doctors—they've been giving us

tips about what babies like in texture and fla-

vor for 19 years. For Clapp's is not only the

oldest baby foods house—it is the only one of

any importance that makes nothing but foods

for babies and young children.

17 Strained Foods for Babies

Soups— Vegetable Soup • Beef Broth
Liver Soup • Unstrained Baby Soup
Vegetables with Beef • Vegetables -As-

paragus • Spinach • Teas • Beets • Carrots

Green Beans • Mixed Greens • Fruits—
Apricots • Prunes • Apple Sauce • Pears

anil Peaches • Cereal Baby Cereal.

12 Chopped Foods for Toddlers

Soup —Vegetable Soup • Junior Dinners

—Vegetables with Beef • Vegetables with

Lamb • Vegetables with Liver • Vege-
tables— Carrots • Spinach • Beets • Green
Beans • Mixed Greens • Fruits Apple
Sauce • Prunes • Dessert Pineapple Kiee

with Raisins.

Clapp's Baby Foods
OKAYED BY DOCTORS AND BABIES
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Today In Europe
•Red: Variety Show

Blue: The Wife Saver
Red: Do You Remember

Phil Cook's Almanac
Red: Gene and Glenn

Woman of Courage
: News

-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
-Red: Happy Jack

School of the Air

Red: Edward Mac Hugh

Bachelor's Children
Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CSS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The ivlan I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Brenda Curtis
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: THE GUIDING LIGHT
CBS: Kate Smith Speaks

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Dr. Daniel A. Poling

CBS: Our Gal Sunday

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

CBS: This Day is Ours
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CBS: Road of Life
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NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Blue: Name It and Take It

NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream
BS: It Happened in Hollywood

NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
CBS:
CBS:
( IIS:

CBS:

News
Edwin C. Hill

Hedda Hopper
H. V. Kaltenborn

NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenadcrs
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Lll Abner
CBS: Amoc 'n' Andy
NBC
N B(

Blue: Josef Marals
Red; Fred Waring's Gang
Lum and Abri

NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
PROFESSOR QUIZ

FRIDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

( US
MBS
NBC
(US'
Mil

The Lone Ranger
Blue: Yesterday's Children
KATE SMITH
Red: Cities Service Concert
Blue: Carton Roblson's

Buckaroos
CBS: Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue: Plantation Party
\ I',' Red: Waltz Time
I IIS: FIRST NIGHTER
M'.i Blue: What Would You Have

Done
CBS: Grand Central Station
MBS' Raymond Gram Swing
\ IS' Red: Lady Esther Serenade

(MS: Young Man With a Band
I: 1 Red Behind the Headlines

Club Matinee's two masters of ceremonies—Ransom Sherman and Garry Morfit.

Tune-in Bulletin for January 26, February 2, 9, 16 and 23!

January 26: There's a new quiz program starting tonight on NBC-Blue at 9:30, called

What Would You Have Done?
February 2: Why not listen tonight at 6:15 to Hedda Hopper's Hollywood? Hedda

broadcasts over CBS.
February 9: The month's most important prizefight is scheduled for tonight, and you

can hear it over NBC-Blue, with Bill Stern and Sam Taub announcing. It's the battle

between Joe Louis and Bobbie Goday for the heavyweight championship of the

world, coming from Madison Square Garden.
February 16: A musical novelty is Josef Marais and his Bushveld songs, on NBC-Blue

at 7:00 tonight.

February 23: Xavier Cugat's orchestra opens tonight at the Chase Hotel in Memphis,
Tennessee, broadcasting over NBC.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Club Matinee, on

NBC-Blue at 4:00, E.S.T.—a five-times-a-

weelc variety show that's gay and lively

and listenable.

There's a good reason for calling Club
Matinee a variety show, because even the

cast is varied. On Thursday and Friday,

Ransom Sherman is the show's master of

ceremonies; on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Garry Morfit takes the job.

The Escorts and Betty broadcast on Mon-
day and Thursday, the Three Romeos on
Tuesday, and the Morin Sisters on Wed-
nesday and Friday. Nancy Martin and
Evelyn Lynne, contraltos, sing all five days
of the week, but on alternate weeks. Even
the time schedule can't be depended on

—

the program is on the air from 4:00 to

4:55 every day except Thursday, when it's

only from 4:00 to 4:30. Johnnie Johnstone,
baritone, is the only member of the cast,

in fact, who stays put.

And any day, without warning, the
elaborate schedule outlined above may be
changed.

Ransom Sherman, today's master of
ceremonies, is a cheerful guy 41 years old
who was born in Appleton, Wisconsin, and
has been in radio since 1923. He likes to
travel, which explains why he has worked
in studios in Chicago, St. Louis, San Fran-
cisco and then Chicago again—the latter
being the city where Club Matinee origi-
nates. He might have been a violinist, but
when he was a boy studying the instrument

he got his fi nger caught in a church door
and had to turn to the saxophone instead.

But he didn't much like saxophones, so he
turned out to be a comedian.

Ransom lives in Winnetka, a suburb of

Chicago, where he says he owns his own
home, or will as soon as the mortgage is

paid off. He was married in 1927 and has
two children, George and Ann, who help

him write his scripts—or so he claims. They
take turns sitting in his lap when he's tft

the typewriter, until he's learned how to

type while the kids beat different keys on
the machine. Ransom says if he ever in-

herits a lot of money he'll travel and then
come back to Chicago and go on doing
radio work.

Garry Morfit, the Monday-Tuesday-
Wednesday master of ceremonies, is a
good deal younger than Ransom—just 24,

in fact. He always was stage-struck, and
when he was still in high school crashed
Jean Harlow's dressing room while she was
making a personal appearance in Balti-

more by sending her a note and signing

it "Bing Crosby." Jean liked his brash-

ness, and talked to him for an hour, which
made him more certain than ever that he
wanted to be an actor. After high school,

though, he got into radio, and in a few
years worked up to his present job.

He's crazy about swing music and
peanut-butter-and-devilled-eggs—and also

about the new Mrs. Morfit, to whom he's

been married less than a year.

SAY HELLO TO . .

TED STRAETER—the young man who is responsible for
those swell choral effects on Kate Smith's program tonight
at 8:00 on CBS. Music—and radio—have been Ted's ca-
reers since he was 14, when he got a job playing piano
and singing over KMOX in St. Louis. By the time he was
17 he'd opened his own musical coaching studios and or-

ganized not one, but two successful dance bands. He
came to New York when he was 21, and now, at the age
of 26, is celebrating his fourth year leading Kate's chorus.

He also leads a band which plays in exclusive New York
night spots, with Ted directing it from the piano bench.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Secrets of the Lux Radio

Theater

(Continued from page 40)

Claudette knew he was by far the
best bet for this emergency. She
didn't let possible embarrassment to
herself stand in the way.
Janet Gaynor can appear on a Lux

program any time she's a mind to.

Janet gets scared, though. It's the
reason she doesn't appear oftener. She
made an outstanding hit in the Lux
version of "A Star Is Born" and
"Mayerling." The • producers have
told her that any time she needs a
piece of change, to call them up. But
she doesn't. She shakes in her boots
for hours after her broadcasts.

Bob Montgomery was pretty upset,
too, but for a different reason on a
certain day in September, 1937, when
"A Star Is Born" was presented under
the Lux banner. Seems they were
having -a heat wave in Hollywood
about that time and Bob, having half
an hour or so to himself between re-
hearsal and the broadcast, had hied
himself to his dressing room (which
was NOT air cooled) and did what a
good many uncomfortably warm
young men would do, discarded most
of his clothes. He was dozing peace-
fully on the sofa when came a sten-
torian voice: "Mister Montgomery!
Telephone!"

NOW the telephone below stairs in
the Lux theater is in a sort of

lounge, where people are wont to
gather when they're not doing any-
thing else. Several were gathered
there now—Janet Gaynor, May Rob-
son and others—and it was before this
gathering that Bob appeared to an-
swer the telephone.

"Hello," he said sleepily, into the
mouthpiece. "Hel—" And then he be-
came conscious that all was not well
with his appearance. "Cripes!" he
yelled. "GOODBYE"—and retired
precipitately, amid assembled hoots
and applause.
He was in his shorts!

As you'll remember, it has been the
Lux custom in the past to conduct
interviews between the second and
third acts of the show. And on one
occasion, it was Evelyn Keyes, De-
Mille's screen protege, who was in-
terviewed. During the course of the
conversation it was brought out that
one problem of DeMille's in coaching
Miss Keyes, a southern girl, was to
eliminate her southern accent.
At the close of the program, De-

Mille was called to the telephone.
"Long distance from Washington, D.
C," the operator said. Then an irate
voice came on the wire.

"I resent youah effohts to change
Miss Keyes' suthin accent!" he roared.
"We suthinahs pride ouahsevelses on
ouah speech, suh!"
"But my dear sir," Mr. DeMille tried

to explain. "I have nothing against a
southern accent, except that an actress
must learn to be versatile. Miss Keyes
is being trained for many roles. She
may, for instance, one day play—say,
Queen Elizabeth. You wouldn't have
her play that role with a southern ac-
cent, would you?"
"And why not, suh?" he demanded.

"And why not?"
To which, Star-Maker DeMille had

no answer.

MARCH, 1940

"I'll be the laughing stock of the town..."

MARY: Oh, Mother, why did that snooty

Mrs. Palmer have to drop in today ! Now
it'll be all over town that even my tea

napkins look so gray, they aren't fit to

be seen

!

MOTHER: Lucky I dropped in, honey. That

soap you're using is so weak-kneed it

doesn't get things really clean. Come
on— I'll show you how to say goodbye

to tattle-tale gray.

MOTHER: There! Just hustle home and

put Fels-Naptha to work with its richer

golden soap and busy, dirt-loosening nap-

tha. Use the bar or the grand new chips.

Either way, your wash will be so sweet

and white, you won't recognize it!

MARY: Whe-e-e, Mother! I'll say your tip

about Fels-Naptha turned the tables!

Mrs. Palmer came to tea again and her

eyes simply popped when she saw my
snowy linens. And she ended by askiug

Tom and me to a party!

Now—Fels-Naptha brings you 2 grand ways

to banish "Tattle -Tale Gray"

Use Fels-Naptha Soap Chips— wherever you've been using

box-soap. They speed washing machines—because they're

HUSKIER—not puffed up with air like flimsy, sncezy pow-

ders. And they whip up the creamiest suds ever—because

they now hold a marvelous new suds-builder!

Use the Fels-Naptha bar for liar-soap jobs— and

get the extra help of richer golden soap combined

with gentle naptlial Together, these two cleaners

make the grimiest, greasiest dirt let go— without

hard rubbing! They get clothes so white, they fairly

sparkle in the sun!

fELS-NAPTHA

SOAP

CHIPS

V
COPR. 1940, FELS a CO.
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CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Blue: Cloutier's Orch.
NBC-Red: Musical Tete-a-tete

CBS: Odd Side of the News

NBC-Blue: Dick Liebert
CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell

NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Texas Robertson

CBS: Old Vienna
NBC-Red: Cloutier's Orch.

NBC-Red: The Crackerjacks

CBS: Bull Session
NBC-Blue: Al and Lee Reiser
NBC-Red: The Wise Man

NBC-Blue: Rakov Orchestra
NBC-Red: No School Today

CBS: Hill Billy Champions
NBC-Blue: Charioteers
NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club

NBC-Blue: The Child Grows Up

CBS: Young People's Concert
NBC-Blue: Cloutier Orch.
NBC-Red: Vass Family

NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell

NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Hilda Hope, M.D.

NBC-Blue: Education Forum
NBC-Red: Eastman School of Music

CBS: Country Journal

CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Blue: FARM BUREAU
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

NBC-Red: Calling Stamp Collectors

NBC-Blue: Al Kavelin Orch.
NBC-Red: Matinee in Rhythm

NBC-Blue: METROPOLITAN
OPERA

NBC-Red: Ray Kinney Orch.

NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

NBC-Red: Dol Brissett Orch.

NBC-Red: Campus Capers

NBC-Red: KSTP Presents

NBC-Red: Del Courtney Orchestra

CBS: News
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer Kinder-

garten

CBS: Albert Werner
NBC-Blue: Johnny McGee Orch.

CBS: What's Art to Me
NBC-Blue: Renfrew of the Mounted
NBC-Red: Religion In the News

CBS: People's Platform
NBC-Blue: Message of Israel
NBC-Red: What's My Name

CBS: Sky Blazers
NBC-Blue: Russ Morgan Orch.
NBC-Red: Art for Your Sake

CBS: Gang Busters
NBC-Blue: The Green Hornet
Mil -Red: ARCH OBOLER'S PLAYS

CBS: Wayne King's Orch.
M'.l .Red: Stop Me if You've Heard

This One

(US YOUR HIT PARADE
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance
NB< Red: Youth vs. Age

NBC Red: Death Valloy]Days

(lis Saturday Night Serenade

NBC Red: Bob Crosby
NB< Blue NBC SYMPHONY

CBS Gay Nineties Revue

'. l:< Red: Dance Music

SATURDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

Selena (Hilda Hope) Royle and her announcer Nelson Case.

Tune-in Bulletin for January 27, February 3, 10, 17 and 24!

January 27: St. Paul is having a high old time today with its annual Winter Carnival,

and CBS microphones will be on hand between 4:30 and 5:00 P.M., E.S.T., to tell

you about it. ... At 4:15 this afternoon, Mutual broadcasts the Miami Beach Handicap
horse race from Hialeah.

February 3: Bernardino Molinari, the Italian maestro, conducts the last concert of his

series with the NBC Symphony—tonight at 10:00 on NBC-Blue. . . . Mutual broadcasts
the Bahamas Handicap from Hialeah at 4:15.

February 10: Bruno Walter takes over the baton tonight for the NBC Symphony
concert—NBC-Blue at 10:00. ... NBC broadcasts the Boston Athletic Association

track meet. . . . And Mutual is on hand again at 4:15 with the Everglades Stakes race
from Hialeah.

February 17: Be sure to listen to Your Hit Parade on CBS from 9:00 to 9:45. Besides

Bea Wain, Barry Wood and Mark Warnow's orchestra, it's now presenting Orrin
Tucker's orchestra and Bonnie Baker, the "Oh, Johnny!" girl.

February 24: Two sporting events for today—the National Amateur Athletic Union
track meet from New York, over NBC, and the Flamingo Stakes from Hialeah on
Mutual and CBS.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Hilda Hope, M.D.,

on NBC-Red at 11:30 A.M., E.S.T., star-

ring Selena Royle and sponsored by
Wheatena. '

If you've read the story about Hilda

Hope, M.D., on page 14 of this issue (and

you really should; it's exciting and dra-

matic) you'll want to know something
about the charming actress who plays

Hilda—Miss Selena Royle.

Selena, one of the great names of the

Broadway stage for several years, has now
become radio's busiest actress. She leaves

her comfortable apartment, just off Fifth

Avenue, at 8:30 every, morning except Sun-
day and doesn't return to it until 6:30 that
evening. That's ten hours of being on the
go, and it represents real work—such real

work that you wonder how the slim, per-
fectly groomed young woman with ash-
blonde hair emerges from it so unruffled

and cheerful.

First on her week-day schedule is

Woman of Courage, in which she plays
Martha Jackson, on CBS at 9:00, fol-

lowed by a rebroadcast of the same pro-
gram at 10:15. Then, at 11:30, she's due
at NBC for the role of Mrs. Allen in

Against the Storm, followed by The
O'Neills, in which she plays Joan, at 12:15.

A hurried lunch is followed usually by a
Betty and Bob broadcast at 2:00, playing
Mrs. Gardner. Afternoons are filled up
by rehearsals, or perhaps a part in some
other serial—a part that may run a day
or a week or even a month. And on Satur-
days, of course, there is Hilda Hope, the
role in which you'll hear her this morning.

She hasn't appeared on the stage for

several years, and when asked if she in-

tends to return to the theater just shrugs
and says, "I'd like to, if I could find a
play. My regular work all comes in the
morning, so I could go on with it and
be in a play too. But I went to several
first nights this season, and all I could say
was, 'Thank Heavens for radio!'

"

Selena is the only member of the Hilda
Hope cast who stays on the show week
after week, but Nelson Case has a regu-
lar assignment as the announcer. Nelson
is one of the tallest, one of the hand-
somest and one of the most versatile of
NBC's announcing staff. He got himself

a radio job, singing baritone solos, while
he was still a high-school boy in Long
Beach, California. He's been with NBC
since 1934, is married and has two children,

and likes to write fiction and compose
music as a hobby.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

DAN SEYMOUR—announcer on Milton Berle's Stop Me if

You've Heard This One program, on NBC-Red at 8:30 to-
night. Dan lost no time after receiving his B.A. degree
from Amherst in getting a job in radio—in fact, it was
the day after he graduated. For a year, in Boston, he
announced everything from street interviews to operas,
then came to New York and was successful in breaking
into network announcing. While he was still in college, he
fell in love and got married, and now is the father of
two children. Dan and his family live in Great Neck, Long
Island, and he commutes daily to his work in New York.
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Hollywood Radio Whispers

(Continued from page 29)

of Television, is due to replace Bonnie
Baker, in the singing role of the Uni-
versal picture "Oh Johnny, How You
Can Love."

Don't you agree that Don Ameche
is letting down the people who made
him the star he is today by giving
up radio? Don has said he won't
take less than five thousand dollars
a week to return to the air. He makes
only four thousand a week in pic-
tures. And yet he made his reputa-
tion through radio!

* * *

It's nice to hear that every time
Joan Crawford makes a radio ap-
pearance she turns her check over to
charity—and Joan gets about five

grand a performance. Money hasn't
gone to her head!

* * *

SOME NEW YEAR'S PREDICTIONS:
Look for fewer film stars to appear

on this year's radio schedule. Look
for more dramatic programs—serials

and the like. Look for more "homey"
programs—family type shows, to
flood the airlanes.
Watch for "expensive" ($30,000 and

$40,000 talent shows) to go out the
window—to be replaced by $3,000.00
and $4,000.00 talent cost programs.

* * *

This year, more than anytime in
the past, I believe you'll hear more
"spot" programs . . . shows five min-
utes in length as compared to the
standard and so widely accepted
"quarter hour" show. Watch for
"crooning" to come back to popu-
larity . . . singers like Crosby; stylists

like Morton Downey.
Watch for Bob Hope to take the

top comedy spot on the air. Watch,
in particular, for more "one-man"
programs. And don't say I didn't tell

you to watch!

When Shirley Temple's parents are
asked to do something worthwhile
for charity, they are people of their
word.
The president of the Motion Pic-

ture Relief Fund, Jean Hersholt,
asked Shirley's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Temple, if the little movie
star could appear on the "Screen
Guild Theatre" radio series on Christ-
mas Eve. They said yes, because the
program is being presented in order
to help needy film workers and build
a home for them.
The next day, the Temples received

a startling offer from another radio
program if Shirley would appear on
their show Christmas Eve. They
offered $35,000 for a single appear-
ance. But the Temples refused the
offer because of their first agreement.

Nan Grey, star of the serial, "Those
We Love", will not lie down in her
dressing room without an alarm
clock. One day Nan decided to take
a short rest about an hour before
the broadcast. She went to sleep, and
page boys couldn't find her until five
minutes before the show.

There were near-fights back-stage
at the Bob Hope broadcast between
Jackie Cooper and Mickey Rooney
who are about neck-and-neck now in
the race for dates with Judy Garland.
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*JUNE LANG and ROBERT KENT—two popular

Hollywood stars! Her soft hands are beguiling

—as yours can be, if you use Jergens Lotion.

It's so Easy, now,
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Rough, Chapped Hands

MOST girls' hands need extra help

these days to keep them adorably

soft and smooth. Your hand skin so easily

loses its natural beautifying moisture!

Thousands of lovely girls
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the depleted natural mois-
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You apply to your skin 2
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Vitamin Blend helps against unattrac-

tive dry skin. Try it! 50(i, 25<!, lOp.
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smooth and refine harsh, roughened skin.

Even one application starts Jergens" lovely,

softening work. No stickiness! Have ro-

mantic "•Hollywood Hands'. Start now to

use Jergens Lotion. 50t'. 25c. 1W—$1.00,

at beauty counters. Get Jergens today, sure.

CUPID SAYS:
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Jergens now than any
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lovable softness."
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1 . "Please pardon Theobald," gasps Mrs.

G., "But our kitchen drain's plugged

up and he's been struggling with it for

hours!"

3. "See," lectures Ihe guest, "There's

nothing like Drano for cleaning drains.

Just pour it down and it digs away that

clogging grease and muck!"

2. "Fiddlesticks," says her guest, taking

charge. "We'll get some Drano and
show him how easy it is to clean a

stopped-up drain."

4. "And remember," she admonishes at

parting. "To guard against clogged

drains, use a teaspoonful of Drano
every single night!"

P. S. After the dishes use a teaspoonful of

Drano to guard against clogged drains. Never
over 25^ at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano
USE DRANO DAILY

TO KEEP
DRAINS CLEAN

CLEANS CLOGGED DRAINS
Codi-. 1940. The DrackettCo.

KAILS
AT A MOMENTS NOTICE

LONG.TAPERING—Lovely

DoN'T ENVY long, taper-
ing, smart nails— have thcml

Simplycovershort, broken, brittle

nails with NU-NAILS. NU-NAILS
can be worn any length and polished

with any desired enamel. So naturaHhcy can-
not be delected. They even have half-moons.
Helps check nail-biting habit. Protects frag-

ile nails while they growstrongagain. Easily
applied, remains firm, waterproof. Removed
at will. Set of Ten, 20c at all tcn-centslores.
Nu-Noili. Dept. 16-C, 462 No. Porkside. Chicago

NU-NAILS
Artificial Fingernails

Copyright (MO, Inle.notlonal Sllvor Co., Holmel & tdwordi DMlloA, Mtrltftn, Cc«A
"fi»Q. 0. S, Pot. Oil. In Canado, Th« T. rolon Co.. (id
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Ken Murray and Nancy Kelly are
still trying to convince people that
it was just a gag when the orchestra
leader at the Victor Hugo announced
their engagement over the mike the
other evening.

It seems that Ken tried to pull a
"fastie" and had the boys play
"Happy Birthday" in honor of
Frances Langford. Since it wasn't
her birthday at all, Frances was a
bit embarrassed—so hubby Jon Hall
got even by tipping the orchestra off
that it would be a scoop if the orches-
tra should be the first to announce
the just-decided-upon Murray-Kelly
engagement. Only honest, it was just
a gag! * * *

Don't think Frances Langford is

starting a "back to nature" move-
ment when you see her minus nail
polish. It's only that she has been
working so hard with Husband Jon
Hall on their boat, the Katapui,
readying it for an ocean cruise, that
she's been scraping off more nail
polish than old paint.

* * *

It'll be a long, cold winter before
George Burns and Gracie Allen again
trust their children, Ronnie and
Sandra, to cut out paper dolls.

They were thus busily absorbed on
a recent afternoon, so their nurse
stepped out of the room to make a
phone call. Returning a few minutes
later, she found both of them with
brand - new hair - cuts— personally
styled! * * *

Frank Parker is wishing that Burns
and Allen hadn't built him up as
"Glamour boy" of the air, for since
then he's received an average of 50
letters weekly from women who offer
to marry him and make him settle
down, or who simply advise him to
quit running after the girls.

"Gosh", wails Parker, "I'm no
cabaret kid. I spend most of my time
playing golf and practising my sing-
ing. * * *

That famous "Yes, please" which
has become Dennis Day's trademark
on the Jack Benny program, was
written into the script because the
first time Dennis answered Jack after
his audition, in his befuddlement, he
used those exact words.

* * *

Ezra Stone, the star of "The
Aldrich Family" and of the Broad-
way play, "What a Life," is in Holly-
wood working in Paramount's "At
Good Old Siwash." But he's turned
tourist just like all other visitors
from the East, and passes all of his
spare time snapping candid camera
pictures of California scenery.
Because he hates to write letters,

Ezra Stone sends his sweetheart, Ann
Lincoln, a recorded message twice a
week. * * *

Martha Boswell of the famous Bos-
well sisters emerged from retirement
for the first time in several years.
She came out from New York to sur-
prise Connie on her birthday, and
conspired with the gang to sing
"Happy Birthday" on the program
for her.

* * *

Jack Benny signed Rochester to a
new 39-week contract guaranteeing
him a weekly check regardless of
whether he works every week or not.
(Some weeks he's not written into
the script.) The first Sunday this
contract went into effect, he didn't
work so he's just that much ahead.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

SO you think you got some strange
gifts for Christmas! Well, just cast
your eye over a few of the gifts

which the fans sent to their favorite
radio stars—and then be grateful for
that tie which seemed too red, the per-
fume which didn't quite express your
personality, and the cocktail shaker
which joined a dozen more.
Look who we have here. . . . Gracie

Allen—all dolled up in a hand-woven
Indian blanket, the gift of an Indian
fan. All of which proves that even
the Indians appreciate Grade's in-
imitable kind of nonsense. .

JIM JORDON (Fibber McGee to
J you) received a teddy bear from
one of his admirers this Christmas.
Teddy has button eyes, oilcloth ears
and a burlap face ... as well as a soft
spot in Fibber's heart. To make her
more comfortable, a fan sent a lovely
footstool to Bernardine Flynn, the
Sade of Vic and Sade. Wendell Hall
got so many old tunes from his ad-
mirers that he made a scrapbook of
them which he greatly treasures.
Amos and Andy, those wizards who

have been pulling radio rabbits out
of hats for over fifteen years, are
shown here below with their collec-
tion of bunnies—all of them gifts
from their fans.

FAN CLUB SECTION
THE first Elsie Hitz Fan Club has
' just been organized, and all those
wishing to become members can write
to Miss Mary Gordon, 87 Wegman
Parkway, Jersey City, N. J.

* * *

In answer to Miss M. Keegan of

8940 213th Street, Queens Village,

New York, who wants to join a Judy
Garland Fan Club, we suggest that

you write to Miss Jean Baron, 201-42
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yOU are all fairly familiar with the
crude piece of gas pipe, otherwise

known as the bazooka—on which Bob
Burns rode to fame. A fan decided
that he would send the Bing Crosby
comedian a miniature, and Bob, pic-
tured above, has been coaxing tunes
from it ever since. We're waiting for
him to play it on the air, but Bob

—

perfectionist that he is, isn't prepared
to share this new gift with his listen-
ers just yet.

Irene Rich made known her great
love for small dolls of the various
nations, and they've been pouring in
ever since. Irene, shown below with
two of her favorites, says they're
really a very peaceful group.

119th Avenue, St. Albans, New York,
for details.

* * *

Miss Violet Barwald of 5617 So.

Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, has
formed a fan club in honor of the
Ranch Boys. Get in touch with Violet

if you're interested.
* * *

Miss Carol Brickley, Box 43, Tall-

madge, Ohio, is organizing a new
Arline Blackburn Fan Club, and
would like all of Miss Blackburn's
enthusiasts to communicate with her.

* * *

If you'd like to join a Phil Harris
Fan Club and receive a picture of the
popular maestro, you can do so by
writing to Miss Marie Philson, 3740
No. 16th Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

* * *

Miss Geraldine Svoboda, 3027 South
Pitney Court, Chicago, Illinois, would
like to know if there is a Red Skelton
Fan Club, and if not, would like to

hear from those Skelton fans who
would help her form one.

PREVENT

CHAPPING
with the Skin Softener

that gives you

COSTLIEST INGREDIENTS*

SAVES YOU MONEr*

•1 Italian Balm contains costliest in-

gredients used in any of the most pop-

ular nationally - advertised brands.

**3 ONE DROP is ample forboth hands,

per application. More is wasteful.

3 Less than 5% alcohol. Cannot dry

the skin.

4 Promotes healing — counteracts

drying effect of hard water, harsh

skin cleansers, severe weather.

5 Accepted for advertising in the

Journal of the American Medical

Association.

Priced at 100, 200, 350, 60C and $1.00

a bottle — at toilet goods counters.
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The action of Ex-Lax is thorough. yet

gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,

comfortable howel movement that

brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax

next time you need a laxative. It's

good for every member of the family.

10< and 25*

Our Gal Sunday's Romance

{Continued from page 28)

respect, as well as love. With them,
love was fine and noble. Without
them, it was only degradation.
Then night would come, and stand-

ing alone at the rail on the deck, she
felt heartache returning. Staring

down at the hissing, foaming waters,

the thought would come before she

could close her mind to it—what if she

should sink, down, down, into the

darkness, away from memory, away
from love? Almost she wished, once,

that she had not taken Lonnie, that

she had kept herself free to step out

of life, quietly and softly, leaving no
loose ends behind.

AT first they had planned to return
> to Silver Creek, but one night a

steward brought Sunday a radiogram
from Henry, begging her to wait for

him in New York, and she knew then

that he had not given up and that

Silver Creek would be the first place

he would look for her.

"We'll have to go somewhere else,

she told the two old miners. "At least

—Lonnie and I will. I don't want to

make you go, if you'd rather be in

Silver Creek."
"We're a-goin' wherever you are,

Jackey said loyally, and Lively sec-

onded him with a fierce "You bet!"

Displays of emotion always em-
barrassed the two old men, so Sunday
swallowed the lump that rose in her
throat, and said, "Well, then—where
shall we go?"
Jackey scratched his head. "Durned

if I know!" he admitted.
"Got the whole United States to

pick from," Lively pointed out, and
in the end that was what they did

—

spread out a map of the United States

on the floor of Sunday's cabin and
settled on Blueridge, Kansas, because
they all liked its name.

It was only days later, when the

train slowed to a stop and the con-
ductor bawled "Blue-ridge!" that

Sunday felt a wave of panic. To be-
gin with, Blueridge sat grimly in the
midst of the prairie. There was not
a ridge to be seen, let alone a blue
one—nothing but miles and miles of

flat farmland, dull tan now under the
pale autumn sky. It was not like Silver

Creek, and it was not like New York.
It was something different and
strange, and it frightened her. The
atlas said there were five thousand
people in Blueridge. Five thousand
people, and all of them strangers.
Their money was going fast, and

they couldn't afford a hotel. After
some search they found a rooming
house run by a tall, thin woman who
eyed them with distaste before she
reluctantly admitted that she might
have some rooms for them.
Nor was the rest of Blueridge any

more friendly. Early on the morning
of their first day, Sunday started out
to find a job. In high school she had
studied typing and shorthand, and
she hoped to get work as a stenog-
rapher. But that night, and night
after night for the next two weeks,
she returned home sick with discour-
agement. Everywhere she went—and
in Blueridge there weren't many
places to go—she was met with the
same answer. "Sorry, but we haven't
anything." And one man, franker
than the others, had said, "The truth
is, miss we have plenty of local girls
that need jobs. You can't blame us

for giving them preference."
At last she was ready to admit de-

feat. It was a frightened trio that
conferred in Sunday's room.

"Tell me the truth," Sunday
begged. "How much money have we
got left?"
Jackey shuffled his heavy shoes

over the worn carpet. "Not . what
you'd call a lot, Sunday," he admit-
ted finally. "Fact is—a little more'n
two hundred dollars. Sounds like a

good deal, but it won't last long when
there's nothin' more comin' in."

Sunday's nails bit into her palms
in desperation. "If there were only
something we could do!" she cried.

"Oh, I'm so ashamed of getting you
into a fix like this—I should have
made you go back to Silver Creek!"

" 'Tain't your fault," Lively assured
her. "Trouble is, we should of picked
a place where they was some minin'
goin' on. That's all Jackey and me
is good for." He brightened a little.

"Y'know, they've uncovered a new
strike up in the Gulch above Silver
Creek. Maybe one of our old claims'll

amount to somethin' now."
Jackey was interested. "Is that a

fact? Where'd you read that, Lively?"
"Just got a letter this mornin' from

Joe Henricks in the general store."

Lively took an envelope from his

pocket. "Joe says—

"

"Lively!" Sunday exclaimed in dis-
may. "You didn't! You didn't write
to Joe Henricks!"

WHY—why sure. How d'you s'pose
he got my address if I didn't?"

Lively asked innocently.
"Well, you blitherin', well-eyed,

half-witted coyote!" Jackey said in a
blistering voice. "With us breakin
our fool necks tryin' to keep Lord
Henry from findin' out where Sunday
is, you go to work an' write to Joe
Henricks. When Lord Henry gets to
Silver Creek—if he ain't there al-
ready—and starts askin' questions,
don't you figger Joe's goin' to tell him
he had a letter from you, and we're
in Blueridge?"
Jackey looked from one of them

to the other in dumfounded horror.
"Great hop-toads!" he breathed at
last. "Durned if I ever thought o'

that!"
Sympathy made Sunday hide her

concern. "Never mind, Lively," she
said. "Maybe Lord Henry's stopped
looking for us by this time. If he'd
only leave me alone! If he'd only
realize that I never want to see or
hear of him again!"
"You miss him, though—don't you,

gal?" Jackey inquired softly, and
Sunday nodded.

"I'll miss him—all my life, I guess."
She didn't add what she knew in her
heart was the truth—that sometimes
she missed him so terribly it was all

she could do not to write him, tell

him she forgave him.
"Well," Jackey broke the silence

that followed, "we got to move. Here's
my notion. We can't afford train
fares, so let's put about fifty dollars
into a second-hand car. Then we'll
have enough left to get us out West.
I'll get you and Lively settled some-
where, and poke my nose into Silver
Creek—find out if Lord Henry's been
there, and what's doin'. Mebbe Sun-
day can't go back there, but anyhow
we'll be near home."

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



And there was something about the
way he said "home," and the way
Lively's eyes lit up at the word, that
told Sunday how deeply her two old
friends were longing for the sight of
Silver Creek.

"All right," she said thoughtfully.
"Let's do that."
Sunday felt as if she were drifting

in the days that followed—long,
eventless days of pushing the bat-
tered old car they'd bought over roads
that stretched on and on. It shouldn't
have taken them long to reach the
country near Silver Creek, but the
car was so bulky, so full of whims
and infirmities that their total mile-
age each day was small. In a way,
she was glad. On the road, there was
no need to make decisions, no need to
plan or think.
They were still two days' journey

from the Silver Creek country one
morning when Sunday, wrapping a
can of flour in the Denver newspaper
Jackey had bought the night before,
saw a headline:

Lord Henry Brinthrope
Gravely III in New York

COR a moment she felt as if the
'blood had stopped flowing through
her veins. Then it began again, vio-

lently, and she was so weak that her
legs gave way and she had to sit down
on the running-board of the car. She
read the all-too-brief story:
"Lord Henry Brinthrope, head of

the Brinthrope mining interests in
Colorado, is gravely ill in a New
York hospital, it was learned today.
The exact nature of his illness was
not disclosed, but it is known that
he had been under a severe strain
ever since last month, when the sud-
den disappearance of his wife, the
former Sunday Smithson of Silver
Creek, shocked British and American
social circles. Lord Henry's most re-
cent visit to Silver Creek occurred a
week ago. At that time he was en-
deavoring to find some trace of the
missing Lady Brinthrope."
She started up, calling, "Jackey!

Lively! Henry's sick—terribly sick!"
In a moment they were beside her,
reading the paper, trying to comfort
her.

"I've got to go to him," she cried.
"No matter what he did, I must be
with him when he's ill—maybe dy-
ing! If he's really been trying to find
me—if that made him sick, as the
paper hints— Oh, I'd never forgive
myself!"

"That's right, Sunday," Jackey
agreed seriously. "You're still his
wife, and if he's sick your place is

beside him. Let's see—maybe we
got just enough money left to fly you
to New York. We're almost home
now, so we won't need much more."
"But the baby!" she said, struck by

a sudden thought. "I can't take him."
"We'll watch out for him," Lively

chuckled. "We took care o' you when
you wasn't any older."

"Well, come on!" Jackey said brisk-
ly. "We got to head into Denver and
get Sunday onto an airplane."
But late that afternoon, as they

stood in the waiting room at the air-
port, Jackey was less matter-of-fact.
"Sunday—" he said tentatively.
"Yes?"
"Sunday—y' think you might stay

with Lord Henry now?"
It was a moment before she an-

swered. "No," she said at last. "Not
now. If he needs me, I want to help

|

him. But when I've done what I can
|
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Pond's Rose Shades Give

Skin LovelyNew Glamour

Hard and Shiny
Under bright lights with just a

pale powder, even Miss Peggy

Anne Huber's dramatic young face

would develop hard shadows

With one of Pond's "Glare-Proof"

Rose shades Peggy Anne has a melt

ing glamour even in h-arsh light ...

she can dance without worrying all

the time about "shiny nose"

New Rose Shades are "Glare-Proof". . . Shine-

resistant. . . reflect only the softer, pinker rays

TN THE 1940 GLAMOUR SET, "sen-

J- sational" is the word for Pond's

new Rosy Powders. Debutante "pret-

ties" have learned that even bright

night-club lights won't cast hard

shadows on their faces—with one of

these new Rose shades that reflect

only the softer, pinker rays.

Create your own private "sensa-

tion"! Choose the Pond's Rose shade

that makes your skin look most rav-

ishing— and open the door to ro-

mance! Pond's Powder comes in 7

lovely shades in 10tf, 2CK and 55s1
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Or send for free samples today of Pond's

3 Rose shades—Rose Dawn. Ko>c Cream

and Rose Brunette. Pond's. Dept. 8RM-PC,
Clinton, Conn.
Copyright. 1940. Pond's Extract Company
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IFNURSES COULD ONLYTEUl

—I'll have to leave him again. We
haven't a chance of happiness to-
gether now."
"Y' mean because of that Bradford

gal?"
"Yes—partly. Though if it were

Diane alone I could forget her, I think—-if I could be sure Henry no longer
loved her. But—there's Lonnie, too.

He'll always be there, a reminder to
both Henry and me. I love Lonnie
as if he were my very own baby

—

but I could never forget that he was
Henry's child. His unwanted child."
Jackey didn't say anything. He just

took her hand and pressed it; and
then the plane came in, and suddenly
she was waving goodbye to Jackey
and Lively, with Lonnie between
them, growing smaller and smaller
and perhaps a little blurred.

THE hospital was one of those
huge, impersonal, white-tile-and-

linoleum affairs that symbolize New
York, and Sunday felt like an unwant-
ed visitor as she entered it. But the
mention of her name brought a look
of amazement to the floornurse's face,

and a moment later she was talking
to Henry's doctor, a tall, stern-looking
man with white hair.

"You may be the only person in

the world who can save your hus-
band's life, Lady Brinthrope," he
told her flatly. "He is suffering from
brain fever, brought on by shock and
emotional strain. In his delirium he
keeps calling for you."

"Oh, I knew! I knew!" Sunday
breathed. "As soon as I read about
him—I knew he needed me!"
He led her down a corridor, held

open a plain, heavy door. Sunday
faltered when she saw the high hos-
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pital bed, heard the weak voice call-
ing, "Sunday! Sunday! No, darling,
don't run away. . . . She's gone! She's
gone! Now I can't find her. . .

."

He didn't look like the Henry she
had loved. He was so terribly pale,
with a waxen, transparent pallor. His
blond hair clung in damp curls to his
forehead, and his staring eyes looked
at her without seeing her.
She made herself go to the side

of the bed. "I'm here, Henry," she
said softly. "It's Sunday. I've come
back."
He stopped turning his head. "Why

. . . Sunday," he murmured. "It is

you!"
"Yes, Henry. I'm here, holding

your hand—the way I used to. It's

all right now."
"But—how funny. I thought you'd

gone off and left me . . . Sunday! You
did go away! Because of the baby!
That baby—I've hated it, because it

separated us!"
"Don't darling—don't say that—

don't—" she tried to quiet him.
"It doesn't matter, though," he said

wearily. "It doesn't matter now, be-
cause you're back again. . . . You
won't go away any more, will you,
Sunday?"

"No, Henry. You must get well."
His eyelids drooped and his hand

fell away from hers. "Yes . . . Get
well ... I feel so comfortable now
... at peace . . .

."

"He's asleep," the doctor said after
a moment. "Lady Brinthrope, you
have probably saved his life."

She walked dazedly out into the
corridor, scarcely listening to the
doctor's instructions to come back
the following afternoon. Henry.
Henry. Her mind kept saying his

name, over and over, and with each
repetition the knowledge of her love
for him grew stronger.

SHE was desperately tired, but she
dreaded the silence and loneliness

of her hotel room. Rather than return
to it, she took a Fifth Avenue bus and
got off at Forty-second street, then
walked uptown, slowly, aimlessly.
"Sunday! Sunday!" She suddenly

realized that someone was calling her
name. She looked up. A tall man
with a tan skin in which white teeth
flashed brilliantly was coming to-
ward her, hat in hand. For a second
she stared incredulously, before she
cried, "Bill! Bill Jenkins! What in
the world are you doing—

"

It was like a breath of Colorado
air in her lungs to have him beside
her on this crowded city street.

"I'm in New York for just a few
days," he explained. "And I thought
I didn't know a soul in town—and I

run into you! Is Henry with you?"
So he didn't know, Sunday thought,

of all the things that had happened
to her since she last saw him. "Henry's
very ill," she said. "I've just been to

the hospital. . . . We've separated,
Bill."

"You've—" He stopped stock-still,

heedless of the jostling crowds. A
wry smile came to his lips. "That's
funny," he said. "Really very funny.
Joan and I—we haven't been able to

make a go of marriage either."

"Oh! I am sorry, Bill!"

"It doesn't matter so much about
us. I guess we weren't really in love.

You remember Joan, don't you? She
stayed at Jeff Bailey's dude ranch in

Silver Creek for a while. That's how
I met her."
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"Why, yes!" Sunday remembered a
dark, clever girl, perfectly groomed,
with a humorous mouth. "Of course
I remember her. I liked her."

"I like her, too. We're still good
friends, even if we are getting a di-
vorce. But I guess I never loved her
like I

—
" He broke off abruptly.

"Let's duck in here and have some
tea—then you can tell me all about
yourself and—and Henry."
Minutes later, Sunday said, "And

that's the whole sordid story, Bill."

His big brown hand reached across
the table to cover hers. "It's a tragic
story. You two had so much—and
you were really in love. Isn't there
any chance that you can patch it up?"

I'M afraid not. I love the baby now
' —I couldn't give him up. And he
would always be a reminder—to both
of us—that Henry had once been
cruel and cowardly enough to deny
his own son. It wouldn't work out
now—-I'd rather," she begged, "not
talk about it any more. And you've
had troubles of your own."

"I'm afraid they don't seem very
important to me, compared with
yours," he smiled. "I must tell Joan
about Henry, though. They got to
know each other quite well in Silver
Creek, staying at the dude ranch at
the same time."
"Oh—they did?" Sunday felt an

unwelcome, ridiculous pang of jeal-
ousy. "I—I didn't know that."
He shot her a keen look. "In fact,

I've sometimes thought that Joan
married me on the rebound about as
much as I married her that way . .

."

It was late when they parted, with
an appointment to meet the next day;
and that night Sunday knew such a

sweet, dreamless sleep as she had not
had for weeks. In the morning she
called the hospital, to learn that
Henry too had slept the night through,
with a constantly decreasing temper-
ature. She saw him again that day,
for a few moments. He was still too
weak to do more than whisper a few
words of gratitude for her return, but
the delirium was gone, and Dr. Had-
ley told her that recovery now was
certain.

"I can leave him now," she said to
herself. "I've done what I came to
do." The thought brought her no
happiness. Would another day mat-
ter? One more chance to see him?
She met Bill that afternoon, in a

luxurious hotel lobby, and again they
talked over a tea-table until dusk had
fallen on the roaring city.

"I told Joan about Henry," Bill con-
fided. "She's going up to see him to-
day or tomorrow "

"Yes," Sunday said abstractedly. "I
think it's wonderful, Bill, that you and
Joan can still be friends."

"That's what happens when you
don't start out with love," Bill said
lightly. "Sunday—" There was a
deeper note in his voice now. "Sunday—I hate to see you this way—so sad
and unhappy. You know I'd do any-
thing I could to help you."
She turned her head away to hide

the tears that burned her eyes. "Of
course I do, Bill dear."

"I've never really changed in the
way I feel about you," he added husk-
iiy.

Consciousness of his goodness, his
simplicity, swept over her. To how
few women was it given to know a
love like his—undemanding, adoring,
certain! Perhaps she had always been

a fool not to recognize it for the price-
less gift it was.

"I have an idea, too, Sunday," he
was saying. "You need to go away
somewhere—start all over again. And
I think I know where you can do it.

I've got a cousin—Brad Jenkins—who
owns a factory down in Linden, Illi-

nois, and I think I could get him to
give you a job. It's a nice little town,
Linden—you'd like it—just big
enough so people don't pry too much
into other folks' business. And I just
got a letter from Brad this morning.
He wants me to come down and visit
him. Wouldn't you like to come
along?"

OH, I couldn't," she said. "I've got
to go back to Lively and Jackey

and the baby."
"But if you liked Linden, and if

you got a job with Brad—why, then
you could send for them."
She hesitated. Linden—the word

called up a picture of trees and green
lawns and flowers, quiet old houses,
a tall town hall beside a friendly
square. Room to live, room to
breathe. And a job. Most important
of all, a job that would provide for
Lonnie and Jackey and Lively.

"Yes, Bill," she agreed quietly. "I'll

go to Linden with you."

So Sunday has determined to start

life over again, in new surroundings
and among new friends. Will they
help her to forget Henry and her
ruined marriage? Don't miss next
month's instalment of this exciting
serial, in which unexpected develop-
ments bring the story of Sunday and
Lord Henry to a dramatic climax.
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"
I Want A Divorce!

"

(Continued from, page 13)

found herself wanting to cry, at his
honesty and his humility. "What a
dirty trick," she said. "What a dirty
trick it must seem to you—marrying
you on the rebound. But it isn't really,
dear. I do love you. I—I love you
a lot. And if you'll just give me time
—be patient with me—I'll forget
about Rene. I know I will. I

promise—

"

Well, she admitted to herself three
months later, some promises weren't
meant to be kept.

In winter the fog was always there.
The house across the street looked
like something remembered from a
dream, and the valley was lost in a
gray void. The tall eucalyptus trees
mourned overhead, drops of moisture
falling from their leaves like tears.
She thought she would go crazy

with the silence and the solitude and
the everlasting gray fog.

JACK tried so hard; he was always
gentle and considerate, but there

was no use trying to avoid the fact:

she did not love him. At first the
memory of Rene had come be-
tween them, but now that had faded,
and nothing was left to her but empti-
ness.

Christmas was coming. The gay
season, the happy season. There was
little happiness in her heart, but at
least she could be gay. She and Jack
had been invited out to several din-
ners and dances; and she, who had
never cared a great deal for society,
found herself looking forward to
them. She went downtown and
bought herself some new dresses,
spent hours at the beauty parlor. It

didn't really matter, she told herself,
how she looked—but strangely, when
she and Jack went out and she was
conscious of admiring glances, she
felt elation for the first time in weeks.
After Christmas there were more

invitations, and suddenly she was
able to drown herself in activity. Day
after day, night after night, there was
something to do—cocktails at the Top
o' the Mark, dancing at the St.

Francis, week-ends at someone's home
down the Peninsula.
She hated it all, but she would not

admit her hatred to herself. She
hated Jack's meek acquiescence in all

her engagements; she hated the way
he went with her when it was obvious
he was tired and wanted to stay
home; later, she hated leaving him
behind and going out with other men.
She hated herself.
One afternoon, six months after

their marriage, everything came to
an end.
She was in the living room, staring

out at the blankness of the fog, when
Jack came home from the office.

"Connie!" she heard him calling from
the hall. "Connie! Where are you?"

"Here," she answered dully.
"Oh," he said, entering the room.

"I didn't think you were here, with
no lights . . . Tired?"

"No."
"How would you like to eat down-

town tonight?" he asked.
"If you like," she said indifferently.

"I'm not particularly hungry—I've
food here if you'd rather stay in."

"I thought—I thought we might
sort of celebrate tonight. It's our
anniversary, sort of—six months ago
today."

'
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"Oh. Oh, yes." She jumped up,
every nerve on edge. "For heaven's
sake, turn the lights on! I can hardly
see you, this room is so dark! It

shouldn't be, but the fog— Sometimes
I think this fog will drive me crazy!"
He snapped on the lights and stood

staring at her for a moment. "Con-
nie," he said, "maybe it would be a
good idea if you went south for a
while and got some rest."

"Rest? What makes you think I

need rest?" she demanded, deter-
mined not to give in to his love.
Because if only he didn't love her,
how much better things would be!

"Just that I've noticed lately—you
seem to jump on people for no special
reason—

"

"You're not by any chance getting
a martyr complex, are you?"
He flushed. "No—I simply said a

rest might help you."
"Well, it wouldn't."
"How do you know?" he persisted.
"Because—because—oh, there's

nothing the matter with me that a
rest could cure!" she burst out.
"Please, Jack—let's not talk about it."

"But I've got to," he said. "I hate
to see you—like this. I want to know
if there isn't something I can do. I've
tried—I've given you your head, let

you do as you pleased—

"

"Let me? I didn't know I had to
have your permission!"
"You've gone out when and with

whom you liked," he went on with
increased spirit. "Sometimes with me,
sometimes without—and I haven't
said anything. But this moodiness,
and your dissatisfaction with me

—

with your home—it's getting me
down!"

"Getting you down! What do you
think it's doing to me?" This, she
thought, is the end of the road we
started on six months ago—this de-
grading, brutal scene.
She took a deep breath, to gain

better control of herself, and when
she spoke again it was more quietly.
"Jack, let's not be melodramatic.
Let's face the facts and be done
with it. I'm sorry—but it's no go.
Our marriage has been a mistake
from the start."

"You want a divorce."
It wasn't a question. It was a state-

ment of something he seemed to have
known for a long time.

"Yes," Connie whispered. "I'm
sorry, Jack . . . But I said that al-

ready, didn't I? Well, I am ... It

isn't so tragic, though—is it? I mean,
isn't it better we found out now that
it wouldn't work, while we're both
still young?" His face didn't change
its frozen expression, and she heard
her own voice growing shrill. "You'll
forget me—you'll find someone else
who is better for you—someone who
fits into your scheme of life

—

"

"You were my scheme of life,

Connie," he said.

SHE took a plane to Reno, because
she'd never flown before and

everyone said the train trip over the
mountains was dreadful. She'd
thought that perhaps one of her
friends—those friends who had in-
vited her and Jack to the Top o' the
Mark, the St. Francis, their homes

—

would offer to drive her up. After
all, it was only a short trip—a few
hours. But somehow, none of them
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seemed to think of that, and she
could hardly suggest it herself.
Reno. The lawyer ... a nice place

to stay . . . "Keno tonight, $50 draw-
ing at eleven" ... a girl crossing the
street, wearing blue jeans and a
mink coat . . . "Board and room is

six dollars a day, and I'll be your
residence witness when the time
comes" . . . neon lights and cars
parked diagonally to the curb . . . blue
skies and a cold wind that blew all

day long ... at night the Colony Club,
with cowboys standing close to wo-
men in chiffons and satins, drinking
with them at the bar . . . the mingled
odors of whiskey and saddle-leather
and Aphrodisia . . .

Then, just when it seemed as
though the six weeks would never
end, Connie was in court. A few
questions, a moment of silence while
the judge looked over some papers

—

and it was over. She was no longer
Mrs. Jack Sheldon.
She was glad of one thing. There'd

been no talk of alimony. She had a
little money of her own, left to her
by her mother, and as soon as she got
settled in San Francisco again, of
course she would find a job. Perhaps
George Staley would help her. . . .

SAN FRANCISCO had never seemed
so beautiful. She found an apart-

ment, high up on Washington Street;
she called up people to tell them she
was back in town.

"Connie!" the women said. "Dar-
ling! Back so soon? . . . Really? I

can't believe it's six whole weeks . . .

Oh, he's fine . . . And how does it

seem to be back in circulation again?"
And when she'd answered that ques-
tion, there would be a pause, until
she herself said brightly, "Well, dar-
ling, I just called to say hello. We
must see each other soon."

"Oh, yes. I'll call you, Connie,
shall I?"
But they didn't call.

She had lunch with George Staley.
She'd thought, naturally, that he
would take her to the popular Mark
Hopkins, but instead he suggested a
little cafe on Geary Street. "It's quiet
there," he said. "We can talk."
Not that he did much talking. Was

this the hearty, booming George who
was such a grand host when he and
Ann had had the Sheldons in to din-
ner? At last, in desperate irritation,

she asked:
"What in the world is the matter,

George? Surely I'm not being os-
tracized because I'm a divorcee! Didn't
that sort of thing go out with Queen
Victoria?"
He fiddled uncomfortably with his

water-glass. "Of course not, Connie.
It's just—-the truth is—I'm not saying
I feel that way myself, but—

"

"Well?" she prompted.
"A lot of the folks—you know,

they're all Jack's particular friends,
and—

"

"They think I treated him badly,
do they?" she asked icily.

"Uh—not exactly, but—well, you
know how people are."
"Thanks for letting me know,

George," she said, and the rest of
the luncheon was silent and un-
comfortable.
She might have known something

like this would happen, she thought.
This was what came of losing track
of all your own friends and getting
to know only your husband's. Natu-
rally they would all feel they had to
be loyal to Jack. But when she came
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to looking up some of the old crowd,
the people she and Rene had known
together, they had all disappeared,
somehow. Or those that hadn't gone
away seemed strange and stuffy.
One day she met Rene on the

street. She hardly recognized him at
first. He had just come back to San
Francisco, he said, and for a moment
they stood there, trying hard to think
of something to say to each other;
then they separated with vague
promises about "getting together
soon."
The old fascination was gone, en-

tirely gone. She felt no emotion at
all as she left the man who had made
her marriage a failure.

It wasn't too long, luckily, before
she found a job, as secretary-stenog-
rapher in a shipping firm. All day
long she sat at a typewriter, slowly
bringing skill back to fingers grown
stiff from many months of idleness.
But when she left the office the exist-
ence of her job vanished completely
from her mind, because she had no
real interest in it.

FOR the first time in her life, she
took long walks. At night, on week-

ends, she tramped the city streets. To
Fisherman's Wharf, then past rows of

warehouses to the Embarcadero,
where the air smelled of coffee and
spices. Up the cobbled noisiness of

Mission Street. Along the sparkling
Marina, where the Golden Gate Bridge
flung itself against the sky. But never
out past Twin Peaks, into a part of

town where the houses sat perched
on the sides of steep hills, and there
was always fog . . .

January . . . February . . . March.
It was almost a year since her divorce
—the longest year of her life.

And at last, late one Saturday after-
noon, she could hold out no longer.
Something was pulling her to the
square little white stucco house, out
on the top of the hill overlooking the
valley that led to the sea. Her heart
cried out for a sight of it. Just a
sight, and then she would go away
again.

It was foggy, of course. Terribly
foggy, almost worse than she had ever
seen it before; and the darkness had
fallen early. There were no lights in
the house, but a car stood at the curb.
As she came closer she saw that it

was a new one, and she wondered
who owned it. She wondered who
was living there now, too. Not Jack

—

he'd moved, she had heard.
Her heels clicked on the sidewalk

as she went slowly past. The place
seemed deserted, but it was as neat
and clean as ever.

"Hello!"
She jumped. The voice—Jack's

voice—came from the car at the curb.
She had thought there was no one
there. Now he was getting out, com-
ing toward her, smiling and holding
out his hand. "Connie. How are
you?"
"Oh—just fine, Jack." How big he

looked—-so much bigger than she re-
membered.

"Taking a walk?"
"Yes, I—I was just taking a turn

around the block to get some air."
"You live around here?" he asked

quickly.
"Oh, no—I live quite . . . quite far

from here. I really went much farther
than I intended."
He half-turned, toward the house.

"I came out to look at the old place,"
he announced.

"Why, of course," she said with a
surprise that sounded false to her
own ears. "This is it, isn't it? Haven't
you rented it to anyone?"
"No ... I preferred to leave it as

it was."
"Oh." The monosyllable dropped

into a vast silence between them,
sank into it without making a ripple.
He threw back his shoulders, turned

back to her again, and said in a con-
versational tone, "You're looking well,
Connie. Having a good time?"
"The usual thing—a few parties

—

nothing really exciting. On the frivo-
lous side, I'm afraid," she parried
him. "I suppose you've been seeing
the old crowd?"
"The old crowd?" he said vaguely.

"Oh . . . yes, I see them now and
then. Foggy tonight, isn't it?"
She smiled a little at that. "It's

always foggy out here, Jack."
"Yes. Poor kid, it used to get you

down, didn't it?"
"That was rather silly of me. As

a matter of fact, I like the fog now."
He didn't answer. He simply looked

at her, for a long moment, and then
he said, "You're as beautiful as ever,
Connie—and as sweet."

"Oh, don't!" His face began to swim
through a mist of tears, and she
fumbled frantically, unashamedly, for
her handkerchief. "Don't say that.
I'm not sweet at all. I'm—hateful!"

"Connie! What's the matter?"

ALL the emotion that had been
> locked in her heart for so long

burst its bonds and came tumbling
out. "I'm so miserable I could die. And
so lonely. I threw away the only thing
I really wanted—because I didn't

have sense enough to see how much
I wanted it. It took all these months
of loneliness to make me see just how
cheap and silly I'd been. And un-
faithful! Because I really was un-
faithful to you ... in my mind. And
now—now it's too late, and it's good
enough for me. I deserve it."

He had her by both shoulders, hold-
ing her tightly with his big hands.
"What are you talking about, Connie?
What did you throw away that you
really wanted?"
"Why—your love, of course."
"But you didn't," he said wonder-

ingly. "I still love you. I'll always
love you."

"Oh, no," she said, shaking her
head. "I'm not going to inflict my-
self on you again. You're be'ter off

without me." And then the last

remnant of dishonesty fell away from
her, and she cried, "No, that's a lie!

I will inflict myself on you, if you'll

have me. I love you so much—and
I've only just found it out, and I

don't deserve it, but won't you take
me back?"
The hands on her shoulders pulled

her to him, and when they let her go
again her hat was crooked and the
flower on her coat was crushed, but
her eyes were sparkling and her lips

were laughing.
"It's a miracle!" Jack said. "It was

a miracle when I found you the first

time—and now it's happened all over
again."
She shook her head. "That's not

the miracle," she said wisely. "The
miracle happened to me!"

"I Want a Divorce!" is heard every
Sunday afternoon on NBC-Red, at

3:00 E.S.T., 2:00 C.S.T., 2:00 M.S.T.,
and 1:00 P.S.T.
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Heartbreak Behind

—

Happiness Ahead

(Continued from page 19)

"I believe we will, Ben," she said.
"I do believe it."

And so they were married.
That statement is probably a sur-

prise to most of you who have seen
the incredibly youthful Mary Martin
in Paramount's "The Great Victor
Herbert." As a matter of fact, all

through the ye.ars of struggle and suc-
cess that followed, Mary kept the
story of that marriage a secret from
all the world except the folks back
home in Weatherford. Only recently
did news of it leak out, and only here
has the full story been told:

THE honeymoon was Utopia on
1 wheels. They burned up a thousand
miles over the week-end and Ben had
to sprint to make Nashville in time
for her to begin classes again.

All that morning, through her
French class, her English class, her
mathematics and her history, she
heard pounding in her ears: "I'm Mrs.
Ben Hagman, Mrs. Ben J. Hagman."
For a month she lingered, like a

girl lost in herself. The crowd at

Penta Tau wondered what on earth
had happened to their star attraction.
None guessed the secret.

At Christmas she returned home,
never to go back to school. She was
tired of being a secret bride. She
made a clean breast of it as soon as
she had kissed her family. She told
the Judge all about it first. He took
it philosophically. Mrs. Martin wept
a little, as mothers will. Then it oc-
curred to all concerned that what
mattered were the days to come.
The marriage received twin bless-

ings from both parents. Ben was
summoned to Weatherford for the
holidays and it seemed as though the
gods were smiling.

It was wonderful to be back home,
Mrs. Ben Hagman concluded. Weath-
erford had never looked more alive,

more friendly.
June came and so did a parchment

for Ben. Then the decision was made.
Ben would take a job doing legal
work for an insurance company in
Fort Worth, and there the couple
would set up house-keeping.
Which is exactly what happened.

She wept at leaving Weatherford.
Things didn't go so well in Fort

Worth. By next spring the two had
returned to Weatherford, where
Mary's father took his son-in-law in-
to his office.

Then Larry came into the lives of
all concerned and became the central
topic of conversation. Judge Martin
and his junior associate were certain
that he had the look of a barrister,
this wide-eyed cub who disdained
yelling, even when he was hungry.
Mary wasn't so sure.
He was hardly weaned when his

mother found the inactivity of a
small-town matron weighing heavily
on her. She looked around for some-
thing to do—and thereby betrayed,
for the first time, her growing knowl-
edge that marriage wasn't enough.

Practically from the time she was
old enough to toddle, Mary had
studied dancing. She loved it almost
as much as she loved singing. So
now she decided to open a dancing
school.
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with their

Parisian smartness!"

says VIRGINIA GILMORE
featured with Gary Cooper

in "THE WESTERNER"

^Otenr
From lovely star to smart little extra,

the entire cast of Hollywood's fashion-

wise sing the praises of PARIS FASH-

ION SHOES. And women know that
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workmanship, beautiful materials
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wood demands. Write Dept. P-6 for

style booklet and name of dealer.
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Ben thought it was a good idea,

and Judge Martin went a step farther
than that. It was a beautiful studio he
built her.

In no time at all the word got
around town that she was looking
for backsliders in the gentle art of
the dance. Ballet, soft shoe or what
she called "sociable dancing"—it

made no difference. In a month she
had more pupils than she knew what
to do with. She hired an assistant.

Then another. Business got so good
that she opened up other temples of
the dance—four of them—in Cisco,

Ranger, Eastland and Mineral Wells.
Just when everything was going

along wonderfully—disaster.
Her lovely studio burned to the

ground one midnight.
Standing in her nightgown and

wrapper, watching the flames, Mary
was heartbroken. Then there was a
movement as of an earthquake beside
her. It was Billie, her old mammy.

"Don't you go feelin' sorry for your-
self," Billie consoled her, as she sur-
veyed the inferno. "When the good
Lord done took away all of Job's
camels and sheep and goats, even his
children, Job went right on believin'
in the Lord. There's a reason for
everything. Jes' you wait and see."

By the time a new studio was ready
for use, summer had come. And sum-
mers in Texas aren't exactly tailored
for such exercise as dance routines.
And now the portents were becom-

ing more clear. She was almost—not
quite—-ready to admit to herself and
to Ben that marriage had been a mis-
take. Mary was a mercurial, restless
dreamer. Ben was a calm, deliberate
man of business. He wanted to settle

down in Texas—but Texas couldn't
hold her.

Still, when she determined to go
west that summer, to Hollywood,
there was no open break. Perhaps
Ben thought it best to give her her
head, and that with a summer in
Hollywood out of her system, she
would be ready to be Mrs. Hagman
again. Perhaps she thought so her-
self. At any rate, she had the bless-
ing of husband and family when she
first invaded Hollywood, in 1935.

IT was anything but exciting, this
' first visit. She saw little of the bright
lights, none of the fabled gaiety. What
she did do was toil like a robot at the
Fanchon and Marco dance studios,
learning the latest steps. In the fall

she returned home, and all that winter
she worked like fury. For a while
this new fire, this fresh drive brought
her some measure of satisfaction, a
sense of achievement. But as winter
wore on to spring she began to see a
chasm opening up between the soul
of her and a dancing career. Finally
it became all too plain—she was lost,

utterly lost.

Her marriage was lost, too. Now
she knew it.

She and Ben were able to talk
things over rather sensibly, and de-
cide, at last, to call it all off.

When summer rolled around again
she made up her mind. She would go
to Hollywood again. Only this time
she was going to lick the town.

For days Mary tramped around
Hollywood, looking for a job in which
she could sing. At last she found one,
in the Cine Grill. Then, after a while,
another—this time in the Casanova
Club. But it wasn't a lifetime com-
mitment, and once more she was foot-
loose.

For weeks there was no sign of
anything. Then came a chance to
audition for Buddy Rogers, who was
leading the band on the Twin Stars
radio program. For her test she
reeled off a gay little ditty. Rogers
smiled and nodded. "You're it," he
said.

At last she was on the air!

Now once a week she cavorted over
the networks, a yokel girl who had
made good. It didn't seem real, this
intimacy with Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick and the rest. How unreal
it actually was she discovered after
thirteen weeks, when the program
was discontinued.

CUMMER faded into fall, and fall
^ into winter. Still no job. The situa-
tion was becoming grim. The money
she had saved was dwindling.
She conceived the weird notion

that maybe the movies were looking
for her. It was no trick at all, with
her radio and night-club background,
to get tested by every important
studio in town.
No dice. In fact one of the less-

courteous testing department arch-
angels gave her the following diag-
nosis. "Off-screen you're a nifty
personality—but you photograph like
Fu Manchu."

Letters from Weatherford began to
trickle in, letters in a strange scrawl.
Letters from Larry. He was six now,
going on seven. She tried to picture
him writing his five-line notes, a
death grip on the pencil and a reso-
lute look on his sweet face. She took
on a new courage.
The Trocadero used to conduct a

sort of super amateur hour by which
undiscovered genius was given a
chance, for virtually cakes and ale,

to appear before a chic audience.
Mary decided to take a chance.

She'll will never forget the night
she walked calmly onto the Troc floor.

She didn't even wear a run-of-the-
mill evening dress. What she did
wear was an accordion-pleated skirt,

a batiste blouse with ruffles and a red
belt, wide as a barber's strop, for
color. She looked demure as a debbie.
She nodded to the band-leader.

Came the downbeat. And the familiar
notes of "II Bacio" (The Kiss). All
during the catchy, sentimental intro-
duction she sang liltingly, as thou-
sands of sopranos have sung the piece
before. But when the band hit the
chorus, she went to town. She began
to swing "II Bacio," with all she had.

First came astonishment. Could
they trust their ears? Was this in-
nocent-looking lassie taking them
(and "II Bacio") for a ride?
Then some inspired soul began

yelling. And by the time she had
completed the chorus, everyone was
yelling for encores.

The next morning she was fairly
buried under an avalanche of tele-
grams: telegrams of congratulations,
telegrams offering auditions and en-
gagements. Before the day was over
an offer came to sing on Broadway.
And as if that wasn't enough, a radio
executive offered her a spot on the
Good News program.
That night, when she had calmed

down, she called home. She talked
to everyone. Finally she heard a
familiar, small voice, the most wel-
come in the world.
"Hurrah for you, mummy," it said.

"When are you coming home?"
"Soon," she said through her tears.

"Soon, Larry."
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It was late August when she left

Hollywood and headed east for her
conquest of Broadway. She stopped
off at Weatherford long enough to get
a good hug of Larry.
The night she arrived in New York

was a heart-breaker.
No one met her at the station. Rain

poured down from an angry sky. And
later at the hotel, came the final bitter
pill. The musical comedy in which
she was to appear had been postponed
for another year.

Heartbroken, she hung around
town, too numb to go away. On the
fifth day a ray of hope appeared.
"Look," exclaimed the producer

who had brought her to New York
in the first place, "I don't want to get
your hopes aroused. You know how
it is in show business. Still, if you're
interested, there's an opening in a
new show called 'Leave It to Me.'
Seems that a lady named June Knight
has kissed the part good-bye. She's
getting married."

WELL, she auditioned and got the
part, and the rest is history. :

It's a twice-told tale how she
knocked 'em dead on the night of
September 28 by crooning "My Heart
Belongs to Daddy." The performance
made her a national figure.

It took the movie studios only until
the following morning to begin send-
ing her wires—and every wire con-
tained the word "contract." For a
minute Mary laughed to herself, re-
membering Fu Manchu.
At last the dream had come true.

Her name was in lights. She had an
engagement, too, in the swanky Rain-
bow Room, the Rockefeller showplace
of the nation. Life was wonderful.

Until the night of December 10,

1938.
She was sitting in her dressing

room waiting for the cue, her mind
sweeping over the two thousand miles
separating the Imperial Theater and
Weatherford, where her father was
ill. She had flown down to see him
a fortnight before.
There was a knock on the door.
It was Victor Moore, the star of the

show. He looked grave—grave in a
tender sort of way. Then he walked
over and put his arm on her shoulder.
"Mary," he said, "I've got an old

story to tell you. I think it's older
than show business, lots older than
almost anything else."

"My dad?" she said, jumping up.
"Yes."
Sophie Tucker came into the room.

She took the slim brunette in her
arms. The girl's tears mingled with
the mascara and made a wet, dark
stain on Sophie's dressing gown.
She didn't attend the funeral. Her

Dad would have wanted it that way.
It was part of what he had called her
"new obligations" when she had seen
him last and had said good-bye to
him.
By June she had made up her mind

about the movie offers. She signed
with Paramount. Here at last was
rainbow's end. A part in "The Great
Victor Herbert," opposite Alan Jones.
By now you must have seen the

picture.
Meanwhile, Paramount is not let-

ting her stay idle. She's at work
getting ready for the shooting of
"Kiss the Boys Good-bye," in which
she'll play a temperamental Southern
mint-julep in a satire on "Gone With
the Wind."

It could happen only in America.
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BECAUSE

I WANT TO KEEP ROMANCE !

If you want to keep your complexion alluring,

use Palmolive made with Olive Oil!

BECAUSE PALMOLIVE IS MADE WITH OLIVE AND
PALM OILS, NATURE'S FINEST BEAUTY AIDS.
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YOU REALLY ARE A DARLING, MARY, TO TELL

ME HOW YOU KEEP YOUR COMPLEXION SO

LOVELY ! I'M GOING TO TAKE YOUR ADVICE AND
MAKE PALMOLIVE MY BEAUTY SOAP, TOO !
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Jan Savitt—A Refugee from the
Classics

WHEN Jan Savitt was seven, his
violin thrilled Victor Herbert. At

the age of thirteen, all Philadelphia
predicted a great career for the little

Polish-born musician.
No young artist has risen so rapidly.

Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms claimed
him—but not for long.

Today the concert platform is but
a memory. Jitterbugs, not longhairs,

applaud the diminutive, dark-eyed
lad. His pulse-tickling "shuffling

rhythm" is broadcast over NBC from
the Hotel Lincoln in New York. His
Decca records sell briskly. But in-

stead of the classics, he plays the hit

parade champions.
"I was a child prodigy. Music

claimed me before I was five," Jan
explained, "I never saw a toy unless
it was a musical one. Couldn't hold a
baseball bat for fear of spoiling my
precious fingers. When other kids
were getting their first dates, I would
be riding a sooty, excursion train to

New York for more music lessons.

Why, I didn't have a pair of long
pants when I joined Stokowski."
That jazz conquered the classics to

claim Jan for its own, is one of
swingdom's strangest stories.

Jan was born twenty-seven years
ago in Cracow, then a part of Russia.
His father was a drummer in the
Russian Imperial Regimental Band.
The rattle <>f the snares beat a tom-
tom lullaby for the boy. But not for
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long. Joseph Savitt rebelled against
the rigid military system. He wanted
freedom. So when Jan was two, the
family emigrated to America.
The Savitts settled in Philadelphia

with father putting his savings into
the feathered hat business. Jan's
mother, a woman alert to new cus-
toms, soon found out how her neigh-
bors lived. Middle-class Philadel-
phians saved pennies so that their
children would get music lessons.
When Jan was five, he got his first

violin lesson. This did not meet with
his father's approval.

"Better teach him a trade," he
warned his wife.
But when the wealthy woolen ty-

coon, Edwin Fleischer, started a sym-
phony club for young musicians,
Mama Savitt knew her boy was des-
tined for a musical career. Jan's
teacher got him enrolled in the string
orchestra as concertmeister. One
night the great Victor Herbert came.
Jan played Wieniawski's Mazurka on
an over-sized fiddle.

The composer and patron Fleischer
were impressed.
Herbert placed a heavy arm on the

awed youth's shoulder. "You might
become the first great American
violinist." Then he pouted, "But that
fiddle. Too big, too big."

Fleischer soon fixed that. He bought
Jan an $8,500 Ruggieri, perfectly pro-
portioned for an under-sized 12-year-
old lad, and began to pay for his
music lessons under William Happich.
When Jan was fourteen, his older

brother Bill urged him to commute
on Sundays to New York and study
under the noted Sam Franko.
Franko was captivated by his new

pupil and brought him to the atten-
tion of music critics. A new child
prodigy was rapidly being developed.
When the Curtis Institute offered a
violin scholarship, Jan won it.

I EOPOLD STOKOWSKI, idol of
- Philadelphia, was then conductor
of Curtis Institute's orchestra class,

aside from his duties with the great
symphonic orchestra. He liked the
thin, nervous lad who played so
vigorously and devoted no time to
frivolous pastimes.
One day he took Jan aside.

"How would you like to come and
play in my orchestra?" The boy's
answer stunned the great man.

"I don't know, sir," flustered Jan,
"I'll have to ask my mother!"
At first the men in the orchestra

sneered at this youngster.
"A kid," snarled one veteran, "just

out of diapers."
But Stokowski had faith. Jan

stayed with the Philadelphia Orches-
tra eight years—eight years of work!
Then something happened.
The fact that he was making $150 to

$200 a week might have set off the
spark. Perhaps his coming of age was
responsible. He was now 22. But I

would rather place the responsibility
with Fate and his big brother Bill.

The latter was now employed as as-
sistant manager of the Forrest thea-
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ter in Philadelphia. The Broadway
shows played there—shows filled with
beautiful girls, light-hearted young
people, and music that was light and
swingy. As Jan huddled near the
stage door, when he could sneak
away from the concert hall, all these
things rose before him.
"This music reacted strangely with-

in me. I got a kick out of it," Jan tells

you now.

WHEN radio station WCAU offered
him the job of musical director,

Jan could not resist. Here was his
chance to become a human being and
not a musical instrument. He told the
fatherly Stokowski—and the maestro
agreed.
The radio work attracted the dance

set. Offers came to play at parties,
college proms, and hotel rooms. They
liked the unusual tone of this new
band. Jan had brought all the re-
sources of the classics into play. He
wove a style—shuffling rhythm—that
comes right from Dukas' "The Sor-
cerer's Apprentice" and Spohr's Violin
Concerto.
By 1938 Savitt's band had gained

promise. An engagement at a dance
in New York turned the tide. Mrs.
Maria Kramer, owner of the Hotel
Lincoln, was searching for a band to

succeed Artie Shaw at her hotel.

Savitt opened at the Lincoln in De-
cember, 1938. They've been there
ever since, except for a few ex-
cursions.
At the present time a dusky lad

named Bon Bon is Jan's only vocalist.

Bon Bon's real name is George Tun-
nell. He used to sing with a colored
trio on NBC.

Savitt's plans are definite. He

starts a lengthy tour in February,
and by Spring might get married. But
he won't talk too much about that.

OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet

It Was Written in the Stars; Katie
Went to Haiti (Royale 1783) Johnny
Green. A new phonograph company
and a pair of Cole Porter pulse-tickling
tunes that deserve hearing. Johnny
Green's band with Beverly as vocalist.

Last Night; Many Dreams Ago
(Victor 26397) Hal Kemp. The laurels
go to the vocalists, Nan Wynn and Bob
Allen in this soothing platter.

Out of Space; Blue Rain (Decca
2802) Casa Loma. Casa Loma comes
back into its own as a leading dis-

penser of sweet music. Pin a medal
on Kenny Sargent.
Speaking of Heaven; I Thought

About You (Vocalion 5182) Will Brad-
ley. A new band in a season that has
been loaded with newcomers and vague
promises about arresting, original

styles. But this Bradley-Ray Mc-
Kinley combo stands out spectacularly.

Three Little Maids; Tin Roof Blues
(Varsity 8071) Hylton Sisters. Spicy,

suggestive lyrics ably interpreted by
a trio of warblers that may give the
celebrated Andrew Sisters some com-
petition. Varsity is the less expensive
disk of the new U. S. Record Co.

Some Like It Swing
Faithful Forever; Bluebirds in the

Moonlight (Columbia 35289) Benny
Goodman and Mildred Bailey. A fool-

proof combination on a coupling from
Gulliver's Travels.
Johnson Rag; Down Home Rag

(Victor 26598) Larry Clinton. Solid

stuff interpreted by a specialist in this

bracket of swing.
Cirribiribin; Yodelin Jive (Decca

2800) Bing Crosby-Andrew Sisters. The
record companies become generous and
give two for the price of one.

You're A Lucky Guy; Love Is Here
(Bluebird 10482) Artie Shaw. The little

man that isn't here made this one be-
fore he renounced his throne.

She Really Meant to Keep It; Palm
of Your Hand (Varsity 8117) Johnny
Messner. Not for Aunt Hattie, but a
double entendre successor to "She Had
To Lose It At The Astor" a platter
that got word of mouth from coast to

•coast and became a smash hit. Will do
miracles at parties that begin to sag.
White Heat; You Can Fool Some

of the People (Vocalion 5156) Jimmy
Lunceford. Hotter than a sun-ray lamp
you forgot to turn off.

To Ken Alden, Facing the Music

RADIO MIRROR Magazine
122 E. 42nd Street, New York.

I would like to see a feature story

about

Please tell me where this band is

now playing

I like swing bands I like

sweet bands I like bands

that mix 'em up .

(Enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope if

you want a direct answer.)

PEPS I^HHBB
THE PEPSI-COLA COPS
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FOR KEEPS!

By DR. GRACE GREGORY

THE old saying was, "Beauty is only

skin deep." That is a great deal

deeper than you might think. To
maintain a beautiful skin we must
observe all the laws of general good
health and also the special laws of

skin care. Moreover, we have to con-

sider the dermis, or true skin, as well

as the epidermis or outer layer.

Beauty cannot be put on with make-
up alone. We have to begin with
proper cleansing and with the prepa-
ration for make-up—that is, the right

soap and the right powder base.

Pretty seventeen-year-old Mary
Small has an understanding of these
fundamentals that would do credit to

an experienced cosmetician. Come to

think of it, she is experienced—she
has been singing in public since she
was five. She has had theatrical ex-
perience as well as radio. All those

years of the varied make-ups for

public work, and she still has a skin

as clear and fresh as a child's. In

private life she uses the minimum of

cosmetics, believing that the younger
you are the less you need them. But
she is very, very choosey about her
soap and what little powder base she
does use.
You hear Mary's warm contralto

voice on the Ben Bernie Hour Sun-
day evenings at five-thirty over CBS,
and it is hard to believe that such a

natural, unspoiled young girl has at-

tained her mature artistry. Those who
work with her say she can pick up a

song and learn it in five minutes, and
has a genius for original treatments
of song lyrics. She has a poise and
serenity that rises to any occasion

—

and there have been many important
occasions for her as a guest artist

starred on practically every radio
program of note.

The first step towards maintaining
that youthful skin is a thorough
cleansing with a good soap. There
are many on the market so free from
irritating ingredients that they could
not harm even the skin of a baby.
You can make a simple test by touch-
ing your soap to the tip of your
tongue. No soap tastes good, of

course. But if there is any free alkali

or other irritant present, the soap
will seem to burn.

Nevertheless I strongly advocate a
light upward massage with a good
cleansing cream first. Then a gentle
but thorough cleansing with soap and
softened water, two or three times a
day. The natural oil of the skin is

given out from tiny sacs which lie
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Seventeen-year-old Mary Small gives some grown-up advice

—

use plenty of good soap and water before putting on make-up.

close to the hair roots. If the opening
gets clogged, the oil hardens and
darkens into blackheads, or infection
arises and pimples form. At the very
least these clogged pores give the skin
a coarse and grimy look. Nothing
else is so effective in clearing them
as a good lathering of soap.
Those who have dry skins which

they think are irritated by much
soaping should use first a cleansing
cream of the emulsion type (rather
heavy). For those with oily skins, or
for the simple removal of make-up,
a liquefying or thin cream, and less

of it. But please, always, plenty of
good soap and soft water.
When the skin is cleansed right

into the pores, put on your favorite
foundation. And here you must ex-
periment to find the one best suited
to your skin, and to your age. Very
light for young people. Heavier for
the mature woman. There are excel-
lent ones of all types. Some are
foundation creams, some are lotions,
some are of a type which suggests
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a glorified theatrical make-up and
aid greatly in the concealment of
blemishes. There are bases for the
dry skin, for the oily skin. There is

one that contains healing ingredi-
ents, very cool and soothing. Select
yours and use it. Foundations protect
the skin, and enhance make-up.

HOW'S YOUR COMPLEXION?
ACNE sufferers are often needlessly
** afraid of cosmetics. The first thing
to do is to find out which kind of acne
you have. It might be best to consult
your doctor and let him tell you.
What is properly called acne has a
half dozen different causes. It may
be gastric. It may be caused by a
vitamin deficiency, which is readily
corrected by eating a prepared yeast.
It may be from bad teeth, or from
some temporary irregularity in the
glandular system, or even from
nerves. In such cases, cosmetics and
creams give temporary relief. Get at
the cause. If it is a case of clogged
oil pores, good soap-and-water
cleansings are the answer, together
with special creams. The great cos-
metic houses all have acne creams
and lotions which are the result of
years of research.
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WE CANADIAN LISTENERS HORACE

WITH the misconception of Ca-
nadian winters (I look out my

window as I write and the lilac-tree
beneath it is budding again in mid-
December, cross my heart) , it seems
hardly good tactics to introduce a
gentleman by the name of Frost. His
first name is not Jack, but Rex, which
is some compensation, but there is a
very valid reason for a Canadian
radio columnist wanting to talk about
Rex Frost. You see, Rex Frost has
been ten years in the Canadian broad-
casting business, six of them with the
same two commercial programs.
Tune to CFRB, Toronto, at 12:40

p. m., Mondays through Fridays, or
dial the same station Mondays through
Saturdays at 11:00 p.m., and you will
hear a clipped British accent that will
strongly remind you of Boake Carter,
that is, a Boake Carter with the wasp-
ish sting removed. At the noon hour
period he will be holding the fort
for the Goodyear Rubber and Tire
Corporation's daily Farm Broadcast,
the Ontario farmers' unfailing ba-
rometer for the past six years of price
and crop conditions. At eleven o'clock
of the evening, he will be holding
forth on European affairs for his tens
of thousands of listeners to his Arm-
chair Club, sponsored by the Royal
Canadian Tobacco Company, also in
its sixth year of popular dialling.

Physically, Rex is in the neighbor-

hood of six feet, with a wisely kind
look in his gray eyes. He's in his
early forties.

Rex was born in London, England.
His father wanted him to be a law-
yer like himself. Rex, spending a
great deal of time around the courts
(unofficially, of course), decided the
Law was dryer than the pages of
Blackstone. So he decided to become
an engineer, and took a Science
course at deah ol' Cambridge. The
engineering job turned out to be a
position in a London bank. After a
year at Brussels, someone told him
that Canadian banks were always on
the lookout for good men. Which
brought Rex to these shores, and a
job in a Canadian bank. His start
in radio came with an oil concern
as program director, from whence he
graduated to CFRB as Commercial
Manager.
His record of continuous broadcast-

ing on the same two programs is

probably unequalled on the continent,
and certainly unique in Canada. Rex
sort of inherited the Farm Broadcast.
One hot July day in 1933, he was
getting ready for a round of golf,

when the 'phone rang. It was a Chi-
cago businessman wanting to talk
farm broadcasts. Resignedly, Rex,
who scarcely knew one end of the
horse from the other, let duty take
precedence over pleasure. He saw the

Chicago man, who had an idea for a
daily summary of livestock activities
and markets and produce bulletins.
This was something new in radio. Al-
most unenthusiastically, Rex accepted
the gentleman's contract on behalf of
CFRB. A search began for a broad-
caster with agricultural background.
None suitable could be found. The
station manager unsympathetically
told Rex he was responsible, and
would have to air the show himself.
Rex dived into the business of agri-
culture, waiting expectantly for the
three months' contract to run out.
Run out it did, but the station lis-

teners clamored for more. That was
six years ago, and Rex Frost is still

waiting for CFRB to find someone to
take his place on the Farm Broadcast.

THE constant companion of Rex
' Frost is his movie camera. No mat-
ter where he goes, the little black box
goes with him. And his hobby is

proving profitable. In three months,
he will have ready a film of his own
making, "Cavalcade of Europe," with
which he will go on lecture-tour.
An amazing person, this Rex Frost,

and an extraordinary life he has led.
But I think the thing that intrigues
him most at the moment is that he
has one of the first honest-to-gosh
penthouses in Toronto, roof-garden
and all.

GREATER SMOOTHNESS
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RIMAL

"Oh, what have I done, what have
I done!" Tam whispered, half to her-
self, in black despair.

"It's just something we have to get
through," George persisted reason-
ably. "It's a mean bit of road, but
we simply have to get over it, you
and I. What I want you to do is to

drive yourself down to Bill Martell's
and stay with Ellen—

"

"You mean that you—you think
they'll take you right away—

"

"I expect so," he said quietly.

"I see," Tam said in a dead voice.

"Go on."
"Well, this is it: Go down to Menlo

Park and take it easy with the Mar-
tells. They understand. In a few
days, drive down to Los Angeles and
see Kohl, about that movie offer.

Next June, or some time after that—

"

"Next June? Oh, my God!" Tam
whispered.

"Well, any time around then. By
that time old Martell will have done
some good work here, and one talk
with the governor will do the trick."

CHE put her elbows on the table
^ and her face in her hands, and he
saw the bright tears slip through her
fingers.

"Don't cry, Tam."
She made no answer. After a while

she found a handkerchief and dried
her eyes and made herself smile at
him with her lashes still wet and her
lips trembling.
"We've nothing to regret," he told

her softly. "Even poor Mallory would
probably have been grateful for the
quick way out if he'd known it was
coming. Tam, my little beloved girl,

my wife, you won't forget me, and
I'll live on your letters and books,
and it won't be forever. And some
hot summer day we'll climb into the
car and head here for Halfmoon Bay,
and we'll stop and get eggs and cof-
fee And then we'll forget all this;

it won't leave any mark."
"But how to get through today!"
"Oh, well, time goes on. It'll go

by."
"You don't want me to go to court

and cross the bay with you?"
"Positively not! There'll be pho-

tographers, newspapermen. Let's cut
all that. No," he said seriously, "if

I'm not back early in the afternoon

—

go down to the Martells', won't you?"
"Yes," she said with white lips.

"You've got money?"
"Yes, I'm fine."

"And listen, dearest. Write me!"
"Oh, George, don't!"
She trailed after him as he threw

a few things into a bag, stood for-
lornly watching him, one of his old
sweaters pressed against her heart as
if to staunch a flow of blood.

"Well, it's ten of ten; I'd better
move," he said with a great air of
briskness. He slipped on his big coat,
buckled it, put his arms about her
and kissed her once, briefly. "Good-
bye, my heart," he said.

"Remember that I will never love
anyone else in the world as I love
you," Tamara said steadily.
He picked up his hat and his bag

and went out without turning again.
After a long while she went into

the bedroom; George's pillow still

held the impress of his big untidy
head, and she slid to her knees and
laid her face against it for a moment
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of weakness. Tears fell on the crum-
pled linen. But almost immediately
she was on her feet again. The beds
were pulled apart, windows opened
to cold, fresh, rushing air, garments
put away in orderly fashion.
She telephoned Menlo Park.
"Ellen, I'm so sorry, but I'm not

getting down today. . . . Yes, but I

want to be alone; I'm all right. I just
feel sort of—battered, and I want to

be alone. You'll forgive me; I'll be
down tomorrow. And then I go on
to Los Angeles. He wants me to. And
Merry Christmas!"

GEORGE had been right. Time did
pass—somehow. She saw Kohl,

and he made her an offer and she
accepted it, and then for a time she
was in Hollywood. And after that
there was a play, and a tour, and the
dates on the letters she wrote to
George were September . . . October
. . . November . . . May . . . July . . .

October again.
Mid-December, almost two years

after George had gone to prison, and
she was in Sacramento with the play.
Tamara hated the town because of
bitter memories that never would die,

memories of Mayne swaggering and
self-satisfied, memories of her first

sickening misgivings as to Mayne's
love for her. She wrote the governor
gallantly, asking for an interview.
There was no answer—there was no
answer. . . .

Governor Coates would go to San
Quentin on the nineteenth. The six-
teenth, the seventeenth came; and
still Tamara could not manage her
coveted five-minute interview. Early
on the evening of the seventeenth
Billy Martell came into her dressing
room. He was in Sacramento, he ex-
plained, to see the governor himself
about George, or to make it easier
for her to see him. "I saw his secre-
tary today," he added. Tam turned
anxious eyes upon him.

"Whittell! What did he say?"
"He wasn't exactly encouraging,

Tam. Not that he knows much, but,
of course, he's very close to the gov-
ernor. He said that Coates always
made up his own mind about things
of that sort: 'Mrs. Davis's seeing him
wouldn't affect him one way or the
other; he's not in the least interested
in women,' he said."

Tarn's face flamed. "I wasn't going
to flirt with him!" she said coldly. "It

was just one more thing that I could
try. George told me that Coates was
a forlorn hope, but I thought—

I

thought—being Christmas time—

"

"Shall you see George this Christ-
mas, Tam?" Billy asked.

"Oh, yes. We go down to San Fran-
cisco tomorrow to play a week.
Christmas is Tuesday; I'll go over and
see George on Monday. I dread it,"

Tam said under her breath.
"It's awful," Billy agreed.
It stabbed her, and her busy hand

was still as she asked in a quiet voice:
"You don't think there's any use try-
ing to see the governor, Bill?"

"Well, tomorrow's Sunday, and the
governor's gone with his family all

day, and early on Monday he goes
down to San Quentin," Billy admitted
regretfully.
An hour before train time the next

morning Tam telephoned the execu-
tive mansion. Before he left for
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Woodside could Governor Coates pos-
sibly see Mrs. Davis for five minutes?
It was very important.
Governor Coates and Mrs. Coates

had gone to Woodside last night.
"Oh, thank you," Tarn said weakly.

"They—they couldn't be reached
there?"

"If you would write a letter, Mrs.
Davis—" the secretary said kindly.
Tamara tried to answer that she had
written many letters, but tears choked
her, and she hung up the telephone
with no further words. On Wednes-
day of that week she sent out from
her dressing room at the old Geary
Street Theater in San Francisco for
a paper: the governor's pardons were
duly listed there. A Burke, a Cas-
tagni, a Miller—there were nine in
all. No Davis.
She saw him at the prison on

Monday—Christmas Eve—came back
alone across the gray winter bay with
the familiar icy agony at her heart.
It was hard enough to steel herself
to see him, to arm herself with cheer-
ful odds and ends of news, to fill her
arms with books and handkerchiefs
and cake and olives. But the coming
away was the insufferable thing; that
was the time when her courage and
nerve were at their lowest ebb. The
memory of his quiet courage, his con-
cern for her, his utter weariness,
would tear at her heart for hours
afterward like the teeth of animals.

GEORGE had said to her, "No par-
don? Coates threw me down, did

he?" and she had answered gallantly,
"Billy and I mean to attack him again
right after Christmas!" but the few
words had told her that George had
been hoping great things, as they
both had been, from the Christmas
list of pardons.

It was only three o'clock when she
came back to the city and turned
her car south toward Menlo Park
and the Martell house—yet when she
reached it, she felt a weariness, a
nervous despair in her own soul that
made any thought of Christmas joy
seem unbearable.
Children were boiling all over the

house; evergreen ropes had been put
up; there was a great burst of holly
in a jar in the entrance hall, and fires
roared everywhere. Ellen Martell, in
the midst of the cheerful pande-
monium, was sweet and sympathetic;
but the contrast between all this com-
fort and happiness and the cold stone
of the prison was too much for Tarn;
she could not . face the long dinner
table, the chatter, the joyous expec-
tations and surprises.
When Billy Martell came upstairs

a few minutes before dinner-time,
she was standing in her bedroom
door, with her hat and coat on.

"Hello, Tarn! Where you going?"
he demanded in a tone of alarm.

"I thought I'd get some fresh air.

. . . But I'm glad you're home. I

wanted to speak to you a minute."
She gestured toward a wide cush-
ioned seat in the hall. "Billy, did
you ever get to see Coates?" she
demanded.
He patted her hand. "Well . . . no,"

he admitted. "Look, Tam, Ellen says
I've got to rush. Run on downstairs
and I'll see you in a few minutes."
He hurried down the hall.

Tamara went back to her room and
walked to one of the darkened win-
dows. She stood perfectly still, hardly
conscious of emotion or thought;
everything seemed dulled within her
heart and brain; nothing mattered.
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Quite suddenly, as if propelled by
a force outside of herself, she was at
the desk, scribbling a note.

"Ellen darling," she wrote, "I'm a
death's-head at your party and I'll

only spoil it for you and everyone
else. I'm sorry, but the children and
the fun and the presents seem more
than I can bear tonight; I'm going up
to the city, where I'll see a movie
and eat a large unromantic steak, and
I'll surely drive over and see you all

tomorrow, or at latest the day after.
I'm not sure where I'll be, but I'll

telephone. Merry Christmas to you
all! Do forgive me."
She scratched a crooked, tear-

splashed "Tarn" at the end and put
the note in a conspicuous position
against the lamp. She crossed the up-
per hall noiselessly, opened a door
upon a back staircase, and let herself
out at the side door without encoun-
tering a soul or hearing any sound
except the joyous racket of Christmas
Eve.

CHE went quickly along the drive to
<J the garage, got her car and was
in it and driving out of the gate inco
the road before her breath would
begin to come naturally or her heart
stop its frightened beat.
The road to San Francisco was

lighted, and punctuated by flying
smaller lights that came roaring
toward her, blinded her, and went
rushing south. But she did not follow
this highway far. She knew now
where she wanted to go—to the little

cottage on Halfmoon Bay, where she
and George had once spent a heaven-
ly week-end. It had been during
Mayne's trial—they'd stolen away to
spend two days' respite from strain
and anxiety.
"Some day, darling, we'll buy this

cottage," George had said. He didn't
know that she had remembered that,
and had bought the place herself,
with her Hollywood earnings. Bought
it, because it was the one place in the
world where she felt as if she and
George were still together.
She unlocked the door, carried in

the groceries she'd bought at the gen-
eral store in the village two miles
away. Speedily, with stiff fingers, she
filled the stove, poured kerosene on
the kindling. In one second there was
a heartening roar or blaze against the
closed stove plates; in exactly seven
minutes the kettle began to sing.

"This is the thing I wanted to do!"
she exulted. "I'm alone—and when
I'm alone I can think about George."
But she felt a little sense of un-

easiness, too, as she realized suddenly
that she had never been quite alone
in this secluded cabin before, so far
from any other habitation. Always,
when she came down here for a few
days, she'd had someone in from one
of the neighboring families to cook
and keep her company.
She reminded herself that one's

fears and the action of robbers, mur-
derers, maniacs rarely struck upon
the same instant—but, poaching eggs,
she wished that she had not thought
of such words as robbers, murderers,
maniacs.
Perhaps there were men hiding in

this house at this exact minute. The
telephone was there, of course. But
the service stopped at six. Too bad
to have remembered that—a tele-

phone was almost like a person!
Her heart leaped into her throat

at the sound of a voice. But it was
only a black cat, as welcome almost

as a friend in this silent dark hour.
Tamara welcomed the cat effusively,
fed him while she ate her own sup-
per, and when she went to sleep an
hour later on a cot dragged into the
kitchen for warmth, the cat was set-
tled on her feet. The sound of the
sea was friendlier now, and the
stove's red eye had a protective, com-
forting aspect in the warm kitchen.
Tarn, tired by the long full day, was
almost instantly asleep.

Voices. She started up from a very
abysm of unconsciousness to the fear-
ful realization of voices. Someone
outside saying, "S-s-h-h!"
Tarn sat up in the dark, her heart

thundering. With a sudden lessening
of warm weight on her feet the cat
leaped to the floor. There was utter
silence everywhere, except the tick
of dying ashes in the stove.

It had been her imagination. But
her heart would not stop its suffocat-
ing quick beat, nor her muscles obey
her fluttered reason when her mind
told her that she must simply lie

down quietly again. The sound of a
motor engine was coming nearer. It

would pass. It would go away again.
A slow fan of light went over the

ceiling; outside the kitchen door the
motor stopped. There was a fearful
interval of silence. Then a voice,
shouting: "Tam!"

Life came back into her veins. In
the dark she sprang from her blan-
kets, sobbing, calling back madly in
answer:

"Oh, George, George, George!"
Somehow, in the black cold and

dark she was across the kitchen floor,

and fumbling at the lock, and then
the sky and the wheeling stars
showed in the opened doorway, above
the dim silhouette of the hills, and
the lights of a motorcar cut a tunnel
of light through them, and a figure
was there, coming at her; arms were
warm and strong about her, and
George's cold hard face was against
her warm one, and she was crying,
crying bitterly, with her arm about
his neck.

"Tam, you poor darling, you poor
little idiot! My sweetheart—my dar-
ling sweetheart!"
He was half leading, half carrying

her back into the kitchen. "You've
escaped! You got away! You found
me!" she breathed.

Just to look at him was enough;
she could look at him forever.
George. George with her again, noth-
ing else mattered. It was enough to
watch George carrying in wood,
dragging things about, driving shad-
ows before him, tramping about with
a heartening noise that seemed to
make the house the safest, sanest,
coziest place in the world.
Every few minutes he stopped

what he was doing and came to kneel
beside her and kiss her. Tam would
put up a hand to stroke his hair, smile
at him shakily, but she could not
speak without tears.

"Frightened you, did I?"
"It was silly. But I'd been nervous,

anyway."
"But darling, you shouldn't have

run away down here. You frightened
the Martells terribly."

She lay on the couch before the
hearth; the big sitting room was
warm in the winter night from the
fire George had built. Then, sudden-
ly, a thought struck her, and her fin-

gers tightened on his hand, her voice
trembled. "You'll—you'll be here to-

morrow, won't you?" she faltered.
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"I'll be here tomorrow, darling;
we'll have Christmas breakfast to-
gether. I'm—out, Tarn."
"Out?" she repeated dazedly.
"For always. It was to be a sur-

prise for you, Tarn. Bill and I fixed
it up, fools that we were. I got my
pardon yesterday—today, was it?

Only this afternoon, it was. But Billy
and Ellen had an idea that it would
be wonderful to surprise you!"

"Pardoned! You knew when I saw
you—when was it, yesterday?"

"No, I didn't. My God, Tarn, you
don't think I could have let you go
away from the prison not knowing, if

I had known!"
"Billy knew."
"Not until today. He was on his

way to San Quentin, to tell me about
it, while you were there seeing me.
He missed you by about ten minutes.
If he'd driven just a little faster he'd
have seen you. He told me about the
pardon—it's all due to Billy's per-
sistence that the governor finally
came through with it—and then he
telephoned Ellen. Ellen said, 'Tam-
ara's coming down here for dinner,
and we'll keep it for a Christmas
surprise!'

"

TAMARA'S wondering eyes broke
over his reproachfully.
"But I was there when Billy got

home!"
"So was I, darling—within a few

feet of you, shaving and bathing and
getting into decent clothes. I was
supposed to go downstairs, when I

looked presentable, and let you find

me there. And I went down, and
waited—and waited—and you didn't

come. You'd been gone about an hour
when they found your note, saying
you'd gone to San Francisco."

"Oh, George, George!" Tam wailed.
"What a fool I was!"
"What fools we all were! Well, I

looked for you in San Francisco—all

the places you might have gone to,

and you weren't there. And suddenly
it struck me that in your note you'd
said you'd drive over and see the
Martells tomorrow. That didn't sound
as if you'd intended to go to San
Francisco at all, so I asked Hills,

Billy's chauffeur, if there were any
place you could drive 'over' from

—

and he told me how you'd bought this

cottage," George related.

Tam rubbed a small thumb back
and forth on his big hand, tears still

brimming out of her eyes. "George,
is it really all over—are you and I

just one more married couple, - at

last?"
"Just exactly that. Free to do just

what everyone else is doing."
"It's a dream—talking to you, hav-

ing you again!" she whispered.
"It's a true dream."
"And I thought—only tonight I

thought that life would never be any-
thing else but one long heartbreak!
And we know each other, George,"
Tam pursued, in a voice of utter con-
tent, "there aren't going to be any
surprises or disillusions; we know
each other through and through! I

know you're going to like your eggs
poached tomorrow morning, and that
you like the top of the milk bottle
better than regular cream. I

—
" Her

voice dropped; she whispered: "I love
you so, George," she breathed. And
again their lips were together, while
there was no sound in the room but
the occasional dropping of ashes in

the fire and an occasional flurry of
wind in the chimney.

The End.
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CORNS.
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CORNS are caused by pressure and friction
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often become large and painful. Home paring
only gives temporary relief—means risk of infec-
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Now you can remove corns easily, scientifically.
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Gum

How to Sing for Money

(Continued from page 25)

It is often a real handicap to be able
to learn a song too quickly, because
the learning is too superficial to stand
up under pressure. The "quick study"
is prone to get a hazy impression of
the son^ rather than a clear mental
engraving, and that is where the care-
less wrong notes begin to creep in.

So if you're in this group, recognize
the danger and whip yourself into
thoroughness. Learn the written
melody so that you can sing it per-
fectly, note for note, without words
and without leaning on accompani-
ment.

Next, choose your key

Remember the time you got half-
way through rehearsing a song and
your voice cracked reaching for that
high note? What did you do? You
went back to the beginning and
started over again, a little lower.

THAT high note was beyond your
vocal "range." When you started

over again in a lower pitch, you trans-
posed the key and thereby adjusted
the song to your range.
The next order of business is how

to go about finding the key in which
you should sing any given song. An
inexperienced singer is apt to say,
quite flatly, "My key is E flat." In
other words, he expects to transpose
every song to that key. This is, of
course ridiculous. Every song is a
new transposition problem, the key in
which you sing it depending upon the
key of the printed copy, as acted upon
by your individual vocal range.

Third, phrase your song
When you breathe, you pause. These

pauses put a sort of vocal parenthesis
around the words you sing, dividing a
song lyric into definite groups of re-
lated words.
The first move in phrasing a new

song is simply to mark the copy with
checkmarks at the places where you
plan to breathe. Planned phrasing as-
sures you of a plentiful supply of
breath throughout the song, and helps
you gain confidence by always singing
the song in the same way.
Short phrases are intrinsically dra-

matic, exciting. Long phrases are more
sweeping, romantic, soothing, and in-
timate. If in a certain song you're
taking the loss of a lover rather
lightly, in the Ballad manner, you'll
favor the shorter, more casual phras-
ing—if you're rather sad about the
thing, you'll go more for the long
phrases—and if you're very bitter
indeed, you'll return to the short
phrases, but add punch to them with
a forceful delivery technique.

If you smoke a lot, your breath ca-
pacity may be small, and it wouldn't
be a bad idea for you to do a daily
half-dozen to build it up to the point
where you have breath enough to
draw out the full beauty of some of
the long phrases.

In any event, stay within your ca-
pacity; never attempt a phrase which
taxes you. Gauge the amount of
breath you will need for a given
phrase (whether a full breath, a half-
breath or a sneak) and arrange your
rhythm to allow the necessary time
to take it in. Don't puff—too many
breaths give a choppy effect, and if

your capacity is abnormally low, set
about developing it. And don't strain
or hurry, because the essence of
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naturalness is apparent lack of effort.
Fourth, fit your diction to the song.
You undoubtedly chatter along at

a great rate in ordinary conversation,
without a thought of diction. That's
fine: otherwise you'd sound like a
self-conscious elocutionist and nobody
would like you. I want you to sing
in the same relaxed spirit.

You must learn to make your sing-
ing diction clear, because audiences
can't ask "What?" You must make it

attractive, too, because you're singing
for money now and you want the cus-
tomers to like you and your songs.
You must learn how diction flavors
moods, for obviously a girl whose
heart is breaking won't torch out her
sorrow in crisp, crackling articulation.
Many people think that good dic-

tion consists of not saying things like
gonna hitcher. But it's much worse
to sound so pure that it hurts. While
the beginners' diction often offends
through carelessness, just as often the
classical singer is annoying and hard
to understand because of his over-cor-
rectness.
Above all, I want you to seem nat-

ural. Don't rhyme been with seen
and again with rain unless you've
done it from the cradle. Maybe you
have an accent of a regional (idear—suh!) or social (Moiphy—hunderd)
character which, though natural, is

unintelligible or objectionable. If so,
change it just enough. You must
sound like you.

Set the song's tempo and pace.

THE proper tempo for a song is de-
' termined by three considerations:

1. Mechanical factors. The words
must fit the music as comfortably as
possible for your voice and delivery-
technique. Some singers with pleas-
ing voices can't sustain long notes
without wavering—so they step up
the tempo to shorten these notes.

2. Artistic factors. Different moods
take different tempos. The breezy,
reckless effect of "I'm Gonna Lock My
Heart and Throw Away the Key" was
heightened by singing it in fast tempo,
in contrast to the slow tempo which
used to set off the melancholy effect

of a real torch song.
3. Showmanship and Musical Sense.

If you'll run over a song in several
different tempos while you're work-
ing it up, when you hit the right one
you'll "feel" it. Showmanship may
dictate that you do the song out of its

technically proper tempo, either for
the sake of novelty (on a hit song
that's being aired a dozen times a
night) or to fit your own peculiar
style.

Pace is that gradual ebb and flow
within the basic tempo which gives
the song movement, life, and vitality.

A change in Pace may be sharply
marked; or it may be only the im-
perceptible speeding up and slowing
down of conversation. The child read-
ing from a primer drabs along in a
dull, lifeless monotone which robs the
content of all interest. Now, however,
imagine the chatter of the most inter-
esting conversationalist you know

—

she speaks slowly, for emphasis, for a
bit: her voice quickens with excite-
ment and becomes staccato as she
makes her point: then slows again.
Vivid, full of motion and interest, and
convincing, isn't she?—and it's her
subtle change of pace, that constant
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TEETHING PAINS

QHf.\

WiHEN your baby suffers from teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.

Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,

tender, little gums and the pain will

be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the

prescription of a famous baby spe-

cialist, contains no narcotics and has

been used by mothers for over fifty

years. One bottle is usually enough for

one baby for the entire teething period.

BuyDr.Hand'sfromyour druggist today

Just rub it on the gums

DR.HANDS
TEETHING LOTION

rBITlinillB COnilOrt reSe/yoJ feel when you use

Stirizol. It brings cool, soothing and refreshing feminine

comfort and helps relieve irritations and unpleasant

burning. At Drug & Department ^At m! -iJ
Sto^s. MadeatOssining, N.Y. ^jUTLZQl-.

IF YOU LIKE TO DRAW,
SKETCH OR PAINT—

Write for Talent Test (No Fee). Give age
and occupation.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.
Dept. RM-20. Minneapolis, Minn.

FREE
ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will

beautifully enlarge any snapshot,
photo, Kodak picture, print or nega-
tive to 5x7 inches FREE—it' you enclose this
ad with 10c for return mailing. Informsition
on hand tinting in natural colors and fram-
ing sent immediately. Your original returned
with your free enlargement. Look over your
pictures now and send your favorite snap-
shot or negative today. DEAN STUDIOS.
Dept. 35. 211 W 7th St.. Des Moines. Iowa.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pints of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food may not digest. It may just
decay in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and the
world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills

to get these two pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Amazing in making
bile flow freely. For a FREE trial supply of
Carter's Little Liver Pills, send your name and
address on a penny postcard to Carter's, 335 West
42nd Street, New York City. Or ask for Carter's
Little Liver Pills by name. 10^ and 25tf at all drug
stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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ebb and flow of movement, that
makes it so.

Pace in singing is much the same
sort of thing. You delay the opening
of a phrase, and then hurry over it

with an effort of excitement; you
dwell on an important word, and then
hurry over the casual words which
follow, and you use many other de-
vices, all with the idea of getting away
from woodenness to the conversation-
al, personal intimacy of the interest-
ing rendition.
But remember that using a trick of

Pace without a good reason for it is

Schmaltz. And Schmaltz is vocal ho-
kum—that exaggeration of expres-
sion which frankly appeals to the list-

eners' emotion. It reached its all-

time height in Jolson's "Sonny Boy,"
in singing which he dropped to his
knees, stretched out his arms, and
throbbed his sobbing, breaking, de-
spairing, behind-the-beat tremolo
until the aisles ran with tears.
Build up an applause-inviting end-

ing.
The intensity of your applause is

the outward measure of your success
as an entertainer. Applause comes at
the end of your number. Therefore,
the ending of the song is where you
must bid for that applause.
An effective ending has two funda-

mentals: climax and finality. To be
climactic, the ending must top any-
thing and everything that has gone
before. It may be louder, or softer, or
higher in pitch, or more emotional, or
it may even contain some element of
surprising novelty; but it must be a
"topped." The most common ending is

loud and high. It's most common be-
cause it's the safest. Your very vital-
ity infects the audience and their
stimulation reaches such a pitch that
it finally spills over in frantic ap-
plause. True, an ending which fades
a soft song into dreamlike nothing-
ness can be equally effective, but only
if you're a clever artist and everything
is perfectly staged. It's risky.

ONE common problem remaining to
be mentioned is the revamping of

a male lyric so it can be sung by a girl,

and vice versa. As a rule, you simply
change he to she, boy to girl and so
on, but do not alter important words
to fit this need, especially rhyming
words, because then the change is so
noticeable that it's offensive. If a
written lyric can't be unobtrusively
re-sexed, sing it as written and no-
body will mind; most girl singers did
the rampantly male "Change Part-
ners" successfully with no lyric

change whatever.
Dependence upon Special Arrange-

ments is an admission of weakness.
You say, in effect, "I'm not good
enough to put this song across as
written; I'll have to prop myself up
with tricks." It isn't arrangements
you need, it's to build up your de-
livery technique. Special arrange-
ments can never substitute for honest
ability, they can only serve now and
then to highlight and bring it out.
Here is my personal idea of a good

arrangement: It must be simple,
comprehensible, honest, and straight-
forward. It's a plan; a campaign de-
signed to most effectively put over a
song. It does things only for rea-
sons, and is natural and unassuming
to such a degree that it almost isn't

an "arrangement" at all.

When a singer marks an ordinary
song copy with his simple routine,
lines up the phrasing, paces a few
spots and plans to bring out a few

TO WOMEN
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THEIR OWN HAIR!
FOR YEARS, many women have

been afraid to dye their own hair.

There have been many reasons— fear
of dangerous dyes, fear that it is too
difficult, fear that the dye will destroy
your hair's natural lustre and sheen.
And fear, most of all, that every one
will know your hair is "dyed"!
How needless these fears! Today

you can buy at your drug or depart-
ment store a coloring preparation,
with a money-back guarantee, that
will give you beautiful results. Grad-
ually it transforms gray, bleached or
faded hair to the shade you desire . .

.

does it so perfectly that your closest

friends won't guess. Pronounced a
harmless hair dye, this preparation
will not interfere with waving or the
natural sheen of your hair. It's easy
to use— if you can comb your hair,

you can't go wrong!
Although Mary T. Goldman Hair

Coloring Preparation has proved itself

for forty years in millions of cases, we
do not ask you to take our word.
Send us a 2 inch lock of your hair,

containing both the gray and natural
shade, if possible. We will color it for

you without charge, and return it to
you with a complete free test kit so
that you can make the same test

yourself and compare your results

with ours. If you prefer, you need not
send the lock of hair to obtain the
free test kit.

MARY T.GOLDMAN GRAY HAIR
COLORING PREPARATION

Sold only through drug and department
stores

Marv T. Goldman Co. . Minn .
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approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau. Beautifully
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DRAB.LIFELESS LOOKING HAIR

DO YOU REMEMBER—the adorable hair you had as

a child, shiny like satin, full of soft glowing colored

highlights and how it was admired? Of course you do.

And you have hoped and tried many times to reveal this

youthful radiance. Now you really can greatly help your

hair to be just as beautiful as it was then, by using the

New Golden Glint Shampoo and Rinse, because it does

more than just clean the hair. It removes dullness, making

it shine like satin, then adds a tiny colored tint, beauti-

fully suited for your type of hair. Drab hair like pale

cheeks needs a little makeup to give it a healthy, peppy

look, and to hide a premature sprinkle of gray. Shampoo
and Tint with Golden Glint. Woman's most irresistible

charm is clean, bright, radiant hair. The thrilling colors

in the New Golden Glint are just as safe to use as makeup,

because it washes out completely. It's at all drug, de-

partment and 10c stores, or take advantage of the full

25c size, trial offer, at less than half its price.

TRIAL OFFER
ONE FULL SIZE 2 5 C GOLD PACKAGE
THE GOLDEN GLINT CO., INC. Dept. 72
622 Rainier Avenue, Seattle, Washington.

Please rush this offer. I enclose Ten Cents
(10c) in coin for handling charges.

CHECK SHADE OF YOUR HAIR
Brunette Blonde White or Platinum

Q Brownette Auburn [7) Lustre (Colorless)

• Name

Address

(Please Prim )

City and State

s

INVENTORS
Don't delay. Protect your idea with a Patent. Get Free
Patent Guide. No charge for preliminary information.
Write Clarence A. O'Brien. Registered Patent Attor-

ney, Dept. OC10, Adams Bldg., Washington, D. C.

CALL
FOR sittme]

V C
TISSUE

STRONGER^ MORE ABSORBENT

TRY OUR NEW
SITROUX
BEAUTY CREAMS

DO YOU WANT A SAMPLE ... FREE!
The best way to appreciate Sitroux Cold
Cream is to use it! That's why we offer this

FREE SAMPLE. It's generous in size, and
sent free on request. A postcard will do.
Address:

THE SITROUX COMPANY, INC.

468 Fourth Avenue, New York City, Dept. 311

BUT SITROUX CREAMS WHERE TOU BUT SITROUX TISSUES
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significant words, brightens up his
repeats with a melodic variation or
two, and works out an applause end-
ing, that is a special arrangement. It

simply changes the song just enough
to bring out its fullest appeal, creates
two or three outstanding moments,
and personalizes the song to the
singer; but it's the best special ar-
rangement that money can buy.

Bringing a Song To Life

Suppose a girl says to you, "I'm in
love." "Well," you reply vaguely,
"I'm sure that's very nice," trying to
hide your inner feeling of so what, it

happens every day. But suppose she
says instead, "I'm so in love!" Your
ears begin to wiggle gently, and you
murmur a sincere "Tell me more"

—

especially if she dwells a bit on the
so-o-o. The point is that in every
important phrase, there is one sig-
nificant mood, and only one.
To determine this mood, run over

the lyric and ask yourself, "What
emotion should I be feeling as this
song comes from my heart?" In'

"Little Lady Make Believe" it's par-
ental tenderness. "In "Lover Come
Back to Me," it's entreaty. In "Caro-
lina Moon," it's nostalgia. In "This is

My Lucky Day," it's joy. In "Ya Got
Me," it's light banter. In "Where Are
You?" it's hopeless longing. In "Hal-
lelujah," it's exultation. Of course,
in most popular songs, the predomi-
nant emotion is love of one kind or
another ranging from the gay feeling
of "Says My Heart" through the
serene romance of "Now It Can Be
Told" to the throbbing intensity of
"More Than You Know."
So decide upon the primary Mood

and create it, because an audience
bent on amusement want to feel, not
think. And when the mood is crea-
ted, sustain it alone throughout the
song. •

NOT long ago I asked several suc-
cessful singers this question,

"What's the one thing about your
singing that gives it its distinctive
style?"

Frances Langford said, "Maybe
it's that I live the song; it's like a
story. When I go on, it's happening
to me. When it's all over, it's like
walking out of a dream." Kenny
Baker said, "Even the corniest song
has some lines with meaning and
feeling in them. When I sang "Oh
Promise Me," the boys kidded a lot,

but some of those lines meant a lot
to me." Jane Froman said, "I ap-
proach a song from the lyric angle
first. The music is important, of
course, but I can't do anything with a
song until I've made the lyric part of
me. If I can't mean a song, I just
don't sing it."

These three are representative of
the tops in the singing profession.
They know plenty of vocal tricks,
tricks as good as any flashy "stylist"
in the business; but when I asked
them about Style, they didn't even
think of tricks.

For Style is the sum-total of every-
thing you know and are: it's your
singing character, your vocal per-
sonality. Style, that distinction which
sets you apart from the herd, is the
vocal expression of the idealized you.

I like to think of a singer's style
as something that can be summed up
in a single adjective, a trademark.
Maybe your public won't consciously
realize that it's your trademark, but
they will subconsciously realize that
you're pleasingly "different" and re-

member you accordingly. Right
there, by the way, is the ultimate
purpose of Style: to make your audi-
ence notice you and remember you.
Here is what I consider the best

way to go about giving your singing
Style an obvious, surface distinction.
Analyze your stuff. Discover the
quality which is or can be made most
"different" or outstanding. Then de-
velop it and feature it. To be differ-
ent, a quality doesn't have to be odd.
It can simply be noticeably better
than the same quality in your com-
petitors. You'll probably settle on
your potentially strongest point, the
thing you naturally do the best.

Tricks are so easily and quickly
copied by your competitors that they
don't retain any element of distinc-
tion long enough to be true style.
Mildred Bailey comes to my mind as
an exception. That's because although
her tricks (Melodic variations) are
planned, she invents new ones faster
than the competition can steal them.
Martha Raye is another: hers aren't
copied because they're spontaneous;
she's one of the few who have the
gift of hot improvisation, never doing
any number twice in exactly the same
way. And by the way, their tricks
are superlatively good.

SWING SINGING

To enter the swing singing business
you need, among other more im-
portant things a phonograph and an
axe. The phonograph is for stealing
the latest licks hot off the new rec-
ords. The axe is for breaking rules.

True Swing Swinging is Instru-
mental Imitation

You aren't a singer now; you're a
hot band instrument which happens
to use words. That's why the singing
rules are broken. Vocal tone? Your
thin, whiney tone copies that of the
tenor saxophones or muted trumpet.
The smooth legato? You cut off or
damp your tone within the phrase
just as the guitarist does. Logical
phrasing? You now phrase accord-
ing to the melody, not the sense of
the words. Attractive diction? Arti-
ficial diction helps to get that whiney
tone and is considered "cute" at the
moment. Sustaining the mood and
stressing the important words? You're
not singing now, you're playing, and
the lyric doesn't count for much.
Naturalness? Forget it—the first

tenet of swing singing is unnatural-
ness.

Well, getting personal about the
matter, can you sing swing? The fact
of the matter is, you either can swing
or you can't. If you can't, any at-
tempt at it verges on the horrible.
The natural swing singer can rock the
daylights out of a melody without
changing a single note.
Are you a swing expert? Then I've

some advice.
Comes first the pleasant advice. You

probably haven't realized that you're
imitating the hot instruments as you
sing. Now that you know it, do it

systematically; instead of stealing
licks and tricks from the other swing
singers, take them hot off the horns
and get credit for being "original."

But right now your new ideas may
be too clever for even your jitterbug
public, and of course, you're away
over the heads of the adult group.
You feel the variations on a melody
even before you hear the melody it-

self, and that's bad. Look at it this

way. Would you appreciate the clev-
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erest burlesque of Garbo, if you had
never seen Garbo on the screen? Of
course, you wouldn't since you'd have
no standard of comparison. Then why
not toss in some plain melody on a
first chorus so that people will appre-
ciate what you're doing later on?
Comes now the advice that is less

easy to take. You're not very com-
mercial right now, and in another few
months you may not be commercial
at all. The trend is away from swing.
Hot music, as such, is going back un-
derground until a new generation re-
discovers it. Don't let the milling
youngsters around the bandstand
blind you; it's the millions of people
around the radios in the living rooms,
the families in the neighborhood thea-
ters, the adult sophisticates in the
night clubs whom you must please in
the long run.
So how about catching this trend?

Start by editing your swing style a
bit, asking yourself, "Wouldn't this
passage be more effective if I sang it

straight?" Tone down gradually. I

admit it's going to be hard to do, with
swing in your blood, but you can do
it—if you're smart.
How do you and the microphone

get along together? Are you friends
or enemies? If the latter, you have
entirely the wrong idea, and you need
Charles Henderson's introduction to
the singer's best friend—none other
than that same microphone. Read next
month's chapter of "How to Sing for
Money" for an intensely valuable ex-
planation of microphone technique—
something you must have before you
can hope to be a successful enter-
tainer.

My Most Dramatic Case

{Continued from page 16)

getting there, and in the work that
awaited me, I was able to push the
problem of Bob and Beatrice into the
back of my mind; and when I re-
turned to my office I had recovered
at least a degree of poise.

It was after office-hours, but Bob
was waiting for me in the hall.

"Beatrice told me about seeing you."
he said.

I tried to be reasonable. I told him
how much Beatrice loved him; I re-
iterated that I wouldn't marry him if

he purchased his freedom with her
happiness. But he was like a man
possessed—and though I realized this,

I could feel the old fascination tak-
ing hold of me once more. In spite

of myself, I pictured our life together
as it could be.

AND when at last he abandoned
*» words and held me in his arms, I

could argue no longer. Against all

my judgment, against my knowledge
of right and wrong, I returned his
kisses. It had been so long—so ter-
ribly long—since anyone had remind-
ed me that I was a woman.
The abrupt ringing of the telephone

brought me back to reality. "Let it

ring," Bob said; but if I was a woman,
I was also a doctor.

"It might be important," I said, and
picked it up.
As I listened to the deep voice of

Dr. Pastor, my old friend and staff

surgeon at the hospital, I knew that
this was probably the most important
telephone call in Bob Warner's life.

"Oh, no!" I remember whispering.
"How horrible . . . I'll be right over."
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I hung up and turned to Bob. "It's

Beatrice," I said, trying to keep my
voice from trembling. "She's been
hit by an automobile and—and Dr.
Pastor says her condition is serious."

He stepped backwards, as if he were
trying to ward off a blow. His gaze
searched my face, and I knew we both
had the same terrible suspicion.
Had she stepped in front of that

speeding car on purpose?
An hour later, I had finished my

diagnosis. There was one chance—

a

slight one—that we could save Bea-
trice's life by operating. Dr. Pastor
agreed with me.

Beatrice was conscious. Her eyes
never left my face when I told her
that Dr. Pastor would operate imme-
diately. I thought at first she hadn't
even understood, because she whis-
pered, "Bob— Is Bob here, Hilda?"

"Yes," I said. "He's outside."
"Can I see him? I mean—I'd like

to see you and him, alone."
I glanced across at Dr. Pastor. He

nodded slightly and went out.

IS it awfully—dangerous, this op-
eration?" Beatrice asked. Between

the bandages her face was shadowy.
I couldn't tell what she was thinking.

"There's a certain amount of risk
in all operations—" I temporized.

"I'm going to die—that's true, isn't

it?" she demanded.
"Certainly not. You're going to be

all right, Beatrice. Dr. Pastor is one
of the best surgeons in New York—

"

"Oh," she said just as the door
swung softly open and Bob came in,

"but I want you to operate on me."
"Hello, Beatrice," Bob said.
"Hello, Bob." Even though the dim

bedside lamp was turned aside so no
light would shine into her eyes, I

could feel Beatrice watching us.
"Beatrice, I don't think you under-

stand," I said. "Dr. Pastor has had
a great deal more experience than I

in cases like this. It would be much
better for him to operate."

"Oh, no, it wouldn't," she said in
that same soft, faraway voice. "I
won't let anyone at all operate on me
except you."
"But don't you want to get well?"

I demanded.
"Yes—now I do. I didn't when I

jumped in front of that car." I heard
Bob's sharp indrawn breath.

Beatrice went on: "But now I want
to get well—and you've got to help
me, Hilda."

"I?" I gasped.
"Yes—don't you see, that's my way

of making sure I'll get well. Because
you won't dare to let me die. You
know that people would say you
wanted to get rid of me because you
loved Bob."

"Don't be insane, Beatrice!" Bob
broke in. "Hilda is a respected
surgeon—no one would believe that
of her."

"Oh," Beatrice said, "but even if

they didn't, Hilda would wonder her-
self—enough to keep you and her
apart for the rest of your lives. You
see"—her voice fell so low that we
could scarcely hear—"you see, I love
you so much I can't bear to share you
with another woman, even after I'm
dead. . .

."

"But it isn't fair to put such a bur-
den on Hilda!" Bob argued. "How
can she operate successfully if she's
worried—afraid—

"

"If Hilda won't operate, I won't let
anyone else. And my death will still
be on her conscience, because she

could have saved me . . . but she re-
fused."

I listened unbelievingly.
"And suppose I operate, and save

your life?" I asked her. "Then, will
you give Bob his freedom?"

"If I live," she answered, "I'll go on
fighting to keep him! . . . Well, Hilda,
will you operate?"

"I—I can't, Beatrice! It's not right
to ask me," I said.
"Then I won't let anyone else touch

me!" she said, flaring into unexpected
hysteria.
Bob laid his hand on my shoulder.

"Hilda!" he begged. "Please say you'll
operate. It's our only chance!"

I looked up into his face, drawn,
tense, and I knew that whatever he
asked I must do.
"Very well," I said with a great

weight of fear on my heart. "I'll op-
erate on you, Beatrice."
Outside, in the corridor, he took my

arm. "I'm sorry," he said. "It was
the only way to keep her quiet—but
of course I don't expect you to do the
operation. After she's under the an-
aesthetic, she won't know—

"

Actually, it was a way out that
hadn't even occurred to me—and it

was only a second before I realized
that it wasn't really a way out at all.

"But I have to operate," I told him
dazedly. "I promised I would—and
I can't break my promise."

"Oh, she won't know—" he began.
"No—but if we tricked her—if I

let Dr. Pastor operate, and she—died,"
I said, "I'd feel that it was my fault.
That's silly, isn't it? There's no rea-
son why I should, but—I'd feel as if

I'd killed her then, too. That's why
I have to keep my promise."

\A/HILE I scrubbed my hands and" v got into my sterilized apron I

tried to recapture my old trick of not
thinking about an operation. I tried

—

and failed. I had to think about this
one, even if thinking of it brought me
to the edge of a breakdown. It was a
tremendously difficult surgical case,

under the best of circumstances—and
I was to perform it under the worst!
Dr. Pastor would be beside me, as-
sisting, but the real responsibility
would be mine alone. Suppose the
knife cut a hair's breadth too far?
Suppose my fingers lost their
strength? Suppose—so many things?

I looked at my hands. They were
trembling. My forearms felt cold and
numb. My heart was thudding in my
breast so I could scarcely breathe.

Dr. Pastor was looking at me anx-
iously. "Hilda—should you perform
this operation? You look a little un-
der the weather—

"

"I'll be all right," was all I could
trust myself to say.
The operating room had never

seemed so big, the stretch of polished
floor between the door and the table
so long. Above white masks the eyes
of the nurses and the anaesthetician
regarded me intently. Did they, by
some intuition, know?
The light clicked on overhead.

"How is the patient?" I asked.
"Going under nicely," the anaes-

thetician replied.
I took a deep breath, stretched out

my hand toward the nurse at the in-
strument table.
The nurse slipped a scalpel into my

hand. Through the rubber glove I

felt its sturdy steel handle—cold,
clean, familiar. Strength flowed up
my arm from it, through my whole
body— wonderful, glorious strength
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and sureness.
I bent over the silent form on the

table and made the first incision.
It was twenty-four hours before we

knew that Beatrice would live. All
that time Bob stayed at the hospital,
waiting, though I went home and got
what sleep I could, while Dr. Pastor
observed the case.
Unbearable relief came when I

heard that Beatrice would live—to be
followed by the sadness of Dr. Pas-
tor's next words—"But, Hilda, as I

feared—she'll be an invalid the rest
of her life."

I too had feared that. The surgeon
can save a life, but sometimes he can-
not make that life whole again.
"You'll tell Mr. Warner?" Dr. Pas-

tor asked, and I nodded.
Bob came into the office a few min-

utes after Dr. Pastor had left. "You
wanted to see me, Hilda?" he asked.
"Pastor told me what a wonderful job
you did on Beatrice—that you saved
her life—"

"Yes."

V\0 you know what that means?
"-^ That we haven't lost our chance at
happiness together, after all?"

"No, Bob," I said. "It doesn't mean
that. There's something you don't
know. Beatrice will be an invalid as
long as she lives."

"An—invalid !

"

"We'll have to stand by her. You'll
have to stand by her. You can't leave
her now." He took a step toward me.
and I said quickly, "No—don't, Bob.
Don't make it any harder for both of
us. Don't you see—when two people
deny their love, as we did, they com-
mit a sin. They have to go on paying
for that sin, just as you and I—and
poor Beatrice, too. though she had
nothing to do with it—are paying
now. There is no happiness for us,
together. We condemned ourselves,
ten years ago, to live the rest of our
lives apart."

"Hilda!" he cried. "That isn't true!"
"Yes it is," I said. "I've thought it

all out, Bob. I knew, even before I

operated, that Beatrice—if she lived—would probably always be an in-
valid. I knew that whether I saved
her life or not, we'd have to say
good-bye to each other."

"But I love you—and you love me!"
he said despairingly.

"I could never love you as much
as Beatrice does," I answered. "You
know that. Once before, I showed you
that my love for you was less impor
tant than my work."
That was intentional brutality, an

it had its effect on him. Quickly, I

followed it up: "But Beatrice—why,
you are her whole existence! Won't
you go in to see her now. Bob. and
tell her that you're ready to forget
all that's happened, if she will? Make
her life worth saving! That's the only
way either you or I can be happy
now—by giving some meaning to our
existences!"
Slowly a measure of understanding

dawned on his face. "A meaning to
existence!" he said softly. "There's
always been a meaning to yours,
Hilda—never to mine."

After he'd gone, the tiny office

seemed to close in on me—to hold
everything that was left in my life.

Books—files of case histories—surgical
instruments in a glass case. Every-
thing efficient, neat, orderly, sterile.

There's an old proverb—"Physician,
heal thyself." That's what I must do.

The End.
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It Had to Happen

—

(Continued from page 11)

laurels to someone else.
In Hollywood, where — tragically

enough—a success in marriage is

more noteworthy than a failure, other
young couples fighting desperately
against the bitter odds of marriage
versus career have envied the Bob
Hopes their "perfect marriage." Now
that Linda Roberta (for "Roberta")
Hope has arrived to crown their hap-
piness, they know that Dolores and
Bob have nothing to fear.

The Hopes adopted little Linda
from the famous "Cradle" in Evans-
ton, Illinois, last September. They
had been on the waiting list for "a
boy two years old" for over a year.
When they stopped in Chicago en-
route home from London this sum-
mer, they drove out to Evanston to
drop in on Mrs. Wolrath and see how
their chances were for getting a son
for Christmas.

"Don't worry. You'll get your
baby," Mrs. Wolrath told them cheer-
fully. "I've heard a lot about you two.
As a matter of fact, I have a baby
now I had in mind for you—only six
weeks old. Of course it's a little girl,

and . .
."

"Bob thought we should get a little

older baby." Dolores objected, weak-
ly, "he thinks little ones are so red,
you know and so wrinkly."
"We really wanted a boy," said Bob.
"But could we just look at her?"

asked Dolores.

THAT was the end of the argument.
' Dolores spent two weeks in San
Francisco in personal appearances
with Bob, then went back to Chicago
to get Linda.
Ever since her marriage Dolores

had wanted a child. At first she hoped
for one of her own. When the best
New York physician told her there
was no possibility of that she wanted
to adopt one.
"We have such a happy life, Bob.

We should have a child to share it.

Our marriage wouldn't be complete
without it."

Bob didn't consent at first. Perhaps
he harbored a last small doubt that
one day Dolores would find that being
"Mrs. Bob Hope" wasn't enough, and
would want to think of her career
again. What of the baby then?
"Wait a little, darling," he said.
All of you who liked Bob's radio

show last year, and made his program—a newcomer to the air—a quick
success had something to do with the
final decision. Once the show clicked,
Bob and Dolores knew that they
would be in Hollywood for a long
time, and that they would have a
permanent home—in the California
sunshine—and peace and security to
offer their child. As soon as they
knew, they wrote to Mrs. Wolrath.

If Bob had been doubtful about
babies, especially small ones, Linda
soon cured him of his misgivings.
The biggest change—Bob and

Dolores' old New York friends would
never believe it—is evident every
morning about eight o'clock. Things
are buzzing around the house by
then.
"You know," Bob remarked one

morning as he pulled himself out of
bed at a quarter to eight, "This is just
about the time we used to get in back
in New York when I was rushing
you."

"I'd get away from the club at 2: 30,"

Dolores recalled. "And then we'd go
to Rubens' for a sandwich. Remem-
ber the night we went to Harlem to
hear some swing band and didn't get
home until nine o'clock the next
morning?"
"And the night," said Bob, "that we

went for a hack ride in Central Park?
And there was snow on the ground
and the horses' hoofs actually
crunched!"
Remembering all this, they laughed.

And then Bob asked:
"Dolores, do you remember New

Year's Eve in 1933?"
And suddenly there were tears in

Dolores' eyes, for even now she can-
not remember that night without
trembling. That New Year's Eve was
the night Bob proposed to her.

It is a story, however, without
which no picture of Bob Hope would
be complete. It is a picture of a softer,
gentler fellow than his fans take their
smooth, wisecracking idol to be. It

was that gentle fellow with whom
Dolores Reade fell so precipitately in
love, and the fellow little Linda will
know as her father.
The night she met Bob—and the

milkman—for the first time, Dolores
had her first good look at a New York
sunrise. Not that she had been with-
out masculine admirers. There were
half a dozen rich and prominent New
Yorkers playing stagedoor Johnny for
Dolores. But she had enthusiasm only
for her career, and pampered it with
plenty of beauty sleep.
She was on her way to stardom.

Love? She had no time for love.
Marriage? Don't be silly.

That was before December 21, 1933.
He came in with two other men.

She knew George Murphy—who was
dancing in "Roberta"—and Bob Max-
well. George introduced her hurriedly
to the other man.

I'VE brought Bob over to hear you
* sing," he said. She thought he must
mean Bob Maxwell and smiled.
The three were going on to the Ha-

Ha Club for supper and asked her to
come along. She accepted. As soon as
they found their table, George and
Bob Maxwell left them to greet some
friends on the other side of the room.
She was left alone with the nice,
anonymous young man.

"Let's dance," she said.

"I don't think I feel like it," he
answered.
She was furious, and suddenly

acutely aware of him. How did he
dare? This—this chorus boy—had re-
fused to dance with her. She looked
around for Bob Maxwell, and caught
his eye. In a moment they were on
the dance floor, and the anonymous
young man was alone at the table.
Next he was at Maxwell's side, tap-
ping him on the shoulder.

"I'll cut," he said.

She began an indignant refusal, but
before she could speak, they were in
the middle of the floor dancing. Max-
well had gone back to the table.

"I feel like it now," he said, and
laughed.

It was four o'clock when they left

the club. They went on from there to
Rubens' for scrambled eggs. Someone
mentioned golf, and Dolores and her
still anonymous young man found
they were both enthusiastic golfers.
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YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED

UNLESS-
You correct faulty living habits—unless liver

bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty

foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for consti-

pation and sluggish liver bile. Test their good-
ness TONIGHT! 15{f, 30{. and 60£

ITCH
STOPPED

ittai/tYfef
or Money Back

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, ath-
lete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D.D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D, D. PRESCRIPTION,

AmAtUtf.yiBW.PtrriuUiJt

PICTURE RINCf /

ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE
reproduced, permanently on
exquisite gem-like ring. Mar-
velous new secret process! A
priceless keepsake! Guaran-
teed! Sample ring from any
photo you send only . . 48c
SENDNOMONEY-Everyone 1"

wants PICTURE RING. Show ring— take orders-
make money! Just send photo with strip of paper
trimmed so ends meet around finger for size. Pay post-
man only 48c, pins few cents postage. Photo returned
with ring. Money back if not delicrnted. Order NOW1
PICTURE RING CO., Dept. m-69, Cincinnati. Ohio,

CATARRH SENUS
HEADACHE

Due to Nasal Congestion

CHART FREE!
The Two-Methods in each package of Hall's Nasal
Catarrh Treatment relieve phlegm-filled throat,

stuffed-up nose, catarrhal bad breath, hawking and
Sinus headaches caused by Nasal Congestion.
RELIEF OR YOUR MONEY BACK. At all

Druggists. Send Post-card for Free Catarrh &
Diet Chart. OUR 67th YEAR IN BUSINESS.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept. 233. TOLEDO, OHIO

BP8

eaclosed geared

Midget radio fits your pocket or
purse. Weighs only 4 ozs. Smaller
than cigarette package! Receives
stations with clear tone. NO CRYS*
TALS to adjust--NO UPKEEP—only
one moving part. "AUDIOPHONE"
gives superior performance. EN-
TIRELY NEW PATENTED DESIGN.
luminous dial for perfect tuning.

MANY OWNERS report amazing reception and distance.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Complete ready to listen with instructions and Tinyphone
for u*e in homes, offices, hotels, boats, in bed, etc. TAKES
ONLY SECOND-TO CONNECT—NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!
SEND NO MONEY' PaV Postman only S2.99 plus post-""" "u """"'• age on arrival or send S2.99 (Check,
M.O..Cash.) SentPostpaid. Amost unusual value. OrderNow!
MIDGET RADIO CO. Dept. L-3 KEARNEY, NEBR

SUKEBS PSORIASIS
MAKE THE ONE

SPOT
TEST.

(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

-ove it yourself no matter
)w long you have suffered
or what you nave tried.
Beautiful hook i n Pso-
iasis and Dermoil with

amazing true photo-
graphic proof of re-
sults also FREE.

SEND FOR
yCENEROUS
Atrial si"
FREE

Don't mistake ec
for the stub-barn, ugly \^"^
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non • staining D<
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear
skin again. Dermoil is used by many
doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give defi-

nite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded without ques-
tion. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those who send In
their Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One
Spot Test" yourself. Write today for your test bottle. Print
name plainly. Results may surprise you. Don'tdelay. Sold by
Liggett and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box S47. Northwestern Station, Dept. 504, Detroit. Mich.
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Everyone talked at once until sud-
denly it was six o'clock.

"I've got to go home," she said, and
he called a taxi.

At the door, he slipped two tickets
into her hand. They were for the
next matinee of "Roberta". "Come
backstage afterwards," he said.

It was daylight, and her mother was
asleep when she came in. Dolores
woke her to tell her the good news.

"Mother, I've met my husband! And
I don't even know his name!"
The matinee was the following

Wednesday. She went shaking at the
prospect of seeing him again. The
curtain went up, and he was on the
stage—not in the third row of the
chorus, as she had expected, but alone
in the glare of the footlights, singing
"Now That I've Got You Goin' What
You Gonna Do?"
What was she going to do? He was

Bob Hope, the star of the show, and
she hadn't known it. He had come to
hear her sing, and she had treated him
like a fan. He was so wonderful, so
clever. He was the whole show. How
could she face him? She wouldn't.
She would go backstage, but not to
see him. She would go to see George.
She could talk to George until she
had conquered the horrible embar-
rassment.

DOB'S dressing room was on the first
*-* landing. She saw the door was
open, and she tried to brush by with-
out his seeing her. But he looked up,
and called her in. She found herself
chattering stupidly, "wonderful show
—you were so wonderful—wonderful
of you to ask me . . . have to go now"
and she ran out of the room.
The next night he called. The maid

gave her the message. "Mr. White
Hope is calling."
Would she be around if he dropped

in at the club? Yes, oh yes!
And that evening she walked out

into the foyer, to the top of the steps
leading down into the club. Across
the room she saw him, sitting at a
table for two with one of the most
beautiful blondes she had ever seen!
The waiter put a chair at the table

for her. For twenty minutes she tried
to talk sensibly and her heart was
in her shoes. Then two men joined
them.

"Sorry to be late, Bob," they said.

Out of the corner of her eye she
saw Bob point to her, and then to his
heart. The two men were most at-
tentive to the beautiful blonde girl.

And her heart bounced up out of her
shoes and stuck in her throat.
The whole week was like that. As

soon as she was alone, she knew that
the whole thing was hopeless. And
then she'd see him again, and they'd
tear out to Harlem, or go for a hack
ride in Central Park, and they talked
as easily, familiarly, as if they'd
known one another all their lives, and
she knew they'd always be together.
New Year's Eve was on Saturday

night. Bob was taking a late train to
spend the holiday with his mother in
Cleveland, but they had dinner to-
gether. He showed her the cameo
brooch he had bought for his mother's
Christmas present.

"She'd love you," he said.

That's all there was. Bob, on the
surface so flip is really too shy to put
his deepest feelings into words. But
she knew what he meant.
They ordered champagne, and drank

toasts to "our year" and then Bob
went off to the train, and Dolores to
the club.

COUGHS
(DUE TO COLDS)

PISO'S soothes
your throat and
then . . .

Stimulates your
system to pro-
duce more pro-
tective secre-
tions in your
throat and up-
per bronchial
tubes.

These normal fluids liquefy and
help flush away irritating phlegm.
Your cough is relieved and loosened.

PISO'S—for young and old— sold

everywhere in 35^ & 600 bottles.

FOR COUGHS

DUE TO

COLDSPISO'S
( p I E-S o ' s

)

300 SMART DESIGNStJjBJ^
• group closer together with
ings. Basilar, has been the

laker for 45 years. Write
our Free, new 1940 catalog.

BASTUN BROS. CO. Dtp!. 64 Rochester, H. T.

Be anARTIST,
TRAIN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

Trained Artists are capable of earning S30,
$50, $75 a week. Our practical, spare-time j ,

training makes it fun to learn COMMERCIAL '

ART, ILLUSTRATING and CARTOONING all

in one course. No previous training necessary.
Write for details of course in free book, "Art
for Pleasure & Profit". State age.

STUDIO 863P, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115— loth ST.. N. W.. WASHINGTON. 0. C.

1

~^T.-£\ "^^^^r WEAR HOSE WE FURNISH
H»*'_tJb\ d^^ make money taking orders. Supply

hosiery (men's, women's, children's). Gnar-
mieed to wear without holes snaes or runs for a* long as
HALF YEAR (dependinz on number of pairs) or will be
replaced FREE. Ford* <jit*n at bonus. O'Nit a Wilson sold

$195.52 worth the FIRST WEEK! Mr. Poirer earned
in 6 davp. Send pennv postal for quick startine offer.

NOW WILKNIT HOSIERY CO., Midway CC-8. Greenfield. O.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for fall length
or bust form, gToups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

47.

3 for $1.00

(any size) and within a week yon will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade.
lesB. Pay postman 47c pins postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20*
Inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c pins poet*
age or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of thil

offer now. Send your photos today. Specify sixe wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1SSO-C Chicago, Illinois

Here's relief any
asthmatic sufferer can afford. Dr. R
Schiffmanns ASTHMADOR is puri-

fied by our laboratory controlled process

so that it has a uniformly high medic-
inal value. The average ASTHMADOR
treatment costs less than 2c-a small price

indeed for the grateful relief

it provides. Insist on Dr. R.

Schiffmanns ASTHMA-
DOR in powder, cigar-

ette or pipe mixture form
at your druggist's,

write today for

t free sample to

R. SchifTmannCo.

**UtF

Los Angeles.
Dept.E-3.
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Wear and thaw the

latest Fashion
Frocks as worn in

Hollywood by
many prominent

tured here is one of

the first of the new
1940 Spring Styles

warn by Rochelle

Hudson. This ac-

ceptance by fo-

es, puts

of ap-
onlhestyles,

fabrics and colors

of Fashion Frocks.

WRITE

0th Century -Pox
tar has this smartly
ucked Fashion Frook
vith crossing bands
n a contrasting color.

k STYII 411

For Complete Portfolio of
150 Smart New Advanced

\t J Many as tow as *» -

Mere's a wonderful offer that every ambitious woman should
read—then act upon. If you can spare a few hours daily, or
weekly, from your regular duties, this offer gives you ihe oppor-
tunity to add many dollars to your family's earnings. Or, if you
can>devote all your time, you can make up to $23.00 weekly

—

and even more. .Either way, you can earn, a substantial regular
income and in addition get all your own dresses without a
penny of cost. Many women now are enjoying this pleasant,
easy and dignified way to make extra money. So can you.

NO EXPERIENCE* NO INVESTMENT
No special experience or regular canvassing necessary, and not
a penny is required. You can be the factory representative for
the glorious Fashion Frocks. Show and wear the stunning
dresses furnished you Free. Your, friends, and all women, will

he delighted to order from you, because, in addition to the
smart styles, you allow them to buy direct from the factory and
save them money. Fashion Frocks are extensively advertised
and are known to women. The demand for them is increasing,

and we need more women to help take care of this big demand.
This opportunity is open to you. Just mail the coupon for Free
particulars. There's no obligation.

FASHION FROCKS, lnc.,Dept.C-200, Cincinnati Ohio

She went home early, and in the
hotel elevator picked up a morning
paper. A well-known gossip column
was full of news that morning. Half
way down she read " phones
to say that she and Bob Hope have
been secretly married for a year!"
New Year's day was horrible. She

fled the hotel, and the questions of
friends, and walked for hours, up and
down the gray, deserted canyons of
New York's streets.
Could it be true? Could he have

deceived her? "No," she said aloud,
"it can't be true. If it's true he'll just
have to get a divorce!"
No wires. No phone calls. But of

course he hadn't seen the item.
Monday when she went to the club,

she felt that everyone knew. Even the
waiters looked at her sympathetical-
ly. "They've seen that story, and they
know I love him. They know . .

."

A corsage of orchids was waiting
for her, with Bob's card. And a tele-
gram. "Happy New Year, Honey. I'll

see you tonight." That was all, but it

gave her hope.
He came into the club at midnight,

and she sat at his table.
"Did you see the item in the paper?"

he asked her at once.
"Is it true?" she said.

"You know darn well it's not true."
And that was that. Bob's heart was

still in her possession!
Dolores was booked to open at the

Embassy Club in Miami on January
14. Her mother and sister, who stead-
fastly resisted any suggestion that
Bob Hope might make a proper hus-
band for their Dodo, looked upon the
Florida engagement as a godsend.
Maybe Dolores would come to her
senses once she was away from this
fellow. An actor!

As usual, when deeply moved, Bob,
when he had met Dolores' mother,
had buried his real feelings under a
stream of wisecracks. She hated
him!

Dolores' Miami booking was for
eight weeks. At the end of four she
had lost ten pounds, Bob's phone bill
was $500, and she broke her contract.
Bob met her at the train in New
York, and within a few hours they
were on their way to Erie, Pa., and
the justice of the peace.

Dolores made a few half-hearted
stabs at continuing her career after
that, but it was no go. She had no
spirit for a career—her marriage was
all absorbing.
Events moved quickly for the

Hopes. Bob clicked on the air in a
show with Al Goodman's band and
Jane Froman, and Hollywood pricked
up its ears. When his Hollywood radio
chance arrived, pictures too were
waiting for him.
Now that the family has grown,

Dolores is busy, indeed. A tiny baby
is a full time job. So is supervising
the construction of a new English
farmhouse. Dolores does both, and
still finds time to be with Bob when-
ever he is free.
The first excitement of having the

baby is over now, and in its place the
sort of warm contentment that fills a
house where love is.

The house itself seems to a stranger
passing by to shed a warm light all

of its own, to say that here happy
people live.

"We are happy," Dolores says,
"We're so lucky."
And you know as she says it that

here is a marriage that will be warm
and safe and secure, "so long as they
both shall live."

Second Husband

(Continued from page 32)

I don't think he fully realized what
I had done when I smashed that glass
on the wall.

I have no memory of the passage of

time after that. All I know is that
at last someone was pounding on the
door, then battering the flimsy panels
down. Two men—the manager and
the house detective, I later learned

—

rushed in. Thank heaven, they be-
lieved my breathless explanations
enough to agree to hold Jake Hunter
for investigation!
The clock on the bureau showed

me I had only fifteen minutes to get
those matching pieces of paper to the
bonding company. Fifteen minutes to
save Bill . . .

I just made it. When I stepped
into the office Bill was going over to
one of the bonding company execu-
tives, his hands outstretched, saying
bitterly, "Go ahead, get out the
bracelets and snap them on."

October 3rd . . .

WHERE were you all day?" Grant
asked me at dinner.

"At the theater," I said.
Bill and Ben were there and I

thought it wiser to tell Grant about
the box-office theft and Bill having
been a suspect when we were alone.
But the Fates were malicious. I'd no
sooner spoken than Edwards an-
nounced that Mr. Harwood was on
the telephone and that he had been
trying to get me all day.
After I talked to Harwood there

was no time to explain anything to
Grant. I was late for the theater.
And when I returned home he had
retired and left a note asking me not
to disturb him since he anticipated
an exhausting day today.
But things are never so bad they

can't be much worse. Today at three
o'clock I was at Mr. Harwood's of-
fice to keep the appointment I had
made with him over the telephone
last evening. To my surprise Ray-
mond Rogers, just back from Eng-
land, was there. So was a Mr. Harry
Wilson of KDF Pictures, Inc.
Mr. Wilson offered me an unbe-

lievable motion picture contract. The
play is closing in another ten days,
and Mr. Harwood urged me to sign.

I explained that I couldn't without
consulting Grant. They went into an
adjoining room to telephone Holly-
wood, and Raymond and I were left

alone.

He was very sweet. "I'm glad of

this chance to talk to you," he said.

"I want you to know I'm engaged to

be married—to a girl I've known for

years."
I reached for his hand. "Raymond,"

I said, "I'm so glad!"

And again Grant walked in upon
us—to misunderstand.

"I begin to see," he said, "why it

was so difficult for you to tell the
truth about your whereabouts yester-

day. You and Mr. Rogers had a little

rendezvous, no doubt, to talk over
old times."
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&» Have Fun
Making Money

Yes. You Can Make Extra

Money right at home and,

what's more, have real fun doing

it. We show you how, we furnish

everything necessary on an easy basis.

C „*„ l\r^*l,;™«r to learn about our plan; all
L-OStS lXOtlling details are given you free.

Write today for beautifully illustrated idea book
telling all about our methods which have made
money for so many people. Learn how easy it is

to sit at home and enjoy good earnings in the most
delightful work you can imagine.

Don't miss this opportunity! Write Now. It's FREE.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES
Dept. 34-C ADRIAN, MICH.

* /KNITTING WORSTEDS!
daxony, Shetland, Velveens, etc. AT CUT-RATE I
PRICES! FREE Sample Cards. Instructions. Just

out Style Flash. 30 New Models Free. Est. 22 yrs. I

f S K TORN CO., 85 Essex SI.. Dept. A-3, New York, N. T. |

m m saxcW m pbkU n
OLD LEG TROUBLE

Easy to use Viscose Method heals many old

leg sores caused by leg congestion,vancose veins,

swollen legs and injuries or no cost for TRIAL.
Describe your trouble and get FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE METHOD CO.
140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

KILL THE HAIRROOT
Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
following directions with ordinary care and
skill. The Mahler Method positively prevents
the hair from growing again by killing the
hair root. The delightful relief will bring
happiness, freedom of mind and greater suc-
cess. Backed by 45 years of successful use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps TO-
DAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Re-

---=-- move Superfluous Hair Forever."
i^tl^D. J. Mahler Co., Inc., Dept. 58C. Providence, R. I,

PHDTD RIHC

Waterproof ! Send f

pte Ring NOW. Only 48c made from jn> photo Photo RinRS sell on

Sight Take Orders— Make Money' SEND NO MONEY. Enclose

strip or paper for ring size. Pay Postman 4Sc plus a few cents postage. Photo returned

with ring. Send 48c and we pay postage. Order now! (Canadian orders must send cash.J

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO, Dpt.M-J, 606 Vine St Cincinnati, O.

VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with Binning lessons—but by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing— speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for

mderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY you
n now have the voice you want. No literature

Bent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 7913
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

' {Advertisement)

Four generations of women all over the

world have eased periodic pain by taking

1 to 4 tablespoonsful of Doctor Siegert's

Angostura bitters (aromatic) in a little

water, hot or cold. It gives gentle, sooth-

ing relief—it is not habit-forming and

it is pleasant to take. You can get a

bottle of Angostura at your druggist.

FREE
ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beau-

tifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,

Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7

inches FREE—if you enclose this ad

with 10c for return mailing. Informa-

tion on hand tinting in natural colors
and framing sent immediately. Your original

returned with your free enlargement. Look
over your pictures now and send your favorite

snapshot or negative today. DEAN STUDIOS,
Dept. 287, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha, Neb.

"Grant," I said, "you're being
foolish . .

."

Then Mr. Harwood and Mr. Wilson
returned and I couldn't say any
more.

"You're the man we want to see,

Cummings," they greeted Grant.
"We've been waving the most flatter-

ing motion picture contract before
your wife and she won't sign it with-
out your approval."

"Then," said Grant icily, "she won't
sign it."

October 7th .. .

I've signed that contract without
Grant's approval.
And I haven't troubled to tell him

about the box-office theft and all the
rest. I won't spend my life denying
his suspicions, proving my loyalty and
devotion. I won't! I won't! If he
hasn't enough love for me to have
faith in me we can't go on.

October 8th .. .

Bill and Ben Porter went to Grant
and told him everything. And Grant
came to me so truly sorry for what
he had said and done that all I knew
to do was take him into my arms and
receive his kisses and pretend I didn't
notice his tears.

December 2nd, Hollywood . . .

I've truly been too busy even to
open these pages, much less write in
them. Tonight is the premiere of my
first picture, and Grant and Dick and
Fran are to be there.

December 2nd—later . . .

I can't sleep. One minute I want
to sing at the top of my lungs. The
next I want to slip to my knees and
pray. Tonight was glorious. They
stamped and shouted and cheered
when the picture ended. In spite of
everything it was a brilliant, over-
whelming success. . . .

February 12th . . .

Again, there's been no time to
write. I'm finishing another picture.
And now I know what a hard task-
master success is. This picture must
be as good as my first one . . . and
that is the way it will go on and on,
I guess. Until something happens to
change the pattern. . . .

February 27th . . .

Until something happens to change
the pattern!
Now I know what that something

will be. Blindness! For weeks I've
known print blurred before my eyes.
And I've told myself it was nothing
in the world but over tired nerves.
But today when I stumbled into a
chair that was a little too much. I

went to see a doctor. He tried to be
kind. He said:

"It may only be temporary."
March 2nd . . .

This may be the last time I will
ever write in my diary. My sight has
grown steadily worse, and today I

can barely see the words as they come
from my pen . . .

It's ironical. The doctors don't
know anything definite about my
sight. But they have told me one
thing—very definitely. I am going to
have a baby.
Once that would have been in-

credibly joyous news. Now it's dif-
ferent. To have a baby and never see
it smile. ... To have a baby and
never know the color of its hair in
the sunshine. . . .

"Quite suddenly," the specialist

said, "your sight may return. It's

largely up to you. You must rest and
not worry."

June 5th . . .

I can see. I can see!
My vision isn't always clear. But

VmU^^trtC^L
nie^l...and here's why I choose

* WE KOTEX
TAMPON

#

The Ideal Internal Protection. Fibs, the Kotex
Tampon, with new exclusive features, is more
comfortable, more secure, easier to use. Be-

cause of the rounded top no artificial method

of insertion is necessary! A Kotex product, Fibs

merit your confidence!

Special "Quilting" keeps Fibs from expand-

ing abnormally in use—prevents risk of parti-

cles ofcotton adhering— increases comfort and

lessens possibility of injury to delicate tissues.

Made of Surgical Cellucotton (not cotton)

which absorbs far more quickly than surgical

cotton, that's why hospitals use it. Yet Fibs

cost only 25c for a ///// dozen. Mail coupon

with 10c for trial supply today.

MABCH, 1940

FIBS-Room 1487, 919 N. Michigan Ave. .
Chicago. 111.

I enclose 10c for trial supply of FIBS, the Kotex

Tampon, mailed in plain package.

Name - - —

Address— "

City SMt
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NOW YOU CAN HAVE

THE <Wo€Wi€/cirfw<n,

fcm THE STARS

ACTUALLY USE!

ANN SHERIDAN,
starring in the cur-

rent Warner Bros,

picture, "YEARS
WITHOUT DAYS."

WESTMORE FOUNDATION CREAM -created by

Hollywood's master make-up men, the West-

mores! Creates the effect of smooth, velvety,

alluring complexion. In four glowing, natural-

looking tones, with powder to blend. Now in a

store near you—large size 50$.

READ Perc Westmore's Make-up Guide—Tells
exactly how to make up to enhance the beauty

of your type . . . has measuring wheel to show
you your face type. At your drug

or variety store or send 25$ to

House of Westmore, Inc., Dept.

C-31,730Fifth Ave., New York.

^JVESTMORfc:
HOLLYWOOD

LEARN TO PLAY PIANO BY EAR!
Quick, easy, fascinating way teaches you to play

any tune you can hum, sing or whistle. No
notes to read; no scales to practice. Money
cheerfully refunded if not 100<%? satisfied.
Write today for interesting FREE BOOKLET.
No obligations. DAY-V-WAY, Dept. 104,
13265 Michigan Ave., Dearborn, Mich.

MUM YOU

Kurb Tablets pro-

vide women with
real help on difficult

days. A KOTEX Prod-

uct — KURBS merit

your confidence. At
drug and department
stores. Say Kurbs!

DRY . . . TICKLING . . . WORRYING

COUGHS
are quickly relieved by the

PERTUSSIN "Moist-Throat" Method

When you catch cold and your throat feels dry
or clogged, the secretions from countless tiny

glands in your throat and windpipe often turn

into sticky, irritating phlegm. Then you cough.

Pertussin stimulates these glands to pour

out their natural moisture so that the phlegm
is loosened and easily raised. Quickly your

throat is soothed, your cough relieved!

Your cough may be a warning signal! Why
neglect it? Do as millions have done! Use
Pertussin, a safe and pleasant herbal syrup for

children and grownups. Many physicians have
prescribed Pertussin for over 30 years. It's safe

and acts quickly. At all drug counters. For gen-

erous FREE trial bottle, write to Pertussin,

Dept S-19, 440 Washington St., N. Y. C.
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I have the word of the most eminent
eye-specialist in New York that I'm
on the mend. We came East a few
weeks ago. Of course I can't make
pictures now.

June 6th . . .

Grant wants to adopt Dick and
Fran. He wants them, and the baby
who is coming, to have an equal right
in his estate. It's so wonderfully un-
derstanding and generous of him.

June 15th . . .

The most glorious thing has hap-
pened! Bill has been cleared of that
thirty thousand dollar embezzlement
for which he went to prison. The
man who really took the money died
—and left a letter behind him. It

appears Bill deliberately took the
blame, because he was deeply in love
with this man's daughter and because
he thought his father would make up
the loss and that would be that. He
didn't know banks never let a crime
go unpunished.

July 15th . . .

Grant's Uncle Arthur is here visit-

ing us at the Cummings estate on
Long Island. I should be terribly
happy, here in the midst of all this

loveliness. But I keep thinking of

Aunt May as one of those black
clouds that cover the sun. Ever since
she came there has been tension in

this house.
Dick and Fran have done a turn-

about regarding their adoption. In
fact, they became so hysterical on
this score that I had to promise them
Grant would drop the matter.

"Don't want to make trouble," Ben
Porter told me, "but I heard Auntie
May talking to the children in the
rose garden. 'You poor tots,' she told
them, 'you don't really know what's
going to happen to you when you're
adopted, do you? Mr. Cummings will
have the right to send you away
when he's your real father. With a
child of his very own he'll want to
do that, too. And your mother won't
be able to stop him.'

"

July 16th .. .

I went to Aunt May. I told her I

knew about the trouble she had made
because she didn't want my children
to become Grant's legal heirs and
jeopardize her portion of the Cum-
mings fortune. I asked her to go
away. But she laughed at me.

I saw Grant coming across the
lawn. I grasped the back of a basket
chair. I fainted!
"You were having words with

Brenda," Grant accused Aunt May.
"You were exciting her when the
doctor has repeatedly insisted she
must be kept quiet. Aunt May, I'll

have to ask you to leave. At once!"
How do I know what he said if I

fainted? Well, to tell the truth—

I

hadn't. I was acting! And when Aunt
May and Uncle Arthur have gone and
things have returned to normal I

mean to tell Grant all about that
faint!

October 4th . . .

There may have been worse
days. . . .

There may have been worse
storms. . . .

But I doubt it.

Marion, my secretary-companion,
and I went for an innocent little

drive. Trees crashed around us. Rain
dug holes in the country roads. We
lost our way. And as we drove
through the dark, blinding rain, some
of the fury of the storm took hold of

me . . . and I knew we must find a
dry place for my baby to be born.
God will provide. We were miles

from any village or hospital. But the
shack in which we took refuge be-
longed to an engineer who was a
radio amateur, with a small sending
apparatus. He sent out calls for a
doctor. And a doctor came!
So did Grant. For the police radio

car in which he was riding around the
island trying to locate Marion and
me picked up the S.O.S.
As soon as it was possible Grant

moved the baby and me home. Grant
Junior now is ensconced in his pretty
nursery. And I'm spending day after
day in the quiet of my room trying
to regain some of the strength that
ordeal cost me.

October 5th . . .

I'm worried about Dick and Fran.
The doctor has insisted I see no one,
and Grant, frantic with worry over
me, won't let them in my room. The
baby is brought in, naturally. I have
to nurse him.
The baby is brought in. But Fran

and Dick are kept out!
There trouble lies. For every time

the door opens—almost—I can see
their little forms waiting, waiting,
waiting in the hallway. Children are
such funny little creatures. So easily
hurt, so easily frightened. If only I

could talk to them and make them
understand!

October 6th .. .

I've had a long talk with Dick and
Fran. Grant asked the doctor's per-
mission.
"You know," he told me, "when I

saw them standing in the hall last
night, watching the nurse bring Grant
Junior in to you, my heart went out
to them."
Now that Grant has a child of his

own he has more tolerance for child-
ishness, is more sensitive to young
thoughts and young fears.

December . . .

Life goes on. . . .

A dozen things at least have hap-
pened since I last wrote. Some good,
some otherwise . . . But I'm beginning
to see that just as it is only Time that
brings problems, so it is only Time
that can solve them.
My second marriage still cannot be

rated an unqualified success. There
still are those times when I feel as if

I must divide myself between Grant
and Grant Junior and Dick and Fran
in order to keep them all satisfied.

There still are misunderstandings and
rough spots in the road. Just now it

looks as if all of Grant's fortune is

gone, swept away in the European
war. I don't really care about that—what I do care about is Grant's
health, which is precarious since the
financial strain began.
But I am learning to put my trust

in myself—to meet problems as they
come, do my best to surmount them,
try to feel secure in the knowledge
that our love has weathered other
storms and will no doubt weather
more.
"Time will take care of everything,

Honey," Ben Porter has often told
me. And so it will. But it depends
upon what we do with our time how
Time will take care of things. And
with that in mind there's only one
thing to do . . . carry on, hoping, be-
lieving, loving.

The End

Listen to Brenda Cummings' fur-
ther adventures in Second Husband,
starring Helen Menken, every Tues-
day evening over the CBS network.
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laybelline Solid-form
lascara in stunning gold-

colored vanity, 75c. Re-
fills 35c. Shades— Black,

Brown, Blue.

Maybelline Cream- form
Mascara (applied with-
out water) comes in

dainty zipper case. Black,

Brown, Blue—75c.
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Three of the country's

smartest fashion models

SUSANN SHAW
FLORENCE DORNIN

DANA DALE

Chesterfield Girls for March

CANT BUY A BETTER CIGARETTE

When you ask for Chesterfields

the dealer will say with a smile ... They Satisfy.

You will find that Chesterfields smoke cooler,

taste better and are definitely milder...for

Chesterfields have the right combination of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos.

VsHESTERf/ELD
Copyright 1940, Liggett & Mytrs Tobacco Co.
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Read NAN GREY'S Incredibi.

Courtship and Marriage

BetuuAt the ROMANCE of HELEN TRENT
Vivid Novel of a Woman Who Met Love in Unexpected Places

WORDS AND MUSIC OF BOB CROSBY'S DELIGHTFUL NEW SONG HIT
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TO BROWN

BLACK • TITIAN -OR BLONDE BEAUTY

This remarkable new creme shampoo discovery, Tint:

Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring, lathers and washes

out dirt, grime and grease, as it instantly gives hair a

real smooth Brown, Black, Titian or Blonde Tint that fairly

glows with life and lustre. Don't put up with gray, faded,

dull, burnt, streaked, off-color hair a minute longer.

The first application leaves your hair completely tinted,

lovely, easy to manage. No waiting for results. Colors

so smooth and even, experts find it difficult to detect.

****

SEND NOlRW^OR THIS AMAZING NEW INSTANT HAIR COU
SIMPLY MAIL THE COUPON ON OUR GUARANTEE— RESULTS MUST DELIGHT YOU OR NO COST
Tintz' chemists have at last perfected an
amazing new hair coloring method. It

is a creme shampoo containing genuine
PARAPHENYLENE DIAMINE, the
best hair coloring agent known! Tintz
Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring instantly
colors all gray, streaked, faded hair right
in your own home to a natural-like, last-

ing color that matches and defies detec-
tion. Won't wash off or run off. Posi-
tively will not affect permanent waves.
Leaves hair soft—easy to manage.

CHOICE OF EIGHT LOVELY SHADES
. . . Jot Black • Black • Dark Brown
Mod. Warm Brown • Mod. Drab Brown
Light Brown • Auburn (Titian) • Blond*

Tintz Shampoo Hair Coloring is now
being introduced all over America by
mail for only $1. Act now to win the

business and social success, the happy home,
that comes with more youthful appearing hair.
Mail the coupon and see for yourself that all the
wonderful things you have heard about TINTZ
Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring are absolutely
true! Send no money. On arrival of your package,
just deposit only $1.00 plus postage with post-
man. MAKE THE TEST for safety described
right on the Tintz tube— Shampoo-tint your own
hair right in your own home. We are sure just
one trial will convince anyone who wishes to
tint their hair that here at last

is the hair coloring of their
dreams! But if for any reason
you wish to return the empty
Tintz package, and you alone
are the judge—do so within 7
days, and we will immediately
refund your $ 1 without ques-
tion. This is today's big offer
to anyone who wishes to IN-
STANTLY color hair! Don't
delay; mail coupon now, sure!

Shampooing Spreads Color Evenly

It is difficult to do a blotchy job with

TINTZ CREME SHAMPOO HAIR
COLORING—the new easy home meth-
od. If you can follow easy directions

—

results are guaranteed.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODA

TINTZ
CREME SHAMPOO
HAIR COLORING

AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

SEND YOUR NAME ON A
PIECE OF PAPER OR

USE THIS
CONVENIENT
COUPO

Tintz Co., Dapt. (32, 207 N. Michigan Avenuo, Chicago, III.

Canadian Offit, Ooparlimnf 832, 22 Co/h>g« Slml, Toronto, Onfarri i

Send one full-size lube Tintz Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring in h

checked below. On arrival I will deposit $1.00 plus postage d if

with postman on guarantee I can return the empty tube for any r •

within 7 days, and you will refund my $1.00. (If $1.00 comes wii i|

coupon, Tintz pays the postage.)

O Jot Black D Block O Dark grown D Mod. Worm Brow >

O Mod. Drab Brown ; light grown O Auburn (THtan)

v-i»

Address —

—
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Her Pinafore Frock said "Linger"

but her Lovely Smile added "For Keeps"!

• Very young and very
feminine— a crisp navy
taffeta pinafore frock with
white organdy guimpe.

Your smile is your own priceless "exclusive"—

Help guard it with Ipana and Massage!

ADRESS straight out of Vogue or a hat

. from Harper's glamorous pages can

give a girl the proper start. But there's noth-

ing like a lovely smile to complete the jour-

ney—straight into a man's heart

For not even a "sixth sense" in style can

win for the girl who lets her smile become

dull and lifeless . . .who doesn't take proper

care of her teeth and gums . . . who ignores

the warning of "pink tooth brush."

Take a leaf out of her book—and profit

from it! For your smile is you—lose it and

you lose one ofyour most appealing charms!

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

If your tooth brush shows a tinge of "pink"
—see your dentist! It may mean nothing seri-

ous—but find out. Very likely, his verdict

will be that your gums need exercise—need

the chewing that soft foods deny them. Like

many dentists, he may advise "the healthful

stimulation of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana is designed not only to clean

the teeth but, with massage, to help the

gums. Every time you brush your teeth, mas-

sage a little extra Ipana onto your gums.

Feel that wonderful tang, exclusive with

Ipana and massage. It is pleasant proof of

circulation awakening in the gum tissues-

stimulating gums— helping to make them
firmer, healthier.

Get a tube of economical Ipana today.

See what Ipana and massage can do to add
more lustre, more charm to your smile!

IPANA TOOTH PASTE

IPANA
fOOTH]

il*tO ALWAYS QtKK
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TEST

10 DAYS
at our expense!

'y'rjT T can have that suave, smooth,
* V-/ \J flowing figure . . . that slimmer
silhouette! Stand before a mirror in an
ordinary foundation . . . then notice the
uncontrolled waist and hips. Now slip into
your THYNMOLD and see for yourself how
the ugly bumps and bulging waist and hips
are instantly slimmed out.
Not only will your figure appear more slen-

der, but you'll actually be able to wear smaller
size dresses . . . even in the exacting new styles

!

After wearing a Thynmold for 10 days, make
the Mirror Test again... if it doesn't do every-

thing you expect... it will cost you nothing!

MADE OF FAMOUS PERFOLASTIC RUBBER
Thynmold is made of pure Para rubber, inter-

lined and perforated for comfort. The unique
combination of Girdle and Brassiere gives
support and freedom impossible in the usual
one-piece foundations. Laced back permits
adjustment for change in size.

We want you to be thrilled with your new
Thynmold ! That's why we make it easy (at

you to lestThynmold for 10 days at our expense.

t,.^***** Send Today for Your

FREE COPY of

"SLENDERIZE"

DIRECT PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Dept. IH», 358 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Send (In plain envelope) free illustrated folder,
SI I N'|)| -KI/.I '", describing Thynmold; sample of

perforated material; and 10-day TRIAL OFFER.

Name

Address
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WHAT DO YOU

WANT TO SAY?

FIRST PRIZE

RULES FOR LISTENING

WHEN I first bought a radio, I

made up my mind that it would
be a blessing to me and my

neighbors, instead of a curse. I made
a few rules and I've stuck to them.

First, I keep the radio in good con-
dition. When it begins to sound like
a couple of tom-cats fighting, I call
a radio expert. I never play it full
blast. Furthermore, I never try to
carry on a conversation in competi-
tion with the radio.

I don't play it continuously. I buy
Radio Mirror and mark the programs
I want to hear. That way I never
miss the specially good programs.

—

Marian Goodwin, Andover, N. Y.

SECOND PRIZE

BUT HELL BE BACK SOON

I've been let in for a terrific wallop!
Rudy Vallee is running out on me!!
Rudy is out after new worlds to con-
quer. He is tossing aside his croon
and going into the motion picture
business.
I'm sure his whole public will feel

that they've been-done-wrong-by,
for this tireless personality has given
us number one shows, number one
songs, number one singing and num-
ber one acting for so long that he has
become a synonym of radio.
But he will make good as a movie

producer. His record in developing
new talent is proof of his great ability.—Edith Williamson, Memphis, Tenn-
essee.

(Rudy Vallee's returning to the air
in March, besides continuing with his
movie work.—Ed.)

THIRD PRIZE

GROWING UP WITH RADIO

The radio is a "God send!" When
my niece was born two years ago, I

used to turn on the radio to drown
(Continued on page 11)

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR LETTERS OF OPINION WIN

PRIZE S

First Prize $10.00

Second Prize $ 5.00

Five Prizes of $ 1.00

Address your letters to the Editor,

RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than March 28, 1940. All

submissions become the property of

the magazine.
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Why risk frowns
when you could have kisses?

Wirt—and hold—his love with lasting charm!
Keep safe from underarm odor—each day use Mum!

"AND HE fell in love with her for life!"

jl\ A story-book ending? Not at all!

Lasting love comes in real life too . .

.

when you're lovely to be near always . .

.

when you're wise enough to let gentle

Mum guard your charm each day!

Frowns— or kisses ... just which you get

depends on you!

So don't take chances. For where is the

girl who can dare risk underarm odor—
and expect to get away with it?

Don't expect even a daily bath to pre-

vent underarm odor! A bath removes
only perspiration that is past. To avoid

odor to come . . . more women use Mum

than any other deodorant. Mum is so de-

pendable—keeps underarms fresh all day!

SAVES TIME! Takes 30 seconds. And you
can use Mum right ajter you're dressed.

SAVES CLOTHES! The American Insti-

tute of Laundering Seal tells you Mum
won't harm fabrics. And it does not harm
your skin.

SAVES ROMANCE! Without attempting
to prevent perspiration, Mum prevents

underarm odor. (Men like this pleasant

cream, too.) Get Mum at your druggist's

today. Use it for underarms, for hot, ten-

der feet. Mum is always safe and sure . .

.

use Mum every day!

CONVENIENT! SAFE! MUM GUARDS POPULARITY

I CAN SUP INTO

MY DRESS RI6HT

AFTER fVE USED
MUM,AND KNOW
THE. FABRIC'S

SAFE

Avoid Embarrassment...

Because Mum is so safe...and
so dependable .. .more women
use it for sanitary napkins

than any other deodorant. Try

Mum this way, too!

J

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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HOPE you find it as pleasant to read as I do to

tell you about our success. In a period of ex-
actly twelve months, over 60,000 of you have

become new readers of Radio Mirror.

Next year I want to be able to report that 60,-

000 more friends have joined our reading circle.

Think how exciting it would be if so many of

us became a community of interest, pooling our
viewpoints for the good of radio. Many of you
write in now but I'd like to think that all of you
who bought Radio Mirror were taking ten min-
utes every month to consider in what way we
could better radio.

For instance, I can't help but feel that the pro-
gram starring Charlie McCarthy has been weak-
ened since it became half an hour in length. Or
perhaps it is because Don Ameche is missing and
no genial master of ceremonies has come to take

his place. Certainly a spirit that hovers over
these broadcasts has gone.

Very soon now the Good News program on
Thursday evenings is going to follow suit and,

instead of an hour, will last only thirty minutes.

But the sponsor is also adding Dick Powell and
Mary Martin, our cover girl last month, to the

cast. So perhaps these changes will be for the

best.

I know you'll join me in a word of friendly ad-
vice to Kate Smith. For some weeks Kate has
been unable to rid herself of a cold that has been
making her life miserable. I think it's because
she is trying to do too much for those of us who
tune her in. Perhaps we should tell her it is bet-

ter to have less of her to enjoy than to know
that she is unable to enjoy life herself. So please,

Kate, play more, rest more, but do less work,
so we can tune you in and know that you are

vibrant again with good health.

As mothers, would you approve of this experi-

ment? In New Jersey, the Meadowbrook, a res-

taurant made famous by the succession of popu-

In which your editor welcomes some

new readers, looks toward the future,

and speaks his mind with frankness

lar dance bands that play there, now has after-

noon broadcasts at which high school students
are admitted for ten cents. There is half an hour
of music over the air and then another thirty

minutes of playing for the students to dance. In

place of the regular bar, a milk bar has been sub-
stituted and milk shakes, cola drinks, ginger ale

and other school favorites are served. Four or

five hundred children crowd in regularly for the
thrill of seeing their favorite bands in person and
to get together for some dancing. It's obvious
what the children think of the idea. I wonder
about mothers?

One thing I always enjoy—looking ahead. The
past is too likely to be filled with, memories of

sadness, the present has already happened and
what can you do about it? But, there is always
tomorrow. So, if you agree, let's look ahead
briefly to the next issue of Radio Mirror.

Perhaps you read brief newspaper accounts of

the adopted boy Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor
had to send back to his parents. It is a touching
story. It made me want to know about Ann and
her husband who is doing so well on the Screen
Guild broadcasts every Sunday. So I wrote Lu-
cille Fletcher in Hollywood to see these two and
get them to tell us about themselves, their ro-

mance and marriage and way of living. The story

will be in the May issue.

So will an article about Paulette Goddard who
has become another charming radio guest star.

I think her success on the air is added proof that

here is a vital woman, whose beauty is more in

her animation than her features. She is an in-

triguing figure, in her relationship to Charlie

Chaplin, in her charm and vitality. I hope the

cover of Paulette will prove as thrilling to you
as it did to me when our artist, Mr. Wechsler,
first brought it to me.

Let's continue this community of interests next
month.

—FRED R. SAMMIS

vp i
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"—and don't forget your

PASSPORT to POPULARITY"

\"\7THAT difference does it make howW attractive, how well-dressed, how
witty you are, if you've got a case of hali-

tosis (bad breath)? It's the one thing

people will not pardon ... a fault that

stamps you a walking nuisance . . . and

a condition that you yourselfmay not detect.

Often it's due to fermentation of tiny

food particles in the mouth and there's

a remedy for this condition.

The soundest bit of advice any girl or

man can receive is to rinse the mouth

with Listerine Antiseptic before any

social or business engagement. Almost

immediately your breath becomes

sweeter, purer, more agreeable. It may

be just what you need for your pass-

port to popularity and success.

Strikes at Major Cause

Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts food

fermentation in the mouth, said by some

authorities to be the major cause of

breath odors, and then overcomes the

odors it causes. It takes only a few sec-

onds to do this and it's such a delightful

and pleasant precaution. Your entire

mouth feels healthier, fresher, cleaner.

Anyone may have this offensive con-

dition at some time or other without

realizing it and therefore unwittingly

offend. Don't take this unnecessary

chance. Use Listerine Antiseptic before

all social and business engagements at

which you wish to be at your best.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Before Business and Social Engagements

.

. . use Listerine Antiseptic for Halitosis (bad breath)
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IN EVERY circle, there are women who lead

and women who follow. That is how Tampax
has spread so rapidly, from friend to friend,

throughout the nation, until over 225,000,000
have been sold.

Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is worn in-

ternally, thus solving many problems of
monthly sanitary protection. It does away with
chafing, wrinkling and "showing." Of course

Tampax is invisible, and the wearer does not

even feel it. Made of pure surgical cotton, it

comes to you hygienically sealed. By a patented

method, your hands do not touch the Tampax!
It is dainty beyond comparison.

Tampax lets you dance without care and
travel with a light heart. It cannot come apart

and is easily disposed of. No belts, pins or odor.

Now sold in three sizes: Super, Regular and
Junior. At drug stores

and notion counters. In-

troductory box, 20$.
Large economy package

(4 months' supply) saves

up to 25%.
Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association.

TAMPAX INCORPORATED MWG-40-B
New Brunswick, N. J.

Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose 10< (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Size is checked below:

( ) REGULAR ( ) SUPER ( ) JUNIOR

Name-

Address.

Gty -State-

Rudy Vai lee—above with Charles
Laughton and George Burns at the

Masquers party— is already re-

hearsing for his new air show.

APRIL fifth is the date set for Don
Ameche's return to the air. He'll

have a Friday-night half-hour pro-
gram on NBC-Red, sponsored by Old
Gold cigarettes—but whether it will
be a straight dramatic show, or a
variety hour with guest stars, hadn't

1 been decided when we tossed this
magazine at the printer.

* * *

And of course Rudy Vallee's al-
ready rehearsing for his new pro-
gram, which makes its bow March
seventh in the half-hour formerly
occupied by the latter half of Good
News. The re-vamped Good News,
thirty instead of sixty minutes long,
has Dick Powell, Mary Martin, Baby
Snooks and Meredith Willson's or-
chestra as its stars.

* * *

As for that other prodigal from
radio, Artie Shaw, the latest is that
his comeback is going to be via the
movies. Contracts are supposed to
have been signed, calling for him to
appear in a picture based on his own
life. It might be a good idea, though,
for Artie to take some acting lessons.
Did you see his performance in
"Dancing Co-Ed"?

* * *

It was practically a radio first-

night when "Young Couple Wanted"
opened at the Maxine Elliott Theater
on Broadway. Martin Gabel, who
plays Dr. John Wayne in Big Sister,
was the director, and Arlene Francis
(Betty in Betty and Bob) and Hugh
Marlowe (Ellery Queen in the Sun-
day-night adventures of that famous
detective, but don't tell anyone we
gave the secret away) were the stars.
Audience and critics were just luke-
warm about the play, but they all

And Don Ameche is returning

soon, too. Above, with Mrs. A.

agreed that the folks from radio were
every bit as expert behind footlights

as they are behind microphones.
* * *

Barbara Stanwyck gave Jack Benny
and Mary Livingstone a fancy horse-
shoe made out of white carnations
and inscribed with a big number 13

as a present on the Bennys' thirteenth
wedding anniversary. Barbara and
Bob Taylor, her husband, are great
pals and close neighbors of Jack and
Mary—and the horseshoe proved
they're not above a gag, either.

* * *

CBS program officials will think
twice before they again decide to
drop So You Think You Know Music
from the air just before the Sunday
afternoon New York Philharmonic
concerts. Furious listeners sat right

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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down and wrote scorching letters, de-
manding that their beloved program
be put back—and right away, too!

(On the other hand, this old cynic
can't help wondering if maybe the
whole thing wasn't especially staged
to impress an undecided sponsor.)

* * *

Sign on Fred Waring's dressing
room door at the Vanderbilt Theater,
where he and his gang broadcast
their nightly NBC programs: "Fred
Waring. Personal. Private. Quiet.
Don't Knock. Don't Smoke. Don't
Talk. Don't Chew Gum. Don't Come
In." In other words—well, there
aren't any others. You get the idea.

* * *

Over at our house it isn't the Pot
O' Gold program that keeps us home
Tuesday nights—it's the Aldrich
Family. Having the chance to listen

to that swell show is good luck
enough.

* * *

Doesn't Raymond Paige's idea of
using a hundred-piece orchestra to
play musical comedy tunes (it's on
NBC-Blue Thursday nights at 8:00;
E.S.T.) remind you just a little bit
of using a sledge hammer to crack
walnuts?

* * *

Trust Ben Bernie to do the unex-

By DAN SENSENEY

pected. An appendicitis operation
kept him away from his Sunday
afternoon show on CBS for only one
broadcast. The following Sunday he
was back at work, talking into a
microphone from a bed placed on the
studio stage. It ought to keep Win-
chell quiet, though. You can't hit a
man when he's down.

* * *

Here's another reason why Infor-
mation Please should be one of your
favorite shows. Quietly—so quietly
that the news didn't get out generally
for more than a month—the sponsors
of the program gave each of the hard-
working NBC page boys who handle
the crowds every Tuesday night a
shiny, swanky cigarette lighter.

* * *

That Transcontinental Broadcasting
System of Elliott Roosevelt's has post-
poned its starting date again, and it

begins to look as if maybe the project
is off indefinitely.

* * *

George Jessel's hair is getting gray
since he and Norma Talmadge sepa-
rated. But as a matter of fact, it's

been gray for a good many years.

Third of the returning prodi-

gals: Dick, the singing Powell.

George has only recently stopped
touching it up, because now he doesn't
care whether he looks young or not.

* * *

It's useless to try to talk to Sylvia
Sidney—who plays the role of Sylvia
Sidney in the CBS serial, Pretty Kitty
Kelly—about anything but her infant

Now! A Great New Improvement in

Beauty Soaps-AND CAMAY HAS IT!
Let New Camay Help You

to a Lovely Skin!

Look for three beauty cleansing ad-

vantages in this amazing new Camay
—proved by our tests against 6 best-selling

beauty soaps! Camay had greater mild-

ness than any! Gave more abundant lather

in a short time! Had a fragrance that

almost 2 out of 3 women voted for!

Camay brings women a definite promise

that its gentle thorough cleansing will help

them in their search for a lovelier, more
appealing skin ... a more radiant com-
plexion . . . new allure! Get this wonderful

new Camay at your dealer's now!

Amazing gentleness

—for a complexion
that invites "close-

It's amazing-you've made my favorM

beauty soap better than ever. Sojvonder-

fully mild, so much lather and such a

lovelv fragrance! Thank you!
lovely jrati ^^ ^^ w Deabborn

Long Island KY- (Mrs. June* A. Dearborn)

MORE ABUNDANT LATHER

Refreshing, creamy
lather that "comes
quicker" to bring

out hidden
beauty.

(

At all dealers now
no change in wrapper!

Now-more than ever—tub soap of beautiful women
aprh., 1940
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the Cream Base

i Lipstick gives you

smooth, alluring lips

Don't let greasy, painted lips come

between you and the man you love. Tangee

lips are warm, soft and tempting, thanks

to Tangee's special cream base

!

This world-famous lipstick doesn't blur

or smear. It goes on smoothly, stays on,

and helps prevent chapping. Tangee looks

orange in the stick but magically changes,

when applied, to your own most becoming

shade of rose or red.

Ask for Tangee Natural today. Try

Tangee's matching rouge, (Compact or

Creme)„ and Tangee's remarkably delicate

face powder. See how naturally lovely they

look together. When you want more vivid

color, ask for Theatrical Red, Tangee's

new brilliant shade.

T|

World's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK...
SEND FOR COMPLETE MAKE-UP SET

The George W. Luft Co„ 417 Fifth Ave.. New York
City . . . Please rush "Miracle Make-up Set" of
sample Tangee Lipsticks and Rouge in both Natural
and Theatrical Red shades. Also Pace Powder. I
enclose 10< (stamps or coin). (150 In Canada.)

Check Shade of Powder Desired:
Peach Light Rachel Q Flesh
Rachel Dark Rachel Tan

Name-

Street

Cttv—

WHAT'S HEW FROM COAST TO COAST (CONT.)

son, whom she calls Stinky. Not that
she doesn't want to talk about other
things, but she just can't concentrate
on anything else. Stinky's father is
Luther Adler, Broadway actor. And
Stinky's mother, at the moment, has
no plans other than radio and taking
care of Stinky.

* * *

CINCINNATI—Most of the time
Hazel Turner is a singer, one of the
five Novelty Aces who appear on
Cincinnati's WLW—but for a little

while each day she is Emmy Lou, the
farm girl from out where the tall corn
grows.
Emmy Lou is backwoods through

and through, dressed in gingham and
sporting tightly-braided pigtails, a
very different person from the smart-
ly dressed, very modern Hazel Turner.
But just the same, Emmy Lou is

Hazel's favorite person, and she loves
the few minutes on the Novelty Aces'
daily Time to Shine program in which
she impersonates the country girl.

The listeners like Emmy Lou, too, so
much so that recently an Emmy Lou
fan club was organized in Hicksville,
Ohio.
Winning first prize in an amateur

contest thirteen years ago was the
stepping stone that brought Hazel
into radio. Her brother, Harold Maus,
who had already been in radio, de-
cided if she was good enough to win
a prize, she was good enough to be
in his act three times a week—at a
salary of one dollar each week. Emmy
Lou was created while the Aces were
working for station KFAD in Omaha.
The program director of that station
needed a rural girl character, and
Hazel was picked to create one, with
the program director's help. Since
that day, Hazel's led a double life, her
own and Emmy Lou's.

Jean Dickenson, bright star of the
American Album of Familiar Music
on NBC-Red Sunday nights, got good
notices from the critics when she
made her Metropolitan Opera debut,
singing the role of Philine in "Mi-
gnon." Without having to listen too
closely, you'll probably be hearing
her in one of the Met's Saturday
afternoon broadcasts before the sea-
son ends.

Do you have trouble remembering
which member of the team of Free-
man Gosden and Charles Correll is

Amos and which is Andy? Here's a
way—provided you can remember it:

there's an os in both Amos and Gos-
den. And so the other member,
Andy, must be Correll. Simple, huh?

The next time Elsie Hitz takes any-
one to the theater, she's going to find
out all about the play beforehand.
The twin founders of Elsie's fan club,
Mary and Margaret Gordon, aged
sixteen, of Jersey City came over to
visit one of her Ellen Randolph
broadcasts on NBC, and after the
program, for a treat, Elsie took them
to see their very first stage play. The
show turned out to' be very frank, not
to say lurid, and now Elsie is busy
explaining things to the girls' mother.

* * +

When Alec Templeton came to New
York a few weeks ago, NBC found
itself smack in the middle of a de-
mand for broadcast tickets that as-
sumed Toscanini-like proportions.
Alec's been voted in several radio
polls the most popular new star on
the air, and everyone in Manhattan
wanted to be present at one of his
broadcasts. With reason, too. NBC
gave him a party to celebrate his ar-
rival in New York, and never has a
radio personality so charmed a large
group of hard-boiled writers, editors,
executives and press agents. Alec's
love for life is so strong and electric
that it's contagious. His latest almost
incredible exploit has been to create
a complete symphony—in his head!
Although finished, it wasn't down on
paper when I talked to Alec—he said
he'd call in a musical stenographer
some time during the week and dic-
tate it.

* * *

Radio's busiest news commentator
is twenty-seven-year-old Richard
Brooks, ex-tramp, ex-ballplayer, ex-
reporter. On New York's station
WNEW, he does five fifteen-minute
newscasts, six days a week. In addi-
tion, he's heard from regularly over
NBC every Monday night, bringing
you the news sensations of the week
on Sammy Kaye's Sensation Cigarette
program.

8

Very much the grown-up young ladies, Bonita Granville

and Judy Garland wait for their escorts at the Troc.
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Dick first made news when he was
in Temple University, in Philadelphia,
playing varsity football and baseball.
In 1932, when he graduated, he joined
the Phillies' baseball team, but quit
after four months to bum his way
around the country for a year and
a half. On the road, he made a few
dollars by writing a newspaper ar-
ticle or so, and in St. Louis he nearly
starved to death, but he was only
twenty and it didn't bother him.
He finally ended up in New Orleans,

where a poor family living on a flat-

boat fed him for three months. While
he was still there a friend wrote him
about a job on the Philadelphia
Record, so he left New Orleans as he
had come—under a freight car. Un-
til 1937 he was a sports reporter for
several newspapers; then he quit and
came to New York. He'd never done
any radio work, but he auditioned
at WNEW and they put him on the
air with one fifteen-minute program
a day. His salary was ten dollars a
week and room-rent alone cost him
six, but he did his own laundry and
managed to exist.

His big break came when floods
broke loose in Louisville, Ky. With
only four dollars in his pocket, Dick
decided to go see the floods himself.
He persuaded an airline to give him
a pass and managed to get to Louis-
ville, take a row-boat, and catch a
plane back to New York—arriving
flat broke but with a great story.
From then on, Dick's star was on

its way up. One big story after big
story he managed to get the inside
track, and Governor Lehman chose
him for his personal announcer. And

Aileen Pringle—remember her in the

movies?—plays Anne Hill now in the

CBS serial, Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne.

now, despite his network commercial,
he still devotes practically all his
waking moments to WNEW where,
incidentally, that original ten dollars
has grown and grown.

One way to get yourself started in
radio, it seems, is to sing in a rail-
road station.
That's what Parker Watkins, colored

tenor, did, and it worked out pretty

well for him. A pipe organ had been
installed in New York's huge Penn-
sylvania Terminal for Christmas, and
for some reason or other it was re-
tained to send its musical message
to weary commuters long after the
holly wreaths had been cleared away.
One evening the organist, Banks Ken-
nedy, was at the console when he
noticed Parker, a fat colored boy,
watching him. Jokingly, Banks sug-
gested, "Why don't you step up and
sing a number?" To his amazement,
Parker took him at his word, and for
half an hour serenaded the commut-
ers in a rich, powerful tenor that
soared out through the great station,

clear and true above the rumble of

trains and the shuffling of the crowd.
Parker was no specialist—from a

popular song, he drifted into an
operatic aria, then into a spiritual.

And at the end of his concert he made
a little speech, suggesting that if any-
one present were connected with the
music world, he'd appreciate a chance
to put his voice to work. There
weren't any impresarios in the crowd,
but someone passed a hat, and Parker
got $15 for his music.
Every night after that for a week,

he joined Kennedy and sang, until
his audiences grew to 5,000 people and
a whole row of ticket windows had
to be closed to make room for the in-
creasing crowds. About that time a
newspaper front-paged the incident,
and brought Parker to the attention
of theater and radio men. He got a
guest appearance on Benay Venuta's
Mutual - program, and was talking
contract with Mutual when last heard
from.
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THE GRANDEST '
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SO CREAMY, fTMUST
6E SOFTENING. GOOD
AND SOOTHING, TOO

WANT appealing, lovable hands?
Don't let housework and chilly

winds spoil the looks of your hands. Use
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream regularly

to help guard against harsh chapping.

Hinds is extra -creamy, extra-softening.

Helps tone down harsh redness. Coaxes

back a softer look and feeL Hinds feels

good, does good to tender hands! Contains

Vitamins A and D. $1, 50f, 25<, and 10?

sizes at toilet goods counters.

NEW! Hinds Hand Cream in jars-
quick-softening! 10« and 39 c: sizes

Copyright. 1940. Lehn & Pink Products Corp.. fjlooroneld. N.J.
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Beautiful Nan Grey plays (Cathy

Marshall in the NBC Thursday-

night serial, Those We Love.

THE marriage of Nan Grey and
Jackie Westrope is something
like Hollywood itself, a shiny

package doublewrapped in the
cellophane of enchantment and
make-believe.
Remember how you used to play

house? Little girls would announce
"I'll be the Mama" and little boys
would say "I'll be the Papa." Then
would follow magic hours of play-
ing grown-up persons with grown-
up problems and responsibilities.

The same aura of unreality seems
to envelop the home and love of

Nan, the Universal starlet and
Kathy Marshall of the NBC serial,

Those We Love, and Jackie, her

By KAY PROCTOR
famous jockey husband. They are
two enraptured youngsters playing
at grown-up housekeeping in a per-
fect doll house.

Reality admits their home is a

beautiful seven-room California

bungalow set amidst two and one-
half acres of trees, lawns and
gardens in the valley north of

Hollywood proper. Actually they
are eighteen and twenty-three years
old respectively and both busy at

successful careers. The records
prove they have been married for

almost a year after a strange court-

ship which began in adolescence.

THE CHARMING AND QUITE

Facts, however, melt as snowflakes
before the story-book quality which
persists- about their life.

Perhaps it is because they are so

young and so terribly in love that

they seem to be living in an en-
chanted world. Perhaps it is be-
cause they openly scorn the world-
weary sophistication young moderns
seem to affect these days. Or per-
haps it is just because their ro-
mance, from the very beginning,
had a story-book flavor.

She was thirteen years old and
he only eighteen when they first

met and fell in love! Jackie's first

memory of Nan is of a wide-eyed
little girl with golden curls dashing
into the paddock of Churchill Downs
race track to ask him to win an im-
portant race just for her!

Jackie at that time was the idol

of the American turf. Reared on a
cattle ranch near Baker, Montana,
he had started his career of jockey
following the tragic death of his

older brother, also a jockey, in an
accident on the Caliente track. In
his first sensational year he rode
303 horses to victory, thus breaking
a twenty-five-year record which has
not again been bested. Wherever he
went the picture was the same: he
was the toast of the track with wild
fans cheering the name of Westrope
in the home stretch and betting

their money, not on his mount, but
on him.
Throughout all the adulation he

remained the same, a super-shy slip

of a blonde boy, only five feet four
and one-half inches tall and weigh-
ing a mere 115 pounds, whose face

always was wreathed in an engaging
smile and whose whole heart was
tuned to the rhythmic pounding of

flying hooves.

Nan, incidentally, frankly admits
she tops her husband by a few
pounds and a fraction of an inch

but it doesn't worry either of them
in the slightest; he simply adds an
extra lift to his shoes and she is

careful to wear flat heels. They
were embarrassed one night re-

cently, however, when they at-

tempted to visit a gambling ship

with a crowd of young folk for a
lark. Nan, who was under age at

that time, was admitted without
question while Jackie was turned



INCREDIBLE COURTSHIP OF

down and told he ought to be home
with his parents!

Caught up in the adulation of the
sensational jockey that spring at

Churchill Downs was a little girl

from Houston, Texas, whose father

was giving her the grand treat of

a week with him at the racing meet.
Her name was Eschol Miller and in

her wildest nights of fancy she could
not have pictured the future which
lay just ahead. She did not dream
that six months hence she would
wear a new name, Nan Grey, and
be under contract to a leading mo-
tion picture company in Hollywood.
She did not know she was destined
to become one of the original "Three
Smart Girls," or the heroine of such
movies as "Tower of London" and
"The Invisible Man Returns." And
radio, in which she was to play one
of the leading roles in a serial to

run over 100 weeks, was entirely

beyond her horizon.

Only two things occupied her
mind—her secret worship of the
slim boy whom a crowd cheered
each afternoon, and the scrap book
in which she pasted all the news-
paper accounts of his daily exploits,

despite the fact she never had met
him.
On a brave impulse one afternoon

she slipped away from her father

and, with a chum, made her way
to the paddock where she came face

to face with her hero astride a
mount (Continued on page 58)

Perhaps it is because
they are so young and
so much in love that

they are living in an
enchanted world. Nan
was 13 and Jackie 17

when they fell in love.

Left, their dream house.



THE ROMANCE
Beginning the vividly dramatic novel of radio's popular heroine, who met

new love where she least expected it—even though she thought her heart

was locked tightly, forever, upon the memory of the man she had lost

WHAT was it about Drew
Sinclair that had sent Helen
Trent's mind racing back-

wards, backwards into depths of

memory she had tried so long to

close away?
It was not that he was so like

Dennis Fallon . . . rather, perhaps,
it was because he was so unlike that
daredevil Irishman who had torn
through life welcoming danger as a
friend. Drew Sinclair would not
welcome danger. He would fight it,

bitterly, angrily, with all of his

abundant energy and every facet of

his diamond-sharp brain.

She rose and moved restlessly

about the perfectly appointed living

room of the apartment. It was after

dinner, Agatha Anthony, her elderly
friend and living-companion, had
gone to bed; she was alone. Looking
around her, feeling the flattering

touch of silk against her skin, she
smiled. Hollywood! You lived in a
hotel-apartment that cost two hun-
dred and fifty dollars a month, you
dressed for dinner in one of your
score of evening gowns—and then
you spent the evening alone. Alone,
and wondering, no doubt, how soon
your bank-account would dwindle
away to nothing. But, with all this

show, you accomplished one impor-
tant thing. You kept up "the front"
—you showed that you weren't
worrying—and, eventually, you got

another job.

Just as she had, this very day.

She would take the job, of course,

because she needed it desperately

—

but just the same, there was some-
thing strange about it, something
not quite right. And the strange-

ness had nothing to do with Drew
Sinclair himself. It was something
apart from him, something of which
he had as little knowledge as she

herself.

It was three months, now, since

"Heaven on Wheels," the first mo-
tion picture for which Helen had de-

signed costumes, had been released.

By all the laws of success and
Hollywood, that fabulously popular
picture should have made her one
of Hollywood's first designers. Yet
Steinbloch, who had produced it,

had nothing more for her to do, and
it had brought two other offers of a

contract—one, immediately, from
Independent Pictures, which she

had refused, hoping for something

better. And one, today, Drew Sin-

clair, head of Sentinal Studios.

Drew Sinclair had been in Europe
when "Heaven on Wheels" was re-

leased, but press comment and the

reports of his own Hollywood
agents had interested him enough
so that he'd sent Helen a cable:

"Please contact me when I return

in two weeks."
After that, though Sinclair had

returned to Hollywood—silence. She
called his office, only to be told by a

frosty-voiced secretary that "Mr.

Sinclair was out." She sent him a

The Romance of Helen Trent Is based on the radio serial of

the same name, sponsored by the manufacturers of Edna Wal-

lace Hopper and Louis Phllllppo Cosmetics. Tune it In over
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letter, a telegram. At last, she had
her answer—a curt note telling her
he had no immediate production
plans. And that, she knew from
her reading of the gossip columns,
was untrue. Then, only this morn-
ing, the same secretary telephoned
and in a voice that had completely
thawed out, invited her to come to

Sinclair's office immediately.
The interview had been normal

enough, at first. It had, in fact, been
tremendously brisk and business-
like. This was her first meeting
with Drew Sinclair, the young pro-
duction genius of Sentinal, and she
was, for a time, overwhelmed by
his virile personality as well as by
the luxury of the office in which he
received her.

The first impression Drew Sin-
clair gave was one of strength

—

strength both physical and mental.
Here was a man, she thought, who
drove straight through to whatever
he wanted. His features were blunt
and deeply carved, and his heavy
eyebrows and his hair looked as

though they would be rough to the

touch. Then, as they bent together

over the book of sketches she had
brought, she noticed his hands and
saw, with a shock of surprise, that

they belonged to an artist; they
were muscular, like the rest of his

body, but they were also delicate,

finely modeled, with long, sensitive

fingers.

He talked steadily, like a man
whose mind had been made up long

ago. "I saw 'Heaven on Wheels,'

Mrs. Trent. Your costumes were
wonderful—really new and orig-

inal. I'd like you to think about
doing the clothes for a new picture

I'm planning—here's the script, you
might take it home, I think it can
do a better job of persuading than

I could—"
Helen contrived not to smile.

Persuading! As if she needed any!

"As to salary," he rushed on,

"would two thousand dollars a week



for the duration of the picture be
agreeable to you?"

"I—think so," she said in a care-

fully casual voice.

He flipped over the pages of the

scrapbook carelessly; she could have
sworn he didn't see a single sketch.

And then it happened. One of his

impatiently moving hands touched
hers. He looked up, straight into

her eyes. He seemed to see her,

really see her, for the first time.

It was the strangest thing, Helen
thought, remembering. Apparently
he felt no embarrassment as their

glances met and held. She herself

was blushing, but he simply stared,

utterly absorbed. And yet there

was no rudeness in his gaze; it was
only that he had just caught sight

of something that interested him
very much.

Abruptly, he looked away and
straightened up. "I hope you had
a pleasant vacation, Mrs. Trent," he
said formally. .

"Vacation? T haven't been on a
vacation," she said, bewildered.

"But you were out of town!"
"No. . .

."

"You must have been! I've been
trying to get to see you for weeks.
It was only when I read your name
in the paper this morning—in the
list of guests at the Stanwood wed-
ding—that I knew you were back
in town."

BUT I wasn't away," she reiter-

ated. "As a matter of fact,

I've been trying to see you for
weeks, too—I only stopped when I

got your note telhng me you had no
immediate production plansi"
He frowned, and snapped, "I sent

no such letter!" Irritably he
pressed one of the bank of buttons
on his desk. "Miss Lawson," he said
when his sleek, lovely secretary
appeared, "there seems to be some-
mistake. Mrs. Trent tells me
she has not been out of town on
a vacation, that she has been trying
to see me as earnestly as I've been
trying to see her, and that I sent her
a letter saying I had no production
plans. Didn't you call Mrs. Trent's
home, send her telegrams?"
"Why—yes," said the girl. "They

told me on the'telephone Mrs. Trent
was away and had left no forward-
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But she had hardly turned the first page of the script when

her maid entered. "Mrs. Drew. Sinclair is here to see you,

Irs. Jrent," she announced. iHelen stifled her amazement.
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THE ROMANCE
Beginning the vividly dramatic novel of radio's popular heroine, who met

new love where she least expected it—even though she thought her heart

was locked tightly, forever, upon the memory of the man she had lost

WHAT was it about Drew
Sinclair that had sent Helen
Trent's mind racing back-

wards, backwards into depths of
memory she had tried so long to

close away?
It was not that he was so like

Dennis Fallon . . . rather, perhaps,
it was because he was so unlike that
daredevil Irishman who had torn
through life welcoming danger as a
friend. Drew Sinclair would not
welcome danger. He would fight it,

bitterly, angrily, with all of his
abundant energy and every facet of
his diamond-sharp brain.

She rose and moved restlessly
about the perfectly appointed living
room of the apartment. It was after
dinner, Agatha Anthony, her elderly
friend and living-companion, had
gone to bed; she was alone. Looking
around her, feeling the flattering

touch of silk against her skin, she
smiled. Hollywood! You lived in a
hotel-apartment that cost two hun-
dred and fifty dollars a month, you
dressed for dinner in one of your
score of evening gowns—and then
you spent the evening alone. Alone,
and wondering, no doubt, how soon
your bank-account would dwindle
away to nothing. But, with all this

.
show, you accomplished one impor-
tant thing. You kept up "the front"

' —you showed that you weren't
worrying—and, eventually, you got

. another job.

Just as she had, this very day.

She would take the job, of course,

because she needed it desperately

—

but just the same, there was some-

thing strange about it, something

not quite right. And the strange-

ness had nothing to do with Drew
Sinclair himself. It was something

apart from him, something of which
he had as little knowledge as she

herself.

It was three months, now, since

"Heaven on Wheels," the first mo-
tion picture for which Helen had de-

signed costumes, had been released.

By all the laws of success and
Hollywood, that fabulously popular

picture should have made her one
of Hollywood's first designers. Yet
Steinbloch, who had produced it,

had nothing more for her to do, and
it had brought two other offers of a

contract—one, immediately, from
Independent Pictures, which she

had refused, hoping for something
better. And one, today, Drew Sin-
clair, head of Sentinal Studios.

Drew Sinclair had been in Europe
when "Heaven on Wheels" was re-
leased, but press comment and the
reports of his own Hollywood
agents had interested him enough
so that he'd sent Helen a cable:

"Please contact me when I return
in two weeks."

After that, though Sinclair had
returned to Hollywood—silence. She
called his office, only to be told by a
frosty-voiced secretary that "Mr.
Sinclair was out." She sent him a
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letter, a telegram. At last, she had
her answer—a curt note telling her
he had no immediate production
plans. And that, she knew from
her reading of the gossip columns,
was untrue. Then, only this morn-
ing, the same secretary telephoned
and in a voice that had completely
thawed out, invited her to come to

Sinclair's office immediately.
The interview had been normal

enough, at first. It had, in fact, been
tremendously brisk and business-
like. This was her first meeting
with Drew Sinclair, the young pro-
duction genius of Sentinal, and she
was, for a time, overwhelmed by
his virile personality as well as by
the luxury of the office in which he
received her.

The first impression Drew Sin-
clair gave was one of strength

—

strength both physical and mental.
Here was a man, she thought, who
drove straight through to whatever
he wanted. His features were blunt
and deeply carved, and his heavy
eyebrows and his hair looked as

though they would be rough to the

touch. Then, as they bent together
over the book of sketches she had
brought, she noticed his hands and
saw, with a shock of surprise, that

they belonged to an artist; they
were muscular, like the rest of his

body, but they were also delicate,

finely modeled, with long, sensitive

fingers.

He talked steadily, like a man
whose mind had been made up long
ago. "I saw 'Heaven on Wheels,'
Mrs. Trent. Your costumes were
wonderful—really new and orig-

inal. I'd like you to think about
doing the clothes for a new picture

I'm planning—here's the script, you
might take it home, I think it can
do a better job of persuading than
I could—

"

Helen contrived not to smile.

Persuading! As if she needed any!

"As to salary," he rushed on,

"would two thousand dollars a week

OF M
for the duration of the picture be

agreeable to you?"

«j think so," she said in a care-

fully casual voice.

He flipped over the pages of the

scrapbook carelessly; she could have

sworn he didn't see a single sketch.

And then it happened. One of his

impatiently moving hands touched

ners. He looked up, straight into

her eyes. He seemed to see her,

really see her, for the first time.

It was the strangest thing, Helen

thought, remembering. Apparently

he felt no embarrassment as their

glances met and held. She herself

was blushing, but he simply stared,

utterly absorbed. And yet there

was no rudeness in his gaze; it was
only that he had just caught sight

of something that interested him
very much.
Abruptly, he looked away and

straightened up. "I hope you had

a pleasant vacation, Mrs. Trent," he
said formally. •

"Vacation? F haven't been on a

vacation," she said, bewildered.

"But you were out of town!"
"No. . .

."

"You must have been! I've been
trying to get to see you for weeks.
It was only when I read your name
in the paper this morning—in the
list of guests at the Stanwood wed-
ding—that I knew you were back
in town."

BUT I wasn't away," she reiter-

ated. "As a matter of fact,

I've been trying to see you for
weeks, too—I only stopped when I

got your note telling me you had no
immediate production plansi"
He frowned, and snapped, "I sent

no such letter!" Irritably he
pressed one of the bank of buttons
on his desk. "Miss Lawson," he said
when his sleek, lovely secretary
appeared, "there seems to be some-
mistake. Mrs. Trent tells me
*e has not been out of town on
a vacation, that she has been trying
|o see me as earnestly as I've been
frying to see her, and that I sent her
a letter saying I had no production
Wans. Didn't you call Mrs. Trent's
nome, send her telegrams?"
"Why—yes," said the girl. "They
1 me on the'telephone Mrs. Trent

: away and had left no forward-
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ing address." She was carrying it

off well, but Helen was sure she was
badly frightened.

"Did you ever type a letter to her
in which I said I had no production
plans?" Sinclair pursued.

"Oh, no, Mr. Sinclair. No, I can't

understand how that could have
happened—unless it was another
letter, and it got mixed up—

"

There was a long, uncomfortable
silence.

Sinclair broke it. "Well, Mrs.
Trent, the important thing is that

we did finally make connections. I'll

find out later exactly what hap-
pened. In the meantime, will you
take the script home and read it and
let me know your decision?"

HELEN rose, accepting the hint

the interview was over. As
she left, she stole a glance at the

secretary. She was still standing
there, very neat, very poised, but
with despair in her face.

It was all very mysterious;—just

the sort of mystery that would have
delighted Dennis Fallon. . . .

Oh, Dennis, Dennis!—Sometimes
it still came, that cutting pang of

grief that she had first known when
they told her Dennis was dead.

How was it possible to live with
a memory for so long? For days,

weeks, she would follow the way
of her life, knowing that Dennis was
dead, had been dead for two years

—and then, out of nowhere, came
realization that she missed him,
would always miss him and could

never forget him.
Perhaps the dangers they had

faced together had made her love

him more than it was right to love

any man. Or perhaps it was be-
cause she met him for the first time

at the darkest point of her own life.

She looked back upon the Helen
Trent of those days as she would
have looked upon a stranger. She

had thought that life was ending
for her, when in reality it was just
beginning. Thirty-five years old, be-
wildered, frightened, she had faced
the world and found it ugly. ... It

was Martin Trent who had wanted
the divorce, not she. She would
have been satisfied—not happy, but
satisfied—to live forever as his

drudge, his cook, his shadow. Mar-
tin was always irritable and fre-
quently cruel, but he was her
husband. It had seemed unthink-
able that he should cast her aside
for someone younger and more
beautiful, and after the divorce she
had felt unwanted, lonely with that

bitter loneliness that comes only to

a woman who believes she has lost

her youth, her beauty, her self-

respect.

It was Agatha Anthony she had
to thank for bringing her back to

life, helping her and encouraging
her while she found a job and re-

built herself spiritually and physi-
cally. That was a debt she could
never repay. Even caring for Aga-
tha now, when she was old and
crippled, was little enough return
for the help Agatha had given her.

Then Dennis had entered her life

—entered it as he did all things,

suddenly and dramatically. There
must be magic in the Irish; at any
rate, there had been magic in Den-
nis. Even that first afternoon, when
he had jumped into her cab and
commanded the driver to race
through traffic to an office-building

which was the last place in the

world Helen wanted to visit—even
then, s"he had trusted him. And
later, she still trusted him enough
to consent when he urged her to

quit her humdrum job in Mary
Steward's dress shop and work with
him as a secret-service operative.

How he had loved those mad,
perilous days! The scent of dan-
ger was sweeter than any perfume

to him—and because he loved it, so

had she. Their pursuits had led them
across land and sea, into ocean
liners and luxury hotels and railway
trains and miserable squalid hovels,

but always Dennis had had a smile
for every hardship, every hazard.
Once he had been missing for

days, lost at sea. They told her he
had been drowned in a capsized life-

boat, but she had not believed it.

And at last he had returned,
safe. . . .

But the swiftly-paced life he led

had taken its toll of Dennis. Death
came not as he would have wished
it, in the midst of adventure, but
stealthily, slowly. They had called

it heart disease. They might better

have said his heart had had too

much of living.

He had died only a month before
he and Helen were to have been
married.
Well . . . and here she was, two

years later, about to sign a contract

with Hollywood's most famous
young producer to design clothes at

two thousand dollars a week. Under
such circumstances, surely it was
unproductive to think about the

past.

Helen picked up the script Drew
Sinclair had given her. It would be
good to work again.

She had hardly turned the first

page when her maid opened the

door.

"Mrs. Drew Sinclair is here to see

you, Mrs. Trent," she announced.
Helen stifled her amazement. She

had known, of course, that Drew
Sinclair was married, but she had
never met his wife. "Ask her to

come in, Louise," she said.

Mrs. Sinclair entered, a moment
later—or, more exactly, she made
an entrance. At sight of her, Helen
wondered where she had seen her
before. She was tall, voluptuous,

dressed in a glittering cloth-of-gold

evening gown that revealed every
curve of her body. Her hair was
determinedly blonde, and her face

was pretty and gracious until you
saw the eyes. And continuously,

ded Helen of someone she

own years ago.

forgive me, Mrs. Trent,"

; said in a high-pitched, bird-

voice, "for running in unan-
nounced like this. I'd have tele-

phoned—but I was afraid if I asked

you to do a very special favor for

me over the telephone you might
say 'No.' " And she laughed self-

consciously.

Helen murmured something po-

lite. She knew now where she had
seen Mrs. Sinclair before. In the

movies, of course. Before her mar-
riage she had been Sandra Michael,

a star of the silent films but, because
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And then it happened. One of his impatiently moving hands
touched hers. He looked up, straight into her eyes. And
he seemed to see her, really see her, for the first time.

of her voice, unsuccessful after

sound came in.

"When Drew and I saw 'Heaven
on Wheels,' " she was continuing, "I

simply raved about the gowns. I

said to Drew—do you know my
husband, Mrs. Trent?"
"Why, I've—met him," Helen

said cautiously.

WELL, anyway, I told him, 'I

simply must have that won-
derful woman design a dress for

me. Why, she's terrific!' And now
that's what I've come to beg you
to do, Mrs. Trent! I usually have
my clothes done by Reginald Pea-
body—he's Mr. Sinclair's head cos-

tumier—but—well—" She spread

her hands in a helpless gesture, in-

dicating that Mr. Peabody would
just have to get along as best he
could, now that an authentic genius

had appeared.
"I'd be very happy to do some

sketches for you to see, of course,"

Helen said.

"I want you to do a very special

kind of dress for me—an evening
gown for a reception I'm giving for

Prince and Princess Carnov—" And
then, for a few minutes, Mrs. Sin-

clair explained her idea of a stun-
ning evening dress—something in

yellow and purple, because they
were the Carnov colors, and

—

Helen repressed a shudder at

Mrs. Sinclair's mention of the color

scheme. "Yes . . . yes," she nodded.
"Now, you're sure you won't be

too busy?" queried Mrs. Sinclair at

last. "I mean, with all your other
work—I wouldn't care to burden
you."

"No, as a matter of fact I'm not

busy at all just now," Helen said.

Mrs. Sinclair expressed surprise

and horror. "You mean a wonder-
ful designer like you isn't busy
every minute? Why, I should think
the studios would be simply throw-
ing work at you!"

"Hardly," Helen smiled. "Al-
though I may sign with one in the

next day or so."

"Of course, if all the producers
were like (Continued on page 68)
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ing address." She was carrying it

off well, but Helen was sure she was
badly frightened.

"Did you ever type a letter to her
in which I said I had no production
plans?" Sinclair pursued.

"Oh, no, Mr. Sinclair. No, I can't

understand how that could have
happened—unless it was another
letter, and it got mixed up—

"

There was a long, uncomfortable
silence.

Sinclair broke it. "Well, Mrs.
Trent, the important thing is that

we did finally make connections. I'll

find out later exactly what hap-
pened. In the meantime, will you
take the script home and read it and
let me know your decision?"

HELEN rose, accepting the hint

the interview was over. As
she left, she stole a glance at the

secretary. She was still standing

there, very neat, very poised, but
with despair in her face.

It was all very mysterious—just

the sort of mystery that would have
delighted Dennis Fallon. . . .

Oh, Dennis, Dennis!—Sometimes
it still came, that cutting pang of

grief that she had first known when
they told her Dennis was dead.

How was it possible to live with

a memory for so long? For days,

weeks, she would follow the way
of her life, knowing that Dennis was
dead, had been dead for two years

—and then, out of nowhere, came
realization that she missed him,

would always miss him and could

never forget him.
Perhaps the dangers they had

* faced together had made her love

•him more than it was right to love

V|ny man. Or perhaps it was be-

cause she met him for the first time

at the darkest point of her own life.

She looked back upon the Helen
Trent of those days as she would
h:v looked upon a stranger. She

had thought that life was ending

for her, when in reality it was just

beginning. Thirty-five years old, be-

wildered, frightened, she had faced

the world and found it ugly. ... It

was Martin Trent who had wanted

the divorce, not she. She would

have been satisfied—not happy, but

satisfied—to live forever as his

drudge, his cook, his shadow. Mar-

tin was always irritable and fre-

quently cruel, but he was her

husband. It had seemed unthink-

able that he should cast her aside

for someone younger and more

beautiful, and after the divorce she

had felt unwanted, lonely with that

bitter loneliness that comes only to

a woman who believes she has lost

her youth, her beauty, her self-

respect.

It was Agatha Anthony she had

to thank for bringing her back to

life, helping her and encouraging

her while she found a job and re-

built herself spiritually and physi-

cally. That was a debt she could

never repay. Even caring for Aga-
tha now, when she was old and
crippled, was little enough return

for the help Agatha had given her.

Then Dennis had entered her life

—entered it as he did all things,

suddenly and dramatically. There
must be magic in the Irish; at any
rate, there had been magic in Den-
nis. Even that first afternoon, when
he had jumped into her cab and
commanded the driver to race

through traffic to an office-building

which was the last place in the

world Helen wanted to visit—even
then, she had trusted him. And
later, she still trusted him enough
to consent when he urged her to

quit her humdrum job in Mary
Steward's dress shop and work with
him as a secret-service operative.

How he had loved those mad,
perilous days! The scent of dan-
ger was sweeter than any perfume

to him—and because he loved it, so
had she. Their pursuits had led them
across land and sea, into ocean
liners and luxury hotels and railway
trains and miserable squalid hovels,

but always Dennis had had a smile
for every hardship, every hazard.

Once he had been missing for
days, lost at sea. They told her he
had been drowned in a capsized life-

boat, but she had not believed it.

And at last he had returned,

safe. . . .

But the swiftly-paced life he led

had taken its toll of Dennis. Death
came not as he would have wished
it, in the midst of adventure, but
stealthily, slowly. They had called

it heart disease. They might better

have said his heart had had too

much of living.

He had died only a month before

he and Helen were to have been
married.

Well . . . and here she was, two
years later, about to sign a contract

with Hollywood's most famous
young producer to design clothes at

two thousand dollars a week. Under
such circumstances, surely, it was
unproductive to think about the

past.

Helen picked up the script Drew
Sinclair had given her. It would be

good to work again.

She had hardly turned the first

page when her maid opened the

door.

"Mrs. Drew Sinclair is here to see

you, Mrs. Trent," she announced.
Helen stifled her amazement. She

had known, of course, that Drew
Sinclair was married, but she had

never met his wife. "Ask her to

come in, Louise," she said.

Mrs. Sinclair entered, a moment
later—or, more exactly, she made
an entrance. At sight of her, Helen

wondered where she had seen her

before. She was tall, voluptuous,

dressed in a glittering cloth-of-gold

evening gown that revealed every

curve of her body. Her hair was

determinedly blonde, and her face

was pretty and gracious until you

saw the eyes. And continuously,

"pided Helen of someone she

Sown years ago.

Please forgive me, Mrs. Trent,"

5e said in a high-pitched, bird-

like voice, "for running in unan-

nounced like this. I'd have tele-

phoned—but I was afraid if I asked

you to do a very special favor for

me over the telephone you might

say 'No.' " And she laughed self-

consciously.

Helen murmured something po-

lite. She knew now where she had

seen Mrs. Sinclair before. In the

movies, of course. Before her mar-

riage she had been Sandra Michael,

a star of the silent films but, because
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And then it happened. One of his impatiently moving hands

touched hers. He looked up, straight into her eves. And

he seemed to see her, really see her, for the first time.

of her voice, unsuccessful after

sound came in.

"When Drew and I saw 'Heaven
on Wheels,' " she was continuing, "I

simply raved about the gowns. I

said to Drew—do you know my
husband, Mrs. Trent?"
"Why, I've—met him," Helen

said cautiously.

WELL, anyway, I told him, 'I

simply must have that won-
derful woman design a dress for

me. Why, she's terrific!' And now
that's what I've come to beg you
to do, Mrs. Trent! I usually have
my clothes done by Reginald Pea-
body—he's Mr. Sinclair's head cos-

tumier—but—well—" She spread
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her hands in a helpless gesture, in-

dicating that Mr. Peabody would

just have to get along as best he

could, now that an authentic genius

had appeared.

"I'd be very happy to do some

sketches for you to see, of course,"

Helen said. .

"I want you to do a very special

kind of dress for me—an evening

gown for a reception I'm giving for

Prince and Princess Carnov- And

then, for a few minutes, Mrs. Sin-

clair explained her idea of a stun-

ning evening dress-something in

yellow and purple, because they

were the Carnov colors, and—

Helen repressed a shudder at

Mrs Sinclair's mention of the color

scheme. "Yes . . . yes," she nodded.

"Now, you're sure you won't be

too busy?" queried Mrs. Sinclair at

last. "I mean, with all your other

work—I wouldn't care to burden

you."
"No, as a matter of fact I'm not

busy at all just now," Helen said.

Mrs. Sinclair expressed surprise

and horror. "You mean a wonder-

ful designer like you isn't busy

every minute? Why, I should think

the studios would be simply throw-

ing work at you!"

"Hardly," Helen smiled. "Al-

though I may sign with one in the

next day or so."

"Of course, if all the producers

were like (Continued on page 68)
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MARRIAGE
BROUGHT HIM EVERYTHING

By KIRTLEY BASKETTE

Poise, fame, happiness

—

all these came to Basil Rath-

bone because, though he was

afraid of life, he met and

married a very wise woman

THE highest adventure in Basil

Rathbone's life—and he'll tell

you this himself—befell him one

afternoon back in 1921. He never

knew anything about it until two
years later. But he's still living it

today.

That was the afternoon he walked
out on the stage of a Broadway
theater and in the audience a

woman saw him for the first time.

She turned to her companion at

16

once and said, "There is the man I

would like to marry." Two years
later, at a Manhattan party, Basil

and that woman met. Before the

party was over they were in love.

A few weeks later they were mar-
ried. Thus began the most roman-
tic adventure of the man who plays
Sherlock Holmes every Monday
night on NBC—the adventure he
still shares with the lady of his

heart, Mrs. Basil Rathbone.
High in the wooded hills of Bel-

Air, Hollywood's exclusive residen-

tial park, stands today a monument
to that romantic adventure— the

perfect marriage of Basil Rathbone
and Ouida Bergere. It is a massive
French chateau type house with big

rooms, full of comfortable chairs,

books, old prints, volumes of sym-
phony recordings and comfortable
things.

Outdoors in the big yard, five

dogs bark, two cats purr, canaries

sing and one tortoise does what-
ever a tortoise does in the way

of saying all's right with the world
Inside and upstairs a rosy-

cheeked baby girl occasionally pro-
tests the limitations of infant life

with a ladylike gurgle. She is their

newly adopted daughter, Barbara
Cynthia, six months old, the cur-

rent apple of both Ouida and Basil

Rathbone's eyes. Until war called

a few months ago, the laughter of

a blissful young married couple,

Basil's son, Rodion, and his wife,

rang through the house.

This is home to Sherlock Holmes,
a home boy, if there ever was one.

It is a home that clearly announces
the happy fullfilment of an unusual
and perfect love story—with suc-

cess, health, wealth and lasting

happiness.

That the Rathbones have all of

these things is beyond dispute. No
actor on the screen matches Basil's

record of flawless performances.
None in Hollywood is busier, more
sought after, more respected. No
freelance (Continued on page 89)
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Introducing an exciting

new radio hero. Dr. Jerry,

who fights with all his

heart to win the love of

a girl and the friendship

of a town which hates him

YOUNG DR. MALONE leaned

back in the comfortable chair

and let his eyes wander around
the spacious office in farewell. He
loved the place. He loved the whole
atmosphere of the vast, important

Medical Foundation. He loved the

faint perfume of ether, the crisp

rustle of the nurses' starched uni-

forms; loved the immense, efficient

plant dedicated to the soothing of

pain. And he would miss it, he
realized grimly . . . miss it badly.

"Something's on your mind, lad-

die." Dr. Abercrombie's glance was
keen.

Jerry Malone's serious face broke

into a grin at the older man's per-

ception. In all of his years of work
under the brilliant head of the

Foundation, he had never been able

to surprise that clever Scotch mind,

that almost uncanny Scotch intu-

ition. Well, he had a surprise for

Abercrombie this time!

"Yes sir. I'm afraid I'm leaving.

Decided suddenly last night. The
more I think of Belmore, the mad-
der I get. So I . .

."

"Belmore!" roared Abercrombie.
"And what's Belmore? A pin-head
on the map! A wee sma' town no-

body ever heard of and nobody ever

will. Ye've already wasted that

fine talent of yours a year in Bel-

more. Are ye content to live and
dee a country doctor when ye might
be a wurrld famous surgeon, doing

good for thousands?
"Ah, laddie, ye forrce my hand!

I didna mean tae tell ye this just

yet, but ye hae a chance here not

APBIL, 1940
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one in a thousand gets. I'm not
growing any younger, and I've a

mind tae train ye for my post here,

if ye've not set your stubborn head
on throwing yourself away com-
pletely."

"I ... I had no idea . .
." began

Jerry.

"Think on it, laddie. What's Bel-
more got tae offer compared with

the chances ye hae right here?"

"Nothing," said Dr. Malone slow-

ly. "Nothing but . .
."

"There's more tae this than meets
the eye," accused Abercrombie. "Is

it a gurrl? And only a year ago I

heard ye vowing ye'd never marry
until ye had your career under con-

trol, swearing that no woman would
get a second look from ye until ye
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had yourself established. And now
for the sake of some gurrl ye're go-
ing to throw aside the biggest op-
portunity likely to come to a man
of your years. Laddie, I'm disap-
pointed in ye!"

Jerry Malone leaned forward
eagerly. "No. Don't say that,"

he protested. "Let me tell you first.

Let me tell you what happened. Let
me tell you why I've got to go back
and fight it out with Belmore."

"It'll have to be good," warned
Abercrombie.

"It is!" Jerry declared. "Give me
just a minute to decide where to

start. There's been so much packed
into these twelve months. . .

."

THE story really started on the
dining car. There was only one

seat left when Jerry went in for

luncheon. He gave the girl across

the table no more than a polite

glance when he asked, "May I sit

opposite you?"
"Certainly, doctor," she had re-

plied astonishingly, in a clear,

laughing voice.

Then he had taken a closer look
at the friendly blue eyes set in

startling black lashes, hair the color

of honey, a lovely mouthy grave and
carefully prim at the moment, but
ready to break into a curved smile.

"Don't tell me I've left a stetho-

scope dangling around somewhere!
How can you tell I'm a doctor?"

"That's easy. I've been nursing
at the Medical Foundation, and, of

course, all of the nurses know the
brilliant Dr. Malone. I'm needed at

home right now, so I'm going back
to a little town you've probably
never heard of . . . Belmore."

"Indeed I have heard of it. I'm
taking over Dr. Barnett's practice

there."

At the unconcealed surprise in

her face, Jerry found himself won-
dering for just a minute exactly
why he was doing this thing that

surprised him no less than it had all

his friends. He had been happy at

Presenting an episode, in the life of Young
Doctor Malone, hero of the radio serial

of the same name, heard Monday through
Friday mornings at 11:15, E. S. T., on NBC-
Blue, and sponsored by Post Bran flakes.
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the Medical Foundation for five

years and his work was recognized
and valued. But, when he had
heard that old Doctor Barnett was
retiring, Jerry had acted on im-
pulse, drawn his savings from the
bank, bought the old doctor's small
practice in Belmore, and found him-
self on the train bound for a com-
pletely strange little village almost
before he knew what had happened.
All he knew was that he wanted
general practice in a small com-
munity . . . wanted it badly enough
to venture all of his years of train-

ing on the chance that he was doing
the right thing.

Looking back and thinking of all

that meeting with Ann Richards on
the train had meant, Jerry could
not believe that he had said good-
bye so casually to her when they
left the train at Belmore, had let

her go without a second thought.

She came back into his mind for

a fleeting moment when he saw the

grim set of Nurse Kate's mouth, her
steely eyes that refused to meet his,

heard her flat, coarse voice. Nurse
Kate had grown grey in Dr. Bar-
nett's service, but time evidently

had not had a softening effect, nor
had the sight of suffering.

"Of course I'll keep her on,"

young Dr. Malone had promised the

older man. "I'll need someone who
knows your patients, knows the

town. Delighted to have her."

"Good," said Dr. Barnett. "She's

a none too happy woman, difficult

at times, especially now because
she's upset at the thought of a

change."
But it was Dr. Malone who was

upset when he realized just what
a problem Nurse Kate was apt to

be. The first patient to arrive was
kindly Mr. Mead. His case was easy

to diagnose. He needed an opera-

tion for gallstones before too many
weeks passed. Jerry told him so.

Then it was that Nurse Kate com-
mitted the unpardonable sin.

"No such a thing!" she argued.

"Dr. Barnett never had to operate

on you, Mr. Mead. If you'll take

my advice, you'll get an opinion

from an older man over at the

Capital. He . .
." with a defiant jerk

of the head toward Jerry, "is

mighty young, and I've noticed

young men are a deal too handy
with the knife."

The second patient was sweet,

gentle little Mrs. Penny who needed
injections for anaemia. Dr. Malone
prescribed them.

"I knew a sick woman who had
injections and she died!" Nurse Kate
informed Mrs. Penny darkly.

Jerry was shocked. It was an un-
heard of breach of professional eti-

quette for a nurse to question a

Illustration by Griffith Foxley

doctor's decision in the presence of

a patient; or anywhere else for that

matter. And he was as much be-
wildered by the passionate dislike

with which Nurse Kate regarded
him as by her words. His careful

reprimand brought on an astonish-

ing storm of temper, brought Nurse
Kate's furious resignation and her
threat to run him out of town.

Jerry shrugged his shoulders,

half in amusement, half in irritation

at the ugly scene. But he did not
take Nurse Kate seriously as a
powerful enemy until several days
later when the members of the in-

fluential Ladies Allegiance League
began to transfer their patronage to

the doctor in the next town. He had
counted on that group to keep him
going until he had established his

own practice.

The only really bright spot in the

first week had been his second
meeting with Ann Richards. He had
been called to the Murrays, where
he found Ann already there, pre-
paring for his arrival. Before the

difficult birth of the Murray heir

had been completed, he realized

that Ann was a superb surgical

nurse. Before he had bade her
good night at her door, he had hired

himself a new assistant.

Before the week was out, he had
a complete new household. "Pen-
ny", as his anaemic patient pre-

ferred to be called, was delighted

to abandon her far too strenuous

duties as a cleaning woman and
move into the new doctor's kitchen.

Will Prout, the garrulous station

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Bent on tarring and feathering Jerry and running him out of town,

the mob was in an angry mood—but Ted Hudson was angrier still.

agent who had been courting her for

thirty years liked the change, too,

and enlarged his devotion to include

the doctor as well as the doctor's

cook and warm kitchen. And
twelve-year-old Bun Dawson took
it for granted that he was as indis-

pensable to the doctor as the doctor

was to him. The by-products of

most of Bun's social contacts were
bruises, sprains, cuts, contusions and
minor breaks. Since his father

worked long hours and his step-

mother resented the bother of ban-
daging the boy, Bun found it

practical to work off his considera-

ble gauze and iodine bill by running
errands.

THE ready and warm friendship

of this little group blinded the

young doctor to the wildfire gossip,

the suspicion and fear that was
springing up as a result of Nurse
Kate's harangues against him. Not
until he heard her boast, jeeringly,

that she had persuaded his first

patient, Mr. Mead, not to have the

essential operation for gall stones,

not until he heard that she was
circulating a ^petition to have him
removed from the post of Health
Officer did he begin to realize how
very serious her opposition to him
might become.

APRIL, 1940

But there was more than just the
venom of an embittered old maid
behind the petition to remove him
from office. John Bogert, richest

man in town, was behind it, too.

After repeated calls had taken him
to the miserable fringe of slum
dwellings near Bogert' s mattress
factory, Dr. Malone investigated a

refuse dump that was a pest center

of contagion, and, by his authority

as Health Officer, ordered Bogert
to remove it.

Bogert was cynical in his cool

offer of a bribe, angry at Jerry's

refusal of it. The removal of the
dump was an expensive business,

costing far more than the good
health of a few worthless workmen,
in the opinion of Bogert. He meant
to make Dr. Malone pay for the
whole matter dearly. He meant to

get rid of him as quickly as possi-

ble, because the mattress factory

was not his only interest in Bel-
more, not the only place where an
idealistic young man who believed

in such stupid things as civic wel-
fare, could make trouble. Yes, Dr.

Malone would have to go, and the

sooner the better.

Fewer and fewer came the calls

for the doctor. Patients were far

between, and those who did come
were the worried workmen from
across the tracks who explained, in

embarrassment and in desperate ap-
peai, "I can't pay right now, Doc,

but please help me."
"Maybe I'm not the right man

for private practice," Jerry mused
out loud to Ann during one of the

rare moments when he allowed de-
pression to grip him. "Maybe the

whole thing was a mistake."
"Of course it isn't a mistake,"

Ann protested. "Just wait until

word gets around what a wonderful
surgeon you are. Small towns are

funny. But as soon as people you've
helped spread the word about how
good you are, everyone will be back.

And after all, you're not fighting

entirely alone. Penny adores you.

Will Prout will fight anyone who
says a word against you. Bun wor-
ships you. And you have a pretty

fair nurse who thinks well of you,
too."

"You're not only a wonderful
nurse," responded Jerry, "you're

also a wonderful girl, Ann. I think
you're . .

." Jerry caught himself.

Ann was beautiful. Ann was de-
lightful. Ann was intelligent and
sweet. But he must not let himself
think of the way her blue eyes
lighted when she looked up at him,
must riot think of how soft her hair

would be to touch. His work came
first. Not until he had really in-

sured his future could he begin to

think of sharing it.

"And ... as you say," he finished

lamely. "I'm not alone."

Ann's shining faith cheered him
for a few hours, but that same night

he felt really beaten when a fright-

ened call took him to the Mead
farm. He found Mr. Mead writhing
with intolerable pain. An immedi-
ate operation was necessary. There
were not even minutes to waste.
Through (Continued on page 77)
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had yourself established. And now

for the sake of some gurrl ye're go-

ing to throw aside the biggest op-

portunity likely to come to a man

of your years. Laddie, I'm disap-

pointed in ye!"

Jerry Malone leaned forward

eagerly. "No. Don't say that,"

he protested. "Let me tell you first.

Let me tell you what happened. Let

me tell you why I've got to go back

and fight it out with Belmore."

"It'll have to be good," warned

Abercrombie.

"It is!" Jerry declared. "Give me
just a minute to decide where to

start. There's been so much packed

into these twelve months. . .
."

THE story really started on the

dining car. There was only one

seat left when Jerry went in for

luncheon. He gave the girl across

the table no more than a polite

glance when he asked, "May I sit

opposite you?"
"Certainly, doctor," she had re-

plied astonishingly, in a clear,

laughing voice.

Then he had taken a closer look

at the friendly blue eyes set in

startling black lashes, hair the color

of honey, a lovely mouth, grave and
carefully prim at the moment, but
ready to break into a curved smile.

"Don't tell me I've left a stetho-
scope dangling around somewhere!
How can you tell I'm a doctor?"

"That's easy. I've been nursing
at the Medical Foundation, and, of
course, all of the nurses know the
brilliant Dr. Malone. I'm needed at
home right now, so I'm going back
to a little town you've probably
never heard of . . . Belmore."

"Indeed I have heard of it. I'm
taking over Dr. Bamett's practice
there."

At the unconcealed surprise in
her face, Jerry found himself won-
dering for just a minute exactly
why he was doing this thing that
surprised him no less than it had all
his friends. He had been happy at
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the Medical Foundation for five

years and his work was recognized

and valued. But, when he had

heard that old Doctor Barnett was

retiring, Jerry had acted on im-

pulse, drawn his savings from the

bank, bought the old doctor's small

practice in Belmore, and found him-

self on the train bound for a com-

pletely strange little village almost

before he knew what had happened.

All he knew was that he wanted
general practice in a small com-
munity . . . wanted it badly enough

tp venture all of his years of train-

ing on the chance that he was doing

the right thing.

Looking back and thinking of all

that meeting with Ann Richards on

the train had meant, Jerry could

not believe that he had said good-

bye so casually to her when they

left the train at Belmore, had let

her go without a second thought.

She came back into his mind for

a fleeting moment when he saw the

grim set of Nurse Kate's mouth, her
steely eyes that refused to meet his,

heard her fiat, coarse voice. Nurse
Kate had grown grey in Dr. Bar-
nett's service, but time evidently
had not had a softening effect, nor
had the sight of suffering.

"Of course I'll keep her on,"
young Dr. Malone had promised the
older man. "I'll need someone who
knows your patients, knows the
town. Delighted to have her."
"Good," said Dr. Barnett. "She's

a none too happy woman, difficult

at times, especially now because
she's upset at the thought of a
change."

But it was Dr. Malone who was
upset when he realized just what
a problem Nurse Kate was apt to
be. The first patient to arrive was
kindly Mr. Mead. His case was easy
to diagnose. He needed an opera-
tion for gallstones before too many
weeks passed. Jerry told him so.
Then it was that Nurse Kate com-
mitted the unpardonable sin.
"No such a thing!" she argued.

"Dr. Barnett never had to operate
on you, Mr. Mead. If you'll take
my advice, you'll get an opinion
from an older man over at the
Capital. He . .

." with a defiant jerk
of the head toward Jerry, "is
mighty young, and I've noticed
young men are a deal too handy
with the knife."
The second patient was sweet,

gentle little Mrs. Penny who needed
injections for anaemia. Dr. Malone
prescribed them.

"I knew a sick woman who had
injections and she died!" Nurse Kate
informed Mrs. Penny darkly

Jerry was shocked. It was an un-
heard of breach of professional eti-
quette for a nurse to question a

doctor's decision in the presence of

a patient; or anywhere else for that

matter. And he was as much be-
wildered by the passionate dislike

with which Nurse Kate regarded
him as by her words. His careful

reprimand brought on an astonish-

ing storm of temper, brought Nurse

Kate's furious resignation and her

threat to run him out of town.

Jerry shrugged his shoulders,

half in amusement, half in irritation

at the ugly scene. But he did not

take Nurse Kate seriously as a

powerful enemy until several days

later when the members of the in-

fluential Ladies Allegiance League

began to transfer their patronage to

the doctor in the next town. He had

counted on that group to keep him

going until he had established his

own practice.

The only really bright spot in the

first week had been his second

meeting with Ann Richards. He had

been called to the Murrays, where

he found Ann already there, pre-

paring for his arrival. Before tne

difficult birth of the Murray heir

had been completed, he reabwa

that Ann was a superb surgical

nurse. Before he had bade her

good night at her door, he had hirea

himself a new assistant. .

Before the week was out, he '

a complete new household, r

ny", as his anaemic patient pr

ferred to be called, was delighted

to abandon her far too strenuous

duties as a cleaning woman an

move into the new doctor s kite

Will Prout, the garrulous stau
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Bent on tarring and feathering Jerry and running him out of town,
the mob was in an angry mood—but Ted Hudson was angrier still.

agent who had been courting her for

thirty years liked the change, too,

and enlarged his devotion to include
the doctor as well as the doctor's

cook and warm kitchen. And
twelve-year-old Bun Dawson took
it for granted that he was as indis-

pensable to the doctor as the doctor

was to him. The by-products of

most of Bun's social contacts were
bruises, sprains, cuts, contusions and
minor breaks. Since his father

worked long hours and his step-

mother resented the bother of ban-
daging the boy, Bun found it

practical to work off his considera-
ble gauze and iodine bill by running
errands.

THE ready and warm friendship

of this little group blinded the

young doctor to the wildfire gossip,

the suspicion and fear that was
springing up as a result of Nurse
Kate's harangues against him. Not
until he heard her boast, jeeringly,

that she had persuaded his first

patient, Mr. Mead, not to have the

essential operation for gall stones,

not until he heard that she was
circulating a. -petition to have him
removed from the post of Health
Officer did he begin to realize how
very serious her opposition to him
might become.

But there was more than just the
venom of an embittered old maid
behind the petition to remove him
from office. John Bogert, richest

man in town, was behind it, too.

After repeated calls had taken him
to the miserable fringe of slum
dwellings near Bogert's mattress
factory, Dr. Malone investigated a
refuse dump that was a pest center

of contagion, and, by his authority

as Health Officer, ordered Bogert
to remove it.

Bogert was cynical in his cool

offer of a bribe, angry at Jerry's

refusal of it. The removal of the

dump was an expensive business,

costing far more than the good
health of a few worthless workmen,
in the opinion of Bogert. He meant
to make Dr. Malone pay for the

whole matter dearly. He meant to

get rid of him as quickly as possi-

ble, because the mattress factory

was not his only interest in Bel-

more, not the only place where an

idealistic young man who believed

in such stupid things as civic wel-

fare, could make trouble. Yes, Dr.

Malone would have to go, and the

sooner the better.

Fewer and fewer came the calls

for the doctor. Patients were far

between, and those who did come
were the worried workmen from

across the tracks who explained, in

embarrassment and in desperate ap-

_neal, "1 can't pay right now, Doc,

but please help me."
"Maybe I'm not the right man

for private practice," Jerry mused

out loud to Ann during one of the

rare moments when he allowed de-
pression to grip him. "Maybe the
whole thing was a mistake."

"Of course it isn't a mistake,"
Ann protested. "Just wait until

word gets around what a wonderful
surgeon you are. Small towns are
funny. But as soon as people you've
helped spread the word about how
good you are, everyone will be back.

And after all, you're not fighting

entirely alone. Penny adores you.

Will Prout will fight anyone who
says a word against you. Bun wor-
ships you. And you have a pretty

fair nurse who thinks well of you,

too."

"You're not only a wonderful
nurse," responded Jerry, "you're

also a wonderful girl, Ann. I think

you're . .
." Jerry caught himself.

Ann was beautiful. Ann was de-
lightful. Ann was intelligent and
sweet. But he must not let himself

think of the way her blue eyes

lighted when she looked up at him,

must riot think of how soft her hair

would be to touch. His work came
first. Not until he had really in-

sured his future could he begin to

think of sharing it.

"And ... as you say," he finished

lamely. "I'm not alone."

Ann's shining faith cheered him
tot a few hours, but that same night

he felt really beaten when a fright-

ened call took him to the Mead
farm. He found Mr. Mead writhing

with intolerable pain. An immedi-
ate operation was necessary. There

were not even minutes to waste.

Through (Continued on page 77)
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A lesson in finding true happiness—read this inspiring

revelation by a star who has spent his life in darkness

I

HAVE the blessed privilege of

making my own world. All the
men are big and strong and

handsome, all the women are beau-
tiful, and there are no things in my
world but pleasant things.

This week, for instance, my room
has a golden floor, and my piano is

of rosewood inlaid with shimmering
pearl; I look out over spacious
English lawns to a green wood in

the distance. Of course, this is

rather new. Last week I preferred
a rough brick floor under the

thatched roof of an Irish cottage,

with the sea and white sails under
the cliffs. Next week—well, I

haven't decided, and I'd welcome

20

By ALEC TEMPLETON
your suggestions. You see, I can
have anything I want.

I try to be tactful, but I can't

help laughing whenever someone is

sorry for me, because I can't see.

Actually, you know, I'M sorry for

him. He, poor fellow, has to live

in a world which others have made
and which he can't change. I don't

have to see anything but the good
and the happy and the beautiful,

and when I decide something in my
world could be better—presto! I

change it.

Now about you. Perhaps you
haven't as much money as you think

you need. But that's not really a
handicap. Actually, it makes you
one of my fortunate kin. You and
I are luckier than we know—be-

cause we aren't burdened by non-
essentials.

Among other things, we can hope.

There's always tomorrow with us,

another day when glorious things

can happen. If a bad break comes
along, we can tear out the page and
say to ourselves, "That was yester-

day. Something nice is going to

happen tomorrow." Looking for-

ward is so much fun that sometimes
it seems a shame to reach our goal,

since now we can't have the joy of

looking (Continued on page 55)
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Beginning an exciting and unique

series of biographies—personal

histories of radio characters you

have come to iove. In these pages

you'll meet each member of the

vital Barbour Family, to learn his

past and understand his innermost

thoughts. Start now to—meet

The Barbours

UNTIL the year 1937, the tap of

a cane was as familiar to One
Man's Family listeners as the

organ theme, "Destiny Waltz."

Once in a while you can hear it

now, rather faintly, if you are lis-

tening for it. The cane sounds the

limping approach of Paul, first son

of the Barbour family.

In the early days of 1917, Paul
hurried to the first recruiting sta-

tion to open in San Francisco; then

to Newport News and across the

Atlantic with the vanguard of the

American Expeditionary Forces.

The winter snows found him at

an airdrome somewhere behind the

lines, where he watched yellow-

headed kids fall in flames before the

bursting fire of the Vickers. The
experience burned a horrible pic-

ture in Paul's mind. The memory
has never left him.
He came home in 1919 a widower,

a permanent casualty of the war,

and an uncompromising propagan-
dist for peace. Doctor Thompson,
family physician of the Barbour
family, has never definitely com-
mitted himself on the question of

shell-shock, but the inference is

there. Shell-shock intermittently is

indicated in his demeanor.
,

Paul's greatest war tragedy, how-
ever, was not a shattered leg, or

possible shell-shock or the memory
of pilots who never came back, but
a shattered romance. When memo-
ries of the war fling open a shutter

back in Paul's mind, before him
stands a white cross marking the
grave of an American war nurse.

Much of the story of the war
nurse remains untold, although

apml, 1940

Paul has dropped fragments, which
have been pieced together by the

family.

Paul's plane was shot down in

France. He spent many weeks in

an American hospital behind the
lines. He fell in love with a nurse,

and as soon as he was in a wheel
chair, they were married.
Then came the influenza epi-

demic. His wife, whom Paul had
never known , except for hurried

PAUL BARBOUR

goodnight kisses in the candlelight

of the hospital ward, was among
the first to die.

Paul came home violently embit-
tered against war. For many years
the girls Paul had known since boy-
hood were treated with a cool, pro-
fessional neglect. As the years
have passed, he has grown more
tolerant toward women.
Whatever members of the Bar-

bour (Continued on page 73)
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"Just a modest little

grey home in the west,"

says Jack Benny, as he

proudlyshowsyou around

the house he and Mary

dreamed about for years

They've been making you laugh

for many Sundays. Now Jello-O's

ace comedian can have his laugh,

too. Who wouldn't be happy with

a charming wife, a sweet daughter

and a home he's always yearned for?

The den's center of attraction is its enormous
fire-place. Soft rose beige is the color scheme.

Little Joan visits her mother's luxurious bed-

room with the latest style in joined twin beds.
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OF course, it's just a "tumble-down

shack," the Benny house on Roxbury
Drive in Beverly Hills, California, or so Jack

says. Just a modest little grey home in the

West. Even if you remind Jack of its Vene-

tian chandeliers, inch-thick carpets, movie

projection room, five bathrooms, two bars

and real Battenburg lace piano cover, he in-

sists those were Mary's ideas, not his. As
star of his new Paramount picture, the rip-

roaring "Buck Benny Rides Again," he

could hardly admit that he likes such frip-

peries. Then, you say what about his mir-

rored dressing room, his antique mahogany
highboy and his fourposter bed, whereupon
he grins and says, what the heck, a guy's

gotta have a half-way decent place to live in,

and shows you all around, pleased as punch
with the house and with himself for build-

ing it.

Well, it is something! White French
Provengal set in the middle of an acre or

more of ground with a swell green lawn in

front; mammoth patio, swimming pool and
rose garden in the back. And from the mo-
ment you enter the spacious, circular hall,

papered in gray, canopied by a gorgeous

chandelier fully ten (Continued on page 72)

Oscar, the ape, and Joan, his adopted
daughter, keep Jack busy when he gets home.

l' SV* :V Qffll ill] < I

On an acre or more of ground is the {Jennys' beautiful

home. Here's the backview, with Mary and Jack standing

on the patio overlooking the pool, garden and playhouse.

The library is a comfortable room with its blue Oriental

rug and flowered draperies; below, the Bennys' living room,
highlighted by the real Battenburg lace cover on the piano.
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the house he and Mary
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for many Sundays. Now Jello-0's

ace comedian can have his laugh,

too. Who wouldn't be happy with

a charming wife, a sweet daughter
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could hardly admit that he likes such frip-
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rored dressing room, his antique mahogany
highboy and his fourposter bed, whereupon
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and shows you all around, pleased as punch
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ing it.
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Radio's new star troubadour of the daylight hours,

Lanny Ross brings you melody in the afternoon, while

most other programs are devoting themselves to the

pursuit of drama. He's on CBS at 2:00 P.M., E.S.T.



One of radio's busiest and
most successful announcers,

Dan Seymour, is caught at

home by the CBS cameraman
in this charming family
group: Baby Judy, Mrs. Sey-

mour, Dan, and Nancy, four.

Glamour, excitement and thrills are hers—but do they

make up for the spoiled dinners and husbandless holidays?

RADIO has changed my marriage
from an easy, safe, comfort-
able existence into an unusual,

always exciting—and sometimes
difficult and dangerous—experience.

You probably know Dan Sey-
mour. You may have heard him
when he goes to work in the morn-
ing on the Aunt Jenny programs
over CBS, or on Saturday nights on
Milton Berle's show, Stop Me If

You've Heard This One, over NBC,
or on Friday nights, on Young Man
With a Band, over CBS.

He's the man I married—a radio

announcer.
Well, what's radio announcing?

Just a way of earning a living?

Very true, but this particular way
of earning a living brings with it

complications that make my life as

a young married woman anything

APRIL, 1940

By MRS. DAN SEYMOUR

but normal. Complications, in fact,

that have taught me one inescapable

truth: no woman who is devoted to

a radio husband can expect a nor-
mal life.

Dan's job affects not only me, but
our whole family. Even Nancy,
only four, knows that we aren't

like other people; and Judy, too

young now to care much when—or

even whether—Daddy comes home
to dinner, is going to learn in time.

Neither Dan nor I will ever forget

last Christmas, when he had to

work all day long, and Nancy kept
getting more and more exasperated
because he wasn't home. As her
impatience grew, she took to pacing

up and down in front of her Christ-

mas tree and muttering to herself,

"Daddy all the time working . . .

Daddy all the time working."
Nancy is an announcer's child,

and I'm an announcer's wife, and
that means that we have to accus-

tom ourselves to a way of living

which is vastly different from that

of the average wife or average little

girl. Whether we like it—and I

might as well admit that sometimes
we don't—or not.

Until Dan and I met each other

our lives jogged along in a reason-

able, orderly way. But that first

meeting—when he was a sophomore
at Amherst and I was a sophomore
at Mt. Holyoke, eight miles away

—

began a train of events that were
consistently unconventional, and
have continued to be so right up
to the (Continued on page 85
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Below, it's not unusual for Bob
to arrive at his suburban home
at 7:30 A.M., after an all-night

rehearsal, and meet June at the

door just as she's setting out
for her morning horseback ride.
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Bob usually gets home at 3:30 A.M. June has been in bed
since midnight, but she gets up and fixes a kitchen supper.
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I'hotoqraphs by Sydney Desfor, NBC

Making movies of the baby is

the current Crosby hobby. Here
Cathy is being urged to pose
for a fancy technicolor shot.
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Right, Bob and June on their

way to one of Bronxville's two

skating rinks. Or sometimes
they attend a movie matinee.
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p Bob wakes baby Cathy up for

a minute when he gets home, but

they really have fun together
in the daytime, after Bob has

risen, put on old clothes, and
had breakfast about one o'clock.
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This is part of the routine too. June wants to go back to

sleep; Bob wants to read the paper. (But June usually wins.)

PICTURE building a home around a husband who leaves

for work at six in the evening and gets home any-
where from 3 A.M. on through the wee hours! What

to do about entertaining friends—about going out together
—about sitting home and enjoying each other's company?

Those were the problems that faced pretty, red-headed
June Kuhn when, two years ago, she became the bride of
Bob Crosby, whose Camel Caravan dance programs are
heard Saturday nights on NBC. That she solved them and
succeeded in making a perfect home, a beautiful marriage,
and an idyllic love story come true, is a tribute to the com-
mon sense of a girl who won't be 21 until her next birthday.

Two years ago she was only a slim, lovely undergrad-
uate at Sarah Lawrence College, a smart girls' school in

Bronxville, New York—a girl with text-books under her
arm, a love of life and swing- (Continued on page 51)
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Bob can usually be counted on
to accompany June on shopping
trips (left) and he is always the

one who selects the steaks.

Dinner together is one of the

big events of' the day. Right

afterwards, Bob rushes to his

work at the Hotel New Yorker.

27
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where from 3 A.M. on through the wee hours! What
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—about sitting home and enjoying each other's company?
Those were the problems that faced pretty, red-headed

June Kuhn when, two years ago, she became the bride of

Bob Crosby, whose Camel Caravan dance programs are

heard Saturday nights on NBC. That she solved them and
succeeded in making a perfect home, a beautiful marriage,

and an idyllic love story come true, is a tribute to the com-
mon sense of a girl who won't be 21 until her next birthday.

Two years ago she was only a slim, lovely undergrad-

uate at Sarah Lawrence College, a smart girls' school in

Bronxville, New York—a girl with text-books under her

arm, a love of life and swing- (Continued on page 51)
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Making movies of the baby is

the current Crosby hobby. Here
Cathy is being urged to pose

for a fancy technicolor shot.
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Right, Bob and June on their

way to one of Bronxville's two
skating rinks. Or sometimes
they attend a movie matinee.
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It's A Small World

For lovers and dancers—a delightfully gay new song by the band
leader whose Dixieland music you hear Saturday nights over NBC

Words and Music by
BOB CROSBY
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By CHARLES HENDERSON (with Charles Palmer)

Frances Longford Says:
"Any singer, even the most successful, will learn a lot from this

book. Of course, to the beginner, it's actually priceless."

WHAT have Deanna Durbin,
Ethel Merman, Kenny Baker
or Bing Crosby got that you

haven't?
Well—maybe nothing at all but

knowledge. You never know until

you try. It may just be that your
voice is—or rather, could be—just

as good as that of any big star.

And that's the reason I've written
the series of articles: to show you
how you can capitalize on your
voice.

Last month and the month before,

you and I started out on the road
of learning to sing popular music.

We looked over the various types

of popular songs and decided which
type you, with your natural vocal

equipment, should concentrate on.

You committed to memory—I hope
—the six spotlights of popular sing-

ing: naturalness of voice and man-

ner, clear and attractive diction,

creation of a single mood, authority,

sincerity and vitality, and show-
manship.

Then, for a while, we studied a
song and learned how to "set" it

—

that is, prepare it for singing, tak-

ing up the question of phrasing,

pacing, choosing the proper key,

and so on.

And now I want to repeat some-
thing I've told you before—that

ninety per cent of today's popular
singing is done in front of micro-
phones, and that therefore it's no
longer necessary for a singer to

have a voice that fills Madison
Square Garden. But it is necessary,

if he wants to qualify to be in that

ninety per cent of all popular sing-

ers, to know all there is to know
about singing for a microphone. And
that's what today's lesson is about.

This girl Is so scared she

actually imagines that the

mike is leering up at her.

There was a broadcasting studio

sequence in the 20th-Fox picture

"Wake Up and Live" which gave
me a grand laugh. Jack Haley was
supposed to be going on the air

for the first time, scared to death.

So scared in fact, that the mike
actually rose from its pedestal and
leered toward him, making horrible
faces. Most singers seem to feel

about the mike much as Jack did

in the picture. I've seen veterans
stand in front of it with the
knuckles standing out white on
their hands, tense with fear. And
without any reason.

30 Copyright, 1939, by Charles Henderson and Charles Palmer RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Attention, all you in search of stardom! Read this unique series by a famous coach who

explains this month how to make friends with a beginner's worst enemy—the microphone

For the microphone is the average
singer's best friend, without which
the only singing audience of his life

would probably be the other occu-
pant of a canoe. Girls whose voices

are too small to call young sister

home from across the street snuggle
those small voices into the mike,
give entertainment to millions of

people, and buy annuities with the
proceeds. Paradoxically, the mike
is unfriendly by nature only to

trained singers with big, glorious

voices; and that unfriendliness can
be overcome with a little intelligent

courting.

The mike is an electrical ear,

somewhat less comprehending, and
less quickly adaptable to sudden
changes in volume than the human
ear. Being one ear and not two, it

doesn't report quite as accurately in

some ways. But since its product is

amplified to many times the original

volume, it exaggerates little faults

which the human ear would pass

over.

Let's go behind the scenes and
see what goes on.

Overlooking you as you sing for

radio, records or pictures is a con-
trol room, sound-proofed so that its

occupants may hear your voice only
as the mike transmits it. In back of

Indicator) which shows how much
volume is feeding out.

Your problem as a singer is to

keep your voice from fluctuating

the needle too much, from moving
it too suddenly, and from bending
it against the far side of the dial

with a sudden blast. And that, as

far as strict microphone technique
is concerned, is the whole problem.

Have You a Microphone Voice?
The best mike voice has reso-

nance. This quality must be a

fundamental in the natural voice

timbre. The mike discards a lot of

the trimmings and goes to the heart
of things, to the fundamental voice

qualities; which is the reason why
some performers can go on the air

with a severe head cold and no
listener be the wiser; it's the fun-
damental tones which are broadcast
or recorded.

Of course, some voices are nat-

urally phonogenic; that is, they
sound well over the microphone.
The only way to tell about your
own is to try it, and get some ex-
pert opinions.

The good mike voice must have
balance. There must be a balance
between the different sounds. Sing
the word love, and notice how the

Sometimes the offending quality

is superficial, and can be cleaned

up. Excessive breathiness is one;

the breath comes through with the

tone, and sounds like the grating of

static over the speaker. Again, the

top notes may be shrill or out of

balance until the singer learns to

"mask" them. A good, voice teacher

may correct these faults.

Perhaps only certain notes or cer-

tain sounds are bad, in which case

the job is simply to locate the of-

fending item; once it's located, a
little experimenting with a co-oper-
ative monitor, or with personal re-

cordings, will produce the cure.

Again the V. I. needle is the guide.

It is flipped up by certain shrill

tone qualities as well as by blasts

• of volume; the singer's "flat" sound-
ing of the vowel in a word such as

wide or hat may be as destructive

as a sudden loud blast. Crosby can
roar in that highly phonogenic voice

of his and the needle will barely
move, whereas a French opera
singer can almost throw the station

off the air with a cutting whisper.

Careful, analytical experimentation
is the answer.
Many people still have the idea

that the only microphone voice is

that of the crooner. This isn't so.

Now, this girl is relaxed

—

she sings into the mike as

she would talk to a friend.

the glass screen (which lets him
watch you as you sing) is the

sound-engineer or technician, usu-
ally called the Monitor. Essen-
tially, he controls the volume which
the mikes feed to the air. He can
bring up your too-soft tones and cut

down your overly loud or shrill

ones. By turning up the knob which
controls your mike, and turning
down the one which is picking up
your accompaniment, he can make
your little voice overshadow the

blasting of the biggest orchestra.

His guide is the skittering needle
on the dial of the "V. I." (Volume
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Memorize your songs so that

you won't have to put your chin

in your chest to read the music.

consonants Z and v are naturally
softer than the vowel o, apt to be
overshadowed and lost unless you
"bring them up" for the mike.
The bad mike voice has, of

course, some unpleasant quality in

it. If this quality is fundamental,
it's incurable; and the singer must
look to some other field (such as
bands or the stage) where the mi-
crophone doesn't enter except possi-
bly in connection with a Public
Address system. The incurably bad
mike voice has some harsh, metallic
quality, diamond-cutting sharpness,
or gravelly rasp imbedded in it.

A tip for radio singers

—

watch the man in the control

room for that okay signal.

Real crooning is almost whispering,
putting complete dependence on the
microphone. Though an accepted
microphone technique, it isn't really

"singing" as such. My idea of the
best microphone volume is that of

the voice which would be heard in

a moderate space without the help
of the mike. Crooning is a special-

ized technique; if it isn't natural
and comfortable, don't attempt it.

Crooning, and the "small voice"

which the mike has made commer-
cial, are two different things.

Equipment has been so much im-
proved that (Continued on page 65)
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The Story:

ONLY half an hour after her mar-
riage to Lord Henry Brinthrope,

Sunday was confronting a woman
who said that she, Diane Brad-
ford, was the mother of Henry's
year-old son. And, when he was
shown a letter he had written to
Diane, Henry could not deny the ac-
cusation.

Belief in Henry's guilt was made all

the easier for Sunday when she re-
membered that Arthur Brinthrope, his
younger brother, had once wanted her
to run away with him—without mar-
riage. Arthur had disappeared after
Jackey, Sunday's guardian, had al-
most killed him, and Henry had told
her his brother was the scapegrace of
the family—but might not that same
cowardly and unprincipled streak
be in Henry too?
Heartbroken, Sunday left Brin-

thrope Manor and returned to
America with Jackey and Lively, her
other guardian. With her she took
Diane's baby, Lonnie, for Diane was
ill and the doctors had told her, she
said, that she could not live much
longer.

It was not easy for Sunday to start
life over again. It was impossible to
return to Silver Creek, Colorado,
where she had lived ever since
Jackey and Lively had found her as
a baby on the doorstep of their cabin
—for Silver Creek held too many
memories of her romance with Henry,
and too, it would be the first place
Henry would look for her. Her only
friend, Bill Jenkins-—who once had
hoped to marry her—now was the
husband of Joan Allen, a girl who
had spent her vacation at a dude
ranch near Silver Creek.
Sunday and the two old men de-

cided to settle in Blue Ridge, Kansas
—a town they chose at random. But
Sunday could find no work there, and
they were just moving on when she
read in a newspaper that Henry was
in New York, very ill from the strain
of trying to find her. Though still
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convinced they could never be happy
together, she went to New York to
see him, leaving the baby behind with
Jackey and Lively. In New York, she
found Henry delirious and calling for
her, but her presence calmed him and
set him upon the road to recovery.
By accident, Sunday met Bill Jen-

kins on the street, and he told her
that he and his wife had separated,
and that he himself would return to
Silver Creek as soon as he had
finished some business matters. When
he learned that Sunday refused to re-
turn to Lord Henry, and that she had
no job, Bill suggested that she go with
him to Linden, Illinois, where his
cousin, a wealthy manufacturer,
might be able to give her work. . . .

BUT Bill did not go to Linden
with Sunday, after all. His
business in New York took him

longer than he had expected, and
rather than wait for him, Sunday
decided to go by herself, meanwhile
wiring Jackey and Lively to meet
her there with Lonnie.
A few hours after she arrived she

was sitting in the office of Brad
Jenkins, Bill's cousin.

He was not at all the man she had
expected to see. He was much older

and much sterner than Bill; his hair

was quite gray, and there were deep
lines between his eyes and from his

nostrils to his mouth.
"I hardly know what to say to

you, Miss—" he began.
"Mrs. Blake," she said, as he

paused, using the name she had
taken in Blue Ridge.

"Yes. Mrs. Blake." He looked
down at the letter from Bill she had
brought him. "I don't think my
cousin quite realizes— The fact is,

I've just been forced to lay off fifty

This is a fictionization of the CBS serial, Our

of my old employees. If I had any
jobs to give, I'd be obligated to think

of them first
—

"

He was interrupted just then, as

the door of his office flew open and
a pretty, middle-aged woman, ex-
pensively dressed, entered. "Brad,"

she began before she was fairly into

the room, "I simply must have—Oh.
Oh, I didn't realize you were busy!"
The lines between Brad Jenkins'

eyes grew deeper. "Mrs. Blake

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



"Arthur, here she is! Sunday, may I present

Arthur Brinthrope?" Sunday saw his delighted

smile, caught the look of sly malice in his eyes.

&al Sunday, heard Monday through Friday, sponsored by Kolynos Toothpowder and Anacin.

—this is my wife," he said shortly.

Mrs. Jenkins' greeting was cordial

enough—in fact, she seemed to Sun-
day a friendly little person, perhaps
a little vain and nighty, but gener-
ous in heart and mind. Bubbling
apologies, she perched on the edge
of a chair, insisting that she would
wait until her husband had finished

his business with Sunday.
"—So," Jenkins resumed, while

Sunday's heart sank, "I'm afraid my
APRIL, 1940

answer would have to be the same
—even if you had a family to sup-
port."

"Oh, but I have," Sunday said

eagerly. "I have a little baby—and
two old men—well, they're really

my guardians, but they're not able

to work much. And I can do any
kind of work you have. I don't care

what it is!"

His businessman's face softened,

and for the first time she saw that

At least this once it could

happen—a broken heart

miraculously mended when

Sunday discovers Henry's

love is stronger than deceit

or hatred or disillusionment

he was not really so forbidding.

"I'm sorry, my dear—I really am.

I wish I could help you, but—

"

"Brad!" Mrs. Jenkins was bounc-

ing in her chair with excitement. "I

have a job for her! Of course! I've

been looking for a secretary, and

Mrs. Blake would be the very per-

son."

"A secretary? But what in the

world do you need a secretary for,

Laura?"
"Oh—" vaguely—"lots of things.

If Alice Garretson has to have a

secretary, I guess I need one too."

The shadow of a smile touched

Brad Jenkins' lips. "I see. Perhaps

you're right. At any rate, Mrs.

Blake, I'm glad we're able to do

something for you."

And so it was settled. Sunday
was to report at the Jenkins home
for. work the next day, at a salary

of twenty dollars a week—which
seemed far too much to her, but

Laura Jenkins said she wouldn't

pay a cent less.

In the days that followed Sun-
day knew happiness for the first

time since that horrible moment
when Diane Bradford had showed
her Henry's letter, tacitly admit-

ting that he was Lonnie's father.

Jackey and Lively arrived one

afternoon, with Lonnie propped up
with blankets in the back seat of the

rusty old second-hand car and
crowing lustily. Sunday, feeling the

warm softness of his hands against

her cheek again, cried a little and

was not ashamed of it. She had
found a tiny apartment, one room
and kitchenette, for herself and the

baby, and (Continued on page 60)
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The Story:

ONLY half an hour after her mar-
riage to Lord Henry Brinthrope,

Sunday was confronting a woman
who said that she, Diane Brad-
ford, was the mother of Henry's
year-old son. And, when he was
shown a letter he had written to
Diane, Henry could not deny the ac-
cusation.

Belief in Henry's guilt was made all
the easier for Sunday when she re-
membered that Arthur Brinthrope, his
younger brother, had once wanted her
to run away with him—without mar-
riage. Arthur had disappeared after
Jackey, Sunday's guardian, had al-
most killed him, and Henry had told
her his brother was the scapegrace of
the family—but might not that same
cowardly and unprincipled streak
be m Henry too?
Heartbroken, Sunday left Brin-

thrope Manor and returned to
America with Jackey and Lively her
other guardian. With her she tookDiane s baby, Lonnie, for Diane was
„-,f

nlthe
2
oetors had told her, she

said, that she could not live much
longer.

It was not easy for Sunday to start
life over again. It was impossible toreturn to Silver Creek, Coloradowhere she had lived ever sLceJackey and Lively had found her ala baby on the doorstep of their cabfn-for Silver Creek held too manymemories of her romance with Henryand too, it would be the first placeS SVt for her

- Hfonly^tnend, Bill Jenkins—who once hadhoped to marry her-now was the

h^
band

?
f
u
Joan Mlen

*
a girl whohad spent her vacation at a duderanch near Silver Creek

Sunday and the two old men de-

-llownlhi
6 in

,
Blue Ri4 Kansas—a town they chose at random ButSunday cou d find no

aom But
they were just moving on when she

trying to find her. Though still
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convinced they could never be happy
together, she went to New York to
see him, leaving the baby behind with
Jackey and Lively. In New York, she
found Henry delirious and calling for
her, but her presence calmed him and
set him upon the road to recovery
By accident, Sunday met Bill Jen-

kins on the street, and he told her
that he and his wife had separated,
and that he himself would return to
Silver Creek as soon as he had
finished some business matters. When
he learned that Sunday refused to re-
turn to Lord Henry, and that she had
no job, Bill suggested that she go with
him to Linden, Illinois, where his
cousin a wealthy manufacturer,
might be able to give her work.

BUT Bill did not go to Linden
with Sunday, after all. His
business in New York took him

longer than he had expected, and
rather than wait for him, Sunday
decided to go by herself, meanwhile
wiring Jackey and Lively to meet
her there with Lonnie.
A few hours after she arrived she

was sitting in the office of Brad
Jenkins, Bill's cousin.
He was not at all the man she had

expected to see. He was much older
and much sterner than Bill; his hairwas quite gray, and there were deep
lines between his eyes and from his
nostrils to his mouth.

"I hardly know what to say to
you, Miss—" he began

"Mrs. Blake," she said, as he
paused, using the name she hadtaken in Blue Ridge.

"Yes. Mrs. Blake." He looked

brought him. "I don't think mycousin quite realizes- The fac

u

sI ve just been forced to lay off fifty

This is a fictionization of the CBS serial, Oar

of my old employees. If I had any
jobs to give, I'd be obligated to think

of them first
—

"

He was interrupted just then, as

the door of his office flew open and

a pretty, middle-aged woman, ex-

pensively dressed, entered. "Brad,"

she began before she was fairly into

the room, "I simply must have—Oh.

Oh, I didn't realize you were busy!"

The lines between Brad Jenkins'

eyes grew deeper. "Mrs. Blake
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"Arthur, here she is! Sunday, may I present

Arthur Brinthrope?" Sunday saw his delighted

smile, caught the look of sly malice in his eyes.

Gal Sunday, heard Monday through Friday, sponsored by Kolynos Toothpowder and Anaein.

—this is my wife," he said shortly.

Mrs. Jenkins' greeting was cordial
enough—in fact, she seemed to Sun-
day a friendly little person, perhaps
a little vain and flighty, but gener-
ous in heart and mind. Bubbling
apologies, she perched on the edge
of a chair, insisting that she would
wait until her husband had finished
his business with Sunday.

"—So," Jenkins resumed, while
Sunday's heart sank, "I'm afraid my

answer would have to be the same
—even if you had a family to sup-
port."

"Oh, but I have," Sunday said

eagerly. "I have a little baby—and
two old men—well, they're really

my guardians, but they're not able

to work much. And I can do any
kind of work you have. I don't care

what it is!"

His businessman's face softened,

and for the first time she saw that

At least this once it could

happen—a broken heart

miraculously mended when

Sunday discovers Henry's

love is stronger than deceit

or hatred or disillusionment

he was not really so forbidding.
"I'm sorry, my dear—I really am.
I wish I could help you, but—

"

"Brad!" Mrs. Jenkins was bounc-
ing in her chair with excitement. "I

have a job for her! Of course! I've

been looking for a secretary, and
Mrs. Blake would be the very per-
son."

"A secretary? But what in the
world do you need a secretary for,

Laura?"
"Oh—" vaguely—"lots of things.

If Alice Garretson has to have a

secretary, I guess I need one too."

The shadow of a smile touched
Brad Jenkins' lips. "I see. Perhaps
you're right. At any rate, Mrs.

Blake, I'm glad we're able to do
something for you."

And so it was settled. Sunday
was to report at the Jenkins home
for. work the next day, at a salary

of twenty dollars a week—which
seemed far too much to her, but

Laura Jenkins said she wouldn't

pay a cent less.

In the days that followed Sun-
day knew happiness for the first

time since that horrible moment
when Diane Bradford had showed
her Henry's letter, tacitly admit-

ting that he was Lonnie's father.

Jackey and Lively arrived one

afternoon, with Lonnie propped up

with blankets in the back seat of the

rusty old second-hand car and

crowing lustily. Sunday, feeling the

warm softness of his hands against

her cheek again, cried a little and

was not ashamed of it. She had

found a tiny apartment, one room

and kitchenette, for herself and the

baby, and (Continued on page 60)
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For a casual sports dress, Miss

Wood selected this pale green an-

gora wool. Simply designed, it

features crystal burtons down the

front and a "Phil Socket
,r

A smart new slacks outfit

as worn by Barbara Jo Allen

—white sharkskin slacks and
plaid shirt of crist cloth

with a purple raffia belt.
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A smart new slacks outfit
as worn by Barbara Jo Allen—white sharkskin slacks and
plaid shirt of crist cloth
with a purple raffia belt.
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Glamorous Helen Wood, NBC dra-

matic actress heard on Those We
Love, presents a two-piece slack suit

of rust and beige, with an attached
hood. Left, Barbara Jo Allen, NBC's
Vera Vague, wears a three-piece

playsuit with a badminton-print top.

*-

After the swim

Miss Woods dons

this soft, white
sweater. Rose-
mary DeCamp,
far right, NBC
actress, in a four-

piece outfit. The

slacks d the

shorts, under-
neath—are pur-

ple; shirt yellow

—and jacket blue.
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Every Sunday, on CBS, stars

of Hollywood appear free on
the Screen Actors Guild pro-

gram, giving away the talent

for which they could easily

charge thousands of dollars.

Above, Shirley Temple and
Nelson Eddy; left, Bob Hope.

EACH Sunday afternoon the great
names of Hollywood—the Ga-
bles, the Powers, the Lombards

and the Crawfords—stand before
the microphone of the Gulf-Screen
Guild show. Standing there they
individually give away what could
easily bring them thousands upon
thousands of dollars.

Why?
Because a dream of stone, steel

and happiness must be made to

come true, and a wide white door
on a side street kept forever open.
Because this star-studded Sunday

afternoon program is Hollywood's
way of saying, "I am my brother's

keeper."
For many years Hollywood was a

happy-go-lucky sort of place whose
fame-touched children lived only
in the glowing, opulent present. It

gave scant thought to the past, even
less to the future. It had one creed:

every man for himself and the devil

take the hindmost.
Today all that is changed. Holly-

wood has grown up to its responsi-

bilities. It is facing the inevitable

problems of need and heartbreak
within its ranks and facing them
squarely.

Man's humanity to man, however,
costs more than words of sympathy;
it costs great sums of cash.

Cash—$10,000 in cash—is what
the Screen Actors Guild is paid
every Sunday for that half-hour on
the air. But the Mickey Rooneys
and Shirley Temples, the James
Cagneys and Gracie Aliens whose
freely given talent make the pro-
gram the most varied on the air,

prefer to think of that weekly check
in terms of the lives it saves, the
suicides it prevents, the babies it

brings back to health, the new joy
it creates for countless discour-

Here is Hollywood's wide white door-

aged, disillusioned fellow-humans.
That is why this is such a grip-

ping story—because it tells so sim-
ply what fellow human beings will

do for each other, and it shows so

clearly how, under the everyday
surface of our greed and our self-

ishness, there remains a longing to

help others, to bring happiness to

the desolate.

Here are some of the people ior

whom Hollywood gives its time and
talent. I want you to meet them:
You knew the real name of Mr.

The true story of a thrilling radio program on which stars work for nothing



CAROLYN HOYT

Above, the executives of the

Motion Picture Relief Fund

—

Lucille Gleason, Conrad No-
gel, President Jean Hersholt

and Ralph Morgan. Right,

Lew Ayres and Ronald Col-

man get down to real work
for one of the rehearsals.

ome of the Motion Picture Relief Fund.

X not long ago, blazoned the way it

was on billboards, newspapers and
the screens of the nation. He made
you roar at his antics and your
throat throb with some tenderly

done bit of pathos. You loved him
because he entertained you. Pro-
ducers loved the vast sums of

money he made for them. His
friends loved his unspoiled charm
and fawners his generosity in a

touch for five or fifty.

Suddenly his fine world crashed.

No one knew how or why it hap-

pened, only that it did. Here was
an actor as competent as ever,

whose private life was scrupulously
lived. Yet almost overnight the
movie-going public turned from
him. His studio soon followed suit.

His contract was not renewed.
Bad news, when it is bad box-

office news, travels fast in flicker

town. Incredibly, no other studio

sought him out. Before many
months his former friends and em-
ployers were saying, "Wonder what-
ever happened to X?"
There followed a three year

nightmare. It also is called Keeping
Up a Front.

Unfortunately this is particularly

true of Hollywood: if you have

—

or appear to have—you can get; if

you have not, you get not. The
quickest route to professional sui-

cide is the public admission by act

or word that saving a few pennies

and cutting a few corners might not
be a bad idea. You are valued at

the face value you place upon
yourself. It is stupid but true.

Knowing this, X frantically
poured fruitless thousands after

thousands of dollars of his savings

in keeping up the conventional
front of success. Expensive home,
servants, big cars, lavish entertain-

ing. Desperately he piled mortgage
upon mortgage to stave off admis-
sion of his plight. Everything going
out. Nothing coming in.

Still he could get no work. He
wasn't seeking stardom or even fea-

tured roles. He wanted work, any
kind of work. Bit parts, a sequence
or two, even extra work. Each time
he asked he received the same
ironic answer:
"Why man, you can't afford to be

seen in such a role. It would ruin

your career!" (Confd on page 84)

i order that suffering may disappear and Hollywood's great charity continue
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THE PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE $50.00 IN CASH

SECOND PRIZE 25.00 IN CASH

THIRD PRIZE 15.00 IN CASH

55 PRIZES OF $2.00 EACH IN CASH

50 Additional Prizes of General Foods

Beautiful Special Gift Packages

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

COOKING CORNER RECIPE CONTEST
Radio Mirror Magazine, P. O. Box 556

Grand Central Station, N. Y., N. Y.

Please enter the attached original recipe in your contest

under the conditions governing the competition as detailed

in RADIO MIRROR.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
Single

( )
Married

( )
Number in Family

( )

HAVE you entered?
There's really no excuse if you haven't be-
cause I want every one of my readers to get in

on the most exciting contest for housewives I know
about. You'll find all the rules elsewhere on this page,
and the grand prizes too. There's still plenty of time
for you to become one of the winners, and think of

the fun of swapping recipes with women in all parts
of the United States!

So send in your favorite recipe right now.
While you do, I'm going to tell you about a favorite

food of mine—waffles. A favorite because—though
you may not realize it—they can be served over a
dozen different ways, so that they make a delicious

Sunday night supper as well as a breakfast, so that

you can serve them at luncheon or as a midnight
repast. It's truly amazing the different dresses you
can fashion for waffles.

So if you've neglected waffles lately because you
were tired of them, get out the iron and become the
best hostess in town.

Let's start with a basic recipe for waffles, one that

has always worked beautifully with me. Serve them
with the traditional butter and plenty of delicious

maple syrup. Or, and here's the first of the many
ways, serve them with any jelly, jam or marmalade
that your taste dictates.

The best recipe I know for achieving the perfect,

crisp waffle illustrated is the following one:
&' cups sifted flour

2 tsps. double-acting baking powder
Vz tsp. salt

3 egg yolks, well beaten
1*4 cups milk
5 tbls. butter, margarine or other shortening, melted
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten

Sift flour once, measure, add baking powder and salt

and sift again. Combine egg yolks and milk and add
gradually to flour, beating only until smooth. Add
melted shortening, fold in egg whites and bake in hot
waffle iron.

There's almost no end to the variety of ways for

serving waffles, all of them delicious. For luncheon
or Sunday night supper, when you want something
more substantial, serve creamed mixtures on top of

your waffles. Creamed chicken, turkey, tuna fish,

shrimps, chipped beef or eggs are excellent. So is any
leftover roast, cut into small cubes and heated in its

own gravy, or a cheese and tomato sauce, made by
melting grated cheese (one to two cups, depending
upon your taste) in a can of cream of tomato soup.

Broiled ham and fried peaches also seem to have
a natural affinity for waffles. While the ham is broil-

ing, pour a little of the fat into a skillet. Add peeled
and sliced peaches and cook over a low flame until the
peaches are tender. Add sugar to taste and turn fre-

quently so that the sugar will not carmelize and cause
the fruit to burn. Tiny broiled sausages, fried apples

and waffles are another delicious combination.
And now we come to waffles served as a dessert.

Unusual, yes, but no dessert is more delectable. They
may be served with fresh fruits—strawberries, black-

berries, raspberries or peaches—chopped or mashed
and sweetened just as you prepare them for shortcake

and topped with whipped cream. Hard sauce, made
by creaming together one-fourth cup butter, three-

fourths cup sugar and one-half teaspoon vanilla or

other flavoring, is another taste tempter, and for really

festive occasions place a scoop of ice cream on each
waffle, with maple syrup or chocolate sauce poured
over it.

But don't think, when you've served waffles in all

these ways, that you've reached the end of their in-
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By KATE SMITH
RADIO MIRROR'S FOOD COUNSELLOR

Good things to eat will win

valuable prizes — and you

can get in on the fun by en-

tering your favorite recipe

in this contest for all women!
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finite variety. Far from it. Still more treats are in

store. For further variation, additional ingredients

(half a cup is the proper proportion for the recipe

given above) may be stirred into the waffle batter

itself just before the egg whites are folded in. Nuts

—

walnuts, pecans, almonds or Brazil nuts—dates and
raisins are especially good. Remember to chop them
small, for large pieces will prevent your waffle iron

from closing tightly and your waffle will not bake
properly.

A tablespoonful of grated orange rind will give an
elusive flavor and many canned fruits such as cherries,

apricots or pineapple can be used to advantage. They
must be chopped small and well drained, otherwise
the juice will thin out your batter too much.
With all these variations to try out I'm sure you'll

be working your waffle iron overtime. But take time
out to send in your favorite recipe. Whether it's a
cake or a ragout, a soup or a salad; it may win for you
one of the many prizes listed on the opposite page.

APRIL, 1940

Listen to Kate Smith's daytime talks Monday through Friday at 12

noon, E.S.T., and to her variety show Friday night, both over CBS.

THE RULES

1. Recipes must be typewritten or plainly written on one

side of sheet only.

2. Entries will be judged on the basis of originality, econ-

omy, nutritional value and appeal to the eye as well as the

palate.

3. For the best entry judged on this basis RADIO MIRROR
will award a cash first prize of $50.00. The next best

recipe will receive $25.00 and the third will be awarded
$15.00. In the order of their excellence the fifty-five

entries next best will be awarded prizes of $2.00 each.

The next 50 best recipes will be awarded special gift pack-

ages of General Foods products. In the event of ties

duplicate awards will be paid.

4. The judges will be Kate Smith, conductor of the Cook-
ing Corner, and the editors of RADIO MIRROR, and by
entering you agree to accept their decisions as final.

5. Each entry must be accompanied by an official entry

coupon clipped from RADIO MIRROR Magazine. All

winning recipes will become the property of RADIO
MIRROR for publication and use wherever desired.

6. Address entries to Cooking Corner Recipe Contest,

RADIO MIRROR, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station,

New York, N. Y.

7. To be considered, all entries must be postmarked on or

before midnight, April 15, 1940, which is the closing date
of this contest.
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No war-hero talk, please, for

Charles Boyer, shown above with

his air leading-lady, Gale Page.

One-time movie star Esther Ral-

ston has come to radio as Marcel-
la Hudnall in CBS' Our Gal Sunday.

Another "Dark Victory" for Bette Davis was the Lux broadcast of
that great film—below, Bette, Spencer Tracy, and Lurene Tuttle.

HOLLYWOOD
RADIO WHISPERS

By GEORGE FISHER

Tune in George Fisher's

Hollywood gossip every
Saturday night over MBS.

DON AMECHE will pocket five

thousand dollars a week when
he returns to the radiolanes,

on that half hour dramatic spot.

Don turned down $3,000 weekly
when his former sponsors tried to

re-sign him.
* * *

The new "Oomph" man, Jerry
Colonna, was hand-picked by his

biggest booster, Bob Hope. It was
the nicest case of "fixing" I've seen
in a long time, but then it was all a

gag so no one was really hurt. I'm
sure Jerry will never take the title

seriously. # # #

Speaking of Hope, he could im-
prove his programs (and they don't

need too much improving) by elimi-

nating so many references to his

pictures. # # #

Credit Jay Paley with producing
some of the smartest drama, shows
emanating from Hollywood. He di-

rects Charles Boyer's programs.
* * *

BABYLAND BULLETIN!
The Jimmie Fidlers will adopt a

Los Angeles baby in June.
* * *

Bill Bacher's Movie Nights on
the radio don't seem to be worth the

thirty G's Darryl Zanuck is putting

out - * * *

Now that Dick Powell and Martha
Raye have proved their point; that

it was bad pictures not bad per-

formances that cut down their mo-
vie careers—you can not only ex-
pect to see them on the celluloid

again, but you can mark another

radio opportunity for them on your
calendar in June! Maybe sooner.

* * *
.

John Conte, the singer-announ-
cer, has added screen starlet

Laraine Day to his long list of

Hollywood romances.

* # #

Truman Bradley, whose cultured

voice was a fixture for four years on
the Ford Sunday Evening Hour, and
more recently has been announcing
the Burns and Allen fun show be-

tween film (Continued on pcftj 74)
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Like almost all other/resh/ruits,

strawberries yield Dextrose

sugar— which is a most valu-

able energy "fuel" for the body.

Luscious ripe otrawberries

are rich in pure Dextrose Sugar...and so is

delicious .Baby rvuth

The natural goodness of Baby Ruth comes from

the natural foods so deliriously blended to make

this fine candy— such foods as milk, butter,

eggs, chocolate, fresh, plump peanuts— and

pure Dextrose, the sugar your body uses di-

rectly for energy. Doesn't that explain why
Baby Ruth is fine candy and fine food?

CURTISS CANDY COMPANY ... CHICAGO

3
By actual energy tests,

a 150-lb. athlete can rur.

almost 4. miles at a

speed of more than 5
miles per hour on the

FOOD EXERGY
contained in one jc bar

of delicious Babv Ruth

Candy.

AT CANDY COUNTERS
EVERYWHERE
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LOOK FOR THE FINGERNAIL CAP

At all cosmetic counters you'll quickly

spy the exclusive Dura-Gloss finger-

nail bottle cap—colored with the actual

polish—same as inside the bottle! Ban-
ishes messy experimenting, disap-

pointment. You get just the color you
want! Look for the Dura-Gloss finger-

nail bottle cap!

It's breath-taking, the new gem-hard, lustrous

beauty of the nail polish that's different—Dura-

Gloss! Have this fingernail beauty yourself. Tint

your nails with Dura-Gloss today. . .you'll adore

it because it lasts longer, flows on easier! See the

lovely, fashion-right shades, and buy a different

shade for every frock! For Dura-Gloss costs (not

fifty cents! not a dollar!) only 10 cents a bottle!

So get it today!

OTHER DURA-GLOSS PRODUCTS
DURA-GLOSS Nail Polish Thinner DURA-GLOSS Polish Remover
DURA-GLOSS Dura-Coat (polish base) DURA-GLOSS Cuticle Remover

DURA-GLOSSCuticle Lotion

LORR LABORATORIES, PATERSON. N. J.

DURA-GLOSS



THERE is a good chance that Orrin
Tucker will replace Guy Lombardo
at New York's Hotel Roosevelt this

Spring. This will surprise some who
remember that Tucker replaced Guy
in this spot several years ago and
failed to captivate New York. But on
the strength of his "Oh, Johnny" re-
cording and the sudden prominence
of vocalist Bonnie Baker, plus his

Lucky Strike commercial, the story
may be different this time.

The "Oh, Johnny!" pair

—

Orrin Tucker and his pret-

ty singer, Bonnie Baker.

Those in the know say the swank
Waldorf-Astoria will never book an-
other swing band. Benny Goodman's
last appearance did not measure up.
More and more the trend is toward
sweet rhythm.

* * *

Evelyn Poe replaced Claire Martin
with Bob Zurke . . . Rosaline Stew-
art is the new Babs of the Smoothies
. . . Eddie Stone, formerly with
Isham Jones, sings occasionally with
Freddie Martin.

* * *

Larry Clinton will henceforth re-
cord only original and standard num-
APRIL, 1940

bers and no more popular tunes.

* * *

Jules Alberti is the latest dance
band leader. He was formerly Benay
Venuta's manager. He's got a style,

too; calls it "tap-a-rhythm" and em-
ploys two tap dancers as regular
members of his band to employ this
clog effect. You can hear him over
MBS from Forest Hills, L. I.

Keep your ears tuned to young
Bobby Byrne, formerly J. Dorsey's

By KEN ALDEN

trombonist. He's making rapid strides
over Mutual Broadcasting System.

* * *

Robbins Music have just published
a unique and valuable piano contri-
bution titled "29 Modern Piano In-
terpretations of Swanee River." It

sells for $1.50 and is a bargain when
you consider such renowned though
widely diversified composers as Claude
Thornhill, Teddy Wilson, Peter De
Rose, Dana Seusse, Vernon Duke,
Johnny Green, Victor Young. Bob
Zurke and Ferde Grofe, have tried a
hand at these variations.

(Continued on page 81)
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7:00 9:00
7:00 9:00

7:30 9:30
7:30 9:30

10:00 10:30
8:00 10:00

Eastern Standard Time

8:00|CBS: News
8:00 NBC-Blue: Peerless Trio
8:00 NBC-Red: Organ Recital

8:30 CBS: Morning Moods
8:30 NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

8:45 NBC-Red Animal News

9:00 CBS. Today in Europe
9:00 NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
9:00 NBC-Red: Four Showmen

SUNDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

NBC-Red: Tom Teriss

CBS: Wings Over Jordan
NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

CBS: Church of the Air
00 \i:i -Blue: Morning Musicale
00 NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit

30 CBS: March of Games
30 NBC-Blue: Four Belles
30 NBC-Red: Children's Hour

2:30

2:30

3:00
3:00
3:00

3:30
3:30

4:00
4:00

4:30
4:30
4:30

5:00
5:00
5:00

5:15
5:15

5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00

6:30
6:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

7:30
7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00
8:00

9:00
9:00
9:00

9:30
9:30

10:00
10:00
10:00

10:30
10:30

11:00
11:00

NBC-Blue: Happy Jim Parsons

NBC-Blue: Alice Rem sen

CBS: MAJOR BOWES FAMILY
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Red: Music and Youth

NBC-Blue: RADIO CITY MUSIC
HALL

NBC-Red: Vernon Crane's Story Book

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
NBC-Red: On the Job

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Music for Moderns

NBC-Blue: Vass Family

CBS: Grand Hotel
NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Moods
NBC-Red: From Hollywood Today

CBS: Democracy in Action
NBC-Blue: Great Plays
NBC-Red: Smoke Dreams •

CBS: So You Think You Know
Music

NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

CBS: N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
NBC-Blue: Norman Cloutier's Orch.
NBC-Red: I Want a Divorce

NBC-Blue: H. Leopold Spitalny
NBC-Red: News from Europe

NBC-Blue: National Vespers
NBC-Red: Al Donahue Orch.

CBS: Pursuit of Happiness
NBC-Blue: Richard Himber Orch.
NBC-Red: The World is Yours

CBS: Hobby Lobby
MBC: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters

NBC-Blue: Dinah Shore
NBC-Red: Bob Becker Dog Chats

CBS: Ben Bernie
MBS: The Shadow
NBC-Blue: Met Opera Auditions
NBC-Red: Saturday's Child

CBS: SILVER THEATER
MBS: Listen America
NBC-Blue: New Friends of Music
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

CBS: Gene Autry
NBC-Red: Beat the Band

CBS: The War This Week
NBC-Blue: News from Europe
NBC-Red: JACK BENNY
CBS: SCREEN GUILD THEATER
NBC-Blue: Mr. District Attorney
NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

CBS: ORSON WELLES
NBC-Blue: Festival of Music
NBC-Red: CHARLIE MCCARTHY
NBC-Red: ONE MAN'S FAMILY
CBS: FORD SYMPHONY
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-Go-

Round

NBC-Blue: The Parker Family

NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Red: American Album of

Familiar Music

NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review

MBS: Goodwill Hour
CBS: Ellery Queen
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm

NBC-Blue: Cheerio
NBC-Red: NBC String Quartet

CBS: Paul Sullivan
NBC: Dance Orchestra

Ford's Conductor Eugene Ormandy . . . and Commentator W. J. Cameron.

Tune-In Bulletin for March 3, 10, 17 and 24!

March 3: Jose Iturbi, famous pianist, is the guest star on the Ford Hour, CBS at 9:00.
Eugene Ormandy waves the baton.

March 10: There's an amusing new musical quiz show, with Ted Weems' orchestra,
on NBC-Red at 6:30 this afternoon. It's called Beat the Band, and the musicians
answer the questions! . . . John Charles Thomas sings on the Ford program, CBS at 9.

March 17: Whet your wits on the Ellery Queen mystery on CBS at 10:00—just after
Lawrence Tibbett has finished singing on the Ford Hour.

March 24: Happy Jim Parsons has taken Smilin' Ed McConnell's place on NBC-Blue
at 10:45 this morning . . . Richard Crooks sings on the Ford Hour.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: The Ford Sun-
day Evening Hour, featuring a symphony
orchestra and mixed chorus and famous
American guest soloists, on CBS at 9:00.

Six years old and still going strong, the
Ford Hour is broadcast every Sunday night

before radio's largest visible audience

—

the auditorium in Detroit where it origi-

nates holds 5,000 people and is always
full—and it employs one of the largest

casts of performers and technicians of any
program on the air.

Guest stars don't attend the orchestra

rehearsal on Saturday, but wait until the

day of the broadcast to put in an appear-
ance. On Sunday morning they drive from
their hotel to the Masonic Auditorium
about I I o'clock, and rehearse until about
2, then return to the hotel to rest until

the broadcast.

By dint of some tall snooping, your

Studio Snooper can pass on to you the

amounts that guest stars and conductors
are said to be paid per broadcast by the

Ford Company. The figures vary widely
for the different artists. Jose Iturbi, the

pianist, gets $2,000; baritone John Charles
Thomas' price is $4,250; baritone Lawrence
Tibbett ups the ante to $4,500; while

Richard Crooks pockets $3,500. Colored
contralto Marion Anderson gets $4,500,

Grace Moore $4,000, and Gladys Swarth-
out $2,500. Conductor Eugene Ormandy's
fee is $1,500 a broadcast, but Victor

Kolar's is only $600. The highest fee of all

aoes to violinist Jascha Heifetz—$5,000
for one broadcast.

Early in each broadcast you hear a short

talk by William J. Cameron. It's no secret

that the philosophies he expresses in these
talks are the philosophies of Henry Ford.
Cameron is a little round man, very averse
to publicity, who has been a friend and
business associate of Henry Ford for years.

Before that he was a preacher and then
a newspaper man. Ford hired him to write

editorials in the Dearborn Independent,
and when the Independent shut up shop,
Cameron remained as Ford's confidential

assistant. He is sixty-one years old, the
son of a Canadian father who came to

Detroit when William was four years old.

Cameron Sr. took out his first American
citizenship papers and died in the belief

that they were all he needed to be an
American. In 1935 W. J. Cameron dis-

covered that he himself wasn't an Ameri-
can citizen, an error which he immediately
rectified.

He's married, and has four grown chil-

dren. He lives in Dearborn, working days
in the Ford plant, and spends week ends
on his country place, commuting to Detroit

on Sunday nights for the broadcast.
Eugene Ormandy and Victor Kolar are

the two conductors you will hear leading

the orchestra this month. Ormandy is

regular conductor of the Philadelphia

Symphony, and Kolar conducts the Detroit

Symphony.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

DORIS KENYON—who has turned her back on the movies
to play Ann Cooper, the heroine of Saturday's Child, the
serial on NBC-Red this afternoon at 5:30, E. S. T. Doris,

one of America's great beauties, has made enviable
careers for herself in movies, the stage, and in concerts,
but this is her first regular radio job. She has been
married three times, first to the late Milton Sills.

INSIDE RADIO-The New Radio Mirror Almanac
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CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do Your Remember

NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC: News
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack
CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Three Romeos
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red. Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White
CBS: Short Short Story
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Life Begins
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hcur
NBC-Red: Time for Thought
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
MBS: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: The Goldbergs
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: Jack Duggan
CBS: Road af Life

CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Golden Gate Quartet
NBC-Blue Amanda of Honeymoon

Hill
NBC-Red. Ma Perkins
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wive
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: BY KATHLEEN NORRIS
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Blue: Ireene Wicker
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
MBS: Little Orphan Annie
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Lil Abner
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: FRED WARING'S GANG
CBS: Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: BLONDIE
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: One of the Finest
NBC-Red: Sammy Kaye
CBS: TUNE-UP TIME
NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
NBC-Red: Tommy Riggs
CBS: Howard and Shelton
NBC-Blue: True or False
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone
CBS: LUX THEATER
NBC-Blue: The Green Hornet
NBC-Red: Doctor I. Q.
NBC-Red: ALEC TEMPLETON
CBS: Guy Lombardo
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: The Contented Hour

Julian Noa, Charme Allen, Dolores Gillen, and Kingsley Colton.

Tune-in Bulletin for March 4, 11, 18 and 25!

March 4: The Lux Theater has Warner Baxter as its guest star tonight—not that your

Studio Snooper guarantees the announcement, because guest star bookings are always

subject to change at short notice.

March II: And again, if all goes as planned, the Lux Theater tonight has Errol Flynn

and Olivia de Havilland ... on CBS at 9:00.

March 18: Notice that The Green Hornet, adventure serial, is on NBC-Blue at 9:00,

tonight and Wednesday, having moved from its old broadcast time later in the week.

. . . The Lux play and star, CBS at 9:00: George Brent in "The Rains Came." His

co-stars hadn't been announced when we went to press.

March 25: Life Begins is a new serial you'd like. It's on CBS at 11:15 this morning,

E.S.T. . . . Ronald Colman and Muriel Angelas are booked for the Lux Theater tonight.

girl reader who sends the best ones to Miss

Bourbon, and the latter, with other officials

of the company, selects the one to go on
the air. Wyllis Cooper adapts them to

radio.

. Wyllis (his name was Willis until a
numerologist advised him to change it)

used to write the famous, horrible Lights

Out scripts in Chicago. Then he was in

Hollywood, where he adapted movies for

the Hollywood Hotel program and worked
in movie studios. The Wheelock company
brought him to New York especially for

this series of short short stories.

Diana Bourbon, who directs and pro-

duces the shows, is one of radio's few wo-
men directors. She's energetic, handsome,
and dynamic. The only reason she isn't

in the rehearsal picture above is that

just as the photographer arrived Diana
got a hurry call to go and direct Life Be-

gins, another Campbell program, because
the regular director was sick. Diana is

also an actress—she was on the stage in

London and New York until she went into

radio—and you will hear her now and
then taking a role in one of the short short-

stories.

The cast of the program changes with

every broadcast, naturally, and all of

radio's top-flight actresses and actors are
being used, as well as an occasional per-

sonality from the New York stage.

ON THE AIR TODAY: A Short Short

Story, on CBS at 11:00, E.S.T., today,

Wednesday and Friday, sponsored by

Campbell Soup.

The question is: Why didn't anybody
ever think of broadcasting dramatized

versions of clever short short stories be-

fore? And the answer is: People did, but

Campbell Soup was the first sponsor with

nerve enough to try it.

A short short story, you don't have to

be told if you read many magazines, is a

story that can be printed on one page
and read in five minutes or so, usually with

a surprise twist at the end. Dramatized,

they make ideal brief radio plays, suitable

for broadcasting in the fifteen minutes this

program has on the air.

But up until now, sponsors have been
afraid of tackling a series of them because

they didn't think enough good short shorts

were available. Diana Bourbon, producer
of this series, says that so far she hasn't

had any trouble finding good ones.

The stories come from all sources. Some
are taken from the pages of magazines;

some are stories that have never been
published; and some are radio scripts

turned out by radio writers in dialogue

form. As they come into the office of

the Ward Wheelock Company, the ad-

vertising agency which presents the pro-

gram for Campbells, they are read by a

SAY HELLO TO . . .

NIGEL BRUCE—the perpetually bewildered Dr. Watson of
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, on NBC-Blue at 8:00
tonight. Nigel's a member of Hollywood's British colony,
though he was born in Lower California, the younger
son of an English baronet. He's had a long career
on the stage in England and America, came to the
movies in 1933, is married and has two young daughters.

APRIL, 1940

to March 26
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Eastern Standard Time

CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: News
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do Your Remember
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC: News
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Three Romeos
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White '

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Life Begins
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Traveling Chef
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Our Spiritual Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday
MBS: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: The Goldbergs

CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: Bartal Orch.

Road of Life

CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Gallant American Women
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of all Churches
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Golden Gate Quartet
NBC-Blue: Amanda of Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red- Stella Dallas

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Blue: Ireene Wicker
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
MBS: Little Orphan Annie
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Lil Abner
CBS: AMOS 'N' ANDY
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Jimmie Fidler
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: HELEN MENKEN
CBS: EDWARD G. ROBINSON
MBS: La Rosa Concert
NBC-Blue: The Aldrich Family
NBC-Red: Johnny Presents
(lis Court of Missing Heirs
NBC lilnc: INFORMATION PLEASE
NBC-Red: Horace Heidt
< 'US We, The People
NBC-Blue: Cavalcade of America
NBC-Red: Battle of the Sexes

NBC-Blue: Meet Mr. Weeks
NIK -Red: McGEE AND MOLLY
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NIK -Red: BOB HOPE
CBS: Americans at Work
NBC-Blue: Mammoth Minstrels
NB< Red: Uncle Walter's Doghouse

TUESDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Shebal and Waters—they originated Court of Missing Heirs.

Tune-In Bulletin for March 5, 12, 19 and 26!

March 5: Ireene Wicker, the Singing Lady, is back on NBC—she's on the Blue network
at 5:15 this afternoon ... On Americans at Work, CBS at 10:15, the Stock Broker
is featured. If you've ever wondered what a Stock Broker is good for, here is your
chance to find out.

March 12: Listen to Virginia Verrill sing on Uncle Walter's Doghouse, NBC-Red at 10:30
tonight . . . Still another American at Work tonight is the Dentist.

March 19: There ought to be big doings on the Amos 'n' Andy program, CBS at 7:00,
tonight—that is, if anybody remembers that it was just twelve years ago today that
Amos 'n' Andy first broadcast over WMAQ in Chicago. . . . The American at Work
tonight is the Ice Man.

March 26: A program that's been getting a lot of attention for itself, in its quiet way,
is Meet Mr. Weeks, on NBC-Blue tonight at 9:30. Mr. Weeks, who talks and introduces
a guest, can best be described as an amiable Alexander Woollcott.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Court of Miss-

ing Heirs, on CBS from 8:30 to 8:55 P.M.,

E.S.T., sponsored by Ironized Yeast.
You'd think that this program would be

a "natural" for radio—a show on which
the case histories of unclaimed fortunes

are dramatized, in the hope that the
rightful heirs will hear and present them-
selves. But it took the originators of the

idea, James F. Waters and Alfred Shebal,
two years of discouragement before they
finally managed to interest a sponsor.

The idea started with Waters, a young
lawyer who graduated from De Paul Uni-

versity in 1928. He went to work in the

office of a probate lawyer, but his heart

was really in writing, not in law, and his

boss shook his head, saying "You'll write

yourself out of the law some day, Jim."

Jim proved that the boss was correct, soon
afterwards. He became fascinated by
the old files in the probate courts, filled

as they were with stories of unclaimed
estates, and in 1932 he came to New
York with a list of these stories, hoping
to interest a publisher in a book he would
write from them. No publisher thought
the idea was worth bothering about.

In 1935 he met Alfred Shebal, an old

school friend who was then working in

the radio department of an advertising

agency, and the two of them evolved the

program, The Court of Missing Heirs. For

two years Shebal worked to support both

himself and Waters, while Waters gave
all his time to writing the program, record-
ing it, and trying to sell it. Sponsors were
interested, but never enough to sign con-
tracts, until the Skelly Oil Company de-
cided to put the show on a mid-western
network of eighteen stations for thirty-nine

weeks. When that contract ran out,

Waters returned to New York and inter-

ested the present sponsors, Ironized Yeast.
In the first four weeks of its network

series, the Court found two heirs, Carl
Henry Proehl and Gee Jordan, who be-
tween them claimed estates of $58,000.
Other possible heirs are being investi-

gated all the time, but none is ever an-
nounced on the air until executors of

the estates agree that he is likely to be
bona-fide.

It's a big [ob to run the program. Head-
quarters are in New York, but four field

assistants are maintained, in Chicago, Los

Angeles, Philadelphia and Boston—all

men with law training who spend their

time digging through probate files for un-

settled wills which also offer good, color-

ful stories for dramatization and broad-
casting. Waters and Shebal, in New York,

go through the piles of letters that come
in after every broadcast—sometimes as

many as 500 a day—sorting them with the

assistance of four girl secretaries and try-

ing to sift out the ones which seem to

offer real clues to missing heirs.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

GENEVIEVE ROWE—soprano on Johnny Presents, tonight
at 8:00 on NBC-Red. Genevieve came to New York four
years ago from a small Ohio town, burdened with singing
prizes—Atwater Kent and others. None of them meant
anything to radio moguls, so to support herself while she
studied at the Juilliard Music School under a scholarship
she'd won, she joined the Johnny Presents Swing Four-
teen chorus, singing popular music when all her former
training had been in the classical variety. After three
years one of the sponsors heard her, offered her occa-
sional solo work on the show—and then came stardom.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



Miss Elizabeth Stuyvesant Fish,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
Fish of Washington, D. C, is a

popular debutante. Here, she and
some of her deb friends primp
between dances.

Miss Janet Holden of Cleveland,

Ohio, has been working for almost

two years in one of Cleveland's

leading department stores—is am-
bitious to be a buyer some day.

vl

BUT BOTH HELP

KIEP THEIR SKIN FRESH

52 YOUNG LOOKING

with POND'S

Washington's smart young peo-
ple take an active interest in

national affairs. Miss Fish shows
out-of-town guests some of the

city's historic landmarks.

QUESTION TO MISS FISH:

Miss Fish, when do you believe

a girl should begin guarding her

complexion with regular care?

ANSWER: "The younger the bet-

ter! I think if you want a nice

skin when you're older, you have
to take care of it when you're

young. That's why I began using

Pond's 2 Creams when I reached

my 'teens. Every girl wants a

lovely complexion! Using both
Pond's Cold Cream and Pond's
Vanishing Cream every day
helps to keep mine clear."

QUESTION TO MISS FISH:

Would you describe what each
Pond's Cream does for your skin,

Miss Fish?

ANSWER: "Yes, of course. Every
morning and evening I use Pond's
Cold Cream to freshen up my
face. These regular cleansings

help keep my skin looking soft

and healthy. Pond's Vanishing
Cream serves an entirely different

purpose. I use it before powdering
to give my skin a soft finish that

holds powder smoothly for hours."

W?<

QUESTION TO MISS HOLDEN:
In your opinion, Miss Holden,
what things help most in a
career girl's success?

ANSWER: "Interest in her job,
willingness to work and a good
appearance! But nothing cheats
your looks like a dull, cloudy
skin, so you can bet I'm always
sure to use Pond's Cold Cream
to keep my skin really clean and
soft. I can count on it to remove
every trace of dirt and make-up!"

QUESTION TO MISS HOLDEN:
Doesn't the wind off Lake Erie
make your skin rough and diffi-

cult to powder?

ANSWER: "Well, Cleveland is
mighty breezy, but little skin
roughnesses don't worry me a
bit. I just use another Pond's
Cream to help smooth them
away ... by that I mean Pond's
Vanishing Cream. And besides
smoothing and protecting my
skin, it's perfect for powder base
and overnight cream because it's

absolutely non-greasy!"

A Sunday ride in an open car is

fun—but chilly! When her young
man suggests stopping for "franks"

and hot coffee, Miss Holden
thinks it's a fine idea.

Miss Holden entertains. The rugs
are rolled back, she takes her turn

at changing the records, and it's

''on with the dance"' to the tune

of the latest swing!

POND'S
"

Up^TJ BOND'S
- / * a W'V / -)

:

POND'S, Dept. 8RM-CVD, Clinton, Conn.

ccMD FOR Rush special lube of Pond's Col<l Cream, enough for

- 9 treatments, with generous samples of Pond's Van-
TRIAL ishing Cream. Pond's Liquefying Cream (quicker-

nPAUTY KIT meltiug cleansing cream), aud 5 different shades of"** Poud's Face Powder. I enclose 10c to cover postage
and packing.

Name .
. —-—

Street .

Cily- _!State_
Copyright, 1940, Pond's Extract Company
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Eastern Standard Time

CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember
NBC-Blue: Four Showmen
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Woman of Courage

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Three Romeos

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh

CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Short Short Story
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Life Begins
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
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CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS

When a Girl Marries
Red: The O'Neills

Romance of Helen Trent
Blue: Farm and Home Hour
Red: Homespun
OUR GAL SUNDAY
Carters of Elm Street

THE GOLDBERGS
Life Can be Beautiful
Blue: The Chase Twins
Red: Ellen Randolph
Right to Happiness
Blue: Streamline Journal
Red: Words and Music
Road of Life

Lanny Ross
Blue: Music for Young Listeners
Red: Betty and Bob
Girl Interne
Blue: Quilting Bee
Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
Your Family and Mine
Red: Valiant Lady
My Son and I

Red: Betty Crocker
Society Girl
Blue: Orphans of Divorce
Red: Mary Marlin
Golden Gate Quartet
Blue:Amanda of Honeymoon Hill
Red: Ma Perkins
Blue: Affairs of Anthony
Red: Pepper Young's Family
Blue: Ted Malone
Red: Vic and Sade
Blue: Club Matinee
Red: Backstage Wife
Red: Stella Dallas

Manhattan Mother
Red: Lorenzo Jones
SMILIN' ED McCONNELL
Red: Young Widder Brown
By Kathleen Norris
Red: Girl Alone
Billy and Betty
Blue: Ireene Wicker
Red: Midstream
It Happened in Hollywood
Blue: Bud Barton
Red: Jack Armstrong
Scattergood Baines
Little Orphan Annie
Blue: Tom Mix
Red: The O'Neills

News
Edwin C. Hill

Hedda Hopper
H. V. KALTENBORN
Blue: Gulden Serenaders
Blue: Lowell Thomas
Red: Lil Abner
Amos 'n' Andy
Blue: EASY ACES
Red: Fred Waring's Gang
Lum and Abner
Blue: Mr. Keen
Red: I Love a Mystery
BURNS AND ALLEN
The Lone Ranger
Al Pearce
Blue: Johnny Presents
Red: Hollywood Playhouse
Dr. Christian
Blue: Quick Silver Quiz
Red: Avalon Time
TEXACO STAR THEATER
Blue: Groen Hornet
Red: FRED ALLEN

Raymond Gram Swing
Red: KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE

WEDNESDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

The Gang: Arlene, Al, Marie, Don, Billy House, and Carl.

Tune-In Bulletin for February 28, March 6, 13. and 20!

February 28: Today's a good listening day for sports addicts: Ted Husing summarizes

the semi-finals of the National Indoor Tennis meet from Madison Square Garden
over CBS . . . and Byron Field describes the Junior Championship horse race from
Hialeah Park in Florida over Mutual at 4:15.

March 6: Alma Kitchell's Streamline Journal is on Wednesdays now, at 1:30 over

NBC-Blue. An especially good program for the feminine half of the country.

March 13: Make this a comedy night—Amos V Andy or Easy Aces at 7:00, Lum and
Abner at 7:15, Burns and Allen at 7:30, Al Pearce at 8:00, a little quiet conversation

between 8:30 and 9:00, and Fred Allen from 9:00 to 10:00.

March 20: Or for a musical night—Fred Waring at 7:00, Johnny Presents at 8:00,

Avalon Time at 8:30 (only there's some comedy here too), and Kay Kyser or

Glenn Miller at 10:00.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Al Pearce and
His Gang, on CBS at 8:00 P.M., E.S.T.,

7:00 C.S.T., 6:00 M.S.T., and 9:00 P.S.T.—

sponsored by Dole Pineapple, and fea-

turing Arlene Harris, Don Reid, Marie
Green and her Merry Men, Carl Hoff and
his orchestra, and frequent guest stars,

besides Al himself.

A few months ago Al Pearce cele-

brated his eleventh anniversary in radio.

He's come a long way in those eleven

years, and the 74-station CBS hookup that

you hear him on now is a far cry from
the "one-lung" station over which Al and
his brother Cal used to present their

comedy dialogue and songs.

Al rehearses his program now, too,

which is something he never used to do in

the old days. He still likes to think of

the sensation he caused when he first

came to New York, after having been a
popular listening attraction for several

years on the Pacific Coast. He persuaded
NBC to let him and his gang have a half-

hour spot five afternoons a week, without

a sponsor and with very little money. On
the first day, he and the rest of the

comedians and musicians in the gang
walked into the studio a few minutes be-

fore the broadcast was scheduled to go
on the air, and went ahead without any
rehearsal at all. The folks around NBC
were shocked and amazed. But what Al
didn't tell them was that he and his cast

had worked together so long, and so well,

they could knock together an informal

half-hour of fun without any trouble at

all. A sponsored night-time show is a dif-

ferent matter, though, so the thirty minutes
you're listening to are the result of a good
week's work.

Like Burns and Allen, Fibber McGee
and Molly, and a number of other radio
companies, the Pearce Gang has settled

down in Hollywood, lured there by the

balmy (most of the time) climate and
general ease of living. At his comfortable
home, Al can indulge his hobby of raising

prize-winning dogs, interspersed with a
round of golf whenever he feels like play-

ing. He has a big pine-paneled rumpus
room in his house, with record-playing

equipment installed, where all the mem-
bers of the Gang can gather on Thurs-

days and listen to a play-back of the

previous night's program.
Wednesday night sees two broadcasts

of Al's show—one at five, Hollywood time,

for the Eastern and Central time zones,

and another at nine for the Pacific and
Mountain states. The first one is com-
pletely informal in dress, with the Gang
wearing anything from business suits and
frocks to slacks and sweaters. The second
one, though, after dinner, is very fancy,

with Arlene Harris and Marie Bell dis-

playing their latest dinner gowns, and the

men dolling up in dinner jackets. That is,

all except Al himself, who invariably wears
slacks and a sports jacket.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

BURNS MANTLE—the New York dramatic critic who in-

troduces and narrates the dramatic half of tonight's

Texaco Star Theater on CBS at 9:00. Burns is a national
authority on the stage. Since 1919 he's selected a yearly
group of ten "Best Plays" presented on the New York stage
and published condensed versions of them in book form;
and he's a walking encyclopedia of theatrical knowledge.
He's never written a play himself, though. Burns lives in a
suburb of New York City and commutes to begin his work-
ing day at five in the afternoon. Actors like him because
he never shows off his wit by making fun of a play.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR
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"Have you ever wished for a

BRAND NEW SKIN?
Well, you're going to get one!" sj^&^^(^^>

A/WWWWWWWWWWW^^

Just beneath your present skin lies a Lovelier

You! Help reveal your new beauty to the world

with my 4-Purpose Face Cream!

EVERY SECOND that you live and breathe, a new skin—

a

new-born skin— is coming to life upon your face, your

arms, your whole body

!

Will it be more glamorous, asks Lady Esther? Will it flat-

ter you—be soft and lovely—make you look more youthful?

Yes, says Lady Esther, that new-born skin can bring you a

new-born beauty— if—

If only you -will let my 4-Purpose Face Cream help you to

free your skin from those tiny, invisible flakes of worn-out

skin that must be removed gently before your new-born skin

will be revealed in all its glory

!

For these almost invisible flakes of old, worn-out skin can

be the thieves that steal your beauty. They leave little bumps
you can feel with your fingertips—keep your powder from

going on smoothly—they can make your complexion look

drab and dull!

Let my 4-Purpose Cream lift that veil! Gently and sooth-

ingly it wafts away each tiny flake—cleanses the very aper-

tures of your pores— loosens embedded impurities— leaves

your complexion softer—lovelier—more glamorous!

Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream

All the better if he's a specialist on the skin. If you have a

vitamin deficiency—follow his advice. He will be a strange

physician indeed if he tells you to try and push anything like

vitamins or hormones into your skin with your face cream

!

Ask him if every word Lady Esther says isn't absolutely

true—that her cream clears away the dirt, impurities, worn-
out skin, and accumulated grime concealing your new, young
skin about to be born!

Then, try my face cream at my expense. Use it faithfully for

thirty days. See what a perfect base it makes for your pow-

der. See how it does help reveal your glamorous new skin-

how it does help keep your Accent on Youth!

Please Accept Lady Esther's 10-Day Sample FREE!
vwwvvwvwwwvwwwwvwwwvvww

The Miracle

ofReborn Skin

Your skin is constantly
wealing out—drying up

—

flaking off almost invisi-

bly. But it is immediately
replaced by new-born skin
—always crowdingupward
and outward. Lady Esther
says you can help make
each rebirth of your skin
a true Rebirth of Beauty!

A/VWtWtW\VWWVA/WWVWVWWWWW

A*WWWVVW\WWVWWiV\\VlVWVWlWlV\\WWi\V\M\\VWlW'\l

(You can paste this on a penny postcard) (54)

Lady Esther, 7134 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.

"C J) "C T^ Please send me your generousr jlVd Ei sample tube of Lady Esther
Face Cream; also ten shades of Face Powder,
free and postpaid.

Name

Address.

City -State.

APRIL, 1940

(Ifyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)

VVVVVV\VVVVV\\VV\VMAVVVVVVVVlVVVM.VllV\Al\VVVV\\Vi\\VV\\\\V\1HUVUHV
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11:30
8:15

Eastern Standard Time

CBS: Today In Europe
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC: News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Cadets Quartet

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: Pepper Younq's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Life Begins
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Rosa Lee
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Blue: Southernaires
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: American Life

CBS: Our Gal Sunday
MBS: Carters of Elm Street

CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Red: Rangers Serenade
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Right to Happiness
NBC-Red: Let's Talk it Over
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: Road of Life

CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: How Do You Know
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: My Son and I

NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Society Girl
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Golden Gate Quartet
NBC-Blue: Amanda of Honeymoon

Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: TED MALONE
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Blue: Ireene Wicker
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
MBS: Little Orphan Annie
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: News
NBC-Red: The Guest Book
CBS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: Vo« Pop
NBC-Blue: One of the Finest
CBS: Ask it Basket
NBC-Blue: Musical Americana
NBC-Red: George Jessel

CBS: Strange as it Seems
NBC-Blue: Joe Penner
NBC-Red: Those We Love
CBS: MAJOR BOWES

,
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- Rochester Philharmonic
NBC-Red: GOOD NEWS
NBC-Blue: TOWN MEETING
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee

CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC HALL
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THURSDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Comedian Jessel, singer Benay Venuta, and announcer Grauer.

Tune-In Bulletin for Februaury 29, March 7, 14, and 21 !

February 29: This is the day that makes 1940 a leap year—and Jimmy Dorsey celebrates

his birthday today, too, for the first time in four years. ... In honor of the day, the

Columbia Workshop relinquishes its time at 10:15 tonight to a special show called

Leaping Out of Character. It's a crazy sort of program—different CBS celebrities

will impersonate each other.

March 7: Rudy Vallee is back, heading a new variety show from Hollywood, at 9:30
tonight on NBC-Red. . . . The new Good News, during the half-hour just before

Vallee, stars Dick Powell, Mary Martin, Fannie Brice as Baby Snooks, and Meredith
Willson's orchestra—with Connie Boswell and Edward Arnold missing.

March 14: Radio's biggest orchestra devoted to light music is playing over NBC-Blue
at 8:00 to night, in a program called Musical Americana. Raymond Paige directs

and there will be a guest star.

March 21: Bad news to Those We Love fans—it's scheduled to leave the air after

another couple of broadcasts. You can hear it tonight on NBC-Red at 8:30, though.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: George Jessel's

Celebrity Program, on NBC-Red from 8:00

to 8:30, sponsored by Vitalis.

Celebrity program is the right name
for this one, because it consists of George
Jessel interviewing a handful of celebri-

ties each week—interviewing them, and
then asking them to do something to en-

tertain the folks. Most of the celebrities,

naturally, are from the stage, radio, or

movies, but sometimes George gets a

chance to have one from a different walk

of life—like the Colorado youngster who
wrote not long ago: "I want to be on

your program for celebrities because I

have hit more teachers in our school with

spitballs without being caught than any-

body else in the whole school. My friends

all say I'm a genius. Will you send me
carfare? My Pop says he won't give me
any. . .

."

Reluctantly, George had to refuse the

offer. NBC has a rule against spitballs.

George Jessel is one of the American
stage's famous personalities. Although

his experiences in the movies never brought
him a great deal of success, he has been
active in show business since the days
when he and Eddie Cantor and Irving

Berlin were kids singing and dancing in

a Bowery beerhall. Sam Taub, the NBC
sports announcer, lived near that beer-

hall and knew George and the others

—

nowadays when he meets George in Radio

City he always asks after Eddie and
Irving—but he didn't approve of bee.

and never heard them perform.

Benay Venuta has only recently beer
added to the Celebrity program as a
permanent soloist, joining the show after

having had a variety hour of her own
over Mutual. The blonde Benay is an
asset to any broadcast, with her lusty,

hearty, singing voice and her good humor.
Sharing honors as George's comedy

stooges, and doing their own jobs well into

the bargain, are Peter Van Steeden, the

orchestra leader, and Ben Grauer, an-
nouncer. The handsome Van Steeden, who
also leads the band and cracks wise with

Fred Allen, has another side to his activi-

ties you probably don't know about, with

your ears deafened by the publicity sur-

rounding such band leaders as Benny
Goodman or Glenn Miller. During the

Junior Prom season in Eastern colleges and
prep schools, his band is constantly on
the go, because it's the most popular musi-

cal group in the business for these affairs.

Ben Grauer, whose first name is Bennett,

not Benjamin, was a child movie actor
back in the days when Theda Bara and
Pauline Frederick were stars. Later, he took
juvenile roles on the stage. An audition

for a dramatic role in radio in 1930 ended
his theatrical career and started him on
his way to being one of the air's top-flight

announcers.

SAY HELLO TO . . .

VIRGINIA SALE—who is Martha, the cook, on tonight's
serial. Those We Love, on NBC-Red at 8:30. She's the
youngest sister of the late Chic Sale, comedian, and is

herself one of Hollywood's busiest character actresses.
On the stage she has appeared in her own one-woman
show of sketches she wrote. The characters she plays are
usually elderly, but Virginia is young, slender, and pretty.
She was born in Urbana, Illinois, is Mrs. Sam Wren in

private life, and has a son and a daughter, twins, who
were born on Washington's Birthday, 1936. Besides act-
ing, she does solo dancing and has a lovely soprano voice.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



If You Were Mrs. Bob Crosby

(Continued from page 27)

music in her heart, and a yen to meet
a certain handsome young band-
leader. She met him, she married
him—and was overnight catapulted
into a topsy-turvy life that was com-
pletely foreign to the normal, well-
regulated existence she had always
known before.
Nor was it long before Cathleen

Denise Crosby, who celebrates birth-

day No. 1 on June 21, came along to

be a very lovable complication. Miss
Cathy insists on being fed, bathed and
played with on time, and her sched-
ule doesn't allow any compromises
with the night-owl activities of her
Old Man.
Bob gracefully bows and gives full

credit for the success of their mar-
riage to June—who deserves all of it.

Bob was playing in Chicago, her
home-town, when she managed to

wangle an introduction to him. They
were married on September 22, 1938,

and June became Queen of the Dixie-
landers, the One-Nighter Bride. She
loved traveling with the band, going
from one town's dance-hall to the next
with Bob. It was fun watching him
work in front of crowds of jitter-bugs

and dance fans. Yes, it was great fun
for the honeymoon months of their

marriage until Cathy was on her way.

CATHLEEN arrived last June and
the problems of domesticity and

settling down began in earnest. Bob
had his Camel Caravan radio pro-
gram, now heard Saturday nights on
NBC, but the band was still barn-
storming around playing in theaters

and one-night stands. Finally, though,
word came that the Crosby band had
been engaged to play in Manhattan's
New Yorker hotel and the band-
leader and his wife decided to pitch

their tent in New York.
June happily began house-hunting.

She picked Bronxville, the New York
suburb where she had gone to school,

as her locale. By September, the trio

was settled in charming surroundings
—gardens, trees, a golf course nearby
for Bob, bridle paths for June and a
beautiful, sunny nursery for Cathy.
Three very happy Crosbys are liv-

ing in that house despite all the topsy-
turviness of their life because June
is just as smart as she is pretty. Her
first step in making everybody happy
was forgetting all about herself and
thinking only of her husband and
baby.
The best way to follow her day is

to begin at the end of it. She spends
her evenings at home alone and, come
midnight, she goes to bed. At 3 A.M.
she awakens automatically to wait for
Bob's return. Usually, he leaves New
York immediately after work and
heads for Bronxville and home, getting
there between three and three-thirty.
They visit with each other in the
kitchen while June prepares a post-
midnight lunch for her husband.
Sandwiches, cookies, milk—and she,
not believing in eating late at night,
never goes farther than an apple.
They get to bed about four and Bob

tries to catch up on his newspapers
and June tries to sleep, because at 7
A.M. she awakens—via the alarm
clock—to feed the baby. Back to bed,
up again at nine for another feeding.
Sleep for another hour, and another
interval with Cathy at ten. A return

(Continued on page 53)

APRIL, 1940

"It used to make me hopping mad—the way my husband was always kicking about

his shirts. I know they were a mess—everything in my wash was full of tattle-tale

gray. But I worked like a beaver. I didn't know my lazy soap left dirt behind. I had
no idea what ailed my clothes until . . .

"The lady next door got me to wash the Fels-Naptha way— and glory, what a sur-

prise! I've tried the bar as well as the new Fels-Naptha Soap Chips. Both of them
combine grand golden soap and gentle nap tha so effectively that even the grimiest

dirt hustles out ! You bet my husband's showering me with compliments these days

—

I've got the whitest, most fragrant washes that ever danced on a line!"

Now— Fels-Naptha brings you 2 grand ways

to banish "Tattle -Tale Gray"

WHEREVER YOU USE BAR
SOAP - USE FELS-NAPTHA
SOAP. SEE HOW IT HUSTLES

OUTDIRT-HOW BEAUTIFULLY

WHITEAND SWEET IT GETS

YOUR CLOTHES! SEE WHYMIL-

LIONS SAY ITS THE GRANDEST

BAR'SOAP THEY'VE EVER USED*

WHEREVER YOU USE BOX'SOAP-

USEFELS-NAPTHA SOAP CHIPS

THEY SPEED WASHING MACHINES

LIKE MAGIC BECAUSE THEY'RE

HUSKIER -NOTPUFFED UP
WITH AIR LIKE FLIMSY, SNEEZY

POWDERS. THEY GIVE BUSIER,

LIVELIER SUDS BECAUSE THEY

NOW HOLD A NEW SUDS-BUILDER

Remember—Golden Bar or Golden Chips—

FELS-NAPTHA

BANISHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" COPR 1940. FELS ft CO.
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i CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Red: News
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: Do You Remember
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC: News
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLU3
NBC-Red: Happy Jack

CBS: School of the Air

NBC-Red: Three Romeos
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh
CBS: Pretty Kitty Kelly
NBC-Blue: Story of the Month
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: This Day is Ours
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife

> CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill

i CBS: Stepmother
i NBC-Blue: Midstream
NBC-Red: Woman in White

i CBS: Short Short Story
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Life Begins
NBC-Blue: Young Dr. Malone

; NBC-Red: Road of Life

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: Jack Berch
NBC-Red: Against the Storm

i CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: THE GUIDING LIGHT

i CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
; CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

i CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBC-Red: Dr. Daniel A. Poling

; CBS: Our Gal Sunday
MBS: Carters of Elm Street

i CBS: The Goldbergs
; CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC-Blue: The Chase Twins

; NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Right to Happiness

i NBC-Red: Fed. Women's Clubs
; CBS: Road of Life

I CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Music Appreciation
NBC-Red: Betty and Bob

; CBS: Girl Interne
i
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter

i CBS: Your Family and Mine
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

, CBS: My Son and I

. NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

i
CBS: Society Girl

I
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce

I
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

; CBS: Golden Gate Quartet
NBC-Blue: Amanda of Honeymoon

Hill
, NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
NBC-Blue: Affairs of Anthony
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

CBS: Manhattan Mother
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Smilin' Ed McConnell

I
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Blue: Name It and Take It
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: Billy and Betty
NBC-Red: Midstream
CBS: It Happened in Hollywood
NBC-Blue: Bud Barton
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
MBS Little Orphan Annie
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: News
BS: Edwin C. Hill

CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: Gulden Serenaders
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Lil Abner
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Josef Marais
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lum and Abner
NBC-Red: I Love a Mystery
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZ
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: Yesterday's Children
CBS: KATE SMITH
NBC-Blue: This Amazing America
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert
NBC-Blue: Carson Robison's

Buckaroos
CBS: Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue: Plantation Party
NBC-Red: Waltz Time
CBS: FIRST NIGHTER
NBC-Blue: What Would You Have

Done
NBC-Red: What's My Name
CBS: Grand Central Station
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
! I',S Bob Rlploy
NBC-Red: Behind the Headlines

FRIDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

Josef Marais leads his orchestra and singers in Veld songs.

Tune-In Bulletin for March 1, 8, 15 and 22!

March I: What's My Name?—the quiz program starring Budd Hulick and Arlene

Francis (if she's clear of her stage engagements by now) is heard tonight at a new
time, 9:30, instead of 7:00 on Saturdays. . . . From Madison Square Garden, NBC
broadcasts a heavyweight boxing match between Bob Pastor and Lee Savold.

March 8: Larry Clinton's orchestra opens tonight at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago,
broadcasting over NBC by remote control.

March 15: Still another quiz program has hit the air—called This Amazing America,
all its questions are about our own country. Bob Brown is master of ceremonies, and
you can hear it on NBC-Blue tonight at 8:00.

March 22: After a brief tour of one-night stands, Jan Savitt's hot band is opening
again tonight at the Lincoln Hotel in New York. It broadcasts over NBC.

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Josef Marais
and his Bushveld Singers in Sundown on
the Veld, on NBC-Blue from 7:00 to 7:30.

Unless you're a dial-explorer, and like

to hunt around for programs that aren't

ballyhooed, it's crackers to kilocycles

you've missed this—one of Friday night's

most thoroughly enjoyable shows. For

thirty minutes Josef Marais and his com-
panions, in the characters of typical South
African farmers, talk about Africa and
sing traditional African songs, with now
and then a little-known song of some other

country thrown in. If you want to know
what life is like on the African Veld (a

country something like our mid-western
prairie, only wilder) you can listen to the

conversation. If you don't care about that,

be sure to listen to the songs anyway.
Josef Marais is a small, dark, energetic

little man in his early thirties. He was
born in the Karoon, a 100,000 square mile

plateau in South Africa, and all his life

he's made a hobby of collecting the tra-

ditional songs of that and other countries.

When he and his friends sing them tonight

on NBC, you'll find that they're a lot

like our own hill-billy melodies—simple and
catchy. When he was a boy Josef used to

commute once a week to Cape Town, a

five-hour journey, to take violin lessons,

and he made his first trip to England as a
member of the Cape Town Symphony.

He's been in America only since last

August, but he's already applied for his

first citizenship papers. He still bubbles

with enthusiasm when he remembers how
willing America radio officials were to

listen to his idea for putting African music
on the air. "That's a wonderful thing about
America," he says. "Americans will al-

ways listen to what you've got to say.

They may kick you out of the office after-

wards, but they'll always listen."

NBC listened, and didn't kick him out,

but gave him fifteen minutes, once a week,

to sing his songs. Audience response was
so great that soon afterwards his fifteen

minutes were increased to thirty.

Josef sings, talks, plays the violin, and
directs the six-piece orchestra on his pro-

gram, besides providing the music from
his inexhaustible list of songs and giving

writer Charles Newton the factual material

about Africa for the scripts.

All the music is carefully orchestrated

to hide the nature of the instruments in

the orchestra, and Josef gets very secre-

tive when you ask him what they are. Your
snooper can tell you, though, that there's

a piano (even if you don't hear it), a
guitar, a clarinet or saxophone, cello, bass-

viol, and a violin, when Joseph has time

to play it. Burford Hampden, Charles
Slattery, and Juano Hernandez, who play

the parts of Paul, Rhino, and Koos in the

scripts, don't really do any singing—that

department is taken care of by three mem-
bers of the Showman Quartet plus Josef

supplying the baritone.

For avid Marais fans, an album of his

music has just been recorded by Decca.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

JEANETTE NOLAN—who left radio once but has now re-

turned to it, and is heard in today's episode of Aunt Jenny's
Stories on CBS at 11:45, as well as on the NBC Cavalcade
of America, Tuesday nights, and various other dramatic
programs. With her husband, John Mclntire (he's a radio
actor too) Jeanette retired from radio three years ago
and went to a cabin in the valley of the Yaak River, in

Montana, a hundred miles south of the Canadian border.
Every December until May they were snowed in, and they
were fourteen miles from the nearest settlement. Now
they're back in civilization, at their microphone jobs.
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(Continued from page 51)

trip to the twin bed beside the still

sleeping Mr. Crosby until eleven-
thirty or twelve, when it's time for

breakfast.
After their first meal, they have

the rest of the day for each other and
the baby. The boys in the band gave
Bob a movie camera for Christmas,
and Cathy, with her two owners, can
count on a daily hour on the Crosby
home set. Then at two, they both con-
tribute something to the baby's bath
and lunch. June has a maid who
helps her with the cooking and clean-
ing, but the baby is her job—and hers
alone.

Once Cathy is settled, Bob and June
have time for the activities of most
young married couples. They go to
a movie matinee in Bronxville or ice-
skate in the winter or golf in the
warmer months. Sometimes they just
sit home and listen to phonograph
records. Then, at five, they are ready
for dinner. An hour later Bob is
gone, and June has her solitary eve-
ning.

DOB has one night a week off—Sun-u day—and that is about the only
time they have guests or do any en-
tertaining. Occasionally, during the
week when Bob has to spend the day
in New York, June invites a couple
of her ex-classmates from Sarah Law-
rence College to dinner. That, too,
must be a lot of fun, because if June
hadn't married she would have been
graduating just this summer. Most of
the time, though, she is alone and
doesn't mind it. She takes care of
the baby, then sits down to read or
knit or crochet and listen to the ra-
dio. There are times when Bob stays

L
at

.fi
for an all-night rehearsal and

hell enter the house to meet June
on her way out for an early morning
ride. Once in a while, she goes into
town with him to watch a rehearsal or
perhaps see the matinee performance
of a play.

It doesn't sound very glamorous and
exciting. But to June it is the most
glamorous, exciting life in the world
She knows, too, that there are thou-
sands of girls all over the country who
find the same thrill and happiness in
the same simple things: love for the
boy she married and that huge emo-
tion born with watching a baby kick
and gurgle and grow. And she grins
at Bob when she says: "Cathy says
Daddy already, but she hasn't got-
ten around to 'Mommy' yet

"

COMING
NEXT MONTH
Still another in Radio Mir-

ror's unprecedented series

of complete words and

music to song hits by your

favorite stars of radio! Next

month—a song featured by

The Andrews Sisters
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Eastern Standard Time

CBS: Today in Europe
NBC-Blue: Cloutier's Orch.
NBC-Red: News

NBC-Red: Musical Tete-a-tete

CBS: Odd Side of the News

NBC-Blue: Dick Liebert
CBS: Phil Cook's Almanac
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell

NBC- News

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
NBC-Red: Texas Robertson

CBS: Old Vienna
NBC-Red: Cloutier's Orch.'

NBC-Red: The Crackerjacks

NBC-Blue: Al and Lee Reiser
NBC-Red: The Wise Man

NBC-Blue: Rakov Orchestra
NBC-Tted: No School Today

CBS. Hill Billy Champions
NBC-Blue: Charioteers
NBC-Red: Betty Moore

NBC-Blue: The Child Grows Up

CBS: Young People's Concert
NBC-Blue: Cloutier Orch.
NBC-Red: Armchair Quartet

NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell

NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Hilda Hope, M.D.

NBC-Blue. Education Forum
NBC-Red: Eastman School of Music

CBS: Country Journal

CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Blue: FARM BUREAU
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

NBC-Red: Calling Stamp Collectors

NBC-Blue: Al Kavelin Orch.
NBC-Red: Lani Mclntyre Orch.

NBC-Blue: METROPOLITAN
OPERA

NBC-Red: Orch.

NBC-Red: Golden Melodies

NBC-Red: Dol Brissett Orch.

CBS: Bull Session
NBC-Red: Campus Capers

NBC-Red: KSTP Presents

CBS: The Human Adventure
NBC-Blue: Magic Waves

NBC-Red: Del Courtney Orchestra

CBS: News
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer Kinder-

garten

CBS: Albert Warner
NBC-Blue: Johnny McGee Orch.

CBS: Which Way to Lasting Peace
NBC-Blue: Renfrew of the Mounted
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

CBS: Today in Europe

CBS: People's Platform
NBC-Blue: Message of Israel

CBS: Sky Blazers
NBC-Blue: Guy Lombardo Orch.
NBC-Red: Art for Your Sake

i CBS: Gang Busters
NBC-Blue: Gene Krupa Orch.
NBC-Red: ARCH OBOLER'S PLAYS

i CBS: Wayne King's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Radio Guild
NBC-Red: Stop Me if You've Heard

This One

CBS: YOUR HIT PARADE
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance
NBC-Red: Youth vs. Age

NBC-Red: Death Valley Days

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

NBC-Red: Bob Crosby
NBC-Blue: NBC SYMPHONY

CBS: Public Affairs

NBC-Red: Gay Nineties Revue

SATURDAYS HIGHLIGHTS

Dick Leibert takes a bow at the console of the big organ.

Tune-In Bulletin for March 2, 9, 16 and 23!

March 2: Here's a really big day for sports listeners. . . . NBC has the Santa Anita
Handicap, a horse race from Bing Crosby's track. . . . NBC also broadcasts, ex-

clusively, the IC4A track meet between 10:30 and 11:00 o'clock tonight. . . . Not to

be outdone, CBS has Ted Husing describing play by play the finals of the' National

Indoor Tennis championship meet. Time on this is from 2:00 to 5:00 this afternoon. . . .

Mutual broadcasts the Widener Cup horse race from Hialeah Park between 4:15 and
4:45—Byron Field announcing one of the big races of the season.

March 9: Bruno Walter directs the NBC Symphony orchestra for the last time tonight at

10:00 over NBC-Blue. . . . The Knights of Columbus track meet is being put on the

air tonight—from 9:45 to 10:15 on CBS, and from 10:30 to 11:00 on NBC.
March 16: Musical folks will be sad because today's is the last broadcast of the

Metropolitan Opera matinees . . . but on the other hand they'll be glad because
Arturo Toscanini returns tonight to lead the NBC Symphony orchestra.

March 23: Your Studio Snooper is still recommending CBS' Gay Nineties Revue, on at

10:30 tonight and every Saturday night.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Dick Leibert at

the organ, with Dorothy Dreslin, at 8:30 on

NBC-Blue.
Dick Leibert could just as easily be one

of the listening highlights for any other

day but Saturday, he's that busy around

the radio studios. But this morning he has

his own program, along with Dorothy
Dreslin, and anyway, a Saturday morning
is a good time for you to read about
Dick Leibert's love story—one of the crazi-

est, most mirthful ones you've ever heard.

Dick was just out of high school when
he was playing the organ in the Palace
Theater in Washington, D.C. That was
just incidental. What really mattered was
that he was in love with Mary McClintic,

the daughter of Congressman James V.

McClintic of Oklahoma, and the belle of

Central High School. He was eighteen

and she was not quite fifteen.

Theirs was a typical boy-and-girl ro-

mance, with marriage somewhere in the

dark future, until Dick suddenly had to

undergo an appendicitis operation. Mary
visited him daily, and cried when she saw
him so pale and weak. Seeing that, he
plucked up courage and asked her to

marry him. And she agreed.
But when Mary told her family she

wanted to get married they—naturally

enough—went straight up in the air, and
absolutely forbade any more talk of mar-

riage at her age. Dick and Mary coun-
tered by eloping in Dick's car, taking their

best friends along as witnesses. They were
married in Marlboro, Md., giving their

ages as eighteen and twenty-one.

They intended to keep their marriage a
secret, but the strain was too much for

the two witnesses, and after three days
the news leaked out—and all four parents

had the marriage annulled.

There was nothing Mary and Dick could
do. After all, they could have been sent

to the House of Correction for falsifying

their ages. Off to Honolulu the McClintics
sent Mary, to forget. Then they sent her

abroad, and then to Hamilton College in

Kentucky. For five years Dick saw her just

once, and even then they didn't dare to

stop and talk.

Meanwhile, Dick was getting along in

the world, and had a band of his own.
One night, playing in the Powhatan Hotel

in Washington, he saw Mary walk in with

an escort to dance—and that was their

first real meeting since their first marriage.
Mary hadn't forgotten, and neither had

Dick, and after a few weeks of seeing each
other, unknown to Mary's family, they

slipped away to Baltimore and were mar-
ried all over again. It took three years for

the McClintics to forgive Dick, but now
they're the best of friends, particularly

since little Mary arrived ten years ago.
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SAY HELLO TO . . .

LYN MURRAY—the talented musician who directs the
chorus on Your Hit Parade, CBS at 9:00 tonight. He also
writes the music for Sunday's Ellery Queen mysteries and
directs the chorus on Pursuit of Happiness. Born in Eng-
land, he came to America in 1925. Soon after, he ran
away from his family and shipped aboard a freighter.

Then he was a reporter for a while, but decided he liked

music better, and at nineteen, was playing a piano in

vaudeville. From that he turned to singing, and then to
directing a chorus. Lyn is now thirty, and is married to
Carol Irwin, producer of the CBS serial, Joyce Jordan.
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Step Into My World

(Continued from page 20)

forward to it any more. Though of

course you and I, whether we reached
our goal or missed it this particular
time, can immediately choose some-
thing even nicer to look forward to

next.
And then, too, we, with our ad-

vantages, can really have friends.

How we pity those handicapped peo-
ple who have to question themselves
over and over, "Is this man really my
friend, or is he just pretending to be
because of what I can do for him?"
Not us! When we're with our friends
we can be utterly comfortable, guards
down, because we know they like us
for ourselves alone, sincere in every-
thing they do and say.

That word "sincerity" means a
great deal to me. I remember once
going to a concert in Chicago to hear
a great opera singer. Her voice was
flawless, I suppose, and so was her
performance, technically. But I could
sense that she didn't understand or
believe in the messages which the
composers had wanted her songs to
give to the hearts of her listeners.

1 LEFT that concert very much dis-
' appointed, because I think God sent
music to the world to be loved and
enjoyed, not to be performed for
selfish admiration. But on the way
home our taxi-driver, probably car-
ried away by the smell of Spring in
the air, burst spontaneously into a
definitely original version of "The
Only Girl in the World." I suppose
his voice was actually very bad, but
that didn't matter at all. He was
singing simply because he felt like
singing, and I could picture him
dropping me and going home to a
red-checked tablecloth, and the bub-
bling of fragrant coffee in the perco-
lator on the stove, and his "only girl"
meeting him at the kitchen door. He
gave me what I had wanted all eve-
ning—he gave me music that I could
feel.

I can't help but judge musical com-
positions in much the same way. If

the composer had to write what he
wrote, his song or concerto or sym-
phony simply churning about inside
him until it forced him to release it,

then I like it. But if I feel that the
composer wrote a limpid little mel-
ody, only to look it over with dis-
pleasure and say to himself, "Hmmm.
I'd better put in some dissonants here
and there to shock people"—then that
composition is for someone else to
play, not for me.
You see, it's a favorite belief of

mine that people ought to be re-
warded or censured on the basis of
what they mean in their hearts to do,
rather than by the way things actu-
ally turn out.
When I was in London, there was

a singer at the Academy who wanted
a certain engagement quite des-
perately. After much endeavor he
arranged an audition for it, and when
the great day came he sat there in
the maestro's ante-room, waiting and
waiting for his accompanist to ap-
pear. The accompanist never came;
the appointed hour ticked away and
vanished, taking the singer's great op-
portunity with it.

I asked him later if he held any
rancor. He looked at me in rather
a surprised fashion, and said, "Why,
no, of course not. Poor Howard was
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Wear your Nail Polish

7 LONG DAYS
X^find your lucky color FREE!"

I will send you free my 12 Magic

Fingertips so that you may try the

12 shades of my 7-Day Nail Polish

H
ow would you like to try on all the

smartest, newest nail polish colors

—to see them on your own nails, to find

the one color most flattering for you? Then what a

thrill to know you can wear that loveliest, luckiest

color 7 long days at a time . . . thanks to Lady Esther

!

New Way to Find Your Lucky Color!

Send for my 12 free "Magic Fingertips." Each is

shaped like your own nail and coated with a different

shade of Lady Esther 7-Day Nail Polish. Simply

hold each one over your nail and see, with uncanny

accuracy, the one shade most enchanting for you—
best with your costume colors.

But just as important as your lucky shade is the

marvelous new base which makes Lady Esther Pol-

ish give your nails a rich,

satiny look that old-fash-

ioned polishes don't give

— an amazing base that

helps Lady Esther Polish

to resist cracking and
peeling for 7 long days!

Getyour 12"Magic Fin-

gertips"— find your lucky

color— then ask for it in

Lady Esther 7-Day Nail

Polish at your favorite

store

!

*I2 shades FREE!*
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, 7134 W. 65th St., Chicago, 111.

Please send me by return mail your Magic
Fingertips showing all 12 different shades of

Lady Esther 7-Day Cream Nail Polish. (54)

Ifyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.
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1 . "I'm not watering the flowers!" fumes

Bill Calhoun. "I'm bailing out the sink

because the drain is clogged again!"

3. "Drano cleans clogged drains!" explains

Bill's neighbor. "It digs out all the

clogging grease andmuck—completely ! '

'

2."A clogged drain—in this dayandage?"

asks the woman next door. "Bill—let

me introduce you to Drano!"

4. "And look—if you'll use a teaspoon-

ful of Drano every night, you can keep

drains clear, free-flowing!"

P. S. After the dishes use a teaspoonful of

Drano to guard against clogged drains. Never
over 25 i at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano
USE DRANO DAILY

TO KEEP
DRAINS CLEAN

CLEANS CLOGGED DRAINS
Copr. 1940. The Drackett Co

% "ttWWUW DANISH >«lUW
PRINCfSS

Ccp/'igH 1940, iBiem-jti-.r.')! jiIy" Co , Holm«i & Ldwordi Dultlon, M«ri<J«n, Conn.

•Ug U. %. rol. OH In Conodo, Th« T. Colon Co., lid.
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Easiest-to-use starch ever made
No measuring. No waste. Exact- measure
cubes. Makes quick hot or cold starch in less

time, with less work. Never too thick or too
thin. Gives clothes such smooth surface, iron-

ing can be done in Vi less time. Costs no more
than old-type starch. A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.,

Decatur, Illinois.
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CUBES

studying his score all the way to the
city, and became so wrapped up in it

that he rode right past his station."
That to me was a judgment worthy

of Solomon. Howard's intentions had
been good, therefore he was not to be
blamed. If a man honestly tries to do
something good for me and bungles
it, I feel no resentment. But if he
starts out with the intention of doing
me an injury, and through bungling
does me a favor instead, I must ad-
mit it's awfully difficult for me to ap-
pear grateful. Perhaps this isn't a
terribly practical way of looking at

things, but it's much more fun for

everybody, really.
Of course, the Bible has boiled

down every workable philosophy into

one golden kernel—a small kernel, to

be sure, but nevertheless the seed of

all happiness. "Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you."
Through all the centuries no one has
ever improved on that, and no one
ever will.

You can make your own world just

as I make mine. You aren't as lucky
as I am perhaps, but can't you learn
to close the eyes of your memory to

unpleasant things quickly, dwelling
on the happy ones? Of course you
can.
So see what you and I have, what

priceless wealth we share, how well
off we are compared with those poor
unfortunates with money in your
case, sight in mine. We can hope, and
want, and work, and admire; we can
have friends, with love that bears no
question marks; we can thrill to the
birds as they summon the dawn, to

the smoothness of piano keys under
our fingers, to the fresh lake breeze
in our faces.
What more can anyone want?
I can think of only one thing. That

is the joy of giving our happiness to

others. Lord Byron wrote my con-
clusion a long time ago:

"All who joy would win,
Must share it. Happiness was
born a twin."

THE
BERNARR MACFADDEN

FOUNDATION
conducts various non-profit enterprises: The Mac-

fadden-Deauville Hotel at Miami Beach, Florida,

one of the most beautiful resorts on the Florida

Beach, recreation of all kinds provided, although

a rigid system of Bernarr Maefadden methods of

health building can be secured.

The Physical Culture Hotel, Dansville, New
York, is open the year round with excellent ac-

commodations at attractive prices for health build-

ing and recreation.

The Loomis Sanatorium at Liberty, ''Jew York,

for the treatment of Tuberculosis, has been taken

over by the Foundation and Bernarr Maefadden 's

treatments, together with the latest and most

scientific medical procedures, can be secured

here for the treatment in all stages of this

dreaded disease.

Castle Heights Military Academy at Lebanon,

Tennessee, a man-building, fully accredited school

preparatory for college, placed on the honor roll

by designation of the War Department's govern-

mental authorities, where character building is

the most important part of education.

The Bernarr Maefadden School for boys and

girls from four to eleven, at Briarcliff Manor, New
York. Complete information furnished upon re-

quest. Address inquiries to: Bernarr Maefadden,

Room 717, 205 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

They may not look it, but these two are the same girl:

Barbara Jo Allen as NBC's Vera Vague, and as herself.

THE resemblance between the two
ladies above may seem very vague
—but that's all right, because it all

ties in nicely. On the left we have
Vera Vague, that jittery, tittering,

highly amusing character who likes

nothing so well as a round of sparring
with Charlie McCarthy every other
Sunday night on NBC'S Chase and
Sanborn program. On the right we
have Barbara Jo Allen, creator of the
comedy character and one of radio's

most successful actresses.

Born in New York City, Miss Allen
attended the University of California
and the Sorbonne in Paris. It didn't

take long to discover that she had real
dramatic ability, and shortly after

finishing at school, she joined a vau-
deville act and toured the entire coun-
try.

When her tour was over Barbara
decided that she'd like to live in Cali-
fornia, and except for a few slight ex-
cursions, has been there ever since.

Her first radio role was in Carlton
E. Morse's "The Witch of Endor" and
since then she has been heard in
many coast and transcontinental pro-
grams including Death Valley Days,
Hawthorne House and One Man's
Family, in which she plays the role

of Beth Holly. Jack Benny, who
watched her radio career with much
interest, called upon Miss Allen when
the character of Barbara Whitney
was introduced into his Sunday pro-
gram.
The first appearance of Vera Vague,

Miss Allen's most famous character
was the happy result of a visit she
made to a woman's club . . . and what
followed the "we are happy to have
with us today" is now radio history.

Miss Anna Geraci, Reading, Ohio:
Jack Leonard, vocalist with Tommy
Dorsey's orchestra, was born and
raised in Freeport, Long Island, New
York.
During high school and college

APRIL, 1940

he was quite the athlete, winning
competition medals in basketball and
swimming. Jack never took a singing
lesson in his life, but gives credit for
his musical career to his mother, who
is an accomplished pianist. His first

job was with Bert Block's orchestra,
with whom he appeared for a time at
Ben Marden's famous Riviera.

It was there that Tommy Dorsey
heard him and signed him. Jack is a
good looking boy, modest, shy and
still single.

Mr. J. W. Baron, Brooklyn, New
York: The real names of Lum and
Abner are Chester H. Lauck and Nor-
ris Goff; of Fibber McGee and Molly
—Jim and Molly Jordan; and of
Amos and Andy, Freeman Gosden
and Charles Correll.

Lucius Woodlee, Slaton, Texas:
Vivian Delia Chiesa, NBC's beautiful
lyric soprano was born in Chicago on
October 9, 1915, and has been study-
ing music since the age of three. In
addition to singing, she plays the pi-
ano and the violin. Vivian made her
radio debut in February, 1935, and
has been an ever-increasing favorite
with the ether audiences.
Completely unaffected and whole-

somely natural in looks and person-
ality, she is five feet five inches tall,

weighs 125 pounds and has blonde
hair.

FAN CLUB SECTION
Helen and James Richards of 151

Green Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., are out
to make their Jerry Cooper Fan Club
a coast-to-coast organization. If you'd
like to join, and receive a fine photo-
graph of Jerry, just write to the
Richards.

There's a new Casa Loma Fan Club
just formed by Miss Marguerite M.
Harr, 543 McKenzie Street, York,
Penna. She would like all Casa Loma
enthusiasts to communicate with her.

JOAN CRAWFORD in "STRANGE CARGO'
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

A Make-Up Hint

from Max Factor Hollywood:

Give your skin

a lovely,

youthful look

with

this powder

Have you sometimes thought

your skin looked dull and lifeless? Then tty

this famous face powder created by Max Factor

Hollywood. You'll note an amazing difference.

First, the color harmony shade for your rype will

impart the look of lovely, youthful beauty.

Second, the superfine texture will create a satin-

smooth make-up that stays on longer.

Color Harmony Shades for your type...$i.oo

Tru-Color Lipstick.. .Four
amazing features, .[i] lifelike redofyour

^^. lips [2] non-drying, but

<£j/J
—

. indelible [3 ] safe for sen-

^te*-^ sitive lips [4] eliminates

) lipstick line...$1.00

Rouge. ..There's i

color harmony shade

just for your type.. 50^

y/faxfaoctet
/ -KHOLLYWOOO

* Matt for POWDER. ROUGE and
LIPSTICK in 1 our COLOR HARMONY

Send Purse-Size Box of Powder.

Rouge Simpler and miniature

Tru-Color Lipstick in my color har-
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Enchanted Love

(Continued from page 11)

called Meanie. Breathless with ex-
citement she spoke to him.
"Can you win this race?" she asked.
Track rules, of course, forbade him

answering such a question. His valet,

however, spoke up promptly. "Sure
he can, little lady!" he said with con-
fidence. "Want him to win it for
you?"

"Oh, yesl" she pleaded. "That
would be wonderful!"
"Okay, then, it's in the bag," the

valet told her. Back she flew to her
father and coaxed a dollar from him
"for a hot dog and a bottle of pop."
The chum wheedled a like amount
from her dad and together they made
their first horse race bet—$2.00 on
Meanie to win.
Meanie with J. Westrope up romped

in by six lengths and paid $20.20 for
every two dollars on his nose. It was
a veritable fortune to the little girls

but the money was nothing to Eschol
compared with the great honor which
had been done her.
Back she ran to the jockey's room

to thank him. Her profuse gratitude
left him red with embarrassment and
he strode off mumbling something
about "okay, it was nothing."

"Isn't he wonderful?" Eschol mur-
mured to her chum.

"Isn't she wonderful?" Jackie de-
manded of the startled stranger he
bumped into on his way out.

Dared by her chum, Eschol tele-

phoned him the next day, using the
handy excuse of again thanking him
for winning the race for her. The next
day he telephoned her. Then it was
time for her to go home. She did not
see him again until the winter of
1934.

IN the summer of that year she came
to Hollywood with her mother

for a vacation. Mrs. Miller had played
in pictures nine years before and in
renewing old friendships, called upon
her agent. Two weeks later her
young daughter had a contract and a
new name. Breaking into the movies
was as simple as that for Nan. Quite
as simply, too, was she destined to

win the coveted role of Kathy in

"Those We Love" which, four years
later, was to prove such a favorite
story of radio audiences. She was
spotted by a producer on her first air

appearance in the Lux Theater pres-
entation of "She Loves Me Not" with
Bing Crosby and Joan Blondell and
promptly was signed as Kathy.

Exciting as her debut in the movies
was, one little thought kept prodding
at the back of Nan's mind: how and
where was a boy named Jackie West-
rope? Day by day his image grew in

her heart.
She spent Christmas of 1934 with

her father in Houston. One day he
was thumbing through a racing form.
"Guess who is riding at Santa Ani-

ta?" he teased Nan, thinking of her
puppy-love crush of the year before.
"None other than your old beau,
Jackie Westrope."
The hours dragged until Nan could

get back to California where her hero
was riding a stone's throw from
Hollywood. Again she made the first

move, sending him a note. Quite ob-
viously Jackie had not forgotten her,
for he telephoned promptly and came
to call on her that very night, bring-
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ing as a gift a gadget bracelet.
"Jackie gave me a magnificent dia-

mond bracelet this Christmas," Nan
said, "but lovely as it is, that first

junky bit of jewelry still is infinitely
more precious to me."
A romance of any significance be-

tween a fourteen-year-old girl and
an eighteen-year-old boy might seem
difficult to credit were it not for one
thing: Nan always had dressed and
looked older than her real age and
she took good care Jackie did not
discover the truth! At that time he
believed her to be sixteen and, in fact,
did not learn her real age until a short
time before their marriage.

TWO golden years slipped by with
1 them having dates whenever pos-
sible. The nature of his career per-
force took him away from Hollywood
many months at a time, for a jockey
must follow the seasons at the scat-
tered tracks throughout the country.
They wrote each other faithfully,
however, and kept a standing tele-
phone date each Sunday night. Twice
he flew across the continent to spend
a few glorious days at her side.
Then the ugly thing happened

which threatened to ruin their idyllic
happiness. They speak freely of it

now but it wounded them deeply at
the time. Snobbish busybodies sat
in judgment on the romance and said
"Thumbs down!"
By innuendo and sneering cracks,

Jackie was accused of fortune hunt-
ing and trying to trade on Nan's fast-
growing fame!
The charge manifestly was unfair

on both counts. J. Westrope was a
national figure in his profession long
before the name of Nan Grey was
born that afternoon in an agent's office
and his fan following numbered in the
hundreds of thousands. Further, it

is no secret a successful jockey makes
very good money indeed. Many a
sunny afternoon Jackie earned a cool
$5,000 or $10,000 for a single race and
his annual income tax receipt would
give many a movie star a first class
case of the envies!
Nan had social prejudice to fight.
It would ruin her career, she was

told by self-appointed advisors (and
her studio bosses were not among
them!) if she continued to associate
with a jockey and to marry him
would be tantamount to signing a
Hollywood death warrant. Definitely
he was out of her class!
Nan's blunt answer always was the

same. She had known and loved
Jackie long before the movies played
any part in her life, she said. Fur-
ther, the profession of jockey was an
honorable one and quite as important
in the scheme of things as acting
before a camera. Any criticism on
that score was intolerable to her.
Staunch in their love and faith,

Nan and Jackie weathered the storm
of prejudice and disapproval and be-
came engaged on a February after-
noon in 1938.

After a year's engagement they de-
cided to be married in Phoenix, Ari-
zona, on May 4, 1939, when Nan
would have fifteen free days before
starting her new picture, "The Un-
derpup." A business manager was
sent ahead to complete the arrange-
ments. At the last minute Nan was
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told she must report back for work
on the following Monday. It was too
late to change the plans, so the
honeymoon was telescoped into four
days instead of fifteen.

They were married in a Methodist
church before a great throng of peo-
ple. It was supposed to be a quiet
ceremony with only a few friends and
members of the family present but a
news broadcaster spilled the beans by
informing all Phoenix of the impend-
ing event at noon that day.
After the ceremony they played the

parlor game, I Sent My Ship A-sail-
ing in a hotel garden until it was time
for a banquet. After the banquet they
flew to Dallas for a brief visit with
her father. At ten to two on Monday
morning, Nan was aboard a plane
bound for Hollywood. At ten after
two Jackie was roaring through the
skies enroute to Maryland to ride
Cravat at Pimlico.

KylAYBE they seem to be "playing'" house" now because they have
been separated so much of their first

year of marriage. A good half of the
time Jackie has been riding at Em-
pire City, Saratoga and Belmont
tracks, and Nan completed five pic-
tures in eight months, her latest be-
ing Universal's "The House of Seven
Gables" in addition to her regular
Thursday night broadcasts.

"That's going to be changed,"
Jackie said confidently. "I'm not go-
ing to leave her again. I'm going to
stick to California tracks when I do
my riding."

"No, you're not," Nan contradicted
him. "You're going wherever it's best
.or you. If there are going to be any
career changes they'll be in my work.
I'll stick at my career only so long as
it is compatible with our marriage,
and that goes for both radio and the
movies. Being Mrs. Westrope is

career enough for me!"
Maybe it is the way Jettie bustles

around the dream house, mothering
and scolding her "two chilluns,"
which makes them seem carefree kids
playing grown-ups. Jettie is the ador-
ing colored mammy who has taken
care of Nan since she was six years
old. You feel any moment she will
give Nan a talking-to for drinking
coca-cola at nine in the morning or
spank Jackie for tracking dirt across
the white living room rug.
Maybe it was the proud way Jackie

showed off the badminton court, the
kennels, and the electric eye which
opens the garage door; and the little-
girl wonder with which Nan exhibit-
ed the pink and blue powder room
and the electric dishwasher. For
all the world they were like young-
sters with shiny new toys.
Or maybe it was the toys them-

selves.

Stacked around a glittering white
Christmas tree in careless neglect
were many fine and expensive pres-
ents. Among them were two satin-
lined boxes containing a diamond
bracelet (Jackie's big gift to Nan)
and a diamond wrist watch (Nan's
big gift to Jackie)

.

Leaning against the front door,
however, and already showing signs
of hard use were a bicycle and two
pair of roller skates. And sprawled
all over every available inch of floor
space in their big bedroom was an
electric train set!

Whatever the reason, Nan's and
Jackie's world is an enchanted one. I
hope they never leave it.
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a single room nearby for Jackey and
Lively—an arrangement that allowed
the two old men to watch the baby
during the day.
Laura Jenkins had immediately

taken Sunday into her heart, to such
an extent, indeed, that Sunday some-
times felt she had been hired not for
a secretary, but for a companion.
Laura was, in some ways, a pitiful

figure. In that nervous little body
there were huge stores of energy and
unexpended love, combined with a
complete innocence about people and
their motives. She could have been
—and probably was— deceived a
dozen times a day, by people she
trusted. And she trusted everyone.

It was obvious to Sunday from the
first day she spent in the Jenkins
house that Brad and Laura were
much less than happy together. Lau-
ra's flightiness and extravagance ir-

ritated Brad to tight-lipped rage, and
his business-like caution seemed only
meanness to her. Almost at once she
made of Sunday a sounding-board
for her grievances, seemingly quite
unaware that her confidences were
unwelcome and embarrassing.
One day, unexpectedly, Laura said,

"Sunday darling, you're not looking
well. You need some life—some gai-
ety—that's the trouble. I want you
to come back tonight after dinner

—

I'm having some friends in, and
there's one I particularly want you
to meet. A charming boy—do you like

Englishmen?"
"Very much," Sunday murmured,

while the sudden memory of Henry,
of Henry's clipped English accent,

stung her heart. "But—I don't think
I'd better

—

"

NONSENSE! You're too shy, Sun-
day. You need to—to get out of

yourself."
Since there was no arguing with

Laura, Sunday returned that evening,
dressed in her best—a simple dark
frock that had been part of her trous-
seau. In spite of herself, she couldn't

help feeling a little excited as she
went up the steps toward the bright-

ly lighted front door of the Jenkins
home. It was so long since she had
laughed, or had a good time!
Then Laura met her at the door and

led her toward the drawing room,
whispering confidentially in her ear.

"He's here, waiting for you. And
my dear, I've given you the most
wonderful build-up—I've only told

him how lovely you are, but I won't
tell him another thing—except that

your first name is Sunday. He's so

curious he could burst!"
The drawing room was empty ex-

cept for one man—a man who stood
with his back to them as they entered.
He was tall and slim, with clothes
that he wore with an easy grace. Then
he turned, and as he did so, Laura
said:

"Arthur, here she is! Sunday, may
I present Arthur Brinthrope?"

In the instant of silence that fol-

lowed, Sunday saw his secret, de-
lighted smile, caught the look of sly

malice in his eyes.
"How do you do?" he said, in the

smoothest of voices. "Laura, my dear,
why didn't you tell me she was beau-
tiful?"
Somehow she managed to play up

to him. Somehow she pretended that

she had never seen Arthur Brin-
thrope before. And as the evening
went on, and other people dropped in,

she began to hope that perhaps he too
would be willing to keep up the fic-

tion that she was merely a young
widow named Sunday Blake, whom
he had never met. It was a hope
that was shattered when, at last, she
said good night to Laura and he in-
sisted upon driving her home in his
car—exactly the kind of car, glitter-
ing and foreign and a little vulgar,
that she would have expected Arthur
to possess.

"Well, my dear Lady Brinthrope,"
he said as the powerful motor car-
ried them away from Laura's home.
"A very pleasant surprise for both
of us—though I must confess that
when Laura told me your first name
was Sunday, I was prepared."

DLEASE don't call me Lady Brin-
r thrope," she begged, and he laughed.

"You're quite right—it is a little

formal. After all, you're ray dear
sister-in-law. . . . And I suppose
my two good old friends Jackey and
Lively are here in Linden?"

"Yes." He was playing with her,
teasing her. She made up her mind
she would give him little enough
satisfaction; she would answer his
questions and no more than that.

"Jackey, of the homicidal instincts,"
he mused. "It must have been a great
relief to you, my dear, when you
finally learned he hadn't killed me,
after all."

"Arthur," she said sharply. "I
want you to take me home. This
isn't the right way."

"Oh, I know that. I know my way
around Linden very well."

"I'm sure of that." In fact, all eve-
ning she had been wondering what
Arthur could be doing in Linden.
Not working, surely; Arthur didn't
work. But a small place like Linden
seemed to offer few opportunities for
his peculiar kind of genius. "Take
me home, please. It's late."

"As you say," he agreed, and swung
the car around a corner. "But I really
think we ought to have dinner to-
gether tomorrow night."

"I'm sorry. I can't."

"But I want to talk to you! There
are several things we have to discuss,
Sunday."

"There's nothing at all we have to
discuss," she told him.

"Oh, but you're wrong!" She could
feel him glancing at her, slyly.

"There's one very important thing,
anyway. After all, I have my duty
to my dear brother—

"

"Your duty? What do you mean?"
"Hasn't he been moving heaven and

earth to find you?—or were all those
newspaper stories mistaken? It seems
to me I really ought to let him know
where you are."

"Arthur! You mustn't!" Fear
pinched her voice, made her body go
numb and icy. "Henry and I are sep-
arated. It would do no good—it

would only cause him unhappiness—
if he were to see me again. You
mustn't tell him where I am!"
"Henry doesn't seem to think so," he

said softly. "I really think I should
tell him—don't you? Unless, tomor-
row night, at dinner, you can show
me a good reason why I shouldn't."

He stopped the car at the curb before
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the apartment house. "You'll come,
then? About seven, at the Amber
Lantern, downtown?"
"Oh—yes, yes," she promised wild-

ly. She would have promised any-
thing to get out of that car, away from
the hateful, conceited smile on the
face she had once thought so hand-
some.

In her own room, where Lonnie
slept peacefully in the new crib she'd
bought with her first week's salary,
her tumbling thoughts centered mirac-
ulously on one point. That night,
at Laura's, there had been a few
tables of bridge. She hadn't played
herself, for the stakes were ridicu-
lously high, but Laura had, and Ar-
thur. And Laura had lost. . . .

Could that be the explanation of

Arthur's presence in Linden?
The next day, quite by accident,

she learned that it was.
Coming into the Jenkins house

quietly, she heard voices—angry
voices—in the breakfast room. Brad
Jenkins was usually gone by this

time, but today he was still home.
"I'm sorry, Laura," she heard him

say, "but I will not give you a check
for that amount of money unless you
tell me why you need it."

"Isn't it enough if I tell you I do
need it?" Laura's voice was tearful.

"It's for something private and per-
sonal, Brad—I simply must have it."

Jenkins seemed, at that, to lose all

control of his temper. "Do you want
me to guess what you need two hun-
dred dollars for?" he demanded.
"Well then, I will. You want it to

pay your gambling debts to that card-
sharp, Arthur Brinthrope!"

"He's not a card-sharp! Is it his
fault if I've been so terribly unlucky
lately? Brad, you're hateful—you
never like any of my friends. As
soon as I meet someone who's nice
you begin saying they're card-sharps
or—or something else just as dis-

gusting."
Feeling sick, Sunday stepped into

the drawing room and closed the door
so she couldn't hear any more; and
stayed there until she knew, from the
slammed front door, that Brad had
left the house.

All that day, Laura was subdued,
and though Sunday felt sorry for her,

she could not help being a little con-
temptuous of the woman's vanity and
empty-headed frivolity—until she re-
buked herself, remembering that it
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was not so very long ago that Arthur
Brinthrope had pulled the wool over
her eyes, too.

Only once, when Laura asked if she
had enjoyed herself the night before,
did she venture a word of warning.

"I didn't like Mr. Brinthrope much,
though, Mrs. Jenkins. I don't think
he's very trustworthy."

LAURA'S bright black eyes flashed
suspicion. "Why? When he took

you home, did he—

"

"Oh no, nothing like that," Sun-
day said hurriedly. "I just—oh, he
seems so very smooth and sure of
himself."

"Arthur's a dear boy and comes
from a fine old English family,"
Laura said stiffly. "But more than
that, Sunday, he's my friend."
And, warned, Sunday fell silent.

As the day drew to a close she be-
came more and more nervous and
upset. The dinner with Arthur
loomed up as an unbearable ordeal.

His actions the night before had
showed too plainly what his inten-
tions were—to tantalize her, hold
over her the threat of revealing her
whereabouts to Henry. Though for

what reason, she didn't know.
Afraid of Jackey's temper, she

hadn't told him or Lively of her
meeting with Arthur, and that after-

noon, when she went home, she was
forced to invent a story about some
unfinished work that Mrs. Jenkins
wanted her to do. "I only dropped in

to change my dress and give Lonnie
his dinner," she explained, avoiding
Jackey's wise old eyes. "Then Mrs.
Jenkins expects me back for dinner."
Jackey seemed to accept the excuse.

She didn't know that while she was
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dressing he went to the telephone in
the downstairs hall and called the
Jenkins residence—to be told by the
butler that Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins had
both gone out to dinner and were not
expected home until late.

"Sunday never could lie to me," he
told Lively grimly as soon as she had
left. "Come on. We're goin' too."
The Amber Lantern, Sunday dis-

covered, was a restaurant with high-
backed booths surrounding a tiny bit

of dance floor on which nobody, ap-
parently, ever danced. Arthur was
waiting for her just inside the en-
trance.
And all through dinner he was ut-

terly charming, as no one but Arthur
ever knew how to be charming. He
deferred to her when he ordered,
suggested a dish that was particularly
good, talked lightly and entertaining-
ly of impersonal matters, and never
once referred to Henry.
Then, over coffee, he remarked,

"Well, all this has been very pleasant,
but I suppose we'd better get down
to business. I still think I ought to tell

Henry where you are, but—maybe I

could be persuaded not to."

WHITE-FACED, hands clenched in
her lap, Sunday faced him. "What

are you trying to get out of me, Ar-
thur? I'll tell you right now, I haven't
any money. You can't blackmail me."
"What ugly words you use some-

times Sunday. I wouldn't think of
blackmailing an old friend like you."
He took a sip of the liqueur he had
ordered, then held the tiny glass up
to the light and rotated it slowly be-
tween his fingers. "No. I only want
to ... be your friend. And if, as
you say, you and Henry have sepa-

rated—I've always been in love with
you, Sunday—you know that."

"Love!" She knew it was foolish
to let him see her scorn; foolish, be-
cause she was entirely in his power.
"You don't know the meaning of it!"

"You've never given me a chance
to show you how much of the mean-
ing of love I know," he said softly.

THE enormity of his suggestion over

-

' came her. The blood pounded
in her temples and her face felt as if

it would burst into flame. "You
despicable—conceited—fool!" she
whispered. "How a man like Henry
could have a brother like you—an
embezzler, cheat, card-sharp—

"

"Card-sharp! What are you talk-
ing about?" he demanded quickly,
and carried away by her anger, heed-
less of consequences, she rushed on:

"Yes, card-sharp! I happen to know
that you've been winning money at

bridge from Laura Jenkins—I don't
know how much or how often, but
I'm sure it wasn't honestly—

"

His hand shot across the table, im-
prisoned hers in a fierce grip. "Keep
quiet!"

"I know something else, too. You're
not going to be able to go on taking
money from Laura—because this

morning Brad refused to give her any
more!"

"If you've said anything to Brad
or Laura about me— ! By heaven,
Sunday, then I will telegraph Henry!"
All the polished suavity was gone
now, and in its place Sunday saw the
bestial temper that was the real

Arthur Brinthrope. His hand was
crushing hers; she was terrified.

"Arthur! Let me go!" she ex-
claimed, her voice rising.
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"Yes, you skunk, let her go," said
Jackey's voice from above her. "Or
I'll smash you into the middle of
next week."

"Jackey!" Sunday gasped as Ar-
thur's grip abruptly relaxed. "Where
did you come from?"
"Me'n Lively followed you. We've

been sittin' in the next booth for the
last hour, listenin'," Jackey said
grimly. "Come along, Sunday. We're
goin' home."

THANKFULLY, she was led away—
' but not before she had had one last

glimpse of Arthur, saying through
pale lips: "Remember, Sunday, what
I said. If you say one word against
me to Laura—I'll telegraph Henry."

All night Sunday lay awake. If

Arthur let Henry know where she
was, she would have to leave Linden.
Once again she would be left without
an anchor—without a home, without
money or the means of earning it.

Once again she would be a fugitive.
All this she knew—and yet, never

ones did she doubt that she would
warn Laura against Arthur.

It would be sensible, wise, to let

Arthur go his way, let him fleece this
silly, ridiculous woman of money
which, after all, meant little to her.
It would be the part of wisdom to
keep silent.

Wisdom? But you couldn't discard
all that was right and honest, and
call that wisdom. She knew she would
never know a moment's peace if she
allowed Arthur practically to steal
money from Laura, and—perhaps

—

end up by ruining her marriage. For
Brad Jenkins wasn't the sort of man
who would stand very long for hav-
ing his orders disobeyed.

The next morning she went straight
to Laura.

"Mrs. Jenkins, there's something I

have to tell you—

"

Laura looked up abstractedly from
her coffee and morning mail.
"Yes?"
"It's about Arthur Brinthrope. I

—

I tried to warn you yesterday—

"

The pretty, soft face changed ex-
pression at that. "Warn me? What
in the world are you talking about?"

"He's no good, Mrs. Jenkins. I

—

knew him before I met him here, and
I know he's a thorough rotter. What
Mr. Jenkins said is true—he's been
cheating you at cards—winning your
money dishonestly—

"

Laura's eyes and mouth as she
listened to Sunday's story, opened
simultaneously. One perfectly-mani-
cured hand fluttered to her cheek and
then away again. And, at last, she
had a fit of very thorough hysterics.
When her employer had been put

to bed and dosed with sedatives, Sun-
day went slowly downstairs, trailing
one hand along the polished oak of
the banister. So—here was the end
of another chapter.

SHE pulled on her shabby felt hat
and tweed coat, let herself out of

the big house. For the last time she
walked the few blocks to her apart-
ment house, going through the tree-
lined streets which even in a few
weeks she had learned to love.
Jackey and Lively were in the

apartment, playing with Lonnie, when
she quietly entered. They looked up,
wide-eyed with surprise at seeing her
home so early.
"We're leaving Linden, darlings,"

she announced. "I think—I think

Henry will be coming here soon to
look for us, and I want to be gone
when he gets here."
"You told Mrs. Jenkins 'bout Ar-

thur?" Jackey asked.
Sunday nodded, and they both rose.

Lively held out his arms to her, and
then for a few moments she could
give way to her unhappiness, cry on
the rough, tobacco-odored old shoul-
der as she had when she was a little

girl.

"There, there," Jackey murmured.
"I was hopin' you'd tell on him, even
if he did let on to Henry where you
was. Ain't nothin' in life, Sunday,
worth sellin' your soul for."

DECAUSE it could only be a matter
" of hours before Arthur attempted
to see Laura Jenkins and, being re-
fused admittance, would know that
Sunday had betrayed him and would
telegraph Henry, they lost no time in

packing their few belongings into the
second-hand car and setting out.

"Ain't you goin' to say good-bye
to Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins?" Lively
asked.
"Oh, I suppose I should—they've

been so kind. But I don't want to
have to answer any questions," Sun-
day objected, and Jackey patted her
knee and said, "Now, Lively, don't go
tryin' to make Sunday do anythin' she
don't want to." And so, unheralded
as they had arrived, they drove out
of Linden.
"We haven't been very lucky in

small towns," Sunday said as the car
wheezed northward. "Let's go to
Chicago, and I'll try to find work
somewhere there—in a department
store, perhaps. It won't cost much to
get there, either."
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"Never did like cities," Lively
grumbled, but Jackey nodded his
head sagely. .

"Best place in the world to lose
yourself is a big city," he remarked.

Chicago—no longer a place to wan-
der through for a few hours between
trains, but a vast, unfriendly expanse
of dirty-gray buildings; of noisy,
dusty streets; of dingy brick-fronted
houses. It frightened Sunday as they
drove through the cheaper districts in
search of a place to stay, and it

frightened her more when they had
settled down in a frowsy rooming-
house and she had started out to look
for work.
For long hours she sat in the per-

sonnel offices of department stores,
winning at last the privilege of five-
minute interviews with sharp-eyed,
intelligent but dreadfully impersonal
officials. She filled out application
after application. She walked mile
after mile, to save car fare.

COMETHING seemed to be dead
** within her. Nothing mattered any
more except a job, and money to buy
food and clothes for herself and the
three people dependent upon her. She
didn't even think about the past

—

it didn't seem possible that she was
the same girl who had danced her
way across the Atlantic to marry
Henry Brinthrope.

"We'll let you know," the people
in the employment offices told her.
But they wouldn't, she knew. They
would never let her know.
Jackey and Lively, seeing her come

in pale and exhausted at night,
looked at each other in shame and
sadness. One of them was always
out looking for work too, while the
other took care of Lonnie. But who
would want an old man who had
never learned any other work but
mining?
Late on an autumn day, she walked

along La Salle Street, on her way
to one more call—a mail-order house
which might be taking on new people
now that Christmas was coming. The
light coat was becoming inadequate
for the cold lake winds; she shivered
as she passed the gloomy bulk of the
La Salle Street station.

"Sunday! Sunday!"
She looked around, and then she

began to run, stumbling a little in her
high-heeled shoes over the rough
cobbles of a cross-street; sobbing;
fighting against an impulse to turn
and run in the other direction,

straight into the arms of the Lord
Henry who had so miraculously ap-
peared on La Salle Street, instead of

away from him.
He soon overtook her, held her

struggling figure in his strong arms
while he murmured brokenly, "Sun-
day, my darling! Do you know what
a time I've had finding you?"
But she couldn't answer. All she

could do was sob against the velvet

collar of his overcoat.
It was to the prosaic surroundings

of a Fred Harvey restaurant that he
led her, a little later, to talk.

"To think that if I hadn't walked
out of the station for a breath of fresh

air I'd never have found you!" he
marveled, his eyes devouring her.

"I've been down in Linden, giving

everyone the third degree—Arthur,

the Jenkinses, even the woman who
owns the apartment house where you
lived—and none of them knew where
you'd gone. Sunday, darling, how
could you be so heartless?"

"I—I don't know. It just seemed

better if we—never met again."
"But I've so many things to tell

you! God knows I don't blame you
for leaving me—but aren't you going
to give me a chance to tell you the
truth?"
A ray of sunlight from one of the

high windows fell across her tear-
stained face. "The . . . truth?"
"Yes—about Diane Bradford and

the baby she said was mine. Sunday
. . . maybe you won't understand, but
here's the truth. When I was young-
er, back in England, I was a kid like
any other kid. I ran around with a
crowd that believed in having a good
time—I—well, I suppose I sowed a
few wild oats, as you say over here.
One night I went to a party—Diane
Bradford was there—everyone was
drinking, and I drank too much, my-
self. Afterwards, I didn't remember
what had happened. And I didn't
see Diane again before I left for
America. I stayed in New York more
than a year before I went out to Sil-
ver Creek to look for Arthur, and in
Silver Creek I met you, Sunday, and
fell in love with you.

"I swear I didn't hear from Diane
at all until a few days before we were
to be married. Then she wrote, tell-
ing me that she'd become the mother
of my baby. I didn't know what to
think. I got panicky. I wrote to her—the letter she showed you—and
hurried up the plans for the wedding.
Oh, I should have told you, and we
could have postponed the wedding
until I'd investigated. But I was
afraid she might be telling the truth,
and that I'd lost you, so I

—
" He

made a helpless gesture.

AND then, on our wedding day, she
** came to Brinthrope Manor with
the baby and—well, you know what
happened then. I couldn't deny her
story. All I could do was stand by
and watch that stricken, hurt look
on your face. And by the time I'd
come to my senses enough to try to
do something—you'd gone, Sunday. I

was like a madman then. I went
after Diane and made her admit the
truth—that she'd hoped to marry me
herself, and thought she still would
have a chance if she broke up our
marriage. She intended to see you
before the ceremony, you see. The
baby wasn't hers at all—it was just
one she'd adopted."
For a moment Sunday's throat

tightened, and she couldn't speak. The
weary, aching months since she had
left Henry flashed before her—all so
cruelly unnecessary, so futile, so sad.

"Oh, if I'd only known!" she
breathed. "And I never even gave
you a chance to tell me. Don't you
hate me, Henry?"
"Hate you!" he said with a smile

that quivered a little. "If I did, would
I have chased you all over the coun-
try? Oh—Sunday, I love you so!

You're going to come with me now,
and we'll adopt little Lonnie—poor
little kid—and give him a real home,
for once in his life. And—I suppose
Jackey and Lively are still with you?"
"Of course."
"Well, we'll—we'll find them a mine

to play with, somewhere."
"Henry—darling—" Laughter was

dancing again in Sunday's eyes.

What happens to Sunday and Lord
Henry after their unexpected re-
union? For the further adventures
of this delightful heroine and hero,

tune in Our Gal Sunday on CBS Mon-
day through Friday, 12:45, E. S. T.
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How to Sing for Money

(Continued jrovn page 31)

a trained voice, if controlled, comes
out of a loudspeaker sounding almost
exactly as it does going in. An un-
trained singer, however, must expect
the character of his voice to be
changed to a considerable degree,
since the non-fundamental elements
haven't been distilled out of it by
training. This change may very like-

ly be for the better. I have in mind
one girl whose voice goes into a mike
thin, pallid, and completely unim-
pressive. The mike sluffs off this un-
attractive shell and transmits only
the fundamental voice which turns
out to be amazingly rich and full of
character. However, as a general
thing, the more you put in, the more
you get out.

What Is Microphone Technique?

Here is the prime principle: Treat
the Mike as an Ear, Not an Audi-
torium.

This "ear" business is the key to the
whole thing. Imagine that you are
singing into the ear of a sensitive,
critical friend. You'd avoid startling
him with sudden blasts of volume;
you'd move a little closer to whisper,
a bit away to speak loudly lest you
offend or shock him; you'd keep fac-
ing him, of course, and avoid any
irritating affectations. Treat the mike
with the same courtesy and consid-
eration, for, figuratively speaking,
your whole audience is sitting within
it, a matter of inches from your
mouth.

I ET'S take a quick look at each of
*— the Seven Commandments.

"Sing in your normal voice." To
the trained singer, this means the
volume which you have selected as
the best for the song, or for you in
general. To the untrained singer, it

means simply the volume at which
you sing with the greatest ease and
comfort. The attempt to sing in any
uncomfortable or unnatural volume
means strain, loss of tonal quality
and ease, and—worst of all—loss of
vitality. Sing right out if you feel
best that way: nine times out of ten
the Monitor will be able to control it.

"Restrict your dynamic range."
Naturally, the more showy the song,
the broader the dynamic (loud and
soft) range can be without offense to
the listeners. It won't be offensive to
the Monitor either if you swell gently
into your big effects, or notify him
when you are going to change vol-
ume suddenly. One sudden blast can
overload the telephone lines and am-
plifiers from here to New York. Don't
attack explosively, and don't "pound".
"Get 'placed', then don't wander."

The Monitor will cheerfully experi-
ment with you at rehearsal to locate
your proper placing; that is, the dis-
tance from the mike at which you
should stand when singing in normal
volume. This placing varies. Whis-
perers come in so close that the
skinned nose is an occupational in-
jury; Crosby stands about a foot out,
some opera singers two or three feet
away. The average distance is about
a foot.

As a general thing, soft sopranos
(without "sharpness") and crooners
are in close; baritones midway; oper-
atic sopranos, and full or "cutting"
voices well back. A breathy voice
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Thrilling Moments
SO OFTEN DENIED THOSE SUFFERING

from —

PSORIASIS
What woman can be alluring or glamor-
ous if she cannot wear evening gowns
when occasion demands—but instead must
dress unsuitably or unbecomingly to con-
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Please send me your booklet on PSORIASIS.
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II you live in Canada write to Siroil Laboratoriet
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should be moved back so that the
mike will get the tones but lose the
rasp. However, standing too far back
from the mike brings in that echoey
"room tone" which makes the voice
sound as though it were coming out
of a rain barrel and tends to smother
it under the accompaniment. So sac-
rifice a little of that big voice of yours
if necessary to earn a placing closer
in. The closer the placing, the "big-
ger" the small voice sounds, which is

the device by which such voices are
tricked into effectiveness over the
mike.
And once placed, stay there except

when you move in and out intention-
ally with changes in volume. Jeanette
MacDonald is such a creeper that they
nail a chair between her and the
mike to keep that glorious voice of
hers out where it belongs. If you find
yourself becoming a chronic crawler,
try marking your normal position on
the floor with chalk.
"Move in and out of the mike

slightly with volume changes." This
is what radio men mean by "micro-
phone technique," or "working the
mike." Stand easily, with one foot
forward, in your normal placing, but
lean forward a bit for the low and
soft tones; back a little for the high
or loud ones. This motion isn't more
than six inches forward or twelve
inches back in any but the softest
whispers or the biggest effects. Nat-
urally, these movements must be
made gently and gradually—treat
them as subtly as you do the musical
crescendos and diminuendos which
they accompany. As a matter of fact,

you should do very little moving dur-
ing the average song which you ren-
der in an even volume, and what
little you do is in the nature of a
subtle flow of motion. Just keep that
"ear" in mind.

"Stay in the beem of the mike with-
out swinging or bobbing." The slight
motion allowed with changes in vol-
ume is only straight forward and
straight back. Don't turn your face
much as you sing, don't bob and
weave; all of these motions cause an
apparent waver in the voice. When
you get partly out of the beam, the
mike picks up only the sounds from
the side of your mouth, until the
voice seems to thin out; get entirely
out and your voice has to hit the
walls and bounce back before it is

picked up. By the way, watch out
for loud shuffling and toe-tapping
which may be picked up by the mike.
"Keep your balance in diction and

tone." Keep those loud vowels and
soft consonants reasonably near equal,
watch out for the explosives, and
remember that the "whispered" con-
sonants of the opera singer aren't a
bit louder than those of the crooner.
Your diction must, of course, be clear,

even at a slight sacrifice in tone now
and then. Balance in tone means
simply that you must sing in approxi-
mately even volume through all the
notes of your vocal range; and if you
can't manage that, either choose your
keys so that you use only that part
of your range which you can control,
or set about learning to "mask" the
loud high notes and "bring up" the
soft low ones. This tonal balance ap-
plies to timbre as well as volume,
and the suggestion as to restricting
your "range" is effective. This whole
matter of balance is the key to micro-
phone competence.

"Avoid exaggeration." The mike,
especially when you sing close to it,

exaggerates to such an extent that
the proper technique is one of under-
statement. The most common offenses
are dictional, but audible breathing,
lack of smoothness, and deviation

f
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from true pitch are right up in the
running.

Every once in a while I hear a new
singer brush off advice of this sort
with the comment, "What is the Mon-
itor for!" Well, in a way it's a rea-
sonable question and deserves an
answer. The answer is that every
time you make the Monitor twist a
knob, you've forced him to do some-
thing unnatural to your voice; the
very fact of a change can't help but
alter the unity of your rendition.
When he cuts your voice down sud-
denly, he thins it and cuts some of
the qualities out of it. If he removes
your fuzziness by cutting out your
highs, he reduces your brilliance. His
manipulation, no matter how clever,
results in a performance that isn't as
good as though he hadn't had to
touch you; sometimes this loss is

really marked, as in the wiping out
of a soft or low note just after a loud
passage.

The moral is, Be Your Own Mon-
itor. Learn to handle yourself so that
the boys in the control room can go
out for a smoke while you're on. They
will learn to love you for it, and so

—

though it won't know the reason

—

will your public.

AND when the Monitor's advice
** floats down from the control room
during rehearsal, heed it. He's hear-
ing you as you sound over the sys-
tem; he has heard lots of others, and
he knows best. Even if you did things
differently at M-G-M last week, re-
member that this man knows his own
equipment. The only time to argue
with a sound-man is when he's too
easily satisfied.

Some Miscellaneous Tips

See that you're comfortable; your
music rack is in a spot where you
can read your song without getting
out of the beam, and your mike at
the right height, placed so that you
can see the control room, orchestra
leader or accompanist, show director
or announcer (anything or anybody
you need to see as you sing), without
turning your head.
Learn the signals in use at the

place where you are singing (sign
language is a necessary thing when
the mikes are "hot"). The universal
signal is the "finger-circle," which
with lifted eyebrows asks "Is it

O.K.?" and with an affirmative nod
means "That's perfect."

Cast an occasional glance (espe-
cially during the doubtful spots) at
the control room to catch the Moni-
tor's reaction—by means of pre-
arranged signals.
Learn the etiquette of the place.

It's radio etiquette to keep quiet and
as motionless as convenient when
others are on the air. At a recording,
absolute quiet is obligatory. Always
keep an eye on the red light or what-
ever gadget notifies you that the mike
is hot or that a take is going on.
Whether the red light is burning or

not, the mike is usually open to the
loud speaker in the control room, so
watch your conversation. If you want
to grouse about the engineer or tell

the pianist what happened after last
night's party, get away from that
mike and speak softly.

If you are in the control room, keep
quiet while sound is coming in. The
others in the control room are listen-
ing. And don't get between the

sound-man and the loudspeaker which
is guiding his monitoring.
Time your numbers and all selec-

tions thereof. Stop-watches are as
common as regular watches around
radio and recording studios. If your
2:15 number must be cut to 1:40 no-
body has time to sit about while you
experiment with guesswork cuts.

Know. Someone has said that radio
singers whose watches are in pawn
can time the boiling of an egg per-
fectly by singing three choruses of
one of their numbers; if the egg is

underdone, it's because they left out
the eight-bar tag.

p\ON'T put your chin in your chest
'-' to read your music. If possible,
know your number so well that the
copy is simply a reassuring reminder.
Keep in the habit of memorizing your
songs against the day when you'll be
singing to flesh audiences.
And, lastly, a cure for mike fright.

Imagine a porthole in the mike
through which you see a friendly
audience, and sing to them. But a
better cure: Know your song and
your trade so well that you have
nothing to worry about.

Suppose you've just been given
your big chance—an opportunity to
audition for a radio program or a
dance band. Will you be able to
"knock 'em cold" in that audition
room? Or will you betray your lack
of experience by doing all the wrong
things? Get ready for that moment
by reading next month's chapter of
"How to Sing for Money," which tells,

clearly and concisely, all the things
you should and should not do at an
audition—in the May Radio Mirror.

CLARE POCKMAN, SENIOR AT SKIDMORE COLLEGE, SAYS:

wiocte/uv vtotWu lock I

AND IT'S YOURS WITH THIS FACE POWDER
YOU CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!

Women have learned that there is

no allure more universal than the

natural charm of gay, young "col-

legiennes"—a charm that's yours
with Hudnut Marvelous Face Pow-
der, the powder you choose by the

color ofyour eyes!

For eye color is definitely related

to the color of your skin, your hair.

It is the simplest guide to powder
that matches and glorifies your own
coloring . . . gives you that appealing

natural look that men prefer!

So, whether your eyes are blue, gray,

brown or hazel, you'll find the shade
that is exactly right for you in Richard
Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder . . .

the pure, fine-textured powder you
choose by the color of your eyes! i

See how smoothly it goes on—how
it agrees with even sensitive skin!

And how it lasts—ends powder-
puff dabbing for hours and hours!

For complete color harmony, use
matching Marvelous Rouge and Lip-

stick, too.

Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick

at drug and department stores—only 55^ each. 65i in Canada.

RICHARD HUDNUT, Depl. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me tryout Makeup Kit containing generous

metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick.

/ enclose 10t to help cover mailing costs.

My eyes are: Brown Blue Haiel Gray

Be sure to check color of your eyes I

Naine-

Street- -City.
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Your Eyes
Can Make You

Liven the expression of your face by dram-

atizing your eyes this easy way! Curl your

lashes upward with KURLASH, the clever

eyelash curler. No practice is needed—
and it takes just a jiffy. Kurlash makes your

eyes seem larger, more alluring, and your

lashes longer, darker, more luxuriant. $1.00

And with Kurlash use KURLENE,

the scientific oily-base cream, to

make your lashes glisten with

beauty, your brows appear
darker, lovelier! $.50

KURLASH
The Only Complete Eye -Beauty Line

THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. CANADA, TORONTO 3

Write to Jane Hea

I

2 Heath, Dept.D-4,for generous trial tube of
s (send 10c in coin or stamps). Receive free chart

alysis of your eyes and how to make the most of them.

Street.

City—

Color : Eyes-

tsaws

Splendid opportanlties. Prepare la
spare time. Easy plan. No previous
experience needed^ common school
education sufficient. Send for free
booklet "Opportunities in Photogra-
phy", particulars and requirements.
American School of Photography

Dept. 1384
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago 3 IH-

%%SITTME

STRONGER. MORE ABSORBENT

TRY OUR NEW
SITROUX
BEAUTY CREAMS

The Romance of Helen Trent

(Continued from page 15)

COLD CREAM for thorough, pleasant
cleansing.

FOUNDATION CREAM for smoother,
long-lasting make-up.

IUY SITROUX CREAMS WHERE
YOU BUY SITROUX TISSUES

my husband I'd understand, but-
You know, he's had several woman
designers, but he's never seemed to
be able to get along with any of them.
I tell him he's too much of a slave-
driver, too much of a perfectionist

—

but what I don't tell him is that
everyone calls him a genius and I

think he tries to live up to it! Such a
temper! Of course, frightfully excit-
ing to work with, but—

"

"And now," thought Helen, "I know
why you came to see me."
"Around home, of course, he's a

perfect lamb! But some of the stories
I hear about the way he acts at the
studio! Poor Marjorie Mayes—she
used to design for him, you know

—

she'd simply be in tears at the end
of the day, after Drew had flown into
a temper and torn up all her
sketches—

"

"And I don't believe," Helen
thought further to herself, "that
you're being so terribly smart,
either."
"Then there was Constance Mar-

shall

—

so talented and just beginning
to be known—but after she couldn't
make a go of it with Drew it seemed
to set her career right back. None of
the other studios would touch her.
I've often wondered what happened
to poor Constance. . . . Well, Mrs.
Trent, thanks so much for your kind-
ness—I'll drop around soon to see the
sketches, shall I? Or you might come
in for cocktails—any afternoon, I al-

ways have a crowd around."
Still effervescing cordiality, she

departed. For a moment Helen stood
very still, smiling a little. "I don't,"

she said half aloud, "believe a word
of it, Mrs. Sinclair! And I wonder

—

could you possibly be the one who got
that poor little secretary to keep me
from seeing Mr. Sinclair?"

AFTER a week of working for Drew
' Sinclair, Helen was telling herself

that his wife's description of his char-
acter had been falsehood from begin-
ning to end. No one could have asked
for more kindness, co-operation and
generous approval than she got from
Drew. She had a comfortable office

and an efficient secretary of her own,
an apparently unlimited budget, and
a comparatively free hand in carrying
out her own ideas of costuming the
new picture. More than that, the pic-

ture itself was Sentinal Studios' big-

gest project for the year, a magnifi-
cent showcase for her designs. It

was to be called "Fashions of 1939,"

and was, in effect, a cavalcade of

styles.

Reginald Peabody, Sentinal Stu-
dios' head staff designer, whom
Helen had expected to be at least a

little resentful of her, proved to be a

good-natured young man with ele-

gant clothes, fluttering hands and a

nasal voice, who took her to lunch at

the studio commissary and babbled
amusing gossip for an hour.
"You know, I thought you'd treat

me as an interloper," she told him.
"Instead, I feel like a guest of honor."
His pale-blue eyes widened. "In-

terloper? For heaven's sake, my
sweet, why? Because you're getting

stuck with the biggest headache of the

year? Believe me, I didn't want it

—

I have my hands full grinding out
clothes for all the little orphan pic-

tures nobody else bothers about, now

68

that your 'Fashions' is ready to go
into production."
Mrs. Sinclair burst into Helen's

office one afternoon, crying, "Mrs.
Trent—you wicked person! Why
didn't you tell me this was the studio
you expected to sign with? I'm so
embarrassed I could die—telling you
all those things about Drew and get-
ting you afraid of him right at the
start!"

"It doesn't matter, Mrs. Sinclair,"
Helen said. "I wanted to tell you,
but—well, I've learned that in Holly-
wood it's better not to talk about
things until the contracts have been
signed."
"My dear, that's so wise!" Mrs. Sin-

clair said solemnly, as if Helen had
just voiced a completely new and very
profound bit of philosophy. "Tell me
—are my sketches ready?"

VES, I have a few here," and Helen
' produced them from a folder on
her desk.
Mrs. Sinclair pounced, shuffled

through them avidly, and uttered lit-

tle screams of delight. "So smart . . .

beautiful . . . lovely! I really don't
know which. . .

."

In the end she selected the sketch
Helen thought least attractive, and
suggested one or two changes which
ruined it completely; but Helen prom-
ised to have it ready in a week for
the first fitting.

Steadily, sketches went out of
Helen's office to Drew Sinclair, were
enthusiastically approved, and began
to take shape under Helen's own
supervision and that of the wardrobe
mistress, a blunt Hollywood veteran
who rejoiced in the name of Verlaine
Lafferty.
Then, one morning, Drew Sinclair

sent for Helen, and when she stepped
into his office she saw that he was
worried.

"Mrs. Trent," he said, "I've just
heard some news that may be rather
important to us all. Steinbloch, over
at Consolidated, is working on a pic-
ture called 'Modern Modes'—and it

seems to be very much the same sort
of thing as our 'Fashions.'

"

"Oh, Mr. Sinclair!" Helen gasped.
Comparative newcomer to Hollywood
though she was, she knew the mean-
ing of that news. It would be a bat-
tle, now, between Consolidated and
Sentinal to see which of them could
get its fashion picture before the pub-
lic first—and also to see which could
produce the biggest and most spec-
tacular film. Millions of dollars
would be the prize for the victor

—

and a tremendous loss might be the
punishment for the loser.

"You used to work for Steinbloch,
didn't you?" Sinclair remarked with
a smile. "Well—all I can say is that

I'm glad you're not working for him
now! As it is, I think we've got a

good chance of making him sorry he
ever thought of 'Modern Modes.'

'

"Thank you, Mr. Sinclair," Helen
said. "I hope so."

"Well—I just wanted to make sure
you knew about the competition, and
were aware of all it means to us.

We'll have to shoot the picture

through even faster than we'd
planned, and even at that it'll have to

be twice as good—" He broke off,

one of his sudden, boyish smiles ap-
pearing on his face. "Might be a good
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idea to send you over to Consolidated
to do a little spying, mightn't it?"

"Oh—I couldn't—"
At that he broke into a real laugh.

"Don't take me so seriously, Mrs.
Trent. That was a poor attempt on
my part at a joke."
Helen was still a little shaken when

she left the office. As a matter of

fact, she had known that something
was up at Consolidated. Gorden
Decker, head scenic designer there,

was one of her best friends in Holly-
wood, and the last time she had seen
him he had been strangely secretive,

almost brusk. A spy! That's what he
had been afraid she might be!
She tried not to let Gordon's dis-

trust hurt her. After all, even friends
had betrayed each other in this

strange industry. . . . But it rankled a

little. She hadn't thought Gordon
would ever be afraid of her loyalty.

After that, production was rushed
on "Fashions of 1939." Wardrobe
room, set designers, actors, extras,

light and sound crews—all were
working at top speed.

REGGIE PEABODY dropped in now
and then to cluck his tongue sym-

pathetically over the rush, and con-
tribute a bit of his stock-in-trade,
gossip. "Y'know," he remarked one
morning, "there's more in all this than
meets the eye. 'Fashions,' unless I'm
very much mistaken, is Drew's big
gold chip in this poker-game they
call. 'The Industry.'

"

"Gold chip. . .
?"

"Big stake, my sweet. If he loses it,

he loses everything. Or that's the
way the wind seems to blowing, if I

read all the signs aright."
"Oh—but Reggie!" Helen said in

dismay. "Why, that couldn't be! Mr.
Sinclair is one of Hollywood's biggest
producers."
"The bigger they come—et cetera.

Helen, this is a screwy business. And
I think the Sentinal backers are not
pleased with the box-office receipts

on the last few pictures."

If it hadn't been for this hint-filled

talk with Reggie, Helen would not
have attached any importance to Drew
Sinclair's sudden departure for New
York in the midst of "Fashions of
1939's" production. As it was, she
wondered. . . . Drew did seem wor-
ried and jumpy on the day before he
left, when she saw him for a few min-
utes in his office.

But, she told herself, her job was to
design the best clothes she could, and
not worry about things that didn't
concern her.

Reggie, who had been helping her
with some of the detail on costuming
the picture, fell ill while Drew Sin-
clair was away, and was out of the
studio for a few days; as a 'result she
had more work than she could prop-
erly take care of, and had to let Ver-
laine Lafferty take care of dressing
the chorus girls in the elaborate
night-club sequence. She was sorry,
too—she had looked forward to being
on the set and seeing all the pert red-
and-blue costumes she had designed
for the girls. But it didn't matter. . . .

Then Drew Sinclair was back, and
so was Reggie, looking perfectly
healthy again, and the work was less

demanding. Until

—

It was late on the afternoon of
Drew's return when the telephone
call came through. Sinclair's secre-
tary—no longer Miss Lawson—was on
the wire.

"Mr. Sinclair would like to see you
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p ACE to face with the most serious

situation of his career, he did not

know what to do!

Young Dr. Ralph Holyoke was

a brilliant student. He had a

wealth of special knowledge. He
had married the woman of his

choice. Older physicians regarded

him as a rising man in medicine.

Yet for all his study he did not

have the cure for the malady that

was wrecking his marriage. It had

not been explained in Medical

School. Neither classes or lec-

tures told him. He had to learn

it the hard way—out of living.

He wrecked one marriage in find-

ing out. He almost wrecked him-

self. But he finally found the

answer!

If you are already a husband or

wife, if you are engaged to be

married, or if you ever hope to

be married, do not miss a word of

Dr. Holyoke's own brilliantly writ-

ten story of how he discovered the

one sure antidote for the insidious

poison that wrecks all too many

marriages.

In the new April issue of True

Story, now on sale, look for the

title "Marriage Always Is Exciting,

If
—

". And read it today.

Jrae Story
APRIL

ON SALE EVERYWHERE
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* WIN A
FREE TRIP

ia HOLLYWOOD!
GO TO YOUR

5c & |Oc STORE FOR DETAILS

3 FREE TRIPS! 51 OTHER PRIZES!
GIVEN BY

urne.

FEATURING
JOAN BLONDELL
FRANCISKA GAAL
The perfume that

charms. Let Per-
fume ofThe Stars
lovely and alluring
fragrances bring
out the sparkle of
your personality . .

make you a lovelier
person to be with.
Try them!

IO<=
IFYOUR 1 Oc STORE CANNOT
BDPPLT YOU, MAIL COUPON

a\ PERFIfllt

l<IH,i<ll..l«M.MI,«.|ll.l

WARREN-SMITH CO., DEFIANCE, OHIO °»P«- 10D

Please send me . . . bottles of Perfume of The
Stars mounted on Entry Cards. Check choice:

O Joan Blondell Franciska Gaal. I enclose 10c
for each.

Name.

Address.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet^'THE LLEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years ol
success. Praised and en- i

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS,32S4 N.Green Bay Ave.,
Oept. 19-D, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bast form, groups, land'
• capes pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo ...

guaranteed. 3 TOT $1.00
SEND NO MONEYJ^K
(any Bize) and within a week yon will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fad<

47
Pay postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c

.nth orde_ __

Inch enlargement i

age or send_80c and f

%ip*^ Jj EEL weary and worn? Try an energizing
USA-FOAM MILLION BUBBLE BATH! Relax in rain-

soft water blanketed with millions of sparkling bub-
bles. Let "nerves" and fatigue melt in fragrant luxury.
Step out buoyant, .invigorated, .skin satiny- * *»*
smooth! Tub is left glistening—no r/'ng.Tty it! IUt
Six fragrances. $3, $1.75, $1 and 35c at de- At ioc

partment and drug stores._ .111
B&LSaIesCorp.,43E.OhioSt.,ChicagoDept.l2D
Please send me trial USA-FOAM MILLION BUBBLE
BATH in Pine n Lilac Jasmine Carnation
D Gardenia Q Eau Dc Cologne. I enclose 10c each.

Name
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in projection room Number three,
Mrs. Trent."
She hummed as she walked along

the bright, flower-bordered sidewalks,
past the Administration Building,
around a corner, through a heavy
door and into the jewel-box luxury
of the projection room.
As she entered she heard a hum of

conversation which ceased abruptly.
Several people were there—Drew
Sinclair, "Fashions' " director, some
men she knew vaguely as assistant
directors and script writers, Reggie
Peabody, Mrs. Sinclair.
Drew's face was grim. He glanced

down at a page of sketches in his
hand, then met her eyes directly.

"Mrs. Trent, I've just seen the
rushes on the night-club sequence.
Did you design the costumes for those
chorus girls?"

"I—why, yes, Mr. Sinclair." What
in the world was wrong, she won-
dered with a sinking heart.

"I'd like you to see the rushes
too," he said. "All right, Pearson."

THE lights nicked off and at once
' bright-colored shadows were danc-
ing on the screen. But Helen had
watched only for a moment when she
gave a choked gasp. There, instead of
the charmingly impudent costume she
had designed, was a hideous, drab
creation, multiplied time and time
again as the chorus girls, wearing
identical dresses, capered and skipped
and pirouetted.
"Oh, stop it!" she cried. "Mr. Sin-

clair—that's not my costume the girls

are wearing! That is—I made a sketch
for a costume something like that,
for another sequence, but I discarded
it! It should never have been made
up at all

—

"

The lights went up; Drew Sinclair
held the sheet of paper in his hand
out to her. On it was a sketch for
the dresses she had just seen, and on
the corner of the page were the words
"O.K. for night-club chorus girls

—

Helen Trent" in her own handwriting.
She stared at them, unable to say

a word.
"You understand," Drew said coldly,

"this means the whole sequence will
have to be re-shot, at enormous ex-
pense. I can't allow a film like that,
bearing my name, to go before the
public. Those costumes . . . they're
frightful! I couldn't believe you had
designed them until I saw these
sketches, with your okay."

"I can't understand," Helen stam-
mered, feeling as if she were going
mad. "It's not possible . .

."

"Didn't you see the completed
dresses, after they were made up?
Weren't you on the set when the scene
was shot?"
"Why, I ... I couldn't get to the

set, because you were away, and
Reggie was ill, and I was snowed un-
der with work. But I should have
seen the made-up costumes. . .

."

She passed a trembling hand over
her forehead, trying to think. And
yet, in her confusion, one fact
glared out. If her world was crash-
ing down around her, it was not be-
cause the wrong costumes had some-
how crept into the night-club se-
quence. That was bad enough, of
course, but it was not what made her

feel weak and ill, and as if she might
faint at any moment. No—the worst
thing, the heartbreaking thing, was
the puzzled, hurt look in Drew Sin-
clair's eyes, the look that told her she
had failed him. For the first time,
she realized how much his friendship
and consideration had flattered her.
She had valued it deeply. And now
. . . now he must be cursing her
stupidity! For she remembered

—

she had not seen the made-up dresses.
"They weren't brought to me. ... I

should have insisted on seeing them,"
she said. "But it slipped my
mind. . .

."

"How it happened is beside the
point," Drew said. "The thing we
have to face is—that it did happen."
He gave her a curt nod. "Well

—

thank you for coming in, Mrs. Trent.
If I should need you again, I'll call."
Dismissed. She walked, on legs that

felt as if they were made of ice, out of
the room.
Drew Sinclair sat down in one of

the huge, heavily upholstered arm-
chairs and closed his eyes wearily
for a moment. "I can't understand
why Mrs. Trent did a thing like that,"
he said to Atkinson, the director. "A
woman as intelligent as she is, with
her talent . .

."

"Isn't it plain enough, darling? It
is to me."
He looked up. His wife was stand-

ing above him, a faint smile on her
full lips.

"What do you mean?"
"You're such a sweet innocent,

Drew. You never look past the sur-
face. Now, just think a minute.
Where did this Mrs. Trent work be-
fore you hired her? Who gave her
her big chance?"

"Steinbloch—Consolidated."

PRECISELY. And who is one of her
r —shall I say very good friends

—

someone who takes her out every now
and then to dinner or dancing? But
you wouldn't know. Gordon Decker,
Steinbloch's head set designer. And
who is making a picture to compete
with 'Fashions of 1939'? Oddly—
Steinbloch. Does it make sense?"
Drew didn't answer, so she turned

to Reggie Peabody. "Reggie? What
do you think?"

"I think," Reggie said, "that it

makes a great deal of sense, Sandra
dear. Personally, I've never fully
trusted that Trent woman. . .

."

Drew Sinclair sighed deeply. "Miss
Parker," he said heavily to his secre-
tary, "take a memo ... to Mrs. Trent.
Dear Mrs. Trent. I regret that owing
to your unforgivable—" he paused,
searching for a word—"unforgivable
lapse in connection with the night-
club costumes for 'Fashions of 1939'
I must request your resignation."

7s Helen herself responsible for the
terrible mistake made in the costumes
for "Fashions of 1939"? Or has some-
one else succeeded in ruining her ca-
reer at Sentinal Studios—and ruining,
too, her friendly relations with Drew
Sinclair? Don't miss the next instal-
ment of this fascinating novel of a
woman's search for success and hap-
piness in love—in the May Radio
Mirror.

Laugh With Henry Aldrich and at Him Too-
Wa+ch for a hilarious story starring this radio

Penrod in a coming issue
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What Do You Want to Say?

(Continued from page 3)

out her continuous crying.
At six months I turned it on to lull

her to sleep. At one year, I turned
it on to attract her attention. At
eighteen months, I turned it off to
please her. Now, at the age of two,
she turns it on to listen to music so
that she can do the swing dance.
Think of it—at two years of age. What
will she do at twenty?—Miss Rose
Debs, Poughkeepsie.

FOURTH PRIZE

AS LONG AS IT'S MUSIC

"Oh how I hate to get up in the
morning!"
Ever since I was mustered out of

the army twenty years ago the refrain
of that old song has stuck in my mind.
When 7:00 A.M. rolls around, I hate
to get up.

Recently, however, I have dis-
covered a pleasant way to be yanked
from the arms of Morpheus. Some
new neighbors have moved into the
house next door and every morning
a radio lifts me from my dreams to
the strains of sweet music. What an
ideal way to be awakened!—Ralph
Pyne, Oakland, Calif.

FIFTH PRIZE

rOU'RE WELCOME
The very beautiful radio which you

presented to me in the Radio Mirror
contest arrived yesterday and it ex-
ceeds my most enthusiastic hopes. Al-
ready I have had London, South
America and Japan.
May I thank you again for select-

ing my letter? Wouldn't it be won-
derful if we could see Shirley Temple
in a television broadcast?—Marian W.
Lamb, Portland, Oregon.

SIXTH PRIZE

TAKE A BOW, HAN LEY

It's high time some attention was
given to Hanley Stafford. He is the
hardest working man in radio today.
He runs up high blood pressure

once a week acting as Snooks' daddy,
and in between time he plays heavies,
irate fathers, and every imaginable
role on several radio programs. He
manages to turn in a fine performance
on every show, and I, for one, marvel
at his endurance and versatility.

—

Maxine Baxter, Norwood, Ohio.

SEVENTH PRIZE

DISTANCE MEANS NOTHING NOW
Picture for yourself a farmhouse,

ten miles from the nearest neighbor!!
A bride of twenty-five years living
in this farmhouse, after having lived
all her life in the city. Miles from
the nearest neighbor, miles from a
movie—cut off from the world!
What would this girl have done had

it not been for the radio bringing her
the latest news events, as told by
Kaltenborn, Edwin C. Hill, Lowell
Thomas, music by Horace Heidt,
Wayne King, Guy Lombardo, songs
by Bing Crosby, Barry Wood, Kate
Smith, kitchen help by such skilled
cooks as Betty Crocker and others.
These and many more are all my

friends, coming into my lonely home
to cheer me when I feel blue, to make
my life a great deal brighter, better
and much more beautiful.—Mrs.
Charles Dugan, Hudson, Ohio.
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CROCHET Y<OURo*«
H0LLY10D tutootm

So Young!
This exact
French copy
you can make
for 31.20.

Lovely throat line

on this blouse to set

off your tailor-mades.

Tailored yet femi-
nine, and it costs
only SI. 40 to make.

Stars in your eyes,

and his, when you
wear this glamorous
little bolero. Shaggy
loops give that new
fur-like look. Costs
82.60 to make.

• Hollywood stars are crocheting like

mad this season. There's oomph in

every stitch their nimble fingers take.

And now, in our newest book, we've

got the blouses they like best to cro-

chet. And so inexpensive to make!
All are in "Crocheted Blouses With
a French Accent". ..for only 10 cents!

At your favorite art goods counter, or

send coupon today.

Get the right French accent with
Clark's O.N.T. or J. & P. Coats Best
Six Cord Mercerized Crochet Cotton.
Keeps crisp, fresh! Boilfast* colors!

*Trade-Mark

ONLY ONE DIME

FOR EACH OF

THESE TWO NEW
CROCHET BOOKS

THE SPOOL COTTON CO., 54 CLARK ST., NEWARK, N. J. DEPT. 21 6C

/ am enclosing 10 cents in coin
or stamps — for each of the follow-
ing new crochet books:

"Crocheted Blouses With a French
Accent," Bk. No. 142, 10c. D "Collars
& Cuffs to Crochet," Bk. No. 146, 10c.D

Name-

Street.

City

(PLEASE PRINT)

.State..

steals zJtiten J^ike-

It's really thrilling to see how you can

put new spark and new variety into

everyday meals. Have the meals the

menfolk like to rave about and save

money besides! Just get yourself the

new "EVERY HOMEMAKER'S
COOKBOOK", written especially for

you by the food editor of this mag-

azine. Packed with 192 pages of new
recipes, and new menus; easy to pre-

pare, quick to make, filling, tasty, and

different. Bright green and yellow stiff

washable cover, patent metal lie-flat

binding, wont fly shut.

Send 25 cents, stamps or coins ivrapped safely, to

Readers'' Service Bureau, Dept. CB-28, Radio

Mirror, 205 East 42 St., ISew York, N. Y.



N6W under-arm

Cream Deodorant

safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses— does not
irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.

4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the

Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being

harmless to fabric.

More than 25 MILLION

jars of Arrid have been

sold . . . Try a jar today.

ARRID
39* a |ar

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
( Also in 10 cent and 59 cent iart

)

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pints of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flow-
ing freely, your food may not digest. It may just
decay in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and the
world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills

to get these two pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Amazing in making
bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. 10^ and 25^ at all drugstores. Stubbornly
refuse anything else.

NEW ODORLESS* CREAM
safely REMOVES HAIR
Nair is painless . . . not irritating to normal
healthy skin...*no sulphide depilatory odor...

economical. ..39^ a tube at stores or

from Carter Products, New York. NAIR

Still in love after thirteen years! Bar-

bara Stanwyck gave this horseshoe to

the Jack Bennys for their anniversary.

House of Laughter

(Continued from page 23)

feet long and sentinelled by a beau-
tiful grandfather's clock, you realize
you are in not only a house but a
home.
The drawing room (Jack won't call

it that, but Mary does) is done in

soft rose beige tones with harmoniz-
ing satin-striped wall paper. The car-
pet is beige, the drapes beige and
apple green satin brocade and most
of the furniture is antique with beige
and apple green coverings. But here
and there a scarlet chair or cushion
provides a bright color accent.
Back of the drawing room is the

playroom, a gay, homey place with
corner seats upholstered in scarlet or
green, pool, card and backgammon
tables scattered conveniently about,
and a projection room opening off one
end, its door cunningly concealed by
two large pictures.
The very formal beige and brown

dining room opens on a gay little

chintz hung breakfast room, where
Jack and Mary and Baby Joan eat
when there isn't any "company." The
library is a comfortable room with a
blue Oriental rug on the floor, shelves
full of books that look as though they
have been read, and a handsome desk
which Jack says is too fancy for any
real transaction of business. Several
secret closets, tucked away behind
movable book shelves, were when we
viewed them stuffed full of Santa
Claus' Christmas presents for Joan.

Upstairs you'll find Mary's bed-
room. It is very luxurious, decorated
in the same quiet beige shades as the
drawing room, but her dressing room,

as big as some people's living rooms,
is a gorgeous affair of mirrors and
crystal fittings. Across a little hall,

Jack's bedroom, dominated by the
simply huge highboy we mentioned
and his equally huge four-poster, is

a pleasingly masculine room done in
browns and tans, with leather uphol-
stered chairs and even a leather up-
holstered chaise longue. And, yes,
Jack's dressing room is lined with
mirrors, though he vows he never
looks in any of them—well, hardly
ever!
Upstairs there is also a gay nursery

for Joan and beyond that a sun deck
built especially for her. There is a
guest room, too, a pretty, quaint
apartment complete with dressing
room and bath.
The playhouse, a separate building

beyond the swimming pool, has an-
other big bar, more card and game
•tables, a barbecue pit and dressing
rooms for swimmers. The furnishings
are done in scarlet and green.
There are several other things, too,

about the Benny house which make
it quite complete—things like huge
servants' quarters, fireplaces in every
room except the dining room and
kitchen, a mammoth butler's pantry
(well stocked with jello) and a per-
fectly ducky powder room on the first

floor.

All in all, the house that Jack
Benny built is something to be proud
of—and who wouldn't be with a
charming wife like Mary and a beau-
tiful adopted daughter like Joan to
share his long cherished dream?

COMING—
A famous Ellery Queen mystery, taken from the exciting radio

program and presented in thrilling story form exclusively in

—
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One Man's Family

(Continued from page 21)

family may silently suspect about
Paul and Beth Holly, who visits the
Sea Cliff estate for weeks at a time,
no one doubts there's been only one
love in Paul's life—the war nurse.

Paul, now gray at the temples,
often depressed, and with a rolling
cadence of maturity in his voice, is in

his early forties.

He runs a flying school, gives ad-
vice at the drop of a handkerchief,
lives with the family, plays a detec-
tive at the first wink of trouble, and
frequently surrounds himself with an
aura of mystery.
All of the sons and daughters in

the Barbour clan except Paul arrived
after Father and Mother Barbour had
acquired considerable wealth.

DAUL came along in the early days
of their marriage—son of Henry

Barbour, a farm boy who was trying
to get a start in business in San Fran-
cisco.

Born in this period of struggle, Paul
has grown to be more of a realist than
his younger brothers and sisters. His
boyhood memories are not of ocean-
side estates, feasts at Thanksgiving
and Christmas and other luxuries
which younger members of the fam-
ily have become accustomed.
What profession he would have fol-

lowed had he not gone to war has
never been indicated. Unquestion-
ably, he would not have entered
Father Barbour's bond business,
which he has icily side-stepped.
The war sharpened his appetite for

flying and adventure, and resulted in
the opening of Paul Barbour's Flying
School a few months after the Armis-
tice. The flying school has been prof-
itable, and remains profitable, but
Paul is not wealthy. However, he is

a man of considerable leisure; time
to think things out, take long, mys-
terious trips, and acquire many phi-
losophies.
One of his philosophies governs his

flying school: Don't deliberately strive
to make money. Give your job the
best you have in you and the money
question will take care of itself.

His favorite formula for success:
Always do the little thing that's ahead
of you; don't delay it until tomorrow.
If you form the habit of doing all the
little things as they arise, the big
problems will be easier.
Some of his philosophies lacked this

mental serenity and Paul found him-
self in tiffs with Father Barbour; dis-
agreements in which he was not
always the winner.
Paul believed he had lost face with

the family. Cornered, he embodied
his prodigious sciences of life in a
book. A publishing house liked his
book, but it found less favor with
the public.
Slowly he mellowed and became

less erratic. Since the failure of his
literary attempt, he has never been
one to criticize human weaknesses.
Through his tolerance he has become
the sounding-board of the family.

If a Barbour is planning a revolu-
tionary move either in business, love
or domestic life, Paul's opinion is
sought; and he does not hold back his
opinions.

Cliff, second son of the Barbours,
acquired some years ago a custom of
bringing his dates to the Barbour
home to meet the family.
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Among the first was Beth Holly.
Obviously a bit on the wild side, the
family was not enthusiastic about her.

Paul began seeing quite a lot of

Beth and for the past six or eight
years she has visited the Barbour
home for periods of weeks at a time.
Various members of the family

tried to sound out Paul on his rela-
tions with Beth, but encountered the
silence which so long has character-
ized Paul's life. Not the least of these
inquisitors was Father Barbour.
In later years, the family has been

involved in domestic problems which
overshadow the mystery of Paul and
Beth and has taken <*n attitude of let-

ting them work out their own des-
tiny. Paul, the family now reasons,
is old enough to know his own mind,
and wise enough to avoid embarrass-
ing entanglements.
Family suspicions about Beth and

Paul are based not on what the family
knows, but what it doesn't know; not
on what Paul has said, but what he
has diligently left unsaid.
Beth Holly often grows impatient

with Paul and delivers an ultimatum.
If he loves her, contends Beth in mo-
ments she sometimes regrets, he must
marry her. If he doesn't love her, she
should know it.

TWICE she has tried to force him to
a decision, but Paul is a man who

prefers to leave those matters to a
later day. Beth went her way and
married another man. The mar-
riage, somewhere in the East, was
followed by a honeymoon in Europe.
Months later, she came' back with

a child. She told Paul her husband
had been killed in an airplane crash.
Once again, Paul persuaded Beth

Holly to move into the Barbour home.
While she was there, something
seemed to be threatening her. Again
she came around to the subject of
marriage, but Paul was evasive. One
morning Paul found a note from Beth.
She had left during the night, taking
her child with her.
Beth Holly is one of the many un-

explained mysteries of Paul's life.

Two years ago, he received a series
of telephone calls, each resulting in
his disappearance for a few days, ap-
parently on missions involving es-
pionage.
Once he was in Washington for sev-

eral weeks, assisting federal agents.
He has adopted Teddy, now fifteen

years old, as his daughter. Teddy,
an orphan, came to live with the
family next door. The Barbour
neighbors, unable to care for her,
agreed to her adoption by Paul, who
was enormously fond of her. Teddy
could not ask for a more dutiful, more
understanding parent.
His talks with Teddy provide some

of the most memorable episodes in the
life of the Barbour clan.
Teddy is now at the dangerous age.

She has no mother to guide her
through adolescence and relies on the
straightforward advice from Paul,
who counsels her:
Don't use up all your emotions in

two years. They have to last you
for the next forty or fifty years.

* * *

Coming next month: "Cliff Bar-
bour," the second in this fascinating
series of pen-portraits of One Man's
Family.

Your complexion is probably far lovelier than you
realize. If its dingy, UNglamorous look has you
just about discouraged, take heart! Chances are the
good, thorough cleansing of a Pompeian Massage
will wake up that sleeping beauty by removing the
dingy film of dirt.

A Pompeian massage takes only three minutes,
yet it removes this dirt, and leaves your skin looking
younger and more radiant. Pompeian (the original
pink massage cream) is entirely different from
regular cosmetic creams . . . works differently.
It's 70% pure milk. You simply massage this cream
on your face, and, as it dries, massage it off.

This wonderful treatment helps to remove pore-
deep dirt, blackheads and whiteheads. It also
stimulates the circulation of the blood in the skin

—

leaving your face gloriously refreshed, stimulated.

You be the judge! Send 10c for generous jar
of Pompeian Massage Cream and two booklets
of helpful beauty hints. Give yourself this three-
minute massage . . . and be convinced
by results.

Send 10c for big sample

j

The Pompeian Co., Baltimore, Md.
. Enclosed is 10 cents. Please send
I jar of Pompeian Massage Cream.

I Name Address. .

I

I City.

MWG-4 j

I

I

State.

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
For Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
mv free trial bottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept.27. LOWELL, MASS.

WORLD FflmOU S • STfUlDRRD mRKE

TYPEWRITERS

YOUR CHOICE— UNDERWOODS!
ROTALS! REMINGTON! I- C. SM
WOODSTOCKS! Ailowoi 1 3 mlq

* £ASY
T£RMS

!. Typewriters Mat cost up to~$) 10.00—«i ^* ' */"~ CflV/7
low oi $26.90. Genuine, standard, full sized rebuilt

***H
\\\I ^j?

office models—up-to-date improvements—standard key- .<Wk UU K^A
board, back spacer, ribbon reverse, 2 color ribbon, etc N'c^cr bel ire -
bottom prices! I I LL\ GUARANTEED! Backed by JO years of iair dealing
Ten day trial. Easiest terms in history—as low a- SOc a week

FREE big price slashing catalog shows all make* in colors, details on 10 day
trial and easiest terms FREE Van Zandi Touch Typing course with your type-
writer See catalog before you buy Moil coupon now while stock is complete.

f Inter"n atTo mal "typewrYtYr""exchange
"""

: 231 VV. Monroe Si . ( hictj \ III (Depl 403>

; Send Free Catalog m colon showing late model standard Typewriters :

t at tremendous Savings »nh no money down and 10 da) .' trial

Htm
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T Tse Mercolized Wax Cream to help you obtain
*-^ a fresher, smoother, lovelier complexion. It
flakes off the duller, darker, older superficial skin in
tiny, invisible particles. You will be thrilled with the
wonderful improvement in your appearance. Try
Mercolized Wax Cream today.

Use Phelactine Depilatory
REMOVES superfluous facial hair quickly and
t. easily. Skin appears more attractive.

Try Saxolite Astringent
SAXOLITE Astringent refreshes the skin. De-

lightfully pleasant to use. Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel and pat briskly on
the skin several times a day.

Sold at all Cosmetic Counters

THOUSANDS OF HOUSEWIVES have ordered this
wonderful new cook book, written by our own food
editor. 900 recipes, 17 useful chapters, 192 pages,
stiff binding. "Every Homemaker's Cook Book" 25c
postpaid. Send stamps or coins to:

Readers Service Bureau, Dept. CB-35,
Radio Mirror, 205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

,J$ FREEtoWomeft!
Frank and interesting Booklet answers
the question uppermost in minds of
married women. Explains use of Boro-
Pheno-Form—easier, daintier method
of feminine hygiene. Wo water or acces-
sories needed. Convenient, soothing,

FREE odorless. Proven by 47 years use.

^SAMPLE Write today for Free sample of Boro-"*"""" Pheno-Form and booklet "The Answer."
Dr.PierreChem.Co.,Dept.12-D.I62N.FranklinSt.,Chicagp

FREE
ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will

beautifully enlarge any snapshot,
photo, Kodak picture, print or nega-
tive to 5x7 inches FREE—if you enclose this
ad with 10c for return mailing. Information
on hand tinting: in natural colors and fram-
ing: sent immediately. Your original returned
with your free enlargement. Look over your
pictures now and send your favorite snap-
shot or negative today. DEAN STUDIOS,
Dept. 39, 211 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa.

Relieve Heartburn Fast

This Amazing Way
YES—TUMS bring amaz-

ing quick relief from
indigestion, heartburn, sour
stomach, gas caused by excess
acid. For TUMS work on the
true basic principle. Act un-

believably fast to neutralize excess acid
conditions. Acid pains are relieved almost
at once. TUMS are guaranteed to contain
no soda. Are not laxative. Contain no
harmful drugs. Over 2 billion TUMS al-
ready used—provingtheiramazing benefit.
Get TUMS today. Only 10fi for 12 TUMS
at all druggists.

You never know when or where

Always Carry
FOR ACID

INDIGESTION
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chores, is married. "Brad" eloped to
Las Vegas with Hollywood actress
Myra Bratton. His second marriage.

* * *

ADD BABYLAND BULLETINS!
Chet Lauck, Jr., baby son of radio's

"Lum" of Lum and Abner.

Hollywood's big - time - big - name
radio shows are planning personal
appearance tours throughout the
country. Jean Hersholt and his Dr.
Christian series has just returned to
Hollywood following a trip across
country to New York with broadcasts
en route. Gene Autry's Melody Ranch
will tour the nation starting this
month. And Eddie Robinson's been
broadcasting from Chicago and New
York.

* * *

It's the Spotlight for Sam Baiter,
sports commentator, whose "inside
stories about sports" are terrific. Take
a bow, Sam.

Diana Lewis' brother, J. C. Lewis,
is a radio executive at Mutual Don
Lee in Hollywood. Jay insists Diana
and her groom, Bill Powell, will co-
star in a radio version of "The Thin
Man."

* * *

Yippee! Arthur "Dagwood" Lake
is eating-off-the-shelf, and he's giv-
ing up the saddle. At Palm Springs
the other day, Lake was tossed off his
horse into a cactus of giant size!

Did you notice that Amos 'n' Andy
did not place in the first ten of the
radio popularity poll for the first time
since the poll was started?

And Jack Benny won the number
one comedian spot in spite of his ad-
verse publicity in '39?

A critic lambasted Errol Flynn in
print for having the nerve to send
Orson Welles a gag gift of a ham with
a beard on it, commenting: "Who is

Flynn to talk?" Orson wired the
critic that Flynn is not the guilty one,
that no doubt it was his press agent's
dream, "and what's more," says Or-
son, "who wants an arrow in the
back?"

"The Great Train Robbery," one of
the first films ever made, is a monthly
telecast feature over the Tommy Lee
Television Station W6XAO.

Middle Westerners note: Frank
Parker, chirper on the Burns and
Allen series, is signed for a concert
tour that will take him to the key
cities between St. Louis and New
York during the late spring.

I don't know if there was really a
reason for Jack Benny signing Bar-
bara Stanwyck to appear on his
"birthday" show, but anyway, last
year on that date, Robert Taylor was
the guest star and he kissed Mary
Livingstone, long and realistically.
Benny retaliated this year.

The one thing Charles Boyer does
NOT want to be is a hero. I found it

out very quickly the day the genial
French actor returned to the Holly-
wood Playhouse series .... his first

job since being released from the
service of the French Army. "Are you
still subject to call from France?" I

asked him. "Please, must we discuss
it?" said Boyer. "I think your fans
would like to know," I replied. "In
that case, the answer is yes. I have
been released from service because
France didn't need men of my age
group. I was just six months over
the limit. But I am still subject to
call." "Did you serve as an officer?"
I asked. "No," Boyer said with a
smile, "just as a buck private."

Eddie Cantor is answering a flood
of requests for his safe-driving cam-
paign slogan: "If you have a tankful,
be thankful; if you have a car full,

be careful; and if you have a snootful
—hail a taxi!" Glad to help you out,
Eddie.

* * *

Mary Martin will be making many
radio appearances as guest star by the
time you are reading this, and in
March she'll start co-starring with
Dick Powell in Good News.

New fame has come to Gene Autry.
The screen's Public Cowboy Number
One was born in Tioga, Texas. It's

just been renamed "Autry Springs":
population: "fifteen hundred on Sat-
urday nights."

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has leveled
charges of uncricket-like conduct at
NBC for putting the studio in the
middle on the proffer of $5,000 to
Finnish Red Cross if Greta Garbo
would appear on its Curtain Calls
program. NBC was told that if and
when Garbo went on the air, $5,000
would be but a drop in the bucket,
compared to the price she would ask
for—and get!

Lum and Abner will attempt to
bring their whimsy to the screen

—

they've just signed with a new film
corporation to make a series of pic-
tures.

* * *

Betty Jane Rhodes, the "first lady
of television," has organized a new
group: "hillbillies and swing". It's

terrific.
Si! * *

It's surprising how many details
can escape our observation even in
very familiar places—such as Holly-
wood Radio City is to me. For in-
stance, have I ever told you before
that Martha Tilton, who used to be
star vocalist with Benny Goodman's
orchestra, is on the NBC staff? That
Warren Hull is a fine horseman and
often appears at rehearsals of Good
News in riding togs? That Fanny
Brice will use any excuse to see a
good stage play, that she is seeing a
local stage show for the third time
this week? That Meredith Willson is

just about finished with his newest
symphony about California Missions,
and is already making plans for its
premiere presentation by an orches-
tra other than his own?

RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR



brings you ALL the Newest Lyrics!
Newest song hits from the latest movies and Broadway
revues—lyrics everybody's singing—published in the new
April issue of Song Hits. This issue is just chockful of
dozens of the very latest hits, including lyrics from "The

Road to Singapore". Earl Carroll's
Vanities, "Charlie McCarthy, Detec-
tive", "Swanee River"—lyrics to the
popular cheering songs of well
known colleges; story about Sammy
Kaye—article on Lennie Hayton's
theories on the future of Modern
American Music, and other inter-
esting features. Go to your near-
est newsstand or 5c and 10c
counter—buy the April Song Hits
magazine, but be sure you get
the green and black cover with
picture of Bing Crosby.
Tear off bottom line on

> . page 34, print your name
2,Vi- and address below and
==f;-" mail to publisher and you
rrT^„. will receive by mail—AB-
: »«— SOLUTELY FREE — your

copy of "400 Songs to
Remember' ' containing
over 400 famous songs.
If your dealer is out
of stock, send 10c

(U. S. Currency only)
to SONG HITS, 1 East

42nd Street, New York, for
the April issue' and your free

copy of "400 Songs to Re-
member."

WARNING: Song Hits is the ONLY magazine that pub-

lishes correct lyrics by permission of copyright owners.

April Issue on Newsstands NOW

How to Keep

Baby

Well JM%
Sk<

THE U. S. Government's Children's
Bureau has published a complete
138-page book "Infant Care" espe-

cially for young mothers, and author-
izes this magazine to accept readers'

orders. Written by five of the coun-
try's leading child specialists, this

book is plainly written, well illus-

trated, and gives any mother a wealth
of authoritative information on baby's

health and baby's growth. This maga-
zine makes no profit whatever on your
order, sends your money direct to

Washington.

Send 10 cents, wrapping
coins or stamps safely, to

Readers' Service Bureau

RADIO MIRROR
Dept. IF-2

205 E. 42nd St. New York, N. Y.
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WE CANADIAN
LISTENERS

By

HORACE BROWN

THIS is the story oi a radio veteran
who has yet to pass his thirtieth
milestone—Wes McKnight, beloved

of three- sponsors, known to hundreds
of thousands of Canadian listeners as
their favorite sports commentator.

Usually, when you're twenty-nine,
you're just beginning to open up the
oyster to see what's inside. Wes Mc-
Knight, in Canadian radio since the
age of seventeen, has already ex-
tracted a couple of pearls and is look-
ing around for more oysters.

Let's see how many programs Wes
has on the commercial side.

Well, the makers of Bee-Hive Corn
Syrup have been sponsoring his six-

times-a-week Sportsviews for the

past five years. This broadcast, as is

the case with all the Wes McKnight
shows, emanates from CFRB, Toronto,
and is heard over a network of nine-
teen stations every weekday night at

6:40. On this program, Wes inter-

views celebrities of all sporting trades.

At four p. m. daily over CFRB, Wes
presents a newscast for the T. Eaton
Company, Limited, of Toronto, one
of the world's largest department
stores.
The Royal Canadian Tobacco Com-

pany sponsors him for their "Grad"
cigarettes every Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday, during the National
Hockey League season, with hockey
summaries. This goes on at 11:10 p. m.

In addition, Wes announces the
tremendously successful "Treasure
Trail" show on Tuesdays at 9:30 p. m.,
with a national coverage.
Wes McKnight was born at Totten-

ham, Ontario, and divided his school-
ing between Barrie and Tottenham.
He entered Toronto 'Varsity, looking
to be a financier or some such, but out
of nowhere came a radio bug and bit

him ferociously ... so ferociously
that he left college, took a position
with a Toronto insurance firm, and
quietly auditioned as an announcer
wherever an audition could be fer-
reted out. Five times and out, but on
the sixth never-say-die he clicked
with CJYC. At seventeen he had a
full-fledged announcing job. Later,
Wes went to the famous CKGW,
where he was associated with the
even more famous Cheerio Club, pre-
sided over by genial Don Copeland.
In 1928, Wes was transferred to
CFRB, and three years later, he
started his "Sportsviews".

Five-foot-eight, Wes McKnight is a
serious-faced young man. But the
seriousness becomes all smiles, when
you start talking about his little girl
and seven-months old boy.

I think his proudest moment in all
broadcasting was last summer, when
he stood before a microphone linked
to the outside, as commentator on the
official welcome to Their Majesties,
King George and Queen Elizabeth, at
Toronto's City Hall.

Yes, sir, Wes McKnight is one
young fellow who hasn't found the
first thirty years the hardest. But
how about the next seventy-five. Wes?

a (ill 1 from
sem-PRAY jovenRY

M:, if you are under

I would like to have the

young women of America
try SEM-PRAY JO-VE-NAY
Face Cream so they may
learn for themselves of its

beneficial effects on their

skin— so they may be con-

vinced that it will overcome skin roughness
caused by chapping and help remove blackheads

by cleansing pore openings. Instead of making

any claims for SEM-PRAY JO-VE-NAY, let me
send you a convenient purse size container of

this popular face cream so that you may give it

a trial. And, until June I, I will include with

every trial container, a dainty SEM-PRAY
JO-VE-NAY lipstick— absolutely as a gift.

60-Cent and 10-Cent Sizes
After you have used the sample, ask your cosmetic
dealer for the 60-cent size of SEM-PRAY i

JO-VE-NAY (pictured at right) for home
use. Also, you'll find the 10-cent handbag]
size an ideal powder base and make-up!
aid when away from home. Both are as

handy to use as a lipstick. You'll like!

them. Won't you mail the coupon today?
j

Elizabeth Hustetf.'Sempray Jovcnay Company
Dept. 64, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Yes, I'll try SEM-PRAY JO-VE-NAY. Send me
purse size container. Enclosed is 10 cents to cover

cost of handling and mailing. Also send me the

SEM-PRAY JO-VE-NAY gift lipstick.

Name — —
Address _ - - —
City. - -..- State...- —

Midget radio fits your pocket or
nurse. Weighs only 4 oz. Smaller
than cigarette package! Receives
stations with clear tone. NO CRYS-
TALS to adjust—NO UPKEEP—only
one moving part. "AUDIOPHONE"
gives superior performance. EN-
TIRELY NEW PATENTED DESIGN.

Has enclosed geared luminous dial for perfect tuning.
MANY OWNERS report amazing reception and distance.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Complete ready to listen with instructions and Tinyphone
for use in homes, offices, hotels, boats, in bed, etc. TAKES
ONLY SECOND TO CONNECT—NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!
ccwn Mrt unMCVI Pav Postman only S2.99 plus post-SEND NO MONET' ag£ on arrival or send S2.99 (Check.
M.O., Cash.) Sent Postpaid. A most unusual value. Order Now!
MIDGET RADIO CO. Dept. L-4 KEARNEY, NEBR.
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BUT, dull hair will shine like satin and drab
hair, like pale cheeks, only needs a little

keup to have a healthy, peppy look or to hide a

premature sprinkle of gray. These thrilling features

can be had, by using the New Golden Glint Shampoo
and Rinse. The splendid new certified colors in the

New Golden Glint are exciting and safe to use—like

makeup, it washes out but won't rub off. Woman's
most irresistible charm is bright, radiant hair, full of

lovely, soft-glowing, colored highlights. Get the New
Golden Glint at any drug, department and 10c store,

or send for a full size trial offer, at half regular price.

25?5ize - TRIAL OFFER - FonlO?

Address,

City and State

PLEASE RUSH. Enclosed find Ten Cents (10c) in

coin for handling charges. My shade of hair is

D Brunette Blonde White or Platinum

Brownette Auburn Q Lustre (Colorless)

RninPn Rl IMT. 622 RAINIER AVENUE.UULUCII ULIIII SEATTLE. WASHINGTON.USA.
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IN RELAXATION
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DO you know that one excellent
way of making yourself more
beautiful is simply—to sit com-

fortably in your own living room, lis-

tening to the radio?
Yes, it's true. . There is beauty in

relaxation, if only more of us were
wise enough to realize it. Sit quietly,
health and beauty experts tell us, for
at least fifteen minutes every day.
And we reply, "That's all very well,
but where can I find the time?"
The answer is to do something use-

ful while you are enjoying your
beauty rest, and then you won't feel
that you can't spare the time. For
instance, there's the simple but fasci-
nating and profitable pastime of
crocheting. Crochet fifteen minutes
every day while you're sitting back,
letting the weariness of work wash
away, and you'll not only—through
relaxation—help erase those lines that
are beginning to form, but you will
soon find yourself the proud possessor
of a new sweater, or of a winter sports
set like the one Joan Blaine, star of
Valiant Lady is wearing in the picture
above. Any department store has in-
structions if you have never learned
to crochet.
But—and here's the practical beauty

note in this month's discussion—if

you're going to crochet, you're going
to spend a little time watching your
hands. And that might be a very good
thing. Other people look at them a
lot. You can't crochet, or play cards,
or even act as hostess at luncheon or
dinner without showing off your
hands—and many knowing people

By DR. GRACE GREGORY
will judge your grooming not by your
face, but by those same two hands.
Nowadays, hands with harsh,

roughened skin are inexcusable. The
outdoors girl and the housewife can
have velvet-soft, exquisite hands.
Take Ginny Simms, for instance.

She is an all-around active girl; golfs,

swims, drives, and romps with her
bird dog, Tex,' when she is not singing
with Kay Kyser's band on NBC's
Wednesday night College of Musical
Knowledge, or making Vocalion rec-
ords with her own band.

Virginia Simms has a profile like a
cameo, a slim, lithe figure, and ex-
pressive hazel eyes. You remember
her in the movie "That's Right, You're
Wrong." She began her career when
she was a sophomore in Fresno State
College, California, by organizing a
trio with a couple of sorority sisters

and singing over local stations. Her
fresh young contralto with its haunt-
ing deeper notes was bound to attract
a wider public, and a nationwide
career was under way.
Ginny Simms' face could never be

less than beautiful. But her hands
could. They are the hands to delight
a palmist, which means there is noth-
ing pretty-pretty about them. Strong,
capable, a little on the large side, and
every sensitive fingertip a slightly dif-
ferent shape. But how exquisitely
cared for! The muscular structure is
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firm, as befits an athlete and musi-
cian; but the skin is satin-smooth and
delicate. She wears a polish of jewel-
like brilliance, although she prefers
the more conservative rosy tint.

The rules for hand beauty are
simple. Soften any water in which
you immerse your hands just as you
do your bath water (and that includes
dish water too.)
Of course you will use the blandest

soaps and soap powders. Any soap
that bites when you touch it with the
sensitive tip of your tongue has no
business outside the washing machine.
But the greatest help towards beau-

tiful hands is the regular and fre-
quent use of a good hand lotion or
hand cream. There are plenty of good
ones, compounded of healing, soothing
ingredients, non-greasy, inexpensive.
Every time your hands have been in
water, give them a treat with your
favorite cream or lotion.

Besides keeping the entire hand
youthful and soft and smooth, you
will be surprised what such regular
treatments do for your nails, espe-
cially the cuticle. It is ridiculous to
cut the cuticle, ever. If you start it,

you have to keep on. And at that it

never looks as well as a cuticle that
is kept soft by hand creams and lo-
tions, treated with a special cuticle
cream when you manicure, and
pushed back with an orange-wood
stick. Such a cuticle looks well al-
ways. The cut cuticle looks well for
a couple of days after the manicure,
and then begins to be uneven and
grow up on the nail.
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Young Doctor Malone

the night they rushed for the nearest
hospital, some twenty miles away at
the county seat. There Jerry en-
countered a shocking setback.
Dr. Jones, chief of staff, had heard

of the petition to remove Jerry as
Health Officer of Belmore and when
Jerry arrived, expecting the op-
erating room to be ready, an em-
barrassed resident physician had the
unpleasant duty of telling him that
permission to use the hospital had
been withheld. Dr. Jones had or-
dered the operation delayed until he
could arrive to perform it himself.

JERRY had no choice. He waited,
J watching the fluttering pulse of Mr.
Mead grow weaker as his fever
mounted. Dr. Jones was due in half
an hour. But in half an hour, the
poison would have spread, Mr. Mead
would be beyond help. The situation
was desperate. Jerry took matters into
his own hands, demanded the surgery,
ordered the anesthetic. By the time
Dr. Jones arrived, Jerry was working
swiftly under the brilliant white
lights of the operating room, every
ounce of his skill mustered for the
slim chance of saving the old man's
ebbing life.

Jerry did not look up when Dr.
Jones entered the operating theater.
He did not look at him until the last
precise move in the delicate job was
made. Dr. Jones waited, severe, un-
smiling.

"I'll see you in my office when
you've finished scrubbing up, Dr.

(Continued from page 19)

Malone," he said as he strode out of
the operating room.
Jerry gave Ann a long look. "This

fixes me!" he said flatly. "Looks like
the farewell performance of Dr. Ma-
lone, general practitioner."
"That was as fine a piece of work

as I've ever seen, doctor," said Dr.
Jones with unexpected cordiality,
when Jerry walked wearily into his
office. "Sorry I delayed you, but evi-
dently you don't know there's a lot

more than skill needed in general
practice. Lots of politics, in our pro-
fession. This move to oust you as
Health Officer has been brought to the
attention of the State Health Depart-
ment by influential people. I was
asked to investigate and I'm very
glad I can turn in an entirely favor-
able report as to your competency."
"Thank you, doctor," said Jerry

gratefully. "This makes me feel that
maybe my luck is turning."
There Jerry was wrong. His luck

was set dead against him and its tide
was running strong. He answered a
call to the slum-like cottages of the
factory workers, without a hint of the
disaster that was to follow his hope-
less attempt to save the life of a boy
who had been neglected for days,
who was dying even as he walked in
the door. The injection he gave to
fan the faint spark of life long
enough to get the patient to the hos-
pital, was of no avail. Even as he
withdrew the needle, the boy sighed,
and died.
"You've killed him, and you're

gonna pay for it!" shouted Mike, big,

bullying brother of the dead boy. "I

saw you! All he had was a bad cold
and you stuck that needle in him and
he died. I'll get you for this, and I'll

get you good! We bin warned you
was full of fancy notions. . .

."

Jerry paid little attention, thinking
the man's anger would pass away as
he grew used to the shock of his

brother's death.

BUT there he reckoned without Mike
and without Bogert, for whom

Mike worked. The factory owner had
been waiting for just such a chance
to pay back Jerry for his order to

remove the refuse dump. Bogert lent

a willing ear to Mike's accusations,
fanned the flame of Mike's anger by
sympathetic questions, watched with
sly satisfaction, as Mike raved himielf
into a mood for action.
Mike expended some of that urge

toward action by lifting his elbow a
good many times too often at a bar
where his rowdy friends met. That
night, about the time that Jerry was
getting ready for bed, an angry mob
hurried through the streets, Mike in

the lead, roaring for tar and feathers
and a rail on which to run the new
doctor out of town.

Will Prout was funny, but he was
also fearless. He ran for help to Ted
Hudson, the editor of Belmore's only
newspaper, who had become one of
Jerry's few fast friends in the town.
Together the men reached Jerry's
gate just as the young doctor planted

sMsM!
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a blow on the jutting jaw of Mike
with the same precision he would
have used in administering ether . . .

and with much the same effect.
Jerry's knockout punch and Ted

Hudson's vitriolic word-lashing com-
bined to disperse the mob. It went off
reluctantly, still in an angry, sus-
picious mood.
The incident was the last straw for

Jerry.
"That petition should have been

enough to tip me off," he said bitterly,
the next morning. "But when things
reach the point where they want to
run a doctor out of town on a rail.

. . . Oh, it's no use! I'm going back to
the Medical Foundation in the morn-
ing. I had idealistic dreams of mak-
ing myself useful to these people. I

still have, but not enough for tar and
feathers!"
"You can't leave now. That would

be quitting. A doctor can't be a quit-
ter!" Ann's protests were voiced with
more feeling than she had meant to
reveal.

"Don't say that." Jerry spoke with
his head turned away. "I can't stay
and let you see me become a failure.
Oh, Ann, the chief reason I've held on
this long was . . .

." Jerry caught
himself and then continued ....
"was to justify your faith in me."

WHAT was the use of telling her
that all his hopes and plans for

success and security had been doubly
important because their realization
would give him the right to declare
his love?

"Oh, Jerry . . . Jerry! I do believe
in you. That's why I want you to
stay." Ann moved a step closer.

If I take her in my arms now, we're
both lost, thought Jerry.

If he doesn't kiss me this minute,
he's a fool, thought Ann.

Into the tense silence of the strained
scene suddenly came the shrill voice
of Penny, high in horror.

"Dr. Malone! Dr. Malone! The new
Town Hall's collapsed. Ted Hudson's
on the phone and he says there's ten
men in the wreckage. He says to

hurry . . . hurry . .
."

Their personal problems dropped
from their conscious minds as Ann
and Jerry sprang into action, once
more doctor and nurse on an emer-
gency call.

Five still figures lay on the side-
walk when Jerry and Ann arrived at

the ruins of the Town Hall. Four
more men were brought out of the
wreckage as the doctor and nurse
worked feverishly to relieve their

agony. With pity they recognized
Bun's father among the injured.

"Don't know how it happened,"
Ted Hudson told Jerry as he knelt be-
side Dawson to administer morphine.
"The men had just gone to work
when the foundation caved in and
the whole darn building went."
There was an hysterical shout as a

woman pushed through the crowd,
scanned the faces of the groaning
men with anguished eyes and then
screamed: "Where's Walt? Where's
my husband?"
Jerry looked up.
"He's still in there, Doc, pinned un-

der a girder," declared one of the men
who had been aiding in the rescue
work. "Walt's hurt pretty bad . . .

looks like a goner. We did every-
thing we could to get him out, Doc,"
he added apologetically, "but that
wall is coming down any minute.
We've got wives and children our-
selves, Doc . . .

."
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"You're right. It's no job for mar-
ried men. I'll go," jerked Jerry.

"I'll go with you." Ted Hudson
gripped the doctor's arm.
"And I" "And I." Several

of the younger men stepped forward.
Directly under the wall that was

still standing, they came upon the un-
conscious foreman of the building
crew, Walter Mills. "He's got a hem-
orrhage in the right leg," cried Jerry.
"It must be a femoral vein. Look, the
only way we can save him, is for me
to crawl under that girder and hold
the vein with my fingers while you
men try to move the girder."

"If we move the girder, the wall is

going to fall on you and Mills," ar-
gued Hudson. "The girder is all that
is supporting it now."
"We've got to risk it," commanded

Jerry, who already had reached the
man's side. "Hurry, I can't hold this
vein much longer."
Using a great beam as leverage, the

men strained and heaved and suc-
ceeded in moving the girder slightly
but not enough to free Mills. And
then one final effort and the uncon-
scious man was pulled to safety. The
wall started tottering. Several bricks
fell on Jerry but quick hands lifted
Mills, and with the doctor still clutch-
ing the vein in the injured man's leg,
the party made its way across the
debris to the ambulance which had
arrived from the county hospital.
The long day in the hospital was a

bad one for Dr. Malone, a nightmare
succession of bloody swabs, dripping
forceps, scalpels stained the bright
red of life blood as he battled for the
lives of the injured workmen. All of
his skill was not enough to save Bun's
father, who regained consciousness
only toward the end; long enough to
beg Jerry to look after his boy, and
to gasp out an ugly tale of corruption
that had put faulty materials into the
foundation of the Town Hall and
graft money into the pockets of the
mayor and John Bogert.

JERRY left the hospital and those
J pitiful death beds in a towering
rage, determined to do something . . .

he didn't know quite what . . . but
something about cleaning up Belmore
before he left it forever.
Belmore was as quick to swing to-

ward the new doctor as it had been to
unite against him. Overnight the
ladies of the Allegiance League had
made a legend of Jerry's masterly
work at the scene of the demolished
building and his saving the life of
Mills, at the risk of his own. One by
one they came into Jerry's office,
apologizing for their desertion, ask-
ing diagnoses of hastily imagined ills,

and murmuring with admiration at
Dr. Malone's plan to take Bun Daw-
son into his own care permanently.
Even John Bogert, frightened as he

was by Jerry's persistent inquiries
about the collapse of the Town Hall,
realized that this was no time to
press his campaign against the young
doctor, and contributed handsomely,
if craftily, to the new car by which
the grateful town planned to show
its appreciation for Jerry's heroism
and help.
Among the callers was the dashing

Julie King, just back from a year
abroad and already bored with small
town life. Julie was not at all con-
fused when Dr. Malone could find no
trace of an injury she claimed to have
on her first finger ... or was it the
second that was hurting so badly?
Perhaps Dr. Malone could drop up
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for dinner? Surely by dinner time she

would know where the injury lay.

Jerry was no match for the high-

powered Julie. He went to dinner,

and before he quite knew how it

happened, he was going back for

cocktails, back for other dinners at

Julie's bidding. Part of his interest

in the new friendship was amusement
at the vital Julie. Part of it was a deep

hurt at the behavior of the gentle

Ann. How could he guess that Ann
was accepting the attentions of young
Jack Bogert for no other reason than

to persuade the boy to use his in-

fluence with his father to try and end
the animosity of the influential older

Bogert against Jerry?
Jack Bogert didn't care why Ann

went dancing with him, so long as she

went. He was head over heels in

love with the beautiful nurse, and he

was determined to marry her, whether
she loved him or not.

PERHAPS he would have had his

way, perhaps the tender thing that

had been growing between Jerry and
Ann would have been distorted into

a permanent misunderstanding, a life-

long hurt, had not Fate stepped in.

Julie was not one to wait in maiden-
ly hope until she was asked in mar-
riage. She believed in knowing what
she wanted and getting it.

On a week-end at which all four

of them were guests in a mountain
cottage, Julie took advantage of the

witchery of the moonlight, of her own
great attractiveness and teased Jerry
fot* 3 kiss

"You love me!" she cried, joyously
triumphant as she felt Jerry's strong

arms about her. "I knew it! We were
fated for each other. Oh, Jerry, for-

get that mild little nurse! You might
as well, because she's after Jack
Bogert's money. Can't you see? Are
you blind?" She pressed her lips to

his again.
In the middle of that kiss, Ann and

Jack walked into the room. If ever
Ann needed the iron control of a

nurse, she needed it in that moment
when she felt all her dearest hopes
tumbling.
She left the cottage for the short

run back to town, early in the morn-
ing. Her mind was in a whirl of

misery. Hardly knowing what she
was saying, she promised to marry
the insistent Jack, and hurried into

the house to seek comfort from the
understanding Penny. But, for once,

Penny failed her. It was a frightened
Bun, who met her at the door and
told her that Penny had collapsed
with a sudden heart attack.

"Why haven't you called Dr. Ma-
lone?" Ann demanded fiercely.

He had called the doctor right

away, Bun explained tearfully. Miss
Julie had said the doctor wouldn't
be back at the cottage until late

afternoon. Ann's face grew stern.

"I'll get the doctor. He's right there
in the cottage, where I left him half

an hour ago."
When Jerry realized how nearly

Julie had caused Penny's death by
delaying his return with a selfish lie,

he told her coldly just what he
thought of her, and turned with a
fresh feeling of freedom to a strange-
ly troubled Ann.
"You can't!" he cried in shocked

protest when she told him she was
going to marry Jack. "I won't let

you ... I
"

"I've promised him," Ann replied
miserably.

"Oh, Ann, my dear ..." Jerry
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started toward her and then checked
himself. "I guess I don't know what
I am saying. I wish you every happi-
ness, of course," he finished stiffly

and went to his laboratory, mentally
berating himself for a clumsy fool.

All he wanted, all he needed most had
been waiting in the lovely person of

Ann, and he had not had the wit to

do anything about it, to sidestep the
silly overtures of Julie, until it was
too late and he had lost Ann to the
worthless son of a dishonest father.

This business about a doctor having
no right to let romance hinder his

career . . . Bosh!
Young Dr. Malone's heart gave a

wild leap at an ugly thought, a few
days later when he was speeding
through the night on an emergency
call. He did not look at Ann's white
face across the operating table on
which lay the limp body of Jack
Bogert. Why couldn't Jack have
ended his life in that automobile
crash? Why did he have to live,

Jerry thought rebelliously. Then he
pushed the whole hideous speculation
from his mind, swept his surgeon's
brain clear of everything but the
necessity for his greatest skill. Jack's
injuries were as bad as they could
be. The most delicate of brain op-
erations was his only hope, and that
a slim one. Jerry steeled his mind,
shook his head once, laid the shining
knife with a firm hand against the
skin and watched the thin line follow
its cut.

And later he watched with wistful
pangs, the relief in Ann's face when
he told her that Jack would not be
paralyzed, that his sight would be
saved, that he would recover.

"Jerry, that was the most wonder-
ful operation I ever hope to see, and
you are the most wonderful man I

ever heard of," breathed Ann.
"There's nothing I wouldn't do for

you," Jerry answered soberly. "I hope
I've given you back what you really
want." Before Ann could answer, he
turned away, unable to face the look
of loving admiration in her eyes.

JACK'S recovery was slow. Queru-
' lously he demanded Ann's presence
for long hours and the girl grew pale
and thin under the strain of giving
him the reassurance, the peace and
happiness necessary to his recovery.

Jerry made one appeal to her to
forget her engagement, but she
listened to him with a controlled,
averted face. "I promised," she said
woodenly. "He's never had anything
to believe in. If I fail him now, you
know what it will do to him. I'm go-
ing through with it."

There she was wrong. She had not
reckoned with the discarded Julie,
with Julie's vast distaste for a quiet
exit from Belmore, or with the little

hidden streak of sweetness in Julie
which made her realize that Jerry
would never find happiness if Ann
were lost to him. A strange, danger-
ous, confused, troubled girl, Julie.
But Jerry had reason to remember
her kindly all of his life.

Julie waited until Jack was com-
pletely well before she made a move.
Then, with the forthright coolness of
a girl who will have her own way,
she asked him, bluntly, to marry her.
Jack was speechless with astonish-
ment. He had been madly in love
with Julie, before he met Ann and
Julie had never treated him with
more than teasing scorn.
"Ann doesn't love you, and you

know it," announced Julie flatly. "Be-
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ROMANCE!
You know that gray hair spells

the end of romance . . . yet
you are afraid to color your
hair! You are afraid of danger-
ous dyes, afraid that it is too
difficult, afraid that the dye will de-
stroy your hair's natural lustre— afraid, most of all, that everyone
will know your hair is "dyed."

These fears are so needless! Today
at your drug or department store, you
can buy Mary T. Goldman Gray Hair
Coloring Preparation. It transforms
gray, bleached, or faded hair to the
shade you desire— so perfectly that
your closest friend won't guess. Pro-
nounced a harmless hair dye by
competent authorities, this prepara-
tion will not hurt your wave, or the
texture of your hair. If you can comb
your hair, you can't go wrong!

Send for the free trial kit— so that
you may see for yourself the beautiful
color which this preparation will give
to a lock snipped from your own hair.

Fill out and mail the coupon below.

MARY T. GOLDMAN
GRAY HAIR COLORING

PREPARATION
For Sale at all Leading Drug and

Department Stores
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COUGHERS!
WHY BE AN OUTCAST?

HERE'S RELIEF!
Is coughing robbing you of life's comfort? Do
friends shun you—fail to invite you to social

gatherings? Are you glared at in public places

because of your frequent coughing, so annoying

to others?

If your cough is due to a cold, try Pertussin.

You will be delighted with its quick, throat-

soothing effect. Pertussin helps the moisture

glands in your throat to function naturally

after a cold has retarded normal secretions.

Many physicians have prescribed Pertussin,

a safe and pleasant herbal syrup, for over 30
years. At all druggists or for generous FREE
trial bottle, write to Pertussin, Dept. S-20,

440 Washington St., New York City.
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BLONDES!
This New Shampoo
Made Just For You

!

Here is an easy way to bring oui

the full radiant loveliness of

blonde hair—a special shampoo
that washes it shades lighter and
gives it the lustrous sheen and
alluring highlights that can make
blonde hair so attractive. BLON-
DEX costs but a few pennies to

use and is absolutely safe. Brings
back golden radiance to darkened
blonde hair—keeps it soft, fluffy,

lustrous. A million blondes use
BLOXDEX. Get it today at any
good store.
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Perfumes
1)-First Kiss

'2)-Rhapsody

3)-Hawaiian Night

4)-Remembrancc

Only $1 Postpaid
(Regular $2 value)

Redwood Treasure Chest:
Contains 4— 50c bottles oi these alluring Perfumes.
A Unique Chest 6 inches x 3 inches made from
Giant Redwood Trees of California. A splendid gift.

Send No Money! l^C™or( .

for) send $1 check, stamps or currency. Money back.

PAUL RIEGER, 2Sb Art Center BldR.. San Francisco

sides, think of the seven days wonder
our elopement would mean in this
dopey little town. Come on, Jack.
We're alike. Neither of us is much
good, but we get along. Ann will want
to stay in this hick village forever,
and I'm already so bored with it I

could commit mayhem. So are you.
Let's leave, together . . . now."

It was a dazzling idea to Jack. He
was weak enough to be tempted by
a bizarre farewell to Belmore, shal-
low enough to abandon one love for
another. And, subconsciously, he
realized the truth of Julie's words.
Ann didn't love him and never would.

Jerry was astounded by Ann's re-
action to the news.
"Eloped? Oh, how wonderful. Oh,

Jerry, I am so happy. . .
."

"Then you don't care? ... I mean
you DO care? . .

."

Jerry wondered if the dispensary
bell always rang at the wrong time
when he heard its insistent tinkle,
just as he moved toward his sweet-
heart. Another emergency call.

I IGHT-HEARTED for the first time
•- in months, Jerry hurried to the
bedside of the pathetic Mary Hender-
son who had come home to die, and
was having a hard time doing even
that in peace. Mary was not recog-
nized by the good ladies of Belmore.
Mary had led a gay youth and a none
too savory one. The disapproval of
the town had driven her away years
before, when she was a hearty, laugh-
ing young woman. Jerry could see
only faint traces of the former attrac-
tiveness in the thin, anxious face,
ravaged by disease and something
else . . . something he recognized as
the terrible desire of a drug addict.
Her mysterious death turned the

town once more against Malone.
When the cause of her demise was
diagnosed as an overdose of morphine,
a devastating amount of circumstan-

tial evidence pointed to Jerry as the
responsible man. His record of un-
selfish service was soon forgotten by
the townspeople. He was arrested on
suspicion of first degree manslaughter.
It was only through the persever-
ance and loyalty of his friends that
the real facts behind Mary's death
were uncovered—facts which broke
up an incipient narcotics ring and
conclusively proved Jerry's inno-
cence.
But the whole unpleasant episode

left its mark on Malone. It shook his
confidence in himself. He saw plain-
ly how insecure small town popular-
ity could be. He had gone back to
the Medical Foundation for a visit . . .

to find an answer to the turmoil of
his troubled mind and heart.

"So you see, Dr. Abercrombie,"
concluded Jerry, "why I've got to go
back and fight it out with Belmore,
don't you?" Dr. Malone leaned back
in his chair. He was tired. But some-
how the stating of the highlights of
his year in Belmore had clarified the
whole thing for him, and he saw just
where his duty lay. And then there
was dear, lovely Ann, waiting.

"Ye're a real doctor, laddie!" Aber-
crombie laid a kindly hand on Jerry's
shoulder. "And ye've a real fight
ahead. But my money's on me lad-
die, so get back there and gie them
the wurks!
"And," added Dr. Abercrombie

with a merry look in his knowing
eyes, "it's no sic a bad idea to hae a
gude second in a fight ... a second
wie bonnie blue eyes and yellow hair.
If ye're asking me, which I don't
notice ye are, ye better take care of
that angle furrst of all!"

And so young Dr. Malone returned
to Belmore—where you can follow his
further adventures Monday through
Friday at 11:15 A. M., E.S.T., over
NBC-Blue.

Prize-winners Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh and James
Stewart broadcast their acceptances of the New York Film

Critics' award for best pictures and acting of the year.
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He raves about

my cooking now. .

.

TRY pleasing the men folks with

filling, but new and different

dishes. But be careful—avoid

fancy frills. "Every Homemaker's
Cookbook" gives many simple

menus and recipes, easy to pre-

pare, yet filling and appetizing.

Written by the food editor of this

magazine.

FOR EASY USE:

Bright green and yellow washable

cover; quick easy index to 192

pages; patent "lie-flat" binding

keeps book open on the table to

the right place, won't fly shut.

ONLY 25^
postpaid. Send for

your copy today.

Wrap stamps or coins

safely. Address Headers'

Service Bureau, Dept.

CB-20, Badio Mirror,

205 East 42nd Street,

New York, N. Y.

arkle-Cu+, Simulated

BIRTH
STONE

Your birth stone will
make a beautiful ring.

Many think wearing their birth stone lucky.
Just to get acquainted, we will send a won-
derful Simulated Birth Stone—correct for
your month—FREE if you enclose this ad
with 10c for mailing. Just send name, ad-
dress and month of birth. Information, on
free gold plate ring with wrist watch, sent
immediately. Send today for your new sim-
ulated BIRTH STONE. EMPIRE DIA-
MOND CO., Dept 410, Jefferson, Iowa.

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys— and may be relieved when treated in

the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help

most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don t

work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.

These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-

matic pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,

swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting

and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.
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Facing the Music

(Continued from page 43)

SWING'S THREE OF A KIND
There just was never the slightest

doubt among the Andrews Sisters that

they would succeed. Though their

climb to radio's front ranks was a
series of detours through drafty thea-
ters, no stumbling-block could be a
match for the combined courage and
confidence these girls possessed.
La Verne Andrews—twenty-four

and the oldest—knew that someday,
somehow, they would catch up with
success. It took nine years, but this

patient and wise girl would have
waited even longer.
Maxene Andrews, twenty-two and

next in line, was the one-girl cheer-
ing section. She could stop the most
pessimistic opposition with an inex-
haustible gift of gab.

Patty, because she's only nineteen,
felt it all in her heart, head, and
voice.
Even Daddy Andrews needed no

convincing when the going got tough.
He would just recall those pleasant
days when his little girls would upset
the routine of his thriving bowling
alley with frequent outbursts of song,
and then smile proudly.
And Mother Andrews, perhaps

more than any of them, had the great-
est faith. For wasn't it she, in her
quiet way, who had rocked the chil-
dren to sleep with Norwegian lulla-
bies that gave them their first musical
baptism?

LJOW the eventful nod from Fate
*^ came was never in the girl's

dream book. A little Jewish melody
that most thought would live and die
in New York's Ghetto, tossed the girls

into this country's ether waves, across
its many footlights, and upon a mil-
lion phonograph records.
"We couldn't hum 'Bei Mir Bist du

Shoen,' let alone pronounce it, when
our manager first told us about it,"

says Patty, "but it became our na-
tional anthem."
The Andrews speak of this tune

reverently. It was their pot o' gold,
their bank night, or whatever you
want to call the jackpot a few of us
get a chance to break in a lifetime.
Their original Decca recording sold

150,000 copies and brought them
offers from all over the country.
From it stemmed their current en-
gagement with Glen Miller's band
over CBS.
Edgar Bergen knew the girls were

good, almost ten years ago. He hap-
pened to catch their act, which
was part of an annual kiddie show
put on by a Minneapolis dancing
school. La Verne was fifteen, Maxene
twelve, and Patty only ten, but the
now-famous ventriloquist saw in
them future stars. Bergen wanted to
put the girls in his act. But it wasn't
Charlie McCarthy who squashed the
deal. The girls and Mother Andrews
decided the offer was a bit premature.
The 'kiddie show was a huge suc-

cess. The director of the dance school
was urged to devise another edition
featuring the kid trio. But ominous
reverberations from the mothers of
thirty-five other musical moppets
nearly put the dancing school out of
business.
"You feature those Andrews kids

again," warned one jealous parent,
"and you lose the rest of us!"
When the next kiddie show was

Help your children to learn typing! Edu-

cators, business men call it an asset . .

.

through school, through life ... an aid

to clear thought and expression. Easily,

quickly learned on Corona.

Prices begin at $29-75 for the amazing

Corona Zephyr . . . four other models to

choose from, each "tops." Easy terms—only

$1.00 a week, plus small down payment.

CORONAEVERY HOME
SHOULD OWN A

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

This is the
"Speedline

Silent"

L C SMITH & CORONA TYPEWRITERS INC
j

Desk 4, 103 Almond Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

I'm thinking of buying a Corona. Please send
j

free folder describing D Zephyr D Speedline.

Name—
Address-

City State-

« at home:
Learn to color photos and miniatures
in oil. Noprevions experienceneeded. Good
demand. Send for free booklet, "Make
Money at Home" and requirements.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL _
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1384, Chicago

H NOW!

NAILS
T A MOMENT'S NOTICE

NEW! Smart, long
tapering nails for

everyone ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desiredshade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.

Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.

Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.

ARTIFICIALNU-NAILS
462 N. Parkside, Dept. 16-D,

FINGERNAILS

Earn '25 a week
*"

) \AS A TRAINED m ^ *

PRACTICAL NURSE!
| J*

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
—18 to 60 years of age—have done through Chicago
School of Ndbsing. Easy-to-understand lessons,

endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer, of Iowa, now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.50
to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN I

Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking

course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after

her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.

High school not necessary. Equipment included.

Easy payments. 41st year. Send coupon nowl

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 184. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lessoo pages.

_Age_

City_
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NEW CANTON KIMONO
_» » (Jinken Silk Crepe)

rjn Special Introductory Price
,; Ft These lovely new -

Kimonos are the most $ |

attractive of garments
for lounging, etc.

2
95
Post
Paid

"u»J make ideal inexpensive
»*^# gifts. Come in Royal

__, Blue with trim in—»^" Chinese Gold also .

Black with Red trim; (Selh
Red with White trim. i„r i„ f. r %,\
All hand-embroidered larty for **'

in silk floral designs to match trim. Belt to

match. State size: Large, Medium, Small.

AND SATIN SLIPPERS FREE
(To Match Kimono)

A pair of silk satin
Chinese slippers giv-

en Free with every
Kimono Suit. Richly
embroidered by
Chinese women in

floral, butterfly and
bird designs. Fine

{Sell regularly $2) leather soles, medi-
um lVi-inch Cuban

heels. Fully lined and padded inside making
them very comfortable. Royal Blue, Red,
Gold, Black, White, Green. State color
wanted and your shoe size.

SEND NO MONEY
Shipped C. O. D. or send $2.95 check,
stamps, or money order for the suit—slippers
included free. Money-back guarantee.

DOROTHY BOYD ART STUDIO
209 Art Center Bldg., San. Francisco, Calif.

Writefor catalog OrientalArticles from $2 to $50

DRAB
HAIR

after you u*e this amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation,
LOVALON will do all of these 4 impor-
tant things for your hair.

1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away s'hampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair nearly in place.

Lovalon does not dye or bleach. It is a
pure, odorless hair rinse, in 12 different

shades. Try Lovalon.

At stores which
fell toilet goodl

5 rinses 25^

2 rinses 10|*

LOVA

presented, only Patty Andrews got in
it and as a very small and very ob-
scure chorus girl. But Patty kept her
ears open. She discovered that Larry
Rich, the headliner, had auditioned
all the local talent for his new vaude-
ville show. None was picked. Patty
implored the weary actor to hear one
more act.

The first Andrews Sisters audition
was a success and Rich returned in
the Fall for his new kid trio. Though
he paid their hotel bills and gave each
one a dollar a day for meals, no sal-
ary was included. To evade the chil-
dren's societies, Rich made his wife
the girls' legal guardian.
"Think of the experience," Rich

told Daddy Andrews. Their father
did, but just to be on the safe side, he
gave his little girls $500 and employed
a tutor to accompany them.
"Daddy was doing nicely at the

time," explained Maxene.

CVER since Peter Andrews came to
*- these shores from his native
Greece, he had done nicely. After a
job in an ice cream comany, he mar-
ried his best friend's sister, borrowed
$15,000 and opened a bowling alley. A
year later he paid all his debts, told
his wife Ollie that they must now
have plenty of children. "Ten of
them," he reiterated, "and all boys."
Four children came but they were

all girls. The first one named Ange-
lyn, died of pneumonia before she
was two.
There were fifty-two other people

in Larry Rich's act and every one of
them managed to borrow part of the
Andrews' $500. But the girls didn't
write home for fear their angry father
would stop their singing.
The act played ten months and

broke up in New York. In a magni-
ficent gesture, Rich staked the girls

to a fortnight in the big city. After-
wards, they intended to return to
Minneapolis. But a midget who had
appeared with them in Rich's act told
them Joe E. Howard, a song writer,
was looking for singers.
Howard hired them at $100 a

week, calling the act "Joe E. Howard
& Co."
Flushed with this happy turn of

events, the girls implored their
mother to tour with them.
But vaudeville was on its last legs

in 1933 and when the Howard act fin-

ished in Milwaukee, the girls sought
a job with a dance band, and eventu-
ally joined Teddy Mack's orchestra.
This engagement was pleasant

enough. But the Andrews Sisters
were just another trio. Good voices
and a natural sense of rhythm were
not enough to excite the populace.
"You kids all sound like the Bos-

well Sisters," complained one critic.

This criticism stunned the girls but

they knew it was partly true.
"We got to thinking then," says

Maxene, "that if instruments could
phrase and play the hot licks in har-
mony, why couldn't we apply it to
voices?"
After work the girls listened atten-

tively to Teddy Mack's musicians
during jam sessions. As the boys
would improvise, the Andrews would
adapt the instrumental technique to
their voices.
About this time, Daddy Andrews

met financial reverses, and the whole
family turned its efforts to making
stars of the Andrews Sisters.
The girls managed to get frequent

engagements all over the country. Al-
though musicians and booking agents
raved about their act, the public
simply refused to get excited. The
trouble was they were singing too
much for the musicians and not
enough for the audience.
When they joined Leon Belasco's

orchestra early in 1937, the veteran
bandsman gave them some sound ad-
vice: "Just look at the best song sel-
lers. If the public likes the tunes, you
sing them!"
The girls immediately chucked all

their difficult arrangements that
brought praise only from swing ad-
dicts and concentrated on more com-
mercial music. But this decision came
almost too late. They were out of
work again and back in New York.
From the next family conference

came a dramatic decision. The girls
would give themselves six more
months in which to click.

A band directed by Billy Swanson
was then playing at the Hotel Edi-
son. He struck a bargain with them.
The girls would get $15 each time
Billy broadcast over Mutual. The
girls accepted. The money would pay
the rent bill and give them valuable
air time.
However, the arrangement didn't

last long. Swanson's regular vocalists
resented this thrice-weekly intrusion.
One night Lou Levy, an astute man-
ager, heard the girls, saw possibilities,

and signed them up. He got Dave
Kapp of Decca Records to hire the
girls for one recording. The record
flopped but two months later Decca
asked them to do another platter. The
"A" side would be Gershwin's "Nice
Work." No one knew what tune
should be sung on the other side.

Levy scouted. Decca scouted. Even
Daddy and Mother Andrews toured
Tin Pan Alley.
Then one day Levy rushed into

their hotel room, waving a music
sheet, and roared: "Sing this song in
Jewish and you'll kill 'em!" While
the girls struggled with the foreign
tongue, the manager hired songwrit-
ers Cahn and Chaplin to write Eng-
lish lyrics.
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WHEELS of DEATH
Dragged beneath the heavily loaded coal car from which he had

been hurled, this railroader says, "I felt myself being shoved toward
the rail." Would he be ground to a lifeless pulp? What passes
through the brain of a man who is only a step from eternity is vividly

told by Hugh Holton in his story I HAVE SEEN DEATH in the March
issue of the nonsectarian magazine

YOUR FAITH
At Your Newsdealer's

A MACFADDEN PUBLICATION
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This month the girls get another
annual royalty check from Decca. It

comes to $15,000. Since "Bei Mir Bist
du Schoen," the Andrews Sisters have
made dozens of hit records—"Joseph,
Joseph," "Hold Tight," "Beer Barrel
Polka," "Oh Ma-Ma," and have sung
on a flock of radio shows. When they
play the New York Paramount they
get $3,500 a week. With money like

that, why worry?
"Probably the next time we get into

a serious conference," concludes La
Verne, "will be when one of us de-
cides to get married."

(Editor's Note: But since Ken
Alden talked to the Andrews Sisters,

they have had several important con-
ferences about that very subject

—

getting married. You probably read
some of the lurid details in the news-
papers. But watch next month's Radio
Mirror for the story they didn't tell

the papers—the first complete ex-
planation of the family argument that
set Broadway buzzing with conjec-
tures.)

OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet
Naughty Waltz; Missouri Waltz

(Decca 2843), Guy Lombardo. The neg-
lected waltz should recapture some pop-
ularity with this excellent platter, mea-
surably enhanced by some grand twin
piano playing.

Little Red Fox; Fit To Be Tied (Co-
lumbia 35295), Kay Kyser. A merry
musical chase introducing Little Au-
drey, the pip-squeak soloist. -

After All; Blue Rain (Victor 26418),
Tommy Dorsey. Vocalist Jack Leonard
returns to warble two soothing ballads.

Superior dance music.
Whose Theme Song? (Royale 1795),

Richard Himber. A grand disc for par-
ties, as the theme melodies of Dorsey,
Shaw, Lombardo, Kyser, Goodman,
Miller are veiled in mystery. Toughest
one for this reviewer to guess was
Himber's.

Careless; Vagabond Dreams (Blue-
bird 10520), Glenn Miller. Since the
trombonist swept to public acclaim he
has favored sweet tunes. Here are two
syrupy ones fringed with distinctive

color tones. Vocalist Eberle is improv-
ing.

Some Like It Swing
Hot Dog Joe; Many Dreams Ago

(Varsity 8082), Van Alexander. The
liveliest novelty tune in many a month
spiritedly interpreted by Butch Stone.
Aunt Hagar's Blues; 57th Street

Drag (Bluebird 10513), Bob Chester.
Strictly for the solid senders. All-
around good work by the rhythm sec-
tion and the saxes.

El Rancho Grande; Speaking of
Heaven (Columbia 35295), Eddy Du-
chin. Not strictly a swing tune but
definitely an out-of-the-ordinary Du-
chin disc. Lou Sherwood is the gay
caballero.

To Ken Alden, Facing the Music
RADIO MIRROR Magazine
122 E. 42nd Street, New York.

I would like to see a feature story

about :

Please tell me where this band is

now playing

I like swing bands I like

sweet bands I like bands

that mix 'em up .

(Enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope if
you want a direct answer.)

EXHIIARATMC 1A$TOf
A Taste with a tingle and a tang. So cooling, re-

freshing ... so fragrantly good. Makes you think of

the fresh, green Mountain slopes and the clean, sweet
Mountain Air. Clark's Teaberry Gum has a flavor

all its own . . . Try a package today. You'll like it.

CLARK'S | EABERRY GUM

II

No!-
Ignorance
is no excuse

?

ii

IGNORANCE is no excuse in the
eyes of the law."—That is the

stock phrase given from the bench
by all judges and magistrates to vic-

tims who carelessly break the law.

By the same token—Ignorance of
the law of healthful living is no ex-
cuse in this modern age, for Physi-
cal Culture is constantly cautioning
its readers to guard their health
against sickness and disease.

PHYSICAL CULTURE WG4
205 East 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

Sirs: •

Enclosed is SI.00 for which enter my subscription
for your introductory offer of 5 months of Phys-
ical Culture.

NEW HOPE

for the DEAF

A MODERN MOTHER EXAMINES AN IMPORTANT 0UEST10N

Physical Culture brings you au-

thentic and helpful articles and
messages on how to understand and
avoid various common ailments.

—

How to avoid sickness.—How to

guard the family health. What to eat

and why. Physical Culture for

beauty, poise, grace and more
healthful living and a host of other

april, 1940

Name valuable facts about life.

Street & Number Try this inexpensive in-

troductory offer. Five big

City State issues of PHYSICAL CuL-
This offer is for U. S. A. proper only TURE for only $1.00.
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MiM:VAi'tVMI
SAVES YOU % 50%

Foreign Reception
Here's our big 20th Anni-
versary radio special. . the
14-tube 1940 Television-
Adapted Midwest! Bril-
liant performance . . and
amazing foreign reception!

30 Days Trial
Absolute satisfaction guar-
anteed on money-
back basis. Catalog
also shows 14-tube
cabinet console for
only$29.95complete!
• Other models from 5 to 1 7 Tubes, and up to 5 Wave Bands.
Send 1£ postcard for FREE 1940 catalog, showing com-
plete line. (User-agents make extra money!)

See Midwest's Answer to TRADE-INSI
MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. HIiHIilirHW'ECT

FREE
ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beau-
tifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches FREE—if you enclose this ad
with 10c for return mailing. Informa-
tion on hand tinting in natural colors
and framing sent immediately. Your original
returned with your free enlargement. Look
over your pictures now and send your favorite
snapshot or negative today. DEAN STUDIOS,
Dept. 288, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha, Nebraska.

HAVING A BABY?
Regular medical care during
pregnancy is vitally important.
Your doctor can regulate diet to

provide minerals, iron and vita-
min content so essential to good
teeth and sound physical
development in the baby.
Ask his advice on feed-
ing infant.

• Now. at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb It In. One applica-
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Kaay to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
GOe Hi, flniK t>r toilet, counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. GetBROWNATONE today.
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That Others May Live

(Continued from page 37)

No one apparently could believe the
desperation of his need. It was too
fantastic.

Finally he faced his defeat and the
folly of further pretense. With his
wife and child he moved into a suc-
cession of homes, each more modest
than the last. Then apartments, then
rooms by the day.
Never once did he seek to make a

touch, for all the untold sums he had
so gladly given to others in need in
his better days. His pride and self-
respect forbade it. He wanted only
work. Eventually he admitted the
futility of that and stopped asking.
No one saw him. No one heard from
him. After a while no one missed
him from the scene.
He stood before the wide white

door of the Motion Picture Relief
Fund one day last week, this man
who had had so much and been the
envy of millions. The coat on his
shoulders was shabby and thin. Wads
of newspapers were stuffed in the
gaping holes in the soles of his shoes.
In his eyes was stark fear and ring-
ing in his ears was the angry warn-
ing of a cheap boarding-house land-
lady. Pay up or get out!
Slowly he opened the door, ap-

proached the girl at the desk.
"I don't want anything for myself,"

he said in a choked voice, "but I've

got a wife and a kid. They haven't
had anything but stale bread and
canned milk for three days. For
God's sake, can you help me get them
something to eat!"
The girl at the desk smiled . . .

NOW come and meet the girl who
is listed as Case No. 579 on the

Relief Fund rolls, a strangely blank
name for one of her youth and beauty.
Her given name doesn't matter any-
how for few of you would recognize
it. She was just one of hundreds of
young and beautiful girls earning a
precarious living doing extra work.
She was the sole support of an aged
mother, however, which made her
small job of filling in the backgrounds
of pictures of vital importance to her.

For a time all went well with them.
A day's work here and a day's there
kept them in necessities and a few
of the comforts of life. Then sud-
denly came a production slump; fewer
pictures were being made and fewer
still in which extras were needed.
Slowly her little hoard of savings
dwindled. Then came another blow;
the mother fell acutely ill. Doctors
had to be called and prescriptions
filled. Finally a special brace was
needed for the mother's withering
arm. No money was left to buy it.

Grimly the girl took the one way
out; she pawned her wardrobe of
smart hats, coats and dresses, the
tools with which she worked.

Ironically the tide turned within a
week. Central Casting called four
times to offer studio work. One call

after the other had to be refused.
She had neither clothes nor the
precious $12 to get them from the
pawnshop. The fifth call sent her to
the Fund door.
The next Sunday Ronald Colman

and Joan Crawford gave up their per-
sonal plans for the week-end to ap-
pear on the Gulf-Screen Guild show,
and a hairdresser at Paramount gave
50 cents of her weekly check because

of Case No. 579 and others who may
some day find themselves in her
shoes.
And then there is Case No. 671—

a

studio cutter, one of those men whose
important and difficult job it is to
edit the daily "rushes" of film se-
quences and patch them together into
the completed story. He was married
and the father of three children, with
a fourth due in a few months. A
nagging cough sent him at last to a
doctor. The verdict was tuberculosis.
If he went at once to a sanitarium,
he was assured, he had every chance
of complete recovery.
"You must stay away from home

if you value the lives of your wife
and children," he was told.
He borrowed to the hilt on his life

insurance and went away. Six months
later, swamped with debts and fran-
tic about the future, he returned to
work before his weakened body was
ready. In a few weeks the dread
cough was back. Once more he heard
the same orders. This time there was
no insurance to fall back upon; this,
time, too, there was an extra mouth
to be fed.
"We've got one last chance," he

told his wife. "The Relief Fund. If
I can't get help there. . .

."

Script writers don't make all the
happy endings in Hollywood. Though
no one ever hears about them, the
Fund writes them too. In these
stories just told, the once famous star
was given immediate financial help
and a studio pressured into giving
him steady work; the extra girl's
wardrobe was retrieved from the
pawn shop and temporary sustenance
given to tide her and her mother over
for a few weeks until extra work
picked up; and the cutter and his
family were established with a nurse
in a little house on the desert where
all bills will be paid until he is again
completely well.

QRDINARY charity when it is la-
^-/ beled and dished out as such is a
bitter dose indeed for a man to swal-
low. Too often it shatters the last
vestige of his self-respect and spirit;
too often it defeats its very aim—his
reestablishment in his just place in
the world.
The helping hand of the Fund is

not considered charity, either by
those who give or those who receive.
It is, rather, hard-luck insurance to
which each recipient has contributed
according to his means; therefore he
is receiving of his own.
There is no name over the wide

white door to blazon to the world
that he who enters it is asking help
of his fellow man; only the address,
6902 Santa Monica Boulevard, greets
the eye. Inside is a pleasant recep-
tion room, not unlike a prosperous
doctor's office. Off that is a snug
library with comfortable chairs, book-
lined shelves, and bright reading
lamps. Down a long hallway are
small consultation rooms where a
man and the Fund can talk over his
problems in private.
Necessary questions, sometimes

painful questions, must be asked to
determine his needs, but those ques-
tions are neither prying nor loaded
with implied reproach; sprinkled be-
tween them are compliments on his
work in the past, encouraging proph-
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ecies of the future. Above all he is

made to know that the Fund consid-
ers his problem a confidential matter
and that no word of his unhappy
situation will go beyond the four
walls. Nor does it. Cases are dis-
cussed only in numbers, never names.
The little fellow, now on his uppers,
is entitled to his pride; the big shot,
down on his luck, to his privacy.

Technically the Motion Picture Re-
lief Fund was established in 1924 but
due to lack of proper financing and
increasing case load, it steadily was
losing ground until 1937 when its

administration was taken over by the
combined Screen Actors Guild, Screen
Directors Guild and Screen Writers
Guild. Today it is headed by Jean
Hersholt as president and serving
with him on a board of trustees are
three producers, six writers, six di-
rectors, six actors, one cameraman,
one publicist, one cutter, one make-
up man, and one each of the allied
motion picture crafts.

CVERY motion picture worker from
*- top executive to unimportant car-
penter voluntarily sees fifty cents out
of every $100 he earns deducted from
his weekly salary check and turned
over to the Motion Picture Relief
Fund. Frequent benefit premieres,
polo games and other entertainments
are staged and the proceeds given to
the Fund. And many private dona-
tions are gratefully received—such as

the bequest of $1,000 left by the late

Louise Closser Hale. The realization
that she alone of those who have died
carried her love for Hollywood be-
yond the grave, she who had the
least and gave the most, has shocked
many another star and producer into
following her example.
But until radio came with its gift

of $10,000 a week, the Fund's dearest
hope seemed far from fulfillment.

With all the demand upon its re-
sources, the Fund never seemed to

have quite enough money for every-
thing it wanted to do, for everyone
it wanted to help. The old age prob-
lem was constantly increasing, too.

Workers were growing too old to sur-
vive in an industry which is notorious
in its demands for youth and stamina,
and in which the top earning period
is limited as in no other business.

It was for these elderly workers
that the Fund hoped to build a home
where they could round out their
lives in comfort and security. Part of
the Fund's regular income was set

aside each year toward this building
program. But as the demand for

emergency relief grew, the slowly
growing building fund had to be
thrown into the breach. You cannot
let a man go hungry today while you
plan his home for tomorrow.

So that was the situation when
someone—and they say that someone
was Mary Pickford—conceived the
idea of a monster radio show to be
sold to a sponsor, on which every
member of the three Screen Guilds
would work for the benefit of the
Fund. The proceeds from the sale of
the program would be kept exclusive-
ly for the building fund, thus freeing
more money of the regular Fund for
direct relief.

The program was sold to the Gulf
Oil Company and got off to a brilliant

start on January 8, 1939, with Jack
Benny, Joan Crawford, Judy Garland
and Reginald Gardiner in the first

guest star roles.

The rest is radio history.
Last year's radio season earned

$220,000 for the Fund—and every
penny of it went either into a bank
or into United States Government
bonds. The present season, barring
unforeseen accidents, will bring in
another $390,000. Construction work
on the home will begin when the
half-million dollar mark is reached-
which should be early in 1940.

WHEN the Fund officials say they
are planning a home, they really

mean a home, too. Here will be no
million-dollar showcase of a place
with nothing to run it. Jean Hersholt
and his fellow workers promise that.

It will start on a modest scale, with
a large sinking fund behind it to
guarantee continued support.

There will be nothing barren or
institutional about it, either. Present
plans call for a community of small
cottages built around one main hall

which will house a large recreation
and club room and a dining room.
The individual cottages will cost ap-
proximately $2,000 each, and will
consist of a bed-living room, kitchen-
ette and bath, housing two persons.
Each will have its own little plot of
ground and its flower garden.
Like those who go through the wide

white door on Santa Monica Boule-
vard, the people who live in the new
home will never be made to feel that
they are objects of charity. They will
be receiving their just rewards—the
rewards of the pleasure they have
given, the rewards of their profes-
sion's own generous heart.
Hollywood is indeed its brother's

keeper.

Secret ofa

Barbara Bride

I Am An Announcer's Wife

(Continued from page 25)

present day.
Our marriage, for instance ....

you couldn't call that ordinary. Grad-
uation from college was still three
months distant when we decided we'd
passed the school - boy - school - girl

stages. So, in April, 1935, we left

classes one bright afternoon, slipped
down to Boston, became Mr. and Mrs.
Seymour, returned to school and told
no one. Until graduation, we kept our
secret. No one at either of our schools
suspected. Both of us took our final
examinations, finished well in our
classes and when our sheepskins
were handed to us in June, broke the
news of our elopement.

That's a pretty exciting way of
starting off a life together. There is
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something about a tremendous secret
like that, shared between two people,
that creates a great bond. But, after
all, it was nothing to some of the ex-
citement we've snared since.

We went, after graduation, to Bos-
ton—a city where neither of us had a
relative or a friend. We had a small
grubstake, the combined savings
from our school allowances, but we
were near the end of that by the time
we both got jobs. Dan had always
been interested in dramatics and
speaking in college, and thought he
could make use of his training in
radio. He won an announcer's audi-
tion at a local Boston station, and
landed a job at $22.50 a week.
We didn't see much of each other
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that first year. Dan's was one of
those staff jobs on which he went to
work almost at the crack of dawn
and got home at any or all hours of
the night. I was working, too, in a
book shop, and finally I became used
to returning to our small walk-up
apartment and preparing dinner for
myself while Dan worked at the
studio—not a very pleasant routine
for any wife, but particularly not for
a new bride. Still, we were young
and, in a harum-scarum sort of way,
it was fun.
The next spring, when the time for

Nancy's arrival drew nearer, I gave
up my job. We were thrilled. It was
exactly as we had planned it—-a child
we could watch grow up while we
were both young. The hard part was
not seeing Dan as much as I wanted
to. He couldn't change his long hours,
so I spent most of my days in the hos-
pital alone—and lonely.

THEN, that summer, the Community
' Sing program came to Boston for a
try-out The show was important and
auditions were held to select the an-
nouncer Here was just the sort of
break Dan had been hoping for. When
he came home with the news that he
had won the job, I knew our luck had
come.
Now, 1 thought, we could settle

down to regular hours and lots of
leisure time to spend together. That
shows how much I knew about it.

Only a few weeks after the Com-
munity Sing program started Dan se-
cured a job with CBS in New York.
That meant that while Community
Sing was still being broadcast from
Boston, Dan had to commute there
from New York (where we moved at

once, of course) every week. He not
only commuted, he flew; and his
work, if anything, became more de-
manding than it had ever been be-
fore.
In September, though, Community

Sing moved to New York, and Dan
got the coveted post of announcer for
Major Bowes. We really spread our-
selves then. We moved into an apart-
ment out in the suburbs—and had
just nicely settled ourselves when
Community Sing moved again, this

time to Hollywood. Like the tail on
the end of the dog, we went along

—

uprooting our carefully planned home,
in the suburbs in the process.
A year in Hollywood—and then

whisk! back to New York again. And
now our life really became compli-
cated. Dan went to work on the
Benny Goodman program, and on one
of those early-morning news broad-
casts. He had to be in the studio at

6:45, which meant leaving home
at 6:15.

I was the loyal, helpful little wife
for the first week or so of that sched-
ule. I got up regularly to prepare
Dan's breakfast. But Dan discovered
he couldn't eat that early in the morn-
ing (I suspected he just felt sorry for
me) , so I stopped getting up.
Evening meals were a problem, too,

—and still are. We never quite know
when we can expect the head of our
family. After a while I got used to
placing the dinner on the table, wait-
ing, watching it get cold—then a tele-

phone call: "Darling, we've got to

make recordings (or do a movie short
or rehearse right up to broadcast time
or something) and I can't get home
for dinner. I couldn't call you earlier
because I was in the studio."
But what really makes life difficult

are the quick airplane trips Dan has

to take when one of his programs
goes on tour. They began when the
Goodman band went on the road. Its

commercial radio program went on
the air Tuesday nights at 9:30, and
Dan was busy in New York with
other programs until 2:30 Tuesday
afternoons. He'd get the first plane
out and fly back that same night for
his early morning commercial.
My worst experience in those days

occurred a short time after a plane
crash in Cleveland, when every per-
son on board was killed. The Tuesday
when Dan was to fly was stormy and
foggy. To make things worse, the
show was coming from Cleveland, the
scene of the crash. When he called
me from the airport to tell me all

flights had been cancelled, I breathed
a sigh of overwhelming relief.
Five minutes later he called me

back. The airport officials had de-
cided to try sending one flight
through. Dan was leaving on it

—

"and please don't worry," he added.
Not worry! As soon as I hung up

the telephone, I turned on the short
wave band of our radio. Long since
I had learned that I could follow the
complete line of flight when Dan was
in the air by tuning in the airplane
band and listening to the conversa-
tions between pilot and airport.
This night, I sat glued to my chair,

listening to those laconic, unemo-
tional words coming through the
stormy night. "Fog .... rain ....
trying to fly above . .

." In them-
selves, they didn't tell me much. But
they were reassuring. As long as I

could hear them, I knew Dan was
safe.

Then, suddenly, they stopped, when
the plane was within three miles of
the Cleveland airport. The weather
reports were increasingly bad.
What was happening? Impotently,

I sat there in my comfortable living
room and pictured Dan crushed in the
midst of wreckage, somewhere in the
snow-covered country near Cleveland.
The hands of the clock crept around

to 9:25. I switched the radio back to
the commercial wave band and tuned
in WABC, the Columbia station in
New York—and waited. Every one of
those five minutes was longer than
the one preceding it.

The station break—theme music
for the Goodman program—and at
last: "This is Dan Seymour ushering
in . . .

."

I N those lonely hours of suspense I
1 had made one decision, and a month
later I had my chance to put it into
effect. Again it was a stormy Tues-
day; again Dan had to fly, this time to
Detroit. But I wouldn't let him go
alone.
"Nancy and I are flying with you,"

I said stubbornly to all his arguments.
"If anything happens, it happens to
all of us."
The storm when we reached the

airport was even worse than the one
of the month before. Flights had been
cancelled, but one plane was being
sent through. It was scheduled to ar-
rive in Detroit exactly one hour be-
fore the program went on the air.
We climbed aboard. The storm
seemed to have been waiting for us
to reach the right altitude before un-
leashing its full fury.
Lightning crackled around the wing

tips, and the plane rocked and dipped
as if it were completely at the mercy
of the elements. I was more fright-
ened than I had ever been in all my
life. But Nancy sat there and giggled
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Read This Important Message!
Do you dread those "trying years" (38 to 52)?

Are you getting moody, cranky and NERVOUS
lately? Do you fear hot flashes and weakening
dizzy spells? Are you jealous of the attention

other women get? THEN LISTEN—
These symptoms often result from female

functional disorders. So start today and take

famous Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound. For over 60 yrs. Pinkham's Compound
has helped hundreds of thousands of grateful

women to go "smiling thru" difficult days.

Pinkham's has helped calm unstrung nerves

and lessen annoying female functional "irreg-

ularities and distress."

Pinkham's Compound is the best known and
one of the most effective "woman's" tonics you
can buy. Try it!

Note: Pinkham's Compound comes in liquid or
handy to carry tablet form (similar formula).

-AND HOLD HIA1

with the aid of
SAYMAN'S

Vegetable Wonder Soap
Its rich, foamy lather

insures fresh, attrac-

tive daintiness. Send
for free sample. Sayman,
Dept. 11-D,St. Louis, Mo.

Cash For Your Letters

About Advertised Products
Look through all the ads in this issue, and pick the
product you like or dislike most. Then write us a
letter telling why. You need not praise. We want
frank, but helpful letters—letters that tell how you
use the product, perhaps some unusual or new use.
great economy or convenience. Or, if you dislike the
product, tell why, or how it could be improved. Fancy
composition is not important. 50 words, on one side
of the paper, is plenty. Macfadden Women's Group
will pay $2.00 for each letter accepted. Address your
letter to

Readers Forum
Macfadden Women's Group
122 East 42nd St., New York. N. Y.
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FREE.

Don't mistake eczem;
for the stubborn,
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non - staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches graduz..ly disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear
skin again. Dermoil is used by many
doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give defi-
nite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded without ques-
tion. Generous trial bottle sent*FREE to those who send in
iheir Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One
Spot Test"' yourself. Write today for your test bottle. Print
name plainly. Results may surprise you. Don't delay. Sold by
Liggett and vValgreen Drua Stores. LAKE LABORATORi ES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 604, Detroit, Mich.
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every time we hit an air pocket. At-
mospheric conditions worried her not
at all.

We came down, at last, in Buffalo,
defeated. No plane could go through
that weather to Detroit. The srcond
we hit the ground, Dan ran to a tele-
phone. He talked first to a railroad
official. A cab got us to the station in
record time. There, a second engine
had been added to the Detroit train,

and we reached our destination twen-
ty-five minutes ahead of schedule,
thanks to the obliging railroad official

Dan had talked to on the telephone in

Buffalo!
Waiting at the Detroit station was a

famous speed test driver, with a car,

and he gave us the wildest drive I

ever made or undoubtedly ever will
make. He got us to the Fine Arts
Museum, where the broadcast was be-
ing held, exactly forty seconds before
air time. If you heard the show that
night, you heard a young man who
practically panted out, "This is Dan
Seymour "

Enough experiences like that and
you get hardened—not accustomed

—

to being an announcer's wife.

LA.ST summer we rented a beach
cottage. We planned to spend a

month there—Nancy and I staying
all the time, and Dan joining us over
week-ends. It just didn't work out.
As soon as we moved to the beach,
Dan was assigned a new job, and out
of that whole month, he spent exactly
forty-eight rainy hours with us.

Then there's the business of Christ-
mas and Thanksgiving and wedding
anniversaries. This year, Mr. Sey-
mour was busy with the Walter
O'Keefe program on our fourth anni-
versary. We didn't even have dinner
together.
Dan says I've been a very thought-

ful announcer's wife. Nancy was born
on a Thursday—-the one afternoon out
of the whole week that Dan had free.

Judy was born on a Wednesday eve-
ning, exactly three hours after her
father went off the air. But the hours
before he did arrive were pretty bad
ones. A husband isn't much practi-
cal good at such times but he is a lot

of comfort.
Judy was born on December 28,

1938. Dan and I had planned to have
a quiet New Year's Eve celebration in
the hospital. It was a nice idea but
it never happened. I welcomed the
end of 1938 by switching on the radio
beside my bed and listening to a de-
scription of how Times Square greeted
the New Year, voiced by an an-
nouncer stationed on the marquee of
the Paramount Theater. He was a
good announcer—and why not? He
was my missing husband.

In spite of all the disadvantages,
there's a thrill, a sense of vitality,
about our life. And of course I'm
thankful for the material things Dan's
success has brought—a nicer place to
live, a maid, a family, security for
that family. . . .

But I'm certain that in no other
home—given a husband and father as
loving as Dan is—could an incident
occur such as happened in our house
last week. For seven full days Dan
hadn't once gotten home before
Nancy's bed-time. On the seventh
evening, he called just before Nancy
went to bed, and after I spoke to him
I gave her the telephone. Apparently,
he said "Hello, Nancy," to her; and
she, without a word in reply, turned
to me in great surprise: "Mummy,
it's Daddy—remember him?"
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How to Get Rid of Them
• Corns are caused by pressure and friction—often

become large, painful and ugly. Home paring can
only give temporary relief—means risk of infection.

But there's no need to suffer. Millions have ended
corns this easy way. Just put a Blue-Jay Corn Plaster

neatly over the corn. It acts quickly and gently as

shown above. You have glorious relief and simply
by avoiding the pressure and friction which caused
your corns, you can prevent their return. Get Blue-

Jay Corn Plasters today—only 2 5 ji for 6. Same price

in Canada.
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or Money Back^Itching
For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, ath-
lete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. O. D. PRESCRIPTION.

Here's relief any
asthmatic sufferer can afford. Dr. R

Schiffmann's ASTHMADOR is puri-

fied by our laboratory controlled process

so that it has a uniformly high medic-
inal value. The average ASTHMADOR
treatment costs less than 2c—a small price

indeed for the grateful relief

it provides. Insist on Dr. R
Schiffmann's ASTHMA
DOR in powder, cigar-

ette or pipe mixture form
at your druggist's.

Dr write today for

a free sample to
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Dept.E-3
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GIVE YOUR LAZY
LIVER THIS

GENTLE "NUDGE"
Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice
To Feel "Tip-Top" In Morning

!

If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into

your intestines—constipation with its head-
aches and that "half-alive" feeling often result

So step up that liver bile and see how much
better you should feel ! Just try Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets used so successfully for years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients with con-
stipation and sluggish liver bile.

Olive Tablets being purely vegetable, are won-
derful! They not only stimulate bile flow to

help digest fatty foods but also help elimina-

tion. Get a box TODAY. 15*^. 30f and 60fL
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shows you

how to take an

ACTIVE-LATHER

FACIAL.

Lux Soap is a
WONDERFUL
BEAOTyCARE!
first pat its

Active lather
lightly into
your skin

Wm.

Use cosmetics all you
like— but don't risk

Cosmetic Skin

Try Loretta Young's ACTIVE- i

LATHER FACIALS for 30 days! I
Clever women everywhere find Jf
this wise, gentle care really works M
—helps guard against the dull- „./

ness, little blemishes, enlarged

pores that mean Cosmetic Skin. fig?

Use Lux Toilet Soap during the
|

day for a quick freshener, and
at night to give skin the pro-

tection of perfect cleansing

— protection it needs to stay I

lovely. Begin your ACTIVE-
LATHER FACIALS now ! For

extra economy, buy 3 cakes.

NEXT RINSE WITH
WARM WATER,
THEN COOL.yOUR
SKIN IS LEFT

REALLV CLEAN
•"

WStm

W&v-m-W^

>/ ,

>ru.

now dry the face

with quick light

pats. it feels
softer, smoother,
see how fresh it

looks!

.v.

w^^
i
want to have smooth,IvU soft skin. So don't fail to

remove dust, dirt, stale cosmetics

thoroughly— don't risk Cosmetic
Skin. Use Lux Toilet Soap regularly.

9 out of 10 Screen Stars

use Lux Toilet Soap
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Marriage Brought Him Everything

(Continued from page 16)

star commands a higher salary on the
screen. In radio, too, Basil is one of
the few dramatic actors who can
make his own terms. Last year Kel-
logg's struggling The Circle, rich
with the biggest names in filmdom,
had to call on him to save it. He has
been highlighting guest star spots, on
big Hollywood shows since radio
came to town.

Socially, too, the Rathbones are
probably more firmly and favorably
established than any couple in Holly-
wood. In it the Rathbones are ac-
knowledged leaders. As hosts, they
are a Hollywood legend. No event
since, has matched the brilliance of
their famous "Bride and Groom" cos-
tume ball celebrating their eleventh
wedding anniversary. Nor has any
Hollywood wedding reception been
staged with more finesse and charm
than that of Basil's son, Rodion, and
his bride, last year.
And all of this—the good things of

the private life of Sherlock Holmes

—

are the fruits of Basil Rathbone's
romantic adventure with his wife,
Ouida.

I suppose there is no actor in Holly-
wood who epitomizes poise, self-con-
fidence, even conceit and arrogance
more than Basil Rathbone does to one
who sees him on the screen or hears
him over the air. His speech is

clipped and precise, his bearing
straight and proud, his mind and wit-
sharp and compelling. He seems a
man to master any situation in life

with ease.
Yet when Basil first met Ouida Ber-

gere he was, by his own confession,
a man with an inferiority complex,
a man shy to the point of awkward
confusion, a social flop! Worse still,

he was dazed into a state of aimless
drifting, rudderless, without a grip
on the realities of steering a success-
ful career.

Basil lived through two years of
front line fighting and crawling, as he
puts it, "on my stomach over every
inch of mud in No Man's Land" with-
out any injuries, except a few light
wounds and barbed wire slashes,
which scar his legs to this day. But,
like many another soldier, the long
days and nights when death was just
beyond the tick of his wristwatch,

robbed him of any concern about the
future or any power to plan it.

So with peace, Basil came back to
the stage, aimless, ambitionless, living
from day to day. Neither money nor
fame meant anything to him. He
shrank from decisions, he took what
he was offered. He avoided parties
and people. His aggressiveness and
his hope for the future had vanished
while time stood still in the war. All
he wanted was to be left alone.
Naturally, in the most competitive

profession on earth, acting, that is

anything but a formula for success.
Despite Basil's talents, he began to
lose this part and that, ones he had
counted on. His career began slip-
ping away and he was too negative to
halt the slide. He was like this when
he met and married Ouida Bergere.
The union with her positive per-

sonality has changed his whole life

and his fortunes, Basil swears. To
understand that, you must know
something about the remarkable Mrs.
Rathbone.
Ouida Bergere Rathbone is small

and dainty but with the strong per-
sonality which often goes with red
hair. Hers is flaming. She is color-
ful, sharp-witted, practical, educated,
intelligent. She is bursting with
energy and strength. When Basil first

met her, Ouida was an extremely
successful Hollywood screen writer

—

making a thousand dollars a week at
Paramount studios. He was just an-
other British actor. The day they
were married she stopped writing

—

sacrificing her own career to her hus-
band's, because, as Basil points out,

"she was canny enough to realize
that marriage seldom works with two
pay checks in the family."

If you believe Basil, his wife alone
has taught him to be important to
himself, to have self-confidence and
to push his fortunes. She alone has
developed that "social side" in which
he was so sadly lacking, banishing a
smothering inferiority complex and
turning his painful timidity into the
sparkling charm which has made him
a famous figure at Hollywood gather-
ings. And you can readily believe
Basil when you know him and under-
stand the type of man he is. In no
other, perhaps, would such a complete

Fink

Mickey Rooney, Jack Benny and Orson Welles, chatting before Holly-
wood's all-star broadcast for the President's March of Dimes drive.

USE

IRRESISTIBLE LIPSTICK

ts/^&^2oiFOR
GREATER SMOOTHNESS

for the witchery of vibrant, dewey-fresh lips,

you need a softer, smoo.fher lipstick like

IRRESISTIBLE, the lipstick that's WHIP-TEXT

for greater smoothness. Whipped again and

again by a secret new process, Irresistible

Lipstick is non-drying, more lasting,

and beautifully clear in color. In

luscious FLASH RED, FUCHSIA

PLUM, RED OAK, ORCHID

and other smart shades,

with matching Rouge

and Face Powder. M

APRIL, 1940

AT ALL

5 AND 10 CENT
STORES

IRRESISTIBLE LIPSTICK PUTS THE

YOU IN IRRESISTIBLE YOUTH!
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MAMMOTH 1940 CONTEST NOW RUNNING

WE WILL PAY

$25,000.00
FOR FORTY TRUE STORIES

in

prizes

Year after year Macfadden Publications,
Inc., extends to men and women everywhere
a wonderful opportunity to add handsome
sums to their incomes by setting down in
words true stories that have happened in
their own lives or the lives of friends or
acquaintances.

Already we have paid out well over $600,000
in prizes alone for true stories and in addition
we have purchased many hundreds of > other
true stories at our liberal word rates. Of this
vast sum, a large, a very large percentage has
gone to men and women who never before
had written for publication.

The chances are that you have lived or ob-
served a story that we would publish gladly
if you would write it and send it in. Do not
feel that because you have never written that
you cannot write. If these other men and
women had felt that way they would be
poorer by perhaps a half million dollars.
Simply say to yourself—"Others have done it—I can do it—I will do it."

In writing your story tell it simply and
clearly just as it happened. Include all back-
ground information, such as parentage, sur-
roundings, and other facts necessary to give
the reader a full understanding of the situa-
tion. Do not be afraid to speak plainly.

No matter whether yours is a story of trag-
edy, happiness, failure or success, if it con-
tains the interest and human quality we seek
it will receive preference over tales of less
merit regardless of how skilfully written they
may be.

Judging on this basis to each of the best ten
true stories received will be awarded the
munificent sum of $1,000 and to each of the
next best thirty true stories will be awarded
the handsome sum of $500. And don't forget
that even if your story falls slightly below
prize winning quality we will gladly consider
it for purchase provided we can use it.

If you have not already procured a copy of
our free booklet which explains the simple
method of presenting true stories, which has
proved to be most effective, be sure to mail
the coupon today. Also do not fail to follow
the rules in every particular, thus making
sure that your story will receive full consid-
eration for prize or purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story

send it in. By cooperating with us in that
way you help to avoid a last minute land-
slide, insure your story of an early reading
and enable us to determine the winners at
the earliest possible moment. Contest closes
Tuesday, April 30, 1940.

CONTEST RULES
All stories must be written in the first person

based on facts that happened either in the lives of
the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.

Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.

Do not send us printed material or poetry.

Do not send us carbon copies.

Do not write in pencil.

Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more
than 50,000 words.

Do not send us unfinished stories.

Stories must be written in English.

Write on one side of paper only. Do not use
thin tissue paper.

Send material fiat. Do not roll.

DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE
OF YOUU MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HAND-
WRITING, THE TITLE AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT
YOUR NAME.

Print your full name and address on mailing
container.
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Prize Schedule
10 Prizes at $1,000 each $10,000

30 Prizes of $ 500 each 15,000

40 Prizes Total $25,000

Contest Rules

—

Continued
PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THERE-

ON. OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unacceptable stories will be returned as soon as

rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED
WiTH SUBMITTAL. If your story is accompanied
by your signed statement not to return it, it it is
not acceptable, it will not be necessary to en-
close return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.

Do not send us stories which we have returned.
You may submit more than one manuscript,

but not more than one prize will be awarded to
any individual in this contest.

As soon as possible after receipt of each manu-
script, an acknowledgment or rejection notice will
be mailed. No corrections can be made in manu-
scripts after they reach us. No correspondence
can be entered into concerning manuscripts sub-
mitted or rejected.

Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.

This contest is open to every one everywhere in
the world, except employees and former employees
of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and members of
their families.

If a story is selected by the editors for imme-
diate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be
final, there being no appeal from their decision.

Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscripts to us direct. Due to

the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter,

which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.

This contest ends Tuesday, April
30. 1940.

Address your manuscripts for this
contest to Macfadden Publications,
Inc., Dept. 40C, P. O. Box 629, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.

COUPON
Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 40C
P. O. Box 629, Grand Central Station

New York. N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet en-
titled "Facts You Should Know Before Writing
True Stories."

Name

Street

Town State

(Print plainly. Give name of state in full.)

transformation have been possible.
He is extremely sensitive, for one

thing. The cats who prowl about his
house today are there because Basil
couldn't bear to see them drown. He
rescued them from a watery grave.
One of his dogs, Judy, wandered in,
lost and hungry. She has never left.
His police dog was a gift from their
friends, the Jock Whitneys.
While the Rathbones possess the

most enviable Hollywood reputation
as hosts, they entertain very little.

When they do, of course, it's an event.
Easily three hundred evenings of the
year they are home reading, or listen-
ing to Basil's vast library of records.
Both, too, are avid camera fans, con-
centrating now, of course, on baby
Barbara. Basil keeps physically fit

with golf at the sporty Bel-Air course
down the hill and fencing with Fred
Cavens, Hollywood's foils expert,
whom you've probably seen in action
in "Captain Blood," "The Count of
Monte Cristo," or "Romeo and Juliet."

ONE of the finest gifts his wife ever
brought him, Basil believes, was

the reunion with his son, Rodion.
Rodion is the son of Basil's first wife,
from whom he was separated in 1919.
When Basil came to America, Rodion
stayed with his mother in England,
was raised there and educated as an
engineer. The long years that sepa-
rated them made him a stranger to
Basil. Knowing that bringing them
together again would mean much to
her husband's happiness, Ouida, un-
known to Basil, made friends with
Marian, his former wife, wrote to
Rodion in England and made friends
with him, too.

It was entirely through her efforts
that Basil and his son were brought
together again in Hollywood.
When war broke, Rodion, like his

father before him, knew his duty. He
joined up with the Canadian engi-
neers and was given his orders.
The night he was to leave Basil had

dinner with his son. But Ouida, who
had brought them together and made
them mean so much to one another,
was not at the farewell dinner table.
This occasion, she concluded wisely,
was for father and son.
They had dinner together, Basil

and Rodion, at Chasen's in Beverly
Hills. They talked lightly of gay,
frivolous things. After the meal
Rodion challenged Basil to a game of
ping-pong—and beat him. The din-
ner broke up in laughter—no talk of
war, no frowns.
Rodion took to his car then, with

his young wife. It was the hour for
leave taking. "You drive on," said
Basil, "and I'll follow. Somewhere
along the road, at a turn or some-
thing, I'll pull up and blow my
horn—and you answer. That's good-
bye—eh?"

"Right!" said Rodion.
So they drove—Rodion and his wife

in the car ahead, Basil alone behind.
They were miles out in the San Fer-
nando Valley before Basil could find
just the right fork in the road. But
it must be sometime, so he pulled to
the side and pressed his horn. The
car ahead answered and its red tail-
light grew dim—with the distance, or
something.

Basil Rathbone sighed and turned
his car around. Behind him his son
roared off to his great adventure, war.
Ahead, back home, was Basil's—the
ever young adventure of his mar-
riage, his home, and his love for
Ouida. The adventure of peace.
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PERC WESTMORE SAYS: Use make-up as we do for Hollywood Stars-

BRING OUT YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL

WITH WESTMORE COSMETICS

1

The important first

step in every individual

make-up we create for

these stars is House of

Westmore Foundation Cream, result of research

to which the film studios have contributed miles

of test film! Now you can use it as a basis for

make-up to bring out your individual beauty.

You'll find this foundation cream with powder
to blend at drug and department stores, in four

glowing tones, one of which matches your skin.

To complete the perfect make-up, use our rouge

(cream or cake), lipstick, eye-shadow... all color-

keyed to the foundation cream. Large sizes, each

50^. Smaller sizes at variety stores.

When you're "starring" on a date,

wouldn't you like to be sure your make-up

was perfect for your type. ..as flawless as a

picture star's? Then start with Westmore
Foundation Cream for a make-up that's

glowing, alluring, in day or evening light!

"Perc Westmore' s Make-up Guide." Use

measuring wheel in this book to learn

which type your face is. Follow our

make-up rules (illustrated) for the Hol-

lywood star of your type. Countless

extra beauty hints! 25c at drug, depart,

ment or variety stores, or use coupon

!

Look at your freshly washed face in a

strong light. Are there differences of col-

oration? Smooth over these with West-

more's skin-tinted, non-drying Founda-

tion Cream. Now look! It's a beautiful

even tone...makes you look your loveliest

!

~lfejtm*i£i J£{*

BSnTtifc
| HOUSE OF WESTMORE, INC. C-41

I 730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

1 Please send me Perc Weetmore's Make up GuideM I for which I encloee 25c.

rtvfllsJK/l i/S
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Actual color photograph shows James Oliver of Willow Springs, N. C,
harvesting better-than-ever tobacco grown by U. S. Government
methods. (At bottom) Roy Daniels, tobacco auctioneer, inaction.

of making tobacco
better than ever

. . . and Luckies always buy the choice

grades," says Roy Daniel, 29 years a

tobacco auctioneer

Simple as ABC are the reasons why we ask: "Have
you tried a Lucky lately?"

A. Uncle Sam's scientific improvements in soil,

seed and plant-foods have enabled farmers to grow
the finest tobacco in 300 years.

B. Like Roy Daniel, the overwhelming majority

of independent tobacco experts—auctioneers, buy-

ers, warehousemen— smoke Luckies. They know

Luckies buy the choice grades of the finer crops.

C. Finer tobacco isn't all Luckies offer. The
"Toasting" process, on top of 2 to 4 years' aging,

makes them extra -mellow . . . takes out certain

throat irritants found in all tobacco.

A cigarette that offers the choicer grades of finer

tobacco crops . . .plus throat protection! Try Luckies

for a week, and you'll know why . .

.

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST
-IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1

Copyright 1940, The American Tobacco Company














